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Executive Summary
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since the 1994-95 storm season, the County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works has
endeavored to monitor and characterize stormwater water quality under the Los Angeles NPDES
Municipal Stormwater Permits. The first two years of monitoring fell under the 1990 Permit,
while the current monitoring program is defined in the 1996 Permit. The current monitoring
program has consisted of four major elements: Santa Monica Bay receiving water impacts study,
mass emission monitoring, land use runoff monitoring, and critical industry monitoring. Other
peripheral and supportive studies were conducted since 1996. Those consisted of a study of
sampling in wide channels (see Appendix E), a study of the feasibility of sampling storms down
to 0.1" rainfall (see Appendix D), an El Nifio season supplemental study (see Appendix F), and
freshwater toxicity studies on the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers (see Appendix (J). In
1999, the County also voluntarily funded half of a study of impacts on stormwater quality from
aerial deposition (see Appendix H for progress reports),

HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS AND SAMPLING SUCCESS
The last six years have experienced a range of climatological events, ranging from the 1997-98
E1 Nifio season (twice the normal annual rainfall) to the 1998-99 La Nifia season (less than half
the normal annual rainfall). Nevertheless, the County’s resourcefulness allowed it to respond to
many different and unexpected circumstances as they arose. Since January 1995, 212 mass
emission and 396 land use monitoring station events have been sampled. The major objective of
runoff characterization of mass emission, land use, and critical industry drainage areas was
achieved.

OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED
The goal of the monitoring program has been to provide technical data and information to
support effective watershed stormwater quality management programs in Los Angeles County.
The monitoring program has been successful in meeting those goals, namely:
Track Water Quality Status, Pollutant Trends and Pollutant Loads, and Identify Pollutants of
Concern
Water quality status, pollutant trends and loads were successfully addressed by all of the
major monitoring program elements: the Santa Monica Bay receiving waters impact study,
the mass emission monitoring element, the land use monitoring element, and the critical
source monitoring element. The total cost incurred by the monitoring program to date has
been more than $4.8 million.
Monitor and Assess Pollutant Loads from Specific Land Uses and Watershed Areas
Both the mass emission and land use monitoring elements were successful at assessing
loading, and the County’s GIS Loading Model has been recognized as an innovative solution
to estimating loading in unmonitored watersheds.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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¯ Identify, Monitor, and Assess Significant Water Quality Problems Related to Stormwater
Discharges Within the Watershed
The monitoring program was successful at identifying toxic levels of zinc and copper from
Ballona Creek discharge, toxicity in the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers, and the extent
and severity of bacterial indicators in both dry and wet weather.
¯ Identify Sources of Pollutants in Stormwater Runoff
In addition to the Bay receiving water impacts study’s identifying Ballona Ck., and not
Malibu Ck., as a contributor of stormwater toxicity, the mass emission monitoring identified
the Los Angeles River as consistently contributing the most zinc, copper, and suspended
solids. The land use monitoring identified light industrial, transportation, and
retail/commercial land uses as developing the highest median concentrations for total and
dissolved zinc. Light industrial and transportation land uses displayed the highest median
concentrations for total and dissolved copper, and light industrial produced the highest
concentrations of suspended solids. Finally, the critical source monitoring program
identified fabricated metal businesses as producing the highest median concentrations for
zinc, copper, and suspended solids.
¯ Identify and Eliminate Illicit Discharges

., :-’:-:.,

Each Permittee has a program to identify and eliminate illicit connections to the storm drain
system to the maximum extent practicable. The County has been successful in the inspection
of open channels and underground storm drains to identify illicit connections.
Most Permittees perform random area surveillance during dry and wet weather to inspect for
potential illegal discharges. The Permittees also conduct educational site visits at businesses.
During these visits, flyers with information on Best Management Practices (BMPs)
applicable to that business are distributed.
The Department has also been successful in developing and implementing a standard
program for public reporting of illicit discharges and reporting hazardous substances via the
1-888-CleanLA hofline.
¯ Evaluate the Effectiveness of Management Programs, including Pollutant Reductions
Achieved by Implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs)
The Critical Source element of-the monitoring program was successful at examining the
potential effectiveness of voluntary good housekeeping and preventive types of Best
Management Practices at one critical source industry. There was no significant difference at
other critical source industries at which BMPs were implemented. The inability to control
the voluntary usage of good housekeeping BMPs at these critical industries may have
compromized the study’s effectiveness for those industries.
R001,1954
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Assess the Impacts of Stormwater Runoff on Receiving Waters
The receiving waters impact study, one of the first in the nation to assess stormwater impacts
on the marine environment, was very successful at assessing stormwater impacts on Santa
Monica Bay. The study was able to discern the existence and extent of the stormwater plume
in the Bay, identify two trace metals in Ballona Creek. stormwater discharge that are toxic to
simple sea creatures, and conclude that sediments offshore of Ballona Creek generally had
higher concentrations of urban contaminants. The findings related to toxicity and sediments,
along with bacterial indicators, set the stage for the rest of this report.

WATER QUALITY CHEMICAL ANALYSES
Monitoring in Los Angeles county from 1994 to date has been performed in compliance with the
Municipal Stormwater Permits of June, 1990, and July, 1996, which have required a broad suite
of chemical analyses, including solids, minerals, bacteria, metals, organics, and nutrients. The
Los Angeles county Department of Agricultural Commissioner/Weights and Measures,
Environmental toxicology Laboratory, provided the water quality laboratory and related services
to the Department of Public works. The laboratory implemented a Quality Assurance/Quality
Control program to ensure that the analyses conducted were scientifically valid, defensible, and
of known precision and accuracy.

WATER AND SEDIMENT QUALITY RESULTS
Conclusions on the status and trends of water quality over the past six years have been derived
from the monitoring program’s Santa Monica Bay receiving waters impact study, mass
emissions monitoring element, land use runoff monitoring element, and critical industry
monitoring element. Findings regarding sediment quality were derived from the Santa Monica
Bay receiving waters impact study and the County’s involvement with the California Sediment
Task Force and the Corps of Engineers’ Sediment Control Management Plan.
¯

The nonprofit Center for Watershed Protection has linked overall watershed imperviousness
to stormwater quality problems. The Dominguez Charmel/L. A. Harbor Watershed
Management Area has the highest overall imperviousness (62%) based on 1993 SCAG land
use distribution, followed by the Ballona Creek (45%), Los Angeles River (35%), San
Gabriel River (30%), Malibu Creek (6%), and Santa Clara River (5%) Watershed
Management Areas.

¯

The monitoring program has identified the nearly ubiquitous existence of indicator bacteria
in both dry and wet weather throughout the urbanized part of the coastal basin. Total
coliforms, fecal coliforms, fecal streptococcus, and fecal enterococcus were detected in all
stormwater samples tested since 1994 at densities (or most probable number, MPN) between
several hundreds to several million cells per 100 ml., exceeding the public health criteria of
AB411.

R0011955
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¯

The Malibu Creek station appears to have consistently lower indicator bacteria counts than
other mass emission stations and is consistently lower for all four groups of bacteria.

¯

The 1995-96 season appears to have higher mean densities of indicator bacteria than other
years. At 75% of normal, this was not a particularly rainy season.

¯

In a number of instances; peak fecal coliform counts occurred at different monitoring stations
in different parts of the county during the same storm. Further~ in"! 995-96; the’high~st fecal
coliform readings at five stations coincided withl the largest storm of the season. Also,
in
=
1996-97, the highest fecal coliform readings at two stations coincided with the first storm of
the season greater than 0. I" rainfall. These observations suggest that peak fecal coliform
levels may be related to regional hydrologic conditions.

¯

Except for somewhat lower bacteria densities at Malibu Creek, there was no seasonal or
regional consistency in cell densities. There was a very wide range of densities for all
stations.

¯

There was one storm event, January 9, 1998, that yielded extremely high counts in "all
stations for all bacterial strains. The available data do not provide an explanation, or suggest
whether this could be a contamination artifact.

¯

The 1996-97 season had one event, November 21, 1996, that yielded runoffwith high counts
in all stations for all bacteria species.

¯

During the 1998-99 season, the event of March 15, 1999_.was .~ociated with high bacterial
counts for most stations and the events of March 25, 1999 and April 4, 1999, were associated
With unusually low counts for most stations.

¯

V!.rtually every sample of Ballona Creek stormwater tested in the Santa Monica Bay
receiving water impacts study was toxic to sea urchin fertilization.

¯

The first storms of the year produced the most toxic stormwater in Santa Monica Bay during
the receiving water impacts study.

¯

The toxic portions of the observed stormwater plume were variable in size, extending from
1/4 to 2 miles offshore of Ballona Creek.

¯

~S.urface .water toxicity caused by unidentified sources was frequently encountered during dry
weather in Santa Mo.nica Bay during the receiving water impacts study.

¯ ~Zinc was the most important toxic constituent identified in stormwater in Santa M0 .ni.’c.a Bay,.
but zinc concentrations in the toxic portion of the discharge plume were usually below levels
shown to cause toxicity in the laboratory.
R0011956
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¯

Copper and other unidentified constituents may also be responsible for some of the toxicity
measured in Santa Monica Bay.

¯

The measured concentrations of zinc and copper in Ballona Creek storrnwater were estimated
to account for only 5% - 44% of the observed toxicity.

¯

The fate of most stormwater constituents discharged to Santa Monica Bay is unknown.
For two years in a row, wet weather toxicity was significant in the Los Angeles River. Dry
weather toxicity was significant the second year, but not the first.

¯

For the San Gabriel River, wet weather toxicity was significant the first year, but not the
second. D’i’~f~-~fla-ei)’~xicity was not significant either year.

¯

For both the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers, wet weather toxicity was higher for the
first storm tested, suggesting a seasona!. ~_’f!S.s..t~ fl.ush" phenomenon for toxicity.

¯

The sea floor is where stormwater particles, and associated contaminants, eventually settle.

¯

The sediments on the sea floor can accumulate runoff inputs over an entire storm, over
several storms, or over several seasons.

¯

Sediments offshore of Ballona Creek generally had higher concentrations of urban
contaminants, including common stormwater constituents such as lead and zinc.

¯

Sediments offshore of Ballona Creek showed evidence of stormwater impacts over a large
area.

¯

Sampled biological communities offshore of Ballona Creek were similar to those offshore of
Malibu Creek. Both areas had comparable abundance and similar species composition.

¯

Sampled biological communities offshore of Ballona and Malibu Creeks were also similar to
background reference conditions established in previous studies of southern California.

" ¯ According to the Los Angeles Basin Contaminated Sediment Task Force, informal surveys of
potential marina and harbor users and past dredging projects suggest that the major sources
of contaminated dredge material will continue to be Marina del Rey, the ports of Los Angeles
~n’dLo..ng Beach, and the mouth of the Los Angeles River.
¯ i ¯ According to the Los Angeles Basin Contaminated Sediment Task Force,. some of the
sedim~nts dredged from these harbors contain elevated levels of h___e_av_y__...me.tals, .p.e.sticides,
and other .contaminants. In most cases, the concentrations of these contaminants do not
approach hazardous levels.
" .........
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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¯

According to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, four of 21 sites in the bottom of Ballona
Creek and major tributaries were without any chemical concentration exceeding the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s ’"Effect Range-Low" (ERL) values: storm
drain Bond Issue Project 9408, Project 425, BaIIona Creek at Sawtelle Blvd., and Centinela
Channel.
According to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, sediments on the bottoms of storm drain
Bond Issue Projects 648, 51,494, and 503 ranked by dry weight most consistently as the
most contaminated sites with respect to metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs).
According to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the two areas of the main Ballona Ck.
channel that ranked by dry weight as most contaminated and exceeding ERLs were just
downstream of Madison Ave. and Fairfax Ave.

¯

According to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, with respect to the potential for
contamination from PAHs, sites in Ballona Ck. at Pick_ford St. and Fairfax Ave., Higuera St.
drain, Projects 51 and 3867, and Culver City Acquisition and Improvement District No. 4
drain appeared most contaminated.

¯

According to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, bed load sediment in the major tributary
drains of Sepulveda and Centinela Channels were among the least contaminated samples.

¯

According to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the area within the Ballona Ck. drainage
area having expected highest stormwater loading of metals, oil, and grease extends from
Hollywood to Culver City in a 1- to 2-mile wide, 5- to 6-mile long strip parallel and east of
the San Diego (I-405) Freeway.

¯

Onl_y two PAH compounds, phenanthrene and pyrene, exceeded the California Ocean Plan
objective. This occurred at the Malibu Creek station. No other PAIl compound exceedences
appeared through the comparison of mass emission concentrations to the California Ocean
Plan, although 1999-2000 was the first year of lower detection limits for PAHs.

¯ The Los Angeles River is the largest contributor of suspended solids of the five mass
emission stations monitored.
¯

After exceedence of bacterial indicators, when compared to the California Ocean Plan, the
Los Angeles Basin Plan, and the California Toxics Rule, the next most numerous "virtual"
exceedences occurred with total and dissolved copper and bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate,
followed by turbidity, total zinc, and total lead.

¯

The E1 Nifio season, 1997-98, contributed the most virtual mass emission exceedences at all
monitoring stations except Coyote Creek.

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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The Los Angeles River produced the most virtual exceedences of any other mass emission
monitoring station.
¯

Loading to the ocean was greatest during 1997-98, the El Nifio season, during which the Los
Angeles River delivered the highest loadings of total suspended solids (approx. 220,000
tons), dissolved copper (approx. 28 tons), total copper (approx. 40 tons), d_i.s_sg!ved zinc
(approx. 170 tons), and total zinc (approx. 230 tons).
_

¯

It appears that Los Angeles Pdver loading for metals is disproportionate by drainage area to
the other watersheds.

¯

According to the GIS Loading Model, the unmonitore~d Domi~gue~z Channel/L. A. Harbor
Watershed Management Area was estimated to ~-on-ti~OU-~flaffhi~h~g(1ohdings for dissolved
Zihc (approx. 2.3 tons) and dissolved copper (approx.. 30 tpns) and contribute the .Mghest
loadings of the unmonitored watersheds for each year since 1995. Comparison of loadings
between monitored and unmonitored watersheds should not be made at this time because the
model is not yet fully calibrated.

CONSTITUENTS OF CONCERN
¯

Sixteen chemical constituents were identified from the comparison of mass emission annual
concentrations to the objectives of the California Ocean Plan, the Los Angeles Basin Plan,
and the California Toxics Rule. Exceedence of these objectives, however, do not constitute
noncompliance with the Permit.

¯

While Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) are not part of the Los Angeles Municipal
Stormwater Permit, constituents identified by the 303d list that were not already identified
through the comparison process, namely nutrients, are also constituents of concern. It should
be noted, however, that a report by the Las Virgenes Municipal Water District found that
beneficial use impairment due to algal growth is not a problem in Malibu Creek during storm
season.

¯

Two organophosphate pesticides, diazinon and chlorpyrifos, are also among the constituents
of concern due to their identification with stormwater toxicity in independent studies.

¯ Indicator bacteria (total coliform and fecal coliform, streptococcus, and enterococcus) are
included as constituents of concern due their exceedence of AB411 (assembly bill).

IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE SOURCES
¯ Light industrial, transportation, and retail/commercial land uses displayed the highest median
values for total and dissolved zinc, with light industrial the highest at about 300 ~zg/1 for
Los Angeles County Department of Public gc’orks
ES-7
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dissolved zinc and about 360 ~g/1 for total zinc. Runoff concentrati~ns for metals from the
high density single family residential, education, multifamily residential, and mixed
residential land uses were significantly less.
¯

Light industrial and transportation land uses displayed the highest median values for total and
dissolved copper, -oAth transportation the highest at about 28/zg/1 for dissolved copper and
about 40/~g/1 for total copper.

¯ Median concentrations of total suspended solids were highest coming off of the light
industrial land use category, at about 130 mg/1.
¯

Among all the critical industry monitoring sites, the highest median, value for total zinc
(approx. 450/zg/l), dissolved zinc (approx. 360/zg/1), total copper (approx. 240 ~g/1), and
dissolved copper (approx. 110/zg/1) were produced at the fabricated metal business sites.

¯

Levels for total and dissolved zinc did not appear to be significantly different between any of
the industry types.

¯

Levels for total and dissolved copper did appear significantly higher for the fabricated metals
sites over the other critical industry categories.

¯ The highest median level for suspended solids was also produced at the fabricated metals
sites, but no industry was significantly higher or lower than another for suspended solids.

EVALUATION OF CRITICAL INDUSTRY BMP EFFECTIVENESS
¯

Limited success was achieved in evaluating BMPs for the auto dismantling and auto repair
industries. The reasons for no discemable differences in concentrations before and after
BMP implementation at the two industries are not obvious, but may include the voluntary
nature of the BMP usage.

¯ For total and dissolved zinc, the median concentration lowered or stayed nearly the same
with the implementation of BMPs at the auto dismantling, auto repair, and fabricated metals
industries.
¯

For total and dissolved copper, where the fabricated metal industry had displayed the highest
median concentrations, levels were significantly reduced with the implementation of BMPs.

¯ The auto dismantling and auto repair businesses showed no significant difference for copper
pre- and post-BMP.

Los Angeles County Departnwnt of Public Works
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made based on all the monitoring and studies to date, from
within the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and other sources. These
recommendations include monitoring, research, and studies that should be considered or
undertaken to advance the understanding of stormwater quality science and support future
TMDL development. Because of their scope, such studies should be undertaken by various
entities, such as the Regional Water Quality Control Board, NPDES permittees, or collaborative
efforts between private and public organizations.
¯

Mass emission monitoring should continue at the five existing..sites for up to five storm
events per season.
-

¯

Those constituents that have been detected in less than 25% of ten consecutive sampling
events (Table ES-la) should be removed from the analytical suite for the associated mass
emission monitoring stations. However, the constituents of concern should remain.
As a result of the 25% Event (or Seasonal) Mean Concentration error rate (Table ES-lb),
land use monitoring should only sample the following constituents:

LAND USE SITE
Retail/Commercial
Vacant
High Density Single Family Residential
Transportation
Light Industrial
Education
Multifamily Residential
Mixed Residential

CONSTITUENTS
Ammonia, total and dissolved copper,
nitrate, total lead, TSS, PAH, diazinon,
chlorpyrifos
TKN, TSS, PAH, diazinon, ehlorpyrifos
Total lead, PAH, diazinon, chlorpyrifos
PAH, diazinon, chlorpyrifos
Total copper, PAH, diazinon, chlorpyrifos
Total copper, total zinc, TSS, PAl-I,
diazinon, chlorpyrifos
Ammonia, ammonia nitrogen, nitrite
nitrogen, TSS, PAH, diazinon, chlorpyrifos
Ammonia, nitrate, total zinc, PAH,
diazinon, chlorpyrifos

¯

Receiving water impact studies should be performed on significant impaired water bodies to
identify impacts due to stormwater. Such impact studies could include assessments of
bioassessment.

¯

Support and cooperation should continue with the Southem California Coastal Waters
Research Project in conducting current research and calibrating water quality models for the
Santa Monica Bay and Los Angeles River.

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works R0011961
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¯

Similar water quality models should be initiated for other parts of the County where indicator
bacteria impair beneficial uses.

¯

Support and cooperation should continue with the Corps of Engineers’ Sedimen~ Control
Management Plan and the Coastal Commission Sediment Task Force.

¯

Studies of receiving water and stormwater impacts due to aerial deposition should be
conducted on inland watersheds.

¯ Major tributaries to Ballona Creek should be surveyed to find possible contributing are_as and
sources of trace zinc and copper.
¯

Two dry weather and two wet weather Toxicity Identification Evaluations should be
conducted for a full range of constituents on freshwater species for the L. A. River and
Dominguez Charmel.

¯ Two wet weather Toxicity Identification Evaluations should be conducted for a full range of
constituents on freshwater species for the San Gabriel River.
¯

Follow-up studies should be conducted in Santa Monica Bay that address the persistence of
stormwater plumes following storm events, the toxicity of stormwater on other representative /~.-°~
species, and the fate of sediments in the Bay.

¯

A study should be conducted assessing the impacts due to stormwater on San Pedro Bay.

¯

Support and cooperation should continue toward local and regional monitoring programs,
including but not limited to the Santa Moniea Bay Restoration Project, the City of Long
Beach, and the developing Southern California Regional Stormwater Monitoring Coalition.

¯

Best Management Practices and impacts should be formally evaluated in controlled eases.
Current examples might include the City of Santa Clarita demonstration projects, catch basin
inserts and deflectors, groundwater impacts due to stormwater infiltration, the Department of
Public Works’ parking lot retrofit, and storm drain low flow diversions.

¯

Continue the IC/ID model program as approved by the Regional Board on March 23, 1999.

¯ . Calibrate the GIS Loading Model between mrnitored and unmonitored watersheds.
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Table ES-Ia. 1994-2000 Mass Emission Constituent Detection Rates

Miscellaneous Constituents
Cyanide"
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols

Ballona Creek

Malibu Creek

Los Angeles River

Coyote Creek

San Gabriel River

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

&
&
&
&

X
X
X

&

-

X

Indicator Bacteria*
General Minerals
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chlodde
Floudde
Nitrate
Sulfate
Alkalinity
Hardness
COD
pH
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids"
Turbidity*
Total Suspended Solids*
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Nutrients
Dissolved Phosphorus*
Total Phosphorus*
NH3-N*
Nitrate-N*
NitrRe-N*
TKN*
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum*
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Badum
Total Barium
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Beryllium
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmium"
Total Cadmium
Dissolved Chromium

X
-

X

X

X

X
-

X
X
-

- ..........
X

X

X

X

X

X
-

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

,_
X
X
X

X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X

X

’X ..........
X
X

-~ ....
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
×
X
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Table ES-Ia. t994-2000 Mass Emission Constituent Detection Rates

Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper*
Total Copper*
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead*
Total Lead"
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury*
Dissolved Nickel*
Total Nickel*
Dissolved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc*
Total Zinc"
SVOCs
Bis(2-ethythexyl)phthalate*
PAHs
Phenanthrene*
Pyrene*
All other PAHs
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Organochlorine Pesticides & PCBs
Carbofuran
Glyphosate
Organo-Phosphate Pesticides
Diazinon*
Chlorpyrifos"
N- and P-Containing Pesticides
Thiobencarb
All other N- and P- Pesticieds
Phenoxyacetic Acid Herbicides .....
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon

Ballona Creek
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Los Angeles River
Malibu Creek
X
X
,
_
X
X
X
X
X ...........
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Coyote Creek
San Gabriel River
X
X
X
X
X
X. .... ". ~
~( ....
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
- X
X
X
X
"~
X
X
X
X
X
X "
X
X

&

&

&

&

&

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
~X .......

..~...~

X = less than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
- = more than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
& = less than 10 samples tested
Constituent of concern
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Table ES-lb. 1994-2000 Land Use Constituent Detection Rates
High Density
Single Family Trans- Light
Commercial Vacant Residential portation Industrial Educational
Miscellaneous Constituents
Cyanide*
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols

&
&
&
&

Indicator Bacteria*

&

General Minerals
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chloride
Nitrate
Sulfate
Alkalinity
Hardness
COD
pH
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids*
Turbidity*
Total Suspended Solids*
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Nutrients
Dissolved Phosphorus*
Total Phosphorus*
NH3-N*
Nitrate-N*
Nitrite-N*
TKN*
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum"
Dissolved Antimony
Tota~ Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Barium
Total Barium
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Beryllium
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmium*
Total Cadmium

tw DL_SEASON_9400_LU.xls

X
X
X
X

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
~,"

&

&

&

&

&

&

×

X

X

X

X

Multi-Family Mixed
Residential Residential

"

&
&
&
&

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

-

X

X

X

-

X
X
X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
-

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

-

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X ......
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
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X
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X
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Table ES-lb. 1994-2000 Land Use Constituent Detection Rates
High Density
Light
Single Family TransCommercial Vacant Residential portation Industrial Educational
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chromium +6
Total Copper"
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead*
Total Lead~
’Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury*
Dissolved Nickel*
Total Nickel"
Dissolved Selenium
Total selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
¯Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium ’
Dissolved Zinc"

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Xr
X

X
X
X"
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Multi-Family Mixed
Residential Residential

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
~ .........
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
~ .....
X
X

.’.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X ........
X.
X
X
X
X
X
-" ~" ......
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
-

X

X
-

X

X

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
----~- .....
&
X

&
&
X

&
X

&
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

svocs
Bis(2--ethylhexy,l,)phthalate*
PAHs
Phenanthrene*
Pyrene*
All other PAHs
All other SVOCs

Pesticides
0rganochlorine Pesticides & PCBs
X
X
X
X
Carbofuran
~lyphosate
X
X .....
~Drgano- Phosphate Pesticides ...........................
Chlorpydfos*
N- and P-Containing Pesticides
Thiobencarb
All other N- and P- Pesticieds
Phenoxyacetic Acid Herbicides
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon

’

|

&

&

-’-

--"-

X"

X

X

X

X’

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
3(

X
X

X
X

X = less than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
- = more than 25 ~ detection in ten consecutive samples
& = less than 10 samples tested
"Constituent of concam
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Table ES-lc. Summary of Mean bmndard Error of Land Use Stations
Normal Distribution

Legnormal Distribution

Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test

No. of
Standard Standard
Land UseType
~Constituent
Detections Mean
Deviation Error
Transportation
]Ammonia
40
0.40
0.51
0,08
Transportation
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
29
13,41
17.30
3.21
Transportation
Dissolved Copper
52
31,70
2 I. 14
2.93
Transportation
Dissolved Nickel
22
5,69
5.15
I,I0
Transportation
Dissolved Phosphorus47
0.32
0.20
0,03
Transportation
Dissolved Zinc
52
201.02
140.87
19.53
Transportation
NH3-N
39
0.34
0.43
0.07
Tra,nsportation
Nitrate
50
3.65
4.06
0.57
Transportation
Nitmte-N
49
0.96
!.29
0.1g
TranspoRation
Nitrite,-N
50
0.10
0.07
0.01
Transportation
50
2,02
1,81
0.26
___
TKN
Transportation
Total Cadmium
26
!.40
!.22
0.24
Transportation
Total Chromium
31
6.70
5.46
0.98
Transportation
52
59.18
58.93
8.17
,._ Total Copper
Transportation
Total Lead
37
15,03 ---i9.40
3.19
Transportation
Total Nickel
38
7.64
7.26
I. 18
Transportation
47
0.44
0.32
0.05
._ Total Phosphorus
Transportation
Total Suspended Solids
50
90.76 ~15.27
Transportation
:l"~ai~in--~ ............
52
306.96 --~.-~0-----~.0--~i
Light Industrial
[Ammonia
45
0.60 [ 0.81 ] 0.12
Light Industrial
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
21
9.71
9.68
2. I I
Lightlndustrial .....................
Dissolved Copper
39
14.12 I~ 10.02
.......
1.60
I Dissolved Nickel
L_i_g.ht_.l_n_d ustr__~i_a_l
23
4. I g
5.40
0.87
Light Industrial
4-~ "
0.21 .... ~i6- ..... 0.0---~--i Dissolved Phosphorus ......
Light Industrial
Dissolved Zinc
47
360.66
373.51
54.48
"1"1
Light Industrial ~
NH3-N
46
0.49
0,66
0.10
Light Industrial
O.~ i~l[trai~- ..............
:1~ -- ---~14~--- ~.~
-b.-~’:/ .....
Lightlndustrial
iNitrate-N
45
1.03 -- 1.22
0.18 .....
~
Light Industrial
I ~iir]te-N
46
0.09’ 0.07 [ 0.0l

tandard Standard Normal
Lognormal
Error LessThan
Mean IDeviation Error
Distribution
Distribution Distribution*
Rate
25%?
0.39
0.42
0.06
0.0001
0.3012
Lognonnal
16.4%
Y
[
14.57
25.95
4.47
0.0001
0.8236
Lognormal
30.7%
N
33.77
31.58
4.28
0.0002
9.2%
Y
00123
5.55
4.05
0.86
0.0001
0.0028
19.3%
Y
0,35
0_31
0.04
0.0116
0.0083 ........
9,2%
Y
219.04
229.64
30.90
0.00,01
0.0005
9.7°1o
0.33
0.35
0.05
0.0001
0.1621
Lognormal
16.3%
Y
.3.55
3.38
0.47
0.0001
0.~/601
Lognormal
13.2%
Y
0.92
i.04
0.14
0.0001
0.541
Lognormal
15.6%
Y
0.10
0.08
0.01
0.0001
0.4081
Lognormal
10.5°1o
Y
1.97
1.47
0.21
0.0001
0.2096
Lognormal
10.4%
1.39
1,14
0,22
0.0001
0,0032
17.1%
Y
- - --14.6----g/~ ........~7 .......
6.64
5.55
0.98
0.0001 .... 0.0021
56.89
40.86
5.61
0.0001
0.1899
’ Lognormal
9.9%
Y
14.60
20.91
3.25
0.0001
0.004
21.2%
Y
7.57
6,40
1.02
0.0001
15.4%
Y
0.0156
0.46
0.39 . 0.06
0.0001
0.2144
12.2%
Y
Lognormal
86.19
8 I. 14
13.0%
Y
11.22
0.00,01
0.1717
Lognormal
297.66
220.71 ! 30.26
0.0001
0.2052
Lognormal
10.2% --- Y
0,62 [ 1,05 [ O14
0.0001
0.0132
20.1% [
Y
]
10.78
17.06
3.56
0.0007
0.6052
Lognormal
33.1%
N
14.86
14.34 [ 2.25
0.001l
0.065
15.1% iif
Lognonnal
5.52
4.76
0.98
Lognormal
17.8%
Y
0.0001
0.0784
Y
0.22
0.23
0.03
L~-g-~)~’ma~ 14.9%
Y
0.0001
0.1935
428.35
682.33
92.09
0.0,001
0.0002
15.1%
Y
0.49
0.77
0.11
00001
0.0,077
19.9% -!
Y
4.38
4.72
0,67
0.0001
0.3263
Lognormal
15.4% :
Y
~.0--~-I.~’"
0.17
0.0001
0.4249
16.6%
Y
Lognormal
-" 0.0687
0.09
0.06001
0.000l
Lognormal
Y
[
9.9% _~

Total Chromium ................. [ ........... ,
"Light Industrial
Total Copper
47
47.66
141.91
L_ig_ .h_t ! n.d.u_sl_r ia_~l
Total Lead
_33. ....... __15._~4_1
[ 15.58 t

20.70
2.71

35. I I
15.78

41.24
.19.77_

5.78
3.31

0
0.0061

Mixed Residential

0.17

0.98

1.90

0.33

0.0001

36.25

0.0001

Mixed Residential

Ammonia
-- l~[~s~ive~~n~ ........

28

0.83

~-~

I-~63

0.88

r~g’~

" 41.68

I~/~-~-I-193.27

i

[

0.0122
0.1001

Lognormal

43.4%
21.0%

N
Y

0.0834

Lognormal

33.5%

N

0.3782

Lognormal

20.8°/.I

Y
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Table ES-Ic. Summary of Mean Standard Error of Land Use Stations
Normal’Distributi0n

Land UseType
Constituent
Mixed Residential
INEB-N
Mixed Residential
Nitrate
Mixed Residential
Nitrate-N
Mixed Residential
_.. Nitrite-N
Mixed Residential ....................
TKN
Mixed Residential
Total Copper
Mixed Residential
Total Phosphorus
Mixed Residential
TotalSuspended Solids
Mixed Residential
Total Zinc
Multi-Family Residential Ammonia
Multi-Family Residential Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
Multi-FamilyResidential LD_issolvedCopper
Multi-FamilyResidential ~-l~]s~oiv--~i~c
Multi-Family Residential NH3-N
Multi-Family Residential l~!trat?.
Multi-Family Residential INitrate-N
Multi-Family Residential Nitrit¢-N
Multi-Family Residential ~T_KI’q
Multi-FamilyResidential -[~~aiCopper .....
Multi-Family Residential Total Suspended Solids
Multi-FamilyRes!.dential [’l~ptalZ!nc

Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational - :~
OO
Educational
Educational
--~
Educational .........(D’g
Educational
O~
~u-c~ii’~n~i- OO
Educational
Educational
Educational
Educational
iTIbSFR ....
HDSFR
HDSFR
hD-g~ ....
~BS’-F-R’"
-IDSFR
HDSFR

limm~ia

No. of
Standard Standard
Detections
Mean
Deviation Error
28
0.69 I ’0~3 I 0.14
24
9.91
31.61
6.45
24
0.77
0.46
0.09
24
0.15
0.21
0.04
29
3.04
2.67
0.49
27
23.82
29.68
5.71
25
0.31
0.31
0.06
23
82.13
89.10
18.58
27
255.96
342.39
65.89
26
0.55
0.81
0.16
17
30.04
54.21
13.15
26
9.26 ~:~.29
1.43
26
!18.50 [ 158.83 t~ 31.15
26
0.47
0.67
0.13
24
7.25 J 4.59
0.94
24
1.64 |---~--0.2 !
24
0.13
0.20
0.04
28
0.48
~__2~2_40 __1..~=5_2__
--~i .....
1.19
13.44 ] 6.63
23
60.87
77.51
16.16
31
173.90] 235.31[ 42.26

28

023

[ 0.21[

0.04

Lognormal Distribution

Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test
p-value for p-value for
Lognormal
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Introduction

The Integrated Receiving Water Impacts Report is a requirement of the Los Angeles County
Municipal Stormwater Permit No. CAS0061654. Part VII.D of the Permit states:
"The Principal Permittee shall not later than July 31, 2000, prepare and submit an Integrated
Receiving Water Impacts Report. The report shall include, but not be limited to a comprehensive
analysis of the results of the different monitoring data (land use, mass emissions, critical source,
load assessment, receiving waters, and other pertinent studies available), and feasible
environmental indicators. It should also include recommendations on future monitoring
requirements, e.g., integration of storm water receiving water monitoring with regional
receiving water monitoring, if applicable. This report will be an integral part of the ROWD. "

1.1 PURPOSE
The goal of the Monitoring Program is to develop information to support effective watershed
stormwater quality management programs. The purpose of these management programs is to
reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges to the maximum extent practicable. The major
objectives of the Monitoring Program outlined in the Municipal Permit are to:
track water quality status, pollutant trends and pollutant loads, and identify pollutants .of
concern;
monitor and assess pollutant loads from specific land uses and watershed areas;
identify, monitor, and assess significant water quality problems related to stormwater
discharges within the watershed;
¯ identify sources of pollutants in the stormwater runoff;
¯ identify and eliminate illicit discharges;
evaluate the effectiveness of management programs, including pollutant reductions achieved
by implementation of BMPs; and
¯ assess the impacts of stormwater runoff on receiving waters.
These objectives are met through three major types of monitoring and additional studies as their
need arises.

1.2

REPORT ORGANIZATION

Section 2 contains a brief history of the station selection process and site descriptions. Maps and
tabular descriptions of the tributary areas of each monitored watershed are displayed as Figures
2-1 through 2-14. Section 3 covers methods used for measuring, sampling and analyzing
stormwater. Section 4 presents and interprets results, and Section 5 draws conclusions and
makes recommendations.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Tables and figures are labeled with two numbers. The first identifies their corresponding section
number, and the second is for identification only.
Appendix A contains rainfall contour maps. Program costs are included in Appendix B. An
Executive Summary of the Santa Monica Bay. Receiving Waters Study by SCCWRP is included
in Appendix C. Appendices D and E contain the Low Flow and Wide Channel Pilot Studies
respectively. River Toxicity Test results are included in Appendix G. Aerial Deposition
Progress Reports are included in Appendix H. A list of people to contact for more information is
included in Appendix I.

1.3

RECAP OF MAJOR MONITORING ELEMENTS

The 1994-95 storm season was the first for which stormwater monitoring was accomplished
under the 1990 Los Angeles County NPDES Municipal Stormwater Permit, No. CA0061654.
During the 1994-95 and 1995-96 seasons, automated and manual sampling was conducted to
characterize stormwater quality and quantity in accordance with the 1990 Municipal Permit. The
1994-95 monitoring data is summarized in Report of Stormwater Monitoring, Winter of 1994-95
(LACDPW, 1996).
The 1996-97 season was the first storm season in which stormwater monitoring was conducted
under the new 1996 Municipal Permit (No. CAS614001). For the 1996-97 season the scope of
the Monitoring Program was expanded to incorporate further data collection and new pilot
studies. The one-year pilot studies, consisting of "Wide Channel" and "Low Flow" analyses,
were completed and reported in the Los Angeles County 1996-97 Stormwater Monitoring Report,
July 15, 1997 (LACDPW and Woodward-Clyde, 1997) and are reproduced in Appendices D and
E.
The monitoring program, including the Mass Emission, Land Use, and Critical Source elements
continued in the 1997-98, 1998-99 and 1999-2000 storm seasons. The 1998-99 storm season
also included funding from the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW) to
the Southern California Coastal Waters Research Project (SCCWRP) to study the impacts to
receiving waters by aerial deposition of pollutants.
At the request of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), the 1998-99 and 1999-2000
reports include results of the industrial stormwater permit sampling within the county. Due to
the limitations of the data set, only summaries of maximum and minimum results can be
provided.
In an effort to analyze the presence of PAH in stormwater, Los Angeles County Public Works
lowered the detection limit of semi-volatile organics in stormwater samples in the 1999-2000
season by using modified EPA method 625.

R00’I 1971
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1.3.1 Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters Impact Study
The Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters Impact Study was conducted for three consecutive
storm seasons (1995-98). Three components were studied:
¯ Stormwater plume characterization
¯ Water column biology
¯ Seafloor biology
High turbidity and low salinity characterized stormwater plumes. Generally, the stormwater
plumes extended 2-10 meters below the surface and up to several miles offshore. They also
persisted for several days.
Toxicity tests found toxic concentrations of dissolved materials in the water column. Zinc was
the main toxicant identified in stormwater. There was also toxicity detected from sources other
than stormwater.
The benthic community structure remained stable throughout the study. However, there was a
high accumulation of contaminants in sea urchins offshore of Ballona Creek. The effects of the
bioaccumulation are unknown.
The executive summary is presented in Appendix C, and is excerpted from the Study of the
Impact of Stormwater Discharge on the Beneficial Uses of Santa Monica Bay, July 8, 1999
(SCCWRP, 1999).

1.3.2 Nass Emissions
Mass emission stations capture runoff from major Los Angeles County watersheds that generally
have heterogeneous land use. There were ten mass emission stations during the 1990 Municipal
Permit and there were five under the 1996 permit. The objectives of the mass emissions stations
are to update estimated pollutant loads to the ocean and to identify long term trends in pollutant
concentrations, if possible. Four mass emission stations under the 1990 Municipal Permit were
equipped with .automated samplers to collect composite samples during storms. Grab samples
were also taken at these stations. All five mass emission stations under the 1996 NPDES permit
had automated samplers where composite and grab samples were taken in accordance with the
Municipal Permit.
During the I998-99 storm season, the station shelter on the Los Angeles River at Wardlow Road
was under reconstruction during the entire season due to the raising of the levee walls by the
Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE), and the automated sampling equipment was removed. Water
quality samples from the Los Angeles River were collected manually at Wardlow Road and were
not eomposited. Results from these manually collected samples were not included in event mean
concentration (EMC) ea!culations. Stream flow data for the Los Angeles River at Wardlow
Road was synthesized from three upstream flow stations.

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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1.3.2.1 Pollutant Loading
Total’ pollutant loading, as a result of stormwater runoff xvas first calculated under the 1990
NPDES permit for the 1994-95 storm season. The results were presented in the Report of
Stormwater Monitoring, Winter of 1994-95 (Los Angeles Count?- Department of Public Works,
March 1996).
The 1996 NPDES permit in its Section B.4, Attachment C, states that a loads assessment fbr
each of the six WMA’s is to be conducted following the 1998-99 storm season. Results were
presented in the Los Angeles County 1998-99 Stormwater Monitoring Report (Los Angeles
County Department of Public Works, July 1999). For those rivers where mass emissions were
monitored, loads were calculated from observed flow volumes and observed pollutant
concentrations. For those drainage areas that were not monitored, a newly developed GIS model
was employed to estimate loads.
Summaries of Total Pollutant Loading, including data from the 1999-2000 storm ’season, are
included in this report.

1.3.3 Land Use Program
The drainage area tributary to each land use monitoring station is comprised predominantly of a
single land use and is relatively homogeneous. The major objectives of this monitoring effort are
to evaluate the effects of certain land uses on water quality, to identify the relative importance of
specific land uses as pollution sources, and to provide data that can be used to project watershed .~.-??~
loads from watersheds that do not have mass emission stations.
"~i ii".’
There were 14 land use monitoring stations under the 1990 Municipal Permit. Five of these
stations were equipped with automated samplers to collect composite samples during storms.
The 1996 NPDES permit required the re-evaluation of the location of land use specific
monitoring stations. The land use monitoring program under the 1996 NPDES permit is a result
of a site selection study entitled Evaluation ofI, and Use Monitoring Stations (Woodward-Clyde
and Psomas and Associates, 1996). The study identified the most significant land use categories
within the permit area regarding stormwater quality. The selection study yielded eight land use
stations. These eight land use categories represent over 86% of all the land use within the permit
area. These stations monitor flow and have automated samplers to collect flow weighted
composite stormwater samples during storm events.
The Santa Monica Pier station was down due to construction during the 1999-2000 storm season.
1.3.4 Critical Sources
The Critical Source/BMP Monitoring study was introduced under the 1996 NPDES permit and is
designed to gather baseline water quality data and assess the effectiveness of BMP
implementation for critical industries and businesses. A list of critical sources were identified
and ranked by their potential significance to stormwater quality (Woodward-Clyde, 1997) and
are listed belbw:
1-4
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Industrial Category

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Wholesale trade (including scrap yards and auto dismantling)
Automotive repair/parking
Fabricated metal products (including elec~oplating)
Motor freight (including trucking)
Chemical manufacturing facilities
Automotive dealers/gas stations
Electric/gas/sanitary
Miscellaneous manufacturing

SIC code
50
75
34
42
28
55
49
39

Industrial
Stormwater
Permits*
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
_
Yes

¯ Iridustrial facilities requiring general industrial stormwater permits.
For each critical source industry, there is a multi-year study monitoring the stormwater runoff
from six sites. During the first year of each study, runoff is sampled and analyzed from five
storms. During subsequent years, BMPs are implemented at three ofthe six sites (test sites).
BMP effectiveness is estimated from monitoring data gathered at the pooled test sites and poole~l
cbntrol sites during ten additional storms. A complete study plan is included in Critical Source
Selection and Monitoring Report (Woodward-Clyde, 1997).
The first critical source monitoring was conducted during the 1997-98 storm season. Sites at six
automotive repair shops and six auto dismantlers were monitored. These sites, plus six
fabricated metal shops were monitored during the 1998-99 storm season. Six motor freight
companies and six automobile dealers were added during the 1999-2000 storm season.

1.4 OTHER STUDIES
Two pilot studies were conducted during the 1996-97 storm season to identify a potential need
for modifying monitoring practices. Both studies concluded that existing practices were
satisfactory.
Other studies were conducted to explore the effects by aerial deposition, El Nifio climatology on
stormwater quality, and river toxicity.
1.4.1 Wide Channel Pilot Study
The Wide Channel Pilot Study was developed to evaluate the accuracy of a single point intake in
wide channels. Samples were taken at the same time at various depths and widths across the
channel to determine the level of mixing achieved.
1.4.2 Low Flow Pilot Study
The Low Flow Pilot Study was conducted to assess the feasibility of monitoring storms as small
as 0.1 inches of rainfall. An existing land use monitoring station (Project 1202, Light Industrial)
was used for this study.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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1.4.3 Aerial Deposition
Data is currently being accumulated to estimate toxic loads deposited into the Santa Monica Bay
and inland from atmospheric sources. The Data Assessment Report is scheduled for completion
in September 2000. Quarterly progress reports are included in the 1998-99 Los Angeles County
Sto~mwater Monitoring Report and herein Appendix H.
This year, the US EPA, Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, and Southern
California Coastal Waters Research Project (SCCWRP) are funding the project. Other parties
involved include UCLA’s Institute of the Environment, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Project (SMBRP), the US EPA’s Great Water Program, and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (AQMD).

1.4.4 E! Nifio Study by SCCWRP
The objective of this research was to determine whether E1 Nifio conditions influenced the
toxicity of Ballona Creek stormwater or the characteristics of the stormwater discharge plume in
Santa Monica Bay. The results indicated that storm size and cumulative amount of prior rainfall
had little influence on stormwater toxicity. However, stormwater from rainfall preceded by more
than 20 days of dry weather was found to have the highest toxicity. This relationship appeared t6
be independent of El Nifio weather patterns.
o"
¯,

The executive summary of the El Nifio Study appears in Appendix F.

1.4.5 River Toxicity
During the 1997-98 and 1998-99 storm seasons, tests were conducted for toxicity of samples of
dry and wet weather flow from the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. This testing was
performed by the Southern California Coastal Waters Research Project. Toxicity was measured
as impairment to sea urchin fertilization.
More details on the study are presented in Appendix G. A summary of finding is listed in
Section 4.2.3.

R0011975
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To characterize the.qualitY of stormwater runoff in Los Angeles County, sampling of single Land
Use sites and large area Mass Emissions sites has been performed under the 1990 and the 1996
NPDES permits.

2.1 1990 NPDES PERMIT-SAMPLING SITES
2.1.1 Automated Sampling Program- 1990 NPDES permit
Starting in ,lanuary 1995, in compliance with Phase I ~:equirements of the 1990 NPDES
stormwater permit, nine automated sampling stations began sampling runoff from combinations
of mass emissions and land use specific watersheds within the Santa Monica Bay drainage area.
Phases II and III added 15 more inland stations in 1995-1996. The 24 stations were: Land Use/Mass Emission
Location
Ballona Creek, Culver Dr. and Beloit Ave.,
Mass Emissions
City of Los Angeles.
Malibu Creek, Malibu Cyn. Rd. s/o Piuma
Rd., Los Angeles Co.
Mass Emissions
Trancas Canyon, North end of Paseo Cyn.
Dr., City of Malibu.*
Open Space/P,.ec.
Kenter Cyn. Drain, Main St. and Colorado
Ave., City of Santa Monica.*
Mass Emissions
Bond Issue Proj. 1105, Herondo St. and
Valley Dr., City of Redondo Beach.*
Mass Emissions
Bond Issue Proj. 558, Paseo Lunado and Via
Anacapa, City of Palos Verdes Estates.*
Single Family Residential
Bond Issue Proj. 5401, Redondo Ave. and
11t~ St., City of Manahattan Beach.*
Single Family Residential
Santa Monica Pier Drain, Appian and Moss
Ave, City of Santa Monica.
Commercial
Drain No. 2361, Grand Ave. and 21st St.,
City of Los Angeles.*
Industrial/Commercial
Coyote Creek, below Spring Street, City of
Long Beach
Mass Emissions
Rio Hondo Channel, Above Beverly Blvd.,
Pico Rivera ~
Mass Emissions
Los Angeles River, at Tujtmga Ave., City of
Los .Angeles
Mass Emissions
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Location
Land Use/Mass Emission
Bouquet Creek, Upstream of Newhall Ranch
Mass Emissions
Rd., Private Drain No. 2225, Santa Clarita.
San Gabriel PAver, downstream of San
Gebriel River Parkway, Pico Rivera .
Mass Emissions
"Browns Creek, PAnaldi Street, Chatsworth*

Open Space Recreation

Monrovia Creek/Sawpit Creek, Arcadia
Open Space Recreation
’Project I402, Near Foothill Blvd. And Don Low Density Single Family
Diablo Dr., Arcadia*
Residential
"Project 3857, Near Hamlin St. and Oso Ave., High Density Single Family
Warner Center*
Residential
Project 620, near Gienwood Rd. and Bruce High Density Single Family
Ave., Glendale
Residential
Project 1, near Alcoa Avel and Randolph St,
Vernon *
Industrial
Dominguez Channel, near 116a~ St. and Isis
Ave. Lennox
Transportation
Private Drain 314, near Firestone Blvd. And
Phoebe Ave., La Mirada*
Commercial
Project 1202, near Wilmington Ave. and
Industrial
220t~ St., Carson
Los Angeles River, between Willow St. and
Wardlow Rd., City of Long Beach
Mass Emissions
¯ Discontinued under 1996 permit.

2.2

1996 NPDES PERMIT - SAMPLING SITES

2.2.1

SITE SELECTION

2.2.1.1 Mass Emission Site Selection
The Department of Public Works monitored four major drainage areas near their outfalls to the
ocean. Four of the mass emission monitoring stations installed under the original 1990 Permit
were retained under the 1996 Permit; specifically the Los Angeles River, San Gabriel River,
Ballona Creek, and Malibu Creek. The Coyote Creek mass emission station, which was required
under the 1990 Permit but not under the 1996 Permit, was also monitored during the 1997-98,
1998-99, and 1999-2000 seasons. This station was retained in the program to provide data for
the calculation of mass loading in the San Gabriel River watershed. The five mass emission
monitoring stations were used to collect water quality data from over 1619 square miles and have
produced the data used to calculate total loading to the ocean from these watersheds.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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During the 1998~99 season, the station shelter on the Los Angeles River at Wardlow Road was
under reconstruction during the entire season due to the raising of the levee wails by ACOE, and
the automated sampling equipment was removed. Samples from the Los Angeles River were
collected manually and were not composited. This station has been reinstalled and was fully
operational for 1999-2000 season.
For mass emission sites, the Permit requires sampling a minimum of five events per station per
year. These sampling events may be either dry weather or wet weather events. The Los Angeles
and San Gabriel River stations were also the sites of the freshwater toxicity testing required by
the permit. The 1998-99 season was the final season for freshwater toxicity testing.
2.2.1.2 Land Use Site Selection
The following is a brief summary of the land use site selection process completed between the
spring and fall of 1996. The complete methods and results of this study are provided in
Evaluation of Land Use Monitoring Stations (Woodward-Clyde and Psomas and Associates,
1996).
An initial list of 104 land use types based on the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) database was sorted into 37 categories. Of these, the top 12 urban uses
based on total area were chosen for a field survey. The survey was performed to identi~
characteristics that would assist in the aggregation or subdivision of the 12 top land use
categories. For each of the 12 land uses, 8 representative areas no larger tl?an a city block were
selected for the field survey during the spring of 1996. One issue investigated in the field
surveys was whether the age of a development of high-density single family residential areas
warranted additional monitoring sites. However, the survey indicated that there were no
apparent differences between the five different age categories for high-density single-family
residential land use so this land use was considered one category.
A loading model for all land uses was applied for four constituents (copper, phosphorus, COD,
and TSS). The model used local and regional field-derived estimates of imperviousness and
water quality. For each constituent, the land use categories were ranked by total loading. A
marginal benefit analysis was applied to the ranked land uses to determine the most important for
monitoring. The top land use types that ranked above or equal to the land use with the maximum
marginal benefit were identified for monitoring. They were:
¯ Vacant
¯ High Density Single Family Residential
¯ Light Industrial
¯ Transportation
¯ Retail/Commercial
¯ Mulfifamily Residential
¯ Educational Facilities
The first 5 of the 7 land use types listed above (Vacant, High Density Single Family Residential,
Light Industrial, Transportation, and Retail/Commercial) were already being monitored under the
LOs Angeles County Department of Public Works
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1990 Municipal Permit. To comply with the terms of the 1996 Permit, one site for each of these
land uses was retained for continued sampling; the remaining sites were dismantled. New
stations to monitor the last two land use types, Multifamily Residential and Educational
Facilities, were installed in February 1997 and were operational for the 1997-98, 1998-99, and
1999-2000 storm seasons.
In addition to the pollutant loading analysis, land uses were also ranked by total area within each
of the six major Los Angeles County watershed management areas. Four land use types not
already on the list were then identified as having significant area in one or more of the
watersheds (i.e., ranking in the top five land uses), as follows:
¯ Heavy Industrial

:

¯ Rural Residential
¯ Utility Facilities
¯ Mixed Residential
On the basis of this analysis, one mixed residential land use station was installed in October 1997
and was operational for the 1997-98, 1998-99, and 1999-2000 storm seasons; all eight land use
monitoring stations were operational during the 1998-99 and seven land use monitoring stations
were operational during 1999-2000 season. The Retail/Commercial monitoring station on PEer
Drain in Santa Monica (S08) was dismantled and not in use in 1999-2000 storm season, with
prior approval from the RWQCB, to accommodate construction by the City of Santa Monica of
its stormwater treatment plant.

..

2.2.1.3 Critical Source Site Selection
The following is a brief summary of the Critical Source selection process undertaken to identify
five industrial and/or commercial critical source sites. Each critical source type is to be
monitored for a minimum of two years, the first year without BMPs, and subsequent years with
BMPs. The complete methods and results of this study are provided in Critical Source Selection
and Monitoring Report (Woodward-Clyde, 1997).
Similar to the land use monitoring evaluation process, the County undertook a five step process
to identify and prioritize a list of critical industries within the county that may contribute
significant pollutants to stormwater runoff. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes played
a major role in the selection process. Once selected, appropriate sites would be monitored over a
minimum two year period for the duration of the permit to measure runoff quality with and
without remedial cleanup actions. These remedial actions are referred to as Best Management
Practices, or BMPs.
The first step was to develop an initial list of candidate industries. This list contained industries
both included and excluded under the State’s General Industrial Activities Stormwater permit
process. Initial candidate selection was based on prevalence in the county and the extent of
outdoor activities. The resulting list yielded a group of 30 candidate industries ranked by the
number of facilities.
The next step involved developing a set of criteria to prioritize the list. A number of empirical
factors were used to assign levels of significance to each SIC category. Loading (Q) would be
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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addressed by the number of sources at a site and the likelihood of release. Imperviousness (R) of
a site would be represented by the percent of paved area. Pollutant toxicity (T) would be denoted
by the number of toxic pollutants and the inherent toxicity of the mix. An exposure factor (E)
signifies if activities are exposed to rainfall. And finally, number (N) would represent the total
number of sites in the county. Each variable would be assigned a qualitative number from ol to
10, with 10 representing the worst condition. The pollutant potential (P) used to rank the results.
would thus be the product of all the factors, ot
P--QxKxTxExN
Based on this ranking scheme, the top "critical source" industries were:
¯ Wholesale Trade (scrap and auto dismantling)
¯ Automotive Repair/Parking
¯ Fabricated Metal Products
¯ Motor Freight
¯ Automobile Dealers
¯ Chemical Manufacturing
¯ Electric/Gas/Sanitary
¯ Miscellaneous Manufacturing
A literature search was simultaneously conducted to identify what "critical source" industries, if
any, have already been analyzed. The search revealed that similar stormwater studies had yet to
be performed.
After the identification and prioritization, the Department then had the task of finding six
companies of any one of the top five industries to enlist for monitoring runoff from five storms
during the 1996-97 storm season. However, all six companies could not be enlisted until the end
of that storm season, too late for the collection of runoff data. In 1997-98, twelve companies
from two industries, automobile repair and auto dismantling, were enlisted. In the 1998-99
storm season, six companies from the metal fabrication industry were added. In the 1990-2000
storm season, half of the first three critical source industries designated as test sites were fitted
with structural or nonstructural BMP at the Department’s expense. The other half will remain as
controls in order to evaluate BMP effectiveness. In addition, twelve companies from two
industries, motor freight and automobile dealers, were enlisted for the 1999-2000 season.
Sampling will continue for six years until five critical source industries and remedial BMPs are
tested and evaluated.

2.2.2 LOCATION AND DRAINAGE AREA DESCRIPTIONS
Figure 2-1 is an overview of the study area with all mass emission and land use monitoring sites
shown. Table 2-1 also indicates the dominant land use associated with each monitoring site and
the total drainage area.
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2.2.2,1 Mass Emission Monitoring Sites
Provided below is a description of the four mass emission stations required by the 1996
Municipal Permit (Ballona Creek, Malibu Creek, Los Angeles River, and San Gabriel River) and
one additional mass emission station (Coyote Creek) which is not specifically required. Figures
2-2 through 2-6 show the location of each monitoring station along with a description of its land
use and 1990 population.
Ba//ona Creek Monitoring Station (S01)
The Ballona Creek monitoring station is located at the existing stream gage station (Stream Gage
No. F38C-R) between Sawtelle Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard in the City of Los An. geles.
At this location, which was chosen to avoid tidal influences, the upstream tributary watershed of
Ballona Creek is 88.8 square miles. The entire Ballona Creek Watershed is 127.1 square miles.
At the gauging station, Ballona Creek is a concrete lined trapezoidal channel.
Ma/ibu Creek Monitoring Station (S02)
The Malibu Creek monitoring station is located at the existing stream gage station (Stream Gage
No. F130-9-R) near Malibu Canyon Road, south of Piuma Road. At this location, the tributary
watershed to Malibu Creek is I04.9 square miles. The entire Malibu Creek Watershed is I0"9.9
square miles.

.:.:~:?
Los Angeles River Monitoring Station ($10)
The Los Angeles River Monitoring Station is located at the e×isting stream gage station (Stream
Gage No. F319-P~) between Willow Street and Wardlow Road in the City of Long Beach. At
this location, which was chosen to avoid tidal influences, the total upstream tributary drainage
area for the Los Angeles River is 825 square miles. This river is the largest watershed outlet to
the Pacific Ocean in Los Angeles County. At the site, the river is a concrete lined trapezoidal
channel.
San Gabriel River Monitoring Station ($14)
The San Gabriel River Monitoring Station is located at an historic stream gage station (Stream
Gage No. F263C-R), below San Gabriel River Parkway in Pico Rivera. At this location the
upstream tributary area is 450 square miles. The San Gabriel River, at the gauging station, is a
grouted rock-concrete stabilizer along the western levee and a natural section on the eastern side.
Flow measurement and water sampling are conducted in the grouted rock area along the western
levee of the river. The length of the concrete stabilizer is nearly 70 feet. The San Gabriel River
sampling location has been an active stream gauging station since 1968.
Coyote Creek Monitoring Station (S13)
The Coyote Creek Monitoring Station is located at the existing ACOE stream gage station
(Stream Gage No. F354-R) below Spring Street in the lower San Gabriel River watershed.
Although this site is not’required for monitoring per the NPDES Permit, the site was added to
assist in determining mass loading for the San Gabriel River watershed. At this location, the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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upstream tributary area is 150 square miles (extending into Orange cotmty). The sampling site
was chosen to avoid backwater effects from the San Gabriel River. Coyote Creek, at the gauging
station, is a concrete lined trapezoidal channel. The Coyote Creek sampling location has been an
active stream gauging station since 1963.
2.2.2.2 Land Use Monitoring Sites
The following is a description of the locations selected to monitor runoff from land-use specific
drainage areas. Figures 2-7 through 2-14 show the location and drainage area of each monitoring
station along with a description of its land use and 1990 population.
Santa Monica Pier Storm Drain Monitoring Station (S08)
The Santa Monica Pier Storm Drain Monitoring Station monitors runoff from land use that is
predominantly commercial. The monitoring site is located near the intersection of Appian Way
and Moss Avenue in Santa Monica. This storm drain discharges below the Santa Monica Pier.
The Santa Monica Mall and Third Street Promenade dominate this watershed. The remaining
land uses include: commercial office buildings, small shops, restaurants, hotels, and high density
apartments. However, This station was dismantled and not in use in the 1999-2000 storm season
to accommodate construction by city of Santa Monica’s stormwater treatment plant.
Sawpit Creek Monitoring Station (S11)
The Sawpit Creek Monitoring Station is located in the Los Angeles River Watershed in the City
of Monrovia. The monitoring station is in Sawpit Creek, downstream of Monrovia Creek.
Sawpit Creek is a natural watercourse at this location. The overall watershed land use is
predominantly vacant.

Project 620 Monitoring Station ($18)
The Project 620 Monitoring Station is located in the Los Angeles River Watershed in the City of
Glendale. The monitoring station is at the intersection of Glenwood Road and Cleveland
Avenue. The overall watershed land use is predominantly high density single family residential.
Dominguez Channel Monitoring Station ($23)
The Dominguez Channel Monitoring Station is located within the Dominguez ChanneV Los
Angeles Harbor Watershed in Lennox, near Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The
monitoring station is near the intersection of 116th Street and Isis Avenue. The overall
watershed land use is predominantly transportation, and includes areas of LAX and Interstate
105.
Project 1202 Monitoring Station ($24)
The Project 1202 Monitoring Station is located in the Dominguez Channel/Los Angetes Harbor
Watershed in the City of Carson. The monitoring station is near the intersection of Wilmington
Avenue and 220th Street. The overall watershed land use is predominantly industrial.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Project 474 Monitoring Station (S25)
The Project 474 Monitoring Station is located in the Los Angeles River Watershed in the
Northridge section of the City of Los Angeles. The monitoring station is located along Lindley
Avenue, one block south of Nordhoff Street. The station monitors runoff from the California
State University of Northridge. The land use of the drainage area is primarily education.

Project 404 Monitoring Station ($26)
The Project 404 Monitoring Station is located within the Los Angeles River Watershed in the
City of Arcadia. The monitoring station is located along Duarte Road, between Holly Avenue
and La Cadena Avenue. The land use of the drainage area is primarily multi-family residential.

Project 156 Monitoring Station ($27)
The Project 156 Monitoring Station is located within the Los Angeles Watershed in the City of
Glendale. The monitoring station is located along Wilson Avenue, near the intersection of
Concord Street and Wilson Avenue. The land use of the drainage area is classified as mixed
residential.

2.2.2.3 Critical Source Monitoring Sites
The general locations of the critical source monitoring sites are shown in Figure 2-15. For
purposes of anonymity, the agreement reached with each of the businesses keeps the exact
locations confidential. Sites C01, C02, and C03 are the control sites for the wholesale trade
(auto dismantlers); T01, T02, and T03 are the sites where Best Management Practices (BMPs)
will be installed for the wholesale trade industry. Similarly, C04, C05, and C06 are the control
sites for automotive repair, while T04, T05, and T06 are the BMP sites for the automotive repair
industry. Sites C07, C08, and C09 are the control sites for fabricated metal products; T07, T08,
and T09 are the BMP sites for the fabricated metal products industry. Sites CI0, C1 l, and T12C
are the control sites for motor freight companies; T10, TllA, TllB, T12A, T12B, and T12C are
the BMP sites for the motor freight companies. Sites C13, C14, and C15 are the control sites for
the auto dealers; T13, T14, and T15 are the BMP sites for the auto dealers.
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This section describes the field and laboratory methods used to conduct the Monitoring Program,
which inclu~tes precipitation and flow monitoring, stormwater sampling, and laboratory analyses.
It also includes statistical test criteria as described in the NPDES permit.

3.1 PRECIPITATION AND FLOW MEASUREMENT
3.1.1 Precipitation Monitoring
For every monitoring station, a minimum of one automatic tipping bucket (intensity measuring)
rain gage is located nearby or within the tributary watershed. Large watersheds may require
multiple rain gages to accurately characterize the rainfall. The Los Angeles County Department
of Public Works operates various automatic rain gages throughout the county. Existing gages
near the monitored watersheds are also utilized in calculating stormwater runoff and are essential
to develop runoff characteristics for these watersheds.
3.1.2 FIowMonitoring
Flow monitoring equipment is needed to trigger the automated samplers because the Monitoring
Program requires flow-weighted composites for many constituents. Flows are determined from
measurements of water elevation as described below.
The water elevation in a storm drain is measured by the stage monitoring equipment, and th~
flow rate is derived from a previously established rating table for the site or calculated with an
equation such as Manning’s. The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works uses rating
tables generated from analysis of storm drain cross sections and upstream!downstream flow
characteristics. The rating tables are modified if it is demonstrated in the field through stream
velocity measurements that calculated table values are incorrect. Previous stormwater flow
measurement efforts indicates that all stations will require multiple storm events to gather the
data necessary for calibration of the measurement devices.
The automatic samplers utilize pressure transducers as the stage measurement device. However,
pressure transducers are only accurate as flow measurement devices in open channel flow
regimes. Therefore, for stations monitoring flows in underground storm drains, efforts were
made to select drains that do not surcharge (flow under pressure) during events smaller than a
10-year storm event.

3.2 STORMWATER SAMPLING
3.2.1 Sample Collection Methods
Grab and composite sample collection methods, defined below, are used to collect samples.
¯ Grab Sample - a discrete, individual sample taken within a short period of time, usually less
than 15 minutes. This method is used to collect samples for constituents that have very short
holding times and specific collection or preservation needs. For example, samples for
coliforms are taken directly into a sterile container to avoid non-resident bacterial
contamination.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Composite sample - a mixed or combined sample created by combiifing a series of discrete
samples (aliquots) of specific volume, collected at specific flow-volume intervals.
Composite sampling is ideally conducted over the duration of the storm event.

During a storm event, grab samples were collected during the initial portion of the storm (on the
rising limb of the hydrograph) and taken directly to the laboratory.
Flow composite storm samples were obtained using an automated sampler to collect samples at
flow-paced intervals. Samples collected at each station were combined in the laboratory to
create a single flow-weighted sample for analysis.
During the storm season, the sampler was programmed to start automatically when the water
level in the channel or storm drain exceeded the maximum annual dry weather stage. A ~mrnple
was collected each time a set volume of water had passed the monitoring point (this volume is
referred to as the pacing volume or trigger volume). The sample was stored in glass containers
within the refrigerated sampler. A minimum of eight liters of sample was required to conduct the
necessary laboratory analyses for all the constituents. The automated sampler was deactivated
by field personnel when the water level in the channel or storm drain fell to about 120 percent of
the observed maximum annual dry weather flow stage.

Samples were retrieved from the automated samplers as soon as possible to meet laboratory
analysis holding time requirements. As samples were collected, rainfall and runoff data were
logged and stored for transfer to the office.
::~.~!
Critical Source sampling procedures and equipment are described in the Critical Source
Selection and Monitoring report (LACDPW and Woodward-Clyde, January 8, 199).

3.2.2 Field Quality Assurance/Quality Control Plan
Properly performed monitoring station set up, water sample collection, sample transport, and
laboratory analyses are vital to the collection of accurate data. Quality Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) is an essential component of the monitoring program.
Evaluation of Analytes and QAZQC Specifications for Monitoring Program (Woodward-Clyde,
1996a) describes the procedures used for bottle labeling, chain-of-custody tracking, sampler
equipment checkout and setup, sample collection, field blanks to assess field contamination, field
duplicate samples, and transportation to the laboratory.
An important part of the QA/QC Plan is the continued education of all field personnel. Field
personnel were adequately trained from the onset and informed about new information on
’stormwater sampling techniques on a continuing basis. Field personnel also evaluate the field
activities required by the QA/QC Plan, and the Plan is updated if necessary.

Bottle Preparation
For each monitoring station, a minimum of three sets of bottles was available so that up to two
complete bottl~ change-outs could be made for each storm event. Bottle labels contained the
following information:
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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¯ LADPW Sample ID Number
¯ Station Number
¯ Station Name
¯ Sample Type (Grab or Composite)

.

¯ Laboratory Analysis Requested
¯ Date
¯ Time
¯ Preservative
¯ Temperature
¯ Sampler’s Name
Bottles were cleaned at the laboratory prior to use, then they were labeled and stored in sets.
Each station was provided with the same number, types, and volumes of bottles for each rotation
unless special grab samples were required. Clean composite sample bottles were placed in the
automated sampler when samples were collected. This practice ensured readiness for the next
storm event. All bottles currently not in use were stored and later transported in plastic ice
chests. Composite sample bottles were limited to a maximum of 2-1/2 gallons each, to ensure
ease of handling.
Chain-of-Custody Procedure
Chain-of-custody forms were completed to ensure and document sample integrity. These
procedures establish a written record which tracks sample possession from collection through
analysis.
Field Setup Procedures
All field sampling locations were fixed sites, with the sampler placed on a public road or flood
control right-of-way. After sample collection, field staff prepared the sampler for collection of
the next set of samples either in storm mode or in dry weather mode. Inspection of visible hoses
and cables was performed to ensure proper working conditions according to the site design.
Inspection of the strainer, pressure transducer, and auxiliary pump was performed during
daylight hours in nonstorm conditions.
The automated sampler was checked at the beginning of the storm (during grab sample
collection) to ensure proper working condition and to see if flow composite samples were being
collected properly. Dry weather collection techniques were similar, with grab and 24-hour
composite samples being collected.
Bottles were collected after each event and packed with ice and foam insulation inside
individually marked ice chests. Chain-of-custody forms were completed by field staff before
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transportation of the samples to the laboratory. Under no circumstance were samples removed
from the ice chest during transportation from the field to the laboratory.
Travel Blanks and Field D~plicates
Potential field contamination was assessed through analysis of travel blanks and duplicate grab
samples. Field travel blanks were collected for each monitoring station during every sampling
event to quantify post sampling contamination. The monitoring program also included field
duplicates to assess the precision of laboratory results. A field duplicate, the origin of which was
unknown to the laboratory, was collected for each sampling event. This methodology for
assessing post sampling contamination and laboratory testing procedures provided data to
measure the precision and accuracy of the laboratory results.
_.
3.2.3 Sampling Frequency
During the 1996-97 storm season, the Permit required the Department to sample up to 100
"station events" for the land use sites. During subsequent years (1997-98, 1998-99, 1999-2000),
the Department was required to sample up to 200 "station events". A station event is defined as
collection of one sample at one station. The Municipal Permit specifies sampling at mass
emission stations to total five events per year during dry weather, storm, or a combination of
both for all years.
The Department of Agricultural Commissioner/Weights and Measures (ACWM) Environmental :...;.~.~
.-~-Toxicology Laboratory provides water quality laboratory and related services to the LACDPW.
The ACWM lab is state certified to perform the water quality analyses contracted by LACDPW.
The ACWM Lab maintains a laboratory analysis program that includes Quality Assurance and
Quality Control protocols consistent with the objectives of the monitoring program required by
the Permit (Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1 Possible Constituents of Concern
Possible constituents of concern for each element of the Monitoring Program are specified in the
Mtmicipal Permit. The constituents of concern for land use station monitoring are:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Total Suspended Solids
Total Nitrogen
Total Phosphorus
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
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¯ Silver
¯ Zinc
¯ Chlordane
¯ Chlorpyrifos
* Diazinon
¯ Malathion
¯ Simazine
¯ Total DDT
. Total PAHs
¯ Total PCBs
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Constituents of concem for mass emission monitoring include those listed above plus:
¯ I~acteria
¯ Oil and Grease
¯ Total Phenols
¯ Cyanide
¯ TPH
3.3.2 Analytical Suite and Analytical Methods
The suite of analytes and associated detection limits for samples collected at the land use stations
and mass emission stations are specified in the Municipal Permit. Constituents of concern for
derivation of event mean concentrations are also specified by the Permit. All the laboratory
methods used fo~} analysis of the stormwater samples are approved by the California Department
of Health Services and are in conformance with USEPA approved methods.
The laboratory made an effort to provide the lowest detection limits attainable without
compromising the reliability of the data. °’Detection limit" (DL) is defined by the USEPA as °’the
concentration above which we are 99% confident that the analyte is present at a concentration
greater than zero" (40 CFR Part 136 Appendix B). For this project the laboratory made some
allowance for interference in the analysis due to the compIex nature of the sample matrix by
perfon-ning a DL study using a water sample collected from a channel during dry weather. These
’matrix specific’ DLs are the reported DLs in the data tables. Data below the DL are reported as
zero. The Practical Quantitation Limit (PQL) is the concentration above which the analyte can
be accurately quantified. Reported PQLs were developed by the laboratory during the analysis
of stormwater runoff samples using professional judgment to account for matrix interferences.
Data that fall between the DL and PQL are reported by the laboratory at the apparent
concentrations. When reviewing these data it should be noted that the concentrations below the
PQL are estimated.
For some pollutants, the EPA Water Quality Criteria were lower than the required Monitoring
Program method detection limits. As a result, detection limits for some constituents were
lowered (beginning in the 1996-97 storm season) to a level below the EPA Criteria
concentrations. This also enhanced the value of the data by improving the quality of the data sets
and allowed for more rigorous statistical analyses and data interpretation techniques.
Detection limits of many semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) were lowered in the 19992000 storm season, including all PAHs, for the land use and mass emission studies at the request
of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board. Modifications to detection limits are
presented in Table 3-1.
3.3.3 Quality Assurance and Quality Control
The primary objective of the laboratory quality assurance/quality control program is to ensure
that the analyses are scientifically valid, defensible, and of known precision and accuracy. The
ACWM laboratory maintains quality assurance/quality control procedures (as described in their
Quality Assurance Manual) in accordance with requirements of the California Department of
Health Services. The ACWM laboratory standard operation procedures include method
validation, equipment calibration, preventive maintenance, data validation procedures,
assessment of accuracy and precision, corrective actions, and performance and system audits.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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The QA/QC review and data validation for the monitoring data was conducted by ACWM Lab,
and the QA!QC documentation is available within the ACWM Lab files. The validated data as
provided by the ACWM Lab were used for data analysis and interpretation with no further
QA/QC review.

3.4

STATISTICAL TEST CRITERIA

3.4.1 Land Use
There are two provisions in the Permit which allow for discontinuing monitoring of specific land
use constituents. The first is achieving an event mean concentration (EMC) at an error rate of
25% (Criteria 1). The second is detecting less than 25% of any constituent in 10 consecutive
samples (Criteria 2).
-Criteria 1
Section B.l.c of Attachment C of the NPDES Permit states: "The land use stations shall be
monitored during the term of this Order or until such time that event mean concentrations (EMC)
are derived, at the 25% error rate, for the following constituents of concern:"
PAHs
Copper
Chromium
Selenium
Total Phosphorus
Chlorpyrifos
Total DDT

Chlordane
Nickel
Silver
Mercury
Total Suspended Solids
Malathion
Total PCBs

Cadmium
Lead
Zinc
Total Nitrogen
Diazinon
Simazine

.-":

The RWQCB agreed to substitute the mean standard error in place of the error rate
(Swamikarmu, 1999). The findings are presented in Table 4-14. Constituents appearing have at
least 10 samples and an 80% detection rate.
Criteria 2
Section B.l.e of Attachment C of the NPDES Permit states: "If a constituent is not detected at
the method detection limit (MDL) for its respective test method listed in Attachment C-3 in more
than 25 percent of the first ten sampling events or on a roiling basis using ten consecutive
sampling events, it will not be Kin_her analyzed unless the observed occurrences show high
concentrations and are cause for concern." The results of this test are presented in Table 4-13.
Constituents meeting this criteria (with an X corresponding to a site) can be considered for
discontinuation. However, if there is still concern for the constituent, monitoring will continue.
Specific constituents of concern are marked with an asterisk in the table.
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3,4.:2 Mass l=missions
The only criteria required to discontinue monitoring constituents at mass emissions sites is the
detection of less than 25% in 10 consecutive samples (Section B.2.c of Attachment C of the
NPDES Permit). The results of this test are presented in Table 4-7.
Constituents meeting this criteria (with an X corresponding to a site) can be considered for
discontinuation. However, if there is still concern for the constituent, monitoring will continue.
Specific constituents of concern are marked with an asterisk in the table.
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Over the past six years, Los Angeles County has experienced weather pattems that have resulted
in very diverse storm seasons. The two most significant seasons were the 1997-98 E1 Nifio and
the 1998-99 La Nifia storm seasons.
The term El Nifio refers to the disruption of the entire oceanic-atmospheric system in the tropical
Pacific Ocean. This occurrence often causes a major departure from average temperatures and
precipitation amounts on a global scale. During E1 Nifio, the trade winds relax in the central and
eastern Pacific and upwelling of deep colder ocean water is inhibited. Therefore, in the eastern
Pacific, the water temperature rises. Increases in temperature in the central and eastern Pacific
result in an increase of evaporation and convection, or thunderstorm activity. This activity can
be observed, especially in the winter, as the subtropical jet stream flows from Sofithem
California, through the Gulf Coast region.
The effects of the 1997-98 E1 Nifio were the strongest observed for the past 40 years (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration). Rainfall associated with E1 Nifio was geater later in
the storm season as compared to previous years. The month of February of 1998 produced over
fifteen inches of rain at the downtown Los Angeles raingage compared to the 110 year average
of 3.17 inches for the same raingage. The previous year, the same raingage recorded only 0.06
inches of rain.
Furthermore, the total wet season runoff volume at the Los Angeles River station as of March,
1998, was nearly 300,000 acre-ft. By comparison, the 1996-97 storm season runoff volurne at
the same location was 58,309 acre-ft, approximately one-fifth.
In contrast, the 1998-99 storm season was considered a La Nifia storm season. La Nifia
climatology is characterized by unusually cold ocean temperatures in the eastern equatorial
Pacific that impact global weather patterns. La Nifia tends to bring nearly opposite effects of E1
Nifio to the United States. It often features drier than normal conditions in the Southwest in late
summer trough the subsequent winter. La Nifia conditions recur every few years and can persist
as long as two years.
The month of February of 1999 produced only 0.4 inches of rain at the downtown Los Angeles
raingage compared to the 110 year average of 3.17 inches for the same raingage. The same
raingage during the E1 Nifio season, by contrast, produced over 15 inches of rain. Similarly, the
total rainfall for the 1998-1999 season at the Ballona Creek station was only 9.48 inches, and the
total wet season runoff volume at the Ballon~. Creek station was 10,700 acre-ft. By comparison,
the rainfall total during the previous storm season at this station was 28.28 inches and the runoff
volume was 18,300 acre-feet.
Figures 4-20 and 4-21 respectively show the Los Angeles annual and monthly wet season rainfall
at the downtown Los Angeles station.
Furthermore, the figure and table below display aerial weighted rainfall totals for the Los
Angeles County by area. As expected, the San Gabriel and Santa Monica Mountains recorded
the highest precipitation totals throughout the years while the dessert areas recorded the lowest.
San Gabriel and San Fernando Valleys recorded very similar precipitation values. Again, it can
be seen that E1 Nifio season of 1997-98 produced twice as much rainfall as the seasonal normal,
while La Nifia season of 1998-99 recorded less than halfthe seasonal normal.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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RAINFALL INDICES USING SELECTED STATIONS

~, ~ ,i,~’
,,~-~

,~ ,~,

for the period of October I through September 30
Seasonal 94-95
Normal Season
(Inches) (inches)

95-96
96-97
Season Season
(inches) (Inches)

97-98
Season
(Inches)

96.99
Season
(Inches)

99-00
Season"
(inches)

A. Coastal Plain
11.38
13.91
29.0~
7.73
13,711
25,19
R, San Femando Valle’f
18.58
39.~
18,35
15,6~
17,~
35.01
13.~
14,3~
17.17
35.~
8.53
13,5~
C. San Gabne~ Valley
17,8~
29.61
=
23.5~
25.12
54.31
12.17
18,5
O, San Gabnel Mountains
27,,
44.78
3fl.8~
18.81
30.8
12.77
14.16
8,16
13.71
E. Little Rock, Bi,q Rock
18.02
45.7~
10,17
F, Santa Monica Mountains
19,9~
40.14
14,811
13.33
36,631
9,83 12.~:
G. Santo Clara
16.641
2fl.17
11.05~
H. Oesed
7.63
13r.~
5.18
17,~"7i
3,6~
4.~I
~
County
15.65i 27.27 11,69 13,72 33.01 8.02 11,1;
°
Notes; Ra=nt’atl from October 1,1999 through Apdl 30,
"Seasonal Normal and Season sections of this line are ds~ed from Areal We=ghted Aver=go.

Table 4-1 summarizes the hydrological data for each stati.on for the 1994-95, 1996-97, 199%98,
1998-99, and 1999-2000 seasons.

A collection of rainfall contour maps for the 1994-95, 1995-96, 1996-97, 1997-98, 1998-99, and
1999-2000 storm seasons are included in Appendix A.

Refer to Appendices of preceding annual Stormwater Monitoring Reports for hydrographs of
monitored sites and rainfall contour maps for each storm event.

4.2

STORMWATER QUALITY

4.2.1 Overall Imperviousness

":"

Overall watershed imperviousness has been linked to stormwater quality problems (Center for
Watershed Protection, 1996). The following table gives the overall imperviousness of each of
the maj or Watershed Management Areas under the 1996 Municipal Stormwater Permit:

Imperviousness of Watershed Management Areas
WATERSHED
MANAGEMENT
AREA

OVERALL
AREA, IMPERVIOUSNESS,
Sq. Mi.

Dominguez Channel/
L. A. Harbor

110

62

Ballona Creek

211

45

Los Angeles River

834

35

San Gabriel River

683

30

Malibu Creek

203

6

Santa Clara River

1029

5

Notes. - Values were calculated using the DPW GIS Pollutant Loading Model
- Land use distribution is based on 1993 SCAG data

Imperviousness values for each land use were taken from the LACDPW
Hydrology Manual, 1991
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4.2.2 Bacterial indicators
Los Angeles County has been monitoring a selection of bacterial indicators, including total
coliforms and fecal bacteria (fecal coliforms, fecal streptococcus, and fecal enterococcus), at two
of the mass emission monitoring stations (Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek) since the 1994-95
rainy season. Bacteria monitoring in 1994-95 and 1995-96 also involved land use sampling. All
four of the mass emission monitoring stations, currently required by the Permit (Ballona Creek,
Malibu Creek, Los Angeles River, and San Gabriel River) have been sampled for bacteria since
the 1995-96 storm season. Bacteria were not sampled at the Coyote Ck. station, which was not a
requirement of the Permit, and land use sampling for bacteria was also not a requirement under
the current Permit.
In addition to wet weather sampling, a number of dry weather samples were analyzed since 1994
to support other in-house studies, most notably for the low flow diversion projects at various
locations along the shore line in Los Angeles County. Dry weather bacteria results are presented
in Tables 4=5b and 4-5c.
Fecal bacteria are normal residents of the digestive tracts of humans and other warm-blooded
animals. They are usually not pathogenic themselves but they can serve as indicators for the
presence of potential pathogens (including bacteria, viruses, and protozoa that may cause human
health problems) if contamination of surface waters with sewage had occurred. Fecal coliforms
are a subgroup of the total coliform group.
Fecal coliforms, fecal streptococcus, and fecal enterococcus are three independent residents of
the gastro-intestinai tracts of warm-blooded animals, and their distribution among warm-blooded
species varies. Unfortunately, none of the bacteria is totally specific to humans, so none can
serve as the ultimate indicator and warning signal for the presence of potential human pathogens.
Total coliforms and fecal bacteria (fecal coliforms, fecal streptococcus, and fecal enterococcus)
were detected in all stormwater samples tested since 1994 at densities (or most probable number,
MPN) between several hundreds to several million cells per 100 ml. Table 4-8 and Figure 4-4
show the wet weather sample results obtained between 1994 and 2000 for the different bacterial
groups. The geometric mean (labeled as "log mean" for consistency with reports from other Los
Angeles agencies) for each storm season is shown as one bar. Results are shown for the four
mass-emission stations tested. Dry weather bacteria results are presented in Tables 4-5b and 45C.

The Malibu Creek station appears to have consistently lower counts than other mass emission
stations and is consistently lower for all four groups of bacteria. There is no apparent pattern of
differences between monitoring years, although the 1995-96 season appears to have higher mean
densities than other years. At 75% of normal, this was not a particularly rainy season.
A study of the raw microbial data for wet weather and dry weather from 1994 to 2000 indicates
the following:
¯ Every wet weather mass emission bacteria sample taken exceeded the public health criteria
for indicator bacteria. All of the dry weather bacteria samples taken for the low flow
diversion projects exceeded the public health criteria. Most of the dry weather mass
emission bacteria samples taken exceeded the public health criteria. Wet weather flows
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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contained bacteria densities at much higher levels (three to four orders of magnitude) than
dry weather flows.
Except for 1996-97, densities observed during the first storm of each rainy season were not
necessarily higher than during consecutive storm events, suggesting that there was no
consistent "first-flush" effect in these watersheds. Peak densities were observed at different
times each year. In 1995-96, the peak density at all four mass emission stations and one land
use station coincided with the peak storm of the season.
¯ Except for somewhat lower densities at Malibu Creek, there was no seasonal or regional
consistency in cell densities. There was a very wide range of densities for all stations.
¯ There was one storm event, January 9, 1998, that yielded extremely high counts in all
stations for all bacterial strains. The available data do not provide an explanation, or suggest
whether this could be a contamination artifact.
* The 1996-97 season had one event, November 21, 1996, that yielded rtmoff with high counts
in all stations for all species.
*

During the 1998-99 season, the event of March 15, 1999 was associated with high bacterial
counts for most stations and the events of March 25, 1999 and April 4, 1999 were associated
with unusually low counts for most stations.

The following table gives the storm date when the peak fecal coliform reading was observed for
that season:

[ SEE TABLE ON NEXT PAGE ]
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Comparison of Storm Dates to Peak Fecal Coliform Dates
19941995

19951996

19961997

19971998

19981999

19992000

Date of First Storm > 0.1" 10/04/94

12/13/95

10/29/96

11/10/97

11/08/98

11/08/99

Date of Largest Storm

01/07/95

02/20/96

01/20/97

02/21/98

04/11/99

03/03/00

6.65

4.39

3.54

5.08

1.15

2.01

Ballona Creek

01/10/95

02/20/96

10/29/96

01/09/98

02/09/99

02/10/00

Malibu Creek

03/03/95

02/20/96

10/29/96

01/09/98

03/15/99

02/23/00

Los Angeles River
San Gabriel River

N/A

02/20/96

11/21/96

01/09/98

03/15/99

02/23/00

N/A

02/20/96

11/21/96

01/09/98

03/15/99

03/08/00

Retail/Commercial

03/21/95

12/23/95

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Depth of Largest Storm
(inches)
Z
~
~
~D

Vacant
~: HDSFR
Transportation
~
Light Industrial

N/A

12/23/95

,

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

03/12/96

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

12/23/95

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

02/20/96

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

.~

It appears from the table that in a number of instances, peak fecal coliform counts occurred at
different monitoring stations in different parts of the county during the same storm. Further, in
1995-96, the highest fecal coliform readings at five stations coincided with the largest storm of
the season. Also, in 1996-97, the highest fecal coliform readings at two stations coincided with
the first storm of the season greater than 0.1" rainfall. These observations suggest that peak fecal
coliform levels may be related to regional hydrologic conditions.
4.2.3 Stormwater Toxicity
Two studies required by the 1996 Municipal Stormwater Permit examined stormwater toxicity.
The Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters study examined water column and sediment toxicity
impacts on Santa Monica Bay from stormwater from Ballona and Malibu Creeks. The Southern
California Coastal Waters Research Project (SCCWRP), the University of Southern California,
and the University of California Santa Barbara were the principal investigatbrs. In addition, dry
and wet weather toxicity tests were performed on the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers in
1997-98 and 1998-99. This testing was performed by the Southern California Coastal Waters
Research Project. Toxicity was measured as impairment to sea urchin fertilization.
An Executive Summary of the Bay Receiving Waters study is included in Appendix C. Major
findings of the stormwater toxicity studies (SCCWRP, 1999) are repeated below:
¯ Virtually every sample of Bal!ona Creek stormwater tested was toxic to sea urchin
fertilization.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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¯ The first storms of the year produced the most toxic stormwater in Santa Monica Bay during
the study.
¯ The toxic portions of i.he stormwater plume were variable in size, extending from 1/4 to 2
miles offshore of Ballona Creek.
¯ Surface water toxicity caused by unidentified sources was frequently encountered during dry
weather in Santa Monica Bay.
¯ Zinc was the most important toxic constituent identified in stormwater in Santa Monica Bay,
but zinc concentrations in the toxic portion of the discharge plume were usually below levels
shown to cause toxicity in the laboratory.
¯ Copper and other unidentified constituents may also be responsible for some of the toxicity
measured in Santa Monica Bay.
¯ The measured concentrations of zinc and copper in Ballona Creek stormwater were estimated
to account for only 5% - 44% of the observed toxicity.
¯ The fate of most stormwater constituents discharged to Santa Monica Bay is unknown.
¯ For two years in a row, wet weather toxicity was significant in the Los Angeles River. Dry
weather toxicity was significant the second year, but not the first.
.
¯ For the San Gabriel River, wet weather toxicity was significant the first year, but not the
. ::’~:.:.~
second. Dry weather toxicity was not significant either year.
¯ ........
¯ For both rivers, wet weather toxicity was higher for the first storm tested, suggesting a
seasonal "fist fluS h phenomenon for toxicity.
4.2.4 Contaminated Sediments and Total Suspended Solids
Sea floor habitat and sediment contamination were studied in the Santa Monica Bay Receiving
Waters study and were investigated by the Southern California Coastal Waters Research Project.
Major tiadings of the sea floor habitat and sediment contamination study (SCCWRP, 1999) are
repeated below:
¯ The sea floor is where stormwater particles, and associated contaminants, eventually settle.
¯ The sediments on the sea floor can accumulate runoff inputs over an entire storm, over
several storms, or over several seasons.’
Sediments offshore of Ballona Creek generally had higher concentrations of urban
contaminants, including common stormwater constituents such as lead and zinc.
Sediments offshore of Ballona Creek showed evidence of stormwater impacts over a large
area.

¯ Sampled biological communities offshore of Ballona Creek were similar to those offshore of
Malibu Creek. Both areas had comparable abundance and similar species composition.
¯ Sampled biological communities offshore of Ballona and Malibu Creeks were also similar to
background reference conditions established in previous studies of southern California.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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The County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works has also participated on the Los
Angeles Basin Contaminated Sediment Task Force. The management committee of the Task
Force is comprised of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (Region IX), the California Water Quality Control Board (Los Angeles Region), and the
California Coastal Commission. One of the goals of the Task Force is to promote and implement
region-wide efforts at source reduction through watershed management. The Task Force, in its
Long Term Management Strategy Action Plan (no date), states:
¯ Informal surveys of potential users and past projects suggest that the major sources of
contaminated dredge material will continue to be Marina del Rey, the ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach, and the mouth of the Los Angeles River.
¯ Some of the sediments dredged from these harbors contain elevated levels of heavy metals,
pesticides, and other contaminants. In most cases, the concentrations of these contaminants
do not approach hazardous levels.
The Corps of Engineers, in a draft study (2000) sought to identify possible inland sources of
contaminated sediments in the Ballona Creek watershed by sampling dry weather sediments in
the bottom of Ballona Creek and major tributaries. The draft study found:
¯ Four of 21 sites were without any chemical concentration exceeding the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s "Effect Range-Low" (ERL) values: storm
drain Bond Issue Project 9408, Project 425, Ballona Creek at Sawtelle Blvd., and Centineltt
Channel.
¯ Sediments on the bottoms of storm drain Bond Issue Projects 648, 51,494, and 503 ranked
by dry weight most consistently as the most contaminated sites with respect to metals and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
¯ The two areas of the main Ballona Ck. channel that ranked, by dry weight, as most
contaminated and exceeding ERLs were just downstream of Madison Ave. and Fairfax Ave.
¯ With respect to the potential for contamination from PAils, sites in Ballona Ck. at Pick_ford
St. and Fairfax Ave., Higuera St. drain, Projects 51 and 3867, and Culver City Acquisition
and Improvement District No. 4 drain appeared most contaminated.
Bed load sediment in the major tributary drains of Sepulveda and Centinela Channels were
among the least contaminated samples.
According to a Corps geographic information system used to model unit aerial loading, the
area within the Ballona Ck. drainage area of expected highest stormwater loading of metals,
oil, and grease extends from Hollywood to Culver City in a 1- to 2-mile wide, 5- to 6-mile
long strip parallel and east of. the San Diego (I-405) Freeway.
In an effort to analyze the presence of PAH in stormwater, Los Angeles County Public Works
lowered the detection limit of semi-volatile organics in stormwater samples in the 1999-2000
season by using modified EPA method 625 (see Table 3-1). An analysis of stormwater mass
emission mean concentrations (Table 4-6b) shows that two PAH compounds, phenanthrene and
pyrene, exceeded the California Ocean Plan objective at the Malibu Creek station. No other
PAH compound exceedences appeared through this comparison.

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Given the connect[0n between contaminated sediments and suspended solids (Stenstrom et al,
1997, in U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2000), we calculated suspended solids loadings at the
five mass emission monitoring stations from 1994 to present (Table 4-10 and Fig. 4-5a) where
data was available. The data shows that the Los Angeles River is the largest contributor of
suspended solids. This finding is expected because the L. A. River drainage area is the largest
monitored watershed (825 square miles at the. monitoring station). However, during the El Nifio
season of 1997-98, suspended solid loading was disproportionately higher than Ballona Creek
loading (88.8 square miles at the monitoring station). It should be noted, however, that the
Ballona Ck. monitoring station was out of service during February of 1998.
Total suspended solids were high during the 1999-2000 storm season at the vacant land use site.
This may have been due to modifications to the Saw-pit Dam located upstream of the sampling
station.
-

4.2.5 Comparison of Mass Emissions Concentrations to the Ocean Plan, Basin Plan, and
California Toxics Rule
Table 4-6a shows the list of constituents analyzed from the stormwater mass emission
monitoring sites since 1994. Both the annual mean and median of the analyses of these
constituents were compared to the water quality objectives outlined in the California Ocean Plan,
the Los Angeles Basin Plan, and the California Toxics Rule. Stormwater bacteria indicators
were compared to the standards in AB411. It should be noted that, except for bacteria indicators, ....-..-..;~.
there are no numerical water quality standards that apply to stormwater or nonpoint source :.i)i..:.fl
pollution. Current federal and state numerical standards apply only to point source pollution,
such as sanitary sewage, industrial and point source discharges to the ocean and other water
bodies. Water quality standards described in the 1995 Los Angeles Region Basin Plan or the
1997 California Ocean Plan do not apply to stormwater runoff, and any exceedence of values
should not indicate violation nor noncompliance with the plans. Furthermore, a direct
comparison of the sampling results with the Ocean Plan standards cannot be made since the
results presented in the table are detected values before dilution, a factor allowed by the Ocean
Plan.
Table 4-6b shows those constituents whose annual mean or median virtually exceeded the three
objectives described above. For bacteria indicators, the log mean of the Most Probable Number
per 100 ml was compared to the objectives ofAB411. The table shows that the bacteria indicator
standards were exceeded at every monitoring station where sampled for every year. The next
most prominent virtual exceedences occurred with total and dissolved copper and bis (2ethylhexyl) phthalate, followed by turbidity, total zinc, and total lead. The table also shows that
1997-98, the El Nifio season, contributed the most virtual exceedences at all monitoring stations
except Coyote Creek. Finally, the table shows that the Los Angeles River produced the most
virtual exceedences of any other mass emission monitoring station.
4.2.6 Loading
;
The above discussion points to dissolved zinc and copper and total suspended solids as
constituents worthy of further examination. If these are important constituents, it would be
helpful to look at what watersheds are producing the greatest amounts of these constituents. A
loading analysis, that is pounds of constituent per season, would make this indication. To
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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calculate annual loading~ the annual mean concentration of the constituents of interest are
mttttiplied by the annual volume of runoff measured at each mass emission station. Loading
results are shown in Table 4-I 0 and Figures 4-5a through 4-12.
As expected, loading was greatest during 1997-98, the El Nifio season. This analysis indicates
that the Los Angeles River delivered the highest loadings of total suspended solids (approx.
220,000 tons), dissolved copper (approx. 28 tons), total copper (approx. 40 tons), dissolved zinc
(approx. 170 tons), and total zinc (approx. 230 tons). Further, it appears that Los Angeles River
loading for the rnetals is disproportionate by drainage area to the other watersheds.
Total and dissolved zinc loading is also prevalent among unmonitored watersheds. The
Dominguez Channel/L. A. Harbor watershed contributed the highest loadings for dissolved zinc
(approx. 2.3 tons) and dissolved copper (approx. 30 tons) and was the highest for each year.
Loading calculations from unmonitored watersheds were accomplished by a GIS model (Table
4-11 and Figures 4-16 through 4-19). Comparison of loadings between monitored and
unmonitored watersheds should not be made at this time because the model is not fully
calibrated.

4.2.6.1 GIS Model
To assist in implementing this requirement, the Department developed a GIS application called
the Pollutant Loading Model. A brief description of the model follows:
Hardware Requirements
¯ IBM-compatible, running Windows NT 4.0 or Windows 95
¯ 8 MB hard disk space (data/project on network); 600MB hard disk space (local)
¯ 64 MB RAM or higher
Software Requirements
¯ ArcView 3.1
¯ Spatial Analyst 1.1 for ArcView
Data Requirements
Geographic ¯ Thomas Brothers Maps(g) data sets, County of Los Angeles
¯ Southern California Association of Governments Land Use
¯ Watershed Management Area Boundaries
¯ Rain gage locations and depths
¯ Watershed sub-basin boundaries
¯ Municipal Boundaries
¯ Water Quality Monitoring Station locations
Tabular 4-9
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¯ Rain gage data ~’or each rainfall event
¯ Event Mean Concentration data
The Pollutant Loading application computes total pollutant loading for selected pollutants
originating in user-defined watersheds or political boundaries. It draws upon many existing data
sources, such as predetermined drainage subbasins, land use, historical and event rainfall data,
water quality monitoring station results, and multiple underlying geographic data including
political boundaries, natural boundaries, census tracts, forest boundaries, streets, and drains.
The user is given the option of hand-digitizing a study area or graphically selecting a
predetermined drainage subbasin, monitoring station watershed, city, or other municipal
boundary to use as a study area. The user can also locate an area of interest by typing an address
or selecting a Thomas Brothers Maps® page.
The user selects a rainfall event from historical records. Rainfall data comes in the form of a
previously processed grid of the user-selected storm event or as a rain gage data file, in which
case, the model will prepare a rainfall grid using the Spatial Analyst extension. There is also an
option to use average annual rainfall.
The application uses the rainfall data to calculate the amount of runoff, based on the
imperviousness of the land use polygons it intersects. See equations used at the end of this
Section.
The user then has the ability to choose the pollutants for the study from over 257 constituents.
The Water Quality data comes from over 24 monitoring stations the County has operated at some
point since the 1994-95 storm season. The user can quickly select constituents from preclassified groups such as General Minerals, Heavy Metals, Pesticides, etc. By default the model
will select the 25 pollutants of concern (made up of 61 constituents) listed in the NPDES permit.
The model will then tabulate total pollutant load for the study area using previously calculated
Event Mean Concentrations of the selected pollutants. A report of the results is generated in
Crystal Reports. The application also produces maps as ArcView layouts showing the area of
study, rainfall isohyets, landuse distribution, rain gage locations and values.
Equations Used
¯ Runoff Volume = (Rainfall Volume)*(Runoff Coefficient)
Where:
Runoff Coefficient = (0.8*Imperviousness) + 0.1
¯ Load = (Pollutant concentration)*(RunoffVolume)
Assumptions and Limitations
¯ An imperviousness value used for the calculations is associated with 104 different landuse
ca.tegories.
¯ The 104 SCAG land use categories have been aggregated into 34 categories covering 100%
of the County.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Critical Industry Land Use Types

Critical Source Industry

SCAG Land Use

Auto Dismantling (Wholesale Trade) Heavy Industrial
Auto Repair

Retail/Commercial

Metal Fabrication

Heavy Industrial

Motor Freight

Transportation

Auto Dealerships

Retail Commercial

Table 4-15 and Figure 4-3 show the highest median value for total zinc (approx. 450 /zg/1),
dissolved zinc (approx. 360 ~zg/1), total copper (approx. 240/zg/1), and dissolved copper (approx.
110 ~g/1) were produced at the fabricated metal sites (labeled "control"). This finding holds true
for those critical source industries added and sampled in 1999-2000, namely motor freight and
auto dealerships, which are discussed in the 1999-2000 annual monitoring report. However,
levels for total and dissolved zinc did not appear to be significantly different between the
industry types.
By contrast, levels for total and dissolved copper did appear significantly higher for the
fabricated metals sites over the other critical industry categories. The highest median level for
suspended solids was also produced at the fabricated metals sites, but no industry was
significantly higher or lower than another for suspended solids.
Bacteria indicators were analyzed for the first time from the critical source sites in 1999-2000.
4.2.9 Best Management Practices for Critical Source Industries
In the 1999-2000 season, items of equipment called Best Management Practices (BMPs) were
purchased by the County for installation at half of the companies from the auto dismantling, auto
repair, and metal fabrication industries. These preventive-type BMPs took the form of good
housekeeping and spill containment measures (Table 4-16). Each business owner agreed to be
responsible for installing and using the BMPs. The County encouraged the business owners to
utilize the BMPs during the storm season, but the County had no jurisdiction or control over how
or when they were used.
Table 4-15 and Fig. 4-3 compare the results of those companies fitted with BMPs to those
without. For total and dissolved zinc, the .median concentration lowered or stayed nearly the
same with the implementation of BMPs at the auto dismantling, auto repair, and fabricated
metals industries. (For the auto dismantling and auto repair industries, the median actually
increased slightly.) In none of the circumstances was the difference significant.
For total and dissolved copper, however, where the fabricated metal industry had displayed the
highest median concentrations, levels were significantly reduced with the implementation of
BMPs. The auto dismantling and auto repak businesses showed no significant difference.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Water quality data collected from 8 different landuse monitoring stations yields Event Mean
Concentration (EMC) values. The remaining landuse categories (34-8 = 26) use assumed
EMC values based on their association with the 8 monitored landuse types.

* All polygons of the same landuse type are assumed to have the same EMC value regardless
of their spatial location within the county.
*

Annual pollutant loading~ use previously calculated seasonal EMCs for their calculation.

* Rainfall grid cell sizes are 500 feet by 500 feet. Rainfall depth does not vary within the grid
¯

The model does not account for variation over time in soil permeability which influences
surface runoff in undeveloped watersheds. In other words, a given coefficient of discharge
for a particular land use type will not change regardless of previous soil conditions (saturated
soil versus dry soil)

The primary operations that are inherent to both observed and modeled methods are described
below.

Comparison of Observed and Modeled Load Calculation Methods
ITEM
STORM RUNOFF
VOLUME

OBSERVED METHOD
MODEL CALCULATIONS
Flow rate taken directly fromRain gage rainfall depths are used to prepare a rainfall
stream gage data and integrated grid surface. Rainfall grid cells are 500’ x 500’.
over duration of storm to developEquations:
runoff volume. Note that this
parameter includes base flow and
storm runoff. Calculations can be(1) Runoffcoeff. = (0.8 x Imperviousness) + 0.1
made to estimate a base flow and (2) Rainfall volume = (Rainfall depth) x Area
separate it from the observed (3) Runoff volume = (Rainfall vol.) x (Runoff coeff.)
runoff.

POLLUTANT

Flow composited samples

EVENT MEAN
CONCENTRATION

obtained at the mass emission
monitoring sites are analyzed by
the lab. Resulting pollutant
concentrations are EMCs.

......
""’"-°"

(EMC)

(1) The entire county is comprised of 34 general land

use types. Storm runoff from the 8 most significant
types is flow-weight sampled by automated
equipment. The monitored watersheds of the eight
significant types are chosen to represent typical
examples of that land use.
(2) Water quality results from the 8 monitored land

use stations are assigned to the remaining 26
unmonitored land use types based on similarities of
land use.
(3) Any given land use type is assumed to yield the
same EMC anywhere in the county (i.e. a given
polygon defined as Single Family Residential (SFR) is
assumed to yield the same EMC as any other SFR
polygon in the county).
POLLUTANT

LOAD

Observed concentration (EMC)

Observed and assigned concentmtion~ (EMC) for each

multiplied by observed runoff
volume,

land use multiplied by the modeled runoff volume for
each land use summed within the area of study.
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The model does not take into account possible degradation or adsorption of the pollutant as it is
transported downstream. These results therefore should not be taken as absolute; rather, they
should be used for unmonitored watersheds or smaller portions of monitored watersheds for
comparative purposes only.
4.2.7 Constituents of Concern
Table 4-6b includes sixteen chemical constituents that were identified from the comparison of
mass emission annual concentrations to the objectives of the California Ocean Plan, the Los
Angeles Basin Plan, and the California Toxics Rule. Two organophosphate pesticides, diazinon
and chlorpyrifos, are also included in Table 4-6b because of their identification of stormwater
toxicity in other independent studies (Lee, 1998). Indicator bacteria (total coliform and fecal
coliform, streptococcus, and enterococcus) are also included due their exceedence of AB411.
As of yet, Total Maximum Dally Loads (TMDLs) are not part of the Los Angeles Municipal
Stormwater Permit. However, constituents identified by the 303d list that were not already
identified through the comparison process, namely nutrients, are also included in Table 4-6b. It
should be noted that there were no virtual exeeedences by nutrients (compounds of nitrogen and
phosphorus) of the three water quality objectives. Further, a report by the Las Virgene.s
Municipal Water District (May, 2000) found that beneficial use impairment due to algae growth
is not a problem during storm season in Malibu Creek.
"~.
4.2.8 Identification of Possible Sources
With the identification of dissolved zinc and copper as stormwater toxicants in the Santa Monica
Bay receiving water study (SCCWRP, 1999), and the implication of suspended solids (U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, 2000), it is helpful to look at land use and critical source runoff
quality data (Tables 4-12 and 4-15 and Figures 4-1 and 4-3) to see if any particular land uses or
industries could be singled out as notable or significant for those constituents. Figures 4-22 and
4-23 also show which constituents were prevalent at which land use.
Light industrial, transportation, and retail/commercial land uses displayed the highest median
values for total and dissolved zinc, with light industrial the highest at about 300 ~zg/1 for
dissolved zinc and about 360/zg/l for total zinc. Runoff concentrations from the remaining land
use types (high density single family residential, education, multifamily residential, and mixed
residential) were significantly less.
Light industrial and transportation land uses displayed the highest median values for total and
dissolved copper, with transportation the highest at about 28/zg/l for dissolved copper and about
40 ~g/1 for total copper.
Median concentrations of total suspended solids were highest coming off of the light industrial
land use category, at about 130 mg/1.
These land use observations, particularly from the light industrial and retail/commercial
categories, can be narrowed down by looking at the stormwater zinc, copper, and suspended
solids sampled under the Critical Source program. The critical source industries sampled to date
fall under the following SCAG land use categories:
R00’12006
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5.1 OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED
Since 1994, the goal of the Monitoring Program has been to develop information to support
effective watershed stormwater quality management programs. The primary objectives of the
Monitoring Program, as 9utlined in the Permit and Section 1 of this report, follow.
5.1.1

Track Water Quality Status, Pollutant Trends and Pollutant Loads, and Identify
Pollutants of Concern

Water quality status and pollutant trends and loads were successfully addressed by all of the
major monitoring program elements: the Santa Monica Bay receiving .waters impact stucky, the
mass emission monitoring element, the land use monitoring element, and the critical source
monitoring element.
The Santa Monica Bay receiving waters impact study extended from the 1996-97 through the
1998-99 storm seasons and focused on discharge from Ballona and Malibu Creeks.
The five mass emission stations located on major tributaries to the Pacific Ocean sampled runoff
from 1220 of 2086 square miles of the Los Angeles coastal basin. The only major watershed not
monitored for mass emissions was the largely undeveloped Santa Clara River watershed in the
northwest part of the permit area. The mass emission data was also used to identify pollutants of
concern and to calculate seasonal loads. Since January 1995, 212 station events have been
sampled. Generally, sampling activities were conducted according to plan, and attempts were
made to capture as many storms as possible. Initial mechanical difficulties with the sampling
equipment were overcome over the years of use.
The siting of these stations was dictated in large part by accessibility and the availability of
public right of way. All five mass emission stations were set up in existing Department of Public
Works stream gauge shelters. Two of the mass emission stations, Ballona Creek and Malibu
Creek, have the longest record, sampling since January 1995, and the balance of the mass
emission stations have been sampling Since the 1995-96 storm season. The automated
equipment also provided the collection of flow-weighted composite samples, which reflect and
allow for varying constituent concentrations throughout the storm event.
The sampling of runoff from land use specific drainage areas also began in January 1995 with
the installation of automated equipment in the Santa Monica Pier drain (retail/commercial). By
the 1995-96 season, four more of the current land use monitoring stations were installed (high
density SFR, vacant, light industrial, and transportation). When the current permit came into
effect in July, 1996, two more land use stations were installed (multifamily residential and
educational). The final land use monitoring station (mixed residential) was installed b.y the
1997~98 storm season. Similar flow-weighted compositing was accomplished through the use of
automated equipment for sampling runoff from land use-specific drainage areas.
In contrast to the mass emission stations, land use monitoring stations are largely located in
underground drains. Their siting was therefore more complicated, requiring the identification of
locations where the drainage area was the predominant land use, where there was a manhole near
available power in available right-of-way, where the drain was not surcharged in a moderate
storm, and where personnel would be relatively safe. Since 1995, 396 station events have been
sampled.
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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The land use monitoring was successful at characterizing runoff from la~d use specific drainage
areas and developing seasonal mean concentrations. Seasonal mean concentrations (also called
Event Mean Concentrations) were used for calculating loading from unmonitored watersheds. It
was found that seasonal mean concentrations were below the 25% error rate in 77% of
circumstances.
Monitoring at the land use stations and mass emission stations included a broad constituent suite
including bacteria, metals, organics, major ions, and nutrients. The laboratory analytical efforts
achieved detection limits (DL) as required by the Permit for all constituents, and achieved DLs
that were lower than Permit requirements for many analytes, particularly for constituents of’
concern.

5.1.2 Monitor and Assess Pollutant Loads from Specific Land Uses and Watershed Areas
The mass emission and land use monitoring elements were successful at assessing loading.
Loading was first reported in the 1994-95 Los Angeles County Stormwater Monitoring Report.
Subsequent loading based on both observed and modeled data was also reported in the 1998-99
and 1999-2000 Reports. The County’s GIS Loading Model has been recognized as an
innovative solution to estimating loading in unmonitored watersheds.
5.1.3

Identify, Monitor, and Assess Significant Water Quality Problems Related to Stormwater
Discharges Within the Watershed
The monitoring program was successful at identifying significant water quality problems
associated with stormwater discharge. First, the Santa Monica Bay receiving waters impacts
study identified zinc and copper from Ballona Creek discharge as being toxic to the fertilization
rate of simple marine animals. Toxicity testing of dry and wet weather flow in the Los Angeles
and San Gabriel Rivers also identified toxicity problems. The extent and severity of bacterial
indicators was better understood through wet weather mass emission sampling and ad hoe dry
weather sampling.
5.1.4 Identify Sources of Pollutants in Stormwater Runoff
All of the major monitoring program elements were used successfully to identify stormwater
pollutant sources. The Santa Monica Bay receiving waters study identified Ballona Ck., and not
Malibu Ck., as a contributor of stormwater toxicity. Further, it identified zinc and copper as two
metals contributing to the toxicity. The mass emission monitoring identified the Los Angeles
River as consistently contributing the most zinc, copper, and suspended solids.
The land use monitoring identified light industrial, transportation, and retail/commercial land
uses as developing the highest median concentrations for total and dissolved zinc. Light
industrial and transportation land uses displayed the highest median concentrations for total and
dissolved copper, and light industrial produced the highest concentrations of suspended solids.
Finally, the critical source monitoring program identified fabricated metal businesses as
producing the highest median concentrations for zinc, copper, and suspended solids.

, R0012009
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5.1.5 Identify and Eliminate Illicit Discharges
Each Permittee has a program to identify and eliminate illicit connections to the storm drain
system to the maximum extent practicable. One of the programs developed for the elimination
of illicit connections is open channel and underground storm drain inspections.
Most Permittees perform random area surveillance during dry and wet weather to inspect for
potential illegal discharges. The Permittees also conduct educational site visits at businesses.
During these visits, flyers with information on Best Management Practices (BMPs) applicable to
that business are distributed.
The County, maintaining the majority of the storm drains within Los Angeles County, conducts
routine inspections of the storm drain system for illicit connections/illicit discharges. Maps and
connection inventory reports for 1,304 storm drains have been prepared to facilitate these
inspections, which have resulted in the discovery of 1,993 undocumented connections as of July
of 1999. These connections are either removed or permitted.
A toll free number 1-888-CleartLA was created for the public to report observed illicit
connections/illicit discharges to the storm drain system.
It is recommended that the IC/ID model program approved by the Regional Board on March 23,
1999, be continued.
5.1.6 Evaluate the Effectiveness of Management Programs including Pollutant Reductions
Achieved by Implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs)
The Critical Source element of the monitoring program was successful at examining the potential
effectiveness of good housekeeping and preventive types of voluntary Best Management
Practices at one critical source industry. While two of the industries showed no significant
improvement as the result of implementing BMPs, the fabricated metal industry showed
significant improvement for total and dissolved copper.
5.1.7 Assess the Impacts of Stormwater Runoff on Receiving Waters
The receiving waters impact study, one of the first to assess stormwater impacts on the marine
environment, was very successful at assessing stormwater impacts on Santa Monica Bay. The
study was performed by the Southern California Coastal Waters Research Project, the University
of Southern California, and the University of Califomia Santa Barbara. The plume study found
that freshwater plumes extended for a number of miles out to sea and often persisted for a
number of days after a storm. The toxicity study found that the stormwater discharge from
Ballona Creek was toxic to sea. urchin fertilization and that dissolved zinc and copper were
contributors to the toxicity. The study also found that sediments offshore of Ballona Creek
generally had higher concentrations of urban contaminants, including common stormwater
constituents such as lead and zinc.
5.2 WIDE CHANNEL PILOT STUDY
The purpose of the wide channel pilot study (Woodward-Clyde et al, 1996) was to evaluate the
accuracy of a single point water quality intake in representing the water quality in wide channels.
Ballona Creek, Los Angeles River, San G~fi_~l River, and Coyote Creek can be considered wide
Los Angeles County Department of Public I~orks
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channels. The pilot study found the water homogenous through the depth and the width of the
channel. Thus, the single point intake produces a representative sample, and no adjustments
were made to the monitoring stations. A complete report of this pilot study may be found in
Appendix E.
Additional ,analysis was conducted in 1998 confirming that vertical mixing was achieved.
5.3 LOW FLOW PILOT STUDY
The purpose of the low flow pilot study (Woodward-Clyde et al, 1996) was to assess the
feasibility of modifying the automated sampling equipment at land use stations in order to
sample storms as small as 0.1 inch rainfall. The pilot study concluded that: operational
effectiveness of automated equipment dropped significantly for storms as low as 0.1" rainfall, the
feasibility and effectiveness of sample retrieval and transport became very difficult for such
storms, and the ability to program and maintain low flow settings at other automated samplers
could only be accomplished through large investments in telemetry. A complete report of this
pilot study may be found in Appendix D.
Further analysis was conducted in 1998 that concluded 94 percent of total runoff volumes are
monitored using the 0.25 inch threshold. Therefore, monitoring continued unaltered.

5.4 FUTURE MONITORING RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations include monitoring, research, and studies that should be "~:’.~::.
considered or undertaken to advance the understanding of stormwater quality science and
support future TMDL development. Because of their scope, such studies should be undertaken
by various entities, such as the Regional Water Quality Control Board, NPDES permittees, or by
collaborative efforts between private and public organizations.

5.4.1

Mass Emission Element

Because the Pacific Ocean is a primary resource to Southem California, it is recommended that
mass emission monitoring continue at the five existing sites for up to five storm events per

season.
Non-Detection Test: The Permit states that if a given constituent is not detected in at least 25%
of the samples taken in ten consecutive storm events at a given station, then that constituent may
qualify for removal from the analytical suite for the associated station. For mass emission
stations, several constituents met this criterion (see Table 4-7). Carbonate, the majority of heavy
metals (24 of the 38), and all of the pesticides met the criteria in each of the mass emission sites.
All of the semi-volatile constituents that had more than l0 samples met the criteria in each mass
emission site as well. (Due to the change in detection limits of many SVOCs, there were fewer
than l0 samples tested under the new limit.) Cyanide, total phenols, MBAS, dissolved
aluminum, dissolved nickel, and total lead had less than 25% detection in four of the five sites.
It is recommended that these constituents be removed from the analytical suite for the associated
stations.

Los Angeles County Department of Public Worics
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5.4.2 Land Use Element
One of the goals of the land use monitoring element was to develop Event Mean Concentrations
(EMCs) for constituents of concern. The EMCs. are used in the County’s GIS Loading Model to
calculate seasonal loading from unmonitored watersheds.
EMC Test: The Permit allows the discontinuation of monitoring at a land use station for specific
constituents once the event mean concentration (EMC) is derived with an error rate of 25% or
less. We usedthe mean standard error as a substitute for error rate as mutually agreed upon with
the RWQCB (Swamikannu, 1999). Nitrate-Nitrogen aohieved the 25% error rate at each of the
land use monitoring sites. Total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) and total phosphorus met the criteria at
seven of the eight land use sites. Dissolved copper, total zinc, dissolved zinc, ammonia-nitrogen,
nitrate, and dissolved phosphorus met the criteria at six of the eight sites.
Of 115 station-constituents under investigation, 26 of them had an EMC with a mean standard
error higher than 25% (Table 4-14). In other words, there were 26 station-constituents which
had a standard error (standard deviation of the mean) larger than 25% of their corresponding
mean concentrations. Carbonate, the majority of heavy metals (24 of the 38), and all of the
pesticides met the criteria in each of the land use sites. All of the semi-volatile constituents that
had more than 10 samples met the criteria in each land use site as well. (Due to the change in
detection limits of many sVOCs, there were fewer than 10 samples tested under the new limit.)
Flouride, MBAS, dissolved aluminum, and total lead had less than 25%detection in seven ofth~
eight sites.
Given the findings of both the non-detect test and the EMC test, it is recommended that the
following land use stations monitor the following constituents only:

Constituents for Future Land Use Monitoring
LAND USE STATION

DRAINAGE SYSTEM

FUTURE MONITORING

Retail/Commercial

Santa Monica Pier Drain

Ammonia, total and dissolved
copper, nitrate, total lead, TSS,
PAH, diazinon, chlorpyrifos.

Vacant

Sawpit Wash

TKN, TSS,
chlorpyrifos.

High Density Single Family
Residential

Bond Issue Project 620

Total Lead, PAH, diazinon,
chlorpyrifos.

Transportation

Dominguez Channel

PAH, diazinon, chlorpyrifos.

Light Industrial

Bond Issue Proj~-’t 1202

Total Copper, PAH, diazinon,

PAH, diazinon,

chlorpyrifos.

Education

Bond Issue Project 474

Total Copper, Total Zinc, TSS,
PAId, diazinon, chlorpyrifos.

Multifamily Residential

Bond Issue Project 404

Ammonia, Ammonia Nitrogen,
Nitrite Nitrogen, TSS, PAH,
diazinon, chlorpyrifos.

Mixed Residential

Bond Issue Project 156

Ammonia, Nitrate, Total Zinc, PAH,

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
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Note that the retail]commercial site was removed in 1999 for construction of the City of Santa
Monica’s stormwater treatment plant. Future monitoring at this site may be in jeopardy.

5.4.3 Critical Source Element
Limited success was achieved in evaluating BMP effectiveness for two of the first three
industries. The reasons for no discemable differences in concentrations before and after BMP
implementation at the two industries are not obvious, but may include the voluntary nature of the
BMP usage. However, valuable baseline data has been collected to date, and success was seen at
one critical source industry. Therefore, it is recommended that the critical source program
continue as described in the 1996 Municipal Stormwater Permit until eight critical industries are
studied.
5.4.4 TMDLs in Los Angeles County
By March, 2006, at least 22 impaired water bodies in Los Angeles County will come under Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) regulation due to the recent Consent Decree (Los Angeles
Regional Water Quality Control Board et al, 1999). The pollutants claimed to be causing
impairment include trash, nutrients, coliform, nitrogen, metal, PCBs, pesticides, and chlordane.
It is recommended that receiving water impact studies be performed on significant impaired
water bodies to identify impacts due to stormwater. Such impact studies could include
assessments of bioassessment.
5.4.5 Constituents of Concern
The following recommendations are based on the observation of problems identified by the
monitoring program, namely: dry and wet weather bacteria indicators, zinc and copper toxicity in
Ballona Ck., suspended solids linked to contaminated sediments, and toxicity in the Los Angeles
and San Gabriel Rivers. These recommendations also recognize the concerns regarding possible
stormwater impairment to water bodies under the forthcoming TMDL regulations.

5.4.5.1 Bacteria
Wet weather observations suggest that peak coliform levels may be related to regional
hydrologic conditions. In an effort to characterize the presence and persistence of indicator
bacteria in dry and wet weather, the Southern California Coastal Waters Research Project is
conducting research and calibrating water quality models. Participation in these studies is
recommended. It is further recommended that similar studies be initiated for other parts of the
County where indicator bacteria impair beneficial uses.
5.4.5.2 Contaminated Sediments
Because contaminated sediments can be linked to suspended solids in stormwater, participation
in the Corps of Engineers’ Sediment Control Management Plan and the Coastal Commission
Sediment Task Force is recommended. It is further recommended that receiving water impacts
due to aerial deposition studies be conducted on inland watersheds.
R00~2013
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5,4.5.3 Stormwat~r Toxicity
With the identification of zinc and copper in Ballona Creek stormwater discharge, it is
recommended that major tributaries to Ballona Creek be surveyed to find possible contributing
areas and sources.
It is recommended that two dry weather and two wet weather Toxicity Identification Evaluations
be conducted for a full range of constituents on freshwater species on the L. A. River and
Dominguez Channel.
It is recommended that two wet weather Toxicity Identification Evaluations be conducted for a
full range of constituents on freshwater species on the San Gabriel River.
5.4.6 Receiving Waters Impacts
It is recommended that follow-up studies be conducted in Santa Monica Bay that address the
persistence of stormwater plumes following storm events, the toxicity of stormwater on species
other than sea urchins, and the fate of sediments in the Bay.
It is further recommended that a study be conducted assessing the impacts due to stormwater on
San Pedro Bay.

¯:,
¯.

5.4.7 Other Monitoring Activities
Participation and cooperation with local and regional monitoring programs is recommended,
including but not limited to the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, the City of Long Beach,
and the developing Southern California Regional Stormwater Monitoring Coalition.
It is also recommended that Best Management Practices and impacts be formally evaluated.
Examples would include the City of Santa Clarita demonstration projects, catch basin inserts and
deflectors, groundwater impacts due to stormwater infiltration, the Department of Public Works’
parking lot retrofit, and storm drain low flow diversions.
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Table 2-1
Land Use Distribution of Monitored Catchments for the Monitoring Program

Station
blo.

Station blame

Drainage
Area
(sq. mi.)

Light
HDSFR (z) Industrial
(%)
(%)

Vacant
~%)

Retail/
Multi-Faro.
Commercial Residential
(%)
(%)

Transportation
(%)

Educational
Facilities
(%)

Mixed
Residential
(%)

Other
(%)

LAND ~SE STATIONS
Santa Monica Pier Drain o)
__@ Appian Way, Santa Monica

S08

0.13 .....

Sawpit Creek @ Mor~ovia Cr.
Monrovia

S!I

5.18 ....

Project 620 @ Glenwood Rd.
Glendale

SIg

0.19

Domlnguez Channel (~ 116th St.
Unincorporated L.A. County

$23

1.41

0.6

17.0

--

0. I

--

75.2 ....

7.1

Project 1202 @ Wilmington Ave
Carson

$24

i.07

-*

67. I

1.0

0.3

--

4.7 ....

26.9

Project 474 @ HordoffSt.
Los Angeles

$25

0.4 !

7.6 ......

2.2

--

Project 404 @ La Cadena Ave.
Arcadia

$26

0.34

6.3 ....

13. I

74.3

1.7 ....

Project 156 @ Concord St.
Glendale

$27

0.20

3.8 ....

4.5

4.0

--

5.1

77.2

5.4

Ballona Creek @ Sawtelle Blvd.
Los Angeles

S01

88.8

40.0

3.5

I I. I

9.9

12.3

1.5

2.7

6.7

12.3

Mailbu Creek @ Plume Rd.
Unincoq~orated L.A. County

S02

105.0

5.7

0.3

79.3

0.5

1.3

0.5

0.5

--

11.9

Si0

822.5

28.8

5.l

40.4

3.6

3.5

2.4

1.9

1.8

12.5

San Gabriel River @ SGR Pkwy 814
Pico Riveria

450.6

15.2

2.3

66.7

1.5

1.4

1.0

1.6

0.1

10.2

Coyote Creek @ Spring St. (z)
Lon~ Beach

148.6

38.3

8.4

14.3

5.6

6. I

1.8

4.3

0.2

21.0

53.6

5. I

4.6 ....

36.7

98.0 ..........

2.0

100.0 ................

89.5

--

0.7
4.6

MASS EMISSION STATIONS

L.A. River@ Wardlow
Lon~ Beach ......

Not~.__.~:

LU Dislribution.xls

I.

S 13

All land use percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.
Land use percentages less than O. 1% arc represented with a dash (--).
(I) HDSFR = High density single-family residential
(2) Coyote Creek is not required under the Municipal Stormwater Permit, but is included in the Monitoring Plan.
(3) The Retail/Commercial sampling site on Pier Drain in Santa Monica (S08) was dismantled and not in use in the
1999-2000 season, with prior approval from the RWQCB, to accommodate construction by city of Santa Monica of
its stormwater treatment plant.

Table 3-1. Detection Limits

constituent
Conventional
Cyanide
Total Petro. Hydrocarbons
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols
Indicator Bacteria
Total Coliform
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enterococcus
General
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chlodde

1994- 1995- 1996- 1997- 1998- 199995 96 97 98 99 2000:

Units

ME LU CS

mg/i
rag!!
mg/I
mg/!

G
G
G
G

0.05
1!
1
0.1

0.05
1
1
O. 1

0.01
1
1
O. 1

0.01
1
1
0.1

0.01
1
1
0.1

201
20
20,
201

20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20

20 MPN/IO0ml
20 MPN/IOOml
20 MPN/100ml
20 MPN/100ml

G
G
G
G

0.1i
2i
21
11
51
2
2
2

0.1
2
2
1
5
21
21
21

0.1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

0.1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

0.1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

0.1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

mg/l
mg/I
mg/I
mg/]
mg/1
mg/l
mg/1
rag!!

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Sulfate
Alkalinity
Hardness
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH

0.1
4
5
0.05
0.05
50
14

0.1
4
5
0.05
0.05
5(~
14

0.1
4
2
0.0~=
0.05

0.1
0.1
4
4
2!
2
0.05’ 0.05
0.05
0.05
1(~ 10
14
14!

mg/i
mg/i
mg/I
mg/i
mg/l
rag/1

C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C G
C C G

Nitrate-N
Nitdte-N
KjeldahI-N
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon

0.03
0.03
0.03
1
5
0.1
1
1

0.03
0.03
0.03
1
5
0.1
1
1

1

1

0.5
0.03
0.1
1
2
0.1
2
1
20
1

0.5
0.03
0.1
1
2
0.1
2
1
0.05
1

0.5
0.03
0.1
1
2
0.1
2
1
0.05
1

0.~=
mg/l
0.03
mg/I
0.1
mg/l
1 umhos/cm
2
mg/l
0.1
NTU
2
mg/l
1
mg/l .
0.05
mg/i
1
mg/~

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

100

100

100

100

C C

Metals
Dissolved Alumindm

DL.xls

0.1
4
2
0.05
0.05;
10
154 14

0.01
1
1
0.1
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G

G
G
G
G
C
C
C
C
C
C
C"
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

G
G
G
G
G

C
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Constituent
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Barium
Total Barium
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Beryllium
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmium
Total Cadmium
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
Dissloved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Semi-Volatile Organics
Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Acetophenone
Aniline

1994- 1995- 1996- t997- 1998- 199995 96 97 98 99 2000 Units ME LU; CS
10
10
10
10
100
100
5
5
250
250
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
100
100
10
10
30
30
1
1
10
10
5
5
10
10
10
10
50
50

10
10
10
10
100
100
5
5
250
250
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
100
100
1(}
1(]
30
30
1
1
10
10
5
5
10
10
10
10
50
50

100
10
10
10
10
100
100
5
5
250
250
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
100
100
10
10
30
30
1
1
10
10
5
5
10
10
10
10
50
50

0.5
0.5
3
3

0.5
0.5
3
3

0.5
0.5
3
3

10C
5
5
5
5
1(~
1(~
1
1
10(~
10(;
1
1
5i
5i
10i
10!
5
5
100
100
5
5
30
30
11
1!
51
5i
5;
5:
1
1
5:
51
5(:
5~

10(3
10(3
5
5
5
55=
5
5
~
5
1(]
1(:
1(~
1(3
1
1
1
1
10(3
10C
10(3
106
1
1
1
1
=
~=
55
5
5i
1C
101
lC
101
~=
5
55=
5;
10C
100
10(
100,
5
~=
5
5
1001
100
10C
100
1
1:
1
11
5
51
5
51
5
51
5i
5
1
11
1
1
~=
51
5
~
5(3
56
5(3
5(3

p.g/I
i~g/l
~g/!
I~g/!
p.g/1
p.g/1
i~g/i
i~g/I
t~g/l
~gfl
I~g/I
i~g/i

I~g/l
i~g/I
I~g/I
!~g/1
l~g/]
I~g/I
p.g/I
p.g/l
I~gfl
p.g/1
p.g/i
I~g/i
!~g/I
i~g/i
I~g/l
p.g/]
!~g/l
I~g/l
p.g/l
i~g/l
p.g/i
I~g/l
i~g/!

C C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C_C
C C C
C C C
C C C
C C C
C C
C C
C C C
C C "C
C C C
C C C
C C C
C C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C C
C C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C C
C C C

0.~=
0.5
3
3

0.5
0.5
3
3

i~g/1
i~g/I
p.g/l
p.g/l

C
C
C
C

0.05
0.05
0.3
3

p.g/I
p.g/i

C
C
C
C

G1
G1
G1
G
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Table 3-1. Detection Limits
1994- 1995- 1996- 1997- 1998- 1999Constituent
95 96 97 98 99 2000
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5 0.05
Antracene
3
3
3
3
3
3
4-Aminobiphenyl
3
3
3
3
3
Benzidine
3
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
Benzo(a)anthracene
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
Benzo(b)P, uoranthene
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
Benzo(a)pyrene
0.3
3
3
3
3
3
Benzyl butyl phthalate
1
1
1
1
0.1
Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
Bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane
1
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
3
3
3
3
3
11
1
1
1
1
1
1!.
Bis(2-chlofisopropyl)ether
1
1
1
1
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether
1
1!
4-Chloroaniline
1
1
1
1
1
1’
1
1
1
1
1
0.1~
1-chloronaphthalene
1
2-Chloronaphthalene
1
1
1
1
0.1
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
Chrysene
31
p-Dimethylaminozobenzene
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
0.1
7,12-Dimethylbenz(a)-anthracene .... 1
3
3
3
3
~
alpha,-alpha-Dimethylphenethylamine
3
Dibenz(a,j)acridine
3
3
3
3
3
0.3
1
1
1
1
i
0.1
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene
0.5
0.5
0.05
1,3-Dichlorobenzene
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1,2-Dichlorobenzene
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.051
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.05
1,4-Dichlorobenzene
3,3’-Dichlorobenzidine
3
3
3
3
3
3
N
5
Diethyl phthalate
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
Dimethyl phthalate
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
3
3
3
Di-n-butylphthalate
3
3
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.~
2,4-Dinitrotoluene
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2,6-Dinitrotoluene
3
3
3
3
3
1
Diphenylamine
3
3
3
3
3
3
1,2-Diphenylhydrazine
3
3
3
1
Di-n-octylphthalate
3
3
3
3
0.3
Ethylmethanesulfonate
3
3
3
Endfin ketone
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
Fluoranthene
1
1
0.1
Fluorene
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
Hexachlorobenzene
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
Hexachlorobutadiene
1
3
3
3
3
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
3
3

DL.xls

Units
I~g/I
I~g/i
p.g/l
~g/I
p.g/I
p.g/I
p.g/l
i~g/I
~g/!
l~g/!
i~g/l
p.g/I
I~g/i
p.g/i
p.g/I
t~g/l
p.g/!
p.g/!
p.g/1
p.g/l
p.g/i
~g/l
p.g/!
p.g/!
i~g/1
I~g/l
I~g/]
/~g/I
p.g/I
~g/l
I~g/I
p.g/!
~g/i
p.g/l
i~g//
!~g/l
p.g/I
I~g/]
i~g/I
p.gfl
p.g/I
i~g/l

R0012022

ME LU’ CS
C C G~
C C G
C C G
C C G~
C C G
C C G1
C C G~
C C G~
C C G’~
C C G~
C- C G1
C C G
C C G
C C G
C C G~
C C G~
C C G~
C C G~
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

G
G
G
G1
G
G~’’
G~
G1
G
G
G
G~
G
G
G~
G
G
G1
G
G
G~
G
G
G
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Table 3-1. Detection Limits

Constituent
Hexachloroethane
Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene
Isophorone
3-Methylcholanthrene
Methyl methanesulfonate
Naphthalene
1-Naphthylamine
2-Naphthylamine
2-Nitroaniline
3-Nitroaniline
4-Nitroaniline
Nitrobenzene
,
N-Nitroso-di-n-butylamine
N-Nitrosodimethylamine
N-Nitrosodiphenylamine
N-Nitroso-di-n-propylamine
N-Nitrosopiperidine
Pentachlorobenzene
Phenacitin
Phenanthrene
2-Picoline
Pmnamide
Pyrene
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlombenzene
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
Benzoic acid
Benzyl alchohol
4-Chloro-3-methylphenol
2-Chlorophenol
2,4-Dichlomphenol
2,6-Dichlorophenol
2,4-Dimethylphenol
2,4-Dinitrophenol
2-Methyl-4,6-dinitmphenol
2-Methylphenol
4-Methylphenol
2-Nitrophenol
4-Nitrophenol
Pentachlomphenol
Phenol
2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol
2,4,5-Tdchlorophenol

1994- 1995- 1996- 1997- 1998- 199995 96 97 98 99 2000 Units
1
1
0.5
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
0.5
3
5
0.5
3
0.5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

1
1
0.5
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
0.5
3
5
0.5
3
0.5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2°
1
1
1

1
1
0.5
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
0.5
3
5
0.5
3
0.5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

1
1
0.5
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
0.5
3
5
0.5
3
0.5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3;
3!
3
2;
li
11
li

1
1
0.5
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
3
3
0.5
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
0.5
3
5
0.5
3
0.5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
3.
3:
31
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

1
0.1
0.05
0.3
0.3
0.05
3
3
3
3
3
0.05
0.3
0,3
0.3
0.3
1
1
3
0.05
3
5
0.05
1
0.5
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
3:
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

i ME LU CS
p.gJl
t~g/!
p.g/I
p.g/1
p.g/I
p.g/l
!~g/l
p.g/I
I~g/I
I~g/I
~g/1
i~g/I
I~g/I
i~g/l
i~g/I
~g/1
p.g/l
p.g/i
p.g/I
I~g/I
I~g/i
/~g/i
~.g/l
i~g/i
I~g/l
~g/i
i~g/!
pg/i
i~g/I
p.g/i
pg/i
i~g/I
~g/1
p.g/1
pg/i
i~g/l
i~g/I
~g/l
p.g/I
~g/!
~g/I
~g/1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C"
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

G
G1
G1
G1
G1
G1
G
G
G
G
G
G~
G~
G1
G1
G~
G1
G~
G
G~
G
G
G1
G~
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
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Table 3-1. Detection Limits
,
Constitt~ent
2,4,6-Tdchlorophenol

1994- 1995- 1996- 1997- t998- 1999-i
95 96 97 98 99 200~~j
Units

ME LU CS

1

1

1

1

1

1

i~g/i

C

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.0~=
0.0~
0.0!
0.0~=
0.0~=
0.0~=

0.05
0.05,
0.~
0.05
0.0~
0.0~=

t~g/!
p.g/1
i~g/1
I~g/I
t~g/!
I~g/l

C C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C C

Dieldrin
Endosulfan I [alpha]
Endosulfan II [beta]
Endosulfan Sulfate

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
O.~
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

I~g/I
i~g/!
~g/l
t~g/i

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

Enddn aldehyde
Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Methoxychlor

0.1
0.05
0.05
0,5

0.1
0.05
0.05
0,5

0.1
0.05
0.05
0,5

0.1
0.05
0.05
0,5

0.1
0.0~~
0.0~=
0,=~

0.1
0.0.5
0.05
0,5

p.g/!
~g/I
I~g/1
i~g/I

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.01
0.05
1
1
2
2
2
2!
2
li

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.01
0.05
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

0.~=
0.4
0.~=
0.~=
0.=~
0.~=
0.~=

0.~=
0.~=
0.5
0.~
0.=~
0.~=
0.~=

l~g/I
p.gtl
pg/I
~g/i
I~g/!
I~g/l
I~g/i

0.01
0.0~=
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

0.01
0.0~=
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

I~g/~
p,g/l
~g/I
I~g~
!~g/1
I~g/i
/~g/I
p.g/I
i~g/!
I~g/1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

5~
1C

1
5
10

1
5
10

mg/!
I~g/!
p.g/I

C
C
C

C
C
C

Pesticides
Aldrin
Alpha-BHC
Beta-BHC
Delta-BHC
Gamma-BHC [Lindane]
Chlordane

PCB-1016
PCB-1221
PCB-1232
PCB-1242
PCB-1248
PCB-1254
PCB-1260
Diazinon
Chlorpyrifos
Diuron
Malathion
Prometryn
Simazine
Atrazine
Cyanazine
Molinate
Thiobencarb
Miscellaneous
Dissolved Oxygen
Carbofuran
2,4-D

DL.xls

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

~=
1(;

R00t 2024
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Table 3-1. Detection Limits
Constituent
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon
Glyphosate
TPHasGas
TPH as Diesel

1994- 1995- 1996- 1997- 1998- 199995 96 97 98 99 2000
Units i ME! LU CS
1~
1
1
1
~g/1
21
2
2
2
p.g/l
501
5(:
25
25
I~g/I
0.5
0.~=
mg/I
0.5
0.5
mg/!

C C
C C
C C
C CG
C CG

ME = Constituents marked analyzed for mass emission stations
LU = Constituents marked analyzed for land use stations
CS = Constituents marked analyzed for critical source stations
C = Composite sample taken
G = Grab sample taken
1 = Critical Source semi-volatile detection limits were not lowered in 1999-2000. The 1998-99 values apply.
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Table 4-1. Seasonal Summary of Hydrologic Data for Monitored Stations
SEASON"

STATION
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MALIBU CREEK (S02)
KENTER CANYON (S04)
TRANCAS CANYON (S03)
94-95 PROJECT 1105 (S05)
~ROJECT 558 (S06)
PROJECT 5401 (S07)
SANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
LA. DRAIN 2361 (S09)
BALLON~ CREEK (S01)
MALIBU CREEK (S02)
KENTER CANYON (S04)
L.~. RIVER AT WARDLOW ($I0)
COYOTE CREEK ($13)
96-97 SAN GABRIEL RIVER (:$14)
SANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
SAWPIT CREEK ($11)
=ROJECT 620 (S 18)
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ($23)
PROJECT 1202 ($24)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MALIBU CREEK (S02)
L.A. RIVER AT WARDLOW ($10)
COYOTE CREEK ($13)
SAN GABRIEL RIVER ($14)
SANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
97-98 SAWPIT CREEK ($11)
PROJECT 620 ($18)
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ($23)
PROJECT 1202 (S24)
PROJECT 474 ($25)
PROJECT 404 ($26)
PROJECT 156 ($27)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MAL.IBU CREEK (S02)
L.A. RIVER AT WARDLOW (S10)
COYOTE CREEK ($13)
SAN GABRIEL RIVER ($14)
SANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
98-99 SAWPIT CREEK ($11)
PROJECT 620 ($18)
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ($23)
PROJECT 1202 ($24)
PROJECT 474 ($25)
PROJECT 404 ($26)
PROJECT 156 ($27)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MALIBU CREEK (S02)
LA. RIVER AT WARDLOW ($10).
COYOTE CREEK ($13)
SAN GABRIEL RIVER ($14)
SANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
99-20001SAWPIT CREEK ($11)
PROJECT 620 ($18)
DOMINGUF-.Z CHANNEL ($23)
PROJECT 1202 ($24)
PROJECT 474 ($25)
PROJECT 404 ($26)
PROJECT 156 ($27)

*ALL FLOWS INCLUDE BASE FLOW
Hydrologic Data_lnt.xls

TOTAL TOTAL RUNOFF
PRECIPITATION
YOLUME*
(in.)
¯ (acre-ft)
LAND USE
ME
14.76
47,900
ME
35.41
37,700
ME
19.39
6,840
VAC.
29.73
3,590
HDSFR
17.17
1,920
LDSFR
17.17
161
HDSFR
17.17
197
COMM.
19.39
272
COMM.
16.~1
125
ME
11.18
22,200
ME
9.22
NA
ME
7.42
675
ME
6.17
66,700
6.06
ME
NA
ME
8.00
NA
COMM.
13.82
211
VAC.
15.15
189
HDSFR
2.68
22
TRAN.
446
13.82
LT. IND.
12.64
463
ME
28.28
18,300
ME
37.51
39,700
ME
17.80
297,000
ME
23.03
60,500
ME
28.80
32,800
COMM.
28.28
215
VAC.
24.56
303
HDSFR
24.44
66
TRAN.
28.28
1,250
LT, IND.
30.06
906
EDU
33.72
161
MFR
24.76
176
MIX. RES.
24.44
144
ME
9.48
10,700
ME
8.48
419
6.34
ME
NA
ME
6.64
11,500
6.20
ME
12,700
COMM.
9.48
91
VAC.
10.00
47
HDSFR
6.11
6
TRAN.
10.28
334
LT. IND.
4.83
218
EDU
8.16
3
MFR
10.60
1,280
MIX. RES.
7.08
475
ME
6.76
20,086
ME
10.95
4,286
ME
5.00
18,515
ME
2.96
22,937
ME
11.96
3,777
COMM.
6.76
NA
61
VAC.
11.96
HDSFR
9.36
33
TRAN.
6.76
239
_.1
LT. IND.
2.96
1,671
EDU
8.36
51
MFR
8.16
101
MIX. RES.
9.04
56

R0012026

Table 4-2. 1994-2000 Los Angeles County Stormwater Monitoring Analytical
Data Inventory.

Station
No.

Analytes
No. of
Station Events Sample Gene~:al Heavy Miscellaneous SemiType Sampled Type Minerals Metals Bacteda
Volatiles Pesticides

S08LU
Santa
Monica Pier Comm

11
50

Grab
Comp

37/50

40/50

7/11
33/50

23/50

29/50

$11LU
Sawpit ......
Creek
Vacant

21
Grab
20121
~- .... "~’~’~" ........ ~’~’~ ....... "4-~’~’~;~" ..............~i~ .............. ~4-~- ....... ~)~’~"

S18Project
620

5
50

Grab
Comp

39/50

39/50

3/5
35/50

26/50

32/50

4
72

Grab
Comp

65/72

65/72

X
63/72

40/72

58/72

5
54

Grab
Comp

51154

51154

X
47154

24154

43154

44

Grab
Comp

43144

43144

43144

23144

39144

45

Grab
Comp

44145

X

44145

30/45

37/45

LU
HDSFR

$23LU
Dominguez
Channel
Trans
$24Project
1202
$25Project
474
$26Project
404

LU
Lt. Ind.
LU
Edu.
LU
MultiFam
LU

$27Project .....
156
Mix.
Res.
S01- ’
ME
Ballona
Creek
S02Malibu
Creek

ME

$10LA.
River

ME

1
Grab
X
~,6 ..... ~’~3"~’I~ ...... -3,’~7, ~ " "--~ ~j~,’~ ......... ~-6-- .......: ~37~,~ ..... ~0~-"
91
50

Grab
Comp

40/50

40/50

45/91
40/50

16/50

42
45

Grab
Comp

31/45

32/45

38/42
29/45

27/45

39/50

30/45

35
34/35
Grab
"~’:l’~"---’~"l~ ............ ~:’~ ......... ~ ........ ~0 ............~’~’~"~" .............. ~ ~-6 .........

Data Inventory_lnt.xls
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Table 4-2. 1994-2000 Los Angeles County Stormwater Monitoring Analytical
Data Inventory.

Station
No.
$13Coyote
Creek

No. of
Station Events Sample General Heavy Miscellaneous SemiType Sampled Type Minerals Metals
Bacteria
Volatiles Pesticides
ME

$14ME
San Gabriel
River
Notes:

7
52

Grab
Comp

45/52

45/52

5/7
¯ 40/52

23/52

41152

41
49

Grab
Comp

43/49

43/49

39/41
38/49

21/49

41149

Comp = flow composite sample
X = denotes analytes reported for all events.
1/6 = denotes analytes reported for 1 of the 6 events.
Blank = no analytes reported,
LU = land use station
Comm = Commercial
HDSFR = High Density Single Family Residential
Trans = Transportation
Lt. Ind. = Light Industrial
Edu. = Educational
Multi-Fam. = Multifamily Residential
Mix. Res. = Mixed Residential
ME = mass emission station

.o

R0012028
Data Inventory_lnt.xls
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Table 4-3. Comparison of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results with Standards
Guldellne,, and Standards
Data
Inc~u.ded
Sinceh

DL

Units

Ocean Plan~

Basin Rang

96
94
94
94 ~

0.01
1
1
0.1

mgtl
mgtl
mg/I
mg~l

L00,1

0.2

Total Coliform

94

20

MPN/10Oml

Fec~ Co~fom~

94

20

MPN/10~ml

1000
200~

Ratio Fecal Collfomff]’otal Co~fo~n

94

Class Constituent
Miscellaneous Constituents
Cyanide
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols
l~dlceto¢ Bacteria

Fec~ Sl~eptococcus
Fecal Entarocecca=
Genera M~fmraJs
Ammonia
Ca~dum
Magnesium
Pota$llum
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Cadxmate
Chloride
Fluoride
Nibate
Sulfate
PJka~fllty
Hardness
COD
pH
Specific Conduck~nce
Total Dis-aired Solids
Tudddtty
Total Suspended Solids
Volel~la Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Nutrients
Dissolved Phosphorus
Tots| Phosphorus
NH3-N

94
94

20
20

MPN/10Oml
MPN/10Oml

94
96
99
94
9,6
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
96
97
94
94
66
94
96
94
67
94
94

0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
4.0
2.0
5
0-14
1.0
2.0
0.1
2.0
1.0
0.05
1.0
2.0

~
mgA
mgA
mg/I
mg/I
mgA
mg/l
mg~
mg/I
mg/I
mg/t
mgt~
mg~l
mgJl
umhoa/c4n
mg,1
NTU
mg/I
mg~l/hr
mg~l
mg/I
mgA

94
94
94

0.05
0,05
0.1

mg~l
mgtl
mg,,1

Nilrate-N

98

0.1

mg/I

Nikita-N

94

0.1

moll

tw DL_SEASON 9400 ME.xls

Mass Emission

California
No. of
Ca[Ifomla Tox~cs
No. of NonToxlce Rule
AB 411
Rule (freshwater)= (saltwater),= Samplesdetects

0.0052

0.001

25==

70

lO.0oo
(Instantaneous)

200

24==
2.4=

400 (Insta~tane0u$}
lO% (InstsntsnlousJ
if Total Cots#arm is
between 1000 &
10,000
104

6.8

2.4

<8.5 & >8.5
75==

250

0.5

2.4=

2.7
10 and also must not
exceed 5 when added
to Nildte*N
1 end also must nol
exceed 5when added
to Ni!zale-N

Percent
Mean
Detects

-Median

CV

128
183
160
160

110
89
83
157

14
45
48
2

S.I.D.
1.6
2.2
S.I.D.

S.I.D.
0.5
0.5
S.I.D.’ ~

S.I.D.
1.08
2.04
S.I.D.

163

5

97

1,596,086

300,000

2.27

163

3

98

962,419

50,000

3.38

6

0

100

35%

163
99

5
2

97
98

524,640
252,551

160,000
30,000

2.98
1.91

188
164
164
191
175
184
184
185
185
185
185
184
164
159
184
180
164
183
166
183
153
184
173

64
0
0
0
0
0
182
1
40
3
1
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
1
86
0
6

66
100
100
100
.100
100
1
99
78
98
99
100
100
9,6
100
100
100
100
100
99
44
100
97

0.7
44
17.5
4.4
42
88S.I.D.
42
0.2
7.2
103
84
179
74
7.4
569
362
109
255
51
0.0B
10
25

0.3
31
7.8
4.2
29
71
S.I.D.
29
0.2
5.6
48
66
110
55
7.4
365
219
64
160
41
0.03
8
18

1.57
0.82
1.29
0.44
0.98
0.68
S.I.D.
0.92
0.68
0.86
1.33
0.68
1,01
0.96
0.06
0.94
0.96
1.44
1.24
0.99
1.43
0.73
1.27

182
182
185

5
1
72

97
99
81

0.3
0.5
0.6

0.3
0.4
0.2

0.67
0.70
1.57

166

5

97

1.5

1.2

0.90

186

35

81

0,19

0.09

1.32

28%

1.03

,
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Table 4-3. Comparison of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results with Standards
Guldeilnes and Standards
Class Cofl=t~tuen!
TKN
M.ela~s
D|==olved Numl~um
Tot~ Alum/sum
Dissolved Antimony
Total A~m~ny
Dis=dyed ~enlc
Tolal *~=enic
Dissolved B~k~m
To~al B~kun
D~sso~ed B~
Total ~
Dis=oiled Bo¢on
To~l Boro~
D,Is=o/ved Cadnflam
Tola~ Cad.’~du~l
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chmm/~m
DIt~4~d Chrom~m ~6
Total Chrondum ~6
Dissolved Copper
Total Coppe¢
Dissolved Iron
TotaJ tro4’~
D,l=m~ved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Tolsl M~g~neze
D|a~obaed MarcuP/
Total Mercury
DIszo|ved Hk:kel
N,Ickel
Dissolved Selefllum
Total Sales|urn
Dlsso~ved Silver
To~lSIIver
Dislolved Thallium
Tola~ Thal~um
Dissolved Zinc
To~I Zinc
~=..~thylh exyl)phlh al ale

PAHa
Acenaphthe~s
Acenap.hthylene
A/~ba~ena
Banzo(a)anlhmesne
Be~zo{a)pyresa
Banzo(b|~uora~Lh.ena

tw DL_SEASON 9400_ME.xI$

.r~

Dais
IncJuded
Slnceh

DL

9~

0.1

mgt=

96
98
97
9"/’
97
97
97
97
9T
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
94
94
91
97
~4
94
97
97
98
99
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
97
97
94
94

100
100
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1
100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
tOO
5
8
100
100
1
t
5
5
5
5
I
1
5
5
50
5,(3

pgt=
pgt=
pg/I
pO/1
pgt=
pO~
I~gt=
pg/I
POt=
pg,1
p.gA
FOA
POt=
POt=
pg/I
i~gtl
POt=
pg/I
pgtt
pg/I
POt=
pgt=
pgA
pgJt
pgt=
pgA
p~
POt=
pgt=
pg/I
pgt=
pg/I
pgt=
pg/I
POt=
p9A
pgt=
p.g/~

80=

1

pg/I

3.5b
0.OO88=

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.1
0.t,

pgtl
pg/I
I~gt=
i~g/I
POt=
pg/I

~
99
99
99
99
99
99

Units

Ocean Plang

Basin PI~ag

Mass Emission

California To]des
Rule (freshwater)=’

AB 411

C~fomia
To]des Rule
(eel,Eyelet)=

1000
1200h

B

32=

50

150

36

2.2

9.3

1000
0.033~

4
1000

4*

5

lg0b

50

180

8=

11

50

9

3.1

2.5

8.1

52

8.2

5’

71

3.4f

1.9f

120

81

12"

8"

0.16*

2

20=

100

60"

50

2.8"
14=

2

2
~

p.i:"!::’;.."o ..

No. of
No. of
NonSamples
detecls
173
1

Percent
Detects

Mean

Median

99

3.1

2.3

0.79
2.29
. 2.99
S.LDo
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.|,D.
0.65
1.29
S.I.D.
S.I.Do
0.60
0.56
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.I.D.
2.03
S.LD.
S.I.D.
2.23
1.94
2.70
2.60
S.I.D.
4.48
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.I.D.
1.58
1.74
S.LD.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
. S.LD.
S.I,O.

CV

175
175
159
159
159
159
159
159
156
159
159
159
159
159
159
159
175
175
159
159
193
193
159
159
112
112
191
191
159
159
193
193
159
159
159
159
193
193

97
19
157
156
157
147
14
12
156
159
27
17
142
131
146
113
175
175
67
4
89
17
135
102
112
94
191
187
120
88
193
179
158
153
153
159
145
73

45
89
1
2
1
8
91
92
0
0
83
89
11
18
8
29
0
0
58
97
54
91
15
38
0
16
0
2
25
50
0
7
1
4
0
0
25
62

567
2009
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.LD.
45
75
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
209
271
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
6.1
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
13.0
23.1~
755
4280
S.I.D.
25
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
5.2
9.3
S.LD.
S.I.D.
S.IoD.
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.I.D.
73
127

50
325
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.I.D.
42
51
S.I.D.
S.LD.
185
257
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.I.D.
2.5
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
5.8
12
120
670
S.I.D.
2.5
S.I.O.
S.i.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
2.5
2.5
S.LD.
S.I.D.
SJ.D.
S.I.D.
S,I.D.
S.I.D.
25
64

10

5

50

4

0.9

1.45

10
10
10
10
10
10

9
9
10
10
10
9

10
10
0
0
0
10

S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
SJ.D.
S.I.D.

S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.LD.

2.43
1.83
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Table 4-3. Comparison of t994-2000 Mass Emissions Results with Standards
Guidelines and Standards
Class Canstiluent
Banzo(k)fiuoranthene
Chrysene
Dlbenz(e,h)anthracana
F|uoranthenn
Fluorene
Indano (1,2,3-cd)pyrane
Naphthalene
Phananthrene
Pyrane
All other SVOCs
Pestiddes
Organochlodne PasiJctdes & PCBs
Ced]ofuren
Gtyphosate
Organo-Phesphate Pesticides
Dtaz~nan
Cldo~pydfos
No =~1 P-Containing Pesticides
Tldobence~b
Al~ other N- and P- Pesticides
Phenoxyacetic ,’~cid Helblcides
2,4-D
2,4o5-TP
Bentazan

Data
Included
Sthcah

DL

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
94

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
" 0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05-5,0

pgzl
pg~l
pg/I
F,g/t
pgzl
p,g/I
pg~1
pg~l
p,~l
pg/I

94
96
98

0.05-1.0
5
25

gg~l
pg~l
pg~l

96
96

0.01
0.05

96
94
96
96
9~

Un~ls

Ocean Plans

Basin Plan=

AB 4tl

Mass Emission

Ca~lfomia Tox~cs
Rule (freshwater)=

California
Toxics Rule
(saltwater)=

15t’

0.000019b

0.00007
18
700

0.014

Mean

Median

CV

SJ.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
0.071
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
0.039
0.126
S.I.D.

S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.LD,
S.I.D.
S.LD.
S.I.D.
0_050
0A9
S.I.D.
S.LD.
~
S.LD.’
S.LD.
S.I.D.
SJ.D.
0.025
0.93
1.64
0.025
S.I.D.S.I.D.

93
169
111

93
169
107

0
0
4

S.I,D.
SJ,D.
S.I,D.

S.LD.
SJ.D.
S.I.D.

S.LD.
S.LD,
S.I.D.

pg~l
pg~l

167
187

144
167

14
0

S.LD.
S.I.D.

S.LD.
S.I.D.

S.I.D.
S.I.D.

1
1.0-2.0

pg/I
i~g/t

167
182

163
182

2
0

SJ.D.
SJoD.

S.I.D.
S.I.D.

S.I.D_
S.I.D.

10
1
2

pg/I
pg/I
pg/I

86
88
86

86
86
86

0
0
0

SJ.D.
S.LD.
SJ.D.

SJ.D.
S.I.D.
SJ.D.

S.LD.
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

70
50
18

0.03

No. of
Percent
No. of
Non- Detects
Samples
detects
10
10
0
10
9
10
10
10
0
10
7
30
10
10
0
10
10
0
10
9
10
10
20
8
10
6
40
103
103
0

CV = Coeffiectant of variation
DL = Detection Limit
S.I.D. = Statistically Invalid Data, not enough date above detection limit collected
a) Cdteda based on daily maximum
b) Cdtada based on 30-day average
Cdteda for the aura of ecanaphthylena, anthracene, 1,2-benzenthracane, 3°4-benzofluorantheneo benzo(k)fiuoranlhene, 1,12-benzope~ylene. benzo(a)pyrene.
c) chzyaane, dlbanzo(ab)anthracene, fluorene, Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrane, phenanthrene and pyrene.
Criteria continuous concen~altan which equals the highest concenh’atian of potiulant to whlch aquatic life can be exposed for an extended pedod lime (4 days)
d) without deleterious effects.
e) Cdtmian expressed In the total recoverable fom’l.
Cdtada maximum concentration which equals the highest concentration of pollutant to which aquatic life can be exposed for a short pealed time without
l) deleterious effects.
9) Except for |ndlcathr bacteria, there are no numerical water quality standards that apply to atormwater or’non-point source" potiutJan. Current federal and state
numedce~ standards apply only to =point source pollution," such as sanHap/sewage° industrial and commercial discharges to the ocean, and other waterbodlea.
V~ter qusii~ standards des~bed In the 1995 Lea Angeles Region Basin Plan or the 1997 California Ocean Plan do not apply to alormwater runoff, and any
excandance ~ values shoald not Indicate violation nor noncompliance with the plans. Furthemzore, a direct compadann of the sampling resulls with the
Ocean Plan standards cannot be made since the relul~ presented In the table are detected vsiuee before dilution, ¯ factor allowed by the Ocean Plan. "
h) Detection I~mlJa have changed throughanl the monitoring process. Only data malchin.g the current detection limit is displayed In this table. The Date Inc/uded
S/rice field Indicates the first year of the alomt analogs with the current detection limit.

tw DL_SF-~SON_O400_ME xta
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Table 4~. Summary of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results by Year

1994-95

1995-9&
I

1998-97
I

R0012035

Table 4-5a. Summary of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Ballona Creek

Mallbu Creek

L.A. River

Table 4-5a. Summary of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Ballona Creek

Malibu Creek

L.A. River

Table 4-5a. Summary of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Coyote Creek

~

~

20

~

~

0

I~

~

San Gabriel River

71

O~

4t

0

t~

~

77

045

Table 4-5a. Summary of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Coyote Creek

San Gabriel River

Table 4-5b 1994-2000 Dry Weather Bacteria Counts for Mass Emission Sites

Iclass C~,s~u~fl

DL

Un]l$

Guidelines and Standards

Ballona Ck;. (S01)

Guidelines and Standards

Mallbu Ck; IS02)

Oc~lm PlanG Basin plan¯

~411

To~ Ru~ T~R.~

Guidelines and Standards
Ca~fom~

Me~

M~n

CV

LA River (Sl0~
’Ca~fom~

a) C~e~ ~ ~ ~ay ~e
~ ~ (4 ~) ~ ~ off~.

DP/_Bacteda_MEs
..

.~,:,,,

1 of 2

Table 4-5b 1994-2000 Dry Weather Bacteria Counts for Mass Emission Sites

and Standards
AB 411

D’w_Bec~Ia_MEI

To~ R~

To~ R~

SG River IS141
No. ~f

~, of No~

8

0

P~

1~

Mean

1,171

M~n

CV

285

!.13

2 of 2

Table 4-5c Dry Weather Bacteria Counts for Low-Flow Diversion Projects

Guidelines and Standards
Class Constituent

Ind~or Bacteria
TotelCofiform
Fecal Co,~o~m
Fec,tl Streptoooccus
Fecal Ente~ococcus

DL
20
20
20
20

UnH$
MPNIIOOml
MPN/100ml
M.PN/100ml
M,PN/10Oml

Ocean Plan= J Basin Plan= I

I
1000’
200"

I

24*

!

AB 411

lhJam~tos Bay Alamilos Bay
02/10/98
112/31/97

I
70
200

to.oo0(In$1antane~us
400 (Instantaneous)
I

IO4

I
240,000,
90.000
9,00~
7.00~

Herondo Herondo Pershing Brooks
05/28/98 06/02/98 05/28/98 06/10/98

I
160,000
14,00~
50.00~
30.000

I

I

I

22,000 160,000 3,000,00(;
230
2,8~0
30.00~
1,300 17.00~ 300.0001
1.300 17,0(~ 3GO.00OI

Brooks
A~hland
06119/98 06/10/98

I

I

110,000 280,0(X]
300
2.20~
1,700
1,300
1.700
1.300

Ashland
06/11/98

I
900.000 16,000,00(]
900.00~
90.00~
900°000
900.000
900.000
900.00~

a} Crl(erla 10a~d on 30-day average
b) Except for indicator bacteria, there ere no num~’tcal water q~J~ly standards that apply to sto~’mwaler or "n~}n-point =ounce" pollutk~. Current federal end st¯re
hum ¯~’~-~1 at a~’~da=’ds apply o~y Io "po~.t anu~ce pollulio~," auch i= sanitery sewage. Industrial e~d commercial dir, c~,T=rge s to the ocean, and other waterbo~ie,,.
Water query =lmxlerd= d~ibed k= the 1995 Lo=/u~gelas Region Basin Plan or the 1997 California Ocean Plan do not apply to sto~mwatar nmoff, and any’
exc~eda~ce of va|uea ~ not indicate viola~io~ nor.noncomplla~ with the plan~. Fudhermore, ¯ direct oompadlon of the =ampl~ng r=zul~s w~h the
Ocean Plan =terKla~’ds cam~ be mad.¯ since the re=u~ presented in the labia era detected yaks¯ before di~lio~, ¯ factor allowed by the Ocean Plan.

Dry_Bactefia_LowFIow

~.’.~’?..
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Table 4-6a. Summary of 1994-2000 Mass Emissio.s Results by Site and Year

Table 4-6a. Summary of 1994-2000 Mass Emissions Results by Site and Year
Coyote Creek
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Table 4-6a. Summary of 1994.2000 Mass Emissions Results by Site and Year
San Gebrlel River
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Table 4-6b. 1994-2000 Comparison of Mass Emissions Annual Mean Concentrations to Objectives by Site
ClassCo~slituen4

Ballone Creek °
Mallbu Creek *
Los Angeles River"
Coyote Creek
San Gabdel River*
Grand
1994- 1995- 1986- 1997- 1998- 1999t995-1996- 1997- 1~98- 1999.
1994. 1895- 1996- 1997-11998- 19991995- 1996- 1~97- 1998- 19991995- 1996- 1997- 1998. 1999Total
95 96
97
98 99 2000 Total 95 96
97
98 ] 99 2000 Total ~6 97 98 99 2000 Total 96 97
98 99 2000 Total 96 97 98 99 2000 Total

Total CoMonn

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

NS

NS

NS

NS

t

X

X

X

X

X

5

23

Flcad C#,~xm

X

X

X

X

X

X

e

X

x

X

X

x

X

6

x

x

X

X

X

5

x

NS

NS

NS

NS

I

X

X

X

X

X

5

23

NS

NS

NS
-

I

X

X

X

~

15

X

3

X

X

X

4

11

X

2

14

1

8

Feca~ S~p~.,~
F~C~I EnlemcocoJs

X

X

~

X

X

4

X

Tcda~ Oi~l Sol~
Tuddd~

X

X

2

N,H3-N
Ni~al~.N
INiki~.N

~

Totol ~

~

,D~,o~ed CoFpe~

~
~

-

X

X

X

4

~

X

X

~,

3

-

X

X

X

3

X

1

~

-

~

~

~

~

~

X

X

~

~

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

3,

X

I

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

3

X

2

X

~

roll CoR~~l$o~md Lead
r~.a~ Ll~d
Dissolved Nickel

~

~4kkel

-

X

1

X

X

X

3

-

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

x

3

~

x

1

x

X

X

X
X

.X

X

1

X

X

X

~

X

~

X

1
1

X

x

I

x

x

x

~

~

X

1

~

~

X

X

2

~

X

1

~

~

~

~=nolved Zinc

~

~

X

X

X

x

x

-

5
4

X
X

X
-

-

X

X

5

X

X

X

-

~

~

~

X
X

I

1

~

3

~lzt 2-~ b’~flhexld) phthi~a le

~

X

X

X

3

~ ,
~

x
~

X

X

X

3

X

X

X

x
~

z

6

12

e

3

2

13

e

10

37

t,I

9

14

11

~

X - Gi’aldm’ = ~t. Exc4p4 ~ Indl~Im’ bi~t~da, 1flare are no ~ ware" quttity ilindards b’mt ipply to itonmvaler or "non.point so.c4" pollutio41. Gunlnt federll Ind slate
Wat=r ~ ~mdao~ do~utbed in I~ 1~5 Los,,~g~b= Re~n Bazl~ Pl=n m tl~ 1~7 C¢~fo~L~ Ocean Plan do not II>P~Y to =~otmw=tar runoff, and any
e xc~,~tno ~ valuno Iho~ld no~ I~dlcato ~,otoMon nor noi~m~l~.4= ~ I~h= ~lal~ l+ Fud~rmo~. i d~¢t ¢om~dlofl ol ~he Ilm~i~ rel=~.l with thl
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Table 4-7. 1994-2000 Mass Emission Constituent Detection Rates

Miscellaneous Constituents
Cyanide*
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols

Ballona Creek

Malibu Creek

Los Angeles River

Coyote Creek

San Gabdel River

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

&
&
&
&

X
X
X
X

X

Indicator Bacteria*
General Minerals
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chloride
Floufide
Nitrate
Sulfate
Alkalinity
Hardness
COD
pH
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids*
Turbidity*
Total Suspended Solids*
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Nutrients
Dissolved Phosphorus*
Total Phosphorus~
NH3-N*
Nitrate-N*
Nitrite-N*
TKN*
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum*
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Badum ....
Total Barium ....
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Beryllium
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron .....
Dissolved Cadmium"
Total Cadmium ..........
Dissolved Chromium
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X

X
X
X
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X

-
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X
X
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X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
-

X
X
-

X
X
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X
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Table 4-7. 1994-2000 Mass Emission Constituent Detection Rates

Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper*
Total Copper*
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead"
Total Lead*
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury*
Dissolved Nickel"
Total Nickel*
Dissolved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc"
Total Zinc*

Ballona Creek
X
X
X

Malibu Creek
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Los Angeles River
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

&

&

&
&
&
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate"
PAHs
Phenanthrene*
Pyrene*
All other PAHs
All other SVOGs
Pesticides
Organochlodne Pesticides & PCBs
Carbofuren
Glyphosate
Organo-Phosphate Pesticides
Diazinon*
Chlorpydfos*
N- and P-Containing Pesticides
Thiobencarb
All other N- and P- Pesticieds
Phenoxyacetic Acid Hedoicides
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon

I San Gabriel River
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
- X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
-X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

&

&

&

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

x
X

x
X

x
X

x
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
~

X
X"
X-

X
X
X

X
X
"X"

X
X
X

ISVOCs
.: .
¯ ~’""

Coyote Creek
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X = less than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
- = more than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
& = less than 10 samples tested
* Constituent of concern
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Table 4-8. YEARLY LOG MEAN STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
19’94-95
Parameters

TotalColiform

Site Name

1996-97

1997-98

1998-99

1999-200’0

Log Mean Log Mean Log Mean
Log Mean
Log Mean Log Mean
(MPN/100ml) (MPN/10,0ml) (MPN/~100ml) (MPN/100ml) (MPNfI00ml) (MPN/100ml)

Ballona Ck (S01)

518,004

2,623,967

667,467

1,120,085

326,580!

280,332

MalibuCk (S02)

160,000

120,240

58,285

239,022

35,502

34,594

826,002

724,824
131,521
67,466
8,794
66,884
11,817
228,438
80,332
195,743
68,399;
90,000
30,000!
170,000!

988,604
1,050,695
522,415;
53,312
359,825
168,789
253,300
189,244
310,288
217,081

L.A. River ($10)
S.C. River ($14)
Ballona Ck (S01)
Fecal Coliform MalibuCk(S02)
.L.A. River ($10)
S,G. River ($14)
Ballona Ck (S01)
Fecal
Ma]ibu Ck (S02)
Streptococcus L.A. River ($10)

Fecal
Enterococcus

1995-96

S.G. River ($14)
Ballona Ck (S01)
Malibu Ck (S02)
L.A. River ($10)
S.G. River ($14)

TJ Bacteda_94-OO.xls ...... 07~-,~12000

198,738
¯ 22,000

203,885
3,000

151,008
2,400

2,774,828
684,899
13,221
876,085
900,265
1,288,572
15,745
626,164
~ 503,179
1,001,181
6,996
379,895
185,922

;.:. ::,

2,200

68,7861
486,365
84,375
207,753
30,930
87,737
3,866
10,792
20,677
128,606
2,350
22,780
142,141
228,’154
6,243
26,247
23,163
110,557
4,900
47,068
137,594
43,877
4,538
5,38~
49,137
13,272
8,846
9,912,

Table 4-9, Cumulative Event Mean Concentrations
1994-2000 Storm Season

GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS

Constituent
Unit
mglt
Dissolved Phosphorus
KjeldahloN
mgH
NH3-N
mgH
NItrate°N
m,gl~
Nitdte-N
mglt
mglt
Suspended Solids
mglt
Total Phosphorus
HEAVY
Dissolved Cadmium
pgH
~ETALS
Dissolved Chromium
pglt
I(DISSOLVED)
Dissolved Copper
pglt
Dissolved Lead
~g/t
Dissolved Mercury
pg/t
Dissolved Nickel
~glt
Dissolved Selenium
~g/t
Dissolved Silver
pglt
pglt
Dissolved Zinc
-tEAVY
pglt
Total Cadmium
:METALS
Total Chromium +6
~glt
’~TOTAL)
Total Copper
~glt
Total Lead
pglt
Total Mercury
~g/t
Total Nickel
~glt
Total Selenium
pglt
~glt
Total Sliver
.~gH
Total Zinc
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
mglt
Oil and Grease
mglt
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons mgH
Total Phenols
mg/t
Notes~
n/m : Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit
Blank cells: No data available

TJ emc_9400

High Density
Single Family
Residential
0.29
2,80
0,36
1,04
0.09
104.65
0.39
n/m
n/m
8,44
n/m
nlm
nln
nlm
nlm
39.11
him
n/m
15,30
9,59
nlm
n/m
nlm
nlm
80,35

Light
Industrial
0,28
3,07
0.48
0,86
0.09
229.37
0:44
n/n"
nlm
20,22
nlm
n/m
4.85
n/m
n/m
460.19
him
n/m
31.04
14,87
nlrr
8,92
nlm
n/m
565,60

1,36
1,36
nlm

Retail/ Multi-family
Mixed
Vacant Commercial Residential Transportation Education Residential
0.36
0.27
0,2(]
0,0,6
0,30
0,16
0,81
3,37
1.86
1,81
1.62
2,7(]
0,08
0,91
0,38
0,23
0,26
0,58
0.63
0,71
1,11
0,58
1,73
0,75
0.05
0.14
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.1(]
164.68
67.40
46.35
75.35
103.02
69.06
0.31
0.28
0.11
0.41
0.19
0.4,~
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/nq
n/n~
n/m
n/m
him
him
nlm
14,60
6,75
32,68
12,8(]
11,5~
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/n"
nlm
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/n~
rdrr
nlm
n/m
n/m
3,73
nlm
n/n"
nlm
n/rr
nlm
n/m
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
nlm
n/n"
164.12
75.36
203.89
65.97
125.8~
n/m
n/m
0.71
n/m
1.05
nlm
n/rr
n/m
nln~
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
9,12
34,77
12.2,"
51,86
21,49
17.3,t
8,7C
n/m
11,53
5,13
9,08
4,53
n/m
nlm
n/m
nlm
n/r~
nlm
n/m
6,71
n/m
5,76
4,65
nln~
nlm
nlm
rdm
n/m
n/m
n/n~
him
nlm
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/n~
38,81
238,53
134,88
279,45
123,69
184,8=~
n/m
n/w
1,87
nlm
3,65
3,19
nlrr
1,87
nlm
3,65
3,19
n/rr
n/m
nlm
n/m
nlm
nln"

-

Table 4-9. Cumulative Event Mean Concentrations
1994-2000 Storm Season (cont’d)

GROUP
Constituent
F~ACTERIA ......... F~al Coliform
Fecal Enterococcus
Fecal Slreplococcus
Total Coliform
PESTICIDES
Chlordane
Chlorpyrifos
Diazinon
Malathion
p,p’ DDT
PCB-1016
PCB-1221
PCB-1232
PCB-1242
PCB-1248
PCB-1254
PCB-1260
Simazlne
SEMIVOLATILES Acanaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Anlracene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(b)lluorant
Benzo(k)lluorant . .
Chrysene
Dibenz(a,h)anthrecene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene
Naphthalene
Phenanthrene
Pyrene

Unit
MPN/100mt
MPNI100mt
MPN/100mf
MPN/100mt
i.=g/t
~glt
pglt
~glt
~glt
~g/t
~g/t
pglt
~tgH
pgl~
~=glt
pgH
pglt
~glt
ttglt
pglt
ipgH
~glt
~glt
~glt
=glt
~glt
l~glt
Lglt
p.gH
~glt
Lglt
pglt

Notes;
Nm : Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit
Blank ce~ls: No data available

I Single Family
Residential
1085353.71
904554.87
1360392.59
1395690.90
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/r~
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/rr
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
1.50

Mixed
Light
Retail/ Multi-family
Induslrial
Vacant Commercial Residential Transportation Educalion Residential
’"
n/m
1340166.~1
653070.3~ 2174.82 1071656.51
105085.69
34660.95
128807.20 1043.87
n/m
300525.54
356792.16 3618.32 279561.99
n/rn
806939.80
508710.38 21288.48 1733009.14
n/m
n/m
him
n/m
n/m
n/mi
n/m
n/m~
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm=
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
rdm
n/m
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
n/m
nlm
rdm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
nlm
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/~
n/m
n/m
n/m
nhn
nlm
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/rr
nlm
him
n/m
nlm
n/n~
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
nlm
n/m
nlm
nlm
n/n~
nl~
n/m
n/m
nlm
nlm
n/m
him
n/n~
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/rr
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/n~
nlm
n/n"
n/m
nlm
n/m
nlrr
him
n/m
him
nlm
n/m
0.3~
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
nhr
n/m
n/m
nlm
nlrr
nlm
n/m
n/m
nlm
nhT
n/~
nlm
n/m
nlm
n/m
0.7c.
nlm
n/m
nlm
n/rr
nlm
n/m
nlm
n/m
0.3~
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/rr
nlm
him
n/r~
him
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm’
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
0.73
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
0.53
nlm
n/m

Table 4-t0a. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
BALLONA CREEK
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 40.0%
Light Ind ............ 3.5%
Vacant .............. 11.1%
Retail/Comm ...... 9.9%
Mul|i-Fam.Res .... 12.3%
Transportation ..... 1.5%
Education ........... 2.7%
Mixed Residential. 6.7%
All Other ............. 12.3%

Total Area: 88.8 mi.2
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
DISSOLVED)

CONSTITUENT

Suspended Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Zinc
HEAVY
Total Copper
METALS
Total Lead
(TOTAL)
Total Mercury
Total Zinc
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
1999-2000 Additional Constituents of Concern
GENERAL
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
HEAVY
Total Aluminum
METALS
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
PAHs
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
NUTRIENTS
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN

SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
1996-97
1997-98"

1994-95

1995-96

n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/m
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a

6,550,000
n/m
136
n/m
n/m
724
528
n/m
4,840
n/m
n/m
n/m
460

nlm
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
him
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

nla
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla

4,200,000
n/m
174
241
n/m
n/m
~0,000
25,400
10,800
29,200
3,650
101,000

Note: nlm = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
nla = No data available.
* = The automated sampler was out of service the month of February, 1998.

1998-99

i 999-2000

13,200,000
n/m
1,510
967
7,710
1,960
1,750
24.9
19,00.0
n/m
n/m
n/m
774

5,840,00.0
n/m
271
n/m
1,460
533
189
nlm
2,790
n/m
3.06
n/m
679

9,290,000
n/m
483
n/m
n/m
878
269
n/m
3,990
n/m
nlm
nlm
n/m

11,030,000
115,000
562
343
n/m "
n/m
15,500
17,100
31,400
45,40.0
5,180
119,000

6,340,000
13,000
n/m
198
n/m
n/m
6,850
10,200
10,800
23,900
5,300
130,000

11,300,000
18,600
n/m
310
n/m
n/m
14,700
19,500
28,400
70,000
7,700
154,000

..

Table 4-10b. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
MALIBU CREEK
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 5.7%
Light Ind ............ 0.3%
Vacant .............. 79.3%
Ret~il/Comm ...... 0.5%
Multi-Fam.Res .... 1.3%
Transportation ..... 0.5%
Education ........... 0.5%
Mixed Residential. 0%
All Other ............. 11.9%

Total Area: 105 mi.2
GROUP
3ENERAL
!MINERALS
PIEAVY
~IETALS
(DISSOLVED)

¯

;;:0
:)
,,a,
O
0

CONSTITUENT

Suspended Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Zinc
HEAVY
Total Copper
METALS
Total Lead
’~TOTAL)
Total Mercu~
Total Zinc
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phth .alate
1999-2000 Additional Constituents of Concern
3ENERAL
~INERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
~EAVY
Total Aluminum
~ETALS
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
PAHs
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
NUTRIENTS
Total Phosphorus
NH3oN
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN

SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
1996-97
1997-98

1994-95

1995-96

nla
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
nlm
n/m
n/m
nla
n/a
n/m
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a

88,400,000
124
984
n/m
5,190
3950
2550
n/m
12,300
n/m
n/m
n/m
2,340

n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
nl.a

n/a
n/a
nla
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla ....

72,500,000
948,000
1,190
3,520
n/m
n/m
61,400
76,400
26,200
207,000
n/m
259,000
.

Note: nlm = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
nla = No data available.

.

.

1996-99

1999-2000

122,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
9.59
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
n/m
n/m
32.7

2,840,000
n/m
39.9
n/m
n/m
82.6
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
56.2

1,320,000
332
3.82
6.12
nlm
n/m
512
543
165
3,750
.! n/m
2,300

11,300,000
1,930
38.7
105
0.495
1.76
5,850
6,750
927
38,100
n/m
15,600

Table 4-10c, ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
LOS ANGELES RIVER
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 28.8%
Light Ind ............ 5.1%
Vacant .............. 40.4%
Retail/Comm ...... 3.6%
Multi-Fam.Res .... 3.5%
Transportation ..... 2.4%
Education ........... 1.9%
Mixed Residential. 1.8%
All Other ............. 12.5%

TotalArea: 825 mi.2
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
(DISSOLVED)

CONSTITUENT

Suspended Solids
;Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Zinc
HEAVY
Total Copper
METALS
Total Lead
Total Mercury
(TOTAL)
Total Zinc
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
Diazinon
I~IISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
1999-2000 Additional Constituents of Concern
3ENERAL
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
~IEAVY
Total Aluminum
VIETALS
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
PAHs
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
NUTRIENTS
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN

SEASONAL LOAD
(~b.)
1996-97
1997-98

1994-95

1995-96

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a

53,500,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
8,000
8,290
n/m
36,800
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a

21,900,000
361,000
385
2,280
nlm
n/m
54,200
180,000
84,800
224,000
17,600
747,000

,,

Note: nlm = Not meaningful, not enough data above deteclion limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

1998-99

1999-2000

444,000,(~00
2,670
56,100
103,000
336,000
81,000
208,000
n/m
463,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
20,600

34,400,000
n/m
991
n/m
n/m
2,370
n/m
n/m
13,400
n/m
n/m
n/m
nla

16,800,000
n/m
290
161
n/m
631
457
n/m
2,230
nlm
n/m
n/m
nlm

76,400,000
8,890,000
13,400
22,000 ¯
n/m
n/m
530,000
683,000
732,000
533,000
91,400
3,540,000

34,200,000
183,000
373
737
n/m
n/m
46,400
58,800
23,700
67,300
’ 37,300
399,000

6,090,000
25,300
226
302
n/m
n/m
15,100
20,800
6,860
39,300
6,430
119,000

Table 4-10d. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
SAWPIT CREEK
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 0%
Light Ind ............ 0%
Vacant .............. 98.0%
Retail/Comm ...... 0%
Multi-Fam.Res .... 0%
Transportation ..... 0%
Education ........... 0%
Mixed Residential. 0%
All Other ............. 2.0%

~’otal Area: 5.18 mi.2

GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
DISSOLVED)

CONSTITUENT

1994-95

1995-96

Suspended Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Di.sso ved Zinc
HEAVY
Total Copper
METALS
Total Lead
[TOTAL)
Total Mercury
Total Zinc
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
1999-2000 Additional’C’onstituents of Concern
GENERAL
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
HEAVY
Total Aluminum
METALS
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
PAHs
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
NUTRIENTS
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N ~

n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
nla
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
nla

nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

TKN

n/a

nla

" ’

Note: n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
nla = No data available.

SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
1996-97
1997-98

"

1998-99

1999-2000

16,200
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
18.6
n/m
n/m
53.8
n/m
n/m
n/m
14.9

1,580
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
5.60

53,200
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
1,090
n/m ¯
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
979

76,500
n/m
n/m
1,290
n/m
n/m
30.0
54.8
n/m
512
19.0

169,000
3,270,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
145
170
75.3
642
n/m

23,100
15,500
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
67.3
n/m

40,000
103,000
n/m
796
n/m
n/m
7.46
18.2
n/m
282
4.15

339

554

70.7

182

15,900
n/m
n/m
n/m
nlm
3.73
n/m
nlm
13.2
n/m
n/m
n/m
4.51

"

’

Table 4-10e. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
COYOTE CREEK
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 38.3%
Light Ind ............ 8.4%
Vacant .............. 14.3%
Retail/Comm ...... 5.6%
Multi-Fam.Res .... 6.1%
Transportation ..... 1.8%
Education ........... 4.3%
Mixed Residential. 0.2%
All Other ............. 21.0%

TotalArea: 150 mi.~
SEASONAL LOAD
GROUP
~ENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
DISSOLVED)

CONSTITUENT

Suspended Solids
~Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Zinc
HEAVY
Total Copper
METALS
Total Lead
ITOTAL)
Total Mercury
Total Zinc
i~ESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
~EMIVOLATILES Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
,ncem
;~ 999-2000 Additional Consli~
GENERAL
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
~EAVY
Total Aluminum
METALS
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
~;AHs
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
~UTRIENTS
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN

1994-95

1995-96

1996-97

1997-98

1998-99

1999-2000

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla

nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla

93,100,000
191
5,180
3,230
38,500
7,110
4,770
n/m
56,600
n/m
n/m
2,970

4,610,000
n/m
162
n/m
i,060
445
him
n/m
2,090
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

17,700,00,0
n/m
364
n/m
n/m
645
n/m
n/m
2,260
nlm
1.11
n/m
n/m

n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a’ ’
n/a
n/a
nla

n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
nla

38,300,000
518,000
- 1,270
2,220
nlm
n/m
75,100
97,100
141,000
147,000
29,300
725,00’0

12,100,000
19,700
n/m
178
n/m
n/m
5,620
6,700
19,500
55,800
’ 5,540
112,000

16,700,000
17,300
n/m
284
n/m
n/m
16,500
25,000
52,500
85,400
19,800
169,000

Note: nlm = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

’

Talkie 4-10f. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
SAN GABRIEL RIVER
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 15.2%
Light Ind ............ 2.3%
Vacant .............. 66.7%
Retail/Comm ...... 1.5%
Multi-Fam.Res .... 1.4%
Transportation ..... 1.0%
Education ........... 1.6%
Mixed Residential. 0.1%
All Other ............. 10.2%

Total Area: 450 mi.2
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
(DISSOLVED)

CONSTITUENT

Suspended Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Zinc
HEAVY
Total Copper
METALS
Total Lead
Total Mercury
(TOTAL)
Total Zinc
PESTICIDES
Chlorp~,rifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
1999-2000 Additional Constiluents of Concern
GENERAL " ’
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
HEAVY
Total Aluminum
METALS
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
PAHs
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
NUTRIENTS
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nilrite-N
TKN

1994-95

SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
1996-97
1997-98

1995-96

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
. n/a

nla
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
nla
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
nla
nla

nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla

Note: n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

.

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a

...

1998-99

1999-2000

28,700,000
n/m
1,120
901
8,840
2,180
1,340
him
14,800
n/m
n/m
2,230
1,390
.

2,810,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
1,090
252
n/m
n/m
1,730
n/m
n/m
1,240
n/m

1,380,000
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
¯ 75.8
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
0.183
n/m
n/m

22,200,000
400,000
449
791
n/m
nlm
42,500
52,100
136,000
135,000
26,700
310,000

15,500,000
8,140
n/m
nlm
nlm
nlm
15,500
17,700
43,900
72,200
19,800
134,000

.

2,740,000
4,120
n/m
48.0
n/m
n/m
2,310
2,710
n/m
16,700
2,870
15,000

,

Table 4-11a. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING

UNMONITORED SMBRP BASIN~
UNMONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR .............. 15.5%
Light Ind .............. 0.6%
Vacant ................ 63.4%
Retail/Comm ....... 1.6%
Multi~Fam.Res ...... 314%
Transportation ...... 2.1%
Education ............. 1.B%

Total Area: 174 mi.2
Overall Imperviousness: 0.18
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
(DISSOLVED)

~
o
--~
o
o~
~

CONSTITUENTS

1994-95

1995-96

Suspended Solids
n/a
306,000,000
Dissolved Cadmium
n/a
n/a
Dissolved Copper
1,670
341
Dissolved Lead
n/a
n/a
Dissolved Zinc
2,340
1,910
Total Copper
HEAVY
3,990
6,340 ’
METALS
Total Lead
276
2,330
(TOTAL)
n/a
Total Mercu~
n/a
Total Zinc
26,000
7,910
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
n/a
n/a
Diazinon
n/a
n/a
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
n/a
n/a
1999-2000 Additional Constituents of Concern
GENERAL
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
n/a
n/a
HEAVY
Total Aluminum
n/a
n/a
METALS
Dissolved Nickel
n/a
n/a
Nickel
817
403
PAHs
Phenantrene
n/a
n/a
Pyrene
n/a
n/a
NUTRIENTS
Dissolved Phosphorus
n/a
22,920
Total Phosphorus
n/a
1,380,000
,
NH3-N
n/a
25,400
Nitrate-N
n/a
172,000
Nitrite-N
n/a
3,590,000
TKN
n/a
4,440,000
n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.
Table 4-11axis

Mixed Residential... 0.9%
All Other .............. 11.2%
SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
3,560,000
n/a
574
n/a
5,780
2,520 ’
1,260
n/a
10,200
n/a
n/a
n/a

21,800,000
19.6
1,910
559
19,000
4,790
2,120
n/a
36,900
n/a
n/a
n/a

2,560,000
n/a
392
n/a
4,610
615
86.9
n/a
5,770
n/a
16.9
n/a

16,600,000
n/a
561
n/a
3,980
1,140
115
n/a ..
5,100
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
18.6
308
n/a
n/a
19,600
37,000
8,310
127,000
6,930
182,000

n/a
n/a
79.0
562
nia
n/a
46,600
53,200
52,700
127,000
13,500
332,000

n/a
n/a
31.4
119
n/a
n/a
9,300
10,800
28,200
39,900
3,020
104,000

12,000,000
36,700
53.3
335
1.09
32.2
14,800
23,400
22,300
111,000
7,480
180,000

’

Table 4-11b. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
SANTA CLARA RIVER
UNMONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 1.8%
Light Ind ............ 0.3%
Vacant .............. 88.2%
Retail/Comm ...... 0.2%
Multi-Fam.Res .... 0.3%
Transportation ..... 0.4%
Education ........... 0.2%

Total Area: 653 mi.2
Overall Imperviousness: 0.07

GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
DISSOLVED)

CONSTITUENT

Mixed Residential. 0%
All Other ............. 8.6%

1994-95

1995-96

Suspended Solids
n/a
900,000,000
Dissolved Cadmium
nla
n/a
I~issolved Copper
697
414
Dissolved Lead
nla
n/a
I~issolved Zinc
1,140
4,800
~’EAVY
Total Copper
1,660
16,100
METALS
T~)tal Lead
135
9,000
Total Mercury
ITOTAL)
n/a
n/a
Total Zinc
10,900
12,300
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
n/a
n/a
Diazinon
n/a
n/a
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
n/a
n/a
1999-2000 Additional Constituents of Concer~
’"
GENERAL
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
n/a
n/a
HEAVY
Total Aluminum
n/a
n/a
METALS
Dissolved Nickel
n/a
n/a
~ickel
327
410
PAHs
Phenantrene
n/a
n/a
Pyrene
n/a
n/a
NUTRIENTS
Dissolved Phosphorus
nla
8,780
l:otal Phosphorus
n/a
3,560,000
NH3-N
n/a
28,400
Nitrate-N
n/a
319,000
Nitrite-N
n/a
8,200,000
~KN
n/a
28,400
n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data abov ~ detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available
4-1 lb.xls

SEASONAL LOAD
(~b.)
1996-97
1997-98
10,300,000
n/a
465
nla
15,800
3,740
740
n/a
18,900
n/a
nla
n/a

71,900,000
13.0
3,320
1,650
46,800
10,400
3,710
n/a
104,000
n/a
n/a
n/a’
’

n/a
n/a
81.0
301
n/a
n/a
25,400
52,600
20,900
215,000
9,550
222,000’

n/a
n/a
482
1,080
n/a
n/a
94,100
108,000
90,500
403,000
13,100
630,000

1998-99
5,300,000
n/a
440
nla
9, 310
737
159
’"
n/’a
10,300
n/a
1.33
n/a
"
n/a
n/a
75.8
152
n/a
n/a
9,260
10,900
22,800
’ 67,200
2,970
155,000

1999-2000
41,200,000
n/a
521
nla
10,300
1,570
179
n/a
13,000
n/a
n/a
n/a
"
29,000,000
93,400
138
809
n/a
15.0
15,500
27,100
21,100
226,000
9,130
232,000

Table 4-11c. ESTIMATED iVi’ASS POLLUTANT LOADING
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL I L.A. HARBOR
UNMONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 34.2%
Light Ind ............ 13.2%
Vacant ............... 2.5%
Retail/Comm ....... 6.2%
Multi-Fam.Res ..... 5.8%
- Transportation ...... 4.7%
Education ........... 3.7%
]’oral Area: 110 mi.2
Overall Imperviousness: 0.62

Mixed Residential. 4.3%
All Other ............. 25.4%
SEASONAL LOAD

GROUP
3ENERAL
VIINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
(DISSOLVED)

CONSTITUENT

(~b.)
1994-95

1995-96

Suspended Solids
ni’a
33,000,000
Dissolved Cadmium
n/a
n/a
Dissolved Copper
2,210
993
Dissolved Lead
n/a
n/a
Dissolved Zinc
4,960
8,040
H’EAVY
Total Copper
5,220
4,110
METALS
Total Lead
586
12,900
(TOTAL)
Total Mercury
n/a
n/a
Total Zinc
35,600
’22,900
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
n/a
n/a
Diazinon
n/a
n/a
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
n/a
n/a
1999-200~ Additional Constituents of Concern ’
GENERAL ...............
MINERALS
Total Dissolved Solids
n/a
n/a
HEAVY
Total Aluminum
n/a
n/a
METALS
Dissolved Nickel
n/a
n/a
O
O._,.
Nickel
926
839
I~
PAHs
Phenantrene
n/a
n/a
O~
~rene
n/a
n/a
",4
Dissolved Phosphorus
NUTRIENTS
n/a
32,400
Total Phosphorus
n/a
695,00.0
NH3-N
n/a
71,600
Nitrate-N
n/a
167,000
Nitrite-N
n/a
1,650,000
TKN
n/a
1,450,000
n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.
Table 4-1 lc.xls

1996-97

1997-98

8,740,000
n/a
1,040
n/a
25,400
5,230
1,940
n/a
26,200
nla
n/a
n/a

41,500,000
41.9
4,480
2,040
57,900
8,090
5,180
nla
93,100
n/a
nla
n/a

1998-99
’
6,320,000
n/a
783
n/a
13,400
1,300
251
n/a
15,500
n/a
42.0
n/a

n/a
n/a
117
630
n/a
n/a
27,900
56,400
34,800
127,000
9,720
283,Q00

n/a
n/a
487
1,600
n/a
n/a
74,000
87,700
79,700
89,500
25,800
537,000

n/a
n/a
93.5
241
n/a
n/a
17,400
20,600
59,400
48,100
5,890
201,000

’

1999-2000 ......
12,600,000
n/a
915
n/a
13,600
1,520
260
n/a
17,200
n/a
n/a
n/a

7,350,000
4~),600 ’"
176
446
2.72
37.1
19,500
29,600
38,300
92,000
9,570
225,000

Table 4-12. Summary of 1994-2000 Land Use Results by Site
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Table 4-12. Summary of 1994-2000 Land Use Results by Site
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Table 4-12. Summary of 1994-2000 Land Use Results by Site
Transportation
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Table 4-12. Summary of 1994-2000 Land Use Results by Site
MuItifamlly Residential
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Table., ,2. Summary of 1994-2000 Land Use Results by Site ....
Multlfamlly Residential
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Table 4-13. 1994-2000 Land Use Constituent Detection Rates
High Density
Single Family Trans- Light
Multi-Family Mixed
Commercial Vacant Residential portation Industrial Educational Residential : Residential
Miscellaneous Constituents
Cyanide"
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols

&
&
&
&

Indicator Bacteria*

&

General Minerals
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chloride ....
Flouride
Nitrate ....
Sulfate
Alkalinity
Hardness
COD
pH
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids .....
Turbidity ....
Total Suspended Solids*
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Nub’ients

X
X
X
X

-

X

X

X

tw DL_SEASON_9400_LU.xls

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&
&
&
&

&

&

&

&

&

&

-

X
-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

-

X
-

o
-

X
X

X

X

X

-’

-

X

-

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
IX

I

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

-

-

X
X
X

Dissolved Phosphorus*
Total Phosphorus*
NH3-N"
Nitrate-N"
Nitrite-N*
TKN"
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum"
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Badum
Total Badum
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Beryllium
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmium"
Total Cadmium

&
&
&
&

~.

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
I

X

R0012074

~

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 4-13. 1994-2000 Land Use Constituent Detection Rates
High Density
Single Family Trans- Light
Multi-Family Mixed
Commercial Vacant Residential portation Industrial Educational Residential Residential
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper*
Total Copper*
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead*
Total Lead*
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury*
Dissolved Nickel*
Total Nickel*
Dissolved Selenium
Total Selenium
’ Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc=
Total Zinc*
SVOCs
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate*
PAHs
Phenanthrene"
Pyrene*
All other PAHs
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Organochlorine Pesticides & PCBs
Carbofuran
Glyphosate
Organo-Phosphate Pesticides
Diazinon*
Chiorpyrifos*
N- and P-Containing Pesticides
Thiobencarb
All other N- and P- Pesticieds
Phenoxyacetic Acid Herbicides
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

&

&

&

&

&;

&

&

&

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

&
&
&
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X=
X
X
X
X=
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
-

-X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

X = less than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
- = more than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
& = less than 10 samples tested
"Constituent of concern
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Table 4-14. Summary of Mean Standard Error of Land Use Stations
Normal Distribution
Lognormal Distribution
Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test
.............
~ ........
p-value for
p-value for
No. of
Standard Standard
Standard Standard
Normal
Lognormal
La.nd Use Type
Constituent
Detections Mean
Deviation Error
Distribution
Mean
Deviation Error
Distribution Distribution*
Transportation
" Ammonia
"40
0.40
0.51
0.08
0.0001
Lognonnal
0.39 I 0.42
0.06
0.3012
Transportation
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
29
13.41
17.30
3.21
14.57
25.95
4.47
0.0001
0.8236
Lognormal
Transportation .....
Dissolved Copper
52
31.70
21.14
2.93
33.77
31.58
4,28
0.0002
0.0123
_T_r_an:s_ _po_.r t~_ ! ! o .n_ ........... Dissolved Nickel
22
5.69
5.15
1.10
5.55
4.05
0.0001
0.86
0.0028
Transportation
Dissolved Phosphorus
47
0.32
0.20
0.03
0.35
0.31
0.04
0.0116 0.0083
Transportation
Dissolved Zinc
52
201.02
140.87
19.53
219.04
229.64
30.90
0.0001
0.0005
Transpma.ation
N l,_._t~-_~_ ................
39
0.34
0.43
0.07
0.33
0.35
0.05
0.000l
0.1621
Lognormal
Transportation
Nitrate
50
3.65
4.06
0.57
3.55
3.38
0.47
0.0001
0.6601
i~ Lognormal
Tr a___n_s.po____~ t_i~ _n ............ Hitrate-N ....
49
0.96
i.29
0.1g
0.92
!.04
0.14
0.0001
0.541
Lognormal
Nitrite-N
T_m_.nsportation
50
0.10
0.07
0.01
0.10
0.08
0.01
0.0001
Lognormal
0.4081
Transportation
fKN
50
2.02
1.81
0.26
1.97
1.47
0.21
0.0001
0,2096
Lognormal
Transportation
Transporlation - ..... Total Cadmium
26
1.40
1.22
0,24
1.39
I. 14 0.22
0.0001
0.0032
Total Chromium
31
6.70
5.46
0.98
6.64
5.55
0.98
0.0001
0.0021
Transportation ......
Total Copper
52
59.18
58.93
8.17
56.89
40.86
5.61
0.0001
0.1899
Lognormal
Tr_ans.__~po_~ _r~_ !i_o.n_ ............ r__otal_ L_ead_~ ..........
37
15.03
19.40
3.19
14.60
20.91
3.25
0.0001
0.004
Transportation
Total Nickel
38
7.64
7.26
1.18
7.57
6.40
1.02
0.0001
0.0156
Transportation
Total Phosphorus
47
0.44
0.32
0.05
0.46
0.39
0.06
0.0001
0.2144
Lognormal
Transportation
Total Suspended Solids
50
90.76
108.00
15.27
86.19
81.14
11.22
0.0001
0.1717
Lognormal
Transportation
Total Zinc
52
306.96
296.30
41.09
297.66
220.71
30.26
0.0001
0.2052
Lognormal
Light lnd’ustrial
[Ammonia
45
0.60
0.81
0.12
’" 0.62 [ 1.05
0114
0.0001
0.0132
Light Industrial
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
21
9.71
9.68
2. I !
0.0007
Lognom~al
10.78
! 7.06
3.56
0.6052
Light Industrial
Dissolved Copper
39
14.12
10.02
1.60
14.86
14.34
2.25
0.0011
0.065
Lognormal
Light Industrial
Dissolved Nickel
23
5.40
4.18
0.87
5.52
4.76
0.98
0.0001
0.0784
Lognormal
Light Industrial
Dissolved Phosphorus
44
0.21
0.16
0.02
0.22
0.23
0.03
0.0001
0.1935
Lognormal
Light Industrial ~U Dissolved Zinc
47
360.66
373.51
54.48
42~.3-"~- 682,33
92.09
0.0001
0.0002
Light Industrial
O
NH3-N
46
0.49
0.66
0.I0
0.49
0.77
0.l I
0.000!
0.0077
"~’
Light Industrial
Nitrate
46
4.44
4.56
0.67
4.38
4.72
0.67
0.0001
0.3263
Lognormal
Light Induslrial
Nitrate-N
45
1.03
1.22
0.I 8 1,00
0.00~I
O
I. 15 0.I 7
0.4249
Lognormal
",4
Light Industrial
Nilritc-N
46
0.09
0.07
0.01
0.09
0.06
0.01
0.0001
0.0687
Lognormal
Light Industrial
TKN
45
2.68
1.97
0.29
2.72
2.24
0.33
0.0001
0.7043
Lognormal
Light Industrial
Total Chrumium
29
6.51
5.08
0.94
6.49
5.44
1.00
0.0001
0.0015
Light Industrial
Total Copper
47
47.66
141.91
20.70
35.11
41.24
538
0~
0.0122
Light Industrial
Total Lead
33
15.41
15.58
2.71
15.78
19.77
3.31
0.0001
0.1001
Lognormal
Light Industrial
Total Nickel
33
10.01
13.60 -2.37
9.33
8.43
I A4
0.0001
0.0231
Light Industrial
Total Phosphorus
43
0.36
0.30 -[
0.05
0.38
0.42
0.0001
Lognormal
0.06
0.3174
iLight Industrial
Total Suspended Solids
42
174.33
192.35
29.68
179.77
203.07
30.28
0.0001
0.3733
Lognormal
[Ltght Induslrml
Total Zinc
47
491.64
543.39
0.0001
79.26
488.33
428.35
61.37
0.0384
[~ixed Residential
Ammonia"
28
Lognor~nal
0.83
0,88
0,17
"’: 0198
1,90
0.33
0.0001
0.0834
Mixed Residential
Dissolved Copper
16.70
21.06
4.05
24.94
0.0001
17.16
4.58
~ 0.0205
__ 2_7_.__
Mixed Residential
Dissolved Phosphorus
25
0.23
0.21
0.04
0.24
0.0001
0,26
0.05
0.5799
Lognormal
Mixed Residential
Dissolved Zinc
27
178.63
216.58
41.68
174.09
0.0001
Lognormal
193.27,
36.25
0,3782

ls Error Rate
LessThan
Error
25%?
Rate
16.4%
Y
30.7%
N
9.2%
Y
Y
19.3°1o
9.2%
Y
9.7%
Y
16.3%
Y
13.2%
Y
15.6%
Y~
10.5%
Y
10.4%
Y
17.1%
¯Y
14.6%
Y
9.9%
Y
21.2%
Y
15.4%
12.2%
Y
13.0°/0
Y
. 10.2%
Y
20.1%
Y
33,1%
N
15.1%
Y
17.8%
Y
14.9%
Y
15.1%
Y
19.9%
Y
15.4%
Y
16.6%
Y
9.9%
Y
12.1%
Y
14.5%
Y
43.4%
21.0%
Y
23.6%
Y
16.4°/0
16.8%
16.1%
Y
33.5’/o
N
24.3%
Y
20.7%
Y
20.8%
Y

Table 4-14. Summary of Mean Standard Error of Land Use Stations
Normal Distribution
....
No. of
Standard Standard
Land Use Type
Constituent
Detections
Mean
Deviation Error
Mixed Residential
[NH3-N
28
0.69 I 0.73 [ 0.14
Mixed Residential
Nitrate
24
9.91
31.61
6.45
Mixed Residential
Nitrate-N
24
0.77
0.46
0.09
Mixed Residential
Nitrita-N
24
0. ! 5
0.21
0.04
Mixed Residential
T IG’,I
29
3.04
2.67
0.49
Mixed Residential
27
23.82
29.68
5.71
___ :Total Copper
Mixed Residential
!Total Phosphorus
25
0.31
0.31
0.06
Mixed Residential
~To~al Suspended Solids
23---- 82.13 [ 89.10 [ 18.58
Mixed Residential
Total Zinc
27
255.96
342.39
65.89
r
Multi-Family Residential Ammonia
2~
0.55
0.81
0.16
Multi-Family Residential Bis(2-ethyihexyl)phthalate
17
30.04
54.21
13.15
Multi-FamilyResidential Dissolved Copper
26
9.26 ]___7=29 [ 1.43
Multi-FamilyResidential Dissolved Zinc
26
ii8.50 | 158.83 I 31.15
Multi-Family Residential HH3-N
26
0.47
0.13
0.67
Multi-FamilyResidential ._Hitrat~
24
7.25 [_ 4.59__] 0.94
Multi-Family Residential Nitrate-N
24
i.64 ~| 1.04- *[ 0.21
Multi-Family Residential Nitrite-N
24
O. ! 3
0.20
0.04
Multi-Family Residential TKN
28
2.40 ] _~2.52_~ 0.48
Multi-Family Residential Total Copper
31
13.44 [ 6.63 1 !.19
Multi-Family Residential Total Suspended Solids
23
60.87
77.51
16.16
Multi-FamilyResidential [,TotalZinc
31
173.90[ 235.31[ 42.26
Educational
[Ammonia
28
0.23 I 0.21 [ 0.04
Educational
Bis(2-elhylhexyi)phthalate
10
14.50
15.30
4.84
Educational
Dissolved Copper
29
15.00
13.28
2.47
Educational
Dissolved Phosphorus
25
0.29
0.26
0.05
Educational
Dissolved Zinc
24
78.58
64.44
13.15
Educational
28
0.20
0.17
0.03
_ NH3-N
Educational
Nitrate
26
3.05
1.86
0.36
(~
Educational
Nitrata-N
25
._._0.65
0.35
0.07 .I~
Educational
TKN
~:~,4
27
i.81
1.31
0.25
Educational
Total Copper
-4
29
28.89
42.45
7.88
Educational
[Total Phesphorus
25
0.33] 0,21 [ 0.04
Educational
Total Suspended Solids
27
120.44
! 10.41
21.25
Educational
Total Zinc
29
155.90
286.82
53,26
NDSFR ......
Ammonia
22
o.48 [ 0.52 [ 0.11
[IDSFR
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
15
14.22
21,84
5.64
HDSFR
Dissolved Copper
20
11.56 [_. S.77_.[ 1.96
HDSFR
Dissolved Phosphorus
0.34 [ 0.17 __[ 0.04
21
HDSFR
NH3-N
22
0.43 L_~.4__2_._1 0.09
HDSFR
Nitrate
21
5.29 [ 6.32__[ 1.38
HDSFR
Nitrate-N
21
i.19 | !.43 [
0.31

Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test
p-value for
p-value for
Standard Standard
Normal
Lognormal
Mean Deviation Error
Distribution
Distribution
0.0001
0.0479
0.80 ] 1.51 [ 0.26
7.29
15.48
2.90
0.0001
0.0001
0.83
0.76
0.15
0.1754
0.0196
O. 14
0.17
0.03
0.000 i
0.187
3.51
4.85
0.86
0.0001
0.0048
22.81
21.64
4.10
0.0001
0.3478
0.6015
0.31
0.34
0.07
0.0001
79.81 [" 80.22 I 16.44
0.0001
0.3618
0.0226
236.79
245.20
46.19
0.0001
0.60
i.i9
0.i4
0.0001
0.008
29.61
78.55
17.98
0,0001
0.7204
9.47 Jr_ 8.5~2___[ i.65
0.0004 ~ 0.0487
112.38 [ 119.44 [ 22.91
0.0{301
0.0778
[
0.48
1.00
0.18
0.0001
0.0086
1.42
0.0741
0.0786
7.68 /7.06/
1.73 ~’- ~["~-~9-| 0.32
0.076
0.0787
0.0001
0. I !
0. I 0
0.02
0.0332
2.29 [__~0_ ....
0.32
0.0001
0.1133
13.65 I 7.51
1.34
0.007
0.2523
58.52
79.87
16.07
0.0001
0.1461
0.0001
0.0611
164.12 ! 185.23 [ 32.31
[
0,0001
0.0001
0.25[ 0.33 I 0.06
I
10.17
0,031
0.5983
16.99
30.88
15.19
14.54
2.65
0.0001
0.5367
0.29
0.25
0.05
0.0001
0.1323
79.32
67.24
13.57
0.0001
0.0103
0.21
0.24
0.04
0.0001
0.0002
3.15
0.46
0.0176
0.2314
2.35
0.65
0.37
0.07
0.011 !
0.3601
1.78
!.00
0.19
0.0001
0.0522
25.73
21.75
3.99
0.0001
0.001
0.33 [ 0.19[ 0.04
0.0001
0.287
[
140.69
217.18
39.59
0.0003
0.2178
137.70
148.76
26.94
0,0001
0.007
0.56 [’ 1,04 [ 0.21
0.0002
0.0179
[
0.1512
13.51
23.86
6.03
0.0001
0.0295
0.0624
12.26 J 12.9_4..I 2.s5
0.1261
0.5482
0.34 ~___0.20~_.~_ 0.04
0.50 ] 0.8~__..1 0.17
0.0137
0.0009 ,
5.07 ~.__~.51 _[. 1.18
0.0001
0.3442
1.15 | I~’~--[
0.27
0.0001
0.3775
Lognormal Distribution

Distribution*

Normal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

Lognormal
Lognormal
Normal
Normal
Lognormal
Lognonnal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

LognonnalLognormal
Normal
Lognormal
Lognormal

ls Error Rate
LessThan
Error
Rate
25%?
20.0%
Y
65.1%
N
12.4%
Y
23.0%
Y
16.3"/o
Y
’ .Y
17.9%
21.2%
Y
20.6%
Y
25.7%
N
28.7%
N
60,7%
N
15.4% [,
Y
Y
20.4% [
28.2%
12.9%
Y
12.9%
N
31.7%
Y
13.9%
9.8%
Y
N
27.5%0
Y
19"7°/° I
17.4%[
Y
59,9%
N
17.4%
17.4%
Y
16.7%
Y
16.6%
Y
14.5%
Y
!1.3%
Y
10.8%
Y
27.3"/0 " ’ N
11.6°/o
28.1°/0
34.2%
N
22.8% ’
Y
44.6%
23.2°/0
Y
11.2%
Y
20.8%
Y
23.3%
Y
23.5%
Y
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Table 4-14. Summary of Mean Standard Error of Land Use Stations
Normal Distribution

.......................
Land Us, Type
HDSFR
HDSFR
HDSFR
HDSFR
HDSFR
~mm~ial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant

,

,.~
~
O
.,a,
O
O0

IConstituent
|Total Copper
Total Lead
gotal Phosphorus
ITotaISuspended Solid~;
Total Zinc
Ammonia
[Dissolved Chromium-t6
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Phosphorus
Dissolved Zinc
HH3-N
Nitrate
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN
Total Cadmium
Total Chromium +6
Total Copper
Total Lead
~~~orus
Total Suspended Solids
;Total.Zinc
Bis(2-elhylhexyl)ph~halat~"
[Nitrate ........................
Nitrate-N
~l-~r~e-~
TKN
Total Copper
__
Total Phosphorus
Total S~pended Solida

No. of
Detections

Mean

26
19

Standard Standard
[ Deviation~ Error

23.06 I 16.35 I
20.70
23.68
0.33
___ 2~1 .... 0.4~8 _.
19
131.58 ---i24.69
26
87.3 i
64.89
’ 30
6.54
6.46
26
12.28 [ 9.03 i
26
247.83
590.58
31
78.17 ’ 75.95
22
68.15 ! 69.89
27
0.23
0.31
30
49.40
47.53
30
3.55
3.23
27
386.03
371.19
32 "--- 196.34 - 216.73
12
5.59
3.62
26
29.77
19.61
37
714.73
1044.99
13
42.46
42.08
32
29
II
20
35
35
20
35
25
24
33
20

3.21
5.43
0.07
28.61
12.73
1.1’8
1.77
115.82
13.64
14.90
0.06
8.68
0.59
71.44
38.31
1.05
3.85
171.80
! 1.67

5.84"1 2.80 I 0.49
11.30
25.91
4.81
251.73 I 115"79 I 34.91
20.96
37.70
8.43
5.95
3.31
0.56
1.34
0.75
0.13
0.04
0.02
0.00
1.16
2.23
0.38
13.98
15.98
3.20
0.13
0.15
0.03
149.36
227.54
39.61
48.40
50.95
11.39

[Total Zinc
* lfa constituent i~ neither normal nor Iognormal, we assume that it is normal.
IHDSFR - High Density, Single Fumil~ Residential
[

Lognormal ’Distribution
Mean

Standard Standard
Deviation| Error

23.81
23.08
44.50
0.50
0.39
135.80
141.49
90.24
86.31
8.32
18.85
12.57 [ 10.57i
414.86
3219.04
787.73
26264.38
92.22
259.13
0.22
0.24
53.60
77.85
3.55
3.50
1943.80 24569.04
1009.66 19221.47
5.73
4.24
30.33
23.07
950.54
3720.60
42.70
45.55

3.92
9.69
0.09
31.9’9
16.64
3.06
2.05
452.17
2415.9.0
49.32
0.05
13.50
0.63
3072.04
1781.57
1.22
4.49
466.62
12.59

12.11 l’-~’~.l~-[~-~.’~-’-I
10.07
311.76 33.05
255.29 I 129.70 [ 39.11
21.93
58.24
1 i.90
6.03
3.89
0.65
1.36
0.88
0.15
0.04
0.02
0.00
!.01
0.97
0.16
13.67
17.48
3.38
0.12
0.12
0.02
186.07
817.22
107.23
46.40
40.40
8.95
-

Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test
Normal
Distribution

Lognormal
Distribution

0.0027
0.0005
0.0081
0.0001
0.0027
0
0.002
0
0
0.003
0
0
0
0.001
0
0.038
0.009
0
0.002

0.3238
0.0348
0.7729
0.8471
0.0028
0.143
0.857
0.029
0
0.021
0.17
0.108
0.169
0
0
0.171
0.788
0.063
0.225

0
0
0.303
0.0001
0.0025
0.0025
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.000~

0
0
0.681
0.2674
0.0541
0.0543
0.2195
0.0261
0.0364
0.0143
0.0266
0.0114

Distribution*
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

Normal
Lognonnal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lognormal

LessThan
25%?

Error
Rate
16.5%
26.3%
17.1%
23.6%
14.6%
36.8%
16.3°/’,[
46.7%
17.5°1o
21.9%
20.5%
25.2%
17.6%
18.5%
19.5%
21.4%
14.8%
49.1%
29.5%

Y
N
Y
-Y
,Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N

8.5"/o
4.2.6%
13"9°/0
54.3%
10.8%
10.9"/0
8.7%
32.3°/0
22.9%
23.6%
26.5%
23.5%

Y
N
Y
N
Y

1
I
.[

Y
Y
N

i.
’
[

Y
N
Y

Table 4-15. Comparison of Critical Source Results Before and After BMP Implementation
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I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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To~l Co~fonn
FecalCol~foml
Ratio Fec4d Co,form/Total Colit’om~
Fecal Streptococcus
Fece4Enlerococcus
COD
pH
S.peci~m Conduc~nce
To~al Dilsolved Solids
Tot~ Sulpended So~lds
MBAS
Tokd Organic Cedzon
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Die,solved Numlnum
Total ,,Muminum
Dissolved Cadmium
To{~ Ce.dm~um
Dissolved Chromium
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Dissolved Coppez
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6.4
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&
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&
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&
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&
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0.5
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&
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&
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0
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6
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6
6
6
6
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1.09
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1.07
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0.96
2.23
2.21
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2.12
0.65
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1.06
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6
8
6
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

500
33
83
0
17
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33
67
17
67
83
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100
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0.90

22
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I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
j
!

18
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I
I
J
I
j
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
j

]

;

’

i

i
I
i

Post BMP Median

S.I.D.

24

84
6.5
189
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I

Inc,’eased

2.08

407,187 j 240,000 ]
216,883 I 110,000

CV
0.92

1.6

361,667 I 300,000 I
189,651 I 130,000 I
S.LD. I S.LD. I

BMP

I

I
Auto Dlsmantlln~l-BMP
Percent
, No.of
Mean
Median
[ Samp es Detects
I
5.2
= S.I.D.

I
I

i
!
:

’.

1 Indicator Bacteria tested dudng 1999-2000 stoun season only
2 PAHa tested dudng 1999-2000 storm season only
S.I.D. ¯ Sta~JstJcafly Invalid Data, not enough data above detactlo~ limit collected
& - 6f~t~lgcally vefld de~ In the control Illel but detected In less than 20% of the samples In the BMP sites
CV = Coeffident of variation
DL = Detection Umit
Possible Decxeale ¯ Lois than 20% detects BMP, bul existing data shows I possible lowered median.
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Table 4-15. Comparison of Critical Source Results Before and After BMP Implementation
Auto Repair-Control
Class Constituent

DL

ura=

Ml~.,el~nanus Const~tuant=
O~ a~d Grease

!

~

Total CoMorm
Fecal Coliform
R~lo Fecal CoMoxm/rotal Co~fo~n
Fecal Sb’eptococcus
Fecal ~-.-m

=o
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~lso~,l
MPNtt ~r~

=o
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MP~utO~r~
MPt#IO0~

COD
pH
Spectra Conductance
To~d Dl~olved So~,lds
Total Suspended S~ide
MBAS
To~d Organic Cmbon

-s
o.14
I,o
2.0
z0
o=o~
I,o

Dissolved ,~um~um
Tota~ AlumL, lum
Dissolved Cadmium
Total C eAl~dum
Dislo|ved Chromium
To~Chrond,um
Dissolved Copper
To~d Copper
Dissolved Iron
Totes I.ron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Nk:kol
Nickel
Dillolved Zinc
Total Z~nc
SVOCs
Bi|(2-ethylhexyl}phthalete
pAHI=

Ioo
1so
I
I
s
s
s
"
10o
Ioo
s
s
s
s
So
so

=,~l
=,~

3
o,s-s.o
o.s-l.o

~,~
~,~

NI other SVOCs

~
0

r~
.mh~tcm
m=a
~
~
r~1

~
~1
~
~,94
~
~=4
~
~~
~
v~
.W~
~,~
~,~
~,~

~

Auto Repalr-BMP

BMP

Samples

Detecls

Mean

Median

CV

Samples

Detects

Mean

Median

CV

Post BMP Median

Change

97

63

10

3.2

1.62

24

100

10

6.6

0.79

Inc~eassd

105%

21
21
9
21
21

100
100
100
100
100

44.510
4,935
39%
4.3,68
2,873

500
300
33%
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700

4.40
3.9’5
0.58
1.48
2.16

24
24
2
24
24
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S.I.D.
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7900%
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23
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55
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1.40
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1,17
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7
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7
7
7
7
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100
100
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,
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I
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-33%
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7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
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7
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0
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0
0
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&
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&
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&
&
&
&
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&
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0.78
0.83
0.68
&
1.15
0.43
0,39
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0
0
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0
0
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1.9"
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S.LD.
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S.I.D.
S.I,D.

44%
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;
i

&
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224
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75
&
9.7
221
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40,000
19,500
S.I.D.
22.500 I
5,000

I

1 Indicator Bactede testeddudn9 1999-20Q0 storm season olzly
2 PNts tested dudn9 1999-2000 slain season only
S.I,D. ,, stagstlr.~diy Invalid DMa, not enough dat~ above detection limit collected
& = Statistically va~.d data I~ the conb~l sites but detected In less tl~n 20% ef the samples In the BMP ~es
CV ,, Coeffi.dant M wd~on
DL ¯ Detection Limit
Possible Decrease - Lass Man 20% detects BMP, but existing data shows a polllbte Iower~ median.

,

1631%
614%

0%
-25%
-45%
-47%
-77%
220%
18%
-53%
-70%
21%
-7%

Table 4-t5. Comparison of Critical Source Results Before and After BMP Implementation
Fabricated Metal-Control
Class Constituent
MIsos~leneous ConslJluents
Di,I end G~ease
TPH as G~sollne
TPH as Diesel
Indlcato~ BactadaI
Total Co~fo~w=
Fecal Coflkxm
Ra~o Fecal ColtfomdTotal Coliform
Fecal Skoptococcua
Fecal Enterococous
General Minerals
COD
pH
Spedfic Conduc~nce
To~i Dissolved Sol,ida
Total Suspended Solids
MBAS
To~l O~ga~lc Cad}on
MaMa
Dissolved Aluminum
TotalAlumLnum
Dissolved C,~dmlum
To~,,a Cadmium
DillO~v~d Chrol~u~
Total Chromium
Disso~’ed Copper
Tofzd Copper
Dis~lved Irrm
Tot~ Iron
Dill~vad Lead
Tol~ Lead
Dlllolved Nickel
Nickel
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zie.c
SVOCs
BIs(2-ethy~hex~phthalata
PAHa=
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t
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0
0
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2
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~a
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~
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~,~
~
~
~,~
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~,~,1
~
~
~
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~,t
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15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
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87
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33
53
27
53
100
100
100
100
100
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83
100
100
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434
1859
0.93
1.5
7.4
12
285
475
719
2054
54
151
58
72
494
574

~
~,~
~,~

49
49
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88
0
0

14
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
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i
t
s
s
s
s
1oo
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s
s
s
s
so
so

u~’~

Mean
N°’or Detects
I Percent
I

Fabricated MetaI-BMP

!

I CV

3.5
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

1.98
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

20
20
20

85
0
0

5
S.LD.
S.I.D.

3.9
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

0.92
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

In.eased
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

1

2.17
1.67
S.I.D.
1.92
2.37

20
20
2
20
20

100
100
S.I.D.
100
100

61,506
56,419
S.I.D.
59,740
16,939

1,300
415
S.I.D.
500
95

3.28
3.58
S.I.D.
1.73
2.08

Decreased
Dec~eaned
S.I.D.
Decreased
Decreased

-96%
-97%

!
78
I
I= 6.0
89
j
64
I
!
176
0.25
23

0.64
0.t0
1.12
0.55
1.72
0.63
0.70

6
23
23
6
6
6
6

83
100
100
100
100
67
100

42
6.1
51
22
97
0.060
5.2

49
6.0
30
22
99
0.057
5,2

0.65
0.07
1.94
0.33
0.57
0,58
0.31

Dace’eased
Decreased
Demeased
Decreased
Deceased
Decxealad
Dace’eased

-35%
-1%
-67%
-68%
-44%
-77%
-78%

205
1020
0.50
1.2
2.5
7.1
122
235
511
942
38
126
20
23
373
449

0.99
1.55
0.87
1.04
1.74
1.55
1.33
1.28
0.75
1.27
0,85
1.04
1,73
1.51
0,92
0.79

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
6
8
6
6

67
83
0
17
0
0
100
100
67
87
50
100
0
17
100
100

633
670
&
&
&
&
42
39
405
548
31
51
&
&
288
310

129
211
&
&
&
&
25
30
280
480
10
13
&
&
210
299

1.39
1.28
&
&
&
&
0.89
0.66
1.10
0.96
1.56
1.39
&
&
0.54
0.43

Dec/eased
Decreased
Possible Oec~reane
Polslbta Dec’ease
Possible Decrease
Possible De=sane
Decreased
Decrea~d
Dec~’~ased
Dec~ea~ad
Decreased
Dec~eal~l
Possible Dec=ease
Possible DaQ’ease
De<teased
Dec~asad

-37%
-79%

9
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

1.24
S.I.D.
S,I.D,

20
20
20

95
0
0

20
S.I,D.
S.I.D.

8.3
S.I,D.
S.I.D.

.1,81
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

Deceased
S.I,D,
S.I.D.

288,713
30.000
84,875
14,000
S.I.D.
S.I.D.
286,931 I 9,(X)0
238,303
1,400

I

i
!
!
I
I

,
I
I

CV

Pest BMP Median
Change
Percent

Median

13.6
S.I.D.
S.I.D.

Semptaa Detects
Mean
N°’°l
I Percent
I Median!

BMP

I

!

-94%
-93%

-58%
0%
-65%
-87%
-45%
-51%
-72%
-89%
-67%
-89%
.44%
-34%

I
=,
o~s-s.o
o.~-t.o

I
I
I

-3%

1 IndlcatorBectedatasted dudng 1999~2000 sto~’m season only
2 P/V-Is tasted du,dng 1999-2000 storm season only
S.I.D. - Statistically Invalid Data, not enough data above detection limit ~oltac~ad
& = StalJstJcally valid data in the control sites but detected In lass than 20% of the samples In We BMP sites
CV ¯Coemdant of vadetlofl
DL - Oetec~on Umlt
PoMthle Decease ¯ Less than 20% detects BMP. but existing data shows a p.osslbla lowered median.
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Table 4-16. Installed Critical Source BMPs for the 1999-2000 Storm Season

BMP EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE TRADE
INDUSTRIES

AUTO REPAIR
METAL FABRICATION
INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIES

TI

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

Oil Absorbent Fabrics

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

65 Gallon Salvage Drams

X

X

X

X

X

X

Spill Control Pallets

X

X

X

X

X

X

2 - Drum Poly Pallets

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tarps

X

X

X

X

X

X

Safety Drum Funnel

X

X

X

X

X

X

Cleaners/Degreasers

X

X

X

X

X

X

8’ Oil Booms

X

X

X

X

X

X

Commercial Shelving

X

X

X

X

X

X

Absorbent Drum Covers

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dram Pallets

X

X

X

Canopy

X

T8

T9
X

X

X

Sand Absorbents

X

X

X

Powerful Magnets

X

X

X

Drip Pans

X

X

X

Wooden Pallets

X

X

X

Installed BMPs.xls
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Figure 4-4a. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-4b. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-4c. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-4d. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-5a. MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-6. MASS EMISSION MEAN
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Figure 4-9. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-10. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
SAWPIT CREEK (cont’d)
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Figure 4-11. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
COYOTE CREEK (cont’d)
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Figure 4-12. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-12. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
SAN GABRIEL RIVER (cont’d)
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Figure 4-18. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-21
Historic Los Angeles Monthly Wet Season Rainfall at Station #716, Ducommun St., Los
Angeles
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Figure 4-22e. LONG TERM MEDIAN CONCENTRATIONS
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Figure 4-23c. LONG TERM MEDIAN CONCENTRATIONS
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Element

9

31

$540,000

$80,010

$37,373

$161,939

$115,476

$934,798

Land Use

15

18

$900,000

$ ! 33,350

$67,601

$354,226

$97,126

$1,552,303

Corporate Yd. (MD3

I

5

N/A

N/A

N/A

$55,682

$56,063

25

54

Element

- $381

$1,440,000 $213,741

$104,974 $516,165

$268,284 $2,543,164

LACDPW WATER QUALITY MONITORING COSTS
1996 Permit Totals as of." 07/20/00
Udpital (not’
including 1990
l~Io. of No. of permit costs, Sampling
Station
Sites Events*
above)
Labor
Maintenance
Laboratory
Materials

TOTAL

Receiving Waters to Date

2

13

$628,500

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$628,500

Mass Emissions to Date

5

50

$0

$91.487

$11.130

$49,733

$237.598

$389,948

Land Use to Date

8

67

$30,000

$134,258

$13 104

$77,214

$546,695

$801,271

Critical Source to Date

48

26

$33,293

$177,284

$5,510

N/A

$245,313

$461,40,0

River Toxicity to Date

2

6

NIA

$2,365

N/A

N/A

$7,200

$9,565

El Nino Study to Date

!

4

$48,735

$0

$0

$0

$0

$48,735

Aerial Deposition to Date I

14

$75,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

NIA

$75,000

180

$815,528

$405,394

$29,744

$126~947

$1,036r80,6

$2~414,419

TOTAL TO DATE
N/A = Not Applicable
Costs Inte,grated .....

TOTAL

Mass Emissions

I~OTAL

¯

LACDPW WATER QUALITY MONITORING COSTS
1990 Permit Totals
No. of No. of
Sampling
Station
Sites Events
Labor
Maintenance
Laboratory
Capital
Materials

67

* Not every station collected every storm.
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INTRODUCTION
Stormwater runoff is
widely believed to be one
of the largest sources of
contaminants to coastal
waters,

Urban stormwater runoff is now regarded as one of the largest
sources of pollution to the coastal waters of the United States. In
southern California, point source control and advanced sewage
treatment have ~reatly reduced the emissions of contaminants from
sewage treatment plant and industrial discharges into the ocean. As
a consequence, mass emissions from stormwater runoff now
constitute a much larger portion of the constituent inputs to
receiving waters and may represent the dominant source of some
contaminants such as lead and zinc.
While stormwater runoff can produce impacts in both
freshwater and seawater environments, effects on the ocean are of
greatest concern in urban southern California. Our coastal waters
provide many beneficial uses, including recreation, aesthetic
enjoyment, fishing, marine habitat, fish reproduction, industrial
water supply, and navigation. Ocean-dependent activities
contribute approximately $9 billion annually to the economies of
coastal communities in southern California.

Current water quality
monitoring programs do
not assess the effects of
stormwater runoff on the
environment,

Substantial resources are spent monitoring the chemical
constituents in stormwater runoff, yet little is known about the ..::’.:’~
effects of these inputs once they enter the ocean. Of greatest
concern to the public are whether impa~ents are occurring to the
beneficial uses that relate to human health (safety of swimming and
seafood consumption) or ecosystem health (presence of a natural
balance of species). Stormwater discharge has the potential to
impair these beneficial uses through 1) contamination of
recreational waters or seafood with disease-causing microbes, 2)
aesthetic degradation from trash and reduced water clarity, and 3)
ecosystem degradation from contaminants or other stormwater
constituents.

Understanding the effects of stormwater on beneficial uses
is essential. Information about the extent and type of adverse
impacts is useful to guide and refine management actions to
improve water quality. The monitoring programs of various
agencies collect information that is useful for assessing some
beneficial use impairments, primarily those related to human health.
For example, public health and sanitation agencies regularly
conduct shoreline microbiological monitoring near storm drain.
discharges, which indicates impacts to swimming and shellfish
consumption. However, very little information is available to assess
the impacts of urban stormwater on ecosystem health. Studies of
1
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impacts to t~eshwater systems (particularly in the west) are rare;
impacts to the coastal ocean have never been assessed.
This study is one of the
first to assess stormwater
impacts on the marine
ecosystem.

This report summarizes a three-year study, funded by the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Southern
California Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWKP), and
University of Southern California Sea (USC) Grant Program, to
assess the impacts of urban storrnwater runoff to the receiving
waters of Santa Monica Bay. The goal of this study was to
examine impacts that were relevant to ecosystem health, rather than
impacts related to human health or recreation issues. This effort
was conducted by an interdisciplinary team of scientists fi:om
SCCWRP, the University of Southern California, and the UniverSity
of California at Santa Barbara.

This study examined
plume characteristics,
water column and
seafloorbiology,

The Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters Study
incorporated four design elements. The first element used physical
and optical oceanographic instruments to characterize the size,
composition, and mixing of stormwater plumes, providing
information on the impacts to beneficial uses that are associated
with water clarity. The second element used toxicity tests to assess
the biological effects of runoff on water colunm biota and to
identify the respons~le toxicants. The third element examined
seafloo.r biota and chemistry in order to assess the long-term effects
of storm-discharged particles with their associated contaminants.

Comparisons between
Ballona and Malibu
Creeks evaluated effects
of different watershed
types,

The fourth element of the study design was a comparisofi of
stormwater impacts ~om different watershed types. Land use
patterns and development within a watershed are thought to
influence the composition and quantity of stormwater runoff. The
influence of watershed type was investigated by comparing
stormwater impacts in the receiving water offshore of the highly
urbanized Ballona Creek watershed with impacts in the receiving
water offshore of the less-urbanized Malibu Creek watershed
(Figure 1).
Sampling ~ud analyses were conducted over three wet
seasons (1995/96 to 1997/98). This document provides a summary
of the s,tudy and focuses on major concepts and important findings.
For the detailed results and raw data, we encourage readers to
consult the Annual Progress Reports available through USC Sea
Grant.
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FIGURE 1. Locations of Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek sub-watersheds and the offshore sampling
stations for sediment measurement. Other portions of the Santa Monica Bay watershed are shown in white.
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STORMWATER PLUME CHARACTERIZATION
The impact of stormwater on the coastal ocean is
determined by the composition of the stormwater and the dynamics
(mixing, transport, and persistence) of the stormwater plume once
it enters the coastal ocean. These dynamics influence the location,
duration, and magnitude of impacts from stormwater.
The research team mapped the three-dimensional
distribution of the stormwater plumes resulting from several winter
storm events during 1996-1998. Mapping was performed using a
towyo system, which carried sensors to measure temperature,
salinity, light transmission (turbidity), chlorophyll fluorescdnce
(plant biomass), and ambient vis~le light. The. towyo was towed
through the water in a vertical zigzag pattern that enabled us to
map the horizontal and vertical distributions of the measured
parameters. In addition, surface water was pumped to similar
sensors on the.boat so that the distribution of these parameters at
the water’s surface could be mapped. Maps were constructed for
two regions of Santa Monica Bay, the receiving waters offshore of
Ballona Creek and those offshore of Mah"ou Creek.
"
"
¯

¯"

The low salinity and high
turbidity of stormwater
provide markers that
allow plumes to be
mapped in the ocean,

The characteristics of stormwater discharged into Santa
Monica Bay from the two watersheds were similar in several
respects. The most obvious and important physical characteristic
was that the stormwater, being primarily composed of freshwater,
had very little salinity. This low salinity enabled us to trace the
stormwater plume in the ocean and differentiate it from the ambient
seawater, which was not directly influenced by stormwater
discharge. The stormwater also contained high concentrations of
suspended particulate material, derived from various sources such
as land erosion, street dust, aerial deposition, and litter. Suspended
particulate material increased the turbidity of water by scattering
and absorbing light. The turbidity and salinity together allowed the
differentiation of seawater influenced by stormwater discharge from
seawater cont.aixting freshwater from direct rainfall input.
Understanding the dispersion and fate of stormwater plumes
is a complex task. The distribution of dissolved components such
as nutrients and small particles is dependent upon the amount of
rainfall, the coastal currents, and the winds, which can drive
currents and cause vertical mixing (Figure 2). Large stormwater
particles often have a different fate; they settle out of the low
salinity plume, become incorporated into bottom sediments, and
may be redistributed later by wave resuspension and transport. As

4
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the plume disperses, the components of stormwater mix with other
sources of suspended particles, nutrients, and fi:eshwater in the
receiving water. These sources include bottom resuspension,
phytoplankton growth, and wastewater discharge.
The stormwater plume
was most concentrated in
the surface layer,

Stormwater plumes usually formed relatively thin layers at
the surface of the ocean that are 2-10 m deep (Figure 3). The
depth of penetration increased with time as winds mixed the upper
layer vertically. The horizontal scales of the plumes studied in
Santa Mortica Bay were variable, with plumes extending from 1 to
6 miles cross-shelf (offshore) for storms of 1- to 2-year frequencies
(0.8 to 4 in. of rainfall). During the February 19-21, 1996 storm-(4
in. of rainfall), the plume spread approximately ~4 miles offshore of
Ballona Creek (Figure 4).
The speed and direction of coastal currents determine the
cross-shelf scale of the plume. The Coriolis force (an apparent
force that acts on oceans and lakes) also has an influence on the
distn’bution ofstormwater plumes. This force is due to the rotation
of the earth and its motion through space, resulting in a tendency
for currents to turn toward the fight in the Northern Hemisphere.
If the plume is carried to the north when it enters the ocean, it will
more likely to remain near the coast due to the influence of the
Coriolis force.

The distribution of stormwater plumes along the coast
depended upon the tidal variations in the currents, the presence of
additional runoff sources, and the amount of runoff. Longshore
distances of up to 6 miles were measured for plumes within Santa
Moniea Bay.
Suspended stormwater
particles reduced surface
water clarity,

Spatial gradients in the dissolved and particulate
components of the plume occurred as it was diluted through mixing
with the receiving water. Although larger stormwater particles
tended to settle out from the plume rapidly, smaller, lighter particles
remained in suspension near the surface (Figures 3 and 4), where
they can reduce the amount of light available for photosynthesis by
marine plants. Measures of primary production were not part of
tlgs study, so adverse effects on phytoplankton in Santa Monica
Bay resulting from turbid stormwater plumes were not determined.

5
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Stormwater plume~
persisted for several
days after a storm,

The duration of stormwater plumes depends upon the rate
of plume dispersion and particle sinking. Stormwater plunges were
observed to persist in Santa Monica Bay for at least three days,
even for the smallest storm sampled (0.8 in. rainfall). The
maximum duration of stormwater plumes could not be assessed in
this study because measurements did not extend more than three
days after a storm.
High concentrations of the plant pigment chlorophyll were
present in the surface layer during some storm events, indicating the
presence of increased phytoplankton populations. Phytoplank’ton
growth may have been stimulated by stormwater discharge due to
the addition of nutrients to the surface layer, where light is readily
available. Dense patches of phytoplankton we~:e observed off of
Mah’bu Creek on the boundary of stormwater plumes 1-2 days after
rain events. Off of Ballona Creek, we observed increased
phytoplankton in the plume even while a large proportion of
suspended particulate material was still present in the surface water.
The ecological effects of these changes in phytoplankton density
were not determined in this study.

6
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FIGURE2. A three-dimensional representation of the dispersion of the dissolved and particulate
Components in surface runoff and municipal (POTW) wastewater effluent.
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February 21, 1996, Towyo 1
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FIGURE 3. Vertical cross-shelI’sections of the Ballona Creek discharge plume following a storm
event in February, 1996. The maps were generated using a towyo systen~ which carried sensors for
temperature, salinity, turbidity (beam attenuation), and plant biomass (chlorophyll fluorescence).
The zigzag pattern on the temperature section indicates the path of the towyo system. The
stormwater plume is indicated by water with a salinity less than 33.0 practical salinity, units (psu).
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February 21, 1996 - Nearsurface (2-3 m) Maps
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FIGURE 4. Near surface map of the February, 1996 stormwater plume from a 2-year storm offof
Ballona Creek. The plume (surface water with a salinity less than 33.0 psu) extended approximntely 4
miles offshore.
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WATER COLUMN BIOLOGY

The initial and most concentrated exposure to stormwater
occurs in the uppei: few meters of the water column. A diversity of
organisms occupies this habitat, ranging from mobile fish and
mammals to drifting microscopic plants and animals (plankton).
Plankton have a relatively high potential to be affected by
stormwater toxicants because they have a limited ability to avoid
the plume and are often more sensitive to contaminants than hrger .
animals. Changes in the abundance and type of plank-ton present can
have important consequences for the marine ecosystem. This group
of organisms constitutes the base of the food chain for most marine
life, so changes in plankton numbers may affect populations_of
other species. The larvae of many fish and other animals such as
sea urchins, clams, and shrimp occur in the plankton, providing the
potential for dkmiaished reproductive success if their survival is
reduced by water column toxicity.
Water eolunm effects
were measured using
toxicity tests,

Toxicity tests were used to determine whether stormwater
plumes contained harmful concentrations of dissolved constituents.
Surface water samples were collected offshore of the two study
sites in conjunction with measurements of the plume characteristics
so that the data could be related to the concentration of the
stormwater discharge plume. Samples of stormwater collected
fi:om Ballona Creek were also measured for comparison. The
toxicity tests used sensitive stages of mafirie species that occur in
southern California. Most samples were measured using the sea
urchin fertiliT.ation test, in which the ’effect of the sample on the
ability of sea urchin sperm to fertilize eggs is measured. Sea urchin
sperm are highly sensitive to some types of dissolved metals. The
fertilization test is appropriate for stormwater monitoring because it
is rapid (40 rain exposure) and uses an organism which spends a
portion of its life cycle in the water columu of Santa Monica Bay.
All tests were adjusted to the appropriate salinity prior to exposure
so only the effect of chemical constituents were evaluated.

Virtually every sample of
Undiluted samples of urban stormwater collected from
drainage channels (before discharge into the ocean) usually
BallonaCreek
contained toxic concentrations of constituents. Toxicity was
stormwater tested was
toxic,
detected in virtually every sample obtained from Ballona Creek and
this toxicity was often present even after the sample was diluted 10fold in the laboratory. The results indicated that even though a
large portion of the constituents present in stormwater may be
bound to particles, the dissolved concentrations of some materials
are high enough to cause toxicity. Prior research by SCCWRP and
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others has detected ~oxicity in stormwater fi:om other watersheds in
Los Angeles, Orange, and San Diego Counties.
The first storms of the
year produced the most
toxic stormwater.

The results showed ~hat time of year was an important
variable influencing stormwater toxicity (Figure 5). Samples of
Ballona Creek stormwater, obtained from the first storm of the
season, were between two and ten times more toxic than Samples
from later storms. These data indicated that the first storms of the
year provide the most concentrated inputs of toxicants to the
environment.
Toxicity was frequently detected in surface water within the
stormwater plume offshore of Ballona Creek, indicating that-~e
initial dilution ofstorrnwater discharge from this.watershed was not
sufficient to reduce the concentrations of stormwater toxicants
below levels that are harmful to marine organisms. The magnitude
of toxicity was greatest in the portion of the plume nearest the
mouth of Batlona Creek (Figure 6), where the highest
concentrations of stormwater were present. Within the plumes
studied, toxicity was usually present whenever stormwater
concentrations above 10% were present. The duration of toxicity
in surface waters was not specifically addressed in this study, but
can be expected to be determined by the rate of plume dispersion.
In this study, toxicity was detected in surface water near the mouth
of Ballona Creek 2 days after a storm event.

Toxic portions of the
stormwater plume were
variable in size,
extending from ¼ to 2
miles offshore of
Ballona Creek.

. ~;z:

::-:~"

The spatial extent of surface water toxicity varied between
storms, and was influenced by the amount of storm flow, the degree
of toxicity of the stormwater, and the amount of mixing that
occurred upon discharge. The greatest offshore extent of toxicity
was measured following a storm on February 21, 1996, a two-year
event, when toxicity was detected 2 miles offshore of Ballona
Creek. For other storms, the toxic portion of the plume extended
%-1 mile offshore. The distnqgution of toxicity along the shoreline
was not determined in this study. The boundaries of stormwater
plumes can be described using a number of parameters (i.e.,
salinity, turbidity, and toxicity) each with different thresholds of
detection. Because a relatively high concentration of stormwater is
needed to produce toxicity, the area of potential biological impact
within a plume will be smaller than the region defined by physical
characteristics such as salinity (Figure 6).
An unexpected result of this study was the detection of
toxicity in receiving waters that appeared to be due to sources other
than urban runoff. An average of 53% of the surface water samples
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Surface water toxicity
caused by unidentified
sources was frequently
encountered during dry
weather,

collected offshore of Ballona and Malibu Creeks during periods of
dry weather were found to be toxic. The location of the toxic
samples was variable and there was no relationship between toxicity
and the amount Of freshwater in the samples, indicating that dry
weather urban runoff was not the cause. Additional sources of
receiving water toxicity were also indicated during the wet weather
sampling, as some water samples were more toxic than could be
accounted for by the amount of stormwater present.
The dry weather toxicity results suggest that factors other
than stormwater discharge have a major influence on surface water
quality in Santa Mortica Bay. While the cause of dry weather
toxicity was not determined, its .fi:equent detection indicates _that
impaired surface water quality in Santa Monica Bay extends beyond
the spatial and seasonal boundaries associated with stormwater
discharge. Potential sources of dry weather toxicity include the
deposition of contaminants t~om the atmosphere, biological events
such as red tides, and inputs from boating activities.
Dissolved metals in stormwater were identified as important
contributors to impaired water quality in Ballona Creek storrawater
plumes. This conclusion was the result of experiments that
combined chemical treatments designed to remove specific types of
constituents in water samples with sea urchin toxicity tests, a
process known as Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE). The
toxicity of Ballona Creek stormwater and receiving water samples
was usually eliminated when treatments were applied that
neutralized toxic trace metals by complexation (Figure 7).
Chemical analyses confirmed that dissolved concentrations of zinc,
and occasionally copper, were at toxic levels in undiluted
stormwater. The dissolved concentrations of other metals were
below toxic levels for the sea urchin test. Measurements of
receiving water also detected elevated concentrations of zinc (but
not copper) in the stormwater plume offshore of Ballona Creek.

~~
=-~.
¯~

Zinc was the most
important toxic
constituent identified in
stormwater. Copper and
other unidentified
constituents may also be
responsible for some of
the toxicity measured,

Chemical analyses were unable to attribute all of the toxicity
measured to zinc and copper, indicating that additional constituents
may contribute to the toxicity of stormwater discharged into Santa
Monica Bay. The measured concentrations of zinc and copper in
Ballona Creek stormwater were estimated to account for only 544% of the observed toxicity. Zinc concentrations in the toxic
portion of the discharge plume were usually below levels shown to
cause toxicity in the laboratory. The unaccounted-for toxicity may
be due to synergistic interactions between toxic metals, variability
in the chemical analyses, or the influence of other toxic chemicals,
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such as pesticides. Additional research is needed before these
alternatives can be evaluated. TIE studies have not been completed
for other stormwater discharges into the Bay, so we do not know if
the pattern demonstrated for Ballona Creek is representative of
other sites.
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FIGURE 5. Seasonal changes in the toxicity of Ballona Creek stormwater over tw6 storm seasons. Toxicity was measured using
the sea urchin fertilization test (Toxic Units = 100/EC50). The greatest toxicity was observed in stormwater obtained from the
first storm of each year.
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Surface Layer Toxicity
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FIGURE 6. Map of surface layer toxicity (effect on sea urchin fertilization) from Ballona
Creek stormwater discharge following a 2-year storm in December, 1996 (3.1 in. rainfall).
Expected toxicity was calculated from measurements of salinity (indicates concentration of
stormwater) and the concentration dose-response curve for the effects of stormwater on sea
urchin fertilization. The greatest toxicity (lowest fertilization percentage) was present closest to
the point of discharge. The area of toxicity was smaller than the physical extent of the plume,
as indicated by the solid line showing a salinity of 33 psu. This figure illustrates the relative size
of the toxic portion of the plume for a single storm, but does not represent the largest plume
studied. Toxic portions of the plume were found to extend greater and smaller distances
offshore for other storms.
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FIGURE 7. Effect of toxicity identification evaluation treatments on the toxicity ofgallona Creek stormwater
and two samples of surface water collected within the Ballona Creek discharge plume. Complexation ofmetals
by addition of EDTA usually eliminated toxicity, as shown by the large increase in sea urchin fertilization above
the untreated (baseline) value. Other treatments, removal of particles by filtration and removal of organic compounds,
were of limited effectiveness. Similar results were found for other samples of stormwater and surface water.
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SEAF’LOOR BIOLOGY

The deposition of
stormwater particles
influences the physical
and chemical
characteristics of the
seafloor,

Much of the natural diversity and many of the commercially
important species in the ocean occur on the seafloor. Clams and
shrimp live in this environment, as well as worms and starfish, all of
which serve as food for fish. This is also the location where
stormwater particles, and associated contaminants, eventually
settle. Unlike the water column, where a stormwater plume
eventually mixes and disperses, the sediments on the seafloor can
accumulate nmoff inputs over an entire storm, over several storms,
or over several seasons. These inputs can alter the seafloor biology
by either changing the habitat, such as altering sediment grain size,
or by the build-up of pollutants. The potential for impacts to
seafioor organisms is great because they are not mobile and-are
therefore subjected to the accumulated stormwater inputs for long
periods of time. Typically, these seafloor organisms are relatively
sensitive and changes to the number or types of organisms may
result in changes to fish populations.
We estimated impacts of stormwater runoff discharges on
the seafloor by collecting samples from the ocean bottom between
one and two weeks following large storm events, after the
stormwater plumes had dispersed and particles had time to settle,
and then again during dry weather. Seafloor samples were
collected directly offshore of Ballona and Malibu Creeks at 75 ft.
depth in the heart of the stormwater plumes, along intervals upcoast
and downcoast representing gradients of plume impact, and then
outside the area of the plume. The top 2 cm (< 1 inch) of these
seafloor samples, which represented the most recent seafloor
accumulations, were collected for contaminant analysis and toxicity
testing. Sediment samples were analyzed for contaminants
including trace metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons (DDTs and
PCBs), and petroleum hydrocarbons (PAils). The toxicity tests
included survival of crustaceans (an amphipod) and sea urchins,
fertilization success and development of sea urchin embryos, and
bioaccumulation of contaminants from seafloor mud in adult sea
urchins. A second sediment sample was collected, sieved through a
fine mesh screen, and the organisms were enumerated to determine
the abundance and diversity of the native seafloor fauna.

An increase in sediment
constituents was
present on the seafloor
offshore BallonaCreek.

Alterations to the seafloor habitat and sediment constituent
concentrations had occurred offshore of the Ballona Creek
watershed (Table 1). The sediments offshore of Malibu Creek
generally had higher concentrations of naturally abundant
constituents including fine-grained particles, organic carbon, and
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trace metals such as chromium. In contrast, the sediments offshore
of Ballona Creek generally had higher concentrations of urban
contaminants including common stormwater constituents such as
lead and zinc, as well as other rarely detected constituents in
routine stormwater monitoring programs, such as DDTs, PCBs,
and PAHs. Moreover, sediments offshore of Ballona Creek
showed evidence of storrnwater impacts, over a large area.
Concentrations of copper, lead, zinc, DDTs, PCBs, and PAHs were
highest directly offshore of the creek mouth and then decreased in
both the upcoast and downcoast directions at distances up to 3
miles away (Figure 8). The increased sediment contamination was
also observed more than 1 mile offshore, where water depths
reached over I00 feet.
-Biological communities offshore of Ballona Creek were
similar to those offshore of Malibu Creek (Table 2). Both areas
had comparable abundance and similar species composition.
Seventeen of the 19 most commonly found taxa offshore of Ballona
Creek were present offshore of Malibu Creek, and both watersheds
had a low abundance of so-called "pollution indicator" organisms.
Both areas had healthy benthic communities, as measured by the
Benthic Response Index, which is a tool for assessing the relative
importance of pollution indicator species at a site. Species richness
and diversity were statistically higher near Malibu Creek than
Ballona Creek.
Biological communities offshore of Ballona and Malibu
Creeks were also similar to background reference conditions
established in previous studies of southern California (Table 2).
The mean abundance, mean number of taxa per sample, and mean
diversity at the creek sites were comparable to reference sites
located in waters of similar depth, but distant from river and creek
mouths. The present study was limited to the area offshore of the
Ballona Creek jetty; previous studies by other scientists have shown
impacts to benthic communities and the presence of pollution
indicator organisms inside of the jetty (adjacent to Marina del Rey).
The seafloor biology results were consistent with the results
from sediment toxicity tests. Seafloor sediments offshore of
Ballona Creek did not kill ampkipods or impair the fertilization
success or normal embryo development of sea urchins. However,
seafloor sediments were found to be a potential source of
contaminants that bioaccumulate in seafloor organisms such as
adult sea urchins. Concentrations of lead, DDTs, and PCBs were
three to ten times higher in sea urchins exposed to sediments
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collected offshore of Ballona Creek than in sea urchins living on
sediments from our reference location. While the effect of this
bioaccumulation on the sea urchin is not known, it does represent a
mechanism by which sediment-associated pollutants can enter the
food chain and biomagnify within fish.
The fate of most
stormwater
constituents is
unknown,

One significant finding of this study was that the fate of
most storrnwater constituents discharged to Santa Monica Bay is
unknown. Although we documented the accumulation of
contaminants on the seafloor offshore of Ballona Creek, these
amounts were not permanent and represent only a fraction of the
total mass emissions discharged. Further, reductions in constituent
concentrations were observed at some locations that may have
resulted from the resuspension and transport of sediments by waves
and currents. Until the location where this ~rnaterial eventually
settles is known, we cannot be certain that we have examined the
seafloor areas having the ~eatest influence from storrnwater or dry
weather discharges. An additional concern is that constituents from
other sources may have similar transport and fate mechanisms,
producing enhanced impacts from the cumulative effects of multiple
sollrces.
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TABLE 1. Average concentrations of sediment constituents
offshore (75 ft. depth) of creek mouths in Santa Monica Bay
following storm events between 1995 and 1997. Boxed
numbers indicate significantly higher concentrations.
Sediment offshore of the less urbanized watershed (MaHbu
Creek) had higher levels of naturally occurring constituents
such as aluminum and iron. Higher concentrations of
anthropogenic constituents such as lead and PAHs were
present offshore of the more urbanized watershed (Ballona
Creek).

Sediment Concentration
Ballona Ck
Malibu Ck
(n=8)
(n=7)
Fines
TOC

% dry
% dry

31.6
0.594

!
I

53.1
0.963

Aluminum
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Iron
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Silver
Zinc

gg/dry g
~tg/dry g
~tg/dry g
Ixg/dry g
~tg/dry g
ktg/dry g
~g/dryg
~tg/dry g
~g/dry g
I~g/dry g
~g/dry g

11492
5.1
0.5
40.7
12
14997
26.4
0.18
14.29
0.95
54

!

172801
5.6
0.7
52.6
13
21720
10.3
0.08
27.76
0.31
56

Total DDTs
Total PCBs
Total PAHs

ng/dry g
ng/dry g
ng/dry g

[
[

25.6
21.5
240.6

I
I
[
L
[

15.5
3.0
56.2
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TABLE 2. Biological community parameters offshore of a
highly urbanized watershed (Ballona Creek), a less urbanized
watershed (Malibu Creek), and other reference areas in nearcoastal waters of ~outhern California at similar depths (30 to
75 feet). Values are the mean (+95% confidence limits).

Ballona
(n=6)

Malibu
(n=5)

Reference
(n=29)

Abundance
238 (+51)
(No. organisms/0.1 m2)

316 (+55)

276 (+61)
-

No. Species
(No. taxa/0.1 m2)

75 (i6)

91 (!8)

71 (_+9)

Diversity
(Shannon-Wiener H’)

1.65
(+0.02)

1.73
(+0.04)

1.55
(+0.15)

Benthic Response
Index (BRI units)

24.0
(+1.7)

30.5
(+0.7)

3.0 - 30.6
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FIGURE 8. Grain size and contaminant concentrations in surface sediments across the gradient of
stormwater influence offshore of Ballona Creek. Sampling stations were located 1.5 miles offshore
(25 m depth) and at various distances upcoast or downcoast of the creek. Each value represents
the mean (+95% confidence interval) of eight samples, each collected after a storm event. The influence
of stormwater particle deposition is shown by the elevated values directly offshore of Ballona Creek.
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EFFECTS OF WATERSHED TYPE ON BENEFICIAL USES

Different impacts to
Santa Monica Bay were
produced by an
urbanized and an
unurbanized watershed,

The comparison of receiving water impacts from different.
watersheds is a powerful tool to distinguish between natural and
man-made effects. Although the Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek
watersheds are similar in size and discharge into the same body of
water (Santa Monica Bay), they differ in their degree of
urbanization (Figure I). The measurement of similar parameters in
each receiving water area provides the information needed to
distinguish between natural processes and impairment due to manmade factors. This approach also identifies which monitoring
methods are most useful for detecting man’-made impacts.
The characteristics and impacts of stormwater from the
Bal!ona Creek and Malibu Creek watersheds were found to differ in
a number of respects (Table 3). The impacts observed were the
result of the interaction of three key factors: land use, flow
characteristics, and receiving water conditions. Receiving water
impacts were less near Mah’bu Creek and were related to the
discharge of less toxic stormwater and lower peak flows.
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TABLE 3. Characteristics of a highly urbanized watershed (Ballona Creek) and a less
urbanized watershed 0VIalibu Creek) adjacent to Santa Monica Bay, California.

Ballona Creek

Malibu Creek

Watershed
Characteristics

The largest watershed draining Similar in size to Ballona Creek
to Santa Monica Bay, 83% of (110 square miles), 88% of this
its 130 square miles is watershed is undeveloped.
developed. The principal land
use is residential.

Flow Characteristics

The largely impermeable
surface area (41% overall) and
concrete channel drainage
system results in rapid changes
in flow following rainfall. Peak
flows are relatively high and of
shorter duration compared to
other areas,

More permeable surface area
(96% overall) absorbs early
season rainfall and increases lag
time between rainfall and peak
flow.
Discharges have
relatively lower peak flows but
duration can be days longer
than concrete channelized
systems. Discharge into
Mahqgu Lagoon may reduce
flows and particle loads to
ocean.

¯ Plume Characteristics The stormwater plume in both areas consisted of a thin buoyant layer
of low salinity water floating at the surface. The dissolved and
particulate components of stormwater were most concentrated in the
upper 2 m of the water column. Plumes extended up to 6 miles
offshore and were widely distributed along the shore.

Debris

Higher flows and less mixing
produced well-defined plumes
that
contained
higher
concentrations of stormwater
near Ballona Creek.

Lower flows, more mixing, and
discharges from adjacent
canyons resulted in more
complex and ill-defined plume
boundaries near Malibu Creek.

Floating debris was omen
concentrated near the margins
of the plume and contained
many items of man-made
origin, such as plastic.

Floating debris was dominated
by organic materials of natural
origin, such as twigs and
charred wood.

TABLE 3. Continued.
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Ballona Creek

~
:~!

Water Clarity

Less mixing of stormwater
usually produced larger areas
ofreducedwater clarity,

Stormwater inputs were often
more turbid, but lower flows
and greater dilution near the
mouth resulted in better clarity.

Stormwater Toxicity

Samples from the creek were
always toxic to sea urchins.
Concentrations higher than
10% stormwater usually
produced adverse effects in
laboratory tests.

Samples were less toxic than
Ballona Creek stormwater and
occasionally nontoxic. High
concentrations (>25%) us_ually
needed to produce toxicity.

Receiving Water
Toxicity

Surface water in most
concentrated portion of plume
was often toxic to sea urchins,
Toxicity was detected in
receiving waters up to 2 miles
from discharge.

Toxicity in water column was
rarely present and was not
related to plume concentration.

Cause of Toxicity

Zinc is responsNle for a
portion of the stormwater
toxicity. The influence of
pesticides and other organics is
uncertain.

Metals axe implicated but have
not been confirmed as
important toxicants.

:.i -

:~..:....:
.... ./

Seafloor Habitat

Sediments were higher in urban Higher concentrations of
stormwater
associated constituents were derived from
contaminants, such as lead and natural sources, such as fine
sediments and organic carbon.
zinc.

Sediment Toxicity

Changes in sediment toxicity
were minor and not related to
stormwater discharges.

Seafloor Biological
Communities

Biological communities were similar among Malibu Creek, Ballona
Creek, and background reference sites.

:
¯~
:~:~
~

Malibu Creek
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
The Santa Monica Bay receiving waters study produced the
first integrated assessment of impacts from stormwater discharges
into the Bay. The presence of well-developed plumes containing
toxic materials demonstrates the need for continued studies of the
impacts from urban stormwater runoff‘in Santa Monica Bay and
elsewhere. Additional information regarding the sources,
characteristics, and extent of the receiving water impacts should be
determined in order to refine management actions.
A high priority should be placed upon locating sources of__
toxicity and contamination within the Ballona Creek watershed.
Identification of the land uses or regions of the watershed that
contribute most to the impacts will enable management actions to
be targeted where they will have the greatest beneficial impact.
Source identification studies should include sampling of systems
tributary to Ballona Creek for measurement of toxicity and
chemical constituents. ’
Additional receiving water studies are recommended for
Santa Monica Bay to provide a more complete understanding of the
nature and magnitude of stormwater impacts. Future studies
should include constituents of concern that were not emphasized in
this study, such as bacteria, nutrients, pesticides, and trash. These
constituents should be incorporated into studies of plume
persistence, cause of toxicity, and constituent fate.

Information on the
duration, size, and cause
Plume persistence information is needed to estimate the
of adverse impacts is
duration of exposure of." 1) swimmers to bacteria and 2) marine life
needed to identify
appropriate stormwater to stormwater toxicants and nutrients. Improved information on
plume persistence can be obtained by the use of moored sensors in
management’ actions,
the discharge area in combination with data from remote sensing
instruments (e.g., satellites). A goal of these studies should be to
develop plume dilution and/or tracking models of plume duration
and magnitude. This information is valuable because different
management responses may be appropriate for stormwater
discharges that produce short- versus long-lived impacts.
A suite of species
should be used to
identify toxicants in
stormwater,

Toxicity testing using multiple marine species ~ also needed
to provide a more complete assessment of the causes of toxicity in
stormwater discharged into Santa Monica Bay. Identification of
zinc and copper as contaminants of concern was based primarily on
studies with a single species (sea urchin). Because different species
vary in their sensitivity to contaminants, tests with multiple species
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are needed to determine if other contaminants are present at toxic
concentrations. Tests with crustaceans (e.g., shrimp) are especially
recommended as they are likely to be sensitive to pesticides such as
diazinon and chlor~yrifos, which have been found to be important
factors in the toxicity ofstormwater ~om other watersheds. These
tests should include toxicity identification procedures so that
potential constituents of concern (e.g., metals and pesticides) can
be conftrmed and others can be discounted. Toxicant identification
is needed to prioritize chemical-specific management actions.
The fate of stormwater
particles must be
determined in order to
assess seaflo0r impacts,

Chemical and oceanographic studies are needed to
determine the fate ofstormwater particles discharged into Santa
Monica Bay. Although some of the particles in Santa Monica Bay
stormwater plumes may be deposited near the mouth of an urban
watershed, they do not necessarily persist there for long periods of
time. Since the spatial extent of particle dispersal in Santa Monica
Bay was not determined, there may be areas of significant
accumulation that were not investigated. Studies of currents,
sediment resuspension, and sediment transport, coupled with
chemical source identification methods, should be conducted to
determine whether stormwater discharge is a significant source of
adverse sediment contamination within Santa Monica Bay. This
information is needed to identify areas of the seafloor with the
greatest potential for biological impacts from stormwater discharge.

Additional receiving
water systems should be
studied to identify
impairments from other
watersheds,

The impacts of stormwater rtmoffon other receiving water
systems should also be studied. This is because differences in
watershed size and land use patterns will likely result in different
levels of risk to the receiving water beneficial uses. For example,
changes in land use may contribute different toxicants, and changes
in watershed size will influence the magnitude of the toxicant input.
The nature of the receiving water environment is also important.
Semi-enclosed water bodies, such as most bays and harbors, do not
have the mixing and dilution capacity of the open coastal
environment studied in Santa Monica Bay. The potential for
impairment will be greater in these areas because organisms will
have an increased exposure to the stormwater plume and moie
stormwater particles will settle nearby and influence sediment
quality. Until the effects of variations in watershed or receiving
water characteristics can be accurately predicted, additional
integrated studies will be necessary to assess impacts to receiving
waters in other areas.
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APPEHDIX D
D.1

Low Flow Pilot Study

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Low Flow Pilot Study was to assess feasibility of modifying the
sampling equipment at land use stations to monitor storms as small as 0.1 inches of
rainfall. Currently the land use monitoring equipment is designed to monitor storms
greater than 0.25 inches of rainfall. To conduct the assessment the equipment at a single
land use monitoring station was modified to capture events as small as 0.1 inches. The
feasibility assessment was based on the following criteria:
_.
¯ the operational effectiveness of the sampler at low storm volumes;
¯ the feasibility and effectiveness of sample retrieval and transport; and
¯ the ability to reprogram and maintain this setting at other samplers.
Based on these criteria, a decision will be made whether to set some or all of the
remaining land use samplers to monitor storms totaling 0.1 inches of rainfall or greater.
D.2

EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

Stormwater Monitoring Site 24, known as Project 1202 Monitoring Station, was selected
for the Low Flow Pilot Study. The Project 1202 site is located at a concrete box culvert.
The site catchment drains based on an evaluation conducted in Monitoring Plan for
1996/1997 Low Flow Pilot (Woodward-Clyde and Larry Walker Associates, 1996) a 1.07
square mile watershed that is approximately 74 percent impervious. The land use in the
watershed is approximately 42 percent commercial, 49 percent industrial and 9 percent
vacant. Project 1202 was selected for this pilot study because, compared to the other land
use stations, it produced the best runoff response to small events, it had high
imperviousness, and it had the lowest and most consistent dry weather flows.
The sampling was conducted with the existing automatic water sampler. The sampler
was programmed to start automatically based on the water depth .reaching 0.125 feet
(1.5 inches) as measured by the existing pressure transducer, and detection of 0.02 inches
of rainfall by a tipping bucket rain gage. The sampler drew 1.0 liter aliquots on a
flow-proportioned basis. An initial daily volume of 10,000 cubic feet of flow between
Woodw~d.~l~de ~pAEPPUB\WATERLMONITOR’~_PORTS~Moni~rin8 Repor~\1999-00~Integrated ReportFiles~.ppendiceskLowFlow.doc\lg-.lul-O0k954P245~SNA D-1
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aliquot collections was selected. Ten aliquots were sampled per bottle, and the sampler
housed four 10 liter bottles. The sample collection pacing volume was changed to 5,000
cubic feet after receiving poor results from the first small storm of the season (Storm 2A).
Sampling discontinued when either all sample aliquots were taken or when the sampler
was manually turned off.
Rainfall estimates for storm volume were not available until two to three hours before an
event. With the required set-up for the other elements of the Monitoring Program (i.e.,
bottle and ice placement, equipment problem solving, and field team mobilization), the
sampler pacing volume could not be set based on anticipated storm size. The sampler
pacing volume was, therefore, maintained at 5,000 cubic feet (that is after Storm 2A, see
above) to ensure proper sampling of storms down to 0.1 inches.
The automatic sampler does not have telemetric communications. All programming and
data transfer is conducted in the field. For this and other reasons discussed above, the
sample collection pacing volume could not be modified in response to changes in
forecasted rainfall amounts.
The sampler bottles were checked frequently, starting several hours after sampling began,
to evaluate whether the bottles were full and needed to be changed. To sample any events
with more than 0.25 inches of rain, the composite bottles were changed at least once
during the sample collection. In the 1996-97 storm season, 8 of 11 storms were greater
than 0.25 inches of rain.
The samples collected for the Low Flow Pilot Study were stored, handled and analyzed in
accordance with the currently approved Storm Water/Urban Runoff Monitoring Plan.
The analytical methods for the constituents analyzed in this study are listed in Table B-1.
The complete methods are presented in Monitoring Plan for 1996/1997 Low Flow Pilot
Study (Woodward-Clyde and Lan3r Walker Associates, 1996).

Wo~twaz"d-Clyde OP:’tEPPUB\WATERggfONITOR’O,.EPOR.TS~onitoring Rep~rts\1999-00~!ntegrat~d Report Files~App~ndic~kLo,,vFlow,doe\19-Jul-00k954P’245kgNA D-2
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Table D-1. Analytical Methods for Constituents Analyzed in Low Flow Pilot Study
~ample
Type

Method

DL

PQL

Units

Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chloride
Fluoride
Nitrate
Sulfate
Alkalinity
Hardness
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN
Spedfic Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Vol.Sus.Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A350.3
A215.2
C3500MgD
A258:1
A273.1
A310.1
A310.1
B429
EH29
B429
B429
A310.1
A130.2
A365.2
A365.2
A410.4
A150.1
A350.3
C41 lOB
C4110B
A351.4
A120.1
A160.1
A180.1
A160.2
160.4
A425.1
A415.1

0.1
.1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
4.0
2.0
0.05
0.05
5
na
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.1
1
2.0
0.1
2.0
1.0
0.05
1.0

0.1
1.0
1.0 "
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
4.0
2.0
0.05
0.05
10
na
0.1
0.5
0,03
0,1
1
2.0
0.1
2.0
1.0
0.05
1.0

mg/I
mg/I
rag/1
mg/I
mg/I
mg/i
mg~l
mg/I
mgfl
mg/l
mg/I
mg/l
mg/I
mg/l
mg/]
mg/I
mg/l
mgil
mg/I
mg/t
umhos/cm
mg/I
NTU
mg/l
mg/I
mg/I
rag/1

BOD

Comp

A405.1

2.0

2.0

mg/l

Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Barium
Total Badum
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Beryllium
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmium
Total Cadmium

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A202.2
A202.2
A204.2
A204,2
A206.2
A206.2
A208.2
A208.2
A210.2
A210.2
A212.3
A212.3
A213.2
A213.2

100
100
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
100
100
I
1

100
100
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1
100
100
1
1

ug/1
ug/I
ug/l
ug/l
ug/I
ug/i
ug/1
ug,q
ug/I
ug/l
ug/1
ug/l
ug/I
ug/l

Class Constituent

"
Holding
Preservation , Time

General
HzSO4
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO_~

HNO~ or H2SO,~
H2SO4
H2SO~
H2SO~

H2SO4

HCI, H~SO4, or
H3PO~

28 days
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
14 days
14 days
28 days
28 days
48 hours
48 hours
14 cl;~ys
6 months
48 hours
28 days
28 days
immed.
28 days
48 hours
48 hours
28 days
immed.
7 days
48 hours
7 days
7 days
48 hours
28 days
48 hours

Metals
HNO~
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
HNO3
HNO~
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
HNO~
HNO3
HNO~
HNOz

6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months

DL = Detection limit
PQL = Practical quantitation limit
na = not applicable
"-" = No preservation required other than cooling the sample to 4° C.
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Class Constituent

Type

Method

DL

PQL

Units

Preservation

Holding
Time

Metals (cont.)
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury
Dissolved Nickel
Total Nickel
Dissloved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc
To[at Zinc

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A218.2
A218.2

A220.1
A220.1
A236.1
A236.1
A239.2
A239.2
A243.1
A243.1
A245.1
A245.1
A249.2
A2.49.2
A2.70.2
A270.2
A272.2
A272.2
A279.2
A279.2
A289.1
,~?.89.1

1
1
10
10
1
1
100
100
1
1
50
50
0.1
0.1
1
1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
1
1
10
10

5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
50
50
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ug/1
ugfl
ug/t
ug/I
ug/]
ug/I
ug/I
ug/l
ug/l
ug/l
ug/I
ug/I
ug/]
ug/I
ug/1
ug/l
ug/l
ug/1
ug/I
ug/1
ug/I
ug/I
ugfl
ug/l

HNO3
HNO3
.HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
"HNOz
HNOz
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO=
HNO=
HNO~
HNOz
HNO3
HNO~

6 months
6 months
24 hours
24 hours
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
28 days
28 days
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months

Semi-Volatile Organics
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
All other SVOCs

Comp
Comp

525
525

3.0
0.5 - 5.0

3.0
0.5 - 5.0

ug,q
ugfl

7 days
7 days

Organochlodne Pesticides &
PCBs

Comp

D608

0.05 - 1.0 0.05 - 1.1

ug/]

7 days

Diazinon
Chlorpyrifos
Other N- and P-Containing
Pesticides

Comp
Comp
Comp

507
507
507

0.05
0.20
1.0 - 2.0

0.25
1.00
1.0 - 2.0

ug/I
ug/I
ug/l

7 days
7 days
7 days

Carbofuran

Comp

531.1

5.0

5.0

ug/l

7 days

Chlorinated Herbicides &
Bentazon
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP .
Bentazon

Comp
Comp
Comp

515.1
515.1
515.1

10.0
1.0
2.0

10.0
1.0
2.0

ug/I
ug/~
ug/]

7 days
7days
7 days

Glyphosate

Comp

547

25

50

ug/1

Pesticides
i

:’:

Na2SzO~

14 days

DL = Detection limit
PQL = Practical quantitation limit
na = not applicable
"-" = No preservation required other than cooling the sample to 4° C.
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RESULTS

During the 1996-97 storm season, eleven events were monitored at the Project 1202 site.
Of these eleven events, ten were sampled. The monitored storm events ranged in size
from 0.13 inches to 4.25 inches of rainfall. In the 1996-97 storm season, 8 of 11 storms
were greater than 0.25 inches of rain. Hydrographs for each event are presented in
Attachment D-1. A summary of the events is presented below in Table D-2.Water
quality results are presented in Table D-3.
-Table D-2. Summary of the events monitored for the Low Flow Pilot Study.

Event No.

Date

Precipitation

Runoff
Volume

(in)

(1000’s of c.f.)

:

Antecedent No~ of Bottle
Dry Period Replacements
(days)

0.75(2)
2.00
O. 16
4.25
0.15
0.84
0.76
2.49
1.08 (3)
0.98
0.13

1
10/29/96
1,658
231
4
2
11/20/96
2,282
22
3
2A
12/5/96
113
13
1
3
12/9/96
5,205
3
3
4
12/22/96
60
10
1
5
12/27/96
5
1,053
3
5A
1/1/97
716
5
1
6
1/12/97
3,256
6
8
7
1/21/97
5
4
1,014(a)
8
1/25/97
4,560(~)
5
rds
8A
2/10/97
265
16
2
Notes:
(1) number of actual bottle replacements, not number required.
(2) Precipitation value for Los Angeles River at Wardlow site (4 miles away)
(3) totals at time that the sampler malfunctioned.
(4) rtmoffvolume not reliable due to pressure transducer problems.
rgs = not sampled.
A = small storm events not sampled at every station.
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Table D-3. Summary of Results for 1996-1997 Low Flow Pilot Study
DPW SAMPLE NO.
STATION NO.
STATION NAME
DATE SAMPLED
DATE DELWEREO
STORM NO.

C=~’b~nele
Chtodde
NJ~fe

58960
59022
59045
59251
59325
59103
59153
59163
59280
59210
$24
$24
$24
S24
$24
$24
$24
$24
$24
$24
PloJec~ I202 Pm~ec~ 1202 Projsct 1202 Pmjecf 1202 proJec~ 1202 ProJecf f202 Project f202 PmJec| 1202 Pro~ect 1202 Pru~ec~ 1202
10/30~6
11/2t/oj5
02/10/97
12/09/96
12/21/96
12/05/96
12/27/96
01/01/97
01112/97
01/22/97
Sarape 10/30/96
12/10/96
12/23/96
02/I 1/97
11/21/96
12/96/96
12/27/96
01/C~97
01113/97
01/22/97
Typ~
I
2
3
4
2A
5
5A
6
7
8A

EPA Method

DL

PQL

Unil$

A310.1
B429

2.O
2.0

2.0
2.0

rn~tl
m~l

Domp
Comp

0
11.7

0
6.57

0
5.45

0
1610

Mien

0
43.3

0
17.5

0
5.62

0
3.67

0
5.59

0
25.6

0
14.18

8.22

2.53

1.44

1.89

2.21

13.5

4~45

32.1

18.2

12.8

12.8

23.5

38.5

22.2

0.071
0.324

0.23
0.45

0.44
1.22

0.26
0.66

23

0.194
0.427
0.046
1.846
70
46
29

0.322
0.499
0.108
1.78
163
110
25

1.1
3.051
0.21
5.18
22’9
150
140

0.779
1.005
0.098
2.95
154
t00
38

2.4

0.1
2.52

O.13
8.09

0.135
24.21

0.144
11.77

R428

0.1

0.1

~

Comp

5.73

2.13

1.54

5~29

A{kalinily

A310.I

4.0

4.0

rn~

Comp

t2.~1

17.1

16.1

38.52

D,iseolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus

A365.2
A365.2

0.05
0.05

0.05
0.05

~
n~

Comp
Comp

0.319
0.793

0.242
0.585

0.07
0.38

0.59
1.1

NH3-N
NPtate.N
Ni~l~N
TKN
Specific Conductanca
Total Dissolved So[[d=
Turbidity

A350.3
C4|10B
C4110B
A351.4
A120.1
A160.1
A160,1

0.1
O.1
0.01
0.1
1
2.0
O.1

0.1
0.5
0.03
0.1
1
2.0
0.1

rn~
m9/I
m~1
n~l
umhodcm
m9/I
NTU

C~mp
C~mp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

0.269
1.29
0.05
2.2
136
92
10.9

0.367
0.481
0.048
2.72
94.6
76
25

0.3
0.348
0.042
1.81
60
38
24

2.68
1.2
0.171
5.08
325
202
46

1.87
1.86
0.206
5.75
210
136
24

0.227
0.572
0.058
1.82
70
50
37

MBAS
Total Orgenlc Carbon

A425.~
A415.1

0.05
1.0

0.05
1.0

~
m~l

Comp
Comp

0,31
17.05

0.Q96
12.2

0.068
5.6

0.181
7.4

0.211
33.1

0.083
5.14

D]sso|ved Afumin,~m

A202.2

100

100

uOtl

Comp

0

0

0

O

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dissolved Antimony

A204.2

5

ug,1

Comp

0

0

O

0

0

0

0

O

0

O

O

Dislo[v~d,~ienl¢
Tota] Arsenic
Oiseo~ved 8adum
Total Datum

A206.2
A206.2
.~208.2
A208.2

5
5
10
10

u{~/1
u9~
u~
ug/1

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
10
23

1
2
10
10

0
0
0
O

0
0
0
0

O
0
1t
20

0
0
O
0

0
0
16
41

O
2
40
87

0
0
9
18

Total Bewllium

A210.2

I

u94

Comp

O

0

0

0

0

0

0

O

0

0

0

100
1
1
5
5
10
t0

u~4
u~l
ug/]
u~l
u~4
ug~
u~l

Comp
Comp
Co.rap
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

0
0
0
0
12
0
O

165
0
0
0
o
0
0

0
0
0
O
5
0
O

278
0
1
0
2
0
0

158
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
O
0
0
4
O
0

0
0
0
5
6
0
O

0
0
0
2
3
0
0

103
0
0
2
3
0
0

O
O
0
1
4
0
0

70
0
0
1
4
0
O

~
~)
~
~

Total Oomn
Di|~olved Cadmium
Total Ccdmium
. Dissolved Ch.rom[um
Total Chromium
Diesolved Chromium ~6
Total Chromium-~6

~
~

DL- Detraction I[mit
PQL - P~ctical quantitalion limit

,~. 12.3
A213.2
A213.2
A21~.2
A218.2

100
1
1
I
1
10
t0

0.14
0.41
0.449
0.325
0.043
1.36
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Flow Pilot

The following problems occurred with the sampling equipment. For Storm 1, the
adjacent triggering precipitation gauge was not yet operational. The flow record was
inconsistent during Storm 7, which was the result of a calibration problem. For this
event, data were analyzed for the first portion of the stormflow (shaded dark in the
hydrograph in Attachment D-2). The calibration problem continued through Storm 8 and
was fixed in early February before Storm 8A.
During the larger events the small pacing volume prevented the samplers from taking the
correct number of samples. The sampler typically spends 2.5 minutes in the sampling
mode once triggered by the flow meter. The flow meter will not begin to accumulate
runoff volume for the next sample until the 2.5 minute sampling cycle is complete. There
is, therefore, a down time following each pumping cycle. When the pacing volume is
small and the runoff is high, the number of samples obtained is less than the target. This
occurred in many of the larger events.
The sampler pacing for Storms 4, 5A, and 6 has been plotted to show this effect
(Attachment D-2). In these figures the diamonds represent the theoretical ~ampler pacing
assuming no down time. The triangles represent the theoretical sampler pacing with a
2.5 minute down time after each sample. Finally, the actual pacing is plotted with tick
marks on the x-axis. All numbers above the symbols represent the number of samples
taken during one hour.
During Storm 4 (0.15 inches of rain) the sampler collected three less samples than the
calculated theoretical pacing. For Storm 5A (0.76 inches of rain) the sampler took one
less sample than desired. However, for Storm 6 (2.49 inches of rain) the sampler took
over 40 samples less than it theoretically should have. This figure does not include the
periods of time not sampled when the bottles were completely filled and not yet replaced.
The water quality constituents analyzed showed some trends with storm size. A few
higher concentrations than normal, were seen in Storm 8A (0.13 inches rain). The
composite sample for this event had the highest measured values of total suspended solids
(TSS), turbidity, nitrate, total phosphorus, and hardness, while all other constituents were
within the ranges of the other samples (Table D-3).
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In terms of concentration of the constituents monitored, the smaller storms produced
higher levels of some of the constituents than the medium to large storms. This effect is
shown in Figures D-1 through D-4. It can be seen that the concentrations of nitrate and
total phosphorus are higher in the smaller storms than the larger storms (Figures D-1 and
D-2). The concentration of total suspended solids was highest for one of the small
rainfall events (Storm 8A), but otherwise there is no trend with storm size (Figure D-3).
The concentration of total metals (total zinc shown as an example) do not exhibit a trend
with storm size (Figure D-4).
--
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Figure D-2. Event concentrations of total phosphorus for nine storms at the Low Flow Pilot Study site (Project 1202).
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Figure D-3. Event concentrations of total suspended solids for nine storms at the Low Flow Pilot Study site
(Project 1202).
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Figure D-4. Event concentrations of total zinc for nine storms at the Low Flow Pilot Study site (Project 12~?).
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zo., Flow Pilot Study

Field crews generally spent more time (by a factor of 2-3) on the sampling for this pilot
study than any other sampling element of the Monitoring Program. Due to the small
requirements for sampler pacing volume, sample bottles needed to be changed frequently
throughout an event. During one event the crews needed to set up new bottles eight times
(Table D-2). Transportation to and from sites during wet weather proved to be extremely
time consuming. During the larger events, field crews had to handle and label many
more bottles. The laboratory had to composite many more 2.5 gallon sample bottles,
which also was very labor intensive.
Often the sample bottles were entirely filled and sampling discontinued for some time
when field crews arrived at the sites. Thus, storm event coverage for the medium and
large storm events was sacrificed to accommodate the 0.1 inches criterion.
D.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
The conclusions presented below address the three criteria used to evaluate the
effectiveness of 0.1 inches and greater event monitoring.
The operational effectiveness of the sampler
Sampler operational effectiveness dropped significantly for the Low Flow Pilot Study
site. Although equipment failures were generally not a factor in this study, the equipment
was not effective when the pacing volume was set so low. Due to the down time of the
flow meter during the sampling cycle, samples were often missed during the highest flow
rates. With the required pacing, bottles filled quickly and needed to be replaced
frequently during events. With telemetry at the station and a trained staff person, the
pacing volume could be charged depending on anticipated storm= size. The sampling
equipment should operate effectively for small storms, as evidenced by Storms 2A
(0.16 inches), 4 (0.15 inches), and 8A (0.13 inches).
.T.he feasibility and effectiveness of sample retrieval and transport
Overall, requiring that the smallest monitored storm be reduced from 0.25 inches to
0.1 inches resulted in extremely difficult sample retrieval and transport for field crews.
Bottles needed to changed frequently during events, resulting in extensive travel on wet
Wood~vai~.C~e ~P:~PUB\WATER.hMONITORkRE, POI~TS’~V~onlmrlng Report~\1999-00tlntegrated Report Fil~k4.ppendle~LowFlow.doc\lg-Jul-00\gs4P24~NA
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roads during the storms. For medium to large events the laboratory had to composite
numerous 2.5 gallon bottles. If the pacing problem could be solved with telemetry and
extra staff, the sample retrieval and transport would not be as burdensome for sampling
events down to 0.1 inches.
The ability to reprogram and maintain this setting at other samplers
It would be relatively easy to reprogram other land usestations to sample 0.1 inches ._and
larger storms. However, as shown in Monitoring Plan for 1996/1997 Low Flow Pilot
Study (Woodward-Clyde and Larry Walker Associates, 1996), most of these stations
would not effectiveIy monitor the storms in the 0.1 to 0.25 inches range. This is because
the flow at many stations do not respond well to small storms and also have excessive dry
weather flows. There is only one other station that could potentially handle the 0.1 inches
criteria as reported in the monitoring plan report. This station is Dominguez Channel
($23). Note that telemetry, tipping bucket rain gauges, and new samplers would need to
be added to this station to perform the low flow monitoring. The current samplers cannot
accommodate telemetry so they would need to be replaced.
Recommendation

Based on the three criteria discussed above, we recommend that all land use sites be
monitored for storms 0.25 inches and greater for the duration of the 1996 Municipal
Permit. It is our opinion that the 0.1 inches sampling will not be effective unless stations
can be provided with telemetry. To convert stations to telemetry, sampling units will
need to be replaced, which will be expensive, due to an incompatibility witli telemetry.
In this case, only two of the seven existing stations (Project 1202 and Dominguez
Channel) could be monitored for storm over 0.1 inches, since the five other sites either
have inadequate hydrologic responses to small events, low imperviousness, or high and
variable dry weather flows.
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rriae Channel Pilot Study

E.1 INTRODUCTION

_

The purpose of the Wide Channel Pilot Study is to evaluate the accuracy of a single point
water quality intake in representing the water quality in wide channels. The primary focus
of this study was the comparison of a series of surface water grab samples collected across
the width of a representative channel to investigate horizontal variations in water quality
within wide channels. The secondary focus was to compare the surface grab samples with
water samples collected near the bottom of the channel by an automated sampling sta-tlon
to evaluate the vertical variability in water quality.
The pilot study was conducted at the Ballona Creek mass emission monitoring station,
located between Sawtelle and Sepulveda Boulevards at LACDPW stream gage No.
F38C-R. The Ballona Creek station was selected because it provided the most suitable
conditions for conducting the pilot study.
E.2 EQUIPMENT AND METHODS
This section provides a summary of the Wide Channel Pilot Study methods. The complete
methods for this pilot study are included in Monitoring Plan for 1996-97 Wide Channel
Pilot Study (Woodward-Clyde, November 1996).
In order to characterize the lateral variability in water quality within Ballona Creek, water
quality sampling was conducted at five stations across the channel. The sampling pattern
included four sampling stations along the Sawtelle Boulevard bridge that were spaced
equidistant from each other, and an automated sampling station at the existing monitoring
station at the side of the channel. All samples obtained from the four bridge stations were
taken from the water surface. Stations located along the bridge are identified as West-Out,
West-In, East-In, and East-Out (the In/Out designation described whether the station was
inside or outside of the low-flow channel). Grab samples were also collected from the
automated monitoring station, which takes samples from the water at the bottom of the
channel. These samples are identified as Bottom samples (Figure E-l).
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Figure E-1
Cross Section of Ballona Creek
At Sawtelle Blvd. looking downstream
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Each station was sampled three times during each of.three events at a 2-3 hour recurrence
interval. Therefore, for each event.a maximum of fifteen samples were collected if
channel conditions allowed. The Monitoring Plan included the sampling of at least three
events sampled, thereby potentially resulting in .45 data points.
Grab samples from the four stations along the bridge were taken manually from the water
surface using a clean, polyethylene bucket and rope. One bucket was used for each
station. Water temperature in all samples was measured in the field along q;;cith
observations of water color, odor, and presence of oil sheen. All samples were analyzed at
the Department of Agricultural Commissioner/Weights and Measure’s Environmental
Toxicology Laboratory for the following constituents: pH, nitrate-nitrogen, specific
conductivity, total dissolved solids (TDS), total suspended solids (TSS), total and
dissolved copper, and tota! and dissolved zinc. Analytical methods for the constituents
analyzed are listed in Table E-1.
E.3

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Sampling for the pilot study was conducted during three storms of the 1996-97 storm
season. These events were:
Event No.

Date

Precipitation (in)

2
3
6

Nov. 20-22, I996
Dec. 9-1 I, 1996
Jan. 12-16, 1997

1.77
3.09
2.16

.:.:.

Hydrographs for the sampled events, including grab sample collection times, are shown in
Attachment E-1. Grab samples were taken at the required 2-3 hour intervals during the
rising and falling limb portions of the hydrographs.

wooawar, a.c~,~,ae ~
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Table E-1. Analytical Methods for Constituents Analyzed in Wide Channel Pilot Study
Sample
Type

Method

DL

PQL

Units

Preservation

Holding
Time

pH
Nitrate-N
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Suspended Solids

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A150.1
C4110B
A120.1
A160.1
A160.2

na
0.1
1
2.0
2.0

na
0.5
1
2.0
2.0

mg/I
umhos/cm
mg/I
mg/I

-

immed.
48 hours
immed.
7 days
7 days

Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A220.1
A220.1
A289.1
A289.1

1
1
10
10

5
5
50
50

ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I

HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
HNO.~

6 months
6 months
6 months
6 month~

Class Constituent
General

Metals

DL = Detection limit
PQL = Practical quantitation limit
na = Not applicable
"-" = No preservation required other than cooling the sample to 4° C.

La97tabs.xlsepp a methods
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E.3.1 WATER QUALITY DATA SUMMARY
A total of 39 samples were taken for the pilot study during the three sampling events.
There were potentially a maximum of 45 samples, however six samples could not be taken
due to low stages in the creek at the time of sampling. Therefore all possible samples were
collected, resulting in 10.0 percent completeness.
The field observations and measurements of water temperature, color, odor, and pres~hce
of oil sheen show little variability in both the horizontal and vertical direction (Table E-2).
Water temperature did not vary by more than 2 degrees Fahrenheit, water color had little
variability, and the presence of odors or oil films did not vary between the samples in each
round.
The laboratory water quality results show little variability in the constituents analyzed
(Table E-3). No sampling station, including the bottom sample, stands out as having
consistently greater or lesser concentrations of any of the analytes.
E.3.2 CHANNEL CROSS-SECTIONAL TRENDS IN WATER QUALITY
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a statistical technique that is used to evaluate the
relationship between one or more effects on a particular parameter and to determine if the
different levels of the effects are significantly different from each other. For this pilot
study the storm event (or date) and sample location are the effects and the constituents
copper, zinc, TSS, and nitrate-N are the parameters of interest. A two-way A_NOVA
model was applied to the natural logs of the data. Natural logs were used since checks for
normality indicated that the data follow a log normal distribution, with the exception of
zinc.
There are two tests that must be checked prior to considering the results from the ANOVA
valid. The tests scrve to check major assumptions that are inherent in the ANOVA
process. They are performed on the residuals from the ANOVA. The residuals are
calculated from the dataset by the ANOVA and represent the part of the data that are not
explained by the effects used in the model. The residuals are tested for normal distribution
and homogeneity of variance. If these assumptions are not met, the ANOVA is invalid as
E-3
R00"12264

Table E-2. Field observations and measurements from the1996/97 Wide Channei Pilot Study.
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EVENT
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
Notes:

ROUND
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

DATE
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11121/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11/21/96
11121/96

SAMPLE TEMP
TIME STATION
(F)
12:10 Bottom
64
West Out
12:10 West In
64
64
12:10 East In
East Out
14:20 Bottom
64
14:20 West Out
64
14:20 West In
64
14:20 East In
64
14:20 East Out
64
62
16:30 Bottom
62
16:30 West Out
16:30 West In
62
16:30 East In
62
16:31 East ~)ut
62

WATER
ODOR
COLOR PRESENT?
Light Brown
No
No
No

No
No

Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown
Light Brown

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

NA
No
No
No
No
NA
No
NO
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

NA
No
No
No
No
NA
No
No
No
No
NA
No
No
No
No

Not enough flow to sample.

12/09/96 15:30 Bottom
54
Clear/Tan
12/09/96 15:30 West Out
56
Tan
12/09/96 15:30 West In
54
Tan
12/09/96 15:30 East In
Tan
56
12/09196 15:30 East Out
54
Tan
12/09/96 17:45 Bottom
58 Light Brown
12/09/96 17:45 West Out
58
Light Brown
12/09/96 17:45 West In
58
Light Brown
Light Brown
12/09/96 17:45 East In
58
Light Brown
12/09/96 17:45 East Out
58
12/09/96 19:45 Bottom
58
Light Brown
3
12/09/96 19:45 West Out 57 Light Brown
3
12/09/96 19:45 West In
59 Light Brown
3
12/09/96 19:45 East In
59 Light Brown
3
12/09/96 19:45 East Out
58 Light Brown
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97
01/15/97

NA = Not Applicable

11:15 Bottom
West Out
11:15 West In
11:15 East In
East Out
13:15 Bottom
13:15 West Out
13:15 West In
13:15 East In
13:15 East Out
15:15 Bottom
West Out
15:15 West In
15:15 East In
East Out

NOTES
Not enough flow to sample.

Light Brown
Light Brown

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

OIL
SHEEN?
NA

48

LightGrey

Yes

NA

48
48

Light Grey
Light Grey

Yes
Yes

No
No

48
48
48
48
48
50

Light Brown
LightGrey
Light Brown
Light Grey
Light Grey
Light Grey

No
No
No
No
No
No

NA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
~ NA

50
50

Light Grey
Light Grey

No
No

No
No

Not enough flow to sample.
Not enough flow to sample.

Not enough flow to sample.

Not enough flow to sample.

Table E-3. Summary of Results from the 1996-1997 Wide Channel Pilot Study

Constituent

Method

DL PQL

Units

Storm Event 2 on 1tl21/96
pH

Nltrate-N

Conductivity

TDS

TSS

Copper, dissolved

Copper, total

Zinc, dissolved

Zinc, total

Ssmple Location
Time West Out West In Bottom East In East Out
12:10
6.64
6.67
6.59
14:20 6
6.6
6.59
6.6
16:30 6.6
6.54
6.57
6.53

A150.1

C4110B 0.1

A120.1

A160.1

t

2.0

A160.2 2.0

A220,1

,~.20.1

A289.1

A2.80.1

1.0

1.0

10

0.5

1

2

2

5

5

50

10 50

mg/I

umho=/¢

mgit

mg/~

ug~

ug/t

ug/~

ug~1

Storm Event 3 on 12/9196
Time West Out
15:30
6.56
17:45
6.55
19:45

West Out
12:10
14:20 2.22
16:30 1.85

West In
3.85
2.28
1.81

Bottom
2.19
5.95
2.06

East In
2.33
2.11
1.89

East Out

West Out
12:10
14:20 82
16:30 87

West In
174
85
87

Bottom
186
84
87

East In
183
95
88

East Out

West Out
12:10
14:20 64
16:30 64

West In
134
76
62

BoSom
140
~6
68

East In
150
82
68

East Out

West Out
12:10
14:20 117
16:30 65

West In
t10
117
66

Bo,’~om
81
89
95

East In
94
99
68

East Out

West Out
12:10
14:20 12
16:30 12

West In
21
13
12

Bottom
24
13
12

East In
21
12
11

East Out

West Out
12:10
14:20 30
18:30 33

Westln
52
24
31

Bottom
47
35
29

East In
39
22
21

East Out

West Out
12:10
14:20 60
16:30 60

Westln
90
70
50

Bottom
100
70
60

East In
90
60
60

East Out

West Out
12:10
14:20 150
16:30 160

West In
210
120
140

Bottom
190
160
140

East In
190
120
120

East Out

2.04
1.61

98
101

82
72

107
64

12
15

33
26

50
0

180
140

Sample Location
West In Bottom East tn East Out
6.92
8.89
7.21
6.79
6.97
7.05
7.07
6.95
7.07
6.69
7.1
6.98

Storm Event 6 on 1115197

Sample Location
Time West Out Westln Bottom East In East Out
7.17
11:15
6.91
6.79
7.07
6.96
13:15 7.12
7,04
7.21
7.8
7.02
15:15
7.04
7.05
7.15

7.03

West Out
1.7
1.92
2.38

West In
2.36
1.82
2.27

Bottom
2.66
1.92
2.88

East In
2.75
1.94
2.16

East Out
2.45
t.9
2.23

West Out
11:15
13:15 1.38
15:15

West In
1.29
t.53
2.46

Bottom
1.37
1.43
3.15

East In
1.33
1,39
2.65

East Out

15:30
17:45
19:45

West Out
44
59
85

West In
66
62
81

Bottom
85
72
87

East In
66
59
80

East Out
67
58
98

West Out
11:15
13:15 139
15:15

Westln
71
62
140

Bottom
73
68
95

East In
74
61
133

East Out

15:30
17:45
19:45

West Out
30
40
56

Wast In
42
42
50

Bottom
52
46
58

East In
44
40
54

East Out
42
38
66

West Out
11:15
13:15 48
15:15

West In
48
44
98

Bottom
50
42
96

East in
50
40
90

East Out

15:30
17:45
19:45

West Out
192
168
127

West In
143
255
131

Bottom
133
290
161

East In
106
173
127

East Out
144
188
155

West Out
11:15
13:15 255
15:15

West In
92
238
150

Bottom
88
317
1~2

East In
97
216
158

East Out

15:30
17:45
19:45

West Out
0
0
0

West In
1
0
0

Bottom
2
0
0

East In
1
0
3

East Out
0
0
0

West Out
11:15
13:15 0
15:15

West In
0
0
4

Bottom
0
2
2

East In
0
5
0

East Out

15:30
17:45
19:45

West Out
16
11
16

Westln
18
19
11

Bottom
11
20
14

Eastln
17
19
11

East Out
16
17
10

West Out
11:15
13:15 31
15:15

Westln
22
8
23

Bottom
23
39
16

Eastln
19
20
27

EastOut

15:30
17:45
19:45

West Out
120
130
110

West In
140
120
80

Bottom
130
130
120

East In
110
110
110

East Out
140
100
80

West Out
11:15
13:15 20
15:15

West In
40
0
40

Bottom
40
30
0

East In
40
30
30

East Out

15:30
17:45
19:45

West Out
130
150
110

West In
150
180
80

Bottom
130
220
170

East In
110
130
110

East Out
140
130
80

West Out
11:15
13:15 210
15:15

West In
110
10
130

Bottom
140
220
20

East tn
150
120
140

East Out

15:30
17:45
19:45

1.25

79

54

193

0

45

30

220
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performed and must be performed on the ranked averages of the data rather than the
natural logs. Both zinc and nitrate-N failed ~o meet these assumptions. While an ANOVA
using a ranked average dataset does not need to meet any assumptions, it is generally less
sensitive.
The results of the two-way ANOVAs are presented in Tables E-4 through E-7. Each table
includes: the sum of squares for the whole model and for each effect examined; the
probability that the null hypothesis is correct; and profile plots for both effects (date_ and
location). In addition, the least square mean, the standard error, and the mean for each
level of each effect is also given.
For example, Table E-4 reveals that the whole model explains 67 percent of the variability
and is significant (Prob>F less than 0.05). The date explains 54 percent of the variability
and is significant while the location is not significant. This means that the concentration
differences due to sample location are much less than the concentration differences due to
characteristics of individual storm events.
In the end the ANOVA model indicated that concentrations of all constituents analyzed
(copper, zinc, TSS, and nitrate-N) were significantly related to the storm event (or date)
and not to sample location (including the bottom sample). In some cases the data suggest
that additional samples might reveal a significant difference. However, using the existing
data to make a projection indicates that approximately 1300 samples would be required to
determine if the observed difference is in fact significant.
E.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The ANOVA analysis revealed that the water quality data did not vary significantly with
respect to sample station. This shows that the water quality appears to be homogeneous
across the channel and that the single point sampler at the bottom of the channel represents
the water in the channel as a whole. It is therefore recommended that no modifications be
made to the wide channel monitoring stations.

Woodward-Clyde O
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Table E-4. Results of Two-Way ANOVA for Total Copper by Date and Locatiom
Analysis of Variance
DI="
14
24
38

Source
Model
Error
C Total

Sum of Mean
Squaresb Square
5.28
0.377
2.66
0.111
7.94

F Ratio
3.41
Prob>F
0.0041

Sum of
Squares
4.25
0.33
1.00

F Ratio
19.22
0.75
1.13

Effect Test
Source
Nparm
~
Date
2
Locatione
4
Date’Locationr
8

DF
2
4
8

Prob>F
<0.0001
0.566
0.3777

" DF = Degrees of Freedom
b Model explains 67% of total variability = (Model-Sum of Squares)/(Total Sum of Squares)
c Model significant (Prob>F less than 0.05)
d Date explains 54% of variability and is significant.
" Location is not significant.
t Date*Location is not significant.

4.0 ....

4.0
,-.

r-

~u 3.5

~ 3:5

._1

n,"

3.0

r’,," 3.0

n
0 2.5
¯

~-~
t- 2.0
--

a. 2.50
~
01/15/97

~
11/21196
DATE

12/09FJ6

Least Squares Means
Least Sq
Mean
3.26
3.44
2.68

Level
1115/97
11121196
12/9/96
.

~

2.0i

--

I

Bottom

I

I

I

East In East Out West In West Out
LOCATION

Least Squares Means
Std Error
0.115
0.094
0.086

Mean
3.12
3.44
2.68

Level
Bottom
East In
East Out
West In
West Out

Least Sq
Mean Std Error
3.15
0.111
3.01
0.111
3.27
0.150
3.01
0.111
3.18
0.150

Mean
3.15
3.02
3.08
3.0~
3.05

Table E-5. Results of Two-Way ANOVA for Total Zinc by Date and Locatkm
Analysis of Variance
Source
Model
Error
C Total

DF"
14
24
38

Sum of Mean
Squaresb Square
151.5
2121.2
2771.8
115.5
4893.0

F Ratio
1.31
Prob>F
0.2706

Sum of
Squares
419.36
835.01
i200.20

F Ratio
1.82
1.81
1.30

Effect Test
Source
Nparm
Dates
2
Locatione
4
Date*Locationf
8

DF
2
4
8

Prob>F
0.1844
0.1603
0.2906

DF = Degrees of Freedom
Model explains 43% of total variability = (Model Sur~ of Squares)/(Total Sum of Squares)
Model is not significant.
Date is not significant.
Location is not significant.
Date*Location is not significant.
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~
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~
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01/15/97

11/21/96

12/09196

Least Squares Means
Level
1/15/97
11/21/96
12/9/96

~"
r,,,

DATE

Least Sq
Mean
24.00
24.17
17.17

-

20 -

N

""

30-

10Bottom East In East Out West In West Out
LOCATION

Least Squares Means
Std Error
3.72
3.04
2.77

Mean
19.36
23.81
17.17

Level
Bottom
East in
East Out
West In
West Out

Least Sq
Mean Std Error
25.11
3.58
15.44
3.58
25.67
4.85
16.61
3.58
26.064.85

Mean
25.11
15.44
21.50
16.61
22.75
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Table E-6. Results of Two-Way ANOVA for TSS by Date and Location

,’

Analysis of Variance
Source
Model
Error
C Total

DF"
14
24
38

Sum of
Scluaresb
3.79
3.05
6.85

Mean
S¢ltlare
0.271
0.127

F Rabo
2.13
Prob>F
0.0498

Effect Test
Source
Dated
Location"
Date*Locationf

Nparm
2
4
8

DF
2
4
8

Sum of
Squares
3.47
0.23
0.31

F Ratio
13.65
0.46
0.31

Prob>F
0.0001
0.7631
0.9554

DF = Degrees of Freedom
Model explains 55% of total variability = (Model Sum of Squares)/(Total Sum of Squares)
Model significant (Prob>F less than 0.05)
Date explains 51% of variability and is significant_
Location is not significant.
Date*Location is not significant.

6.0"

6.0

I-- 4.5

i-.- 4.5

4.0

i
01115/97

11/21/96
DATE

I

4.0
12/09/96

Least Squares Means
Level
1/15/97
11/21/96
12/9/96

Least Sq
Mean
5.19
4.47
5.08

i
Bottom

i
i
i
, .’..
East In East Out West In West Ou ,.
LOCATION

Least Squares Means
Std Error
0.124
0.101
0.092

Mean
5.12
4.48
5.08

Level
Bottom
East In
East Out
West In
West Out

Least Sq
Mean Std Error
4.95
0.119
4.78
0.119
4.92
0.161
4.89
0.119
5.03
0.161
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WCANOVA.XLSTSS

"-~

Mean
4.95
4.78
4.89
4.89
4.91

Table E,7. Results of Two-Way ANOVA for Nitrate-N by Date and Location
Analysis of Variance
Sum of Mean
Squaresb Square
1539.0
109.9
3400.5
141.7
4939.5

DF=
14
24
38

Source
Model
Error
C Total

F Ratio
0.78
Prob>F
0.6837

Effect Test
Source
Dated
Locatione
Date*Locationf

Nparm
2
4
8

Sum of
DF
Squares F Ratio Prob>F
2
1057.5
3.73
0.0388
4
547.9
0.97
0.4438
8
181.6
0.16
0.9943

DF = Degrees of Freedom
_
Model explains 31% of total variability = (Model Sum of Squares)/(Total Sum of Squares)
Model is not significant.
Date explains 21% of variability and is significant
Location is not significant.
Date*Location is not significant.
40 "’i

40

30-

30’

20-

~

Z 20"
I
< 10-

100

~

01/15/97

~

"11/21/96
DATE

12J09/96

Least Squares Means
Level
1/15/97
11/21/96
12/9/96

Least Sq
Mean
10.00
21.23
23.73

>
<~
,-

Bottom East In East Out West In WestOut
LOCATION

Least Squares Means
Std Error
4.12
3.37
3.07

Mean
12.5
22.0
23.7

Level
Bottom
East In
East Out
West in
West Out

Least Sq
Mean Std Error
23.94
3.97
20.11
3.97
12.89
5.37
20.56
3.97
5.37
14.11

Mean
23.9
20.1
16.7
20.6
!6.4
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Attachment E- 1

Hydrographs of the events
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Attachment E-2

Field Data Sheets.
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BALLONA CREEK WIDE CHANNEL MONITORING PROGRAM DATA SHEET

Current Weather:.
0 Sunny
Current Precipitation: ~l None
Current Wind:
SI Light

WATER ODOR

aYES "~,NO aYES ~qO

Grab Sample #2
Current Weather:.
~ Sunny
Current Precipitation: 13 None
Current Wind:
~:l Light

T~m

\VATER ODOR
OIL SHEEN

0 Partly Cloudy. ~r Cloudy
~ Drizzle
~ Light Rain ,~ Moderat~ Rain{ O Heavy. Rain
~ Mcxlerate
~ Stmn

O

~ Partly Cloudy. ~j2(C|ou~
IZI Light Rain
~ Drizzle
~ Modcrat~
~ Stron~

aY’F_~

’~ Moderate Rain

wES~ r~
Ex~r ~
w~r out
"2. " 2 o~,~-~ "2- 2 C~ p,’ "h,

F.~r ouT

~IO

.~1 Heavy. Rain

SOTTOM
"--~-.~

~-IYES "~,NO OYES ~0! OYES ~NO OYES ~3~

OrES "~0

0 YES ,’~NO 0 YES :~-~O 0 YES , ,~NO 0 YES "<~NO

0 YES

Grab Sample #3

Current Weather:.
~ Surrey ~ Partly Cloudy I~ Cloudy
Current Precipitation: ~ None .~ Drizzle
~ Light Rain ~ Moderate Rain ,~ Heavy. Rain

c ,re tWind:

WEST IN

WATER ODOR
OIL SHEEN

U YES "~NO

EAST IN

U YES

0 YES "~ NO 0 YES

WEST OUT

EAST OUT

BOTTOM

:3k’~O

U YES

~O

r~,n~S

""~NO

r~ YES ~’~0

’~0

0 YES

’3~0

0 YES

~qO

0 YES

"* Water Color may include : ClearlTanlL~htBrownl~rowalDarkBrowall~lacklor, other
P:~,E PPUB\WATERL-~ONITOR’~ IN HA~,DATAS HT.W PD
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BALLONA CREEK WIDE CHANNEL MONITORING PROGRAM DATA SHEET
Date

Grab Sample # 1
Current Weather:.
~1 Sunny
Current Precipitation: ~ None

~1 Partly Cloudy. ~1 Cloudy.
~ Light Rain
’ZI Drizzle

Current Wind:

CI Mod~ra~

~ight

~",~/,J ,

WATER COLOR*"
WATER ODOR

OrLSH~EN

/.-~.,,,e:~.~

~t’/*Moderatv Rain ’~ Heavy Rain

U

,7~/~"~

~

~ YES ~qO

a YES ~NO

~ YES ~qqO a YES ~NO [,a YES

ayes :~o

ayes ~o

a~ ~o ~yEs ~o a~s

Grab Sample #2
Current Weather:.
~1 Sunny
Current Predpitation: ~ None

~ Partly Cloudy.
~ Driz~e

~l Cloudy
~1 Light Rain

Current Wind:

~ Moderate

~ Su, vn~

~1 Li~.ht

w~ rN

F~r ~N

WEST o~

~ Mod~ate Rain ~ Heavy. Rain

~r owr

~orroM

WATER TEMP.
WATER COLOR°~
WATER ODOR ~YES /~NO aYES .~NO aYES ,~NO aYES 6NO ~3YES "~O
OIL SHEEN

Grab Sample
Cur~nt Weathe~
Cur~nt P~ipi~tion:
Cur~nt Wind:

~ S~v ~ P~ly Cloudy ~ Clo~

WATE~ ~MP.
XVATER O~R

~ YES ~O ~ YES ~O ~ Y~ ~O ~ YES ~O ~ YES ~O

Ol~SaZ~

~Y~s ~o ~Y~s ~6 ~yEs ~o ~yEs

~so

~s

~so

"* Wt~r Color my ~ciude : ~r / T~ I Light B~ 1 B~ / ~ B~ / B~ck I or, other
P:~PP~WATER~ONITOR~ IN HA~AT~HT.WPD
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BALLONA CREEK WIDE CHANNEL MONITORING PROGRAM DATA SHEET

Grab Sample # 1
Current Weather:.
Current Precipitation:
Current Wind:

’~ Sunny
~ None
~Li~lat

Q Partly Cloudy.
~ Drizzle
’~ Moderate

WEST IN

~ Cloudy.
~’~ Light Rain ~1 Moderate Rain ~ Heavy. Rain
~ Stron~

EAST IN

WEST OUT

EAST OUT

BoTrOM

/7"/~’it-m //"/~-/~

WATER ODOR
OIL SHEF_~I

’4~ YES 73NO ~/YES .3NO ZIYES -3NO CIYES ~NO "~T.S
~YES ~INO ~IYES ~NO ~YES .3NO

’~YES

"~NO

~IYES

~N0

Grab Sample #2
Current Weather:.
Current Precipitation:
Current Wind:

~ Sunnv
~ None
,~t.Li~_ht

~ Partly Cloudy. ’~" Cl~udv
~1 Drizzle
~ Light Rain ~ Moderate Rain
~ Moderate
ZI Stron~

wssr IN
TIME

\rATER ODOR

/’ i%" /~’/’~

CI YES

~ NO

~ IN

w~sr oUT

’ "I")"/~’~’~

/" /.~- /~’’~

~ YES

’:::~0

:D YF.£

:~0

~ oUT

~1 Heavy. Rain

~OTTOM

l" ’’3- ..¢~oW"

I.

:~’k~lO

~ YES

.3 YES

Grab Sample #3
~ P~ly Cloudy

-~ Cloudy

Current Precipitation: j~None
Current Wind:
~1 Li~ght

Sl Drizzle
~ Moderate

Sl LightRain
~ Strvn.~

WEST IN

EAST IN

Current Weather:.

WATER TEMP.

XVATER COLOR"
\VATER ODOR
OIL SHEEN

~ S~M~LE

’~1 Sunny

~"o."

WEST OUT

"-I Moderate Ram
EAST OUT

~ Heavy. Rain
BOTTOM

~~

~"~

/../~://~ ~ 6 /_./~#[ ~’,,~.

/./~//,-

\
~1 YES ,~NO

~ YES ~ NO "3 YES ~ NO

~ YES Z3 NO

-3 YES ~)dqO

~ YES ~o

.~ YES ~NO .3 YES .3 ,NO

~ YES -3 NO

ZI YES

3-~// "2-

S’~//~

"* \Vater Color my include : Clear / Tan / Light Br~wn / Brown / Dark Brown / Black / or. other
P :~E P PLq3\WATE R~MON ITO R.LS INH A~DATA.S HT.W P D
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during the E1 Nifio study period rapidly dispersed the stormwater plumes to nontoxic
concentrations ~ithin 24 hours.
Toxicant characteristics
The results of the surface water toxicity characterization studies (using phase I
TIE procedures) were similar to data from samples analyzed before the El Nifio. In all
cases, addition of the metal chelating agent EDTA eliminated most or all of the toxicity.
Filtration of the sample was also highly effective in reducing toxicity. The TIE results
over three years of study are consistent with a conclusion that trace metals, especially
zinc, are responsible for the toxicity measured with the sea urchin test. Other stormwater
constituents may also be present in toxic amounts in Ballona Creek stormwater, as there
is some uncertainty associated with biological variability, chemical methods, and speciesspecific differences in toxicant sensitivity.
Chemical composition of the plume

This study has produced the first measurements of chemical concentrations in
both the dissolved and particulate fractions of the Ballona Creek stormwater plume. The
results indicate ,that stormwater produced increased concentrations of trace metals and
orgauies in the receiving water near Ballona Creek. More data are needed before the
variability in composition can be examined in relation to weather conditions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

Urban stormwater runoff constitutes one of the largest inputs of chemical
constituents to southern California’s coastal waters. Substantial resources are spent
monitoring the constituents in stormwater runoff, yet little is known about the effects of
these inputs once they enter the ocean. Understanding the ~effects of stormwater on the
marine environment is essential, because it provides the information needed to justify
management action and to identify the most effective actions to improve environmental
quality.
In 1996, a three-year research project sponsored by the Los Angeles County
De[armaent of Public Works, USC Sea Grant and the Southern California Coastal Water
Research Project (SCCWRP) was initiated to examine the impacts of urban stormwater
runoffon the beneficial uses of Santa Monica Bay. This study, the fu’st integrated
assessment of the impacts of stormwater discharges on coastal receiving water,
investigated the effects of stormwater discharge from the two largest watersheds draining
into Santa Monica Bay: Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek. The results of this
investigation have shown that stormwater discharges produce particle-laden plumes that
are concentrated in the upper 5-10 m of the water column and extend up to 10 km
offshore. The plume from the discharge of stormwater from the highly urbanized Ballona
Creek watershed was found to contain dissolved constituents that were toxic to marine
life. Toxicity identification studies indicated that the toxicity was due to trace metals,
with zinc the element of greatest concern. Studies of the sediments offshore of Ballona
Creek also detected alterations in physical and chemical characteristics. Although
elevated concentrations of some contaminants (lead, DDTs, PCBs, PAils) were
measured, biological impairment of sediment-dwelling animals was not detected.
While the types of impacts associated with stormwater discharge from Ballona
Creek, have been identified, relatively few storm events have been studied. Early in
1997, forecasters began predicting that an El Nifio condition in the Southern Hemisphere
would bring increased rainfall to southern California in the 1997-98 wet season. In
anticipation of an extreme winter season, studies were conducted to determine the effect
of E1 Nifio on urban stormwater. The objective of this research was to determine whether
the unusual oceanographic conditions and storm events produced by E1 Nifio conditions
had an influence on the toxicity of Ballona Creek stormwater or the characteristics of the
stormwater discharge plume in Santa Monica Bay.
The physical and optical characteristics of the Ballona Creek stormwater
discharge plume and its toxicity were measured for three storm events occurring in
February and March. Selected samples of the runoff plume were also analyzed for
chemical constituents. All samples of stormwater from the Ballona Creek channel and
surface water from the discharge plume were tested for toxicity using the sea urchin
fertilization test. Selected surface water samples were further evaluated using toxicity
i
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identification evaluation (TIE) methods in order to characterize the toxicants present.
The sampling and measurement methods were similar to those used in previous years so
that the data could be compared. The results were examined to evaluate the effect of El
Nifio storms on three aspects of toxicity: magnitude of stormwater toxicity, spatial extent
of the toxic portion of the plume, and the characteristics of the toxicants.
Southern California received record or near record rainfall during the 1997-1998
storm season. All of the anomalous rainfall occurred after the begirming of February.
The Los Angeles civic center recorded over 20 in. of rain between February and the end
of May; the annual average rainfall for this area is 14.8 in.
Magnitude of stormwater toxicity ....
The 1998 E1 Nifio event did not have an unusual influence on the magnitude of
Ballona Creek stormwater toxicity. The toxicity of the three stormwater samples
measured in this study were typical of previous Ballona Creek samples analyzed. The
results indicated that storm size and cumulative amount of prior rainfall had little
influence on stormwater toxicity. The magnitude of toxicity was found to be affected by
the number of antecedent dry days, however. Stormwater from rainfall preceded by more
than 20 days of dry weather was found to have the highest toxicity. This relationship
produced a seasonal pattern of greater toxicity in the first storm of the year that appeared
to be independent of El Nifio weather patterns.
Spatial extent of receiving water toxicity
The 1998 El Nifio produced changes water temperature and salinity throughout
Santa Monica Bay as a result of the presence of a large warm water mass from the south.
The increased rainfall that occurred in 1998 altered the typical wet weather salinity
structure of Santa Moniea Bay. Reductions in salinity associated with freshwater inputs,
normally confined to the upper few meters of the water column, were observed to extend
10-30 m below the surface following February’s heavy rainfall. Coastal freshwater
inputs to the surface layer were also detected much further offshore of Ballona Creek.
In contrast to these changes in water column characteristics, the spatial extent of
receiving water toxicity within stormwater discharge plumes was similar to that observed
during non El Nifio storms. ,Surface water toxicity associated with runoff plumes in 1998
was limited to an area within 2 km of Ballona Creek, with most of the toxic samples
located within 1 km of the creek mouth. The similarity in spatial distribution of the toxic
portion of the plume is not surprising, considering that the characteristics of El Nifio
storms (rainfall volume and intensity) were similar to previous storms.
Evaluation of the toxicity data collected over the past three years indicates that
two factors, storm size and time after the storm, are important determinants of the spatial
extent of receiving water toxicity. The toxic portion of the stormwater plume extends
further offshore following larger storms. The strong winds and large swells encountered
R0012285
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TOXICITY MEASUREMENT OF NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 1997 WET WEATHER
RIVER SAMPLES
INTRODUCTION
This report presents results for the toxicity analysis of samples of wet weather flow from
the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. The tests were conducted as partial fulfillment of the
monitoring requirements mandated by NPDES Permit No. CAS614001 from the California
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Los Angeles Region).
METHODS

Sampling was conducted during wet weather flow conditions at the Los Angeles and San
Gabriel Rivers. The test samples were composites collected by autosampler on November 26
and December 6, 1997. Sampling locations were LACDPW mass emission stations S-10 (Los
Angeles River) and S-14 (San Gabriel River). Samples were stored under refrigeration until
tested on November 29 and December 9, respectively.
Toxicity was measured using the purple sea urchin fertilization test as described by
Chapman et al., 1995. Sea urchin gametes were obtained from specimens collected from a
relatively uncontaminated area in northern Santa Monica Bay. In the test, sea urchin sperm are
exposed to various concentrations of the test sample for 20 minutes at a temperature of 15 °C.
Sea urchin eggs are then added to each sample and given 20 minutes for fertilization to occur.
Preservative is then added to the samples, which are later examined with a microscope to
determine the percentage of fertilized eggs.
Since the toxicity test uses a marine organism, the salinity of the river samples was
adjusted to a typical seawater value by addition ofhypersaline brine. Addition of the brine
diluted the samples, restricting the highest concentration of sample tested to 50%. Additional
test concentrations (25, 12, 6, 3, and 1.5%) were prepared by adding laboratory seawater (fikered
natural seawater collected from offshore Redondo Beach) to the samples. A brine control was
included in the experiment to check for toxicity introduced by the salinity adjustment procedure.
The brine control consisted of deionized water, laboratory seawater, and brine at the same
concentration found in the 50% and 25% river samples.
A reference toxicant test was conducted at the same time in order to document variability
in test sensitivity. This test consisted of five concentrations of dissolved copper, ranging from 10
gg/L to 65 gg/L.
Water quality measurements (pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and total ammonia)
were made on the test samples at the beginning of the toxicity test. Due to a malfunctioning
ammonia electrode, total ammonia measurements were not made on the November 26 samples.

1
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For the river samples, water quality was measured on the 50%, 12% and 3% concentrations. All
measurements were made using electrodes. Sample salinity was calculated from the conductivity
and temperature data. Un-ionized ammonia (NH3) concentration was calculated from the total
ammonia, pH, salinity, and temperature data.
A tiered approach was used to examine the river test samples. First, selected samples
from the four highest concentrations (50, 25, and 12%) were examined to determine the pattern
of dose response. Additional samples were then examined as needed to provide sufficient data
for calculation of the EC~0 (concentration producing a 50% reduction in fertilization ) and NOEC
(highest test concentration that does not produce a statistically significant reduction in
fertilization). This procedure eliminated wasted effort spent examining samples that did not
provide useful information about the level of toxicity.
__
RESULTS
Sea urchin fertilization was significantly reduced by exposure to the November samples
from the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers, as shown in Figure 1. The NOEC for each river
was 25% sample, which represents 4 chronic toxicity units (TUc=100/NOEC). The ECs0 for the
San Gabriel River was 32%, while the Los Angeles River was 27% (Table 1). There wa~ no
significant difference between the EC~0 values, indicating that the magnitude of toxicity was
similar for both sites.
Toxicity was again detected in samples from both rivers in December (Figure 2). While
the NOEC was again 25% for each river, the ECs0 data indicated a lower magnitude of toxicity
was present. The EC~0 for the Los Angeles River was 50%. The San Gabriel River could not be
calculated since none of the samples produced less than 50% fertilization (Table 2).
Summaries of the fertilization counts for each experimem are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
For the first sampling, the control seawater fertilization percentage averaged 87% and the 50%
brine control averaged 89%, well above the minimum acceptable value of 70%. The second
sampling also had good control results with the seawater control averaging 98% and the 50%
brine control 99%.
The results of water quality measurements are shown in Tables 3 and 4. For the first
exposure, we were unable to make ammonia measurements. The pH, dissolved oxygen, and
salinity of the samples were within acceptable ranges. All parameters were within acceptable
ranges for the second exposure. Total ammonia in the San Gabriel River sample was elevated
relative to the control, but was less than 1% of that measured in a non-toxic dry weather sample
from the same site.
The reference toxicant tests associated with each exposure produced a fairly typical dose
response. An EC50 of 13 ~tg/L was calculated for the first test and 32 ug/L for the second. The
data for the second test is within the range typically found in our laboratory. The results for the

2
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first exposure may indicate a slightly more sensitive test, but is within the range seen by other
laboratories using ~e same methods (Chapman et al., 1995).
LITERATURE CITED
Chapman, G.A., D.L. Denton, and J.M. Lazorc.hak. 1995. Short-term methods for estimating the
chronic toxicity of effluents and receiving waters to west coast marine and estuarine organisms.
EPA/600/R-95/136, National Exposure Research Laboratory, U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Cincinnati, OH. 661p.
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Figure 1. Dose-response plots of sea urchin fertilization test results for wet weather flow
composites collected November 26, 1997. Symbols represent the mean of S replicates and the
standard deviation. Asterisks indicate samples with a statistically significant reduction in
fertilization.
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Figure 2. Dose-response plots of sea urchin fertilization test results for wet weather flow
composites collected December 6, 1997. Symbols represent the mean of 5 replicates and the
standard deviation. Asterisks indicate samples with a statistically significant reduction in
fertilization.
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Table 3, Sea,Urchin Fertilization Results
Experiment No.: S349 *
Test Date: 11/29/~7
Log No.
USSW11291
USSW11291
USSW11291
USSW11291
USSW11291
USSW11291
USSW11291
USSW11291
USSWl t291
USSW1129t
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USBK11292
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
UsLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USI.A11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USLA11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSGI i261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261
USSG11261

Description
Se~er Control
Seawater ConVol
Seawater Control
Seawater Contm{
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control "
Brine Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
San Gabriel River
San Gabde! River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabdel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabdel River
San Gabdel River
San Gabdel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabdel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabdel River
San Gabde~ River
San Gabdel River
San Gabriel River
San Galx~el River
San Gabriel Rivet
San Gabriel River
San Galxiel Riv~
San Galxiel Rivet

Co¢~centration

50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3

Percent Fertilized
Mean
87
81
83
59
100
85
99
99
78
85
100
99
89
58
100
90
98
72
81
98
79
76
79
23
9
7
5
5
7
36
60
42
85
61
58
98
84
79
78
98
66
100
99
99
100
99
96
99
99
99
99
99
99
9
15
9
10
40
6
93
66
36
60
69
51
87
93
98
90
91
99
100
96
100
94
91
96
94
~6
99
94
100
94

Std Dev
13.1

N
10

17.8

5

10.0

5

7.7

5

22.2

5

13.9

5
,.~ ;°.~
~, ,’~.

1.6

5

0.0

5

14.2

5

24.6

5

5.2

5

3.9

5

3.0

5

:’.

:
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Table 4. Sea urchin fertilization test results.
Experiment He.: $351 Teat Dats: 12./9/97
Log Number
USSW12091
USSW12091
USSW12091
USSW12091
USSW12091
USBK12091
USBK12091
USBK12091
USBK12091
USBK12091
USBK12~91
USE~K12091
USBK12091
USBK12091
USBK12091
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USLA12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061
USSG12061

Description
Seawater GonVol
Se~vater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Con~ol
Bdne Control
Bdne Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
LA River
,L.A River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
LA River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Galxiel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Galxiel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabdet River
San Gabriel River

Concentration

50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
t2

Percent Fertilized
Mean
94
98
99
98
100
100
99
99
97
99
99
99
99
100
99
100
100
100
62
49
47
45
51
40
98
95
82
99
96
99
100
100
100
100
100
99
67
76
77
78
68
91
98
97
100
98
100
91
100
99
99
99
100
99

Std Dev
2,5

N
5

0.9

5

0.5

5

8.3

5
__

7.3

5

0.4

5

9.7

5

3.7

5

0.5

5
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Table 1. Summary of sea urchin fertilization test results for river samples collected on
November 26, 1997.
Location

EC50 (%)

NOEC (%) Toxic units (TUo)

Los Angeles
River

27

25

4

San Gabriel

32

25

4

River

.~

Table 2. Summary of sea urchin fertilization test results for river samples collected on December
6, 1997.
Location

EC50 (%)

NOEC (%) Toxic units (TU~)

Los Angeles

50

25

4

San Gabriel

>50

25

4

.

River

6
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Table 5. Water quality summary for November sample fertilization test.
Log Number
USSW11291
USBK.11292
USLA11261
USLA! 1261
USLAl1261
USSG! 1261
USSG11261
USSG! 1261

Sample Name
Seawater Control
Brine Control
LA River
LA River
LA River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River

Cone. (%)

Time
Point

25
50
12.5
3
50
12.5
3

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

DO Total Ammonia
(mg/I)
(mg/l)

Temperature
(°C)

pH

15.4
15.4
15.4
15A

7.96
8.17
8.23
8.07

51.5
50.2
50.8
48.3

i 9.2
22.3
19,3
22.1

15,4
15,4
! 5.4
15.4

8.02
8.20
8.08
8.04

48.1
48.3
48.7
48.6

22.0
22.0
22.0
22.1

7.2
6.9
7.3
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.2
7.2

Conductivity
(mS/cm)

Cond. Sample
Temp.

Salinity
(g/KG)
33.3
32.7
32.8
31.3
31.1
31.3
31.5
31.5

Table 6. Water quality summary for December sample fertilization test.
Log Number

Sample Name

USSWI2091
USBKI2091
USLAI2061
USLAI2061
USLAI2061
USSGI2061
USSGi2061
USSGi2061

Seawater Control
Brine Control
LA River
LA River
LA River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River

Co¢t¢. (%)

Time
Point

50
50
12.5
3
50
12.5
3

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

DO Total Ammonia
(rag//)
(mg/I)
7.2
7.2
7.0
7.0
6.9
7.1
7.2
7.0

<0.06
0.02
0.25
0.09
<0.06
1.52
0.35
0.08

Un-ionized Ammonia Temperature
Conductivity Cond. Sample Salinity
(mg/I)
(*C)
pH
(mS/era)
Temp.
(g/KG)
0.001
0.008
0.001
0.045
0.006
o 0.001

14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5

7.75
8.11
8.16
7.86
7.79
8.15
7.89
7.85

49.8
50.1
50.1
49.4
49.2
51.1
50.3
50. I

20.7
20.9
19.4
20.9
21.1
18.2
20.6
20,5

32.2
32.5
32.3
31.9
31.8
32.9
32.6
32.4
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TOXICITY MEASUREMENT OF OCTOBER DRY WEATHER AND NOVEMBER 1998
WET WEATHER RIVER SAMPLES

INTRODUCTION

This report presents results for the toxicity analysis of samples of dry and wet weather
flow from the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. The tests were conducted as partial
fulfillment of the monitoring requirements mandated by NPDES Permit No. CAS614001 from
the California Regional Water Quality Control Board (Los Angeles Region).
METHODS

Sampling was conducted during dry weather flow conditions at the Eos Angeles and San
Gabriel Rivers and during the first storm of the season on the San Gabriel River. The San
Gabriel River dry weather sample was a 24 h, time weighted composite collected by autosampler
on October 22, 1998. The Los Angeles River sample was a composite of 9 grabs collected
manually by bucket over an 8 h period between 0800 and 1600 on October 22, 1998. The wet
weather sample was collected by autosampler from the San Gabriel River on November 8, 1998.
Sampling locations were LACDPW mass emission stations S-10 (Los Angeles River) and S-14
(San Gabriel River). Samples were stored under refrigeration until tested on October 23 and
November 11, respectively.
!.

Toxicity was measured using the purple sea urchin fertilization test as described by
Chapman et al., 1995. Sea urchin gametes were obtained from specimens collected from a
relatively uncontaminated area in northern Santa Monica Bay. In the test, sea urchin sperm are
exposed to various concentrations of the test sample for 20 minutes at a temperature of 15 °C.
Sea urchin eggs are then added to each sample and given 20 minutes for fertilization to occur.
Preservative is then added to the samples, which are later examined with a microscope to
determine the percentage of fertilized eggs.
Since the toxicity, test uses a marine organism, the salinity of the river samples was
adjusted to a typical seawater value by addition ofhypersaline brine. Addition of the brine
diluted the samples, restricting the highest concentration of sample tested to 50%. Additional
test concentrations (25, 12, 6, 3, and 1.5%) were prepared by adding laboratory seawater (filtered
natural seawater collected from offshore Redondo Beach) to the samples. A brine control was
included in the experiment to check for toxicity introduced by the salinity adjustment procedure.
The brine control consisted of deionized water, laboratory seawater, and brine at the same
concentration found in the 50% and 25% river samples.
A reference toxicant test was conducted at the same time in order to document variability
in test sensitivity. This test consisted of five concentrations of dissolved copper, ranging from 10
~tg/L to 65 ~tg/L.

1
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Water quality measurements (pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and total ammonia)
were made on the test samples at the beginning of the toxicity test. For the river samples, water
quality was measured on the 50%, 12% and 3% concentrations. All measurements were made
using electrodes. Sample salinity was calculated from the conductivity and temperature data.
Un-ionized ammonia (NH3) concentration was calculated from the total ammonia, pH, salinity,
and temperature data.
For each experiment, we attempted to calculate an ECs0 (concentration producing a 50%
reduction in fertilization ) and NOEC (highest test concentration that does not produce a
statistically significant reduction in fertilization). The ECs0 was calculated by pro,bit analysis of
the raw percent fertilized data. If there was less than a 50% reduction in fertilization success,
then an EC~0 could not be calculated. The NOEC was calculated by first arcsine transform~g the
percent fertilized data, then subjecting it a one way analysis of variance (A.NOVA).. If a
significant difference between treatments was detected (p¢00.05), a Dunnett’s multiple range test
was performed to test for differences between the control value and each of the concentrations.
If there was not a significant reduction in fertilization relative to the control, then a NOEC could
not be calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sea urchin fertilization was significantly reduced by exposure to the dry weather sample
from the Los Angeles River (the 50% concentration had 64% of the eggs successfully fertilized),
but no toxicity was detected for the San Gabriel River (the 50% concentration had 99%
fertilization) (Figure 1). The NOEC for the Los Angeles River was 25% sample, which
represents 4 chronic toxicity units (TUc=100/NOEC). A NOEC could not be calculated for the
San Gabriel River since there was no significant reduction in fertilization. Since samples from
neither river caused a 50% reduction in fertilization, an EC~0 could not be calculated (Table 1).

.~.-~

~’~’~:~

No toxicity was detected in the wet weather sample from San Gabriel River in November
(Figure 2). Since there was no reduction in fertilization caused by this sample, neither a NOEC
nor an EC~0 could be calculated.
Summaries of the fertilization counts for each experiment are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
For the f’trst sampling, the control seawater fertilization percentage averaged 94% and the 50%
brine control averaged 97%, well. above the minimum acceptable value of 70%. The second
sampling also had good control results with the seawater control averaging 89% ar~_d the 50%
brine control greater than 99%.
The results of water quality measurements are shown in Tables 5 and 6. The pH,
dissolved oxygen, and salinity of the samples were within acceptable ranges for both sets of
experiments. Total ammonia in the San Gabriel River (3.51 mg/L) wet weather sample was

2
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elevated relative to ,the control, but was well below of the level (>20 mg/L) that would be
expected to cause toxicity in the sea urchin fertilization test.
The reference toxicant tests associated with each exposure produced a fairly typical dose
response. An ECs0 of 52 l.tg/L w~ calculated foi: the ftrst test and 19 gg/L for the second. The
mean EC~0 for our previous reference toxicant tests is 27.8 ~tg/L. The data for both tests is within
the range for an acceptable test (3.2 to 52.4 ~tg/L). The results for the first exposure may indicate
on average a slightly less sensitive test and the second exposure a slightly more sensitive test, but
are both within the range seen by our laboratory and others using the same methods (Chapman et
al., 1995).
LITERATURE CITED
Chapman, G.A., D.L. Denton, and J.M. Lazorehak. 1995. Short-term methods for estimating the
chronic toxicity of effluents and receiving waters to west coast marine and estuarine organisms.
EPA/600/R-95/136, National Exposure Research Laboratory, U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Cincinnati, OH. 661p.
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Figure I. Dose-response plots of sea urchin fertilization test results for dry weather flow
composites collected October 23, 1998. Symbols represent th~ mean off and the standard
deviation. Asterisks indicate samples with a statistically significant reduction in fertilization.
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Figure 2. Dose-response plots of sea urchin fertilization test results for San Gabriel River wet
weather flow composite collected November 8, 1998. Symbols represent the mean of 5
replicates and the standard deviation.
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Table 1. Summary of sea urchin fertilization test results for river samples collected on
November 26, 1997.
Location

ECS0 (%)

NOEC (%) Toxic units (TUc)

Los Angeles
River

>50

25

4

San Gabriel
River

>50

,~,50

¢~2

Table 2. Summary of sea urchin fertilization test results for river sample collected on
November 8, 1998.
Location

EC50 (%)

NOEC (%)

6

Toxic units (TUc)
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Table 3. Sea Urchin Fertilization Results for Experiment No. $390 sampled on 10/22/98.
Lo,q No.
USSW10231
USSW10231
USSW10231
USSW10231
USSW10231
USBKI0232
USBK10232
USBK10232
USBK10232
USBK10232
USBK10232
USBK10232
U3BK10232
USBK10232
USBK10232
USLA10231
USLAI0231
USLAI0231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLAI0231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLAIQ231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLAI0231
USLAI0231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLAI0231
USLA10231
USLA10231
USLAI0231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG.10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSGI0231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231
USSG10231

Description

Seawater Control
Seawat~" Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Bnne Co*lttol
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Bnne Control
Brine Contr~
B~te Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River F!ow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Fk~/
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Fk)w
LA River Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabr~ Flow
San Gabr~ Flow
Sa~ Gab,-~ Flow
San Ga~et Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gatx~ Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabri~ Flow
San Gal~l Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San ~ Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabd~ Flow
San Gaixi~ Flow
~ Gab~ Flow
San ~ Fk~w
San Gabr~ Flow
San Gabr~ Flow
San Galxie~ Flow
San Gabr~ Flow
San Gabdet Flow
San Gabd~ Flow
San ~ Flow
San Gabdol Flow
San Ga~iel Flow
San ~ Flow
San Ga~del Flow
San ~ Row

Percent Fertilized
Mean

Concentration
98
92
94
94
91
93
100
98
99
97
96
93
93
98
96
48
61
74
59
76
96
99
100
99
99
99
97
99
99
98
99
97
94
98 ¯
100
97
96
93
99
99
98
100
97
96
95
99
98
100
100
98
96
98
99
98
100
97
94
95
96
95
98
95
94
98
96
92
93
91
96
95
96
95
94
98
92

50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

7

Std Dev N

94

2.7

5

97

2.7

5

95

2.2

5

64

11.5

5

99

1.5

5

98

0.9

5

98

2.3

5

97

2.5

5

97

1.9

5

99

1.0

5

98

1.5

5

95

1.1

5

96

1.8

5

93

2.1

5

95

2,2

5
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Table 4. Sea Urchin Fertilization Results for Experiment No. $393 sampled on 11/8/98.
Percent Fertilized

Lo,q Number
U$$W~ 1111
USSW11111
USSWll 111
USSW11111
USSW11111
USBK11111
USBK11111
USBK11111
USBK11111
USBK11111
USBK11111
USBK11111
USBKll 111
USBK11111
USBKl1111
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSGl1081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
U$SG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSG11081
USSGl1081
USSGl1081
USSG11081
USSGlI081

Description

Seamer Cong’~l
Seawater Control
Seawater Contr~
Seawater Conrad
Seawater Co,,~trol
8dne Co~n01
Brine Contro~
Bri~e Control
Brine Control
Brk=e Contro~
Brine Contro~
Brine Co~tro~
Brine Control
Brine Co~Vol
Brine Control
San Gabr~ Flow
San Gabriel Flow
~ Gabriel Flow
San Gabd~ Flow
San Gabrie~ Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gal~-’iel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Galxiet Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Ga~iei Fk~v
,S~ Gabdel Flow
San Gabrkd Flow
San C-abr~l Fk:~w
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
nan Gabr~ Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
,San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San ~ Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Galodel Flow
.’Ran Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Galxiel Flow
San Gabrml Flow
San P_~abriel Flow

Con~ntration

Mean
~
99.
95
90
67
100
100
100
99
99
99
96
91
99
100
93
94
92
89
100
100
100
99
100
100
100
100
100
99
99
100
100
99
99
98
100
99
97
99
100
100
93
100
100
99

50
5050
50
50
:25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1,5

8

Std I~v, N

99

12., 7

5

100

0.5

5

97

3.7

5

94

4.0

~,

~
j

5
--

100

0.4

5

100

0.5

5

99

0.8

5

99

1.2

S

~

" .~;.~
~’

98

3.0

5
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Table 5. Water quality summary for October dry woather sample fertilization test.
Log Number
~SSW10231
USBKI0232
USLA10231
USLAI0231
08~10231
~SSG 1023 i
USSG10231
ffSSG1023 !

Sample Name
S~water Conuol
Brine Control
LA River
LA River
~ River
S~ Gabriel River
S~ Gabriel River
S~ Gabriel River

Cone. (%)

Time
Point

50
50
12.5
3
50
12.5
3

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
lniti~
lniti~

DO Total Ammonia Un-ionized Ammonia Temperature
Conductivity Cond. Sample
(rag/I)
(mg/l)
pH
(mS/cm)
Temp.
(mg/l)
(°C)
7.0
6.9
7.3
7.2
7.2
6.9
6.9
6.8

0.01
0.01
0.36
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03

<0.001
<0.001
0.021
0.002
<0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

7.96
8.18
8A5
8.13
7.99
8.13
8.01
7.98

15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0

50.5
49.5
50.3
50.4
50.3
50.8
50.4
50.2

Salinity
(g/Kg)
32.8
32.1
32.7
32.8
32.7
33. I
32.8
32.6

21.3
21.7
21.9
21.9
21.6
21.9
22.1
22.2

Table 6. Water quality summary for November sample fertilization test.
L~g hlumbcr

Sample Name

USSWI ! I i I
USBK! I I ! !
USSG I 1081
USSG ! 108 i
USSGI2061

Seawater Control
Brine Control
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River
San Gabriel River

Corn:. (%)

Time
Point

50
50
! 2.5
3

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

DO Total Ammonia
(rag/l)
(mg/I)

"/.2
6.9
6.6
7.0
7.1

0.02
0.02
3.51
0.8 !
0.18

Un-ionized Ammonia
(rag/I)

<0.001
0.001
0.089
0.020
0.004

Temperature
(°C)

15.4
15A
15.4
15.4
15.4

Conductivity Cond. Sample Salinity
Temp.
(g/Kg)
pH
(mS/cm)

8.01
8.19
8.05
8.04
8.03

51.5
51.4
50.8
51.3
51.4

20.4
20.2
21.0
20.5
20.8

33.4
33.3
33.0
33.3
33.4

Table 7. Sea urchin fertilization results for reference toxicant experiment No. $392 conducted on 10/22/98.
Percent Fertilized

Log Number

Description

USSW10233
USSWl~233
USSW10233
USSW10233
USS~NI0233
USRF10231
USRF10231
USRF10231
USRF10231
USRF10231
USRF10232
USRF10232
USRF10232
USRF10232
USRFI0232
USRF10233
USRF10233
USRF10233
USRF10233
USRF10233
USRF10234
USRF10234
USRF10234
USRF10234
USRF10234
USRF10235
USRF10235
USRF10235
USRFI0235
USRF10235
USRF10236
USRF10236
USRF10236
USRF10236

Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Co~rol
Seawater Control
9.5 ug~ Cu
9.5 uoJt Cu
9.5 ug~ Cu
9.5 ug/I Cu
9.5 ug/~ Cu
13.9 ug/1 Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.S ugi1Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/! Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/1 Cu
20.4 ug/t Cu
20.4 ug/1 Cu
30,0 ug/1 Cu
30.0 ug/1Cu
30.0 ugtl Cu
30.0 u~ Cu
30.0 ug/t Cu
44.0 u~l Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
44,0 ug/1 Cu
44,0 ug/1 Cu
65.0 ug/1 Cu
65.0 ug/t Cu
65.0 ug,t Cu
65.0 ug/t Cu

99
96
98
99
99
96
98
92
99
96
94
95
94
92
98
93
94
96
95
97
,92
93
92
91
91
82
26
69
81
74
31
13
18
22

Mean

Std Dev

N Counted

98

1.3

5

96

2.7

5

2.2

5

95

1.6

5

~2

0.8

5

66

23.2

5

22

6.8

5

95
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Table 8. Sea urchin fertilization results for reference toxicant experiment No. S394, conducted on 11/8/98.
Percent Fertilized
Lo,cI Number
USSW11112
USSW11112
USSW11112
USSW11112
USSW11112
USRF11111
USRF11111
USRF11111
USRF11111
USRF11111
USRF11112
USRF11112
USRF11112
USRF11112
USRF11112
USRF11113
USRF11113
USRF11113
USRFll 113
USRF11113
USRF11114
USRF11114
USRF11114
USRF11114
USRF11114
USRF11115
USRF11115
USRF11115
USRF11115
USRF11115
USRF11116
USRFI 1116
USRF11116
USRF11116
USRF11116

Mean

Description
Seawater Cont=’o~
Seawat~ Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Con~’ol
Seawater Control
9.5 ug/I Cu
9.5 ug~ Cu
9.5 ug~ Cu
9.5 ug/l Cu
9.5 ug~ Cu
13.9 ug/~ Cu
13.9 ug~ Cu
13.9 ug/1Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.9 ugit Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
20.4 u,g/I Cu
20.4 uoJ1 Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
30.0 ug/1 Cu
30.0 ug4 Cu
30.0 ~ Cu
30.0 ug/l Cu
30.0 ug/l Cu
44.0 ug/1Cu
.4.4.0 ug/1Cu
44.0 ug4 Cu
44.0 ug/1Cu
44.0 ugtl Cu
65.0 ug/I Cu
65.0 ug/1Cu
65.0 ugh1 Cu
65.0 ug/I Cu
65.0 ug,l Cu

99
99
93 ,
93
100
93
75
56
99
~4
96
62
65
65
25
77
40
55
20
17
17
13
2
4
7
5
0
1
24
2
0
0
0
0
0

11

Std Dev

N Counted

97

3.5

5

83

17.8

5

63

25.2

5

42

25.0

5

9

6.3

5

6

10.0

5

0

0.0

5
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TOXICITY MEASUREMENT OF JANUARY THROUGH MARCH 1999 WET WEATHER
RIVER SAMPLES
INTRODUCTION

This report presents results for the toxicity analysis of samples of wet weather flow from
the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. The tests were conducted as partial fulfillment of the
monitoring requirements mandated by NPDES Permit No. CAS614001 from the California
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Los Angeles Region).
METHODS

Sampling was conducted by’LACDPW personnel during wet weather flow conditions at
the Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers. Samples were taken during two storms for the Los
Angeles River and one storm for the San Gabriel. The wet weather sample was collected by
autosampler from the San Gabriel River on January 26, 1999. A single grab sample was taken
from the Los Angeles River during storms on March 15 and March 20, 1999. Sampling
locations were LACDPW mass emission stations S-10 (Los Angeles River) and S-14 (San .
Gabriel River). Samples were stored under refrigeration until tested on January 27, March 16
and March 22, respectively.
¯ :" :"

Toxicity was measured using the purple sea urchin fertilization test as described by
Chapman et al., 1995. Sea urchin gametes were obtained from specimens collected from a
relatively uncontaminated area in northern Santa Monica Bay. In the test, sea urchin sperm are
exposed to various concentrations of the test sample for 20 minutes at a temperature of
approximately 15 °C. Sea urchin eggs are then added to each sample and given 20 minutes for
fertilization to occur. Preservative is then added to the samples, which are later examined with a
microscope to determine the percentage of fertilized eggs.
Since the toxicity test uses a marine organism, the salinity of the river samples was
adjusted to a typical seawater value by addition ofhypersaline brine. Addition of the brine
diluted the samples, restricting the highest concentration of sample tested to 50%. Additional
test concentrations (25, 12, 6, 3, and 1.5%) were prepared by adding laboratory seawater (filtered
natural seawater collected from offshore Redondo Beach) to the samples. A brine control was
included in the experiment to check for toxicity introduced by the salinity adjustment procedure.
The brine control consisted of deionized water, laboratory seawater, and brine at the same
concentration found in the 50% and 25% river samples.
A reference toxicant test was conducted concurrently with the river tests in order to
document variability in test sensitivity. This test consisted of five concentrations of dissolved
copper, ranging from 10 ~tg/L to 65 btg/L.
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Water quali~y measurements (pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and total ammonia)
were made on the test samples at the beginning of the toxicity test. For the river samples, water
quality was measured on the 50%, 12% and 3% concentrations. All measurements were made
using electrodes. Sample salinity was calculated from the conductivity and temperature data.
Un-ionized ammonia (NH3) concentration was calculated from the total ammonia, pH, salinity,
and temperature data.
For each experiment, we attempted to calculate an EC~0 (concentration producing a 50%
reduction in fertilization)and NOEC (highest test concentration that does not produce a
statistically significant reduction in fe,rtilization). The EC~0 was calculated by probit analysis of
the raw percent fertilized data. If there was less than a 50% reduction in fertilization success,
then an EC~0 could not be calculated. The NOEC was calculated by first arcsine transfomaing the
percent fertilized data, then testing for homogenity of variance and normal distribution ofth~
data. Data that passed these tests were then subjected to a one way analysis of variance
(A_NOVA). If a significant difference between treatments was detected (p<0.05), a Dunnett’s
multiple range test was performed to test for differences between the control value and each of
the concentrations. Data that did not pass the test for homogenity of variance and/or normal
distribution were subjected to a non-parametric Steel’s Many-One Rank test. If there was not a
significant reduction in fertilization relative to the control, then a NOEC could not be calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

~
i

~

No toxicity was detected in the wet we.ather sample from San Gabriel River taken in
January (Figure 1). Since there was no reduction in fertilization caused by this sample, neither a
NOEC nor an Ees0 could be calculated (Table 1). The lack of toxicity from this sample is
consistent with the results of testing from another San Gabriel River sample taken earlier in the
storm season (SCCWRP 1998).
Sea urchhl fertilization was significantly reduced by exposure to samples from the Los
Angeles River for both storms in (Figures 2 and 3). The greatest toxicity was present in the
March 15 storm sample. The NOEC for this storm was 12.5%, which represents 8 chronic
toxicity units (TU==100/NOEC). The March 20 sample had aNOEC of 25% (4 TU~). The ECho
for the first storm was 24% sample. Since the sample from the second storm did not eanse a 50%
reduction in fertilization, an ECho could not be calculated (Table 1).
All of the experiments met the test ~cceptability criteria. For the San Gabriel River
sampling, the control seawater fertilization percentage averaged 91% and the 50% brine control
averaged 98%, well above the minimum acceptable value of 70%. The Los Angeles River
samples also had good control results with the seawater control averaging 89% and 100%
respectively and the 50% brine control greater than 83% and 100%. Summaries of the
fertilization counts for each experiment are shown in Tables 2-4.
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The results of water quality measurements are shown in Tables 5-7. The pH, dissolved
oxygen, and salinfty of the samples were within acceptable ranges for all of the experiments.
Total ammonia in the San Gabriel River (2.01 mg/L) wet weather sample was elevated relative
to the control, but was well below the level (>20 mg/L) that would be expected to cause toxicity
in the sea urchin fertilization test.
The copper reference toxicant tests conducted with each experiment also met
performance standards. The EC~0 values for these tests ranged from 2748 gg/L, which are
similar to the historical average for our laboratory (27.6 lxg/L). The data for all three of the tests
are within the range for an acceptable test (4.2 to 51.0 gg/L) (Figure 4). The relatively high EC~0
for the March 22 experiment may indicate a somewhat less sensitive test than we would normally
achieve.
LITERATURE CITED
Chapman, G.A., D.L. Denton, and J.M. Lazorchak. 1995. Short-term methods for estimating the
chronic toxicity of effluents and receiving waters to west coast marine and estuarine organisms.
EPA/600/R-95/136, National Exposure Research Laboratory, U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Cincinnati, OH. 661p.
SCCWRP. 1998. Los Angeles County river toxicity report: October dry weather and November
wet weather samples. Submitted to Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. Southern
California Coastal Water Research, Westminster, CA. 1 lp.
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Fi.gure 1. Dose-response plot of sea urchin fertilization test results for San Gabriel River wet
weather flow composite collected January 26, 1999. Symbols represent the mean of 5 replicates
and the standard deviation.
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Figure 2. Dose-response plot of sea urchin fertilization test results for Los Angeles River wet
weather flow grab collected March 15, 1999. Symbols represent the mean of 5 replicates and the
standard deviation. Asterisks indicate concentrations that were significantly different from
control (p<0.05).
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Figure 3. Dose-response plot of sea urchin fertilization test results for Los Angeles River wet
weather flow grab collected March 20, 1999. Symbols represent the mean of 5 replicates and the
standard deviation. Asterisk indicates concentration that was significantly different from control

(p<_O.O5).
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Table 1. Summaryof sea urchin fertilization test results for San Gabriel PAver and Los Angeles
River. Rainfall data is from Los Angeles Civic Center and is total for entire storm.

Location

Date

Rainfall
(in)

EC5.0 (%)

San Gabriel
River

1/26/99

1.15

>50

Los Angeles
River

3/15/99

0.45

24

Los Angeles
River

3/20/99

NOEC (%)

>50

12.5

Toxic units
(TU=)
<9_

8
--

0.24

>50

8

25

4
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Table 2. Sea urchin fertilization results for experiment No. S396. Sample collected on 1/26/99
and tested on 1/27/99.

¯.

¯.,

i

Log No.
ussw01271
USSW01271
ussw012"71
USSW01271
USSW01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USBK01271
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261

Description
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabriel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabdel Flow
San Gabriel Flow

Concentration (%)

50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Percent Fertilized
Mean Std Dev
1 oo
91
14.2
68
85
100
100
100
98
2.7
99
96
100
94
71
87
10.5
88
91
100
87
98
98
0.8
97
99
98
99
0.0
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
99
0.S
100
99
99
99
100
100
0.0
100
100
100
100
100
100
0.4
100
100
99
100
96
99
5.8
86
100
96
99

N
5

5

5
-5

5

5

5

5

5
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Table 3. Sea urchin fertilization results for experiment No. $403. Sample collected on 3/15/99
and tested on 3/16/99.
Percent Fertilized
Log No.
USSW03161
ussw03161
USSW03161
USSW03161
USSW03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USBK03161
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151

Description
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
Bdne Control
Brine Control
Brine Control
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
L/~ River Flow
LA River Flow

USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151
USLA03151

LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
I.A River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow
LA River Flow

Concentration (%)

25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
6
6
12,5
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
50

10

99
98
91
62
97
1(:]0
100
98
96
98
99
98
96
28
96
99
98
64
74
100
99
96
99
99
99
97
95
98
100
95
94
85
88
97
36
30
43
44
46
2
3
3
1

Mean
89

Std Dev
15.6

N
5

98

1.7’

5

83

31.0

5
--

87

16.8

98

5

1.3

5

. ~.,.,

92

5.1

5

40

6.6

5

2

1.0

5
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Table 4. Sea urchin fertilization results for experiment No. $409. Sample collected on 3/20/99
and tested on~3/22/.99.

;

~
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Log No.
ussw0322.1
ussw03221
USSW03221
USSW03221
USSW03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USBK03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221

Percent Fertilized
Description
Concentration (%)
Mean Std Dev N
Seawater Control
100
100
0.0 5
Seawater Control
100
Seawater Control
100
Seawater Control
100
Seawater Control
100
Bdne Control
25
99
99
0.8 5
Brine Control
25
98
Bdne Control
25 100
Bdne Control
25 100
Bdne Control
25
99
Bdne Control
50
100
100
0.0 5
Bdne Control
50
100
Brine Control
50
100
Brine Control
50
100
Brine Control
50
100
LA River Flow
1.5
100
100
0.4 5
LA River Flow
1.5
100
LA River Flow
1.5
100
LA River Flow
1.5
99
LA River Flow
1.5
100
LA River Flow
3
100
100
0.5 5
LA River Flow
3
100
LA River Flow
3
99
LA River Flow
3
99
LA River Flow
100
3
LA River Flow
6
99
100
0.4 5
LA River Flow
6
100
LA River Flow
6 100
LA River Flow
6
100
LA River Flow
6
100
LA River Flow
12.5
100
99
0.9 5
LA River Flow
12.5
98
LA River Flow
12.5
100
LA River Flow
12.5
100
LA River Flow
12.5
99
LA River Flow
25 100
99
0.8 5
LA River Flow
25
98
LA River Flow
25
99
LA River Flow
25
99
LA River Flow
25
98
LA River Flow
50
67
74
7.3 5
LA River Flow
50
75
LA River Flow
50
80
LA River Row
50
67
LA River Flow
50
83

-=
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Table 5. Water quality summary for January 27, 1999 San Gabriel River fertilization test.
Log Number
USSW01271
USBK01271
USSG01261
USSG01261
USSG01261

Sample Name
Seawater Control
Brine Conlrol
San Gabriel River
S~ Gabriel River
S~ Gabriel River

Cone. (%)

50
50
12.5
3

Time
Point
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

DO Total Ammonia Un-ionized Ammonia Temperature
Conductivity Cond. Sample
(mg/l)
(mg/I)
(mgh)
pH
(°C)
(mS/era)
Temp.
7.3
7,4
7.0
7.2
6.9

0.02
0.09
2.01
0.48
0.1 i

<0,001
0.001
0.028
0.008
0,002

14.2
14.2
14.2
14.2
14.2

7.78
7.75
7,83
7.89
7.91

50.6
50.6
51.4
51.5
51.6

21.0
20.2
19.7
20.5
20.4

Salinity
(g/Kg)
32.8
32.7
33.3
33.4
33.5

Table 6. Water quality summary for March 16, 1999 LA River fertilization test.
Log Number

Sample Name

USSW03161
USBK03161
USLA03 ! 5 !
USLA03151
USLA03151

Seawater Control
Brine Control
Los Angeles River
Los Angeles River
Los Angeles River

Cone. (%)

Time
Point

50
~
12.5
3

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

DO

Total Ammonia

Un-ionized Ammonia

~.

Seawater Control
Brine Control
Los Angeles River
Los Angeles River
LOs Angeles River

50
50
12.5
3

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

Conductivity Cond. Sample Salinity

(rag/I)

(rag/i)

(*C)

pl I

(mS/era)

Temp.

(g/Kg)

7.2
7.1
7.4
7.3
7.5

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.10
0.45

<0.001
<0.001
0,001
0,002
0,014

14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5

7,93
7.99
7.96
8,00
8,16

51.8
49.9
5 ! .5
51.1
49.9

21.5
21.7
2 ! .6
21.5
21.5

33.7
32.4
33.5
33.2
32.4

Table 7. Water quality summary for March 22, 1999 LA River fertilization test.
Time
DO Total Ammonia Ua-ionized Ammonia
Log Number
Sample Name
Cone. (%) Point
(mg/I)
(rag/I)
(rag/I)
USSW03221
USBK03221
USLA03221
USLA03221
USLA03221

Temperature

(mg/I)

7.4

0.02

6.9
6.8
6.8
6.7

0.02
0.04
0.11
0.41

<0.001
<0,001
0.001
0,002
0.010

Temperature
Conductivity Cond. Sample Salinity
pH
(g/Kg)
(°C)
(mSicm)
Temp.

14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3
14.3

7.96
8.00
7.94
7.98
8.15

51.7
50.0
51.3
50.8
49.7

23.0
23.3
23.3
23.4
23.3

33.8 ¯
32,6
33.5
33.2
32.4

Table 8. Sea urchin fertilization results for reference toxicant experiment No. $397 conducted on 1/27/99.

Log Number

:.

;; .:.::..
,---,: ".-::

USSW01272
USSW012"72
USSW01272
USSW01272
USSW01272
USRF01271
USRF01271
USRF01271
USRF01271
USRF01271
USRF01272
USRF01272
USRF01272
USRF01272
USRF01272
USRF01273
USRF01273
USRF01273
USRF01273
USRF01273
USRF01274
USRF01274
USRF01274
USRF01274
USRF01274
USRF01275
USRF01275
USRF01275
USRF01275
USRF01275
USRF01276
USRF01276
USRF01276
USRF01276
USRF01276

Description
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ug/I Cu
13.9 ugh Cu
13.9 ugh Cu
13.9 ugh Cu
13.9 ugh Cu
13.9 ugh Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
30.0 ugh Cu
30.0 ugh Cu
30,0 ugh Cu
30,0 ugh Cu
30.0 ugh Cu
44.0 ugh Cu
44.0 ugh Cu
44.0 ugh Cu
44.0 ug/l Cu
44.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ug/I Cu

Percent Fertilized
Mean Std Dev
100
100
90
85
61
42
62
98
46
63
100
100
100
100
100
5
76
88
45
99
84
5
6
3
84
38
15
1
5
2
0
2
4
22
14

N

87 "

16.0

5

62

22.1

5

100

0.0

5
__

13

63

38.0

5

36

43.5

5

12

15.4

5

6

9.3

5
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Table 9. Sea urchin fertilization results for reference toxicant experiment No, $404, conducted on 3/16/99.
-:

Log Number
USSW03163
USSW03163
USSW03163
USSW03163
USSW03163
USRF03161
USRF03161
USRF03161
USRF03161
USRF03161
USRF03162
USRF03162
USRF03162
USRF03162
USRF03162
USRF03163
USRF03163
USRF03163
USRF03163
USRF03163
USRF03164
USRF03164
USRF03164
USRF03164
USRF03164
USRF03165
USRF03165
USRF03165
USRF03165
USRF03165
USRF03166
USRF03166
USRF03166
USRF03166
USRF03166

Description
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ugh Cu
9.5 ugh Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.9 ugh Cu
13,9 ug/i Cu
13.9 ugh Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
20,4 ugll Cu
20.4 ugh Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
30.0 ugh Cu
30.0 ugll Cu
30.0 ugh Cu
30.0 ugh Cu
30.0 ug/l Cu
44.0 ugh Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
44.0 ugh Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
65.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ug/l Cu
65.0 ugh Cu
65.0 ug/! Cu

Percent Fertilized
Mean Std Dev

N

98

1’.2

5

96

2.9

5

94

3.0

5

98
98
99
96
99
99
92
95
99
96
98
92
95
93
90
75
78
85
86
92
76
82
60
67
74
3
7
4
43
2
1
1
1
2
0

-83

6.8

5

72

8.5

5

12

17.5

5
,.-:~" ~
’

1

14

0.7

5
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Table 10. Sea urchin fertilization results for reference toxicant experiment No. $409, conducted on 3/22/99.

Log Number

:= ";
,

USSW03223
USSW03223
USSW03223
USSW03223
USSW03223
USRF03221
USRF03221
USRF03221
USRF03221
USRF03221
USRF03222
USRF03222
USRF03222
USRF03222
USRF03222
USRF03223
USRF03223
USRF03223
USRF03223
USRF03223
USRF03224
USRF03224
USRF03224
USRF03224
USRF03224
USRF03225
USRF03225
USRF03225
USRF03225
USRF03225
USRF03226
USRF03226
USRF03226
USRF03226
USRF03226

Description
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
Seawater Control
9.5 ug/I Cu
9.5 ug/I Cu
9.5. ug/I Cu
9.5 ug/I Cu
9.5 ug/I Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.9 ug/l Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
13.9 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
20.4 ug/I Cu
30.0 ug/l Cu
30.0 ug/I Cu
30.0 ug/I Cu
30.0 ug/1 Cu
30.0 ug/I Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
44.0 ugfl Cu
44.0 ug/I Cu
44.0 ug,q Cu
65.0 ug/I Cu
65.0 ug/I Cu
65.0 ug/1 Cu
65.0 ug/l Cu
65.0 ug/I Cu

Percent Fertilized
Mean Std Dev
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
99
99
97
99
98
100
96
100
98
99
95
100
97
95
100
85
64
95
83
86
53
42
89
0
2
6
16
8

N

100

0:0

5

99

1.2

5

99

1.7

5

98

1.9

5

88

14.4

5

71

21.5

5

6

6.2

5
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AppendixH
Aerial Deposition Study Progress Reports
by Southern California Coastal Waters Research Project
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Quarterly Report of Progress
May 11, 1999
ESTIMATES OF POLLUTANT INPUTS TO
SANTA MONICA BAY VIA AERIAL DEPOSITION
This is the first year of a three-year project. The first year is funded by the US
EPA, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and SCCVVRP. The
project is being conducted in collaboration with UCLA’s Institute of the
Environment, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP), the US EPA’s
Great Water Program, and in cooperation with the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (AQMD). The first year of this project intends to estimatethe annual pollutant loads to Santa Monica Bay via aerial deposition, both directly
to Bay waters, and indirectly by depositing onto land surfaces then washing off
into the Bay during storm events.
We have successfully completed the winter phase of our sampling program. The
sampling program included measurements of contaminants on aerosol particles
from the atmosphere, dry deposition (what lands on a surrogate surface), and
wet deposition (rain). Our master sampling site is located within the Santa
Monica Bay watershed at UCLA. The AQMD samples eight other locations
within the airshed (LA air basin) that can contribute to loading in Santa Monica
Bay. We also sampled the sea surface microlayer and bulk seawater at nine
stations located throughout Santa Monica Bay to estimate direct deposition.
Sample analysis is currently underway for all of these samples. Dudng the next
quarter, SCCWRP staff will be mobilizing for our summer sampling season
scheduled to begin in July.
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Quarterly Report of Progress
April, 2000

ESTIMATES OF POLLUTANT INPUTS TO
SANTA MONICA BAY VIA AERIAL DEPOSITION
This is the first year of a three-year project. The first year is funded by the US
EPA, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and SCCWRP. The
project is being conducted in collaboration with UCLA’s Institute of the
Environment, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP), the US EPA’s
Great Water Program, and in cooperation with the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (AQMD). The first year of this project intends to estimat~
the annual pollutant loads to Santa Monica Bay via aerial deposition, both direc~
to Bay waters and indirectly by depositing onto land surfaces, then washing off
into the Bay during storm events.
We have made progress on two phases of our project over the last quarter. The
first phase was reporting. We have compiled a Data Report that includes
objectives, rationale, methods, quality assurance/quality control, information
management, and raw data for the entire study. The second area of activity is
data analysis and assessment. We have had three meetings with the UCI.A
Institute of the Environment that have been focused on data analysis, integration
of project data with AQMD data sets, and atmospheric transport and deposition
modeling.
During the next quarter, SCCWRP staff will continue to make progress on the
data analysis and assessment report. The timeline for completion of the Data
Assessment Report is for September 2000. We will also continue to make
additional air measurements. We have received a $50,000 grant from the US
EPA Great Waters Program to complete this work. The additional sampling and
analysis will address data gaps identified during the first year’s work. This
provides an excellent opportunity for the LACDPW to leverage any additional
resources in the upcoming year against those being provided by the US EPA and
SCCWRP.

Department of Public Works

MAY L) 000
Snvironmental Programs Division
Water Quality. Section
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Quarterly Report of Progress
February, 2000

ESTIMATES OF POLLUTANT INPUTS TO
SANTA MONICA BAY VIA AERIAL DEPOSITION
This is the first year of a three-year project. The first year is funded by the US
EPA, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and SCCWRP. The
project is being conducted in collaboration with UCLA’s Institute of the
Environment, the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project (SMBRP), the US EPA’s
Great Water Program, and in cooperation with the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (AQMD). The first year of this project intends to estimate
the annual pollutant loads to Santa Monica Bay via aerial deposition, both directly
to Bay waters and indirectly by depositing onto land surfaces, then washing off
into the Bay during storm events.
We have made progress on four different phases of our project over the last ¯"
quarter. The first phase was sampling. Sampling for the year is now completed.
We conducted two additional sampling cruises over the last quarterthan was
required in order to capture Santa Ana wind conditions, an event that moves the
urban air mass offshore. The second phase of our project was completing
sample analysis. We anticipate having all samples analyzed by eady February
including aerosol particulates, dry deposition surfaces, wet deposition, seasurface microlayer, and bulk seawater samples. The third phase of our project is
information management. As we receive data from the laboratory, we are
checking to ensure accuracy and completeness. Also, we have requested data
from AQMD to obtain complimentary aerosol measurements outside of the Santa
Monica Bay watershed, but inside of the Los Angeles airshed. A third phase of
our project was quality assurance. We have met with AQMD twice and have
analyzed a set of split samples. The goal of this interlaboratory calibration is to
assess comparability pdor to combining data sets.
During the next quarter, SCCWRP staff will make progress on two more phases
of our project. The first phase will be data analysis. We intend to start
preliminary examination of our results beginning in February. We also intend to
begin integrating our results with the AQMD data set. The combined data set will
be delivered to UCLA for continued work by the atmospheric transport and
transformation modelers. The second phase of our project that we anticipate
progress will be reporting. Our goal is to begin compiling a data report that
includes the data generated under this project by April 2000. After the modelers
have completed their tasks, an assessment report integrated our results, AQMD
results, and modeled predictions will be constructed by July 2000.
An invited workshop entitled "Where air and water meet: Atmospheric deposition
to the Pacific Coast" has been scheduled for February 9-10, 2000 at UCLA. The
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workshop will be co-sponsored by the Ecological Society of Amedca, the UCLA
Institute of the Environment, and SCCWRP and will include nationally prominent
atmospheric deposition scientists as well as National Estuary Program managers
from around the country.
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Appendix I

Contacts for More Information
TOPIC
Rainfall Data
Water Quality Data
and Previous
Monitoring Reports
GIS data,
Hydrographs, and
Pollutant Loading
Critical Source
Monitoring Pro.gram
Land Use
Monitoring Program
Mass Emission
Monitoring Program
Santa Monica Bay
Receiving Waters
Study
El Nifio Study
Aerial Deposition
Study
Automated
Sampling
.....Equipment
Industrial
Stormwater Permits

CONTACT
Belinda Kwan,
LACDPW
Lucia Adams,
LACDPW

TELEPHONE
(626) 458-6135

E-MAIL

(626) 458-5165

ladams@dpw.co.la.ca.us

Eduardo Escobar,
LACDPW

(626) 458-3582

eescobar@dpw.co.la.ca.us

Mert’~amos,
LACDPW
Bill DePoto,
LACDPW
Bill DePoto,
LACDPW
Steve Bay,
SCCWRP

(626) 458-3528

mramos@dpw.co.la.ca.us

(626) 458-3537

bdepg.to@dpw,co.la.ca._us

(626) 458-3537

bdepoto@dpw.eo.la.ea.us

(714) 894-2222

steveb@seewrp.org

Steve Bay,
SCCWRP
Ken Schiff,
SCCWRP
Mert Ramos,
LACDPW

(714) 894-2222

steveb@seewrp.org

(714) 594-2222

kens@sccwrp.org

(626) 458-3528

mramos~dpw,eo.la.ca.us
_

Robert Tom,
LAR.WQCB

(213) 576-6789

rtom@rb4.swrcb.ca.go.v

bkwan@dpw.o.la.ca.us

t:?:?.~
.:~.~:

This report will soon be on the Web. Call Eduardo Escobar, above, for more information
on Internet availability.

Contacts Integrated.doc I-I
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ADA Information
Upon 72 hours’ notice, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW) can
provide program information and publications in alternate formats or make other
accommodations for people with disabilities. In addition, program documents are available at
the LACDPW main office in Alhambra (900 So. Fremont Ave.), which is accessible to
individuals with disabilities. To request accommodations ONLY, or for more American wi~h
Disabilities Act (ADA) information, please contact the LACDPW’s departmental ADA
Coordinator at (626) 458-4081 or TDD (626) 282-7829, Monday through Thursday, from 7:00
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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Executive Summary
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the Los Angeles County Monitoring Program is to provide technical data and
information to support effective watershed stormwater quality management programs in Los
Angeles County. Specific objectives of the Program, as outlined in the Municipal Permit, are:

¯ tracking water quality status, pollutant trends and pollutant loads, and identifying pollutants
of concern;
¯ monitoring and assessing pollutant loads from specific land uses and watershed areas;
¯ identifying, monitoring, and assessing significant water quality problems related to
stormwater discharges within the watershed;
¯ identifying sources of pollutants in stormwater runoff;
¯ identifying and eliminating illicit discharges:
¯ evaluating the effectiveness of management programs, including pollutant reductions
achieved by implementation of Best Management Practices; and
¯ assessing the impacts of stormwater runoff on receiving waters.
The 2000-2001 Monitoring Program was designed to address these objectives through the
implementation of three elements: land use station monitoring, mass emission station
monitoring, and critical source/BMP monitoring. The County also is addressing illicit discharges
through an inspection program.

LAND USE AND MASS EMISSION STATION MONITORING
Stations and Equipment
Land use stations are defined as relatively small catchments (0.1 to over 5 square miles) that
have one predominant land use. The objectives of land use monitoring are to evaluate possible
effects of land use on water quality, to evaluate the relative importance of land uses as pollution
sources; and to provide data that can be used, along with data from mass emission stations, to
project watershed pollutant loads. Data were obtained from seven land use stations during the
2000-2001 storm season: one vacant, one single family high density residential, one multiple
family residential, one mixed residential, one light industrial, one transportation, and one
educational. Land use stations were equipped with automatic water samplers and stage (water
depth) recorders so that flow composite samples could be obtained. Grab samples were not
required from land use stations.
In contrast to land use stations, mass emission stations monitor relatively large (i00 to 1000
square miles) mixed land use watersheds. Runoff from five mass emissions monitoring stations
was sampled during the 2000-2001 storm season. These stations cumulatively represented a total
of 1619 square miles of drainage area. The Permit requires mass emission monitoring of four
major drainage areas namely: Ballona Creek, Malibu Creek, Los Angeles River, and San
Gabriel River. The purpose of the mass emission monitoring is to support stormwater load
estimates and to provide a basis for long term water quality trend analysis. Therefore, the
I~
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Executive Summary
monitoring stations are located as close as practical to where the creeks and rivers enter the
ocean. Mass emission stations are equipped with automated water samplers and stage recorders
to collect composite stormwater samples during storm events. Grab samples were also taken at
these stations in accordance with the Municipal Permit. Composite samples only were collected
from one additional mass emission station (Coyote Creek) to support loadings analyses for the
San Gabriel River watershed. At least six storms were sampled at all the mass emission stations
during the 2000-2001 storm season, Satisfying the required five storm events per station
minimum under the 1996 Permit.
Hydrologic Conditions and Sampling Success
Twelve storms were sampled during the season, compared to 13 last season.

Water Quality Chemical Analysis
Monitoring in Los Angeles County in 2000-2001 was performed in compliance with the
Municipal Permit issued in July 1996 which requires a broad suite of chemical analyses,
including solids, minerals, bacteria, metals, organics, and nutrients. The Los Angeles County
Department of Agricultural Commissioner/Weights and Measures, Environmental Toxicology
Laboratory provided the water quality laboratory and related services to the Department of
Public Works. The laboratory implemented a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program to
ensure that the analyses conducted are scientifically valid, defensible, and of known precision
and accuracy.
Water Quality Results (Mass Emission Study)
¯

"~i;

Malibu Creek had noticeably higher median concentrations of both total and dissolved
phosphorus, while the San Gabriel River has the highest median concentration of nitrate.
The median total dissolved solids concentration in Malibu Creek is more than twice that of
any other mass emission site.

¯

Both total and fecal coliforms exhibited higher medians in the Los Angeles River. Ballona
Creek had the greatest range of results for both total and fecal coliforms as well as fecal
enterococcus, while the Los Angeles River had the greatest variability for fecal streptococcus
results.

¯

Concentrations were similar among stations for a given metal. In other words, no station
appeared to be "cleaner" or "dirtier" than any other with respect to metals.

¯

There were several individual exceedanccs of water quality objectives, either of the
California Toxics Rule or of the Ocean P!,m (or of both), for metals; and in fact, total
aluminum, total copper, dissolved copper, and total zinc each had at least one seasonal mean
or median exceed an objective.

Water Quality Results (Land Use Study)
¯

Runoff from the vacant catchment had high pH (8.0) and high alkalinity (median of 180
m~l), while runoff from the light industrial, transportation, mixed residential, and high

~!~,~
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Executive Summary
density residential stations had lower median pH values (6.9, 6.8, 6.8, and 6.8 respectively)
and lower median alkalinity concentrations (26, 2 l, 26, and 23 mgil respectively). The
educational and multiple family residential stations fell in between these two extremes with
median pH values of 7.1 and 7.3 respectively, and median alkalinities of 31 and 48 mg/l.
respectively.
Median hardness concentrations are similar to the alkalinity pattern: high (200 mg/1) at the
vacant station; low in the transportation (30 mg/1), mixed residential (40 mg/l), and high
density residential stations (20 mg/l); and in between (55, 60, and 75 rag/l) at the educational,
light industrial, and multiple family residential stations.
¯ TSS results overlapped substantially among the different land uses; however, the light
industrial station had the highest median for TSS (199 mg/l) being more than twice as high as
the next highest median (84 mg/l for transportation).
¯ Total and dissolved copper concentrations overlapped among the different land uses,
however, the dissolved copper median for the transportation station (31.6 #g/l) was more
than twice as high as the next highest median (9.0 #g/l for mixed residential). Dissolved
copper generally exceeds the 3.1 #g/l California Toxics Rule guideline while both mean and
median concentrations of total copper exceed the Ocean Plan guideline in the transportation,
light industrial, educational high density single family residential, and mixed residential
stations.
¯

Total lead results are fairly consistent among land uses.
Dissolved and total zinc exhibit similar patterns; there is substantial overlap among the
different land uses although the mean and median for the light industrial station is highest in
each case.

Water Quality Results (Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Study)
¯

Total and dissolved copper medians at the fabricated metal control sites (218 gg/1 and 97
!ag/l, respectively) were an order of magnitude higher than those at the motor freight sites (3
and 9 lag/1 respectively).

¯

The highest concentrations of total and dissolved lead occurred at the fabricated metal
control sites (medians of 109 lag/l and 42 ~tg/1, respectively) while there were "no
meaningful" median values for the motor freight sites.

¯

The highest dissolved zinc concentration was observed at the auto repair test sites (median of
229 lag/l) as compared with the auto repair control sites (median of 56 gNl). Total zinc had a
median of 299 lag/l at the fabricated metal test sites and a median of 95 lag/l at the auto repair
control sites.

¯

Dissolved nickel had a median of 18 lag/l at the fabricated metal control sites, and the median
of dissolved nickel was not meaningful at the motor freight sites.
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Executive Summar
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Permit states that if a given constituent is not detected in at least 25% of the samples taken
in ten consecutive storm events then that constituent may qualify for removal from the analytical
suite for the associated station. For both mass emission and land use stations several constituents
met this criterion. It is recommended that these constituents be removed from’the analytical suite
¯ for the associated stations.
The Permit allows the discontinuation of monitoring at a land use station for specific constituents
once the event mean concentration (EMC) is derived at the 25% error rate. As mutually agreed
upon with the RWQCB, it was decided to use the mean standard error as a substitute for error
rate (Swamikannu, 1999). Eighty-nine station-constituent combinations met th~ criterion and it
is recommended that monitoring be discontinued for these constituents at the associated stations.
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1.1 PURPOSE
The goal of the Monitoring Program is to develop information to support effective watershed
stormwater quality management programs. The purpose of these management programs is to
reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges to the maximum extent practicable. The major
objectives of the Monitoring Program outlined in the Municipal Permit are to:
¯ track water quality status, pollutant trends and pollutant loads, and identify pollutants of
concern;
¯ monitor and assess pollutant loads from specific land uses and watershed areas;
¯ identify, monitor, and assess significant water quality problems related to stormwater
discharges within the watershed; ....
¯ identify sources of pollutants in the stormwater runoff;
¯ identify and eliminate illicit discharges;
¯ evaluate the effectiveness of management programs, including pollutant reductions achieved
by implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs); and
¯ assess the impacts of stormwater runoff on receiving waters.
The Monitoring Program, developed to address these objectives, has several elements: Mass
Emission runoff monitoring; Land Use runoff monitoring; and Critical Source runoff monitoring.
Each element conducted in 2000-2001 is described in Section 1.3, including the Permit
objectives it addressed.
1,2
REPORT ORGANIZATION
The station selection process and the stations used in the Monitoring Program are described in
Section 2.1. Maps and tabular descriptions of the tributary areas of each monitored watershed
are displayed as Figures 2-1 through 2-13. The field and laboratory methods used in the program
are presented in Section 3. The hydrologic and water quality results of the 2000-2001 storm
season monitoi’ing are described in Section 4, and the conclusions and recommendations based
on the 2000-2001 results are presented in Section 5.
Runoff hydrographs from all the monitoring stations and rainfall contour maps are presented in
Appendix A. The complete water quality data for the 2000-2001 season are provided in
Appendix B and Appendix C contains tables of available data from the Los Angeles Regional
Water Quality Control Board of the Industrial Storrnwater Sampling Program. Appendix D is a
table of monitoring costs incurred, and Appc~dix E contains a list of people to contact for more
information.
Appendices C and D, though not specificali.~ required by the Municipal Stormwater permit, are
included here in the interest of information sharing.
Los Angeles County was the primary author of this report having performed the bulk of the data
and statistical analyses and writing much of the report. URS’s role was primarily to compile and
edit text and assist with conclusions and recommendations.
1:~0954P245~200~2001 TEXT.DOC~6-JUL’OI\~S)AK
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BACKGROUND

The 1994-95 storm season was the first for which stormwater monitoring was required under the
1990 Los’ Angeles County NPDES Municipal Stormwater Permit No. CA0061654. During the
1994-95 and 1995-96 seasons, automated and manual sampling was conducted to characterize
stormwater quality and quantity in accordance with the 1990 Municipal Permit. The 1994-95
monitoring data is summarized in Report of Stormwater Monitoring, Winter of 1994-95
(LACDPW, 1996).
The 1996-97 season was the first storm season in which stormwater monitoring was conducted
under the new 1996 Municipal Permit (No. CAS614001). The Permit area is depicted in Figure
I-1. For the 1996-97 season the scope of the Monitoring Program was expanded to incorporate
further data collection and new pilot studies. The one-year pilot studies, consisting of "Wide
Channel" and "Low Flow" analyses, \vere completed and reported in the Los Angeles Count),
1996-97 Stormwater Monitoring Report, July 15, 1997 (LACDPW and Woodward-Clyde, 1997).
The monitoring program, including the Mass Emission, Land Use, and Critical Source elements
continued in the 1997-98, 1998-99, 1999-2000, and 2000-2001 storm seasons.
At the request of the National Resources Defense Council, this report includes the latest results
(Appendix C) of the industrial stormwater permit sampling within the county.

1.3.1

Mass Emission Monitoring Program

Five mass emission-monitoring stations were utilized for the Monitoring Program during the
2000-2001 storm season. Mass emission stations capture runoff from major Los Angeles County-; 7,~.. ~
watersheds that generally have heterogeneous land use. These stations monitor flow and have 0: "-’
automated samplers to collect composite samples during storm events. Grab samples are also
taken at these stations in accordance with the Municipal Permit. At least six storms were
sampled at each mass emission site. The objectives of the mass emissions stations are to update
estimated pollutant loads to the ocean and to identify long term trends in pollutant
concentrations, if possible.

1.3.2 Land Use Monitoring Program
Seven land use stations were monitored during the 2000-2001 storm season. The land use
monitoring program is a result of a site selection study entitled Evaluation of Land Use
Monitoring Stations (Woodward-Clyde and Psomas and Associates, 1996). The study identified
the most significant land use categories within the permit area regarding stormwater quality. The
drainage area tributary to each land use monitoring station is comprised predominantly of a
single land use and is relatively homogeneous. The eight land use stations that were monitored
up to the 1998-99 storm season represent over 86% of all the land use within the permit area.
These stations monitor flow and have automated samplers to collect flow-weighted composite
stormwater samples during storm events. The major objectives of this monitoring effort are to
evaluate the effects of certain land uses on water quality, to identify the relative importance of
specific land uses as pollution sources, and to provide data that can be used to project watershed
loads from watersheds that do not have mass emission stations.
The 12 storz:ns of the 2000-2001 season yielded 71 land use station-events.
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The retail/commercial sampling site on Pier Drain in Santa Monica (S08) was dismantled and not
in use in the 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 seasons, with prior approval from the RWQCB, to
accommodate construction by the City of Santa Monica of its stormwater treatment plant.

1,3.3 Critical Source/BMP Program
The Critical $ource/BMP Monitoring study was designed to analyze baseline storrnwater quality
and assess the effectiveness of BMP implementation for critical industries and businesses. A
number of critical source industries were identified and ranked by their potential significance to
stormwater quality (Woodward-Clyde, 1997) and are listed in the following table:

Industrial Category

SIC Code

Industrial
Stormwater
Permits*

¯

Wholesale trade (including scrap yards and auto
dismantling)

50

Yes

¯

Automotive repair/par’king

75

No

¯

Fabricated metal products (including electroplating)

34

Yes

¯

Motor freight (including trucking)

42

Yes

¯

Chemical manufacturing facilities

28

Yes

¯

Automotive dealers/gas stations

55

No

¯

Electric/gas/sanitary

49

No

¯

Miscellaneous manufacturing

39

Yes

¯ Industrial facilities requiring general industrial stormwater permits.
Each critical source industry monitoring plan involves a multi-year study of stormwater runoff
from six sites (three test sites and three control sites). During the first year of each study, runoff
is sampled and analyzed from five storms to establish background levels. During subsequent
years, BMPs are installed at three of the six sites (test sites). BMP effectiveness is estimated
from monitoring data gathered from the pooled test sites and pooled control sites during ten
additional storms. A complete study plan is included in Critical Source Selection and
Monitoring Report (Woodward-Clyde, 1997). Sites at six automotive repair shops, six auto
dismantlers, six fabricated metal shops, six motor freight companies, six auto dealers, four
chemical manufacturing facilities, four industrial machinery manufacturing facilities, and five
rubber and plastics manufacturers were monitored during the 2000-2001 storm season.
The required minimum of 5 storms to characterize runoff were not sampled at the industrial
machinery manufacturing facilities and rubber and plastics manufacturers. Therefore, additional
storms will need to be monitored in 2001-2002 in order to characterize runoff.

1:’~954P245~2000-2001 TEX"r.DOC~,-JULoOI\\OA~
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To characterize the quality of stormwater runoff in Los Angeles County, a combination of single
land use sites and large area mass emissions sites have been selected for monitoring.

2,1

SITE SELECTION

2.1.1

Mass Emission Site Selection

The Department of Public Works monitored four major drainage areas near their outfalls to the
ocean. Four of the mass emission monitoring stations installed under the original 1990 Permit
were retained under the 1996 Permit; specifically the Los Angeles River, San Gabriel River,
Ballona Creek, and Malibu Creek. The Coyote Creek mass emission station, which was required
under the 1990 Permit but not under the 1996 Permit, was also monitored during the 2000_=2001
season. This station was retained in the program to provide data for the calculation of mass
loading in the San Gabriel River watershed. The five mass emission monitoring stations were
used to collect water quality data from over 1619 square miles and have produced the data used
to calculate total loading to the ocean from these watersheds.
For mass emission sites, the Permit requires sampling a minimum of five events per station per
year. These sampling events may be either dry weather or wet weather events.

2.1.2 Land Use Site Selection
The following is a brief summary of the land use site selection process completed between the
spring and fall of 1996. The complete methods and results of this study are provided in
Evaluation of Land Use Monitoring Stations (Woodwar.d-Clyde and Psomas and Associates,
1996).
An initial list of 104 land use types based on the Southem California Association of
Governments (SCAG) database was sorted into 37 categories. Of these, the top 12 urban uses
based on total area were chosen for a field survey. The survey was performed to identify
characteristics that would assist in the aggregation or subdivision of the 12 top land use
categories. For each of the 12 land uses, 8 representative areas no larger than a city block were
selected for the field survey during the spring of 1996. One issue investigated in the field
surveys was whether the age of a development of high density single family residential areas
warranted additional monitoring sites. However, the survey indicated that there were no
apparent differences between the five different age categories for high density single-family
residential land use so this land use was considered one category.
A loading model for b.ll land uses was applied for four constituents (copper, phosphorus, COD,
and TSS). The model used local and regiona! field-derived estimates of imperviousness and
water quality. For each constituent, the land use categories were ranked by total loading. A
marginal benefit analysis was applied to the ranked land uses to determine the most important for
monitoring. The top land use types that ranked above or equal to the land use with the maximum
marginal benefit were identified for monitoring. They were:
¯

Vacant

¯

High Density Single Family Residential (t-ff)SFR)

¯

Light Industrial

lalC=S
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¯

Tl-ansportatlon

¯

Retail/Commercial

¯

Multifamily Residential

¯

Educational Facilities

site Descriptions
. :,

The first 5 of the 7 land use types listed above (Vacant, High Density Single Family Residential,
Light Industrial, Transportation, and Retail/Commercial) were already being monitored under the
1990 Municipal Permit. To comply with the terms of the 1996 Permit, one site for each of these
land uses was retained for continued sampling; the remaining sites were dismantled. New
stations to monitor the last two land use types, Multifamily Residential and Educational
Facilities, were installed in February 1997 and were operational for the 1997-98, 1998-99, 19992000, and 2000-2001 storm seasons.
In addition to the pollutant loading analysis, land uses were also ranked by total area within each
of the six major Los Angeles County watershed management areas. Four land use types not
already on the list were then identified as having significant area in one or more of the
watersheds (i.e., ranking in the top five land uses), as follows:
¯ Heavy Industrial
¯

Rural Residential

¯

Utility Facilities

¯

Mixed Residential
..:.;...~,
On the basis of this analysis, one mixed residential land use station was installed in October 1997 "::£-’
and was operational for the 1997-98, 1998-99, 1999-2000, and 2000-2001 storm seasons; seven
land use monitoring stations were operational during the 2000-2001 season. The
retail/commercial sampling site on Pier Drain in Santa Monica ($08) was dismantled and not in
used in either the 1999-2000 or 2000-2001 season, with prior approval from the RWQCB, to
accommodate construction by the City of Santa Monica of its stormwater treatment plant.

2.1.3 Critical, Source Site Selection
The following is a brief summary of the Critical Source selection process undertaken to identify
industrial and/or commercial critical source categories/types to be monitored. Each selected
critical source type is to be monitored for a minimum of two years, the first year without BMPs,
and subsequent years with BMPs. The complete site selection methods and results of this study
are provided in Critical Source Selection aml .lhmitoring Report (Woodward-Clyde, 1997).
Similar to the land use monitoring evaluamm process, the County undertook a five-step process
to identify and prioritize a list of critical indu,tr~es within the county that may contribute
significant pollutants to stormwater runoff. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes played
a major role in the selection process. Once .,elected, appropriate sites would be monitored over a
minimum two-year period for the duration of the permit to measure runoff quality with and
without remedial cleanup actions. These reme&al actions are referred to as Best Management
Practices, or BMPs.
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The first step was to develop an initial list of candidate industries. This list contained industries
both included and excluded under the State’s General Industrial Activities Stormwater permit
process. Initial candidate selection was based on prevalence in the county and the extent of
outdoor activities. The resulting list yielded a group of 30 candidate industries ranked by the
number of facilities.
The next step involved developing a set of criteria to prioritize the list. A number of empirical
factors were used to assign levels of significance to each SIC category. Loading (Q) would be
addressed by the number of sources at a site and the likelihood of release. Imperviousness (R) of
a site would be represented by the percent of paved area. Pollutant toxicity (T) would be denoted
by the number of toxic pollutants and the inherent toxicity of the mix. An exposure factor (E)
signifies if activities are exposed to rainfall. And finally, number (N) would represent the total
number of sites in the county. Each variable would be assigned a qualitative number from- 1 to
10, with 10 representing the worst condition. The pollutant potential (P) used to rank the results
would thus be the product of all the factors, or
P=QxRxTxExN
Based on this ranking scheme, some "critical source" industries are selected to be monitored as
follows:

¯ Wholesale Trade (sc~:ap and auto dismantling)
¯ Automotive Repair/Parking
¯ Fabricated Metal Products
¯ Motor Freight
¯ Automobile Dealers
¯ Chemical Manufacturing
¯ Electric/Gas/Sanitary
* Miscellaneous Manufacturing.
A literature search was simultaneously conducted to identify what "critical source" industries, if
any, have already been analyzed. The search revealed that similar stormwater studies had yet to
be performed.
After the identification and prioritization, the Department then had the task of finding six
companies out of the selected critical source industries to enlist for monitoring runoff from five
storms during the 1996-97 storm season. However, all six companies could not be enlisted until
the end of that storm season, too late for the collection of runoff data. In 1997-98, twelve
companies from two industries, automobile repair and auto dismantling, were enlisted. In the
1998-99 storm season, six companies from the metal fabrication industry were added. In the
1999-2000 storm season, nine of the eighteen companies from the automotive repair, auto ¯
dismantling, and metal fabrication industries were fitted with BMPs at the Department’s
expense. The remaining nine companies remained as control sites in order to evaluate BMP
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effectiveness. Twelve companies flom two industries, motor freight and automobile dealerships
were added to the monitoring program in the 1999-2000 storm season.
Of the twelve companies from the motor freight and automobile dealership industries, six were
fitted with BMPs in the 2000-2001 storm season. The remaining six companies remained as
control sites for evaluating BMP effectiveness. In addition, 13 companies from three industries,
. chemical manufacturing, industri’al machinery manufacturing, rubber/miscellaneous plastics
manufacturing were added to the monitoring program in the 2000-2001 storm season. Sampling
will continue into the sixth year of monitoring until the eight critical source industries and
remedial BMPs are tested and evaluated.

2.2

-"

LOCATION AND DRAINAGE AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Figure 2-1 is an overview of the study area with all mass emission and land use monitorin~;sites
shown. Table 2-1 also indicates the dominant land use associated with each monitoring site and
the total drainage area.
2.2.1

Mass Emission Monitoring Sites

Provided below is a description of the four mass emission stations required by the 1996

Municipal Permit (Ballona Creek, Malibu Creek, Los Angeles River, and San Gabriel River) and
one additional mass emission station (Coyote Creek) which is not specifically required. Figures
2-2 through 2-6 show the lo.cation of each monitoring station along with a description of its land
use and 1990 population.
Ba//ona Creek Monitoring Station (S01)
The Ballona Creek monitoring station is located at the existing stream gage station (Stream Gage
No. F38C-R) between Sawtelle Bouldvard and Sepulveda Boulevard in the City of Los Angeles.
’At this location, which was chosen to avoid tidal influences, the upstream tributary watershed of
Ballona Creek is 88.8 square miles. The entire Ballona Creek Watershed is 211.6 square miles.
At the gauging station, Ballona Creek is a concrete lined trapezoidal channel.
Malibu Creek Monitoring Station (S02)
The Malibu Creek monitoring station is located at the existing stream gage station (Stream Gage
No. F130-9-R) near Malibu Canyon Road, south of Piuma Road. At this location, the tributary
watershed to Malibu Creek is 104.9 square miles. The entire Malibu Creek Watershed is 202.9
square miles.
Los Angeles River Monitoring Station ($10)
The Los Angeles River Monitoring Station is located at the existing stream gage station (Stream
Gage No. F319-R) between Willow Street and Wardlow Road in the City of Long Beach. At
this location, which was chosen to avoid tidal influences, the total upstream tributary drainage
area for the Los Angeles River is 822.5 square miles. This river is the largest watershed outlet to
the Pacific Ocean in Los Angeles County. At the site, the river is a concrete lined trapezoidal
channel.
,:,~,a,~0o0-20~, "rEx-r.t:~-~-JuL-0,,,o~ 2-4
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San Gabriel River Monitoring Station ($14)
The San Gabriel River Monitoring Station is located at an historic stream gage station (Stream
Gage No. F263C-R), below San Gabriel River Parkway in Pico Rivera. At this location the
upstream tributary area is 450.6 square miles. The San Gabriel River, at the gauging station, is a
grouted rock-concrete stabilizer along the western levee and a natural section on the eastern side.
Flow measurement and water sampling are conducted in the grouted rock area along the western
levee of the river. The length of the concrete stabilizer is nearly 70 feet. The San Gabriel River
sampling location has been an active stream gauging station since 1968.
Coyote Creek Monitoring Station ($13)
The Coyote Creek Monitoring Station is located at the existing ACOE stream gage station_
(Stream Gage No. F354-R) below Spring Street in the lower San Gabriel River watershed.
Although this site is not required for monitoring per the NPDES Permit, the site was added to
assist in determining mass loading for the San Gabriel River watershed. At this location, the
upstream tributary area is 148.6 square miles (extendi,ng into Orange County). The sampling site
was chosen to avoid backwater effects from the San Gabriel River. Coyote Creek, at the gauging
station, is a concrete lined trapezoidal channel. The Coyote Creek sampling location has been an
active stream gauging station since 1963.
2.2.2 Land Use Monitoring Sites
The following is a description of the locations selected to monitor runoff from land-use specific
drainage areas. Figures 2-7 through 2-13 show the location and drainage area of each monitoring
station along with a description of its land use and 1990 population.
Sawpit Creek Monitoring Station (811)
The Sawpit Creek Monitoring Station is located in the Los Angeles River Watershed in the City
of Monrovia. The monitoring station is in Sawpit Creek, downstream of Monrovia Creek.
Sawpit Creek is a natural watercourse at this location. The overall watershed land use is
predominantly vacant.
Project 620 Monitoring Station ($18)
The Project 620 Monitoring Station is located in the Los Angeles River Watershed in the City of
Glendale. The monitoring station is at the intersection of Glenwood Road and Cleveland
Avenue. The overall watershed land use is predominantly high density residential.
Dominguez Channel Monitoring Station (S23)
The Dominguez Channel Monitoring Station is located within the Dominguez Channel/Los
Angeles Harbor Watershed in Lennox, near Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The
monitoring station is near the intersection of 116th Street and Isis Avenue. The overall
watershed land use is predominantly transportation, and includes areas of LAX and Interstate
105.
1:~0954P245~2000-2001 TEXT.DOC~6-JULo01\\OAK
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The Project 1202 Monitoring Station is located in the Dominguez Channel/Los Angeles Harbor
Watershed in the City of Carson. The monitoring station is near the intersection of Wilmington
Avenue and 220th Street. The overall watershed land use is predominantly industrial.

Project 474 Monitoring Station ($25)
The Project 474 Monitoring Station is located in the Los Angeles River Watershed in the
Northridge section of the City of Los Angeles. The monitoring station is located along Lindley
Avenue, one block south of Nordhoff Street. The station monitors runoff from the California
State University of Northridge. The land use of the drainage area is primarily education.

Project 404 Monitoring Station ($26)
The Project 404 Monitoring Station is located within the Los Angeles River Watershed in the
City of Arcadia. The monitoring station is located along Duarte Road, between Holly Avenue
and La Cadena Avenue. The land use of the drainage area is primarily mu!ti-family residential.
Project 156 Monitoring Station ($27)
The Project 156 Monitoring Station is located within the Los Angeles Watershed in the City of
Glendale. The monitoring station is located along Wilson Avenue, near the intersection of
Concord Street and Wilson Avenue. The land use of the drainage area is classified as mixed
residential.
~""
-:~./. !--’~

2.2.3 Critical Source Monitoring Sites
The general locations of the critical source monitoring sites are shown in Figure 2-14. For
purposes of anonymity, the agreement reached with each of the businesses prohibits us from
revealing the exact locations.
Sites C01, C02, and C03 are the control sites for the wholesale trade (auto dismantlers); T01,
T02, and T03 are the sites where Best Management Practices (BMPs) have been installed for the
wholesale trade industry. Similarly, C04, C05, and C06 are the control sites for automotive
repair, while T04, T05, and T06 are the sites where the BMPs were installed for the automotive
repair industry. Sites C07, C08, and C09 are the control sites for fabricated metal products
industry; T07, T08, and T09 are the sites where BMPs were installed for the fabricated metal
products industry. Sites C10, CI I, and C12 are the control sites for motor freight companies;
T10, T11, and T12 are the sites where the BMPs were installed for the motor freight companies.
Sites C13, C14, and C15 are the control sites for auto dealership industry; TI3, TI4, and TI5 are
the sites where the BMPs were installed for the auto dealership industry.
During the 2000-2001 season, three new industries were added as follows: C16 and C17 are the
control sites for chemical manufacturing induqry: TI6 and TIT are the BMPs sites for the
chemical manufacturing industry. Sites C19 and C20 are the control sites for the industrial
machinery manufacturing companies, while T19 and T20 are the BMPs sites for the industrial.
machinery manufacturing companies. Sites C22 and C23 are the control sites for the rubber and
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miscellaneous plastics industry; T22, T23 and T24 are the BMPs sites for the rubber and
miscellaneous plastics industry.
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This section describes the field and laboratory methods used to conduct the Monitoring Program,
which includes precipitation and flow monitoring, stormwater sampling, and laboratory analyses.

3.1

PRECIPITATION AND FLOW MEASUREMENT

3.1.1

Precipitation Monitoring

For every monitoring station, a minimum of one automatic tipping bucket (intensity measuring)
rain gage is located nearby or within the tributary watershed. Large watersheds may require
multiple rain gages to accurately characterize the rainfall. The Los Angeles County Department
of Public Works operates various automatic rain gages throughout the county. Existing gages
near the monitored watersheds are also utiliz.ed in calculating stormwater runoff and are eg~;ential
to develop runoff characteristics for these watersheds.

3.1.2 FIowMonitoring
Flow monitoring equipment is needed to trigger the automated samplers because the Monitoring
Program requires flow-weighted composites for many constituents. Flows are determined from
measurements of water elevation as described below.
The water elevation in a storm drain is measured by the stage monitoring equipment, and the
flow rate is derived from a previously established rating table for the site or calculated with an
equation such as Manning’s. The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works uses rating
tables generated from analysis of storm drain cross sections and upstream/downstream flow
characteristics. The rating tables are modified if it is demonstrated in the field through stream
velocity measurements that calculated table values are incorrect. Previous stormwater flow
measurement efforts indicates that all stations will require multiple storm events to gather the
data necessary for calibration of the measurement devices.
The automatic samplers utilize pressure transducers as the stage measurement device. However,
pressure transducers are only accurate as flow measurement devices in open channel flow
regimes. Therefore, for stations monitoring flows in underground storm drains, efforts were
made to select drains that do not surcharge (flow under pressure) during events smaller than a
10-year storm event.

3.2 STORMWATER SAMPLING
3.2.1 Sample Collection Methods
Grab and composite sample collection methods, defined below, were used during the 2000-2001
storm season.
¯ Grab Sample - a discrete, individual sample taken within a short period of time, usually less
than 15 minutes. This method is used to collect samples for constituents that have very short
holding times and.specific collection or preservation needs. For example, samples for
coliforms are taken directly into a sterile container to avoid non-resident bacterial
contamination.
~
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Composite Sample - a mixed or combined sample created by combining a series of discrete
samples (aliquots) of specific volume, collected at specific flow-volume intervals.
Composite sampling is ideally conducted over the duration of the storm event.

During a storm event, grab samples were collected during the initial portion of the storm (on the
rising limb of the hydrograph) and taken directly to the laboratory.
Flow composite storm samples were obtained using an automated sampler to collect samples at
flow-paced intervals. Samples collected at each station were combined in the laboratory to
create a single flow-weighted sample for analysis.
During the storm season, the sampler was programmed to start automatically when the water
level in the channel or storm drain exceeded the maximum annual dry weather stage. A sample
was collected each time a set volume of water had passed the monitoring point (this volume is
referred to as the pacing volume or trigger volume). The sample was stored in glass containers
within the refrigerated sampler. A minimum of eight liters of sample was r~quired to conduct the
necessary laboratory analyses for all the constituents. The automated sampler was deactivated
by field personnel when the water level in the channel or storm drain fell to about 120 percent of
the observed maximum annual dry weather flow stage.
Samples were retrieved from the automated samplers as soon as possible to meet laboratory
analysis holding time requirements. As samples were collected, rainfall and runoff data were
logged and stored for transfer to the office.

3.2.2 Field Quality Assurance/Quality Control Plan
Properly performed monitoring station set up, water sample collection, sample transport, and
laboratory analyses are vital to the collection of accurate data. Quality Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) is an essential component of the monitoring program.
Evaluation of Analytes and QA/QC Specifications for Monitoring Program (Woodward-Clyde,
1996a) describes the procedures used for bottle labeling, chain-of-custody tracking, sampler
equipment checkout and setup, sample collection, field blanks to assess field contamination, .field
duplicate samples, and ’transportation to the laboratory.
An important part of the QAJQC Plan is the continued education of all field personnel. Field
personnel were adequately trained from the onset and informed about new information on
stormwater sampling techniques on a continuing basis. Field personnel also evaluate the field
activities required by the QA/QC Plan, and the Plan is updated if necessary.
Bottle Preparation
For each monitoring station, a minimum or" three sets of bottles was available so that up to two
complete bottle change-outs could be made fi,r each storm event. Bottle labels contained the
following information:
¯

LADPW Sample ID Number

¯

Station Number

¯

Station Name

~ll~kS
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¯ Sample Type (Grab or Composite)
¯ Laboratory Analysis Requested
¯ Date
¯ Time
¯ Preservative
¯ Temperature
¯ Sampler’s Name
Bottles were cleaned at the laboratory prior to use, then they were labeled and stored in sets.
Each station was provided with the same number, types, and volumes of bottles for each r~tation
unless special grab samples were required. Clean composite sample bottles were placed in the
automated sampler when samples were collected. This practice ensured readiness for the next
storm event. All bottles currently not in use were stored and later transported in plastic ice
chests. Composite sample bottles were limited to a maximum of 2-1/2 gallons each, to ensure
ease of handling.
Chain-of-Custody procedure
Chain-of-custody forms were completed to ensure and document sample integrity. These
procedures establish a written record which tracks sample possession from collection through
analysis.
Field Setup Procedures
All field sampling locations were fixed sites, with the sampler placed on a public road or flood
control right-of-way. After sample collection, field staff prepared the sampler for collection of
the next set of samples either in storm mode or in dry weather mode. Inspection of visible hoses
and cables was performed to ensure proper working conditions according to the site design.
Inspection of the strainer, pressure transducer, and auxiliary pump was performed during
daylight hours in non-storm conditions.
The automated sampler was checked at the beginning of the storm (during grab sample
collection) to ensure proper working condition and to see if flow composite samples were being
collected properly. Dry weather collection techniques were similar, with grab and 24-hour
composite samples being collected.
Bottles were collected after each event and packed with ice and foam insulation inside
individually marked ice chests. Chain-of-custody forms were completed by field staff before
transportation of the samples to the laboratory. Under no circumstance were samples removed
from the ice chest during transportation from the field to the laboratory.
Travel Blanks and Reid Duplicates
Potential field contamination was assessed through analysis of travel blanks and duplicate grab
samples. Field travel blanks were collected for each monitoring station during every sampling
event to quantify post sampling contamination. The monitoring program also included field
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duplicates to assess the precision of laboratory results. A field duplicate, the origin of which was
unknown to the laboratory, was collected for each sampling event. This methodology for
assessing post sampling contamination and laboratory testing procedures provided data to
measure the precision and accuracy of the laboratory results.

3.2.3 Sampling Frequency
During the 2000-2001 storm season, the Permit required the Department to sample up to 200
"station events" for the land use sites. A station event is defined as collection of one sample at
one station. The Municipal Permit specifies sampling at mass emission stations to total five
events per year during dry weather, storm, or a combination of both.

3.3

LABORATORY ANALYSES

The Department of Agricultural Commissioner/Weights and Measures (ACWM) Environmental
Toxicology Laboratory provides water quality laboratory and related services to the LACDPW.
The ACWM lab is state certified to perform the water quality analyses contracted by LACDPW.
The ACWM Lab maintains a laboratory analysis program that includes Quality Assurance and
Quality Control protocols consistent with the objectives of the monitoring program required by
the Permit (Section 3.3.3).

3.3.1

Possible Constituents of Concern

Possible constituents of concern for each element of the Monitoring Program are specified in the
Municipal Permit. The constituents of concern for land use station monitoring are:
".:’-~’,;:
¯

Total Suspended Solids

¯

Silver

¯

Total Nitrogen

¯

Zinc

¯

Total Phosphorus

¯

Chlordane

¯

Cadmium

¯

Chlorpyfifos

¯

Chromium

¯

Diazinon

¯

Copper

¯

Malathion

¯

Lead

¯

Simazine

¯

M+rcury

¯

TotalDDT

¯

Nickel

¯

TotalPAHs

¯

Selenium

¯

TotalPCBs
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Constituents of concern for mass emission monitoring include those listed above plus:
¯ Oil and Grease
* Bacteria
¯ Total Phenols
¯ Cyanide
¯ TPH

3.3,2 Analytical Suite and Analytical Methods
The suite of analytes and associated detection limits for samples collected at the land use stations
and mass emission stations are specified in the Municipal Permit. Constituents of concern for
derivation of event mean concentrations are also specified by the Permit. All the laboratory
methods used for analysis of the stormwater samples are approved by the California Depaitment
of Health Services and are in conformance with USEPA approved met.hods.
Table 3-1 shows all the constituents monitored during the 2000-2001 season at the mass
emissions and land use stations, including constituents analyzed with composite or grab samples.
The table lists the method number, the detecting limit, the data quality objectives, and other
relevant information for each constituent. The table also shows which constituents were
monitored at the land use sites versus the mass emission sites. It should be noted that detection

limits of many semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) were lowered, including all PAHs, for
the land use and mass emission studies at the request of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality
Control Board.
Analyses of constituents in samples collected for the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Study
were performed using the methods and reporting limits given in Table 3-2.
The laboratory made an effort to provide the lowest detection limits attainable without
compromising the reliability of the data. "Detection limit" (DL) is defined by the USEPA as
"the concentration above which we are 99% confident that the analyte is present at a
concentration greater than zero" (40 CFR Part 136 Appendix B). For this project the laboratory
made some allowance for interference in the analysis due to the complex nature of the sample
matrix by performing a DL study using a water sample collected from a channel during dry
weather. These ’matrix specific’ DLs are the reported DLs in the data tables. Data below the
DL are reported as zero. The Practical Quantitation Limit (PQL) is the concentration above
which the analyte can be accurately quantified. Reported PQLs were developed by the
laboratory during the analysis of stormwater runoff samples using professional judgment to
account for matrix interferences. Data that fall between the DL and PQL are reported by the
laboratory at the apparent concentrations. When reviewing these data it should be noted that the
concentrations below the PQL are estimated.

3.3.3 Quality Assurance and Quality Control
The primary objective of the laboratory quahty assurance/quality control program is to ensure
that the analyses ar.e scientifically valid, defensible, and of known precision and accuracy. The
ACWM laboratory maintains quality assurance/quality control procedures (as described in their
Quality Assurance Manual) in accordance with requirements of the California Department of
Health Serqices. The ACWM laboratory standard operation procedures include method
validation, equipment calibration, preventive maintenance, data validation procedures,
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assessment of accuracy and precision, corrective actions, and performance and system audits.
The Q.,-VQC review and data validation for the 2000-2001 monitoring data was conducted by
ACWM Lab, and the QA/QC documentation is available within the ACWM Lab files. The
validated data as provided by the ACWM Lab were used for data analysis and interpretation, with
no further QMQC review.
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4.1 HYDROLOGY: PRECIPITATION AND FLOW
Total annual rainfall during the 2000-2001 storm season in LA County was just below normal.
The long term average annual rainfall at Station # 716, Ducommun Street in downtown Los
Angeles is about 15.60 inches. For water year (WY) 2000-2001 the total rainfall from October
2000 through May 2001 was about 15.09 inches.
Figures 4-1a and 4-1b show the rainfall pattern for WY 2000-2001 compared to the long term
pattern of rainfall. About 78% of the annual total fell during the month of January. This is
reflected by the timing of the storms that were monitored. Seven of the 12 storms monitored
occurred in January and February. The months of November and December were practically dry
this season while February had more than twice the amount of rainfall compared to the lo_ng term
average for that month.
Table 4-1 summarizes the hydrologic and meteorologic conditions of each station-event
monitored this season. Table 4-2 summarizes total precipitation and runoff volume for each
station on a seasonal basis from 1994 through 2001. These data will help define hydrologic and
water quality trends after subsequent years of data are compiled. A collection of 2000-2001
season hydrographs for each storm event from the monitored sites and rainfall contour maps is
included in Appendix A. Each hydrograph includes the time of grab sample collection when
applicable, the time of the first and last composite sample aliquot collection, the number of
aliquots per composite, the sample volume interval, and the percent of storm sampled.
Also included in Appendix A are contour maps of total rainfall for the 2000-2001 storm season.
The dates given as "Storm Event Date" are the dates each storm began.

4.2

STORMWATER QUALITY

A summary of the composite and grab samples taken during the 2000-2001 season is included as
Table 4-3.

4.2.1 Determination of Constituents of Concern for Analysis
The County analyzes for some 209 individual water quality constituents, the results of which are
included in Appendix B. But while the Municipal Stormwater permit lists 25 of them as
constituents of concern, some constituents were not detected or were detected at levels below a
number of common water quality guidelines. Therefore, a comparison was made between mass
emission water quality results and the water quality objectives outlined in the Ocean Plan, Basin
Plan, and California Toxics Rule. If either the mean or median concentration of a constituent
from mass emission sampling exceeded the objective, it was selected for further analysis. The
2000-2001 mass emission results were compared with the standards in Table 4-4a, while
information about each site is included in Table 4-4b. A comparison was made of the 1994-2001
water quality concentrations, and 17 pollutants were identified (see Table 4-4c). A complete
description of the comparison study is included in Los Angeles County 1994-2000 Integrated
Stormwater Monitori.ng Report (Los Angeles County Department of Public Works). Thirteen
additional constituents (total suspended solids, diazinon, chlorpyrifos, total coliform, fecal
coliform, fecal streptococcus, fecal enterococcus, dissolved phosphorus, total phosphorus,
ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, nitrite nitrogen and TKN, which may have not exceeded
1:~0954P~4920~0-2001T.=XT.DOC~- JU L-O I~.\OAK
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standards or’ did not have standards defined/were also included. The constituents used for
analysis are:
¯ Total Aluminum
¯ Cyanide
¯

Dissolved Cadmium

¯

Turbidity

¯

Dissolved Copper

¯

Diazinon

¯

Total Copper

¯

Chlorpyrifos

¯

Dissolved Nickel

* Dissolved Phosphorus

¯

Total Nickel

¯

Total Phosphorus

¯

Dissolved Lead

¯

Total Coliform

¯

Total Lead

¯

Fecal Coliform

¯

Total Mercury

¯

Fecal Streptococcus

¯

Dissolved Zinc

¯

Fecal Enterococcus

¯

Total Zinc

¯

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

¯

Total Suspended Solids

¯

Phenanthrene

¯

Total Dissolved Solids

¯

Pyrene

¯

Total Kjeldalh Nitrogen

¯

Nitrate

¯

Ammonia

¯

Nitrite

¯

-"?:"~"~
:"

The above 30 constituents of concern were used in developing the percentile distribution (box
and whisker) graphs, bacteria count trend analysis, and pollutant loading estimations.
There are no numerical effluent standards that apply to stormwater pollution. Current federal
and state numeric effluent standards apply only to "point source pollution," such as sanitary
sewage, industrial and commercial discharges to the ocean, and other waterbodies. Water quality
standards described in the 1995 Los Angeles Region Basin Plan or the 1997 California Ocean
Plan do not apply to stormwater runoff, and any exceedance of values should not indicate
violation or noncompliance with the plans. The 2000 California Toxics Rule is, strictly
speaking, applicable to industrial and sewage treatment plant point-source discharges, but not to
stormwater runoff discharges, which do not have any effluent limits. Furthermore, a direct
comparison of the sampling results with the Ocean Plan standards cannot be made since the
results presented in the tables are detected values before dilution, a factor allowed by the Ocean
Plan. At the same time, however, it should be no~ed that new storrnwater permits are including
the narrative guidelines and limitations prescr~ bed in the local Basin Plans.

4.2.2 Mass Emission Element
The NPDES Municipal Stormwater Permit mandates that the County monitor the quality of its
stormwater discharges and create various programs for managing and improving stormwater
runoff quality. The permit specifically reqmres the County to assess the pollutant loading from
all six of its Watershed Management Areas following the 2000-2001 storm season.
,.,o~.~,~,~ooo-~oo, r~x’r tx~’~.aut.-o,\,o~: 4-2
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4.2.2.1 GIS Model
To assist in implementing this requirement, the Department developed a GIS application called
the Pollutant Loading Model.
The Pollutant Loading application computes total pollutant loading for selected pollutants
originating in user-defined watersheds or political boundaries. It draws upon many existing data
sources, such as predetermined drainage subbasins, land use, historical and event rainfall data,
water quality monitoring station results, and multiple underlying geographic data including
political boundaries, natural boundaries, census tracts, forest boundaries, streets, and drains.
Assumptions and Limitations
An imperviousness value used for the calculations is associated with 104 different land use
categories.
¯

The 104 SCAG land use categories have been aggregated into 34 categories covering 100%
of the County.

¯

Water quality data collected from 8 different land use monitoring stations yields Event Mean
Concentration (EMC) values, The remaining land use categories (34-8 = 26) use assumed
EMC values based on their association with the 8 monitored land use types.

¯

All polygons of the same land use type are assumed to have the same EMC value regardless
of their spatial location within the county.

¯

Annual pollutant loadings use previously calculated seasonal EMCs for their calculation.

¯

Rainfall grid cell sizes are 500 feet by 500 feet. Rainfall depth does not vary within the grid
cell.

¯

The model does not account for variation over time in soil permeability which influences
surface runoff in undeveloped watersheds. In other words, a given coefficient of discharge
for a particular land use type will not change regardless of previous soil conditions (saturated
soil versus dry soil)

The model does not take into account possible degradation or adsorption of the pollutant as it is
transported downstream. These results therefore should not be taken as absolute; rather, they
should be used for unmonitored watersheds or smaller portions of monitored watersheds for
comparative purposes only.
4.2.2.2 Mass Emission Water Quality
This section provides a description of wet-weather results generated during the 2000-2001
monitoring season (Figures 4-2a through 4-2u). The figures present several panels, one for each
parameter, with a series of box and whisker plots, one for each constituent. This box and
whisker presentation of the data provides information on the distribution and variability of each
data set. It shows the median, mean, 25 and 75 percentiles, 10 and 90 percentiles, as well as the
5 and 95 percentiles. Common water quality objectives for each parameter are also provided
where available.
The criteria and conventions used in generation of these statistics are as follows:
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¯ Only datasets that had at least 20% "detections"/positi\’e result, x~.ith value above the method
detection limit), and at least three "detections", were included;
¯ For data sets that met the selection criteria, if a parameter was a "non-detect", i.e., under the
method detection limit, it was included in the dataset as half the method detection limit.
Thus, absence of a plot for a specific station for a given parameter may indica{e that the dataset
did not meet the selection criteria. However, in some situations it may indicate lack of data (due
to logistical constraints related to sampling activities). The reader is referred to Table 4-3 for
data inventory information.
All data for mass emission stations are presented in Appendix B.
Malibu Creek had noticeably higher median concentrations of both total and dissolved
phosphorus, while the San Gabriel River has the highest median concentration of nitrate.
¯ The median total dissolved solids concentration in Malibu Creek is more than twice that of
any other mass emission sites.
¯ Both total and fecal coliforms exhibited higher medians in the Los Angeles River. Ballona
Creek had the greatest range of results for both total and fecal coliforms as well as fecal
enterococcus, while the Los Angeles River had the greatest variability for fecal streptococcus
results. Please see Table 4-5 and Figures 4-3a through 4-3d for bacteria counts from 19942001.
¯ Concentrations were similar among stations for a given metal. In other words, no station
appeared to be "cleaner" or "dirtier" than any other with respect to metals.
¯ There were several individual exceedances of water quality objectives, either of the
California Toxics Rule or of the Ocean Plan (or of both), for metals; and in fact, total
aluminum, total copper, dissolved copper, and total zinc each had at least one seasonal mean
or median exceed an objective.
The Permit states that if a given constituent is not detected in at least 25% of the samples taken
in ten consecutive storm events at a given station then that constituent may qualify for removal
fl’om the analytical suite for the associated station. Several mass emission stations meet this
criterion and are summarized in Table 4-6. It is recommended that these constituents be
removed from the analytical suite for the associated stations.
4.2.2.3 toadings for Constituents of Concern for 2000-2001 Storm Season
Derivation of Event Mean Concentrations
Section B.4 of Attachment C of the Municipal Stormwater Permit (CAS61400 l) requires the
County to "perform a loads assessment analysis for each of the six Watershed Management
Areas to determine pollutant loads entering the ocean from receiving waters in the county...
using the collected monitoring data from the land use and mass emission stations.., and
employing the USEPA simplified model". The work plan for this assessment, submitted to the
Regional Board on November 6, 1997, was described in detail in Monitoring Task Report No. 2
(Woodward-Clyde, December 9, 1996b). Loads from monitored mass emission watersheds have
been calculated from observed mass emission mean concentrations and runoff volumes. Loads
iA0954 P245~000-2001TEXT.DOC~-JUL-01\\OAK
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from unmonitored watersheds-have been estimated using the GIS loading model with mean
concentrations derived from the land use monitoring program. Following is a brief explanation
of how event mean concentrations were calculated.
The event mean concentration is based on flow-weighted composited samples. Numerous data
sets were created comprised of laboratory results from each monitoring station for a given
season. Data were screened and analyzed to determine the quality and amount of data present.
The following criteria were applied:
¯ at least 20% of the sample results were detected concentrations;
¯

..’ ...
¯-

there were at least 3 detected sample concentrations.
If the set of data did not meet these criteria, it was not used to calculate an event mean
concentration. If sufficient data existed to conduct the statistical analysis, two methods Were
followed to address non-detects.
Initially, the Hazen robust method was used to calculate land use EMCs. The robust method
uses a combination of regression and probability analysis to determine the "assumed"
concentration to assign to samples with concentrations below the method detection limit. The
"assumed" concentration is the point along a probability distribution regression line (derived
from detected data) where true concentrations of non-detected data have the highest probability
of residing. Each non-detect result was assigned the value of the detection limit and ranked
along with the other detected results in the data set. The cumulative frequency data were plotted
on a logarithmic plot and a straight line regression was fitted to the points. The mean, m, and
variance, o" 2, of the natural logarithm of each. point of the data set were used to calculate the
event mean concentration. The event mean concentration, which the loading model multiplies
by the volume of the event runoff to develop total loading, is defined as follows:
Event Mean Concentration = exp(m + 0.5or ~- ).
In order to reduce analysis time, another method, which has been successfully implemented by
other agencies, was also used to calculate EMCs for the mass emission water quality data. That
second method assigned a value of half the detection limit to each non-detect result. The
resulting data, set of concentrations was analyzed as described above to develop the mass
emission EMCs. A comparison of the two methods showed that differences between EMCs
developed from the same data set were insignificant in most cases; therefore, the second method
assumed a valid approach.
The calculated EMCs are summarized in Table 4-7 for specific land uses. These EMCs were
used to estimate loadings for several watersheds.
The loadings calculated for the monitored ~ atersheds are summarized in Tables 4-8a through 48e and Figures 4-4a through 4-10.
The locations of unmonitored watersheds arc shown in Figures 4-11 through 4-13. The loadings
calculated for the unmonitored watersheds a~c summarized in Tables 4-9a through 4-9c and
Figures 4-14 through 4-16.
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4.2.3 Land Use Element
The land use element monitoring results for the 2000-2001 season are summarized in Table 4-10.
This table includes the number of samples analyzed and the percentage of samples that had
detectable concentrations, as well as summary statistics (the mean, median, and coefficient of
variation (CV)). Box and whisker plots for several constituents are included as Figures 4-17a
through 4-17v for the 2000-2001 season. This "box-and whisker" presentation of the data
provides information on the distribution and variability of each data set. It shows the median,
mean, 25 and 75 percentiles, 10 and 90 percentiles, as well as the 5 and 95 percentiles. Common
water quality objectives for each parameter are also provided where available.
The criteria and conventions used in generation of these statistics are as follows:
Only datasets that had at least 20% "detections" (positive result, with value above the method
detection limit), and at least three "detections", were included;
¯ For data sets that met the selection criteria, if a parameter was a "non-detect", i.e., under the
method detection limit, it was included in the dataset as half the method detection limit.
All data for land use monitoring stations are presented in Appendix B.
Thus, absence of a plot for a specific station for a given parameter may indicate that the dataset
did not meet the selection criteria. However, in some situations it may indicate lack of data (due
to logistical constraints related to sampling activities). The reader is referred to Table 4-3 and to
the summary tables for data inventory information.
The median pH values wer(~ visibly different between catchment types, and this trend is also
.~:..::...
reflected in the median concentrations of bicarbonate. Runoff from the vacant catchment had
.-’-i’:
.high pH (8.0) and high alkalinity (median of 180 m~l), while runoff from the light industrial,
transportation, mixed residential, and high density residential stations had lower median pH
values (6.9, 6.8, 6.8, and 6.8 respectively) and lower median alkalinity concentrations (26, 21,
26, and 23 mg/1 respectively). The educational and multiple family residential stations fell in
between these two extremes with median pH values of 7.1 and 7.3 respectively, and median
alkalinities of 31 and 48 mg/t respectively.
Hardness is also an important variable of water quality because it diminishes the potential of
dissolved metals to cause toxicity to aquatic life. Median hardness concentrations are similar to
the alkalinity pattern: high (200 mg/1) at the vacant station; low in the transportation (30 rag/l),
mixed residential (40 mg/1), and high density residential stations (20 mg/1); and in between (55,
60, and 75 mg/l) at the educational, light industrial, and multiple family residential stations.
Total suspended solids (TSS) measurements reflect the amount of sediment in the water.
Sediment is a constituent of concern because of the potential to adversely affect the aquatic
habitat and also cause sediment accumulation that ultimately may require dredging. Sediment
also may be a carrier of other chemicals that have a tendency to adsorb to particulate matter.
TSS results overlapped substantially among the different land uses; however, the light industrial
station had the highest median for TSS (199 mg/1) being more than twice as high as the next
highest median (84 mg/l for transportation).
Metals in ;tormwater runoff can be of concern because some metals are toxic to aquatic
organisms and some can bio-accumulate in the tissues of aquatic organisms (e.g., fish and clams)
and be a human health concern. Total and dissolved copper concentrations overlapped among
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the different land uses, however, the dissolved copper median for the transportation station (31.6
/zg/l) was more than twice as high as the next highest median (9.0 #~1 for mixed residential).
Dissolved copper generally exceeds the 3.1/x~l California Toxics Rule guideline while both
mean and median concentrations of total copper exceed the Ocean Pla.n guideline in the
transportation, light industrial, educational high density single family residential, and mixed
residential stations. Total lead r~sults are fairly consistent among land uses. Dissolved and total
zinc exhibit similar patterns; there is substantial overlap among the different land uses although
the mean and median for the light industrial station is highest in each case. All data for land use
monitoring stations are presented in Appendix B.
The Permit states that if a given constituent is not detected in at least 25% of the samples taken
in ten consecutive storm events at a given station then that constituent may qualify for removal
from the analytical suite for the associated station. Several land use stations meet this criterion
and are summarized in Table 4-1 i. It is recommended that these constituents be removed from
the analytical suite for the associated stations.
The Permit allows the discontinuation of monitoring at a land use station for specific constituents
once the event mean concentration (EMC) is derived at the 25% error rate. We used the mean
standard error as a substitute for error rate as mutually agreed upon with the RWQCB
(Swamikannu, 1999).
The constituents evaluated include:
* PAHs
. Copper
¯ Chromium
¯ Selenium
¯ Total Phosphorus
¯ Chlorpyrifos
¯ Total DDTs

¯ Chlordane
¯ Nickel
¯ Silver
¯ Mercury
¯ TSS
¯ Malathion
¯ Total PCBs

¯ Cadmium
* Lead
¯ Zinc
¯ Total Nitrogen
* Diazinon
¯ Simazine

We first identified 114 station-constituent combinations which had at least 10 detected samples
and no more than 20% non-detected samples. Non-detects were replaced with half of the
corresponding detection limit. Then, we performed the Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test at 5%
significance level on each station-constituent to determine whether the concentrations were
normally or lognormally distributed (Gibbons 1994, USEPA 1995). If the p-value of the
normality test in raw scale of the constituent’s concentration~was greater than 0.05, such stationconstituent Was concluded to be normally distributed. Similarly, if the p-value of the normality
test in log-transformed scale was greater than 0.05, it was concluded to be lognormally
distributed. If a station-constituent was determined to be both normally and lognormally
distributed (the p-values for both tests for normality were greater than 0.05), we assigned such
station-constituent with a normal distribution. Similarly, if a station-constituent was neither
normally nor lognormally distributed based on the normality tests (both p-values less than 0.05),
we assumed that it had a normal distribution.
W
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Based on the probabihty distribution determined above, \~ e calculated the mean standard error as
follows:
,-:"

""

Mean Standard Error =Standard Error= Standard Deviation!x/Sample Size
Mean
Mean
For those station-constituents with a normal distribution, the sample mean and standard deviation
were used in the above formula. However, for station-constituents with a lognormal distribution,
the mean and standard deviation were estimated as follows (Gilbert 1987):
Mean, 0 = e
.,

Standard Error, s(/~) =

1

-

¯

- 1-

where ~; and s~ are the arithmetic mean and variance of the log-transformed values
n is the sample size

All results of this analysis are summarized in Table 4-12. Of 114 station-constituents under
investigation, 25 of them had an EMC with a mean standard error higher than 25%. In other
.."-’~.i:!’
words, there were 25 station-constituents which had a standard error (standard deviation of the
~--’..-’:
mean) larger than 25% of their corresponding mean concentrations. These station-constituents
must continue to be monitored under the current Permit. The remaining 89 station-constituent
combinations met the criteria and it is recommended that monitoring be discontinued for these
constituents at the associated stations.

4.2.4 Critical Source Element
The following.is a discussion of the results of the 2000-2001 critical source study results
summarized in Table 4-13. This table includes the number of samples analyzed and the
percentage of samples that had detectable concentrations, as well as summary statistics (the
mean, median, and coefficient of variation {CV)). Box and whisker plots for several constituents
are included as Figures 4-18a through 4-18q for the 2000-2001 season. This "box and whisker"
presentation of the data provides information on the distribution and variability of each data set.
It shows the median, mean, 25 and 75 perccnules, 10 and 90 percentiles, as well as the 5 and 95
percentiles. Common water quality objecu ~ c~ i’or each parameter are also provided where
available. This was the second year BMPs x~ ere installed under the Critical Source Monitoring
Program.
Note there are no numerical effluent standards that apply to stormwater pollution. Current
federal and state standards apply only to "point source pollution," such as sanitary sewage,
industrial and commercial discharges to the ocean and other water bodies. Water quality
standards described in the 1995 Los Angeles Region Basin Plan or the 1997 California Ocean
Plan do ru~t apply to stormwater runoff, and any exceedance of values should not indicate
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violation or noncompliance with the plans. The Toxic Rule is, strictly speaking, applicable to
industrial and sewage treatment plant point-source discharges, but not to stormwater runoff
discharges, which do not have any effluent limits. The Ocean Plan objectives apply to
"instantaneous" grab samples. Furthermore, a direct comparison of the sampling results with the
Ocean Plan standards is not directly applicable since the results presented in the tables are
detected values before dilution, a factor allowed by the Ocean Plan. At the same time, however,
it should be noted that new stormwater permits are including the narrative guidelines and
limitations prescribed in the local Basin Plans.
The chemical constituents whose means were above the objectives of the Ocean Plan, Basin
Plan, or California Toxics Rule are discussed below and are as follows:
¯ Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (a semi-volatile organic)
¯ Dissolved copper
¯ Total copper
¯ Total lead
¯ Dissolved nickel
¯ Dissolved zinc
¯ Total zinc
The testing methods for the critical source program are outlined in Section 3.
A comparison of control to test sites for the motor freight companies reveals the following.
¯ Median oil and grease concentrations were higher at the test sites (5.50 mg/1) than the
control sites (1.80 mg/l).
¯ Median bacterial counts for all bacterial types examined were lower at the test sites than
the control sites.
Sample sizes for the oil and grease samples as well as the bacterial samples were significantly
higher (n=12 to n=21) than for the other analyses discussed (n=3). Therefore, caution must be
used in applying the following observations.
¯ Median suspended solids concentrations were higher at the test sites (147 mg/1) than the
control sites (73 rag/l).
¯ Median zinc concentrations, both total and dissolved, were higher at the test sites (245 and
178 mg/l ,respectively) than the control sites (157 and 110 mg/l, respectively).
¯ Median total aluminum concentrations were lower at the test sites (318 mg/l) than the
control sites (635 mg/1).
¯ Median iron concentrations, both total and dissolved, were lower at the test sites (270 and
200 mg,/1, respectively) than the control sites (920 and 320 mg/1, respectively).
A comparison of control to test sites for the auto dealers reveals the following.
¯ Median oil and grease concentrations were lower at the test sites (1.45 mg/1) than the
control sites (3.7 mg/1).
1:~954P245~2000-2001 TEXT,DOC~6-JUL-01\\OAK
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¯

Median bacterial counts for all bacterial types examined were higher at the test sites than
the control sites.
Sample sizes for the oil and grease samples as well as the bacterial samples were significantly
higher (n=8 to n=16) than for the other analyses discussed (n=2 to n=3). Therefore, caution must
be used in applying the following observations.
¯ Median suspended solids concentrations were lower at the test sites (46.5 mg/l) than the
control sites (125 rag/l).
¯ Median zinc concentrations, both total and dissolved, were lower at the test sites (85.7 and
54.7 rag/l, respectively) than the control sites (I 50 and 133 mg/l, respectively).
¯ Median iron concentrations, both total and dissolved, were higher at the test sites (240 and
1 l0 mg/l, respectively) than the control sites (1 l0 and 50 mg/1, respectively).
The 2000-2001 season was the first year for which BMPs were implemented at the test sites for
the motor freight and automobile dealership industries. Motor freight and automobile dealership
industries had both active test and control sites this season for the first time. A list of initial
BMPs purchased is included as Table 4-14. Individual business owners were encouraged
throughout the storm season to use the BMPs at all times, although LACDPW had no conti’ol
over this action on the. part of the owners.
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This report describes the results of the 2000-2001 Monitoring Program that was conducted in
compliance with the Program’s NPDES Municipal Stormwater Permit No. CAS614004.
Elements of the Monitoring Program consisted of land use station monitoring, mass emission
station monitoring, and the Critical Source/BMP Monitoring Study. The following are the
principal conclusions and recommendations from this work.

5.1

OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED IN 2000-2001

The land use monitoring was conducted at seven stations and included flow composite sample
data collected during 71 station events through April 7, 2001. The mass emission monitoring
was conducted at 5 stations and consisted of 37 station events. Some grab sample data were also
obtained at the mass emission stations. Generally, sampling.activities were conducted according
to plan, and attempts were made to capture as many storms as possible.
Monitoring at the land use stations and mass emission stations included a broad constituent suite
including bacteria, metals, organics, major ions, and nutrients. The laboratory analytical efforts
achieved detection limits (DL) as required by the Permit for all constituents, and achieved DLs
that were lower than Permit requirements for many analytes, particularly for constituents of
concern. Lower DLs are beneficial for two reasons: 1) to increase the probability of detection of
potentially harmful substances at the concentrations of concern, and 2) to enhance the
information value of the data by improving the quality of the data sets and allowing for more
rigorous statistical analyses and data interpretation techniques. Thus, the major objective of
runoff characterization at mass emission and land use catchments was achieved.

5.2
¯

MASS EMISSION PROGRAM CONCLUSIONS
Malibu Creek had noticeably higher median concentrations of both total and dissolved
phosphorus, while the San Gabriel River has the highest median concentration of nitrate.

* The median total dissolved solids concentration in Malibu Creek is more than twice that of
any other mass emission sites.
¯ Both total and fecal coliforms exhibited higher medians in the Los Angeles River. Ballona
Creek had the greatest range of results for both total and fecal coliforms as well as fecal
enterococcus. While the Los Angeles River had the greatest variability for fecal
streptococcus results
¯ Concentrations were similar among stations for a given metal. In other words, no station
appeared to be "cleaner" or "dirtier" than any other with respect to metals.
¯ There were several individual exceedances of water quality objectives, either of the
California Toxics Rule or of the Ocean Plan (or of both), for metals; and in fact, total
aluminum, total copper, dissolved copper, and total zinc each had at least one seasonal mean
or median exceed an objective.

5.3
¯

LAND USE PROGRAM CONCLUSIONS
Runoff from the vacant catchment had high pH (8.0) and high alkalinity (median of 180
mg/1), while runoff from the light industrial, transportation, mixed residential, and high
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denstt\ residential stauons had lower median pH values (6.9, 6.8.6.8, and 6.8 respectively)
and lower median alkalinity concentrations (26, 21, 26, and 23 m~l respectively). The
educational and multiple family residential stations fell in between these two extremes with
median pH values of 7.1 and 7.3 respectively, and median alkalinities of 31 and 48 mg/1
respectively.
¯ Median hardness concentrations are similar to the alkalinity pattern: high (200 mg/l) at the
vacant station; low in the transportation (30 mg/l), mixed residential (40 rag/l), and high
density residential stations (20 m~l); and in between (55, 60, and 75 mg/l) at the educational,
light industrial, and multiple family residential stations.
¯ TSS results ovex:lapped substantially among the different land uses; however, the light
industrial station had the highest median for TSS (199 mg/l) being more than twice as high as
the next highest median (84 m~l for transportation).
¯ Total and dissolved copper concentrations overlapped among the different land uses,
however, the dissolved copper median for the transportation station (31.6 p.g/1) was more
than twice as high as the next highest median (9.0/xg/1 for mixed residential). Dissolved
copper generally exceeds the 3.1 ~t~l California Toxics Rule guideline while both mean and
median concentrations of total copper exceed the Ocean Plan guideline in the transportation,
light industrial, educational high density single family residential, and mixed residential
stations.
¯ Total lead results are fairly consistent among land uses.
* Dissolved and total zinc exhibit similar patterns; there is substantial overlap among the
different land uses although the mean and median for the light industrial station is highest in
each case.
5.4
CRITICAL SOURCE PROGRAM CONCLUSIONS
~ comparison of control to test sites for the motor freight companies reveals the following.
¯ Median oil and grease concentrations were higher at the test sites (5.50 mg/l) than the
control sites (1.80 rag/l).
¯ Median bacterial counts for all bacterial types examined were lower at the test sites than
the control sites.
A comparison of control to test sites for the auto dealers reveals the following.
¯ Median oil and grease concentrations were lower at the test sites (1.45 rag/l) than the
control sites (3.7 mg/l).
¯ Median bacterial counts for all bacterial types examined were higher at the test sites than
the control sites.

5.5

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Pern~it allows the.discontinuation of monitoring at a land use station for specific constituents
once the event mean concentration (EMC) is derived at the 25% error rate. We used the mean
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standard error as a substitute for error rate as mutually agreed upon with the RWQCB
(Swamikannu, 1999).
Of 114 station-constituents under investigation, 25 of them had an EMC with a mean standard
error higher than 25%. In other words, there were 25 station-constituents which had a standard
error (standard deviation of the mean) larger than 25% of their corresponding mean
concentrations. These station-constituents must continue to be monitored under the current
Permit. The remaining 89 station-constituent combinations met the criterion and it is
recommended that monitoring be discontinued for these constituents at the associated stations.
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Table 2-1
I,and Use l)istribution of Monitored Catchments G~r the Monitoring Program

Statitm
Statiotl Name

No.

l)rallmgc
I.ight
l ll)S[.~m Industrial
~
(scI‘ mi_J

i~) ~ ~)

Vacant ~Ctmlm.~cial
Rcsidct~tial
Rctai~
f~+)
(+~) I Multi-Faro.
(r~

TransporDtkm

Bduc, tio~ml
Mixcd
Facilities Rcsidcntial Other

(~ ~

(~)

a.6

--

(~.)

LAND (ISE STATIONS
Santa Mouica Picr Dram (~)
Molfica
@ Appian Way.

$1)8

O. 13

Sa+pit Crock @ Mo~govia Cr.
Mo~wovia

S 11

5.18 ....

Projcct 62) @ GIc~w~ Rd.
Glcndale

S18

IL 19

Domingucz Clmm~cl @ 116~ St.
Uninc~ated L.A. C~uty

$23

1.41

~}6

17.~1

--

Projcct 12{12 @ Wilmington Ave

S~

1.07

--

67.1

I.II

--

~ ......

~t6

~

~_ 1

~ 36.7

98.11 ..........

2.~+

ll~+Lff ...............
I

ILl

--

75.2 ....

0.3

--

4.7 ....

7.1
26.9
..........................

Projc~4 474 @ N~gdolf SL
I.os Angeles

$25

(I.41

7.6

Project 4~ @ l.a Cadcl~ Ave.
Arcadia

$26

~L34

6.3 ....

Projcct 156 @ Couc(wd St.
Glendale

$27

~.21~

3.8 ....

Sill

88.8

40.1~

3.5

S02

105.i)

5.7

S 10

822,5

San Gabriel Rivt~ @ SGR Pkwy
Pico Rivcria

S14

Coyote Crcck@ Spring SL ~)
l.ou~ Beach

S I3

[i ......

2.2

--

~9.5

--

13.1

74.3

1.7 ....

4.5

4.~)

--

5.1

77.2

I1.1

9.9

12.3

1.5

2.7

6.7

12.3

0.3

79.3

{).5

1.3

0.5

().5

--

11.9

28.8

5. I

4~L~

3.6

3.5

2.4

1.9

1.8

12.5

d51).6

15.2

2.3

66.7

1.5

1.4

I,~l

1.6

ILl

10.2

148.6

38.3

8.d

14.3

5.6

6, I

1.8

d.3

().2

2 I.O

I
[

f}.7

MASS EMISSION STATIONS
Ballo~m Creek @ Sawtellc Blvd~
Los Angclcs
Mailbu Crcek@ Piuma Rd
. lhfinc~ted L.A.
I,.A. Rivcr @ Wardlow

1

All lat~ ~lSC percentages arc rouudcd to tllc ~arcst Icl~th of a I~t~CCl~[.
Laud use p~ccn~gcs Icss dlan (L I~, arc r~’prcsentcd wid~ a dash (--).
(1) III)S!.~ = Iligh density singlc-lamily residential
(2~ The RctaiWCommcrcial sampliug silc on Pier Drain iu San~ Mon[ca (S(18) ~ as dismantled aud nol iu u~c in thc
2~2~g~1 season, wld~ prk~ approval from Ih~’ RWQCIL Io accommodate cd~s~ uction b~ city ~f Santa Monica of
i~ sltwmwatcr IfCatlllelll plallt.
(3) Coyote C*cck is nol rcquircd undt+ Ihc Mmfit il+al Stt~rmwalcr Pcrmit, but i~ int hzdcd ilz the bh>nitoring

Table3-1. Analytical Methods for Constituents for Land Use and Mass Emission Monitoring

Class Constituent
Conventional
Cyanide
TPH
Oil and Grease
Tota~ Phenols

Sampl~
Type

Method

DL

PQL

Units

Preservation

Grab

A335.2

0.01

0.01

mg/!

NaOH,
ascorbi¢ acid

Grab
Grab
Grab

A418.1
A413.1
A420.1

1.0
1.0
0,1

1.0
1.0
0.1

mg/I
mg/I
mgJl

Indicator Bacteria
Total Coliform
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus

Grab
Grab
Grab

20
20
20

20
20
20

MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

General
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chloride
Fluoride
Nitrate
Sulfate
Alkalinity
Hardness
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN
Specific Conductance
Tota~ Dissolved Soltds
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon

Comp
A350,3
Comp
A215.2
Comp C3500MgD
Comp
A258,1
Comp
A2.73,1
Comp
A310.1
Comp
A310.1
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
A310.1
Comp
A130.2
Comp
A365.2
Comp
A365.2
bomp
A410.4
Comp
A150.1
Comp
A350.3
Comp
C4110B
Comp
C4110B
Comp
A351.4
Comp
A120.1
Comp
A160.1
Comp
A180.1
Comp
A160.2
Comp
160.4
Comp
A425,1
Comp,
A415.1

0.1
1.0
1,0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0,1
0.1
0.1
4.0
2.0
0.05
0.05
5
na
0.1
0.1 ~
0.1
0.1
1
2.0
0.1
2.0
1.0
0,05
1.0

0,1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0,1
0.1
0.1
4.0
2.0
0.05
0.05
5
na
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1
2.0
0.1
2.0
1.0
005
1.0

mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/l
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mg/l
mg/I
mg/I

BODs

Comp

A405.1

2.0

2.0

mg/l

Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Barium
Total Barium

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A202.2 ’
A202.2
A204.2
A204.2
A206.2
A206.2
A208.2
A208.2

1000
1000
5
5
~
5
~0
~0

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10

p,g/1
p,g/I
~g/]
~gfl
t~g/]
Pg/]
P.g/]
I~gfl

Na2S203

Holding
Time

ME L~T

14 days

x

28 days
28 days
7 days

x
x
x

6 hours
6 hours
6 hours

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
xx
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

48 hours

x

x

6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

H~SO~
HNO3
HNOz
HNO3
HNO~

28 days
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
14 days
14 days
28 days
28 days
48 hours
48 hours
14 days
HNO3or H2SO,= 6 months
48 hours
28 days
H2SO4
28 days
HzSO4
immed,
mg/I
H2S04
28 days
mg/I
48 hours
mg/I
48 hours
mg/I
HzSO4
28 days
umhos/¢m
immed,
mg/I
7 days
NTU
48 hours
mg/I
7 days
mg/I
7 days
mg/I
48 hours
mg/I
HCl, H2SO,=, or 28 days
H~PO~

Metals
HNO~
HNO3
HNO~
HNO3
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~

x
x
x
x
x

DL = Detection limit
PQL = Practical quantitati~n limit
ME = Constituents marked analyzed for mass emission stations
LU = Constituents marked analyzed for land use stations.
"-" = No preserVation required other than cooling the sample to 4° C.
na = not applicable

Table 3-1 (Analytical Methods_LU&ME).xls
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"Table3-1. /knalytica~Methods for Constituents for Land Use and Mass Emission Monitoring

Class Constituent

Sample
Type

Method

DL

PQL

Units

Preservation

A210.2
A2.10.2
A212.3
A212.3
A213.2
A213.2
A218.2
A218.2

1
1
100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

1
1
100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

l~g/I
p.g/I
pg!I
#g/I
I~g[I
pg/l
l~g/]
#g/]
i~g/1
t~g/I
~gfl
!~gi1
p.g/]
~g/I
p.g/I
~g/]
p.g/1
t~g/~
~gfl
k~g/1
!-=g,q
~g/I
!~g/1
~g/I
Fg/I
P-g/]
I~g/1
~g,q
p.g/I
I~g/I

HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~

Metals (cont.)
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Beryllium
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmium
Total Cadmium
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury
Dissolved Nickel
Total Nickel
Dissolved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A220,1
A220.1
A2361
A236.1
A239.2
A239.2
A243.1
A243.1
A245.1
A245.1
A249.2
A249,2
A270.2
A270.2
A272.2
A272.2
A279.2
A279.2
A289.1
A289.1

Semi-Volatile Organics
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
All other SVOCs

Comp
Comp

625M
’625M

Comp

D608

Diazinon
Chlorpyrifos
Other N- and P-Containing
Pesticides

Comp
Comp
Comp

8141SOP
8141SOP
507

0.01
0.05
1.0 - 2.0

Carbofuran

Comp

531.1

Chlonnated Herbicides &
Bentazon.
2.4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon

Comp
Comp
Comp

Glyphosate

Comp

Pesticides
Organochlorine Pesticides
& PCBs

Holding
Time

ME LU

6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
24 hours
24 hours
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
28 days
28 days
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x_
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
×
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

i~g/I
~g/I

7 days
7 days

x
x

x
x

~g/]

7 days

x

x

0.01
0.1
1.0 - 2.0

~g,q
I~g/]
~g/]

7 days
7 days
7 days

x
x
x

x
x
x

50

5.0

I~g/I

7 days

x

x

515,1
515.1
515.1

tO 0
10
20

10.0
1.0
2.0

I~gfl
I~g/l
~tg/1

7 days
7 days
7 days

x
x
x

x
x
x

547

25

25

~g/I

14 days

x

x

3.0
1,0
0.5 - 5.0 0.05 - 5.0
0.05 - 1,0 0.05 - 1.1

HNO3
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~
HNO=
HNO3
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~
HNO3
HNO~
HNO~
HNO3
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~

Na2S20~

DL = Detection limit
PQL = Practical quantitation limit
ME = Constituents marked analyzed for mass emission stat~on~
LU = Constituents marked analyzed for land use stations.
"-" = No preservation required other than cooling the sample to 4° C.
na = not applicable
Table 3-1 (Analytical Methods_LU&ME).xls
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3-2. Anatytica~ Methods ~or Constituents for Critical Source Monitoring

Class Constituent ,

Sampie
Type

Method

DL

PQL

Units

Holding
Time

CS

Conventional
TPH
Oil and Grease

Grab
Grab

A418.1
A413.1

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

mg/I
mg/I

28 days
28 days

x
x

Indicator Bacteria
Total Coliform
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus

Grab
Grab
Grab

20
20
20

20
20
20

MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

6 hours
6 hours
6 hours

x
x
x

General
COD
pH
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A410.4
A150.1
A120.1
A160.1
A160.2
A425.1
A415.1

5
na
1
2.0
2.0
0.05
1.0

5
na
1
2.0
2.0
0.05
1.0

mg/I
umhos/cm
mg/l
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I

28 days
immed,
immed,
7 days
7 days
48 hours
HC!, H2SO=, or 28 days
H3PO,=

x
x
x
x
x

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A202.2
A202.2
A213.2
A213.2
A218.2
A218.2
A220.1
A220.1
A2.36.1
A236.1
A239.2
A2.39.2
A249.2
A249.2
A289.1
A289.1

100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
100
!00
5
5
5
5
50
50

100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
100
100
5
5
5
5
50
50

I~g/l
I~g/l
p.g/i
p.gi1
I~g/I
~g,’l
~g/I
!~g/I
p.giI
~g/I
p.g/I
p.g/1
p.g/I
~g/1
p.g/I
~g/I

Comp
Comp

625
625

3.0
0.5 - 5.0

3.0
0.5 - 5.0

p.g/I
p.g/1

Preservation

HzSO4

:

x

Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Cadmium
Total Cadmium
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Nickel
Total Nickel
Dissolved Zinc
Total Z=nc
Semi-Volatile Organics
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
All other SVOCs

HN0~
HNO=
HNO3
HNO=
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
HNO3
HNO~
HNO3
HNO3
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~
HNO~
HNOa

6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months
6 months

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

7 days
7 days

x
x

DL = Detection limit
PQL = Practical quantitation limit
CS = Constituents marked analyzed for critical source sites.
"-" = No preservation required other than cooling the sample to 40 C.
na = not applicable

Table 3-2 (Analytical Methods_CS).xls
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Table4-1 Summa.,-~ of H’,j, dr,~cglc Da’,a fsr Monitored Star:otis
i
TOTAL
PRECIPITATION
(in,)
0 08
0 00
0 08
0 12
0 04
0 20
0 04
0 00
0 08
0 12
0 16
0 04
0 O0

RAINFALL
DURATION
(hrs)
0 75
0 00
0 75
0 50
0 25
4 00
0 25
0 00
0 75
0 50
2 75
0 25
0 00

AVG.
RAINFALL
INTENSITY
(InJhr)
0 11
NA
0 11
024
0,16
0.05
0 16
NA
0 11
0 24
0 06
0 16
NA

TOTAL RUNOFf
VOLUME
(acre-ft)
647 43
4 24
NA
394 96
NA
165 55
8 42
NA
0 14
NA
0 30
0 55
0 45

DATE
10 12’00
i0,12!00
10’12/00
10/12/00
10112100
10! 12/00
10!12/00
10112/00
10t 12100
10/12/00
10112100
10/12/00
10q2/00

STATION
Ballona Creek IS01 )
Mahbu Creek !S02)
Santa Mon~ca P~er IS08)
L A R~ver @ Wardlow !$10)
Sawp~t Creek IS11)
Coyote C reek IS 13)
San Gabriel RNer IS14)
Proiect 620 IS 18)
Domln~uez Channel IS23)
Prolect 1202/$241
Proiect 474 IS25)
Proiect 404 IS26)
Proiect 156 ($27)

LAND USE
ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
M FR
MIX RES

ANTECEDENT DRY
PERIOD
(day’=)
177
177
177
177
19
86
19
177
177
177
177
19
177

10/26/00
10/26/00
10/26/00
10126/00
10/26!00
10126100
10126100
10F26/00
10/26/00
10/26/00
10/26/00
10/26/00
10/26/00

Ballona Creek IS01 )
Malibu Creek IS02)
Santa Monica P~er (S08!
L A River @ Wardlow IS10!
Sawp;t Creek IS 11 )
Coyote Creek IS 13/
San Gabnel River IS14)
Pro~ect 620 ($18)
Dom~n£1uez Channel/$23)
Proiect 1202 {S24)
Pro~ect 474 IS25)
Project 4041826)
Pro}ect 156 IS27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MfX RES

15
14
15
15
15
13
15
14
15
15
14
380
14

0 68
1 48
0 68
0 40
0 88
2 16
0 88
0 48
0 68
0 40
0 32
0,84
0 48

8 75
20 25
8 75
43,75
40 50
7,25
40 50
23 50
8 75
43 75
7 25
23 50
23 50

0 08
O, 07
0 08
0 01
0 02
0 30
0 02
0 02
0 08
0 01
0 04
0 04
0 02

NA
NA
NA
171.536 41
NA
t ,688 41
623 25
0 26
2 44
45 74
6 20
3 34
1.57

10!29/00
10/29/00
10129100
10/29/00
10/29/00
10/29/00
10/29/00
10/29/00
10/29100
10/29/00
10/29/00
10/29/00
10/29100

BalIona Creek IS01)
Malibu Creek IS02)
Santa Momca P~er IS08!
L A River @ Wardlow ($10)
SawpIt Creek IS 11/
Coyote Creek IS 13)
San Gabnel R~ver {$14)
Pro}ect 620 ~$18)
Dom~n£1uez Channel fS23)
Pro}ect 1202 IS24)
Project 474 ($25)
Project 404 IS26)
Prolect 156 ($27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2

0 40
0 92
0 40
0 87
0 72
0 36
0 72
056
0 40
0 87
0.40
0 68
0 56

5 50
7 50
5 50
11 00
7,75
4 25
7 75
5 25
5 50
11 (30
6 25
6 25
525

007
0 12
0 07
0,08
0 09
0 08
0 09
0 11
007
0 08
0 06
0 11
0 11

351 17
NA
NA
2.303 96
No Data
388 04
372 20
0.78
19 13
14 09
1 83
3 38
2 95

01/08/01
01/08/01
01/08/01
01/08/01
01 t08/01
01/08/01
01/08/01
01/08/01
01/08!01
01/08/01
01/08!01
01/06/01
01/08/01

Ballona Creek IS01)
Mahbu Creek IS02!
Santa Momca P~er (S08)
L A R~ver @ Wardlow IS101
Sawp~t Creek IS 11 )
Coyote Creek IS 13}
San Gabriel R=ver IS14)
Prolect 620 IS18)
Domm~luez Channel IS23)
Proieet 1202 fS24!
Project 474 ($25)
Pro}ect 404 IS26)
Pro}ect 156 IS27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND.
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

71
67
71
71
60
15
60
71
71
71
71
71
71

0 16
0 20
0 16
0 16
0.00
0 40
0 00
0 08
O16
0 16
0,12
0 04
0 08

2 50
6 75
2 50
3,25
0 00
4.50
0,00
2 00
250
3,25
2 50
0.25
2 00

0 06
0 03
0 06
0,05
NA
0,09
NA
004
0 06
0 05
0,05
0 16
0.04

450 63
NA
NA
NA
NA
357 95
62 87
! 40
5 67
5 89
0 53
0 13
0 44

01110/01
01/10/01
01110/01
01/10/01
01110/01
01/10/01
01/10/01
01/10/01
01110/01
01/10/01
01/10/01
01/10/01
01/10/01

Ballona C reek IS01 )
Mahbu Creek IS02)
Santa Momca P=er IS081
L A R,ver @ Wardlow IS10)
Sawp=t Creek IS11!
Coyote Creek IS131
SaP, Gabriel R~ver IS14!
Project 620 IS181
Domm~luez Channel/S23/
Prolect 1202 IS24)
Prolect 474 IS25)
Project 404 IS26)
Pro}ect 156 fS27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC,
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

2
2
2
2
60
2
60
2
2
2
2
2
2

3 88
5 62
3 88
1 16
3 72
2 24
3 72
3 52
3 88
1 16
2.88
3 04
3.52

18,00
1675
1800
7.25
19 O0
18 50
19 00
1800
18 00
7.25
17 50
19,50
18 00

0.22
0.34
0 22
0,16 ¯
0 20
0 12
0 20
0.20
0,22
0 16
0 16
0 !6
0 20

7,221 60
NA
NA
25,152 72
17,29
2,018 24
2,660 80
5 80
119 13
70 40
NA
23 19
20 04

01/24/01

Ballona Creek IS01)

ME

10

0 28

5 75

0 05

680 07

All flows include base flow
Hydrolog=c_Data xls
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Table 4-1. Summary of Hydrologic Data for Monitored Stations
TOTAL
PRECIPITATION
(in.)
0 52
0 28
0 32
052
0 24
0 52
0 28
0 28
0 32
0 44
0 44
0 28

RAINFALL
DURATION
(hr$)
4 25
5 75
6 25
10 00
10 50
10 00
3 75
5 75
6 25
8 50
6 50
3 75

AVG.
RAINFALL
INTENSITY
(InJhr)
0 12
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 02
0 05
0 07
0 05
0 05
005
0 07
0 07

TOTAL RUNOFI
VOLUME
(acre-ft)
83,02
NA
1.349 86
10 28
803,55
421,27
1.87
£09
No Data
1.67
0.19
1,75

01:24/01
01,’24/01
01124!01
01/24/01
01124/01
01124101
01/24/01
01/24/01
01/24;01
01/24/01
01/24/01
01;24/01

Ma~bu Creek (S02~
Santa Men,ca P~er IS08)
L A R~ver @ Wardlow ISI0)
Sawp~t Creek {’$11 )
Coyote Creek ~$13)
San Gabnel R~ver/$14)
Prelect 620 IS 18~
Domm~luez Channel IS23)
Prelect 1202 IS24)
Prolec! 474 IS25)
Prelect 404 IS26!
Prelect 156 IS27)

LAND USE
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

ANTECEDENT DRY
P~=RIOD
(days)
12
10
14
13
9
13
12
10
14
12
12
12

01/26/01
01/26/01
01/26t01
01/26/01
01/26101
01/26/01
01/26/01
01/26/01
01/26/01
01,’26/01
01126101
01/26/01
01/26!01

Ballona Creek {S01)
Mahbu Creek IS021
Santa Momca P~er IS08)
L A R~ver @ Wardlow IS10)
Sawpit Creek IS111
Coyote Creek IS13!
San Gabnel River IS14)
Pro~ect 620 ($181
Domln~uez Channel !$23)
Pro~ect 1202/$24)
Pro~ect 474 IS25)
Pro}ect 404 ($26)
Proiect 156 (S27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 04
0 08
0 04
0 04
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 04
0 04
0 04
0 16
0 32
0 04

0,75
0.25
0 75
0.25
4 75
16 75
4 75
0 25
0 75
0 25
1.75
9 75
025

0 05
0 32
0 05
0 16
0,05
0,01
0 05
0 16
0 05
0 16
0 09
0 03
0 16

1,197.60
174 82
NA
1,437 31
12,!9
1.25284
503 10
0 79
22 60
985
364
NA
1 84

02;10/01
02/10/01
02/10/01
02/10/01
02!10/01
02/10/01
02/10/01
02110/01
02/10/01
02/10/01
02/1010t
02!10/01
02/10/01

Bailona Creek (S01)
Mahbu Creek IS02)
Santa Men,ca P=er IS08)
LA R=ver ~ Wardlow ($10)
Sawp~t Creek IS11 )
Coyote Creek IS 13!
San Gabnel R~ver ($14)
Pro~ct 620 IS18~
Dom~ncjuez Channel IS23)
Prelect 1202 IS24)
Pro~ect 474 IS25)
Prelect 404 {S26/
Prelect 156 IS27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

15
15
15
15
3
9
3
15
15
15
15
3
15

4 12
4.68
4 12
274
3 76
2 52
3 76
3 48
4 12
2 74
3 16
1 12
3 48

90 00
8250
90 00
8800
81 50
75 50
81.50
86.75
90 00
88 00
93 75
85 25
86.75

0 05
0 06
0 05
003
0 05
0 03
0.05
0 04
0 05
0 03
0 03
0 01
0 04

802.90
2,443.08
NA
NA
4,23
341,96
203.02
077
8 76
5.26
2.20
36,46
10,49

02/19/01
02119/01
02/19/01
02/19/01
02;19/01
02/19/01
02/19101
02/19/01
02/19/01
02/19/01
02119/01
02119101
02/19101

Ballona Creek IS01)
Mal{bu Creek (S02)
Santa Monica P~er IS08)
L A R~ver ~ Wardlow IS10)
Sawp=t Creek IS11 ~
Coyote Creek IS13)
San Gabriel R~ver IS141
Proiect 620 IS18!
Dom=nc~uez Channel IS231
Pro~ect 1202 IS24)
Pro}ect 474 fS25)
Pro}ect 404 IS26)
Pro~ect 156 {S27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

6
2
6
1
5
5
5
6
6
1
!
1
6

0 40
0 80
0 40
0 12
0 20
0 12
0 20
0 20
0 40
0,12
0 24
0 04
0 20

3 25
6 25
3 25
200
5 75
12 00
575
4 O0
3 25
2 00
900
0 25
4 00

0 12
0 13
0 12
0 06
0 03
0 01
0 03
0 05
0 12
0.06
0 03
0.16
0.05

1,145 72
NA
NA
76296
6,81
597,40
429.76
NA
NA
6.07
0.49
067
1

02124/01
02/24/01
02/24!01
02/24/01
02/24/01
02/24/01
02/24/01
02/24/01
02/24/0!
02/24/01
02/24/01
02/24/01
02/24/01

Ballona Creek IS01)
Mahbu Creek IS02)
Santa Momca P~er IS08)
L A R~ver @ Wardlow IS10)
Sawpt Creek {S 11)
Coyote Creek ($13)
San Gabnel R~ver ~$141
Prelect 620 IS18)
Dom~n(~uez Channel ($23)
Pro~ect 1202 IS24)
Pro~ect 474 IS25)
Pro~ect 404 IS26)
Prelect 156 IS27)

ME
ME
COMM/
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

1
1
1
1
1
I
’,
1
1
1
I
1
1

2 28
2 63
2 28
0 87
0 96
0 08
0 96
2 20
2 28
0 87
3 24
0 12
2 20

57 00
57 75
57 (30
36 50
39 25
1 00
39 25
59 75
57 00
36 50
45 25
53 50
5975

0,04
0,05
0.04
0 02
0 02
0 08
0 02
0 04
0 04
0.02
0 07
0 00
0 04

6,541,33
1,877,89
NA
24.881,34
34.90
6,24030
2,132,16
1,90
122.46
NA
17.40
21,44
13 72

03/04/01
03104!01
03/04!01

Ballona Creek (S01)
Mal~bu Creek IS02)
Santa Momca P=er {S08)

ME
ME
COMM

4
4
4

1 28
4 80
1 28

37 00
43 00
37 00

0 03
0 11
0 03

2,766 45
6,57324
NA

DATE

STATION

All flows include base flow
Hydrologic_Data xls
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Tab!e4-1. Summar¥of Hydrologic Data for Monitored Stations

¯ "%

DATE
03,’04,’01
03/04,’01
03/04;01
03/04!01
03/04/01
03104101
03/04/01
03104101
03/04!01
03/04/01

STATION
L A R~ver ~t Wardlow ($10)
Sawp~t Creek IS11)
Co).ote Creek IS13)
San Gabriel R~ver tS14)
Prolect 620 ($18)
Domm£1uez Channel IS23)
Project 1202 IS24)
Project 474 IS25)
Prolect 404 IS26)
Prolect 156/$271

LAND USE
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

ANTECEDENT DRY
PERIOD
(daya)
8
6
1
6
4
4
8
4
1
4

04107101
04107/01
04107101
04/07/01
04/07t01
04/07/01
04/07/01
04;07101
04/07/01
04/07/01
04/07/01
04/07/01
04107101

Ballona Creek ~S01 )
Mahbu Creek (S02)
Santa Momca P~er IS081
L A River @ Wardlow IS10)
Sawp=t Creek/S 11 )
Coyote Creek/S 13)
San Gabriel River IS14)
Prolect 620 IS18!
Domm£1uez Channel IS231
Pro}ect 1202 (S24)
Project 474 ($25)
Project 404 ($26)
Proiect 156 ($27)

ME
ME
COMM
ME
VAC
ME
ME
HDSFR
TRAN
LT IND
EDU
MFR
MIX RES

32
31
32
32
5
1
5
29
32
32
33
11
29

TOTAL
PRECIPITATION
(In,)
0 75
1 00
0 16
1 00
0 76
1,28
0 75
0 48
0 64
0 76

RAINFALL
DURATION
(hrs)
23 75
48 75
16 50
48 75
37 25
37,00
23,75
12 50
53 75
37 25

AVG.
RAINFALL
INTENSITY
(InJhr)
0 03
0 02
0 01
0 02
0 02
0 03
003
0 04
0 01
0 02

TOTAL RUNOFF
VOLUME
(acre-ft)
10.093 36
No Data
40 96
341 57
0 61
26 25
6 28
7 18
0 80
2 49

0 48
1 28
0 48
0 24
1,20
0 20
1 20
1 20
0 48
0 24
0 52
0 68
1 20

7 50
11.00
7 50
1 50
10 50
5 50
10.50
10 25
7 50
1 50
8 50 ,
11 25
10 25

0 06
0 12
0 06
0 16
0,11
0 04
0 11
0 12
0 06
0 16
0 06
0 06
0 12

1.918 03
111 28
NA
NA
NA
720 84
645 45
NA
14 08
3 87
3 50
8 92
5 66

NA - No Flow Data Recorded At This Station
LAND USE CODES
ME ¯ Mass Emission
COMM - Retail/Commercial
VAC - Vacant
HDSFR. High Density Single Family Residential
TRAN - Transportation
LT IND - Light Industrial
EDU - Educahonal
MFR - Multi-Family Residential
MIX RES - M~xed Residential

All flows include base flow
Hydrologic_Data xls
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SEASON

STATION
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MALIBU CREEK (S02)
KENTER CANYON (S04)
TRANCAS CANYON (S03)
94-95 PROJECT 1105 (S05)
PROJECT 558 (S06)
PROJECT 5401 (S07)
SANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
L,A, DRAIN 2361 (S09)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MALIBU CREEK (S02t
KENTER CANYON (S04)
L A RIVER AT WARDLOW ($10)
COYOTE CREEK ($13)
96-97 SAN GABRIEL RIVER ($14)
SANTA MONICA PIER (S08!
SAWP~" CREEK ($11)
PROJECT 620 ($18)
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ($23)
PROJECT 1202 ($24)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MALIBU CREEK (S02)
L A RIVER AT WARDLOW ($10)
COYOTE CREEK (S 13)
SAN GABRIEL RIVER (S14)
SANTA MONtCA PIER {SO8)
97-98 SAWPIT CREEK (S11)
PROJECT 620 (S 18)
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ($23)
PROJECT 1202 ($24)
PROJECT 474 ($25)
PROJECT 404 {$26)
PROJECT 156 ($27)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MAL~BU CREEK (S02)
L A RIVER AT WARDLOW (Sl0)
COYOTE CREEK ($13)
SAN GABRIEL RIVER ($14)
~ANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
98-99 SAWPIT CREEK (Sl 1)
PROJECT 620 ($18)
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL (S23)
PROJECT 1202 ($24)
PROJECT 474 ($25~
PROJECT 404 ($26)
PROJECT 156 ($27)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)
MALIBU C R EEK (S02)
L A RIVER AT WARDLOW (Sl0)
COYOTE CREEK ($13)
;AN GABRIEL RIVER (S14)
;ANTA MONICA PIER (S08)
99-~000 SAWP[T CREEK {,$11)
PROJECT 620 ($18)
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ($23)
PROJECT 1202 (S24)
PROJECT 474 ($25)
PROJECT 404 ($26)
PROJECT 156 ($27)
BALLONA CREEK (S01)"
MALIBU CREEK (S02)"
~ANTA MONICA PIER (SOB)
L A RIVER AT WARDLOW (SIOF"
;AWPIT CREEK (Sl 1)’"
3OYOTE CREEK ($13)
~000-01 SAN GABRIEL RIVER ($14)
PROJECT 620 (S 18)’"
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL ($23)"
;PROJECT 1202 ($24)’"
PROJECT 474 ($25~’"
PROJECT 404 (S26)"°
PROJECT 156 (S27)

TOTAL
TOTAL RUNOFF
PRECIPITATION
VOLUME"
LAND USEj
(|n.)
(acm-ft)
ME
14 76
47.900
ME
35 41
37,700
ME
19 39
6,840
VAC
29 73
3,590
HDSFR
17 17
1,920
LDSFR
17 17
161
HDSFR
17 17
197
COMM
19,39
272
COMM
16 61
125
ME
11,18
22.200
ME
9 22
NA
ME
7 42
675
ME
6 17
66,700
ME
6 06
NA
ME
8 00
NA
COMM
13,82
211
VAC
15 15
189
HDSFR
2,68
22
TRAN
1382
446
LT IND
12.64
463
ME
28 28
18,300
ME
37 51
39.700
17 80
ME
297,000
ME
23 03
60,500
ME
28 80
32,800
COMM
28 28
215
VAC
24 56
303
HDSFR
24 44
66
TRAN
2828
1.250
LT IND
30 06
906
EDU
33 72
161
MFR
24 76
176
MIX RES
24 44
144
ME
9 48
10,700
ME
8 48
419
ME
6 34
NA
ME
6,64
11,500
ME
6.20
12,700
COMM
9 48
91
VAC
10 00
47
HDSFR
6 11
6
TRAN
10 28
334
LT IND
4.83
218
6,16
EDU
3
MFR
10 60
1,280
MIX RES
7 08
475
ME
6 76
20,086
ME
10 95
4,286
ME
5 00
18.515
ME
296
22,937
ME
11 96
3,777
COMM
6 76
NA
VAC
11 96
61
HDSFR
936
33
TRAN,
6 76
239
LT IND
2=96
1,671
EDU
8 36
61
MFR
8,16
101
MIX RES
9 04
56
ME
14 52
23.723
ME
24 01
11,268
COMM.
9 00
NA
ME
14 52
237,913
VAC
14:00
86
ME
807
14,616
ME
14 00
8,404
HDSFR
13 40
14
TRAN
14 52
350
LT IND
8,07
167
J EDU
12,60
45
J
MFR
8,24
99
13,40
63
I MIX RES

~’,’:: ’~’~.~

"ALL FLOWS INCLUDE BASE FLOW
"RUNOFF VOLUME OF SOME EVENTS IS NOT INCLUDED
Hydrologic Data_tnt xls
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Table 4-3. 2000-2001 Los Angeles County Stormwater Monitoring Analytical Data

Inventory
Analytes
Station
No,

Station
Type

$11Sawpit
Creek
$18Project
620
$23Dominguez
Channel
S24Project
1202
$25Project
474
$26Project
404
S27Project
156
S01Ballona
Creek
S02Malibu
Creek
$10L.A.
River

LU

Table4-3.xls

Vacant
LU
HDSFR
LU
Trans
LU
Lt. Ind.
LU
Edu.
LU
Multi-Fam
LU
Mix. Res.
ME

ME

ME

No. of
Events
Sampled
6
7

Sample
Type
Grab
Comp

General
Minerals

Heavy
Metals

X

X

3
10

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

4
12

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

X

3
10

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

X

4
12

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

X

2
9

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

5/9

X

3
11

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

10/11

X

8
10

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

8
10

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

7
11

Grab
Comp

X

X

X
X

Page 1 of 2

Miscellaneous
SemiBacteria
Volatiles Pesticides
X
X
X
X

7/10

X

X

6/10

X

X

07/05/2001
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Table 4-3. 2000-2001 Los Angeles County Stormwater Monitoring Analytical Data

Inventory
Analytes
Station
No.

Station
Type

$13Coyote
Creek
$14San Gabriel
River

ME

Notes:

Table4-3.xls

ME

No. of
Events
Sampled

Sample
Type

General
Minerals

Heavy
Metals

4
10

Grab
Comp

X

X

6
9

Grab
Comp

X

X

Miscellaneous
SemiBacteria
Volatiles Pesticides
X
X
X
X
X

X

Comp= flow composite sample
X= denotes analytes reported for all events
1/6 = denotes analytes reported for 1 out of 6 events
Blank= no analytes reported
LU= Land Use Station
Comm= commercial
HDSFR= High Density Single Family Residential
Trans= Transportation
Lt. Ind.= Light Industrial
Edu.= Educational
Multi-Fam.= Multi-Family Residential
Mix. Res.= Mixed Residential
ME= Mass Emission Station

Page 2 of 2
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Table 4-4a. Comparison of 2000-200"i Mass Emissions Results with Standards
Guideh,nes and Standards
Class Cons6tuent
Omsolved/~’ltlmony
Total AnlJz’no~y
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Barium
Tofa,I Barium
Dissolved Beryllium
Total Begum
Dissolved Boro~
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmium
Total Cadrn~Jm
D,issolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
TofaJ Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Ozssolved Iron
Total Iron
O~ssoNed Levi
Total Lead
D=sso,lved Manga,nese
Total Manganese
D=ssolved Mercury
Total Mercury
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
DisSolved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thagium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc
SVOCs
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
PAHs
Acenaphthene
AsenaphthyJene
Anthracene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)p~ene
Benzo(b)tluoranthene
Benzo{k)fluoranthene
Chrysene
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Indeno (1.2.3-cd)pyrene
Naphthalene
Phenanlhrene
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Data
Incf,uded
Since*
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
98
98
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
97
97
94
94

5
5
5
5
° t0
10
1
1
100
100
!
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
I
5
5
50
50

|~g~l
pg/l
pg/I
pg/I
t=94
I.=g~l
l=g/I
t=’g/I
|=g/l
I.Ig/I
Foj1
pg/I
Fg/I
pg/I
i~g/1
pg~l
t=g/I
I=g/1
pg/1
yg/f
tight
t~g/I
~,~
pg/I
t~g~l
t=~
I=g/I
pg.q
pgtl
i{g~l
|lg/I
i=oj1
|=g/I
I.=g~
|=g/l
gg/l

99

1

i=giI

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

0 05
0 05
0 05
01
0=1
0I
O. I
01
01
O1
0=1
01
0 05
0 05

pg/I
I~g4
pg/1
i=g/1
~=g~l
pg/I
pg/I
I~g/1
p,g/I
I,g4
Fg/I
pg/l
i~g/I
pg/I

DL

Urals

Ocean Plad’ ’
~

Basra Plan~’

1200"

6

32’~

50

I
I

AB 411

Mass Er~ssion

Cahfornia Toxics
Rule (freshwater)~

Calrfomla
Toxics Rule
(saltwater)¢

150

36

1000
0 033"

4
1000

4’~
190°

22
180
50

8’~
12’~

8~

0 16’~

2

20~

100

60~

S0

2 8~
14°

93

5
!1

50

9

31

25

B1

52

82

5’

71

3 4’~

1 9g

120

81

2

80,~
3 5"
0 0088~’

:
2

15"
~
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No of
Samples

No. of

Percent
Detects

Mean

Median

0
0
0
0
100
100
0
0
76
B8
2
4
6
6
0
0
48
98
50
88
0
18
2
14
0
0
54
68
2
2
0
0
0
0
22
36

SID
SID
¯ S ID
SID
SID
36 54
0 00
S I.D
SI D
204 38
0 03
SLD
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
11 13
116 20
577.08
0 00
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
5 87
0 14
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
S.I D
35 04

0 00
SID
SIO
SID
SlD
S 10
0 00
0 q(}O
SIO
SID
0 00
0 00
SID
SID
SID
SID
S,I D
SIO
50 00
335 00
0 (30
0 00
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
0 00
0 O0
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
49
49
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

detectsNon"
50
50
50
50
0
0
50
50
12
6
49
48
47
47
50
50
26
1
25
6
50
41
49
43
49
49
23
16
49
49
50
SO
50
50
39
32

6

2

67

3.75

3 55

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SlD
SI D
SID
SID
SID
S I.O
SID

S~O
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO

S
S ~ [~,
0
0
S
S
0
0 G4
S
SI
SID
SIL)
I 1.~
0
1
1
’.; I
SID
S I L}
S
1
S
S
S
;,’ 44

S
S

S
SI
SI

Table 4-4a. Comparison of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results with Standards
Guidehnes and Standards
Dala
Included
Since"

DL

96
94
94
94

001
1
1
0.1

Total Co|iform
Fecal Coliform

94
94

20
20

Ratio Fecal Colito~rnvTotal Coliform

94

Class Constituent
Miscellaneous Constrtuents
Cyanide
TPH
Oil and Grease
To~al Phenols
Indicator Bacteria

Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Ente=ococcus
General M~nerals
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bzcarbonate
Carbonale
Chloride
Fluoride
Nitrate
Sulfate
PJkalinity
Hardness
COD
pH
Specific Cooductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Turbidity
Total Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Sohds
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Nutrients
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N

Units

i

Basin Plan~’

AB 411
!

I
mg~l
" mg~l
mg~l
mg~]
MPN/10Omi
MPN/1COmi

94
94

20
20

MPN/1COmf
MPN/100ml

94
86
9~
94
96
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
06
97
94
94
~6
94
96
04
97
94
94

01
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
01
01
o. I
40
2.0
5
0-14
1=0
20
01
2.0
1~0
005
1.0
2.0

moj1
mg/I
moJI
mg/1
mgJl
moJI
mg.4
rng/I
mg,1
moJI
mg/I
mg4
moj1
mg~l
umhos/cm
rag/1
NTU
mg~
mgNhr
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I

94
94
94

0=05
005
0.1

mg/I
rng~
mg/I

Nitrate-N

96

01

moj1

Nitrite.N

94

01

mg, q

~6

0=1

mg/t

96
9~

100
100

pg,t
pg/1

TKN
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum

i Ocean Plan"
OCO4’~

Mass Em=ss~on

Califom=a Toxics
Rule (freshwater)c

Caldorn~a
Tox~cs Rule
(saltwater)~

00052

0.001

70
20o

2.4d

~,v

0013
2
2
0

000.5
1
t
0

t 0,000 (Instantaneous

34

40o (Instar~aneous}
10% (Instantaneous) =f
To~ Co~lo~m ~s
beh~on t0CO &
10000

34

0
0

100
100

1,674,426
938,381

500.000
140.CO0

5

O

100

6688%

63 64%

0

34
34

0
0

100
100

968,317
291,022

160.000
50,000

3
20t

47
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1
O
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

98
100
100
100
100
100
98
1 CO
100
100
100
100
1CO
tCO
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0 65
49 94
25 34
5 40
50 24
117 53
061
54 64
0 21
7.76
138 05
96 85
22883
7402
738
2.51
419.44
90.46
237 66
45 80
0=09
11 23
780

0 15
40 08
12 8(~
4 46
35 10
104 10
0 05
43 05
0 18
4 87
63 30
85 50
150 00
64 25
728
484 CO
305 CO
44 20
123 50
33 CO
0 08
777
5 80

;’ 0,;

50
50
48

0
0
1

100
100
98

2.50
3=73
0 52

0 23
0 30
0 12

6

50

0

100

1.77

1 10

1 08

50

0

1 CO

0 22

0 08

t 63

49

0

100

2=51

1 72

080

50
50

43
12

14
76

SID
333 89

SID
SID

SI
1

68

o

65< x.~8 5
250
75"
05

2=7
10 and also m~Jst not
exceed 5 when added
to Nitdte-N
1 a~_ also must nct
exceed 5 when added
to Nitrate-N
~
1000

Medta~

100
100
100
1CO

24

24d

Mean

O
0
0
0

104

24"

Percent
Detects

30
30
30
30

02

25"

1000"
2CO"

No of
No Of
NonSamples
detects

t
t
0

I 3;
0 t~t
0
0 b4
7 L~7
0
1
1 34
0
0 92
0 69
007
0 t~O
0 90
1 72
1 39
0
0 84
t 02
t 13

2 t4

Table 4-4a. Comparison of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results with Standards
Gu~d~.hnes and Standards
Class Constituent
Py~ene
All other SV~s
Pestl~des
Organ~l~nne Pestiddes & PCBs
Ca~furan
Gl~hosate
Organo-Phosphate Pest=~des
Diazin~
Chlo~]fos
N- and P-C~tain=ng Pestiddes
Thioben~rb
~ other N- and P- Peshddes
Phenoxyacettc Add He~c~des
2.4-D
2.4.5-TP
Bentazon

Data
Included
Since"
99
94

0 05
0 05-5 0

t~
t=~

94
96
98

005-10
5
25

p~
p~
~=~1

0 01
0 05

p~
p~

~
$4

1
1 @2 0

I~
~,~

~6
~6
g~

I0
1
2

t=~
p~

~
~

DL

Units

~

Ocean Plan~’

Bas=n Plan~’

AB 411

Mass Ermsslon

Cal=forn=a Toxics "
Rue (reshwaler)~

0~19"

0~7
18
7~

70
50
18

No of
Samples
6
4~

~
00f4

dete~sN~"
6
4~

Percent
Deters

Mean

0
0

S
SI

10

0

BID

~

50

0

SID

~
j

50
50

50
50

0
0

SI
SID

50

50

0

S I.D

10
10
9

10
10
9

0
0
0

SID
SID

!
I
~
~

Water qual=ly slan~a~ds described m the 1995 Los ~geles Regi~ Basin Plan or the 1997 Calitofr~ia O~an Plan do not apply to sto~watet runoff, and any
exceedance of values should not ind=cate vi~ah~ or non~mpl~an~ with the plans Fu~he~ore. a dire~ ~mpa~s~ ~ the sampling resuffs with the
Ocean Plan stan~rds cann~ be made s=nce the resuffs present~ in the table are deleted values ~fore d=lut=~, a factor aitowed by the ~ean Plan
c) Crderi~ represenls the highest c~centrat~ ~ p~lutant to whi~ aquatic lite ~n ~ expo~d Ior an e~en~ ~riod h~ (4 days) ~1 ~lete~s
d) Crffe~ ba~d ~ daily ~xi~m
e) Crfferi~ bas~ on ~day average
f) Crffe~on express~ ~ the t~al referable form.
g) C~e~ repre~nts the highest ~n~ntra~ ~ ~l=ant to ~i~ aquatic ~e can be ex~s~ f~ a ~ ~ time ~t~t ~lete~s ~s.
h) C~ed~ for ~ sum ~ a~nap~h~ene, an~rac~, 1,2-~hracene, 3,4-~ofluo~anthene, ~k)flu~a~hene, 1,1.2-~nz~, be~a)p~ene,
ch~, ~nz~)a~ra~ne, fluor~e, ~n~1,2,3~)p~e, phen~rene and pyre~.
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003

No of

10
50
50

CV = Coefllec{ent of vanatl~
DL = Detect=on
S I O = Stahshcall’/Invahd Data nol enough data able det~i~ limit c~le~
a} Oete(:tlo~ t=~ld=S have ~ h~r~ged thf~qhout the ~ndoeng pr~ess Only data matting the ~ent dele~i~ Iim~ is d~splayed ~n this table The Data I~l~ed
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Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Mass Emission Site 01
Ballona Creek
Class Const=lLreflt

M~scella~eo~Js Constduents
Cyanide
TPH
Oil and Grease
Tota,I Phenols
Indicator Bectena
Total Co,=form
Fecal Cotilon’n
Ratio Fecal Cotilorm/TolaJ Cohform
Fecal Streptococcu~
Fecal Enterococcus
General Minerals
Ammonia
Calc=um
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chlonde
Fluonde
Nitrate
Sulfale
Alkalindy
Hardness
COD
pH
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Sohds
Turbi(~ty
Total SuspenG~l So~ls
Volatile Suspended So~ids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BeD
Nutdenls
Dissolved Phesphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
N,itrate-N
Nit~ita-N
TKN
Metals
O~ssolved A~um~num
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Antimony
Total Ant=mony
D=ssolved Arsenic

Mass Emission Site 02
Malibu Creek

I
|

Dala
Included
Since=|

OL

Un.ls

NO of
Samples

No e! Nondelecls

Percent
Detects

Mean

Median

CV

9,6
94
94
94

0 01
I
1
01

rng/1
mg/I
mg,4
mg/t

8
8
8
8

6
8
3
I

25
0
63
88

0 009
SID
3
3

0 005
SIO
2
2

0 83
SID
I 03
085

8
8
8
8

0
0
0
0
0

100
100
SID
1OO
100

3.506.375
2,538,375
SID
1.000.000
615,000

500.O00
370,0(X)
SID
240.O00
205,000

1 68
2 16
SID
I 69
I 62

/ No of No of Non| Samples detecls
,,

Percenl
Detects

Mean

"
Median

Cv

8
8
5
7

0
0
38
13

SID
StD
1 250
SID

SID
SID
0 500
SID

SID
SID
1 16
SID

8
8
4
B
8

0
0
0
0
0

100
100
I ~0
100
tOO

124,563
27,743
68 60%
119.948
33,305

15.500
11,500
81 82%
4.550
3.550

2 62
1 68
0 62
2 01
2 28

94
94
94
94
94

20
20

MPN/100ml
MPN/t00ml

20
20

MPN/tOOmt
MPN/10~ml

8
8
0
B
8

94
96
9(~
94
96
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
96
97
94
94
96
94
96
94
97
94
94

01
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
01
01
01
40
20
5
0o14
10
20
01
20
10
0 05
10
20

rng.q
rng~
mg~l
mg/I
mg/I
mg/]

9
10
10
10
10
10

3
0
0
0
0
0

67
100
100
100
100
100

0 56
2709
11 76
3 77
2447
8289

0 45
1902
9 57
2 71
1795
5691

0 88
070
0 73
0 73
064
069

9
10
10
tO
10
10

2
0
0
0
0
0

78
100
leo
leO
100
100

0 18
10778
77 86
5 98
9912
~912

0 15
10545
61 95
5 64
9650
9650

0 71
029
0 62
0 43
046
046

mq/I
mg~]
rnojl
mg/I
mg/1
rng/I
mg,,1

~

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

100
90
1(30
1(30
100
100
100
leO
100
leo
100
100
1 O0
go
100
go

25 12
0 20
3 04
41 2,3
68 10
126 07
53 10
725
322 01
194 52
47 03
164 90
46 60
0 11
9 53
9 35

14 00
0 12
2 20
22 05
46 65
81 25
59 35
724
198 50
122 00
40 00
142 50
35 OO
0 09
6 92
7 76

0 go
0 80
0 74
0 98
0 69
0 63
0 48
006
0 74
0 76
0 78
0 73
0 63
0 72
0 52
0 58

10
10
10
10
10
t0
10
10
10
10
10
10
I0
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
1

100
leo
1(~0
100
I00
100
tOO
100
I00
100
leo
leo
1 O0
20
100
go

104 31
0 20
9 23
449 40
188 10
589 30
83 10
8 10
1615 20
1026 80
171 37
353 10
39 80
0 07
6 71
5 40

95 90
0 20
7 98
368 50
189 40
565 O0
79 45
8 10
1459 50
967 O0
41 OO
95 50
23 O0
0 05
6 35
4 90

0 41
0 14
0 53
0 44
0 20
0 30
0 55
002
0 38
0 31
t 81
1 67
t 54
0 97
0 16 "
0 71

94
94
94
~6
94
96

005
0 05
0I
01
01
01

mg/]
mg/1
mg.q
rnoj1
mg/I
mg~

10
10
9
10
10
9

0
0
0
3
1
1

100
100
1OO
70
go
89

020
0 24
0 47
0 68
021
2 20

017
0 21
0 37
0~
011
2 30

051
0 41
0 87
0 75
134
0 52

10
10
9
10
10
10

0
0
4
0
9
0

100
100
56
100
10
100

055
0 61
0 14
2 15
SID
2 48

056
0 61
0 12
200
SID
1 27

060
0 55
0 78
0 60
SID
1 13

96
96
97
97
97

100
100
5
5
5

pg~1
pg~
pgtl
pg~
I~I

tO
10
10
10
10

8
1
10
10
10

20
go
0
0
0

71 20
400 81
SID
SID
SID

50 00
205 50
SID
SID
SID

0 71
1.24
SID
SID
SIO

10
tO
10
10
10

10
10
10
0
0

0
0
0
100
100

2 50
2 50
SID
SID
SIO

2 50
2 ~0
SID
SID
SIO

0 00
0 O0
SID
SID
SID

umhos;cm
moJl
NTU
rng/l
mg/~hr
mg,l
rng~1

~

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Mass Emission Site 01

Mass Emission Site 02

Ballona Creek
Class Conshtuent
Tolal Al%emc ’
Dissolved Barium
Total Barium
D=ssoNed B~ryllium
Tota,l Be~d|~um
Dissolved Boron
Tola,I Boron
D=ssolved Cadm=urn
Total Cadmium
Oissolved Chromium
Tolal Chr~’o=um
{)lssolved Chrom=um ÷6
To~al Chromium ÷6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
D~ssolved Manganese
Tota~ Mal~ganP.se
D=ssolved Mercury
Tolal Mercu=’y
D=ssolved Nickel
N~ckel
D~ssolved Se|enlum
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver"
Disso|ved Thallium
Total Thallium
D=ss~ved Zinc
Total Zinc
SVOCs
B~s(2-elhylhexyl)phlhalate
PAHs
Acen~phthene
.~:enaphthyfene
Anlhrecene
Beflzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrone
Benzo(b)fluoranlhene
Benzo(k)liuoranthene
Chrysene
Dlbenz(a.h)anthracene
Fluoranlhene
Fluorene
In(/eno ( 1.2.3-cd)pyreee
Naphthalene

tw DL_SEASON.9400_ME xls

Dala
Ir~luded
S=ece=

OL

Unds

NO O!
Samples

97
97
97
97
97
97
9797
97
97
97
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
98
98
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
97
97
94
94

5
!0
10
I
1
100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

pg/I
!~g/1
I~g/I

10
10
10

10
0
0

0
100
100

t~’l
pgtl
pg/I
pg4
gO,1
pg/t
pg~l
pg,~1
t=g4
pg,1
~lg/I
pg/I
I~gtl
gg.~
I~gP,
~ugtl
gg~
t=g/I
~oj1
pg!I
i~g/1
!ug4
pg/I
~gtl
pg/}
lig/I
I~g~
~g/I
I{g4

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
4
3
10
10
9
9
10
10
2
0
5
1
10
8
10
9
10
10
7
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
5

0
60
70
0
0
10
10
0
0
80
100
50
90
9
20
0
10
0
0
30
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
50

99

1

I~g~l

0

0

SI

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

0 05
0 05
005
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 05

Fg/I
gg~l

0
0

0
0

pg4
~g4
pg~l
gg~l
I~g/I
pg/t
IJg~
I~g/I
gg4
I~g4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NO of Non- Percent
Mean
det~:.ts
Delects

Malibu Creek
No of No of Non- Percent
Mean
Samp,~es
detects
Detects

Median

CV

SID
0 50
133 t0

SID
0 50
116 50

SID
0 O0
0 76

0
0
10
10
0
0
80
100
50
90
0
20
0
18
0
0
30
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
50
SID
SID
SID

SID
0 50
2 96
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
797 00
250
6 10
S0 00
SID
0 50
SID
SID
SIO
SID
2 50
050
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
0 50
2 50
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
330 O0
250
2 50
50 00
SID
0,50
SID
SlD
SIO
SID
2 50
050
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
0 O0
0 49
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
1 50
000
1 65
0 O0
SID
0 00
SID
SID
SID
SID
0 O0
000
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID

6
6

0
0

SID
SIO

SID
SID

SID
SID

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S1D
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO

SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID

Median

CV

SID
29 47
36 80

SID
25 80
27 70

SID
0 41
0 61

10
|0
10

10
10
4

0
0
60

SID
133 10
157 00
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
6 91
1476
129 00
797 00
SID
6 10
SlD
SID
SIO
SIO
3 63
437
SID
SID
SID
SID
SI{~
SID
5699
8696

SID
116 50
137 00
$1O
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
6 87
1025
75 00
330 OO
SID
2 50
SlD
SID
SID
SID
2 50
250
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
2500
3960

SID
0 76
0 69
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SiO
0 44
087
0 96
1 50
SID
1 65
SID
SID
SID
SID
0 56
065
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
127
131

10
10
10
10
10
10
tO
10
10
I0
10
10
10
It
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
0
0

10
10
9
9
10
10
2
0
5
1
10
8
10
9
10
10
7
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
6
5
0
0
0

SID
SID

SID
SID

SID
SID

SID
SID

6
6

SID
SID
SID
S I D.
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIB

SIO
S!D
SIO
SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SIO

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

~

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site

Class Constduen!
Phenanihrene
Py~ene
PJI other SVOCs
Peshctdes
Organochtonne Pesl~c=des & PCBs
Carbofuran
Gtyphosate
Orga~o*Phospha!e Peshc=des
D~az=norl
Chlorpynlos
No and P-Containing Pes!K:ides
Thioboncarb
~1 other N- and P- Pesticides
Phenoxyacehc Acid Hert~cides
2.4-D
2.4.5-TP
B~n!azo~

Mass Emission Site 01

Mass Emission Site 02

Ballona Creek

Malibu Creek

Data
In.3~luded
S,nco’

DL

Unds

No o|
Samples

99
99
94

0 05
005
005-50

pg/1
pg.~
i=g/]

0
0
0

0
0
0

94
9’6
98

005-10
5
25

gg/I
poj1
pg/I

0
t0
10

96
96

00t
005

Pg,~
pgi1

9~
94

1
I 0-2 0

96
96
96

10
1
2

No of Non- Percent
Deteots
detects

No of NO o| NonSarnp~es
detects

Percent
Deter, Is

Meat=

Median

CV

6
6
438

0
0
0

SID
SID
SIO

S 1 [:)
SID
SID

SIO
SID
SID

210
10
10

210
10
10

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID

10
10

10
10

0
0

SID
SID

SID
SID

SID

SID
SID

SID
S|D

10
70

|0
70

0
0

SID
S|D

SID
SID

SID
S|D

SID
SIO
SID

SID
SID
SID

9
9
9

g
9
9

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

SIO
SID
SID

SID
SID

Mean

Median

CV

SID
SID
SID

SIO
SID
SI[:)

SIO
SIO
SID

S!D
SID
SID

6
6
438

0
10
10

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

S~D
SID
SID

SID
SID
S|D

10
10

tO
10

0
0

SID
SID

SID
SID

Fg/I
Fg,1

10
70

10
70

0
0

SIO
SID

pg/I
pg/I
p~l/l

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Mass Emission Site 10
L.A. River

Oala

Class Conslduen!
M~sce;laneobs Co(~Stltuents
Cyamde
TPH
Od and Grease
Total Phenols
Indicator Bacteria
ToTal Co,=form
Fecal Coliform
RaTio Fecal Cot=|orm/To~a~ Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enteroceccus
General Minerals
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassmm
Sodium
B~carbo.nate
Carbonate
Chlonde
Fluoncle
Ndrale
Sullale
Alkal=nity
Hardness
CQD
pH
Specif=c Conductance
Total Disso~vod Sohds
Turb~ldy
Tot al Sospende(J So~=ds
Volatile Suspended Sotzds
MBAS
Tc~al Organic Carbon
BOD
Nutrients
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
NiIrale*N
Nilnte-N
TKN
Metals
D=ssolvod Alum.mum
Total Aluminum
O~ssot..’ed Am~mony
Oisso~’ed Arsenic

tw DL_SEASON_9400_ME xls

|

Mass Emission Site 13
Coyote Creek

.o o, .oo,.o.-Po on, Mean
t
. ,an CV

Inctuded

DL

Unds

Sarnpl~

deteClS

Oelecls

96
94
94
94

0 01
1
1
0!

rag4
mg.~l
mg~1
mg~l

7
7
7
7

4
7
1
2

43
0
86
71

94
94
94
94
94

20
20

MPN/1C<)nd
MPN/100ml

20
20

MPNI1OOml
MPN./100ml

7
7
0
7
7

0
0
0
0
0

IGO
100
SIO
100
100

94
96
96
94
96
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
96
97
94
94
96
94
96
94
97
94
94

01
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
01
01
01
40
20
5
0-14
10
20
01
20
10
005
10
20

rng~
r’ng/I
ml.Vl
n’~
ml~
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I
mo/I
mg~l
moj1
mg~l
mg/1
rng~
umhos/cm
mg,1
NTU
mg~
mg~/hr
mg~l
mg/I
mg~i

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
I1
!1
11
11
11
I1
11
11
11
11
11
1|
11
11
11

4
0
3
3
0
0
3
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3

64
100
73
73
100
100
73
100
100
91
100
100
1CO
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
91
100
73

1 15
2750
932
9 41
28 16
6865
924
3077
0 21
3 86
38 18
56 27
9755
6983
693
330 08
197 64
97 49
24409
53 62
011
1602
712

94
94
94
96
94
96

0 05
0 05
01
01
01
01

mg/I
mgil
mg~l
mg,1
mg/I
mgJ1

11
11
11
11
11
11

0
0
5
1
2
0

100
100
55
91
82
100

96
96
97

I00
100
5

I~gA
I~g/I
I~g/I

11
11
11

9
2
11

97

5

FgJ1

11

11

0 027
St°
2571
2229

0 005
S~D
2000
2400

~=

No oINonPercent
CV
MeanMed,an
delecls

Detecls

I 35
SID
084
066

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

SID
S~O
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID
St°

SID
SI°
SID
SIO

SID
SID
SID
SID

0 80
077
SID
I 60
1 00

4
4
0
4
4

0
0
0
0
0

100
100
SIO
100
100

432.000
157.725
SID
38.950
22.950

400.000
165.000
SIO
22.500
20.500

0 85
083
SI°
1 25
0 92

0 15
2800
606
6 08
25 10
51 72
608
1900
0 14
3 23
26 50
42 40
10000
6410
692
334 OO
198 00
59 50
16100
41 00
009
1020
550

1 78
044
I 18
1 18
0 66
058
121
093
0 58
0 61
0 76
0 58
045
071
004
0 61
0 64
0 93
090
0 65
052
095
1 15

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
t0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

3
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

70
100
100
100
100
100
0
100
100
80
100
100
100
90
1OO
100
100
100
1OO
too
tOO
tOO
OO

0 72
3091
869
4 31
38 10
8837
SID
3456
0 20
3 47
53 85
72 46
lt287
8087
7 11
387 79
237 70
87 33
30670
61 30
010
1558
949

0 16
2307
5 17
2 71
19 95
5236
SIO
2165
0 12
2 85
26 50
42 95
7625
5495
709
249 50
148 00
60 25
18700
50 50
009
946
7.10

2 17
062
092
0 99
I 23
074
SID
100
0 84
1 04
1 19
0 74
070
095
006
0 86
0 92
1 04
134
0 83
031
I 19
083

0 43
0 49
095
088
0 29
3 02

0 36
0 42
012
073
0 19
2 08

0 60
0 55
178
060
1 O0
0 70

10
10
10
10
10
10

0
0
5
2
2
0

100
100
50
80
80
100

0 24
0 31
059
079
0 13
2 45

0 19
0 22
011
064
0 09
2 04

0 71
0 67
220
1 01
0 83
07t

18
82
0

SID
575 08
SIO

SIO
278 00
SID

SID
1 72
SID

10
tO
10

g
2
10

10
80 ~
0

SID
174 46
SIO

SID
157 50
SIO

0 60
SIO

0

SID

SID

SID

10

10

0

SID

SID

SIO

2.057.143 2.200.000
1.365.714 1.600.000
SID
SI°
3.260.286 500.000
558.857
SI0

}’.=~;~. 4 . ~ ~

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site

Class Conshtuent

’~
(:~
~
~
~
,.~

Total Arsenic
Dissolved Barium
Total Barium
°=sso[’.’ed Bep~=urn
Total Beryfl~um
Dis,solved Boron
Tota,l Bat’on
Dissolved Cad~,um
To~l Cad~n~um
D=ssolved Chromium
Tota,l Chromium
D=ssolved Chromzum ÷6
Total Chro~"~um ÷6
O=ssotved Copper
Tc~al Copper
Diss~ved Iro~
Tota~ Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
D=ssolved M, ercury
Total MercuP/
O~sso~ved N~ckel
Nzckel
Dlsso~ved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Sdver
Dissolved That[lure
Total Thalhum
D~ssolved Z=nc
Tolal Zinc
SVOCs
Bis(2-elhylttexyl)phthalate
PAHs
Acenaphther~e
Acenaphthylene
Anthracene
Be~zo,(a)anlhracene
Banzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(b)lluoranlhene
Banzo(k)lluoranthene
Chrysene
O~benz(a.h)anlh~acefle
Fluo,’anthene
Fluorene
ledeno ( 1.2.3.cd)pyrene
Naphthalene

SEASON_g400_ME xls

Ba,a

Mass Emission Site 10
LA. River

Incl,uded
Since=

DL

Untts

97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
9’8
98
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
97
97
94
94

5
10
~10
1
1
100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
6
100
100
1
!
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

99
gg
99
99
99
99
9g
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

|

No o, .o o, Non-Po
P .....
Moao
Meden,
O
ot V /saN_Op,
:s.,,o No .oodetects

Oetecls

Mean

Med=an

CV

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
~0
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
O
O
10
10
5
2
10
tO
10
10
10
10
5
0
0
1
10
10
9
8
10
10
8
7
10
10
10
tO
10
10
9
7

0
100
100
0
0
50
80
0
0
0
0
0
0
50
100
100
90
0
0
10
20
0
0
20
30
0
0
0
0
0
"0
10
30

SID
28 21
32 45
SID
SIO
11410
160 00
SID
Sit:)
SID
SID
SIO
SI°
4 52
915
95 00
306 00
SID
SID
SID
82 60
SID
SID
3 92
4 30
SIO
SID
SI[:)
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
3590

SIO
23 45
26 70
SIO
SID
8100
125 50
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO
3 79
869
50 00
285 00
Sf°
SID
SID
50 O0
SID
SIO
2 50
2 50
SI°
SID
SID
SID
St°
SI°
SID
25 00

SID
0 54
0 52
SID
SID
078
0 63
SID
SI°
SID
SIO
SID
SID
0 50
025
0 81
0 57
SIO
SID
SID
0 98
SID
SID
0 90
0 83

S!D

0

0

SID

SID

SI°

S 1D

SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIp
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID
S!D
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SIO
SI°
SID
SID
SID

S.ID
SID
SID
SI°
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SIO

SID
SID
SI~
SIO
SID
SID
SID
StO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SLD

Samples

detects

Oelects

Mg~l
~g/I
Ngil
Mg/I
pg/I
Ng/1
i~g/I
gg~l
p~l
pg/1
poJ1
NO/I
Ng/t
pg,1
p.g/I
I~g~
pg/]
pg/I
pg/I
Bg/]
~g~l
pg/t
Ng/I
!~g/i
pg/i
Fg/1
pg~l
gg,1
I~g~
pg/I
I~g/t
i~O/1
pg/]

I1
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
t1
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
~1
11
11
11
11

11
0
0
1t
11
1
0
11
10
9
9
11
11
!
0
3
0
11
5
11
8
11
11
5
2
11
11
11
11
11
11
6
0

0
100
100
0
0
91
100
0
9
18
18
0
0
91
100
73
100
0
55
0
27
0
0
55
82
0
0
0
0
0
0
45
100

SID
30 13
40 08
SID
SID
15436
181 00
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SI°
8 24
1636
235 45
1038 55
SID
10 20
SI°
79 36
SID
SI°
6 30
8 13
SIE)
SID
SID
SID
SI°
SID
4655
65 54

SIO
26 60
31 40
SID
SID
17200
174 00
SID
SID
SID
"SID
SID
SI°
7 57
1150
200 00
420 00
SID
5 10
SIO
50 00
SI°
SID
5 82
6 75
SID
SID
St[:)
SID
StD
SIO
2500
54 90

SID
0 42
O ~O
SID
SIO
038
0 38
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
0 41
073
0 71
1 87
SID
I 58
SI°
0 70
SID
SID
0 80
0 68
SID
SID
SID
SIO
St°
SIO
061
0 87

1

Mg/1

0

0

SID

SID

SIO

005
005
005
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
005

pg~l
pg./I
I~g~
Mg/I
Ngtl
pg/1
gg~
Ng~
pg/1
gg/~
Ng~1
I~g/1
pg/t

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SID
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SIO
S|D
SID

SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SI°
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
S 1D
SID
S I [:)
SID
SID
SID
SID

<" ;?

Mass Emission Site 13
Coyote Creek

SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO
0 54

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Mass Emission Site 10
LA. River
Class Conshluen!

I

delecls

Detecls

Mean

Median

CV

0
0
0

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

0
10
10

0
10
10

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

SIC)
SID
SID

SID
SID

SID

SID

10

10

0

SID

SID

SID

SID
SIC,

SID
SID

SID
S|D

10
70

10
70

0
0

SID
SID

SID
SID

SID
SID

SID
SID
SIO

SID
SID
SIO

SID
SIO
SIO

1
1
0

1
I
0

0
0
0

SID
SID
SIO

SID
SIO
SIO

SID
SID

Included

DL

Units

Samples

detects

Oelects

Phenanlhrene
P~rene
All o~her SVOCs

99
99
94

0 05
005
005-50

rig/l
pg4
pg/]

0
0
0

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

S!D
SID
SID

OrganoctllOn ne Past K:ld, es & PCBs
Carboluran
Glyphosale
Organo-Phosphate Pesticides

94
g~
98

005-10
5
25

pg/l
pg/l
pg4

0
11
11

0
11
11

0
0
0

SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID

Chlorpyr~los
N- and PoContammg Past~cides
Th~obencarb
All ~her N- and p- Pest~t:~es
Phenoxyacelic ACid Herbicides
2.4-O
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon

~)6

005

pg/I

11

11

0

SIO

96
94

1
10~20

ug~l
I~/1

11
77

11
77

0
0

96
96
96

10
1
2

pg,1
F~I
p~l

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

o

Mass Emission Site 13
Coyote Creek

I

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Mass Emission Site 14
San Gabriel River
Class Conshluent

M~scella~eous Const=tuenls
Cyanide
TPH
Od and Grease
Total PP~nois
Ind.,calor Bact ena
To,tat Co~=form
Fecal Cotlform
Ra~o Feca~ COl= for’m/’rolal Cohform
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enlerococcus
General M~nerals
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Polass~urn
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonale
Chloude
Fluonde
Nilrale
Sulfate
Alkal=nity
Hardness
COD
pH
Speci|ic Con@Jcfance
Total Oissolved Solids
Turbidify
Total Suspended Sohds
Volahle Suspended Solids
MBAS
To~al Organic Carbon
BOO
Nuldents
Dissolved Phosphorus
Tolal Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitnte-N
TKN
Metals
D~SSO~vod Aluminum
To~al Ah~mmurn
Dlsso4ved An~mony
Tolal Anflmo~y
Dissolved Arsen~:

SEASON 9400 ME xls

Oala
Included
Since"

DL

Unds

96
94
94
94

0 01
!
1
01

toga
rngA
moJ1
mg,,1

7
7
7
7

4
7
4
7

94
94
94
94
94

20
20

MPNI100m~
MPN/10Oml

20
20

MPWIOOm, I
MPN/IO0ml

7
7
1
7
7

94
96
96
94
96
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
~)6
97
94
94
96
94
96
94
97
94
94

01
!0
10
10
10
20
20
20
01
0I
0I
40
2,0
5
0-14
10
20
0I
20
10
0 05
10
20

mg/I
mg,1
mg/]
mg/I
rng/1
mg/I
moj1
mgiI
toga
mgA
mg~t
moJl
mg/l
moj1

94
94
94
96
94
96

0 05
0 05
01
01
0I
0I

rag4
rngn
rng/I
mg/1
mg, q

96
96
97
97
97

100
100
5
5
5

I~g~
pg~1
tJg,’l
I~g/I
I~g~l

umhos/cm
mg4
NTU
mg4
mg/l~r
mg~l
rng/I
mg/I

mo~

NO Ol NO ol N~n- Percent
Samples detects
Oolecls

Mean

Median

CV

43
0
43
0

0 014
SIO
1 271
SID

0 005
SID
0 500
SlO

I 00
SID
0 99

0
0
0
0
0

100
100
1 O0
100
100

1,679,286
169.300
SIO
140.771
100.643

500,000
30,000
SID
50,000
14.000

I 94
1 53
SID
1 30
1 81

8
9
9
8
9
9
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
t
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
1(30
100
100
100
t00
B8
! 00
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1(30
100
100

0 47
59 63
20 15
19 44
65 03
126 90
25 90
83 74
0 23
20 89
115 29
104 08
231 78
84 71
754
766 56
467 56
43 71
105 67
24 56
0 08
7 48
7 68

0 05
56 10
17 01
17 01
60 O0
128 00
17 0~.
67 10
0 21
15 90
104 00
105 00
220 00
74 50
762
671 00
412 O0
19 90
39 00
12 00
0 06
7 50
0 05

1 83
0 32
0 40
0 42
0 43
0 31

9
9
9
9
9
9

0
0
0
0
0
0

100
1 O0
100
100
100
t00

12 24
18 81
036
4 7:2
0 40
2 27

0 25
0 29
005
3 59
0 05
1 00

2 94
2 95
I 89
0 50
1 35
0 90

9
9
g

8
4
9
9
9

11
56
0
0
0

SID
316 56
SIO
SID
SID

SID
123 00
SID
SID
SID

SID

9
9

0 46
0 26
0 50
0 36
0 31
0 30
0 57
003
0 32
0 31
1 72
1 82
1 64
04
0 26
2 08

SID
SID
SI

¯

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Mass Emission Site 14

San Gabriel River
Class Constduent
Total Arsen=c
D=SSOlved Barium
Total Barium
D=ssolved Bee/lhum
Total Be~llrum
Dzssolved Boron
To~a~ Boron
D~ssolved Cadm~uro
Tota! Cadmium
D=sso~ved Chromium
Total Chromzurn
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chrornmm ÷6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
D~ss~ved Iron
Total Iroo
DzSSOtVed Lead
Total Lead
O=ssolved Manganese
Total Manganese
O~sSolved Mercury
Total Mercury
O~sso|ved Nickel
N~ckel
Dissolved Selemum
Tota,l Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total Silver
OzssOlved Thallium
Total Thallium
O~sso~ved Zinc
Total Zinc
SVOCs
B~s(2-e(hy~hexyl)phlhalafe
PAHs
Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
Anthracene
Benzo~a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Beozo(b)fluoranlhene
Bonzo(k)lluoranthene
Chrysene
O=l~e.nz(a,h)anthraceoe
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
tndeno (l.2.3-cd)pyrene
Naphlhalene

Iw DL_SEASON 9400_ME xls

Data
Included
Since=

DL

NO ot NO ol NO~- Pement
Unds
Samples detects Oelecls

Mean

Median

97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
97
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
98
98
94
94
97
97
94
94
97
97
97
97
94
94

5
10
10
1
1
100
100
I
1
5
5
tO
I0
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
I
1
5
5
50
50

pg/I
p~’l
pgtl
~ug/I
pg!l
pg4
pgtl
pg4
pg/I
pg/I
pg/I
pg/I
pg/I
pg/I
pg/I
pg/1
pg/]
pg~l
pg/~
pg~l
i~oJ1
pg4
I~g/I
Pg~
pgtl
pg/I
~g~
I~g,1
pg/I
pg~
pg/i
pg~l
pg/]

~’
9
g
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
0
0
9
9
I
0
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
0
4
2
9
8
9
9
9
9
3
1
9
g
9
9
9
9
8
5

0
100
100
0
0
89
ICO
0
0
0
0
0
0
1t
1CO
56
78
0
II
0
0
0
0
67
89
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
44

SID
40 42
43 t2
SI0
SI0
202 44
235 22
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SID
8 56
133 33
365 ,~6
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SIO
5 02
6 26
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
39 17

SIO
2 50
41 70
SID
SID
205 00
205 CO
S1D
S!D
SID
SIO
SIO
S!D
SID
7 69
110 CO
260 00
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
5 49
6 06
SID
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
25 00

SID
0 19
0 18
S1D
SID
0 52
0 40
S!D
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
SID
0 28
0 76
0 95
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
0 44
0 37
SID
SID
SI0
SI0
SID
SID
SID
0 44

g9

1

pg/I

0

0

SID

SID

SI0

SID

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

0 05
0 05
0 05
0t
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
0 05

I~g/]
pg~
pg/t
p(:#l
t=O.4
pg~l
pg~l
p~
pg/I
pg~l
pg/I
I=g,’l
I~g/I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SID
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
StO
SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SIO
SIO
S!0
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SID
SIO
SIO
SIO
SIO
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID

SID
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SIO
SID
SIO
SID
SID
SID
SID
S!D

CV

p,=,p. ~, .., .~

Table 4-4b. Summary of 2000-2001 Mass Emissions Results by Site
Mass Emission Site 14
San Gabriel River
Class Constituent
Phenanthrene
I;yrene
All o~her SVOCs
Pest~ctdes
Org~ochk3nne Pestk:ides & PCBs
Cart~d~ra~
Glyphosate
Or{~a, no-Phesphale Pesbc~des
Diazinon
Chloq3ydfos
N- and P-Conlam=ng Pestic=des
Th,iobef~carb
All o(her N- and P Pe~lic~-=s
Phenoxyacet~c Ac=d Herbic=des
2.4-D
2,4.5-TP
Benlazon

Dala
Included
S~nce"

DL

99
99
94

0’~)5 ’
0 05
0 05-5 0

pg/I
Ixg/l
I~g~l ¯

0
0
0

0
0
0

94
96
98

0 05-1 0
5
25

pg/I
~tg/I
~g~

0
9
9

96
96

0 0~
0 05

~1
pg./I

96
94

1
1 0-2 0

96
96
96

10
1
2

Unds

No o! NO o~ Non- Percent
Samples detecls
Oetecls

Mean

Medmn

CV

SID
SIO
SID

SID
SIO
SID

SID
S!D
SID

SID
SID
SID

0
9
9

0
0
0

S!O
SID
SID

SIO
S!D
SID

SID
SID
SID

9
9

9
9

0
0

SID
SID

SIO
S I.D

SIO
SIO

pg/1
pg/1

9
63

9
63

0
0

SID
SIO

SID
SIO

SID
SID

I~g~
I~g/I
~lg/1

0
0
0

0
0
SIO
SID
SID
0
0
SID
SID
SID
0
0
SID
SID
SID
CV = Coelf~eclellt o| vanallon
DL = Detecl~on Lirnd
S I D = Statisttcally Invalid Dala. no~ e~ou~h data atx~ve detection f~m=t co~tecled
a) Delectmn hmhs have ch~’=ged throughoul the m~’lttoring process O~ly data match=rig the current detection limit is displayed in this tabte
The Data/nch~ Since t~eld intimates Ihe hrst year of Ihe sto.’m season with Ihe cm’re~lt detecbon limit
TW P~EPPUB~WATER’,M(3qNITOR~REPORTS~J~3NITORING REPORTS~tgggo00~WQ DATA\9400 ME’~SEASON 9400.ME XLS

"~L_SEASON_9400_ME xts
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Table 4-4c. 1994-2001 Comparison of Mass Emissions Annual Mean Concentrations to Objectives by Site

: ~al Cuhform

TaNe 4-~ xlsTable 4.4c
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X

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

5

Table 4-4c. 1994-2001 Comparison of Mass Emissions Annual Mean Concentrations to Objectives by Site

[Olal Cot~fotm

NS - ~

X

NS

NS

NS

NS

X

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

28

Table 4-5. Stormwater Bacteria Counts

Parameters

Total Coliform

Fecal Coliform
,.
Fecal
Streptococcus

Fecal
Enterococcu=

Table 4-5 xls T~bfe 4-7 07,’0~200!

Site Name

94-95

95-96

96-97

97-98

98-99

99-00

O0-01

Log Mean
(MPN/100ml)

Log Mean
(MPN/100ml)

Log Mean
(MPN/100ml)

Log Mean
(MPN/100ml)

Log Mean
(MPN/100ml)

Log Mean
(MPN/100ml)

Log Mean
(MPN/100ml)

Bsllona Ck (S01i
Mallbu Ck (S02)
LA. River ($10)..
S.G. River ($141
Ballona Ck IS01~
Malibu Ck (S021
L.A. River ($107
S.G. River ($14! ......
Ballona Ck !S01)
Matibu Ck ~S02)
L.A. River ($10)
S.G. River ($14)
Ballona Ck ~S01 )
Malibu Ck (S02)
L.A. River ($10)
S.G. River (S14)

2,623,967
518,004
160,000
120,240
826,002
2,774,828
198,738
684,899
22,000
13,221
876,085
900 265
203,885
1,288,572
3,000
15,745
626,164
503~179
151,008
1,001,181
6,996
2,400
379,895
185~922

667,467
58,285
724,824
131,521
67,466
8,794
66,884
11,817
228,438
80,332
195,743
68~399
90,000
30,000
170,000
2~200

r-age I

1,120,085
239,022
988,604
1,050,695
522,415
53,312
’ 359,825
168r789
253,300
189,244
310,288
217~081

.. n

326,580
35,502
68,786
84,375
30,930
3,866
20,677
2r350
142,1411
6,243
23,163
4~900i
137,594!
4,538
49,137
8~846

280,332
34,594
486,365
207,753
87,737
10,792
128,606
22~780
228,154
26,247
110,557
47~068 .
43,877
5,386
13,272
9~912

638.8.~,~
12.~
1,494,2,H
323.21’1
.~
950,
31.67~J
392,
5.1
60-/, 14
276,173
.2,293
270,286
18,835

Table 4-6. Mass Emission Constituents Detected Less Than 25% of the Time

Analyte
Conventionals
Cyanide
TPH
Total Phenols
MBAS

Ballona
Creek

Malibu
Creek

X
X

X
X
X
X

d
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t

d
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d
d and t
d and t
d and t

d and t
d and t
d and t

d and t
d and t
d and t

Station
Los Angeles
River

Coyote
Creek

San Gabriel
River

X
-

X
X
X
-

d
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t

d
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t

d
d
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t

d and t
d and t
d and t
d
d and t
d and t
d and t

.d
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d .....
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t
d and t

X

X

X

X

Metals
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Chromium 6+
Copper
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Pesticides
All Pesticides
Diazinon

X

t

X

:

Notes:
x = constituent which meets the criterion of less than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
d and t = dissolved and total
d only = dissolved only
- = fails test
blank cell = not enough data to analyze

Table 4-6 & 4-1 l’,xls Mass Emission
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Table 4-7. Seasonal EMCs
2000-2001 Storm Season

Unil
Constituent
mgh
Dissolved Phosphorus.
mg/~
!KjeldahI-N
mg/r
NH3-N
~itrate-N
mg/~
’Nitrite-N
mgh
mg/[
Suspended Solids
mgh
Total Phosphorus
HEAVY
Dissolved Cadmium
pg/(
METALS
Dissolved Chromium +6
p.gl[
DISSOLVED)
Dissolved Copper
~g/[
Dissolved Lead
p, gl~
Dissolved Mercury
p.g/~
Dissolved Nickel
I~g/~
Dissolved Selenium
p.gh
Dissolved Silver
i~g/t
pg/I
Dissolved Zinc
HEAVY
Total Cadmium
pg/[
METALS
iTotal Chromium +6
~gh
{TOTAL)
t~g/.r
Total Copper
Total Lead
p_gh
~.g//
Total Mercury
Total Nickel
I~g/~
Total Selenium
pg!~
Total Silver
p.g/~
Total Zinc
p.gh
mgH
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
Oil and Grease
mg!r
Total Pelroleum Hydrocarbons mgh’
mg/f
Total Phenols
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS

M~xed
Density
Lighl
Retail/ Multi-family
Residential Industrial Vacant Commerc a Residentiall Transpodation Education Residenhal
0.05
037
4.81
024
0.33
0.45
0.24
1.60
2.13
3.32
4.14
2.49
1.04
2_21
rdm
0.70
0.45
0.79
0,,69
0.60
0.67
1.69
0.73
0.5,~
0.36
0.74
1.11
0.80
0-11
0.14
n/m
0.25
2871
105.3C
194.92
213.53
135.91
93.97
92.80
0.49
0.33
0.06
0.42
5.59
0.28
0.37
n/rr
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
0 88
0.71
n/rr
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
11-18
8.92
n/m
8.87
42,0(
10.66
11 ~27
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/n~
n/rr
n/m
5.92
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/rr
n/rr
n/m
n/rr
rdm
nlrr
n/rr
nlm
nlrr
n/m
n/m
406.8;,
n/m
76.73
359.76
94.85
1662(~
n/m
n/rr
rdm
n/m
1.25
0.72
n/rr
n/m
n/m!
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/n18.04
1’7~52
4.58
12.34
58.52
15.77
18.6~.
n/m
7.49
n/m
n/m
5.55
n/m
n/rr
n/m
n/m
ntm
n/m
n/rr
n/m
n/n
him
7.75
n/m
5.10
9.61’
n/re’
4.2E
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
nhn
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
447,47
n/m
92.23
391.04
106.15
179.82
n/m
n/m
n/m
rdm

Notes;
n/m : Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit
Blank cells: No data available
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Table 4-7. Seasonal EMCs
2000-2001 Storm Season (cont’d)
GROUP
BACTERIA

~;~
¯ ’~
,1~
O

Constituent
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Enterococcus
Fecal Streptococcus
Total Coliform
PESTICIDES
Chlordane
Chlorpydfos
Diazinen
Malathion
p,p’ DDT
PCB-1016
~CB-1221
PCB- 1232
PCB-1242
PCB-1248
PC B- 1254
PCB-1260
S~mazine
SEMIVOLATILES Acenaphthene
Acenaphthylene
~,nthracene
Benzo(a)ant~lracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(b)tluoranthene
Benzo(k)ftuoranthene
~hrysene.
Dibenz(a,h)anthrecene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene
Naphthalene
Phenanthrene
Pyrene

Densily
Light
Retail/ Multi-family
Mixed
Residential Industrial Vacant ~ Commercial~ Resi,denlial~ Transportation Education Residential
Unit
3.498,296
v’lPN/10Oml
5.285,725
91,042
4,789
126,075
12,504
121,336
MPN/10Oml
239,755 1,243,215
79,070
124,477
18,177
13,718
115,221
MPNI10Om~
348,392
853,028
52,274
206,373
141,802
26,401
114.549
MPN/100m~ 3,257,841
83,009
47,238
318,923
40,520
244,827
610.239
~g/i
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
~.gh
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
p.g~
n/m’
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n!m
nlm
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
I~g/r
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
~g/~
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
~glr
=g/i
n/m
n/m
n/m
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
i~g/~
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
~gh
n/m
n/rr
n/n"
~.gh
n/m
I~oJ~
I~gh
p,g/~
p.g/~
I~gl~
i~gh
p.g/~
p.gh’
p.g/(
p.gh
p.g/~’
I~g/~
~g/f
I~g/¢
~gh’
i~g/~’
p.gH

n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n!m
n/m
n/m
rdm

nlm

Notes.’
rdm : Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit
Blank cells: No data available
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n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/n
n/m
n/m
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
rdm
n/m

n/n"
n/m=
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/rr
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

n/ml

n/m

n/n~
n/rr
n/r~
nlrr
n/rr
n/rr
n/rr
nln~
n/rr
n/~r
n/n"
n/rr
n/n"
n/rr
n/n~
n/m
n/n"

Table 4-8a. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING

BALLONA CREEK
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 40.0%
Light Ind ............ 3 5%
Vacant .............. 11~ 1 °,..
RelaiVComm ...... 99°°
Multi-Fam.Res .... 123%
Transporlation .... 1 ~5°o
Education .......... 2
Mixed Residential.
All Other ............. 12 3’

rotal Area: 88.8 mi.2

GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS

PAHs
NUTRIENTS

PESTICIDES

CONSTITUENT
Suspended Solids
Total D~ssolved Solids
O~snlven Cadrmurn
l.),,,.~lved Coppe~
iD~solvod Lead
D~ssolved N~ckel
Dissolved Zinc
Nickel
Total Aluminum
Total Copper
Total Lead
Total Mercury
Total Zir
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
NitriteoN
TKN

Chlorp~/rifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

1994-95
n/a
n/m
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/m
n/a
n/m
n/m
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/m
n/a

1995-96
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Note: n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

1996-97
6,550,000
4,200,000
n/m
136
n/m
174
n/m
241
n/m
724
528
n/m
4,840
6,550,000
n/m
136
n/m
n/m
724
528
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
460

SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
1997-98
1998-99
13,200,000
5,840,000
11,030,000
6,340,00,0
n/m
n/m
271
1,510
967
n/m
562
n/m
7,710
1,460
343
198
115,000
13,000
1,960
533
1,750
189
25
n/m
19,000
2,790
13,200,000
5,840,000
n/m
n/m
1,510
271
967
n/m
7,710
1,460
1,960
533
1,750
189
25
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
3
n/m
n/m
774
679
’

1999-2000
9,290,0,00
11,300,000
n/m
483
n/m
n/m
n/m
310
18,600
878
269
n/m
3,990
n/m
n/m
14,700
19,500
28,400
70,000
7,700
154,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

2000-01
10,637,906
12,548,729
S.I.D
445,966
S.I.D
’234,305
3,676,496
281.850
25,856.756
952,315
393,648
S.I=D
5,609,899
SI.D
S.I.D
12,922
15,573
30,141
44,055
13,251
142,140
SJ .D
S.I D
574
S.I .D

Table 4-8b. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
MALIBU CREEK
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 5.1oo
L=ght Ind ........... 0 3"0
Vacant ............. 79 3°;.
Retail/Comm ..... 05%
Multi-Fam.Res
Transportation.
Education ........... 0
Mixed Residenlial. 0%
All Other ............. 1 t 9",

Total Area: 105 mi.2
SEASONAL LOAD
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS

::~
~)
C~)
,.~
~,O
~
O
03

CONSTITUENT

Suspended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
-IEAVY
Dissolved Cadm=um
METALS
Dissolved Copl:
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Nickel
Dissolved Zinc
Nickel
Total Aluminum
Total Copper
Total Lead
iTotal Mercu~
Total Zinc
PAHs
iPhenanthrene
i Pyrene
NUTRIENTS
iDissolved Phosphorus
iTotal Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN
PESTICIDES
Chlorp~/rifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
Bis(2-ethylhex~/I)phihalate
.SEMIVOLATILES
.

1094-05

1995-90

1906-97

1997-98

1998-99

1999-2000

2000-01

n/a
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/a
n/a
n/m
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nia
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

88,40,0,000
124
124
984
n/m
1,190
5,190
3,520
948,000
3950
2550
n/m
12,30,0
n/m
n/m
61 400
76,400
26,200
207,000
n/m
259,000
n/n
n/m
n/m
2,340

122,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
3.82
n/m
6.12
332
9.59
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
512
543
165
3,750
n/m
2,300
n/m
n/m
n/m
32.7

2,840,0.00
n/m
n/m
39.8608832
n/m
38.72
n/m
104.66
1,930
82.600,60796
n/m
n/m
n/m
0
2
5,850
6,750
927
38,100
n/m
15,600
n/m
n/m
n/m
56.2

10,819,187
31,461,742
S.I.D
24,420,538
S.ID
S.I.D
S .I.D
S.I.D
S_I.D
S.I.D
S.I D
SI.D
S.I
S.I D
S.I.D
16,884
18,791
4,365
65,896
S
75,924
SI.D
SJ.D
S.I.D
132.776

Note: n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

Table 4-8c. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
LOS ANGELES RIVER
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 28.8%
Light Ind ............ 5.1°o
Vacant .............. 40 4°°
Retail/Comm ...... 3
Multi-Fam.Res
Transportation .... 2.4~.
Education .......... t
Mixed Residential. 1 ~,’
All Other ............. 12 5

Total Area: 825 mi.2

GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
VIETALS

CONSTITUENT
Suspended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Nickel
Dissolved Zinc
Nickel
Total Aluminum
Total Copper
Total Lead
Total Mercury
Total Zinc

=AHs

Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nilrate-N
N=lrite-N
TKN

~IUTRIENTS

:~ESTIClDES

Chlorp},rifos
Diazinon
VIISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

1994-95
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1995-96
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Note: n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above delection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

1996-97
53,500,000
21,900,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
385
n/m
2,280
361,000
8,000
8,290
n/m
36,800
n/m
n/m
54,200
180,000
84,800
224,000
17,600
747,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m ..

SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
1997-98
1998-99
444,000,000
34,400,000
76,40,0,000
34,200,000
2,670
n/m
56,100
991
103,000
n/m
13,400
373
336,000
n/m
22,000
737
8,890,000
183,000
81,000
2,370
208,000
n/m
nlm
n/m
463,000
13,400
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
530,000
46,400
683,000
58,800
732,000
23,700
533,000
67,300
91,400
37,300
3,540,0’00
399,000
him
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
20,600
q/a
.,

1999-2000
16,800,000
6,090,000
n/m
290
161
226
n/m
302
25,300
631
457
n/m
2,230
n/m
n/m
15,1(30
20,800
6,860
39,300
6,430
119,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

2000-01
157,919,785
127,865,033
SLD
5,328,102
SI.D
4,077,683
30,113,568
5,259,288
372,061,366
10,584,449
6,599,694
SJ.D
42,400,139
SI D
S.I .D
277,839
318,851
616,093
566,600
189,504
1,951,912
S LD
S.I
17,653
S.I

Table 4-8d. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
COYOTE CREEK
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 383°.,
Light Ind
Vacant .............. 143%
Retail/Comm ...... 5 6°’,
Multi-Fam.Res .... 6 1
Transporlalion ..... 1 8",.
Education ........... 4.3%
Mixed Residential. 0.2’~.,
All Other ............. 21

1oral Area: 150 mi.2
SEASONAL LOAD
GROUP
.~ENERAL
VIINERALS
HEAVY
MErAL S

PAHs
NUTRIENTS

PESTICIDES

CONSTITUENT
Suspended Solids
Tolal O~ssolved Solids
P~%~l,~ed Cadmium
[ ~,,,<~1 ~ed Copper
l ),.,,so~v~.,d Lead
D~ssolved I~hckel
D~ssolved Ztnc
Nickel
Total Aluminum
Total Copper
:Total Lead
’Total Mercun/
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nilrate-N
Nitdte-N
TKN
Total Zinc

Chlorp),rifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES Bis(2-elhylhexyl),phthalate

.......

1994-95
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nta
n/a
n/a
n/a
Wa
n/a
n/a

1995-96
n/a
nla
rv’a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n!a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a .
n/a
n!a
n/a

Note: n/m = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

1996-97
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
rda
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1997-98
93,100,000
38,300,000
191
5,180
3,230
1,270
38,500
2,220
518,000
7,110
4,770
n/m
n/m
n/m
75,100
97,100
141,000
147,000
29,300
725,000
56,600
n/m
n/m
2,970

1998-99

1999-2000

4,610,000
12,100,000
n/m
162
n/m
n/m
1,060
178
19,700
445
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
5,620
6,70.0
19,500
55,800
5,540
112,000
2,090
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m

17,700,000
16,700,000
n/m
364
n/m
n/m
n/m
284
17,300
645
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
16,500
25,000
52,500
85,400
19,800
169,000
2,260
n/m
1
n/m
n/m

2000-01
12,190,189
9,447,694
S.I.D
179,614
S.I.D
155,607
S.I.D
170,750
6,934,139
363,679
S.I.D
1,426,892
S.I.D
S.I.D
9,627
12,234
23,403
31,400
5,175
97,541
S.I
S.I.D
S.I.D
S.I.D

Table 4-8e. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
SAN GABRIEL RIVER
MONITORED WATERSHED
LANDUSE
HDSFR ............. 15 2°~
Light Ind ............ 2.3%
Vacant ............. 66.7°0
Retail/Cornm ...... 1.5°,,
Mulli-Fam.Res
Transportation ..... !
Education ........... 1.6°o
Mixed Res=denhal. 0 1°o
lotal Area: 450 mi.2

GFIOUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
ME TAI. S

~0
(:~
,_~
I~
"~’

CONSTITUENT
Suspended Solids
Total D~ssolved Solids
D~sselved Cadmium
D=ssolved Copper
E)~ssolved Lead
D=ssolved N=ckel
D=ssolved Z{nc
Nickel
Total Aluminum
Total Copper
Total Lead
Total Mercury
Total Zinc
PAHs
Phenanthrene
Pyrene
NUTRIENTS
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nilrate-N
Nilrite-N
TKN
PESTICIDES
Chlorp~/rifos
Diazinon
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide
SEMIVOLATILES
Bisl2-eth),lhexyl)phthalate

1994-95
n/a
rda
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
rda
rda
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
rda
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
rda
rda
n/a
rda
n/a
ru’a

1995-96
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
rda
n/a
rda
n/a
n/a
n/a
rda
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
rda
n/a
rda

Note: rdm = Not meaningful, not enough data above detection limit collected.
n/a = No data available.

All Other ............. 10
SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.
1998-99
t 996-97
1997-98
n/a
28,700,000
2,810,000
n/a
22,200,000
15,500,000
n/a
n/m
n/m
n/a
1,120
n!m
901
n/m
n/a
n/a
449
n/m
n/a
8,840
1,090
rda
791
n/m
n/a
400,000
8,140
rda
2,180
252
rda
1,340
n/m
n/a
n/m
n/m
rda
14,800
1,730
n/a
n/m
n/m
rda
n/m
n/m
rda
42,500
15,500
n!a
52,100
17,700
rda
136,000
43,900
n/a
135,000
72,200
n/a
26,700
19,800
n/a
310,000
134,000
n/a
n/m
n/m
n/a
n/m
n/m
n/a
2,230
1,240
n/a
1,390
n/m

1999-2000
1,380,000
2,740,000
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
48
4,120
76
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
n/m
2,310
2,710
n/m
16,700
2,870
15,000
n/m
0
n/m
n/m

2000-01
2,414,824
10,685,150
S.I.D
S.ID
1 !4,672
S.I.D
142,985
7,234,314
195,598
S.I.D
S.I.D
895,084
S.I.D
S.I.D
279,612
429 907
8,174
107,791
9,190
51,981
S.I D
S.I.D
330
S.I.D

Table 4-9a. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
UNMONITORED SMBRP BASINS
2000-2001 STORM SEASON

Total Area: 174 mi2
Overall Imperviousness: 0.18
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS
HEAVY
METALS
(DISSOLVED)
HEAVY
METALS
(TOTAL)

PESTICIDES
PAHs
NUTRIENTS

CONSTITUENTS
Total Dissolved Solids
Suspended Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Zinc
Dissolved Nickel
Total Copper
Total Lead
Total Mercu~
Total Aluminum
Nickel
Total Zinc
Chlorp~!rifos
Diazinon
Phenantrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN

LANDUSE
HDSFR ................. 15.5%
Light Ind ................. 0.6%
Vacant ..................63.4%
Retail/Comm ........... 1.6%
Multi-Fam.Res ........ 3.4%
Transportation ....... 2.1%
Education ............... 1.3%
Mixed Residential .... 0.9%
All Other ...............11.2%
SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
17,700,000
13,900,000
7.81
729
n/a
5,64(;
80.1
1,33¢
~
76.6
n/a
16,00C
157
6,27(~
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
50,000
57,500
34,200
91,400
7,600
208,000

Table 4-10a (Unmon SMBRP Loading) xls

~,
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Table 4-9b. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
SANTA CLARA RIVER

2000-2001 STORM SEASON

Total Area: 653 mi2
Overall Imperviousness:
GROUP
GENERAL
MINERALS

-..-- :~...

HEAVY
METALS
(DISSOLVED)
HEAVY
METALS
(TOTAL)

PESTICIDES
PAHs
NUTRIENTS

0.07

CONSTITUENTS
Total Dissolved Solids
Suspended Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
¯ Dissolved Copper
Dissolved Lead
Dissolved Zinc
Dissolved Nickel
Total Copper
Total Lead
Total Mercury
Total Aluminum
Nickel
Total Zinc
Chlorp~/rifos
Diazinon
Phenantrene
Pyrene
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitrite-N
TKN

LANDUSE
HDSFR ................ 1.8%
Light Ind ...............0.3%
Vacant ................ 88.2%
Retail/Comm ....... 0.2%
Multi-Fam.Res ..... 0.3%
Transportation ...... 0.4%
Education .............. 0.2%
Mixed Residential. 0%
All Other ............... 8.6%
SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
29,800,00C
22,300,000
4.41
537
n/a
11,400
170
1,390
200
n/a
28,200
235
12,600
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
36,10¢
43,000
27,000
148,000
5,920
232,000

Table 4-9b (SCR loading) xls

R0012411

Table 4-9c. ESTIMATED MASS POLLUTANT LOADING
DOMINGUEZ CHANNEL / L.A. HARBOR
2000-2001 STORM SEASON
LANDUSE
HDSFR ...............34.2%
Light Ind ...............13.2%
Vacant ................. 2.5%
Retail/Comm .......... 6.2%
Multi-Fam.Res ....... 5.8%
Transportation ....... 4.7%
Education ............. 3.7%
Total Area: 110 mi2
Mixed Residential... 4.3%
Overall Imperviousness: 0.18
All Other ............... 25.4%
SEASONAL LOAD
(lb.)
GROUP
CONSTITUENTS
GENERAL
Total Dissolved Solids
7,260,000
10,700,000
MINERALS
Suspended Solids
Dissolved Cadmium
7.66
HEAVY
Dissolved Copper
783
METALS
n/a
Dissolved Lead
(DISSOLVED)
Dissolved Zinc
12,600
Dissolved Nickel
186
HEAVY
1,280
Total Copper
Total Lead
211
METALS
n/a
(TOTAL)
Total Mercury
Total Aluminum
32,500
Nickel
272
Total Zinc
13,900:
PESTICIDES
Chlorpyrifos
Diazinon
n/al
PAHs
Phenantrene
n/a
Pyrene
n/a
NUTRIENTS
Dissolved Phosphorus
46,50(]
Total Phosphorus
54,50(]
NH3-N
38,50(]
Nitrate-N
46,30(]
Nitrite-N
8,49(]
TKN
179,00(]
n/a
MISCELLANEOUS Cyanide

Table 4-10c (Dornmguez Loading) xls

¯
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Table 4-10. Summary of Results for 200,0-2001 Land Use Monitoring

Table 4-10. Summary of Results for 20’00-2001 Land Use Monitoring

Table 4-10. Summary of Results for 2000-2001 Land Use Monitoring

Table 4-10. Summary of Results for 2000-2001 Land Use Monitoring

CV = Coeff~ec~ent of variabo~
SID = St~t~st, c~,~y Invalid Data

Table 4-10. Summary.of Results for 20,0,0-20,01 Land Use Monitoring

Table 4-10. Summary of Results for 2000-2001 Land Use Monitoring

Table 4-10. Summary of Results for 20’00-2001 Land Use Monitoring

Table 4-10. Summary. of Results for 2000-2001 Land Use Monitoring

I~. = D~ecl~oo Limd

Table 4-11. Land Use Constituents Detected Less Than 25% of the Time

Analyte
Conventionals
Total Phenols

Station
Sawpit Project Dominguez Project Project Project Project
156
Creek
620 Channel 1202
474
404

X

Metals

,-~
¯ ..

Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Chromium 6+
Copper
Iron
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc
Pesticides
A Pest cdes

didI
dandt i
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
d

dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt i
dandt
dandt

i
dandt i dandt ~
dandt i dandt :
dandt i dandt ~
dandt I dandt I
dandt
dandt I
dandt , dandt !
dandt I dandt !
d and t
d and t
X

X

dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt

d
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt

X

d
d
id
dandt
dandt I dandt dandt
dandt
dandt I dandt I -dandt
! dandt ! dandt
dandt : dandt
! dandt I dandt , dandt ~ dandt
dandt dandt ! dandt ! dandt
dandt dandt
dandt ! dandt
I
d i dandt
dandt I dandt
dandt ! dandt
I dandt
! dandt ; dandt
i dandt { dandt
I dandt
dandt
Xi

X

d
dandt i dandt
dandt dandt
dandt,i dandt
dandt
id
dandt
i dandt
dandt
I dandt
dandt
i dandt
X

X

Notes:
x = constituent which meets the criterion of less than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
d and t = dissolved and total
d only = dissolved only
- = fails test
blank cell = not enough data to analyze

Table 4-6 & 4-11 ,xls Land Use

07/05/2001
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Table 4-12. Summary of Mean Standard Err~r of Land Use Statim~.s

.......
Station
Domingucz
Dominguez

Constituent
[Ammtmia
Bis~2-c~ylhexyl)phthalat¢

~~’ssolved Nickel

Do~nguez Dissolved Phosphorus
DissolvedZi,,c
Dominguez
12~in~e~.___ NH3-N
~£~=~pgpS# __= Nitrate
~t~i#guez
~itrate-N
Dominguez
"~ilrite-N
Domingucz
FKN
Total Cadmium
Domingucz
Total Chromium
Dominguez
Domi~]gue~ ~£~tl Copper
Dqming~e~Tolal Lead
Do,ninguct.
~3"otal Nickel
Oomingue/
"I’t~IM Phi,~phi~nv;
Dom,t,gm’,
I,,t.,Ihu,lWt,drdh,,I,d,
Dq;+~,,,+t,~.,
~,t.,~z ....
Project 1202
Ammoma
Project 1202
Bis(2-e~ylhexyl)phthalale
~SSt_]~02
Dissulvcd Copl,Cr
Dissolved Nickel
P~pjes+ 1202
I’_[ojc~+ i202 Dissolved Phospl~rus
Dissolved Zinc
Project 1202
NH3-N
Project 1202
~p2_~itrate ........
Nitrate-N
~r.~jeqt_]~q2
Project 1202
Nitrite-N
~ect 1202
PKN
Project 1202
Yolal Chromimn
Project 1202
Total Copper
I’~ect 1202 l’otal Lead
’l~tal Nickel
~cct 1202
Project 1202
Total Phosphorus
Project 1202
TomlSus~ndedSolids ..........
Total Zinc
Project 1202
Ammouia
Project 156

Project ~56

D~s~o~+~ff~pe+

Project 156
Project 156

Dissolved Phosphorus
Dissolved Zinc

No. of
Detectioz~
52
29

34
59
64
51
62
61
62
62
38
43
64
49
"-~0 ....
59
62
64
55
21
49
33
54
57
56
3if--’
55
56
.55
39
57
43
43
53
52
57
39

38

36___
38

Normal I)islribuliou
Logm~rmal i)islrilmlion
Shapiro-~Vilk N0rm_ali.ly Test ......
" .....................
p-value for
Error
l.t,s~ Than
Standard Standard
Normalf,,r
Lognormal
Sta,,d:rd,, [.,,~,,~,,,,,
~ ~:: -~:value
Rate
Deviation l;:rrt~r i Mean
I)istrilmtimt i Distribution Distribution*
25%7~_.
Mean
Deviation ~ Error
20.7%
0.10
0
0.0268
[
Y
0.52
0.7~
0.11
0.50 I 0.75 I
~
30.7%
N
13.41
17.30
3.21
14.57
25.95
4.47
0.~01
0.8236
Logno~al

~/-~%~" --- ~i ...... i,~iY --! -- g.~3 "

0 a%-- - 0.oo.0~

3.10
0.65
i.10
0.13
0
0.~,01
__~:~_._2.5~36
260.27 __.3,A8
0.~01
0~26
[
0 08
(I.51
(i_07
0
0.012S
, 0.39
0.4587
0 52
~3.5~ .... ~.~0 .~q.40 _0
0.16 I. 0.89
0.93
0.12
0
0.329
0.01
0.11 .
0.il8
- 0.01~
0.~01
0.2892
0.24
2.01
1.51 . .
0.19
0
0-05~
020
I.II
001
~.1.33
0.~1
0P
.....
~
_ (~.~8 ..........
0.77
5.65
4.53
0.68
0.0001
0.~1
5.05
0
0. 1021
7. ~p ......56~ .... 40.81
2.56
12.11
17.49
2.34
0.~’01
0.0001
1.17
7.96
7.17
0.99
0.0001
0.~25
4.31
0.81
1.30
0.16
0
0.~1
12.65
87.29 ] 80.81 I 10.03
0
0.342
[
325.78+ +~ 3~8.1~ .... 4f76++-’ -~~~J~+l
29.71
0
~ 0.0293
0.60
0.80 I 0+11
064 I 1.19 I 0.14
00001
0.001
9.71
9.68
2.11
10.78
17.06
3.56
0.~07
0.6052
13.05
9.2n
1.32
1.61
0.~01
0.1571
5.53
4.12 I 0.72
--~.61- _. ~6 l- 0.78
0.~,01
0.0391
0.21
0.02
0.15
--I~]
0.~01 " - 0.0247
0.22~ 0.6~
357.14
349.50
4629
42124 ~.~2
0.~1
0.0001
I 78 26
0.49 -- --+ ~.6~
0.~)
0.50
0.86
0.10
0+0~1
0.~
4.14 +-4.21
0.56
4.11 ._+ 4.29
0.56
0.~01
0.8574
0.96 ...... ]: 12
0.15
1.08
0.14
0.~01
0.9402
.._ 0.95
0.10
0.07
0.01
0.10
0+07
0.01
0.~01
0.0797
2.63
0.25
2.67
2.14
0.28
0.1~1
0.6165
_ 1.89
5.89
- 4.6~ -0.79
5.77
4.73
0.75
0+~01
0.~1 .........
42.49
129.27
17.12
31.35
34.17
4.37
0
0.~2
13.92
1534
2.40
13.84
18.71
2.71
0.~01
0.~1
9.44
12.1~ " " I 86
8.90
7.81
1.17
0.~1
0.~58
0.35
0.28
0.04--0.37
0.40
0.05
0.~’01
0.119
181.35
177.94
24.68
188.49
196.54
26.45
0+(~Ol
0+1717
483.92 +- ~}~ 69.~1 --- ~78~ 419.49
54.52
0.108
0
0.81
0.86
0+14
0.97
2.~1
0.29
0.1~1
0.0139

13A2 ....

--~5.~ ......i~.6+ ....J.+~
0.26
172.38

20.0%

0.~

3.48
23.78
232.53
214.15
0.40
0.60
3.68
4.09
0.94
1.23
Oil
0.07
2.0~
i.92
1.36
1.21
5.82
5.05
59.15
56.78
12.94 ~.91
~S~~--4.80
33.14
q0+24 9962

89.0%
N
Y
11.5% [
~i;~[
Lognurmal _J~:~_./_~ Y
y
13.0% I
Lognormal
Lognormal
9.2% " - Y
9.4% " ~ . Y
Lognormal
14.4%
Y
13.2%
Y
8.9 %
Y
Lognornml
19.8%
Y
14.3% ..........Y
89.8%
N
Lognormal
11.5% _l
Y
Y
12.6% [
17.9% I
Y
Logno~al
33.1%
N
12.0%
Y
~gnormal
13.0%
Y
9.8%
13.0%
Y
17.7%
Y
Lognormal
13.5% ~
Y
Lognormal
i4.8%
Y
~g~
y
~
~
i0~6%1
Y
~
I~.++1~ .... y
40.3%
N
17.2%
19.7% ~ - Y
Lo~+ormal
14.5%
"Y
~gm~rmal.
~346%~
..........
-- v
11.4%
Y
Lognormal
17.0%
Y

~5.~0

~7.5~

~.75--

0.~t --~ ..... 6.6~+ ...................... ~9.~

V

170.56

172.68

27.33

0.~1

Y
y

0~--~
+
0.~
-, ...............................................................................
0.27
0:27
0.~
0.~01
0.4226
~gnormal
16.1%

188.94

30.65

0.2628

~gnormal

16.0%

Table 4-12. Summary hi" Mean Slandard Error of Land Use Stations

No~rn_~al Dis~lril_~mtion

Station
Consliluent
Project 156
NH3-N
Project 156
Ni~ate
Nitratc-N
I~rojcct 156
Nitrite-N
Project 156
~156
TKN
Project 156
q%lal Co~cr
Project 156
Total Phosphorus
Project 156
TotalSus~cndedSulids
Total Zinc
Project 156
Project 404
]Ammonia
Project 4~
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)ph~alate
~[~ect 404 ~]Dissolved Cop~er
’Project 404
.~ i~d zinc
~ect 404
Projecl 404
Project 4~
Project 404
~ect 404
P~ojecl 404
Project 404
Project 474
Project 474
I’roject474
~ect 474
Project 474
Project 474
~ect474
Pr~ect 474
~474
Project 474

I~ect 474
Project 474
Project
..... 474

Nitrate
~Nilrate-N
Ni~ite-N
~TKN
’FotalCopper
]’oral Suspended Solids
Total Zinc
An~onia
Bis(2-e~ylhexyl)ph~late
Dissol~.Co~r
D sso red Phosphorus
II)issolved Zinc
NH3-N
INitrate
~i[~te-N
TKN
"Foha[~ppcr
’Total
l’hosphorus
............
Total Suspended So ds
To~I Zinc

Project 620

Bis(2-e~ylhexyl)pht~late

I~r~j~ct 620

~ Dissolved Copper

~rpject 620
Project 620
Project 620
Project 620

~Dissolved Phosphorus
I N113-N
Nitrate
Nitrate-N

No. of
Delcclim~
39
35
35
35
40
38
36
~-- 38
34
22
35
35

Standard
Mean ~ Devialion
067
0,72
7,48
26.25
0.67
0.42
0.17
0.19
3.09
2A4
22.31
25.63
0.33
0,29
e](~2,1~9.~
233.74
294.10
0.57
I 0.75
25.~
48.66
~ 6-37
9.14
107.25
138.23

33
33
33
37
40
32
40
40
10
41
37
36
40
_ 3~ ......
37
39
41

7.28
1 64
0.16
2.20
13.19
51.50
155.46
0.48
14.50
13.70
0.27
82.88
0.40
3.12~_~
0.08
1.96

4.36
0.98
0.24
2,23
5.99
68,00
209.50
1.68
15.30
1234
0.24
61~42
1.39
I 88
0.38
191

_]~_:0~ _ .96.3~_

Standard
Error
0.1 I
4.44
007
0.03
0.39
416
0.05
-1~
47.71
0.13
10.38
1.08
23.37
0.76
0.17
0.~
0.37
0.95~
12.(12
~3 1 ]-0.27
4.84
I 193
10.24
[ .~.0~
0.22
0.31
0.06
0.31
5.67

37

0.31

0 20

003

39
41

I 11.64
141.18

95.99
242.41

15.37
37,86

22
3~
31
32
31
31

! 1.54
I 1.35
0.36
0.49
4.~
0.92

_L_~gnorl~ml Distribulinn ._ Sha irwWilk Norm’dity Test

Mean
0.79
5.08
0.73
0,16
3.46
21.41
0.33
87.0ll
217.51
0.6~’
25.38
9.31
101.47

landard Standard
[Devialion ~ Error
1+66
[ 0.24
8.09
1.28
0.69
0,11
0.18
0.03
4.11
0.63
17.65
2.82
0.32
0.05
87.89
14.73
194.13
30 95
1_49
0 22
81.58
15.24
7.15
120
92.85
15A2

7.59
1.71
0.14
2. I 0
__13.33
48.66
~4~2}-0.31
16.99

622
1.07
1.40
0.24
0.16
0.03
1.46
0.24
6.52
1.03
62.54
10.61
137.98 -21.35
0.56
0.08
30.88
10.17
__ 13.~ .... I~_.~J~__ 1.97
024
_.~).2~ _
0.~
I 1.2g
8408
68.59
0.25
0.42
0.~
3.17
2.13
034
0.67
0.37
0.06
187
1.22
0.19
22.47
17.18 _ ~_2,65
.... ~.3 I~ b. [ 8
0.03
--I 22.~)~ ~ i~0~
23.10
127.05
114.27
17.52

18.43
3.93
10.41
9.08
1.66
I 135
0,21 -- ---~0~ ..... ~.~7
0A8
0 08
0.55
5.54
1.~
~.66
1,25
0.22
0.94

15,08
I 1.89
0.26
0.91
9.02
1.45

3.09
2.12
0.05
0.15
1,48
0.24

Normal ~ Lngnormal
DL~lrihulion [ Distrihulion
0 0(~1
0.0018
I
0.~1
0.~01
0.0291
0.,0017
0.~01
0.7781
I1.~01
0_1~12
0.[~01
0.3303
0.0~t
0 6412
0.0001
0_1781
0.0001
0 009
00(~1
0,0018
0.0~1
0.8252
0.~01
0.0363
0.[~01
0,0219
0.0543
00553
0.0001
00001
0.001
0.0~ I
0.(~,O I
0
0.031
0.~01
0.0~1
0.~1
0
0.~2
0U001

0.0934
00939
0.~23
0,094
0.1742
0.0958
0.~45
0.~01
0.5983
0.1549
0,78
00052
0.~01
0.2~
0.4868
0.~
0A~I
0.156
0.1693
0.~24

0.0661
0.0(~11
0.~01
0.(~01
0
0.0001
0.0004
0.0164
--" 0 0001
0.0,~1
0.~01

~

Error
Less’lhau
Rate
~ 25~ ?
17.2% [
Y
59.3%
N
i~.5~ 1
Y
18.3% [
Y
Logaormal
12.5%_
13.2%
Loguormal
15,~J% -Logm~[mul._
16.~J%" ....
Y
L~gno[~a~
~0.4% ..... Y
22.5%
Y
Lognormal
60.1%
N
! 1.8%
Y
21.8% l~
Y

Dislribufion*

Normal
Normal
Lognormal
Lognormal
Lo~normal

Logno~al
Lognormal
L9~t}smuat

Lognormal
Lo uormal

10.4%
Y
10.4% [
-Y
25.8%
N
I 1.3%
Y
7.7%
"Y
21.8 %
Y
21.3% .... Y
55.6%
59.9%
N
y
14.4% ]
-i4.~ : ....
y
12.4%
55.0%
N
10.8% ~
__~.0~_,

15.6% ~I,ogaor~nal
Lognormal

0.0868
Lognormal
0.0275
0.1976
Lognormal
00~9~ .............
0.22~
Lognormal
0.826
Lognormal

22.6%
9.7~-18.8%
26.8%
29.7%
14.6 % ,_
-’12.~:
i ~.j~ ....
31.7%
26.1%

y

"

N
N
y
Y
Y
N
N

Tahlc 4-12. Summ:~ry of Mc;m Standard F.rr~r of L.’md Use Stations

Nornlal I)istrilmtimz
No. of

Slaildard Stnndilrd

Project 620

TKN

34

3 41

Project 620

Tolal Lead

29
31

14.85
0.48

Sanla Monica Ammonia
SaniaMonica II)issolvcdChromiunl+6
San~ Monica Dissolved Copper
Saula Monica Dissolved Phosphorus
"~
Sanlz Monica Dissolved Zinc
Santo Mouicz NII3-N
Santa Monica Nilrale

36
30
26
26
31
22
27
30

72.26 [ 60.75 / 10,12
6.54
6.46
I. 18
12.28 I 9-03 I 1.77
247.83
590.58
115.82
78.17
7595
1364
68.15
69.8~
14911
0.23
0.31
0.~
49.40
47.53
8.68

SanlaMonica
Saula Monica
Sanla-Mouica
Santa Monica
;ania Monica
Santo Monica

lNitriieSN
:TKN ......
l%tal Cadmiuul .....
Total Cll~mliunl +6
TotaICopper
Total Lead

27
32 12
26
37
13

Santo Monica

Total Suspended Solids

P~oj~i 620

Project620,

Tolal ~llSpclld~d Solids

1"2o7~i~,,7

Saula M~c?l- Nitrale-N

30

I,ugnorln-*d l)istributim|

3.55

I

3.34

i

20.80
0.31

3.23

t
i

0.57
3.86
000

0.59

386.03 - 3~].~-~---~i.4~’--q96.34
216 73
38,31
-- 5.5~___3~2 _ . 1.05
29.77
19.61
3.85
714.73
1~4.99
171.80
42.46
42.08
I i+67
25.91

4,81

Slilillhird Slalidlird

3.30

3-18

~ 0.53

26.36
4.52
14.35
0_07
0.49
040
1513)2
--77.]g-- 67.43’
11.02
8.32
18.85
3.06
1257 ! 10.57 I 2.05
414.86
3219.04
452.17
787.73
26264.38 2415 90
92.22
259.13
49.32
022
0.24
005
53.60
77.85
13.50

3.5~

~.50 1 0-63

1943.80
10119.66
5.73
-~0.33
950.54
42.70

2456964 I 307204
19221 47 1781.57
4.24
1.22
23.07
4.49
3720.60
466.62
45.55
12.59

10.07

311.76

Shapiro-Wilk Norm:dity Test
NOrllill

0_0001
0,~001
0 (K197
0,0001
0.0001
0.~03
0.~17
00001
0.11001
0.0028
- 0+0001
0.~01

00001

29

11.30

II

251.73 ! 115.79 i 34.91

Sawpit
~_
Sawpit
Sawpit
Sawpit

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
Nitrate
Nitrate-N
- Nilrile-N
T~

27
42
42 _
27
42

16.74
5.76
1.30
0.~
I. 17

33.12
3.23
0.73
0.02
2.17

6.37
0 50
0II
0.00
0.34

16.03
5.82
1.31
004
1.00

38.85
370
0.84
0.01
1.02

6.64
~ 057
0 13
0.~
0.15

0.~01
0.3026
0.~1
0.~04
0.~104
().~91
0

Sawpit

Total Sus~nded So~

40

150.13

241.16

38,13

170.40

690.14

81.~

0.0~1

33.05

Logllorlllal

0.3445
0.0~1
0.314
0.9666
0.0’~1
0. i 426
0.8565
I
0.0293
0.0~11
I
"~ ~
" ~i~ ....
0.1083

0.1685

00007
0.0~11
0.0378
0.0085
0.0001
0.0018

’Sa.taMonica ITotalZi,,c

255.29 I 129.70 I 39.11

I

0.~01
0.0001
0.1708
0.788
0.0626
0.2252

Error

Lognotmal

15.9%

Lognormal
[ognoriaal

26.0%
14.4%
20,4%

Logno~al
I~gllormal

46.7%
17.5%
21.9%
z0.5%
25.2%
I

!8.5~e
19.5%
Logimrn,aL_ ~J:~.
Lognonnal
14.8%
Lognormal
49.1%
Lognormal
29.5%

0.6809

Noimal

0.1434
0.0268
0.0268
0.0393
0.0 ! 14

Lognormal

0.~98

14.0%
36.8 %

Logilolmai
Logno~al

0.~1

[

~

42.6%
13.9%
41.4%
8.6%
~-28.6 %
25.4%

* I[ a conslituenl is neither normal nor Iolnonnal, we assume that it is uormal.

.,

Table 4-13. 2000-2001 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category

Table 4-13. 2000-20,01 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category

Auto Repair Cnmpanie~ - Conlrnl

.

Od und C;rc~

I

m~

No. of

No. of Non-

Pereenl

1

0

I{~

Aolo Repair CanIpanie, No. of

670

4 10

082

3

Perrenl

~

0

I~’~

0’~

[’

hzd~m~ ([,2,3~cd) pyrc~w

~II

~V~

I

0

Table 4-13. 2000-2001 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category
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Table 4-13. 2000-20,01 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category

SV~s

T~,IJI Ix’a0

5

Ailth~l~

05

Bl~ 2"Cdly!lR’wll~ldial~

~

CV = C~I of varmt~

3

ugfl

]

I

67’~

774

ugll

12

I

92rA

16 05

7.{12

14

Table 4-13. 20’0’0-20,01 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category

~

~Pal Mmeral~

SV~s

Class Comtituent

DL

Unl~

MPN/l~td
MP~I~nl

No. of
Samp~

deters

Percent
~t~

Mean

M~ian

CV

16

2

88’~

5 51

3 70

107

1
0

94’~
l~

387~
2728688

0
0
0

I~
I~J
I~

26 ~
601
49.23

21 ~
6~
42 50

0 50
O~
0 30

I

I
I
I

20
20

COD
pII
S~ific Ct~d~

5
14
I

und~cm

3
~
3

Su~n~ ~dids
MBAS
To~I ~gmnu Calm

2
005
I

n~
~V~
Itl~

3
3
3

0
0
0

I~
I~
I~A

11733
0 12
4.33

125 ~
0 12
4 43

0 33
0.47
0 14

Di~dwd CIm~mimn

5

ug~

3

3

O~

SID

51D

SID

Die.dyed Zit~

50

u~

3

0

~

127.33

133.~

0 20

Audw~

0S

u~
u~

16
16

14
0

13’]
~

SID
49.34

SID
36.45

SID
1.27 J

16

13

19q

SID

SID

B~;~yl ~tyl ~tlmlate
BJ~2~diytl~xyl)~d~

3
3

Di-n~yl~lmla~

3

u~

tndctm (1,2.3-cd) pyr~n~

I

ugA

0.5
005-5.0

~gA

Pym~m
All odor SV~s

16

]
[

27~
~

I ~8
279

I

I:~ Colifimn
F~cal St~t~cu~

n~

16
16

No. of
Samp~

I
I

I
I

I

]

I

SIDLE

8
8

No. of Nondet~

Percent
~t~ts

Mean

3

63’J

2 46

0
0

I~
I~

0
0
0

I~
I~A
I~A

39.85
594
36.20

0
0
0

I~
I~
I~

46~50
0 18
6.31

2

~

SID

I

50r~

8
0
8

8

M~ian

(’~

I

3289~ ~
7~
39 85

(~ ~ I

36 20

0 42

46
6 31

O 40

54 70

54 70

0 77

0~]
I~

SID
19~

IS.70

0~

SID

SD

ID

Table 4-13. 2000-2001 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category

Table 4-13. 2000-2001 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category
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Table 4-13. 200’0-2001 Critical Source Statistical Results by Category

Table 4-14. installed Critical Source BMPs for the 2000-2001 Storm Season
WHOLESALE TRADE :AUTO REPAIR
INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIES
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
BMP EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES T1
iOIL ABSORBENT FABRICS

X

X

X

X

X

X

55 GALLON SALVAGE DRUMS

X

X

X

X

X

X

SPILL CONTROL PALLETS

X

X

X

X

X

X

2-DRUM POLY PALLETS

X

X

X

X

X

X

TARPS

X

X

X

X

X

X

SAFETY DRUM FUNNEL

X

X

X

X

X

X

CLEANERSK)EGREASERS

X

X

X

X

X

X

8’ OIL BOOMS

X

X

X

X

X

X

COMMERCIAL SHELVING

X

X

X

X

X

X

ABSORBENT DRUM COVERS

X

X

X

X

X

X

DRUM PALLETS

X

X

X

CANOPY

METAL FABRICATION MOTOR FREIGHT AUTO DEALERSHIP
INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIES
T8
T9
T10 Tll T12 T13
T7
T14
T15
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SAND ABSORBENTS

X

X

X

POWERFUL MAGNETS

X

X

X

DRIP PANS

X

X

X

WOODEN PALLETS

X

X

X

SELF PROPELLED VACUUM
SWEEPER

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 4-14.xlsSheet1

R0012433

Table 5-1 a, Station-Constituents Recommended for Discontinuation of Monitoring
Mass Emission Stations

Analyte
Conventionals
Cyanide
TPH
Total Phenols
MBAS

Ballona
Creek

X
X

Stations
Los Angeles
River

Malibu
Creek
i
i
i
~
i

;
X
X
X
X

i
~
’~

X

Metals
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Chromium 6+
Copper ....
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium

d
dandt
dandt
d and t
dandt
dandt
dandt
d and t
dandt
dandt

d
dandt
dandt
; d and t
’ dandt
[ dandt
dandt
d
d and t
’ dandt
’, dandt

d
dandt
dandt
d and t
dandt
,, dandt
dandt
;
d
’
d
¯ dandt

d and t
dandt
’ dandt

d and t
dandt
dandt

d and t
dandt
dandt

’

’
;

’

~
I
!
!
I
i
[
i
I
!
t
i
!

Coyote
Creek

San Gabriel
River

X

X
X
X

d
dandt
dandt
d and t
dandt
dandt
dandt

d and t
dandt
i dandt
d
!
d
and
t
t
~ dandt
! dandt

.,

d
dandt
dandt
d and t
dandt
dandt-dandt
d
d and t
dandt
dandt
...:-.

d and t
dandt
dandt

All Pesticides
Diazinon

Notes:
x = constituent which meets the criterion of less than 25% detection in ten consecutive samples
d and t = dissolved and total
d only = dissolved only
- = fails test
blank cell = not enough data to analyze

Table 5-1,xis Mass Emission

0710612001

R0012434

Table 5-1b. Station Constituents Recommended for Discontinuation of Monitoring
Land Use Stations

Analyte
Conventionals
Total Phenols
MBAS

Sawpit
Creek

Stations
Dominguez Project Project
Channel 1202
474

Project
620
i

X
X

X

-

i

i
I

Project Project
404
156
I
I

Metals
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Chromium 6+
Copper
Iron
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc
Pesticides
All Pesticides

d
dandt
dandt
dandt
d and t
dandt
dandt
d
dandt
dandt
d and t
d and t
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt

X

idI
! dandt
i dandt i
i dandt I
d and t
i dandt
i dandt
i
I
’,
I dandt i
i dandt I
d and t
d and t
dandt
dandt i
! dandt
I dandt I
!

XI

dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt

Id
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt ~ dandt
d and t
d and t
dandt I dandt
dandt i dandt

d
dandt
d and t

d
dandt
d and t

dandt
dandt
dandt

i dandt
I dandt
! dandt
]
-

X

i

Xj

d
d
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
d and t d and t
dandt i~ dandt
dandt ! dandt

d
dandt ! dandt
dandt
dandt
d and t
d and t
d and t
d
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
dandt
1
XI

X

dandt
dandt
d and t
d and t
dandt
dandt
dandt

IX

Notes:
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Figure 4-2c
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Figure 4-2m
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Figure 4-20
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Figure 4-3a. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-3b. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-3c. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-3d. STORMWATER BACTERIA COUNTS
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Figure 4-4a. MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-4b. MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-6. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-8. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-9. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-9. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-10. TOTAL MASS EMISSION LOADINGS
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Figure 4-17a
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Figure 4-17e
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Figure 4-17m
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Table B-I. Summary ol Results for the 2000-2001 Rouhne Moni!onng at Ballona Creek

STATION NO
STATION NAME

S01
Ballona
Creek
0001-01
10/12/2000

STORM NO.
DATE

Conventional
Cyanide
TPH
Od and Grease
To~a! Phenols
Indicator Bactena
Total Co~ilorm
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enterececcus
General
Ammo~a
Catcium
Magnesium
Po~ass=um
Sod=urn
BK:arbonate
Carbonate
Chlonde
Floun~1e
Ndrata
Sullate
Alakahndy
Hardness
D=ssolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Ndrale-N
Nitnte-N
KtaldahI-N
S,pecdic Ceeductance
Total Dissolved Sohds
Turbidtty
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BaD
Malals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Anhmony
Total Ant~rnony
D~ssolved Arsenic:
Total Arsenic
D~ssolved Banum
Total Ba~um
Ebssolved Berylium
Total Be~tum
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S01
Bat(aria
Crc:ek
0001-03
10t31/2000

S01
Ballona
Creek
0001-04
01t04/2001

S01
BaIlona
Creek
0001-05
01117/2001

SOt
Ballona
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

S01
Ballona
Creek
0001-07
01/30/2001

SOt
Baltona
Creek
0001-08
02115/2001

S01
Ballo, na
Creek
0001-09
02/20/2001

S01
Ballona
Creek
0001-10
02/28~001

S01
Balteea
Creek
0001-11
03/07/2001

Sample
T~p,e

EPA
Method

DL

Unds

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A3352
A418 1
A413.1
A4201

0 01
1
1
0.1

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg, q..

0
2
0
0

0 0232
82
7.5
0

0
6 85
92
0

0
0
31
0

0
19
0
0

0
15
0
0

0
2
14
0

.0 018
3 ’1
36
0

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C92210
C9221C
C92300
C92300

20
20
20
20

MPNIIOOr~
MPW10Oml
MPWIOOml
MPW10Or~

9000000
1700000
5000000
3000000

16000000
1600CO00
1600000
900000

21000
7000
90000
50000

240000
240000
240000
240000

90000
90000
240000
240000

500000
70000
170000
160000

1700000
1700000
500000
170000

500000
500000
160000
160000

Camp
mg/L
A350 3
0.1
Co,rap
A2152
mg,’L
1
Camp C3500MgD
1
m~l_
Camp
mg,
q.
A258.1
1
Camp
A273.1
mg,/L
1
Camp
A310 1
2
mg/L
Camp
A3101
2
m~,’L
Camp
0429
mg.tL
2
Co, rap
~429
0!
mg/L
Comlo
0429
01
mg/L
Camp
0429
0.1
m~;yL
Camp
A310 1
4
rag/l_
Camp
A1302
2
mg/L
Camp
A305 2
0 05
mg/L
Camp
A3652
0.05
mg/L
Camp
A410 4
5
mg/L
Camp
A150~1
rza
Camp
A350 3
O= 1
mg/L
Camp
C41100
0.1
mg/L
Camp
C4110B
0.1
rag.qCamp
A351 4
0=1
m~..
Camp
A120 1
1
umhos/cm
Camp
A160.1
mg/L
2
Camp
A180.1
O1
NTU
Camp
A1602
2
mg/L
Camp
1604
mg/L
1
Camp
A425 1
0 05
mg/L
Camp
A415.1
1
m~L
Camp
A405 1
mg/L
2

0 85
66.5
27 7
10 9
52 7"
196
0
72 8
0=52
7 68
130
161
280
0 312
0325
70.1
7.69
0.701
1.73
0905
1,7
817
500
13.5
61
26
0 107
18.8
6,7

0
521
24 3
421
47 I
147
0
48 8
027
5 31
90 5
121
230
0 213
0224
77.2
787
0
12
0.079
0 558
629
368
443
141
33
0 05
66
71

1 47
392
17.9
5 36
38 8
142
0
46 5
043
0 36
62.4
117
172
0 42
047
72.9
762
1~22
0
0.26
3 66
495
320
62.7
175
53
0 328
16 9
66

1 004
20
2 43
3 54
11.5
62.1
0
8 62
0 15
0 95
10 8
50 9
160
0 18
024
70.1
7=01
0 83
0 215
018
3 68
188
108
137
460
107
0092
1216
15.9

0.387
11
9 42
2 53
18 4
29 7
0
8 56
0 11
287
122
24 4
66.2
0 24
03
87.4
6.62
0.32
0 648
0.11
2.3
1287
71~2
24 3
124
37
O149
10.9
186

0 45
20
6 69
2 88
22 4
38.7
0
15~1
0.12
2 11
25
31 ~8
77 5
0 16
0 18
23 2
6.87
0 372
0.476
0103
2 88
209
122
61.3
249
81
0 112
5.9
6.1

0 74
16~03
4.86
2 41
12
45 26
0
12 9
0~!
2.23
16.6
37 I
60
Q16
0 19
347
696
0 612
0 504
0.164
2.76
178 7
122
15 4
78
17
0.078
7 13
13

0
12
9 72
I 09
12 2
51.72
0
11 5
0
2.16
19.1
42 4
70
0 134
0~152
48 6
712
0
0 488
0073
0 952
161
90
35.7
45
17
0
5 79
0

Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp
Camp

0
0
0
0
0
0
38.3
52 8
0
0

0
500
0
0
0
0
43 5
435
0
0

0
1680
0
0
0
0
53 9
94 2
0
0

206
231
0
0
0
0
28
28
0
0

0
750
0
0
0
0
18 2
27.4
0
0

0
236
0
0
0
0
25 3
28 4
0
0

0
109
0
0
0
0
126 3
26.7
0
0

0
132.1
0
0
0
0
19 9
255
0
0

A2022
A2022
A204 2
A204.2
A206 2
A2062
A208 2
A208 2
A210.2
A210 2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

ug/I
uo/i
ugiI
ug4
ug/I
ug/I
uo/1
ugh1
u,g/I
ugh1

1 o133

1804.
9.72
2.1
175
71 12
0
17 2
0 12
4.85
28 3
583
85
0 108
0 194
33 9
7=36
1.1
0
245
148
53.5
172
63
0 096
6.7
11.05
0
140
0
0
0
0
18 8
19
0
0

0
16
4 86
1 05
12
45 26
0
92
1 85
37 1
60
0 076
0 139
12 9
74
0
0.418
0.07
1.33
168.7
96
22 6
- 144
32
0.069
44
84
106
180
0
0
0
0
22 5
225
0
0

07i0~,/20r~1

Table B-1. Summary el Results for the 2000-2001 Routine Monitonng at Bagona Creek

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO
DATE

Melals (cent)
D=ssotved Boron
Total IBoron
Dissolved Cadm,ulm
Total Cad~um
Dissolved Chrom=um
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Dissolved Cbrom=um +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
D~ssolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Load
Total Lead
D,issolved Manganese
Tolal Manganese
D=ssolved Mercury
Total Mercury
D~ssolved N~ckel
Total N~ckal
D=ssolved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Sdver
Total Sdver
D=ssolved Thalhum
Total Thalhum
D=ssolved Ztnc
Total Z~nc
Sem=.Voletdes Organics
B~s(2oethylhexyl)phthelat e
~1 other SVOCs
Pest=cides
Diaz=non
Cad)oluran
2,4-D
2,4,5oTP
Beotazon
Glyphosate
~1 other pestic=des

San~ple
T~/pe

EPA
Method

(~omp
Cemp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
ComP
Comp
Comp
Comp
Con~p
Comp
Comp
Comp
Cornp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A212 3
A212.3
A2132
A213 2
A~. 18 2
A218 2

Comp
Comp

DL

Un=ts

A2.20=1
A220.1
A2361
A236 1
A2392
A239 2
A243 1
A243~1
A245 1
A245 I
A249 1
A249 I
A270.2
A270 2
A2722
A272 2
A279 2
A2792
A289 1
A289 1

100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
I
1
5
5
50
50

ug~
ug/I
ug/I
ug/]
ug/1
ug/t
ugi]
ug/I
ugi]
ug..1
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/l
ug/I
ug/I
ug~
ug/]
ug/I
ug/l
ug/1
ug/I
ug,q
ug/I
ug.’l
ug~
ug~
ug,.t

625M
625M

3
0.5-5 0

ug,.1
ug4

Comp 8141SOP
Comp
531 1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
547
Comp
D608

0=01
5
10
I
2
25
vadous

ug~
ug/I
ug/I
ug/1
ug/~
ug/t
ug/~

Note:
1) blank cell indicates sample was not analyzed
210 indicated level below detection hmit

S01
Ball0na
Creek
0001-01
10/12/2000

SOl
Ballona
Creek
0001-03
10/3t/2000

SOt
Ballona
Creek
0001-04
01/04,2001

SOt
Balloea
Creek
0001-05
01117/2001

SO1
Ballona
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

S01
Ballona
Creek
0001-07
01/30/2001

SOt
Ballona
Creek
0001-08
02/15/2001

SO1
Ballona
Creek
0001-09
02/20/2001

S01
Ballona
Creek
0001-10
02/28/2001

SOt
Ballona
Creek
0001-11
03/07/2001

333
346
0
0
0
0
0
0
10.1
10 3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
54
6 92
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

130
236
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.28
12 8
170
630
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

287
312
0
0
7 07
7 07
0
0
121
50 1
100
4050
0
34 5
0
124
0
0
8 42
10 8
0
0
0
0
0
0
50 5
203

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 12
16 6
440
840
0
0
0
0
0
~0
5
5 15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
54.2

0
102
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 52
14 8
210
1160
0
6 52
0
0
0
0
0
5 82
0
0
0
0
0
0
260
37 !

121
147
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 34
10 2
0
360
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
57 8
60

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 89
0
110
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 39
9 47
0
300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
51 =6
56=4

148
150
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.28
9.56
0
230
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

112
127
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
69
120
230
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table B-2 Summary ol Results for the 2000-2001 Routine Momtonng at Mal=bu Creek

STATION NO
STATION NAME

S02
Mahbu
Creek
GO01o02
10/28/2000

STORM NO
DATE
Sample
Type
Conventional
Cyanide
Grab
TPH
Grab
Od and Grease
Grab
Total Phenols
Grab
Indicator Bactena
Total Co~lorm
Grab
Fecal Col~form
Grab
Fecal Streptococcus
Grab
Fecal Enterococcus
Grab
General
Ammon=a
Camp
Calc~u,m
Camp
Camp
Magnesium
Camp
Potass=um
Sodium
Camp
B~carbocate
Camp
Carbonate
Camp
Chloride
Camp
Flour=C;e
C~r~
~.;omp
N.Ifate
Sulfale
Camp
Alakahmly
Camp
Hardness
Camp
O=ssolved Phosphorus
Camp
Total Phosphorus
Camp
COD
Camp
pH
Camp
NH3-N
Camp
N~trate-N
Camp
Nmite-N
Camp
KjefdahI-N
Camp
Specil~cConductance
Camp
Total Dissolved Solids
Camp
Turbidity
Camp
Suspended Solids
Camp
Volatile Suspended Sohds Camp
MBAS
Camp
Total Organic Carbon
Camp
BaD
Camp
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Camp
Total Aluminum
Camp
Dissolved Antimony
Camp
Total Antimony
Camp
Dissolved Arsenic
Camp
Total Arsenic
Camp
D~ssolved Badum
Camp
Total Badum
o Co~np
Dissolved Berytium
Camp
Total Be~um
Comp

Appendix B Table B-2

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-03
10/31/20(}0

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-04
01104/’2001

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001~05
01110/2001

SO2
Mahbo
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-0Z
01/29/2001

S02
Malibu
Creek
0001-08
02/15/2001

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-09
O2/20/2001

EPA
Method

DL

Un=ls

A335 2
A418 1
A413 1
A4201

0 01
I
1
0.1

mg/L
mg/I.
mg/L
mg/L

0
0

0
0

0
I5

26
47

0
13

C92218
C9221C
C9230B
C923OB

20
20
20
20

MPNi100nY
MPN/10Oml
MPN/IOOn’fl
MPNIIOOm~

900000
140000
70~)O0
220000

1100
700
80
40

9000
9000
gOOO0
220~0

33000
28000
2100
2100

22000
14000
7000
5000

1300
140
230
130

A350 3
A2.15 2
C3500MgD
A258.1
A273.1
A310 1
A310 1
B429
8429
8429
8429
A310 1
A1302
A365 2
A365.2
A410.4
AI501
A350 3
C41108
C41108
A351.4
A120 1
A160.1
A1801
A160.2
160 4
A425 1
A415.1
A405,1

0,1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
01
01
01
4
2
0 05
0 05
5
na
01
0.1
01
01
I
2’
01
2
I
0 05
I
2

mg,/L
mg/L
mg/L
rr~
mg, tL
m~/L
m~/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg, t.
m~L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg~.
mg/L
mill
u,mhos/cm
mg/L
.NTU
mg, q.
mg, iL
mg/L
mg, q.
rng/L

4 47
0
1 37
2025
1242
8.54
27
6
0
8.7
27

0
148
924
8 72
144
263
0
132
0 21
6 54
542
215
750
0 935
0 967
139
8
0
2.15
0
0 936
2290
1356
31.1
71
15
0
81
4~04

0 169
48
209
7 28
191
311
28.1
194
0~24
10 6
937
278
980
0.7
0 78
160
858
0.14
2 394
0
5 56
2890
1668
4.01
5
I
0 053
5 81
5

0-244
108 7
58 3
6 25
109
178
0
908
0 2’
t15
368
146
510
0?
0 84
60 5
78
0 202
26
0
9 34
1495
942
1000
1894
210
0
7
14 8

0 112
132
71 7
6 48
116
237
0
103
023
137
369
194
625
0 72
08
96 8
815
0
3 09
O
1~17
1440
992
44, I
81
16
0
6.1
4~9

0.3t3
140 3
65 6
5.02
22.2
229
0
114
0 23
8 21
497
188
620
0~41
044
116
8.11
0 259
1.85
0
14
1469
4028
164
214
33
0
56
66

0.44
90 18
52.27
4.01
74
181
0
65.8
O.17
406
326
1484
440
0213
0 239
33 5
807
0 36
0.917
0
0 974
1099
740
360
767
39
0.273
6
7.2

0
88 2
46 2
375
76 5
232
0
752
0.16
7 75
293
1908
410
0 31
0.334
35.7
812
0
I~75
0
0 585
1076
732
161
21
9
0
7.37
0

A2022
A202.2
A204 2
A204.2
A206.2
A206.2
A2082
A208.2
A210.2
A210.2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
I

ug/I
ug/I
ug~
ug/I
ug4
ug/i
ugh1
ugti
ug/I
ug,~

0
119
0
0
0
O
29.9
32.4
0
0

0
1020
0
0
0
0
35.4
43
O
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
346
34 6
0
0

247
247
0
0
O
0
26 8
26 8
0
0

0
174
0
0
O
0
13 1
28 9
0
0

O
0
0
0
0
O
21.7
33~7
0
0

0
178 4
0
O
0
0
28 3
28 4
0
0

0
241.4
0
0
0
0
25.1
26
0
0

132
79 3
11 3
101
209
0
144
0 18
19 8
533
171
656
1 12
1.16
.qo,6
808
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S02
Mal=bu
Creak
0001-10
02/28/2001

$82
Mal=bu
Creek
0001-11
03/08/2001

0
0

0
0

2100
2100
170
170

28000
28000
160000
17000

0.146
102 2
54 7
3 86
92
23277
0
71 3
02
5 82
354
1908
480
0 21
0 346
683
811
O121
1.31
0
0 984
- 1450
940
47 9
110
30
0
66
3 81
62832
0
237
0
0
0
0
26.6
26.9
0
0

0.108
88 2
49.1
31
65 5
19398
0
53
0 17
4 32
275
159
422
0 1925
0 2268
30 6
801
0
0 975
0 119
2 46
918
628
37 9
341
39
0
58
49
62899
0
0
0
0
0
0
23 6
24 6
0
0

07/06/2001

Table B-2. Summary of Results lot the 2000-2001 Routino Mondor~ng at Malibu Creek

STATION NO.
STATION NAME
STORM NO
DATE

Metals (cont)
Dissolved Boro~
Total Boron
Dissolved Cadmu~m
Tota~ Cadmium
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chrormum +6
Dissolved Chromatm +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Tolal Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Tota~ Manganese
D=ssotved Mercury
Total Mercury
D=ssolved Nickel
Total N~ckel
Dissolved Selenium
Total Selenium
Dissolved Sdver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Semi-Volatifes Organics
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Carbofuran ’
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Benlazon
Glyp~osale
All other pest=cities

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Cored
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A212 3
A212 3
A2132
A2132
h2.18 2
A218 2

Comp
Comp

DL

Units

A220.I
A2,20 1
A2:36 1
A2.36.1
A239 2
A239 2
A2431
A243 1
A245 1
A,?.45.1
A249.1
A249.1
A2702
A270 2
A272 2
A2.72 2
A279 2
A279.2
A289.1
A289.1

100
100
1
1
5
5
I0
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
I
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ugh1
ugti
ugh1
ug!I
ug.’l
ug4
ug4
ug/1
ugt]
ug.,1
ug/I
ug/I
ug4
ug~t
ug.,1
ug4
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug,q
ugtl
ug/l
ug4
ug/1
ug4
~
ug.,1
ug/l

625M
625M

3
0 5-5.0

ug/t
ug,1

Comp 8141SOP
Comp
531.1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
547
Con~
D.608

001
5
10
1
2
25
various

ug/I
ug/1
ug4
ugti
ug-4
ug/I
ugtl

S02
Mal~bu
Creek
0001-02
10/28/2000

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-03
10/31/2000

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-O4
01/04/2001

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-05
01110/2001

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

SO2
Mahbu
Creek
0001-07
01/29/2001

S02
Mal=bu
Creek
O001-08
02115/2001

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-09
02,20/2001

S02
Mahbu
Creek
0001-10
02/28/2001

SO2
Mahbu
Creek
0001-11
03/0812001

231
321
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 68
7 68
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

111
127
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 42
0
230
0
0
0
127
0
0
786
9 72
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0

590
611
! 39
1 39
0
0
0
0
0
6 66
0
140
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 92
8 92
7~06
7 06
0
0
0
0
0
0

329
329
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.22
360
950
0
0
0
0
O
0
10 8
11.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

456
458
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 96
110
300
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 95
8 24
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0

360
428
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
53
120
600
0
0
0
0
0
0
846
867
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

224
291
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
340
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 28
6 75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

247
298
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.04
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 71
65
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

298
328
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.75
0
410
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.81
6.88
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 31
140
340
0
0
0
0
0
0
54
26 3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

55
0

0
0

87
0

0
0

67
0

16
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

No~e:
1) t~ank cell i~ndicates sample was not emalyzed
2! 0 indicated level below detection lin~
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Table B-3~ Summary of Results for the 2000-2001 Rout=ne Monllonng at LA R=ver

STORM NO
DArE

0001-09
0001-10
0001-11
0001-01
0001-02
0001-03
0001.04
0001-05
0001-06
0001-07
0001-08
1011212000 1012812000 1013012000 01108120010111112001 01/25!200l 01/30/~’~01 02/14/2(X)1 02/20/2001 0212812001 0310b/2001

Cyamde
TPH
Off ~nd Grease
Total Phenols
Total Col=form
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enterococcus
General
Ammoma
Calcium
Magmas=urn
Potassium
Sodium
B=cart~nate
Carbonate
Chloride
Flounde
N~trate
Sulfate
Alakahndy
Hardness
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nilnle-N
KieldahI-N
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Metals
Dissolved ,Numinum
Total ,Numinum
Dissolved A~timony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Totzzt Arsenic
Dissolved Badum
Total Barium
D=ssolved Barium
Total B~rylium

Appenedix B Tat~e B-3

Sl0
LA R~ver

Sl0
LA Rwer

$10
LA Rwer

S10
LA Rwer

$10
LA River

St0
LA Rwer

$10
LA Rwer

$10
LA R~ver

St0
LA R,ver

Sl0
LA R=ver

$10
L.A River

STATION NOSTATION NAME

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

D,L

Unils

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335 2
A4181
A4131
A420 1

0 01
1
1
01

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

0
24
17
0

0 105
33
3
0

0
0
2
0

0
46
24
0

0 026
0
0
0

0
25
71
0

0 04
18
!3
0

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C9221B
C9221C
C9230B
C9230B

20
20
20
20

MPN/10Oml
MPhYI00ml
MPN/IO0rnl
MPN/100m~

5000000
1700000
16000000
1400000

3000000
3000000
5000000
1100000

500000
500000
500000
90000

2400000
1600000
240000
240000

700000
260000
22000
22000

2200000
2200000
900000
900000

600000
300000
160000
160000

Comp
A3503
Comp
A215 2
Comp C3500MgD
Comp A258,1
Comp
A2731
Comp
A310 1
Comp
A310 1
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp A310 1
Comp A1302
Comp A365 2
Comp
A365 2
Comp
A4104
Cornp
A1501
Co~mp
A350 3
Comp C4110B
Comp C4110B
Comp
A351A
Comp A120.1
Comp A160.1
Comp A18Q1
Com~ A1602
Comp
1604
Cofit~p A425.1
Comp A4t5.1
Comp A405.1

0.1
1
I
1
I
2
2
2
01
0.1
0.1
4
2
0.05
0 05
5
na
0.1
01
01
0.1
I
2
0.1
2
1
0.05
I
2

n",g/L
mg/L
rr~L
m,g/L
mg/L
m~L
m~/L
mg/L
mg/1.
rng,/L
mg/L
rng/L
rng/L
rng/L
mg/L
mg/L

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

A202.2
A202 2
A204 2
A204 2
A206 2
A206 2
A208 2
A,208 2
A210.2
A210 2

mg/L
mgiL
mg,/L
m,~/L
umhos/cm
mg/L
NTU
n’~/L
mg/t.
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

656
52 1
16
192
62
154
0
835
0 41
3 23
973
126
196
0 844
0 953
172
719
5.42
0 729
0.68
64
752
490
43.2
75
31
0 149
56
6

0
20.8
6 81
804
19.7
922
0
19
0 41
4 88
265
75-6
80
0 857
0 89
119
704
0
11
0.657
1 956
360
214
283
713
144
0.09
18 6
3

0
16
2 92
361
105
44.8
0
8.13
0.12
1.86
9.04
368
52
0 491
0 517
62.7
704
0
0 42
0 082
I 116
161
92
200
541
64
0 059
10 2
56

317
28
6 08
75
298
85 4
0
314
0 35
0
401
70
95
0.6
0 72
119
7.02
2.62
0
0 06
6.1
352
220
88 8
172
45
0 226
31 55
56

044
16 4
0
327
92
42 8
0
687
0 11
3 16
116
35
41
02
0 27
64.1
653
0 36
0 7135
0
326
133
78
205
428
86
0 087
8 84
0

0146
30.t
6 08
438
25~1
38 8
0
189
0 13
1 26
262
31 8
100
0 36
0 42
699
683
0 121
0 285
0 247
42
246
144
42.4
217
53
0.123
109
0

0.319
12
19 4
297
158
45.3
0
782
0 12
273
125
371
110
02
0 24
10.9
6,67
0264
0 616
0 186
208
128 3
74
84 3
161
40
0.076
7.1
12.2

18
40 08
0
472
329
64.7
0
366
O21
5.25
47,6
53
102
0 538
0 635
402
664
1 49
1.19
0 84
5,1
363
202
7.43
110
30
0203
11.99
0

0
381
36 5
498
635
116
0
873
02
6 89
77.1
95 4
140
0 284
0 325
68.3
76
0
1.56
0 298
0527
620
344
59.5
42
20
0
6.63
4.6

0105
2004
0
269
151
51 72
0
152
01
5.84
156
42.4
50
0 ! 64
0 261
188
6.92
0
1.32
0
1.046
181 6
118
27.2
69
38
0~076
86
27.8

0
28 9
8.56
329
262
19 4
0
237
0 14
7 29
564
15 9
107
0 1859
0 1902
232
679
0
1 65
0 052
14
334
198
316
157
41
0.087
58
13 5

ug/I
ug/I
ug/1
uoi]
ugh1
ug,’1
ugh1
ug/t
ug/l
u0/l

0
855
0
0
0
0
59 6
69
0
0

0
172
0
0
0
0
24.3
33.8
0
0

0
355
0
0
0
0
16.5
21.9
0
0

0
3480
0
0
0’
0
41.9
101
0
0

230
230
0
0
0
0
28.5
28 5
0
0

0
248
0
0
0
0
259
38.4
0
0

0
294
0
0
0
0
1~9.9
26
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
27.6
31~4
0
0

191 5
313 9
0
0
0
0
408
42 3
0
0

0
278
0
0
0
0
198
21.2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
26 6
27 4
0
0
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Table Bo3 Summaqt of Results lot the 2000-2001 Rout=no Monilodng at L.A. River

STATION NO
STATION NAME

St0
L A Rwef

STORM NO
DATE

O001.01
000 ‘1-02
O00’L 03
000’1-04
0eO’1-05
10/12/2(~0 1012812000 ‘1013012000 01K~8/2001 Ol/ll/2fX31
Sam,pie
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
C.ocr, p
~,~mO
(..~
Cem~
Cored
Comp
Corr~o
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A2123
A212 3
A213 2
A213 2
A218 2
A218 2

Comp
Comp

625M
625M

Melals (~o~1.)
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cad.mu=m
Total Cadn’~um
D=ssolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Ch,ro~um +6
Tota~ Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
D=ssolved Mercury
Total Mercury
OlSSC4"~d Nl~:ket
Tolal N~ckel
D=ssolved Sele,~,um
Total Salon,urn
Dissolved Sdver
Tolal Sdver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc
Total Z=nc
Semi-Volafiles Organ~cs
Bis(2-ethylhexyf )phthalate
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Carboluran
2,4 - D
2,4,5-TP
Bon‘1azo~l
G~yphosate
All o~her pesticides
No~e:
1) b~ank cell ind~cales sample was not analyzed
2! 0 indicated level below detectio~ limit

A220 1
A2201
A236 t
A2361
A239 2
A239 2
A243.1
A243 1
A245 1
h245 I
A249 I
A249 1
A270 2
A2.70 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279 2
A279 2
A289 1
A2.89.!

DL

Urals

100 .
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
I
I
5
5
50
50

ug‘4
ug..1

239
319

ug/I
ug/1
u,g/t
ugtl
ug/I
ug/I
ogtl
ug/1
ug,1
ug/I
ugfl
ugtl
ug,,1
ug]l
og/I
Ug~
ug/I
ug/I
u~gtl
ug/I
ug/I
u,g/1
ug/t
ug/1
ug/1

3
O5-S0

ug/1
ug,q

Comp 8141SOP 0.01
Comp
531.1
5
Comp
515
10
Comp
515
1
Comp
515
2
Comp
547
25
Comp
D608 various

ug,,1
u.g/I
ug/I
ugh1
ug/I
ug/t

$10
L A. Rwe~"

$10
L A Rwer

$10
LA Rwer

$10
L A P, wer

$10
L.A Rwer

Sl0
L A. Rwer

Sl0
L A. Rwer

$10
L A Rwer

St0
L A Rwer

Sl0
L A Rwe~r

O00’1-0,6
0001-07
0OO1°08
0001-09
000t-10
O00‘1
01/25/2001 OI/30/200t 0211,41200] 0212012001 02/28/200~ 03/O,’,/~’~’H

112

129

191

106

172
253

117
121

210
233

219
221

111
132

174
174

0
0
0
0
0
14 4
269
0
114
0
17.1
0
0
0
0
16 8
19 7
0
0
0
0
0
0
85.9
100

0
6 44
7 88
0
0
5 26
105
0
230
0
0
0
115
0
0
7 75
7.75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
7.01
138
0
420
0
6.27
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 45
6 88
19 8
0
0
12.5
485
410
6840
0
56 9
0
143
0
0
145
17 5
0
0
0
0
0
0
59 1
213

0
0
0
0
0
6 41
945
590
1070
0
51
0
0
0
0
5 82
6 85
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
11 3
184
200
600
0
86
0
0
0
0
.5 B5
6 75
0
0
0
0
0
0
105
105

0
0
0
O
0
85
132
300
420
0
5 74
0
0
0
0
0
5 31
0
0
0
0
0
0
59
65 4

0
0
0
0
0
7.18
9.37
270
330
0
0
0
O
0
0
61 ’t
8 29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
54.9

0
0
0
0
0
7.57
101
310
680
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 45
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
O
7.96
115
200
410
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
53
57 6

0
0
0
0
0
0
824
160
360
0
0
0
215
0
0
0
5 82
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

109

191

106

0
0
0
0
0

Table B-4. Summary of Results for the 2000.2001 Routine Mondorlng at Coyote Creek

STATION NO.
STATION NAME

$13
Coyote
Creek
0’001-01
10/12/2000

STORM NO.
DATE
Sample
T~ipe
Conveotlo~al
Cyanide
Grab
TPH
Grab
Od and Grease
Grab
Total Phenols
Grab
Indicator Bacteria
Total Cohform
Grab
Fecal Coliform
Grab
Fecal Streptococcus
Grab
Fecal Enlerocoocus
Grab
General
Amw’~qia
Comp
Calcium
Comp
Magnesium
Co~r~)
Potassium
Co~x~p
Sod=urn
Cored
B~carbo~ale
Comp
Carbonate
Comp
Chlonde
Comp
Flounde
Cornp
N~lrate
Comp
Su~late
Comp
Alakahmly
Comp
Hardness
Comp
Dissolved Phosphorus
Comp
Total Phosphorus
Comp
COD
Comp
pH
Comp
NH3-N
Comp
Ndrate-N
Comp
N=tnle-N
Corr~
KjeldahI-N
Comp
Specific Conductance
Comp
Tolal Dissolved Sohds
Comp
Turbiddy
Comp
Suspended Solids
Comp
Volatile Suspended Solids Comp
MBAS
Cramp
Total Organic Carbon
Comp
BOD
Comp
Melals
Dissolved PJuminum
Comp
Total ~uminum
Con)p
Dissolved Antimony
Comp
Total Antimony
Comp
D~ssolved Arsenic
Comp
Total Arsemc
Comp
Oisselved Badum
Comp
Total Bedum.
Comp
Disso~ed Berylium
Comp
Total Be~um
Comp

Appendix B Table B-4

EPA
Method DL
0 01

m~

A413 1
A4201

1
0.1

mg/L
mg/L

C9221B
C9221C
C9230S
C9230B

20
20
20
20

MPN/100ml
MPN/I(X)ml
MPN/10Oml
MPN/10On~

0.1
1
1
1
I
2
2
2
0~1
O= 1
0,1
4
2
0~05
0.05
5
na
0. !
0.1
0.1
O1
1
2
0~1
2
1
005
1
2

A2022
A2022
A204 2
. A204 2
A206 2
A2062
A208 2
A208 2
A;?, 10 2
A210 2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
I
1

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-03
10/30/2000

S13
Coyote
Creek
0001-05
01/11/2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-07
02/01/2001

S13
Coyote
Creek
0001-08
02;1412001

900000
220000
28000
28000

300000
300000
17000
13000

SI3
Coyote
Creek
0001-09
02/20/2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-10
02/28F2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-I 1
03/06/2001

500000
110000
110000
50000

28000
900
800
800

UniIs

A335 2

A350 3
A215~2
C350OMgO
A2.58.1
A273.1
A31OI
A310.1
B429
B429
B429
B429
A310.1
A1302
A3652
A365 2
A410 4
A150 1
A350 3
C41 lOB
C4110B
A351 4
A120 1
A160 I
A180.1
A160.2
160.4
A425.1
A415.1
A405 1

S13
Coyote
Creek
0001-02
10/28/2000

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
m~L
mgiL
m~/L
mi~/L
mg/L
m~/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
rngtL
mg/L
mg/L
mg~L
mg/I.
mg/L
umhos/cm
mg/L
N]’U
mg,/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
m0/L

5~13
64 1
17
I59
66.2
179
0
83 1
0 54
0
125
147
230
0 532
0~71
199
7 26
4 24
0
0
6.72
910
596
194
843
138
0089
66.9
7. I

0 209
40 1
7 29
566
18 1
122
0
229
0 18
0
23 4
99 8
130
0 571
0 592
126
7 16
0 173
0
0094
2.72
351
210
305
954
167
010~
21.5
5

O
14 4
37
2.O2
6.3
44 8
O
166
0 12
32
19 2
36 8
51 2
0 269
0 465
42 8
6 97
O
0 722
0079
1 104
167
98
50 1
109
18
0096
10 5
4

0 116
19 2
2 91
255
14 9
53
0
12 I
0~12
39
15 3
43 5
60
02
0 24
63 2
6 37
0
0 881
0
2.36
190
110
64 3
211
59
0109
8 04
9

O 413
26 1
5 47
294
33.8
582
0
21 4
0.14
2 45
39 7
47.7
875
0 17
02
62 2
6.86
0 34 !
0.553
0.186
336
299
168
67.9
262
59
0084
9.8
0

0 421
17
4 25
238
18 8
51 7
0
153
01
34
24 6
42 4
60
0 14
0 17
0
7.02
0 348
0 768
0.119
1 72
204
115
58 6
199
50
0,092
93
89

0 65
28.05
9 72
287
21 I
51~72
0
24A
0 12
2 41
28 4
42 4
110
0 205
0 232
27 4
6 91
0 536
0544
0161
324
256
142
31
175
33
0169
9 62
20

0 105
16
4 86
183
16 4
4526
0
149
0.1
2 49
21 4
37 1
60
0 116
0 141
47~7
7.29
0
0 562
0082
0813
1629
92
61 9
112
18
0056
7~3
75

0
20.04
3 65
201
22.4
51.72
0
21 9
01
3 81
29 5
424
65
0 087
0 176
167
727
0
0 86
007
1 168
243
154
24.3
123
51
009
6.4
26 5

0
64 1
28
49
163
22631
0
113
05
12 9
212
185 5
275
0 t33
0 152
223 6
7 95
0
2 91
0411
1 336
1095
692
16 2
79
20
007

ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/1
ug/t
ug/~
ug/I
ug/I
ugtl

0
199
0
0
0
0
52.5
52 8
0
0

0
122
0
0
0
0
30.7
38.5
0
0

0
247
0
0
0
0
12 6
15 7
0
O

147
147
0
0
0
0
24.7
24.7
O
0

0
399
0
0
0
0
22.2
28 7
0
0

0
249
0
0
0
0
16 2
20 9
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
I 28.8
31 I
0
0

0
1136
0
0
0
0
19 I
2t.5
0
0

0
168
0
0
0
0
18.2
21.1
0
0

O
O
0
0
0
0
57 1
69 5
0
0
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Table B-4. Summary ot Resulls for the 2000-2001 Routine Monitonng at Coyote Creek

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO
DATE

Metals (co~t)
O=ssolved Boron
Total Boron
O~ssolved Cadmu=m
Total Cad~n~um
D=ssolved C h~’om~um
Total Chromium
D~ssotved Chromium ÷6
Total Chromiu,m +6
D=ss~lved Copper
Tota~ Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
O~sso~ved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury
D=ssolved Nickel
Total N~ckel
D~ssolved Selemum
Total Selenium
Dissolved Silver
Total S=lver
D=sso~ved Thallium
T.otal Thallium
Dzssolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Semi-Volatdes Organics
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phlhalate
All other SVOCs
Pesbcides
Diazinon
Carboturan
2,4-D
2,4,5oTp
Bentazee
Glyphosate
All other pesticides

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Comg
Cocnp
Comp
Comp
Cornp
Corl~
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co~p
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A212 3
A212 3
A2 ! 3 2
A213 2
A218,2
A218 2

Comp
Comp

DL

Umts

/~,220 1
A220.I
A2361
A236 1
A2.39. 2
A2.392
A243 1
A243 1
A245.1
A245 1
A249 I
A249 1
A270 2
A270 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279 2
A2792
A289 t
A289.1

100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
I
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ugh1
ug/I
ugit
ug~l
ug/I
ug/~
ug/l
ug~
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug~
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug,,1
ugh1
ug~
ug/I
t~g/I
ug,’l
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I

625M
625M

3
05-5 0

ug/1
ug~

Comp 8141SOP 0.01
Comp
531.1
5
Comp
515
10
Comp
515
1
Comp
515
2
Co~wp
547
25
Comp
D608 various

ug~
ug/t
ug~
ug~
ug,,1
ug4
u~/I

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-01
10/12/2000

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-02
10/28/2000

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-03
10/30/2000

$13
Coyote
Creek
O001-05
0lit 1/2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-07
02/01/2001

St3
Coyote
Creek
0001-(]8
02114/2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-09
02/20/2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-10
02/28~2001

$13
Coyote
Creek
0001-11
03/06.’2001

201
340
0
0
0
0
0
0
62
83
160
500
O
O
260
303
0
0
13 5
13.6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

140
160
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11.9
0
160
0
0
0
123
0
0
5 65
5 97
0
O
0
O
0
0
0
0

112
128
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 43
10 7
0
180
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 27
8 93
260
280
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

116
123
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.72
13
0
630
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 89
0
0
0
0
0
0
68.6
80.7

0
200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 45
180
430
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
51 =1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 73
0
290
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
123
0
0
0
0
0
O
5 07
9 78
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
104
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
8.18
0
330
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
O
0
0
O
0
O
52 2

322
322
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6=53
0
210
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
O
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0"
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

No~e:
1) t~ank cell indicates sample was not a~alyzed
2! 0 indicated level below detectio~ limit
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Table Be5 Summary of Results for the 2000-2001 Routine Monitonng et San Gabdel R~ver

STATION NO,
STATION NAME

$14
San Gabriel
R=vor
0~01-02
10;28/2000

STORM NO
DAlE

Conventional
Cyan=da
TPH
Ozl and Grease
Total Phenols
In(ticator Bacteria
Tetaf Cohtorm
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enterococcus
General
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Po~ass=um
Sod=urn
B~carbonale
Carbonate
Chlonde
Flour,de
Nitrate
Sulfate
Alakahndy
Hardness
D=ssolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
N=frate-N
Nitrite°N
KjeldahI-N
Specific Co~duetance
Total Dissolved Solids
Turb~dily
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carton
BOO
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Amen~c
Dissolved Badum
Total Banum
Dissolved BePifium
Total Bet~flurn

Appendix B Table B-5

$14
San Gabriel
River
0001-03
11/01/2000

$14
San Gabnel
Rwer
0001 °04
01/08/2001

$14
San Gabnel
River
0001-05
01117/2001

$14
San Gabnel
R~ver
0001-06
01/26r2001

$14
San Gabnel
Rwer
0001-08
02!14;2001

$14
San Gab,r/el
Rwer
0001-09
02/20/2001

$14
San Gabriel
River
0001-10
02/28/2001

Sample
T)~pe

EPA
Method

DL

Urals

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335.2
A41B 1
A413.1
A420.1

001
1
1
0.1

m~/L
mg/L "
m~1.
mg/L

0

0

0

0 042

0.026

0

0
0

3.9
0

1.6
0

0
0

14
0

0
0

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C9221B
C9221C
C9230B
C9230B

20
20
20
20

MPN/100n’~
MPW100ml
MPNIt 00ml
MPN/10Orrd

90GO000
140000
170000
14000

5000
3000
2400
2400

90000
1100
16000
1100

260000
11000
50000
50000

50tX~O
30000
7000
7000

500000
300000
240000
t 30000

Comp
A350.3
Comp
A215 2
Comp C3500MgD
Comp
A2581
Comp
A273 1
Comp
A310.1
Comp
A310 I
Comp
B429
(;,.r~p
B429
~. ,,~o,(~
t~4,’g
~42g
C~m~
Comp
A310 t
Comp
A1302
Comp
A3652
Comp
A365.2
Comp
A410.4
Comp
A150~ 1
Comp
A350 3
Comp
C4110B
Comp
C41 lOB
Co~
A351 4
Comp
A1201
Comp
A160.1
C~mp
A180.1
Comp
A160 2
Comp
160 4
Comp
A425=1
Co, rip
A415 1
Con~
A405¯1

01
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
01
01
01
4
2
005
005
5
na
01
0.1
0I
0.1
1
2
01
2
1
0 05
1
2

mo/L
mg/L
mg/L
m~;FL
mg/L
m~L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
regal.
mo/E
m@l.
mg/L
mg~L
mg/L
mg/L
mg,’L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
umh~Jcm
. mg/L
NTU
mo/L
mg/L
mg/L
m~L
mg/L

0
64~I
258
147
73 4
167
0
118
025
309
144
137
266
0~423
0.434
64.4
777
0
6-98
0
0 646
1025
604
431
18
4
0
7.5
0

0
48 1
17
7.1
62 6
128
0
67.1
0.21
102
94
105
190
0343
0.347
147
7 62
0
23
0 484
0~938
671
396
50 9
93
14
0058
9
0

2 49
6,8 1
31 6
82
110
155
0
146
034
32 1
200
127
300
0.41
0 47
877
7.25
2.06
7 25
1.68
46
1092
670
7 37
27
12
0.141
89
0

0 152
48
97
554
36 9
116
0
42 1
02
9.83
64 2
95 4
160
02
0 23
123
7.33
0 126
2 22
0
52
498
290
238
612
129
0 096
10.51
0

104
243
92
108
182
0
132
028
38 5
146
149
360
025
0 29
t58
7 66
0
8 69
0
27
1112
676
3 91
32
3
0 063
5
47

Comp
A202.2
Cow~p
A202.2
Comp
A204.2
Comp
A204.2
Comp
A206.2
Comp
A2062
Comp
A20B.2
Comp
A208.2
Comp A210.2
Cow~ A2 tO.2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
t0
10
1
I

ugiI
ug~
ugh1
ug/I
ug/1
ug/I
ugi1
ug/I
ugh1
u,g/~

0
0
0
0
0
0
43.3
44.9
0
0

0
1690
0
0
0
0
37.3
48.7
0
0

0
401
0
0
0
0
56 4
56 4
0
0

144
201
0
0
0
0
39.3
.39-3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
45.7
51 5
0
0
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0.89
60.12
1701
54
60
129
0
833
023
22 1
109
106
220
0.179
0 f98
45.9
7 66
0 733
4.99
0 663
47
738
456
222
8
0
0.101
" 8 22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
41 ,
41 7 ’
0
0

0
48 1
292
454
53
51.72
0
~62
02
159
102
42 4
240
0134
0.152
34.8
7.24
0
3 59
0 542
0 545
664
378
19 9
39
7
0 06
7 37
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
35.7
36
0
0

$14
San Gabnel
River
eOOlo 11
03/06/2001

0
40 08
9.72
467
36.4
9052
0
44
014
152
74 4
74 2
140
108
167
74 5
7.54
0
3 43
0
1
473
326
46 8
76
32
0 061
58
47 7

0
56 1
17
534
45
12285
0
55
018
133
104
100 7
210
0177
0 164
27 1
7 83
0
3
0
0 142
626
412
20
46
20
0 05
5
16 4

0
234
0
0
0
0
27-7
32
0
0

0
123
0
0
0
0
37.4
37.6
0
0

07/06/2001

Table R-5 Summary of Resulls for the 2000-2001 Routine Monitoring at San Gabriel R~ver

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO
DATE

Metals (cont)
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Dvssolved Cadmu~m
Total Cadmium
D~ssolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolved Chromium +6
Total Chmrn~um +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
D~ssolved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
D*sso~ved Manganese
Total Manganese
D~ssolved Mmcury
1"Dial Mercury
D~ssolve~J Nickel
Total tq,Lkel
D,ssolved Selenium
Tola~ Selemum
D~ssolved Sxlver
Tot a~l Sdver
D~ssolved Thallium
Total Thalhum
Dissolved Zinc
Tota! Zinc
Sem=-Volatiles Organics
Bis(2-et hylhexyl)phthalale
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Carboluran
2.4-D
2.4.5-TP
Bentazon
Glyphosate
All other pesticides

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Camp
Comp
Comp
Ccmp
COmp
t~omp
Co~p
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co~p

A212 3
A212 3
A213 2
A213 2
A218 2
,A218 2

Comp "
Comp

DL

Urals

A220.1
A2201
A236.1
A236 1
A239 2
A239.2
A2431
A243 1
A245 I
A245 1
A249 1
A249 I
h270 2
A270 2
A272 2
A2722
A279 2
A279 2
A289 1
A289~1

100
100
1
I
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
I
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ug/I
ug~
ug/I
ug.,1
ug/1
ug/1
ug/I
ug/l
ug/l
ug/l
ug/I
ug/I
ugtl
ug~
ugh1
ug~t
ug.’1
ug,’l
ug/I
ugfl
ugll
ug/I
ugtl
ug,’l
ug/I
ug/]
ug/I
ug,’l

625M
625M

3
0 5-5.0

ug/I

Comp 8141SOP
Comp
531.1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Co~p
515
Comp
547
Comp
D608

0.01
5
10
I
2
25
vadous

ug~
ugtl
ug.,1
ug~
ug4
u~
ug, q

$14
San Gabnel
River
0001-02
10/28/2000

S14
San Gabr;el
R~ver
0001 °03
1110112000

S14
San Gabr=el
R~ver
0001-04
01/08/2001

S14
San Gabnel
River
000t -05
01117/2001

$14
San Gabnel
R~ver
0001-0~6
01/26/2(~01

S14
San Gabnel
River
0001-08
02114/2001

S14
San Gabnel
River
0001-09
02/20/2001

S14
San Gabnel
R~ver
0001-10
02128/2001

St4
San Gabnal
Rwer
0001ol 1
03/0,6/200 I

233
333
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
769
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 07
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

113
135
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9.76
210
570
0
5 24
0
0
0
0
5.18
6 13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
65 7

309
309
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 58
128
310
1150
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 34
6.34
0
0
0
0
0
0
57 8
57 8

205
205
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
662
110
500
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 Sl
5.51
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

389
395
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
561
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 04
606
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
52.1

239
263
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
885
0
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 49
8 75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
51.9

136
178
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7~39
0
110
0
0
0
0
0
0
91
IO7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
151
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11 5
110
250
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

148
148
0
0
0
0
0
0
681
260
350
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

No(e:
1) blank cell indicates sarn~e was not analyzed
2! 0 ind~cot ed !evel below detection lir~t
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Table B-6 Summary of Resulls for the 2000~2001 Roul=ne Monitonng at Sawpit Creek

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO.
DATE
L, onvenl~onal
Cyanide
TPH
O=1 and Grease
Total Phenols
In,d=cator Bactena
Total Co~doml
Fecal Cat, form
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enterococcus
General
Ammonia
Calc=um
Magnesium
Potass=um
Sod,=um
Bh:arbonaze
Carbonate
Chloride
Flouride
Nztrate
Sulfate
A~akahndy
Hardness
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Ndrite-N
KjaldahI-N
S,pecilic Coe, d’uct ance
Total Dissolved Sohds
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BeD
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Alum=num
O=ssolved A~timony
Total A~t~mony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Bar~um
Total Badum
Dissolved Ber~dium
Total Beryfium

Appendix B Table B.-6

Sample
I ype

EPA
MetllOO

UL

UeltS

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335 2
A418 1
A4131
A420.1

0 01
1
1
0.1

mg/L
mg~
mg,’L
m~

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C9221B
C9221C
C9230~B
C9230,B

20
20
20
20

MPNIIOOn~
MPhY100ml
MPN/t 00m~
MPN/t 00ml

$11
Sawpit
Creek
0001-05
01/16/2001

$11
Sawph
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

$11
Sawp~t
Creek
0001-07
01/25/2001

$11
Sawer
Creek
0001-08
02/14/2001

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

12
0

22
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

240000
17000
160000
160000

800
500
1700
t400

2800
2800
1100
1100

3000
1100
230
230

300
110
40
20

3500
700
500
130

0.208
44
17
3.86
152
175
0
7.38
0 38
4 36
20~3
143
180
0 07
0 08
60.9
7.77
0 172
0 985
0
5 84
360
205
293
873
168
0
81
64

0
56 1
21 9
3 06
23.9
220
0
7.08
0 41
263
18 2
180
230
0 07
0 07
47.2
8 29
0
0 594
0
043
416
230
12
22
14
0
3
46

0
50.1
12.15
2.6;~
13 Z
200.4
0
7.1
0.36
2 87
15 7
164
175
0
0 05
298
7 76
0
0 648
0
0 756
374
214
4 81
29
17
0
4~13
3.5

0 136
58 1
122
2 19
15
213
0
8 28
038
10
21 5
174 9
195
0
0
34
8 32
0.112
2 26
0043
0305
429
252
12.7
16
16
0
3 68
24

0
48 I
1945
2.32
14.9
219.84
0
755
0 38
4.93
19 6
180 2
200
° 0
0
0
8.01
0
1.11
0
034
416
262
057
10
8
0
26
9.6

0
561
158
2.29
16 3
22631
0
7.54
0 38
6 97
19 4
185.5
205
0
0
0
8 32
0
1.57
0.04
0.436
413
264
0 87
13
3
0
29
79

0
158
0
0
0
0
44 3
44 3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
44.7
45 7
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
38,5
39.8
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
43.2
44 7
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
40,4
42=3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
54.6
55 2
0
0

Comp
A350 3
Comp
A2152
Comp C3500MgD
Comp
A2581
Comp
A273 1
Comp
A310.I
Comp
A310.1
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
Comp
A310 1
Comp
A1302
C,0~’np
A365 2
Comp A365.2
Co,op A410 4
Comp A150.1
Comp A350.3
Comp C4110B
Comp C4110B
Comp A351~4
Comp A120~1
Comp A160 1
Comp A180 1
Comp A160.2
Comp
160.4
Comp
A425~1
Comp
A415.1
Comp
A405.1

0.1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
01
01
01
4
2
0 05
0 05
5
na
O1
0~ 1
O1
0.1
1
2
01
2
1
O.05
1
2

mgiL
mg/L
mg/L
mg,/L
umhos~cm
mg/L
NTU
mgtl_
mg/L
mg,/L
mg/L
mg/L

0
52.1
194
28
16 5
243
0
7.O6
0.39
2 13
15.7
200
210
0 085
0 128
48 8
8 03
0
0481
0
0.354
438
250
46.6
113
20
0
36
6

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

1000
10C,0
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

ugtl
ug/1
ug/I
ugil
ug~t
ugJ1
ug,’l
u,g/I
u,gt]
u0.4

0
3160
0
0
0
0
43~7
69.1
0
0

A202.2
A2022
A204.2
,4204 2
A206.2
A206,2
A208 2
A,208.2
A210.2
A210~2

rn~"L
mg/L
ml)qrn~L
mg/L
mg/L
m~L
mg/L
m’~L
mg/L
m,~L
mg/L
rn~L
mgiL
mg/L
mr, yL

$11
Sawer
Creek
0001-03
11h31/2000
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Sll
Saw’pit
Creek
0001-09
02/20/2001

$11
Sawpit
Creek
0001-10
02/28/2001

~

$11
Sawp*t
Creek
0001-11
03~’0r~2001

07/06:2~J01

TaMe B-6. Summary o! Results for Ihe 2000-2OO! Routine Mondoring at Sawpil Creek

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO.
DATE

Metals (co(~t)
D~ssotved Boron
Total Boron
Dissolved Cedmu=m
Tolal Cadmium
Dissolved Chrom=um
Total Chromium
D=ssolved Chromium +6
Total Chrom=um +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
D=ssolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury
Dissolved N~ckal
Total Ntckel
Dissalved Selenium
Total Salen=um
D=ssolved Sdver
Total Sdver
D=ssolved Thalhum
Total Thalhum
D=ssolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Semi-Volal=les Orgaeics
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Carbofuran
2.4-D
2,4.5-TP
Bentazon
Glyphesate
A~I other pesticides

Sampte
I ype

EPA
Mete0~

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co~np
Comp
Comp
Comp
Con~p
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co~np
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A212 3
A2123
A213 2
A213 2
A2182
A2182

Comp
Comp

$11
Sawp~t
Creek
0001-03
11/01,2000

S11
Sawer
Creek
0001-05
0!116/2001

$11
Sawer
Creek
0001-06
01/25/2001

$11
Sawp~t
Creek
0001-07
01/25/2001

Sll
Sawp~t
Creek
0001-08
02/14/2001

S11
Sawpd
Creek
0001-09
02/20’2001

$11
Sawer
Creek
0001-10
02/28/2001

$11
Sawp~t
Creek
0001ol 1
03/06/2001

UL

Units

A220 1
.~,220 1
A236 I
A236 1
A239~2
A2392
A243. I
A243= 1
A245~1
A245,1
A249/I
A249= I
A270 2
A270 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279 2
A279 2
A289= 1
A2891

100
100
1
t
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
too
tOO
1
1
5
5
5
5
I
1
5
5
50
50

ug~
ug/I
ug/I
ug~l
ugh1
ug/I
ug/]
ug/I
ugh1
~
ug.q
ug/1
ug/1
ug/t
ug~
ug,1
~
ug,’1
ug.4
ug/1
ug,,’l
u~l
ug4
ug~
ug/I
ug/1
ug/I
ug/I

134
161
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6=88
360
890
0
5 05
0
241
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

129
129
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 86
260
470
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

136
137
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
107
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
340
470
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

625M
625M

3
0.5-50

ug/I
ug~

0
0

39
0

23
0

3-3
0

5.2
0

15
0

2-6
0

Comp 8141SOP 0.01
Comp
531. I
5
Comp
515
10
Comp
515
1
Comp
515
2
Comp
547
25
Comp
D608 various

u~
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug,’t
ug/l
ug/I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

No(e:
1) blank cell indicates sample was not analyzed
2) 0 indicated level below detection limit

Table B-7 Summary of Resulls lot the 2000-2001 Rouhne Mon=tonng at Project 620

STATION NO
STATION NAME

SI8
Project 620

S18
Project 620

$18
Project 620

$18
Project 620

S18
Project 620

S18
Project 620

$18
Project 620

$18
Project 620

$18
Project 620

St8
Projec! 620

STORM NO
DATE

0001-02
10/28/2000

0001-03
11/01/2000

0001-05
01/16/2001

000t -06
01/25/2001

0001-07
01/29/2001

0001-08
02/15/2001

0001-09
02/20/2001

0001-10
02/28/2001

0001-t I
03/08/2001

0001-12
04111/2001

Conventional
Cyanide
TPH
O=1 and Grease
T~tal Phenols
Indicator Bacteria
Total Cot=form
Fecal CoI~form
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enterococcus
General
Ammonia
Ca;c=um
Magneszum
Potass=um
Sod=urn
B~carbonate
Carbonate
Chloride
Flour, de
N,l~ale
5.u~lale
Alakal,rz,ty
Hardness
Dtssolved Phosphorus
1"oral Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
N=trate-N
Ndrite-N
Kjeldahl-N
Specific Conductance
Total D~ssolved Solids
Turbiddy
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Sohds
MBAS
Total Organic Ca~o~
BOO
Metals
Oissok, ed A/uminum
Totat/Mun~num
D=ssolved Antimony
Total Antimony
D~ssolved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
D=ssolved Badum
Total Barium
D~ssolved Baryf,ium
Tolal Beryfium

Appendix B Tat:de B-7
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Sample
Type

EPA
Method

DL

Unds

G~ab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335 2
A418 1
A413 1
A420.1

001
1
1
01

mg/L
mgiL
mg/L
mg/L

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C9221B
C922tC
C9230B
C9230,B

20
20
20
20

MPN/IOOnd
MPN/1COrnl
MPN/100ml
MPN/IOOml

Comp
A350 3
Comp
A2152
Comp C3500MgD
Com~
A2581
Comp
A273 1
Comp
A310=1
Comp
A31G1
Comp
B429
Comp
B429
r...or".p
B429
Corr~
B429
~,omp
A3t0 I
Comp
A130 2
Comp
A365 2
Comp
A365=2
Comp
A410.4
Comp
A150. I
Comp
A350.3
Comp
C4110B
Comp
C4110B
Comp
A351 4
Comp
A120 1
Comp
A160~1
Cornp
A180.1
Comp
AI60 2
Comp
160=4
Comp
A425.1
Comp
A4151
Comp
A405 1

0,1
1
1
I
1
2
2
2
01
01
O. I
4
2
0 05
0.05
5
na
01
0.1
01
0.1
1
2
0.1
2
1
0.05
1
2

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
m~v[.
mg,/L
,~
mg/L
mgiL
m~L
mg/L
mg,/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Corn1)
Cor!!)
Comp
Comp

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

A202.2
A202.2
A2042
A204.2
A206 2
A206,2
A2082
A208 2
A210.2
A210 2

8000
5000
160000
90000

30000
16000
9000
9000

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
u,mhos/cm
mg,/L
NTU
mg,~L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg~..

0 182
208
4 86
12 5
8.1
64 1
0
9 73
0 18
2 53
11.4
52-5
72
0 845
0867
123
6 74
0=15
0 571
0505
52
227
144
704
270
104
0064
34A
6.1

1 246
962
1 94
5 06
5.2
295
0
3 76
0
5.53
3 81
24 2
32
0 566
0 579
61.2
65
1.03
1 25
0.091
1 962
97
56
43 7
184
89
0067
14.1
69

1 948
104
1 94
594
61
45 3
0
4 81
01
0
5.67
37.1
34
06
0.8
109 7
693
1 61
0
0
124
130
74
132
751
323
0068
1717
29~5

0 776
882
1 94
29
15 9
25 9
0
5.37
0
0.51
7 82
21 2
30
0.18
0 25
141
6.88
0642
0 115
0
4 84
96 6
54
101
351
151
0 153
86
142

0 468
868
041
29
11 7
19 4
0
3 94
0
1.76
6.32
15 9
23 8
0 23
027
78.2
6.69
0387
0 397
0052
1.55
79 6
44
969
50
39
009
66
56

0 39
901
1 82
2 88
46
25 86
0
4.79
0
058
54
21.2
30
0 35
0 38
72t
68
0321
0.131
0043
31
75 6
52 ¯
8.19
79
28
0221
7.46
48

1 82
802
1 62
3 26
57
32 33
0
3 98
0
13
7 23
26 5
26 7
0 281
0 326
63 7
6 94
15
0 294
0052

ug/1
ug,1
ug/~
ug~
ug/1
ugJl
ug/I
ug/1
ug~l
ug/I

0
172
0
0
0
0
24.7
26
0
0

0
890
0
0
0
0
148
32 7
0
0

0
109
0
0
0
0
179
17.9
0
0

0

0
241
0
0
0
0
10.5
14 1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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1600000
1600000
240000
240000

68
38
26.3
69
50
0059
917
0

0 172
601
0 61
1 73
3A
19 4
0
3.08
0
094
3 88
15.9
17=5
0-179
0 23
0
6 89
0 142
0.212
0.043
1.212
56.1
34
5 16
28
26
0
5~4
5 54

0 189
641
0 78
1 53
37
1293
0
4 42
0
1.25
29
10 6
19 2
0 055
0 (}69
0
6 69
0.156
0 282
0
0 894
55 7
32
7 82
57
27
0
3.1
22 9

0
4609
13 37
12.5
32
155.18
0
38 1
0.11
0 17
34
127~2
170
0 785
0 793
61 9
7 93
0
0
0219
4 72
466
302
29.5
68
42
0
15.7
13.3

0
0
0
0
0
0
136
~6 7
0
0

0
112.4
0
0
0
0
11.3
14~8
.0
0

0
104
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
115
0
0
0
0
0
115
0
0

07/06/2001

Table B-7. Summary of Resulls for the 2000-2001 Routine Momlodng at Project 620

STATION NO,
STATION NAME

S|B
Pro|oct 620

S18
Prelect 620

$18
Protect 620

S18
Project 620

$18
Project 620

$18
Project 620

S18
Protect 620

$18
Proiect 620

S11~
Prolect 620

$18
Prolec1620

STORM NO
DATE

0001-02
10/28/2000

0001-03
11/01/2000

0001-05
01/16/2001

0001-06
01125/2001

0001-07
01/29/2001

000t -08
02/15/2001

0001-09
02/20/2001

0001-I0
02/28,~2001

0001-11
03/08’2001

0001-12
04111/2001

141
259
0
0
0
0
0
0
23.9
24.3
0
120
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.93
6.93
0
00
0
0
0
0
70 4
70.4

116
137
0
0
0
0
0
0
6.97
21 6
160
580
0
14 8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
608

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9 69
11 4’
230
350
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 68
12 7
0
280
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 26
10 6
0
270
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
68
8 59
0
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 76
105
O
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 92
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
0
0
0

124
186
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
34 8
130
150
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

55
0

25
0

13.7
0

95
0

17
0

46
0

31
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Metals (co~l)
Dissolved Boron
Total Boron
Otssolved Cadmuim
Total Cadrmum
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chrom=um
Dissolved Chrorni,um +6
Total Chromium +6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
O~ssotved Iron
Total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercury
Total Mercury
D=ssoNed N,ickel
Total Ntckel
Dissolved Selenium
Total Selenium
O~ssolvod Silver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Sem~-Volatiles Organk:s
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalale
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Carbofuran
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bontazon
Glyphosate
All other pesticides

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Comp
Cornp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co~mp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A212 3
A2123
A213 2
A213 2
A218 2
A2182

Comp
Comp

DL

Unds

A220.1
A220 1
A236 1
A2361
A2392
A239.2
A243.1
A2431
A245.1
A245.!
A249 I
A249 I
A2702
A270 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279 2
A279 2
A289 1
A289.1

100
100
t
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
!
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ug,’l
u.g/1
ug.tl
ugtl
og/I
u,gtl
ug/I
ug/I
u.g/I
u.g~l
ug.,1
ug,/I
ug.,1
ogll
ug/1
ug./I
ug,’l
u,g~l
ug/I
ug/t
ug,1
u,g,/I
ugi1
ug/t
ug/t
u.g,’l
ug.,1
ug/1

625M
625M

3
0 5-5 0

ug/I
ug~

Comp 81416OP
Comp
531.1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
547
Comp
D608

001
5
10
I
2
25
various

ug]]
ug/I
ug/1
ug/~
ug/t
ug/1
ug/1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Note:
1) blank cell indicates sample was not analyzed
2) 0 indicated level below detectio~ hrpit
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Table B-8 Summary of Resulls for the 2000.2001 Routine Mondonng al Domlnguez Channel

STATION NO
STATION NAME

$23
Dorr~nguez
Channel
O001.01

STORM NO.

Cyanide
TPH
Od and Grease
Total Phenols

~
(~
(~
~
~
~1
O1
t,~#")

Total Coliform
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Eoterococcus
General
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
B~carbenate
Carbonate
Chlonde
Flounde
Ndrate
Sulfate
Afakahmty
Hardness
D~ssolved Phosphon~s
Tolal Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
N~tnte-N
KleldahI-N
Specific Conductance
Total O’~ssolved Solids
Tufoidity
Suspended So1~ds
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Metals
Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
D~ssolved Antimony
Total An1=mo,n’f
D=sso~ved Arsenic
Total Arsenic
Dissolved Ba~um
Total Badum
Dissoh’ed Berylium
Total Beryhum

Appendix B Table B-8

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

DL

Un=ts

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335 2
A418 1
A413 1
A420.1

001
1
1
01

mg, tL
mg/L

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C922 t’B
C9221C
C92301~
C9230S

20
20
20
20

MPNI100m~
MPN.I100m~
MPN/100rnl
MPN/100ml

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co,rap
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Cow~
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A3503
A2152
C3500MgD
A258 1
A2731
A310 1
A310 1
B429
B429
B429
6429
A310 1
A130 2
A365 2
A365 2
A4104
A150~1
A3503
C41108
C41108
A351 4
A1201
At60 1
A180 1
A160 2
160 4
A425 I
A4151
A405 1

0.1
1
1
1
I
2
2
2
01
0.1
01
4
2
0 05
0.05
5
na
0t
O. 1
0.1
01
1
2
0.1
2
1
0~05
1
2

mgiL
roD!!mg/L
mg/L
mg,/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg,’[.
ml~l_
rng/L
mg/L
mg/L
rno/L
mo~L
mo/L

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A202 2
A,?.02 2
A2.04 2
A204 2
A206 2
A206 2
A2082
A2082
A210 2
A210 2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

S23
Domlnguez
Channel
0001.02

523
Dommguez
Channel
0001-03

S23
Domlnguez
Channel
0001.04

$23
Dommguez
Cl~annel
0001-05

S23
Domlnguez
Channel
0001-06

$23
Dom~nguez
Channel
0001-07

S23
Dom~nguez
Channel
0001-00

35000
17000
13000
13000

11000
7000
2600
1700

0915
10
182
2 92
187
25 9
0
6 37
0 12
239
10 5
21 2
32 5
0 63
0 75
118
657
0 756
0 54
0.222
28
112.6
66
62 4
133
49
0.131
11.7
0

0377
935
3 24
1.77
11
32 3
0
0
0
146
1 59
26 5
36 7
0 23
0.25
58
672
0 312
0.33
0.061
1 41
691
40
19 8
80
42
0.103
6.1
65

046
901
I 21
2 34
9.4
25 86
0
7 71
0 12
264
10 5
21 2
27 5
045
0 48
474
652
0 378
0.596
0~122
1.8
110.7
74
12:4
41
25
0.312
9.13
79

0
332
0
0
0
0
17.6
23.9
0
0

0
197
0
0
0
0
12.7!
167
0
0

0
1039
0
0
0
0
166
18 8
0
0

$23
Domlnguez
Chann,el
0001-09

$23
Domioguez
Channel
0001-10

$23
Dorr~n,guez
Channel
0001.11

$23
Doming,e.,
Chamv,]

50000
9000
300000
30000

50000
~00
16000
9000

0215
802
2 03
I 96
78
25 86
0
4 08
0
204
97
21 2
28 3
0 467
0 495
37 9
706
0= 178
0 461
0088
1 08
83.7
48
24.1
15
15
0087
7.94
O"

0
701
1 82
1 54
6
25 86
0
3 39
0
207
668
21 2
25
1 83
2 55
11 5
65
0
0 467
0.033
0 696
78.7
48
18 5
5t
38
009
5~6
14 6

0
641
0 97
1 36
49
12 93
0
2 27
0
145
5 08
10 6
20
0 07
0 151
0
688
0
0 327
0 043
0.758
61
36
21 8
35
19
0068
44
6I

9
0 13
4
12 3
26 5
52 5
0 989
10tt;
65
586
0
0 903
01
1 296
1064"
68
15 5
32
10
0 166
14 9
8 ,’

126 1
2079
0
0
0
0
133
15.5
0
0

0
201
0
0
0
0
0
145
0
0

108
181
0
0
0
0
156
16 3
0
0

0
105 3
0
0
0
0
205
24 7
0
0

mg/L

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
umhos/cm
mg/1.
NTU
IT~/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
m~L

408
521
19 4
26
704
115
0
88
0 71
174
115
94 5
210
1 06
1.21
376
716
3.37
3.93
0 189
9 64
088
580
52
87
48
0327
132 9
4.8

249
144
4 86
5 31
11 7
38 4
0
10.3
02
4~14
16
31 5
56
I 07
1 08
84 6
6.67
0 206
0 935
0.137
2.26
193
122
96 4
158
60
0113
28 1
0

0
802
1 94
2 11
102
19 2
0
13
0 13
252
17 2
15 B
28
0 369
0 382
71
693
0
0 569
0 07
1 064
111
62
46.7
95
25
0 126
10
7.1

198
12
72
47
21 1
55 6
0
14 5
0 34
224
25 8
45 6
60
1 08
1 15
104
7~14
1 64
05
02
2.52
211
136
108
159
41
0235
26 19
39

ug/1
ug/1
ugll
ug.,1
ug,’l
ug/I
ugh1
ugh1
ugh1
ug/1

0
125
31 ~4
31 5
52
55
33~5
42.2
0
0

0
278
5.44
5.44
0
0
152
21 4
0
0

0
1450
0
0
0
0
19.7
35
0
0

0
2900
7 67
10 4
0
0
258
95 1
0
0
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0416
801
1 44
1 83
65
19 4
0
3 84
0I
303
8 51
15 9
26
0 62
075
92 9
638
0 344
0 684
0 134
22
848
48
81
171
54
0074
10 18
16 1
277
277
0
0
0
0
o 16
16
0
0

0
902
t 9.1
2
It
32 33
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Table B-8. Summary of Results for the 2000-2001 Routine Mondo~ng at Dominguez Channel

STATION NO
STAT|ON NAME
STORM NO

Metals (r~o~t)
Dzssotved Boron
Total Boron
~ssoived Ca~mulm
Total Cadmmm
D~esolved Chromium
Total Chrorn=um
Dzssolved Chromium +6
Dissolved Chromzum +6
D=ssolved Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
Dlsso~ved Lead
Total Lead
D~ssoh’ed Manganese
Total Manganese
Dissolved Mercur~
Total Merc=z~y
O~ssol’.ed N~ckel
Total N~ckel
D~ssolved Selenium
Total Selen=um
D~ssolve~l Sdver
Total Sdver
D=ssolved Thallium
Total Thalhum
D=ssolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Sem=-Volatiles Organics
Bis(2-ethylhexyf )phth~late
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Carbofuran
2.4-D
2.4.5-TP
Bont~zoo
Glyphosate
All other pesticides

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comg
Comp
Cornp
Comp
Cornp
Comp
Comp
Com~
CGr,~
C~’,rrX~
~.,,-’~
(.~,,,~,
~:,.,.~
CoCn~
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Corr~

A212 3
A212.3
A2132
A2132
A218 2
A218.2

Comp
Comp

DL

Units

A220 1
A220.1
A236,1
A236.1
A239.2
A2392
A2431
A243.1
A245 1
A245 1
~49 t
A J’49 t
A2 lO 2
A~. 70 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279 2
A279 2
A2.89.1
A289.1

100
100
t
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ug/I ,
ug/t
ug/1
ug~
ug/I
ugt}
ugtl
ug/]
ug, t
u~4
ug,,1
ugh1
ug/1
ug/I
ug,1
ug/I
ug,’l
ug/1
uO/~
ugh1
ugh1
ug~
ug/t
ugh1
ug/1
ugJt
u,g/1
ug/l

625M
625M

3
0 5-5~0

ugh1
ug/i

Comp 8141SOP
Comp
531.1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
547
Comp
D608

0 01
5
10
I
2
25
venous

ug/~
ug/1
ug/I
ug/1
ug/I
ug/I
ugJ1

S23
Dominguez
Channel
0001-01

S23
Don’z~nguez
Channel
0001-02

$23
Dom~nguez
Channel
0001-03

$23
Domlnguez
Channel
0001-04

$23
Dommguez
Channel
(~001-05

$23
Dcminguez
Channel
0001-06

$23
Dom~nguez
Channel
0001-07

$23
Dominguez
Channel
0001-08

$23
Dom=nguez
Channel
0001-09

$23
Dom~nguez
Channel
0001-10

$23
Dom~nguez
Channel
0001-11

424
426
1.99
2 25
0
0
0
0
103
122
0
0
0
0
132
154
0
0
40~4
40 4
0
0
0
0
0
0
1450
1680

161
231
106
1.O6
0
0
0
0
58 6
59 6
0
310
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
453
453

140
159
0
1 11
0
5 16
0
0
28 5
55 8
120
430
0
t 1=9
0
0
0
0
5 ~9
7 62
0
0
0
0
0
0
239
239

180
180
1 38
4 69
538
12 4
0
0
58 7
186
200
6540
0
38.2
0
127
0
0
16 9
20.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
724
856

0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
32.2
32 2
370
910
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 29
6 29
0
0
0
0
0
0
234
234

128
162
I 18
1 78
0
0
0
0
44
50 4
380
530
0
5 25
0
0
0
0
5.55
6.0~
0
0
0
0
0
0
230
262

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21 6
26
100
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 57
0
0
0
0
0
0
120
151

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30 7
35.5
0
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 03
0
0
0
0
0
0
225
235

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
282
33 2
190
230
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
180
190

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
22 8
0
240
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
137
137

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16 4
21
110
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
114

0
0
t 38
1 38
0
0
0
0
60
63
257
4;:)6
0
0
0
10~J
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
O

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

29
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
O

COOt

14
0
0
0
0
337
337

No~e:
1) I~ank cell indicates ss~p~e was not analyzed
2) 0 indicated level below detection1 Hmit

,

rJ~
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Table B-9. Summary of Results for Ihe 2000.2001 Routine Monitoring at Project 1202

STATION NO.
STATION NAME

$24
Pro~ecl
1202
0001o01
10/12/2000

STORM NO.
DATE
S~mple
T~pe
Convent=oriel
Cyamde
TPH
O~1 and Grease
Total Phenots
Indicator Bectena
Total Coliform
Fecal Cotilorm
Focal Streptococcus
Focal Enterococcus
General
A~mon~a
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
B~carbonate
Carbonate
Chlonde
FlourJde
N~trate
Sulfate
Alekahndy
Hardness
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nitnte°N
KleldahI-N
Specific Co~duclance
Total O=ssolved Solids
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOO
Metals
D=sso~ved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
D~ssoived Arltirnony
Total Antimo~ny
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Amen~c
Dissolved Badum
Total Beduin
Dissolved BePtfium
Total Berylium

EPA
Method

DL

Units

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335 2
A4181
A413 1
A420.1

001
1
1
0.1

mg~L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C92218
C9221C
C92308
C92308

20
20
20
20

MPW100ml
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

Cornp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Cow~
Comp
Comp
Comp

A3503
A215.2
C350OMgD
A258.1
A273.1
A310.1
A310.1
8429
B429
8429
8429
A310 1
A130 2
A365 2
A365.2
A410.4
A150~1
A350,3
C41108
C41108
A351 4
A120.1
A160 1
A180,1
A1602
160~4
A4251
A415.1
A405~1

0.1
1
I
I
1
2
2
2
0.1
01
01
4
2
0.05
0.05
5
na
O1
0=1
0.1
0.1
1
2
01
2
1
0,05
1
2

mG/L
mo~L
mg/L
n’~
mg,"L
mg/L
mg,’L
rag/1.
mg/I.
~
mgiL
rng/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Collop
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A202 2
A2022
A204 2
¯ A204 2
A206.2
A206.2
A208 2
A2082
A210,2
A210 2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

Appendix B Tab~e B-9

$24
PrOleCt
1202
0001o02
10/28/2000

$24
Pro~ocl
1202
0001-03
10.,30/2000

S24
Projocl
1202
0001-04
01/04/2001

mg/L
mg/L
mg,/L
mg/L
umhos/cm
mg/L
NTU
mgtL
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

23
19 2
486
7.66
356
38.4
0
24.1
0 23
5.2
22.8
315
68
0 281
0 392
106
685
19
1~17
0 204
3 68
251
164
149
272
55
0.179
37.1
5.7

0
8 98
2 33
3 37
54
19 2
0
688
0
3
6.74
15 8
32
0 201
0.207
748
6 46
0
0 677
0.073
1 706
110
66
68 6
188
29
0.104
19
125

0
6 41
I 94
1 07
1,5
192
0
477
0~13
I 78
5 83
15.8
24
0.26
0 426
347
6 93
0
0402
0 064
0808
76 3
44
88.5
111
12
0099
88
53

1 36
14
4 86
4 49
196
51~7
0
189
02
376
20 9
42.4
55
0 46
0 57
844
7,05
I 12
0 85
031
5~16
212
140
171
367
69
0346
20 71
98

ug/1
ug,’]
ug/I
ug/I
ugh1
ug4
ugh1
u,g~l
ug/I
ug/I

0
114
0
0
0
0
28.5
30
0
0

0
352
0
0
0
0
17.1
21_9
0
0

0
348
0
0
0
0
0
13 6
0
0

0
7200
0
0
0
0
24.7
154
0
0
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S24
Project
1202
0001-05
01111/2001

0 249
10 8
12.8
1 95
65
19 4
0
538
0.1
2 76
5 52
15~9
80
0 15
O. 17
109
6.32
0206
0 623
0 0304
1 =91
77.6
44
687 °
164
54
0155
85
88
344
409
0
0
0
0
22
22 1
0
0

$24
Pro~eot
1202
0001-06
01/25/2001

S24
Project
1202
0001-07
02/01/2001

$24
Prolect
1202
0001-08
02/14~001

$24
PrOlocl
1202
0001-09
02/20/2001

$24
PrOlecf
1202
0001-11
03/06/2001

160000
160000
28000
28,000

17000
17000
300
230

22000
9,000
gO000
90000

1 33
24
3 65
3 34
214
71.1
0
119
0 13
0 36
t7
58 3
90
02
0.3
633
6 91
11
0
0.152
4 68
206
114
128
368
100
0111
10 7
0

0 303
11 4
3 65
2 33
66
25 9
0
641
01
2.13
7 08
21 2
43 3
01
0.15
2Q8
7 02
G25
O481
0 088
1 95
105.4
68
149
210
42
0139
9
12

0 32
28 05
0
3 63
24.4
51.7
0
229
0.17
3.97
21,6
42 4
70
0 289
0.323
408
7 21
0264
0 896
0 24
2.4
238
140
9.11
96
17
0277
13~63
5.5

0
14
7 29
263
182
58.19
0
147
0 17
3.45
17 6
47 7
65
0 21
0 24
564
7.25
0
0.779
0 116
1.69
145
82
146
213
55
0~198
15 12
59

0
6.41
0.49
1.34
49
6 47
0
469
0
I 29
3 45
53
18
0
0
159
6 77
0
0 29
0 058
0 876
58 7
34
41.8
119
42
0146
44
11 1

0
306
0
0
0
0
26 1
31 8
0
0

0
1830
0
0
0
0
~ 17.1
31 5
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
22.6
25.8
0
0

0
129.5
0
0
0
0
25 7
28 4
0
0

118
232

o

0
0
0
20
23 7
0
0
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Table B-9. Summary of Results for the 2000-200t Routine Monitoring at Ptolect 1202

$24
Pmieot
1202
0001-01
10/12/2000

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO
DATE

Metals (cont)
D=ssolved Boron
Tolal Boron
D~ssolved Cadmu=m
Total Cadmium
I~ssotved Chromium
Total Chrom=um
Dissolved Chromium +6
D~sso~ved Cl~’omium *6
Dissolved Copper
Total Copper
D~ssolved Iron
Total Iron
O~ssolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
D~ssol,..’ed Mercury
Total Mercury
D~ssotved Ntckel
Total Nzckal
D=ssolved Selenium
Total Selemum
Dissolved Sliver
Total Sdver
Dissolved Thallium
Tot.el Thalhum
D~sselved Zinc
Total Zinc
Semi-Volati~es Organics
B*s(2-ethylhexyf )phthalate
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Cadaofuran
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bootazo~
Glyphosate
All other pesticides

Se~r~ple
Type

EPA
Method

Corop
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
~
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
C(m’~o
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A,?.I 2 3
A212 3
A213.2
A213 2
A2182
A218.2

Comp
Comp

DL

Unds

A220 1
A2201
A236 i
A236.1
A239~2
A239~2
A243.1
A2.43. I
A2451
A245 1
A249 1
A249.1
A270 2
A270 2
A2722
A272.2
A279 2
A279.2
A289~1
A289 1

100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ugA
ug,l
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug.,1
ug/l
ug/~
ug/I
u~
ug/I
ug/t
ug~t
ugA
ugtl
ug/I
ug/I
ug~l
ug.,1
ug.~
ug..1
u~
ug.4
ug/1
ug.,1
ug/I
ug/I
ugA

625M
625M

3
0.5-5.0

ug/1
ugA

Comp 8141SOP
Comp
531.1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
547
D608
Cocnp

0.01
5
10
I
2
25
venous

ugsl
ug/I
ug,’l
ug/1
ugSl
ug~
ug/’l

$24
Pmjec~
1202
0001/02
10/28’2000

$24
Pm|ect
1202
0001-03
10/30/2000

S24
Prolect
1202
O001-04
01/04/2001

210
230
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
138
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
15 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
590
590

111
134
0
0
0
559
0
0
12 4
16.7
0
270
0
5.16
0
0
0
0
753
8 18
0
0
0
0
0
0
413
413

111
139
0
0
0
0
0
0
5~36
106
0
350
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
185
185

0
0
0
206
0
156
0
0
9 33
632
380
14300
0
54 2
0
207
0
0
10 6
18 8
0
0
0
0
0
0
761
1680

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

S24
Project
1202
0001-05
01/11/2001

$24
Prolect
1202
0001-06
01/25~’20~1

$24
Protect
! 202
0~01-07
02/01/2001

S24
Project
1202
0001-08
02/14/2001

$24
Pn~eot
1202
0001-09
02/20/2001

$24
Project
1202
0001-1
03/06/2001

133
137
0
0
0
0
0
0
12 1
16.1
0
320
O
6.15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
85,5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 48
131
690
1890
0
932
0
0
0
0
0
5.12
0
0
0
0
0
0
265
270

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
7 85
106
100
200
0
0
0
0
0
0
522
6 03
0
0
0
0
0
0
400
410

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 32
148
280
470
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 06
8 45
0
0
0
0
0
0
300
320

0
104
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 45
908
250
440
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
140
196

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
103
13.8
430
1050
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 06
5 99 ,,
0
0
0
0
0
0
327
327

Note:
1) bl~nk cell indicates sample was not a~alyzed
2! 0 indicated level below deteclion l,imit

qndix B Table B-9
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Table B-10 Summary of Results for the 2C00-2001 Routine Mc.ndonng at Prelect 474

STATION NO
STATION NAME

$25
Project
474
0001-01

STORM NO
Sample
T~pe
Cyanide
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols
Indicator Bectona
Total Coidorm
Fecal Co~form
Fecal SIreptococcus
Fecal Enterecoccus
General
Amrno~a
Caloum
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
B~carbonate
Cadoonale
Chlor=de
Flour=de
N~trate
Sullate
~akal~n~ty
Hardness
D~ssolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
CO0
pH
NH3-N
Ndrale-N
Nitnte-N
KieldahI-N
Specd~c Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Cart~xt
BOD
Metals
Disso~vedAJundnum
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Anlimo~y
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total ArsenK:
D~sso~ved Badum
Total Badum
Oisso~ved Berylium
Total 13e~ium

Appendix B Table B-10

EPA
Method

DL

Unrls

Grab
A335 2
Grab A418 1
Grab
A4131
Grab
A4201

0 01
I
1
01

m,g/L .
mo/L
mg~
mg/L

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

20
20
20
20

MPN/IOOml
MPN/IOOn~
MPN/100rnl
MPPU100ml

Comp
Comp
Cemp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
(~on’~
t~ v,,~
z..~n~
C ~,P-.p
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Corop
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

C9221B
C9221C
C9230B
C9236B

A3503
0=1
A2152
1
C3500MgD
1
A2581
1
A273 1
1
A310 1
2
A310 1
2
B429
2
R439
01
t~4;9
01
6429
01
A3 tO 1
4
A130 2
2
A365.2
005
A365,2
005
A410.4
5
A150,1
na
A350.3
0-1
C4110B
01
C4110B
0~ I
A351.4
0,1
A120.1
1
A160.1
2 ~.
A180~1
0.1
A160,2
2
160 4
I
A425 1
0.05
A415.1
1
A405.1
2
A202.2
A2022
A2.04 2
A204 2
A206 2
A206.2
A208 2
A208 2
A210 2
A210 2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

mt~L.
mg/L
m~/L
mD/L
mg,’L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg,’L
mg/L
mg/L
m~q.
mg/L
rag4.
mg/L
mg/L

$25
Prolecl
474
0001-02

$25
Project
474
0001-03

$25
Prelect
474
0001-04

$25
Project
474
0001-05

$25
Prelect
474
0001-06

$25
Project
474
0001-07

$25
Prelect
4~’4
0001-08

22000
9000
7000
7000

140000
140000
50000
22000

$25
Project
474
000f-09

$25
Project
474
0001-10

$25
Project
474
0001-11

500000
33000
22000
17000

22000

$25
Protecl
474

17000
5000

mg/L
mg/L
rng/L
mg,/L
umhos/cm
moil.
NTU
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

015
401
14.1
12 8
69
154
0
114
0 93
8 54
528
126
158
038
0 38
88 7
7 54
0 12
1.93
0
1.1
749
428
87.4
39
19
0
74
57

0
962
2 72
4!
51
25 6
0
5 14
0
2.39
609
21
35 2
0 478
0.491
80~3
6-93
0
0.54
0 216
1.08
113
66
46.6
63
15
0
93
66

0
173
5 06
56
15 1
51.2
0
17
0 14
1 84
121
42
64
0 498
0 512
107
7 23
0
0 415
0 058
1,114
203
124
39
41
13
0 054
11 6
7.1

1077
50
14 3
12 5
45.9
B4.1
0
89 2
0 55
3 44
112
68 9
184
0.5
0 55
1 I1
6 94
8.9
0 78
105
112
664
390
45.9
48
19
O154
22 24
44

0812
5.61
0 48
2 27
35
18 1
0
2 87
0
223
666
14 8
16
0.17
0 18
55~9
6 54
O671
0 504
O091
2 46
69 3
42
53.9
103
33
009
6 95
89

0
14
2 43
2 93
131
32 3
0
593
01
3 09
11
26 5
45
0 17
0 22
108
7
0
0.698
0 107
262
119 2
70
40
172
40
0081
76
0

0
16
7 29
3 18
13 7
44
0
6 37
0 11
212
929
36
70
0.15
0.26
58 3
7 44
0
0 479
0.222
1.61
1282
76
129
182
0
0.068
6.5
112

022
1002
1 82
2 02
42
194
0
38
0
1.66
412
15 9
32 5
0 13
0 17
617
7 04
0 179
0 375
0 073
1=11
78.3
50
46.1
96
30
0
3 95
8.8

0259
20
425
3 22
18.5
58 19
0
31 1
0 16
3 12
11.3
47~7
675
0 074
0.13
112~9
7.23
0 214
0.705
O~ 1
O851
233
140
70.1
69
20
0.076
9.01
4.5

0116
902
1.22
18
48
2586
0
4.01
0
29
5.25
21 2
27 5
0 071
0.221
0
6 97
0
0 655
0
0.928
86 5
~0
21.5
75
29
0084
6
594

0
128
1 94
2 17
65
32 33
0
6 52
0
1 97
661
26 5
40
0 077
0 117
14 9
7.14
0
0445
0 097
2,76
105 2
60
50 4
141
37
0
45
101

84 05
0
134
0 47
5 91
316
68 9
215
0 099
0
15 5
7 79
0
1 33345
0 2039
0 79
298
204
25 7
73
34
0
4.3
67

ug4
ug,,1
ug/I
ug/I
~
ugzl
ug/I
ug/t
ug2l
ug/t

0
0
0
0
0
0
27.7
355
.
0
0

119
475
0
0
0
0
13 5
21.4
0
0

128
657
0
0
0
0
19.2
23.5
0
0

0
817
0
0
0
0
428
54~3
0
0

171
211
0
0
0
0
134
13 4
0
0

0
446
0
0
0
0
13.4
18.6
0
0

0
1010
0
0
0
0
15 8
29.3
0
0

138.8
162.9
0
0
0
0
~, 129
222
0
0

2058
239.7
0
0
0
0
28,3
29 3
0
0

0
471
0
0
0
0
12.7
.16 8
0
0

377
940
0
0
0
0
22
22
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
42 7
43 8
0
0
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Table B-10. Summary of Results for the 2(.,~0-2001 Routine Monitonng at Prolect 474

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO.

Mete, Is (cont)
D~sso~ved Boron
Total Boron
D~ssolved Cadmu~m
Total Cadmium
D~ssalved Chromium
Total Chrom=um
Dissolved Chrom=um +6
D~ssolved Chromium *6
D~ssblved Copper
Total Copper
Dzssoh~ed Iron
Total Iron
Dzssolved Lead
Total Lead
Dlssblved Manganese
Total Manganese
D~sso~ved Mercury
Total Mercury
I~’~solved N~ckel
Tolal N~Ck~.,
[)~s~olved ~el~n,um
Total Selenium
O~ssalved Sdver
Total S~ver
D~ssolved Thalhum
Total Thalhum
D=ssolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Semi-Vblatiles Organics
B=s(2.elhylh,exyl)phthalate
All other’ SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Carbofuran
2,4°D
2,4,5-TP
Bentazon
Glyphosate
All other pesticides

Sample
T~.e

EPA
Method

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Com~
Comp
Comp
~.orP,~
Ci,n~
(’~jn~p
(~r.jmp
Cored
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A2123
A212 3
A213 2
A2t32
A2182
A218 2

Com~
Comp

A220~1
A220.1
A2361
A236 1
A239 2
.A239 2
A2.43 1
A243 1
A2451
A245 1
A249 1
A249 1
A,?70 2
A270 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279 2
A2792
A289.1
A289 1
’ 625M
625M

Comp 8141SOP
Comp
531.1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
547
vadous
ug/I

DL

Unds

100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ug/I
ugtl
ugi1
ugh1
ug/I
ug~
ugh1
ug/I
u,gJ1
ug/I
uIT’l
ug,,1
ug/I
ug/1
uiT1
ug/t
ug/I
ug.,1
ugh1
ug;1
Ug/I
ug/]
ug/I
ug/I
ugll
ugh1
ugh1
ugh1

3
0.5-5 0

ug.,1
ug.,1

0.01
5
10
I
2
25
0

ug/’l
ug/I
ug~
ug)l
ug/1
ug,4
0

$25
Prolect
474
0001-01

$25
Prolect
474
0001-02

$25
Project
474
0001-03

$25
Project
474
0001-04

$25
Proiect
474
0001-05

$25
Prolect
474
0001-06

$25
Proiecl
474
0001o07

$25
Pro~ect
474
0001-08

$25
Proiect
474
0001-09

$25
Project
474
0001-10

$25
Project
4Z4
0001ol I

$25
Prolec~
474
0001-13

380
388
1 42
1 43
0
0
0
0
37 3
373
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
210
210

0
137
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 86
138
0
430
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
t01
101

139
160
0
0
0
0
0
0
9 89
132
280
610
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
93 9
93 9

389
389
1.46
1.53
0
0
0
0
18.7
303
250
1230
0
5 24
0
0
0
0
6 48
7 47
0
0
0
0
0
0
156
164

0
0
12
12
0
0
0
0
10 4
11 3
230
550
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
58 9
58.9

136
144
0
0
0
0
0
0
10 9
135
0
720
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
94.7

126
129
0
0
0
0
0
0
63
1t.3
420
t850
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 37
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
72.9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
195
210
320
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50 8
52 8

176
228
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 64
11.3
260
310
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
125

118
134
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 73
893
190
720
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
65.6
70.5

0
116
0
0
0
0
~0
0
5 85
12
430
570
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
~
0
0
0
0
0
60
71

188
296
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
764
t92
318
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
151 4
152 8

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

85
0

’0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

N~e:
1) blank c~1 indicates sample was not analyzed
2! 0 indicated level below detectio~ limit
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Table B-11~ Summary of Results lot lh, e 2000-2001 Routine Mon~lonng at Pro~ect 404

STATION NO
STATION NAME

S26
Prolect
404
0001-01
10/12/2000

STORM NO
DATE

Conventional
Cyanide
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenols
Indicator Bacteria
To~al Colzforrn
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Streptececcus
Fecal Entsrococcus
General
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
BicaCoonate
Carbonate
Chloride
Flounde
N~trate
Sulfate
PJakahn~ty
Hardness
Diss431ved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Nrtrite-N
KjeldahI-N
Specilic Cond,,~tance
Total DiSSOlved Solids
Turbidily
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Car’aon
BOO
Metals
Dissolved/~umtnum
Total/~u~num
DissoP.,ed Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved Arsenic
Total Amen~c
D=sso|ved Badum
Total Banum
O~ssolved BeP/fium
Total Ber~um

Appendix B Ta.b~e B-I 1

Sampta
Type

EPA
Method

D,L

Untts

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335 2
A4181
A413.1
A420.1

0 01
I
1’
01

rng~L
m0/’L
rng/L
m~,tL

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C9221B
C9221C
C9230B
C923OB

20
20
20
20

MPN/IOOmt
MPN/IOOml
MPN/10Oml
MPN/10Oml

Comp
Co,rap
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co~p
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A3503
A215 2
C35OOMgD
A258.1
A273.1
A310 1
A310.1
8429
8429
8429
8429
A3101
A1302
A365 2
A365 2
A4104
A150 1
A350.3
C41108
C41108
A351.4
A1201
A160.I
A180.1
A1602
160.4
A4251
A415.1
A405.1

0.1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
01
01
01
4
2
0-05
0.05
5
na
0.1
0,I
0.1
0.1
1
2
0.1
2
1
0.05
1
2

rng/L
rng/L
mo/L
m~/I.
m~l..
mg/L
maiL
ml~
mg/L
mg/L
m~L
mg/L
mg/L
m~L
mg/’L
mo/L

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Como
Comp
Comp
Comp

A202.2
A202.2
A204 2
A204.2
A2062
A206 2
A2082
A208 2
A2102
A210 2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

S26
Prolect
404
0001-02
10/28/2000

$26
P,’oiect
404
0001-03
10/31/2000

S26
Pro~ecl
404
0001-0’5
01116/2001

$26
Prolect
404
0001-06
01/25/2001

S26
Prolect
404
0001-08
02114/2001

S26
Project
404
0001-09
02/20/2001

220000
140GO0
90000
90000

mg/L
n~
mg/L
mg/L
um~os/cm
m~/L
NTU
mg~
mg/L
mg/L
n’~
mg/L

1 ~6
72.1
20.7
12.9
642
224
0
127
0 56
14.7
545
184
265
0 901
1 05
81 9
7.81
1 32
3.32
1
1.64
884
522
16.2
42
29
0
17.7
65

0
20 8
5 83
5.57
8.9
58 9
0
11L9
0 19
8.87
146
48 3
76
0 465
0 482
108
7 11
0
2
0.405
1 53
224
132
6.22
10
2
0
13 9
12

ug/1
ug/1
ug~
ug/]
ug,1
ug/1
ug/t
ug.,1
u~l
ugh1

0
0
0
O
0
44.7
52.1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
17.3
20 2
0
0

S26
Prolect
404
0001-10
02/28/2001

$26
Project
404
0001-11
03/06/2001

28000
28000
2200
1700

0.985
0049
1.096
116
66
8.14
16
9
0
79
75

0 699
6.41
0.72
2 09
3.7
19.4
0
2.6
0
3
41
15 9
19
0 24
0.26
53.7
6 39
0 578
0 677
0055
22
66.4
40
16 2
70
55
0
7 83
0

1 31
24
0
239
15 3
32 3
0
4 05
01
4 07
766
26.5
60
0 26
0 31
80 3
7.09
1 08
0 919
0.122
1 97
110
62
19 8
53
8
0
69
0

0 62
24 04
3 64
228
13 9
71.1
0
12 1
0 16
6.22
t49
58 3
75
0.208
0 226
59 2
7 59
0.513
! ~4
0.088
14
205
136
2.03
7
6
0
7 77
5.5

0 56
64 1
14 6
3 48
18 3
90 52
0
339
0 21
8 05
173
74 2
220
0 276
0 317
52 5
7 88
0 46
I=82
0
0 854
1173
706
8.46
19
8
0
8.47
S5

0.225
16 03
3 65
2.37
11.7
38.8
0
946
0 12
5.09
11
31.8
55
0.099
0.137
11
7 03
0 186
1 149
0.064
0 624
163.6
98
4.39
9
7
0
5.5
24.3

0
561
122
626
59 5
161 65
0
68
0 44
11 9
558
132 5
190
0 4576
0 4982
43 1
7.42
0
2 69
0.38
2.86
636
376
3 08
22
17
0
71
76

524
0
0
0
0
0
16.9
0
0

11 ?
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

199
0
0
0
0
113
15 3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
142
14.7
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
57~2
61 3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
13.4
13 5
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
55.7
57.5
0
0

10 3
35
2,66
12
34 6
0
4 12
0 11
4.3’6
5.96
28 4
40
56 5
727
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Table B-11. Summary of Results lot the 2000-2001 Routine Mondoring at Prolect 404

STATION NO
STATtON NAME

$26
Protect
404
0001-01
10/12/7000

STORM NO
DATE

Metals {cont )
Dissolved Boron
Toter Boron
D~ssolved Cadmu~m
TOt~ Cadmium
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromaum
D~sso~ed Chl’omium +6
Dassolved Chromium +6
D~ssolved Copper
Total Copper
D,ssotved iron
Total Iron
O~ssotved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
D~ssotved MercuPt"
Total Memury
l~ssolved Ntcket
Total Nickel
O~ssolved Selenium
Total Selenium
D~ss~lved Silver
Total Silver
D~ssoh,’e~l Thallium
Total Thalhum
D~ssolved Zinc
Total Zinc
Semi-Volatiles Organics
B~,s(2-othylhexyl},phlhalate
All other SVOCs
Pesticides
Di~zinon
Carbofuran
2,4-D
2,4,5-TP
Bentazo~
Glyphosate
All other pesticides

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co,rap
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A212 3
A212 3
A213 2
A213 2
A2182
A218 2

Comp
Comp

625M
625M

A220 1
A220.1
A236 1
A2361
A239.2
A239 2
A243.1
A2431
A245 1
A245. !
A249
A249 1
A270 2
A270 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279 2
A279 2
A289~1
A289~1

Corr~ 8141SOP
Comp
531.1
Comp
515
Comp
515
Co~p
515
Comp
547
ug/l
vano~s

Note:
1) I~aok celt indicates sample was not analyzed
2) 0 indk::ated lewt below detectio~ limit

S26
Pro~ec~
404
00OI-02
10428/2000

S26
P ~o~ect
404
0001-03
10/31/2000

S26
P ~olect
404
CO01-05
01/16/?O01

S26
P mi,L~-’t
404
0001-06
01/25’2001

S26
Pmiecl
404
0001-08
0211412001

S26
P rolect
404
0001-09
02/20/7001

S26
Pro~ect
404
0001-10
02/28/2001

$26
Pro~ect
404
0001-11
03/06/2001

DL

Units

100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
I
!

ugi1
ugtl
ug/l
ugh1
ug~t
ugkl
ug/I
ug/I
U’lT1
ug/I
ug,4
ug,/I
ug,4
ug/l
ugfl
u g.,’l
ug~i
ugi]

298
321
0
0
0
0
0
0
13,1
16.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

133
229
0
0
0
0
0
0
11 2
14.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

166
229
0
0
0
0
0
0
10 7
17=I
170
470
0
7 96
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 93
106
0
440
0
0
0
0
0
0

105
121
0
0
0
0
0
0
722
119
0
320
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
i0
0
0
7=28
108
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0

120
136
0
0
0
0
0
0
9 24
121
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0

102
126
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 22
938
0
180
0
0
0
0
0
0

257
267
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 47
847
0
200
0

5
5
5
1
1
5
5
50
50

ug/1
ugtl
u~vl
ug/t
ug4
ug,’l
ug/I
ug/1
ugkl

7=02
0
0
0
0
0
0
110
114

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
84 4
84.4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55 6
8E1

0
0
0
O
0
0
0
8g 8
898

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
966

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55
~0

58
0
0
0
0
0
0
110
130

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
63
69 1

20 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
80
97.2

3
0 5-50

ug~l
ug,,I

33 4
0

0
0

2.1
0

0.01
5
10
1
2
25
0

ug/t
ug.,1
ug,,1
ug~
ugtl
ug.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Table B-12 Summary of Resulls for the 2000-2001 Routine Moniloring al Project 156

$27
Prolect
156
0OO1-02
10/28/2000

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO
DATE

Conventional
Cyanide
TPH
Oil and Grease
Total Phenots
Indicator Baotena
Total Cotdorm
Fecal Cotffonn
Fecal Streptococcus
Fecal Enterococcus
General
Ammonia
Calcium
Magnes=um
Potass=um
Sodium
Bicarbonate
Carbonate
Chlondo
Flour~e
N~t,’ale
Sulfate
Alakahn~ly
Hardness
Dissolved Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
COD"
pH
NH3-N
Nitrate-N
Ndnte-N
Kjaldahl-N
Specdic Co~duota~nce
Total Dissolved Solids
Turbidity
Suspended Solids
Volatile Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Carbon
BOD
Metals
Dissolved PJum{num
Total ,Numinum
Dissolved Antimony
Total Antimony
Dissolved A~enic
Total Arsenic
Disso~ed Barium
Total Badum
Dissotved Benj~ium
Total BeP~4ium

Appendix B Table B-12

Sample
T~oe

EPA
Method

DL

Units

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

A335 2
A418 I
A413 i
A420 1

0 01
1
1
0.1

m,g/L

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

C9221B
C9221C
C9230B
C9230B

20
20
20
20

MPN/1COm4
MPWI 0Oral
MPN/10Oml
MPN/10Oml

Comp
Comp
Comp
Corr~
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Co, rap
Cornl)
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A3503
A215 2
C35OOMgD
A258 1
A2731
A310 1
A310 1
15429
B429
I]429
I]429
A310 1
A130 2
A365 2
A365 2
A410 4
A1501
A350 3
C4110B
C4110B
A351.4
A120 1
A160.1
AI80.1
A160.2
160 4
A425.1
A415.1
A405~I

0.1
1
1
1
!
2
2
2
01
01
01
4
2
0 05
0-~5
5
na
O, I
0.1
0.1
0.1
1
2
01
2
1
0,05
1
2

m,g/L
mo/L
mg,’L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
rn~
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Comp
Comp
Con~o
Con~o
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A2022
A202.2
A204~2
A204.2
A20~ 2
A206 2
A208.2
A2082
A2102
A210.2

1000
1000
5
5
5
5
10
10
1
1

$27
Project
156
0001-03
11101/2000

$27
Prolecl
156
0001.04
01/09/2001

$27
Protect
156
0OO1-05
01116/2001

$27
Pmleot
156
0OO1-07
01r26/2001

$27
Pro~ect
156
0OO1-08
02/11/2001

220000
21000
170000
170000

900000
90~0OO
28000
17000

$27
Pro~ect
156
0001-08
02115/2001

$27
Pmjeot
156
0001-10
02/24/2001

$27
Prelect
156
0001-10
02/28/2001

$27
Project
156
0OO1-11
03/08/2001

$27
PrOleCt
156
COOl-I?
04:11/2001

mg/L
mg,’L
50000
2200
90000
70000

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg,/L
umhos/cm
mg/L
NTU
mgiL
rng/L
mo/L
mg/L
togA_

0
32 1
8.75
7=38
147
51 2
0
26 7
0 19
2 83
28 4
42
116
0 879
0 916
105
652
0
0639
0.359
4.38
279
180
50
188
65
0 073
35.7
0

0201
6 41
1 56
2 04
5
16.7
0
2.92
0
3 28
4.74
13 7
22 4
0 271
0284
783
654
0.166
0.74
0.055
1.456
71.3
40
14.7
59
26
0.105
10 3
7,1

237
28
12 1
58
367
77 6
0
42 7
OA3
2.63
60 9
63 6
120
0 51
0 59
109
7.16
1,9~
0.59
0 47
5 08
423
268
37
103
62
0.247
2622
5

1 164
8 41
1 21
2 23
4
27 2
0
2 48
0~12
O 79
6 45
22 3
26
0 15
0.19
58 5
669
0.962
0.178
0 03
608
103
60
102
438
221
O.146
8.74
15.1

0
14
3 65
2 97
208
32 3
0
12 6
0 11
1 94
21
26 5
50
0 16
0 21
141
694
0
0438
0.177
266
174 3
96
24 8
126
10
0.098
9.5
0

0975
9.35
1 22
1 99
135
25 9
0
5 65
01
2 23
11 5
21 2
28 3
0 11
0 15
124
67
0 805
0.504
0.107
19
100.4
58 "
20 3
63
29
0 148
7
3.3

073
10 02
3 64
2 55
104
25 86
0
1t
0
2 23
12
21 2
40
0 25
0 28
60 7
6.75
0 36
0504
0.177
25
132.8
90
3 77
29
29
0 233
8 44
13

011
12
18 2
2 27
135
3233
0
12
O1
2,38
19 5
26 5
105
0 142
0.166
40 1
722
0
0.537
0 131
1.7
170
94
12.9
38
16
0
924
4.7

0108
12 02
2.43
2.2
11,6
32 33
0
9=76
O
2 23
16
26 5
40
0 234
0 306
11.8
689
0
0.503
0143
O914
147
92
5.46
25
24
0.083
6.9
5 79

0438
52 1
13 4
5 85
595
103 45
O
64
O 19
25
102
848
185
0 562
0 618
46.3
754
0 362
0565
0 161
5 76
601
374
4.3
41
30
0 116
99
9.1

2238
9 02
1 82
33
6.2
32 33
0
6 54
01
0 83
7 14
26 5
30
0 312
0 383
17 7
673
1 85
0
0 3104
3 02
94 3
64
15 8
69
45
0 093
12 3
13 5

ug,4
ug/I
ug/l
ug/I
ug~
u~t
ug/I
ugh1
ug/I
ug/I

0
211
0
0
0
0
27.2
29,3
0
0

0
647
0
0
0
0
13,7
24.3
0
0

0
956
0
0
0
0
38.9
621
0
0

0
128
0
0
0
0
14~4
14.4
0
0

0
165
0
0
0
0
20,4
24
0
0

0
136
0
0
0
0
12
138
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
~ 15.5
19.7
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
18 5
18.9
0
0

0
114
0
0
0
0
148
15.9
O
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
55.7
575
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
15 9
17.7
0
0
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Table B-12. Summary of Resulls for the 2000-2001 Rouhne Monitoring st Project 156

STATION NO
STATION NAME
STORM NO_
DATE

Metals (~onl)
O~ssolved Boron
Total Boron
D~sso|ved Cad~nutm
Teta,1 Cadmium
Eksso,~vad Chromium
Total Chrorruum
D~sso~ved Chromium +6
Dissdved Chromium +6
D~ssolved Copper
TotaICopper
Dzssolved Iron
Total Iron
D=ssolved Lead
Tots! Lead
Dissolved Manganese
Total Manganese
Ozssolved Mercury
Tota! Mercury
DissoWed Ntckel
Total N~cka!
O~ssoh, ed Seten~um
Total Selen=um
Dissolved Sdver
Total Silver
Dissolved Thallium
Total Thallium
D~sso~’ed Zinc
Tetal Zinc
Semi-Volahles Organics
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
A~I other SVOCs
Pesticides
Diazinon
Cafoofuran
2.4-D
2.4,5-TP
Bentazon
Glyphesate
,N1 other pesticides

Sample
Type

EPA
Method

Comp
Camp
Cornp
Comp
Comp
Cornp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Cornp
Comp
Comp
Com~
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp
Comp

A2.12 3
A2.12 3
A213 2
A2132
A218 2
A2182

Comp
Comp

$27
Prolect
156
0001-02
10128/2000

$27
P rolect
156
0001-03
11/01/2000

$27
Project
156
0001-04
01/09/2001

$27
Project
156
0001-05
01116/2CO1

$27
Project
156
0001-07
01/26~2001

$27
Pro~ect
156
0001-08
02111/2001

$27
Prelect
156
0001-05
02115/2601

$27
Prelect
156
0001-10
02/24/2001

$27
Project
156
0001-10
02/28/2001

$21
Prolect
156
0001-11
03~18/2001

168
168
O
1 38
0
0
0
0
16 6
46.9
350
1890
0
16 1
0
0
0
0
7.55
8 94
0
0
0
0
0
0
221
332

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7 23
¯ 886
220
300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
84 2
842

0
101
O
0
0
0
0
0
15 1
19.5
0
230
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
161
179

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9 02
13.1
0
120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
104

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 33
978
0
120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
105

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
831
11 7
0
230
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
120

0
105
0
0
0
0
0
0
5 88
102
0
300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
109
110

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15 2
175
0
240
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 81
8 58
0
0
0
0
0
0
360
370

0
112
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 95
22G
634
683
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
118
118 1

34
0

91
0

10
0

36
0

14
0

21 4
0

11
0

65

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
(}
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DL

Units

A220.1
A220.1
A2361
A236.1
A2.39 2
A2392
A2.43 1
A243.1
A2.45.1
A245 1
A2.49.I
A249.1
A2.70.2
A270 2
A272 2
A272 2
A279.2
A279 2
A2891
A289. I

100
100
1
1
5
5
10
10
5
5
100
100
5
5
100
100
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
!
5
5
50
50

ug/l
ugtl
ug~t
ug~
ug/1
ug,~
ug,.1
u~l
ug/l
ugJ1
ug/I
ug./1
ug/I
ug/I
ug.’l
eg./1
ug/l
ugh1
ug,q
ug/I
ug/1
ug/1
ug/~
ug~
ug/1
ug/1
ug./I
ug/I

104
104
0
0
0
0
0
0
22.7
262
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
296
296

162
226
0
0
0
0
0
0
9 98
183
170
370
0
13.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
153
153

625M
625M

3
0.5-5 0

ug/1
ugh1

41
0

0
0

Comp 8141SOP
Comp
531 I
C~mp
515
Comp
515
Comp
515
Comp
547
Comp
D608

0.01
5
10
1
2
25
various

ug/I
ug.,1
ug/1
ug/I
ug/1
ug/I
ug~

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

N~e:
1) blank cetl indicates sample was not analyzed
210 indicated leve~ below detection limil

nndix B Table B-12
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Prelect
1.56
00~1-1;:’
04;11,’2001

Table B-13. Dala Summary for Auto Dlsmantlers and Auto Repair Companies for 2000-2001
Control and Test Sites

Parameter
0~1 and Grease
TPH as I~asoI~ne
]’PH as D~esel
Anthracene
Benzo,(a)enthracene
E~enzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(k)lluc, ranthene
Benzo(a)pyrene
BENZYL_BUT
Bis(2-othylhexy~)phthalate
All othe~" SVOCs

EPA
Method PQL
A413.1
1
G-DHS 0 5
G-DHS 0 5
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625

3.0
0 5-5 0

SITE NOr

C01

C02

C03

T01

TO2

T03

C04

C05

C05

T04

T05

T0~;

Sample Type

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Units
mg/i
rag.,1
mg/I

133
0
0

103
0
0

5
0
0

99
0
0

12 4
0
0

11 8
0
0

4I
0
0

3
0
0

13
0
0

6.7
0
0

28
0
0

t7
0
0

ugh1
ug,’l
ug.’l
ug/1
ug/I
ug/I
ug/1
u~1

0
0
0
0
0
0
33.9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
27
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
13~3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
’14
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
40°7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
59 8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
63
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
29 9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
41
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
113
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
166
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
9~8
0

NOTE~ 1) blank ce~l indicates sampie was not analyzed

AppendixB_0001.xls Table B-13

2) 0 ind~cated level below detechon limlt

p~ ~t ’~q ....

Table Bo14. Oats S~mmary fo~ Fabr|cated Metats Company for 2000-2001
Control and Test Sites

SITE No.

C07

Anthracene
Benzo(a)an~hracene
Benzo(b)fiuoranthene
Benzo(k)fluoranths’ne
Benzo(a)pyrene
BENZYL_BUT
B=s(2-ethylhexyl}phlhalate
All other SVO<3s

EPA
Method PQL
A413,1
1
G-DHS 05
GoDHS 0 5
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625

30
0.5-5.0

C07

C08

C08

C08

C09

C09

C09

T07

T07

T08

TO8

T09

T09

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

~
mg/I
rag/1

82
0
0

21
0
0

47
0
0

62
0
0

0
0
0

14
0
0

12
0
0

13
0
0

1t
0
0

13
0
0

18
0
0

31
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

17
0
0

ug/t
ug/1
ug/1
ug~
ug4
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I

0
0
0
0
0
0
7.2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
10.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
102
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
33
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
21.9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
17.3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
29 4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
13.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
10 1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
8.3
0

0¯
0
0
0
0
0
16 1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
75 5
0

Sa~pte Type

Parameter
~1 and Grease
TPH as Gasoline
TPH as D=esel

C07

Units

NOTE: 1) blank cetl lndicates sample was not anslyzed

2) 0indlcatedtevelbelowdetectior=~imit

0

¯

Table Bo15". Data Summary for Motor Frelg,ht Companies for 2000-2001
Control Slle~

SITE No.

CI0

C10

Sax~ple Type
Grab
Event ID(YR-~) 0001-04

Parameter
Od andGrease
!TPH as Gasoline
!TPH as D~esel
~thracene
~enzo(a)a,nthracene
E~enzo~b~iuo~ra~thene
Benzo(k)~’iuoranthene
Ber~-o(a)pyrene
BENZYL_BUT
B~s(2-ethylhexyf}phlha~ate
All other S’’’’~"

EPA
Melhod PQL
A413 1
1
G-DHS 0 5
G-DHS 0 5
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
~r.

:~a~,~ter
~1 and Grease
PH as Gasoline
PH as D~osel
.nlhracene
~enzo(a)anthracene
~enzo(b)fluoranthene
I~enzo(k)lluo~’anthene
Be~z~a~pyrene
BENZYL_BUT
B~S(2oothylhexyf)phthafate
~JI other SVOCs

C11
CII
Grab
Grab

ooot~)S

~001~6

0001.07

Cli
Grab

(.;1]
Grab

~1~
Grab

,~,,~
Grab

C12
C12
Grab
Grab

0001~04

~1~05

0001 06

0001-07

0001-04

0001.0~

0c01-06

Grab
0001~07

0
0
0

1.6
0
0

37
0
0

1
0
0

28
0
0

22
0
0

15
0
0

1t
0
0

3~7
0"
0

1.2
0
0

39
0
0

2 ’
0
0

ug/I
ug/1
ug/I
ug/I
u,g/1
ugh1
ug/I
=Jo/I

0
0
0
0
0
0
21..1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
5.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
18.6
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
5.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
31 8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
74
0

°0
0
0
0
0
0
14 8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
361
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
29.5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
14 3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
67
0

SITE No.

T10

TI0

TI0

T11A

T11A

TtlA

TllB

TlIB

T12A

T12A

T12A T12A TI2B T12B

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

0
0

T11B

T12B

T12B T12C

Sample Type

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Units
mg/I
mg/t
mg~

21
0
0

0
0
0

1.6
0
0

8.3
0
0

58
0
0

0
0
0

1.4
0
0

8
0
0

0
0
O

10 6
0
0

54
0
0

3.7 ’
0
0

261
0
0

56
0
0

6~4
0
0

36
0
0

15.7
0
0

23 5
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
10.2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
9.9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
13.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
11.5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
24
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
83
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
168
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
8.3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
17~2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
31.6
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
65.5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
7.7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
52
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
13~1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
61
0

EPA
Method PQL
A413.1
1
G-DHS O 5
G-DHS 0 5
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625

C10
Grab

Unds
mg/I
mg/1
mg/I

30
n ~-K ~%

Test Sltel

C10

Grab

3.0
0.5-5.0

ug/I
u~/t
ug~l
ug/I
ug/I
ug/t
ug/I
u~1

NOTE: 1) blank cell indicates sam~e was not analyzed

0

2) 0 indicated levet below detection limit
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Table B-16. Data Summary for Automobile Dealers for 2000-2001
Donlrol Sites

Parameter
Oil and Grease
TPH as Gasoline
TPH as Dmsel
Anthracene
Benzo(a)enthracena
Benzo.(b)f~uoranthen e
Benzo(k)fluo~ranthene
Benzo.(a)pyrene
BENZYL_BUT
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phth~qale
All blher SVOCs

EPA
Melhod PQL
A4131
1
G-DHS 0.5
G-DHS 0.5
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
30
625 0 5-5 0

SITE No.

C13

C13

C13

CI3

C13

(314

C14

C14

C14

C14

C14

C15

C15

C15

C15

(315

Sample Type

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Unds
mg/I
mg/I
mg/I

44
0
0

18
0
0

132
0
0

18
0
0

72
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

21
0
0

34
0
0

24
0
0

1.2
0
0

10
0
0

4
0
0

5
0
0

232
0
0

74
0
0

ug/I
ugA
ugA
ugh1
ugh1
ug/I
ug/I
u,~p1

0
0
0
0
O
O
355
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
53 9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
13 9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
12.9
0

0
0
0
0
0
5.8
48.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
39.8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
352
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
39.2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
36
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
37 4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
272.2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
286
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
26 3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
81
0

0
0
0
0
0
5I
50 6
0

NOTE: I) blank cell indicates sampla was not enalyzed
Test Sites

Parameter
!Od and Grease
!TPH as Gasoline
TPH as Diesel

EPA
Method PQL
A413 1
1
G-DHS 0.5
G-DHS 0.5

Anthracene
625
Benzo(a)anthracene
625
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
625
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
625
Benzo(a)pymne
625
BENZYL_BUT
625
B~s(2oethyfhexyf }phthalate 625
~1 other SVOCs
625

3.0
0.5-5.0

2) 0ind~catedleYelbelowdetectio~limit

SITE No.

T13

T13

T13

T14

T14

T14

T15

T15

Sample Type

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Units
mg/I
rn~
mg,1

0
0
0

0
0
0

1~4
0
0

0
0
0

2~9
0
0

1.5
0
0

2.6
0
0

9~8
0
0

ug/I
ugll
ug/1
ug~
ug/I
u~l
ug/I
u~l

0
0
O
0
0
0
12.5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
6.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
18.3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
29.7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
13.1
0

0
0
0
0
0
O
40.9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
4.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
273
0

Table B-17. Data Summary for Chemical Manufacturing Companies and Machinery Manufaclurl~g Companies for 2000-2001
Control Site=

Parameter
Od a~d Grease
TPH as Gasoline
TPH as Diesel
Anthracene
Benzo(a)amhracene
Benzo(b)fluoranlhene
Benzo(k)fluorenthene
Benzo{a)pyre~e
BENZYL_BUT
Bis(2-ethylhexyf)phthalate
Atl other SVOCs

SITE No~

C16

C16

C16

Ct6

C17

C17

C17

Tt6

T16

T16

T16

T16

1"17

T17

117

T17

Sample Type

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab.

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Unils
rr~
m~
mg/l

3_5
0
0°

I3
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

3.4
0
0

2
0
0

19
0
0

22
0
0

27
0
0

12 3
0
0

39
0
0

0
0
0

4.9
0
0

0
0
0

124
0
0

37
0
0

I
0
0

ugh1
ug/I
ugA
ug/I
ug/I
ug~
ugh1
ug/1

0
0
0
0
0
0
235.5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
15.7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
62
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
9.1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
20A
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
298
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
93
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
59
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
162
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
188
0

0
12
0
1.6
1 +5
0
47
0

05
38
62
39
5+7
0
73
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
14
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
6.7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
56
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
18
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
51
0

C19

C19

C19

C20

C20

C20

T19

T19

T19

T19

T20

T20

T20

Sample Type
Event ID(YR-#}

Grab
0~01 ~3

Grab
0~)1-05

Grab
t~ot~

Grab
oKX) 1-03

Grab
0001-05

Grab
0001~6

Grab
0001-03

Grab
000104

Grab
0001<35

Grab
0001,0~

Grab
000103

Grab
0001.04

Grab

t
03
05

m~.~i
mg/I
m~

22
0
0

22
0
0

98
0
0

6.7
0
0

3.1
0
0

5.3
0
0

0
0
0

31
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

22
0
0

12
0
0

0
0
0

30
0~5-5.0

ugh1
ug/1
ugh1
ug/t
ug/I
ug/I
ug/t
ug/l

0
0
0
0
0
0
7.5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
29.8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
20.7
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
93
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
13.5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
167
0

0
0
0
0
0,
0
14,2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
68.4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
22A
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
6.5
0

EPA
Method PQL
A413 1
1
G-DHS 05
GoDHS 0 5
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625

30
0.5-50

Test Site=

0d end Grua~e
I’PH as Gaso~xne
TPH as D~esel
~nthracene
~]enzo(a)anthracene
3enzo(b)tluoranthene
3enzo(k)tluoranthene
Benzo(a)pyrene
3ENZYL_BUT
3is(2-et hylhexyl)phthalate
~ other SVOCs

SITE No.

A-=Z3~
G t’)HS
G-DHS
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625

NOTE: 1) bl~nkcegindlcatasslu’nplewasr~o~anzdyzed 2) 0indicatedlevelbelowdetectio~l~mit
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Table B-18. Data Summary for Rubber/Miscellaneous Plastics Companies for 2000-2001
Control and Test Sites

Parameter
Od and Grease
TPH as Gasoline
TPH as D=esel
’Anthracene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(b]fluora~thene
Benzo(k)lluoranthene
Benzo,(a)pyrane
BENZYL_BUT
B;s(2-ethylhexy4)phthalate
All other SVOCs

EPA
Method PQL
A413 1
I
GoDHS 0 5
G-DHS 0,5
625
625
625
625
625
625
625
625

3.0
0.5-5.0

SITE No.

C22

C22

C23

C23

T22

T22

T22

T23

T23

T23

T24

T24

T24

Sample Type

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Grab

Units
mg/l
mg/1
mgJI

t1
0
0

1t
0
0

t5
0
0

I
0
0

12
0
0

0
0
0

1.5
0
0

L3
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1,1
0
0

0
0
0

ug/I
ug.,1
ug/I
ugh1
ug/l
upJI
ug/I
og/]

0
0
0
0
0
0
31.8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
49
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
18.1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
11.8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
41
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
78
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
5~3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
79
0

0
11
0
0
0
0
80.1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NOTE: 1) b~’~ceH~nd~catessaml~ewasnotanalyzed 2) Oind~catedlevelbetowdetectienlim~t
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Table B-19. Data Summary for Auto Dismantling Companies, Auto Repel~ Com.psnlea, and Fabricated Metals Companies for 2000-2001
SITE No.

C96"

Sample Type Comp
Event ID(YR-#) 0001-02
Parameter
COD
;)H
Specific Conductance
l"otal Dissolved Solids
Suspeoded Sol~ds
MBAS
1"oral Organic Carbon

EPA
Method PQL
A410 4
5
A150.1 0-14
A120 1
1.0
A160_1 2~0
A1602 2.0
A4251 0.05
A415.1
10

umhos/cm
mg/I
rag/1
mg, q
mg/l

110
6.46
136
88
67
0.137
24 42

Dissolved Aluminum
!Total Aluminum
~issolved Cadmium
I’Ot al Cadmium
3issolved Chromium
total Chromium
~)issolved Copper
l’otal Copper
~)issolvod Iron
total Iron
Dissolved Lead
Total Lead
Dissolved Nickel
Nickel
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc

A202 2 1000
A202 2 1000
A213 2
1
A2132
1
A218 2 5
A2182
5
A220~1 5
A220.1
5
A2361 100
A236 1 100
A239 2 5
A2392 5
A249 2 5
A249 2 5
A289 1 50
A289 1 50

ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
.ug,q
ug/I
ug/1
ug~
ugh1
ug,/1
ug/1
ug/I
ug/I
ug/1
ug,q
U~l/I

0
367
3.36
3.36
0
0
46.5
48.1
250
1030
0
17.5
39 5
39 5
325
325

Units
mg/l

T96

C97""

T97

C98""

C98

rg8

T98

Comp
0001-02

Comp
0001-01

Comp
0001-02

Camp
0001-01

Comp
Comp
0001-02 0001-04

Comp
~001-01

Comp
0001-02

59.7
666
154
88
125
0 163
16 68

106
583
146
90
63
0.404
24 75

31.1
6.5
38 6
24
52
0097
584

1~5~5
582
146
84
79
047
24 65

33 3
6.46
502
30
18
0.122
564

121
5.94
65~3
36
135
0~236
99

253
608
394
250
1052
0A91
87 2

35_3
6.4
32 7
20
154
0~133
442

0
791
23
2.85
0
0
31 8
42.5
330
1840
0
322
0
25 6
425
425

0
800
0
1.51
0
5.18
45.4
69.2
0
1970
0
21.2
14.9
15 3
299
350

0
340
0
0
0
0
22.5
39.5
0
790
36.2
172
0
0
156
156

124
1750
1.29
1.62
5.9
31.1
171
332
150
3420
42~3
234
41 ~8
45~8
424
500

0
191
0
0
0
51
51.8
60~3
350
580
30.6
53.1
8.78
8.78
126
126

0
384
0
0
0
0
164
271
550
790
37.6
203
9
10.3
190
240

373
8560
2.82
5.8
6.57
26
852
1500
810
10500
27~ 1
328
275
36.4
4090
4500

104
137
0
0
0
7.21
79.5
192
160
4210
0
841
0
7.72
502
517

C98

°C96 and T96 are composites of control sites C1, C2, C3 and test sites T1, T2, T3 respectively
*°C97 and T97 are composites of control sites C4, C5, C6 and test sites T4, T5, T6 respectively
***Cg8 and T98 are composites of centr!! sites C7, C8, C9 and test sites T7, T8, T9 respecf~ely
NOTE:
1) blank cell Ind..ales sample was not analyzed
2) 0 indicated level below detection limit
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Table B-20. Data Summary for Motor Freight Companies Composites and .~uto Deaters Composites for 2000-2001
SITE No.

C99A"

Sample Type
Comp
Event ID(YR-#) 0C01-04
Parameter
COD
pH
Specific Conductance
Total Dissolved Solids
Suspended Solids
MBAS
Total Organic Caddon

EPA
Method PQL
A410 4
5
A150~1 0-14
A120 1 1 0
A160 1 2 0
A1602 2 0
A425.1 005
A415 1 1.0

Dissolved Aluminum
Total Aluminum
Dissolved Cadmium
Total Cadmium
Dissolved Chromium
Total Chromium
Dissolvod Copper
Total Copper
Dissolved Iron
Total Iron
D=ssolved Lead
Total Lead
D~ssolved Nickel
N=ckel
Dissolved Zinc
Total Zinc

A202 2 1000
A2022 1000
A213 2
1
A213 2
1
A218 2
5
A218 2
5
A2201
5
A220 1
5
A236 1 100
A236 1 100
A2392
5
A2,39 2
5
A2.49 2
5
A249 2
5
A269 1 50
A289.1 50

Un,ds
mg/I

T99A

T~:JA

TggA

C99A

C99A

Comp
0001-05

Comp
Comp
Com,p
Comp
0001-06 0001-03 0001-05 0001-06

~99B’"

C99B

C99B

T99B

Comp
D001-02

Comp
Comp
Comp
0001-04 0001-05 0001-02

T99B
Comp
0001-04

umhos/cm
moJI
mg~
mg/I
mg/I

46 4
594
94
56
101
0181
9.5

42 2
5.96
112 7
64
73
0.153
7 83

27 6
673
69 4
40
44
0069
4.34

618
59
118
76
147
024
14 7

16 7
576
35 8
24
27
0127
3 89

40 7
654
81.7
46
190
0083
6 41

16 4
645
42 5
26
75
0.067
3 67

41 3
5,52
391
22
152
0.179
49

21 2
606
66.1
44
125
0115
4 43

25.4
608
25 4
16
31
0104
4,51

~3
58
47
26
62
0246
81

ug/I
ug/I
~
ug~l
u~l
ug/1
ug/I
ug/I
~
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug/I
ug,’l
uoJI

0
635
0
0
0
0
883
13 3
590
920
0
7.62
0
0
110
182

0
1060
0
0
0
0
115
18 9
300
1320
0
13,1
0
0
125
157

0
364
0
0
0
0
0
10 5
320
380
0
0
0
0
78.9
81 1

139
448
0
0
0
0
207
27
200
830
0
12 9
6 43
6 79
370
403

0
318
0
0
0
0
566
15 6
210
270
0
12 6
0
0
117
136

0
0
0
0
0
0
626
10 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
178
245

0
1650
0
0
0
6.39
846
52 9
0
388
0
304
0
6 33
149
274

0
104
0
0
0
0
13
13 9
0
110
0
0
0
0
100
150

0
146
0
0
0
0
10=8
15.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
133
137

0
137
0
0
0
0
685
977
0
240
0
5
0
0
84 4
84.4

0
169
0
0
0
0
112
t3 8
170
240
0
5.99
0
0
0
87

°C99A and T99A are composites of control sites C10, C11, C12 and test sites T10, T11, T12 respectively
"*C99B and T99B are composites of control sites C13, C14, C15 and test sites T13, T14, T15 respectively
NOTE:
1) blank call indicates sample was not analyzed
2) 0 indicated level below detection limit
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AppendixC
Industrial Stormwater Discharge
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Appendix
Industrial Stormwater Discharge
This Appendix includes, at the request of Natural Resources Defense Council and the Santa
Monica Bay Keeper, industrial stormwater permit sampling data from the Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for all industrial stormwater permitees in Los Angeles County
for the 1999-2000 wet season, the latest season available. The data set contains sampling results
for 9 constituents and three parameters. The data include the dates samples were taken.
Furthermore, permittees may have more than one sampling location and are required to sample
from all designated sampling locations.
The CRWQCB requires Industrial Stormwater permittees to obtain and report stormwater
samples according to the document entitled Waste Discharge Requirements (WDR)for
Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Industrial Activities Excluding Construction
Activities. Section B, Monitoring Program and Reporting Requirements, states:
Monitoring Program and Reporting Requirements
Section 5.c Facility operators shall collect stormwater samples during the first hour of
discharge from (1) the first storm event for the wet season [Oct. Ist - May lSt], and
(2) at least one other storm event in the wet season. All stormwater discharge
locations shall be sampled... Facility operators that do not collect samples from
the first storm event of the wet season are still required to collect samples from
two other events of the wet season and shall explain in the Annual Report why the
first storm event was not sampled.
Section 5.b Sample collection is only required of stormwater discharges that occur during
scheduled facility operating hours and that are preceded by at least (3) three
working days without stormwater discharge.
Section 5 further explains what constituents should be analyzed and what are valid sample
collection locations.
The count, maximum, and minimum values are presented in the table.

Note.- At the time of printing, Industrial Stormwater Discharge data was still being compiled.
Therefore, this appendix represents only a partial view of the complete data set.
For more information on who to contact, refer to Appendix E (Contacts).

~
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Facilily
Sequence ID ’Date o~ Storm Dale Analyzed
000231
2/16/00
2]16/00
000231
3/5/00
3/6/00
000238
1/25/00
1/30/00
000247
OOO250
000254
11/8/99
11/8/99
000254
1i25/00
1/25/00
000266
1/17/00
000266
1/17t0(
000266
1/25/00
000266
1/25/00
000273
000275
o 4117/00
4/19/00
000276
2/14/00
000278
11/8199
11/15/00
000278
11/8/99
11/15/0~
000278
2/10/00
2/17100
000278
2/10/00
2/17/00
000284
11/8/99
6/21/00
000284
3/3/00
6/21/00
000284
4/17/00
6/21/00
000284
2/10/00
6/21/00
000289
4/18/00
4/18t00
000289
4/16/00
4/16/00
000289
1/17,’00
1119/00
000289
1/17/0(
1/19/00
000292
~
000297
11/8/9.
1110/9~.
~00297
11/8/9.~
11/8/9~
000297
I/2=5/0(
1/25/0(
~00297
1/25/0(
1/25/0
D00309
1/25/0(
3O03O9
1/25/0(
300309
1/25/0(
D00309
1/2510
300309
4125/0(
300.309
4125/0(
300310
4/17/0(
4/19/0(
300310
4/17/0(
4/19/0(
300317
300321
11/9~
300321
1119/9~
’000321
1 I/9/96
000321
11/9/9~
~00321
11/9/99
~00321
112510(
1/25/0
~00321
1/25/0~
1/25/0(;
~00321
1/25/0,
1/25/0~
300321
1/25/0~.
1/25/0(;
300321
112510~
1/25/0C
300323
1125/0(~
1/26/0(3
300323
1./25/0(]
1/26/0~
300323
1/25/0~
1/26/0~
:)00323
1/25/0~
1/26/0~
~00323
3,’8/0g
3/8/0~
)00323
:3/8/0(~
3/6/00
000323
3/8/0(]
3/6/0~
000323
3/8/0~
3/0/00
000335
1118/99
11/9/9~.
00(}335
11/8t99
1 I/9/99
.000335
1 lP319g
11/8/99
~30341
1/25/00
1125/00

pH TSS (r~/L) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (mg/L) I TOC (regal.) Pb (m(~/L) Cu (mg/L) Zn (rn~-)i A~ (m~)L) Fe (n’~L) i Ni (m~/L) COD (rag/L) BOD (rag/L)
7 27
15z
557
0 ‘=
69
6 96
7~
176
0 ‘=
3
79
.=
58
° 0 18
03
0
7 36
7 65
727
7 26
62
6

4.~
6~

69
6.g
5 13
3 96
5 35
5.38
8 43
8 27
8 43
8 72
66
5.1
6~4
64

1.=

5 75
7 06
1
6 71
73
73
73
83
79
74
65
65

5~
701
5 8;
6 2~
6 25
6 41
6 4~
66
5.;
63
.5 2
5 85

8~
34~
3(.
6~
47
1.=
3."
lz
12(.
I~
9~
7‘1
51
82
46
42
15
?
5
7
5
32
12
42
16
10(3
62
66
2
2
2
69
19
27
36
17
30
~6
7
7
7
90
1314
93
1~

130
59
98
9t
26
29
50
785
170(
4740
65
92
100~
1052
798
890
46
72
250
550
190
2200
200
210.
16’~
161
111
381
5(
3.~
21
66(
29(
21[
9~

33
94

~
I(~
1(
1(.
I(~

005
0 05
0 05
005

00~
0 O(
00~
00~

06.=
0 6;
0 31
021

0 021

0 4-=

0 2."
0 3~
0 0."
0 0(
00~
0 0(
01~
00~
00~
0 0;

7~
1~
31

82

04

0 51

0 4;

I7
! ,1
15
01
02
01

0 6~
0 21
021
011
0 26
0

0 02
0.02
037
002
0 02
0 0;

0 21~
0 37
0 34

I 29
2 9.’
2 0(

560
337
16
23
~
(.
~
~
1(~
1(.
1‘1
1(~

0 05
005
0 05
0

21
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
2(]
26

7~
4.~
33fL
115
96
145
6~
31
37

36
35
32
04
05
0 05
0 05
07
04
0 ,I
10
10
10
10
10
10

35 5
34(3
2.87
94
36 4

I0’
5
206(
3."
;

160
270
38
40
0.02
0 02
002
002
0 02
0 02

0 024
0 013
0 013
0 022
0 033
0 012
0 017
0 015
0 017
0 01

0 2~
00.~
05;
04c.
0 2~
0 07

i 1,1
11 ~,1
7~
1 3~
49

26
17
21
17
3 85
4 6.c
2 2~
I 41
I 88
1 18
11
Page 3

Faci~
SequencelD DateofStormi Date Analyzed
112~00
1125/0(
000341
000341
1/25/00
1/2510(
11/8/99!
000341
11t8/9.c
~
000341
1118,~ .
1118~9.~
000341
11/8/9<.
11/8h3~.
000341
12/31~99
113/0(
000341
12131;99
1/3/0(
0~0341
12/31/99
1i3,’0(
000341
2/10/00
2/14/0(
D00341
2/10/00,
2/14/0(
D00341
2/10/00,
2/14/0(
00034t
3/3/00
3/6~0(
000341
3/3/00
3/6~0(
300341
3/3/00
3/6/0(
~0346
300350
3/7/00
3/8/0(
300350
4/17;00
4/18/0(
300353
300355
3,’8/0(3.
3/8/0(
300355
2/10/00
2/10/001
300359
1118/99
1 I/9~9~.
300359
2/27/00
2/29/00
300364
000389
1/25/00
1/25~0(
300395
D00397
11/8/99
11/8/9~
000399
2/10/00
2J10/0(
300399
2./10t0(
2/10/0(
300399
4/17}0(
4/17i0(
:~0393
4!17/0(
4~ 17~00i
3003~9
4/17~0C’
4;17/0(
300399
4~17;0(
4/17/0
300399
4~ 17.’0(
4/17/0(
300399
2/10/0(
2/10~0(
3~O399
2/10~0(
2/10/0(
300399
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
~
300404
11~9/9.
11/9/<:J~.
300404
11!9/9~.
11/9/9(.
300404
11/9/9.~
1 ~/9/9~.
000404
1/6/0(
lz6/0(
3(30404
t/6/0(
1/6/0(
000404
i/6/0(
1/6/0(
000404
116/0(
1/6/0(
~X30,~0~
2/17/0(
2/17/0(
30(3406
2/17/0(
2/17/0(
300406
1/26100
1127/0(
300406
1/;’6/0~
1/27/0(
300410
1/2.5/0(
1/25/0(
300410
?J 16/0(
2/16/0(
000412
000412
000416
000416
000416
000422
000422
000438
00O459
~)00480
~00480
~30483

pH TSS(mg/L) SC(umhos/cm) Ot, G(mg/L)ITOC(mg~L) Pb(mg,q-) Cu(mg/L} Zn(rng~.] AJ(mg/L) Fe(rr~L) Ni(m~.. COD(mg/L)=BOD(m~,’L)
6 07
21
41 B
;.
9
6
11
35 7
57 ~
89
1~
902
,~
20
61
6 21
1.~
89 6
4 I~
21
~
641
I _
878
94
20
5 89
110
~
29
109
;
32
603
61
110
~
32
17
5 29
22(
137
16;
5 35
21(
123
18
16
148
18
5 53
2761
62
5 6~
!40
2~
5
261
5 71
221
142
4
72
6 03
141
62 9
5;
2 16
44
27

6 42
63

3(~
58

15
66

78
722
7 93
6 56

77
B4
30
51

37
36

7 06

36

7
7 26
7 45
689
6 95
678
692
65
8
7 77
7 38
5
6
66
46
7
68
58
674
693
7 15
6 82
6 98
7

44
49
38
261
30’
16’
12
lOG
38
37
=
12~
481
6
287!
1921
20’
6
3641
14;
29’

45(~
62
58
11(]
13’3
86
15~
15(~
64
64
40
256~
2475

70.
1121

330
227

!I
t,~

53
27

9;
tz
1;
g(
2(
8’=
9;:

283
74

0=.

95 5
17 4

110
140
279
2833

8
0 .=

34
83 4

11

61

11/8/9.~
1/25/0(
2/16/0(
2/2/0(
2/2/0(
4/17/0(
1/25~0(

11/I 1/9~.
1/25/0(

4J18/0(
II27/0(

5 79
7 06
92
937
8 27
7.21
7 16

4/17/0(
4~17/0(
2/23/0(

412110(
4/2110(
2/24/0(

6 B6
697
78

80~
1
4

669
628
590
448
901
364

5

13[

1994
537

0 1~
0

10 2

12

12 7
4 45
0 65

0 1E
0
0 4’~
01~

~ 52

9 3~

0 18
0 08
25
008
0 44

0 4,~
0 0~

208
349
44

37

0 02
0 14
002
0 08

00;
00;
0 O;

382
90

t

283

R0012585

Fac~ity
SequencelD Date of Storm Date Analyzed
2/28/0(
2;28/0(
000865
000868
1/25;0(
1"25/0(
000868
)00868
2/14~0(
3/.5s0(
000868
500868
3/5/0(
L,~0869
1/2.5~0(
1/25~0(
0~0869
lt25/00
1/251~
1125/0(
000869
lr2.5/00
2/16,’0(
2116/0(
000869
000869
2/16/0(
2/16/0(
2/16/0~
2/1~0~
000869
000871
1/25/00
1/26/00
2/16/00
00087’1
2/16/00
000881
I0/001
000883
2/i4f00
11/8/99
11/8/99,
000888
000888
1/25/00
1/25/00
2/2.,00
000904
1/28/00
OOO909
000910
2/10/00
2/10/00
.1/17100
0009~10
1/17/00
000913
11/8/99
11/9/99
000913
11/8t99
1119199
000913
1 t,.8/99
11/9;99
¯ ,~:-H !
1 ;"~ o0
1/26/00
;.’~.,-;"
i .-’, ~(}
1:26/00
I ... ,~
~,..~..’1/26~00
,,.,,.~t ....
-~’; ~-.,LI;
4,’~.~,’00
~.~,’.j I I
4 t ! L,~
4:19/00
4,1100
4/19;0~
O~J9 t 3
000914
1/25;00
1/25/00
000914
2;10/00
2/10/00
000915
1/25100
2/4i00
000915
2/16/0(
2/18/00
1/25/00
)00923
1/25/00
2/2~00
2/23/00
000923
000929
11~99
11/10/99
0OO93O
000930
2,’10/00
2/23/00
OOO935
000947
1/25/00
1/31/00
)~0948
1/27/00
1/27/0(]
000948
2/14/0(~
2/14/0’~
000949
2/10/0(]
2/14/0;J
000949
2/10/0(J
2/14100
000949
2/10.,00
2/14/0’~
4/17/0’~
4~17100
0(~:J.~2
000952
,4/17/0~
4/17/0~
4/17/0~
4/i7/0(]
00~952
’000952
4/17/C~
4/.17t0~
300954
1/24/0~
1/25/0~
300954
11/~0~
11/9/~
~954
11/8/06
11/&’OC
~09S4
1/24)06
1/2S/06
~00955
2/.10/06
~09S5
2/10/0(
~0955
2/10/0(
~X)~SS
3/3/0~
~7355
3/3/06
000955
3/3/0
~00956

pH TSSImgA.) SC(umhos/cm! O&G(rr~L) TOC(mg/L) Pb(mg/L) Cu(mg/I.) Zn(rng/L) Al(mg/L)iFe(rng,/L) Ni(mg/L] COD(mg/L)ISOD(mg/L)
86
7 92
22~
48 (
57 9
5
6 48
609
76 1
81
1(
119
5
6 78
.539
5
573
56~
1(
54 6
5
6 47
=
’14
7 53
351
10~
c.
83
11
7 43
29
=
7 72
14.
72
67
3z
5
.14
7 91
110
14;
1tO
5
16
7 45
7 17
31
56
69
4
0
29
705
55
186
0~
33
6 89
86]
fi47
698
7 14
627

149’
676
96
10,

93
350~
44~
471

681
7 2,4
72
76
7
6 08
6 84
6 77
65
’7
72
7 08
7~
63
2 fi
72
83

55
10 5
570
170
260
181
133
224
’148
178
840
28
15
43
6
138
96

73
95/3
1416
4.16
140(
96
76
10(
15;
14:
31~
62
7(
0 105
0 47:
6;
5.~

62~
7.5,4

242
224(~

61;
68 ’.

6 8;
6 ’7
6 7~
6 42
6 1";
6
7
7
7
7
71
6 ’~
7 2!
6 3.
6 81
72
63
68
7 11

244
5
18
45
38
25
81
166
lfi
19
14
I...
/3
.11
52
32
26(;
g~
5~
37/3

4:
30
188
45
2761

104
170
160
82 8
180
’180
2go
220
200
230

14

099

03~

06~

003"7

0347

30.

234

39(]
37
.1E

008
0 05
171
7’1 fi

I0 3
8 7,
46’
2
5
7

75(
376

1/3
16
27
41 /3
44 ,4
101
12/3
16

121
2,4
104
08
25E
0 31
0 39
0 0"
0 0=.

0 03
0 02

03
0 15

365
15
67
85
5
5
(I 4
14
12
67
37
4
3
08
S
~
3~
S
5
5

;~:’ :::" "i:~age 8

3~
3~
14
8 .-.
30 ;
31(
310,
851 ’ ’
7~

82
58
80
84
55
60

I

’

4 54
27
15

~
~
0
~
~
~
~

Facifity
SequencelD Dale o~ Storm DalePJ~al~ed pH TSS(mg/L) SC(umhos/crn) O&G(~L ~T~(m~L) Pb(m~) Cu(m~)~Zn(~) ~(m~) Fe (rn~’l.) Ni(m~L) COD(~) BOD(mg/L)
4117/~
4119~
~
18(
640
I1 7
0
44
3
7
~959
44
13 2
75
~959
4/17~
4119/~ 5 ~
12(
02
3
~
~961
11~9 9 1~
6(
310
9~
11!8~9
~61
11~’99
11/~9 7~
12(
249
205
~61
1118~ 8 51
124
14 ~
11/~99
5~
~61
1/17~
1/18~ 8 11
~
243
39 5
~9’61
1/17~
1/1 &’~ 79g
~[
171
792
~’61
1/17/~
1/I~
8 28
68~
577
12 ~
1/2~ 7 2
I~
44’50
~965
1/25/~
9~
12
~65
1/25/~
1~
74
75;
1020
28 2
46
~965
~1~
~17~ 7 4
2~
3520
22
88
~65
~
~
72
~40
46
62
4~
~65
~
~
7
37
05
~955
~1/~
~7~
6
4~
330
62
37
~65
~1~
~
7.1
IC
35~
~
05
~5/~
~7/~ 6 3
~65
3~
227
5
57
0 413
0 14~
1 22
0 ~9
79
~65
1~
1~
72
1E
4450
94
12
~65
1~5/~
1~,
74
75~
1020
28 2
46
~65
~1~
~17/~ 74
2~
3520
88
22
~65
~1/~
~
63
3~
227
5
57
79
17 ~
~/~
~65
~1~
7
1(
35~
4
05
01
2
~965
~1/~
~/~
6
4~
3~
62
37
01
2
~965
~11~
~/~
63
3~
227
5
57
79
22~
~65
~
~
72
~40
46
62
~65
~2~
~
7
43~
3
05
~69
9/21/99
1~9~ 7 12
2~
110
0~
2~
~69
~1~
~t4~ 673
5;
105
106
001
0~
0~973
1/25/~
1/27i~
88
19
~
3
~973
4/I 71~
4/2~
65
23
110
~
20
~8 ~
1 I/8/99
I ~/9/9
4(
325
104
~81
1/2~
112~
69
~;
85
~8
~986
11/1~
11/1~
7
5~
~6
2
17
~86
~
~51~
66
4~
638
7
85
~94
1/2~
1/25/0 6 83
41
49
3
0 16
0 7~
~94
1/25/~
I/2~ 6 42
2~
113
4
0 16
0[
~94
1/2~
1/25/~ 6 35
21
326
3
~94
1~5/~
1/25/~ 6 67
11
150,
3
0 16
0~
c
~994
1/25/~
1~
6 44
217
~
~4
1/2~
1/25/~ 6 89
81
71
3
0 16
5
~94
t/25~,
1~
6 25
11
85
3
02g
0E
~994
1/25/~
1~
6 66
1~
117
7
~94
1/25/~,
1/2~ 6 95
2E
39
3
~94
1/25/~
1/2~ 6 37
1[
173
3
~94
~2~
~21/~ 7 O1
2~
~’
68
0~
0 16
~994
~2~
~21~ 7 15
1;
45
68
0 16
00~
~94
~2~
~21/~ 7 32
53
68
~994
~2~
~21/~ 796
58
68
0 16
0~
~994
~20/~,
~’21/~ 7 27
~
85
68
~94
2/2~
~21/~ 7 58
I~
97
68
0 16
0(
~94
2~
~1/0
69
1~
~
68
0 16
0~
~94
~2~
~21~ 7 39
~
68
~994
b2~
~21/~ 7 41
25
68
~994
2/2~’
~21/~ 7 35
24
68
~1~
~i~
6
8~
40
5
1 65
3
3 7~
~I017
1/25~
1/25/~ 8 53
26
6280
4
0 25
0 43~
~1017
11/~99
11~9/9~
65
6~
549(
2 4~
2~
~1029
111~9
11~9~ 633
I1C
69~
5
~I029
211~
~111~ 6 92
14~
8;
8
~10~
112~
1~
7 37
37~
14(
5
78
4~
002
~10~
112~’~
1~5/~
68
3~
4;
5
53
0 02
~10~
1~
1~
7~
4~
33[
11
19
~
005
~1030
1~
1~
7~
5~
7~
5
19
0 97
005
Page 9

Facilrly
Sequence ID Date of Storm Date Analyzed
001038
1/25/0(
1/28/0(
001038
1/25/0(
1/28/0(
001038
112510(
1/28/0(
001038
2/16/0(
2/18/0(
D01038
2/16/0(
2/18/0
301038
2/’16/0(
2t 16/0(
301041
3010~.0
2;10/0(
2/15/0~
301069
1/25/0(
’001070
4/17/0(
4! 18/0~
001071
1116/9~
1/2710~
001071
12/31/9~
1127/0~
001071
1/25/0C
1/27/0C
001071
1/25/0~
1/27/0(3
001071
12/31/99
1/27i00
001071
11/6/99
1/27/0~
001071
2/23/0(3
2/29/0(3
001071
2/23/0(3
2/29/00
001071
2/23/01
2./29/0~
001076
001082
001093
001096
001102
001106
4/17/00
4/21/0(
001107
1/25100
001107
11/6/00
001107
1125/0(
1/25/0(3
001107
li/6/99
1 I/8/99
001134
001135
4/17/00,
4/10/00
001136
2/23/00,
2/23/00
001136
3/8/00
3/8/00
001136
4/17/00
4;18/00
001136
1t25/0(
1/25/0(
001136
2/16/0(
2/16/00
001137
1/25/0(
1/25/00
001137
2/10/0(
2/11/00
001140
/
001141
I0/10/9~
001141
2/23,’0(
2/24/0(
001142
112510(
1/25/0
001142
11/8/0(
11/810(
301142
11/6/9
11/8F3~
301142
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
301142
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
[301143
1/17/0
1/18/0
001143
1117/0(
1/16/0(
001143
1/17/0(
1/18/0(
0Or 143
4~17/0(
4/i7/0~
001143
4/17/0~
4/17/O
001143
411710(
4/17/8~
001165
1/25/0(~
1/26/0
001165
2/10/0~
2/I-~/0(;
OOl 183
3Ol 183
301183
3Ol 183
:x)119,6
:)ol 198
:)Ol 198

pH TSS (mg/L) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (rag/L) TOC (mg/L] Pb (mg,iL) Cu (mg/L) Zn (rag/t-) AI (mg/L) Fe (rag/L) Ni (re,g/L) COD (mg~) BOD (n~ltL)
629
188
11C
6 49
243
11(
1(‘
0 07
00~
0 51
6 63
10~
5(
6
748:
344
15(
1~
011
0:.
065
7 1(‘
210
14C
67z
220
75
9
00~
O~
062
6 1~
6,~
6 5.=
6
6 8~
6 75
6.3~
707
7 18
6 37
5 78

68
31
21
220
355
~0
100
485
640
448
164
8

62
584
701
5 91
7 0t

12~
1~
23.’
16 ."
23 .=

21
84 6
144
66 8
144

6 77
6 23
6 97
5 78
6 92
89
72
704

4(
15:
1(‘

118

28[
1~
4.=
5;

7
66
62
638
6 38
62
6 6(
6~
7 ."
7:
6~
6(
6 -"
6 9;
6 (‘

1~
21~
61
315
31S
61
182
23
64
21
1(~
1C
17
81
58

1/25/o~
1125/o(3
2/10/o~
2/IO/0

1/20/~
1/20/o~
2/14/o~
2/i41o(]

6
6
6
6

36
88
15o
1 lO

2/16/o(3
2/10/o(]

2/171o(3
2/17/o0

6~
6~

il
42

5(
33
10(
238
196
123
32.(;
358
92[J
67
29
2(~

293
170

05
41
2 ."
6(
1.
1(~
31
31
4
4

0 3;

0 25

15
6~
45
3~
65
332
22
33
12

162
5
16 2
5
5
5
5
14 ~
18 4
3
3

0091
0 049
19
90
90
19
95
8(
22(
7;
1~
I(‘
3~
7=.
0(‘

28
26

8~
40(
10(
9.=

5
5
5
5

1"~
16

100
0 15

0 04(

0 0,55

9 35
5
0.37

0 5~
05;

25 3
5

0 16
0 16

0 77
2

o o:
o o,~
oo~
o o.=

1
3

20(

36
25
25
36
22
40
91i
37:
4
4
5
5

6
36

1
00771
o 22

0094
0 424

o139
o 632

Facility

"1’I
~’~
O
~
~
~
fJ~
(~

I

SequencelD Date, ofStorm Datetma.~ze{ pH TSS(mg/L) SC(umhos/cm) O&G(mg!L) TOC(moJL),Pb(mg/L)iCu(mg,/L) Zn(moJL) Al(mg/L) Fe(rng~L) N~(m~_)!COD(moJL) BOD(mglL)
2/16/0~
2/17/0~ 6;
4
23
72
0 119
0059
0
001198
001198
2/16/0C
oJ17/0~ 6(
41
27
52
0156
207
272
235
2 8‘=
0 01~
0 668
0Ol199
1 I/8/99
11/10/9~ 7 3."
50
001205
001217
?-/22i0~ 5 7~
(301231
212110(3
68
7100C
1
02
72
03
0 83
001231
2/21/013
2/22/0L" 641
593
620~
9(
024
049
04
081
I1
001235
2/21/0~
2/22/0£.
8
41
2(3
2
3
001235
411710(3
4/18/0~ 74
40
21~
02
0
001238
2/10/00
2/11101; 6 57
116
32C
81
001238
3/810~
3~8/OC 7 3;
5
23
33
001264
1/25/O’~
1/2510C 6
110
1
001264
1/25/O
1/25/0~
7
7
16
001264
1/25/01]
1/25/0C 7
32
62
001264
3,’8;00
3/8/0~ 7 t~
4
36
001264
3/8~013
3/810~ 7
4
37
001264
3/8,’00
3/8/0~ 5 c.
6
31
001265
2/23,’O0
2/23/013 6,4
134
35
01
025
023
I
3 15
001267
001268
001270
1 I/8/99
1118/9~ 6 ~
110
581J
11£
41
O01270
1/25~00
1/25/013
21
5C
1~
1 ,’
0012~1
2/i0/00
2/10/~ 645
166
358
0 755
001271
2/10/00
2/10/01~ 8 31
80
174
001271
2/10/00
2/10/013 8 52
962
311
3~E
001271
2,10/00
2/10/01] 88~’
50
127
1~
00534
IX~K’:I
4 I’LK)
4.’17;0~ 68~
183
11113
0474
I~.,I." I
4 1.’1~)
4;1710~ 696
59
347
00532
~.:~ -1
4 I;(~C
4117104 707
63
255
IKI;J;t
4 I:(.wJ
4;171013 783
363!
232
3~
[.YJ ht 92
001298
1~25/00
I;31/011 6 22
40
568
001;
0 514
001299
1l~99
11/8/99 60=1
35’
20~
0 1.=
009
11
001299
11/8/99
11/8/99 6 15
211
1513
0 1,~
0 07
0 73
001299
1/25~00
1/25/011 6 75
5..
47
0 1;
0 28
001299
1/25/01
1/25/00 7 41
11,~
52
0~
0 32
001300
1;25/00
1/25;01] 7 41
8~
59
0 1~
0 63
0(31300
11/8/99
11/8/9! 7 13
36;
45(3
0 3~
0 !3
27
O01300
11/8~99
11/8/99
68
24(3
661
0 2.=
0I
23
001300
1/25/00
1/25/00 762
124
91
0;
0 83
001306
11/8/99
11/9/99
75
382=
177~
32 5
2~
001309
001310
4/17!01
4/20/22 65~
150
193
22
00~.=
0 163
295
0 128
001310
4/17/00
4/20/0~
6 ,4
1130
286
15~
0 04;
02
3 24
0 235
001310
4117/00
4/20/0~ 667
170
167
66
0 171
0 137
0957
0481
001310
4/17/00
4./20/0<
66
140
286
3~
004~
0 116
502
0082
001310
4/17/00
4/20/00
63
90
178
52
002(
0075
1 87
0225
001330
4/17/00
4/18/00 6 7~
42 =
375
39
0 11
0.31
0 43
0 06
73~
001338
1/25/00
8 32
61
0 91
3
001338
1125/00
291
85
0 11
14
001338
1/25/00
181
9 I]
0 34
8 6~
001338
11/10/99
6 75
1841
0 32
21
12
001338
11/23/99
6 87
350(
147
3i
001338
1118/00
6 26
61
186
001338
11/8/99
9 04
1091
0 67
13
001338
11/8/99
8 35
74~.
0 22
7 (~
5 25
001338
11/8~99
8 01
1571
1 05
6 25
001338
2/1Ot00
7 23
8~.
11
1 47
001338
2/10/0C’
82
2.=
03
11 ~
1 03
001338
2/10/0(
8 85
43~
0 42
13 I~
2 06
001338
2/10/0(
9,58
19;
0 28
17.’~
2 36
901338
2/10/00
10 29
12~
0 28
10 ~
2 95
Page 11

Facility
SequencelD Date of Storm Date Analyzed
001338
2/14!00
2/1510~
001338
2/16/0~
001338
2/1610~
001338
O01338
21! 6/0C
2!16/0~
00~ 33B
2/1U/C’~
001338
2/16/0C
001338
2/16/0~
001338
00t338
2/16/0~
2/21/0C
001338
001338
2/21/0C
?./21t0{
001338
001338
2/23~0~
001338
2/23/0(
2r23/0C
001338
00i338
2J24/0[
2125~0C
301338
301338
4117/0(
301338
4/17/0(
4/17/0(
301338
3~133B
4/17/0(
4/18/0(
301338
4/18/0(
301338
~01338
4118/0(
4q8~00
001338

~H ITSS(mg/L); SC (umhos/cm) O&G(n~j/L) TOC(mg/L) Pb(mg/L) Cu(moJL) Zn(mg/L) Al(mg/L) Fe(mg/L) Ni(mg/L) COD(mg/L) BOD(mg/LJ
2 95
_
0 24
7 9~
47
0 65
4~
2
0 55
73
I
O~
147
7 8;;
19
0 27
8 I[
26
76
8 ~=
7
206
0 25
8 2~=
=
16
0 29
6 B.
1 31
44
124
16 "6 9-=
14 ~
218
141
7 c.
I 54
395
8~
70
t 7 ....
5~
0 85
51
8 B;
c
17
!4
32
7 93
! 12
1 6~
9 07
181
138
51
5
7 92
5
.8 59
608
0 3~.
85 3
367~
0 71
5
9 31
=
8
.q 5
16.
5
213
74
5
83
t4
6
221
1 37i
18 3
10 99
58
5
8 32
83~
76 !
8 8~
150
6
9 27
163C
2 2E
t4£
0 58
76
10 98
=
2 2~ .......
5
7 67
7 0 77
t 7a
..3 06
5
7 68
13;
10 .= ....
134
5
36[
82
4
102
B6
93
2;
5g

~,~,~ ~=.H

417.00

.4/1B~00

I.,,O l .~=,U
30135Y
D01350
O01360
001361
001362 ....
001363
001365
001365
001380
0013B0
001400
O01~00
001401
001412
001412
001412
001412
001412
)01412
~0i4~2
~01412
301412
301412
301413
001413
001421
001421
D0~423
001423
001424
001424
001425

;.’ ~t~ O0
3,8,00

~ 16/00 639
3/8/00 5 86

73(

1800

4~

29

47
23

03~

045

75

014

63
22

...

-.

4117100
4/17100
416100
715/00
2/10/0(3
1125/0~
112510~
112510C
1/25/0C
1t25/0C
1/25/0{
2/14/0~
2/14~0(
2/14/0{
?./14/0(
2/t 4/(3(
’ 1/25/0(
2/1410(
MI7/0(
4/17/001
3/8/(X
2/tO’O(
2/10/0(
3JOlO0
4/18/00

4/17/00 7 8~
4117/e0 8
416,’00 6 2~
7/5/00 56c.
2/10/0~
7
1/25/0~
6~

282
102
21
8
160
34

19~
84
27
41
200{
14~

31
1

1/25/0~
1/25/0~
1/25/0C
1/25/0C
~/25~0(
2/15/0(
2/I 5~0
2/1510(
211510
2/15/0
1/25/(X
2/15~’0
4/18/0(
4118/0(
3/16/0(
2/291(X
2/29/00
3/16~0(
4/19/00

58
94
52
5
42

131
82(
17
B6¢
49;
59 1
82~.
61
102 ,"
55 1l
1371
185 2
1300
300

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
16

6 2(
6 2z
6 41
6 32:
634
601
602
604
6 05
664
6 31
592
64
6

6 3~

14 ~
I10(
13(
3-c
11.’
4(
25{
18(

0 1)
006:’

3 c.
03~

0 18
0 13

1061
6 21.
14
7 71
1 19
036
059
1 13
4 68
045
9 77
8 87
19
068

0 8~
1

5
28

10 4
64
7.1
8.7
441

0 071
0026

27
18
4 18
25 9
61.9
81 3
45~

":,, ~,., "’,.~age 12

02.
00’.

05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05

0
z

00~
004

50(
16(

R0012592

R0012593

Facihty
Sequence =D Date of Storm Date Anal,/zed
001777
112510~
1/20/00
001777
2127:0(]
2/29/00
001781
031782
1/25/0C
1/25/00
1!25/00
001782
It25.,0~
001782
4f17/0(~
4/17/00
001782
4/17;0~
4;17/00
001786
1/14~0(]
1117;00
001786
4/17/0(~
4"19/00
2/’23100
001786
2/22/0(3
001786
Z’10/0~
2.’10/00
1/25/00
001791
1125/0~
001794
1/25/0~
5110100
001794
2/23/0~
5/10/00
001798
2110/0~
2/11’00
00’1798
4/17/0~
4118~00
001799
4/18/00

pH TSS (m~L) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (mg/L} TOC (mo~L) Pb (rag/L) Cu (rag/L) Zn (mg/L] A] (rag/L) Fe (mgiL) Ni (mg/L) COD (mg.tL) BOD (mgiL)
24e
21
451
83
OOE
039
85
0 01
0 02
0 73
6 11
25
7~
6 7~
7 8;’
734
6
6 71
7 22
6 6,1
6 5;
6 0~
601
6 5[:
6 47
6~

16
1C
32
lt4
24
26
24
’=6
33
24
16
28
47
30

68
92
172
146
445
118
106
31C
16(~
14(~
903
77
72
1171

0 4’~
0 4i
1
1

2/~3/00 2 5~
1119199 6
1126/0Q 6
113110(3 7
1131!00 7
1111~99 7

158
23
6
13
27
19

186~
21(:
71~
8~
5,~
I~

77
8

27
35

1’25.0~

1/31;00

7

3

3;

01

001029
001830
001830
001830
001830
001831
001836
001838
001838
001848
001848
001848
001848
001848
001848
001848
001848
001848
001848
001848
301848
301848
301848
~01848
X)1848
~11848
301848
~01848
~01848
301848
301848

2/10/0(~
2/14;0(~
2/1410~
3/8/0(3
3/8/00

~I~C43
2/18~00
2/18/0’0
3/15/00
3/15/00

6 7,~
6 4~
6 5.=
6 3.=
6 2E

14

105
37 ~
33
7E
14

2

2/18;00 6 45
2/14/00 7 4~
4/18/00 6 2~
2/11/00 6
4/24/00
4/18/00 6
4/18/00 7
4118/00 6
4/1810(1 6
4/18/C(1 6
4/18/00 6
4/18/C~
8
4/16v00 6
1119199 7
11/9/99 6
11/gF:J9
6 c.
1119199 6
11,~J/9!
7
1 It9/99
11/10/99
1/26/00
1/25/00
7.{
1/25/00 7
1/26/00
7~
1/26/00 8

25 9

340
330
50
190
35
82
1300
82
560
37
50
23
480
31

16[
14[
5~
27[
31
4~
30~
33~
42(
27(
49C
25C
54(~
26(~

39
29
196

27

0 ?~}

0 14
008
0 03

0 92
061
02

0 1:3

101

04

0 078

0 307

03

39

0011

0011

3G

00082
0 059

0042
0 087

18
23

04
04
13

3
2
0
5 46

33~
16[

0 15
0 16

5

[)01812

670
270
150
30

292
3(]
2320
191

5!

~0(3
1116/99
II25/0~
1126/0~
1/25/0~
11~019~

75
170

0 63
0 68
16
3

5 =.
15 ~
6 ."

001802
001803
001803
001811
001811
001811

2/16/00
2/14100
4/18/0(1
2/10/0(1
4/17100
4/17/0(3
4/17/0~
4/17/C~
411710~
4/1710~
4117/0~
4/17:0~
4/17/0~
1118191
11/6/99
1118/99
1118’99
11/0/9g
11/6/99
1118/99
1/25f0~
1/25/0~
1/25/0(]
1/25~0(3
1/25/0~

0 46
0 55
12
26

7
6
1-’
5
5
7
34
44

8(

22~
54£
13C
69’E

2.=
24
Page 1

0015
0 026

Faci~,ity
SequencelD Date of Storm DateAnahrzed pH TSS(mg/L) SC(umhos/cm) O&G(mg/L) TOC(m,g/L) Pb(mg/L) Cu(mg/L] Zn(mg/I.)iAl(mg/L)JFe(mg,/L) Ni(mg/L) COD(rag/L) BO,D(mg/LI
001848
1/25/0(
1/26/0( 7;
58
6,=
12
001848
1/25/0(
112610( 7;
42
10(
42
001848
1/25/0(
II2810~ 8;
420
34(
14
001848
1125/0
1/26/0~
7 ~.
170
7(.
86
001848
1/25/0(
1/26P.~ 7;
140
18(
21
001848
2/10/0(
2/11~0C 7;
48
12(
14
001848
2/10/0(
2/11/0~
76
26
72(.
33
001848
2/10/0(
2/11/0/J
732
12[
21
OO1850
c
11/8./g .
001894
1118(9fi
7’ ."
369
10~
3
15
001894
11/81g~
11/81gg 7 c~
488
42~
42
25
001894
11/8t9~
11/8/9.9
7
230(
61;
42
2001
001894
2/I0t0(
2/10/0~
7
796
76"/
22
107 8
001894
2/I0/0C
2/10/0(3
7
636
7.1
109
19
001894
2/lot0(
2/10/0(3
340
33,~
18
146 7
001895
1 I/8/9g
11/8/99
7~
2300
61~
42
2001
001895
2/10/0~
2/10/0(3
7
796
76;
22
1078
001895
2/10/0(]
2/10/00
7
636
7.1
109
00189S
2/I 0~’0~
2/10/0(]
~
340
334
18
146
Oo18gs
11/8/9!
1 I/8/cJ9
7
396
10~
3
15
001917
112:5/0~
1/27/0~
7
136
I
001917
1/25./0(]
’1/28/00
7~
22
242
1
30."
001917
1131/0~
2/3/0(] 7
143
001917
2/10/00
2/I,5/00
66
6~]
2
DO1917
2/16/0(3
2/18/00 8(~
113
1
301917
2/20/00
2/24/0(
82
26(
1
301917
2,’23/00
2/24/00
78
11
198
2
0 297
301917
3/3/00
3/9/0(]
77
8."
301917
4/17/00
4/20/0(
75
14~
4
301923
2114;00
2/23/0~ 6 85
7(
18
5
0‘=
301923
2/14/00
2/23/00 705
36
56
0[
001923
2/14100
2/23/00 7
5(
68
5
0
=
0(31923
3/8100
3/18/00 6 93
10.
67
0
00 1923
~0/0(}
~I~0(3 6 97
66
66
0
(}(}1923
~810(}
3/I~0(} 6 9
2~
73
0
00301924
3/8100
3/81(}( 7 =18
94
3~
001924
318100
3/9100 7 06
9’~
68
9
001924
1/25/00
1125/0( 7 3
12(3
5
26
001924
1125100
1/281C( 71
5C
135
001924
1/2510f.
112510( 74
7[
181
I(.
4~
001947
2/i010
2/Igi0 6 51
71
257
36(
0 I(}~
0 124
0 572
~
=
001953
111819.
111819~ 737
17~
12450
I.
I0,~
~.
001953
111~g
1118;9~ 7 95
I0~
4(},I
0 0‘=
001953
111819
11/819~ 6 91
21~
117
I(
001953
111819.~
111819 6 14
62
197
3(
I0~
~
001953
111819.
Ii!819~ 6 14
7;:
1(36
00‘=
001953
12/31/9.~
11810( 7 55
727
9400
3(
8
001953
12/3 I19.~
1/810 7 67
221
556
3-=
12~
001953
12/31/9-~
11810( 6 58
72
637
215
001953
12/31/9~
11810( 641
81
661
26~
001953
12/3119~
I/~0( 7 16
42,1
393
I~
157
001969
I;2510(
I~25/0( 6 1
2,1
173
002
0 19’
001969
1125/0
I~2510(
7
4,1
105
0 07
0 99
001969
1125/0(
I;25/0( 5 9
~
47 6
0 13
0371
001969
112510(
1/2510( 7 7=
53
27(}
0
13
0
I(~
001969
I ~510~
112510( 6 21
34 9
0 07
08
001969
1/25~0(
1/25/~
6
68
’
~
0 16
0 71
001969
1/25/0~
1/25/0(~ 6 1
49
73 =
~
0 31
0 04i
001969
1/2.~0(
1/25/0~ 6 ;
146
13.=
5
0 03
001969
1/25/0~
112.5/0~ 5
116
32z
5
OOz
025
001969
1125/0~
1/’2.5/0(
6
190
12~
5
0
001969
2/12/0~
2/14/00 6;
41
60{
5
0 I1
00~

Faci,ldy
Sequence ID Date o~ Storm Date Analyzed
2/!2/0~
2/14i0~
D01969
~14/0~
9019,69
2/12/’0(
211210(
2/14/0~
001969
2/14/0(
001909
2/1210
2/12/0(
2/14/(X
001~}G9
2/14/0(.
001969
2/12/0(
2/14/(X
001969
2/12/0(
0019,69
2/12/0(
2/14/0(
2/14/0(
001969
2/12/0(
00199,6
001998
2/14/0(
2/17/0(
4/2010(
001998
4/18~0(
002002
1/25/0(
1/2510(
002002
2/23/0(
2/28J0(
002024
002034
002047
1/25/0(
1126/0(
~02047
1/25zlX)
1126/0(
002047
1125/00
112610(
002047
1/25/00
1/26/0(
002047
4:17/00
411810(
002047
4/17100
4/18/0(
002047
4/17/00
4/18/0(
)02047
4/17/00
4/1810(
1302054
1125100
1/26/0(
1/25/00
1/26r0(
002054
002054
2,’t 0/00
2/17/0(
002054
2flO~O0
2!17/0(
fX)2066
1 I/8/99
11/18/9.~
2/25/0(
002056
2/17/00
002066
2/24~00
3/3~00’
002078
2/10/00
002080
002082
002083
002089
002090
4/17/00
002091
3/7100
002095
2/10/00
002095
2/1@00
002110
002113
3/24~00
3/24/00
002113
002113
3/2,4~00
002113
3/24/00
002130
11/8/99
11/16/99
002130
2/10/00
2/16/00
002134
1/25/00
2f7/00
002134
2/14/00
2/23/00
002134
4/18/00
511100
002142
1125100
2/15/00
002142
4119/00
4126100
002146
1/25/00
2/25/00
002146
’ 1125/00
2/25/00
002146
2/IO/L’~
3/2/00
002146
2/10;0’~
3/2/00
002147
12/31/99
II10/00
002147
4/17/~
4/27/00
)02179
112510~
2#3/00
~02179
1/25~(~
2/9100
302179
2J23/0~
2/13/00
302179
2/23/(R
3/13/00

pH TSS (mg/L) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (mg/LI TOC (mg/L) Pb (rag/L) Cu (m~L) Zn (m.~) AI (rag/L) Fe (rag/L) Ni (reg.’L) COD (rng/L) 8OD (rag/L)
70 ."
5
0 12
0 321
64
6
8
56
15~.
52
008
063
91
5
0
1
009
74
tO(J
6
62
64
012
035
65
7
57~
5
22
121
5
0 12
0 08
71
0 12
68
~
8.’
5
0 08
14.’
54
0 12
0 08
67
IC
6
5;
5
0 12
0 08
65
6 18
6 91
66
6 74

76
8C
24

83(
46(
151
3;

6
20

6 76
6 73
7 15
6 64
533
6 66
5 59
59

14~
81
4~
44~
19~
14(
3~
2(
3(
2~
I~
1~
5;

46
23
110
51
150
89
31
14
57
24
21
17
090
80
120
410

19
5
5
44
5
5

12
0 79
0~
2~

1 ;.2401
tO
14

17
570
15~

2’~
11

10
7
7
13
62
130
18
10
5
24
10
250
130
1380
630
44
42
68
26
10
10

180~
146
146
71(~
047
226
46
29
12
792
53

69
56
67
76
65
62
7

84
8
7~
2 62
6 71
6 35
3
6 4~
6~
6 6’~
7 1~
6 1~
60~
6 5E

6
6 6~
6
691
6 6~

55(

1 25
2 89
14
11

"i

5
18
18 8
32
31
130
11
51

9
10(
94
49
28
18

O~
0

17
16
55
55
63C
15C
74
65
44
55

005,~
0 09~
11
3
5
Page 17

0034
0 034

321
3

Facildy
Sequence ID Date of Storm Date Ana]x’zed
)02226
002255
002283
11,8199
11124/9~
002283
1118/99
t t/24i9~.
002283
~’~0~00
3/2/01
3/2/0(
002283
2/10f00
0O2294
002295
1 Ill 1/99
002295
2/4/00
D02334
2/21100
3/t 3/01
002334
2/21/1)0
3/13/01
002334
2-~1!0~
3/13/01
902334
3/3100
3,’21/01
002334
3/3/00
3/21/0(
002334
3/3/00
3/2t/01
002334
4/17/00
5/9/01
002334
4/I 7/00
5~9/001
002334
4/17t00
5/9/00
2/24100
002338
2/~2/00
002338
4/25’00
5/2/00
002342
002368
1/25/00
2/4/00
002368
1/25/00
2/4/00
002358
1/25/00
2/4/00
002368
2; I OtO0
[~):’:~’2
;.’ t 7,00
2/17/00

)0246}’
002467
002469
002469
002548
002548
D02548
002548
002548
002548
002548
002555
002555
D02555
002555
002555
002555
002555
002555
002555
002555
002566
002566
002578
002578
002582
002582
002583
002583
002595
002595
002596

4/t 7~OG
4/t 7/00

11/8~99
1118199
t 118199
1 t18/99
1/25/00
1125/00
t125/00
1/25/00
11/8/99
1/25/00
1/25/00
2/16/C0
t/6/O0
10/12/9!
1/26/00
t 1/8/99
1/25/01
11/9~99
4/25/00
4/25/01
4/25/00

pH TSS (mg/Ll SC (umhosicm) O&G (mgJL) TOC (m~Ll Pb (rag/L) Cu (rag/L) Zn (n’Kj/L) PJ (moJL) FB (rag/L) Ni (rag/L) COD (rag/L) BOD (ra!!L)
7
7 11
6 87
6 75

11
4~.
12;
t2~

270
4
230
141]

8
79
79
6 92
6 46
6 77
6 32
6 74
69
58
63
7 7"/
7 36

8~
8(
171
6;
t1
t.=
11
2~.
15
2=
2;
248(
282

16~
158
552
72 3
34 4
44
32
37 6
3~
36
46
229
19g

7.6
78
7
8
6 5"/

62
63
38
68
89 6

85
171;
111;
20~
438

4;’18101
4/18/00

68
68

480
1100

28~
50(

1/25/01
t/25/01
1/2.5/01
1/25/01
3/8/01
3/8/01
3/8/01

86
8B
9
9
(]
79
96
5 9,~
5 7"/
.5 96
6 17
6 9’6
6 82
6 02
6 28
6 14
6 05
7
74
9 67
10

1001
1601’
.340
98[

1601;
tO0(~
9~
100~

1/5/01
10/12/9.~
1/29/01
11/9/9~
1/26t01
1 t/9/9~.
5/4/0
5/4/01
5/4/01

6 24
7 41
7 01
7 3(]

161
27(
35~
64
42
31
4:
I(
t(
3."
6.=
3.=
2~
4~

911;
16~
256
749
1031;
1401
135
92
92
742
933
368
149
53

25

8

4.=
2

9~
89
3 13
|0 8
3 67
6 28
6 74
51t
7 86
6 74
6

.50 ~

0~

1,~

0 1~
0 1~

141]
263
138
138

0 14
4

31
3
6
4
0
0 ‘=
0
0
0
2
0 2~

161]

1 21

9~
31~
101

17 ,"
361
3.=
1~
14
311
7{
781

0 18

1,~
22 5
12
36
7
13
12

0 04
0 04

0 13
02

Facility
Sequence [D Date of Storm Date Analyzed pH TSS (mg/L) SC (umhos/cm) O&G Img/L) TOC (rag/L) Pb (mg,’L) Cu (rag/L) Zn (mg/L) AI (mg/L) Fe (n~/L) Ni (mOP-) COD (rng/L) BOD (rag/L)
i)0259~
2/22/0~
2/25/00 6 93
1
141
77
2/22/00
2/25100 8 1(~
1
125
63
302596
302596
1/27100
1/31100 7
10
198
29
860
230
~02597
1 I/8/99
11~’9/99 6 9
59
)02597
1/25/00
1125/00 7 68
33
47
75
!002597
2/14/00
2/14/00 7 6g
22
96
12
002597
3/8K~
3/8100 7 64
33
5
23
002600
002616
11;8/99
11/6/9.~ 6 6
22
291
56
002616
l 1/8199
11/8/99 66
17
391
66
002616
2/10/00
32
33
2/11100 6 8
90
002616
2/10/00
211 l/O0 7
15
142
23
002619
1/25/00
6 95
16
31
1C
0
002619
2/10/0~
6 65
117
115
1[
0 2~
0 23
01
002619
3/3/00
65
7
31
002621
10 46
718’99
7/12/99 6 5
24
392
6 11
0 198
0 09."
002621
7/8/99
7/12/99 5
1000
10 O;
40 6
0 209
93
0 ~}07
002621
1i/8/99
11/15/99 5~
128
418
277;
0323
32
0159
002621
I t/6/99
11/15/99 55
174
581
448
0413
156
0056
002621
1/25/00
1125/00 67
Ill
0065
1
38
0056
12
I7
002621
1/25/00
1/25/00 6 5
14
104
1 01
0 043
I 46
0 05
002627
1/25/00
1/26/00
85
4
53e
002627
1/25/00
1/26/00
87
4
53~
002627
1/25/00
1/26/00
84
4
51(~
002627
1/26/00
1~26/00 8,4
4
52C
002627
2/16/00
2/16/00
77
4
44(]
3
002627
2/16/00
2/16/00
70
4
490
002627
2/16/00
2/16/00 7
4
50(]
002627
2/16/00
2/16/00
77
4
460
002636
002639
002642
002644
12/31/99
1/4/00 7 08
96
290
002644
12/31/99
114/0( 6 88
51
20(]
002644
2/27/00
2/28/00 6 79
76
1213
5’
002644
2/27/00
2/26/00 6 6g
21
12(~
002651
002653
4/17/00
88
90
65
27
002653
4/17/00
65
70
51
’~!
1§
002657
002657
002657
002657
002657
002657
002657
002657
002657
002657
002660
002660
X)2660
)02660
)02660
~02660
)02660
1002660
)02660
)02661
1002661
)02666

11/8/99
1118199
11/6/99
1/25/00
1125100
1126/00
1;25/00
1/26/00
1116/99
1119/99
1125100
1125100
1/25100
1131/00
1~31i00
1/31~00
4/17/00
4/17,’~0
4/17/00
1/25/00
4/19/(X
2/23/00

1119/99 7
11/6/99 6 7
1118/99 7 ~
1125100 8 8
1/25/00 7 6
1/26/00 8
1/25/00
74
1/25/00 8 t
11/8/99 8
11/6/g9
77
1126/00
~
1/26/00 8 8
1/26/00 87
2/2/00
2/2/00
2/2/00
4/19/00 8 8
4119100 I0 7
4119100 8 8
1127100 6 43
4/19/00 5594
2/24/00 7 5

43
30
75
28
18
18
18
58
82
38
220
85
380

44(~
27(~
58(~
4
164
141
163
193
35(~
870
230~

101J
7‘:
9’:
0z
0~

90~

4 ..

0 78
I8
l 04
09
19

0~
1
41
12;
6
22
27 2

100
45
SO
136
117
107

167(]
279~
369~
104
107
148

0
4~
9;

Page 19

Facilrly
SequencelD Date Of Slorm OateAnaly’zed
?_J23~0~
2/24/0~
002666
002669
4/17K)0
4/17:0~
4/17/0~
002669
4/17/00
)02671
4117100
4/17/0~
002674
2/17100
2/19.’0(]
002674
2/! 7/00
~’17/0(]
002677
1 I/8/99
11/9/99
002677
11/8/99
11/919,9
DO2677
1/25/00
1/25/0~
902677
1/25100
1/25/00
~]O2692
1;25/00
1/25/0(]
902692
1125/00
1/25/00
302692
3~8/00
3/B/00
302692
3/8/0(}
3/8/0<
302693
302702
1125100
1/25/00
302702
1/25/00
1/27/00
30"2702
4/17/OG
4/18[00
302~02
4/17/00,
4/24/00
302702
4/7/0G’
4/18/00
302719
002724
2/10100
2/I 1/00
D02724
2/10/00
2/11/00
D02724
2/10/0~
2/11/00
002~’24
2/10/00
2/11/0~
302724
4/17/00
4/18~’00
302724
4/17.’00
4/18/00
302724
4/17/00
4/18.’00
302724
4/17;0(
4:18~00
I(302724
4;17t0(
4/18~00
’002724
4/17/0(
4/18~0(]
002724
4/17;0(
4/18/00
002724
2/10/0(
2/I 1/00
002724
2/10~0(
2/11/00
002724
2/10/0(
2/11/00
002724
2/10~0(
2/’11/00
002724
4/17/0(
4118/00
002724
4/17/0(
4/18/0~
002736
4/17/0(
4/19/00
002736
512410(
5/25/00.
002737
|/~7;0(
1117/00
002737
4/17/0
4/17/00’
002738
1/2410(
1/31/00’
002738
1124/0(
1/31/00
002739
11/8/9.
11/9/99
002739
11/8/9~
11/9,’99
002739
1125/0(
1/25/O0
002739
1125/0(
1/25/00
002739
|/25/0(
1/25/00
002739
1/25;0(
1/25/00
~02744
4/17/0(
~02744
2/’10/0(
1002750
2/10/0(
2/111001
~02750
2/10/0(
2/11/00
302750
2/10/0
2/, 1/0(
I002750
002754
002754
002754
002754
002754

2/10/0(
11~8/9~
2/10/0(
2/10/O
2/10/0(~
4/17/0(

2/1 I/0(
11/8/9
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
4/17/0(

pH TSS(m,g~L)! SC(umhos/cm) Ot, G(mg/L) TOC(mg/L) Pb (mg/L) Cu(m~/L} Zn(mg/L) A,l(mg/L) Fe(mg/L) Ni(mg/L) COD(rr~L) BOO(rng/L)
864
243
6
7
110
46
74
160’
38
8
11
50
7 3~
139
534
I I
6 4~
80
49 5
87
5 8,~
50
80 4
6
14
283
8
14
6
208
6
22,
108
22
65
161
78
8
18
7 ,~
If
125
1
7~
11f
122
11
7~
21
30
l
7
1~
25
3 ’~
6~

4~
13[

8
55
6
68
6.4
6
62
55
6~
71
57
64
65
6
63
58
7
6,9
67
57
68
6 98
63
68
7 28
7 14
7.17
8 02
8 17
8 79
803
65
7.1
65
63
65
62
10
64
66
66
66

38
9

96
25

3
5

44
41

150
64
11(
8.’
171
61
.5(
2~
3;
23~.
5(
7=
7~
4~
4~
1~
10(
151
8’=
5(~
8,~
14(~
13 =.
30--.
470(

37~
16.4

425
11~
88
7(~
16G2

240
201
241
176
71 3
355
442
270
255
371
503
11
129
76
258
207
1~4
369
640
50 4
424
159
100’
1220’
1530
752
922
401
55
1697
787
71
I1(
6(:’
971
316(
20/
8~
4(
47=

8

0 1~
01~
01,~
0 1~
0 I~
01~
0 It
0 I~
0 I~
0 I~
0 1~
0 1~
01~
01~
0 1~
01~
0 1E

7
8
5~
6
7
6
~
7
5
58
58
6
7~
5
~
1 .~
2

2
5
5
59
5
2.~

0 05
005
13 5
16 7
29 2
38 9
30
30
196
19 7
158
67

48
620
24
96
76
42

01
01
0L~6
0 02
0 18
02
0 17
02
0 02
0 34
0I
0 05
004
009
02
019
0 15

1 08
073
067
3 83
16
286
1 41
I 18
2 61
2 79
0 37
05
026
12
0 73
05
1 97

0 12

092

0 4;
0 2..
003~
004
0003~

9 6.=
3 0;
07;

0 05~.

0 6.~

05~.

6 03
314
246
1 75
1 14
1 13
13 2
2 72
3 65
25
1 57
0 99
062
487
18 2
334
1 63

6~
356
19~
1 93
I 33
461
12 5
5 26
4 zl
2 86
I 83
I 2=1
073
4~
17 3
326
1 83

0 07
007
007
0 07
008
01
0 O;
0
0 07
0 07
0 07
0 07
007
007,
0 0’;
00;
0 0;
150

1
31

1187
397

224
65

0 0.
0

0 35
0 28
31
38
53
0 96
1

00~
00/I

II

R0012600

"’I

R0012601

Fa~ity
SeqaencelD Oate of Storm DateAr~l;fzed pH TSS(m!~L) SC(umhos/cm} O&G(mg/L) TOC(mg/L) Pb(mg)L)lCu(mg/L) Zn(mg/. L) AJ(mg/L) Fe(rng/L) Ni(m~L) COD(rng/L) BOD(mg/L)
400
170
0
06.
4/| 7/00
41~ 7/00
5
4[.
002969
003.~
0081~
20
42 1
27
006~
002970
4117100
4/20/00 4 5~
4(.
=
28
3,C
0 03~’
0 031
2 7£
4/17/00
4i20/0~ 7 00
t.
33 3
002970
002977
1 I/8/99
1 I/8/99’
67
3~
97
002979
3z
85
002979
1118199
11/8/99
6~
11;8t99
1 l/8~39
7
12!
140
002979
120
002979
1117100
I11~0(} 8
65!
1117100
1118t00 7
160
5
002979
391
002979
1/17/0<
1118100 8 ~
140
210
8
002991
4117100
4/18/00 7 4,~
210
160
46
002998
9~6
002998
4/i7/0<
4,’18/00 6 9J~
330
580
84
63
0030~0
1~00
45
003000
1/25/00
5 56
56
383
98
003000
?./10/00
6 O;
003000
2/10/00
6 2~
478
10 9
003021
003043
00304~4
2/16/00
2/17/00 7 0-"
24
23
9
2/16/043
2/17/00 69;
31
45
9
¯’
003044
003044
2/10/00
2/14/00 6 IE
33
61
22
2/1410~ 6 6~
27
77
2JH
003044
2/I~0(~
1 05
003045
2/10/0(]
2/15/00 6 4~E
126
156
1
0 131
1760
40~
69~
1
042
4
003059
2/16/0(]
2/17/00 781
003059
4/17;0(]
4/18/00 7 5~
151
64
9[
0I
0 04
0 42
003057
003068
003072
1/25/0(]
1/25/00 6 (
59
187
10
1/’25/00
1;25/00 6 ~.
109
42
35
003072
003072
1/25/00
1/25/00 6 ;
85
4~
4
003072
2/21/00
2/21100 6 .=
6
36
25
2/2110(]
115
36
25
003072
2/21/00
6~
003072
2/21/00
2/21/0(]
6~
60
2C
45
003076
003119
003124
003126
!003126
333134
333135
2,2710~
3/9!00 7 01
9(]
29~.
77 ti
0 711
2;10/00
2/10/00
7
7 4:
0 48
303143
67
5;
303143
2/10/(X
2/10/0(:
68
48
7..,
5
15 41
2 77
2/10/0,
11 9
303143
2/10/0(
68
6’~
22...
0 523
303143
2/21/0(
2/21/(X
67
13
3~
37
2 34
2/21100
303143
2/2110(
67
202
3~.
46
3 82
:333~143
2/2110(
2/21/0
67
182
6,’
6
33314,’.5
1/27/0(
1/27/00 6 22
7(:
71
20’
0 405
0 652
0 945
303145
1;27/0(
1129t00 6 82
76~
1 26
3(~
57
0 147
0854
003145
1/27/0(
1/29/0( 6 69
2C
75 1
46
2 18
0 26~
0 771
003146
1/25/0(
1/28/0( 606
(:
02~
83
21;
003146
3/9/0(
, 3~910(
63
11
003148
003169
2/23/0(
2/23/0( 7 41
I[
34 7
003169
2/23/0(
2/23/0( 6 72
14[
24 3
003’169
2/23/0(
2/23/0( 7.16
141
31 3
003169
2;23/0(
2/23/0(
72
10~
37 6
003170
1/25/0(
1/25~0( 7 03
21C
0 t2
13 3
003170
1/25/0(
1/25/0( 7 03
17..:’
0 12
12.3
003170
2/23/0(
2/23t0( 6 43
14;
36 3
003170
2/23/0(
2_,/23/0( 7 37
15;
61 7
003173
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R0012603

R0012604

R0012605

Facility
Sequence ID i Date ol Storm Date Analyzed
003545
4/19;0~
1/25/0(
003552
003552
4/I 7/0~
003553
2/15;0~
003554
2/1410C
2/15/0C
003555
lr25/0,£
1;28,’05~
003557
003560
1117/0’~
1/18~0(
1/1710C
1/18/0(;
003560
003560
1/17/0C
1/18/0(
003560
2/10/0~
2/11/0(
2/10~0(
2/11,1~
003560
003560
2/I0~0~
2/I I/0(
003566
003575
1/2.5~X
1/2510(
1/25/0(
1/2510(
003575
003575
4/2710(
4/27/0(
003575
4/27i0~
4/27/0(
003576
003586
003587
1/25/0(
003587
4/17/0(
003587
4/24/0(
003587
4/24/0(
003587
1/25/0~
1/30/0C
003587
003593
2/1110C
2/11/0(
003593
4/17/0~
4119~0(
00.3609
2~10/0(
2/I I/0(
0(~36 t 5
2/14,’0~
2/14/0(
4/17,0
411710(
003615
003628
1~25~0~
1/25/0(
003628
1:25/0(
112510(
003628
1/25;0(
1/25/0(
003628
1/25/0(
1/25/C(
003628
1125/0(
1/25/0(
003628
112510(
1/25/0(
003528
1/25/0
1/25/0(
003628
II25~0(
1125/00
003628
1/25/0(
1/25/00
003628
1/25/00
1/25/0(
003628
1/25/0(
1/25/00,
003628
1/25/0(
1/25100
003628
1/25/00
1/25/0(
003628
1/25/00,
1/25/00
003628
1/25/00
1/25/00
003628
4/17/00
4/17/00
003628
4/17/00
4/17/00
303628
4/t 7/00
4/17/00
~03628
4/17/00
4/17/(~
303628
4/17/00
4/17/00
;)03628
4/17100
4/17100
003628
4;17100
4/17/00
D03628
"4/17/00
4117/0~
D03628
4117/0(
4/17i00
003628
4!17/00
4/17t00
003628
4/1~/00
4/17/00
003628
4/17/00
4/17100
003628
4/17/00
4/17/C~
D03628
4/1710~
4/17/C~
003628
4117/00
4117100
003628
4;17/00
4/17/00

I (rag/L) AI (rag/L) Fe (mg/L) Ni (mg/L) COD (rnG/L) BOD
pH TSS Imo~/L) SC (umho~cm) O&G (rag/L) TOC (rag/L) Pb (mg/L) Cu (m~L) Zn
916
77
4 6.(
215
4
68
19 3
59
74
6 ...
187
89
0 O;
01
0 04
38
5
7 .~
6 ...
26
0 064
120
29~J
46 3
0 05~
0 084
0 93E
6 8(

7~
7~

34
8
19
11
20
20

106(]
10,’
243
14(]
4~
58

7 ."
7~
6 2;
59

33
69

53
94
65

7 (.
7 ;=
9 ."

74
7
69
67
74
73
7 49
5 87
69
7
76
78
7
69
64
74
77
75
51
7
88
76
8
66
68
62
69
73
76
68
76
75
74
63
82
7~
64
77
7
6?
63
88

76
22
146
I O~
94
181
47
34
12
36
5
126
26
7,4
.5
20C
35(]
7~
6~
12(]
Lc
11(
15(
31
34(
5~
6:
22[
9~
5(
11~
9(
7;
29(
13(
23(
4~.
9(
5(
35(

24
24E
27~
171
1~
I~

5!
5
5
5
5
5

13(

1~
1;
18(
7~
4[
1530(
16~
120(
191
39;
2240(
31.’
37:
16~
275(
16700
41200
226
89700
237
200
01
2800
100
200
200
200
400
30~
46700
400
100
48
100
500
900

7
4
4

0 445
0 34
0 03

0

0 4;

3."
3,~
3;
3~.
14!
311
24
39
27
67
83
23
28
33
21
98
12
76
94
13
20
94
26
36
88
13
14
59
14
52
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0 0214
0 02
0 0608
0 02
0 152
0 02
0 0612

0
0 105
0 105
0
0 14~
0
0

0 678
0 888
1 34
0 485
I 43
0 678
0 623

0 0376
0 01~
0 0351
0
0 06~
0 015~
0 01

0 02
002
002
0 021
0 0331
0 027

0
0
0
0
0
0

0 628
02
I 19
1 03
0 78
0 47

0 01!
001
00115
0 37~
0 0145
0 022

0 0483
0031
002
0 0382
0060~
0 023~
0 0722
0 02

0 10‘=
01
01
0!
01
0 141
01
01

0 74~
0477
048~
0 441
0681
’4 2~
0 54~
02

0 022~
0015.’
0014
0 016~
0015~
0 059..
0 035
0 01

0 0224

0 12.=

0 64.

0 028-=

0 22~
0 84£

0 01
0 019,=

00~
0 0865

0 11
01

I

7650

Fac~I~y
~equencelD Dale o/ S~on’n Da~eAnal~ed pH T$S(m~I-) $C(umhos/cm) O&G(m~/L) T~(m~L~ Pb(m~L) Cu{m~L)~Zn(~] ~(m~) F~(~) Ni(m~) COD(~)

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

71
7~
11

~3628
~3628
~3628
~3529
~3629
~3629
~29
~31
~32

41171~
4~17/~
4/17/~
I~
1/25/~
~2~’~
~2~

4117/~
M171~
4/17/~
1/2~
112~
~’2~
~2~

67
6e
67
72
64
7
7

6~
9(
8E
7(
38E
47E
~

4~
4~
2~
670
I~
52
45

~37
~2
~72
~74
~367~
~3874
~76
~3676
~3678
~3681
~3681
~81
~3683
~3685
~136H5

~1~

~1~

83

3~

350

~111~
~

62
76
74
78
69
82

2~
1C
1C
2~
2C

112
40
t~
53
27
35

1/25~
~I~
4117/~

88
67
6

2C
9~
t 5C

62
39
9~

2/1~
2,15~

~z24~ 4 6
~24/~ 5 18

1~

62
49

¯ , ~. ~,

,’ :,t ~}

5,2~ 898

113

69

~3689

4,~7,~

4i18~ 6 12

172

~3690
~3691
~369~
~3705
~3705
~3705
~37 t 1
~3712
~3716
~3726
~3733
~3738
~3740
~3742
~3750
~3750
~3750
~3750
~3750
~3750
~3752
~3752
~3752
~3752
~3756
~3762
~3762
~3770
~3770
~774

4/i 7/~
4/17/~
4/17/~
1/25/~
1/25/~
1/251~

4/1~ 73
4/2~,
41191~, 5 82
1/25/~ 7 3
1/2~, 66
1125i~, 7 5

4~
77~
I~
1~
3~
4;

88
94
43
710

11/~99
~21/~
~

11/I~99 6 14
~211~
8
68

44C
4C
16C

440
154~
192

1/25/~

63

11

33

1/28.’~
~1i/~
~11/~
~11/~
~11/~
~11/~
~21/~
~21/~
1/25/~
I~
~2T/~

87
42
6
66
87
68
8 49
8~8
7 04
7 38
8

2E
6;
2~
2~
2E
2E
16C
7~
4;
8~

15~
24~
320
180
28
91
36
44
86
58
34

8[
7~
11
2(
1
5z
8~
6z
6~

76
71
119

21~
17=
11~

16
126
I ~9

5~
~
13 ;

2~1/~
2/1~
~1~
~1~
2/1~
~

I~
1/2~
~1~

2/21/~
~21100
i/27~
1/27/~

~

00~
0~2;
0 ~1[

0 128~
0 lj
0 ~i

00355
0023
0 0167

3 lZ
221
0 86~

19 ~
3;

02~

04

04;
36
2 I~
6C

I[

8~

0~
0~

0 25
0 25

0 46
0 36

01

005

033

0
0 ~J

0 723
20
0 01

0 52

0 05

1~
1~
58

1~[
13~
24(

54
001
81
07

7E
61
54
1~
2{
12 ~
13

11
1~
19

322

0 12
0014
0012
0 ~84
0 ~7
0 22
0 12

0 051
069
025
0 14
0 057
0 22
07
026
0 29
028

~
1

0t1
28
18
089
0.62
0 68
1 38
084
0 78
1 19
0 17

01

0 626

2 5~

0 23
0 51
0 013
12
0014
0012
0 ~4
00~

0 33

6
43
t3

Facildy
Sequence ID Date o~ Storm Date Analyzed
003774
2/10~0(
2/28~0(
2/10/0(
2/28/0(
003774
003774
4/18/0(
5/t/0(
003774
4/18/0(
5/110(
003181
2/12/0(
211110(
2/9/0(
003781
112510(
003785
1/25/0(
1125/0(
2/20~0(
003785
2/21/0(
003787
1~25/0(
t/28/0(
~X)3787
1/25/0(
1/28/0(
003787
1/25/0(
1/28/0(
303787
1/25/0(
1/28/0(
1/25/0(
112810(
D03787
303791
411710(.
4118/0(
303793
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
303803
2/14/0(
2/1510(
~03803
4/18/0(
4/19/0(
303826
303829
3/8/0(
3/8/0(
303834
1/25/0£
2128/0(
303852
1/25/0(
!003852
1/25/0(
303855
303857
1117/0(
1/17/0(
303857
2/11/0~
2/11/0(
303860
4/17/0(
4/1710(.
303860
2/14/0(
2/14/O
303860
1125/0(
1125/0#.
303860
11/8/9~
11/8/9~c
303861
2/10/0£
2/11/0(
303861
2/10/0(
2/1110(
303864
t 1/16~9~
~03864
3/21/0(
303874
2/10/0
2/11!0(
~03876
1/21/0(
1/31/0(
303876
1/25/0(
1/3 I/0(
303876
1/2510(
1131/0£
303876
4118/0(
4/24/0(
303876
4/I 8/0(
4/24/0(
303876
4/18;0(
4/2410(
303879
303901
303909
303914
4/14/0(
4/20/0(
303914
2/16/0(
2/’18/0(
303920
2/10;0(
2/10/0(
~03920
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
i003920
4/1710(
4/17/0(
303920
411710
4/17/0(
~)03925
303926
303927
t 1/8~9£
11/9,~9~.
~3(]3927
I/17i0(
1118/0(
003929
2/10/0(
2/I 1/0(

oo393~

003939
003939
003939
003939
003940
003940
003943

2/23/0(
2/10/0(
2/t0/0(
2/23/0(
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
12/15~

2/23/0(
2/t 1/0(
2/~ ~/0(
2/23/0(
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
12/15/9~

pH TSS (mg/L) SC lumhos/crn) O&G (rag/L) TOC (mg/L) i Pb (rag/L) Cu (rag/L) Zn (m~.~L) At (mq/L.) Fe (mg,’L) Ni (m,9/L) COD (regaL) BOD (rag,L)
667
65
6;
10’
9 55
0 51
I 14
229
16(’.
101
II6
I 51
2 97
6 74
6 18
33
10(
1(
0389
0 189
143
24‘=
0 564
6 28
393
6 87,
78
58
11 5
71
6 67i
156
605
7 12.
27
71
64
1(
8 33
7 361
9 9~
6 0(
10
31£
2 .~
0 35(
0 584
1 26
1 97
6 85
66
5 7(
146
145
2 ;:
0 12‘=
0 241
0 906
3 08
6 78
180
5 7~
85
15£
I
0 20;=
0 406
I 16
I 17
4 23
150
5 8~
32
16 £
0 00(
0 025
0 271
0 229
0 474
16
6 2"~
141
16,4
2 :,
0~
07
1 42
2 61
8 59
250
7 01
15
161~
16 ;
0 31
0 12
30
41
61
7I
6(
I I0
6 5:
6 0;
5;
3(

1
12
37
43

22
54
96
10(

6
5
6 1‘=
6 11
7 2(
6 4."
8
8
5
5
6 1;
6 71
6 6(
60;
6 6."
6 71
,5 7‘=

46
32
10
10
15
33
360
30
8
7
44
85
66
25
25
38
5

27£
40
64

22
6 2.’
6 8~
7 2.=
6~31
58(

6~
2~.

138
85
75
28

2~
4£
3~"
3~

38
39

6 38:
73
72

852
55(]
37

1002
100(
12~

I0
200
8

I]3
7(]
134
63
138
32
295

0
64£

26

7 3=
7=(
6 B~.
7.0~
6
6
7~

25
75
7 12
1 29

I9
I5

4 46
0 96

0 78

2 56
2 21

026

7,4
53

11
171

10
96

11(~
5(~
4~
22(~
74

5’
5
5
5
5

0 7;
8~
7~

7,4
42
0 07
003
0 13
0 05
0 02

29
0
28
0 22
12

3
05
1
1
0 28

0 54
11
8,4

24
10(

3~

15(

0 02

16
13
45
86 5

0 07

0 t9

0 01

101

158(]
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Facilrty
!SecluencelD Dateo~St(~rm Date Analyzed
003949
003954
003961
2/10/00
2/1110(
003961
2/10/00
2/I 1/00
003961
1 I/8/99
11/8/99
003961
11/8/99
11/6/99
003963
1/25/00
1/26/00
003966
1/25/00
1/26/00
003966
2/10/00
2/11/00
003967
003970
003983
1/25100
1125/00
003983
1/25/00
1/25/00
003983
2/10/00
2/10/00
003983
2/10/00
2/10/00
003988
4/17/00
4/20/0(
003990
003,993
2/14/00
2/14/00
003998
4/17/00
4/17/00
004003
OO4OO4
OO4010
004011
1/25/0(
1125/00
004011
4/16/00
4/16/00
004012
4/17/00
004024
2/10/00
2/10/O0
004024
2/10/00
2/10/O0
004024
4/17/00
4/17/00
004024
4/17/00
4/17!00
004027
4/17/00
4/20’00
004027
4/17/00
4/20/00
004033
004050
1/25/00
1/25/00
004050
11/8/99
11/6/99
004071
1/24100
1/25/00
004071
1~24/00
1/25/0(
004071
1/24/00
1/25/00
004071
1/24!00
1/25/00
004071
1/24/00
1/25/00
004071
1/24/00
1/25/00
004071
2/16/00
2/10/O~
004071
2/16/00
2/10/0~
004071
2/10/00
2/10100’
004071
2/10/0(
2/10/00.
004071
2/10/00
2/10/00
004071
2/10/0~
2/10/00
004074
004079
0O408 I
004086
211410(
004088
2/16/0(
004092
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
004092
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
004101
1/25100:
1/27/0(
004101
2/16/001
2/17/0(
004103
111/00
lil/0(
004103
1/1/00
1/1/0(
004103
1/25/00
1/25/0(
004103
1/25/00
1/25/0(
004105
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
004105
1/25~00
1/25/0(
004105
1/25/0(
1125/0(

pH TS$ (rag/L) SC(umhos/cm) O&G(n~L) TOC(mg/L):Pb(mo/L) Cu(m.o)L) Zn(m.~) ,aJ(mg/!..)i Fe(mg/L) Ni(mg/L) COD(rag/L) BOD(n~/L)
7
64
6 (]
8
65
6E

99D
1030.
66
407
5
34
50

11C
1E
358
423
5(;
89 2
43

15
45
35
12 5;
11
0
1
3

7
7
72
72
7 05

1;
41
4.=
1.=
4~

10~
92
46~J
556
476

67
7 13

2~
13.=

561
313

7 04
631~
10 98
62
65
70
68
74
76

4!
10.=
14{
161
17~
171
171

695
215
0 58
446
238
15(]
38(]
587
595

6 31
6 13
7.16
7 56
75
7 47
7 76
762
72
76
7
62
66
79

5=.
16~

4(.
51
11
6{
27~
3.=

4(]
30(]
62
62
7(]
213
135
214
4(]
46
7(]
226
66
311

797
6 85
6 38
747
6.9
7
74
725
7 43
7 39
7 42
7064
75

4~
1~
6~.
I~
I~
4,q
46
69;
21,~
8"~
3~;
123
4,~

0 24
0 29
37
63
40
38
204
253
20(J
340
140
240
83

3~
4

41
31
12C
16C
1 25

2 15

0:

21

2 ‘=
I
43~

O 583

0 00(
05

029."

0 17
1 11

8 66
0817

1 3;

233

324

0 5E
7(
1(
1(
6

2 28

0 0.=
00.=

0 11
005

14
15
14
41
26
15
77
92
11
3(]
18
14

0 55
028

0 52
03

0 62
028

0 52
4
0 11
0 25
0 25
0 73
0 23
0 I1
O 08!
0 16
0 32
I2
084
0 14

!2
45

22
93
3~
32
4."
5~
31
4.~
3~
3;
2[
11~
I1(
6=

2 95
97
45

002
~"

1
2 4{
1 2.
0 5~

15
092
0 27
0 26
1 29
0 59
0 28

1 94
045

2 ~=
088
05
O8

24
058
07
I~2

1
4
18
16
8
28
I
3
9
11
29

Facility
SequencelD Date of Storm Date.Analyzed pH TSS(mg/1.) SC(umhos/cm)iO&G(n~L) TOC(mg/L] Pb(mg/L) Cu(mg/L) Zn(moj/L) Al(m~v’L) Fe(mgfL) Ni(mg~L) COD(rag/L) BOD(mg/L)
38(~
87
4/17~00
4! t 7/00 80~
004105
44
7
4111i00 7 52
2~
00410.5
4/17!00
100
4/17/00
4/17/00 846
82
004105
0041 t6
2r24100
340
2124;00 7 4 !
242~
E)04119
61(:
220
004119
3/6/00
3/6/00 793
4 9.=
6 8~
77
O 49
1125/00 8 9
7~
333
004124
1/25/00
19
0 57
0 7~
I 53’
352
¯ ,)4124
1/25,~0
1~z5/00 8 8
10 6
8
0 78
5 8~
2/22/00
18
7;
10200
004124
2/14/00
0 35
1 9(
4 58
461
17
004124
2114/00
2/22/00 6 ~
4;
004i35
504136
3/8,’CO 3 3~
230
004141
3/8/00
004141
3/8/00
"3/6/00 6 32
29
~.
2/16/00
6
150
4-"
004141
2/16/00
8 28
44
2/16/00
2/16/00
7
61
004141
004142
004147
188
1125/00
1/25/00 7
I(
004158
182
004158
1/25/0(]
1/25/O0
7~
26!
127
11
004158
3/8/00
"3/6/00
8;
131
1 2=
)04158
3,’6/0(~
3/8/00
004159
004160
021
054
83
004162
1/17/0(]
1120]0(] 74E
40’
98[
4 t,"J(]

4/18,’C~

73~

192

28[

I1 7

02[

036

037

006

232

=~14t’~.
004t91

*~ t;’~k;
2, |0,0~

4;16/0~
2/17t0~

91=
7

916
18

211
71

124
4

00(
004{

002
02

042
04

002

16~

004193
004193
004193
004196
004196
004197
004197
004207
00421 t
00421 ~
004211
004211
]04213
304213
04214
~)04215
~)0,1223
304226
304228
[]04228
004229
004235
004235
0042,49
004250
0O4252
O04254
004257
OO4257
004259

1118/0~
1/2.~0~
2/10/0(]
112~0~
2/21/0(
2/16/0(
4/17/0(

1119/@
1/25/0~
2/10/0(
4/3/0(,
4/3/0(
2/11/0(
411717(

7."
7;
73
6 52
6 15
7.6
7~7

64
11
20
33
2
2
8

68[
46(
33(
90.=
2~
141
14."

15
5~
58
10

20
0 03

026
0 0(3
0 06

3/6/0(
3/8~0(
411710(
4/1710(
2/16/0(
2/20/0(

3/8/0( 6 89
3/9/0( 6 91
41|9/0(
56
4119/0( 5 09
2/16/0( 626
2/25/0( 621

7
9
64
33
33

74!
21
21
94
94

0044
0015

295
0 107

2/16/0(
4/17100
2/16/0(

2/16/0(

43
1(~
4!

38
90
38

0 49

13

0 4~

1

472
4~

517
80

0 ."

1

2/19/00

6U
5 .~
68

2/1410G
3~6/00

2/15/00 7 46
3/9100, 7 19

2/~4100

2/15/00 7 19

t 1/6/99
1/25/00
1/25!00

76
75
9

1/27/00

8c.

150

12(
4~

98 3
17
20

2[
I;
7."~
21

1(3

t(~
1(]

826
31 71

01
01

5
5
5

51

0 71
Page 31

93

R0012611

Facility
SequenCelO ’OateotStorrnlDateAnalyzed
304437
1~25/0(
1/25/0~
04450
304450
1/25/0~
1/25/0~
2/|8/0~
304450
2/16~)~
04458
2/10/0(
2/11/0~
304458
2/10/0(
2/11/0~
2:10/0(
2/1 li0~
304458
304458
4/~ 7/0(
4/18J0~
4/17/0(
4/18/0~
304458
~04458
4/17/0(
4/18/0~
304459
2/10/0(
2/17/0~
304459
2/10~0(
2/t 7/0~
304459
4/17/0(
4/20/0("
4/17/0(
4/20/0~
304459
304462
4/! 7/0(
4/17/0~
304467
t/2~0(
1/26i0~.
304467
1/25/0(
1/26/0(
1/2510(
1/’26~0~
304467
304467
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
304467
2/t 0/0{
2/|0/0(
304467
2/10/0(
2/10/0{
304470
304473
1/7/0(
~04473
3~8/0(
304474
304482
304489
,04497
1/25/0(
t/2~0(
304497
11/8/9.~
11/9/~
~4506
304.514
2/1610(
304514
2/16~0(
3O4515
304516
2/10/0(
2/t 1/0(
~04516
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
304517
304518
~/2510(
304518
2/16/0(
304519
304520
4/t 7/0(
4/20/0(
304521
004526
2/10/00
3/2/0(
004526
4/t7/00
4/28/0(
004532
004533
~04539
2/14/00
2/18~0(
304539
2/14/00
2/18/0(
004539
2/t4/00
2/18/0(
004539
4/18/0G
6/2/0(
004539
4/18/00
6/2/00
004539
4/18/00
6t2/0(
004552
004553
2/17/00
2/22~00
004553
2/17/00
2/22/0(
0045~4
004574
1/25/0(
~/~5/0(
004574
2/]0/00
2/| t/0(
004578
’i!~510(
~/26/0(
004578
2It 1/00
2/t6~0(
004578
4/t8/00
4118/0(
004578
4118/00
4/18/0(
004578
4/18/00
4/18/00

pH TSS(mg/L) SC(umhos~cm) jO&G(mg~L) TOC(mg/L] Pb(mg/L) Cu(m.q/L) Zn(mg/L) PJ(mg/L) Fe (m~/L] Ni(n’~/L) COD(rng~)IBOD(rr~/L)
8 65
7 66
8 24
3 12
3 86
4 48
367
5 43
4 32
49
5=7
32
64
64
7
78
73
77
8
73

556
51
132(]
402
728
574
190~
28C
45C
1E
~
20~
342
10~
10~
3~
58(~
5(~
5(~
~2(

2 lC
36(~
20~
230~
50(~
280(
2800(
230(
780(
! 1.=
37E
1 t7~
18~.
6~
37~
16;
48.=

6 72
9 54

5~
16~

23(
83 8

73
62

4(
3,~

61
150,

5
5
7
5
5
5
11
5
9
23
24
13
12
5

11
8~
"

48
22
104
106
73
67 2

10(
71
241
2
52 3

0 03
0 01
0 15
001
001
0 0~

00~
0 0;=
0 lz
001
001
0 0;

36(3
1900
60{]
220G
58(]
130~

3391
1900:
740
3200
64
960

0 1~
0~
1 01
00;
00~.
0 2;

36
2 39
20 4
1 65
221
2 73

0

1
55
5 53
4 42

702
7 ~6

111
39;

42
52

3
37

69
73

1~

63
17

~
5

6 38

2!

222

12

6 23
5 62

t~

45
104

7 06
35 5
77

6 34
6.62
6 75
6 15
6 14
62

2;
11
I,~

28
44
61
420
450
420

6 78
6g

5
5

120
120

77
72
7
6?
7 6:]
6 B~
6 I]

tSC.
4~
5~
6.~

3]0
t70
5~0
280

30(
tz
2,"

52
160

5."

003
004

0 011

17(~
15(~
20~

.
=

5

Page 33

6 03
4 64
065
057

22

2

0 11
0 53

03
04

0
0 5~

1 07

Facihty
Sequence ID Date of Storm Date Analyzed

oo~584

004601
004609
004620
004620
004623
004623
004623
0~4623
004624
004624
004624
004624
004624
004628
004628
004629
L,~4629
004629
004634
004634
004634
004634
004634
004634
004634
0(}4634
004659
004689
004715
[)04715
004715
004715
[}04715
004715
004719
004719
004719
004720
004735
004735
004735
004735
004735
004735
304736
304736
304736
304741
004741
004741
[.)04741
004745
D04745
~04746
004752
004759
004759
304759
004759
304759

:~7~

"
Zn (mgtL) ~ (mg/L) Fe (mg/’L) Ni (regaL) I COD (rag/L) BOD (rag/L)
pH TSS (rag/L) SC (umhos/cm) !O&G (n"~L) TOG (roD/L) Pb (m~L)Cu (rag/L)

I

4/1710~

4/18/0~

6

1125,’00
1125~00
2/tCvOg
2/16/00
1118/99
I tt8/99
11/8/99
1/26/0(]
1/25,/00
2/15~)0
4119/00
1/25/00
1/26/00
2/16/00
1/25/0~
1125/00
1/25/00
1/25/00
2/I 0,’00
2/10/00
2/10/00
2/10/00

1/25/0~
1/25,’00
2/16/0g
2/16,~fl
| 1/8/99
11/8~J9
11/8/99
I;25/00
1/25,/00
2/16/00
4/19100
21110(]
2/11/00
2/19/00
113110(]
1i31/00
1/31100
1131100
2/16/0~
2/16/00
2/16/00
2/16/00

6
6
7
6
7;
6
78
6 c.
7
6~
7 -’:
6 8E
6 67
6 7.’
6 3~
6 1~.
6
6 4~
6
5 6~
3 24
5

1125,00
1~Z5/00
1125/00
Z~16/00
2/16~00
2/16/00
2/16/00
Ii25/00
1/25/00
4/17/00
2/t6/00
2/10/00
2/22/00
2/21/00,
3/8/0,0
3/8/00
2/10/0(
2/11100
3/6/00’
4/17/001
1125/0~~
112510(
4~17/0(
t/25,’0(
411710(

1125100
~/25100
1125/00
2/16/0~
2/16’00
2/16100
2/22/0(3
i/26/00
t/20/00
4/19;00
2/10/00
2/1~00
2/25/00
2/25/00
3/5/00
3/6/00
2/10/00
2/25/00
3/8/00
4/19/00
1/26/00
1/26/00
4119100
1/26/00
4/19/00

7 23
7 44
6 5|
6
6 38
6 95
6 4£
6 45
6 76
5 38
5 91
5 8~

83

14(;

13

225
12
25
19
48
20
24
28
113
360
210
80
170
80
38
25
85
12

3~
3~
3~
3~
12;
32,4
192
81
I1~
40(
13~
627
49?
18~
50 1
46
31C
18

15
3
I9
62
33
2t
1 9’
3
3
8
67
20
90
36

50
30

6 .~
7~
2z
31

8 ."

10 5
10
10

15[
171
71;

6530’
243
5
27
21
742=
20"
157=

260(
248
t2C
88
7£
174(,
14(;
27£

41 6
10
5
5
5
45

23~
36

743
66
68
68
67
82
6

3;
1;
2;
3~
1;

27
18 9
52 4
52 2
17 8
58
98

7
7

3:
I(
3;:
2~"

67
0 67
13
11
I6
9
t
09
14

0 011
025

0 06-~
0 2£

0 34
1~

0 43
12

0 024
0091
0 056

0 028
008~
0 93

0 02
074
0 016

18
27
03

0 041

00~

013

15

0 02
0 02
0 02
0 02
0 02

0 11
0 05
0 05
0 02
0 04

40.=

130~
28S
215(~

236
5
85

0 13
0 13
029
0 12
069
13
0 18
0 27
0 11

11(
4

1365
1622
391

31
571
t(

0 0‘‘
00~
054
00~
007
0 tE
0 0~
0t3
OOE

7

3~
13~.

6 98
668
5 4~

01
01
0 13
0
01
01
0 05
01
01

05
05
05
1 11
2
9 .~
5
27
28
54
24

,
1/25/0(
I,;25~(
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
2/23/0(

2/23/0(

7
69
66

65

~

15
15
9
7
56

15
11
13
8
6

~

~
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v’ ;’. ;’:,

o o~ o o~

00Z
00~
00~
00~
00~
0 0"~
00z
00Z
00/

68
43
17
39
335
145
140
64
54

Fac~l~
SequencelD Date of Storm DateA~lyze,d pH TSS(rng/L] SC(umhos/c~) O&G(mg/L) TOC(mg, tl.) Pb(mg/L) Cu(mg/L) Zn(rn~)L Al(mg/L)IFe(rn~L) Ni(mg/L) COD(rng/L) BOD(mg/L)
004968
2/16/00
~18~00 6 93
83.
05
38
004970
4/17/00
4/21/00 6 31~
42 1
0017
004974
0~1977
1125/00
1126/00 722
15~.
1400
05
17
004977
3/4100
3/6/00 6 94
2(
373
05
3
004994
12/31/99
1/3~00
94
27
8
I
004994
2/20!00
2/21/00 5 8
27
2I
18
3
904994
2/20/00
2/21/00 5 ~
1(
12:
3
22
4
~,
~4995
11/8/99
11/’9/9
6~
1(
14 !
27
95
D04995
1/25/00
1/26/00 6 9
1(
32,
11
005001
1/25/00
1/25t00 7 7
4=.
950
86
005001
2/10/00
2/11/0( 8
29(
580
14
305011
11/8/99
64
1,~
250
13
305011
1118/99
83
21
67~
~05011
2/10/00
93
51
137(
3
z~;
]05011
2/10/00
I0 01
260
3
305012
1116/991
6 67
17;
315
3 79
]05012
I 1/6/9{
,5 86
10;
14
9~
305012
11/6/~
7 34
52;
301
2 37
]05012
12/31/9~.
6 78
6~
10,’
14
]05012
12/31/9~.
7 35
47(
I 1;
14
]05012
12/31/9~.
7 87
421~
29;
14
]05013
1/25~0(
76
130(
1031
3
82
]05013
1125/0(
78
658(~
48,"
27
305013
1/25/0(
75
77~
4C~
2
25
=
]05013
3/8/0(
8 09
12.
133;
4
29 3
~05013
3/8/0(
7 78
345
116(
2
25 5
]05013
3/8/(X
570~
7 78
80z
3
36 6
1005019
4/17/0(
4/18/0(
7
3~
15(
58
000~
031
0BE
001
]05020
1/25/0(
1/31/0( 5 95
3;
54 =
005027
111710(
1/21/0( 2 89
423
956(
17
240
005027
1/17;0(
I/21/0( 7.11
853
58;
10
236
005027
2/10/0(
2/11/0( 7.19
271
9~
10
166
005027
2/10/0(
2/11/0( 6 79
14C
10~
10
144
005035
2/16/0(
2/1110(
89
32
31~
72
005063
005064
2/16/0(
56
6(~
13(
2
005072
005079
005091
4/I 7/0~
4/18~0(
72
45
11(
12
0018
0 IZ
096
001
005093
2/10/0~
2/14/0~ 6 54
19
8(
0 039
005093
2/16/0(~
2/14/0~
66
69
10(
0 03~
00509~
11/6/9g 6 6
11/8/9~
10
20(
6
0 67
0;
0 69
005096
1/25/0(~
I/26/0(~
7
12
5~’
5
0 12
0
005098
2/10/0~
2/17/0~ 6 4’
65
181
56
005131
3/516~
3/7/0~
7 1:
64
17~
0 07
2
3
005131
3/5i0(~
3/7/0~
0 07
2
3
=
005131
3/5/(Y
3/7/(~ 7 O.
53
174
0 07
005131
3/5/(~
3/7/0(3 7 18
78
34~
005132
2/11/0~
2/I I/0~ 8 081
180
738
39
34(
0 084
4
005132
2/11/0~
2/11/0~ 7 331
145
245
10
4."
88
3
005133
1/26/0~
112610(] 7 1;
490
182
008
005133
1/26/0(~
1!26/0(] 7 3.=
97
401
0 05
3
3
00S133
1/26/0~
1/26/0~ 7 3~
138
48~
021
15
1.=
005133
1/26/00
1126/0(~ 7 3;
1380
53(~
0 27
5~
6:
005133
2/10/0~
2/1110(~
310
171
0 12
005133
2/10/(30
2/1110(I 70~
512
256
0 15
22
2~
005133
2/10/00
2/11/0(] 7 1~
230
574
036
7
8
005133
2/10/0~
2/11/0~ 7 2[
2 28
966
41
34
005146
1/25/0~
1/26/00 5 8."
76
54
20 ~
005146
2/10/00
2/14100 6.47
005152

R0012616

Facildy
Sequence ID Date of Storm Date hz~al~ed
005561
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
305561
2/10/0(
2111/0(
305561
4/17:0(
4/19/0(
305561
4/17,’0(
4/19/0(
305561
4/17/0(
4/19~0(
305.561
411710(
4119/0(
4/19/0(
1005561
4117/0(
005592
11/8;9(
11/9/0(
005592
111710(
1/18/0(
005602
005604
2.r23.~0(
2/24/0(
005608
1/25f0(
1/2510(
005619
005620
2/14/0(
2/14/0(
3/8/0(
005620
3/8/0(
005647
005692
9/21/9c.
9/22/9(‘
005692
9/21/9(
9/22/9(
005692
9/21/9(
9/22/9(‘
005692
9/21/9(
9/22/9.~
005692
9/21/9~
9!22F:J(‘
005692
9/21/9~.
9/22/~
005692
1/25~0(
1/26/0(
005692
1/25~0(
1126/0(
005692
1/25!0(
1!26i0(
00t,,Vl2
I 2510(
1126/0(
~.~.’,~,~."
I ~% (’~
1126/0(
~ t(h
2/!5/0
._.",, -.._ ........ 4--,_ ...._~.
4/18/0(
,,’(Y~b~jJ
4 1 ; t~
411810(
005692
4,! ; 0L
4/18~0(
LX)5693
4;17,0~
4/21/0(
005693
4117:0~
4/21/0(
005713
2/19/0~
2/14/0(
005713
41|7/0~
411810(
005721
1125/0~
005750
2~16/0C
2/18/0(
005750
2/16/0~
2/18/0(
005750
2/16/0(
2118~0(
005750
2/!6/0(
2/18/0(;
005750
2/16/0
2/18/0(
005750
2/18t0(
2/16;0(
005750
2/l 6~0C
2/18/0(
005750
2/16/0(]
2/18/0(
005750
2/16/0(
2/18f0(
005750
2/16/0~
2/18/0(
005750
~1610~
2/18/0(
005750
2/16/0(;
2/18~0(
005750
2/!6/C~
2./18~0
005750
2/16/0~
2/18/0
005750
2/16/0~
2/1810(
005750
2/16/0~
2/18/0(
005750
2/16/0(
2/18~0(
)o5750
9/8/0(;
3~9/0(
005750
3/8/0~
3/9/0(
005750
9/8/0c
3/9/0~
005750
9/8/0~
3/9/0(
005750
3/8/0(
3/9/0(
005750
3/8/o
3/9/0(
005750
3/8.~0(
3/9/0(
005750
3/8/0(
3/9/0(
005750
3,’8/0c
3/10/0(

pH TSS (mg/L) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (rag/L) TOC (mg/t.) Pb (mg~L) Cu (mg,’L) ;Zn (n’~L) AI (mg,’L) Fe {rag/L) Ni (rn~/L) l COD (rag/L) BOD (mg/L)
g55
240(
681
169
81
898
1750
89
1360(
59~
59 ~
71
154£
53;
11;
849
374
122
503
8
27,~
15;
17.1
624£
32(
4;
16(~
132
73
40~=
914
49
82
206£
19 -"
=
994
12~
26 1
516
75
76
7
60(
75(.
5
12(
7 17
576
45(
15
12(
7 33
3 73

1~
12

74
84

95(;
152

5 82
8 55
7 53,
73
5 64
7 84
8 07
8 23
7 49
69
6 69
801
7 78
7 49
7 12
6 97
7 34
6 67!
6 5i!
65
6 67
6 O1
6 11
6 23
6 7~
5 7=
30~
5 7,~
591
60(
60/
6 2;
6 2~
6 05
62.’
6 2(
6 3;
5 671
6 48!
6 2z
6 1.=
6 0/
6 4.=
6 4~
6 4(

1(;’
22
3!
273
5
15
458
343
704
306
1~
231
364
296
551(~
688C
460(;
32
47
64
~
47
1(~
3~
1C
16
4(;
l(J
14
255
21
10
44
1(]
1(~
13
47
1(;
1(;
t (;
97
11
I(]
43
22
19

2(
14(

5

5 .’

100(
0 26(

6
19 2

18(
208(
99(
56(
181~
96;
214(
58."
61;
25;
17(
36(‘
15.~
147(
58{
48;
I0;
17;
21~
5;
8[
11(
91
I1(
11(
3~
38(
3.~
7(
14(
9(.
1~=
4(
5.r
10(
65
6.=
7a
6~
25
2;
6£
7[
81 E
44

13
28
11
39
06
05
15
21
27
07
04
11
09
13
07
29
57
19 6
13
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
e; :;:’P:’;Page 38

0 64

38
43
31
0 10;

16

27
20 5

95
444£
18
11
23

0
0 15
5
0 071
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
005
0 05
005
0 162
005
0 05
0 05
0 05
005
0 067
0 055
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0.05

00~
0 0(
0 O:
0 05
0 495
0 105
0 68~
0 05
0 05
015~
0 0=.
015~
0521
0 19?
0 09(;
0 09~
0 05"~
0 15~
0 12~
0 4,~
0 07~
0 06
0 05~=
0 oE
0 051
0 06,~
0 27E
0 13~
00BE

0 5~
0;
0 9~
0 21~
1 0(
0~
I 8(
00~=
0 05
043(
0 05
052;
1 8~
080
0 32~
0 561
0 45(
1 32
0 76;
1 75
0 85~:
0 631
0 58E
0 29(
0 57~
0 27~
0 76(
0 841
0 16~

142
214

~
’

5
0 05
0 05
0 055
0 05
0 05
0 05
005
0 05
005
005
005
0 05
0 05
0 05
005
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 o!
0 05
0 05
0 05
0 05
005

6(

R0012618

R0012619

R0012620

R0012621

R0012622

Fa~,ity
SequencelD OateofStormi DateAnal~ed pH TSS(mo,~.] SC(umhostcm) O&G(mg/L) TOC(mg/L) Pb(mg/L)!Cu(mg/L) Zn(mg/L) Al(rng/L) Fe(m~L) Ni(mg/L) COD(mg/L) BOD(mg/L)
1.~26/00
7
2."
104
006966
1/25/001
3/1!
006973
1/25ir.x
I,’25;00 7
006973
72
2/16/00’
2/16/DO 6 8
006976
1/25/0(.
7/14/00’ 6 05
124
150
006982
I 1~8;9(
! 1130/9(
64
13..
0,06982
4/17/0(
5/5;0(
57
65
67~
1!
21141001 9 53
006987
2/10~0(
31~
340~
0 051
0 65
53
10 1
323
006987
4/17/0(
4/18/00 8 18
65(
! 190
25 8
0 11
! 05
4 91
1360
9 39
006988
006997
1~25/0(
112510(
5?
1;
4.=
00[
006997
1/25/0(
1/2610(
61
0
4=.
0
0~,997
3/8~0{
:~P3,’0(
59
21
0 03 0
906999
007000
1 |/8/9~
11/8J9(. 4 21
7[.
307000
1/25/0(
1/27/0( 6 54
432
2;
9 I]
106
]07019
11;8/9~
11/17/~
7
14(:
7(
0
87
007019
11/8/9~.
11/17/9.~
69
8E
14(
(~
18
]07019
1118/9~
21
I 1/1719[
71
19(
42
29
307019
2110/0(
2/23/0(
67
22(:
19(
4 ~;
2,~
307019
2110/0(
2/23/0(
72
12(~
7;
48
23
]07019
2/10/0(
?/23/0(
76
26E
5t
17
85
307024
307029
1/25/0(
1/28/0(
53
I~
66
]07029
ll25/0(
1;28/0(
54
6,4
5
]07034
]07042
2/10!0(
2/10/0(
75
7~
4(
7
l1
]07042
4/17/0(
4/17/0(
72
! 1(~
8~.
11
39
]07080
1,’25/0
7 21
17~
16(
64
37 9
]01080
1/~510(
7 44
f67
19,~
16 4
5 02
~07080
2/t 2,0(
8 26
462
% It
29
]07080
2; 12’,’~
7 52
21]
173(
07
307060
2/] 2,’0(
7 62
2e
94
2
]0"~80
2; 12;0(
7 28
7(~
12:
26
]071O8
1/25/0(
~12510( 774
177
27(
3,4
02’11
]07106
1125/0(
1~25/0( 7 85
18~
29(
49 6
025
0
~7106
Ii25i0(
1/25/0( 898
13~
139(
66
0 16
04~
]07to8
4/18/0(
4,’t 8/0( 739
157
13~
7
021
02{
]07106
4/18/0(
4/18/0( 7 64
t 15
38(
!5 3
0~
0
0~1106 "
4/t8/0(
4l~8/0( 7 09
t2’~
13(
156
009’
0
071O8
]07109
4/17/0(
1099
221
1 3;
18 3
6.44
]07113
]07121
, ]07122
007131
]07131
1007149
]07t49
307149
307150
307151
007152
DO7] 53
007154
]07188
307196
007196
007196
007196
]07196
~,7196

4/18/0(
2/17/0(
112510(
112510(
112510(

4/19"/0(
2/17/0(

6 98
8 13
8 25
7 91
8

133
71
14~
23~
36,4

23(

1/25/0(
1/2510(
4/17/0(
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
1/2510(
3/4/0(
3/4/0(
3/4/0

7 91
U
4/18/0( 6 16
112510( 656
1/~5/0( 6 82
1/25/0( 6 78
3/4/0( 687
3/4/0( 691
3/4/0( 6 98

23~
36,4
5
3,4
52
6(:
42
19(]
15~

77~
52.~
3.=
94=.
98 ."
81
30.<

t2!
77f
52.~

27;
18{

5
5
5

5
5
5
053
I 48
0 54
13
16
3
:.%..’-,Page 44

Facil,ity
SequencelD Date of Slo~’m DateA.’lalTzed
4/18~0~
007202
4117100
007204
007206
007209
2/21/00
2/21/00
007211
11/8/99
11/8/99
007214
007214
1;25/00
1;27/00
00~219
1125/90
1125/00
F~07219
2/16/00
2/16,K’JO
1/28"00
007220
1/2r.~O0
007220
1/25/00
1128/0(]
1/28/O0
007220
l/2,5/00
007223
007226
007231
007234
1/25/00
2/2/0(
007234
4117100
4/2.5/00
007242
2/14/00
2/15/00
007242
2/14/00
2/16/00
007243
2/10/00
2/19100
007254
3/8,’00
3/9100
307254
2/10/00
2,115/00
307257
3/4100,
3/9;00
"
307282
307284
2/16/00
2/12/0(
’)07284
3/8/00
3/9/0(
~,’_173 I0
4:17,’00,
4118/00
~,1ll,)
4 1/’00
4;t8100
~’~" ~)
4 17L~
4;18/00
,4 riO0
P,J-’310
4118~00
J~)?’JlO
4 I1.00
4/18/90
~)07310
I t/8/99
11/8/99
307310
1118~99
11/8/99
,307310
! 1.’8/99
11/8/99
307310
1116/99
1118199
3073 |0
1 I/8/99
1118/99
307316
307317
307321
4117/00
4119/00
307321
2/10/00
2/11100
307331
11/8/99
11/17/9!
007331
2/10/00
2/15/00
307332
1/26/00
1128~00
307332
1/26/00
1/26/0(
307332
1/26/00
1/28~0(1
307332
I~26/0(
1/26/0(
007332
1/26/00
1/28/0~
007332
2110/00
2/11/00
007332
2/10/00
2/1110(3
007332
2/10/00
2/I 1/00
007332
2/10/00
2/I I/0(]
007332
2/10~00
2/11/0(3
007332
2/16/0(
2/11/00
007343
"2/10/00
2/|5/0(]
007344
2/4/00
2/21/0~
007344
2/410(
2/21/0(I
007344
2/4100
2/21/0(3
007345
2/10/00
2/15/0(]
007345
3/6~00
3/7/0(3
007346
11/8/99
11/9/99
007352
1/25/00
1/25,/(7
007352
1/25/00
1/25/00

pH TSS(m~L) SC(umhos/cm) O&G(mg/L) TOC(mg/L) Pb(mg/L)~Cu(m~), Zn(rnoJt.)lA~(mgn..) Fe(mg/L) Ni(mg/L) COD(moJL) BOD(mg/L)
36
12(;
8
7
67,~
6 8.=
7
6
7
7 ~"

15
1,5
7
4
215
15
37

22(3
28

7 .=

356
2.32
441

5

6 .~
6
661~
6 9..
6
7 25
5 85
8

37
65
23
10,

37(~
45
55
41

96
102
6

58
1C~
97(3

6("
6("
7
62
6(~
7 S,
6
6~
6~
6

30,
10
160
150
59
180
120
14
120
24
100
10

461
192
38(3
35(]
39(]
84(]
50(]
21(]
22(]
29(;
58(;
150~

10
200
16
78
5
10
12
20
31
2
2
2
2
2
3
100
68

27
8~
171~
18~
21("
19(
58C
110~
57(;
16C
17(;
650~
18C
18~
19~
12C
15(

54
15
8
1,
09
6 6’
11
13
0 71
09
20
0 91
33
10

16
10
14
77
35
13

1 I(
10~
4~
14--’
12(
18(

28
1
10 5
13 1
5
9

6
70~
6 6~
6
6
58{
6
7
7
7
7
7
6 .~
6
6
6~
6 61
6~
6 4~
761
7~0(

23~
02

05

0

0

1,~
0 ...

40
5
3

2z

7{

0 0225

0 122

1 07

0074
023
014
0079
0035
0 19
0 034
0 024
0 11
0 053

14
35
27
32
18
12
18
I
33
38

23
2I
13
35
I5
25
1
31
24
2

0 057

61
1
1..
4.=
6E
51
2(
8;
2 ’~
1
6;
4;

3~
3;

0 18(]
1

45

002
0 02
Page 45

78
13
281
0
1

R0012625

Fam~dy
Sequence ID Date of Storm Date Analyzed
009054
009056
1/25;0(
009056
4/17/0(
~09657
1 ITS/9~.
11FJi~
g09057
1117/0(
1-~17/0(
~09058
~09069
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
309069
|/25/0(
Ii23/0(
3,09059
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
309069
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
~J059
2,’-10/0(
2/I 1.’0(
1009069
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
:009076
2/10/0(
2/16/0(
009076
2/10/0
2/!0/0(
0~9077
2/21/0
2/22/0(
009079
2110/0(
2/10/0(
009079
1/25;0(
1/25/0(
009085
009176
009197
1125/0(
1/26,1X
009197
3/8/0(
3/8/0(
009247
1/25/0(
1127/0(
009247
2/10/0
2)t I,~X
009299
1/25/0(
1/27/0(
009299
112710(
1/25/0(
009299
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
009299
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
009301
11:8,’9S
11/8~9~
009301
11~8,9E
11/8t9~
009301
I/3110~
113110(
009301
1’31,’0(
1i3110(
009304
099305
009307
009313
11/8/0(
7/14/0(
009313
2/15/0(
2/24/0(
009313
2J15/0(
2/24/0(
009313
2!15/0(
2/2410(
009314
1125/0(
1/27/0(
009314
2/16~0(
2/18/0
009315
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
009315
2116/0(
2/16t0(
0O9320
009321
2/10/0(
2/10/0(
009321
4117/0(
4/17/0
009322
1/25/0(
009322
2111/0(
009355
4/I 710(
4/t8/0{
,009355
t/25/0(
1/26/0(
)09376
112510(
1126/0(
~)09376
4/17/0(
4119/0(
~09383
2/10/0(
2/25/0(
309383
411710(
4116/0(
309384
2110/0(
2/11/0(
~69384
411710(
4t18/0(
~,9388
1/25/0(
1/26/0(
~09388
3~8~0(
3/8#0(
~X)9393
2/1110(
2/I 1,’0(
)09393
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
)09398
2/~12/0(
6/13/0(
)09398
2/12i(X
~09398
4118/0(

pH TSS (mg/L) SC (umhos/cm) O&G (rag/L) TOC (mg/L) Pb (rag/L) Cu (mg/L) Zn (regal.) AI (mgiI.) Fe (rag/L) Ni (11~1.) COD (mgJL) BOD (rag/L)
73
73
6 04
7 17

1(~
17
24
74

98
34
270
351

8 06
2 27
22
668
5 88
4 61
68
73
7t
8 14
7 26

174
484
221C
13(~
104
43
31
3(~
79
3~
13

109
3810
467(
68
3.~
8;
5,(
4~.

7 03
7 25
69
6 55
6 88
5 73
5 81
6 54
54
81
82
72

25
18
43
595
1(~
104
37
12
34

2.2(
1~.
tg7i
323’
7;
360
28CJ
3(
32(
3001
28C’
110

5 36
6 38
6 25
66
7 64
7 09
57
61

12
138
296
34
25
33
65
24(~

42 5
430
410
400
124
104
85
47

67
54
7 37
7~48
59
68
71
6 95
69
71
71
69
8 52
908
66
64
79
76
72

137~
4C
816
198(~
3~

429
372
610
1000
350
67
140
38
62
14
44
682
280
I0~’
320~
69
1300
115(
1050

2¢
(~
13C
45
1(;
3C
184
8C
18
29
48(~
515

3..
20~
20~

20
5
77
95

.5 8
33
1 9~
1 33

14
2 48

t29
437

09
3 34

20
13
20
23
11
68
4
4
19
02
17
05
05
25 6
24 8
5
5
5
5

13~
5
301
62~

301

0
6
5
5

1~
3(

14 8
46
IS

27
140

54
94
120
30
93
110
13
58

75
25
11
58

21
42
10
120
17
57
27
95

17
18
19 2
Page 47

002
0 05

00.’
0 1,’

3
3
I
1 3~
1,3~

4
34
I
02.~
1 0-"

76
76

Facff=ty
Seq.uencelD Date of Storm DateAnaly-zed
009398
4/18i0~
2/10/0~
2/1 I/0(
009398
009415
1126/0~
1/2710(
1/26/0(J
1/27/0(;
009415
1/27.~0(
009415
1/2610,~
4117.1~
4/16/0(
009415
4/17/0~
4/18/0(
009415
009415
4117~0~
411810(
3/3/0~
3/4/0(;
009464
009464
3/3~0~
3/4/O~
009464
3J3/0~
3/4/0(
4/17/0~
4/17i0~
009464
¯ 009464
4/17/0~
4/17/0(
009464
4/17/0(]
4117/0(
009468
009469
3/6/0~
6/23/0(
009469
4/14/0~
6/23/0(
009470
3/3/0(
009474
009477
1/25/0~
1131/O
1/25/0~
1/31/0(
009477
009477
1125/0~
1/3t/0(
009477
1/25/0~
1131/0(
009477
I125/0(
lt31/0(
009477
3;8/0(
3/8/0(
~9477
.~8~0(
3/6/0(
~
,k)’,4 /
LF, ,X:
3~’6/0(
| ~ (,~
3/810(
[,o~4._" ’_ ....
I
:~
~
3’3/0(
1’.~’~4 "
~..~’-,~----- ,-3"-3 U ’J~
3;8/0(
009484
009486
9/23,’9~
9/24/9~
O09496
0L,’9518
112510(
009519
1/2:5/0(
1/20/0(
009519
1/25/0~
1126/0(
4/17/0(
411810(
009519
009519
4/17/0(
4/1~0(
009523
c
009526
11/9/9~.
11/8/9009532
2/10~0(
2/11/0(
009533
009543
009546
t 1/819[
11/SP:J.~
009546
11/8/9.c
1118/9.~
009549
009550
~O9555
309566
1/19/0(
1/21/00,
309566
2/15/0(
2/17/0(
009566
2/15/0(
2/17/00
009566
4/17/0(
4/20/00
009566
4/17/00
4/20/00
009579
1/25/0(
1/26/00
009579
1125/001
1/26/00
009580
009581
2/10/0(
2/11/00
009582
4/17/00,
009585
4124/00
009599

"]"1
O
O
~
~)
O’}
~’~
"~

.,

TOC (mg/L)
pH :TSS(mo~/L)SC(umhos/cm) O&G(mgP..)
487
123(]
21
7 ,~
4(;
6 71
33
137
188
7
72~
8 47
355
139
5,~
7 25
69
134
82;
168
40~
2~
c.
150
185
97
71
701:
188
7 8~
112
164
8 11~
147
18.~
0 7~
107
185
8 11
7 1{
76
182
121
I
747
160
18~
7 54
56

Pb(mg/L) Cu(mg,1-) Zn(mg/L) Al(mg/L) Fe(n~L) Ni(mg/L) COD(regaL) BOO(mg/L}
9
08
55
27
12
11
10

5
5
5

2O3
203
15(~

94
445
1030
72
296
302
360
134
17
26
252

O;
2:
5~

0 71
36

3(

0 75

6 5..

74

45(

4 3’
6 87=
6 92
689
7 16

35
12
13
16
26

18
70
70
26
35

5 85
7 41

5(~
32

190
70

6 17
6 36

281
9~

1600
1600

19
8

600
490

76
6 77
7 65
9 52
962
7
69

35
7;
10;
26E
8~
21~
2~

1150
381
636
120~
4150
60
60

17
44
35
97
114
32
6

250
82
62
249
587
77
67

7.98

85’~

510

6

121

73

65
6
6 5:
6 8~
6 6.’
6 3(
6 4;
8 1;
7 4~
7 3;
7 2.=
6 9.~
8 5.~

~

7
69
93

69

16

25
42
16

54
9
34

1 17

1

041

0 2’~
0 5~
0
0
0 3~

07

! 48

5
001;

45

~.~,.~

100(

.. ,

Faci~dy
! SC (um~cm) O&G (m~) T~ (m~) Pb (m~) Cu (m~ Zn {~) AI (mg/L) Fe (regaL) Ni (m~) COD (~) BOD (~L)
Seo~uence ID Date of Storm Dale ~i~ed ~H ITSS (m~)
0 05~
52
0 19
13~
4~
69
9/2~9
9~99 6
~609
0 011
0 09
57
65
4~17/~ 8
4/17/~
~
~613
~9615

1/2~

1~

7~

~620

41171~

4~1/~

7(

~640
~647

~81~
4/1~

~9648
~653

~161~
~1~

0 65

0

41

t~

~91~ 5 5
7 71
4~

4
96

45
O 8~

4(

~17~
~1 lf~

7 tl
64

582
5C

5~
2~

139
15 4

24

29~

29(

10

7.7
76
74
72
85
77
7~

2;
2~
2E
21
2~
2~
2(

2G
20
19
30
7
68
7

2
25
25
67
2
4
62

6~
6~
7
8~
411~ 7 2~
411~ 8 ~

15
13
40
44
90
28

26
26
690
720
916
136

2
11 2
2~

~623

~653

~
~
~

~

~

3~

0
0~27(

0~24;
495

1 1;

~657
~9657
~657
~657
~657
~9657
~657

lt25/~
I~2~
1~5i~
1/2~
4/17~(
4117l~
41171~

1/2~
1~
1126/~
1~26/~
4/181~
4;18~
~181~

~657
~657
~668
~9668
~9682
~584
~687
~695

41171~
4/171~
~14/~
~
41t71~
4/18/~

4/1~
4/1~

~98
~98

~21/~
~21i~

7~
75

39
23

33~
26(

~698
~698
~698

~2t/~
1 ~25/~
1/25/~

74
I06
77

14
18
18

395
27~
12~

5
5
5

6

~698

1/2~

73

18

15;

5

19

~7~
~9715
~9716
~716

~2~

~2~

73

2~

33~

~14/~
~14/~

~211~
2~1/~

7
56

48~

9~ I
60~

~723
~723
~728

~1~
~2~
~1~

~
~
~1~

63
64
642

48(
1~
41

1 03
0 17
0 22
0 45
0 45
538
002

00~

02~

5
21

64
73
73

32
93
068z
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R0012629

R0012630

R0012631

Facility
Sequen,celD Date of Storm Date Analyzed
Ol~
2/111~
~5/~
01~
~11/~
~
31~
~
6151~
31~12
I~
1127/~
~1~13
31~19
~11z~
~11~
31~24
01~25
01~28
lf2~
~
01~28
~8/~
~
01~35
0~51
01~57
01~66
01~69
01~70
01~80
01~95
01~
0107~
010710
010716
010721
010727

~10745
310749
310759
310766
)10773
)10774
~91
01~
01~
01~07
01~14
010824
01~24
010838
01~42
01~44
010849
010854
010856
01~64
01~73
01~73
010873
~10873
010874
010877
010880
010880
010894
010894
010894

I/2~
~I~
~I~
I~3119g

pH TSS(~L) SC(umhogcm~ OgG(mg~) T~(mg~) Pb(m~) Cu(m~) ~(m~)~(m~) Fe(~) Ni(m~) COD(~)
6 72
6~
70
8 16
672
6~
70
8 16
6 74
2C
35
5
267i
25
54
18~
I

87

109

5

7 4~
7 81

42G
10

18~
94(

5
5

~
7 I;
~21~ 6~
~241~ G 9~

22
48
23

I~
11
8C

5
5
6 ~

7 2E

54

135

15

II~

~I~
~1~

~I~
~I~

67
7.7

72
~

2~
I~

14
5

~2~
1~

~4~
1~

6S
64

10
42,

4~

3~

4/19~

4/1~ 6 22

68

~
4117/~

~10~0
~2~0

86
746

7(
15(

37
28

9 2~

112~0

1125/0

78

4~

78

4/1~
1/2~

4/19/0
~1410

7 59
7 51

2~

337
830

112~
4/I~
1111~9~
11/1~

Z~
4118/0
11/11~
11/11~9~

7 56
6 5~
63

13~
2C
82

88
31
150
~6

1C
0~

4/17/~
1/25/~
1,~5/~
4/17/~
4/171~

4/19/~
~9/~
~9/~
~1~
~15/~

73i
7 0:
2 71
7 0~
6~

510
29
16
20
30

10~
40:
96~
4~
5(

62
15
44
5
75

1/25/~
11/~99
1/2~,
1/25~
1126/~

~1&~ 7 51
11/~ 74)
1/271~
1~ 8
1~ 7/~

7
S

83(
58~

0
0

251

20

~

02

073

0 ~2

0 379

0 14
0 07~

0~

0 014

0[

1 37

23

0019

13
001

0 192

Page 53

6 5~

0 4~

25~
2~
27C
960

’
64
64

3

54

9 7~

R0012633

R0012634

Sequence ID Date of Storm Date Apal,/-zed! pH TSS (rng/L) SC (umhos/cml O&G ling/L) !TOC (m{~/L) Pb (mg/L) Cu (m,,M.} Zn (rag,l_) AI (mg/L) Fe (togA.) Ni (rag/L)COD (rag/L) BOD (rag;L)
D11247
1/27;0(
1/28~0(
4 82
,,
~31 ~1247
1/25/0(
1/25/0( 7 4
97
39
D1 ’}247
112010(
1/28/0(
1/2,5/00
112,510( 6 24
12
177
4 82
II 1247
4 8~
}11247
1125/0(
1/25J0(
1/28~0(
(:
~11247
1/28/0(
311247
1/25,’0(
1125KX
74
14
39
1/27/00
011247
1/27/00
I| 1248
1/25/0(
67
2,E
47
4
31(:
110
9
31 i249
1/25/0(
1125/0(
69
~
~
11/8."9.
11FJ/9.
68
8(:
170
6
[:) 11249
3~
101
311250
411710(
4/19/0(
84
4!1710(
4/2410(
(:
[:)I 1250
~111250
4/17/0(
4/24/0(
BE
411710(
4119/0(
55
13£
800
311250
:)11251
1116/9~
11112/9~
7
12(:
250
8
221
011251
1/25/0(
1/26.10( 786
011251
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
72
3~
61
5
011251
1/25/0(
1/30/0(
4
4
~251
1125/0(
1130/0(

~i256

Ol t261
Ot 1261
0i i262
011262
~11272
011273
~11273
011274
§~274
~)1 ~278
311278
3i1282
311282
~)11284
DI1284
311311
~}11320
)i1320
,11326
311339
311339
31i359
011359
~11369
011369
011370
O11377
011378
[.}I 1379
111385
011385
011385
)11385
)1 i387
011387
111391
011398
011403
011404
011409
011411

1/25/0(
11/8/0(
2/14/0(
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
4/17/0(
2/11/0(
4/17/0(
2/23/0(
112510(
i ll8/9~
3/I/0(
2116/0(
2110/0
3/8/00~

2/2100
11/24/00
2] 15/0C’
1/26/0(
1/2~t00
4/17/0(
2114/0(
411910(
2/28/0(
1/25/0(
11111199’
3/110(
2116/0(
2110/0(
3/10/00’

7 47
7 02
85
4 07
6 45
7 13
6 66
55
69
68
68
6 89
6 36
69
69

2S
74
62~:
8;
16(
31~
25(:
2-~
7E
3(
2(:
20(
6~
16(
1.=

92
160(
280
748
366
474
79
37
54
268
180
100
80
480
58

2/23/
4,’14/00
i/25/00
11119/99
111810(
11/8/9.~
2]21/0
1118199
2/10/00

2/25/00
4/1~/00
1/25/00
11122/99
1/21100
11/6/99
2]22100
11/15/99
2111/00

6 76
6 76
98
683
79
642
6 64
807
626

3(
1;
18(
3(
16;
3(
5
29
4~

35
49
0~34
318
312
185
55
751
136

12/31/99
2/12/00’
2112/00
12/31/99
3/4/00
0/8/00
4/17/00

6/8/00 7 31
6/8/00 7 15
618100 70~
6/18100 ~
3/6100 6 98
3/9/00 7 01
4116/00 73

5
71
5
7
29
0
5!

327
34(]
34(]
348
404
42(~
23

4117/00
1/25/00

4/24/00 69
1/31,’00 6 24

46!
121

855
I06

26
66(]
9
11 2
122
52
16~

0
0 084
0 18
0 ?2

0 182
0 58
0 53

11 3
3,2
2~
1.’
54
B{
9

0 712
3 28
1 54
0 44
006
12(:
211

18(:

0
0
O’
49
1t
9
05
11 3
73

8 6~.
31
3
1 09
0 11
114

4 7:
2 8I 9.~
4 01
0
0
4

0051

O~

12

O;
2

44
62.

R0012636

Facil~
:Seq,uencelD;Dateo~Storm Date~nalyzed pH TSS(mg/L) SC(umhos/cm) iO&G(mg/L) TOC(mg/L] Pb(mg/L) Cu(mg/L);Zn(mg/L) AI (rag/L) Fe(mg/L) Ni(mgiL) COD(rag/L) BOD(mg/L)
0 34
934
2/18,’0G
1128~0~ 6 78~
)11487
116
1/28t0~ 8 98."
911
011487
2/18/0(]
3/6/0~
2/25/0~ 7 3.=
011487
2/25/0’C 8
O11487
3.’610~
14;:
05
005
007
001
2/14;0(~
2/14;0C 7~
20
011502
73
011507
2/10/0(~
2/1410~
2/10,"0~
2/10/0~ 7 ;
160
200(
5
011507
0
0t 1507
2/10/0(]
2/10/0C 6 ;

~
~
~
~,~
~
~
"~

011507
011507
011507
O11507
011507

2/10/00
2/10/00
2/1010~
1 ~2~013
1/25/0~

2/10/0(~ 9 1~
2/13/0C
2/13/0C
1/28/0~
1;25/0C 6 91

26

68~.

6
52

31;

011507
011507
011507
011507
011507
011507
011513
011515
011520
O11527
0!1528

1/25/0(~
1125/0~
1/2510~
1/2~
2/10/0~
1/25/0~
1/26/0~
2/10/0(~

1/28/0C
1129/0~
1/29/0~ 53;
1125/0~ 6 z
2/I0,’0’~ 6 ;
1/25/0( 6 3
211410(
7
2/16/0( 69,

6

.~t’~’ I
(~115"~
011559
011566
011568
01157~
011578
011580
011597
011597
011597
011597
011602
011602
!011610
~)11610
:)11618
~)11618
311620
311621
311641
D11642
~11642
011642
D11642
D11645
01 i647
011648
011648
011652
911652
011655
011655

4 17(,X]
1 ~.5.WJ
3t8,’0~
4/17/0(3

4,18/0(

11/8/9~
1118/9~
411710(
4/1710(
4/(7/0’~
4/17/0~
112510C
2/16/0C
3/8/0(
1/17/0~

11/8~9~.
11/8/9,~
4/17/0(
4/17/0(
4t18/0(
4/18~0(
112610(
2/17/0

2/10/0(~
3/8/0(
1/25i0(
1/25/0(
3/13/0(
3/13/0(

2111/0(
3/10/0(
I125/0(
1/25/0(
3/13/0(
3/13/0(

4/18,’O

14(
34
26

4 93
4 93
5 26

0
5 44
28

3~
4~

200(
4’;
7~
32(

12
0
17

6
73
68
8

10
8£,
18C
17(~

3~.
41(
250
150

8
08
97
11

5 98
6 15
4 83
5 75
64
58
77
666
7.13
6 63

355
66
22
171
I;
15E
1(
41
99[
29~

166
250
156
173
0281
0043
42
59
346
1190

19 4
5
55 7
5
7
5
44

79
8 12
87
77
72
75

37
415
103
96 7
25
44

6

I(
11~
12~
lz
14(

83
8
6 69
6 71
6.4
7

2;
5.=
6;
29;
9~.
4[

454
24
399
190
540
28

1(~
45 5

0 04
02

0 5(

0

002 ,~

025

0 13

0 13

08

01
0 01
01

005

017

002~

1

84
12
31 3
279

3 81
5

3
7

0 22
13~

06
7
2~
6

I
1/17/0(
1/25/0(
1/30/0(
2/15./0(
2/10/0(
2/10/0(

2/3/0(
2/1710{

41]
18
8
11

0 1!
01

0 21
0

0 57
0 41

20;
27;

Fac~lrty
SequencelD DateofStorm; DateAn~ed
3/3/00
011655
911655
3/3/00
D11667
4/19/0(
=11671
4/17/0(
)11671
4/17/00
411910(
311671
4,’17/0(
4;19/0(
4/17t0(
4/19/0(
311671
311674
2/10/0(
2/11/0(
2/10/0(
~]11674
2/11/0(
)11674
5125/0(
5/26/0(
:)11681
316/0(~
3/15/0(
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
)11681
)11686
]11697
)11697
)11704
2/16/0(
2/22/0(
011704
3/0/0(
3’8/0(
011711
1/25/0(
1/27/0(
)11712
4/17/0(
4/20/0(
)11712
5/24/0(
5/30/0(
4117/0(
4/19/0(
)11729
)11736
4/21i0(
) 11736
4~21/0(
:)11736
4/21/0(
)11736
4;21/0(
:)11743
:)11749
1/25~0(
112710(
:)11751
1/25/0(
1125/0(
)11751
2/15/0(
2/15/0(
)11766
)11782
2/10/0(
2/t 1/0
)11783
1/25/0(
1/26/0(
)11788
i011793
I;25/0(
1/26/0(
)11807
311816
311819
4/1~0(
4/17/0(
311825
1/25/0(
112610(
)11825
2/13’00
2/18/0(
:)11831
)11846
4/17/00
4/21/0(
011855
3/8/00
3/9/0(
i011858
4117/00
4/18/0(
311862
1/25/00
311862
1/25/00
311862
1;25/00
)11862
1/25/00
)11862
3/8~00
311862
3/8/00
~)11862
3/8/00
011862
3/8/00,
011870
011879
011886
011903
O11907
2/10/00
2/16/00’
Dt 1929
011930
1125100
1126,100
011953
{)11955
2/10/00
2/10/00
011955
4/17100
4/18/0(
011957
1/25/00
1/25’00

pH TSS(m~!L) SC(umhos/cm) O&G(rngJL) TOC(mg/L] Pb(mg!L) Cu(mo~/L)!Zn(mg/L) Al{mg/L)~Fe(rr~1.) Ni(mg.rL)ICOD(mg/L) BOD(mg/L}

62
61
71
73
6 56
6 61
643
601
737

17(]
49(]
100(]
120(]
24
13
5
96
49

67(
29(
78[
28C
5(
6~
2,~
28

78
75
737
66
68
7.3
76
7.1
69
81

93~
130(]
15
16(]
22(]
120~
152
67
75
377

31(
15C
43,~
19i
72,~
26(
20(
13~
14."
394(

15
14
18
72
62

5 71
66
6~7

2(]
I1(]
20~

10~
51
5=

17
5
75

74
72

10~
IC

I1(
81

19
13

68

12

11(

6 98
6 77
6 95

8~
[~
11

108
78
24

3~

68
7 36
57
7 38
7 31
6 87
7 31
6 88
7 05
7
6 88

3;
1~.
61
0 05
0 05
00E
005
0 05
0 05
0 0E
0 05

311
139
198
22 6
104 ;
22 4
104 3
23 7
24 8
15 7
22 9

28
8
1(]

763

1(

242

124

7 52
745
7

95
81
705

168
154
107

30 ~
9.~

17[
30
6
5
5
10
05
05

12(
O0(J
091

0
0

655
0e

01
08.~

2E

4 4.=

16
100
70
162
2775
0 073

0

0 10-~

0054

086E

005

0C~

96

54

C

(~

0 10;
0

1
61

38
Page 59

428
281
554

Facility
Sequence ID Date of Storm Dale Analyzed pH TSS (moJL) : SC (umhos/cm) O&G (rag/L) TOC (rag/L) Pb (mg/L), CuI (m~,,’L) Zn (moJL] AI (m~fl.) Fe (n~) Ni (re,g/L) COD (rng/L) BOD (rn, g/L)
0t 1957
4117;00,
4/24100, 7 11
2~
49
38
O 14
O11966
2/10/00
2/28/00, 6 42
48
365
19 3
0 05
0 04
0 5~
011972
011974
1/25100
1128/{3(
89
53
42
4
011974
4/17/0(
4/18/0(
68
4
49
61
011976
011984
1/16/0{
1/25/0(
7
I(;
21
62
311984
2/16/0(
3/210(
66
12,4
72
8
311986
411710
7
22
40
5
0 1~
04
0 18
312007
312010
2/10/0(
2/10/0( 6 51
137
158
43
312010
2/10/0(
2/10/0( 6 72
33
1041
35
312010
4/17/0(
4/17/0( 6 59,
77~
83
37
312010
4/17;0(
4;17/0( 704
66
21~
65
;012013
1/25~
1/25/0( 7 351
46
8
051
0002
012013
1/25/0(
1/25/0 7 4,"
35
8;
05
0 002
=
012013
11/8/9~
11/6/9~. 7 7.
30
17f
05
0 002
=
012013
11/0/9~.
11/6/94 7 7(
14 8
15.
05
0 002
012020
0’12022
0’12024
012036
2/10/0(
2/18/0( 7~
58
8~
1
0
00.=
0 17
6,4
012036
3/8/0(
3/8/0( 7 I."
37
4{
10 6
0
0 0..
0 08
5~:
012038
012040
1/25/0~
112610( 6 0(
82
28.=
1
012040
1116/9~
11110/99 4 37
34
15{
8
012046
1/2510(3
1/25/0( 7 }
I
117
1
12
0 014
0
012046
1125/0(]
1-’2510~ 76,~
I
74
I
12
0018
02(
012046
1118199
11/8;9: 6 7{
11
35;:
1
55
0 07
0
012046
11/8/99
1118/99 6
34{
72
15
78
0 07
0
012047
012052
11/6/99
11i8/99 5 61
84
13;
69
05
61
012052
2/10/C,~
2/14/0~ 5 5,~
50
41
1
0
12
012052
2/10/0(3
2/14/0(
0 25
012053
1/25/0~3
6
I1
83
002
001
01~
002
012053
4114/0(]
6
25
2(;
5
13 8
012054
012059
012067
2/10/0(3
2/11/0~ 7 ~
130
14C
11
50
012073
012074
12/31/99
9
78
28C
13
012074
12/31199
9
14
17(~
68
012074
1/25/0(J
98
35
39C
79
012074
1/25/0(3
9~
40
18(~
62
012078
012079
012082
1/26/0,0
1/28~0(3
600
57(~
1 O0
012082
1/2610(]
1/28/0~
7;
620
62C
81
012082
1/26/00
1128/0~ 7 2
120
35(~
56
012082
2/14/00
2/15/0(3 6 7
130
57C
I I0
012082
2/14/0(]
2/15/0(]
7
210
60(
90
012082
2/14/00
2/1.5/0(]
7
23
39(~
24
012082
2/14/06
2/15/0(] 68
98
33(;
17(
012083
2/23/0~
2’23/0(] 7 42
27
43
55
0 79
43
012083
2/29/00
2/29;0~ 658
14
41
Ii
034
10
012092
012100
1/25/00
112510(3 7 5
68
8(;
3(
’
012100
1125/00
1/25/(30 7 5
12(;
24i
2
012100
1;25/00
1125/00 7 3
6,=
46
2
012100
4/17/0(
4,/17/00
I]
30(
65
012100
4117100
4]17100 74
217(
28(;
012100
4/17/00
4117100 73
144(
177(;

R0012640

Fa~ity
Sequence ID Dale of Storm Date Analyzed
012293
2/14/0(
D12293
2/14/0(
D12295
2/21/0(
2/22/0(
012297
012310
112510(
1131/0(
D12310
1/2510(
i/31/0(
312310
1/25/0(
1/31/0(
312310
1125/0(
1131/0(
312310
11/8/9~
11/6/9~.
~
312310
11/6/9.
11/8/9~
012310
1116/9~
11/6/9~
012310
1118/9~
11/6/9£
012315
1,25/0(
1125/0(
012315
2/10/0(
2/1110(
012316
1,25/0(
2.’2/0~
012325
2/2310{
2/24/0{
012325
3/6/0{
3/6/0~
012343
1,2610{
1126/0(
012358
2/25/0{
012358
2/4/0{
012361
012366
1,25/0{
1,26/0{
012366
112510{
1~’26/0{
1125/0{
012366
1,26/0{
012366
1/25/0{
1126/0{
012366
2/20/0{
°~23/0{
O 12366
2;20,~0{
2/23/0{
0~ h,~
2120~0{
2/23/0{
IJl.’ ~;~
2 20 OC
2’23/0~
~L’3~b
012383
012393
012394
012397
012399
012405
012407
012407
012410
O12412
012413
012428
012429
012432
012441
012446
012449
012450
012450
0124~]I
012461
012468
012473
012473
012481
012490
012495
~12498
012504

pH TSS (rag/L) !SC (umhos/cm) O&G (rng~L) TOC (rag/L) Pb (rag/L) Cu (rag/L) Zn (rag/L!! AI (rag/L) Fe (rng/L) Ni (rag/L) COD (rag/L) BOD (rng/L)
6 53
32
28
IC
7 ."40
64
53
21
IC
6 34
69’
1C
88
14
0005
004
04;
7 47
6 68
7 14
65
6 15
6 47
6 67
961
7 43
681!
6 .~
6 4z
7 6[
7~
6 5."
5 7(

1~
1C
43
45
175
73,
6
3
15
816
65
23
1(~

7 3=.
4 3~
6 6".
6 7~
6 8;
7 0{
7 41
6 8;

28
7
~
8
9
13
26
6

7 2~

213

20(

2/10/0(]
11/9/99
4117100
2/10/00
1/27/0~
4/16/00
4/16/0~
11/18/99

2/11/0e 721
11123/99 6 1,~
4/16/0(] 6E
2/25/0(] 8
2/1710(] 6 3~
4,26!00 S
4t26/0(~ 5 0."
11/18/99 6

176
70
42
75
25
5
28
26

126(
7(

3/.’]/0(]

3/24/0(~ 6 6E

8

2/22/0~
1118/99

3/14i0~ 7 O;
11/12/99 6 8{

5
13

31
12~

5
12 9

2L’00~

2/23/0(]

12
232

200
110
160
110
44
107
170
118
190
110
541
106
80
150
58 7
947

5
7
(]
6

12 8
25 2
10 2
374

5
11
4
57
62
5
5

4 18
487

120
73
60
1 lO

’5
5
5
5

12
66
72
1

561
4{
4;

5
5
5

18(.
10(
6~
5~
33~

01

0 43
05

0 55
0 26

061

1 68

352

0 5~
4
0 82
0 12
2
3
033
0 14
32
O05g

3
5

15
17 6

33
9
5

2/10/0(]
113110~

2/16/0(]
1/31/(Y

6
6~

160
8

29(
23."

3
02

1/31/0~
1/26/0~
4/17t0(]
2/10/0~
1,25/00
1/25/00

1,2710~
4,24/00
2/10/00
1,26/0~
1/26/00

8 05
6 6,~
4 4(]
6 32
5.8~

430
29
105
12
34

15~.
10;

0
38
4
35

1/17/0~

1/16/00

~

240

100(

30

2/16/0~
4/17/0~

aJ6iO0
5/16/(Y

I]
54

13
76

5;
15[

4
5

I8

17
21
0
003~

0~
01

37
167

R0012642

R0012643

Facility
SequencelD Oate of Storm DatePmalyzed
2/14/00
2/16~00
012997
013OOO
013005
013030
1/25.’00
1/26/00
1/25/00
1/26/00
013031
013070
1/25/00
1/28/00
013070
2/10/00
2/11/00
013101
3/6/00
3/7/00
6/11;00
5/12/00
013101
013119
2/13/00
2/14/00
013119
1125100
1/26100
013122
1/31/00
2/1K)0
~V16/O0
2/17/00
013122
)13127
2/18,0(~
013128
2/10~’00
013129
11/8/90
11/9199
1/27/0~
013129
1/26/00
1/25/0~
1/26~0~
013131
013131
1/25~1~
1126/0~
1/25/0~
1/26/0~
013131
013142
?J 16/0~
2/17/0~
2/17/0~
013142
2/16/0~
013142
2/23/0~
2/24/0~
2/24/0~
013142
2/23/0~
013144
1/25/0~
1/26/(~
2/28/(X
013144
2’21~0~

(:IJ149
0~3149
.}13166
013167
j013173
013173
O13178
~13179
313179
313179
313179
013179
013179
D13179
013179
013179
013179
013180
913180
013184
013188
013189
013190
013198
013198
013198
013198
013204
013204
013204
013204
013204
013204

pH ITSS(mI~1.) SC(umhos/cm) O&G(rng/L) TOC(mg/L) Pb(mg/L] Cu(mg/L) Zn(mg/L) A~(mg/L) Fe(mg/L) Ni (mg.’L) COD(rag/L) BOD(mgIL)
28~
B 0"~
95
7 4~
7 7~
5
6’

135
31
28
32

75
24(~
2[
51

5
61
7~
71

200
260
220
11~

41(
55(
24(
20(

7 61!
7 07.
749
5 85
5 78
629
85
76
77
79
64
7

34
91
71
57
13‘4
4E
13C
14(
4~
4~
2~
39.=

77 1
37z
12.~
151
440
226
140
180
75
9~
150
71

0 00;
0 002

0 03
0 03

0 386
0 181

0 02
0 02

0078
036

032
028

21
24

0013
0028

34

5
41
9’

0 67
0 39

5
12
132
4
6
3
21
13
66
12
1!
8

01
02

0 12
00~
0 08~
0
007~

4 02
1.q~
1

01

0 08
0 13
002

0 37
047
024

0 026
0046
0088

0 067
0094
009

0 357
0439
0664

4~

22|O~
4,17/0(

2/23/0(4;18/0(

72
69

1/25/0(.
1/2,5/0(
2/21/0(

1/25/0(
1/27/0(
2/23/0(

6 95
676
6 79

11~
4~

105
13(~
84

2/23/0(
2/23/0(
2/23/0(
2/23/0(
2/23/0(
4117/0(
4/17/0(
411710(
4/17/0(
4/17/0
4/17/0(
4/17/0(

2/25/0(
59
2/25/0(
56
2/25/0(
56
2/25/00 5 4
2/25~00 5 8
4/20/00 5 3
4120/00 5,4
4/20/00
5~
4/20/00,
5~
4/20/0~ 6
4/18,’00 56(~
4/18/0(3 6 1,4

6
6
8
6
16
6
9
12
12
6
18
5

16 2
24 5
19 ~
12 4
20 6
42 0
31
2~
38 2
25
4~

2/10/00
2/10/00
2/10/00
1/25/00,
1/25/00
2/23/00
2/23/00
1/25/00
1/25/00
1/25/00
2/11/00
2/11/00
2/1 lt00

2/14/00 5 ,4
2/14/00 65E
2,’14/00 6 1~’
1/28/00 6
1/28/00 6
2/25/00 6
2/25/00 6
1/25/00
1/25~00 6
1/25/00 4 7~=

45
88
86
34
120
6
8
25
100
28
136
5
39

70
67E

2/11100 66~
2/11/00 66.=
2/11/00 6.5;

2;
2~

15(~
9~
3,"
3~
3.~
10(
31
31
2~
4~

18
3(]
16

5 --.

1 52
1 66
1 3g
2 25
I 2~
15
5 3E
44;~
9
5 8’~

5;
3’.
7:
9
4
5’
5
5
5
5
5,

3
8
7
3~
9,~
Page 65

6
2(

36
18
579
129

I i

R0012645

Facihty
SequencelD Dale of Storm Date Analyzed
013418
112510~
li27100
013418
1/26/0C
1/27100
013418
1/25/(~
1/27/00
013418
1/25/0(]
1!27/00
013418
2/16/0~
2/21/00
013418
2/16~0~
2/21/00
01.]418
~J16/1~
2/2’1/00
013418
2/16~00
2/2 I/0~’
013418
2/16/0’0
2/21/00
~’i3420
1/25/0~
1/26/00
013420
1125/00
1/26/00
013420
1/25/00
1126/00
013420
1/25/00
1/26/00
013423
913427
1/25t00
1/26~00
(7t3427
4/17/0~
4,’~0/0(~
3i’~13.3
1117/00
1/19/0C~
~i 3~433
2/10/00
2/12/00,
O 13436~
1/25/00
1/25/00
Oi ~136
4117/0(
4/18~X)
313438
?_/10/00
2/24~0(
313438
2/16/00
212410(
~13438
3/6/00
3/14/0(
;313438
3/6/00
3/14/0(
313455
12/3 lY99
1/3/0(
)13455
2/10/00,
2/10/0
!01~57
013462
2/10/CG
2/10/0(
013462
2;16/00
2/17/0(
013470
2/16/0(
2/15/00
013470
1,2410(
1/26/0(
013533
0i’~533
0i3533
013540
013540
013540
013540
013540
013540
013577
013577
013577
013596
013605
013605
0 !3605
013fi05
013605
013605
013606

013522
0i3655

~
O
,,~O
~
O’~
~
O")
¯

013688
013693
013693
013694
013697
013697
013~97
013697

112510(
2/10/0(
3/7/0(
2/9/0(
2/g/0(
219;0(
3..’14/0C
3/1410(
311410(
2/14/0(
2/14/0(
2/21/0(

112510(
2/11/0(
3/9/0~
6/2810(
6/28/0(
6/26/0~
6/26/0,(]
6/28/0~
6/26/0(]
2/18Y0(
2/16/0(
2/24/0~

1/25Y0(
1/25/0(
1/25,’0C
2/16/0(
2/16/0(
2/16/0(

41710(3
4/7/00
4!710
417100
4/7/00
4/7/00

1~25~0~
I

4/1810~
1/25/0C
1/26/0~
1/28~0~
2/10/0(
2/10/0(]
4/17/0~
4/17/00

pH TSS(moJ1.) SC(umh,os/cm) O&G (rag/L) TOC(m,g/L) Pb(mg/L) Cu(,mgJL) Z.nfrng/I.] At(rag/L) Fe(rng/L) Ni(moJL) COO(rrlg/L) BOD(mg/L
63~
111
149
12!
25
6 O(
76
166
19!
3~
6 0~.
285(
15000
53.’
505
6 2(
59 2
5--.
6 35
5!
56
6
64 5
6 4c~
7
6 51
23(
6,10
4;
3C
6
7 65
8 ,.1
69~
13(
175
98
~
8~
610
162
8
130(
1700
32 6
77
17(
610
13 5
75
15(
330
10 7
6 28
59!
6 46
624
66~
75
6 96
7 03
7 16
7 19
6,8
8

1;:
g~

120
140

6,~
2E
82
4c.
52
8~
12
17(
1SC

99
800
lflO
190
85
85
289
9;

76
78
5 75
5 64

gC
46C
32(]
123

176(
912(
47 1]

7 37
6 23
8 13 ’" ’
6
66
67
6
7I
71
63
S 33

7
15
5
158
134
109
44
50
588
7
7
40

5(
24(
25
19~
181
237
102
35,~
101~

I(
1(
9
12
3
28
89

3
6

3,~
8
2
11
5
8
2
2
2
3
9

11
92
88
g2
S8
19

I 33
1 35
I 13
I 56
0 94
1 43

4 $5
2 67
3 06
1 51
2 8=.
9 4(.

7 67
4 72
S 49
2 02
S 89
16 4

18(
53

64
65
6 (~
S;
S(
5;

32
28
56
33
20
36

69;

53

13

411910( 5 3~.
1/26/0( 7 2(
1/26/00 7 21
6 9.=

5
144
22
42
55
195’
24
8(

5
12
5
2
5
59
31
4

2/14~00 6 2;
2/14/00 6 63
4/18/00 6
4/16/00 7 2

40
39

31
77
41
43
38

44(]
266
388
120
82
266
92 2

0

091

36(

6
013
0 03

Page 67

033
02

085
0

|fi

121

39(

Facility
Sequence ID Date of Storm Date Analyzed pH TSS (rag/L) SC (umhos/crn) O&G (rng/L) ITOC (rag/L) Pb (mg/L) Cu (rag/L) Zn (rnoJL) AI (rag/L) Fe (rng, q_) Ni (m~L) COD (rn,g/L) BOD (rag/L)
013706
01370~
013713
1/25/00
1/26/0( 602
2
472
2
013713
1125100
1/26/0( 705
15
108
013721
D13726
1/26~00
7 33
185
27 8
013726
1/26/00
7 01
317
29 6
113726
2/26/00
2r29/0( 6 15
55
94 4
013726
2/26/00
2/29/0( 5 95
24
76 3
313729
1125100
i/26/0( 6 6,1
192
109
6
313729
4/17/00
4118/0( 6 31
133
83
13
261
3;
~13745
2/14/0(
7 83
46
128
0
2/10/00i
)13745
41171001
4/18/0( 6 88
31
59
;013746
013779
1/25/0(
112710( 8 8
33
110
1I
013779
4/17/0(
4/19/0(
68
57
1801
013803
2/1110(
2/11/0(
G,~
277
155
5
013803
4/17/0(
4/171~ 6 71
55
128
37
013843
0i3866
411110(
6451
129
990
159
007
0
013881
113110(
2/6/0( 654
3~
686
1
021,~
013881
113110(
2/6/0( 6 4
20
118
20
0 15,~
013881
1/31/0(
2/6/0( 6 74i
4(~
167
23
0
013881
2/16/0(
2/16/0( 6 541
36
80 7
23
0 181
013881
2/16/0(
2./18/0( 6 91
296
904
12
0 59’~
0133RI
2q6;0(
2/18/0( 6 71
30
86 I=
21
0 161
O~]Hth
;.’ 160(
2/18/0( 69L
6~J
957
96
056;
~,1 ~fl", I
,J I JS’JJ
013893
013943
013943
013943
013944
013944
013951
013959
013961
013968
013969
013989
013989
014013
014039
014039
014039
014039
014070
014070
014070
014070
014165
014172
014184
014184
014186
014186
014209
014214
014224

." ht ~
4 I / L~
4;17.0(
1;25/O
1/25/0(
11/8/9c.
1/25/0~
11/6/9~

6 4;
7 3;
7 St.
1/26/0~ 7
1/26/05 8
11/9/9~ 7
1126/0~, 8
1 I/9/9~
6

56
52
46
80
I00
160
IO5
47

63(
20;
62=.
17(
6(
20(
6(
36(

105
15
155
86
5
5
4 72
5

268
75
492

1,’17/0~
9/21/99

1/17/0~
9/22/99

42
260

23(
130(

I
55

50

1118/0~
1116/99
411710(]
4/17/0~
2/21!0~
2/21/0~
3/6/0’~
3/8/0~

6/15~00 447
6/I 5/0~ 4 15
8/15~04 4 50
611510(] 4 72
2/22/04 802
2;22/0(] 697
3/16/0~ 5 7~n
3/16/0(] 6 92

505
105
146
184
148
27
47
60

41[’
46!~
253
245
32-~
861~
75
22c~

5
5
5
58
17
05
79
1

11/9/99
1125/0~
1118199
2/11/0(]
4/17/0~

11,’9/99 664
1/25~00 6 3
1118/99 63
2/11/O5 714
4/I 6/00 786

17
101
49
5(
7;

53~
82.~
15f!
036
121

5
5
169
5

2;
62(

26~

1/25/00
1/26/00

2/1/00

8

82
72

0 18
OOS
0 05

009
001
0

042
0

178
167

t8C1

10
,.’" .,’.." Page 68

ff

00
I 31
018
024

| 43
1
001
001

56
491
147
242

2

23

19

R0012648

Facildy
!
i’ (n’,,g/L) TOC (rag/L) Pb (moJ’L) Cu (mg/L) Zn (moJL) AI (m~l. Fe (mg/L) l Ni (n~/L) COD (rng~)i BOO
Sequence ID Date el Storm Date A~l,(zed pH TSS (mg/L) SC (umt~:~s/cm)
I O&G
014775
4117/OO
4/17/00. 795
342
83.=
23
5
551!
014777
5/19/00 54
11
111
5
DI4777
5/19/0( 553
652
55.1
5
014777
2/17/0(
3/7/0( 651
33
8~
5
314777
2/17/0(
3/710( 5 11
142
16-=
5
314783
2/10/0
2/16/0(
68
153
15~
10
0 83
23
1 I;
:)14802
2/24/0(
6126/0( 5 75
105
65"~
73
{.
:)14802
4/17/0(
6/2910( 6 1
55
85
5
014824
1/26/0(
1/27i0( 6 3;
48
55~
12 9
0 05
O 09
0 57
014824
3/15/0(
3/15/0(. 66:
20
64
11 5
00.=
O0t
I 33
014835
2~16/O~
2/15/0( 5~
180
13(:
24
03~
02
21
54
014835
4;17/(X
4/21KE 7 ~
51
31
0 07.(
02
07
0 84
24
2~.
014837
2/10/0~
2/15/(E 5[
170
16(;
32
0 1;
02
O61
16
3
23[
014837,
4/17/0(;
4,’21/O
7
51
31
0 07.(
02
07
0 94
2 ’~
014054
014885
2/10/0(]
2/16/0~ 6
130
30~
4C
08;
08
5(
13
05
59C
014885
4/I 7/0~
4/20/0~ 6;
93
170~
08;
12
1;
13
7
210(
014891
1/25/0(~
1/26/0(~ 7 5(;
104
165
59
19C
014891
1/25/0(]
1/26/0(} 7 58
168
212
42
18C
014891
2/23/00
2/24/0(] 82~
152
59
0i4891
2/23/00
2;24104] 8 8(;
76:
50
"5~"
014899
1/25/00
1/25/00 7 13
2,"
16 2
014907
1/25/00
1/26/8~
15 8
0 0461
014907
I/2,5/’00
1127100
=
13
0 0257~
014909
014945
~
3/8/00
~’10/00 6 4
36
{
0 030 05=
01
0 23
04
D14946
3/8/00
3/10/00 5 8
IZ
30
1(:
0 022
0 0~."
0 61
0 37
1
39
314968
2110/00
3/6/0~’ 584
51~
162 9
20 1
314968
3/6/0(
3/6/00 5 73
107
98 8
31 3
:)14985
D14986
i~J31/0(
1/6/00 5 95
8[
335
19
0 t09
0 24.=
2 31
:)14909
:)14990
1/25/0
2/5,00 618
21
.679
5
002~
O04z
0327
DI4999
015003
1/25/0(
1/25/0(
68
1(;
100
5
35
015003
4/16/0
4/18/0(
65
4~
28[
5
150
015O06
015045
2/I~0(
2/24t0(
6
5
15(
2
015045
2/21/0(
2/24/0(
64
10(
2
015048
4126~0(
4/26/0( 51
7(
2
015054
2/i0/0(
2/16/0 6 2.=
304(]
96(
230
0 527
0 34;
2 77
015062
015074
015076
015082
015083
015088
2/10/0~
2/10/0~ 6 [
5
3~
5
0 |4
0
00~
015089
1/25/0~
1/25/(X 6 9."
8
9~,
5
015089
1/25/0~
1/2510 70[
6
7(;
5
015089
1/25/0(]
1/25/0~ 66;
6
5(;
153
015089
1~25/0(~
1/25/O
11
7(;
66
015089
t/26/0~J
1/25/0~ 7 52
8
17(;
5
015089
4/17/0~
4/17/0~ 50(
154
148
51
015099
4/17/01
4/17/0~ 541
24
30~
51
015089
4/17/0(}
4/17/0~ 5
58
922
015089
4/17;O0
4117100 5 77
24
24(~
015089
4/17/00
4/17/0(]
5~
66
186
015092
0’i5100
1125/00
1/26/O< 73g
5.(
43
3
015t00
t/26/00
1/26/00 6 89
0,"
20
04
015100
4/17/00
4/20/00 62
2;.
300
t;
95
015100
4/17/00
4/20/00 64~
5.=
230
150

Fac~
Sequence ID I Date o~ Storm Date Analyzed pH TSS (mg,/L) SC (umhos~cml O&G (mg/L) TOC (mg/L] Pb (rag!!..) Cu (rag/L) Zn (reg./L) A~ (re.g/L) Fe (rag/L) N~ (mg/L) COD (rag/L) BOD (nxj/L)
015124
1/25/0(
1/26/0( 68~
86
11(
094
015128
97(
15
4~
4/17/0(
411810( 6 3
130
015136
4/18/0( 6;
250
150(
19
77I
015136
411710(
5(
82
6 9’
4!1710(
4118/0(
6
7
75
015136
015147
015147
015171
015171
015171
015171
015180
015186
)15186
)151B9
)15189
315200
315266
315266
) 15277
315278
315287
315287
315289

1125~’0(
2/23/0(
2/i6/0(
2/16/0(
4/’16/0(
4/16/0(

2/24/0(
2/25,’0(
2/17/0(
2/17/0(
4/2010(
4/20/0(

6 65
68
68
67 "
69’
71

93
13~
9
8
8C
85

41(
30(
3(
2.~
~
271

67
93
52
63
t0
17

30
23

2/10/00
4fl7/00
1/24f00
11/6/99
1/25/00
2/27/00
4117100

2;10/0(
4/18PX
1/26/0(
1118~3(.
113110(
2/2810(
4/24/0(

608
728
6 87
65
6 69
6 47
57

20~

258
57
58
155
82
200
587

4

25
27
1
33 2

4/17/00
1125/00
11/8/99
1125100

4/17/(X
1/26/00
11/9~(.
1/25/00

77
7
49
72

12(
7E
46(
1-=

210
150
3200
84

4C
21
17(;

~15~.14B
~15348
315348
015348
~15348
015348
315355
015356
015403
015403
015404
015404
015404

11 8’J9
1L8,99
2/16/00
2/16/00
2/16/00
2/16/0(1

1116’99
1118199
2/16100
2/16/00
2/16/00
2/16/00

54,4
5 19
6 55
6 6~
68l~
676

441
59
21
31
16
15

334
212
55
35
48
18

05
I
05
1

0/4/0~
4/15/0(J
1/25/0~
1/25/0~
1/25/0(

3/7/0(]
82
4/’20/0(]
7.,~
1/25/0~ 7 ~
1/2.5/0~ 7 21
1/25/0~ 7 4~

31
4
5
5
46

52
2;
32-=
44~
131

4
4
05
05
05

015404
015404
015404
015404
0’15421
015421
O15422
015422
015432
015448
015468
;015475
)15476
)15482
315482
315488
~15488
315488

11/6/9~
11/6/9c.
11/6/9=:
11/6/9~

11/9/9~ 6ff
1119;9~
6;
11/9/9~ 6 2;
11/9/99 65=

16
18
2(~
187

12,"
7~
23~
13~

1116/9~
3/8/0(
411710(

11/9/9=:
3/6/0(
411810(

67

16
16
1~

250
46
25

11/6/9.~
2/I I/(3(
2/21/0(
2./21/0(
4/16/0(

11/6/9~
2/14/0
2/2110(
2/21/0(
4/16/0(

63
65
8.69
876
7 12

1~
I(:
3-~
44c.
2~

42
54
952
592
819

7

31
32
2-c
56 2
36

0
0
0
0

00==
00.=
00~=
0 0‘=

029
013
031
0~

0
01
01
01

034’;

0031

015

15

23
I6
0 44
12
031
05

01
0I

005
0 009
0 0076

2

02
02

02
32
0 64
07
1 29
1 95
3
3
34,~

5
5

0 028
0 04(~

01
0 03;

0 7~
0 3(

0 92
18

0 013
0 019

77
78

1E
0

0 53
11
0 72

0
Page 71
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Facility
SequenCe ID Date of Sto.rm Date Analyzed
015488
4118/00
4/18~0
015516
1/25/0~
1/28;0(.
315516
4,’17/00.
4/22/0(
315533
315539
315540
315549
315554
4/17/00
4/20/0(
315556
2/16/(X
2/1710(
)15556
3/14/0(
3/14/0(
015569
4/1710
6/19/0(
015576
015579
015609
5/25/0(
5/25/0(
01’5615
015626
015627
015632
2/I 0/0(
2/11/0(
0156.32
2/10~0(
2/11/0(
015632
2/16/0(
2/17/0
015640
015641
015654
1/25/0
1/25/0(
[)151~’~.1
2 |6~0(
2/17/0
~H %’,",
2 lO.~
2/!6/0(
UtSb55
4 1 ! 0(.
4/16/0~
015663
015670
015673
015674
015698
015699
015700
015710
015716
015717
015732
015732
015737
015747
015767
015779
015794
015798
015827
015840
015853
015854
015854
015854
015868
0i5915
015915

pH TSS (mg~L) SC (umho~c~n) O&G (n~’L) TOC (m~yL) Pb (mgn...) Cu (m~,.] Zn (mojL) AI (rng/L) Fe (mg/L) Ni (mg~L) COD (rag/L) BOD (regaL)
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The Honorable James Oberstar
The Honorable Jack Quinn
House of Representatives
Nonpoint source pollution--that is, pollution from contaminants picked up
and carried into surface water by water running over land--is known to be
one of the leading causes of water quality problems in the United States.
Water that runs over developed areas, including paved surfaces such as
roads and parking lots, before reaching a water body is known as urban
runoff and is an increasingly important category of water pollution. As
urban areas have expanded over the past several decades, the amount of
urban runoff has also increased. Although the overall quality of the nation’s
waters has improved since the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, a
significant number of water bodies still suffer from poor water quality.
Because the act brought discharges from "point sources," such as industrial
planm and municipal treatment plants, under control, the continuing
pollution of these waters suggests that other sources, including urban
runoff, are co,~tributing to water quality problems. As a result, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) now classifies urban runoff as a
significant cause of impairment to water quality. The Water Quality Act of
1987, which amended the Clean Water Act, required EPA, among other
things, to regulate as a point source urban runoff that reaches municipal
sewer systems. EP~:s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Program for storm water requires that certain local governments take
measures to control storm water runoff.
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Concerned about the degradation of water quaLity in urban areas, you
asked us to report on (1) the amount of runoff from urban areas,
particularly from roads, highways, and other impervious surfaces, ~ and its
effects on water quality and (2) the programs that federal regulations
require local governments to develop to address urban runoff, and the
costs and effectiveness of those programs. To address these issues, we
reviewed federal and other studies and interviewed experts on the
relationship between the amount of paved and other impervious surfaces
and the amount of runoff, and on the types of materials typically contained
in urban runoff. We also reviewed studies and interviewed experts on the
sources of these materials and any actual or potential effects on water
quality from urban runoff. We visited five urban areas and organizations
that are affiliated with their watersheds’~ to obtain site-specific information
about urban runoff problems, programs these areas have implemented in
response to federal requirements, and the costs and effectiveness of these
programs. Finally, we reviewed studies and estimates of the costs and
investment requirements associated with implementing storm water
management programs. Because this report focuses on local governments’
actions, we did not review the portions of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Storm Water Program that address industrial facilities :~:..::~:~
and construction sites.
.’~o¢:_

We performed our review from August 2000 through May 2001 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Results in Brief

The volume of urban storm water runoff increased throughout the United
States in the last half of the 20~’ century because of the growth in
impervious surfaces that resulted from the development of urban and
suburban areas. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, between
1945 and 1997, land devoted to urban areas in the United States has
increased by about 327 percent; according to EPA, paved road mileage has
increased by 278 percent. Because paved surfaces are almost impervious,
they allow little storm water to infiltrate the ground; therefore, the storm
water runs off i~to creeks, rivers, and lakes. As storm water runs across
these imperx~ous surfaces and land, it picks up pollutants from these
surfaces and ~’arrws them to receiving bodies of water--either directly or
’An impervious s~rt~we keeps water from soaking into soils.
’A watershed is an ,’yea of land in which all surface water drains to a common point,
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through conveyances such as gutters, storm sewers, and culverts. EP~:s
1998 National Water Quality Inventory Report to Congress showed that
certain rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries are impaired in terms of their
ability to support such uses as aquatic life, swimming, and fish
consumption, and concluded that urban runoff was a major source of this
impairment. Studies have shown that urban runoff and the pollutants it
carries can cause increases in sedimentation, water temperature, and
pathogen levels and decreases in dissolved oxygen levels in bodies of
water. These changes can lead to the degradation of habitat in these water
bodies and a decline in diversity of aquatic life and can endanger public
health. For example, metals, a pollutant typically found in urban runoff,
can be toxic to aquatic organisms. Pathogens, such as bacteria from animal
waste, another pollutant commonly found in urban runoff, can pose public
health problems when present in waters used for recreational purposes.
The magnitude and nature of these effects vary by region, depending on the
type and concentration of pollutants in storm water, rainfall
characteristics, land use, mad other factors.
Local governments are required to address urban runoff through EPNs
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Storm Water Program.
Under permits that EPA and states issue through this program, over 1,000
local governments must meet EPA’s requirements to implement storm
water management programs to reduce contaminants in storm water to the
"maximum extent practicable." EPA recommends that these cities use
"best management practices" to reduce contaminants in storm water
runoff. The most typical practices included controlling runoff through a
combination of structural means, such as detention ponds, and
nonstructural means, st~ch as increasing the frequency of street sweeping
and educating the public about how to prevent pollutants from reaching
storm sewers. Cities also used specialized practices to address specific
local runoff problems. For example, Baltimore, Maryland, has focused on
reducing the level of nutrients, such as fertilizers, in its runoff because of
its proximity to the Chesapeake Bay, which suffers from high nutrient
levels.
Neither the overall costs of implementing the storm water.program nor the
program’s effectiveness has been determined. EPA estimated ha a 1996
report to congress that the potential need for spendhag on storm water
runoff and overflows of sewage resulting from runoff was over $50 billion
over 20 years, but the agency also believes this estimate will increase when
it issues its next report in 2002. EPA’s regulations require that permitted
cities annually report the costs of implementing their storm water
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programs, along with the results of their monitoring of storm water runoff
and water quality. However, in part because EPA has not established
guidelines for reporting cbsts, these data have not been calculated or
reported consistently and, therefore, are not currently useful in
characterizing the program’s overall cost. EPA, state, and city officials
generally believe that managing storm water runoff will reduce the volume
of runoff and concentrations of pollutants in the runoff, as well as improve
water quality, but no systematic effort to evaluate the program~ results has
been started. EPA and the states have generally been unsuccessful in
developing measurable program goals and in demonstrating program
effectiveness through the review of water quality data reported by local
governments.
We believe it is time for EPA to begin evaluating this program, which is
directed at one of the nation’s most significant water quality problems.
Therefore, this report includes a recommendation to EPA to work with
states to develop program goals, establish standards for reporting on
program costs and effectiveness, and review reported water quality data to
determine whether the current storm water management programs are
having the intended effect of improving the quality of the nation’s waters
and how much the programs cost. We provided a draft of this report to
EPA and the Department of Transportation (DOT). EPA generally agreed
with the report and plans to take action to implement several parts of the
recommendation; the agency did not comment on the other parts of the
recommendation. DOT generally agreed with the report. (See the Agency
Comments and Our Evaluation section of this report.)

Background

Nonpoint source pollution can result when water, such as precipitation,
runs over land surfaces and into bodies of water. Significant nonpoint
sources of pollution can include paved urban areas, agricultural practices,
forestry, and mining. However, in urban and suburban areas, this runoff
generally enters a sewer system that can be regulated as a point source of
water pollution. For example, precipitation from rain or snowmelt may run
into a municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4 or storm sewer) that
eventually discharges into a body of water. The precipitation may also nm
into a combined sewer system, which carries a combination of storm water
runoff, industrial waste, and raw sewage in a single pipe to a sewage
treatment facility for discharge after treatment. Lastly, the precipitation
may run off of land or paved surfaces directly into nearby receiving waters.
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EPA:s Office of Wastewater Management, which is within the Office of
Water, implements the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Program. The program was created in 1972 with the passage of
the Clean Water Act. Created to control water pollution from point
sources--those sources, such as a factory or wastewater treatment plant,
that contribute pollutants directly into a body of water from a pipe or other
conveyance--the NPDES Program did not specifically address storm water
discharges. In 1987, the Congress amended the Clean Water Act with the
Water Quality Act, which directed EPA to also control storm water
discharges that enter MS4s---essentially requiting EPA to treat such storm
water as a point source.3 MS4s are defined as those sewers that collect and
convey storm water; are owned or operated by the federal, state, or local
government; and are not part of a publicly owned treatment (sewage)
facility.
To regulate urban storm water runoff, EPA published regulations in 1990
that established the NPDES Storm Water Program and described permit
application requirements. According to EPA, the program’s objective, in
part, is to preserve, protect, and improve water quality by, among other
things, controlling the volume of runoff from paved surfaces and by
reducing the level of runoff pollutants to the maximum extent practicable
using best management practices (BMP).4 The 1987 act also authorized
EPA to implement a program that provides federal funds and technical
assistance to states to develop their own nonpoint source pollution
management programs. States can use the federal funds they receive for
nonpoint source progran~s to address nonpoint sources of pollution as well
as urban runoff.
Currently, EPA manages NPDES Storm Water programs in six states
(Alaska, Arizona, Idaho, Massachusetts, New Han~pshire, and New Mexico)
and has delegated authority to the remaining 44 states to manage these
programs. The storm water program is being implemented in two phases.
Local governments meeting the following criteria must comply with EPA’s
storm water program regulations. First, Phase I of the program requires
that municipalities with a population of 100,000 or more obtain a permit for
their MS4 system; second, the program requires that entities obtain a
:)Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act.
4According to EPA, a best management practice is a device, practice, or method for
removing, reducing, retarding, or preventing targeted storm water runoff constituents,
pollutants, and contaminants from reaching receiving waters.
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permit if they discharge storm water from sites with industrial activities,
including construction activities that disturb 5 acres or more of land. In
addition, NPDES permitting authorities may also bring other municipalities
and industrial entities into the program if they deem it necessary.
Municipalities that meet these conditions must submit a permit application
to EPA or the governing regulatory state agency. In 1990, the regulations
specifically identified 220 municipalities throughout the United States that
were required to apply for a Phase I permit. According to EPA, as of April
2001, about 256 Phase 1 MS4 permits had been issued and about 17 more
still needed to be issued. Because some permits cover more than one
mu.nicipality, these permits cover about 1,000 medium and large
municipalities nationwide.
The final rule for Phase II of the program was issued in December 1999.
Phase II extends Phase I efforts by requiring that a storm water discharge
permit be obtained by (1) operators of all MS4s not already covered by
Phase I of the program in urbanized areas5 and (2) construction sites that
disturb areas equal to or greater than 1 acre and less than 5 acres of land.
As with Phase I of the program, permitting authorities may require
additional small MS4s and construction sites to obtain a permit ff they are a
significant contributor of pollutants. Currently, EPA anticipates that about::~°!"(~
5,000 municipalities may be subject to permitting requirements under
Phase II of the sto~Ta water program. These municipalities are required to
obtain permits no later than March 10, 2003.
"

~fhe Bureau of the* I ’easus generally defines an urbanized area as a land area comprising
one or more place,s--central place(s)--and the adjacent densely settled surrounding area-urban fringe--that t~gether have a residential population of at least 50,000 and an overall
population density of at least 1,000 per square mile.
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EPA also regulates combined sewer overflows (CSO) that can be caused by
urban storm water runoff. Combined sewer systems, in which storm water
enters pipes already carrying sewage, may overflow when rain or snowmelt
entering the system exceeds the system’s flow capacity. In the CSO that
results, the mixture of untreated sewage and runoff bypasses the water
treatment facility and is diverted directly into receiving waters. (See fig. 1
for an illustration of combined and separate sewer systems.) These
combined systems generally serve the older parts of approximately 900
cities in the United States. Pipes carrying sewage and storm water
separately generally serve newer parts of cities. EPA’s 1994 CSO policy
requires communities with combined sewer systems to take immediate and
long-term actions to address CSO problems. The policy contains
provisions for developing appropriate, site-specific NPDES permit
requirements for all combined sewer systems that overflow because of wetweather events. The Wet Weather Water Quality Act of 2000 requires that
any permit, order, or decree issued for a CSO conform to the 1994 policy.
Under this act, EPA is also required to submit a report to the Congress by
September 2001 on the status of the program.6

~Sanitary sewer ,,x ,,rt~,¢,ws, which are illegal under the Clean Water Act, can also result from
rainfall. A smnmu~ ~.’.~ er overflow may occur when rainwater or snowmelt leaks into
sanitary sewage t’~t"’" thereby exceeding the pipes’ capacity and causing them to overflow.
This discharge ~,!’ ~,~ .~ewage from municipal sanitary sewer systems can release untreated
sewage into plm’,,~ -~ch as streams, basements, and streets. EPA proposed regulations to
require municii,aht :~,~ to reduce the number of overflows. However, these regulations have
been withdrawn fl)r further review.
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Figure 1: Urban Runoff Flows in Different Types of Sewer Systems
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The Total Maximum Daffy Load (TMDL) Program, established under the
Clean Water Act, is intended to address water bodies that do not meet
water quality standards because of pollutant loadings from point and
nonpoint sources. Currently, it is unclear how and when this program will
’affect EPA’s and states’ issuance of storm water permits. A TMDL is a
calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that a body of water can
receive and still meet the water quality standard set by the state. Under
EPA’s regulations, the state is to allocate this "pollutant load"-among the
point and nonpoint pollutant sources that flow into the water body and
then take steps to ensure that no source exceeds its assigned load. In 1996,
EPA issued a policy that outlined an interim approach to including water
quality standards in storm water permits. The policy promoted the use of
BMPs in the first 5-year term permits, followed by a tailoring of BMPs in the
second round of permits as necessary to comply with water quality
standards. Until recently, few TMDLs had been established, and citizen
organizations sued EPA for its lack of action. EPA issued a new set of
regulations for the TMDL Program in 2000, but the Congress prevented
EPA from spending money to implement the rule in 2000 and 2001. It is
possible that establishing a TMDL for a body of water could result in the
application of a numeric effluent limit to outfalls7 that release storm water
into that body of water. Some city officials we spoke with generally felt ’.:-:.:~:’~
that numeric effluent limits would significantly increase the cost of
~"
managing storm water.

Volume of Urban
Runoff Increases With
the Expansion of

Urban Development
and Can Affect Water
Quality

Since World War II, urban runoff has increased throughout the United
States. This increase is directly related to growth in the an~ount of
impervious surfaces due to urban and suburban development and the
construction of roads, highways, and other impervious surfaces.
Coinciding with this growth in impervious surfaces has been a reduction in
wetlands and in the amount of storm water that infiltrates the ground to
recharge aquifers. Moreover, the loss of vegetation due to development
and related runoff can cause major erosion. Ultimately, much of this runoff
is channeled into gutters, storm drains, and paved channels, and vegetation
and sediment removed with the runoff may end up in receiving waters.
EPA has identified urban storm water runoff as one of the leading sources
of pollution to the nation’s rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries. Runoff
from impervious surfaces picks up potentially harmful pollutants and
VAn outfall is an outlet, such as a pipe, that allows storm water to flow into a river, lake, or
other body of water,
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carries them into receiving waters. Studies have shown that urban runoff
and the pollutants it carries can negatively affect water quality, aquatic life,
and public health.

Paved Surfaces Have
Increased With Urban and
Suburban Expansion and

Growth in Automobile Use

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, between 1945 and 1997,
urban land area increased by almost 327 percent, from 15 million acres to
about 64 million acres in the contiguous 48 states. From 1992 through 1997,
the annual rate of development averaged about 1 million acres per year.
The land developed between 1945 and 1997 came primarily from forestland
and pasture and range.S For example, according to the Bureau of the
Census, between 1960 and 1990, the amount of land used for urban
purposes in Baltimore, Maryland, and Washington, D.C., grew by about 170
percent and 177 percent, respectively. As a result, urbanization, with its
accompanying expansion of impervious surfaces like sidewalks, roofs,
parking lots, and roads, has significantly increased the nation’s total
developed land and paved surface area? Figure 2 demonstrates the growth
in the urbanized areas of Baltimore and Washington, D.C., over the last haft
of the 20ta century.

SAgricultural R~,5,~tttc¢,.~" m~d En~¢ronmental Indicators, 2000, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Econ,mu,’ Research Service. Resource Economics Division.
~" Our Built a~d .\:m~m! Envirormtent.s, A Technical Review of the Interaction Between La~d
Use, Transporta:~on ~md Em~ronmental Qualitk; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA 231-R-00-005. No~: 2000).
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Figure 2: Increase in Urbanized Land in Selected Cities, 1960-90

Source: U.S. Geological Survey,

"

The increase in paved surfaces has been spurred not only by urban and
suburban development, but also by a steady increase in the use of
automobiles, the primary mode of daily transportation for most Americans.
Roads also play an important role in the economy of the United States,
since trucks carry about 75 percent of the value of all goods shipped.
According to EPA, paved road mileage in the United States increased by
278 percent from 1945 to 1997. In 1945, 19 percent of the public roads in
the country were paved; by 1997, that percentage had increased to 61. (See
fig. 3.) According to a 1999 study, motor-vehicle infrastructure, such as
roads and parking lots, accounts for close to half of the land area in U.S.
urban cities. ,0

6tont~’atet =~?:;m,~,Jes, Comn~tmit~" Responses to Runoff Pollutio[~, Natural Resources
Defense Councd (May 1999).
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Figure 3: Percentage of Paved Public Road Miles, 1945-97
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Increase in Impervious
Surfaces Leads to Increased
Runoff

The increase in impervious surfaces over the past several decades has led
to an increase in storm water runoff. In part, this has occurred because
highways and other developments have reduced the amount of wetlands
and other undeveloped land. Wetlands mitigate the effects of storm water
runoff by acting as a natural form of flood control, facilitating sediment
replenishment, and improving water quality by removing excess nutrients
and other chemical contaminants before the contaminants can affect
receiving waters. According to a 2000 EPA report, X~ of the 12 states that
listed wetland losses, six reported that they had significant losses due to
highway construction, and 10 reported that they had significant losses due
to residential growth and development. However, the effect of road
building on wetla~d loss has been reduced in recent years. According to a
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) official, since 1996, wetlands
have been replaced and restored under the Federal-Aid Highway Program

~See footnote 9.
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at an average rate of 2.7 acres for every acre lost to highway building.
Other undeveloped land with vegetation also performs some of the roles
that wetlands play in managing runoff, although to a lesser extent.
Furthermore, as impervious surfaces increase, less storm water is able to
infiltrate through the soil to groundwater. Impervious areas allow only a
very small amount of initial infiltration compared with unpaved areas
whose infiltration capacity varies, depending on the soil type.- Figure 4
demonstrates EPA’s estimates of the impact of impervious surfaces on the
percentages of storm water that runs off, infiltrates the ground, and is lost
through evapotranspiration.~2 When natural ground cover is present over
an entire site, normally 10 percent of precipitation runs off the land into
nearby creeks, rivers, and lakes. In contrast, when a site is 75- to 100percent impervious, 55 percent of the precipitation runs off into these
receiving waters. However, according to an FHWA official, the runoff rates
can be reduced if developers take mitigating actions to develop and
implement BMPs to control flooding or runoff.

~-’Evapotranspiration represents water loss from evaporation and the absorption and
eventual release into the atmosphere of water that plants and trees have collected. The
extent to which evapotranspiration occurs is dependent primarily on the solar energy
available to vaporize the water. As a result, the effect of evapotranspiration varies greatly
across the country.
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Figure 4: Impact of Impervious Surfaces on the Amount of Storm Water That Runs
Off, Infiltrates, and Evapotranspires
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The decrease in storm water infiltration that accompanies urbanization
also reduces the amount of water that is available to recharge groundwater
supplies. For this reason, reduced infiltration may lead to problems with
the water table in certain urban areas. For example, a Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection official noted that a low recharge
rate affects water quality because it can result in a loss of wetlands and
adversely affect aquatic habitat as water-table levels fall during dry
weather.~3 In addition, officials from the Charles River Watershed
Association in Massachusetts are concerned that the lack of infiltration
might cause some communities to run short 6f drinking water in the next
20 years.

Urban Runoff Has the
Potential to Impair Water

Quality and Disrupt
Biological Integrity

Urban runoff can adversely affect the quality of the nation’s waters, and
urban storm water runoff has been identified as one of the leading sources
of pollution to rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries.l~ Section 305(b) of the
Clean Water Act requires states and other jurisdictions to report on the
quality of their waters to EPA every 2 years. The 1998 Nat2"onal Water
Quality Inventory Report to Congress showed that 35 percent of assessed
river and stream miles, 45 percent of assessed lake acres, and 44 percent of.¢-....:~
assessed estuarine square miles were impaired in terms of their ability to
support uses such as aquatic life, swimming, and fish consumptionJs The
report identified urban storm water runoff as one of the leading sources of
impairment to the assessed waters.

~Dry weather is defined ,as a period when rainfall measuring at least 0,10 of an inch has not
occurred for 72 hours.
UOther leading s~)ur(’es of pollution include agricultural runoff, municipal point sources,
hydrologic mod~fi~at runs, and atmospheric deposition.
~Information cCmt,uned in the 1998 report reflects only those waters assessed by states and
other jurisdiction.~ :rod cannot be used to characterize nationwide water quality.
Furthermore, ~a~cr qnaiity standards amongstates are not identical, and the monitoring
design used to collect data differed among states.
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Studies have shown that as the percentage of impervious cover increases
within a watershed, biodiversity also declines. Research conducted by the
Center for Watershed Protection found that, generally speaking, when a
watershed has I0 percent or less impervious cover, the associated stream
can be categorized as sensitive.~6 Sensitive streams are characterized as
having high fish diversity and good water quality. Once the percentage of
impervious cover exceeds 25 to 30 percent of the watershed, however,
streams tend to become nonsupporting. Nonsupporting streains are highly
unstable, have poor diversity of fish and aquatic life, and have poor water
quality. For example, one study evaluated the relationship between the
extent of impervious cover in watersheds to the number and diversity of
fish populations in 47 small streams in southeastern Wisconsin between the
1970s and 1990s. ’; The results revealed that the number of fish species per
site was highly variable for drainage areas that had less than 10-percent
imperviousness. In contrast, sites that had greater than 10-percent
imperviousness had consistently low numbers of fish species.
Other studies have associated urban runoff with basic changes in the
receiving body of water. Runoff can carry sediment into surface water, and
this sediment can carry contaminants, harm aquatic plants, and smother
organisms. Runoff can also be warmed by the impervious surfaces it flows
across. When sufficient amounts of warmed runoff enter a water body, the
water temperature can rise. Less oxygen is then available for aquatic
organisms because water holds less oxygen ms it becomes warmer. These
combined factors lead to the degradation of aquatic habitat. According to
EPA, the common effects of these types of pollution on aquatic life include
a decline in biodiversity and an increase in invasive species.
An increase in the volume of storm water runoff also increases the
likelihood of erosion, which allows for transport of eroded sediment
downstrean~ into receiving waters. For example, during a site visit, we
observed extensive erosion along the Gingerville Creek Subbasin in Anne
Arundel County, Maryland, that was caused by urban runoff channeled into
the creek. Figure 5 depicts the eroded banks and channel of this creek.

’~"The Importam ,. ,,,’ Imperviousness," WatershedProtection Techniques, v.l:3, Fall, 1994.
The article re~n,,~,, l.~ studies on the relationship between urbanization and stream quality.
~’L. Wang and, ,I i~,.r,. "Watershed Urbanization and Changes in Fish Communities in
Southeastern \V~sc, msm Streams," Journal of the American Water Resources Association,
Oct. 2000, Vol, 36. No 5,
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Figure 5: Damage Caused by Storm Water Runoff From Urbanized Areas in the Gingerville Creek Subbasin

Source: Anne Arundel County, Maryland, Department of Public Works,

Contaminants in Urban
Runoff Can Affect Aquatic
Life and Human Health

There have been several efforts to characterize the chemicals and other
constituents in urban runoff. The Nationwide Urban Runoff Program,
conducted by EPA between 1978 and 1983, examined the characteristics of
urban runoff..aaaother federal effort to characterize urban runoff is an
ongoing joint project of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the FHWA
to evaluate guidelines for highway runoff. As table 1 indicates, these
studies and others have shown that the principal contaminants found in
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urban runoff include nutrients, solids, pathogens, metals, hydrocarbons,
organics, salt, and trash. Water flowing over various surfaces, such as
streets, parking lots, construction sites, industrial facilities, rooftops, and
lawns, carries these pollutants to receiving waters. The contaminants have
the potential to impair water quality, degrade aquatic ecosystems, and pose
health risks to swimmers.

Table 1 : Storm Water Pollutants in Urban Runoff, Including Sources and Potential Impacts
Contaminant

Source

Potential impact

Nutrients
Nitrogen,
phosphorous

Animal waste, fertilizers, failing septic systems,
atmospheric deposition,= CSOs

Nutrient enrichment can cause an excessive growth of
algae. Nuisance levels of algae are associated with
dissolved oxygen deficiencies leading to fish kills, loss of
submerged aquatic vegetation that serves as a habitat for
aquatic organisms, and loss of natural biodiversity.

Construction sites, other disturbed and/or
nonvegetated lands, eroding banks, road sanding

Sediment can cause infection and disease among fish,
scour submerged aquatic vegetation, prevent sunlight from
reaching aquatic plants, and bury bottom-dwelling aquatic
organisms.

Animal waste, failing septic systems, illicit
connect=ons and discharges to storm sewer
system, CSOs

Pathogens entering waters used for recreational purposes
can pose human health risks.

Industrial processes, normal wear of automobile
brake linings and tires, automobile emissions,
automobile fluid leaks, metal roofs

Metals can cause acute or chronic toxic=ty for aquatic
organisms.

Industrial processes, automobile wear, automobile
emissions, automobile fluid leaks, waste oil

Hydrocarbons have the potential to be acutely toxic for
aquatic organisms and several are suspected carcinogens.

Pesticides (herbicides, insecticides, fungicides,
rodenticides, etc.), industrial processes

Low concentrations of some organics have the potential to
bioaccumulate in the food chain.

Solids
Sediment

Pathogens
Bacteria, viruses

Metals
Lead, cadmium,
copper, zinc, mercury,
chromium, aluminum,
and others
Hydrocarbons
Oil and grease,
polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Organics
Pesticides,
polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB),
synthetic chemicals
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(Continued From Previous Page)
Contaminant
Salt

Source

Potential impact

Sodium
Chlorides

Road salting and uncovered salt storage

Salt can damage roadside vegetation, transport high levels
of chlorides to receiving waters, and degrade aquatic
ecosystems. Chloride can be harmful to some species of
fish.

Street refuse and improperly discarded waste
material

Trash impairs water quality by inhibiting the growth of
aquatic vegetation and conveys nutrients, toxic substances,
and other pollutants to aquatic ecosystems.

Trash

"Atmospheric deposition occurs when pollutants in the air fall on land or water.
Sources: Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection Stormwater Policy; EPA reports and
guidance, including Prehminary Data Summary of Urban Storm Water Best Management Practices,
Combined Sewer Oved/ow Control Policy, Innovative Urban Wet-Weather Flow Management Systems,
and the 1998 Natzona/Water Quality Inventory Report to Congress;, the California Regional Water
Quality Control Board; the Natural Resources Defense Council’s Stormwater Strategies: Community
Responses to Runoff Pollution; "Accretion of Pollutants in Roadway Snow Exposed to Urban Traffic
and Winter Storm Maintenance Activities - Part I," Draft,~s and USGS’ National Water Quality
Assessment Program.

=sJ.J. Sansalone and D.\\: Glenn, "Accretion of Pollutants in Roadway Snow Exposed to
Urban Traffic and rater Storm Mmntenance Actlv~tms -Part I, DRAFT.
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In our visits to cities with Phase I permits and their watersheds, we
identified specific instances in which these contaminants had affected
water quality. The Chesapeake Bay, for example, has been polluted with
the nutrients nitrogen and phosphorus and with excess sediment caused, in
part, by urban runoff. The excess nutrients cause algae blooms that block
sunlight from reaching bay grasses--which are a source of food, shelter,
and nursery grounds for many aquatic species. In an effort to control
nutrient pollution in the Chesapeake Bay, the Executive Courtcil of the
Chesapeake Bay Program’9 established a goal to reduce the nitrogen and
phosphorus entering tile Chesapeake Bay by 40 percent, including through
control of runoff from urban areas. Iri addition, an assessment of the status
of chemical contaminant effects on living resources in the bay’s tidal rivers
found "hot spots" of contaminated sediment. As a result, the Baltimore
Harbor and the Patapsco River in Maryland; the Anacostia River in
Washington, D.C.; and the Elizabeth River in Virginia were designated as
"regions of concern." Urban storm water runoff is a significant source of
contaminants in the three regions. The Chesapeake Executive Council has
committed to reduce by 30 percent the chemicals of concern in the regions
of concern by 2010 through pollution prevention measures and other
voluntary means.~°
Pathogens such as bacteria and viruses, which are often present in urban
runoff, can pose public health problems. For example, the Santa Monica
Bay Restoration Project conducted a study to identify adverse health
effects of untreated urban runoff by surveying over 13,000 swimmers at
three bay beaches. 2~ The study established a positive association between
an increased risk of illness and swimming near flowing storm-drain outlets.
Table 2 explains health outcome measures at various distances from storm
drains. For example, the study found a 1-in-14 chance of fever for
swimmers in front of the drain versus a 1-in-22 chance at 400 or more yards
away.

t~l’he Chesapeake Executive Council includes the governors of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia; the Admmlstrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; the mayor of the
District of Columbm. mad the chair of the Chesapeake Bay Commission.
~Chesapeake Bay t’r~gram Office, Toxic~" 2000 Strategy: A Chesapeake Bay Watemhed
Strategy for Ch~,m~,’.d Contanffn,~nt Reduction, Prevention, az~d Assessn~ent, Dec. 2000.
a~R.W. Haile and others, "The Health Effects of Swimming in Ocean Water Contaminated by
Storm Drain Runoff," Epidetrffologig, July 1999, Vol. 10, No. 4.
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Table 2: Comparative Health Outcomes for Swimming in Front of Drains Versus 400
or More Yards Away

Health outcomes
Fever
Chills
Ear discharge
Coughing with phlegm
Significant respiratory disease (fever and
nasal congestion, fever and sore throat,
and cough with phlegm)

0 yards
1:14
1:26
1:68
1:20
1:12

400 or
more yards
1:22
1:42
1:143
1:33
1:22

Note: This table includes the statistically significant health outcomes,

Source: GAO analysis of data from "The Health Effects of Swimming in Ocean Water Contaminated by
Storm Drain Runoff," Epidemiology,, July 1999, Vol. 10, No~ 4.

Metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in urban runoff can
present a threat to aquatic life. Studies have found the following:
¯ Storm water runoff from an urban area proved to be toxic to sea urckin.~.:!:.~
fertilization in the Santa Monica Bay, and dissolved zinc and copper ":2-"~"
were determined to be contributors to this toxicity. 2’,
¯ Brown bullheads (a bottom-dwelling catfish) in the Anacostia River
developed tumors that were believed to be caused by PAHs associated
in part with urban runoff.23
¯ High PAH and hea’¢y metal concentrations were found in crayfish tissue
samples from several urban streams in Milwaukee. The study
associated these contaminants with storm water runofff-~

USouthem Ca!.,form,~ Coastal Water Research Project, Study of the Impact ol’Stormwater
Discharge on S:u;~a M,)tffc.~ Bay-Executive Sumraar~, No~: 1, 1999.
~Chesapeake l~.a.~ i’r,~gram Office.
’IJ,E Masterso~ ...I I~ T Bannerman, "Impacts of Stormwater Runoffon Urban Streams in
Milwaukee County W~sconsin," National Symposium on Water Ouality, Ame/ican Water
ResourcesAssocmt~on, No~: 1994.
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In addition, USGS tracked trends in the concentrations of PAHs found-in
sediment in 10 lakes and reservoirs in six metropolitan areas over the last
several decades. This study found that PAH concentrations in developed
watersheds are increasing and that these increases may be linked to the
amount of urban development and vehicle traffic in urban and suburban
areas."~ For example, from 1982 to 1996, PAH concentrations in the
sediment core in Town Lake (Austin, Texas) and total miles driven in
greater Austin both increased by about 2.5 times. Figure 6 illustrates this
correlation.

Figure 6: Comparison of Town Lake PAHs and Traffic Trends
PAHs detected in sampled core sediments
(micrograms per kilogram)
12,000

Total miles driven on
Austin roads
(in thousands)
14,000
12,OOO

10,000

8,000
6,000
6.000

4,0O0

4 ~000

2,000
0 .....

2,000
I

0

Date
Note: According to USGS, irregularities in the date pattern are due to intervals at which sediment
samples were collected.
Source: USGS National Water Quality Assessment Reconstructed Trends Program

z~P. Van Metre, B. Mahler, and E. Furlong, "Urban Sprawl Leaves Its P.~[ Signature,"
Em¢ronmental Science and Technologg, Vol. 34, No. 19, 2000.
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Although the studies we reviewed show that certain contaminants are
likely to be present in urban runoff, factors such as land development
practices; climate conditions, atmospheric deposition, and traffic
characteristics all can affect the characteristics of runoff from a particular
area. Therefore, given the diffuse nature of many storm water discharges
and the variability of other contributing factors, characterizing the
concentrations of pollutants contained in storm water runoff has been
challenging. Recent USGS reports also suggest that improvements are
needed in the methods used to analyze sediment and metals in runofffi

Local Governments
Take Actions to
Manage Urban Storm

Water Runoff, but
Information Is Limited
on the Cost and

Effectiveness of These
Actions

To comply with federal and state storm water management for Phase I
pelznitting requirements, permitted municipalities must create and
implement storm water management programs. The three primary
activities used in these programs include efforts to characterize storm
water runoff; BMPs aimed at reducing pollutants in storm water runoff to
the maximum extent practicable; and reporting program activities,
monitoring results, and costs of implementing the program. Some BMPs
are structural--meaning that they are designed to trap and detain runoff
until constituents settle or are filtered out. Other BMPs are
nonstructural--meaning that they are designed to prevent contaminants .
from entering storm water through actions like street sweeping and
inspections. Many permitted mtmicipalities use specialized BMPs tailored
to address particular runoff problems in their locations. Over 1,000 cities
are undertaking these efforts under the NPDES Storm Water Program, but
information on the overall costs of managing urban runoff and the
effectiveness of the actions taken is limited. EPA’s attempts to forecast
costs have not encompassed the entire program or are out of date. In
addition, the permitted municipal agencies we visited estimated their
annual storm water management costs and reported them to state agencies
or EPA, but the approaches they used to calculate these estimates varied
considerably, making it difficult to draw any conclusions. Although EPA
and state agencies believe that the program will be effective in improving
water quality, EPA has not made a systematic effort to evaluate the
program. Without such an effo .rt, EPA cannot tell what effect the program
is ha~-ing on water quality nationally.

-’~l’he USGS reports indicate that certain methods used to analyze sediment and metals
samples can be unreliable. For example, sample collection and processing methods can
have an effect on measured concentrations of metals.
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,

The NPDES Storm Water Program requires municipalities operating under
a Phase I MS4 permit to characterize and monitor storm water runoff,
Federal and State
implement BMPs to reduce pollutants to the maximum extent practicable,
Requirements Through
and report costs and monitoring results to the permitting authorities.
Monitoring, Best
Because of these requirements, local governments have generally shifted
Management Practices, and the focus of their storm water management from water quantity control or
Reporting
flood management to water quality concerns.

Municipalities Comply With

Besides following the basic federal requirements, municipalities must
follow any additional regulations developed by states that have been
delegated the authority to manage the NPDES Storm Water Program. For
example, Wisconsin’s Department of Natural Resources broadened the
requirements for determining which municipalities must get permits. The
state requires local govermnents with storm sewer systems in priority
watersheds (based on the significance of storm water runoff as a pollutant
source) that serve a populace of 50,000 or more’~7 to obtain a permit with
requirements similar to those for a Phase I permit. Wisconsin’s Department
of Natural Resources also requires municipalities that are located in one of
the state’s five Great Lakes Areas of Concern’~s to obtain a state permit.
Furthermore, in line with specific criteria in Wisconsin’s Administrative
Code, the state requires other municipalities to obtain a permit if the
municipality is found to significantly contribute storm water pollutants to
waters of the state. These various requirements increased the number of
municipalities that must get permits from the two under federal
requirements to over 70 under the states’ requirements.
The local governments we reviewed were undertaking three primary
activities when applying for permits and implementing their storm water
management programs. Specifically, these activities were (1)
characterizing storm water runoff; (2) developing BMPs to reduce
discharges of pollutants to the ma_ximum extent practicable; and (3)
reporting program activities, monitoring results, and reporting program
costs.
First, to characterize runoff, applicants are to provide quantitative data that
describe the volume and quality of discharges from municipal storm

’rFor example, we visited West Allis, Wisconsin, which has a permit even though its
population is under 100,000.
~Areas of concern have persistent water quality problems, which impair beneficial uses.
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sewers. For example, cities must map all storm sewer outfalls---an
undertaking that one group representing cities described as significant.
After the permit application is approved, additional monitoring is required
throughout the life of the permit to facilitate the design of effective storm
water management programs and to document the nature of the storm
water. The local governments we visited were all monitoring for a variety
of purposes, including characterizing runoff from different types of land
use in order to target their BMPs, testing the effectiveness of a particular
BMP, or establishing a baseline for their storm water quality evaluations.
Second, the storm water managemen~ programs that local governments
develop focus on implementing BMPs. While active treatment, such as
sending storm water through a treatment facility, is a possible BMP, the
cities we visited were generally not using active treatment. EPEs February
2000 report"9 on the Phase I program described the program as based on
the "use of low-cost, common-sense solutions." The five cities we visited
were generally using similar types of structural and nonstructural BMPs, as
follows:
¯ Structural BMPs are designed to separate contaminants from storm
..:~:?~,.
-:water. For example, detention ponds temporarily hold storm water
"
runoff to allow solids and other constituents in the runoff to settle
before the water is released at a predetermined rate into recei~qng
waters. In addition, catch-basin inserts, placed in a storm drain, catch
trash and other debris, and particle separators, placed beneath the
surface of an impervious area such as a parking lot, separate oils from
runoff and allow sediment and debris to settle. Structural devices such
as these require regular maintenance to function properly and remain
effective.
¯ Nonstructural BMPs are primarily designed to minimize the
contaminants that enter storm water. These nonstructural BMPs
include
¯ "good housekeeping" practices by the local government, such as oil
collection and recycling, spill response, household and hazardous
waste collection, pesticide controls, flood control management, and
street sweeping;

Z,a Report to Cor~gre.v," ,):, th~ Phase I Storm Water Regulations, U.S. Environmental
Protection Age~wy. [-’ebruary 2000. This report includes information on the program for
local governments, industries, and construction sites.
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¯ public education programs, such as storm-drain stenciling, to remind
the public that trash, motor oil, and other pollutants thrown into
storm drains end up in nearby receiving waters;~
¯ new ordinances to control pollution sources, such as prohibiting the
disposal of lawn clippings in storm drains and requiring pet owners
to clean up after their pets;~1
¯ requirements that developers comply with storm water_regulations
and incorporate erosion and sediment controls at all new
development sites;
¯ requirements that runoff from properties owned or activities
sponsored by the municipality be properly controlled; and
¯ efforts to identify and eliminate illicit connections and illegal
discharges to the storm sewer systems, such as those from pipes
carrying sewage.
We found that the NPDES Program’s requirements allowed local
governments to tailor their storm water management efforts to prioritize
local concerns, such as a particular type of contaminant, a particular
climatic condition, or a pm-ticular body of water. Some cities also
developed specialized BMPs to address these concerns. The following
information highlights specific storm water-related concerns in the five
cities we visited and the specialized BMPs these municipalities have
developed to address these particular concerns. (See apps. I to V for
additional information on these cities’ storm water management
programs.)

’~Other public ecba’a~,,.~a programs we observed included in-school education programs,
partnerships w~ h ~r ’.~ssroots organizations concerned with water quality issues, and the
identificatioa o[ ~ -mmercial businesses and industries to educate owners on methods to
control storm ~ :~,’r ~moff.
’~According to \\,)r,,-~ter, Massachusetts’ April 2000 City of WorcesterDt6WStormwater
Management P:’, ~,~’~,un .4~mual Report, the city has proposed ordinances that prohibit the
disposal of law~ (’l~i,p:ngs and other yard waste in catch basins and that require pet owners
to clean up after their pets. As of April 2001, neither ordinance had been implemented.
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¯ In Baltimore, Maryland, excessive levels of nutrients, particularly
phosphorus and nitrogen, are among the city’s major water quality
concerns because of the city’s participation in the Chesapeake Bay
Program. Baltimore City agreed to assist the state in reaching the
Chesapeake Bay Program’s goal to reduce nutrients discharged to the
bay by 40 percent by the year 2000. According to a Chesapeake Bay
Program Office representative,32 as of March 2001, the program has not
met this goal but expects to reach it within the next several years.
¯ In Boston, Massachusetts, the Boston Water and Sewer Commission,
which holds the permit for Boston’s storn~ sewer system, is concerned
about runoff from roadways, especially runoff containing salt and sand
used in the winter months and dissolved metals (copper and zinc) from
automobiles. In September 2000, the commission began a 3-year
program to develop and implement a citywide catch-basin inspection,
cleaning, and preventive maintenance program. The program will also
include the development of a database and map that can be linked to the
commission’s Geographic Information System.
¯ Los Angeles County, California, is responding to a TMDL for trash in
the Los Angeles River Watershed that will require the county, over a 10year period, to eliminate trash in runoff. The county is testing a variety ....: ..
.... ~: ":-~
of devices that remove trash from runoff and specialized catch-basra ...~
devices that are designed to prevent trash from ever reaching the storm :
sewers.
¯ Milwaukee, Wisconsin, changed its monitoring and public education
activities in its recent permit to test the effectiveness of a BMP targeting
public education efforts to a specific community. The new permit also
requires a monitoring program aimed at the community, its associated
watershed, and city employees who work in the area.
= Worcester, Massachusetts, had a significant problem with illicit
connections to its storm sewers and with flow in these sewers during
dry weather. Worcester’s Department of Public Works (DPW) screened
71 of its storm water outfalls and determined that 32 of them had
drainage areas that carried both sanitary sewage and storm drainage in
separate conduits through common manholes. DPW has retrofitted over
65 percent of the manholes to prevent sewage from mixing with storm
water.
~The Chesapeake Bay Program Office, U.S. EPA Region III, was founded in 1983 with the
formation of the Chesapeake Bay Program. The program is a voluntary regional partnership
that leads and d~rects restoration of the Chesapeake Bay. Members of the Chesapeake Bay
Program include Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, the District of Columbia, the Chesapeake
Bay Commission (a tristate legislative body), EPA, and participating citizen advisory groups.
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Third, local governments participating in the Phase I program are required
to report annually to EPA or the state regulatory agency on their storm
water programs. These reports are to include a status report on the
program; a summary of data, including monitoring results collected during
the reporting year; information on annual expenditures on the program and
a budget for the coming year; and a description of any water quality
improvements or degradation.

Information on the Costs of
Addressing Storm Water
Runoff Is Limited

Good information about the cost of implementing federal storm water
requirements is limited. EPA conducted a survey to estimate the nation’s
future water infrastructure needs over a20-year period--from 1996to 2016.
In its 1996 report,:~ EPA estimated that states would require over $50 billion
to meet their current (as of 1996) water infrastructure needs. The estimate
consists of storm water management needs (at $7.4 billion) and CSO needs
(at $44.7 billion)?~ EPA noted, however, that estimated storm water
management needs are likely too low and could increase following an
analysis of data collected to prepare the agency’s 2000 clean water needs
survey--to be released in 2002. According to EPA, many cities have
implemented the Phase I program since EPA reported to the Congress in
1996, and municipalities should now be better able to provide documented
cost data. As a result, EPA will need to rely less on modeled storm water
needs than it did in the 1996 needs survey. EPA did not project the costs
and benefits of the program when it was initiated; therefore, no initial cost
estimates are available. When EPA promulgated the Phase I program
regulations in 1990, the agency decided that the storm water program did
not meet the requirements for preparing a benefiffcost analysis.

’~’ 199b" Clean Water Needs Survey Report to Congress, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (Sept. 1997). EPA’s estimate represents the estimated capital costs for water quality
projects eligible for state revolvi,~g fund support.
"’EPA also estLmates that $81.9 billion of its 20-year water infrastructure needs cost can be
attributed to sanitary sewer overflows. These overflows may occur when rainwater or
snowmelt leaks into sanitary sewage pipes, exceeding the pipes’ capacity and causing them
to overflow. This overflow can release untreated sewage from municipai sanitary sewer
systems into streams, basements, and streets.
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The costs to local governments of complying with the Phase I program
have generally been portrayed as high. However, because of
inconsistencies in cost accounting and reporting practices, we could not
determine the cost of the program to several of the cities we visited.
Although municipalities are required to provide information on the
expenditures that they anticipate will be needed to implement their storm
water management programs for each fiscal year covered by ~e permit,
EPA has not issued any cost reporting guidelines. Consequently, while the
reported fiscal year 1999 total cost to manage and treat storm water runoff
across the five municipalities in our review ranged from less than $1 million
(Milwaukee) to $135 million (Los Angeles County),~ these numbers are not
comparable because the municipalities did not have consistent cost
accounting and reporting practices and did not fully express storm water
management costs?6 For example, some cities reported only the costs of
activities that were funded by the city department that held the permit.
Significant activities funded by other city departments were not reported,
even if they were important components of the storm water program.
Officials in the Milwaukee Department of Infrastructure Services and the
Boston Water and Sewer Commission told us that other city departments
perform and fund activities such as street sweeping and flood control. The.
costs of these activities are not reported as storm water program costs
because the activities serve other purposes besides preventing storm water
pollution.
In addition, according to some city officials, these activities were in place
before the permit was issued and, therefore, cannot be characterized solely
as storm water costs. The cost of street sweeping can be significant--for
fiscal year 1999, Baltimore City and Worcester, which did include streetsweeping costs in their storm water program’s cost estin~ate, stated that
their street-sweeping expenses totaled about $9.5 million and $1.2 million,
respectively. Similarly, Milwaukee did not report the cost of a significant
project related to storm water runoff because it was mostly funded by the
state of Wisconsin.

$~Los Angeles County’s cost was projected by the municipal perrait holder and represents
the cost of the 85 cities covered by the permit.
~We were unable to obtain comprehensive information on the total cost to the Boston Water
and Sewer Commission of managing storm water, so their fiscal year 1999 costs could not be
included in this range.
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An EPA official told us that the agency had not yet made a national effort to
analyze the information that Phase I permittees submitted on the costs of
their storm water programs. This official cited the inconsistent formats of
the annual reports as a reason that the information was not readily
available at the national level and also indicated that adequate staff are not
available to analyze the data. In addition, other EPA officials informed us
that the Office of Wastewater Management must divide its resources among
a number of issues that will challenge the agency’s water program over the
next decade.
Several officials in the cities we visited said that their annual costs are
likely to increase. A number of factors could affect the costs. For example,
a Baltimore City official explained that the anticipated, future program
costs depend on several factors, including (1) requirements in watershedmanagement plans currently being developed, (2) pollution-reduction goals
the city will be required to achieve, (3) requirements of the state regulatory
agency in future permits, and (4) requirements the city may have to meet if
TMDLs or numeric effluent limits are incorporated into NPDES storm
water permits. Other city officials also expressed concern about the extent
to which TMDLs could affect their future costs. These city officials are
concerned that when and if TMDLs are established, their future storm
water permits may require that storm water nmoff meet specific water
quality standards. For example, Los Angeles County’s trash TMDL could
potentially drive the county’s storm water management costs upward, and
the county expects additional TMDLs to be imposed. On the other hand,
Worcester officials estimated that their future storm water costs would be
about the same as they ~vere at the time of our review--about $4.5 million
per year.
In a separate analysis, EPA estimated in 1999 that it will cost Phase II
municipalities about $848 million to $981 million per year (in 1998 dollars)
to manage storm water runoff. Because Phase II permits have not been
issued as of May 2001, we did not gather any cost information on them from
these cities.

Funding for Managing
Storm Water Runoff Is

Available From Local and
Federal Sources

The five cities we ~sited had not generally obtained federal funds tbr their
storm water mmmgement efforts. They used local sources, including
general revenues, bonds, revenue from specifically created storm water
utilities, state grants, and inspection and permit fees.
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While several sections of the Clean Water Act provide funding that can be
used for municipal storm water control, relatively few federal funds have
been directed to these types of projects. The most significant source of
funds is the state revolving loan funds administered by states.~7 These
revolving loan funds provide loans for eligible storm water control
projects. In some cases, nonpoint source projects may also qualify for
funding when storm water permits are not required or issued. However,
municipal storm water management is generally a low priority in these
programs. Specifically, in the year 2000, revolving fund loans were made in
the "storm sewers" category in the amount of $38.76 million for 44 different
projects. These funds represented less than 1 percent of the amounts
loaned from these revolving funds that year. Activities eligible for
revolving fund loans include constructing BMPs to control runoff, but
support for ongoing operations and maintenance is not eligible. Revolving
fund loans can also be used for eligible CSO control projects. In 2000,
Clean Water State Revolving Fund Program loans were made in the "CSO
Correction" category of a national EPA database in the amount of $411.3
million for 69 different projects and could have been used for CSO or
sanitary sewer overflow projects. This amount represented about 9
percent of the funds loaned in 2000.
According to EPA, the agency also issues grants to universities and other
research institutions to help implement the storm water program. Some of
these grants provide training and guidance to Phase I permittees on
watershed protection and the proper selection of BMPs.
Other sources of funding may be available to local governments beginning
in 2002. In December 2000, the Congress authorized programs for fiscal
years 2002 through 2004 to provide grants to local governments for (1) pilot
projects for managing municipal CSOs, sanitary sewer overflows, and
storm water discharges on a watershed basis and for testing BMPs and (2)
controlling pollutants from MS4s to demonstrate and determine costeffective, innovative technologies for reducing pollutants from storm water
discharge. EPXs proposed budget does not request funds for these
programs. I~ addition, the Congress authorized programs for fiscal years
2002 and 2003 t~ prov-ide grants to local governments for planning,
designing, am] c,~nstructing treatment works to intercept, transport,

;~Under the Cle,m \~ ater State Revolving Fund Program, the federal government provides
grants to capi~ah~c ~tates’ funds. States provide loans to local governments for wastewater
projects.
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control, or treat municipal CSOs and sanitary sewer overflows. EPA:s
proposed budget requested $450 million for this program.

EPA, state, and municipal officials generally believe that the NPDES Storm
Water Program will improve water quality. These officials believe that the
¯ Governments Believe the
prog~ram will result in more bodies of water that meet water quality
NPDES Storm Water
standards, improved aesthetic conditions, reduced risk from bacterial
Program Is Effective, but It contamination,
and improvements attributable to the discovery and
Has Not Been Evaluated
management of pollutants in storm water that otherwise would have gone
unnoticed. EPA attempted to put a dollar value on these benefits in its
benefit/cost analysis prepared for the Phase II storm water regulations,
estimating that such benefits could range from $672 million to $1.1 billion
per year (in 1998 dollars).~

EPA, States, and Local

However, little information is currently available on the benefits of the
storm water program or its general effectiveness. There is no doubt that it
will take time for the results of the Phase I program to be demonstrated. As
EPA notes in its February 2000 report to the Congress, pollution control
efforts under water quality managehaent programs produce long-term
changes, a~d the agency expects water quality improvements attributable
to the Phase I program to become evident in the future, as the program
matures. In this report, EPA concluded that the program has improved
storm water management at the local level, improved water quality, and
decreased polluta~tt loads in storm water. However, EPA relied on a survey
of only nine Phase I cities in making these conclusions and, therefore, also
reported that the agency could not provide national estimates on water
quality protection and improvements generated by Phase I of the program.
To evaluate the entire program, EPA would have to establish goals for the
program that are based on its mission; obtain information about the
program’s results; compare the results with the goals; and make changes to
the program, if warranted, to get closer to achieving the agency’s goals.
EPA and the states also have not taken advantage of information that is
available to evaluate the program. Each city we visited was regularly
monitoring its storm water to establish baseline information on pollutant
levels and was repo~ing this information to EPA or the regulatory state
agency each year. Although cities with Phase I permits are required to
report on their storm water monitoring results and changes in water
’~Using another method, E PA estimated the benefits at $1.6 billion per year.
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qtiality, overall, EPA and the states have not successfully developed
measurable goals for the program or demonstrated its effectiveness
through the review of municipal reports..4~n EPA official said that some
states had requested funding to analyze program data because they did not
have the resources to do so, and that EPA had provided the funding in a few
cases. EPA also has not established any guidelines for how these data
should be reported. Therefore, the reports may be as variable as the cost
information we obtained in our five site visits.
EPA has not yet taken any of these data-analysis steps because, according
to EPA officials, other program challenges within the Office of Wastewater
Management compete ~vith storm water management efforts for priority.
For example, EPA officials stressed that available resources within the
office must address other significant wet-weather pollution problems, such
as CSOs and sanitary sewer overflows, and nonpoint source pollution
problems, such as ag~-icultural practices, forestry, and mining. One agency
official noted that the highest priority is addressing needs that the agency
and local governments have identified for improving wastewater
infrastructure, such as sewage treatment facilities. The program also has
relatively few staff assigneduabout five in the headquarters office and .....~.o~
about 10 in the regional offices--for the municipal, industrial, and
~::.:’.J
construction portions of the program. In a program plan recently prepared
for the storm water program, EPA estimated that nine to 10 staff would be
needed in EPA headquarters to evaluate the program and implement other
program requirements.
EPA officials described two efforts that may be the first steps in developing
better information about the program. First, EPA intends to issue a grant to
the University of Alabama in June 2001 to evaluate monitoring data
submitted by a sample of municipalities with Phase I permits. This effort
will (1) determine the different types of monitoring being conducted by
Phase I municipalities, (2) assess water quality in and around permitted
municipalities and determine any correlation between program
implementation and impacts on water quality, and (3) recommend
approaches for improving the effectiveness of municipal storm water
monitoring programs. EPA expects the results of this study in 2003.
Second, an EPA official stated that the agency would like to establish a
system for analyzing program findings, incorporating necessary changes
that are based on these findings, and evaluating the program’s
effectiveness. The agency plans to implement a pilot project in 2001 in the
agency’s Atlanta Region IV office for analyzing data reported in annual
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reports and developing key indicators for the program. If this project is
successful and resources are available, the project could be expanded.

Conclusions

EPA regards urban runoff as a significant threat to water quality across the
nation and considers it to be one of the most significant reasons that water
quality standards are not being met nationwide. Prompted by the
Congress, EPA has responded with a variety of programs, including the
NPDES Storm Water Program, which requires more than 1,000 local
governments to implement storm water management progrmns. Those
municipalities that are currently involved in Phase I of the program have
been attempting to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff for several
years. It is time to begin evaluating these efforts. However, EPA has not
established measurable goals for this program. In addition, the agency has
not attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of this program in reducing
storm water pollution or to determine its cost. The agency attributes this’
problem to inconsistent data reporting from permitted municipalities,
insufficient staff resources, and other competing priorities ~-ithin the
Office of Wastewater Management. Although Phase I municipalities report
monitoring and cost data to EPA or state regulatory agencies annually,
these agencies have not reviewed this information to determine whether it
can be of use in determining the program’s overall effectiveness or cost.
Our analysis shows that the reported cost information will be difficult to
analyze unless EPA and its state partners set guidelines designed to elicit
more standardized reporting. Better data on costs and program
effectiveness are needed~specially in light of the Phase II program that
will involve thousands more municipalities in 2003. EPA:s planned research
grant to the University of Alabama and its pilot project in the agency’s
Region IV to analyze data from annual reports and develop baseline
indicators is a step in the right direction and could point the way for a more
comprehensive approach.

Recommendation

To determine the extent to which activities undertaken through the NPDES
Storm Water Program are reducing pollutants in urban runoff and
improving water quality, and the costs of this program to local
governments, we recommend that the Administrator, EPA, direct the
Assistant Administrator for the Office of VCater to
¯ establish measurable goals for the program;
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¯ establish guidelines for obtaining consistent and reliable data from local
governments with Phase I permits, including data on the effects of the
program and the costs to these governments;
¯ review the data submitted by these permittees to determine whether
program goals are being met and to identify the costs of the program;
and
¯ assess whether the agency has allocated sufficient resources to oversee
and monitor the program.

Agency Comments and

Our Evaluation

We provided a draft of this report to EPA and DOT for their review and
comment. EPA generally agreed with the report and with the
recommendation, although it did not explicitly comment on all parts of it.
(EPA’s comments appear in app. VI.) In response to our recon~aendation
that EPA set measurable goals for the storm water program, EPA stated
that under the second phase of the program, local governments will
establish their own goals. Although this is an important activity, EPA will
have difficulty evaluating the program’s effectiveness at a national level
without setting goals that reflect the program’s mission of improving water
quality. The agency (i) agreed that it should establish guidelines for -i.~-~.:~
obtaining consistent and reliable data from local governments about their ..’:!-:programs and (2) plans to award grants to two universities for reviews of
monitoring data reported by local governments. EPA did not comment on
whether local governments should report on the costs of their programs.
EPA also agreed that it and its state partners should review data reported
by local governments to determine whether the program’s goals are being
met. In April 2001, EPA officials told us that the agency planned to
undertake a project in the Region IV (Atlanta) office to evaluate the
methods local governments are using to control storm water. EPA’s letter
indicates that the agency nov,, plans to implement this project in three
regional offices and l0 states. EPA did not comment on the part of our
recommendation that the agency review the level of resources devoted to
overseeing and monitoring the program. EPA also provided technical
comments that we incorporated where appropriate.
DOT generally agreed with the draft report and provided technical
comments that we incorporated where appropriate. In particular, DOT
suggested that ~e revise several references in the draft report to paved
surface area a~d its relationship to increases in urban runoff, to emphasize
that impervio~a~ surfaces, of which paved surfaces are a significant subset,
cause increases m runoff. We revised the language in these places.
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As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce its contents
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 7 days after the
date of this report. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency, and the Secretary of
Transportation. We will make copies available to others on request. If you
or your staff have any questions about this report, please call me at (202)
512-2834. Key contributors to this report are listed in appendi_x ~,ql.

Peter F. Guerrero
Director, Physical Infrastructure Issues
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The Storm Water Program in Baltimore City,

Maryland
Baltimore City’s municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) is regulated
by the Maryland Department of Environment (MDE) and, according to a
city official, services the entire city. The city is currently implementing its
second, 5-year National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit, issued on February 8, 1999. Before obtaining the first NPDES
storm water permit in 1993, Baltimore City addressed the adverse affects of
storm water runoff by implementing Maryland’s Storm Water Management
Program and Erosion and Sediment Control Program. According to the
2000 census, Baltimore City’s population is about 651,000.

Urban Runoff

Problems in Baltimore
City

Baltimore City’s urban runoff discharges to four major areas--Gwynns
Falls, Jones Falls, Herring Run, and the Patapsco River--and then
ultimately to the Chesapeake Bay. In 1990, the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) 319(a) report~ implicated urban runoff as the main sour
of pollution in these waters. Moreover, Baltimore City was one of the areas
studied in EP~:s Nationwide Urban Runoff Program in the 1980s. This
study reported that urban runoff contributed over 60 percent of the total
nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic carbon; over 70 percent of the chemical
oxygen demand; and over 80 percent of the total suspended solids, lead, ...~.,~,
and zinc in local water bodies.
- .... ~¯ ..-:~..’.;"
An MDE official told us that nutrients, zinc, and suspended solids are
among the constituents most commonly found in urban runoff, but the
quantitative contribution to water quality impairment in the state’s waters
was not known. Also, in 1996, the Chesapeake Executive Council
designated the Baltimore Harbor as one of three toxic regions of concern in
the Chesapeake Bay. The harbor suffers from sediment contaminated by
banned substances (such as the termiticide chlordane) and contaminants
currently being released (such as metals and organics). Furthern~ore,
according to the Chesapeake Bay Program Office, data collected from
Phase I permittees indicate that storm water runoff can be a significant
source of metals and organics in the harbor.
A Baltimore City official told us that some portions of Maryland’s waters
are impaired because of unacceptable levels of nutrients, metals,

’Section 319(a) of the Clean Water Act requires, among other things, that states identify and
report to EPA the navigable waters that cannot reasonably be expected to maintain water
quality standards (e.g., established water body uses) without additional action to control
nonpoint source pollution.
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Appendix I
The Storm Water Program il~ Baltimore City,
Maryland

st~spended sediments, and chlordane. Moreover, this official noted that the
state does not consider data that municipalities collect under their NPDES
storm water permits during the 303(d) listing process. Therefore, he
believes that streams in Maryland are much more impaired than indicated
by the listing process.

Baltimore City’s Use of
Best -anasement,
Practices

Like other NPDES storm water permit holders, Baltimore City uses a
variety of best management practices (BMP) to reduce the amount of
pollutants in runoff to the maximum extent practicable. These BMPs
include detention ponds, shallow marshes (which use the biological and
naturally occurring chemical processes in water and plants to remove
pollutants), sand filter devices, public education programs, and the
identification of illicit discharges to the MS4 system. Furthermore,
Baltimore City participates in Maryland’s effort to reduce nutrient levels in
the Chesapeake Bay. Refer to the section of this report describing local
government efforts to manage storm water for details concerning this
nutrient-reduction goal. One other BMP includes the following:
Baltimore City has incorporated the 2000 Maryland Storm Water
Design Manual’s management policies, principles, methods, and
practices into its current NPDES storm water discharge permit. The
purpose of the design manual is to (i) protect the waters of the state
from the adverse effects of urban storm water runoff; (2) provide des:’gn
guidance on the most effective structural and nonstructural BMPs for
development sites; and (3) improve the quality of BMPs that are
constructed in the state, with particular attention to their performance,
longevity, safety, ease of maintenance, community acceptance, and
environmental benefit.

were not able to obtain comprehensive information on the total cost to
Costs Associated With We
Baltimore City of managing storm water. Therefore, we do not present that
Managing Storm Water information here.

Funding Sources

Baltimore City funds its storm water management control efforts with city
water and sewer user fees and with state funds.
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The Storm Water Program in Boston,

Massachusetts
The Boston Water and Sewer Commission received a NPDES storm water
permit in October 1999. The commission is a separate entity from the city
of Boston and, therefore, does not manage some storm water controls that
are common in Phase I permits, such as street sweeping, winter deicing,
and many of the urban runoff controls required for new developments.
Boston has combined sewer systems as well as separate sanitary sewers
and storm drains. The commission maintains 206 storm water outfalls and
serves approximately 33 percent of the city through its separate MS4
system. In addition to the resident population of about 589,000, this system
also almost daily serves 340,000 commuting workers; 70,000 shoppers,
tourists, and business people; and 75,000 commuting students. The
commission’s sanitary and combined flows are transported to the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority at Deer Island. The commission
is also the permittee for EPA’s Combined Sewer Overflow Program.

Urban Runoff

Problems in Boston

The commission considers the identification and elimination of illegal
sanitary sewer connections as the most effective means of improving water
quality and protecting public health. It is also concerned with the washoff
of animal wastes from residential and open land, which is another m~ior
contributor to the impairment of water quality because it can cause an
increase in coliform levels in the storm water discharges to the receiving
waters.
The commission has contracted for various studies to determine the impact
of storm water runoff. The following two studies identified sources of
bacterial contamination and characterized the quality of storm water
discharged from different types of land uses. The studies included
metering storm water flows, collecting and analyzing the ’storm water and
receiving water quality samples, and identifying and remediating illegal
sewer connections. Observations from the studies include the following:
¯ A 1996 study determined that pet waste, rather than sanitary sewage,
was a key contributor of bacteria to the storm drain system that had
possibly led to beach closings in the area.
¯ A 1998 study identified several illegal connections to the storm drain
system. Furthermore, the study showed that deicing and sanding efforts
resulted in levels of sodium, chloride, total dissolved solids, and
cyanide that exceeded EPA’s acute (high dose) toxicity levels.
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Appendix lI
The Storm Wa*ter Program in Boston.
Massachusetts

Boston’s Use of Best
Management Practices

To meet the NPDES permit’s requirements, the commission, like other
permittees, continued BMPs, such as identifying illegal connections, and
implemented new BMPs aimed at preventing the discharge of pollutants to
storm drains and receiving waters. Refer to the section of this report
describing local government efforts to manage storm water for details
describing the commission’s citywide catch-basin inspection cleaning and
preventative maintenance program. Other efforts include the ]~ollowing:
¯ The commission has placed particle separators, which remove oil,
grease, and sediments from storm water flows, throughout the city. The
commission requires particle separators to be installed by developers on
all newly constructed storm drains that serve outdoor parking areas.
Fuel-dispensing areas not covered by a canopy or other type of roof
enclosure must also have a particle separator.
¯ The commission requires developers to consider on-site retention of
storm water for all new projects, wherever feasible. On-site retention
aids in controlling the rate, volume, and. quality of storm water
discharged to the commission’s storm drainage system.

Costs Associated With
Managing Storm Water

We were not able to obtain comprehensive information on the total cost to
the commission of managing storm water because the commission does
not separate the cost of its storm water program from the cost of its sewer
operations. Therefore, we do not present that information here.

IIII

Fundinu Sources

The commission funds its storm water management control efforts
primarily with city water and sewer user fees and bond proceeds.
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The Storm Water Program in Los Angeles
County, California
Under the NPDES Storm Water Program, the Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board issues 5-year permits to Los Angeles County for its
municipal storm water program. The Los Angeles County permit, issued in
July !996, is the county’s second storm water permit. This permit includes
Los Angeles County as the principal permittee and 85 cities as permittees.
According to the 2000 census, Los Angeles County’s population is about 9.5
n~llion.

Urban Runoff

Problems in Los
Angeles County

The effects of urban runoff on the ocean are of particular concern in
southern California. Contaminated sediments, impaired natural resources,
and potential human illness could threaten the county’s tourism economy,
estimated to be about $2 billiona year.
The following three studies have shown that urban runoff can pose health
risks to swimmers near storm drains and contribute toxic metals to
receiving water sediments:
¯ The Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project conducted a study to assess
¯
the possible adverse health effects of swimming in waters contammated!::’..::~
by urban runoff.~ This study revealed that there is an increased risk of
illness associated with swimming near flowing storm drain outlets and
an increased risk of illness associated with swimming in areas with high
concentrations of bacteria indicators. Furthermore, illnesses were
reported more frequently on days when the samples were positive for
enteric viruses. Refer to the section of this report describing the effects
of runoff on aquatic life and human health for more details.
¯ The Southern California Coastal Water Research Project coordinated a
study that assessed microbiological water quality and found that the
majority of shoreline waters exceeded water quality standards during
wet-weather conditions. Furthermore, the ocean waters near storm
water outlets demonstrated the worst water quality regardless of the
weather?
¯ The Southern California Coastal Water Research Project also compared
the rtmoff from am urban area and a nonurban area in the Santa Monica

~R. W. Haile and ,,~1~,.~ ~, "The Health Effects of Swimming in Ocean Water Contaminated by
Storm Dram !~tm, ,tt" b.’l~idetniologg July 1999, Vol. I0, No. 4.
~Southern Calffurma ~’oastal Water Research Project, Southern CaltTornia Bight 1998
Regioz~al Monito.qpg 15"ogram, ~blume 3: Storm Event Shoreline Microbio/og:g 2000.
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App*,ndix III
The Storm Water Program in Los Angeles
County, Califor~da

Bay Watershed? The results of the study indicated that storm water
plumes extended up to several miles offshore and persisted for a few
days. Furthermore, the runoff from the urban area proved to be toxic to
sea urchin fertilization, and dissolved zinc and copper were determined
to be contributors to the toxicity. The study also found that in urban
areas, sediments offshore generally had higher concentrations of
contaminantssuch as lead and zinc.

Los Angeles County’s

Use of Best
Management Practices

~ in the other sites we visited, the county is managing its runoff through
the use of conventional BMPs. These BMPs include the elimination of
illicit connections and discharges to the storm sewer system, construction
control measures, routine inspections, staff training, pollution prevention
plans for public vehicle maintenance and material storage facilities,
sweeping and cleaning public parking facilities, street sweeping,, catchbasin cleaning, and public education.
The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board recently adopted a
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Program to reduce trash loads to the
Los Angeles River. As a result, the county is exploring a number of trash
reduction BMPs, which are discussed in the section of this report
describing local government efforts to manage storm water.

Costs Associated With
Managing Storm Water

Table 3 indicates that the county and the other permittees have allocated
significant funding for storm water management activities over the years.
For example, for fiscai year 1999,4 projected funding for storm water
management activities for the county and the other permittees amounted to
over $134 million.5 The largest projections for both went toward public
agency activities. For example, during fiscal year 1999, the principal
permittee and the permittees together projected almost 67 percent of storm
water management funds to public agency activities. The activities in this

’~Southern Califorma Coastal Water Research Project, Study of the Impact of Sto~-mwater
Discharge on Santa Monica Bay-Executive Summa~, No~: i, 1999.
~The county’s fiscal year begins July I and ends June 30.
SAccording to an official with the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, this
figure may also include activities that are outside the scope of the permit.
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Appendix IIl
The Storm Water Program in Lo~ :M~ge~e~
Country, California

pi’ogram include staff training, inspections of construction projects, street
sweeping, and catch-basin cleaning.

Table 3: Summary of Fiscal Resources Projected for Los Angeles County and Its Co-permittees, Fiscal Years 1997-99
(Dollars ~n thousands)~
Fiscal year 1997
Activity
Program
Management
Illicit
Connection,
Illicit
Discharge
Program
Development
planning and
construction
Public agency
activities
Public
information
and
participation
Monitoring
Other
Total

Othersb

County

Fiscal year 1998
County
Othersb

Fiscal year 1999
County

Others

$2,225

$6,195

$1,856

$4,874

$1,466

$6,187

1,620

3,515

1,017

3,075

764

2,901

784

6,208

1,300

3,769

1,452

5,743

38,544

40,915

40,256

31,992

43,316

4,360

3,856

4,629

2,840

5,538

46,657..:-’:.°!$%
::i:i’~:i.~"
6,177

2,018
187

1,768
729
1,598
737
619
490
8,656
1,318
11,834
13,991
$48,218
$76,981
$51,048
$56,950
$54,543
$80,237
"Totals may not add up because of rounding.
bDoes not include 17 permittees for fiscal year 1998 and 13 permittees for fiscal year 1997 for the
following reasons: The permittee operated on a different budget cycle, the final document was not
available at the time of the annual report, or the information submitted by the permittee was not
complete.
Source: GAO’s analysis of cost data provided by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.

As shown in table 3, the county maintains primary responsibility for
monitoring activities, having projected over $2 nail]ion for storm water
monitoring activities in fiscal year 1997, almost $2 million in fiscal year
1998, and over $1.5 million in fiscal year 1999. Conversely, the permittees’
projected funding levels for monitoring activities amounted to ordy
$619,000 in fiscal year 1997, $729,000 in fiscal year 1998, and $737,000 in
fiscal year 1999. According to an official with the Los Angeles Regional

Water Quality Control Board, the County has consistently maintained
primary responsibility for monitoring activities required under the permit.
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Appendix lII
The Storm Water Program in Los Angeles
County, California

Funding Sources

The primary source of funds for the county’s storm water program is flood
control assessments collected throughout the district. Although the county
has not applied for any state revolving funds, it has applied for and received
approval for federal funds through the Transportation Equity Act for the
21st Century (TEA-21) for a pilot study of an engineering device that would
remove trash from storm water. Additionally, the county has received
partial funding through Proposition A of the Safe Neighborhood Parks of
1992 and 19966 for two Vortex Separation Systems--a Continuous
Deflective Separation unit and a Stormceptor unit. Additionally, the county
received grant money from the Metropolitan Transit Authority, which
partially funded catch-basin screens, a Continuous Deflective Separation
unit, and 120 catch-basin inserts.~

~The Los Angeles County Regional Park and Open Spaces District (a district within the
Parks Department) received this funding from Proposition A and, in turn, made grants to the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works for the BMP devices.
7The Metropolitan Transit Authority receives TEA-21 funds from the California Department
of Transportation.
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The Storm Water Program in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin -.
¯,

Urban Runoff
Problems in Milwaukee

The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) has the
authority to regulate the discharge of storm water from mtmicipalities,
construction sites, and industries under Natural Resources Code 216. This
rule identifies Wisconsin municipalities that are required to obtain a storm
water discharge permit under the Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge
Elinzination System (WPDES). Milwaukee completed its application
process in 1994, and WDNR issued a WPDES permit to the city in October
1994. This was the first municipal storm water permit issued to a
municipality in EP.~s Region 5 covering the midwest. In July 2000, WDNR
reissued Milwaukee’s storm water pe(’mit. According to the 2000 census,
Milwaukee’s population is about 597,000.

Milwaukee has a combined sewer system as well as a separate sanitary
sewer system. The Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
implemented a rehabilitation program that cost over $2 billion to reduce
the number of combined sewer overflow (CSO) events each year. The
rehabilitation program involved the construction of deep tunnels to store
untreated wastewater and rainwater for later treatment at a wastewater
treatment plant. Since 1996, the deep tunnels have significantly reduced
the number of overflow events from an average of 50 to 60 per year before ::~’~’fi
the construction to an average of two per year afterwards.
Urban runoff has been identified as a leading source of pollution to the
Milwaukee River basin’s streams, lakes, and wetlands and the Milwaukee
River estuary. To address pollution from urban runoff, WDNR issues storm
water permits to municipalities with MS4s serving areas with populations
of 100,000 or more, municipalities in Great Lakes "areas of concern" where
water quality has been identified as a serious problem, municipalities with
populations of 50,000 or more that are located in priority watershed
planning areas, and designated municipalities that contribute to the
violation of a water-quality standard or are significant contributors of
pollutants to state waters.

Milwaukee’s Use of
~ ~~ana"emen÷
Best "~

Practices

In addition to BM Ps such as the elimination of illicit cormectiom~ and
discharges to the storm sewer system, the reduction of pollutants in storm
water runoff from construction sites, public education, catch-basin
cleaning, street sweeping, and the use of detention basins, Milwaukee has
explored the use of innovative BMPs. Refer to the section of this report
describing local government efforts to manage storm water for more
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Apl,t’ndix IV
The Storm Water Program izl .\Iil~*aukee,
WLsconsin

details about an educational campaign directed at a specific watershed.
Additional BMPs include the following:
¯ An innovative storm water control device was installed in a parking lot
at a heavily used municipal public works yard that was found to
discharge significant amounts of storm water pollutants. Termed the
Multi-Chambered Treatment Tank (MCTT), this device is suitable for
areas with limited space, cleans up polluted runoff close to its source,
removes pollutants that are not susceptible to other treatment methods,
and is hidden from view. The MCTT consists of a catch basin, a settling
chamber, and a filter. Although the results of the monitoring studies
have revealed that the device has a positive effect on water quality,
officials with the Department of Public Works explained that it is costprohibitive and suitable only for sites with limited space.
¯ The permittee has also been working with WDNR, the Department of
Transportation, the U.S. Geological Survey, and a neighborhood
association in a joint effort to develop a storm water monitoring
assessment program consisting of t~vo innovative storm water treatment
devices. One device removes grit, contaminated sediments, heavy
metals, and oily floating pollutants from surface runoff. The other
device removes a broad range of pollutants from runoff, such as
bacteria, heavy metals, nutrients, petroleum hydrocarbons, and
suspended solids. The devices are to be installed along a new reach of
the Milwaukee Riverwalk through the third ward of Milwaukee.

Costs Associated With
"~ s,s~ana~n" Sto .rm Water

Reliable data on the total cost to manage storm water in Milwaukee were
not available and cannot be presented here because certain activities are
not reported as program costs in the city’s annual report. These activities
include street sweeping; leaf collection; catch-basin and inlet clemfing;
maintenance of public boulevards, parks, and public green spaces; and the
recycling of waste oil and antifreeze. Therefore, the program costs
reflected in the annual report do not take into account many of the
nonstructural BMPs employed by the city nor do the totals include
activities funded through grants. The storm water management activities
that were included in the city’s 2000 budget request were estimated to cost
$460,000.

Funding Sources,

Milwaukee’s storm water program is primarily funded through the city’s
sewer maintenance fund. Unlike the general revenue account, which is
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App*.ndix IV
The S~orm Water Program in Milwaukee,
Wiscoasin

based on property taxes, the sewer maintenance fund is based on water
consumption. The city has also received supplemental funding from the
Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Abatement Program in the
form of WDNR grants. The city has received over $1 million since 1991 for
a wide variety of storm water management activities.
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The Storm Water Program in Worcester,
Massachusetts
~orcester’s Department of Public Works (DPW) received a NPDES permit
on November 1, 1998. The Sewer Operations Division, within the DPW, is
directly responsible for operating and maintaining the city’s separate storm
sewer system, along with the sanitary and combined sewer system. Since
1993, the Sewer Operations Division has had a full-time storm water
coordinator, reflecting Worcester’s increased emphasis on meeting NPDES
program requirements. Worcester has a population of about t73,000. Its
water system covers an extensive area, including 371 miles of sanitary
sewers, 340 miles of storm sewers, 56 miles of combined sewers, 27,000
manholes, over 14,000 catch basins, and 263 outfalls. Worcester’s separate
storm drain systems consist of 93 main drainage areas covering
approximately 6,680 acres.

Urban Runoff
Problems in

II

The constituents that are typically found in urban rtmoff in Worcester are
the same as those normally found in urban runoff in older cities. Because
Worcester virtually all of the paved surfaces in the Worcester area are devoted to the
city’s transportation infrastructure, the constituents generated include
automobile-related petroleum products, such as total petroleum
hydrocarbons, oil and grease, along with total suspended solids. Also,
coliform, silt, and sediment have been identified in the city’s runoff.

Worcester’s Use of Best
~
~" *,lanasemem Practices

Like other permittees, the DPW has implemented BMPs under the m~jor
areas of education outreach, pollution prevention and source controls,
storm-drainage system maintenance, regulatory efforts, and storm-drainage
system infrastructure. Additionally, to reduce storm water pollution, the
DPW has retrofitted a number of twin manholes in the city as discussed
below. BMPs that are specific to Worcester include the following:
¯ The DPW implemented a demonstration project to determine the
effectiveness of an oil and grit separator installed on a street drain. The
drain is a major surface sewer main that services approximately 226
acres of heavily urbanized area with a typical mix of residential,
commercial, aztd industrial use. The drain discharges into Lake
Quinsigamond, which is a large lake used for recreational purposes such
as swimming and boating. In its Ap1~il 2000 annual plan submitted to
EPA, the DPW noted that because of drought conditions, it currently did
not have sufficient sampling data to determine the effectiveness of the
project.
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Appeadix V
The Storm Water Program in Worcester,
Ma-~sachusetts

¯ The DPW has embarked on a comprehensive program to minimize the
possibility that sewage and storm water will be mixed in its twin invert
manholes. Since the program began, the DPW has installed hold-down
devices on over 1,680 of the approximately 2,580 twin invert manholes
in the city. The DPW expects to continue the program until all of the
manholes have been retrofitted.
* The DPW is also working closely with the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection in its ongoing tracking efforts to ensure that
industries in Worcester are doing their part to reduce storm water
pollution.
¯ To improve its stonr~-drainage infrastructure, the city has established a
voluntary plan to reduce the number of unpaved private roads. The dirt
from these roads, especially after rain storms, causes sediment to build
up in the drainage system. The DPW has developed a plan to pave the
streets at a lower grade than would be necessary to meet the legal
requirements for a public street. Under this plan, residents would not
have to pay the additional betterment taxes that are now required to
cover the costs of sediment removal and less sediment would be
transported in runoff.

Costs Associated With
~#
~* "~~,,anas.ns Storm Water

Since 1993, the DPW has allocated significant funding from the water and
sewer utility fees it collects for controlling the effects of runoff, especially
through catch-basin cleaning, street sweeping, and correcting illegal
connections. For example, its fiscal year 1993 budget for storm water
programs included about $1.6 million for specific programs and another $1
million for capital improvement programs, such as inflow/infiltration and
flood control. The DPW also spent $500,000 to develop and submit its
permit application. Furthermore, as shown in table 4, Worcester made
extensive capital expenditures during fiscal years 1994 ttu’ough 1999 on
pertinent storm water projects to improve the quality of storm water runoff
emanating from the city’s storm water sewer system.
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Appendix V
The Storm Water Program in Worcester,
Massachusetts

Table 4: City of Worcester’s Capital Expenditures for Storm Water Management
(Dollars in thousands)
Activity
Sewer construction
Infiltration control
Pump station
rehabilitation

1994
$0
0
200

Sewer rehabilitation
Landfill closeout
Belmont Drainage
project
Beaver Brook
Culvert pro}ect

300
150
0

Surface drain control
Geographic
Information System
Other
Total

1995

Fiscal year
1996
1997

1998

1999

$500
400
200

$500
400
200

$300
1 O0
200

- $300
100
200

$300
100
200

750

750

750

1,200
100

300
200
600

500
100

0
0

1,500
0
0

0

500

100

100

300

100

40

150
0

200

200

0

125

200
125

200

0

$690

70
$3,870

10
$2,510

$2,375

0

0

0
$1,975

125
0
$2,525

Note: The Belmont Drainage project involved enlarging the drain to eliminate surcharging and siltation
and moving the outfall to eliminate stagnation. The Beaver Brook Culvert project involved repairing the
culvert and conducting a study that included a detailed hydraulic analysis of the drainage basin.
Source: Worcester Department of Public Works.

Furthermore, during fiscal year 1999, the DPW spent approximately
a~mther $2.1 million to operate and maintain storm water activities. Key
expenditures included about $1.2 million for street sweeping, about
$617,000 for catch-basin maintenance, $52,000 for root control, and another
$48,000 for street paving. Also included was $40,000 per year for sampling

five outfalls around the city three times per year as required by the permit.
According to a DPW official, in previous fiscal years, the DPW funded the
same or similar operation and maintenance activities to help control storm
water runoff. As a result, the costs since 1994 were similar to those for
1999, except for annual adjustments for inflation. Therefore, the annual
operation and maintenance expenditures ranged from about $1.7 million
for 1994 to about $2.1 million for 1999.
According to a DPW official, the department expects to spend from $3
million to $4.5 million annually over the next several years on storm water-
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App0~ndi~ \
The Storm Water Pr~gram i~ Worcester,

related activities. The amount of the cost increase will depend on whether
EPA asks the city to increase its spending.

Funding Sources

The DPW funds its storm water management controls effort from the water
and sewer user fees it assesses to homes and businesses.
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Comments From the Environmental
Protection Agency

~ ~1~ v~
L,~~

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D C 20460

Mr. Peter F. Guerrero
Director, Physical [nfrastmctum Issues
United Sta~es ~n~ral Accounting Office

o~ce or

W~hin~n ~ 20548
~k y~u f~r the op~u~ity t~ ~i~ your d~t ~ ~ntitled "Better Dat~
Evaluation of Urb~ Runoff Need~ m As~ss Effectiveness." We appr~iate the difficulty that
~sh~lating ~d inte~dng such information on an ¢x~mely complex subj~ must h~ve
" presented. Your ~n Wovides a fair md b~d ~picfion of the Agency’s effo~, wi~ t~
~sist~c= of our Sm~e ~d J~’al p~ne~, to impiemcn[ a national u~n sto~ wamr ~noff
conuol prog~.
AS (he rein co~tly ac~owledges, ~ Eavi~men[~ ~o~ectmn Agency (EPA)
believes [hat urban ~noff is a signlfic~t t~at to water qu~ity ~d is ~fively wor~ng to
conuol the ~h~ge of ~llut~ts in s[o~ ware[ ~nuff. EPA’s u~ sto~ wa~r control
program has ~en a ve~ succ¢~l unden~ng to da~e and we ~ [a~ng steps to add~ss ~ver~
of ~e ~co~en~tions identified in ~
One of the ch~lenges of con~olhng u~an ~to~ w~er maoR is ~o ~ able to addre~ a
wide ~ay of complex enviro~em~ issues, even within the ~un~ries of one municip~ty.
EPA’~ u~an storm water pin,am ~ ~velo~d with ~he understanding that a "one size fits ~l"
approach will noI wo~ ~v; ex~ple, existing municipal ~p~te s[o~ ~wer s~em (MS4)
~nnits ~e tuilo~d ,~ ~u~[ ~e needs ofe~h indiv~du~ municipality. ~ fact. the municip~itie~
select he majo~ ~)’ of lhe mezsu~s ~at will ~ impl¢men~d to conlm] sto~ water ~noff.
Simfl~ly, EPA’s ~a~e ~ re~[a[o~ ~work for sm~l MS4s ~u~ [~ munici~lhy to
idcnlify appropriate BMPs (o comml ~noff md establish ~asurable goals against w~ch
pmFam effectiveness will ~ ~asuRd. ~ese BMPs md me=sumble goals ~n ~come ~
enf~able ~t conditions for that mu~cip~ity. EPA exits tha~ appmxi~tely 5.~ sm~l
MS4s will each have a unique set of m~urabi¢ goats [hat will define ex~c[ali~s of a
success~l sto~ water control ~ogram.
While EPA hz~ develo~d a sound ~latow b~is for ~m sto~ water comml,
cornering inhiadves have Itmked our ability to invest sufficient resources [o ~liy evaluate
effectiveness of~he pro~am md the ass~ialed implemenmtlon costs. We ~heve thal the
flexibility affor~d MS4 ~t~ces provides some a~uranc¢ ~at ~t ~ui~men~ do not
~come onerous or unjustified. Addhionally. with the MS4 ~ts ~i~¢ued eve~ five ye~.
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App~,ndix VI
Commenta From the Environmental
Protection Agency

.:-

2
EPA cxpocts that dialogue hetween MS4s and permitting authorities will better fouus on those
activities found to be most beneficial.
Over the next year, we will address challenges relating to evaluating the effectiveness of
municipal storm water programs. Consistent with the first recommendation, EPA will evaluate
storm waier monitoring data that has been collected since program in~eption. Two grantees
(UCLA and the University of Alabama) will review monitoring data that has been submitted as
part of routine discharge monitoring reports and annual reports. EPA expects these efforts will
evaluate the correlation betw~n storm water discharges and trends in water quality impairment.
Another anticipated find,ng from these grants is a compilation of the range of monitoring
activities requi~:d of municipalities in storm water permits and the identification of the
monitoring that appears to be most effective in demonstrating program resul)_s.
To meet another challenge, we are evaluating MS4 permit requirements and annual
reports to identify the types of s(orm water control activities in place and the environmental and
programmatic results of these activzties. Initially, this effort will evaluate MS4s in at least three
EPA Regions and 10 states to gather information on the range of methods employed by permitted
MS4s to control storm water discharges. Through this effort, EPA expects to determine whether
program goal,~ am being met and establish moaningful indicators of program performance.
Should this effort prove useful, EPA wall expand the evaluation to a national effort that will
evaluate MS4 permit~ and annual reports in all affected EPA Regions and states. In either case,
results of this effort will be disseminated nationally to ensure that findings m incorporated into
other MS4 pro~ams, as appropriate.

’’’:’:~
~ :.

Enclosed are additiona! comments on terminology and regulatory citariuns provided in
the report, Again, we appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft report. If
you have any questions about these comments or would like to discuss urban storm water runoff
issues, please contact me or c’,dl Jeff Lape, Acting Director of the Water Permits Division. at
(202) 56~-9545.
Sincerely.

Michael B. Cook
Dzroctor
Office of Wa.qtewater Management
Enclosure
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CommenLs From the Environmental
Protection Agency

Enclosure

Below are several additional comments for your consideration that address terminology
and r~gulatory citations provided in the report:
¯ The term "nonpoim source" throughout the report, when referring to storm water
is somewhat misleading in that the federal definition of "point source" includes many
the types of storm water d~scharges discussed in the draft report as "nonpoint source
pollution." We mcom.mend clarifying that EPA’s NPDES storm water permits regulate
point source discharges that includea storm water runoff from small, medium, and large
municipal separate storm sewer systems. [n fact, to avoid confusion between point
sources and nonpoint sources in an NPDES context, we recommend that you consider
using the term "wet weather discharges" when referring to storm water runoff.
The third sentence in the fast f~l| paragraph on page 3 states that "EPA re.quires cities to
use ’best management pracuces’ to reduce contamination in storm water runoff." We
recommend that you change the word "requires" to "recoramends." While hest
management practices are common for reducing storm water contamination, EPA
regulations allow MS4s to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent
practicable using management practices, control techniques, and system, design, and
engineering methods, and such other provisions which are appropriate.
.. ~: ".:.’.
" ....’,.’,i:~.
" ""

¯

The last sentence in the second full paragraph on page 3 states that "managing storm
water runoff will reduce runoff and improve water quality." We recommend changing
this sentence to indicate that "managing storm water runot’f will r,~,dgce the volume and
concentralion of pollutants in runoff and improve water quality.

¯

The last sentence of the same paragraph indicates that "Neither EPA nor states have
developed measurable program goals or reviewed municip’,d reports on the resuks of
storm water programs to determined whether the reports provide information that could
demonstrate the program’s effectiveness." A similar statement is made in the first full
paragraph on page 31. We recommend that these two sentences he revised to indicate
that "EPA and states have generally been unsuccessful in developing measurable program
goals and in demonstrating program effectiveness through the review of municipal
reports," EPA and some states have attempted to determine program effectiveness
through the review of municipal reports b~t, to date, these effo~s have be~n unsuccessful
in making this determination.
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Comparison of NPDES

Program

= he. _=ted S_a_es’Findings= ="Un t
he U.S. Environmental
T Protection
Agency, under
section 402(p) of the Water Quality
Act of 1987, has required
municipalities with populations of
more than 100,000 to obtain National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits for urban
stormwater discharge. This regulation
is intended to minimize pollutant
Ioadings from urbanized areas and
preserve the quality of streams that
receive stormwater. To apply for a
NPDES permit, a municipality must
monitor the chemistry ofstormwater
from basins having residential,
commercial, and industrial land uses,
and estimate storm- and annualpollutant loads and event-mean
concentrations of 12 selected properties
and constituents. The properties and
constituents include biochemical

oxygen demand (BOD), chemical concrete pipes, lined ditches, andunlined
oxygen demand (COD), suspended channels. The drainage area of sampling
solids, dissolved solids, total nitrogen, sites typically was small and ranged from
total ammonia plus organic nitrogen, 4.0 to 2,564 acres. Each site had a
total phosphorus, dissolved
predominant land use--residential,
phosphorus, total recoverable
commercial, or industrial (fig. 2). Flow
cadmium, total recoverable copper, and rainfall data either were collected on
total recoverable lead, and total site or were estimated from nearby gages.
recoverable zinc. These estimates will Flow data are used to calculate loads from
be used by the municipalities to the concentration data. Samples were
evaluate the magnitude of pollutant collected either by manually collecting
Ioadings and the efficiency of r discrete, samples at timed intervals and
management strategies that are flow-weighting volumes of these discrete
intended to reduce pollutant loads,
samples or by collecting flow-weighted
As part of a national synthesis of
composite samples using an automatic
the study units in theU.S. Geologicai sampler. Flow-weighted samples were
Survey (USGS) NPDES program, collected during the first 3 hours of the
data were compiled on concen- storm or until the stream returned topretrations of the 12 properties and storm levels. Samples were collected at
constituents required for load
a particular site about 30 or more days
calculations. This report presents
apart and after approximately 72 hours of
a comparison of these data.
less than0.1 inch of rain.

Data Collection
The USGS, in cooperation with local
agencies, sampled stormwater from 1991
through 1996 in 13 cities and metropolitan
areas that are required to obtain NPDES
permits (fig. l). For this comparison,

Data Analysis
Birmingham and Montgomery, Alabama,
were considered one study unit and
designated as Birmingham/Montgomery,
Alabama. Samples were collected from
various conveyances, such as culverts,

Analyses of the flow-weighted composite samples were done at the USGS
National Water-Quality Laboratory with
the exception of the Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, and BOD analyses. These
analyses were done at the individual
USGS offices or at contract laboratories.

Nationwide Data Comparison
In an effort to compare storm loads
for different land uses, concentration and
flow data were compiled from study units
in the USGS NPDES data bases.
Concentration data and flow volumes
were combined along with a unitconversion factor to obtain storm loads in
pounds for each storm. The storm loads
then were divided by the area of the
a~ama
individual basins to obtain storm load per
unit area, in pounds per acre. Mean
storm loads for all constituents then were
calculated for the three land uses in e~ach
city or metropolitan area (table l). This
Figure 1. Cities and metropolitan areas where NPDES const=uents were sampled in manipulation allows direct comparison of
urban stormwater, 1991-96.
the storm loads for each land use.
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Table 1. Mean stcrm loads ~n pour~ds per acre for 11 NPDES propertesandcaqst’tuents~n’.ne Um:ea States¯ 1991-96
[-- not analyzed for; ND, 50 percent or more of values below detection limit]
Biochemical Chemical
Total ammonia
Total
Total
Total
Study
oxygen
oxygen
Suspended Dissolved
Total
plus organic Total
Dissolved recoverable recoverable recoverable
demand
solids
nitrogen
nitrogen phosphorus phosphorus
copper
unit
demand
solids
lead
zinc
Residential land use
Birmingham /
Montgomery,
7,3
1.1
1.2
0.034
0,025
0.022
0.022
5.1x10-2 13x10-4 9.6x10-4
Alabama
-Phoenix,
1.6
4,1
1,2
.061
.050
.0067
¯ ,0030
2.7x10-4 6.0x10-4 3.0x10-3
Arizona
0.30
Little Rock,
Arkansas
Colorado Springs,
Colorado
Denver
Coorado
Boise,
Idaho
Davenport,
Iowa ....
Baton Rouge
Lousana
Independence
Mtssour
Omaha,
Nebraska
Sioux Falls,
South Dakota
DallaalFort Worth,
Texaa
San Antonio,
Texas

,41

2,6

.75

2.0

3.1

.60

2.4

5.9

.08

.57

5.5

.49

3.0

,23
,09

1.1
,35

.22

2.9

,46

68

Birmingham I
Montgomery
Aabama
-Phoenix,
Arizona
2.2
Little Rock,
Arkansas
.81
Colorado Springs,
Colorado
.89
Denver,
Colorado
10
Boise,
Idaho
1.4
Davenport,
Iowa ....
Baton Rouge,
1.8
Louisiana
Independence,
Missouri
1.8
Omaha,
Nebraska
,43
SIoux Falls,
.23
South Dakota
Dallas/Fort Worth,
.49
Texas
San Antonio,
Texas
,73
Birmingham /
Montgomery,
Alabama
Phoenix,
Arizona
Little Rock,
Arkansaa
Colorado Springs
Coorado
Denver,
Colorado
Boise
daho
Davenport,
Iowa ....
Baton Rouge
Lousana
Independence
Mssour
Omaha,
Nebraska
Sioux Falls,
South Dakota
DallaslFort Worth,
Texas
San Antonio,
Texas

.36

4.9
14
4.4
6.3
15
3.6

11

1.2

.011

.025

¯022

.0048

.0018

.068

.052

.013

¯0035

.0013

.0064

.0009

.0006

1.9x10-4
8.3x10-5

4.2x10-4
5,6x10-~

1.5x10-3
1.3xlO-3

6,0x10-4
3.1x10-5

6.6x10-5
8.3x10-5

2.9x10-3
4.4x10-4

.013

,0085

.0028

--

--

--

.36

.34

.059

.021

6.3

2.4

.032

.020

.0074

.0024

2,8X10-3
9.4X10-4

1.1x10-2
1.2x10-3

2.6x10-2
4.8x10-3

2.6

1.1

.042

.028

.0083

.0035

1.5x10-~

3.5x10-4

1.5

1.3

.030

.025

.0030

.0010

ND

ND

1.4x10-3
6.2X10-4

5.8x10-4

3.3
12

2.8
3,8

.45

°74

.047

.013

.0089

2,7x10-4

.11
.092
Commercial land use

.022

.012

7.6x10-4

26x10-3

2.3x10-3
8.9x10-3

1.4x10-4
1.1x10-3

2.0x10-4
6.8x10-4

2.0x10-3
1.3x10-2

1.5x10-3
3.1x10-3

7.6x10-3
6.1x10-3

1.5x10-3 7.7x10-3
9.0x10-4 4.6x10-3

.068

.019

.014

.0031

.0020

6.7

7.2

33

.26

.034

.027

5,1

1.8

.076

.049

.0097

.0072

8.8

2.8

.075

¯050

.008!

.0036

6,8x10-4
3.6x10-4

4.5

3.2

.099

.065

.0082

.0037

2.7x10-3

.21

.21

.0079

.0043

6.3x10_4

.030

.020

.0033

.0041

--

-9.1x10-3
4,6x10-3

4.2x10-2
1.4x10-2

5.1x10-4

2.2

,68

.32

.25

.034

.017

2.4x10-3

3.1

.13

.094

,018

.0059

4.5

1,8

.046

.028

.0061

.0037

1.1x10-3
2.1x10-~

1,3

1.6

.024

.019

.0022

.0012

ND

ND

2.3xi0-3
1.1X 10-3

.068

.012

.0058

.028

.012

8.9x10-4
1.2X10-3

2.4x10-3
4.9x10-3

7.2x10-3
1.8X10-2

9¯9x10-4
1.4x10-3

1.7x10-3
1.6x10-3

7.2x10-3
7,2x10-3

1.1x10-3
1.0x10-3

9.4x10-3
3.7x10-3

11

8.9

.017

4.3

63

14

4.7

.060

.0027

33

.49

.17

.28

14

1.6

.86
1.6

,091

4.0
15

12

4,8
5.5

.11

.15
.12
Industrial land use

--

3,4

2.2

1,5

,024

,017

.0067

.0045

5,9

5.8

7.7

2.2

.099

.062

.014

.0050

.88

4.6

3,0

2.3

.22

.19

.047

.016

.25

1,4

3,1

.016

.011

.0017

.0010

5,3x10-4
2.0x10-4

,13

.092

.021

.0084

5.9x10-3

1.2x10-2

4.0x10-2

,036

.034

.0009

,0001

--

--

--

3.9x10-2
1.5x10-2
5,3x10-3

8.3x10-2
1.1x10-1

5,4

2.9

9.2

37

22

41

33

.54

.43

.074

.044

250

.033

.019

.014

.0024

.16

,11

.025

.012

8,8x10-4
2.2x10-3

5,5

20

1.7

6.7

66

.17

2.4

6.3x10-3

3,1

.05

.52

.62

6.5

.017

,013

.0027

.0010

.53

5.6

19

5.4

.52

.11

.064

.020

.010

.50

6.3

10

6.0

.10

.061

.025

.018

ND
ND
7.5x10-3 4.8x10-3
7.4X!0_4 1.1X10_3

2.2x10-2
"
4.9x10-~
1.5x10-2
1.5X10_2 i’ .:~
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Phy
~Ju’~ or~arli~. :~l~iogen varied b.v almost

BOD, COD. suspended ~ol~d~. and
dissolved solids were compared for all
the cities with the exception of
Davenport, Iowa; Boise, Idaho: and
Birmingham/Montgomery, Alabama.
Samples from Davenport, Iowa, were not
analyzed for these properties and
constituents. An industrial land-use basin
was not sampled in Boise, Idaho.
Samples from Birmingham.;
Montgomery, Alabama, were not
analyzed for BOD.
BOD and COD are determined by
measurement of the quantity of oxygen
utilized by organic matter and chemicals
in stormwater samples and are used to
indicate pollution (Hem, 1992). Mean
storm loads of BOD varied by two orders
of magnitude, from 0,05 to I0 pounds per
acre. The largest mean storm loads of
BOD were associated with industrial
land-use basins, except for the maximum
that occurred in commercial land-use
basins in Denver, Colorado. Mean storm
loads of COD varied by two orders of
magnitude, from 0.17 to 37 pounds per
acre. The largest mean storm loads of
COD were associated with commercial
land-use sites, except for the maximum
that occurred in industrial land-use
basins in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Concentrations of suspended solids
and dissolved solids are measures of
solids loads in stormwater and also may
be used as indicators of pollution. Mean
storm loads of" suspended solids varied
by more than two orders of magnitude,
from 0.28 to 66 pounds per acre. The
largest mean storm loads of suspended
solids were associated with the industrial
land-use basins; the maximum occurred
in Omaha, Nebraska. Mean storm loads
of dissolved solids varied by more than
three orders of magnitude, from 0.17 to
250 pounds per acre. The largest mean
storm loads of dissolved solids were
associated w~th industrial land-use
basins; the maximum occurred in
Independence, Missouri.

cxc~.’phun ~,t" industrial land-use basins in tv, o orders of’magnitude, from 0.0064 to
Boise, Idaho. An industrml land-use basin 0.43 pounds per acre. The largest mean
was not part of the samphng program in storm loads of total ammonia plus
Boise.
organic nitrogen were associated with
Nutrients are essent~al components in industrial and commercial land-use
plant growth; however, an overabundance basins; the maximum occurred in Baton
of these constituents will cause undesir- Rouge, Louisiana.
able algal blooms in bodies of water that
Mean storm loads of total phosphorus
are used for urban drinking-water sup- varied by almost two orders ofmagniplies (Hem, 1992). These algal blooms tude, from 0.0009 to 0.074 pounds per
cause adverse effects on the taste and acre. The largest mean storm loads of
odor of drinking water and have the total phosphorus were associated with
potential to cause more serious health industrial land-use basins; the maximum.
problems,
occurred in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Mean storm loads of total nitrogen
Mean storm loads of dissolved phosvaned by more than two orders ofmag- phorus varied by more than three orders of
nitude, from 0.00]3 to 0.54 pounds per magnitude, from 0.0001 to-0.044 pounds
acre. The largest mean storm loads of per acre. The largest mean storm loads of
total nitrogen are associated with indus- dissolved phosphorus were associated with
trial land-use basins; the maximum industrial land-use basins; the maximum
occurred in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
occurred in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

Nutrients
Four nutrient constituents--total
nitrogen, total ammonia plus organic
nitrogen, total phosphorus, and
dissolved phosphorus--are being Figure 2, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) residential landanalyzed by the USGS NPDES program, use site at Glendale, Arizona.
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Selected References
reco\erable zinc ~ere as,ociated with
Concentrations o1" t’our trace -metal industrial land-use basin,,,, the maximum Baldys Stanley, III, Raines. T.H., Mansfield,
B.L., and Sandlin. J,T.. 1997. Hydrologic
constituents--total reed’, erable copper, occurred in Independence, Missouri.
data for urban stormwater studies in the
Cadmium
and
lead
tend
to
total recoverable zinc, total recoverable
Dallas-Fort Worth area, Texas, 1992-94:
cadmium, and total recoverable lead are bioaccumulate in plants and animals.
U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report
96-482, 254 p.
being analyzed by the USGS NPDES Large concentrations of these metals lead
to toxicity and health problems in plants Barks, C.J., 1995, Verification and adjustprogram. These constituents were
cornpared for all land uses in the selected and humans (Hem, 1992).
ment of regional regression models for
urban storm-runoff quality using data
cities with the exception of Davenport,
Concentrations of total recoverable
collected in Little Rock, Arkansas: U.S.
Iowa, and Boise, Idaho. Concentrations cadmium were considered in this analysis
Geological Survey Water-Resources
of these constituents were not determined of data, but more than 70 percent of the
Investigations Report 94-4216, 36 p.
in Davenport, Iowa, and an industrial land- analyses were below detection limits. No
use basin was not sampled in Boise, Idaho. mean storm loads of cadmium were Fossum, K.D., and Davis, R.G., 1996,
Physical, chemical, biological, and
Copper and zinc are essential to plant included in the data tables.
toxicity data from the study of urban
and animal metabolism and are needed in
Mean storm loads of total recoverable
stormwater and ephemeral streams.
small amounts by all plants and animals, lead varied by almost three orders of
Maricopa County, Arizona, water years
Large amounts of these metals in drinking magnitude, from 8.3 xl0-5 to 3.9x10-2 1992-95: U.S. Geological Survey OpenFile Report 96-394, 71 p._
water, however, can cause adverse effects pounds per acre. The largest mean storm
on the taste and odor of drinking water, loads of total recoverable lead were Guerard, EV., and Weiss, W.B., 1995, Water
Mean storm loads of total recoverable associated with industrial land-use basins; "’ qualit.y of storm runoff and comparison
of procedures for estimating storm-runoff
copper varied by more than three orders the maximum occurred in Baton Rouge,
loads, volume, event-mean concen"5
of magnitude, from 3.1 xl0 to 5.1x102 Louisiana.
trations, and the mean load for a storm
pounds per acre. The largest mean storm The majority of minimum mean storm for selected properties and constituents
loads of total recoverable copper were loads occurred in residential land-use
for Colorado Springs, southeastern
associated with commercial and basins and the majority of maximum
Colorado, 1992: U.S. Geological Survey
Water-Resources Investigations Report
industrial land-use basins. The excep- mean storm loads occurred in industrial
94-4194, 68 p.
tion was the maximum that occurred land-use basins. The information
contained
in
this
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is
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of
Hem,
J.D., 1992, Study and interpretation of
in a residential land-use basin in
the chemical characteristics of natural
ongoing studies and may be updated upon
Birmingham/Montgomery, Alabama.
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Mean storm loads of total
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Appendix D
Costs

Element

LACDPW WATER QUALITY MONITORING COSTS
2000-2001 Storm Season Totals as of: 06/13/2000
No. of No. of Capital
Sampling Materials
Station
Laboratory
Sites Events* (not including Labor
Maintenance

TOTAL

1990 permit
costs)

Receiving
Waters
Mass
Emissions
Land Use
Critical
Source
River
Toxicity
El Nifio

0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

5

12

$0

$23,316

$0

$0

$9,366

$32,682

7
30

13
9

$0
$33,293

$10,470
$76,322

$0
$0

$0
$0

$141,031
$113,953

$151,500
$223,568

0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$75,000

$110,108

$0

$0

$264,350

$482,751

Study
Aerial
1
14
$75,000
Deposition
TOTAL 43
48
$108,293
2000-2001
N/A = Not Applicable
* Not every station collected every storm.
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Appendix E
Contacts

iTOPIC

CONTACT

TELEPHONE

E-MAIL

Rainfall Data

Belinda Kwan,
LACDPW

(626) 458-6135

bkwan @dpw.co.la.ca.us

Water Quality Data
and Previous
Monitoring Reports

Lucia A.dams,
LACDPW

(626) 458-5165

ladams@dpw.co.la.ca.us

GIS data,
Hydrographs, and
Pollutant Loading

Eduardo Escobar,
LACDPW

(626) 458-3582

eescobar@dpw.co.la.ca.us

Critical Source
Mert Ramos,
Monitoring Program LACDPW

(626) 458-3528

mramos@dpw.co.la.ca.us

Land Use Monitoring Bill DePoto,
Program
LACDPW

(626) 458-3537

bdepoto@dpw.co.la.ca.us

Mass Emission
Bill DePoto,
Monitoring Program LACDPW
A~atomated Sampling MertRamos,
Equipment
LACDPW

(626) 458-3537

bdepoto@dpw.co.la.ca.us

(626) 458-3528

mramos@dpw.co.la.ca.us

Industrial Stormwater Robert Tom,
Permits
LARWQCB

(213) 576-6789

rtom@rb4.swrcb.ca.gov

This report will soon be on the Web. Call Eduardo Escobar, above, for more information on
Internet availability.
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GAO
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

June 29, 2001
The Honorable Olympia Snowe
United States Senate
The Honorable Sherrod Brown
The Honorable Martin Meehan
The Honorable James Oberstar
The Honorable Jack Quinn
House of Representatives
Nonpoint source pollution--that is, pollution from contaminants picked up
and carried into surface water by water running over land--is known to be
one of the leading causes of water quality problems in the United States.
Water that runs over developed areas, including paved surfaces such as
roads and parking lots, before reaching a water body is known as urban
runoff and is an increasingly important category of water pollution. As
urban areas have expanded over the past several decades, the amount of
urban runoff has also increased. Although the overall quality of the nation’s
waters has improved since the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, a
significant number of water bodies still suffer from poor water quality.
Because the act brought discharges fro~ "point sources," such as industrial
plants and municipal treatment plants, under control, the continuing
pollution of these waters suggest~s that other sources, including urban
runoff, are contributing to water quality problems. As a result, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) now classifies urban runoff as a
significant cause of impairment to water quality. The Water Quality Act of
1987, which amended the Clean Water Act, required EPA, among other
things, to regulate as a point source urban runoff that reaches municipal
sewer systems. EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Program for storm water requires that certain local governments take
measures to control storm water runoff.
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Ooncerned about the degradation of water quality in urban areas, you
asked us to report on (1) the amount of runoff from urban areas,
particularly from roads, highways, and other impervious surfaces,~ and its
effects on water quality and (2) the programs that federal regulations
require local governments to develop to address urban runoff, and the
costs and effectiveness of those programs. To address these issues, we
reviewed federal and other studies and interviewed experts on the
relationship between the amount of paved and other impervious surfaces
and the amount of runoff, and on the types of materials typically contained
in urban runoff. We also reviewed studies and inter-viewed experts on the
sources of these materials and any actual or potential effects on water
quality from urban runoff. We visited five urban areas and organizations
that are affiliated with their watersheds~ to obtain site-specific information
about urban runoff problems, programs these areas have implemented in
response to federal requirements, and the costs and effectiveness of these
programs. Finally, we reviewed studies and estimates of the costs and
investment requirements associated with implementing storm water
management programs. Because this report focuses on local governments’
actions, we did not review the portions of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Storm Water Program that address industrial facilities
and construction sites.
~’~-~
We performed our review from August 2000 through May 2001 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Results in Brief

The volume of urban storm water runoff increased throughout the United
States in the last half of the 20th century because of the growth in
impervious surfaces that resulted from the development of urban and
suburban areas. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, between
1945 and 1997, land devoted to urban areas in the United States has
increased by about 327 percent; according to EPA, paved road mileage has
increased by 278 percent. Because paved surfaces are almost impervious,
they allow little storm water to infiltrate the ground; therefore, the storm
water runs off into creeks, rivers, and lakes. As storm water runs across
these impervious surfaces and land, it picks up pollutants from these
surfaces and carries them to receiving bodies of water---either directly or
LAn impewious surface keeps water from soaking into soils.
*A watershed is an area of land in which all surface water drains to a common point.
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through conveyances such as gutters, storm sewers, and culverts. EP~s
1998 National Water Quality Inventory Report to Congress showed that
certain rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries are impaired in terms of their
ability to support such uses as aquatic life, swimming, and fish
consumption, and concluded that urban runoff was a major source of this
impairment. Studies have shown that urban runoff and the pollutants it
carries can cause increases in sedimentation, water temperature, and
pathogen levels and decreases in dissolved oxygen levels in bodies of
water. These changes can lead to the degradation of habitat in these water
bodies and a decline in diversity of aquatic life and can endanger public
health. For example, metals, a pollutant typically found in urban runoff,
can be toxic to aquatic organisms. Pathogens, such as bacteria from animal
waste, another pollutant commonly found in urban runoff, can pose public
health problems when present in waters used for recreational purposes.
The magnitude and nature of these effects vary by region, depending on the
type and concentration of pollutants in storm water, rainfall
characteristics, land use, and other factors.

¯ "°"’:-;-!:~(:::)

Local governments are required to address urban runoff through EPP:s
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Storm Water Program.
Under permits that EPA and states issue through this program, over 1,000
local governments must meet EP~s requirements to implement storm
water management programs to reduce contaminants in storm water to the
"maximum extent practicable." EPA recommends that these cities use
"best management practices" to reduce contaminants in storm water
runoff. The most typical practices included controlling runoff through a
combination of structural means, such as detention ponds, and
nonstructural means, such as increasi~g the frequency of street sweeping
and educating the public about how to prevent pollutants from reaching
storm sewers. Cities also used specialized practices to address specific
local runoff problems. For example, Baltimore, Maryland, has focused on
reducing the level of nutrients, such as fertilizers, in its runoff because of
its proximity to the Chesapeake Bay, which suffers from high nutrient
levels.
Neither the overall costs of implementing the storm water program nor the
program’s effectiveness has been determined. EPA estimated in a 1996
report to congress that the potential need for spending on storm water
runoff and overflows of sewage resulting from runoff was over $50 billion
over 20 years, but the agency also believes this estimate will increase when
it issues its next report in 2002. EPA’s regulations require that permitted
cities annually report the costs of implementing their storm water
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programs, along with the results of their monitoring of storm water runoff
and water quality. However, in part because EPA has not established
guidelines for reporting costs, these data have not been calculated or
reported consistently and, therefore, are not currently useful in
characterizing the program’s overall cost. EPA, state, and city officials
generally believe that managing storm water runoff will reduce the volume
of runoff and concentrations of pollutants in the runoff, as well as improve
water quality, but no systematic effort to evaluate the program’s results has
been started. EPA and the states have generally been unsuccessful in
developing measurable program goals and in demonstrating program
effectiveness through the review of Water quality data reported by local
governments.
We believe it is time for EPA to begin evaluating this program, which is
directed at one of the nation’s most significant water quality problems.
Therefore, this report includes a recommendation to EPA to work with
states to develop program goals, establish standards for reporting on
program costs and effectiveness, and review reported water quality data to
determine whether the current storm water management programs are
having the intended effect of improving the quality of the nation’s waters
and how much the programs cost. We provided a draft of this report to
EPA and the Department of Transportation (DOT). EPA generally agreed
with the report and plans to take action to implement several parts of the
recommendation; the agency did not comment on the other parts of the
recommendation. DOT generally agreed with the report. (See the Agency
Comments and Our Evaluation section of this report.)

Background

Nonpoint source pollution can result when water, .such as precipitation,
runs over land surfaces and into bodies of water. Significant nonpoint
sources of pollution can include paved urban areas, agricultural practices,
forestry, and mining. However, in urban and suburban areas, this runoff
generally enters a sewer system that can be regulated as a point source of
water pollution. For exmnple, precipitation from rain or snowmelt may run
into a municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4 or storm sewer) that
eventually dis~’l,.arges into a body of water. The precipitation may also run
into a combiaed sewer system, which carries a combination of storm water
runoff, indusmal waste, and raw selvage in a single pipe to a sewage
treatment facihly for discharge after treatment. Lastly, the precipitation
may run off of l;md or paved surfaces directly into nearby receiving waters.
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EP~:s Office of Wastewater Management, which is within the Office of
Water, implements the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Program. The program was created in 1972 with the passage of
the Clean Water Act. Created to control water pollution from point
sources--those sources, such as a factory or wastewater treatment plant,
that contribute pollutants directly into a body of water from a pipe or other
conveyance--the NPDES Program did not specifically address storm water
discharges. In 1987, the Congress amended the Clean Water Act with the
Water Quality Act, which directed EPA to also control storm water
discharges that enter MS4s---essentially requiring EPA to treat such storm
water as a point source2 MS4s are defined as those sewers that collect and
convey storm water; are owned or operated by the federal, state, or local
government; and are not part of a publicly owned treatment (sewage)
facility.
To regulate urban storm water runoff, EPA published regulations in 1990
that established the NPDES Storm Water Program and described permit
application requirements. According to EPA, the program’s objective, in
part, is to preserve, protect, and improve water quality by, among other
things, controlling the volume of runoff from paved surfaces and by
reducing the level of runoff pollutants to the maximum extent practicable
using best management practices (BMP).4 The 1987 act also authorized
EPA to implement a program that provides federal funds and technical
assistance to states to develop their own nonpoint source pollution
management programs. States can use the federal funds they receive for
nonpoint source programs to address nonpoint sources of pollution as well
as urban runoff.
Currently, EPA manages NPDES Storm Water programs in six states
(Alaska, Arizona, Idaho, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and New Mexico)
and has delegated authority to the remaining 44 states to manage these
programs. The storm water program is being implemented in two phases.
Local governments meeting the following criteria must comply with EPA’s
storm water program regulations. First, Phase I of the program requires
that municipalities with a population of 100,000 or more obtain a permit for
their MS4 system; second, the program requires that entities obtain a
’~Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act.
~According to EPA, a best management practice is a device, practice, or method for
removing, reducing, re~arding, or preventing targeted storm water runoff constituents,
pollutants, and contaminants from reaching receiving waters.
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permit if they discharge storm water from sites with industrial activities,
including construction activities that disturb 5 acres or more of land. In
addition, NPDES permitting authorities may also bring other municipalities
and industrial entities into the program if they deem it necessary.
Municipalities that meet these conditions must submit a permit application
to EPA or the governing regulatory state agency. In 1990, the regulations
specifically identified 220 municipalities throughout the United States that
were required to apply for a Phase I permit. According to EPA, as of April
2001, about 256 Phase 1 MS4 permits had been issued and about 17 more
still needed to be issued. Because some permits cover more than one
municipality, these permits cover about 1,000 medium and large
municipalities nationwide.
The final rule for Phase II of the program was issued in December 1999.
Phase II extends Phase I efforts by requiring that a storm water discharge
permit be obtained by (1) operators of all MS4s not already covered by
Phase I of the program in urbanized areas~ and (2) construction sites that
disturb areas equal to or greater than 1 acre and less than 5 acres of land.
As with Phase I of the program, permitting authorities may require
additional small MS4s and construction sites to obtain a permit if they are a
significant contributor of pollutants. Currently, EPA anticipates that about ~..-.=:~
5,000 municipalities may be subject to permitting requirements under
Phase II of the storm water program. These municipalities are required to
obtain permits no later than March 10, 2003.

~I’he Bureau of the Census generally defines an urbanized area as a land area comprising
one or more places--central place(s)--and the adjacent densely settled surrounding area-urban fringe--that together have a residential population of at lemst 50,000 and an overall
population density of at least 1,000 per square mite.
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EPA also regulates combined sewer overflows (CSO) that can be caused by
urban storm water runoff. Combined sewer systems, in which storm water
enters pipes already carrying sewage, may overflow when rain or snowmelt
entering the system exceeds the system’s flow capacity. In the CSO that
results, the mixture of untreated sewage and runoff bypasses the water
treatment facility and is diverted directly into receiving waters. (See fig. 1
for an illustration of combined and separate sewer systems.) These
combined systems generally serve the older parrs of approximately 900
cities in the United States. Pipes carrying sewage and storm water
separately generally serve newer parts of cities. EPA:s 1994 CSO policy
requires communities with combined sewer systems to take immediate and
long-term actions to address CSO problems. The policy contains
provisions for developing appropriate, site-specific NPDES permit
requirements for all combined sewer systems that overflow because of wetweather events. The Wet Weather Water Quality Act of 2000 requires that
any permit, order, or decree issued for a CSO conform to the 1994 policy.
Under this act, EPA is also required to submit a report to the Congress by
September 2001 on the status of the program.6

~Sanitary sew er, ,x ,.r~], ~ws, which are illegal under the Clean Water Act, can also result from
rainfall. A sanmu.n ~.:~r overflow may occur when rainwater or snowmelt leaks into
sanitary sewagt, ~’:l,," thereby exceeding the pipes’ capacity and causing them to overflow.
This discharge ~,! r.~ .~t.,wage from municipal sanitary sewer systems can release untreated
sewage into pta,:c~ ,~a’h as streams, basements, and streets. EPA proposed regulations to
require municipal~ :cs to reduce the number of overflows. However, these regulations have
been withdrawn fl)r further review.
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Figure 1: Urban Runoff Flows in Different Types of Sewer Systems
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The Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Program, established under the
Clean Water Act, is intended to address water bodies that do not meet
water quality standards because of pollutant loadings from point and
nonpoint sources. Currently, it is unclear how and when this program will
affect EPA’s and states’ issuance of storm water permits. A TMDL is a
calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that a body of water can
receive and still meet the water quality standard set by the state. Under
EPP:s regulations, the state is to allocate this "pollutant load" among the
point and nonpoint pollutant sources that flow into the water body and
then take steps to ensure that no source exceeds its assigned load. In 1996,
EPA issued a policy that outlined an interim approach to including water
quality standards in storm water permits. The policy promoted the use of
BMPs in the first 5-year term permits, followed by a tailoring of BMPs in the
second round of permits as necessary to comply with water quality
standards Until recently, few TMDLs had been established, and citizen
organizations sued EPA for its lack of action. EPA issued a new set of
regulations for the TMDL Program in 2000, but the Congress prevented
EPA from spending money to implement the rule in 2000 and 2001. It is
possible that establishing a TMDL for a body of water could result in the
application of a numeric effluent limit to outfalls~ that release storm water
into that body of water. Some city officials we spoke with generally felt ".’-:!:-.:~
that numeric effluent limits would significantly increase the cost of
managing storm water.

Volume of Urban
Runoff Increases With
the Expansion of

Urban Development
and Can Affect Water
Quality

Since World War II, urban runoff has increased throughout the United
States. This increase is directly related to growth in the amount of
impervious surfaces due to urban and suburban development and the
construction of roads, highways, and other impervious surfaces.
Coinciding with this growth in imper~rious surfaces has been a reduction in
wetlands and in the amount of storm water that infiltrates the ground to
recharge aquifers. Moreover, the loss of vegetation due to development
and related runoff can cause major erosion. Ultimately, much of this runoff
is channeled if~.lO gutters, storm drains, and paved channels, and vegetation
and sediment r,,moved with the runoff may end up in receiving waters.
EPA has idoaf ~fi~,d urban storm water runoff as one of the leading sources
of pollution t~ ~}:~, nation’s rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries. Runoff
from imper-,~, ,u.~ surfaces picks up potentially harmful pollutants and
~An outfall is a~ ,,~!~,t, such as a pipe, that allows storm water to flow into a river, lake, or
other body of water
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carries them into receiving waters. Studies have shown that urban runoff
and the pollutants it carries can negatively affect water quality, aquatic life,
and public health.

Paved Surfaces Have
Increased With Urban and
Suburban Expansion and
Growth in Automobile Use

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, between 1945 and 1997,
urban land area increased by almost 327 percent, from 15 million acres to
about 64 million acres in the contiguous 48 states. From 1992 through 1997,
the annual rate of development averaged about 1 million acres per year.
The land developed between 1945 and 1997 came primarily from forestland
and pasture and range? For example; according to the Bureau of the
Census, between 1960 and 1990, the amount of land used for urban
purposes in Baltimore, Maryland, and Washington, D.C., grew by about 170
percent and 177 percent, respectively. As a result, urbanization, with its
accompanying expansion of impervious surfaces like sidewalks, roofs,
parking lots, and roads, has significantly increased the nation’s total
developed land and paved surface area? Figure 2 demonstrates the growth
in the urbanized areas of Baltimore and Washington, D.C., over the last half
of the 20~h century.

~Agt~cultural Ro5, ~tlt’c,,s and En~ffronmental Indicators, 2000. U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Eco~,,v.m" Research Service, Resource Economics Division.
"~ Our Built and .\::tt~t;’t] Emqrorunents, A Technical Review of the Interaction Between Land
Use, Transport, Ttton ~md Emqrorunental Ouali(g, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA 231-R-00-005, Nov 2000).
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Figure 2: Increase in Urbanized Land in Selected Cities, 1960-90

Source: U.S Geological Survey

The increase in paved surfaces has been spurred not only by urban and
suburban development, but also by a steady increase in the use of
automobiles, the primary mode of daily transportation for most Americans.
Roads also play an important role in the economy of the United States,
since trucks carry about 75 percent of the value of all goods shipped.
According to EPA, paved road mileage in the United States increased by
278 percent from 1945 to 1997. In 1945, 19 percent of the public roads in
the country were paved; by 1997, that percentage had increased to 61. (See
fig. 3.) According to a 1999 study, motor-vehicle infrastructure, such as
roads and parking lots, accounts for close to half of the land area in U.S.
urban cities.’°

t~’Stornt~’ater Strategies, Communit.y Responses to Rlznoff .Polhztior~. Natural Resources
Defense Council (May 1999).
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Figure 3: Percentage of Paved Public Road Miles, 1945-97
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Increase in Impervious

Surfaces Leads to Increased
Runoff

The increase in impervious surfaces over the past several decades has led
to an k~crease in storm water runoff. In part, this has occurred because
highways and other developments have reduced the amount of wetlands
and other undeveloped land. Wetlands mitigate the effects of storm water
runoff by acting as a natural form of flood control, facilitating sediment
replenishment, and improving water quality by remo~’ing excess nutrients
and other chemical contaminants before the contaminants can affect
receiving waters. According to a 2000 EPA report, ~’ of the 12 states that
listed wetland losses, six reported that they had significant losses due to
highway construction, and 10 reported that they had significant losses due
to residential growth and development. However, the effect of road
building on weIland loss has been reduced in recent years. According to a
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) official, since 1996, wetlands
have been replaced and restored under the Federal-Aid Highway Program

~See footnote 9
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at an average rate of 2.7 acres for every acre lost to highway building.
Other undeveloped land with vegetation also performs some of the roles
that wetlands play in managing runoff, although to a lesser extent.
Furthermore, as impervious surfaces increase, less storm water is able to
infiltrate through the soil to groundwater. Impervious areas allow only a
very small amount of initial infiltration compared with unpaved areas
whose infiltration capacity varies, depending on the soil type. Figure 4
demonstrates EPA’s estimates of the impact of impervious surfaces on the
percentages of storm water that runs off, infiltrates the ground, and is lost
through evapotranspiration.~2 When natural ground cover is present over
an entire site, normally 10 percent of precipitation runs off the land into
nearby creeks, rivers, and lakes. In contrast, when a site is 75- to 100percent impervious, 55 percent of the precipitation runs off into these
recei’¢ing waters. However, according to an FHWA official, the runoff rates
can be reduced if developers take mitigating actions to develop and
implement BMPs to control flooding or runoff.

~"Evapotransptr;~t~,m ropresents water loss from evaporation and the absorption and
eventual relea.~, m~,, the atmosphere of water that plants and trees have collected. The
extent to which ,,~,~i,~ranspiration occurs is dependent primarily on the solar energy
available to vap,~r* ~.~, the water. As a result, the effect of evapotranspiration varies greatly
across the
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Figure 4: Impact of Impervious Surfaces on the Amount of Storm Water That Runs
Off, Infiltrates, and Evapotranspires
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The decrease in storm water infiltration that accompanies urbanization
also reduces the amount of water that is available to recharge groundwater
supplies. For this reason, reduced infiltration may lead to problems with
the water table in certain urban areas. For example, a Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection official noted that a low recharge
rate affects water quality because it can result in a loss of wetlands and
adversely affect aquatic habitat as water-table levels fall during dry
weather.~’~ In addition, officials from the Charles River Watershed
Association in Massachusetts are concerned that the lack of infiltration
might cause some communities to run short of drinking water in the next
20 years.

Urban Runoff Has the

Potential to Impair Water
Quality and Disrupt

Biological Integrity

Urban runoff can adversely affect the quality of the nation’s waters, and
urban storm water runoff has been identified as one of the leading sources
of pollution to rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries.~4 Section 305Co) of the
Clean Water Act requires states and other jurisdictions to report on the
quality of their waters to EPA every 2 years. The 1998 National Water
Quality Inventory Report to Congres~ showed that 35 percent of assessed
fiver and stream miles, 45 percent of assessed lake acres, and 44 percent of..4.~.:~
assessed estuarine square miles were impaired in terms of their ability to
support uses such as aquatic life, swimming, and fish consumption, r~ The
report identified urban storm water runoff as one of the leading sources.of
impairment to the assessed waters.

~:*Dry weather is defined as a period when rainfall measuring at least 0.10 of an inch has not
occurred for 72 hours.
L~Other leading sources of pollution include agricultural runoff, municipal point sources,
hydrologic modifications, and atmospheric deposition.
~Information cont,’uned in the 1998 report reflects only those waters assessed by states and
other jurisdictions and cannot be used to characterize nationwide water quality.
Furthermore, water quality standards among states are not identical, and the monitonng
design used to collect data differed among states.
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Studies have shown that as the percentage of impervious cover increases
within a watershed, biodiversity also declines. Research conducted by the
Center for Watershed Protection found that, generally speaking, when a
watershed has 10 percent or less impervious cover, the associated stream
can be categorized as sensitive. ~ Sensitive streams are characterized as
having high fish diversity and good water quality. Once the percentage of
impervious cover exceeds 25 to 30 percent of the watershed, however,
streams tend to become nonsupporting. Nonsupporting streams are highly
unstable, have poor diversity of fish and aquatic life, and have poor water
quality. For example, one study evaluated the relationship between the
extent of impervious cover in watersheds to the number and diversity of
fish populations ha 47 small streams in southeastern Wisconsin between the
1970s and 1990s.~ The results revealed that the number of fish species per
site was highly variable for drainage areas that had less than 10-percent
imperviousness. In contrast, sites that had greater than 10-percent
imperviousness had consistently low numbers of fish species.
Other studies have associated urban runoff with basic changes ha the
receiving body of water. Runoff can carry sediment into surface water, and
this sediment can carry contaminants, harm aquatic plants, and smother
organisms. Runoff can also be warmed by the impervious surfaces it flows
across. When sufficient amounts of warmed runoff enter a water body, the
water temperature can rise. Less oxygen is then available for aquatic
organisms because water holds less oxygen as it becomes warmer. These
combined factors lead to the degradation of aquatic habitat. According to
EPA, the common effects of these types of pollution on aquatic life include
a decline irr biodiversity and an increase in invasive species.
An increase in the volume of storm water runoff also increases the
likelihood of erosion, which allows for transport of eroded sediment
downstream into t’eceiving waters. For example, during a site visit, we
observed extensive erosion along the Gingerville Creek Subbasin in Anne
Arundel County, Maryland, that was caused by urban runoff channeled into
the creek. Figure 5 depicts the eroded banks and channel of this creek.

~6"The Impo~ am’,., ~r Imperviousness," Watershed Protection Techniques, v. 1:3, Fall, 1994.
The article re~q,.~,, IS ~tudies on the relationship between urbanization and stream quality.
trL. Wang an d ~)~h,.r.,. "Watershed Urbanization and Changes in Fish Communities in
Southeastern W~,, ,~m Streams," JournM of the Anterican Water Resources A~soclation,
Oct. 2000, Vol, 36. No. 5.
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Figure 5: Damage Caused by Storm Water Runoff From Urbanized Areas in the Gingerville’Creek Subbasin

Source: Anne Arundel County, Maryland, Department of Public Works,

Cont.aminm-tts in Urban

Runoff Cm~ .~ffect Aquatic
Life ~md Human Health

There have been several efforts to characterize the chemicals and other
constituents in urban runoff. The Nationwide Urban Runoff Program,
conducted by EPA between 1978 and 1983, examined the characteristics of
urban runoff..4mother federal effort to characterize urban runoff is an
ongoing joint project of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the FHWA
to evaluate g(ddelines for highway runoff. As table 1 indicates, these
studies and others hav~ shown that the principal contaminants found in
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ur.ban runoff include nutrients, solids, pathogens, metals, hydrocarbons,
organics, salt, and trash. Water flowing over various surfaces, such as
streets, parking lots, construction sites, industrial facilities, rooftops, and
lawns, carries these pollutants to receiving waters. The contaminants have
the potential to impair water quality, degrade aquatic ecosystems, and pose
health risks to swimmers.

Table 1: Storm Water Pollutants in Urban Runoff, Including Sources and Potential Impacts
Contaminant
Nutrients

Source

Potential impact

Nitrogen,
phosphorous

Animal waste, fertilizers, failing septic systems,
atmospheric deposition,~ CSOs

Nutrient enrichment can cause an excessive growth of
algae. Nuisance levels of algae are associated with
dissolved oxygen deficiencies leading to fish kills, loss of
submerged aquatic vegetation that serves as a habitat for
aquatic organisms, and loss of natural biodiversity.

Construction sites, other disturbed and/or
nonvegetated lands, eroding banks, road sanding

Sediment can cause infection and disease among fish,
scour submerged aquatic vegetation, prevent sunlight from
reaching aquatic p~ants, and bury bottom-dwelling aquatic
organisms.

Animal waste, failing septic systems, illicit
connect=ons and discharges to storm sewer
system, CSOs

Pathogens entering waters used for recreational purposes
can pose human health risks.

Lead, cadmium,
copper, zinc, mercury,
chromium, aluminum,
and others
Hydrocarbons
Oil and grease,
po!ycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
Organics

Industrial processes, normal wear of automobile
brake linings and tires, automobile emissions,
automobile fluid leaks, metal roofs

Metals can cause acute or chronic toxic=ty for aquatic
organisms.

Industrial processes, automobile wear, automobile
emissions, automobile fluid leaks, waste oil

Hydrocarbons have the potential to be acutely toxic for
aquatic organisms and several are suspected carcinogens.

Pesticides,
polychlormated
blphenyls (PCB),
synthetic chem=cals

Pesticides (herbicides, insecticides, fungicides,
rodenticides, etc.), industrial processes

Low concentrations of some orgamcs have the potential to
bioaccumulate in the food chain.

Solids
Sediment
..
..
Pathogens
Bacteria, viruses

Metals
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(Continued From Previous Page)
Contaminant

Source

Potential impact

Salt
Sodium
Chlorides

Road salting and uncovered salt storage

Salt can damage roadside vegetation, transport high levels
of chlorides to receiving waters, and degrade aquatic
ecosystems. Chloride can be harmful to some species of
fish.

Street refuse and improperly discarde~ waste
material

Trash impairs water quality by inhibiting the growth of
aquatic vegetation and conveys nutrients, toxic substances,
and other pollutants to aquatic ecosystems.

Trash

=Atmospheric deposition occurs when pollutants in the air fall on land or water.
Sources’. Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection Stormwater Policy; EPA reports and
guidance, including Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Storm Water Best Management Practices,
Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy, Innovative Urban Wet-Weather Flow Management Systems,
and the 1998 National Water Quality Inventory Report to Congress;, the California Regional Water
Quality Control Board; the Natural Resources Defense Council’s Stormwater Strategies: Community
Responses to Runoff F~o//ution; "Accrelion of Pollutants in Roadway Snow Exposed to Urban Traffic
and Winter Storm Maintenance Activities - Part I," Draft;’a and USGS’ National Water Quality
Assessment Program.

18j.j, Sansalom, ,rod D W Glenn, "Accretion of Pollutants in Roadway Snow Exposed to
Urban Traffic and Winter Storm Maintenance Activities -Part I," DRAFF.
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In our visits to cities with Phase I permits and their watersheds, we
identified specific instances in which these contaminants had affected
water quality. The Chesapeake Bay, for example, has been polluted with
the nutrients nitrogen and phosphorus and with excess sediment caused, in
part, by urban runoff. The excess nutrients cause algae blooms that block
sunlight from reaching bay grassesmwhich are a source of food, shelter,
and nursery grounds for many aquatic species. In an effort to control
nutrient pollution in the Chesapeake Bay, the Executive Council of the
Chesapeake Bay Program 19 established a goal to reduce the nitrogen and
phosphorus entering the Chesapeake Bay by 40 percent, including through
control of runoff from urban areas. In. addition, an assessment of the status
of chemical contaminant effects on living resources in the bay’s tidal rivers
found "hot spots" of contaminated sediment. As a result, the Baltimore
Harbor and the Patapsco River in Maryland; the Anacostia River in
Washington, D.C.; and the Elizabeth River in Virginia were designated as
"regions of concern." Urban storm water runoff is a significant source of
contaminants in the three regions. The Chesapeake Executive Council has
committed to reduce by 30 percent the chemicals of concern in the regions
of concern by 2010 through pollution prevention measures and other
voluntary means,z°
Pathogens such as bacteria and viruses, which are often present in urban
runoff, can pose public health problems. For example, the Santa Monica
Bay Restoration Project conducted a study to identify adverse health
effects of untreated urban runoff by surveying over 13,000 swimmers at

three bay beaches. 2~ The study established a positive association between
an increased risk of illness and swimming near flowing storm-drain outlets.
Table 2 explains health outcome measures at various distances from storm
drains. For example, the study found a 1-in-14 chance of fever for
swimmers in front of the drain versus a I-in-22 chance at 400 or more yards
away.

tqThe Chesapeake Executive Council includes the governors of Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia; the Adm,mstrator of the U.S. En~Sronmental Protection Agency; the ma¢or of the
District of Columt,ta. aJu| the chair of the Chesapeake Bay Commission.
z~’Chesapeake Ba2, l’r,:gram Office, Toxics 2000 Strategy: A Chesapeake Bay Watershed
Strateg,~" for Che/n/~’,d Contaminant Reduction, Prevention, and Assessment, Dec. 2000.
ZtR.W. Halle anti o~her.~. "The ltealth Effects of Swimming in Ocean Water Contaminated by
Storm Drain Runoff." Ep~demioloffp; July 1999, Vol. 10, No. 4.
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Table 2: Comparative Health Outcomes for Swimming in Front of Drains Versus 400
or More Yards Away

Health outcomes
Fever
Chills
Ear discharge
Coughing with phlegm
Significant respiratory’ disease (fever and
nasal congestion, fever and sore throat,
and cough with phlegm)

0 yards
1:14
1:26
1:68
1:20
1:12

400 or
more yards
1:22
1:42
1:143
1:33
1:22

Note: This table includes the statistically significant health outcomes.
Source: GAO analysis of data from "The Health Effects of Swimming in Ocean Water Contaminated by
Storm Drain Runoff." Epidemio/o~. July 1999, Vol. 10. No. 4

Metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in urban runoff can
¯ present a threat to aquatic life. Studies have found the following:
¯ Storm water runoff from an urban area proved to be to.vdc to sea urchin ~:~;~
fertilization in the Santa Monica Bay, and dissolved zinc and copper "::;~
were determined to be contributors to this toxicity. "~~
¯ Brown bullheads (a bottom-dwelling catfish) in the Anacostia River
developed tumors that were believed to be caused by PAHs associated
in part with urban runofff:~
¯ High PAH and heavy metal concentrations were found in crayfish tissue
samples from several urban streams in Milwaukee. The study
associated these contaminants with storm water runoff?~

"Southern California Coastal Water Research Project, Study of the Impact of Stormwater
Discharge on Santa ,~[oniea Bay-Executive Summar); Nov. 1, 1999.
z~Chesapeake Bay ProgTam Office.
’=J.P. Masterson and R.T Bannerman, =[mpacts of Stormwater Runoff on Urban S~reams in
Milwaukee County, Wisconsin," National S~w~posium on ~ter Qua.lit); Ame/~can Water
Resources A~oci,ution, Nov. 1994.
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In addition, USGS tracked trends in the concentrations of PAHs found in
sediment in I0 lakes and reservoirs in six metropolitan areas over the last
several decades. This study found that PAH concentrations in developed
watersheds are increasing and that these increases may be linked to the
amount of urban development and vehicle traffic in urban and suburban
areas.~’~ For example, from 1982 to 1996, PAH concentrations in the
sediment core in Town Lake (Austin, Texas) and total miles driven in
greater Austin both increased by about 2.5 times. Figure 6 illustrates this
correlation.

Figure 6: Comparison of Town Lake PAHs and Traffic Trends
PAHs detected in sampled core sediments
(micrograms per kilogram)
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Austin roads
(in thousands)
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Note: According to USGS, =rregularities in the date pattern are due to intervals at which sediment
samples were collecled,
Source: USGS Nahonal Water Quality Assessment Reconstructed Trends Program.

Van Metre, B. Mahler, aad E. Furlong, "Urban Sprawl Leaves Its PAH Signature,"
E/n.qronmental Science az~d Tectu~oloaeKv, Vol. 34, No. 19, 2000.
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Although the studies we reviewed show that certain contaminants are
likely to be present in urban runoff, factors such as land development
practices, climate conditions, atmospheric deposition, and traffic
characteristics all can affect the characteristics of runoff from a particular
area. Therefore, given the diffuse nature of many storm water discharges
and the variability of other contributing factors, characterizing the
concentrations of pollutants contained in storm water runoff has been
challenging. Recent USGS reports also suggest that improvements are
needed in the methods u~ed to analyze sediment and metals in runoff?~

Local Governments
Take Actions to
Manage Urban Storm

Water Runoff, but
Information Is Limited
on the Cost and

Effectiveness of These
Actions

To comply with federal and state storm water management for Phase I
permitting requirements, permitted municipalities must create and
implement storm water management programs. The three primary
activities used in these programs include efforts to characterize storm
water runoff; BMPs aimed at reducing pollutants in storm water runoff to
the maximum extent practicable; and reporting program activities,
monitoring results, and costs of implementing the program. Some BMPs
are structural--meaning that they are designed to trap and detain runoff
until constituents settle or are filtered out. Other BMPs are
nonstructural--n~eaning that they are designed to prevent contaminants ~-:-~
from entering storm water through actions like street sweeping and
inspections. Many permitted municipalities use specialized BMPs tailored
to address particular runoff problems in their locations. Over 1,000 cities
are undertaking these efforts under the NPDES Storm Water Program, but
information on the overall costs of managing urban runoff and the
effectiveness of the actions taken is limited. EP~:s attempts to forecast
costs have not encompassed the entire progran~ or are out of date. In
addition, the permitted municipal agencies we visited estimated their
annual storm water management costs and reported them to state agencies
or EPA, but the approaches they used to calculate these estimates varied
considerably, making it difficult to draw any conclusions. Although EPA
and state agencies believe that the program will be effective in improving
water quality, EPA has not made a systematic effort to evaluate the
program. Without such an effort, EPA cannot tell what effect the program
is ha~ing on water quality nationally.

:’~The USGS reports indicate that certain methods used to analyze sediment and metals
samples can be uar,q~able. For example, sample collection and processing methods can
have an effect on measured concentrations of metals.
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Municipalities Comply With The NPDES Storm Water Program requires municipalities operating under

Federal and State
Requirements Through
Monitoring, Best
Management Practices, and
Reporting

a Phase I MS4 permit to characterize and monitor storm water runoff,
implement BMPs to reduce pollutants to the maximum extent practicable,
and report costs and monitoring results to the permitting authorities.
Because of these requirements, local governments have generally shifted
the focus of their storm water management from water quantity control or
flood management to water quality concerns.
Besides following the basic federal requirements, municipalities must
follow any additional regulations developed by states that have been
delegated the authority to manage the NPDES Storm Water Program. For
example, Wisconsin’s Department of Natural Resources broadened the
requirements for determining which municipalities must get permits. The
state requires local governments with storm sewer systems in priority
watersheds (based on the significance of storm water runoff as a pollutant
source) that serve a populace of 50,000 or more~’ to obtain a permit with
requirements similar to those for a Phase I permit. Wisconsin’s Department
of Natural Resources also requires municipalities that are located in one of
the state’s five Great Lakes Areas of Concern~ to obtain a state permit.
Furthermore, in line with specific criteria in Wisconsin’s Administrative
Code, the state requires other municipalities to obtain a permit if the
municipality is found to significantly contribute storm water pollutants to
waters of the state. These various requirements increased the number of
municipalities that must get permits from the two under federal
requirements to over 70 under the states’ requirements.
The local governments we reviewed were undertaking three primary
activities when applying for permits and implementing their storm water
management programs. Specifically, these activities were (1)
characterizing storm water runoff; (2) developing BMPs to reduce
discharges of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable; and (3)
reporting program activities, monitoring results, and reporting program
costs.
First, to characterize runoff, applicants are to provide quantitative data that
describe the volume and quality of discharges from munic.ipal storm

~For example, we visited West Allis, Wisconsin, which has a permit even though its
population is under 100,000.
~Areas of concern have pe~istent water quality problems, which impair beneficial uses.
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sewers. For example, cities must map all storm sewer outfalls--an
undertaking that one group representing cities described as significant.
After the permit application is approved, additional monitoring is required
throughout the life of the permit to facilitate the design of effective storm
water management programs and to document the nature of the storm
water. The local governments we visited were all monitoring for a variety
of purposes, including characterizing runoff from different types of land
use in order to target their BMPs, testing the effectiveness of a particular
BMP, or establishing a baseline for their storm water quality, evaluations.
Second, the storm water management programs that local governments
develop focus on implementing BMPs. While active treatment, such as
sending storm water through a treatment facility, is a possible BMP, the
cities we visited were generally not using active treatment. EPA:s February
2000 report~9 on the Phase I program described the program as based on
the "use of low-cost, common-sense solutions." The five cities we visited
were generally using similar types of structural and nonstructural BMPs, as
follows:
¯ Structural BMPs are designed to separate contaminants from storm
water. For example, detention ponds temporarily hold storm water
runoff to allow solids and other constituents in the runoff to settle
before the water is released at a predetermined rate into receiving
waters. In addition, catch-basin inserts, placed in a storm drain, catch
trash and other debris, and particle separators, placed beneath the
surface of an impervious area such as a parking lot, separate oils from
runoff and allow sediment and debris to settle. Structural devices such
as these require regular maintenance to function properly and remain
effective.
¯ Nonstructural BMPs are primarily designed to minimize the
contaminants that enter storm water. These nonstructural BMPs
include
¯ "good housekeeping" practices by the local government, such as oil
collection and recycling, spill response, household and hazardous
waste collection, pesticide controls, flood control management, and
street sweeping;

~ Report to Congress on the Phase I Storm Water Regulations, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, February 2000. This report includes information on the program for
local governments, industries, and construction sites.
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¯ public education programs, such as storm-drain stenciling, to remind
the public that trash, motor oil, and other pollutants thrown into
storm drains end up in nearby receiving waters;~
¯ new ordinances to control pollution sources, such as prohibiting the
disposal of lawn clippings in storm drains and requiring pet owners
to clean up after their pets?’
¯ requirements that developers comply with storm water regulations
and incorporate erosion and sediment controls at all new
development sites;
¯ requirements that runoff from properties owned or activities
sponsored by the municipality be properly controlled; and
¯ efforts to identify and eliminate illicit connections and illegal
discharges to the storm sewer systems, such as those from pipes
carrying sewage.
We found that the NPDES Program’s requirements allowed local
governments to tailor their storm water management efforts to prioritize
local concerns, such as a particular type of contaminant, a particular
climatic condition, or a particular body of water. Some cities also
developed specialized BMPs to address these concerns. The following
information highlights specific storm water-related concerns in the five
cities we visited and the specialized BMPs these municipalities have
developed to address these particular concerns. (See apps. I to V for
additional information on these cities’ storm water management
programs.)

JoOther pubhc ~*~I,,~ atmn programs we observed included in-school education programs,
partnerships w~t h ~r,u~.sroots organizations concerned with water quality issues, and the
identification ~’ ,,,mmercial businesses and industries to educate owners on methods to
control storm ~ a! ,.r ~moff.
’~According to \~ ,~, cster. Massachusetts’ April 2000 City of Worcester DPWSformwater
Management P~, t~,t~un Annual Report, the city has proposed ordinances that prohibit the
disposal of lawn ’1~ ppmgs and other yard waste in catch basins and that require pet owners
to clean up after their pets. As of April 2001, neither ordinance had been implemented.
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¯ In Baltimore, Maryland, excessive levels of nutrients, particularly
phosphorus and nitrogen, are among the city’s major water quality
concerns because of the city’s participation in the Chesapeake Bay
Program. Baltimore City agreed to assist the state in reaching the
Chesapeake Bay Program’s goal .to reduce nutrients discharged to the
bay by 40 percent by the year 2000. According to a Chesapeake Bay
Program Office representative,z" as of March 2001, the program has not
met this goal but expects to reach it within the next several years.
¯ In Boston, Massachusetts, the Boston Water and Sewer Commission,
which holds the permit for Boston’s storm sewer system, is concerned
about runoff from roadways, especially runoff containing salt and sand
used in the winter months and dissolved metals (copper and zinc) from
automobiles. In September 2000, the commission began a 3-year
program to develop and implement a citywide catch-basin inspection,
cleaning, and preventive maintenance program. The program will also
include the development of a database and map that can be linked to the
commission’s Geographic Information System.
¯ Los Angeles County, California, is responding to a TMDL for trash in
the Los Angeles River Watershed that will require the county, over a 10year period, to eliminate trash in runoff. The county is testing a variety
of devices that remove trash from runoff and specialized catch-basin
devices that are designed to prevent trash from ever reaching the storm
sewers.
¯ Milwaukee, Wisconsin, changed its monitoring and public education
activities in its recent permit to test the effectiveness of a BMP targeting
public education efforts to a specific community. The new permit also
requires a monitoring program aimed at the community, its associated
watershed, and city employees who work in the area.
¯ Worcester, Massachusetts, had a significant problem with illicit
connections to its storm sewers and with flow in these sewers during
dry weather. Worcester’s Department of Public Works (DPW) screened
71 of its storm water outfalls and determined that 32 of them had
drainage areas that carried both sanitary sewage and storm drainage in
separate conduits through common manholes. DPW has retrofitted over
65 percent of the manholes to prevent sewage from mixing with storm
water.
~ZThe Chesapeake Bay Program Office, U.S. EPA Region III, was founded in 1983 with the
formation of the Chesapeake Bay Program. The program is a voluntary regional partnership
that leads and directs restoration of the Chesapeake Bay Members of the Chesapeake Bay
Program include Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, the District of Columbia, the Chesapeake
Bay Commission (a tristate legislative body), EPA, and participating citizen advisory groups~
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Third, local governments participating in the Phase I program are required
to report annually to EPA or the state regulatory agency on their storm
water programs. These reports are to include a status report on the
program; a summary of data, including monitoring results collected during
the reporting year; itfformation on annual expenditures on the program and
a budget for the coming year; and a description of any water quality
improvements or degradation.

I formation on the Costs of
Addressing Storm Water
Runoff Is Limited

Good information about the cost of implementing federal storm water
requirements is linfited. EPA conducted a survey to estimate the nation’s
future water infrastructure needs over a 20:year period--from 1996 to 2016.
In its 1996 report,’~ EPA estimated that states would require over $50 billion
to meet their current (as of 1996) water infrastructure needs. The estimate
consists of storm water management needs (at $7.4 billion) and CSO needs
(at $44.7 billion).3~ EPA noted, however, that estimated storm water
management needs are likely too low and could increase following an
analysis of data collected to prepare the agency’s 2000 clean water needs
survey--to be released in 2002. According to EPA, many cities have
implemented the Phase I program since EPA reported to the Congress in
1996, and municipalities should now be better able to provide documented
cost data. As a result, EPA will need to rely less on modeled storm water
needs than it did in the 1996 needs survey. EPA did not project the costs
and benefits of the program when it was initiated; therefore, no initial cost
estimates are available. When EPA promulgated the Phase I program
regulations in 1990, the agency decided that the storm water program did
not meet the requirements for preparing a benefit/cost aa~alysis.

,n 1896 CIean IV’ater Needs Sur~’e)" Repot7: to Congress, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (Sept: 1997). EPA’s estimate represents the estimated capital costs for water quality
projects eligible for state revolving fund support.
’*tEPA also estiraates that $81.9 billion of its 20-year water infrastructure needs cost can be
attributed to sanitary sewer overflows. These overflows may occur when rainwater or
snowmelt leaks into sanitary sewage pipes, exceeding the pipes’ capacity and causing them
to overflow. This overflow can release untreated sewage from municipal sanitary sewer
systems into streams, basements, and streets.
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The costs to local governments of complying with the Phase I program
have generally been portrayed as high. However, because of
inconsistencies in cost accounting and reporting practices, we could not
determine the cost of the program to several of the cities we visited.
Although municipalities are required to pro~’ide information on the
expenditures that they anticipate will be needed to implement their storm
water management programs for each fiscal year covered by the permit,
EPA has not issued any cost reporting guidelines. Consequently, while the
reported fiscal year 1999 total cost to manage and treat storm water nmoff
across the five municipalities in our review ranged from less than $1 million
(Milwaukee) to $135 million (Los Angeles County),~ these numbers are not
comparable because the municipalities did not have consistent cost
accounting and reporting practices and did not fully express storm water
~anagement costs.~ For example, some cities reported only the costs of
activities that were funded by the city department that held the permit.
Significant activities funded by other city departments were not reported,
even if they were important components of the storm water program.
Officials in the Milwaukee Department of Infrastructure Services and the
Boston Water and Sewer Commission told us that other city departments
perform and fund activities such as street sweeping and flood control. The!~i~.~
costs of these activities are not reported as storm water program costs
because the activities serve other purposes besides preventing storm water
pollution.
In addition, according to some city officials, these activities were in place
before the permit was issued and, therefore, cannot be characterized solely
as storm water costs. The cost of street sweeping can be significant--for
fiscal year 1999, Baltimore City and Worcester, which did include streetsweeping costs in their storm water program’s cost estimate, stated that
their street-sweeping expenses totaled about $9.5 million and $1.2 million,
respectively. Similarly, Milwaukee did not report the cost of a significant
project related to storm water runoff because it was mostly funded by the
state of Wisconsin.

*~Los Angek, s ~’, ,~m~ s cost was projected by the municipal permit holder and represents
the cost of the ’~’, ,~ws covered by the permit.
;~We were unai~lc I~ ~btain comprehensive information on the total cost to the Boston Water
and Sewer Comm~.~un of managing storm water, so their fiscal year 1999 costs could not be
included in this range.
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An EPA official told us that the agency had not yet made a national effort to
analyze the information that Phase I permittees submitted on the costs of
their storm water programs. This official cited the inconsistent formats of
the annual reports as a reason that the information was not readily
available at the national level and also indicated that adequate staff are not
available to analyze the data. In addition, other EPA officials informed us
that the Office of Wastewater Management must divide its resources among
a number of issues that will challenge the agency’s water program over the
next decade.
Several officials in the cities we visited said that their annual costs are
likely to increase. A number of factors could affect the costs. For example,
a Baltimore City official explained that the anticipated, future program
costs depend on several factors, including (1) requirements in watershedmanagement plans currently being developed, (2) pollution-reduction goals
the city will be required to achieve, (3) requirements of the state regulatory
agency in future permits, and (4) requirements the city may have to meet if
TMDLs or numeric effluent limits are incorporated into NPDES storm
water permits. Other city officials also expressed concern about the extent
to which TMDLs could affect their future costs. These city off~cials are
concerned that when and if TMDLs are established, their future storm
water permits may require that storm water runoff meet specific water
quality standards. For example, Los Angeles County’s trash TMDL could
potentially drive the county’s storm water management costs upward, and
the county expects additional TMDLs to be imposed. On the other hand,
Worcester officials estimated that their future storm water costs would be
about the same as they were at the time of our review--about $4.5 million
per year.
In a separate analysis, EPA estimated in 1999 that it will cost Phase II
municipalities about $848 million to $981 million per year (in 1998 dollars)
to manage storn~ water runoff. Because Phase II permits have not been
issued as of May 2001, we did not gather any cost information on them from
these cities.

Funding for Managing

Storm Water Runoff Is
Available From Local and

Federal Sources

The five cities ~ e visited had not generally obtained federal funds for their
storm water m:magcment efforts. They used local sources, including
general revem~t,s, bonds, revenue from specifically created storm water
utilities, state grants, and inspection and permit fees.
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While several sections of the Clean VCater Act provide funding that can be
used for municipal storm water control, relatively few federal funds have
been directed to these types of projects. The most significant source of
funds is the state revolving loan funds administered by states.37 These
revolving loan funds provide loans for eligible storm water control
projects. In some cases, nonpoint source projects may also qualify for
funding when storm water permits are not required or issued. However,
municipal storm water management is generally a low priority in these
programs. Specifically, in the year 2000, revolving fund loans were made in
the "storm sewers" category in the amount of $38.76 million for 44 different
projects. These funds represented less than 1 percent of the amounts
loaned from these revol~ring funds that year. Activities eligible for
revolving fund loans include constructing BMPs to control runoff, but
support for ongoing operations and maintenance is not eligible. Revolving
fund loans can also be used for eligible CSO control projects. In 2000,
Clean Water State Revolving Fund Program loans were made in the "CSO
Correction" category of a national EPA database in the amount Of $411.3
million for 69 different projects and could have been used for CSO or
sanitary sewer overflow projects. This amount represented about 9
percent of the funds loaned in 2000.
According to EPA, the agency also issues grants to universities and other
research institutions to help implement the storm water program. Some of
these grants provide training and guidance to Phase I permittees on
watershed protection and the proper selection of BMPs.
Other sources of funding may be available to local governments beginning
in 2002. In December 2000, the Congress authorized programs for fiscal
years 2002 through 2004 to provide grants to local governments for (1) pilot
projects for managing municipal CSOs, sanitary sewer overflows, and
storm water discharges on a watershed basis and for testing BMPs and (2)
controlling pollutants from MS4s to demonstrate and determine costeffective, innovative technologies for reducing pollutants from storm water
discharge. EPA’s proposed budget does not request funds for these
programs. In addition, the Congress authorized programs for fiscal years
2002 and 2003 to pro~ide grants to local governments for planning,
designing, and constructing treatment works to intercept, transport,

~TUnder the Clean Water State Revolving Fund Program, the federal government provides
grants to capitalize states’ funds. States provide loans to local governraents for wastewater
projects.
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control, or treat municipal CSOs and sanitary sewer overflows. EPA:s
proposed budget requested $450 million for this program.

EPA, States, and Local
Governments Believe the
NPDES Storm Water
Program Is Effective, but It
Has Not Been Evaluated

EPA, state, and municipal officials generally believe that the NPDES Storm
Water Program will improve water quality. These officials believe that the
program will result in more bodies of water that meet water quality
standards, improved aesthetic conditions, reduced risk from bacterial
contamination, and improvements attributable to the discovery and
management of pollutants in storm water that otherwise would have gone
unnoticed. EPA attempted to put a dollar value on these benefits in its
benefit/cost analysis prepared for the Phase II storm water regulations,
estimating that such benefits could range from $672 million to $1.1 billion
per year (in 1998 dollars)?s
However, little information is currently available on the benefits of the
stoma water program or its general effectiveness. There is no doubt that it
will take time for the results of the Phase I program to be demonstrated. As
EPA notes in its February 2000 report to the Congress, pollution control
efforts under water quality management programs produce long-term
changes, and the agency expects water quality improvements attributable
to the Phase I progran~ to become evident in the future, as the program
matures. In this report, EPA concluded that the program has improved
stoma water management at the local level, improved water quality, and
decreased pollutant loads in storm water. However, EPA relied on a survey
of only nine Phase I cities in making these conclusions and, therefore, also
reported that the agency could not provide national estimates on water
quality protection and improvements generated by Phase I of the program.
To evaluate the enti~e program, EPA would have to establish goals for the
program that are based on its mission; obtain information about the
program’s results; compare the results with the goals; and make changes to
the program, if warranted, to get closer to achieving the agency’s goals.
EPA and the states also have not taken advantage of information that is
available to evaluate the program. Each city we visited was regularly
monitoring its storm water to establish baseline information on pollutant
levels and was reporting this information to EPA or the regulatory state
agency each year. Although cities with Phase I permits are required to
report on their storm water monitoring results and changes in water
’~Using another method, EPA estimated the benefits at $1.6 billion per year.
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quality, overall, EPA and the states have not successfully developed
measurable goals for the program or demonstrated its effectiveness
through the review of municipal reports. An EPA official said that some
states had requested funding to analyze program data because they did not
have the resources to do so, and that EPA had provided the funding in a few
cases. EPA also has not established any guidelines for how these data
should be reported. Therefore, the reports may be as variable as the cost
information we obtained in our five site visits.
EPA has not yet taken any of these data-analysis steps because, according
to EPA officials, other program chall6nges within the Office of Wastewater
Management compete with storm water management efforts for priority.
For example, EPA officials stressed that available resources within the
office must address other significant wet-weather pollution problems, such
as CSOs and sanitary sewer overflows, and nonpoint source pollution
problems, such as agricultural practices, forestry, and mining. One agency
official noted that the highest priority is addressing needs that the agency
and local governments have identified for improving wastewater
infrastructure, such as sewage treatment facilities. The program also has
relatively few staff assigned--about five in the headquarters office and
about 10 in the regional offices--for the municipal, industrial, and
construction portions of the program. In a program plan recently prepared"
for the storm water program, EPA estimated that nine to 10 staff would be
needed in EPA headquarters to evaluate the program and implement other
program requirements.
EPA officials described two efforts that may be the first steps in developing
better information about the program. First, EPA intends to issue a grant to
the University of Alabama in June 2001 to evaluate monito~g data
submitted by a sample of municipalities with Phase I permits. This effort
will (1) determine the different types of monitoring being conducted by
Phase I municipalities, (2) assess water quality in and around permitted
municipalities and determine any correlation between program
implementation and impacts on water quality, and (3) recommend
approaches for improving the effectiveness of municipal storm water
monitoring programs. EPA expects the results of this study in 2003.
Second, an EPA official stated that the agency would like to establish a
system for artalyzing program findings, incorporating necessary changes
that are based o~ these findings, and evaluating the program’s
effectiveness. The agency plans to implement a pilot project in 2001 in the
agency’s Atlanta Region IV office for analyzing data reported in annual
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reports and developing key indicator’s for the program. If this project is
successful and resources are available, the project could be expanded.

Conclusions

EPA regards urban runoff as a significant threat to water quality across the
nation and considers it to be one of the most significant reasons that water
quality standards are not being met nationwide. Prompted by the
Congress, EPA has responded with a variety of programs, including the
NPDES Storm Water Program, which requires more than 1,000 local
governments to implement storm water management programs. Those
municipalities that are currently involved in Phase I of the program have
been attempting to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff for several
years. It is time to begin evaluating these efforts. However, EPA has not
established measurable goals for this program. In addition, the agency has
not attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of this program in reducing
storm water pollution or to determine its cost. The agency attributes this
problem to inconsistent data reporting from permitted mtmicipalities,
insufficient staff resources, and other competing priorities within the
Office of Wastewater Management. Although Phase I municipalities report
monitoring and cost data to EPA or state regulatory agencies a~mually,
these agencies have not reviewed this information to determine whether it
can be of use in determining the program’s overall effectiveness or cost.
Our analysis shows that the reported cost information will be difficult to
analyze unless EPA and its state partners set guidelines designed to elicit
more standardized reporting. Better data on costs and program
effectiveness are needed--especially in light of the Phase II program that
will involve thousands more municipalities in 2003. EPP:S planned research
grant to the University of Alabama and its pilot project in the agency’s
Region W to analyze data from annual reports and develop baseline
indicators is a step in the right direction and could point the way for a more
comprehensive approach.

Recommendation

To determine the extent to which activities undertaken through the NPDES
Storm Water Program are reducing pollutants in urban runoff and
improving water quality, and the costs of this program to local
governments, we recommend that the Administrator, EPA, direct the
Assistant Administrator for the Office of Water to
¯ establish measurable goals for the program;
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¯ establish guidelines for obtaining consistent and reliable data from local
governments with Phase I permits, including data on the effects of the
program and the costs to these governments;
¯ review the data submitted by these permittees to determine whether
program goals are being met and to identify the costs of the program;
and
° assess whether the agency has allocated sufficient resources to oversee
and monitor the program.

Agency Comments and
Our Evaluation

We provided a draft of this report to EPA and DOT for their review and
comment. EPA generally agreed with the report and with the
recommendation, although it did not explicitly comment on all parts of it.
(EPNs comments appear in app. VI.) In response to our recommendation
that EPA set measurable goals for the storm water program, EPA stated
that under the second phase of the program, local governments will
establish their own goals. Although this is an important activity, EPA will
have difficulty evaluating the program’s effectiveness at a national level
without setting goals that reflect the program’s mission of improving water
quality. The agency (1) agreed that it should establish guidelines for
obtaining consistent and reliable data from local governments about their ":’-.’:
.:’,-:=~,.~,"
programs and (2) plans to award grants to two universities for reviews of
monitoring data reported by local governments. EPA did not comment on
whether local governments should report on the costs of their programs.
EPA also agreed that it a~d its state partners should review data reported
by local governments to determine whether the program’s goals are being
met. In April 2001, EPA officials told us that the agency planned to
undertake a project in the Region IV (Atlanta) office to evaluate the
methods local governments are using to control storm water. EPA’s letter
indicates that the agency now plans to implement this project in three
regional offices and 10 states. EPA did not comment on the part of our
recommendation that the agency review the level of resources devoted to
overseeing and monitoring the program. EPA also provided technical
comments that we incorporated where appropriate.
DOT generally agreed with the draft report and provided technical
comments that we incorporated where appropriate. In particular, DOT
suggested that we revise several references in the draft report to paved
surface area and its relationship to increases in urban runoff, to emphasize
that impervious surfaces, of which paved surfaces are a significant subset,
cause increases in runoff. We revised the language in these places.
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As agreed with your offices, unlessyou publicly announce its contents
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 7 days after the
date of this report. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency, and the Secretary of
Transportation. We will make copies available to others on request. If you
or your staff have any questions about this report, please call me at (202)
512-2834. Key contributors to this report are listed in appendix VII.

Peter E Guerrero
Director, Physical Infrastructure Issues

""
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The Storm Water Program in Baltimore City,
Maryland
Baltimore City’s municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) is regulated
by the Maryland Department of Environment (MDE) and, according to a
city official, services the entire city. The city is currently implementing its
second, 5-year National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit, issued on February 8, 1999. Before obtaining the first NPDES
storm water permit in 1993, Baltimore City addressed the adverse affects of
storm water runoff by implementing Maryland’s Storm Water Management
Program and Erosion and Sediment Control Program. According to the
2000 census, Baltimore City’s population is about 651,000.

Urban Runoff
Problems in Baltimore
City

Baltimore City’s urban runoff discharges to four major areas--Gwynns
Falls, Jones Falls, Herring Run, and the Patapsco River--and then
ultimately to the Chesapeake Bay. In 1990, the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) 319(a) reportI implicated urban runoff as the main source
of pollution in these waters. Moreover, Baltimore City was one of the areas
studied in EPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff Program in the 1980s. This
study reported that urban runoff contributed over 60 percent of the total
nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic carbon; over 70 percent of the chemical
oxygen demand; and over 80 percent of the total suspended solids, lead,
and zinc in local water bodies.
~"..-...Z:5"
An MDE official told us that nutrients, zinc, and suspended solids are
among the constituents most commonly found in urban runoff, but the
quantitative contribution to water quality impairment in the state’s waters
was not known. Also, in 1996, the Chesapeake Executive Council
designated the Baltimore Harbor as one of three toxic regions of concern in
the Chesapeake Bay. The harbor suffers from sediment contaminated by
banned substances (such as the termiticide chlordane) and contaminants
currently being released (such as metals and organics). Furthermore,
according to the Chesapeake Bay Program Office, data collected from
Phase I permittees indicate that storm water runoff can be a significant
source of metals and organics in the harbor.
A Baltimore City official told us that some portions of Maryland’s waters
are impaired because of unacceptable levels of nutrients, metals,

ISection 319(a) of the Clean Water Act requires, among other things, that states identify and
report to EPA the na~2gable waters that cannot reasonably be expected to maintain water
quality standards (e.g, established water body uses) without additional action to control
nonpoint source pollution.
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The ~torm W~ter Program in Baltm~ore City,
Maryland

suspended sediments, and chlordane. Moreover, this official noted that the
state does not consider data that municipalities collect under their NPDES
storm water permits during the 303(d) listing process. Therefore, he
believes that streams in Maryland are much more impaired than indicated
by the listing process.

Baltimore City’s Use of

*
Best ~vS ~~ana"emen
Practices

Like other NPDES storm water permit holders, Baltimore City uses a
variety of best management practices (BMP) to reduce the amount of
pollutants in runoff to the maximum extent practicable. These BMPs
include detention ponds, shallow marshes (which use the biological and
naturally occurring chemical processes in water and plants to remove
pollutants), sand filter devices, public education programs, and the
identification of illicit discharges to the MS4 system. Furthermore,
Baltimore City participates in Maryland’s effort to reduce nutrient levels in
the Chesapeake Bay. Refer to the section of this report describing local
government efforts to manage storm water for details concerning this
nutrient-reduction goal. One other BMP includes the following:
¯ Baltimore City has incorporated the 2000 Maryland Storm Water
Design Manual’s management policies, principles, methods, and
practices into its current NPDES storm water discharge permit. The
purpose of the design manual is to (1) protect the waters of the state
from the adverse effects of urban storm water runoff; (2) provide design
guidance on the most effective structural and nonstructural BMPs for
development sites; and (3) improve the quality of BMPs that are
constructed in the state, with particular attention to their performance,
longevity, safety, ease of maintenance, community acceptance, and
environmental benefit.

Costs Associated With We were not able to obtain comprehensive information on the total cost to
Baltimore City of managing storm water. Therefore, we do not present that
Managing Storm Water information
here.
F.unding Sources

Baltimore City funds its stoma water management control efforts with city
water and sewer user fees and with state funds.
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The Storm Water Program in Boston,
Massachusetts
The Boston Water and Sewer Commission received a NPDES storm water
permit in October 1999. The commission is a separate entity from the city
of Boston and, therefore, does not manage some storm water controls that
are common in Phase I permits, such as street sweeping, winter deicing,
and many of the urban runoff controls required for new developments.
Boston has combined sewer systems as well as separate sanitary sewers
and storm drains. The commission maintains 206 storm water outfalls and
serves approximately 33 percent of the city through its separate MS4
system. In addition to the resident population of about 589,000, this system
also almost daily serves 340,000 commuting workers; 70,000 shoppers,
tourists, and business people; and 75,000 commuting students. The
commission’s sanitary and combined flows are transported to the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority at Deer Islandi The commission
is also the permittee for EPA’s Combined Sewer Overflow Program.

Urban Runoff
Problems in Boston

¯¯

The commission considers the identification and elimination of illegal
sanitary sewer connections as the most effective means of improving water
quality and protecting public health. It is also concerned with the washoff .~._
of animal wastes from residential and open land, which is another major
contributor to the impairment of water quality because it can cause an
increase in coliform levels in the storm water discharges to the receiving
waters.
The commission has contracted for various studies to determine the impact
of storm water runoff. The following two studies identified sources of
bacterial contamination and characterized the quality of storm water
discharged from different types of land uses. The studies included
metering storm water flows, collecting and analyzing the storm water and
receiving water quality samples, and identifying and remediating illegal
sewer connections. Observations from the studies include the following:
¯ A 1996 study determined that pet waste, rather than sanitary sewage,
was a key contributor of bacteria to the storm drain system that had
possibly h,d to beach closings in the area.
¯ A 1998 study identified several illegal connections to the storm drain
system. F,~r~hcrmore, the study showed that deicing and sanding efforts
resulted m levels of sodium, chloride, total dissolved solids, and
cyanide ~ha~ ,,xceeded EPA:s acute (high dose) toxicity levels.
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Appen,lix |I
The St~rm Water Program i~ Boston,
Massachusetts

Boston’s Use of Best
~
"~ *~v,ana.~emen~

Practices

To meet the NPDES permit’s requirements, the commission, like other
permittees, continued BMPs, such as identifying illegal connections, and
implemented new BMPs aimed at preventing the discharge of pollutants to
storm drains and receiving waters. Refer to the section of this report
describing local government efforts to manage storm water for details
describing the commission’s citywide catch-basin inspection cleaning and
preventative maintenance program. Other efforts include the following:

The commission has placed particle separators, which remove oil,
grease, and sediments from storm water flows, throughout the city. The
commission requires particle separators to be installed by developers on
all newly constructed storm drains that serve outdoor parking areas.
Fuel-dispensing areas not covered by a canopy or other type of roof
enclosure must also have a panicle separator.
The commission requires developers to consider on-site retention of
storm water for all new projects, wherever feasible. On-site retention
ai~ls in controlling the rate, volume, and quality of storm water
discharged to the commission’s storm drainage system.

Costs Associated With we were not able to obtain comprehensive information on the total cost to

Managing Storm Water

the commission of managing storm water because the commission does
not separate the cost of its storm water program from the cost of its sewer
operations. Therefore, we do not present that information here.

Funding Sources

The conunission funds its storm water management control efforts
primarily with city water and sewer user fees and bond proceeds.
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The Storm Water Program in Los Angeles

County, California
Uhder the NPDES Storm Water Program, the Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board issues 5-year permits to Los Angeles County for its
municipal storm water program. The Los Angeles County permit, issued in
July 1996, is the county’s second storm water permit. This permit includes
Los Angeles County as the principal permittee and 85 cities as permittees.
According to the 2000 census, Los Angeles County’s population is about 9.5
million.

Urban Runoff
Problems in Los

Angeles County

The effec~ of urban runoff on the ocean are of particular concern in
southern California. Contaminated sediments, impaired natural resources,
and potential human illness could threaten the county’s tourism economy,
estimated to be about $2 billiona year.
The following three studies have shown that urban runoff can pose health
risks to swimmers near storm drains and contribute toxic metals to
receiving water sediments:
¯ The Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project conducted a study to assess
the possible adverse health effects of swimming in waters contaminated~
by urban runoff. ~ This study revealed that there is an increased risk of
illness associated with swimming near flowing storm drain outlets and
an increased risk of illness associated with swimming in areas with high
concentrations of bacteria indicators. Furthermore, illnesses were
reported more frequently on days when the samples were positive for
enteric viruses. Refer to the section of this report describing the effects
of runoff on aquatic life and human health for more details.
¯ The Southern California Coastal Water Research Project coordinated a
study that assessed microbiological water quality and found that the
majority of shoreline waters exceeded water quality standards during
wet-weather conditions. Furthermore, the ocean waters near storm
water outlets demonstrated the worst water quality regardless of the
weather.2
¯ The Southern California Coastal Water Research Project also compared
the runoff from an urban area and a nonurban area in the Santa Morfica

~R.W. Haile and others, "The Health Effects of Swimming in Ocean Water Contaminated by
Storm Drain Runoff," Epidenffo/ogg July 1999, Vol. I0, No. 4.
2Southern California Coastal Water Research Project, Southern CahYor~ia Bight 1998
Re~onal Monito~ng Program, ~blume 3." Storn~ Event Shoreline lVh’crobioIog}; 2000.
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Bay .Watershed? The results of the study indicated that storm water
plumes extended up to several miles offshore and persisted for a few
days. Furthermore, the runoff from the urban area proved to be toxic to
sea urchin fertilization, and dissolved zinc and copper were determined
to be contributors to the toxicity. The study also found that in urban
areas, sediments offshore generally had higher concentrations of
contaminants such as lead and zinc.

Los Angeles County’s
Use of Best

Management Practices

As in the other sites we visited, the county is managing its runoff through
the use of conventional BMPs. These BMPs include the elimination of
illicit connections and discharges to the storm sewer system, construction
control measures, routine inspections, staff training, pollution prevention
plm~s for public vehicle maintenance and material storage facilities,
sweeping and cleaning public parking facilities, street sweeping, catchbasin cleaning, and public education.
The Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board recently adopted a
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Program to reduce trash loads to the
Los Angeles River. As a result, the county is exploring a number of trash
reduction BMPs, which are discussed in the section of this report
describing local government efforts to manage storm water.

Costs Associated With
Managing Storm Water

Table 3 indicates that the county and the other permittees have allocated
significant funding for storm water management activities over the years.
For example, for fiscal year 1999,4 projected funding for storm water
management activities for the county and the other permittees amounted to
over $134 million? The largest projections for both went toward public
agency activities. For example, during fiscal year 1999, the principal
permittee and the permittees together projected almost 67 percent of storm
water management funds to public agency activities. The activities in this

’Southern Califorma Coastal Water Research Project, Stud~" of the Impact of Stormwater
Discharge on S,~nm Monica Bay-Executive SummaaN, Nov. 1, 1999.
’The county’s fiscal year begins July 1 and ends June 30.
SAccording to an officml with the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, this
figure may also include actwities that are outside the scope of the permit.
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program include staff training, inspections of construction projects, street
sweeping, and catch-basin cleaning.

Table 3: Summary of Fiscal Resources Projected for Los Angeles County and Its Co-permittees, Fiscal Years 1997-99
(Dollars in thousands)"
Activity
Program
Management
Illicit
Connection,
Illicit
Discharge
Program
Development
planmng and
construction
Public agency
activities
Public
information
and
participation
Monitoring
Other
Total

County

Fiscal year 1997
Othersb

Fiscal year 1998
County
Others=

Fiscal year 1999
County
Others

$2,225

$6,195

$1,856

$4,874

$1,466

$6,187

1,620

3,515

1,017

3,075

764

2,901

784

6,208

1,300

3,769

1,452

5,743

38,544

40,915

40,256

31,992

43,316

2,840

5,538

4,360

3,856

4,629

46,657
.6,1

619
729
1,598
1,768
737
1,318
13,991
490
8,656
11,834
$48,218
$76,981
$51,048
$56,950
$54,543
$80,237
"Totals may not add up because of rounding,
bDoes not include 17 permittees for fiscal year 1998 and 13 permittees for fiscal year 1997 for the
following reasons: The permittee operated on a different budget cycle, the final document was not
available at the time of the annual report, or the information submitted by the permittee was not
complete.
Source: GAO’s analysis of cost data provided by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.
2,018
187

As shown in table 3, the county maintains primary responsibility for
monitoring activities, having projected over $2 million for storm water
monitoring actix~ties in fiscal year 1997, almost $2 million in fiscal year
1998, and over $ 1.5 million in fiscal year 1999. Conversely, the permittees’
projected ft.mdmg levels for monitoring activities amounted to only
$619,000 in fi.qcal year 1997, $729,000 in fiscal year 1998, and $737,000 in
fiscal year !!),~![ According to an official with the Los Angeles Regional
Water Quality Uontrol Board, the County has consistently maintained
primary responsibility for monitoring activities required under the permit.
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The Storm Water Program in Lo~ Angeh",
Count)’, California

Funding Sources

The primary source of funds for the county’s storm water program is flood
control assessments collected throughout the district. Although the county
has not applied for any state revolving funds, it has applied for and received
approval for federal funds through the Transportation Equity Act for the
21s~ Century (TEA-21) for a pilot study of an engineering device that would
remove trash from storm water. Additionally, the county has received
partial funding through Proposition A of the Safe Neighborhood Parks of
1992 and 19966 for two Vortex Separation Systems--a Continuous
Deflective Separation unit and a Stormceptor unit. Additionally, the county
received grant money from the Metropolitan Transit Authority, which
partially funded catch-basin screens, a Continuous Deflective Separation
unit, and 120 catch-basin inserts.;

~rhe Los Angeles County Regional Park and Open Spaces District (a district within the
Parks Department) received this funding from Proposition A and, in turn, made grants to the
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works for the BMP de~ces.
7The Metropolitan Transit Authority receives TEA-21 funds from the California Department
of Transportation.
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The Storm Water Program in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
The Wisconsin Department of Nattu’al Resources (WDNR) has the
authority to regulate the discharge of storm water from municipalities,
construction sites, and industries under Natural Resources Code 216. This
rule identifies Wisconsin municipalities that are required to obtain a storm
water discharge permit under the Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (WPDES). Milwaukee completed its application
process in 1994, and WDNR issued a WPDES permit to the city in October
1994. This was the first municipal storm water permit issued to a
municipality in EPPds Region 5 covering the midwest. In July 2000, WDNR
reissued Milwaukee’s storm water permit. According to the 2000 census,
Milwaukee’s population is about 597,000.

Urban Runoff
Problems in Milwaukee

Milwaukee has a combined sewer system as well as a separate sanitary
sewer system. The Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
implemented a rehabilitation program that cost over $2 billion to reduce
the number of combined sewer overflow (CSO) events each year. The
rehabilitation program involved the construction of deep tunnels to store
untreated wastewater and rainwater for later treatment at a wastewater
treatment plant. Since 1996, the deep tunnels have significantly reduced .......
the number of overflow events from an average of 50 to 60 per year before
the construction to an average of two per year afterwards.
Urban runoff has been identified as a leading source of pollution to the
Mihvaukee River basin’s streams, lakes, and wetlands and the Milwaukee
River estuary. To address pollution from urban runoff, WDNR issues storm
water permits to municipalities with MS4s serving areas with populations
of 100,000 or more, municipalities in Great Lakes "areas of concern" where
water quality has been identified as a serious problem, municipalities with
populations of 50,000 or more that are located in priority watershed
planning areas, and designated municipalities that contribute to the
violation of a water-quality standard or are significant contributors of
pollutants to state waters.

Milwaukee’s Use of
Best Management

Practices

In addition to BMPs such as the elimination of illicit connections and
discharges to the storm sewer system, the reduction of pollutants in storm
water runoff from construction sites, public education, catch-basin
cleaning, street sweeping, and the use of detention basins, Milwaukee has
explored the use of innovative BMPs. Refer to the section of this report
describing local government efforts to manage storm water for more
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The ,~torm \~,ater Program in Milwaukee,
Wisco~in

details about an educational campaign directed at a specific watershed.
Additional BMPs include the following:
* An innovative storm water control device was installed in a parking lot
at a heavily used municipal public works yard that was found to
discharge significant amounts of storm water pollutants. Termed the
Multi-Chambered Treatment Tank (MCTT), this device is suitable for
areas with limited space, cleans up polluted runoff close to its source,
removes pollutants that are not susceptible to other treatment methods,
and is hidden from view. The MCTr consists of a catch basin, a settling
chamber, and a fil~er. Although the results of the monitoring studies
have revealed that the device has a positive effect on water quality,
officials with the Department of Public Works explained that it is costprohibitive and suitable only for sites with limited space.
* The permittee has also been working with WDNR, the Department of
Transportation, the U.S. Geological Survey, and a neighborhood
association in a joint effort to develop a storm water monitoring
assessment progran~ consisting of two innovative storm water treatment
devices. One device removes grit, contaminated sediments, heavy
metals, and oily floating pollutants from surface runoff. The other
device removes a broad range of pollutants from runoff, such as
bacteria, heavy metals, nutrients, petroleum hydrocarbons, and
suspended solids. The devices are to be installed along a new reach of
the Milwaukee Riverwalk through the third ward of Milwaukee.

Costs Associated With
"~ s.s~ana~n" Storm Water

Reliable data on the total cost to manage storm water in Milwaukee were
not available and cannot be presented here because certain activities are
not reported as program costs in the city’s annual report. These activities
include street sweeping; leaf collection; catch-basin and inlet cleaning;
maintenance of public boulevards, parks, and public green spaces; and the
recycling of waste oil and antifreeze. Therefore, the program costs
reflected in the annual report do not take into account many of the
nonstructural [4MPs employed by the city nor do the totals include
activities fun,h,d through grants. The storm water management activities
that were includ,,d m the city’s 2000 budget request were estimated to cost
$460,000.

Funding Sources

Milwaukee’s storm water program is primarily funded through the city’s
sewer malmenance fund. Unlike the general revenue account, which is
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The Storm ’WaCer Program in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin

based on property taxes, the sewer maintenance fund is based on water
consumption. The city has also received supplemental funding from the
Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Abatement Program in the
form of WDNR grants. The city has received over $1 million since 1991 for
a wide variety of storm water management activities.
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The Storm Water Program in Worcester,
Massachusetts
Wbrcester’s Department of Public Works (DPW) received a NPDES permit
on November 1, 1998. The Sewer Operations Division, within the DPW, is
directly responsible for operating and maintaining the city’s separate storm
sewer system, along with the sanitary and combined sewer system. Since
1993, the Sewer Operations Division has had a full-time storm water
coordinator, reflecting Worcester’s increased emphasis on meeting NPDES
program requirements. Worcester has a population of about 173,000. Its
water system covers an extensive area, including 371 miles of sanitary
sewers, 340 miles of storm sewers, 56 miles of combined sewers, 27,000
manholes, over 14,000 catch basins, and 263 outfalls. Worcester’s separate
storm drain systems consist of 93 main drainage areas covering
approximately 6,680 acres.

Urban Runoff

Problems in Worcester

Worcester’s Use of Best
~ *-~anasemem
~

Practices

The constituents that are typically found in urban runoff in Worcester are
the same as those normally found in urban runoff in older cities. Because
virtually all of the paved surfaces in the Worcester area are devoted to the
city’s transportation infrastructure, the constituents generated include
automobile-related petroleum products, such as total petroleum
hydrocarbons, oil and grease, along with total suspended solids. Also,
coliform, silt, and sediment have been identified in the city’s runoff.

Like other permittees, the DPW has implemented BMPs under the m~j0r
areas of education outreach, pollution prevention and source controls,
storm-drainage system maintenance, regulatory efforts, and storm-drainage
system infrastructure. Additionally, to reduce storm water pollution, the
DPW has retrofitted a number of twin manholes in the city as discussed
below. BMPs that are specific to Worcester include ~he following:
The DPW implemented a demonstration project to determine the
effectiveness of an oil and grit separator installed on a street drain. The
drain is a major surface sewer main that services approximately 226
acres of heavily urbanized area with a typical mix of residential,
commercial, and industrial use. The drain discharges into Lake
Quinsigamond, which is a large lake used for recreational purposes such
as swimming and boating. In its April 2000 annual plan submitted to
EPA, the DPW noted that because of drought conditions, it currently did
not have sufficient sampling data to determine the effectiveness of the
project.
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The Storm Water Program in Worcester,
M.k~sacbuset ts

¯ The DPW has embarked on a comprehensive program to minimize the
possibility that sewage and storm water will be mixed in its twin invert
manholes. Since the program began, the DPW has installed hold-down
devices on over 1,680 of the approximately 2,580 twin invert manholes
in the city. The DPW expects to continue the program until all of the
manholes have been retrofitted.
¯ The DPW is also working closely with the Massachusetts Department of
Envirormtental Protection in its ongoing tracking efforts to ensure that
industries in Worcester are doing their part to reduce storm water
pollution.
¯ To improve its storm-drainage infrastructure, the city has established a
voluntary plan to reduce the number of unpaved private roads. The dirt
from these roads, especially after rain storms, causes sediment to build
up in the drainage system. The DPW has developed a plan to pave the
streets at a lower grade than would be necessary to meet the legal
requirements for a public street. Under this plan, residents would not
have to pay the additional betterment taxes that are now required to
cover the costs of sediment removal and less sediment would be
transported in runoff.

.... :.?...-.~

Costs Associated With
~*
~ "*l,~ana~.ns

Storm Water

Since 1993, the DPW has allocated significant funding from the water and
sewer utility fees it collects for controlling the effects of runoff, especially
through catch-basin cleaning, street sweeping, and correcting illegal
connections. For example, its fiscal year 1993 budget for storm water
programs included about $1.6 million for specific programs and another $1
million for capital improvement programs, such as irfflow/infiltration and
flood control. The DPW also spent $500,000 to develop and submit its
permit application. Furthermore, as shown in table 4, Worcester made
extensive capital expenditures during fiscal years 1994 through 1999 on
pertinent storm water projects to improve the quality of storm water runoff
emanating from the city’s storm water sewer system.
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Table 4: City of Worcester’s Capital Expenditures for Storm Water Management
(Dollars in thousands)

Fiscal year

Activity
Sewer construction

Infiltration control
Pump station
rehabilitation
Sewer rehabilitation
Landfill closeout
Belmont Drainage

project
Beaver Brook
Culvert project
Surface drain control
Geographic

.~ ~
":i:~."-::~:

Information System
Other
Total

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

$0

$500

$500

$300

$300

$300

0

400

400

100

100

100

200

200

200

200

200

200

300
150
0

750

750
500
100

750

1,200
100

300
200
600

0
0

1,500
0
0

0

500

100

100

300

100

40
0

150
0

200
0

200
125

200
125

200
125

0
$690

70
$3,670

10
$2,510

0
$2,375

0
$1,975

0
$2,525

Note, The Belmont Drainage project involved enlarging the drain to eliminate surcharging and siltation
and moving the outfall to eliminate stagnation= The Beaver Brook Culvert project involved repairing the
culvert and conducting a study that included a detailed hydraulic analysis of the drainage basin,
Source: Worcester Department of Public Works.

Furthermore, during fiscal year 1999, the DPW spent approximately
another $2.1 million to operate and maintain storm water activities. Key
expenditures inc|uded about $1.2 million for street sweeping, about
$617,000 for catch-basin maintenance, $52,000 for root control, and another
$48,000 for street paving. Also included was $40,000 per year for sampling
five outfalls around the city three times per year as required by the permit.
According to a DPW official, in previous fiscal years, the DPW funded the
same or similar operation and maintenance activities to help control storm
water runoff. A.s a result, the costs since 1994 were similar to those for
1999, except for annual adjustments for inflation. Therefore, the annual
operation and m~tmtenance expenditures ranged from about $1.7 million
for 1994 to ab~)ttt $2.1 million for 1999.
According to :t IWW official, the department expects to spend from $3
million to $4.,’~ m~llion a~mually over the next several years on storm water-
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Appendix V
The Storm Water Program in Worcester,
Massachusetts

r~lated activities. The amount of the cost increase will depend on whether
EPA asks the city to increase its spending.

Funding Sources

The DPW funds its storm water management controls effort from the water
and sewer user fees it assesses to homes and businesses.
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Comments From the Environmental
Protection Agency

JUN I
Mr. Peter F. Guerrero
Director, Physical Infrastructure Issues
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

~rhank you for the opportunity to review your draft report entitled "Better Data and
Evaluation or" Urban Runoff Needed to As~ss Effectiveness," We appreciate the difficulty that
assimilating and mterwetir.g ~uch information on an extremely complex subject must have
presented. Your rcport provides a fair and balanced depiction of the Agency’,,; efforts, with the
assistance of our Slate and Io.:al partners, to implement a national urban storm water runoff
control program,
As the report correctly aeknowledge~, the Eov:ronmental Protection Agency (EPA)
believes thal urban runoff is a significant threat to water quality and is actively working to
control the di.~harge of pollutants in storm water runoff. EPA’s urban storm water control
program has been a ve~ successful undertaking to date and we are taking steps to address several
of the recommendations identified in the reporL
One of the challenges of controlhng urban storm water runoff is to be able to address a
wide array of complex environmental issues, even within the boundaries of one municipality.
EPA’s urban storm water program is developed with the understanding that a "one s~ze fits all"
approach will not work Ft~z example, existing municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4)
permils are tailo, re,~ ,,, ~,ail the needs ofe~h individual municipality, h fact, the municipalities
select the majo~ :y of the measures that will be implemented to control storm water runoff.
Sim,lady, EPA’s Phase I~ regulatory framework for small MS4s requires the municipality to
identify appropriate BMPs to control runoff and establish measurable goals against which
p:ogram effectiveness will be measured. These BMPs and me~.surable goals then become the
enforceable perrmt condmons for that municipahty. EPA expects that approximately 5,000 small
MS4s will each have a unique set of measurable goals that will define expectations of a
SUCCessful storm water control program.

While EPA has de’,.eloped a sound regulatory basis for urban storm water control,
competing initiatives have kmited our abihty to invest sufficient resources to fully evaluate the:
effectiveness of the program and the assoc:ated implementation costs. We beheve that the
flexibility afforded MS4 perrmttces provides some.assurance that permit requirements do not
become onerous or unjuslif~ed. Additionally. with the MS4 perrmts reissued every five years,
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Comments From the Ettvironmental
Protectinn Agency

.:

2
EPA cxpccts that dialogue between MS4s and pormitting authorities will better focus on thos
activities found to be most beneficial.
Over the next yem’, we will addresx challenges relating to evaluating the effectiveness of
municipal storm water programs. Consistent with the first recommendation, EPA will evaluate
storm water monitoring data that has been collected since progr.~m inception. Two grantees
(UCLA and the University of Alabama) will review monitoring data that has been submitted as
part of routine discharge monitoring reports and annual reports. EPA expects these effo~s will
evaluate the correlation between storm water discharges and trends in water quality impairment.
Another anticipated finding from the~ grants is a compilation of the range of monitoring
activities required of municipalities in storm water permits and the identification of the
monitoring that appears to be most effective in demonstrating program resulL~.
To meet another challenge, we are evaluating MS4 permit requirements and annual
reports to identify the types of storm water control activities in place and the environmental and
programmatic results of these activities, imtially, this effort will evaluate M$4s in at least three
EPA Regions and 10 states to gather information on the range of methods employed by permitted
MS4s to contro[ storm waler dischaxges. Through this effort, EPA expects to deten’nine wbether
program goal, are being met and establish meaningful indicators of program performance.
Should this effort prove useful, EPA will expand the evaluation to a national effort that will
~valuate MS4 permits and annual reports in all affected EPA Regions and states. In either case,
results of this effort will be disseminated nationally to ensure that findings a~ incorporated into
other MS4 programs, as appropriate.
Enclosed are additional comments on terminology and regulatory citations provided in
the report. Again. we appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft report. If
you have any questions about these comments or would like to discuss u~ban storm water runoff
issues, please contact me or call Jeff Lape, Acting Director of the Water Permits Division, at
(202) 56~-9545.
Sincerely,

Michael B, Cook
Director
Office of Wa.stewater Management
Enclosure
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Appendix %1
Comment.,~ From the Euvironntental
Protection Agency

Below are several additional comments for your comdderation that address terminology
and regulatory, citations provided in the report:

..
.$’:~.’.~.

¯

The term "nonpoint source" throughout the report, when referring to storm water runoff,
is somewhat misleading in that the federal definition of "point source" includes many of
the types of storm water discharges discussed in the draft report as "nonpoint source
pollution." We recommend clarifying that EPA’s NPDES storm water permits regulate
~ discharges that includes storm water runoff from small, medium, and large
municipal separate storm sewer systems, in fact, to avoid confusion betwecn point
sources and nonpoint sources in an NPDES context, we recommend that you consider
using the term "wet w,ather discharges" when referring to storm wamr runoff.

¯

The third sentence in the fast full paragraph on page 3 states that "EPA requires cities to
us~ "best management practices’ to reduce omaminadon in storm water nmoff." We
recommend that you change the word "’requires" to "recorm’z~nds." While best
management practices a~ common for reducing storm water contamination, EPA
regulations allow M$4s to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent
practicable using management practices, con’dol techniques, and system, design, alld
engineering methods, and such other provisions which are appropriate.

¯

The last sentence in the s~cond full paragraph on page 3 states that "managing storm
water runoff will ~duce runoff and improve water quality." We recommend changing
this sentence to indicate that "managing storm water runoff will reduce the volume and
concentration of pollutants in runoff and improve water quality.

¯

,The last sentence of the same paragraph indicates that "Neither EPA nor states have
developed measurable program goals or reviewed municip’,d reports on the results of
storm water programs to determined whether the reports provide information that could
demonstrate the program’s effectiveness." A similar statement is made in the first full
paragraph on page 31. We recommend that these two sentences be revised to indicate
that "EPA and states have generally been unsuccessful in developing measurable program
goals and in demonstrating program effectiveness through the revmw of municipal
reports." EPA and some states have attempted to determine program effectiveness
through the review of municipal reports but, to date. these efforts have been unsuccessful
in making this determination.
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Comparison of NPDES Program

_

T

he U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, under
section 402(p) of the Water Quality
Act of 1987, has required
municipalities with populations of
more than 100,000 to obtaln National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits for urban
stormwater discharge. This regulation
is intended to minimize pollutant
Ioadings from urbanized areas and
preserve the quality of streams that
receive stormwater. To apply for a
NPDES permit, a municipality must
monitor the chemistry of stormwater
from basins having residential,
commercial, and industrial land uses,
and estimate storm- and annualpollutant loads and event-mean
concentrations of 12 selected;propertles
and constituents. The properties and
constituents include biochemical

;Findings for Selected Gities in
" h

itedStates

oxygen demand (BOD), chemical
oxygen demand (COD), suspended
solids, dissolved solids, total nitrogen,
total ammonia plus organic nitrogen,
total phosphorus, dissolved
phosphorus, total recoverable
cadmium, total recoverable copper,
total recoverable lead, and total
recoverable zinc. These estimates will
be used by the municipalities to
evaluate the magnitude of pollutant
Ioadings and the ef ficiency of
mauagement strategies that are
intended to reduce pollutant loads,
As part of a national synthesis of
the study units in the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) NPDES program,
data were compiled on concentrations of the 12 properties and
constituents required for load
calculations. This report presents
a comparison of these data.

Data Collection

concrete pipes, lined ditches, and unlined
channels. The drainage area of sampling
sites typically was small and ranged from
4.0 to 2.564 acres. Each site had a
predominant land use--residential,
commercial, or industrial (fig. 2). Flow
and rainfall data either were collected on
site or were estimated from nearby gages.
Flow data are used to calculate loads from
the concentration data¯ Samples were
collected either by manually collecting
discrete samples at timed intervals and
flow-weighting volumes of these discrete
samples or by collecting flow-weighted
composite samples using an automatic
sampler. Flow-weighted samples were
collected during the first 3 hours of the
storm or until the stream returned toprestorm levels. Samples were collected at
a particular site about 30 or more days
apart and after approximately 72 hours of
less than 0.1 inch of rain.

Data Analysis

The USGS, in cooperation with local
agencies, sampled stormwater from 1991
through 1996 in 13 cities and metropolitan
areas that are required to obtain NPDES
permits (fig. 1). For this comparison,

~

Birmingham and Montgomery, Alabama,
were considered one study unit and
designated as Birmingham/Montgomery,
Alabama. Samples were collected from
various conveyances, such as culverts,

Analyses of the flow-weighted composite samples were done at the USGS
National Water-Quality Laboratory with
the exception of the Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, and BOD analyses. These
analyses were done at the individual
USGS offices or at contract laboratories.

Nationwide Data Comparison

In an effort to compare storm loads
for different land uses, concentration and
flOW data were compiled from study units
~.~.~.~.~nport
"-n
Denver
in the USGS NPDES data bases.
~ iowa
Colorad’o ~ |/
t
Concentration data and flow volumes
~
%’
Inaepenaence,
¯ "
/Coloredo I
""-’--~Springs~.I
Missouri ~
were combined along with a unit/Colorado’g-L---~
’~-----.--TJ
¯
conversion factor to obtain storm loads in
I
I Little Rock, "~’~
izona/
I._ Arkansas e F
I
pounds for each storm. The storm loads
¯
~M’~qt-~o~’~rY
/
Datla~=/Ft.W~
then were divided by the area of the
individual basins to obtain storm load per
~_.~~T~x~=
¯ ~Antonio,
~ ~ Tex=s (,._._~_c~"
~ San
unit area, in pounds per. acre. Mean
¯ ,
storm loads for all constituents then were
’
calculated for the three land uses in each
¯
city or metropolitan area {table I). This
Figure 1. Cities and metropolitan areas where NPDES constiuents were sampled in manipulation allows direct comparison of
urban stormwater, 1991-96.
the storm loads for each land use.
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Table 1. Mean storm loads ~n pounds per acre for 11 NPDES propert’,es and consbtuents ~n the Umted States. 1991-96
[-- not analyzed for; ND, 50 percent or more of values below detection hm~t]
Study
unit

Biochemical Chemical
oxygen
oxygen
Suspended
demand
demand
solids

Birmingham I
Montgomery,
Alabama
Phoenix,
Arizona
Little Rock,
Arkansas
Colorado
-~oloradoSprings,
Denver,
Colorado
Boise,
Idaho
Davenport,
Iowa ....
Baton Rouge
Louis ana
Independence,
Missouri
Omaha,
Nebraska
Sioux Falls,
South Dakota
DallaslFort Worth,
Texas
San Antonio,
Texas
Birmingham /
Montgomery
Aabama
Phoenix,
Arizona
Little Rock,
Arkansas
Colorado Springs
Co orado
Denver,
Colorado
Boise,
Idaho

~

1.2

0,034

0 025

4.1

1.2

.061

.050

.0067

,0030

1.2

.091

.060

.017

.011

.025

.022

.0048

.0018

.068

.052

.013

.0035

.0013

.0064

.0009

.0006

.013

.0085

.0027

.0028

4.3

.36

.34

.059

.021

1.6

.41

2.6

,75

2.0

3.1

.60

2.4

5,9

.08

Total ammonia
Total
Total
Total
Total plus organic Total
Dissolved recoverable recoverable recoverable
nitrogen
nitrogen phosphorus phosphorus
copper
lead
zinc
Residential land use

1.1

0.30

11

,36

.86
1.6

.28

.17

0,022

0.022

5.1x10-2
2.7X10-4

1.3x10-4
6.0X10-4

9.6x10-4
3,0X10-3

1.9x10-4
8.3x10-5

4.2x10-4
5.6X10-4

1.5x10-3
1.3X10-3

6.0x10-4
3.1x10-5

6.6X10-5
8,3x10-5

2.9x10-3
4.4x10-4

1.1x10-2
1.2x10-3

2.6x10-2
4.8x10-3

3.5x10-4

.57

5.5

.49

3.0

6.3

2.4

.032

.020

.0074

.0024

2.8x10-3
9.4x10-4

.23

1,1

2.6

1,1

.042

.028

.0083

.0035

1.5X10-4

1,5

1.3

.030

.025

.0030

.0010

NO

ND

1,4x10-3
6.2X10-4

3.3

2.8

.068

.047

.013

.0089

.11
.092
Commercial land use

.022

.012

2.7x10-4
7.6x10-4

5.8x10-4
2.6x10-3

2.3x10-3
8.9x10-3

1.4x10-4
1,1x10-3

2.0x10-4
6 8x!0-4

2.0x10-3
1.3x10-2

1.5x10-3
3.1x10-3

7.6x10-3
6.1x10-3

1.5X10-3

7.7X10-3

.09

.35

.22

2,9

,46

6.8

--.
2.2

63

12

4.9

.45

.74

.019

.014

.0031

.0020

6.7

7.2

.33

.26

.034

.027

4,4’

5.1

1.8

.076

.049

.0097

.0072

.89

6.3

8.8

2.8

.075

.050

.0081

.0036

6.8X10-4
3.6x10-4

4.5

3.2

.099

.065

.0082

.0037

2.7X10-3

.21

.21

.0079

.0043

6.3x10

.030

.020

.0033

.0041

--

--

--

9.1x10-3
4,6x10-3
5.1 x 10-4

4.2x10-2
1.4x10-2

10
1.4

-5.9
.88
,25

14

3,8

.81

Iowa ....
Baton Rouge,
Louisiana
1.8
Independence,
Missouri
1,8
Omeha,
Nebraska
.43
Sioux Falls,
South Dakota
.23
DallaslFort Worth,
,49
Texas
San Antonio,
.73
Texas
Birmingham I
Mo,ntgomery,
Alaoama
Phoenix,
Arizona
Little Rock,
Arkansas
Colorado Springs,
Colorado
Denver,
Colorado
Boise,
Idaho
Davenport,
Iowa
Baton, Rouge
Loulsana
Independence,
Missouri
Omaha,
Nebraska
Sioux Falls,
South Dakota
Dallas/Fort Worth,
Texas
San Antonio,
Texas

7.3

Dissolved
solids

15
3.6

2,2

.32

.25

.034

.017

3,1

,13

.094

.018

.0059

4,5

1.8

,046

.028

.0061

.0037

1.1x10-3
2.1 x 10-4

1 o3

1.6

.024

.019

°0022

.0012

ND

ND

2.3x 10-3
1.1x 10-3

4.0

4,8

.11

.068

.012

.0058

,028

,012

8.9x10-4
1.2x10-3

2,4x10-3
4.9x10-3

7.2x10-3
1.8x10-2

.0067

.0045

9.9x10-4

1.7x10-3
1.6x10-3

7.2X10-3
7.2x10-3

33

14

11

.49
4.7
8.9

3.4

15

2.2

12

5.5

1.5

.15
.12
Industrial land use
.024

.017

5.8

7,7

2.2

.099

.062

.014

.0050

1.4X10-3

4.6

3.0

2.3

.22

.19

.047

.016

1.1x10-3
1.0X10-3

94x10-3
3,7X10-3

1.2x10-2

4,0x10-2

1.4

5.4
~

9.2
~

~

~

2.9

37

.011

.0017

.0010

2.4

,13

.092

.021

.0084

5.9X10-3

--

--

.52

,036

.034

.0009

.0001

--

--

--

41

33

,54

,43

.074

°044

250

033

.019

.014

.0024

6.3x10-3
8.8X10-4

3,9x10-2
1.5X10-2

8,3x10-2
1.1X10-1

.16

.11

.025

.012

2.2X10-3

5.3X10-3

.017

.013

.0027

,0010

NO

NO

2.2X10-2
4.9x10-4

4.8X10-3
1.1x10-3

5.5

20

1.7

6,7

66

.17

.016

5.3x10-4
2.0X10-4

3.1
22

3,1

.05

.

2.4x10-3

14

1.6

.68

.62

6.5
.52

,53

5.6

19

5.4

.11

,064

.020

.010

7.5X10-3

.50

6.3

10

6.0

,10

.061

.025

.016

7.4x10-4

1.5x10-2
1.5x10-2 " "
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BOD, COD. suspended solids, and
dissolved solids xvere compared for all
the cities with the exception of
Davenport, Iowa; Boise, Idaho; and
Birminghgm/Montgomery, Alabama.
Samples from Davenpo~, Iowa, were not
analyzed for these properties and
constituents. An industrial land-use basin
was not sampled in Boise, Idaho.
Samples from Birmingham/
Montgomery, Alabama, were not
analyzed for BOD.
BOD and COD are determined by
measurement of the quantity of oxygen
utilized by organic matter and chemicals
in stormwater samples and are used to
indicate pollution (Hem, 1992). Mean
sto~ loads of BOD varied by two orders
of magnitude,/?ore 0.05 to I0 pounds per
acre. The largest mean storm loads ot~
BOD were associated with industrial
land-use basins, except tbr the maximum
that occurred in commercial land-use
basins in Denver, Colorado. Mean stom~
loads of COD varied by two: orders of
magnitude, from 0.17 to 37 pounds per
acre. The largest mean storm loads of
COD were associated with commercial
land-use sites, except for the maximum
that occurred in industrial land-use
basins in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Concentrations of suspended solids
and dissolved solids are measures of
solids loads in stormwater and also may
be used as indicators of pollution. Mean
storm loads of suspended solids varied
by more than two orders of magnitude,
from 0.28 to 66 pounds per acre. The
largest mean storm l~ads of suspended
solids were associated with the industrial
land-use basins; the maximum occurred
in Omaha, Nebraska. Mean storm ldads
of dissolved solids varied by more than
three orders of magnitude, from 0.17 to
250 pounds per acre. The largest mean
storm loads of dissolved solids were
associated with industrial land-use
basins; the maximum occurred in
Independence, Missouri.

!,’,~;d ~.e> ~:-) ,;’lec~ed ci~ie~, wi~h ~}~¢ plu: organic n)~r,.,~en varie~ by ahnost
excep)~,n ~>t" mdustri{~l kind-use basins m t~o ~,rders t,t" magnitude, from 0.0064 to
B~ se, I~ ~ I~. A)x indu~tr~a~ aml-use basi~ 0.43 pounds per acre. The largest mean
was aot part of the sampling program in storm loads el’ total ammonia plus
Boise.
organic nitrogen were associated with
Nutrients are essential components in industrial and commercial land-use
plant growth; howe~er, an overabundance basins; the maximum occurred in Baton
of these constituents will cause undesir- Rouge, Louisiana.
able algal blooms in bodies of water that
Mean storm loads of total phosphorus
are used tbr urban drinking-water sup- varied by ahnost two orders ofmagniplies them, 1992). These algaI blooms tude, from 0.0009 to 0.074 pounds per
cause adverse effects on the taste and
acre. The largest mean storm loads of
odor of drinking water and have the total phosphorus were associated with
potentia! to cause more serious health industrial land-use basins; the maximum
problems,
occurred in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Mean storm loads of total nitrogen
Mean storm loads of dissolved phosvaried by more than two orders of mag- phoras varied by mote than three ordem of
nitude, from 0.0013 to 0.54 pounds per magnitude, [?om 0.0001 to 0.044 pounds
acre. The largest mean storm loads of per acre. The largest mean sto~ loads of
total nitrogen are associated with indus- dissolved phosphorus were associated with
tria! land-use basins; the maximum industrial land-use basins; the maximum
occurred in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
occu~ed in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

Nutrients
Four nutrient constituents---total
nitrogen, total ammonia plus organic
nitrogen, total phosphorus, and
dissolved phbsphorus ~are being Figure 2. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) residential landanalyzed by the USGS NPDES program, use site at Glendale, Arizona.
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Concentrata~ns of feur trace -metal industrial land-rise basins; the maximum B,ddvs Stanley. Ill. Rames. TH., Man, he d.
B.L, and Sandlin, J.T.. 1997, Hydrologic
constituents~.~total recoverable copper, occurred in Independ~.nce, M’issouri.
data for urban stormwater studies in the .’.’.:.
Cadmium and lead tend to
total recoverable zinc, total recoverable
Dallas-Fort Worth area. Texas, 1992-94: " :’: ":"
cadmium, and total recoverable lead are bioaccumulate in plants and animals.
U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report
being analyzed by the USGS NPDES Large concentrations of these metals lead
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urban storm-runoff quality using data
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Fossum,
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use basih was not sampled in Boise, Idaho. mean storm loads of cadmium were
Physical,
chemical, biological, and
Copper and zinc are essential to plant included in the data tables.
toxicity data from the study of urban
and animal metabolism and are needed in
Mean storm loads of total recoverable
stormwater and ephemeral streams,
small amounts by all plants and animals¯ lead varied by almost three orders of
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"5
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Quantity and Quality of Urban StormwaterRunoff from Selected
Drainage Basins
By Abraham H. Chen and Francis J. Jelinek
U.S. Geological Survey
Water-Resources Investigations Report 98-4168
Lincoln, Nebraska
1998

ABSTRACT
The U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the City of Omaha and the Papio-Missouri River
Natural Resources District, Nebraska, conducted a study to describe stormwater-runoff quantity and
quality from selected basins in Omaha. The study was done to meet technical data requirements for the
City of Omaha to obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Stormwater-runoffquantity and quality from five sites located in residential, commercial, and industrial
land-use basins were monitored from May to November 1992 and April through August 1993. Sites 1
and 4 were representative of residential land use; sites 2 and 5 were representative of commercial land
use; and site 3 was representative of industrial land use.
Total rainfall, runoff volume, runoff-rainfall ratio, peak discharge, rainfall and runoff duration, and
number of dry hours between storms were calculated and compiled. Mean rainfall during the study was
slightly greater in the residential basins (0.60 inch) than in the commercial (0.45 inch) and industrial
(0.46 inch) basins. However, mean runoff-rainfall ratio for the industrial (0.32) and commercial (0.38)
basins was more than twice the runoff-rainfall ratio of the residential basins (0.15).
Grab samples and flow-weighted composite samples were collected at each of the five sites during six
storms and were analyzed for 147 chemical, physical, and biological characteristics. Grab samples,
collected within the first 30 minutes of each stoma, represented the storm’s first-flush effects, and were
analyzed for pH, water temperature, residual chlorine, volatile organic compounds, cyanide; total
phenols, biological oxygen demand, fecal coliform and fecal streptococcus bacteria, and oil and grease.
Flow-weighted samples were composited during the first 3 hours of a storm and were analyzed for acid
and base/neutral organic compounds, pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls, trace elements, chemical
oxygen demand, suspended solids, dissolved solids, nutrients, major ions, alkalinity, pH, specific
conductance, and total organic carbon.
The volatile organic compounds-chloro-form, dichlorobromomethane, methyl chloride, and toluenewere detected in concentrations ranging from 0.4 to 7.0 micrograms per liter. Toluene was detected only
in the residential basins. Eleven base/neutral compounds with concentrations ranging from 9 to 150

http://ne.water.usgs.gov/newstuff/urban_ab.html
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micrograms per liter were detected in a commercial basin (site 5) during a stonl>runoff event May 22.
1993. Eleven of 12 base!neutral compounds sampled for were detected at five sites. Concentrations of
six of the compounds exceeded U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) for drinking water.
No pesticide or polychlorinated biphenyl concentrations exceeded MCLs. The trace elements-total
beryllium and total lead-exceeded MCLs for drinking water. Total lead also exceeded treatment action
levels established by the USEPA for drinking water. Median concentrations of lead from the industrial
basin were about 6 times greater than in the residential and commercial basins. Median concentrations of
total copper, total nickel, and total zinc were about 3 times greater in samples collected from the
industrial basin than from the residential and commercial basins.
Stormwater-mnoff constituent loads for 12 constituents were estimated using three methods. The 12
constituents were biochemical oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, suspended solids, dissolved
solids, total nitrogen as nitrogen (N), total ammonia plus organic nitrogen as N, total phosphorus,
dissolved phosphorus, total cadmium, total copper, total lead, and total zinc. The first method-used was
direct computation of observed data. The second method used was the USEPA simple method for
calculating annual pollutant loads. The third method used was a statistical regression method, adjusting
the regional models by using local monitoring data. The regression models estimated stormwater-runoff
constituent loads.

Back to the What’s New page
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Business Inspection Program
Seattle’s waterways are vulnerable to pollution from a wide variety of human
activities. Some businesses within Seattle drain to a creek, lake or bay. Spills
or debris may be washed from properties into a public storm system and flow
to these aquatic habitats.
Seattle Public Utilities is inspecting commercial and industrial properties to
improve stormwater pollution prevention practices in the City of Seattle. The
intent of this program is to work with local businesses to improve stormwater
quality in Seattle’s creeks, lakes and Puget Sound.
Business inspections are part of the City’s stormwater pollution prevention
program, a requirement of the Washington State Department of Ecology
administered through the City’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit for municipal stormwater discharges.
Sto rmwa=t.er P_q!!u ~tion =Pr_ev_e .nt.ip.n_ .~.ecluirements
Under the _S~e_a_tt!e~t=qr=m_.w_~te. r_, r.Gradin_g,_and_D_r_a£n_ age_ C_qntrol C~o~de
(SMC 22.800), all businesses are required to implement certain
operational and structural source controls to reduce stormwater
pollution.
¯ Operational stormwater source controls consist of management
practices that prevent or reduce the amount of pollutants in
stormwater runoff. Best Management practices include simple
housekeeping activities such as regularly sweeping parking lots and
sidewalks, maintaining existing drainage systems, training employees
about stormwater pollution prevention practices, and maintaining spill
control supplies onsite to prevent and cleanup accidental spills.
¯ Structural stormwater source controls are physical, structural, or
mechanical devices or facilities that are constructed to prevent
pollutants from entering stormwater. Examples of structural source
controls include: enclosing and/or containing the pollutant source;
constructing berms, curbs, or dikes to prevent unpolluted stormwater
from entering an area where pollution-generating activities take place;
and containing and/or treating runoff from contaminated areas.
Check the Director’s Rules to see what the new requirements are for public
property. If your property drains are connected to the city stormwater system,
then you are responsible for maintaining your drainage structures:
¯ conveyance systems, detention systems and treatment systems
¯ maintaining streets, driveways, parking lots and sidewalks
¯ identifying and eliminating illicit connections to the drainage control
system.
Business Inspection Program FAQs
More Information for business owners
Four Director’s Rules describe City requirements for stormwater flow control,
treatment, and construction-related drainage requirements for new and
redevelopment projects. They also cover stormwater pollution source control
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requirements for existing and new or redevelopment projects.
¯ DR 16-2_000 (5.7MB PDF), Volume 2, ,Construction Stormwater Control
Technical Requirements Manual
Describes requirements for construction projects (temporary erosion
and sedimentation control and control of other pollutants).
¯ DR 17-2000 (1.6MB PDF), Volume 1, Source Control Technical
Requirements Manual
Describes the operational and structural source controls that are
.required to reduce stormwater pollution.
¯ DR 26-2000 (1.gMB PDF), Volume 3, Flow Control Technical
Requirements Manual
Describes requirements for controlling peak flow rates for new and
redevelopment projects.
¯ D_. ~ ~ 7~ -_2. _0 .0. _0 (3.7MB PDF), Volume 4, Stormwater Treatment Technical
Requirements Manual
Describes requirements for treating stormwater from new and
redevelopment projects.
Paper copies of these rules are also available at the DCLU Applicant
Services Center, Key Tower, 700 5th Avenue, 20th Floor. However, due to
their considerable length, a fee is being charged to cover production costs.
If you have questions or concerns regarding the business inspection process,
please contact:
Ellen Stewart at 206-615-0023 or _e_l_!_e_n:stewart@seat=t_le:g .ov

SPU Home Contact Us Site Index
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Why are we inspecting businesses at this time?
The intent of this program is to work with local businesses to improve
stormwater quality. However not all businesses in the City of Seattle will be
inspected. If your business is selected to be inspected, you will receive a
letter of notification. Business inspections will be conducted to ensure that
local businesses understand and implement the requirements of the new
code. The goal of this program is to reduce the amount of pollutants entering
private and public storm drains, because these systems eventually discharge
untreated water to nearby streams, lakes, and Puget Sound. To protect water
quality and promote a healthy aquatic ecosystem, we must all make an effort
to prevent pollutants such as sediment, oil, soap, and other chemicals from
reaching local waters.
When will an inspection take place?
If your business had been selected for an inspection, you will receive a letter
of notification within one month of the inspection date. You are welcome to
set up an appointment with the inspector prior to the inspection. The
inspector will make every effort to contact the responsible party on-site and
then commence the inspection. ~ee contact information)
What will happen on the day of an inspection?
Business inspections are conducted to ensure that local businesses
understand and implement the requirements of the new stormwater code. An
SPU surface water quality inspector will visit your business to identify
potential sources of pollutants to the drainage system and will also observe
your general housekeeping practices to make sure that you are using
appropriate controls to prevent pollutants from entering any storm drains.
Where will the inspector be looking?
The inspector will mainly need to check the outdoor areas on your property
where chemicals, waste, or equipment are stored and where manufacturing
or other possible pollution-generating activities take place. In addition, the
inspector will look at the drainage system on your property to make sure that
it is in good shape. In some cases, the inspector may need to check indoor
areas to confirm whether or not they are connected to the drainage system.
Inspectors will provide you with information on best management practices
that are effective in reducing stormwater pollution.
What if there are corrective actions?
As the property owner, you are responsible for making any corrections
needed to comply with the City Code. If any corrective actions are needed,
they will be described in the letter sent to you within two weeks after the
inspection. The letter will include a brief description of the problem(s),
recommendations for correcting the problem(s), information about how to
minimize the amount of pollutants d~scharged from your property, and will
also specify a date when the inspector will return to re-inspect your property.
Re-inspections wi!l be scheduled as needed to ensure those necessary
improvements or corrective actions are completed. The re-inspection date will
be determined based on the severity of the problem(s) found during the
inspection. Corrective actions should be completed before the re-inspection.

http://www.cityo fseattle.net/util/surfacewater/businessinspectfaq.htm
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What happens if corrective action is not taken?
As the property owner, 7ou are responsible for any corrections needed to
comply with the City Code. if compliance is not achieved within a timely
manner, a Notice of Violation may be issued that could result in a fine of up to ....
$500 for each day the violation continues.
If I have other questions about business inspections not covered here,
who can I contact?

North of Yesler Way
South of Yesler Way
Tasha Bassett
Ryean-Marie Woods
phone: (206) 615-0550
phone: (206) 386-4024
e-mail:
e-mail:
.T_a_s. _h.~<_B_a_s_se_tt_@ c i. s e a t t I e. wa. u s RyeanMarie.Woods@ci.seattle.wa.us
Free stormwater information and on-site assistance are also available
through the Business and Industry Resource Venture, a partnership between
Seattle Public Utilities and the Greater Seattle Chamber of Commerce at
(206) 389-7304 or ht..tp_:LI._=_v~_.r~es~ur.ce_v_entu_r_e._o_rgl
Top
SPU Home Contact Us Site Index
Lest Updated. 04/18/01

http://wxvw.cityo fseattle.net/util/surfacewater/businessinspectfaq.htrn
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CITY OF FORT WORTH, TEXAS
STORM DRAIN MONITORING PROGRAM

Fort Worth’s Industrial
Inspection Program
The City’s Industrial Inspection Program was created as a requirement of the City’s NPDES Storm
Water Permit with the EPA. For the purposes of compliance with the permit, the City must inspect (1)
SARA Title III Section 313 industrial facilities, (2) hazardous waste treatment, disposal or recovery
facilities, (3) municipal facilities under NPDES regulations and (4) industries that discharge, or have
the potential to discharge, substantial pollutant Ioadings to the storm drain system. Each of these
facilities must be inspected once every five years, at a minimum. These inspections are based upon
EPA criteria and primarily include a review of the facility’s Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) and a physical inspection of the facility to identi~ any potential sources of storm water
pollution.
The City of Fort Worth Department of Environmental Management (DEM) has taken a unique
approach in performing these inspections. As a regulatory agency, the City has the authority to impose
fines and initiate state and federal investigations upon non-compliant industries¯ However, the federal
storm water regulations are not only complicated, they are new to many industries.
DEM is cognizant of this and has taken an approach of education and cooperation with the industries,
as opposed to enforcement. When our inspectors visit an industry for the first time, they will perform a
comprehensive review of the industry’s SWPPP. Any deficiencies in the SWPPP are noted and the
industry is given 30 days to make appropriate corrections. During this initial phase, the inspector is
willing to assist the industry gain compliance with its permit. This assistance may be in the form of
supplying EPA paperwork, answering questions, performing plan reviews, interpreting data, or
anything else needed by the industry.
At the end of the 30 day period, the inspector reviews the SW3P again and notes whether the facility
is in compliance. In some cases, the industry may not be in compliance at the end of the 30 day
period. DEM recognizes that in some special cases, 30 days may not be enough time to make major
changes. In such cases, DEM will continue to work with the industry until the industry is in compliance.
Industries that do not obtain permits or make reasonable efforts to implement SWPPPs are referred
to the EPA for possible federal enforcement action.
For additional information on the inspection process, please call 817-871-5451 and ask for an
Industrial Inspector.

Return to Storm Water Discharqes Associated With Industrial Activity

FORT WORTH
¯-
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In cooperation with the San Antonio Water System

The Edwards aquifer is one of the most provide habitat for several threatened or
In Bexar County, the area of the
endangered
species.
Edwards
aquifer outcrop is about 119
productive carbonate aquifers in the
square
miles
(mi2). Most of the land (about
Nation. The dissolution-modified, faulted
The Edwards aquifer recharge zone is
72
percent)
on
the outcrop is undeveloped
limestone aquifer is the sole source of pub- approximately coincident with the strati(fig. 2). Residential use is about. 10 p~rcent
lic water supply for San Antonio, Texas
graphic units that constitute the Edwards
of the outcrop land use.
(fig. 1) and is the major source of water for aquifer outcrop; however, the recharge
zone includes outcrops of other stratiResidential and commercial developBexar County. In addition to providing
graphic
units
in
proximity
to
the
units
of
ment
on the Edwards aquifer recharge
public water supply to more than 1 million
the
Edwards
aquifer
outcrop
where
caves,
zone
in
Bexar County is increasing. Urban
people, the Edwards aquifer supplies large
sinkholes, faults, fractures, or other perme- development can have an appreciable
qua.ntities of water for agriculture, indusable features create a potential for
influence on water quality. Impervious
try, and military installations. Major
recharge. For this report, areas that are
cover in developed areas can result in
springs discharging from the aquifer supimmediately adjacent to the Edwards aqui- increased stormwater runoff, conveying
port recreational activities and businesses,
fer outcrop and that drain to the outcrop
contaminants from nonpoint sources to
provide water to downstream users, and
are considered to be in the recharge zone.
local streams or geologic features such as
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EXPLANATION

Watershed
Edwards aquifer outcrop--Mt~hfied ~’rom
anti Ozuna (I’395, pl I}
1¯

U,S, Geological Survey str~amtlow.gaging

Figure 1. Locatien of selected watersheds and streamflow-gaging stations in the Edwards aquifer recharge zone, Bexar County, Texas.
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EXPLANATION
LAND USE~LANI) COVER
~ Undeveloped
~ Residem|al

t ¯

U S Ge~Jlogical Surveys!reatnilov,:

Figure 2. Land use/land cover in the Edwards aquifer recharge zone, Bexar County, Texas, "1996.

the aquifer can occur,

use is relatively commercial in two of the
watersheds and predominantly residential
in two of the watersheds; one watershed is
largely undeveloped (table I). This fact
sheet provides an overview of the datacollection methods and selected results of
analysis,

stations at the outlets of the five selected
watersheds in the Edwards aquifer
In 1996, the U.S. Geological Survey
recharge zone. At each station, rainfall
(USGS), in cooperation with the San
and gage height (stream water level) were
Antonio Water System, began a study to
mcasured~during storm-runoff events. A
monitor the quality and quantity of stormcomputer recorded instrument readings,
water runoffof five selected watersheds in
calculated stream discharges (and runoff’),
the Edwards aquifer recharge zone. The
and activated automatic water samplers
purpose of the study is to further the under- Data Collection and Analysis
standing of relations between stormwater
on the basis of calculated runoff‘. During
and land use and to help resource managRainfall and runoff‘data and stormw.~,ter each storm-runoff‘ event, the autosamp]ers
ers assess the effects of development on
samples were collected during .tune 1996- were programmed to collect numerous
Table I. Characteristics of selected watersheds in the Edwards aquifer recharge zone, Bexar County, Texas, "1996-98
[<, less
Watershed
(fig. I)

Drainage
area
(acres)

Impervious
cover
(percent)

Land use/
land cover

I
2

19
315

50
45-65

Commercial
Commercial

3
4
5

75
250
6,880

40-50
<5
<2

Residential
Residential
Undeveloped

Remarks
No stormwater-control structures.
Watershed includes section oft-10; stormwater-control structures required for
businesses: ongoin~ construction durin~ study period.
Medium density, single-family.homes.
3- to 5-acre lots; septic tanks.
Upper 2,450 acres of watershed is upstream of recharge zone; runoffevents are rare.
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Figure 3. Rainfall, disoharge, and times of flow-weighted and grab sample oolleotion durin9 a storm-runoff event at watershed 4, Bexar
County, Texas, March 16, 1998.
flow-weighted samples. At the end of a
storm-runoff event, the samples were
’ composited, packaged, and shipped to
the USGS National Water Quality Laboratory in Arvada, Colo., for analysis. The
composite samples were analyzed for
common inorganic constituents, chemical
oxygen demand (COD), biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), nutrients, trace
elements, selected organic compounds,
and pesticides,
Analyses of the composite samples
¯ yielded event-mean concentrations
(EMC), which represent average waterquality conditions during a runoff event,
EMCs are useful for comparing concentrations from different sites or from different
runoff events at the same site, and for estimating the mass of a chemical constituent
exiting the watershed during an event. The
mass of a constituent exiting the watershed

in runoff can be estimated by multiplying
the EMC by the runoff (and appropriate
conversion factor).
Discrete grab samples also were colletted during each storm-runoff event and
analyzed for specific conductance, pH,
fecal coliform and fecal streptococcus bacteria, cyanide, phenols, oil and grease, and
volatile organic compounds (VOC). Generally, grab samples are collected during
the early stages of a runoff’event and indicate the presence of constituents in the
"first flush" of a runoff. As the constituent
concentrations might not represent the
average concentrations during a runoff
event, estimates of mass of these constituents are uncertain. Rainfall, discharge, and
times of flow-weighted and grab sample
collection for an example storm-runoff
event at watershed 4 on March 16, 1998,
are graphed in figure 3.
3

Selected Water-Quali~ Property and

Constituent Concentrations

Thirty-two composite storm-runoff
samples (representing 32 storm-runoff
events) were collected at the five selected
watersheds during June 1996-October
1998. The watersheds with the larger percentages of impervious cover (1 and 2,
table 1) yielded more runoffper acre than
the less developed watersheds (4 and 5,
table I). More samples were collected
from the watersheds with more impervious
cover (I and 2) because runoff occurred
with as little as 0.05 inch (in.) of rainfall in
the watershed, whereas runoff in watersheds 4 and 5 occurred only during intense
rainfall with totals of at least 1.5 in. The
median EMCs of selected constituents for
each watershed are listed in table 2.
Boxplots were constructed to show
example comparisons of concentrations
¯
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2

Watershed
(fig. 1)
3

4

5

2
106
39
27,000
64,000
13
4.0
1.3
2.6
54

12
88
31
13,000
38,000
11
.4
1.3
1.6
48

4
114
27
4,900
67,000
16
.8
1.2
3.0
57

4
200
30
4,300
5,180
35
2.1
1.7
2.4
102

Property or constituent
Number o f composite storm-runoff samples collected
Specific conductance (laS:’cm)
Chemical oxygen demand (ra!!L)
Fecal coil forms (cols./100 mL)
Fecal streptococci (cols./100 mL)
Calcium, dissolved (rag/L)
Magnesium, dissolved (mg/L)
Sodium, dissolved (mg/L)
Potassium, dissolved (rag/L)
Alkalinity (mg!L as CaCO3)
Sulfate, dissolved (rag/L)
Chloride, dissolved (mg/L)
Dissolved solids, sum of constituents (mg/L)
Suspended solids (rag/L)
Nitrogen, nitrite plus nitrate, dissolved (mg/L)
Nitrogen, ammonia, dissoh’ed (mg!L)
Nitrogen, ammonia ~91us organic, total (mg/L)
Nitrogen, ammonia plus organic, dissolved (mg!L)
i:’hosphorus, total (mg!L)
Arsenic, total (lag!L)
Cadmium, total (I.tg/L)
Chromium, total (!ag/L)
Copper, total (lag/L)
Lead, total (lag?L)
Mercury, total (lag/L)
Nickel, total (lag!L)
Zinc, total (lag!L)
Organic carbon, total (rag/L)
Cyanide, total (mgFL)
Phenols, total (lag/L)
Oil and grease, total (mg/L)
DDD, total (lag.rL.)
DDE, total (~lg!L)
DDT, total (lag!L)
Diazinon, total (lag/L)
of selected trace elements (chromium,
copper, lead, and mnc) by land use (fig. 4).
Water-quality data from watersheds
with similar land uses (1 and 2; 3 and 4)
(table 1) were grouped together. Boxplots
with data less than the laboratory minimum reporting levels were truncated at the
reporting level. The numbers o.f samples
with concentrations less than the reporting
levels are shown in brackets in figure 4. In
most cases, less than ’25 percent of the data
were below the reporting levels and the

1
l0
91
38
10,O00
5,600
12
.4
2.2
1.6
45
4.9
1.5
52
114
.41
.10
.60
.30
.20
2
<I
4
7
9
<. 1
3
100
14
<.01
4
3
<.1
<04
<.1
<.05

4.0
1.0
60
II1
.20
.10
.80
.30
.18
2
<1
6
6
10
<. !
4
45
13
<.01
--<.l
<.04
<.1
<.05

interquartile range is plotted. Boxplots for
the undeveloped land-use category were
not constructed because only four samples
were collected
Total chr,~m~um, lead, and zinc concentrations were sL~m ficantly larger, at the
95-percent confidence level, for commercial land use than for residential land use
on the basis of one-sided Mann-Whitney
tests (Helsel and Hirsch, 1992). The statistical test for total copper concentrations

2.3
1.8
52
54
.28
.08
1.0
.40
.19
12
<I
I
6
3
<. I
2
37
10
<,01
<1
2
<.1
<,04
<.1
.5

2.2
1.6
98
42
.20
.03
.80
.40
.14
3
<1
2
3
10
<. I
2
16
12
<.01
4
<1
<.1
<.04
<.1
<.05

-.

4,0
2.5
119
48
.44
<.02
1.02
.39
.07
-<1
<1
2.1
2.2
<. 1
-<10
10
<.01
<1
<I
<.l
<.04
<.1
<.05

did not show significant difference
between commercial and residential land
use. Statistical comparisons ofconcentrations in samples from the undeveloped
watershed were not included because of
the small data set (four samples).

Example of Mass Yields
The effect of land use and percent
impervious cover of a watershed in generating stormwater-runoff pollutants is evident when examining the annual mass

4
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O
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[2]

Number of samples less than
minimum reporting level

Figure 4. Distributions of total chromium, copper, lead, and zinc concentrations by land use, Bexar Count, Texas, 199~98.
yield of total lead, for example, for the
watersheds. Annual mass yields for 1997
were computed for total lead for each
watershed using the equation:
Y =,~’~ ¯ cf,
where
Y = annual mass yield in pounds per year
per acre;
Q = annual runoff" in acre-feet per year;

C = flow-weighted average of EMCs in
micrograms per liter;

total lead EMCs, except for watershed 5.
In 1997, all of the runoff for watershed 5
occurred during a single event. Samples
A = watershed area in acres; and
collected for watershed 5 during the event
cf= conversion factor (0.00272).
yielded total lead concentrations that were
less than the laboratory minimumreportAnnual runoff, flow-weighted averages
of EMCs, and mass yields of total lead for ing level, so a value equal to the reporting
level was used as the average EMC to
the five watersheds are listed in table 3.
calculate
a maximum for the annual yield.
All samples collected from June 1996
The
magnitude
of differences in annu’al
through October 1998 (some watersheds
had limited runoff-during 1997) were used mass yields among the watersheds is illusto compute the flow-weighted average of
trated in figure 5.
5
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Figure 5. Annual mass yields for total lead by watershed, Bexar County, Texas, 1997.
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For more information, please contact:
Table 3. Runoff, flow-weighted averages of event-mean concentrations of lead, and mass San Antonio Subdistrict’Chief
U.S. Geological Survey
yields by watershed, Bexar County, Texas, 1997
435 Isom Road, Suite 234
[gg/L. micrograms per liter; <, less than]
San Antonio, TX 78216
Flow-weighted average of

Watershed

Runoff
(acre-feet per year)

I
2

24.5
149

3
4

41.5
39.6

5

2,650

Mass yield of

event-mean concentrations

total lead

of total lead

(pounds per

(p-g/L)

year per acre)

8

0.028
.015
.008

12
5
3
<1

Phone: (210) 321-5200
FAX: (210) 530= 6008
E-mail: gbozuna@usgs.gov
World Wide Web: http://tx.usgs.gov
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PERMIT NO.
Major MS4
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IV
-:

AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE UNDER THE
NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
In compliance with the provisions of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq., as
amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987, P.L. 100-4, the "Act",
Sarasota County. Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System Permittees:
Sarasota County

Towa of Longboat Key

Engineering Department
Sarasota, Florida

Department of Public Works
Longboat Key, Florida

City of North Port

City of Sarasota

Roads and Drainage Department

Department of Publk Works

North Port, Florida

Sarasota, Florida

City of Venice
Department of Public Works
Venice, Florida

Florida Department of Transportioa
District One
Bat’tow, Florida

are authorized to discharge, in accordance with the approved Storm Water Management
Program(s), effluent limitations, monitoring requirements, and other provisions as set forth in
Parts I, II, Ill, IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII herein, from all portions of the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System owned or operated by any Permittee listed zbove,
to waters of the United States and all tributaries thereto.
This permit shall become effective on January 1, 1995.
This permit and the authorization to discharge under the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System shall expire at midnight, on December 31, 1999,

Date Issued

Robert F. McGhee, Acting Director
Water Management Division
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PART I.
DISCHARGES AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS PERMIT
A.

Permit Area. This permit covers all areas located within the political boundary of
Sarasota County and the portion of the Town of Longboat Key within Manatee County
served by municipal separate storm sewer systems owned or operated by the
permittees identified in Part I.C.

B.

Authorized Discharges. Except for discharges prohibited under Part I.D., this permit
authorizes all existing or new storm water point source discharges to waters of the
United States from those portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) owned or operated by the permittees.

C.

Permittees.

_

The following entities are permittees subject to the conditions of this permit:
o Sarasota County

o Town of Longboat Key*

o City of North Port

o City of Sarasota

City of Venice

o Florida Department of Transportation,
District One
* Permit coverage ~nci~des the entire Town of Longboat Key
which is located in both Sarasota aml Manatee Counts

References to "permittee" in this permit includes each of the entities above.

1.

Each permittee is individually responsible for:
a.

Compliance with permit conditions relating to discharges from portions
of the MS4 where they are the operator;,

b.

Storm water management program implementation on portions of the
MS4 where they are the operator;,

¢.

Where permit conditions are established for specific portions of the
MS4, the perrnittee need only comply with the permit conditions
relating to those portions of the MS4 for which they are the operator;,
and

d.

A plan of action to assume responsibility for implementation of storm
water management and monitoring programs on their portions of the
.MS4 should inter-jurisdictional agreements allocating responsibility
between permittees be dissolved or in default. (See Part H.G.3., page
2_..Q_0 of this permit also.)

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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2.

3.

Each permit-tee is jointly responsible for:
a.

Submission of annual reporting requirements as specified in
Part V.C. (ANNUAL REPORT), page 49:

b.

Collection of monitoring data as required by Pa~ V.B., page 47,
according to such agreements as may be established between permitiees;

c.

Insuring implementation of system-wide management program elements,
including any system-wide public education efforts.

Specific permittees are jointly liable for permit compliance on portions of the
MS4:
a.

D.

Where operational or storm water management program implementation
authority over portions of the MS4 has been transferred from one
permittee to another in accordance with legally binding interagency or
inter-jurisdictional agreements, both the owner and operator are jointly
responsible for permit compliance on those portions of the MS4, unless
specific responsibility provisions have been otherwise outlined in said
agreements.

Limitations on Coverage. Section 402(p)(3)(B)(ii) of the Clean Water Act
specifically requires EPA to include within this permit an effective prohibition on nonstorm water entering the MS4. The following discharges are not authorized by this
permit:
1.

Non-storm Water: discharges of non-storm water, except where such
discharges are:
a.

in compliance with a separate NPDES permit (or the discharger has
applied for such permit); or

b.

identified by and in compliance with Part lI.A.7.a., page ~ of this

"

2.

Spills: discharges of material resulting from a spill, except where such
discharges are:
a.

the result of an Act of God where reasonable and prudent measures
have been taken to minimize the impact of the discharge; or

b.

an emergency discharge required to prevent imminent threat to human
health or prevent severe property damage, provided reasonable and
prudent measures have been taken to minimize the impact of the
discharge.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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PART II.
STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION & IVL~,NAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Each permittee covered by this permit shall conu’ibute to the development, revision, and
implementation of a comprehensive Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) including
pollution prevention measures, treatment or removal techniques, storm water monitoring, use
of legal authority, and other appropriate means to control the quality of storm water
discharged from the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4). The SWMP shall be
implemented in accordance with Section 402(p)(3)(B) of the Clean Water Act and 40 CFR
Part 122.26.
Controls and activities in the SWMP shall identify areas of permittee jurisdiction,
applicability, or specific area basis. The SWMP shall include controls necessary to
effectively prohibit the discharge of non-storm water into municipal separate storm sewers
and reduce the discharge of pollutants from the MS4 to the MEP and shall not cause or
contribute to violations of State water quality standards ,of the receivhag stream. Compliance
with this SWMP shall be reported annually in the ANNUAL REPORT discussed in Part V.C.
on page 4._.~.9 of this permit.

The SWMP shall cover the term of the permit and shall be updated as necessary, or as
required b.y the Director, to ensure compliance with this statutory requirement of Clean Water
Act Section 402(p)(3)(B). Modifications to the SWMP shall be made in accordance with Part
rl.G. of this permit.- Compliance with the SWMP and the compliance schedules in Part HI
shall be deemed in compliance with Parts II.A. and II.B. of the permit. The Storm Water
:"::>::
Management Program submitted by the permittees in the July 23, 1993, Part 2
Application, and all approved updates, are hereby incorporated into this permit by
reference and thus are conditions of this permit. FDOT’s Statewide Storm Water
Management Program for Part 2 EPA NPDES.MS4 Permit Applicatioti dated June 1993
and all approved updates, are hereby incorporated into this permit by reference and
thus are conditions of this permit. Specific components from these Storm Water
Management Programs are identified in Parts II and HI to serve as measurable enforcement
permit conditions. Compliance dates specified in Part HI of the permit shall take precedence
over compliance dates which may have been proposed in Part 1 or Part 2 of the municipal
applications from the pem, tittees.
Implementation of the SWMP may be achieved through participation with other permittees,
public agencies, or private entities in cooperative efforts to satisfy the requirements of Part 1I
and Part HI of the permit in lieu of mating duplicate program elements for each individual
permittee. The SWMP, taken as a whole, shall achieve the "effective prohibition" and "MEP"
standards from Section 402(p)(3)(B) of the Clean Water Act, and shall not cause or contribute
to violations of State water quality standards of the receiving stream pursuant to the Florida
Administrative Code (FAC)§62-40.420(I)-(4).

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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A.

Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) Requirements.
1.

Structural Controls and Storm Water Collection System Operation: The MS4
and any storm water structural control shall be operated in a manner to reduce
the discharge of pollutants to the MEP and shalI not cause or contribute to
violations of State water quality standards of the receiving stream.
a.

The permit’tees listed in Table II.A. 1.a. on pages 4 and ~ own and/or
operate the structural controls identified. The maintenance activities
identified for the structural controls in Table rl.A.l.b, on page 6.ft.. of
this permit represent suggested maintenance practices that can be
implemented on an as needed basis. In addition, each shall maintain an
internal record keeping system to track inspections and maintenance
activities performed during the permit term. If these activities ar~
performed by others under a contractual agreement, then the perrnittee
shall retain copies of the contractual agreement which specifies the
maintenance activities to be performed and the schedule of frequency.
Inspection and maintenance records shall be retained by the permittees
in accordance with Part V.G. on page 58 of this permit. Annual
evaluations shall be made to assess the appropriateness of the inspection
and maintenance schedule and to ensure the optimization of equipment
use. A summary of the annual evaluation shall be included within each
ANNUAL REPORT required under Part V.C. on page 4._.~9 of this
permit.

Wet Retention Areas
SARASOTA COUNTY 1

Prison Labor and
Contract Staff

(Maintained Lakes)

85

Storm Water
Treatment Ponds

62

Channel Control Structures

51

Channels

500 miles

I

II

CITY OF SARASOTA /

Wet Retention Areas
(Maintained Lakes)

4

Interlocal agreement
with Sarasota County

Storm Water
Treatment Ponds

11

Channels

30 miles

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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TABLE ILA.I.a.

CITY OF VENICE /
City of Venice Parks Dept.
and Maintenance Dept.
CITY OF
NORTH PORT /
Maintenance Dept.

FDOT /
Maintenance Management
System

Sarasota County & Co.applicants

Storm Water
Treatment Ponds

7

Channels

¯
5 rniles

Wet Retention Areas
(Maintained Lakes)

1

Storm Water
Treatment Ponds

190,

Channel Control Structures

10

Channels

76 miles

Storm Water
Treatment Ponds

2
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TABLE ll.A.l.b.
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE FOR STRUCTURAL CONTROLS

Dry Retention Areas

Semi-Annually

As Needed

oMowing and invasive plant species removal
oSediment and grass clippings removal, including
proper sediment disposal

oAeration of bottom (dry/infiltration-type ponds)
aStabilization of eroded bank areas
aLitter and debris removal
aBack flush underdrains (where applicable)

Wet Retention Areas
(Mantained Lakes)

As Needed
Semi-Annually

Channels

oLitter and debris removal

,.

As necessary to ensure that the depth oSediment and grass clippings removal, including
proper sediment disposal
of sediments does not exceed V3 of the
oMonitor sediment accumulations and remove when
design storage volume
~/3 of the storage volume is fdled

Trca.’.-r..~nt......
n~.,,~o

Channel Conl~ol
Structures

aMowing and invasive plant species removal
oStabilization of eroded bank areas

Every 18 Months

As Needed

oBack flush underdrains (where applicable)

Quarterly

As Needed

oLitter and debris removal
oSediment removal with proper sediment disposal

As Needed

oLitter and debris removal
oMowing and invasive plant species removal
oStabilizadon of eroded bank areas

Annually to determine
priority

5 Year Revolving Schedule

aSediment removal with proper sediment disposal
provided the original cross-section is not exceeded
I

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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1.

Structural Controls and Storm Water Collection System Operan’on: (continued)
b.

2.

Areas of New Developmenrand Significant Redevelopment: A comprehensive
master planning process (or equivalent) shall be implemented to reduce; to the
MEP, the discharge of pollutants from MS4s, which receive discharges from
areas of new development and significant redevelopment, after conslruction is
completed. The master planning process shall limit the increases in the
discharge of pollutants in storm water as a result of new development, _a~d
shall reduce the discharge of pollutants in storm water from redeveloped areas,
and shall not cause or contribute to violations of State water quality standards
of the receiving stream.
a.

3.

Additionally, to satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees
shall develop and implement the Storm Water Management Programs
identified in Part III.A.1. on pages 2._]_I and 2~2 of this permit.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in Part
III.A.2. on page 23 of this permit.

Roadways: Public streets, roads, and highways shall be operated and
maintained in a manner to reduce to the MEP the discharge of pollutants and
shall not cause or contribute to violations of State water quality standards of
the receiving stream.

a.

As per the schedule identified in Part M.A.3. on page 24 of this
permit, the permittees shall develop and implement standard road repair
practices to reduce the pollutants in storm water runoff from areas
associated with road repair and maintenance. The program developed
shall include practices such as limiting the amount of soil disturbance to
the immediate area under repair and scheduling potential pollutantcausing routine repair work during dry seasons, when possible. The
program shall establish procedures that address spill prevention, material
management practices, and good housekeeping measures at all
municipal equipment yards & maintenance shops that support road
maintenance activities.

b.

Additionally, to satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees
shag1 implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in
Part m.A.3, on pages 2~4 and 2._~..5 of this permit.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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4,

Flood Control Projects." Water quality impacts on receiving water shall be
assessed for all flood management projects identified in the basin master
planning process (or comparable planning process). The feasibility of
retrofitting existing structural flood control devices to provide additional
pollutant removal from storm water shall be evaluated.
a.

5.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in Part
III, A.4. on page 2._.~6 of this permit.

Municipal waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities not covered by an
NPDES storm water permit: The permittees shall implement a program to
identify measures to monitor and reduce pollutants in storm water discharges
from facilities that handle municipal waste, including sewage sludge.

a.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall develop
and implement a program to reduce pollutants in the storm wate~
discharges from municipally-operated solid waste transfer
maintenance and storage yards for waste transportation fleets and
equipment, publicly owned treatment works (POTWs), and sludge
application and/or disposal sites which are not covered by NPDE$ storm
water permits. This program shall be developed and implemented in
accordance with the schedule identified in Part IILA.5. on page 2~7 of
this permit. The initial phase of the program developed shall contain
procedures to evaluate, inspect, and monitor these sites. Based upon the
evaluations, inspections and monitoring performed, priorities and
procedures for implementing control measures for pollutant reduction at
these sites shall be developed. Monitoring methodology used during the
initial investigative period may be relaxed from standard protocol and
may be based on experience gained during actual field activities. The
goal of this investigative portion is to actively identify areas within
these sites with poorer quality discharges during storm events, so that
those areas will be given priority when implementing control measures.

6.

Pesticide, Herbicide, and Fertilizer Application: Each pern~ttee shall
implement controls to reduce, to the MEP and shall not cause or contribute to
violations of State water quality standards of the receiving stream, the
discharge of pollutants related to the storage and application of pesticides,
herbicides, and fertilizers applied, by employees or contractors, to public right
of ways, parks, and other municipal property.- Permittees with jurisdiction over
lands shall implement programs to encourage the reduction of the discharge of
pollutants related to application and distribution of pesticides, herbicides, and
fertilizers.
a.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in Part
III.A.6. on pages 2...~8 and 2_.~.9 of this permit.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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7.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal: The permittees shall implement an
ongoing program to detect and eliminate (or require the discharger to the MS4
to eliminate) illicit discharges and improper disposal into the storm sewer
system.
a.

¯

Inspection, Ordinances, and Enforcement Measures: Non-storm wa~er
discharges to the MS4 shall be effectively prohibited by the permittees
through the use of inspections, ordinances, and enforcement. The
perrnittees, however, may allow the following non-storm water
discharges to the MS4 where they are not identified as a source of
pollutants to waters of the United States:
¯

water line flushing;
landscape irrigation;
diverted stream flows;
rising ground waters;
uncontaminated ground water inf’dtration (as defined at
40 CFR 35.2005(20)) to separate storm sewers;
uncontaminated pumped ground water;
discharges from potable water sources;
foundation drains;
air conditioning condensate;
irrigation water;
springs;
water from crawl space pumps;
footing drains;
lawn watering;
individual residential car washing;
flows from riparian habitats and ~,etlands;
dechlorinated swimming pool discharges;
street wash waters; and
discharges or flows from emergency fire fighting
activities.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittee(s) identified in
Part RI.A.7.a. on pages 3._.Q.0 and 3...]_1 of the permit shall:
(1)

Identify those of the non-storm water discharges listed under
Part II.A.7.a. (above), as well as any other non-storm water
discharges, which will be allowed to be discharged to the MS4.
Describe any conditions to be placed on these allowable
discharges.

Sarasota County & Co-applicants
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(2)

Enforce ordinances which prohibit illicit ¢ormections and illegal
dumping into the MS4. As per the schedule in Part fll.A.7.a, on
page 30 of this permit (page 31 for FDOT), the permittees

shall develop a random inspection program to uncover illicit

connections. The program shall include a schedule for
inspections and an allocation of staff and r~sources. A
d~scription of the enforcement procedures shall be detailed
within the program developed. Because the potential for illicit
discharges and improper disposal is generally higher for areas of
older development, areas with many automobile-related
industries, and areas with significant numbers of heavy industrial
facilities, the permittees shall consider the specific land use and
age of development when determining inspection priorities and
inspection schedules for this program component. Facilit3T
inspections may be carried out in conjunction with other
municipal programs (e.g. pretreatment inspections of industrial
users, health inspections, fire inspections, etc.). The permittees
shall maintain an internal log documenting the inspections
(3)

Provide in the ru-st ANNUAL REPORT, a photocopy of the
signed adopted ordinance(s) identified in Table II.A.7.a.(3)
below.

Table H.A.7.a.(3)
Sarasota County
Town of Longboat Key

City of Sarasota

(4)

93-038
Chapmrs 33, 52, and
158.102
of the Ordinances of th~
Town of Longboat Key
93-3699
and Section 2-314 of the

City of Sarasota Code

As per the schedule in Part HI.A.7.a. on page 31 of this permit,
the permittees in Table H.A.7.a.(4) shall amend the identified
ordinances to change the citation for the definition of "industrial
activity," contained within these ordinances, to
40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) from the incorrect citation of 40 CFR
122.26(a)(14).

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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Table ILA.7.a.(4)

b.

City of Sarasota

93-3699

City of North Port

93-15, Section 180-21

City of Venice

93-14, Section 9-74

Dry Weather Field Screening Program: The perrnittees shall continue
ongoing efforts to detect the presence of illicit connections and
improper discharges to the MS4.
(1)

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees-shall
implement a dry weather field screening program to locate and
eliminate illicit discharges and improper disposal into the MS4
in accordance with the schedule provided in Part Ill.A.7.b. on
page 32 of this permit. This program shall include the dry
weather screening activities identified in Table [I.A.7.b. The
minimum level of effort for the field screening program shall be
based upon a 0.50-mile grid system, with each grid area
containing at least one field screening location. In industrial and
heavy commercial areas, the minimum level of effort shall be
based upon a 0.25-mile grid system, with each grid area
containing at least one field screening location. Under this
program, all grid areas of the MS4 must be screened once during
the permit term. Some grid areas may require more than one
field screening location or a more frequent inspection schedule.
In lieu of the grid system, the permit~ees may choose to field
screen at all ouffalls. Follow-up activities to eliminate illicit
discharges and improper disposal may be prioritized on the basis
of magnitude and nature of the suspected discharge; sensitivity
of the receiving water, and/or other relevant factors. Screening
methodology may be modified based on experience gained
during actual field screening activities. While performing field
screening activities, the permittees shall collect information on
ouffalls and portions of the MS4 which are not mapped, and this
updated information shall be entered into the database system on
an ongoing basis. An internal log documenting the results of all
field screening performed shall be maintained.
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Table II.A.7.b.

Indusu’ial Land Use

0.25-mile Grid or
All Outfalls
Once ! 3 years

Heavy Commercial Land Use

0.25-mile Grid or
All Outfalls
Once / 3 years

All Other Land Uses

0.50-mile Grid or
All Outfalls
Once / 5 years

Entire MS4 System

Sarasota County & Co-applicants

1~ of the Outfalls or
% of the Grid Areas
Screened During Permit
Years Three, Four, & Five
with the Entire MS4
Screened Once / 5 years
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c.

Investigation of Suspected Illicits and/or Improper Disposal: The
permittees shall develop and implement standard procedures to ~
followed to investigate portions of the MS4 that, based on the results of
the field screen or other appropriate information, indicate a reasonable
potential of containing illicit discharges or other sources of non-storm
water. Notification to EPA of any illicit connection shall be an element
of the investigative standard procedures.
(1)

(2)

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees
identified in Part III.A.7.c. on page 32 shall develop and
implement standard investigative procedures to identify and
terminate the source of the illicit connection or discharge in
accordance with the schedule provided. The procedures
developed shall require proper training for the field personnel
involved in identifying conditions that may indicate the presence
of illicit discharges. Upon the verification of responsible parties,
the standard procedures developed shall require the immediate
cessation of improper disposal practices and the elimination of
the illicit connection as expeditiously as possible. Where the
elimination of an illicit connection or the submittal of an NPDES
application to EPA is not possible within a specified time fxame
determined by the permittee, the standard procedures developed
shall require that the responsible parties submit for approval a
written compliance schedule for.the removal of the discharge. In
the interim, the permittees shall require the operator of the illicit
discharge to take all reasonable and prudent measures to
minimize the discharge of pollutants to the MS4.
To satisfy the requirements of this section, FDOT shall develop
and implement standard investigative procedures to identify the
source of the illicit connection or discharge to the FDOT MS4,
in accordance with the schedule provided in Part III.A.7.c. on
page 33 of this permit. Upon the identification of responsible
parties, the standard procedures developed shall require the
timely reporting of water quality violations to Florida
Department of Envixorm~ntal Protection (FDEP) and EPA.
Until such time that the illicit connection has been eliminated or
the responsible parties have submitted an NPDES application for
the discharge to EPA, FDOT shall require the operator.of the
illicit discharge to take all reasonable and prudent measttres to
~ the discharge of pollutants to the MS4. Where
measures to minimize the discharge are not taken, the developed
procedures shall consider the termination of the connecting
entity’s FDOT drainage connection permit.
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d.

Spill Prevention and Respome: The permittees shall implement
procedures to prevent, contain, and respond to spills that may discharge
into the MS4.

(I)

e.

Public Notification: The permittees shall develop and implement a
program to promote, publicize, and facilitate public reporting of illicit
discharges of water quality impacts associated with discharges from the
MS4.
(1)

f.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the perrnittees shall
adopt Sarasota County’s Hazardous Materials Emergency Plan,
FDOT’s Emergency Operations Procedures, or a comparable
plan and procedures which effectively mitigate potential
pollutant discharges to surface waters. These documents shall be
adopted in accordance with the schedule provided in Part
lll.A.7.d, on page 33 of this permit.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
develop and implement programs to facilitate public reporting of
illicit discharges and improper disposal of materials into the
MS4 in accordance with the schedule provided in Part fll.A.7.e.
on page 3_.~.4 of this permit The program shall inform the public
about what to look for and how to report incidents. The
program shall also enhance public awareness of the problems
associated with illicit discharges and may include programs such
as educating school students, using inserts in utility bills, and
public service announcements in newspa~r, on television, or on
radio.

Oils, Toxics, and Household Hazardous Waste Control: The perrnittees
shall effectively prohibit the discharge or disposal of used motor vehicle
fluids, household hazardous wastes, grass clippings, leaf litter, and
animal wastes into the MS4.
(1)

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in
Part lll.A.7.f, on page 3_.~.5 of this permit.
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g.

Limitation of Sanitary Sewer Seepage: The permittees shall prevent (or
require the operator of the sanitary sewer to eliminate) unpermitted
discharges of dry and wet weather overflows from sanitary sewers into
the MS4. Each permittee shall eliminate the infiltration of seepage from
sanitary sewers into the MS4.
(I)

8.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in
Part ITI.A.7.g. on page 36 of this permit.

Industrial and High Risk Runoff: The permittees shall develop and implement
a program to identify and control pollutants, to the MEP and shall not cause or
contribute to violations of State water quality standards of the receiving.stream,
in storm water discharges to the MS4 from the municipal landf’tU(s); hazardous
waste treatment, storage, disposal and recovery facilities; .facilities that are
subject to EPCRA Title ffl, Section 313; and any other industrial or
commercial discharge in which the permittees determine is contributing a
substantial pollutant loading to the MS4.
To satisfy the two (2) requirements of this section, the permittees shall:

a.

¯-

Identify priorities and procedures for inspections: Identify all targeted
facilities and determine priority sites in accordance with the schedule
provided in Part lll.A.8.a, on pages 3_2_7 and 3_~..8 of this permit.
Inspection schedules and procedures for the identified facilities shall be
developed and implemented. Also, the permittees shall provide a listing
in each ANNUAL REPORT of additionally identified industrial
facilities which discharge storm water into the MS4 which have not
been previously reported. The industrial storm water discharges that
must be included in this inventory fall into the eleven (I I) classes of
industrial activities as defined in the November 1990 regulations under

~" ’:’:~

40 CFR 122.26(b)(14).

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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b.

Monitoring for High Risk Industries: Develop and implement a
monitoring (or serf monitoring) program for facilities identified under
this section in accordance with the schedule provided in Part lII.A.8.b.
on page 38 of this permit. The monitoring program shall include the
collection of quantitative data on the following constituents:
any pollutants limited in an existing NPDES permit for
an identified facility;
oil and grease;
chemical oxygen demand (COD);
pH;
biochemical oxygen demand, five-day (BOD~);
total suspended solids (TSS);
total phosphorous;
total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN);
nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen; and
any information on discharges required under
40 CFR 122.21(g)(7)(i2i) and (iv).
Data collected by the industrial facility to satisfy the monitoring
requirements of an NPDES or State discharge permit may be used to
satisfy this requirement. Perrnittees may reqttire the industrial facility to

conduct self-monitoring to satisfy this requirement.
9.

Construction Site Runoff." The permittees shall develop and implement a
program to reduce the discharge of pollutants from construction sites to the
MEP, and to shall not cause or contribute to violations of State water quality
standards of the receiving stream.
a.

Site Planning and Non-structural & Structural Best Management
Practices: The permittees shall require the use and maintenance of
appropriate structural and non-structural best management practices to
reduce pollutants discharged to the MS4 during the time of construction.
(1)

b.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in
Part 1TI.A.9.a. on page 39 of this permit.

Inspection and Enforcement: The permittees shall develop and
implement a program for inspecting construction sites and for enforcing
the requirement for control measures.
(1)

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the permittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Programs identified in
Part ITI.A.9.b. on pages 40 and 41 of this permit.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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c.

Site Operator Training: The permittees shall conduct appropriate
education and training measures for construction site operators and
those associated with the implementation of proper sediment & erosion
control measures at consmaction sites.
(l)

B.

To satisfy the requirements of this section, the pemaittees shall
implement the Storm Water Management Program(s) identified
in Part lIl.A.9.c, on pages 41 and 42 of this permit.

Area.specific Storm Water Management Program Requirements.
Reserved pending additional requirements which may be
included as a result of State Certification of the permit.
(See Section 401 of the CWA.)

-

C.

Deadlines for Program Compliance. Except as provided in Part 1TI, compliance with
the storm water management program shall be required 90 days from the effective date
of the permit.

D.

Roles and Responsibilities of Permittees. The ,Storm Water Management Program,
together with any attached interagency agreements or interagency agreements
....,.:..
developed subsequent to the effective date of the permit, shall clearly identify the roles ’:..-.’~:.;~
"’::i~
and responsibilities of each permittee. Following the effective date of the permit,
interagency agreements developed and implemented must be included in the ANNUAL
REPORT covering the permit year in which the agreement became effective.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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E.

Legal Authority. To the extent allowed by law, each permit-tee shall ensure legal
authority to control discharges to and from those portions the MS4 over which it has
jurisdiction. " This legal authority may be a combination of statute, ordinance, permit,
contract, order or inter-jurisdictional agreements between permittees with adequate
existing legal authority to accomplish Items 1 - 6 below. This legal authority for
FDOT may be a combination of State statutes administered and enforced by sister
agencies within the State of Florida government system which have adequate existing
legal authority to accomplish Items 1 - 6 below.
1.

Control the contribution of pollutants to the MS4 by Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Industrial Activity and the quality of storm water discharged
from sites of industrial activity;

2.

Prohibit illicit discharges to the MS4;

3.

Control the discharge of spills and the dumping or disposal of materials other
than storm water (e.g. industrial and commercial wastes, trash, used motor
vehicle fluids, leaf litter, grass clippings, animal wastes, etc.) into the MS4;

4.

Control through interagency or inter-jurisdictional agreements among permittees
the contribution of pollutants from one portion of the MS4 to another,

.

5. " Require compliance with conditions in ordinances, permits, contracts or orders;
and
~-

6.

F.

Carry out all inspection, surveillance and monitoring procedures necessary to
determine compliance with permit conditions.

Storm Water Management Program Resources. Each permittee shall provide
adequate finances to implement their activities under the Storm Water Management
Progr4.m. Each permittee shall also have a source of funding for implementing atl
other requirements included within this NPDES storm water permit.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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G.

Storm Water Management Program Review and Modification.
Program Review: Each permittee shall participate in an annual review of the
current Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) in conjunction with
prepaxation of the ANNUAL REPORT required under Part V.C. of the permit.
2.

Program Modification: The permittee(s) may modi£), the SWMP dta’ing the
life of the permit in accordance with the following procedures:
a.

Modifications adding (but not subtracting nor replacing) components,
controls, or requirements to the approved SWMP may be made by the
permittee(s) at any time. A description of the modification shall be
included within the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT.

b.

Modifications replacing an ineffective or unfeasible BMP specifically
identified in the SWMP with an alternate BMP may be made by the
permittee(s) at any time. A description of the replacement BMP shall
be included in the subsequent ANNUAL REPOP.T along with the
following information:
(1)

an analysis of why the former BMP was ineffective or infeasible
(including cost prohibitive);

(2) expectations on the effectiveness of the replacement BMP; and
(3)

c.

"- "
an analysis of why the replacement BMP is expected to achieve ....

the goals of the BMP which was replaced.

Modifications to adjust the schedule for maintenance activities or the
frequency of inspections or monitoring identified in the SWMP may be
made by the permittee(s) on an annual basis. The permittees must
include in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT a description of the
schedule adjustment along with the following information:
(1)

an analysis of why the former schedule was ineffective or
infeasible;

(2)

expectations on the effectiveness of the replacement schedule;
and

(3)

an analysis, if applicable, of why the replacement schedule will
ensure the optimization of equipment use.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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d.

Modifications subtracting components, controls, or requirements of the
SWMP may not be made by the permittee(s) UNLESS it can be clearly
demonstrated that with the elimination of this component, the SWMP
will continue to achieve a reduction in pollutants to the MEP and shall
not cause or contribute to violations of State water quality standards of
the receiving stream. In the case where this "type of modification is
appropriate, the permirtee(s) may make the required modification and
shall include in the subsequent ANNUAL REPO-’~T a description of the
component which has been eliminated along with the following
information:
(1)
(2)

an analysis of why the component was ineffective or infeasible,
and
a detailed explanation of why, with the elimination of this

component, the SWMP will continue to achieve a reduction in
pollutants to the MEP and shall not cause or contribute to
violations of State water quality standards of the receiving
stream°

e.

3.

¯

Modifications included within the ANNUAL REPORT shall be signed
in accordance with Part VI.H. by all direcdy affected permittees, and
shall ".include a certification that all affected permittees were given an
opportunity to comment on proposed changes.

Transfer of Ownership, Operational Authority, or Resp ,nsibility for Storm
Water Management Program Implementation: The permittee(s) shall
implement the SWMP on all new areas added to their portion of the municipal
separate storm sewer system (or for which they become responsible for
implementation of storm water quality controls) as expeditiously as practicable.
Implementation of the program in any new area shall consider the plans in the
SWMP of the previous MS4 ownership.
Prior to land annexation, the permittee shall include a schedule for extending
the SWMP to the annexed areas. At least 30 days prior to transfer of
operational authority or responsibility for SWMP implementation, all parties
shall prepare a schedule for transfer of responsibility for SWMP
implementation on the affected portions of the MS4. This schedule shall be
included in the ANNUAL REPORT.

Sarasota County & Co.applicants
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PART HI. SCHEDULES FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLIANCE

The permittee(s) shall comply with the following schedules for Storm Water Management Program implementation and augmentation, and
permit compliance,
A.

1.

IMPLEMENTATION AND AUGMENTATION OF STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

Operation a~
Mainte~nce of
St~cmral Consols a~
Sto~ Water Collection
System

Sm~ Coun~
Ci~ of S~
Ci~ of Venice
Ci~ of No~ Po~
~

ALL

Perform ins~tions and ~n~n~ce of s~c~
consols. Mfin~n ~ in~mfl ~ord k~ping system to
~ack ins~fions ~d ~n~n~ce activities ~ffo~ Annual R~u~ement
d~ng ~e ~r~ Conduct ~ ~nual ~ss~nt of ~e
eff~fiveness of ins~fion & ~n~n~ce ~h~ule ~d
provide a su~ of the ~ss~nt in e~h ANNUAL
~RT.
Identify ~d inventow each pdva~ly-own~ ~d
~n~ined sto~ water ~age~nt f~ili~ which
di~h~ges ~to ~e MS4.

Wi~in 12 Monks of
~e Effective Date of
the Pe~it

~velop a ~volv~g ins~tion progr~ for pfiva~lyowned ~d m~n~n~ sto~ wa~r ~ea~nt sys~

Wi~in 12 Monks of

which di~h~ge ~to ~e MS4 to de~ compliance ~e Effective Date ol
wi~, l~al ~t conditions ~or l~al ordin~ces.
. ~e Pe~t
~ogr~ develo~ ~a~ inclu~ a description of ~e
enfo~e~nt provisions for non~ompli~ce.
Fo~owing develop~n~ include a su~ of ~e
ins~ction prog~m & ~h~ule ~ ~e sub~uent
ANNUAL ~RT for inco~fion into ~e ~t.
~ple~nt revolving ~s~fion progr~ for pdva~ly- Wi~in 24 Monks ot
own~ and main~n~ sto~ water ~ea~nt sys~ms
~e Effective Date ol
which di~h~ge into ~e MS4.
~e Pe~it.

~
~
~

$~. .~t~ ~unty & Co-applicants

~,-~:

~, ~ wr ~,

,,... ~ o

I.

Operation and
Maintenance of
Structural Controls and
Storm Water Collection
System
(continued)

Sarasota County & Co-applicants

5 employees / year

Sarasota County
Complete Florida Water & Pollution Control Operators
Association (FW&PCOA) course or equivalent.
ALL OTHERS
except for
FDOT

1 employee / permit
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2.

Control of Discharges
from Areas of New
Development and
Significant
Redevelopme.n.t

ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT
FDOT

ALL
except for
FDOT

Adopt as local ordinances storm water quality tleatment Prior to the end of
criteria consistent, but not necessarily similar to the
the Permit Term
State of Florida Storm Water Treatment Regulations
(F.A.C. 40D-4, 40D-40, 62-25).
Employ new FDOT Drainage Connection Permit
requirements which include a "certification of water
quality" to be provided by the connecting entity.

Effective Date
of Permit

Continue on the current schedule to perform master
basin studies on the major watersheds identified in
Table 1 on page 4A-34 of Appendix A. Develop a
course of acdon for each as they are completed.

Effective Date
of the Permit

Include in each ANNUAL REPORT a brief summary of
each basin study completed during the permit year and
the resulting course of action.
Evaluate land development practices to reduce the
amount of impervious surfaces in future development. Within 36 Months of
ALL
except for
the Effective Date of
City of North Port After completing the evaluation, include a summary of
Permit
and FDOT
the resulting course of action in the subsequent
ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into the permit.
Implement appropriate land development practices &
incentives for the reduction of impervious surfaces.

Sat;a.~. ..

unty & Co-applicants

"~

As Determined by the
Evaluation Prior to the end of
the Permit Term

PART Ill" Poo~ ~

3.

Operation and
Maintenance of Public
Streets, Roads, and
Highways

Sarasota County
City of Sarasota
City of Venice
ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT
F-I~T

ALL
except for
North Port WCD
City of North Port
& FDOT
FDOT

Saras~m County

o
~

Provide a description of ~he municipally-operated Litter Provide in First
ANNUAL REPORT
Control Program(s) for highways and streets within
jurisdictional area for incorporation into the permit.
Implement Litter Control Program(s) for highways and
streets within jurisdictional area and properly dispose of
collected material,

Effective Date
of the Permit

Implement Litter Control Program for highways and
streets within jurisdictional area and properly dispose of
collected material. Report in each ANNUAL REPORT
the approximate frequency of litter collection services
performed under contractual agreements during the
permit year.

Effective Date
of the Permit

Implement street sweeping program within jurisdictional
Effective Date
area and properly dispose of collected material.
of the Permit
Implement street sweeping program within jurisdictional
area and properly dispose of collected material. Report
in each ANNUAL REPORT the approximate frequency
of street sweeping services performed under contractual
agreements during the permit year.
Provide the maintenance schedule for storm water
street.s (i.e., cash basins) and ro~side dishes.

Provide in First
ANNUAL REPORT

,

~

Sarasota County & Co-applicants
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3.

Operation and
Maintenance of Public
Streets, Roads, and
Highways

ALL

Perform scheduled maintenance on catch basins, grates,
and other storm water structures and roadside ditches
and properly dispose of accumulated sediments,

Effective Date
of the Permit

Maintain an internal log documenting maintenance
activities.

(continued)
ALL
except for
City of North Port

As described in Part II.3.a. on page 7 of the permit,
develop practices to reduce to the MEP and shall not Within 12 months of
cause or contribute to violations of State water quality the Effective Date of
standards of the receiving stream regarding the
the Permit
pollutants from road repair and from all municipal
equipment yards & maintenance shops.
After development, include a summary of the practices
in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation
into the permit.
Implement developed practices to reduce to the MEP
pollutants from road repair and municipal yards,

Within 24 months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

Coordinate the "Adopt A Highway" program for local
organizations to be identified with specific highway
cleanup and beantificadon projects.
Within 24 months of
the Effective Date
Conduct annual routine inspections of each FDOT
af the Permit
maintenance facility to ensure that BMPs are
ol~erational. The FDOT NPDES Coordinator or his/her

representative shall perform this activity.
,

,i,

’

l’

"

I

I

4.

Ensure Flood Control
Projects Comply With
State Storm Water
Quality Requirements

"
ALL
except for
FDOT

FDOT

Develop a priority list and consla’uction schedule for the
relrofit projects recommended by the master basin
Within 12 Months ot~
studies completed to date.
the Effective Date of
Include a copy of the prioritized project list and
the Permit
construction schedule in the ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit. Provide updates to this
list in future ANNUAL REPORTS as additional master
basin studies are completed.
Present a retrofitting program to the local Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPO) for consideration which
focuses on water quality improvement,
Submit within the ANNUAL REPORT the list of
approved retrofit projects in the MPO’s work program
for Dis~ict One. Also provide the construction
schedule for these approved projects. Provide updates
to this list in future ANNUAL REPORTS as additional
projects are approved.

Within 12 Months oi
the Effective Date ot
the Permit

Within 24 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

Begin retrofit priority projects as per the construction
schedule in the approved work program for District
One.

Sarasota County & Co-applicants
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5.

ldennfication,
Monitoring, and Control
of Discharges from
Municipal Waste
Treatment, Storage, or
Disposal Facilities not
covered by an NPDE$
Storm Water Permit

Sarasota County
City of Sarasota
City of North Port

Develop program to evaluate, through inspections and
monitoring, the municipally-operated solid waste
transfer station(s), maintenance and storage yards for Within 30 Months of
waste transportatioa fleets, POTWs, and sludge
the Effective Date of
application and/or disposal sites. The goals of the
the Permit
evaluation program shall be to identify these facilities,
determine the necessary control measures & procedures
to be employed at each, and administer an appropriate
implementation schedule.
After developing the evaluation program, submit a
program summary in the subsequent ANNUAL
REPORT for incorporation into the permit.
Implement developed program to reduce pollutants in Within 36 Months of
storm water discharges to the MEP and shall not cause the Effective Date of
or contribute to violations of State water quality
the Permit
standards of the receiving stream from these facilities.

Sara.. ~ ~unty & Co-applicants

"~?:

p,~ wr n~

D___ ,-,

6.

Control of Pollutants
¯ Related to Application of
Pe.sn’cides, Herbicides,
and Fertilizers

Provide the details, for incorporation into the permit, of
the specific public education program(s) designed to
encourage the public to reduce their use of pesticides,
herbicides and fertilizers.

ALL

Implement public education program(s).

Effective Date
of the Permit

Evaluate current training requirements & certification
Within 24 Months
procedures for employees who handle pesticides,
herbicides and fertilizers,
the Effective Date
the Permit
After completing the evaluation, include a summary of
the results in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit.

ALL
except for
FDOT

Implement any revised procedures for the training &
certification of these employees.

Require evidence of proper certification and licensing
for all applicators contracted to apply pesticides,
herbicides, and fertilizers on municipal and FDOT
property.

ALL

~,,,~,,rom County & Co-aoolicants

Provide in First
ANNUAL REI~)RT

"-

As Necessary Within 36 Months
the Effective Date
the Permit
Effective Date
of the Permit

PART I!! - I’age 2,’t

6.

Control of Pollutants
Related to Application of

Pesticides, Herbicides,
and Fertilizers

ALL
except for
FDOT

(continued)

Develop a program with procedures to minimize the use
of pesticides, herbicides, and fenifizers and to properly
store and mix these products. The program developed
should also consider including components such as
providing xeriscape planning assistance and promoting
voluntary use of native Florida plantings and slowrelease fertilizers.

Within 24 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

After development, include a summary of the
procedures in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit.
ALL
except for
FDOT
FDOT

Sarqs, ~<" nty & Co-applicants

Employ program procedures to minimize the use of
pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers and to properly
store and mix these products.

~:~..

Within 36 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit
Effective Date
of the Permit
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7.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal
a.)

Inspections,
ordinances, and
enforcement
measures

ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT

ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT

Sarasota County
ALL OTHERS
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT

., Sarasota County & Co-applicants

Complete the assessment of non-storm water discharges
allowed to be discharged to the MS4 as detailed on
page __9 of the permit.

Within 18 Months
the Effective Date
the Permit

After completing the assessment, include a summary of
the results° in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit.
Develop an inspection program to enforce ordinances
which prohibit illicit connections and illegal dumping
into the MS4.

Within 30 Months
the Effective Date
the Permit

After development, include a summary of the inspection
program in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit.
Implement inspection program to enforce ordinances
which prohibit ilficit connections and illegal dumping
into the MS4. Maintain an internal log documenting
inspections and enforcement actions performed and
provide a summary of these reports in each ANNUAL
REPORT.

Within 36 Month.~
the Effective Daw
the Permit
Within 36 Months
the Effective Date
the Permit
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7.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal
a.)

Inspections,
ordinances, and

FDOT

enforcement
measures
(continued)

Develop a program to inspect drainage connections after
project completion to ensure continued compliance withWithin 21 Months of
drainage connection permit requirements and to ensure
the Effective Date of
the Permit
that no illicit or non-permitted connections have been
made. In cases where another regulatory agency
requires a periodic certification of compliance, the
program developed may allow FDOT to accept this
certification of compliance in lieu of further inspections
by FDOT.
After development, include a summary of the inspection
program in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit.
Implement developed program to inspect drainage
connections after project completion. Maintain an
internal log documenting inspections and enforcement
actions performed and provide a summary of these
records in each ANNUAL REPORT.

Sarasota County
Longboat Key
City of Sarasota
City Of North Port
City of Sarasota
City of Venice

~o
o
~
~o
4~

Sara:.

’mty & Co-applicants

Provide photocopies of signed adopted storm water
ordinances as identified in Table ll.A.7.a.(3) on page
I._Q..0 of the permit.
Amend ordinances as identified in Table ll.A.7.a.(4) on
page I__L.I of the permit to reflect correct citation for
"industrial activity" {40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)}
¯
Include a copy of the amended ordinances in the
subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into
the permit.

"::-.~_..._~T.’.i;:!~

°. ~

Within 30 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

Provide in First
ANNUAL REPORT

Within 12 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

PART !!~.

7.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal (continued)
b.) Field Screening
ALL

c.)

Investigation of
Suspected lllicits
and/or Improper
Disposal

ALL
except for
FDOT

Conduct field screening of the MS4 for illicit discharges
At least
and improper disposal as shown in Table lI.A.7.b, on
l/s of Grid Area.~
Screened in Permit
page 12 of this permit.
Years Three, Fou~
Collect inventory information on outfalls and on
and Five
portions of MS4 not mapped and update database
with
system on an ongoing basis.
Entire MS4 Screened
Once / 5 years
Maintain an internal log documenting the results of all
field screening performed.
Develop standard investigative procedures to identify
and terminate the source(s) of illicit connections or
discharges to the MS4.

Within 24 Months o!
the Effective Date
the Permit

After development, include a summary of the
investigative pr~edures in the subsequent ANNUAL
REPORT for incorporation into the permit.
Implement standard investigative procedures to identifyWithin 30 Months ol
and terminate the source(s) of "dlicit connections or
the Effective Date of
discharges to the MS4.
the Permit

,Sarasota County & Co-applicants

"-
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7.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal (continued)
c.)

Investigation of
Suspected lllicits
andlor Improper
Disposal

FDOT

Develop standard investigative procedures to identify
and report the source(s) of illicit connections or
discharges. These procedures shall include notification
to FDEP and EPA of illicit connections,
After development, include a summary of the
investigative procedures in the subsequent ANNUAL
REPORT for incorporation into the permit.

(continued)

Implement standard investigative procedures to identify
the sources(s) of illicit connections or discharges to the
MS4.
d.)

Spill Prevention
and Response

Sarasota County
F"[~T

ALL
except for
Sarasota County
and FDOT

Sar, as

,~nty & Co-applicants

Within 24 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

Provide a copy of the applicable portions of Sarasota
County’s Hazardous Materials Emergency Plan and
FDOT’s Emergency Operations Proceduresr which
effectively mitigate potential pollutant discharges to
surface waters.

Within 30 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit
Provide in First
Annual Report

Adopt Sarasota County’s Hazardous Materials
Within 12 Months
Emergency Plan, FDOT’s Emergency Operations
the Effective Date of
Procedures, or a comparable plan and procedures which
the Permit
effectively mitigate potential pollutant discharges to
surface waters.

~",~:"

PART lh Page 3.!

~i~ DATE DUE /
~.I!I!~-FREQUENCY
7.

Illicit Dischorges and Improper Disposal (continued)
e.)

Public
Notification

ALL

Develop a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate
public reporting of the presence of illicit discharges andWithin 30 Month.~
improper disposal of materials into the MS4.
the Effective Date
the Permit
After development, include a summary of the public
program in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit.
Implement public reporting program.

Within 36 Months
the Effective Date
the Permit

Maintain a citizen complaint log documenting all reports
Within 36 Month~
of illicit discharges and what actions were taken to
the Effective Date
investigate and resolve the problem. Include a summa~T
the Permit
of this log in each ANNUAL REPORT.
FDOT

~arasota County & Co-applicants

Establish a di~ct dial local telephone number at the
Disa’ict Office to be used for the reporting of illicit Within 36 Months
connections, accidental spills, illegal dumping, or other the Effective Date
water quality violations and action as needed. This
the Permit
requirement may be satisfied through cooperative efforts
with other permittees.
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7.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal (continued)
f..)

Oils, Toxics, and
Household
Hazardous Waste
Control

ALL
excep!~ for
FDOT

Support and promote on a regular basis the six (6) oil
recycling site locations within Sarasota County and the
two (2) permanent collection centers for household
hazardous waste materials,

Effective date
of Permit

Continue Amnesty Days program.
Document the .total annual amount of household
hazardous waste materials collected.

FDOT

Actively promote and support a voluntary stenciling
program for all storm sewer inlets which discharge
directly or indirectly into surface waters,

Within 12 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

With each FIX)T Drainage Connection Permit, include
information on used oil recycfing, proper hazardous

Within 12 Months of
the Effective Date of

waste disposal, storm water regulations, and spill
reporting.

Saras ....

~nty & Co-applicants

-_

’~

the Permit
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Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal (continued)
g.)

Limitation of
Sanitary Sewer
Seepage

ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT

Develop procedures to limit the infiltration of sanitary
seepage into the MS4, in areas where wastewater
Within 30 Month,;
infiltration is suspected,
the Effective Date
the Permit
After development, include a summary of the
procedures in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for
incorporation into the permit.
Implement developed procedures to limit the infiltration.Within 36 Months
of sanitary seepage into the MS4.
the Effective Date
the Permit

ALL

Advise appropriate utility owner of violation if
constituents common to wastewater contamination are
discovered in the MS4 during dry weather field
screening.

Effective Date ot
the Pemfit

Identify areas served by septic tanks. Advise
appropriate State Agency of violation if constituents
Within 12 Months
common to wastewater contamination due to
the Effective Date
malfunctioning septic tank systems are discovered in the
the Permit
MS4 during dry weather field screening.

~arasota County & Co-applicants
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8.

Industrial and High Risk Runoff
a.)

Identification of
Priorities and
Procedures for
Inspections

ALL

Develop an inventory of all existing high risk facilitiesWithin 24 Months of
the Effective Date of
discharging into the MS4. This inventory shall identify
the ouffall and surface waterbody into which each high
. the Permit
risk facility drains.
Based upon historical information and available
Within 24 Months of
monitoring & screening data, prioritize the identified the Effective Date of
high risk facilities,
the Permit

ALL
except for
FDOT

~

Develop procedures for inspecting high risk facilities
and establish an inspection schedule.
Within 24 Months of
the Effective Date of
After development, include a summary of the
the Permit
procedures & inspection schedule in the subsequent
ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into the permit.
Develop procedures for the inspection of high risk
facilities which hold FI:~T drainage connection permits
Within 24 Months of

to ensure compliance with permit requirements. In
cases where another regulatory agency requires a
periodic certification of compliance, the program

the Effective Date of
the Permit

developed may allow FDOT to accept this certification
of compliance in lieu of further inspections by FDOT.

~0
o

After development, include a summary of the
procedures & inspection schedule in the subsequent
ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into the permit.

r,

O

~
m
o

ALL

Sar~ .... ~ ~nty & Co-applicants

Begin inspections of identified high, risk facilities.
Within 36 Months of
Maintain an internal log documenting the results of thethe Effective Date of
inspections performed,
the Permit

~"

.~
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8.

IM~trial aM High Risk Ru~ff (continu~)
a.)

Identification of
Priorities a~
Procedures for
l~pectio~

ALL

Main~in a list of ~1 indus~ial sto~ water sources
di~h~ging to MS4 & u~ate in ANNUAL ~RTS.

Effcctiw Date .~
~ Pcmfit

(con~nued)
b.)

Monitoring for
High Risk
Industries

Develop a monitoring (or self monitoring) program for
high risk industrial facilities. Include a description of Within 24 Month.~
the specific enforcement steps to be taken to require
the Effective Date
compliance with local storm water ordinances if
the Pemlit
violations are identified.

ALL
except for
FDOT

After development, include a summary of the
monitoring program in the subsequent ANNUAL
REPORT for incorporation into the permit.
Develop a monitoring (or self monitoring) program for
high risk industrial facilities which hold FDOT drainage Within 24 Months
connection permits. Include a description of the
the Effective Date
specific enforcement steps to be taken to require
the Permit
compliance with permit conditions if violations are
identified.

FDOT

After development, include a summary of the
monitoring program in the subsequent ANNUAL
REPORT for incorporation into the permit.
Implement the monitoring program for high risk
industrial facilities,

ALL

S~arasota County & Co-applicants

,

"

Within 36 Month~
the Effective Date
the Permit
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9.

Construction Site Runoff

a.)

Site Planning &
Structural and
Non-structural
Controls

Review erosion and sediment control requirements to
ALL
except for
City of North Port

determine modifications necessary to correlate with
SWFWMD’s requirements and EPA’s NPDES
Construction Activity General Permit.

Within 12 Months of
the Effective Date o!
the Permit

and FDOT
Summarize the necessary modifications in the
subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into

the permit.
Incorporate necessary modifications to the erosion and
sediment control requirements,
In land development regulations, incorporate guidelines
and recomn~ndations for reducing the amount of
sediment leaving construction sites,
Track construction projects required to install erosion
and sediment controls. Document the installation,
maintenance, and effectiveness of the controls,
Integrate these records with the education program for
training the site contractors.
FDOT
~
o

Employ new FDOT Drainage Connection Permit
requirements which direct connecting entities subject to
the NPDES storm water regulations to submit a copy of
their NPDES Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan to
FDOTo

Within 36 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit
Within 36 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit
Within 18 Months of
the Effective Date of
the Permit

Effective Date of
the Permit

O0

Sqri .., ~unty & Co-applicants
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9.

Comtruction Site Runoff (continued)
b.)

Review existing inspection~ policies and code

l~pection a~l

Within 24 Month~
conducting site inspections and then to determine which ~ the Effective Date
agency is responsible for issuing enforcement actions
the Permit
for which code violations.
enforcement programs to first identify all agencies

E~’orcement

ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT

Summarize results and include in the subsequent
ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into the permit.
Train inspectors (regardless of specialty) who are likely,
to be on-site during earth moving activities in erosion
control techniques.
Implement the use of an erosion & sediment control
checklist for all inspectors. Include verification that
construction sites subject to the NPDES Storm Water
Regulations have NPDES permit coverage and a Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan on site.

1 Inspector /

Within 24 Month.~
the Effective Date
the Permit

Include developed checklist in the subsequent ANNUAL
REPORT for incorporation into the permit.

., Sarasota County & Co-applicants

ALL
except for
City of North Port

Develop a program to inspect consa’uction projects for
compliance with local storm water ordinances and/or
local permits,

-Within 24 Month~,
the Effective Date ,~
the Permit

ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT

Implement program developed to inspect construction
projects for compliance with local storm water
ordinances and/or local permits,
,

Within 36 Month~ ~,
the Effective Date ,)
the Permit
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9.

Construction Site Runoff (continued)
b.)

Inspection and
Enforcement

FDOT

(continued)

c.)

Site Operator
Training

ALL
except for
City of North Port
and FDOT

Implement program developed to inspect construction
projects that propose to directly discharge storm water Within 36 Months
to the FDOT MS4 and have been granted an FDOT
the Effective Date o!
drainage connection permit for compliance with FDOT
the Permit
permit conditions. Require connection entities, who are
found or suspected of discharging storm water of
unacceptable quality during or following construction, to
sample and test the discharge to prove compliance with
FDOT permit conditions.
Implement an annual NPDES workshop for design
professionals, land developers, inspectors and
Within 24 Months of
contractors, including earth moving contractors. Topics the Effective Date o!
to include are measures to reduce pollutants from sites,
the Permit
awareness of the NPDES program requirements for
construction activities, and solutions to erosion and
sediment problems commonly found by the inspectors
during construction.
Evaluate the feasibility of an erosion & sediment control
certification program for construction site operators
Within 30 Months
(contractors and developers), plan reviewers, and
the Effective Date of
inspectors that work on sites that discharge to the MS4.
the Permit
Upon conclusion of the evaluation, include a summary
of the findings in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT
for incorporation into the permiL

Xl

If certification program is deemed feasible, implement If Deemed Feasible
program for construction site operators, plan reviewers, Within 36 Months of
and inspectors,
the Effective Date of
the Permit

o..,
to
~

Sail
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c.)

Site Operator
Training

(continued)

ALL
ex~pt for

Develop a procedure to notify building permit applicants
in developments which, because of the amount of land
area disturbed, are subject to the NPDES storm water

City of North Port regulations of their application responsibilities under the
and FDOT
NPDES permitting program for construction site runoff.
After development, include a summary of procedures in
the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation
into the permit.
Implement developed procedures to notify building
permit applicants in developments which, because of
amount of land area disturbed, are subject to the
NPDES storm water regulations of their application
responsibilities under the NPDES permitting program
for construction site runoff.
Conduct presentations to local professional organizations
which are associated with the construction industry to
discuss proper construction site management for water
quality.

~arasota County & Co-applicants

Within 24 Month.~
the Effective Date

the Permi~

Within 30 Months
the Effective Date
the Permit

Ongoing

PAR~’ IH . ~,,,oo a~

B.

COMPLIANCE WITH EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS..

NONE
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PART IV. NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS
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PART V. MONITORING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A.

Seasonal Loadings and Event Mean Concentrations.
1.

As per 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iii)(C), the permittees shall provide estimates of
the seasonal pollutant load and of the event mean concentration of a
representative storm for the parameters listed in Table V.A. 1. for each "major
ouffall" within the MS4. These constituents were detected in the sampling data
reported in the Part 2 application. The locati.on of all known major outfalls
shall be inventoried in the ANNUAL REPORT for Year One of the permit,
with updates describing any additionally identified major ouffalls in each
sequent ANNUAL REPORT. The seasonal pollutant load and event mean
concentration for each major outfall may be estimated from the representative
monitoring locations, from regional NURP or State data, or from pooling_
results from other nearby Florida MS4 monitoring activities and shall take into
consideration land uses and drainage areas for the ouffall. The estimates of
season.al loadings and event mean concentrations shall be included in the
ANNUAL REPORT for Year Four of the permit. For the purposes of this
permit, a "major ouffall"is defined as follows:
a pipe (or closed conveyance) system with a cross-sectional area equal to or
greater than 7.07 square feet (e.g., if a single circular pipe system, an inside
diameter of 36 inches or greater);
a single conveyance other than a pipe, such as an open channel ditch, which is ; :::!......:~
associated with a drainage area of more than 50 acres;
.........~
a pipe (or closed conveyance) system, draining "industrial land use," with a
cross-sectional area equal to or greater than 0.79 square feet (e.g., if a single
circular pipe system, an inside diameter of 12 inches or greater); or
a single conveyance other than a pipe, such as an open channel ditch, which is
associated with an "industrial land use" drainage area of more than 2 acres;
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TABLE V.A.1.
PARAMETERS

2.

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs) (mK,’l)

Oil & Grease (rag/I)

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) (mg/l)

Total Recoverable Cadmium (rag/l)

To~al Suspended Solids (TSS) (rag/l)

Total Recoverable Chromium (rag/l)

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) (rag/I)

Total Recoverable Copper (mfJl)

Total Kjeldahl Niffogen (as N) (rag/l)

Total Recoverable Lead (rag/l)

Nitrate plus Nitrite (as N) (rag/l)

Total Recovexable Zinc (rag/l)

Total Phosphorus (rag/I)

Dissolved Phosphcxus (rag/l)

The permittees listed in Table V.A.2. below shall conduct an investigation of
the identified drainage basins to determine the sources of the following organic
pollutants detected in the Part 2 application sampling data. A report
summarizing the conclusions of this investigation shall be included in the
ANNUAL REPORT for Year Three of the permit.
TABLE V.A.2.

Benezo(k)fluoramhene

II

Indian Ave. - Site #5
East Ave. - Site #2

3A-Benzofluoranthene

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthala~

Indian Ave. - Site #5

Sar~ota County & Co-applicants

City of Venice
City of Satasota
City of Venice

Longboat Key - Site #1

Longboat Key

East Ave. - Site #2

City of Saraso~a

Indian Ave. - Site #5

City of Venice

Richardson Rd. - Site #3

Samsota County

East Ave. - Site #2

City of Sarasota

Indian Ave. - Site #5

City of Veaice

East Ave. - Site #2
4,4’-DDE

[

Indian Ave. - Site #5

City of Sarasota
City of Venice
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B.

Monitoring.Data Collection. According to the agreements established between
permittees, the following monitoring program shall be developed and implemented:
1.

Monitoring: Establish local monitoring stations in conjunction with the State
of Florida’s Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program. (See definition of
the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program in Part VIII for description of
program goals and monitoring strategies.) The selection of the monitoring
stations shall be the result of a cooperative effort between the permittees, EPA,
and the Bureau of Surface Water Management, Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP). Acceptance of the monitoring program
components proposed by the permittees in the July 23, 1993, Pan 2 application
submittal shall be explored before any alternative monitoring programs are
introduced. The number of monitoring stations as well as the type of sampling
performed shall be established in accordance with the following:
a.)

The costs associated with the monitoring program developed shall not
exceed the projected costs for the monitoring program proposed by the
permittees in the July 23, 1993, Part 2 application submittal.

b.)

The monitoring program developed shall assist in determining the
impact of storm water discharges on receiving waters located in the
geographical area covered by this permit.

c.)

The monitoring program developed shall assist in determining the
effectiveness of the storm water management programs being
implemented under this permit and shall assist in identifying and
prioritizing portions of the MS4 requiring additional controls.

d.)

The monitoring program developed shall be designed to help identify
local sources and impacts of specific pollutants considered a problem in
the geographic area covered by this permit. Once the source and the
impacts are identified, these pollutants may be more effectively reduced
or eliminated.

.)

The selection of the monitoring stations and sampling program schedule
shall be agreed upon by the permittees and the Bureau of Surface Water
Management, FDEP and EPA. The monitoring program developed shall
be implemented by the permittees within 24 months of the effective
date of this permit or within 12 months of the date of program
development, whichever is later. The details of the monitoring program
shall be submitted to EPA in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT; stares
reports shaLl be given in any Annual Reports prior to this one.
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It is the intent of EPA to u~e the monitoring information collected to evaiuate
any trends in the reduction in pollutant loads discharged to waters of the U.S
during the term of the permit. The pollutant loading trends will be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the permittees’ Storm Water Management Program
to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the MEP and to shall not cause or
contribute to violations of State water quality standards of the receiving stream.

~i~-.(i.

2.

Monitoring Data: For Part V.B.I., records shall be maintained of all analytical
results. Additionally, for the monitoring program developed under Part V.B.1.
which involves storm event sampling, the records maintained shall include: the
date and duration (in hours) of the storm event(s) sampled; rainfall
measurements or estimates (in inches or centimeters) of the storm event which
generated the sampled runoff; the duration (in hours) between the storm event
sampled and the end of the previous measurable (greater than 0.1 inch or 0.25
centimeter rairffall) storm event; and an estimate of the total volume (in gallons
or liters) of the discharge sampled.

3.

Sample Analysis: All samples collected for Part V.B.1. shall be analyzed in
accordance with the methods specified at 40 CFR Part 136.

4.

Sampling Waiver. When a discharger is unable to collect samples required by
Part V.B. 1. due to adverse climatic conditions, the discharger must submit in
lieu of sampling data, a description of why samples could not be collected,
including available documentation of the event. Adverse climatic conditions
which may prohibit the collection of samples include weather conditions that
create dangerous conditions for personnel (such as local flooding, high winds,
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
a sample impracticable (drought, etc.).
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C.

Annual Report. Each permittee shall contribute to the preparation of an annual
system-wide report to be submitted by no tater than six months following the period
covered by the report. The ANNUAL REPORT shall cover the 12 month period
beginning on the effective date of this permit and annually thereafter.
The preparation and submittal of a system-wide ANNUAL REPORT shall be
coordinated by a "committee." The "committee" shall include a member Or designated
representative from each municipal entity covered by this permit. Each permit’tee shall
be individually responsible for providing information on the portions of the MS4 for
which they are the operator and for providing information for the system-wide report
in a timely manner. Joint responsibility for the ANNUAL REPORT submission shall
be limited to the following: (1) participation in preparation of the overview for the
entire system; and (2) inclusion of the identity of any permittee who failed to provide
input to the report. Each permittee shall sign and certify the ANNUAL REPOR~ ".m
accordance with Part VI.H. & VI.I. of this permit, and shall include a statement or
resolution that the permittee’s governing body or agency (or delegated representative)
has reviewed or has been appraised of the content of the ANNUAL REPORT.
The ANNUAL REPORT shall include the following sections:

Contacts List
SWMP Evaluation
Summary Table
Narrative Report
Monitoring Section
Summary of SWMP and Monitoring Modifications
Fiscal Analysis
FDOT District Report
Appendices

¯ ~’

The following items describe in more detail the specific requirements for the
ANNUAL REPORT.

1.

Provide a list of contacts and responsible parties (e.g.: agency, name, phone
number) who had input to and are responsible for the preparation of the
ANNUAL REPORT.

2.

Provide an overall evaluation of the Storm Water Management Program
including: Objective of Program; Major Findings (e.g.: water quality
improvements or degradation); Major Accomplishments; Overall Program
Strengths / Weaknesses; and Future Direction of Program.
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3.

Provide a Summary Table of Storm Water Management Program Elements.
a.

A Summary Table of appropriate SWMP annual activities for each
perrnittee shall be provided. The purpose of the Summary Table is to
document in a concise form the program activities and permittees’
compliance status with quantifiable permit requirements. Program
elements that are administrative (e.g.: planning procedures, program
development and pilot studies) are inappropriate for the summary table
and shall be discussed in the narrative section of the ANNUAL
REPORT. The following are examples of SWMP activities to be
included in the Summary Table:
(1)

Structural Controls - maintenance and/or inspection activities of
existing structural controls

(2)

Roadway Maintenance - street sweeping, litter control ~ctivities,
and maintenance on storm water structures & roadside ditches

(3)

Municipal Waste TSD Facilities - inspections, monitoring, and
implementation of control measures

(4)
....:.
...... -::
""

"Pesticide, Herbicide, and Fertilizer Application - certi!’i~ation
training and public education

(5)

Illicits - facility inspections, investigatio,’~s, enforcement actions,
illicit (dry weather) screening, illicit public reporting,
oil/household hazardous waste collection, and storm sewer inlet
stencilling

(6)

High Risk Industrial Facilities - inspection activities and
monitoring

(7)

Construction - training of inspectors, certification of
construction site operators, inspections, and enforcement actions

(8)

Storm Water Treatment Proiects - description of municipal storm
water treatment projects that have been completed, including a
brief description of the affected drainage basin
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b.

The Summary Table shall indicate each permittee’s SWMP activities
and accomplishments. The format for this information shall adhere to
the example shown in Table V.C.1. on page 5._~.5. Items to be reported
include:
(1)

Activity description;

(2)

Number of activities (with frequency) that were scheduled for
implementation and/or accomplishment in program element
discussion (i.e., once/6 months, 100%/5 years, 6 sites monitored
once/year, all sites inspected/permit term). Enter "Not
Applicable" (N/A) if no specific schedule was specified;

(3)

Status of schedule for year ("yes" for schedule was adhered to,
or "no" for schedule was not adhered to);

(4) Number of activities which wer_...~e accomplished; and
(5)

4.

The availability of documentation (i.e., inspection reports) for
those activities which were accomplished and comments
describing the reason(s) for any non-compliance.

The ANNUAL REPORT shall contain a Narrative Report to succinctly discuss
the SWMP Elements which were not included within the SWMP Summary
Table. Those SWMP Elements required to be developed under Parts II and
of the permit shall be discussed within this section of the ANNUAL REPORT
following development.
a.

"o,:

The permittees shall include a brief discussion of the following
applicable SWMP Elements:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Structural Controls Maintenance
Development Planning Procedures
Roadway Maintenance
Flood Management

(5)

Municipal Facilities

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Pesticides, Herbicides, and Fertilizers
lllicits Inspection/Investigation/Enforcement
Field Screening
Spill Response
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(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(14)
(15)
(16)
b.

Public Reporting of Illicit Discharges
Oil and Household Hazardous Waste
Sanitary Sewer Seepage
High Risk Industrial Facility Inspection
Construction Planing Procedures
Construction Inspections
Education Activities
Monitoring Activities
Any additional elements of Storm Water Management Program

The format for the Narrative Report section of the ANNUAL REPORT
shall be a brief discussion of the SWMP Element. The aspects ofeach
permittee’s activities concerning a SWMP Element shall be succinctly
discussed in the section of the Narrative Report dedicated to that
Element. The discussion shall include the following:
(1)

Objective of SWMP Element,

(2)

SWMP Element activities completed and those in progress,

(3)

General discussion of Element. Explanation of all Element
activity deficiencies (e.g.: activities described in the program
that have not been fully implemented or completed). Results of
activities shall be summarized and discussed (e.g.: maintenance
caused by inspection, pollutants detected by monitoring,
investigations as a result of dry and wet weather screening,
number and nature of enforcement items, education activities
participation),

(4)

Status of SWMP Element with compliance, implementation, and
augmentation schedules in Part III of the permit,

(5)

SWMP Element strengths and weaknesses,

(6)

Assessment of controls, and

(7)

Discussion of Element revisions that are summarized elsewhere
in the ANNUAL REPORT.
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5.

The AN~rUAL REPORT shall contain a Monitoring Section which discusses
the progress and results of the monitoring programs required under Part V of
the permit.
a.

b.

6.

The Monitoring Section of the ANNUAL REPORT shall include a
summary of the monitoring program developed and implemented under
Part V.B. 1. of the permit. The details to be discussed include:
(1)

Brief summary statement of the objective of each monitoring
project included under the program,

(2)

Summary chart of the data from the monitoring completed,

(3)

Discussion of any results or conclusions derived from the_.
monitoring completed,

(4)

Status of monitoring with respect to the compliance schedule in
Part V.B. 1. of the permit, and

(5)

Discussion of monitoring program revisions that are summarized
elsewhere in the ANNUAL REPORT.

The Monitoring Section of the ANNUAL REPORT shall include the
following information as required in Part V.A. of the permit:
(1)

The ANNUAL REPORT for Year One of the permit shall
contain an inventory of all known major outfalls, with updates
describing additionally identified major outfall in each sequent
ANNUAL REPORT.

(2)

The ANNUAL REPORT for Year Three of the permit shall
include the investigation of the sources of the organic pollutants
detected in the Part 2 application sampling data as required in
Part V.A.2. of the permit.

(3)

The ANNUAL REPORT for Year Four of the permit shall
include estimates of seasonal pollutant loadings and event mean
concentrations (EMC) for each major outfall required by. Part
V.A.1.

Provide a summary of SWMP and Monitoring Modifications made during the
permit year.
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7.

Provide a complete fiscal analysis for each permittee’s program
implementation, both for the past calendar year and the next. The analysis
shall indicate budgets and funding sources.

8.

FDOT shall report on the status of the FDOT statewide Storm Water
Management Program elements as shown in Table V.C.8.a. on page 56 and
shall indicate whether the resulting program modifications have been
implemented at the District Office. In addition, FDOT shall also indicate the
number of District employees included in the training courses described in
Table V.C.8.b. on page 57.

9.

The following information shall be included as Appendices within the
ANNUAL REPORT for Year Five of the permit:

a.

Analytical data collected from the monitoring program.

b.

Results of illicit connections screening or dry weather screening.

c.

Any other data specifically requested by EPA to substantiate statements
and conclusions reached in the ANNUAL REPORTS.
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Table V.C.1. - EXAMPLE Summary Table for Storm Water Management Program Element Status/Compliance (EXAMPLE O,NLY)

Structural Controls

Permittee 1

Permittee 2

Monitoring

Permittee 1

Major Channels
Inspected
Major Channels
Maintained
Grate Inlets Inspected
Detention Ponds
Maintained
Storm Drain Inlets
Inspected
Municipal - Landfills
POTW
Industrial - Hazardous
Tdle III

Others
Dry Weather Screening
::;0
o
,,,,&
~a

Floatable Assessment

Sar’--~ta County & Co-applicants

15 Channels,
once/6 mos.
As needed

YES

1500 .Inlets,
once/year
1 Pond,
once/month
35 Inlets,
once/6 mos.
2 Facilities,
once/6 mos.
3 Fadlities,
once/year
5 Facilities,
once/6 mos.

NO

N/A

YES

15 Channels,
once/6 mos
7 Channels
maintained
1000 Inlets
1 Pond
once/month
35 Inlets once/6
mos.
2 Facilities
oncel6 mos.
2 Facilities

Copies of ~nspec0on Report
AvailaUe Upon Request

~nbi=iou~ pro~c~. R~ucir~ to t000
next ye=. duo ~o resources.
Sed~nent removed after spring rzuns

YES

5 Facilities,
once/6 mos.

Copies ot Inspection Report Fon’ns
Ava~laUe Upo~ Request
copla~ o! Monitoring DataAvailable Upo~ Request
Cop~ ol Monitoring DataAvailab|e Upon Request
cop~ of Monitoring DataAv~lable Upon Request

3 Facilities,
once/6 mos.

YES

:3 Facilities,
once/6 mos.

copies of aomtodng Data^vai~ Upon Request

2 Fadlities,
once/year

YES

2 Facilities

Cop~ o! aonito~ng DataAvailable Upon Request

100%
system,
once/5 yrs.
100 sections
surveyed/yr,

YES

20% system

Cop~ of screening Flald
Appendix e.

YES

140 sections
surveyed

copies of Field Sun/ey. Available Upon
Requ~t

~" ~:’

YES
YES
NO

PAR"
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Table V.C.8.a. - Table for FDOT Statewide Storm Water Management Program Element Status

Eva~uge ~ feasibility of ~ FDOT d~e
connection permit becoming an ope~ permit
requiring long-term storm water facility management
by the connecting entity.

YES / NO
(If no, list anticipated
completion date)

~ / NO
(If no. list reason and/~r
anticipated implementation

Add information specific to storm water nmoff
protection and reduction of chemical usage to the
FIXYF’s Turf Management Manual and Chemical
Weed and Grass Control Manual.

YES / NO
(If no, list anticipated
completion date)

YES / NO
(If no, list reason and/or
anticipated implementation da~c

Evaluate, on an ongoing basis, innovative structural
and non-structural BMPs and new technologies as
they evolve to determine their efficiency and cost
effectiveness in the field. Comment on those which
are found suitable & adopted for use in FDOT
projects in the District.
Identify those of the non-storm water discharges
listed under Part II.A.7.a. on page ~ of {he permit,
as well as any other non-storm water discharges,
which will be allowed to be discharged into the

Sarasota County & Co-applicants

ONGOING ACTIVITY

Describe new BMPs adol~ed
use in the District.

YES / NO
(If no, list anticipated
completion date)

YES / NO
(If no, list reason and/or
anticipated implementation date.

o
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Table V.C.&b. - Table [or FT)OT Statewide Storm Water Management Program Training Status
~-~’. ~

:~ ~ i~ -~ ~i

- ....

. --.
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Conduct training for FDOT maintenance and
construction inspectors in lhe identification and
detection of potential storm water related problems,
signs of illegal dumping and illicit connections,
proper containmem methods, and reporting
procedures.
Conduct training for the F’DOT Emergency
Coordinator assigned to each FDUF maintenance
facility. Training shall not only educate the FDOT
Emergency Coordinator in the proper containment
of spills and spill reporting procedures, but shall
include storm water remediation activities, storm
water regulations, and storm water retrofitting
necessary to eliminate polluted storm water
discharges from FDOT maintenance facilities.
Conduct training for all FDOT personnel involved
in the chemical weed and grass control program to
ensure a safe and effective program. Incorporate
into the training of fl-~ese appli ~c~tors an emphasis on
storm water implications of the use of pesticides,
hefoicides, and fertilizers.
Conduct training for all FDOT personnel involved
in hazardous waste handling. Incorporate into the
training a segment on the identification, detection,
and reporting of illicit storm water connections and
potential storm water related problems such as
visible water quality degradation and signs of illegal
dumping.
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YES / NO
(If no, give anticipated
schedule.)

YES / NO
(If no, give anticipated
schedule.)

YES / NO
(If no, give anticipated
schedule.)

YES / NO
(If no, give anticipated
schedule.)
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D.

Certification and Signature of’ Reports.
All reports required by the permit and other information requested by the Director
shall be signed and certified in accordance with Parts VI.H. & VI.I. of the permit.

E.

Reaorting: Where and When to Submit.
I.

As required by Part V.C., monitoring results obtained during the reporting
period running from the 12 month term beginning on the effective date of this
permit and annually thereafter shall be submiugd on Discharge Monitoring
Report Form(s) in the ANNUAL REPORT for Year Five of the permit. A
separate Discharge Monitoring Report Form is required for each event
monitored.

2.

Signed copies of the ANNUAL REPORT required by’Part V.C. and all other
reports required herein, shall be submitted to:
U.S. EPA, Region IV
Water Management Division
Water Permits and Enforcement Branch (WPEB-7)
345 Court.land Sweet, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30365

F.

Additional Notification.
In addition, the permittees shall provide a copy of each ANNUAL REPORT to:
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Surface Water Management
Storm Water Section
Twin Towers Office Building
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400

G.

Retention of Records.
The permittees shall retain the latest version of the Storm Water Management Program
developed in accordance with Part II of this permit for at least three years after the
expiration date of this permiL The permittees shall retain all records of all monitoring
information, copies of all reports required by this permit, and records of all other data
requffed by or used to demonstrate compliance with this permit, until at least three

years after the expiration date of this permit. This period may be explicitly modified
by alternative provisions of this permit or extended by request of the Director at any
time.
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PART VI. STANDARD PERMIT CONDITIONS

A.

Duty to Comply. The permittees must comply with aLl conditions of this permit
insofar as those conditions are applicable to each permittee, either individually or
jointly. Any permit noncompliance by a permittee constitutes a violation of the CWA
and is grounds for enforcement action, for permit termination, revocation and
reissuance, or modification, or for denial of a permit renewal c,,’plication for the noncomplying permittee.

B.

Penalties for Violations of Permit Conditions.
1.

Criminal

a.

Negligent Violations The CWA provides that any person who
negligently violates permit conditions implementing Sections 301, 302,
306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act is subject to a fine of not l~ss
than $2,500 nor more than $25,000 per day of violation, or by
imprisonment for not more than 1 year, or both.

b.

Knowing Violations The CWA provides that any person who
knowingly violates permit conditions implementing Sections 301, 302,
306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act is subject to a fine of not less
than $5,000 nor more than $50,000 per day of violation, or by
imprisonment for not more than 3 years, or both.

c.

Knowing Endangerment The CWA provides that any person who
knowingly violates permit conditions implementing Sections 301, 302, .(.’.?~)::.:...
-.-306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act and who knows at that time that
he is placing another person in imminent danger of death or serious
bodily injury is subject to a f’me of not more than $250,000, or by
imprisonment for not more than 15 year, or both.

d.

False Statement The CWA provides that any person who knowingly
makes any false material statement, representation, or certification in
any application, record, report, plan, or other document f’fled or r uired
to be maintained under the Act or who knowingly falsifies, tampers
with, or renders inaccurate, any monitoring device or method required
to be maintained under the Act, shall upon conviction, be punished by a
fine of not more than $I0,000 or by imprisonment for not more than 2
years, or by both. If a conviction is for a violation committed after a
first conviction of such person under this paragraph, punishment shall
be by a fine of not more than $20,000 per day of violation, or by
imprisonment of not more than 4 years, or by both. (See Section
309(c)(4) of the Clean Water Ac0.
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2.

Civil Penalties - The CWA provides that any person who violates a permit
condition implementing Sections 301,302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the
Act is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $25,000 per day for each
violation.

3.

Administrative Penalties - The CWA provides that any person who violates a
permit condition implementing Sections 301,302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405
of the Act is subject to m administrative penalty, as follows:
a.

Class I penalty Not to exceed $10,000 per violation nor shall the
maximum amount exceed $25,000.

b.

Class II penalty Not to exceed $10,000 per day for each day during
which the violation continues nor shall the maximum amount exceed
$125,000.
_

C.

Duty to Reawh,. If a permittee(s) wishes to continue an activity regulated by this
permit after the permit expiration date, the permittee(s) must apply for and obtain a
new permit. The application shall be submitted at least 180 days prior to expiration of
this permit. The Director may grant permission to submit an application less than 180
days in advance but no later than the permit expiration date. Continuation of expiring
permits shall be governed by regulations promulgated at 40 CFR 122.6 and any
subsequent amendments.

D.

Need to Halt or Reduce Activity Not a Defense. It shall not be a defense for a
permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt or reduce
the permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with the conditions of this

E.

Duty to Mitigate. Each permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or
prevent any discharge in violation of this permit which has a reasonable likelihood of
adversely affecting human health or the environment.

F.

Duty to Provide Information. Each permittee shall furnish to the Director, within a
time specified by the Director, any information which the Director may request to
determine compliance with this permit. The permittees shall ei.,o furnish to the
Director upon request copies of records required to be kept by this permit.

G.

Other Information. When a permittee becomes aware that he or she failed to submit
any relevant facts or submitted incorrect information in any report to the Director, he
or she shall promptly submit such facts or information.
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H.

~natory Requirements. All Discharge Monitoring Reports, storm water
management programs, reports, certifications or information either submitted to the
Director or that this permit requires be maintained by the permittees, shall be signed
by:
1.

Either a principal executive officer or ranking elected official; or

2.

A duly authorized representative of that person. A person is a duly authorized
representative only if:
a.

The authorization is made in writing by a person described above and
submitted to the Director, and

b.

The authorization specifies either an individual or a position hav~g .
responsibility for the overall operation of the regulated facility or
activity, such as the position of manager, operator, superintendent, or
position of equivaleiit responsibility or an individual or position having
overall responsibility for environmental matters for the company. (A ’
duly authorized representative may thus be either a named individual or
any individual occupying a named position.)

If an authorization is no longer accurate because a different individual or
position has responsibihty for the overall operation of the facility, a new
written authorization satisfying the requirements of this paragraph must be
submitted to the Director prior to or together with any reports, information, or
applications to be signed by an authorized representative.
I.

.

~:~ ~p

Certification. Any person signing documents under this section shall make the
following certification:
"I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were
prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system
designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the
information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who
manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, tree, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant
penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and
imprisonment for knowing violations."
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J.

Penalties for Falsification of Report. Section 309~c)(4) of the Clean Water Act
provides that any person who knowingly makes any false material statement,
representation, or certification in any record or other document submitted or required
to be maintained under this permit, including reports of compliance or noncompliance
shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000, or by
imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or by both.

K.

Penalties for Falsification of Monitoring Systems. The CWA provides that any
person who falsifies, tampers with, or knowingly renders inaccurate any monitoring
device or method required to be maintained under this permit shall, upon conviction,
be punished by fines and imprisonment described in Section 309 of the CWA.

L

Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability. Nothing in this permit shall be construed to
preclude the institution of any legal action or relieve the permittees from any
responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties to which the permittee is or may be su.bject
under section 311 of the CWA or section 106 of CERCLA.

M.

Property Rights. The issuance of this permit does not convey any property fights of
any sort, nor any exclusive privileges, nor does it authorize any injury to private
property nor any invasion of personal fights, nor any infringement of Federal, State or
local laws or regulations.

N.

Severability. The provisions of this permit are severable, and if any provision of this
permit, or the application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance, is held
invalid, the application of such provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of
this permit shall not be affected thereby.

O.

Reauirine an Individual Permit.
I.

The Director may require any permittee authorized by this permit to obtain an
individual NPDES permit. Any interested person may petition the Director to
take action under this paragraph. The Director may require any owner or
operator authorized to discharge under this permit to apply for an individual
NPDES permit only if the owner or operator has been notified in writing that a
permit application is required. This notice shall include a brief statement of
the reasons for this decision, an application form (as n~essary), a statement
setting a deadline for the owner or operator to fde the application, and a
statement that on the effective date of the individual NPDES permit, coverage
under this permit shall automatically terminate. Individual permit applications
shall be submitted to the address of the appropriate Regional Office shown in
Part V.E.2. of this permit. The Director may grant additional time to submit
the application upon request of the applicant. If an owner or operator fails to
submit in a timely manner an individual NPDES permit application as required
by the Director, then rite applicability of this permit to the individual N’PDES
permittee is automatically terminated at the end of the day specified for
application submittal.
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2.

P.

Q.

R.

Any owner or operator authorized by this permit may request to be excluded
from the coverage of this permit by applying for an individual permit. The
owner or operator shall submit an individual application as specified by 40
CFR 122.26(d) with reasons supporting the request to the Director. Individual
permit applications shall be submitted to the address of the appropriate
Regional Office shown in Part V.E.2. of this permit. The request may be.
granted by the issuance of a individual permit ff the reasons cited by the owner
or operator are adequate to support the request.

State/Environmental Laws.
1.

Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the institution of any legal
action or relieve the permittee from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties
established pursuant to any applicable State law or regulation under authority
preserved by Section 510 of the Act.
-

2.

No condition of this permit shall release the permit’tee from any responsibility
or requirements under other environmental statutes or regulations.

Proper Operation and Maintenance. Each permittee shall at all times properly
operate and maintain all facilities and systems of treatment and control (and related
appurtenances) which are installed or used by the permittee to achieve compliance
with the conditions of this permit and with the requirements of storm water
¯ management programs. Proper operation and maintenance also includes adequate
laboratory controls and appropriate quality assurance procedures. Proper operation and
maintenance requires the operation of backup or auxiliary facilities or similar systems,
installed by a permittee only when necessary to achieve compliance with the
conditions of the permit.
Monitoring and Records.
1.

Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of monitoring shall be
representative of the monitored activity.

2.

The permittees shall retain records of all monitoring irfforrnation including all
calibration and maintenance records and all original strip chart recordings for
continuous monitoring instrumentation, copies of the reports required by this
permit, and records of all data used to complete the application for this permit,
for a period of at least 3 years from the date of the sample, measurement,
report or application. This period may be extended by request of the Director
at any time.
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3.

S.

T.

Ke~o[d~ of monitoring inforrna~on ~h~il m¢iude:
a.

~e dale, ~xacz place, and [~mc of sampling or mcas~cmen~;

b.

~e ~dals or name(s) of [he ind~v~du~(s) who ~o~ ~e sampl~g

c.

~ date(s) ~y~s were ~o~;

d.

~ ~(s) malyses we~ ~da~;

e.

~e ~fia~ or n~e(s) of ~ ~dividu~(s) who ~ffo~ ~ m~yses;

f.

References md ~n pr~es, when av~able, for ~e
~iqucs or mc~s us~; md

g.

~ ~s~ of such m~yses, ~clud~g ~e ~nch sh~, ~s~cnt
re~ou~, compu~r disks or m~s, e~., u~ to de~ ~ese ~s~.

Monitoring Methods. Monito~g must ~ conduc~ ~cor~g to ~st pr~cs
approv~ under ~ C~ P~ 136, u~ess o~er ~st pr~s have ~n ~c~

. Insp~ion and Entry. ~ ~~ sh~l ~ow ~ D~tor or an au~ofi~
representative of EPA, or ~ State, upon the p~scnmfion of ~cnfiMs ~d o~er
d~umcn~ as may ~ rcq~ by law, to:
I.

En~r ~ ~~’s pre~s where a rcgula~ f~ or ~fivi~ ~ l~a~
or conduc~ or whc~ r~ords must ~ kept und~ ~ conditions of ~s

2.

Have access to md copy at r~onablc ~s, any r~ords ~at must ~ kept
under ~e conditions of ~s ~ and

3.

~s~ct at rc~onablc ~s ~y fac~fics or ~p~nt (~clud~g mo~g
md con~ol ~p~nt).

U.

Permit A~ion~ ~s ~t ~y ~ m~, ~vok~ md ~issu~, or
for cau~. ~ ~g of a r~uest by ~ ~e for a ~t m~cafion,
rcv~afion md rci~umce, or ~afion, or a no,cation of pl~ ch~ges or
mficipa~ noncomp~mcc d~s not stay my ~t condition.

V.

Additional Monitorin~ by the Pe~itt~(s). ~ ~e ~~s mo~tor more
~uenfly ~an r~ by ~s ~ us~g ~st pr~s approv~ ~der
P~ 136 or ~ s~ted ~ ~s ~ ~e ~esul~ of ~s mo~to~g sh~
~ ~e c~culafion ~d ~po~g of ~e da~ sub~ ~ ~e ~h~ge Mo~to~g
Repo~ (D~). Such ~~ ~to~ng ~uency sh~ ~ ~ ~dica~ on
DMR.
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PART VIL PERMIT MODIFICATION
A.

Modification of the Permit: The permit may be reopened and modified during the
life of the permit to:

1.

Incorporate into the permit the fmalized pollutant load reduction goals agreed
to by the permittees and the National Estuary Program ,fl~IEP) in the National

Estuary Program Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan for the
geographical area covered by this N-PDES permit;

2.

Address impacts on receiving water quality caused, or contributed to, by
discharges from the MS4;

3.

Address changes in State or Federal statutory or regulatory requirements;

4

Include the addition of a new permittee who is the owner or operator of a
portion of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System; or

5.

Include other modifications deemed necessary by the Director to comply with
the goals and requirements of the Clean Water Act.

All modification to the permit will be made in accordance with 40 CFR 122.62,
122.63, and 124.5.
B.

Termination of Coverage for a Single Permittee
Permit coverage may be terminated, in accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR
122.6~ and 124.5, for a single permit’tee without terminating coverage for other
permittees.

C.

Modification of Storm Water Management Program(s)
Only those portions of the Storm Water Management Programs spectficaIly required as
permit conditions shall be subject to the modification requirements of 40 CFR 124.5.
Replacement of an ineffective or infeasible BMP implementing a required component

of the Storm Water Management Program with an alternate BMP expected to achieve
the goals of the ineffective or infeasible BMP shall be considered minor modifications
to the Storm Water Management Program and not modifications to the permit. (See
also Part ILG.)
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D.

Changes in Monitored Outfalls
This permit is issued on a system-wide basis in accordance with CWA §402(p)(3)(i)
and authorizes discharges from all portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System. Since all ouffalls are authorized, changes in monitoring ouffalls, other than
those with specific numeric effluent limitations, ff any, shall be considered minor
modifications to the monitoring program and not modifications to the permit. (See
also Part V.B.I. and V.C.6.) Changes in monitoring ouffalls with specific numeric
effluent limitations shall be considered modifications to the permit and will be made in
accordance with the procedures at 40 CFR 122.62.
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PART VIII. DEFINITIONS
All definitions contained in Section 502 of the CWA shall apply to this permit and are
incorporated herein by reference. Unless otherwise specified in this permit, additional
definitions of words or phrases used in this permit are as follows:
A.

"Best Management Practices" ("BMPs") means schedules of activities, prohibitions of
practices, maintenance procedures, and other management practices to prevent or
reduce the pollution of waters of the United States. BMPs also include treatment
requirements, operating procedures, and practices to control facility site runoff,
spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage from raw material storage.

B.

"Bypass" means the intentional diversion of waste streams from any portion of a
treatment facility, which is not a designed or established operating mode for the_.
facility.

C.

"CWA" means Clean Water Act, also referred to as "the Act" (formerly referred to as
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act or Federal Water Pollution Control Act ’
Amendments of 1972) Pub.L. 92-500, as amended Pub. L. 95-217, Pub. L 95-576,
PUb. L. 6-483 and PUb. L. 97-117, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et.seq., as amended by the WQA of
1987, P.L. 100-4, the "Act."

D.

"Director" means the EPA Regional Administrator or an authorized representative.

E.

"Discharge" for the purpose of this permit, unless indicated otherwise, refers to
discharges from the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4).

F.

"How-weighted composite sample" means a composite sample consisting of a mixture
of aliquots collected at a constant time interval, where the volume of each aliquot is
proportional to the flow rate of the discharge at the time of sa.-:-, piing.

G.

"Elicit connection" means any man-made conveyance connecting a non-storm water
discharge directly to a municipal separate storm sewer system.

H.

"Illicit discharge" means any discharge to a municipal separate storm sewer that is not
composed entirely of storm water except discharges pursuant to a NPDES permit
(other than the NPDES pem~t for discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer)
and other discharges listed in Part II. A.7.a. of this permit.

I.

"Industrial Land Use" means land utilized in connection with manufacturing,
processing, or raw materials storage at facilities identified under 40 CFR
122.26(b)(14).

J.

"Landfill" means an area of land or an excavation in which wastes are placed for
permanent disposal, and which is not a land application unit, surface impoundment,
injection well, or waste pile.
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K.

L.

"Large Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System" means all municipal separate storm
sewers that are either:
(i)

located in an incorporated place (city) with a population of 250,000 or more as
determined by the latest Decennial Census by the Bureau of Census (these
cities are listed in Appendices F and G of 40 CFR Part 122); or

(ii)

located in the counties with unincorporated urbanized populations of 250,000 or
more, except municipal separate storm sewers that are located in the
incorporated places, townships or towns within such counties (these counties
are listed in Appendices H and I of 40 CFR Part 122); or

(iii)

owned or operated by a municipality other than those described in parag~a_ ph (i)
or (ii) and that are designated by the Director as part of the large municipal
separate storm sewer system.

"Medium Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System" means all municipal separate
storm sewers that are either:
(i) located in an incorporated place (city) with a population of I00,000 or more as
determined by the latest Decennial Census by the Bureau of Census (these
cities are listed in Appendices F and G of 40 CFR Pan 122); or
(ii)

located in the counties with unincorporated urbanized populations of 100,000 or
more, except.municipal separate storm sewers that are located in the
incorporated places, townships or towns within such counties (these counties
are listed in Appendices H and I of 40 CFR Part 122); or

(iii)

owned or operated by a municipality other than those described in paragraph (i)
or (ii) and that are designated by the Director as part of the medium municipal
separate storm sewer system.

M. "MEP" is an acronym for "Maximum Extent Practicable," the technology-based
discharge standard for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems established by CWA
N.

"MS4" is an acronym for "municipal separate storm sewer system" and is used to refer
to either a Large or Medium Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (e.g. "the
Atlanta MS4").
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O.
’

Municipal Separate Storm Sev.er" means a conveyance, or system of conveyances
(including roads w~ith drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters,
ditches, man-made channels, and storm drains):
(i)

owned or operated by a State, city, town, borough, county, parish, district,
association, or other public body (created by or pursuant to State Law) having
jurisdiction over disposal of sewage, indus~al wastes, storm water, or other
wastes, including special districts under State Law such as a sewer district,
flood control district or drainage district, or similar entity, or an Indian Tribe or
an authorized Indian tribal organization, or a des.ignated and approved
management agency under section 208 of the CWA that discharges to waters of
the United States;

(ii)

designed or used for collecting or conveying storm water;

(iii)

which is not a combined sewer, and

(iv)

which is not part of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as defined at
40 CFR 122.2.

P.

"Permittee" means each individual co-applicant for an NPDES permit who is only
responsible for permit conditions relating to the discharge that they own or operate.
(Also, See 40 CFR 122.2)

Q.

’"Point Source" means any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, including
but not limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure,
.-.t.:::~
container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, landfill leacha~
:’":.’:-~-~’~’:
collection system, vessel or other floating craft from which pollutants are or may be
discharged. This term does not include return flows from irrigated agricultur~ or
agricultural storm water runoff.

R..

"Severe property damage" means substantial physical damage to property, damage to
the treatment facility which causes them to become inoperable, or substantial and
permanent loss of natural resources which can reasonably be expected to occur in the
absence of a bypass. Severe property damage does not mean economic loss caused by
delays in production.

S.

"State Storm Water Quality Standards", is defined at Section 403.0891 of the Florida
Statutes, and State Water Policy, Chapter 62-40, Florida Administrative Code.

T.

"Storm Sewer", unless otherwise indicated, refers to a municipal separate storm sewer.

U.

"Storm Water" means storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, surface runoff and
drainage.

V.

"Storm Water Discharge Associated with Industrial Activity" is defined at 40 CFR
122.26(b)(14). (Also, See Fact Sheet for this Permit.)
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W.

"Storm Water Management Program" refers to a comprehensive program to manage
the quality of storm water di~harged from the municipal separate storm sewer system.
For the purposes of this permit, the Storm Water Management Program is considered a
single document, but may actually consist of separate programs (e.g. "chapters") for
each permit.

X.

"Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program" refers to a comprehensive program
implement~i by the Florida Depamnent of Environmental Protection, Bureau of
Surface Water Management, which is designed to accomplish the following goals:

I,

Identify and.document the existing condition of the surface waters of the State,

2.

Document potential problem areas,

3.

Establish stream ecoregion reference sites for comparison purposes,

4.

Collect biological data at ex:oregion reference sites to establish preliminary
biological integrity measurements techniques, and

5.

Establish a Statewide ambient monitoring network which will eliminate
duplication, shm’e data, increase efficiency, and improve assessment and
mmagement capabilities.
To date, the monitoring strategies included within the State of Florida’s Surface
Water Ambient Monitoring Program have been based on:
Ecoregion Subregionalization and the associated stream Community
Bioassessment Protocols (CBA) developed for the nonpoint source
program,
¯

Chemistry Trend Network to fulfill the need to evaluate the State’s
water quality over time,
Chemislry Status Network with emphasis on water bodies with fair or
poor water quality or areas which have not been recently sampled, and

¯¯

Lake Ecoregion and Community Bioassessment Projects.

Y.

"SWMP" is an acronym for "Storm Water Management Program."

Z.

’Tu~ne-weighted composite" means a composite sample otisis~lg of a mixture of
equal volume aliquots collected at a constant time interval.

AA. "Waters of the Urdted States" is def’med at 40 CFR 122.2.
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1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101

Reply To
Attn Of:

FEB

WD-134

1 19°.:/5

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Janice Adair, Regional Administrator
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Southcentral Regional Office
3601 C Street, Suite 1334
Anchorage, AK 99503
Re: NPDES Permit No. AKS052426
Port of Anchorage NPDES Municipal Storm Water Permit
Dear Ms. Adair:
A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit has been issued
to the referenced facility. Enclosed is a copy of the transmittal letter, permit, and list of
changes made from the draft to the final permit.
There were no significant comments received during the public notice period. The
permit will be effective 30 days after the issuance unless a request for evidentiary hearing
is received.
Sincerely,
/’

(

/

i ,,~’k~.,._.-,.

Chades E. Findley
Director, Water Division
Enclosures
cc: Office of Management and Budget, Anchorage
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 10
1200 Sixth Avenue
-Seattle, Washington 98101

Reply To
Attn Of:. WD-134

~ ! 1995

CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Don Dietz, Director
Port of Anchorage
2000 Anchorage Port Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Re: NPDES Permit No. AKS052426
Port of Anchorage NPDES Municipal Storm Water Permit
Dear Mr. Dietz:
We are issuing the above referenced National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit. The enclosed document is your official copy of the permit and
demonstrates that the referenced facility is authorized to discharge to waters of the United ....:..
States subject to certain specified requirements. Stipulations of the state’s water quality
certification and Coastal Management Program consistency determination have been
incorporated into the permit. More specifically, the stipulations revising the monitoring
conditions are in Part IV of the permit.
There were no significant comments received during the public notice period. This
permit will become effective 30 days after the issuance date unless a request for an
evidentiary hearing which meets the requirements of 40 CFR 124.74 is received. A copy
of these requirements is enclosed for your information.
Sincerely,

Char~e~ E. Fir~dley
Director, Water Division

/

Enclosures

cc: State Regional Office, Anchorage
State District Office, Anchorage
Office of Management and Budget, Anchorage
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CHANGES TO DRAFT PERMIT
The following cha~ges to the draft permit have been made for this
final permit:
1)

The Port of Anchorage commented that the outfall previously
labelled 001, Transit Area A, was discovered by its consulting
engineers to no longer exist, and asked that it be deleted
from the application.
EPA has deleted this outfall and re-numbered, the remaining
three outfalls as 001, 002, and 003 (see Table V.A.I.b).

2)

Special requirements stipulated as part of the State of Alaska
water quality certification are contained in Part IV of the
permit.
These special requirements include changes in
monitoring,
analytical test methods,
and reporting
requirements. Specifically:
The monitoring parameter "Total Aqueous Hydrocarbons" has
been substituted for the parameter "Oil and Grease" found
in Part II.B.9.b.
The analytical test methods EPA 602 and EPA 610 will be
used to determine the presence of "Total Aqueous
Hydrocarbons".
Copies of all documents, reports, and requests, required
in the permit will be sent to the state offices as
stipulated.
In addition, the following changes to the permit have been
made pursuant to the water quality stipulations and comments
from the State:
Part II.A.I has been expanded to include a statement on
emphasizing source reduction techniques as a means to
reduce the discharge of pollutants.
In Part II.B.4 the permittee is now directed to operate
and maintain parking and cargo storage/staging areas in
a manner to reduce, to the Maximum Extent Practicable,
discharge of pollutants.
In Part II.B.11 the following was added as paragraph (d):
a program to promote, publicize and facilitate
implementation of technologies and techniques to prevent
pollution through source reduction and recycling.
In Part II.B.7.b th~ items numbered 8, 12, and 13 now
specify that the water be uncontaminated as found in #6.
The term "co-permittees" in Part II.C has been deleted.

R0012886

In Part II. C. 1 the term "port vehicles" has been
clarified to mean those vehicles owned or operated by The
Port o
The citation in Part H.I has been changed to correctly
read Part II.I.
The phrase "at the permittees option" in Part V.A.4.b has
been deleted.
The reference in Part V.B.1 has been changed to correctly
read Part III.A.

R0012887
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Permit No. : AKSOS2426

United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101

AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE UNDER THE
NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
In compliance with the provisions of the Clean Water Ac~, 33
U.S.C. S1251 et se~., as amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987,
P.L. 100-4, the "Act",
Port of Anchorage
is authorized to discharge from a Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
S~stem located at Port of Anchorage, 2000 Anchorage Port Road,
Anchorage, Alaska,
to receiving waters named Cook Inlet,
in accordance with discharge point(s), an approved storm water
management plan, monitoring requirements, and other conditions set
forth herein.
This permit shall become effective March3, 1995.
This permit and the authorization to discharge shall expire at
midnight, March 3, 2000.
Signed this ist

day of February, 1995.

Director, Water Division, ~egion lu
U.S. Environmental ProtectiOn ~gency
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PART I. DISCKARGES AUTHORIZED UNDER T~IS PERMIT
A.

Permit Aze~
This permit covers ali areas within the jurisdictional
boundary of the Port of AnchoRage within the Muni=ipalit~ of
Anchorage, ~laska, served by, or otherwise contlibuting to
discharges from, municipal separate storm sewers (MS4s)
owned or operated by the permittee listed in Part I.C.

B.

Authorized Discharqes
This permit authorizes all existing or new storm water point
source discharges to waters of the United States from the
MS4. This permit also authorizes the discharge of storm
water commingled with flows contributed by process
wastewater, non-process wastewater, or storm water
associated with industrial activity provided such discharges
are authorized under separate NPDES permits. This permit
will consider any and all activities conducted by lessees of
the Port of Anchorage while within the jurisdictional
boundaries of the Port, and which activity leads to a
discharge either to or from the MS4s for which this permit
is written, to be the activity of the Port and subject to
the conditions of this permit.~

c.

Limitations on Coveraqe
The following discharges are not authorized by this permit:
1.

Non-storm Water: storm water discharges that are mixed
with non-storm water or storm water associated with
industrial activity except where such discharges are:
a.

in compliance with a separate NPDES permit; or

b.

identified by and in compliance with Part II.B.7
of this permit.

2.

Endangered Species Protection: storm water discharges
whose direct, indirect, interrelated, interconnected,
or interdependent impacts would jeopardize a listed
endangered or threatened species or adversely modify
designated critical habitat.

3.

Historic Preservation: storm water discharges, or the
permittee construction activities or implementation of
storm water management controls, which adversely effect
properties listed or eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places, unless the
permittee is in compliance with requirements of the
National Historic Preservation Act and has coordinated
any necessary activities to avoid or minimize impacts
with the appropriate State Historic Preservation
Officer; and
Coastal Zone Management: storm water discharges not in
compliance with any applicable requirements of a
State’s Coastal Zone Management Plan.
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PART ZZo STORM WATE~ POLLUTION P~EVENTZON & MA~IAG~M~NT PROGRAMS
The permittee is required to develop and implement a storm water
pollution prevention and management program designed to limit, to
the maximum extent practicable, the discharge of pollutants from
the MS4. Either collectively, or separately, the permittee’s
storm water pollution prevention and management program shall
satisfy the requirements of paragraphs A through I, below for all
portions of the MS4 authorized to discharge under this permit.
A.

B.

POLLUTION PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS
The permittee shall develop and implement the following
pollution prevention measures:
I.

The permittee shall include requirements to consider
water quality impacts of new and significant redevelopment in its comprehensive master planning
process. The goal of such requirements shall be
limiting, to the maximum extent practicable, the
discharge of pollutants to pre-development levels.

2.

The permittee shall ensure the establishment or
availability of a program to collect used motor vehicle
fluids (including oil and antifreeze) and batteries for
recycle or reuse. Such program shall be readily
available to all lessees. This program shall be
publicized and promoted on a regular basis, but at
least anually.

3.

The permittee shall ensure the establishment or
availability of a program to collect commonly-used
hazardous materials (including paint, pesticides,
herbicides, cleaners, solvents, and similar hazardous
materials) for recycle, reuse, or safe disposal. The
program shall be readily available to all lessees and
include information on locations accepting such
materials on a continuous basis. This program shall be
publicized and promoted on a regular basis, but at
least .anually.

4.

The permittee shall ensure the establishment of a
program, including structural controls where necessary,
to reduce the discharge of floatables (including solid
wastes) to the maximum extent practicable.

SWMP SYST~-W~DE REOUIREMENTS
The permittee shall operate a Storm Water Management Program
(SWMP) in accordance with Section 402(p)(3)(B) of the Clean
Water Act, the storm water regulations (40 CFR Part 122.26)
and the approved SWIqP plan to be submitted to EPA by the
permittee. SWMP controls and activities identified in the
SWMP plan shall clearly identify areas of applicability on a
system-wide basis, jurisdiction-wide basis, or specific-area
basis. The SWMP, and all approved updates, are hereby
incorporated into this permit by reference and shall be
implemented in a manner consistent with the following
requirements:
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1.

Statutory Requirements: SWM~s shall include controls
necessary to reduce the discharge of pollutants from
the MS4 to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP).
Controls may consist of a combination of best
management practices, control techniques, system design
and engineering methods, and such other provisions as
the permittee, Administrator or the State d~termines
appropriate. The various components of the SWMP, taken
as a whole (rather than individually), shall be
sufficient to meet the statutory MEP standard. The
SWMP shall be updated as necessary to ensure
conformance with the statutory requirements of Clean
Water Act §402(p)(3)(B)(ii) and (iii).

2.

Structural Controls: The permittee shall operate and
maintain any storm water structural controls over which
it has jurisdiction, in a manner so as to reduce the
discharge of pollutants (including floatables) to the
MEP.

3.

Areas of New Development: The Port of Anchorage shall
utilize a comprehensive master planning process to
develop, implement, and enforce controls to reduce, to
the MEP, the discharge of pollutants from areas of new
development and significant redevelopment after
construction is completed.

4.

Roadways: The permittee shall operate and maintain
public streets, roads, highways, parking areas, and
cargo storage/staging areas under, its jurisdiction in a
manner so as to reduce, to the MEP, discharge of
pollutants (including those related to deicing or
sanding activities).

5.

Flood Control Projects: The permittee shall ensure any
flood control project it undertakes assesses and
minimize to the MEP the impacts on water quality of the
receiving waters. The permittee shall also evaluate
the feasibility of retro-fitting existing structural
flood control devices to provide additional pollutant
removal from storm water. If retro-fitting is found to
be feasible, the permittee shall implement the retrofitting of existing structural devices within 3 years
of such determination of feasibility.

6.

Pesticide, Herbicide, and Fertilizer Application: The
~ermittee shall implement controls to reduce, to the
MEP, the discharge of pollutants related to application
of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers applied by
Port employees, contractors, or lessees to public right
of ways, parks, and all port lands and facilities.

7.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal: The
permittee shall implement an ongoing program to detect
and eliminate illicit discharges and improper disposal
int6 the storm sewer. The permittee may chose to
require the discharger to the MS4 to eliminate the
illicit discharges or obtain ’a separate NPDES permit.
for such discharges.

_

.=
-~"
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a.

The permittee shall effectively prohibit non-storm
water discharges to the MS4.

b.

Unless identified by either the permittee, the
Administrator, or the State as significant sources
of pollutants to waters of the United States, the
following non-storm water discharges need not be
prohibited from entering the MS4, provided the
necessity of such discharge(s) and appropriate
control measures (if needed) to minimize the
impacts of such sources, are developed under the

SWMP:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(ii)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

(20)

water line flushing;
landscape irrigation;
diverted stream flows;
rising ground waters;
uncontaminated ground water infiltration (as
defined at 40 CFR 35.2005(20)) to separate
storm sewers;
~ ~
uncontaminated pumped ground water;
discharges from potable water sources;
uncontaminated foundation drains;
air conditioning condensate;
irrigation water;
springs;
uncontaminated water from crawl space pumps;
uncontaminated footing drains;
lawn watering;
individual residential car washing;
flows from riparian habitats and wetlands;
dechlorinated swimming pool discharges;
street wash waters;
NPDES permitted non-contact cooling waters
and remediated ground waters, provided
appropriate management practices are
implemented and the discharges are in
accordance with the Municipality’s storm
~water management program; and,
discharges or flows from emergency fire
fighting activities.

c.

The permittee shall prevent discharges of dry and
wet weather overflows from sanitary sewers into
the MS4. The permittee shall limit, to the
maximum extent practicable, the infiltration of
seepage from sanitary sewers into the MS4.

d.

The permittee shall prohibit the discharge or
disposal of all motor vehicle fluids and chemical
wastes into separate storm sewers.

e.

The permitteeshall require the elimination of
illicit connections as expeditiously as possible
and the immediate cessation of improper disposal
practices upon identification of responsible
parties. Where elimination of an illicit
connection within seven (7) days is not possible,
the Port of Anchorage shall require an expeditious
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schedule for elimination of the discharge. In the
interim, the Port of Anchorage shall require the
operator of the illicit connection to take all
reasonable and prudent measures to minimize the
discharge of pollutants to the MS4. Elimination
schedules should not exceed ninety (90) days,
except for capital intensive projects which shall
not exceed 455 days (one year ninety days).
8.

Spill Prevention and Response: The permittee shall
implement a program to prevent, contain, and respond to
spills that may discharge into the MS4. The spill
response program may include a combination of spill
response actions by the permittee and its lessees.

9.

Industrial & High Risk Runoff: The permittee shall
implement a program to identify, monitor, and control
pollutants in storm water discharges to the MS4 from:
hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal
facilities that are subject to EPCRA Title III, Section
313; bulk storage facilities; a~d, any other industrial
or commercial discharges the permittee determines are
contributing a.substantlal.pollutant loading to the
MS4. The program shall include:
a.

priorities a~d~_ ~res for inspections and
establishing an~l~piementing control measures for

such discharges;

b.

a monitoring (or self-monitoring) program for
facilities identified under this section,
including the collection of quantitative data on
the following constituents:
any pollutants limited in an existing NPDES
permit for an identified facility;
oil and grease;
(2)
chemical oxygen demand (COD);
(3)
pH;
(4)
(5) biochemical oxygen demand, five-day (BOD~);
(6) total suspended solids (TSS);
(7) total phosphorous;
(8) total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN);
(9) nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen; and
(10) any of the metals cadmium, copper, lead, and
zinc which can be reasonably expected in
storm water runoff from such industrial site;
and,
(ii) any information on discharges required under
40 CFR 122.21(g) (7) (iii) and (iv).
(i)

i0.

Construction Site Runoff:¯ The permittee.shall
implement a program to reduce, to the MEP, the
discharge of pollutants from constructions sites,
including:
a.
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discharged to the MS4 upon commencement of, and
during~ the construction activities;

Ii.

b.

procedures for site planning which incorporate
considerations for potential short and long term
water quality impacts and minimizes, to the MEP,
these impacts;

c.

prioritized inspection of construction sites and
enforcement of SWMP-required control measures;

d.

appropriate education and training measures for
construction site operators; and,

e.

notification of all construction permit applicants
of their potential responsibilities under the
NPDES permitting program for construction site
runoff.

Public Education: The permittee shall implement a
public education program including:
a.

a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate
public reporting of the presence of illicit
discharges or improper disposal of materials into
the MS4;

b.

a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate
the proper management and disposal of.used oil and
commonly-used hazardous materials.

c.

a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate
the proper use, application, and disposal of
pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers by
commercial and private applicators and
distributors conducting suchbusiness within the
Port of Anchorage jusrisdictional area.

AREA-SPECIFIC STORM WATER MANAGEMRWT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
The following SWMP requirements apply only to the areas or
discharges specified below. Management practices must also
be developed in .the SWMP for the following:
1.

The Port of Anchorage (The Port) will provide an area
for the washing of Port vehicles (that is, vehicles
owned or operated by The Port) that will not result in
the discharge of wash waters. The Port will encourage
the use of detergent-free methods of vehicle washing
and will require regular maintenance of the area to
ensure wash waters, and resulting contaminants, will
not be ~ransported by storm water to waters of the U.S.
This area is not required to be within Port
jurisdictional boundaries, and does not have to be
operated by the Port or Port personnel.

2.

The Port may provide this area to its tenants solely
for the purpose of vehicl~ washing. In such case, The
Port accepts the resp0nsibilty of proper operation and
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maintenance of this area, and will ensure proper
management practices are adhered to at all times.
3.

D.

All vehicle and equipment maintenance areas w~11 be
managed so as to control discharges ~rom these areas to
the maximum extent practicable. AlL hydrocarbon
compounds used in these areas will be handled in a
manner that will eliminate or minimize potential
discharges to waters of the U.S.

DEADLINES FOR PROGRAM COMPLIANCR
i.
Except as provided in PART III, compliance with the
storm water management program shall be required within
120 days of the effective date of this permit.
2.

Proposed modifications and updates to the SWMP, along
with proposed schedules for implementation, shall be
submitted with the Annual Report required under P~rt
II.G. to EPA.

ROLES AND RESPONS~BYLITIES OF PERMITTEE AND LESSEES
The SWMP plan shall clearly identify the roles and
responsibilities of the permittee. Activities required of
the lessees by the permittee must also be clearly
identified.
F.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
The permittee shall ensure legal authority exists to control
discharges to and from those portions of the MS4 over which
it has jurisdiction. This legal authority may be a
combination of statute, ordinance, permit, contract, order
or inter-jurisdictional agreements with entities having
existing legal authority

1.

Control the 9ontribution of pollutanns to the MS4 by
storm water~4~a~a~S~ed~w~th~ndu~rial
ao~iw~p~.~~e~l~%y.0f~orm~ater discharged from
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2.

Prohibit illicit discharges to the municipal separate
sto~ sewer;

3.

Control the discharge of spills and the dumping or
disposal of materials other than storm water into the
MS4;

4.

Control through interagency agreements among copermittees the contribution of pollutants from one
portion of the MS4 to another;

5.

Re~ire compliance with conditions in ordinances,
pewits, contracts or orders; and,
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G.

SWMP RESOURCES
The permittee shall provide adequate finances, staff,
equipment, and support capabilities to fully implement the
storm water management program.
SWMP REVIEW AND MODIFICATION
I.
Program Review: The permittee shall conduct an annual
review of the current SWMP in conjunction with
preparation of the annual system-wide report required
under Part II.I. This annual review shall include:

2.

a.

A review of the status of program implementation
and compliance (or non-compliance) with all
schedules of compliance contained in this permit;

b.

An assessment of the effectiveness of controls
established~sy.t4%ezSK~4P; ....

c.

A review of monitoring data and any trends in
estimated cumulative annual pollutant loadings;
and,

d.

An as~essmentof any SWMP modifications needed to
comply with the CWA S402(p)(3) (B) (iii) requirement
to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the MEP.

Program Modification: The approved SWMP, and its plan,
shall not be modified by the permittee without the
prior approval of the EPA, unless in accordance with
items a through c below:
a.

Modifications adding (but not subtracting or
replacing) components, controls, or requirements
to the approved SWMP may be made by the permittee
at any time upon written notification to the
permitting authority.

b.

ModificatiQns replacing a failing Best Management
Practice (BMP) identified in the SWMP with an
alternate BMP may be requested in conjunction with
the annual system-wide report required by Part
II.I. below. Such requests must: l) be made in
writing; 2) provide an analysis of why the BMP is
failing or ineffective (including cost
prohibitive); 3) discuss the expectations of the
effectiveness of the replacement BMP; and, 4)
explain why the replacement BMP is expected to
provide at least the same level of performance as
originally expected of the BMP to be r~eced.

c.

Modifications made under this paragraph shall not
become enforceable permit conditions until such
time as the modifications are approved by EPA.

Modif~cg~i~-r~e.quests and/or notif£cations shall be
slgned i~ acc-0~ance with Part VI.H.
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M~xlifica~ions Required by the Permitting Authority:
The EPA may require the permittee to modify the SWM2 as
needed to:
a.

Address contributions by-the MS4 discharges to
~impacts on receiving water quality;

b.

Include more stringent requirements necessary%o
comply with new State or Federal statutory or
regulatory requirements; or,

c.

Incl~-~uch o~ronditions deemed necessary by
the Administrator to comply with the goals and
requirements of..~21~_~an Water Act.

M~cations requested by the Administrator shall be
made in writing, set forth the time schedule for the
permittee to develop the modification(s), and offer the
permittee the opportunity to propose alternative
program modifications to meet the objective of the
requested modification.

I.

SYSTEM-WIDE REPORT
The permittee shall prepare and submit a system-wide report
no later than one year after the anniversary of the
effective date of this permit (Mazch 3, 19~5), and continue
to submit an updated system-wide report every year
thereafter. The report shall include the following separate
sections and an overview for the entire MS4:
1.

The status of implementing the components of the SWMPs
that are established as permit conditions (status of
compliance with any schedules established under this
permit shall be included in this section);

2.

Proposed changes to the SWM~s that are established as
permit conditions, including an update on areas added
to the MS4 due to annexation or other legal means;

3.

Revisions, if necessary, to the assessments of controls
and management practices;

4.

A summary of the data, including monitoring data, that
is accumulated throughout the last reporting year;

5.

Arunual expenditures for the reporting period (i.e., the
last year), and projected budget for the one year
period comprising the next system-wide report;

6.

A summary describing the number and nature of
compliance actions, inspections, and public education
programs.; and,

7.

Identification of water quality improvements or
degra~t.!0n,~ with a discussion of those management
practices fmplemented or proposed for implementation to
address identified water quality degradatigni
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PART III.
A.

S~HEDULES FOR COMPLIANCE

~MPLEMENTAT~ON OF POLLUTION PREVENTION ~SURES
POLLUTIO~ PREVENTION MEASURE

ACTIVITT DES_~___TPTION

Part II.A.I - New Development
& Re-Development

Implement constructionphase storm water runoff

DATE
March 4, 1995

control pro@ram.

Part II.A.2 - Vehicle Fluids

Modify land use planning
process within Port to
require controls for
storm water quality.

March 3, 1998

Implement requirements
for post-construction
storm water quality
controls for new and
significant redevelopment.

July 30, 1998

Implement public education
p. rogram.
Develop
collection/recycling/safe
disposal pro@ram.
,,,,

July 30, 1995

Implement
collectlon/recycling/safe

March 3, 1997

-

March 4, 1996

dls~osal pro@ram.
Part I~.A.3 - Common
Hazardous Waste

~-

,

Part II.A.4 - Floatables

Implement public education
program.
Develop
collection/recycling/safe
disposal pro@ram.
Implement
collection/recycling/safe

July 30, 1995
March 4, 1996
March 3, 1997

,,. disposal ?to@ram.
Implement public education
program.

July 30, 1995

Implement litter control
program.

July 30, 1995

Install floatables
monitoring location (See
Part V.A. 2)
Complete study for
targeting of structural
controls.

July 30, 1995

Co~plete installation of
structural controls on
100% of targeted storm
sewer o

July 30, 1997

July 30, 1996
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SWM~ ~CTI~TY

I ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

DATE DUE

PART II.B - Storm Water
Management Program
(SWMP) plan development

Complete development
of SWMP plan

June 5, 1995

Part II.B.7 - Illicit
Discharges and Improper
Disposal

Implement public
education program.

July 30, 1995

Complete screening of
the MS4.

July 30, 1996

Complete follow up
investigations based
.... on screening resultS.
Part II.I - System-wide
Report
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Annually:
implementation status March 3
report
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PART IV. SPECIAL PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
The following requirements are included in this permit
stipulations of water quality certification from the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC).
A. MONITORING
1.
In Part II.B.9.b the parameter "Total Aqueous
Hydrocarbons" will be substituted for the parameter
"Oil and Grease" on the list of parameters to be
monitored.
The parameter "Total Aqueous Hydrocarbons" (TAqH) means
those collective dissolved and water-accomodated
monoaromatic and polynuclear aromatic petroleum
hydrocarbons that are persistent in the water column;
TAqH does not include floating surface oils and
greases. TAqH is calculated by summing the values ~f
the parameters Total Aromatic Hydrocarbons (TAH) and
Total Polynuclear Hydrocarbons (PAH). The parameters
TAqH, TAH, and PAH are all defined in the Adopted Draft
Water Quality Standards, 18 AAC,70.020(b) Note #8,
dated 9/13/94. The test methods to be used to
determine the presence of these parameters are the EPA
602 method for TAH and the EPA 610 method for PAH.
Equivalent methods may be substituted for EPA 610 that
meet the performance standards, Minimum Detection
Limits (MDLs), precision, and standard recoveries
specified in method 610. The applicable criteria are
contained in Note #8 (cited above)
2.

Table V.A.I.a (Monitoring Frequency) shall be modified
as follows:
a)

The monitoring frequency and the parameters listed
for monitoring in years 2 and 3 shall be identical
to that listed for year 4, such that the full list
of parameters will be sampled in years 2, 3, and 4
at the frequency listed under YEAR 4.

b)

The parameter "Total Aqueous Hydrocarbons" will be
substituted in the table for the parameter "Oil
and Grease" (as discussed above).

c)

Delete "Other Water Quality Parameters" from the
table.
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MISCELLANEOUS
i.
Copies of all reports required in the permit will be
sent to the following ADEC offices:
Alaska Department ~,f Environmental Conservation
Southcentral Regic, nal Office
3501 C Street, Suite 1334
Anchorage, AK 99503
(907) 563-6529
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Anchorage Western District Office
800 E. Dimond Blvd. #3-470
Anchorage, Alaska 99515

(907) 349-7755

DH~

2.

In Part II.A.I., add the following statement: The
permittee shall emphasize source reduction techniques
as a means to reduce the discharge of pollutants.- The
permittee shall inform the lessees of the availability,
through ADEC, of pollution prevention resources,
technical assistance programs and other non-regulatory
initiatives that will support the overall objective of
eliminating’the discharge of pollutants.

3.

In Part II.B.II.,
(d): a program to
implementation of
prevent pollution
recycling.

3~

OV

~I

add the following as paragraph
promote, publicize and facilitate
technologies and techniques to
through source reduction and,
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PART V. MONITORING AND REPORTING REQUIREMY~MTS
A.

Storm Event Mon~tor~nq
The permittee shall implement a wet-weather monitoring
program for the MS4 to provide data necessar- to: 1) assess
the effectiveness and adequacy of control m~sures
implemented under the SWMP; 2) estimate annual cumulative
pollutant loadings from the MS4; 3) estimate event mean
concentrations and seasonal pollutants in discharges from
major outfalls; 4) identify and prioritize portions of the
MS4 requiring additional controls; and, 5) identify water
quality improvements or degradation.
i.

2.

Representative Monitoring:
The permittee shall monitor representative outfalls
and/or instream monitoring locations to characterize
the quality of storm water discharges from the MS4.
a.

Monitoring Requirements: (See Table V.A.I.a).

b.

Outfall Descriptions: (See Table V.A.I.b)

Wet Weather Screening Program:
The permittee shall implement a program to screen all
areas contibuting storm water to the MS4 for the
presence of excessive pollutants in discharges from the
MS4. The wet weather screening program:
a.
b.
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Shall screen the entire MS4 at least once during
the’permit term.
Shall specify the sampling and non-sampling
techniques, parameters, collection techniques, and
analytical methods to be used for initial
screening purposes. For screening samples only,
sample collection and analysis need not conform to
the requirements of 40 CFR Part 136 and are not
subject to the requirements of Paragraphs 3, 4,
and 5 below.
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.~:~

Table V.A.l.a. - Monitoring Requirements for Out£a1~s 001, 002, and 0031
MONITORING FREQUENCY ,

P~TER

~ ~ .,,

~s~ ~,

~~

’,.

__

~.~. ~

,.. ~ ~ _

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD~ (mg/l)

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year_

Chemical Oxygen Demand ICOD) (mg/l}

once/year

Once/year

Once/year

once/year

once/year

Total Suspended Solids ITSSI (mg/l}

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year ..

Total Dissolved Sollde ITDS} (m~/l)

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year
Once/year

Once/yea~

Once/year

Total Nitrogen (m~/l)

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year

Once!year

Once/year

~otal K)eldahl Nitrogen .(TKN} (mg/1)

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year

Once/year

Onc@/~ear

Total Phosphorus (m~/l)
Dissolved Phosphorus (mg/l)
oll & Grease ~m~/1)

Twlce/year

Twlce/year

Twlce/year

Once/year
Once/year

..

Twlce/year

Twice/year

.Once/year

Total Cadmium (u~/l)

Once/year

Once/year

Total Copper (ug/lI

Once/yea~

Total Lead ~u~/lI
Once/year

Total Zinc (u~/l)
Twlce/year

Ph (S.U.)

Twlce/year

Twlce/year.

Twlce/year

Twlce/Year

Onc?!yea[

Twlce/year

,,,
Twice/year

,.,
Twlce/year

Hardness (as CaCO~) (~g!~)
Twice/year

Temperature (~C)

Once/year

Twlce/year

~ This table represents the baseline monitoring requirements for the discharges and outfalls described in this ~ermlt.
Some specific parameters and monitoring frequencies have have been modified pursuant to the special requirements as
dlsc~ssed in Part IV of this permit.
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Table V.A.I.b - Representative Monitoring Outfall Descriptions

001

Transit Area B

Storm water drain for
Transit Area B. This
area is 52.0 total
acres with 16.2 acres
of impervious surface.

002

Transit Area D and
Transit Area A

003

Transit Area 12-B

Storm water drain for
Transit Area D and a
portion of Transit
Area A. Transit Area
D is 43.4 total acres
and has 7.8 acres-of
impervious surface.
This portion of
Transit Area A has 55
total acres with 15
acres covered by
impervious surface.
The total acreage of
impervious surface
draining to outfall
002 is 22.8 acres.
Storm water drain for
Transit Area 12-B.
Area 12-B is 36.7
total acres with 16.8
acres of impervious
surface.
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c.

Shall establish three monitoring locations for
removal of floatable material in discharges from
the MS4. The amount of material collected shall
be estimated in cubic yards. Floatable material
shall be measured periodically as necessary for
maintenance of the removal device.

d.

Shall submit, along with the system-wide report
required by Part II.I, the fol!owing information:

e.

(i)

An estimate of the amount of floatable
material collected (cubic yards);

(2)

A summary of results and actions taken or
proposed based on the results of the wet
weather screening program.

Any monitoring location that collects an annual
average of less than 3 cubic yards of floatables
over any consecutive 3 calendar-year period during
the permit term will no longer be considered a
mandatory monitoring location. The Port must
maintain at least one monitoring location for
floatables regardless of the amount of floatables
collected.

3.

Storm Event Data:
Quantitative data shall be collected to estimate
pollutant loadings and event mean concentrations for
each parameter sampled. In addition to the parameters
listed above, The Port shall maintain records on site
of the date and duration (in hours) of the storm
event(s) sampled; rainfall measurements or estimates
(in inches) of the storm event which generated the
sampled runoff; the duration between the storm event
sampled and the end of the previous measurable (greater
than 0.i inch rainfall) storm event; and an estimate of
the total volume (in gallons) of the discharge sampled.

4.

Sample Type, Collection, and Analysis:
a.
For discharges from storm water holding ponds or
other storm water impoundments with a retention
period greater than 24 hours, (estimated by
dividing the volume of the detention pond by the
estimated volume of water discharged during the 24
hours previous to the time that the sample is
collected) a minimum of one grab sample may be
taken.
b.
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Grab samples taken during the first two hours of
discharge.shall be used for the analysis (if
required) of pH, temperature, cyanide, oil &
grease, fecal coliform, fecal streptococcus, total
phenols, residual chlorine, and volatile organics.
For all other parameters, data shall be reported
PORT OF ANCHORAGEMS4
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for flow weighted composite samples of the entire
event or, at a minimum, the first three hours of
dischar%e.

5.

¯ ’
B.

c.

All such samples shall be collected from the
discharge resulting from a storm event that is
greater than 0.1 inches in magnitude and that
occurs at least 72 hours from the previously
measurable (greater than 0.i inch rainfall) storm
event. Composite samples may be taken with a
continuous sampler or as a combination of a
minimum of three sample aliquots taken in each
hour of discharge for the entire discharge or for
the first three hours of the discharge, with each
aliquot being separated by a minimum period of
fifteen minutes.

d.

Analysis and coliection of samples shall be done
in accordance the methods specified at 40 CFR Part
136. Where an approved Part 136 method does not
exist, any available method may be used.-

Sampling Waiver:
When a discharger is unable to collect samples due to
adverse climatic conditions, the discharger must submit
in lieu of sampling data a description of why samples
could not be collected, including available
~.< ....
documentation of the event. Adverse climatic
conditions which may prohibit the collection of samples
includes weather conditions that create dangerous
conditions for personnel (such as local flooding, high
winds, hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.)
or otherwise make the collection of a sample
impracticable (drought, extended frozen conditions,
etc.). Dischargers are precluded from exercising this
waiver more than once during a two year period.

pr7 Weather Monltorinq
i.
Dry Weather Screening Program:
The permittee shall continue ongoing efforts to detect
the presence of illicit connections and improper
discharges to the MS4. All portions (but not
necessarily all outfalls) of the MS4 must be screened
at least once during the permit term, in accordance
with the schedule set forth in PART III.A.
2.

Screening Procedures:
Screening methodology may be developed and/or modified
based on experience gained during actual field
screening activities and need not conform to the
protocol at 40 CFR 122.26(d)(1)(iv)(D).

3.

Follow-up on Dry Weather Screening Results:
The permittee shall implement a program to locate and
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eliminate suspected sources of illicit connections and
improper disposal identified during dry weather
screening.activities. Follow-up activities may be
prioritized on the basis of:
a.

magnitude and nature of the suspected discharge;

b.

sensitivity of the receiving water; and

c.

other relevant factors.

C.

Certlflca~Ion and Slqnature of. ReportI.
All reports required by the permit and other
information requested by the Director shall be signed
and certified in accordance with Parts VII.H. & VII.I.
of the permit.

D.

ReDor~inq: W~ere to Submit
i.
Monitoring results obtained during each anual reporting
period shall be submitted on Discharge Monitoring
Report Form(s) and included with the annual system-wide
reprt. A separate Discharge Monitoring Report Form is
required for each event monitored. The first report
may include less than twelve months of information.

~~’
~~

2.

Signed copies of d~scharge monitoring reports required
under Part V., the System-Wide Report required by Part
II.G., SWMP modifications and modification requests,
requests for changes in monitoring outfalls and all
other reports required herein, shall be submitted to:
U.S. EPA, Region i0
Wastewater Management and Enforcement Branch
Municipal Storm Water Permits (WD-135)
1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101

E.

Additional Notlficatlon
I.
Copies of the discharge monitoring reports required under
Part V., the System-Wide Report required by Part II.G.,
and other reports requested by the State shall be
submitted to:
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Southcentral Regional office
3601 C Street, Suite 1334
Anchorage, AK 99503
(907) 563-6529
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Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
Anchorage Western District Office
800 E. Dimond Blvd. #J-470
Anchorage, Alaska 99515
(907) 349-7755

F.
i.

Retention of Records
The permittee shall retain at The Port the latest approved
version of the storm water management program developed in
accordance with Part II of this permit until at least three
years after coverage under this permit terminates.
The
permittee shall retain at The Port all records of all
monitoring information, copies of all reports required by this
permit, and records of all other data required by or used to
demonstrate compliance with this permit, until at least three
years after coverage under this permit terminates.
This
period may be explicitly modified by alternative provisions of
this permit or extended by request of the Director at any
time.
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PART VIo STANDARD PERMIT CONDITIONS
A. Duty to COmDI7
i.
The permittee must comply with all conditions of this
permit insofar as those conditions are applicable to each
permittee, either individually or jointly. Any permit
noncompliance constitutes a violation of CWA and is
grounds for enforcement action; for permit termination,
revocation and reissuance, or modification; or for denial
of a permit renewal application.
B.

Penalties ~or Violations o~ Permit Conditions
1.
Criminal
a. Neuliuent ViQlations The CWA provides that any
person who negligently violates permit conditions
implementing Sections 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318,
or 405 of the Act is subject to a fine of not less
than $2,500 nor more than $25,000 per day of
violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 1
year, or both.
b.

~nowinu Violat$ons
The CWA provides that any
person who knowingly violates permit conditions
implementing Sections 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318,
or 405 of the Act is subject to a fine of not less
than $5,000 nor more than $50,000 per day of
violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 3
years, or both.

c.

~noWin~ E~danqerment The CWA provides that any
person who knowingly violates permit conditions
implementing Sections 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318,
or 405 of the Act and who knows at that time that
he is placing another person in imminent danger of
death or serious bodily injury is subject to a fine
of not more than $250,000, or by imprisonment for
not more than 15 year, or both.

d.

False Statement The CWA provides that any person
who knowingly makes any false material statement,
representation,
or
certification
in
any
application, record, report, plan, or other
document filed or required to be maintained under
the Act or who knowingly falsifies, tampers with,
or renders inaccurate, any monitoring device or
method required to be maintained under the Act,
shall upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not
more ~han $10,000 or by imprisonment for not more
than 2 years, or by both. If a conviction is for a
violation committed after a first conviction of
such person under this paragraph, punishment shall
be by a fine of not more than $20,000 per day of
violation, or by imprisonment of not more than 4
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years, or by both. (See Section 309(C)(4) of the
Clean Water Act).
2.

Civil penalties - The CWA provides that any person who
violates a permit condition implementing Sections 301,
302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act is subject to
a civil penalty not to exceed $25,000 per day for each
violations.

3.

Administrative Penaltie~ - The CWA provides that any
person who violates a permit condition implementing
Sections 301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act
is subject to an administrative penalty, as follows:
a.

Class ~ Denalty
Not to exceed $10,000 per
violation nor shall the maximum amount ~xceed
$25,000.

b.

Class II Penalty Not to exceed $10,000 per day for
each day during which the violation continues nor
shall the maximum amount exceed $125,000.

C.

Dutv tq’Re~pplv
If the permittee wishes to continue an activity regulated by
this permit after the permit expiration date, the permittee(s)
must apply for and obtain a new permit. The application shall
be submitted at least 180 days prior to expiration of this
permit. The Administrator may grant permission to submit an
application less than 180 days in advance but no later than
the permit expiration date. Continuation of expiring permits
shall be governed by regulations promulgated at 40 CFR 122.6
and any subsequent amendments.

D.

Need to halt or reduce activity not a defense
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement
action that it would have been necessary to halt or reduce the
permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with the
conditions of this permit.

E.

Dut~ %o Mitigate
The permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or
prevent any discharge in violation of this permit which has a
reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting human health or
the environment.

F.

Duty to provide Information
The permittee shall furnish to the Administrator, within a
time specified by the Director, any information which the
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Administrator may request to determine compliance with this
permit. The permittee shall also furnish to the Administrator
upon request copies of records required to be kept by this
permit.
G.

Other Information
When the permittee becomes aware that he or she failed to
submit any relevant facts or submitted incorrect information
in any report to the Director, he or she shall promptly submit
such facts or information.
Slqnator7 Requirements
All Discharge Monitoring Reports, storm water pollution
prevention plans, reports, certifications or information
either submitted to the Administrator or that this permit
requires be maintained by the permittee, shall be signed by:
1.

either a principal executive officer or ranking elected
official.

2.

a duly authorized representative of that person. A person
is a duly authorized representative only if:
a.

~::~!~.=

The authorization is made in writing by a person
described above and submitted to the Director.
b. The authorization specifies either an individual or
a position having responsibility for the overall
operation of the regulated facility or activity,
such as the position of manager, operator,
superintendent,
or
position
of
equivalent
responsibility or an individual or position having
overall responsibility for environmental m~tters
for the company. (A duly authorized representative
may thus be either a named individual or any
individual occupying a named position).

c.

I.

If an authorization is no longer accurate because a
different individual or position has responsibility
for the overall operation of the facility, a new
notice of intent satisfying the requirements of
this paragraph must be submitted to the Director
prior to or together with any reports, information,
or applications to be signed by an authorized
representative.

Certification
Any person signing documents under this section shall make the
following certification:
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"I certify under penalty of law that this document and
all attachments were prepared under my direction or
supervision in accordance with a system designed to
assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and
evaluated the information submitted. Based on my inquiry
of the person or persons who manage the system, or those
persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted is, to the best of
my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I
am aware that there are significant penalties for
submitting false information, including the possibility
of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations."
J.

Penalties for Falsification of Report~
Section 309(c)(4) of the Clean Water Act provides that any
person who knowingly makes any false material statement,
representation, or certification in any record or other
document submitted or required to be maintained under this
permit, including reports of compliance or noncompliance
shall, upon conwiction, be punished by a fine of not more than
$i0,000, or by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or by
both.

K.

Penalties for Fa~sif~catio~ of Monltorlnu STstems
The CWA provides that any person who falsifies, tampers with,
or knowingly renders inaccurate any monitoring device or
method required to bemaintainedunderthis permit shall, upon
conviction, be punished by fines and imprisonment described in
Section 309 of the CWA.

L.

Oil and Hazardous Substance Liabi°it_~y
Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the
institution of any legal actionor relieve the permittee from
any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties to which the
permittee is or may be subject under section 311 of the CWA or
section 106 of CERCLA.

M.

Property RiGhts
The issuance of this permit does not convey any property
rights of any sort, nor any exclusive privileges, nor does it
authorize any injury to private property nor any invasion of
personal rights, nor any infringement of Federal, State or
local laws or regulations.

N.

Severabilit7
The provisions of this permit are severable, and if any
provision of this permit, or the application of any provision
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of this permit to any circumstance, is held invalid, the
application of such provision to other circumstances, and the
remainder of this permit shall not be affected thereby.
O.

Requirinq an individual permit
i.
The Administrator may require the permittee authorized by
this permit to obtain an individual NPDES permit. Any
interested person may petition the Administrator to take
action under this paragraph. The Director may require
any owner or operator authorized to discharge under this
permit to apply for an individual NPDES permit only if
the owner or operator has been notified in writing that
a permit application is required.
This notice shall
include a brief statement of the reasons for this
decision, an application form (as necessary), a statement
setting a deadline for the owner or operator to file the
application, and a statement that on the effective date
of the individual NPDES permit, coverage under this
permit shall automatically terminate. Individual permit
applications shall be submitted to the. address of the
appropriate Regional Office shown in Part V.D. of this
permit. The Administrator may grant additional time to
submit the application upon request of the applicant. If
an owner or operator fails to submit in a timely manner
an individual NPDES permit application as required by the
Administrator, then the applicability of this permit to
the individual NPDES permittee is automatically
terminated at the end of the day specified for
application submittal.
2.

p.

Any owner or operator authorized by this permit may
request to be excluded from the coverage of this permit
by applying for an individual permit.
The owner or
operator shall submit an individual application as
specified by 40 CFR 122.26(d) with reasons supporting the
request to the Administrator.
Individual permit
applications shall be submitted to the address of the
appropriate Regional office shown in Part V.D. of this
permit. The request may be granted by the issuance of a
individual permit if the reasons cited by the owner or
operator are adequate to support the request.

State/Environmental Laws
i.
Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the
institution of any legal action or relieve the permittee
from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties
established pursuant to any applicable State law or
regulation under authority preserved by section 510 of
the Act.
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2.

No condition of-this permit shall release the permittee
from any responsibility or requirements under other
environmental statutes or regulations.

Q.

Proper Operation and Mai~ten~no,e
The permittee shall at all times properly operate and maintain
all facilities and systems of treatment and control (and
related appurtenances) which are installed or used by the
permittee to achieve compliance with the conditions of this
permit and with the requirements of storm water pollution
prevention plans.
Proper operation and maintenance also
includes adequate laboratory controls and appropriate quality
assurance procedures.
Proper operation and maintenance
requires the operation of backup or auxiliary facilities or
similar systems, installed by a permittee only when necessary
to achieve compliance with the conditions of the permit.

R.

Mon#..torlnq and records
1.
Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of
monitoring shall be representative of the monitored
activity.
2.

The permittee shall retain records of a11 monitoring
information including all calibration and maintenance
records and all original strip chart recordings for
continuous monitoring instrumentation, copies of the
reports required by this permit, and records of all data
used to complete the application for this permit, for a
period of at least 3 years from the date of the sample,
measurement, report or application. This period may be
extended by request of the Administrator at any time.

3.

Records of monitoring information shall include:
a.

The date, exact place, and time of sampling or
measurements;

b.

The initials or name(s) of the individual(s) who
performed the sampling or measurements;

c.

The date(s) analyses were performed;

d.

The time(s) analyses were initiated;

e.

The initials or name(s) of the individual(s) who
performed the analyses;

f.

References and written procedures, when available,
for the analytical techniques or methods used; and
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g.

The results of such analyses, including the bench
sheets, instrument readouts, computer disks or
tapes, etc., used to d~termine these results.

S.

Monitorin~ Methods
Monitoring must be conducted according to test procedures
approved under 40 CFR Part 136, unless other test procedures
have been specified in this permit.

T.

Inspection and Entz~_
The permittee shall allow the Administrator or an authorized
representative of EPA, or the State, upon the presentation of
credentials and other documents as may be required by law, to:
1.

Enter upon the permittee’s premises where a regulated
facility or activity is located or conducted or where
records must be kept under the conditions of this permit;

2.

Have access to and copy at reasonable times, any records
that must be kept under the conditions of this permit;
and,

3.

Inspect at reasonable times any facilities or equipment
(including monitoring and control equipment).

U. Permit A~.tion$
This permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or
terminated for cause.
The filing of a request by the
permittee for a permit modif icat ion, revocation and
reissuance, or termination, or a notification of planned
changes or anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit
condition.
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P~T

VZZ.

A.

Modification of the Petrie

PE~LZT XODZFZ~.~&TZON

The permit may be reopened and modified during the life of the
permit to address:
1.

changes in the State’s Water Quality Management Plan,
including Water Quality Standards;

2.

changes in State or Federal statutes or regulations;

3.

add a co-permittee who is the owner or operator of a
portion of.the MS4;

4.

changes in portions of the storm water management program
that are considered permit conditions; or

5.

other modifications dee~ed necessary by the Administrator
to meet the requirements of the Clean Water Act.

All modification to the permit will be made in accordance with
40 CFR 122.62, 122.63, and 124.5.
B.

Termination of Coveraqe fqw,a St~qle Co-permittee
Permit coverage may be terminated, in accordance with the
provisions of 40 CFR .122.64 and 124.5, for a single co.~,~,
permittee without terminating coverage for other copermittees.
Mod2~i~atio~ o~ Storm Water Management Program(s)
Only those portions of the SWMPs specifically required as
permit conditions shall be subject to the modification
requirements of 40 CFR 124.5. Replacement of a failing BMP
implementing a required component of the SWMP with an
alternate BMP expected to provide at least the same level of
performance initially expected of the failing BMP, shall be
considered minor modifications to the permit and will be made
in accordance with the procedures at 40 CFR 122.63.

D.

Chanmes in Monltozln~ Outfalls
This permit is issued on a system-wide basis in accordance
with CWA S 402(p)(3)(i} and authorizes discharges from all
portions of the MS4. Since a11 outfalls are authorized,
changes in monitoring outfalls, other than those with specific
numeric effluent limitations, shall be considered minor
modifications to the permit and will be made in accordance
with the procedures at 40 CFR 122.63.
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PART VIII. DEFINITIONS
"Administrator" means the Regional Administrator.
"8~st Manaqement Practices" ("BMPs") means schedules of activities,
prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures, and other
management practices to prevent or reduce the pollution of waters
of the United States. BMPs also include treatment requirements,
operating procedures, and practices to control facility site

runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage
from .raw material storage.
"CWA" means Clean Water Act (formerly referred to as the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act or Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972) Pub.L. 92-500, as amended Pub. L. 95-217L Pub.
L. 95-576, Pub. L. (6-483 and Pub. L. 97-117, 33 U.S.C. 1251
et.seq.
"Co-permittee" means a permittee to a NPDE~ permit that is only
responsible for permit conditions relating to the discharge for
which it is operator.
"Director" means the Regional Administrator or an authorized
representative.
"D~scharqe" for the purpose of this permit, unless indicated
otherwise, refers to discharges from the Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4).
"Flow-wei~hted composite sample" means a composite sample
consisting of a mixture of aliquots collected at a constant time
interval, where the volume of each aliquot is proportional to the
flow rate of the discharge.
"Illicit connect~oD" means any man-made conveyance connecting an
illicit discharge directly.to a municipal separate storm sewer.
"Illicit discharme" means any discharge to a municipal separate
storm sewer that is not composed entirely of storm water except
discharges pursuant to a NPDES permit (other than the NPDES permit
for discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer) and
discharges resulting from fire fighting activities.
"Landfill" means an area of land or an excavation in which wastes
are placed for permanent disposal, and which is not a land
application unit, surface impoundment, injection well, or waste
pile.
"Land application unit" means an area where wastes are applied onto
or incorporated into the soil surface (excluding manure spreading
operations) for treatment or disposal.
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"MS4" is an acronym for "municipal separate storm sewer system" and
is used to refer to either a Large or Medium Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System.
"LarGe or Medium_.municiDal separate storm, sewer system" means all
municipal separate storm sewers that are either:
(i) located in an incorporated place (city) with a population
of I00,000 or more as determined by the latest Decennial
Census by the Bureau of Census (these cities are listed in
Appendices F and G of 40 CFR Part 122); or
(ii) located .in the counties with unincorporated urbanized
populations of i00,000 or more, except municipal separate
storm sewers that are located in°the incorporated places,
townships or towns within such counties (these counties are
listed in Appendices H and I of 40 CFR Part 122); or
(iii) owned or operated by a municipality other than-those
described in paragraph (i) or (ii) and that are designated by
the Director as part of the large or medium municipal separate
storm sewer system.
"Municipal SeDarate Storm_..Sewer" means a conveyance, or system of
conveyances (including roads with drainage systems, municipal
streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, man-made channels,
or storm drains): (i) owned or operated by a State, city, town,
borough, county, parish, district, association, or other public
body (created by or pursuant to State Law) having jurisdiction over
disposal of sewage industrial wastes, storm water or other
wastes, including special districts under State Law such as a sewer
district, flood control district or drainage district, or similar
entity, or an Indian Tribe or an au~.horized Indian tribal
organization, or a designated and approved management agency under
section 208 of the CWA that discharges to waters of the United
States; (ii) designed or used for collecting or conveying storm
water; (iii) which is not a combined sewer; and (iv) which is not
part of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as defined at 40
CFR 122.2.
"point source" means any discernible, confined, and discrete
conveyance, including but not limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel,
tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock,
concentrated animal feeding operation, landfill leachate collection
system, vessel or other floating craft from which pollutants are or
may be discharges. This term does not include return flows from
irrigated agriculture or agricultural storm water runoff.
"Storm sewe~", unless otherwise indicated, refers to a municipal
separate storm sewer.
"Storm Water" means storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, and
surface runoff and drainage.
"SWMP" is an acronym for "Storm Water Management Program."
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"Time-weiGhted comDQ.site" means a composite sample consisting of a
mixture of equal volume aliquots collected at a constant time
interval.
"Waste pile" means any noncontainerized accumulation of solid,
nonflowing waste that ~is used for treatment or storage.
"Waters of..the United States" means:
(a) All waters which are currently used, were used in the
past, or may be susceptible to use in interstate or foreign
commerce, including all waters which are subject to the ebb
and flow of the tide;
(b) All interstate waters, including interstate "wetlands";
(c) All other waters such as interstate lakes, rivers, streams
(including intermittent streams), mudflats, sandflats,
wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes,
or natural ponds the use, degradation, or destruction of which
would affect or could affect interstate or foreign commerce
including any such waters:
(1) Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign
travelers for recreational or other purposes;
(2) From which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and
sold in interstate or foreign commerce; or
(3) Which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by
industries in interstate commerce;
(d) All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of
the United States under this definition;
(e) Tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (a) through
(d) of this definition;
(f) The territorial sea; and
(g) Wetlands adjacent to waters (other than waters that are
themselves wetlands) identified in paragraphs (a) through (f)
of this definition.
Waste treatment systems, including treatment ponds or lagoons
designed to meet the requirements of CWA are not waters of the
United States. This exclusion applies only to manmade bodies
of water which neither were originally created in waters of
the United States (such as disposal areas in wetlands) nor
resulted from the impoundment of waters of the United States.
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AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE UNDER THE
NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM
In compliance with the provisions of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251
et seq., as amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987, P.L. 100-4, Zhe "Act",

City of Tulea
Department of Public Works
200 Civic Center
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103

is(are) authorized to discharge, in accordance with the Storm Water
Management Program(s), effluent limitations, monitoring requirements, and
other provisions set forth in Parts I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII
herein,
from all portions of the City of Tulsa Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System (MS4) owned or operated by any permittee listed above, to waters of the
United States.
This permit will become effective October i, 1994
This permit and the authorization to discharge under the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System shall expire at midnight, on

5eptember 30, 1999

Mon]~L. Burrell
Environmental Engineer
Municipal Section (6W-PM)

.IMyron g. Knud~h,~-P.E.
Director
Water Management Division (6W}
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PART I. DISCHARGES AU~ORIZED D.~NDER THIS PERMIT.
A.

Permit Area. This permit covers all areas located within the corporate
boundary of the City of Tulsa that are served by municipal separate
storm sewers owned or operated by the permittee(s).

B.

Authorized Discharqes.
1.

Except for discharges prohibited under Part I.B.2, this permit
authorizes all existing or new storm water point source discharges
to waters of the United States from those portions of the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System owned or operated by the
permittee(s).

2.

The following discharges, whether discharged separately or
commingled with municipal storm water, are not authorized by this
permit:
a.

Non-storm Water and Industrial Storm Water: discharges of
non-storm water; any Storm Water Discharge Associated with
Industrial Activity; or other storm water discharges
required to obtain an NPDES permit, except where such
discharges are:
(1)
(2)

b.

C.

regulated by a separate NPDES permit (or the
discharger has applied for such permit); or
identified by and in compliance with Part II.A.6.a.

Spills: discharges of material resulting from a spill.
Where discharge of material resulting from a spill is
necessary to prevent loss of life, personal injury, or
severe property damage, the permittee(s) shall take, or
insure the responsible party for the spill takes, all
reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any adverse effects
on human health or the environment. (See also Part II.A.7
and Part VI.E.) This permit does not transfer liability for
a spill itself from the party(ies) responsible for the spill
to the permittee(s) nor relieve the party(ies) responsible
for a spill from the reporting requirements of 40 CFR Part
117 and 40 CFR Part 302.

Permittee ResponsibilitieS.
1.

Each permittee is responsible for:
a.

Compliance with permit conditions relating to discharges
from portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
where the permittee is the operator;

b.

Storm Water Management Program implementation on portions of
the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System where the
permittee is the operator;

c.

Compliance with annual reporting requirements as specified
in Part V.C.;

d.

Collection of representative wet weather monitoring data
required by Part V.A., according to such agreements as may
be established between permittees; and
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2.

D.
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A plan of action to assume responsibility for implementation
of storm water management and monitoring programs on their
portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System should
interjurisdictional agreements allocating responsibility
between permittees be dissolved or in default.

Permittees are jointly responsible for permit compliance on
portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System where
operational or Storm Water Management Program implementation
authority over portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System is shared or has been transferred from one permittee to
another in accordance with legally binding agreements.

Discharqe Goals.

The following goals are established for discharges fro~ the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System:
I.

No discharge of toxics in toxic amounts.

2.

No discharge of pollutants in quantities that would cause a
violation of State Water Quality Standards.

3.

No discharge of floatable debris, oils, scum, foam, or grease in
other than trace amounts.

4.

No discharge of non-storm water from the municipal separate storm
sewer system (except as provided in Part I.B.2.).

5.

No degradation or loss of State-designated beneficial uses of
receiving waters as a result of storm water discharges from the
municipal separate storm sewer (unless authorized by the State in
accordance with the State’s Antidegradation Policy).
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PART II. ,,~STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION & MANAGEMENT PROGRAM(S).
Each permittee shall contribute to the development, revision and
implementation of a comprehensive Storm Water Management Program including
pollution prevention measures, treatment or removal techniques, storm water
monitoring, use of legal authority, and other appro~rlate means to control the
quality of storm water discharged from the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System. The Storm Water Management Program shall be implemented in accordance
with Section 402(p)(3)(B) of the Act, and the Storm Water Regulations (40 CFR
Part 122.26).
Controls and activities in the Storm Water Management Program shall identify
areas of permittee responsibility on a jurisdiction, applicability, or
specific area basis. The Storm Water Management Program shall include
controls necessary to effectively prohibit the discharge of non-storm water
into municipal separate storm sewers and reduce the discharge of pollutants
from the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System to the Maximum Extent
Practicable (MEP).
The Storm Water Management Program shall cover the term of this permit and
shall be updated as necessary, or as required by the Director, to ensure
compliance with the statutory requirements of Section 402(p)(3)(B) of the Act.
Modifications to the Storm Water Management Program shall be made in
accordance with Parts II.G., and III. Compliance with the Storm Water
Management Program and any schedules in Part III. shall be deemed compliance
with Parts II.A, and II.B. The Storm Water Management Program, and all
updates made in accordance with Part II.G., are hereby incorporated by
reference.
Implementation of the Storm Water Management Program may be achieved through
participation with other permittees, public agencies, or private entities in
cooperative efforts to satisfy the requir~nts of Part II. in lieu of
creating duplicate program elements for each individual permittee. The Storm
Water Management Program, taken as a whole, shall achieve the "effective
prohibition on the discharge of non-storm water" and "M~P" standards from
Section 402(p)(3)(B) of the Act.
A.

Storm Water Manaqement Proqram Requirements.
1.

Structural Controls and Storm Water Collection System Operation:
The Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System and any storm water
structural controls shall be operated in manner to reduce the
discharge of pollutants to the Maximum Extent Practicable.

2.

Areas of New Development and Significant Redevelopment: A

comprehensive master planning process (or equivalent) to develop,
implement, and enforce controls to minimize the discharge of
pollutants from areas of new develo~ent and significant redevelopment after construction is completed shall be implemented.
The goal8 of such controls 8hall be:

3.

a.

New development - limiting increases in the discharge of
pollutants in storm water as a result of development, and

b.

Re-development - reducing the discharge of pollutants in
storm water.

Roadways: Public streets, roads, ~d highways shall be operated
and maintained in a manner to minimize discharge of pollutants,
including those pollutants related to deicing or sanding

activities.
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4.

Flood Control Projects: Impacts on receiving water quality shall
be assessed for all flood management projects. The feasibility of
retro-fitting existing structural flood control devices to provide
additional pollutant removal from storm water shall be evaluated.

5.

Pesticide, Herbicide, and Fertilizer Application: Each permittee
shall implement controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants
related to the permittee’s storage and application of pesticides,
herbicides, and fertilizers. Permittees with jurisdiction over
lands not directly owned by that entity (e.g. incorporated city
with authority over activities occurring anywhere within their
city limits) shall also implement programs to reduce the discharge
of pollutants related to commercial application and distribution
of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers.

6.

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal: Non-stormwater
discharges to the municipal separate storm sewer system shall be
effectively prohibited.
a.

In accordance with 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)(1), certain
non-storm water discharges to the municipal separate storm
sewer systemneed not be addressed as illicit discharges or
improper disposal. The Storm Water Management Program shall
identify any non-storm water discharges that the
permittee(s) does not prohibit, along with any conditions
placed on such non-storm water discharges to the municipal
separate storm sewer system. The permittee(s) shall
prohibit, on a case-by-case basis, any individual non-storm
water discharge (or class of non-storm water discharges)
otherwise allowed under this paragraph that is determined to
be contributing significant amounts of pollutants to the
municipal separate storm sewer system.

b.

Each permittee shall prevent (or require the operator of the
sanitary sewer to eliminate) unpermitted discharges of dry
and wet weather overflows from sanitary sewers into the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System. Each permittee shall
limit the infiltration of seepage from sanitary sewers into
the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System.

c.

The permittee(s) shall ensure the implementation of a
program to r~duce the discharge of floatables (e.g. litter
and other human-generated solid refuse). The floatables
control program shall include source controls and, where
necessary, structural controls.

d.

The discharge or disposal of used motor vehicle fluids,
household hazardous wastes, grass clippings, leaf litter,
and animal wastes into separate storm sewers shall be
prohibited. The permittee(s) shall ensure the
implementation of programs to collect used motor vehicle
fluids (at a minimum, oil and antifreeze) for recycle,
reuse, or proper disposal and to collect household hazardous
waste materials (including paint, solvents, pesticides,
herbicides, and other hazardous materials) for recycle,
reuse, or proper disposal. Such programs shall be readily
available to all private residents and shall be publicized
and promoted on a regular basis.

e.

A program to locate and eliminate illicit discharges and
improper disposal into the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System shall~be implemented. This program shall include dry
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weather screening activities to locate portions of the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System with suspected illicit
discharges and improper dlsposal. Follow-up activities to
eliminate illicit discharges and improper disposal may be
prioritized on the basis of magnitude and nature of the
suspected discharge; sensitivity of the receiving water;
and/or other relevant factors. Thlm pr~:xgram shall establish
priorities and mchedules for screening the entire Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System at least once per five years.
The permi~tee(s) shall utilize a onsistent method (e.g. by
land area, by outfa11, etc.) for determining the percentage
of the municipal separate storm sewer system that has been
screened. Facility inepe~tlonm may be carried out in
conjunction with other municipal p~ograms (e.g. pretreatment
inspectionm of indumtrlal users, health inspections, fire
inspections, etc.}, but mumt include random Inmpections for
facilities not normally vlmlted by the municipality.
f.

Each permittee shall require the elimination of illicit
discharges and improper disposal practices as expeditiously
as reasonably possible. Where elimination of an illicit
discharge within thirty (30) days is not possible, the
permittee shall require an expeditious schedule for removal
of the discharge. In the interim, the permittee shall
require the operator of the illicit discharge to take all
reasonable and prudent measures to minimize the discharge of
pollutants to the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System.

g.

The permittee(s) shall maintain, and update as necessary, a
list of discharges to municipal separate storm sewers that
has been issued a NPDES permit. The llst shall include the
name, location and NPDES permit number of the discharger.

/

7.

Spill Prevention and Response: A program to prevent, contain, and
respond to spills that may discharge into the Munlcipal Separate
Storm Sewer System shall be implemented. The spill response
program may include a combination of spill response actions by the
permittee(s) (and/or another public or private entity), and legal
requirements for private entities within the permittee’s municipal
jurisdiction.

8.

Industrial & High Rimk Runoffz A program to identify and control
pollutants in storm water discharges to the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System from municipal landfills; other treatment,
storage, or disposal facilities for municipal waste (e.g. transfer
stations, incinerators, etc.); hazardous waste treatment, storage,
disposal and recovery facilities; facilities that are subject to
EPCRA Title III, Section 313;.~ .~m~_~~~.
~~al ~pollutmnt loading to the Munlcipal Separate Storm
Sewer System shall be implemented. The program 8hall include:
a.
b.
c.

~ltle~ and procedures for inspections and establishing
and implementing control Masurem for much discharges;
a monitoring program (Part II.A.11.c.); and
a list of industrial 8tormvater sources discharging to the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System shall be maintained
and update as necessary.
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Construction Site Runoff: A program to reduce the discharge of
pollutants from constructions sites shall be implemented. This
program shall include:
a.

requirements for the use and
structural and nonstructural
reduce pollutants discharged
Sewer System during the time

maintenance of appropriate
best management practices to
to the Municipal Separate Storm
construction is underway;

b.

inspection of construction sites and enforcement of control
measures (in accordance with priorities and procedures
established in the Storm Water Management Program);

c.

appropriate education and training measures for construction
site operators; and

d.

notification of appropriate building permit applicants of
their potential responsibilities under the NPDES permitting
program for construction site runoff.

Public Education: A public education program with the following
elements shall be implemented:
a.

a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate public
reporting of the presence of illicit discharges or improper
disposal of materials, including floatables, into the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System;

b.

a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate the proper
management and disposal of used motor vehicle fluids and
household hazardous wastes.

c.

a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate the proper
use, application, and disposal of pesticides, herbicides,
and fertilizers by the public and commercial and private
applicators and distributors.

Monitoring Programs: The following monitoring programs shall be
implemented in addition to the monitoring required by Part V.:
a.

The Dry Weather Screening Program shall continue ongoing
efforts to detect the presence of illicit connections and
improper discha-rges to the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System. All areas of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System must be screened at least once during the permit
term. Screening methodology may be modified based on
experience gained during actual field screening activities
and need not conform to the protocol at 40 CFR
122.26(d)(1)(iv)(D). Sample collection and analysis need
not conform to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 136.
However, samples taken to confirm (e.g. in support of
possible legal action) a particular illicit connection or
improper disposal practice should conform to the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 136.
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Wet Weather Screening Program: The permittee(s) shall
identify, investigate, and address areas within their
jurisdiction that may be contributing excessive levels of
pollutanus to the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System.
The wet weather screening program:
(i) shall screen the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System, in accordance with the procedures specified in the
Storm Water Management Program.
(2) shall specify the sampling and non-sampling techniques
to be used for initial screening and follow-up purposes.
Sample collection and analysis need not conform to the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 136. However, samples taken to
con~.$rm (e.g. in support of possible legal action) a
particular discharger is ¯ souroe of significant quantities
of pollutants should conform to the requirements of 40 CFR
Part 136.

c.

The Industrial and High Risk Runoff Monitoring Program
shall include monitoring for pollutants in storm water
discharges to the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System from
municipal landfills; other treatment, storage, or disposal
facilities for municipal waste (e.g. transfer stations,
incinerators, etc.); hazardous waste treatment, storage,
disposal and recovery facilities; facilities that are
subject to EPCRA Title Ill, Section 313; and any other
industrial or commercial discharge the permittee(s)
determines are contributing ¯ substantial pollutant loading
to the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System.
(1) Except as provided in (2) below, the monitoring program
shall includlng the collection of quantitative data on the
following constituents:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e}
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j}

any pollutants limited in an existing NPDES
permit for ¯ subject facility;
oil and grease;
chemical oxygen demand (COD);
pH;
biochemical oxygen demand, five-day (BOD~);
total suspended solids (TSS);
total phosphorous;
total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN);
nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen; and
any information on discharges required under 40
CFR 122.21(g}(7}(iii) and (iv).

Data collected by the Industrlal facility to satisfy the
monitoring requirements of an NPDES or State discharge
permit may be used to satisfy this requirement.
Permittee(s) may require the industrial facility to conduct
self-monitoring to satisfy this requirement.
(2) Alternative Ceztificatlon= In lieu of monitoring, the
permlttee may accept a certification from ¯ facility that
raw and waste materials, final and intermediate products,
by-products, material handling equilmment or activities,
industrial machinery or operations, or significant materials
from past industrlal activity are not presently exposed to
storm water and are not expected to be exposed to storm
water for the certification period. Where the permittee(s}
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ac~Ipt ¯ "no exposure" certification, the permittee(s) shall
conduct at least one site inspection of th~ facility every
five years to verify the "no exposure" exemption.
B.

Area-specific Storm Water Manaqement ~roqram Requ$~ements. Reserved.

c.

Deadlines for ~.~oqram Implementation. Except as provided in Part III.,
full implementation of the Storm Water Management Program shall begin
within 90 days from the effective date of the permit.

D.

Roles and Responsibi!ities of Perlitte~(s~. The Storm Water Management
Program, together with any attached interagency agreements, shall
clearly identify the roles and responsibilities of each permittee.

E.

Lesal. Authorit7. Each permittee shall ensure legal authority to control
discharges to and from those portions the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System over which it has jurisdiction. This legal authority may be a
combination of statute, ordinance, permit, contract, order or interjurisdictional agreements with permittees with existing legal authority
to:
1.
Control the contribution of pollutants to the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System by Storm Water Discharges Associated with
Industrial Activity and the quality of storm water discharged from
sites of industrial activity;
2.

Prohibit illicit discharges to the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System;

3.

Control the discharge of spills and the dumping or disposal of
materials other than storm water (e.g. industrial and commercial
wastes, trash, used motor vehicle fluids, leaf litter, grass
clippings, animal wastes, etc.) into the Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System;

4.

Control through interagency or interjurisdictional agreements
among permittees the contribution of pollutants from one portion
of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System to another;

5.

Require compliance with conditions in ordinances, permits,
contracts or orders; and

6.

Carry out all inspection, surveillance and monitoring procedures
necessary to determine compliance with permit conditions.

F.

Storm Water Manaqement Proqram Resources. Each permittee shall provide
adequate finances, staff, equilxnent, and auppor~ capabilities to
implement their activities under the Storm Water Management Program.

G.

StOrm Water Management Proqr~ Review end U~ate.
1.

Storm Water Management Program Review: Each permittee shall
participate in an annual review of the current Storm Water
Management Program in conjunction with prep¯ration of the annual
report required under Part V.C.

2.

Storm Water Management Program Update: The Permittee(s) may
change the Storm Water Management Program during the life of the
permit in accordance with the following procedures:
a.

The approved Storm Water Management Program shall not be
changed by the Permittee(s) without the approval of the
Director, unless in accordance with Parts II.G.2.b. and 2.c.
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b.

Changes adding (but not subtracting or replacing)
components, controls, or requirements to the Storm Water
Management Program may be made by the permittee(s) at any
time upon written notification to the Director.

c.

Changes replacing an ineffective or unfeasible BMP
specifically identified in the Storm Water Management
Program with an alternate BMP may be requested at any time.
Unless denied by the Director, changes proposed in
accordance with the criteria below shall be deemed approved
and may be implemented by the permittee(s) 60 days from
submittal of the request. Such requests shall include the
following:
(i) an analysis of why the BMP is ineffective or infeasible
(including cost prohibitive),
(2) expectations on the effectiveness of the replacement
BMP, and
(3) an analysis of why the replacement BMP is expected to
achieve the goals of the BMP to be replaced.

3.

d.

Changes resulting from schedules contained in Part III. may
be requested following completion of an interim task or
final deadline. Unless denied by the Director, proposed
changes meeting the criteria contained in the applicable
Part III schedule shall be deemed approved and may be
implemented by the permittee(s) 60 days from submittal date.

e.

Change requests and/or notifications shall be made in
writing, signed in accordance with Part VI.H. by all
directly affected permittees, and include a certification
that all permittees were given an opportunity to comment on
proposed changes.

Updates Required by the Permitting Authority: The permitting
authority may require changes to the Storm Water Management
Program as needed to:
~
a.

address impacts on receiving water quality caused, or
contributed to, by discharges from the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System;

b.

include more stringent requirements necessary to comply with
new State or Federal statutory or regulatory requirements;
or

Co

include such other conditions deemed necessary by the
Director to comply with the goals and requirements of the
Act.

Changes requested by the Director shall be made in writing, set
forth the time schedule for the permittee(s) to develop the
changes, and offer the permittee(s) the opportunity to propose
alternative program changes to meet the objective of the requested
modification. All changes required by the Director shall be made
in accordance with 40 CFR 124.5, 40 CFR 122.62, or as appropriate
40 CFR 122.63.
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Transfer of Ownership, Operational Authority, or Responsibility
for Storm Water Management Program Implementation: The
permittee(s) shall implement the Storm Water Management Program on
all new areas added to their portion of the municipal separate
storm sewer system (or for which they become responsible for
implementation of storm water quality controls) as expeditiously
as practicable, but not later than three years from addition of
the new areas. Implementation may be accomplished in a phased
manner to allow additional time for controls that cannot be
implemented immediately.
Prior to land annexation, the permittee(s) shall include a
schedule for extending the Storm Water Management Program to the
annexed areas in the Storm Water Management Program. At least 30
days prior to transfer of operational authority or responsibility
for Storm Water Management Program implementation, all parties
shall prepare a schedule for transfer of responsibility for storm
Water Management Program implementation on the affected portions
of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System.

Retention of Storm Water Manaqement Proqram Records. The permittee
shall retain the Storm Water Management Program developed in accordance
with Parts II. and III. for at least 3 years after coverage under this
permit terminates.

R001,.~9..1
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P~RT III. SCHEDULES FOR IMPLEMENTATION~LWD COMPLIANCE
The Permlttee(s} shall comply with the following schedules for Storm Water Management Program implementation and
augmentation, and permit compliance.
A.

Implementation and Auqmentation of Stor~ Water Manaqement Proqram(s|
ACTIVI~

STORM WATERMANAGEMENT PRO~R~MCOMPOMENT
i. New & Re-Development

2. Household Hazardous Waste

DATE DUE/FREQUENCY

a. Adoption of the Storm water Management
Criteria Manual or another construction
storm water runoff control program.

January 1, 1995

b. Implementation of the Stormwater
Management Criteria or another construction
storm water runoff control program.

February 1, 1995

a. Provide summary of evaluation and
assessment of results from various
collection/recycling/safe disposal program
options, including those currently underway,
to determine the most applicable program for
long term use which meets criteria specified

July 1, 1996

b. Develop collection/recycling/safe
disposal program which includes periodic
collection events and should ensure a
publicly available drop off location(s} that
provides for occasional long weekday hours,
or weekend operations.

August i, 1996

c. Implement collection/recycling/safe
disposal program.

August i, 1997

in b. below.

NPuES Permit No. OKSO00201
STORM WATER M~NAGEMENT PROGRAM COMPONENT
3. Floatables

4. Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal

5..Legal Authority
6. Wet Weather Screening Program
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ACTIVI,TY. , ,
a. Implement~public education program.

January 1, 1995

b. Install two floatables monitoring
locations.

May 1, 1995

c. Complete study for targeting of
structural controls and develop schedule for
implementation.

May i, 1996

a. Implement public education progr.am.~

January I, 1995

b. complete dry weather screening of 20%
of MS4.

June i, 1995

c. Complete dry weather screening of 40%
(cumulative} of MS4

June 1, 1996

d. Complete dry weather screening of 60%
(cumulative) of MS4

June i, 1997

e. Complete dry weather screening of 80%
(cumulative} of MS4

June 1, 1998

f. Complete dry weather screening of 100%
(cumulative} of MS4

June 1, 1999

a. Adopt comprehensive Storm wate.~ .Ordinance
a. Update SWMP to include wet weather
screening program.

quly.l, 1996

b. Complete wet weather screening of 50% of
MS4.
c. Complete wet weather screening of 100%
(cumulative} of MS4.
O
..%

DATE DUE/FREQUENC~

July i, 1995
July 1, 1997
July 1, 1999

~ iS Permit No. OKSO00201
S ,TORM WA~ER M~MAGEMENT PROgRaM COMPOMENT
7. Flood Control Projects
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ACTIVITY
a. Complete evaluation of existing flood
control structures for feasible water
quality retrofit projects.
b. Complete schedule for proposed water
quality retrofits to existing flood control
structures.

8. Industrial and High Risk
.
9. Pesticide, Herbicide, and Fertilizer
Application

DATE DUE/FREQUENCY
October 1, 1998

November 1, 1998

a. Develop program to identify, monitor, and
control ~ol~utants from targeted facilities

July 1, 1995

b. Implement program

July I, 1996

a. Implement annual trainlng/educatlon on
pesticide and fertilizer management
techniques.

January i, 1995

b. Establish requirement for commercial
pesticide applicators to be licensed under
the Oklahoma Pesticide Applicators Law.

April i, 1995

NPDES Permit No. OKS000201
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B.

Commliance with effluent limitations.

C.

Remortinm compliance with schedules. No later than 14 days following a
date for a specific action (interim milestone or final deadline}
identified in the above schedule(s), the permittee(s) shall submit a
written notice of compliance or noncompliance to the Director in
accordance with Parts V.E.

D.

Updatinq Storm Water Manaqement Proqram. The permittee(s) shall update
the Storm Water Management Program(s), as appropriate, in response to
changes required by Part III.A. Such updates shall be made in~
accordance with Part II.G.2.

Reserved.
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PART IV. DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS.

¯ . . RESERVED...
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PART V. MONITORING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.
A.

Stor~ Event Discharqes.
1.

RepresentaTive Honitoring: Monitoring shall be conducted on
representative outfalls, internal sampling stations, and/or
i~stream monitoring locations to characterize the quality of storm
water discharges from the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System.
a.

Monitoring Requirements: Refer to Table(s) V.A.I.a(1).

b.

Outfall Descriptions: Refer to Table V.A.I.b.

c.

Alternate representative monitoring locations may be
substituted for just cause during the term of the permit.
Requests for approval of alternate monitoring locations
shall be made to the Director in writing and include the
rationale for the requested monitoring station relocation.
Unless disapproved by the Director, use of an alternate
monitoring location (except for outfalls with numeric
effluent limitations) may commence 30 days from the date of
the request. For outfalls where numeric effluent
limitations have been established, the permit must be
modified prior to substitution of alternate monitoring
locations. Six samples shall be collected during the first
year of monitoring at substitute outfalls.
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Table V.&.l.a.(1) - Representative Monitoring Requirements: Outfalls 001, 002, 003, 003, 004, & 005

SAMPLE TYPE(S)

REPORT FOR EACH
MONITORING PERIOD
(each sample type)

PR~METERS

Minimum

MONITORING
FREQUENCY~

Composite

&verage

Maxlmmm

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD~) (mg/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

I/seaso,~2,,

Chemical Ox[@en Demand (COD) (my/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

i/season

Oil and Grease (my/l)

Yes

Yes

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) (mg/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) (mg/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Total Nitrogen (my/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Total K~eldahl Nitrogen (TKN) (mg/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Total Phosphorus (mg/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

i/season

Dissolved Phosphorus (mg/1)

Yes

Yes

Yes

i/season

Total Cadmium (u~/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

l/season

Total Cop~er (u~/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

I/season

Total Lead (ug/l}

Yes°

Yes

Yes

1/season

Total Zinc (ug/l)

Yes

Yes

Yes

I/season

Fecal Colifozn~ (colonies/lO0 ml)

Yes

Yes

Yes

I/season

Yes

Yes

l/season

Yes
Yes

Yes

l/season

Yes

i/season

pH (S.U.)

Yes

Hardness (as CaCO3} (mg/l)

Yes
Yes

Temperature (°C}

Yes
Yes

Grab J

Yes

I/seasop
i/seaso~
.,,

i/seaso~
I/season

,,,

i/season
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SP~PLE TYPE(S)

REPORT FOR EACH
MONITORING PERIOD
(each sample type)

PP.RP~4ETERS

Minimum
Diazinon (ug/l)

3 of Part

Average

Max£mum

Grab

Composite

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

MONITORING
FREQUENCY’

i/seas0n

i/season
Yes
Yes
Yes
Total Phenol (mg/l)3
Bioassessment
Option
(See
Part
V.A.2.)
Monitoring frequency for each year unless monitoring under Alternative
Seasonal monitoring periods are: July - October, November - February, and March - June.
Total Phenol shall be monitored only at outfall 002.

NPDES Permit No. OKS000201
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Table V.&.t.b - Representative Monitoring Outfall Descriptions

OUTFALL

DESCRIPTION

LG~ATION

RESPONSIBLE PERMI~E

001

2400 26th Street East, 200
feet west of Lewis Avenue
and 5 ft south of 26th
Street

100% old residential,
drains 39.3 acres

City of Tulsa

002

llth Street (Southwest
Blvd.), on the east bank of
the Arkansas River, 50 ft
north of the old llth St.

Old cosmercial area, drains
approximately 14.7 acres

City of Tulsa

100% New Cosmercial, drains
15.1 acres

City of Tulsa

100% Industrial, drains
25.0 acres

City of Tulsa

100% Industrial, drains

City of Tulsa

Bridge

003

004

005

71st Street East @ Joe
Creek, 50 ft. south of 71st
Street on the west bank of
Joe Creek
54th Street East @ Mingo
Creek, on the west bank of
Mingo Creek at the end of
54th Street
9717 58th Street East,
directly north of 9717 E.

58th Street on the south
bank of Mingo Creek

23.0 acres

NPDES Permit No. OKS000201
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Representative Monitoring - Rapid Bioassessment Option:
The
permittee(s) has the option of developing and implementing a rapid
bioassessment monitoring program.
a.

The permittee(s) shall obtain all necessary aquatic wildlife
collection permits from appropriate State and/or Federal
agencies (e.g. State Fish and Game Commission).

b.

Permittee(s) utilizing the rapid bioassessment monitoring
option shall conduct monitoring of the separate storm sewer
system as described in Part V.A.I., except the monitoring
for years 2, 3, and 5 are no longer required.
A11 other
requirements of Part V.A.I., A.3., and A.4. (e.g.: samples
types, parameters,...) remain unchanged.

c.

If the permittee(s) elects to develop and implement a rapid
bioassessment monitoring program, the permittee(s) shall
submit an approvable monitoring program to EPA no later than
one year from the effective date of this permit. An
approvable program must include:
(1)

monitoring of at least two waterbodies receiving storm
water discharges from the municipal separate storm
sewer system plus a reference site located within the
same ecological region as the municipal separate storm
sewer system;

(2)

monitoring of each station at least twice per year,
with monitoring conducted at essentially the same time
periods each year; and

(3}

concurrent (e.g. within a day or two) monitoring of
the reference site each time a station located in the
receiving waters of the municipal separate storm sewer
system is monitored.

Unless disapproved by the Director within 60 days, a
proposed rapid bioassessment monitoring plan meeting the
criteria herein shall be deemed approved and the
permittee(s) may implement the alternate rapid bioassessment
program.
d.

The permittee(s) shall notify the Director and State
(addresses provided in Part V.E.), in writing, at least 14
days prior to commencing an alternate rapid bioassessment
monitoring program.

3.

Storm Event Data: For Part V.A.I. and any additional sampling
conducted for Park V.A.6., quantitative data shall be collected to
estimate pollutant loadings and event mean concentrations for each
parameter sampled. Records shall be maintained of all analytical
results, the date and duration (in hours} of the storm event(s)
sampled; rainfall measurements or estimates (in inches) of the
storm event which generated the sampled runoff; the duration (in
hours) between the storm event sampled and the end of the previous
measurable (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm event; and an
estimate of the total volume (in gallons} of the discharge
sampled.

4.

Sample Type, Collection, and Analysis: The following requirements
apply only to samples collected for Part V.A.1 and any additional
sampling conducted for Part V.A.6.
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For discharges from holding ponds or other impoundments with
a retention period greater than 24 hours, (estimated by
dividing the volume of the detention pond by the estimated
volume of water discharged during the 24 hours previous to
the time that the sample is collected) a minimum of one grab
sample may be taken.

b.

Grab samples taken within the first two hours of discharge
shall be used for the analysis (if required) of pH,
temperature, cyanide, oil & grease, fecal coliform, fecal
streptococcus, total phenols,residual chlorine, and (at the
permittee’s option) volatile organics. For all other
parameters, data shall be reported for flow weighted
composite samples of the entire event or, at a minimum, the
first three hours of discharge.

c.

Samples shall be collected from the discharge resulting from
a representative storm event that is greater than 0.I inches
in magnitude and that occurs at least 72 hours from the
previously measurable (greater than 0.i inch rainfall) storm
event. Composite samples may be taken with a continuous
sampler or as a combination of a minimum of three sample
aliquots taken in each hour of discharge for the entire
discharge or for the first three hours of the discharge,
with each aliquot being separated by a minimum period of
fifteen minutes.
The required 72 hour storm event interval is waived where
the preceding measurable storm event did not result in a
measurable discharge. The required 72 hour storm event
interval may also be waived where the permittee(s) documents
that less than a 72 hour interval is representative for
local storm events during the season when sampling is being
conducted.

d.

5.

B.

Analysis and collection of samples shall be done in
accordance the methods specified at 40 CFR Part 136. Where
an approved Part 136 method does not exist, any available
method may be used unless a particular method or criteria
for method selection (such as sensitivity) has been
specified in the permit.

Seasonal Loadings add Event Mean Concentrations. All necessary
sampling data shall be collected to provide estimates for each
major outfall of seasonal pollutant loadinge and event mean
concentrations for a representative storm event for the parameters
listed in Table V.A.I.a.(1) - Representative Monitoring
Requirements. This information may be estimated from the
representative monitoring locations and shall take into
consideration land uses and drainage areas for the outfall. The
estimates of seasonal loadings and event mean concentrations shall
be included in the Annual Report for year four of the permit.

Floatables Monitorinq.

Shall establish two monitoring locations for removal of floatable material in
discharges to or from the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System. Floatable
material shall be collected at the frequency necessary for maintenance of the
removal devices, but not less that twice per year. The amount of material
collected shall be estimated in cubic yards.
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Annual Report.
Each permittee shall contribute to the preparation of
an annual system-wide report to be submitted by no later than
October 15, 1995, and annually thereafter by October 15th in accordance
with this permit. The report shall cover the previous year from July 1
to June 30 (with first annual report period beginning on the effective
date of the permit) and include the following separate sections, with an
overview for the entire Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System and
subsections for each permittee:
1.

The status of implementing the storm water management program(s)
(status of compliance with any schedules established under this
permit shall be included in this section);

2.

Proposed changes to the storm water management program(s) ;

3.

Revisions, if necessary, to the assessments of controls and the
fiscal analysis reported in the permit~ application under 40 CFR
122.26(d}(2)(iv) and (d)(2)(v);

4.

A summary of the data, including monitoring data, that is
accumulated throughout the reporting year;

5.

Annual expenditures for the reporting period, with a breakdown for
the major elements of the storm water management program, and the
budget for the year following each annual report;

6.

A summary describing the number and nature of enforcement actions,
inspections, and public education programs; and

7.

Identification of water quality improvements or degradation.

Preparation and submittal of a system-wide annual report shall be
coordinated by the city of Tulsa. The report shall indicate which, if
any, permittees have failed to provide required information on the
portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System for which they are
responsible to the core municipallty by 45 days prior to the report due
date. Joint responsibility for report submission shall be limited to
participation in preparation of the overview for the entire system and
inclusion of the identity of any permittee who failed to provide input
to the annual report. Each individual permittee shall be individually
responsible for content of the report relating to the portions of the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System for which they are responsible and
for failure to provide information for the system-wide annual report in
a timely manner. Each permittee shall sign and certify the annual
report in accordance with Part VI.H. and include a statement or
resolution that the permittee’s governing body or agency (or delegated
representative) has reviewed or been appraised of the content of the
Annual Report.
D.

Certifica~on..and Siqnature of Repoz~s. All reports required by the
permit and other information requested by the Director shall be signed
and certified in accordance with Part VI.H.

E.

Reporting: Where and When to Submit.
1.

Representative monitoring results (Part V.A.1) obtained during the
reporting period running from July 1 to June 30 shall be submitted
on Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) no later than the due date
for the annual report required by Part V.C.. The Discharge
Monitoring Reports should be submitted along with the Annual
Report. A separate Discharge Monitoring Report Form is required
for each monitoring period (e.g. season) specified in Part V.A.1.
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Signed copies of discharge monitoring ~eports required under Part
V., the Annual Report required by Part V.C., and all other reports
required herein, shall be submitted to:
U.S. EPA, Region 6
Water Management Division
Enforcement Branch (6W-EA)
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733

3.

Requests for Storm Water Management Program updates, changes in
monitoring locations, or application for an individual permit
shall be submitted to:
U.S. EPA, Region 6
Water Management Division (6W-PM)
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733

4.

Additional Notification. In addition, the permittee(s) shall
provide copies of discharge monitoring reports, annual reports,
requests for Storm Water Management Program updates or changes in
monitoring locations, and all other reports required herein, to:
Program Manager
Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality
Water Quality Program
i000 N.E. 10th Street, WQS 0207
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212
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PART VI. STANDARD PERMIT CONDITIONS.
A.

Duty to compl7. The permittee(s) must comply with ali conditions of
this permit insofar as those conditions are applicable to each
permittee, either individually or jointly. Any permit noncompliance
constitutes a violation of the Act and is grounds for enforcement
action; for permit termination, revocation and reissuance, or
modification; or for denial of a permit renewal application.

B.

Penalties for Violations of Permit Conditions.
1.

Criminal Penalties.
a.

Negligent Violations: The Act provides that any person who
negligently violates permit conditions implementing Sections
301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act is subject
to a fine of not less than $2,500 nor more than $25,000 per
day of violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 1
year, or both.

b.

Knowing Violations: The Act provides that any person who
knowingly violates permit conditions implementing Sections
301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act is subject
to a fine of not less than $5,000 nor more than $50,000 per
day of violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 3
years, or both.

c.

Knowing Endangerment: The Act provides that any person who
knowingly violates permit conditions implementing Sections
301, 302, 306, 307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act and who
knows at that time that he is placing another person in
imminent danger of death or serious bodily injury is subject
to a fine of not more than $250,000, or by imprisonment for
not more than 15 years, or both.

d.

False Statement: The Act provides that any person who
knowingly makes any false material statement,
representation, or certification in any application, record,
report, plan, or other document filed or required to be
maintained under the Act or who knowingly falsifies, tampers
with, or renders inaccurate, any monitoring device or method
required to be maintained under the Act, shall upon
conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000
or by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or by both.
If a conviction is for a violation committed after a first
conviction of such person under this paragraph, punishment
shall be by a fine of not more than $20,000 per day of
violation, or by imprisonment of not more than 4 years, or
by both. (See Section 309(c)(4) of the Act).

2.

Civil Penalties. The Act provides that any person who violates a
permit condition implementing Sections 301, 302, 306, 307, 308,
318, or 405 of the Act is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed
$25,000 per day for each violation.

3.

Administrative Penalties. The Act provides that any person who
violates a permit condition implementing Sections 301, 302, 306,
307, 308, 318, or 405 of the Act is subject to an administrative
penalty, as follows:
a.

Class I penalty: Not to exceed $10,000 per violation nor
shall the maximum amount exceed $25,000.
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Class II penalty: Not to exceed $10,000 per day for each
day during which the violation continues nor shall the
maximum amount exceed $125,000.

C.

Duty to Reapply. If the permittee wishes to continue an activity
regulated by this permit after the permit expiration date, the permittee
must apply for and obtain a new permit. The application shall be
submitted at least 180 days prior to expiration of this permit. The
Director may grant permission to submit an application less than 180
days in advance but no later than the permit expiration date.
Continuation of expiring permits shall be governed by regulations
promulgated at 40 CFR 122.6 and any subsequent amendments.

D.

Need to Halt or Reduce &ctivity Not a Defense. It shall not be a
defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been
necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain
compliance with the conditions of this permit.

E.

Du%y to Mitiqate. The permittee(s) shall take all reasonable steps to
minimize or prevent any discharge in violation of this permit which has
a reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting human health or the
environment.

F.

Duty to Provide Information. The permittee(s) shall furnish~to the
Director, within a time specified by the Director, any information which
the Director may request to determine compliance with this permit. The
permittee(s) shall also furnish to the Director upon request copies of
records required to be kept by this permit.

G.

.Other Information. When the permittee becomes aware that he or she
failed to submit any relevant facts or submitted incorrect information
in any report to the Director, he or she shall promptly submit such
facts or information.
Si~rnatory Requirements. All Discharge Monitoring Reports, storm water
management programs, reports, certifications or information either
submitted to the Director or that this permit requires be maintained by
the permittee(s), shall be signed by:
1.

for a municipality, State, or other public agency: by either a
principal executive officer or ranking elected official; or

2.

a duly authorized representative of that person. A person is a
duly authorized representative only if:
a.

The authorization is made in writing by a person described
above and submitted to the Director.

b.

The authorization specifies either an individual or a
position having responsibility for the overall operation of
the regulated facility or activity, such as the position of
manager, operator, superintendent, or position of equivalent
responsibility or an individual or Position having overall
responsibility for environmental matters for the company. A
duly authorized representative may thus be either a named
individual or any individual occupying a named position.

c.

If an authorization is no longer accurate because a
different individual or position has responsibility for the
overall operation of the facility, a new written
authorization satisfying the requirements of this paragraph
must be submitted to the Director prior to or together with
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any reports, information, or applications to be signed by an
authorized representative.
3.

Certification: Any person signing documents under this section
shall make the following certification: "I certify under penalty
of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under
my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed
to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate
the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly
responsible for gathering the information, the information
submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true,
accurate, and complete. I am ¯ware that there are significant
penalties for submitting false information, including the
possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations."

I.

Penalties for Falsification of. Monitorin~ Systems. The Act provides
that any person who falsifies, tampers with, or knowlngly renders
inaccurate any monitoring device or method required to be maintained
under this permit shall, upon conviction, be punished by fines and
imprisonment described in Section 309 of the Act.

J.

~il and. Hazardous Substance Liability. Nothing in this permit shall be
construed to preclude the institution of any legal action or relieve the
permittee from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties to which
the permittee is or may be subject under section 311 of the Act or
section 106 of CERCLA.

K.

property Riqhts. The issuance of this permit does not convey any
property rights of any sort, nor any exclusive privileges, nor does it
authorize any injury to private property nor any invasion of personal
rights, nor any infringement of Federal, State or local laws or
regulations.

L.

Severab~lity. The provisions of this permit are severable, and if any
provision of this permit, or the application of any provision of this
permit to any circumstance, is held invalid, the application of such
provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of this permit shall
not be affected thereby.

M.

Requirinq a Separate Permit.
1.

The Director may require any co-permittee authorized by this
permit to obtain a separate NPDES permit. Any interested person
may petition the Director to take action under this paragraph.
The Director may require any co-permittee authorized to discharge
under this permit to apply for ¯ separate NPDES permit only if the
co-permittee has been notified in writing that a permit
app11cation is required. This notice shall include a brief
statement of the reasons for tkls decision, an application form
(as necessary}, a statement setting ¯ deadline for the copermittee to file the application, and a statement that on the
effective date of the separate NPDES permit, coverage under this
permit shall automatically terminate. Separate permit
applications shall be submitted to the address shown in Part V.E.
The Director may grant additional time to submit the application
upon request of the applicant. If an owner or operator fails to
submit in ¯ timely manner a separate NPDES permit application as
required by the Director, then the applicability of this permit to
the co-permittee is automatically terminated at the ~nd of the day
specified for application submittal.
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Any o-permittee authorized by this permit may request to be
excluded from the coverage of this permit by applying for an
sepazate permit. The co-permittee shall submit ¯ separate
application ¯s specified by 40 CFR 122.26(d) wi~h reasons
supporting the request to the Director. Separate permit
applicatlons shall be submitted to the address shown in Part V.E.
The request may be granted by the issuance of a separate permit if
the reasons cited by the co-permlttee are adequate to support the
request.

State/Environmental Laws.
1.

Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the
institution of any legal action or tellers the permlttee from any
responsibilities, liabilities, or pen&fries established pursuant
to any applicable State law or regulation under authority
preserved by section 510 of the Act.

2.

No condition of this permit shall release the permittee from any
responsibility or requirements under other environmental statutes
or regulations.

O.

Prover Over¯rich and Maintenance. The permlttee shall at all times
properly operate and maintain all facilities and systems of treatment
and control (and related appurtenances} which are installed or used by
the permittee to achieve compliance with the conditions of this permit
and with the requirements of storm water management programs. Proper
operation and maintenance also includes adequate laboratory controls and
appropriate quality assurance procedures. Proper operation and
maintenance requires the operation of backup or auxiliary fa¢illtles or
similar systems, installed by a permittee only when necessary to achieve
compliance with the conditions of the permit.

P.

Monitorlnq 8nd RecordS,
i.

Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of monitoring shall
be representative of the monitored activity.

2.

The permlttee shall retain records of ¯ii monitoring information
including all calibration end maintenance records and all original
strip chart recordings for continuous monitoring instrumentation,
copies of the reports required by this permit, and records of all
data used to complete the ¯ppllcation for this permit, for ¯
period of ¯t least 3 years from the date of the sample,
measurement, report or application. This period may be extended
by request of the Director at any time.

3.

Records of monitoring information shall include~
¯ .

The date, exact place, and time of sempllng or measurements;
The initials or name(s) of the individual[s} who performed
the sampling or measurements;

c.

The date(m} analyses were performed;

d.

The time(s} analyses were initiated;
The initials or name(s) of the Indivldual(s) who performed
the analyses;

f.

References and written procedures, when available, for the
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analytical techniques or methods used; and
g.

The results of such analyses, including the bench sheets,
instrument readouts, computer disks or tapes, etc., used to
determine these results.

Q.

Monitorinq. Metho~s. Monitoring must be conducted according to test
procedures approved under 40 CFR Part 136, unless other test procedures
have been specified in this permit.

R.

~nsDectionand Entr~. The permittee shall allow the Director or an
authorized representative of EPA, or the St¯re, upon the presentation of
credentials and other documents as may be required by law, to:
i.

Enter the permittee’s premises where ¯ regulated facility or
activity is located or conducted or where records must be kept
under the conditions of this permit;

2.

Have access to and copy at reasonable times, any records that must
be kept under the conditions of this permit;

3.

Inspect at reasonable times any facilities, equipment (including
monitoring and control equipment), practices, or operations
regulated or required under this permit; and

4.

Sample or monitor at reasonable times, for the purposes of
assuring permit compliance or as otherwise authorized by the Act,
any substance or parameters at any location.

S.

Permit Act£ons. This permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or
terminated for cause. The filing of a request by the permittee for a
permit modification, revocation and reissuance, or termination, or a
notification of planned changes or anticipated noncompliance does not
stay any permit condition.

T.

Additional Monitorinq bT the pe.rm~ee~ If the permittee monitor more
frequently than required by this permit, using test procedures approved
under 40 CFR Part 136 or as specified in this permit, the results of
this monitoring shall be included in the calculation and reporting of
the data submitted in the Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR). Such
increased monitoring frequency shall also be indicated on the DMR.
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PART VII. PERMIT MODIFICATION.
A.

Modification of the Permit. The permit may be reopened and modified
during the life of the permit to address:
1.

changes in the State’s Water Quality Management Plan, including
Water Quality Standards;

2.

changes in State or Federal statutes or regulations;

3.

add a new permittee who is the owner or operator of a portion of
the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System;

4.

changes in portions of the Storm Water Management Program that are
considered permit conditions; or

5.

other modifications deemed necessary by the Director to meet the
requirements of the Clean Water Act.

All modification to the permit will be made in accordance with 40 CFR
122.62, 122.63, and 124.5.
B.

Termination of Coveraqe for a Sinqle Permittee. Permit coverage may be
terminated, in accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR 122.64 and
124.5, for a single permittee without terminating coverage for other
permittees.

C.

Modification of StOrm Water Manaqement Proqram(s). Only those portions
of the Storm Water Management Programs specifically required as permit
conditions shall be subject to the modification requirements of 40 CFR
124.5. Replacement of an ineffective or infeasible BMP implementing a
required component of the Storm Water Management Program with an
alternate BMP expected to achieve the goals of the original BMP shall be
considered minor changes to the Storm Water Management Program (as
described in Part II.G.2.b. and 2.c.) and not modifications to the
permit.

D.

Chanqes in Monitorinq Outfalls. Changes in monitoring outfalls, other
than those with specific numeric effluent limitations (as described in
Part V.A.I.c.), shall be considered minor modifications to the permit
and will be made in accordance with the procedures at 40 CFR 122.63.
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PART VIII. DEFINITIONS.
Ali definition contained in Section 502 of the Act shall apply to this permit
and are incorporated herein by reference. Unless otherwise specified,
additional definitions of words or phrases used in this permit are as follows:
A.

"Best Management Practices" ("SMPs") means schedules of activities,
prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures, and other management
practices to prevent or reduce the pollution of waters of the United
States. BMPs also include treatment requirements, operating procedures,
and practices to control facility site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge
or waste disposal, or drainage from raw material storage.

B.

"CWA" or "The Act" means Clean Water Act (formerly referred to as the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act or Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972) Pub.L. 92-500, as amended Pub. L. 95-217, Pub. L. 95576, Pub. L. 96-483 and Pub. L. 97-117, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et.seq.

C.

"Co-permittee" is defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(1).

D.

"Core Municipality" means, for the purpose of this permit, the
municipality whose corporate boundary (unincorporated area for counties
and parishes) defines the municipal separate storm sewer system. (ex. City
of Dallas for the Dallas Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System, Harris
County for unincorporated Harris County).

E.

"Director" means the Regional Administrator or an authorized
representative.

F.

"Discharge" for the purpose of this permit, unless indicated otherwise,
refers to discharges from the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System).

G.

"Flow-weighted composite sample" means a composite sample consisting of a
mixture of aliquots collected at a constant time interval, where the
volume of each aliquot is proportional to the flow rate of the discharge.

H.

"I11icit connection" means any man-made conveyance connecting an i11icit
discharge directly to a municipal separate storm sewer.

I.

"Illicit discharge" is defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(2).

J.

"Individual Residence" refers, for the purposes of this permit, to single
or multi-family residences. (e.g. single family homes and duplexes,
townhomes, apartments, etc.)

K.

"Landfill" means an area of land or an excavation in which wastes are
placed for permanent disposal, and which is not a land application unit,
surface impoundment, injection well, or waste pile.

L.

"Land application unit" means an area where wastes are applied onto or
incorporated into the soil surface (excluding manure spreading operations)
for treatment or disposal.

M.

"Large or medium municipal separate storm sewer system" is defined at 40
CFR 122o26(b)(4) & (7).

N.

"MEP" is an acronym for "Maximum Extent Practicable," the technologybased discharge standard for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
established by CWA ~402(p).

O.

"MS4" is an acronym for "Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System" and is
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used to refer to either a Large or Medium Municipal Separate storm Sewer
System (e.g. "the Dallas MS4").
P.

"Municipal Separate Storm Sewer" is defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(8).

Q.

"Part ’#’" refers, unless otherwise indicated, to Part "#" of this permit
(e.g. Part V.E.2.).

R.

"Permittee" refers to any "person," as defined at 40 CFR 122.2, authorized
by this NPDES permit to discharge to Waters of the United States.

S.

"Point Source" means any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance,
including but not limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit,
well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal
feeding operation, landfill leachate collection system, vessel or other
floating craft from which pollutants are or may be discharges. This term
does not include return flows from irrigated agriculture or agricultural
storm water runoff.

T.

"Storm sewer", unless otherwise indicated, refers to a municipal separate
storm sewer.

U.

"Storm Water" means storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface
runoff and drainage.

V.

"Storm Water Discharge Associated with Industrial Activity" is defined at
40 CFR 122.26(b)(14).

W.

"Storm Water Management Program" refers to a comprehensive program to
manage the quality of storm water discharged from the municipal separate
storm sewer system. For the purposes of this permit, the Storm Water
Management Program is considered a single document, but may actually
consist of separate programs (e.g. "chapters") for each permittee.

X.

"SWMP" is an acronym for "Storm Water Management Program."

Y.

"Time-weighted composite" means a composite sample consisting of a mixture
of equal volume aliquots collected at a constant time interval.

Z.

"Waters of the United States" is defined at 40 CFR 122.2.
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Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
101 Center Plaza Drive
Monterey Park, CA 91754
Attention: Dan Radulescu
RE: Information of City of Tulsa storm water quality programs
Dear Mr. Radulescu:
Here is the information regarding the City of TulSa’s storm water quality programs. I am providing
you this information freely with the condition that you provide me with information targeting
municipal storm water quality programs in your region. I am always interested in comparing
Tulsa’s programs to those from other regions. This information may be used to make
improvements to existing programs.
If you have any questions or comments please feel free to contact me at (918) 591-4379.

Sincerely,

VanLoo
Environmental Compliance Specialist
SV/atm
co:

M, Slaughter
D. Wilson
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Discharge Permit
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July 1,1996 - June 30, 1997
City of Tulsa, OK
Oklahoma Department of Transportation
Oklahoma Turnpike Authority
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City of Tulsa, Environmental Services
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ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATIONS
596-950~ ,Suite 4011
WASTE SYSTEMS
596-9841 ISu~te 505)

.~

¯

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
596-9848 ~Sulte 501)

707 SOUTH P’ObSTON

¯

TULSA

WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
596-9484

¯

October 13, 1997

UNDERGROUND
COLLECTION SYSTEMS
669-6100
QUALITY ASSURANCE
591-4375

Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Dave Farrington
Water Quality Division
1000 NE 10th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212
Dear Mr. Farrington:
Enclosed is the Annual Report for the NPDES Municipal Storm Water Discharge Permit
#OKS000201 for the period of July 1, 1996, through June 30, 1997. Further, "1 certify under
penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or
supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly
gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons
who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the
information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I
am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the
possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations."
If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact me at (918)591-4378.
Sincerely,

,/~ironmental Monitoring Manager
DEW:aim
Attachments
co:

Charles Hardt
Marsha Slaughter
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OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
200 N. E. 21 st Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3204

September 24, 1997
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Dave Farfington
Water Quality Division
1000 N-E 10th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212
Dear Mr. Farrington:
Enclosed is the City of Tulsa’s Annual Report for the ?¢PDES Municipal Storm Water Discharge
Permit #OKS000201 for the period of July l, 1996 through June 30, 1997. Further, "I certify under
penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or
supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure qualified personnel properly gather and
evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the
system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted
is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment
for knowing violations"
If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Ms Dawn Sullivan at
(405)521-2515.
Sincerely,

ChiefEngin~r
BT:TGM:DRS

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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O

,.KLA_I-IOMA TURh IKE AUTHORITY

3500 Martin Luther Kin~7 Avenue o P.O. Box 11357 o Oklahorru~ City, Oklahoma 73136-0357 o (405) 425-3600
Fax (405) 427-8246

October $, 1997
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
Dave Farrington
Water Quality Division
1000 NE 10~ Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73117-1212
Dear Mr. Farrington:
Enclosed is the Annual Report for the NPDES Municipal Storm Water Discharge Permit
#OKS000201 for the period of July 1, 1996 through June 30, 1997. Further, "I cert[f)’ under
penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or
supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure qualified personnel properly gather
and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who
managed the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the
information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I
am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the
possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations."
If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Mr. Gary R. Broyles at (405)
425-3600.
Very truly yours,

Gary R. Br~yles, P.E.’X~’
Division Engineer
copy: OTA Engineering Files

Govemor Frank Keating, Member Ex-Officio ¯ Fred J. Hall, Chairman ¯ Francis Roone.v, Vice Chairman
Steve I.aForge, Secretary & Treasurer ¯ Judy. Curtis, Member ¯ Robert M. Kane, Member
Albert C. Kell.x; Jr., Member ¯ Ne’a] A. McCaieb, Director
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1. The st__atus of implementing the storm water management program(s)
(status of compliance with any schedules established under this permit

shaft be included in this Section).
The Corm water management Pro_re’am (Pan II) of the City of Tulsa’s municipal storm
water discharge permit consists ofeleven separate progran3_s. In order to effectively
address the status of each program, each program will be addressed individually.
Part II(A)(I) Structural Controls and Storm Water Collection System Operation

The City of Tulsa’s storm water management program includes provisions for the
maintenance of both above and below ground structural storm water controls including

detention ponds, inlets, conduits and channels. The purpose of this program is to assure
proper operation of these structural controls for better control of storm water runoff and
improved water quality. The following table is an inventory of the work performed on
those structures during this reporting period.

Maintenance of Storm Water Structural Controls

Channels/Streams/
Detention Ponds

1, i 16 acres

mowing

12 x/year of mowable
property

Channels/Streams/
Detention Ponds

!,452 acres

weed control (herbicide)

All parcels Ix/year for broad
leaf weed control,
and 336 acres 4x/year for
growth control

Channels/Streams/
Detention Ponds

1,800 acres

cleaning
siltation removal
(roadside ditching)

3,255 cubic yards/period
195,237 linear feet/period

siltation removal
(ponds/streams)

36,549 linear feet/period

Storm Sewer Pipes

1,200 miles

inspect
flush/clean
repair or replace

1.66 miles/period
1.82 miles/period
141 units~period

Catch Basin/Inlets

47,000 units

inspect & clean
repair

5,360 units/period
318 units/period

Pump Stations

6 units

clean interior, inspect.
& maintain

1,663 maintenance
activities/period
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Part II(A)(2) Areas of New Development and Significant Redevelopment
The Stormwater Management Criteria Manual (adopted in 1994) is a comprehensive
manual designed to assist engineers, designers and construction operators in a!! aspects of
storm water ,.runoff control before, durin~ and after construction activities are complete.
"l)tiS includes both water quality and quantity. This manual is utilized by Projects
Administration of the Public Works Department as well as site development engineers
during the design and review phases of all new developments and significant
redevelopment projects that occur within the City of Tulsa. Additionally, the Watershed
,Development Re~u!ations (Title I l-A, Ordinance # 16959) list the current practices.
regarding regulation of new development and significant redevelopment for the control
of storm water runoff rates and quality..
During this reporting period, anyone planning~o develop or redevelop areas o.f Tulsa
¯ followed an extensive planning, designingand review process with~e City of Tulsa.
~la~s msurecl tlae area targeted for development met all city requirements, including
re_ducing the discharges of pollutants during and after construction was completed. This
process involved Project Administration, Development Services, Field Engineering and
Design Engineering of the City of Tulsa and focused attention on storm water quality.

Part II(A)(3) Roadways
The Street Maintenance Section of the Public Works Department, through the utilization
of private contractors, swept arterial streets 8 times removing 5,049 cubic yards of debris
from a total of 3,948 miles during this reporting period. Emphasis was placed on
sweeping after deicing material was no longer required as a result of a snow or ice event.
Residential streets were swept 4 times removing 14,378 cubic yards of debris from a total
6,700 miles during this reporting period. Site Specific Hourly Sweeping involved 433
hours. Expressway sweeping for the Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT)
totaled 191 miles removing 1,427 cubic yards of material.
Also, the removal of trash was performed on all city street fight-of-ways prior to
mowing. The specifics of this task is discussed in Part II(A)(6)(c) Floatables.

Part lI(A)(4) Flood Control Projects
The Projects Administration group of Tulsa’s Public Works Department performed
project design review of 19 major flood management projects designed during this
reporting period. This included a determination of whether all criteria established by the
city’s Stormwater Management Criteria Manual had been met or exceeded including
consideration of existing water quality. Where possible, water quality treatment
principles were incorporated into the design of these flood control projects.
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Part II(A)(5) Pesticide, Herbicide and Fertilizer Application
The application of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers was performed by the City of
Tulsa’s Public Works Department and the Park and Recreation Department. The City of
Tulsa required all city employed pesticide applicators as well as all contract applicators
to be licensed and subject to all of the regulations under the Oklahoma Pesticide
Applicators Law. Surface Drainage & Vegetation Maintenance personnel of the Public
Works Department that applied pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers received in-house
training during this reporting period. Parks and Recreation Department employees that
applied pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers received annual training. In addition,
workshops and conferences were held on the proper application and disposal.
The City of Tulsa Community Affairs Section began work on a brochure which
addresses the proper application and disposal of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers
during this period. This brochure’s target audience is the public and is expected to be
finalized during the reporting period of 97/98.
Through the continuation of two City of Tulsa sponsored household pollutant collection
events held during this reporting period I 1,801 Ibs. pesticides/poisons were collected
from the public and disposed of in an environmentally friendly manner.
ODOT has 16 certified applicators that apply pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers in the
Tulsa area. Each applicator attended annual training that instructed them on the proper
use, application and disposal of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers.
Part II(A)(6) Illicit Discharge and Improper Disposal

a.) Non-storm water discharges
The Quality Assurance Section of the city’s Public Works Department performed 208
’ inves_tigations that involved possible illicit discharges to the storm and sanitary sewer
-during this reporting penoa. Oramance # 18588 was adopted during the 94/95 reporting
period and continues to be utilized for the removal of non-storm water discharges
through enforcement actions (see Section 6, "’Summary of Enforcement Actions,
Ing-pections, and Public Education").
Once an illicit discharge was identified, the responsible party w_as required to either stop
the discharge, redirect the discharge to the sanitary sewer or o’-btain-an NPDES waste
w~_~ter discharge permit from the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality/U..~.
EPA. The reporting of illicit discharges and improper disposal to the storm sewer system
was reported to the Quality Assurance Section by concerned citizens (via the Mayors
Action Center or directly from a citizen), other city departments and government
agencies.
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b,) Sanitary sewer overflows
In a continuing effort to eliminate sanitary sewer overflows during this reporting period
the city’s Engineering Services Section contracted with consulting engineers to conduct
sanitary sewer evaluation surveys in several drainage areas and have let several
construction contracts for rehabilitation of manholes, sanitary sewer lines and
construction of sanitary sewer relief lines. In addition, Engineering Services is currently
evaluating the construction of two flow equalization basins in the Flatrock and Coal
creek drainage basins.
As addressed earlier in Part II(A)(1 ), Tulsa’s Underground Collection Section continues
to utilize aggressive inspection, repair and cleaning programs for the sanitary sewer
system in order to eliminate sanitary overflows. The following items were performed
under the supervision of Underground Collections during this reporting period:
¯ Five homes with sanitary sewer discharges to the storm sewer were identified. Per
city direction, these home owners are now in the process of repairing defective
plumbing and connecting to the sanitary sewer.
At the intersection of 8th & Cheyenne a city sanitary sewer line cross connection to
the storm sewer was located and corrected.
¯

A city contractor identified and corrected 95 cross connections between the storm
and sanitary sewers while performing a sanitary sewer evaluation survey in the Coal
creek drainage basin.

c.) Floatables
Tulsa has taken a very aggressive approach toward floatable control. Utilization of
existing programs has had an impact on reducing litter. The "Pride in Tulsa"
organization is instrumental in a series of programs which target litter control, such as.’~
¯ Operation Cleansweela~ April 20-27, 1997 (20,000 people remove litter at various sites
in Tulsa),
¯ Environmental Summit (educational program for middle and high school aged
children),
¯ Pride Partners. (area businesses who take pride in Tulsa through donations, clean-ups
and recycling), and
¯ Free dump days at the landfill.
The Metropolitan Environmental Trust (M.e.t.) was also responsible for many of these
activities planned around Earth Day, through their planning and performance. The M.e.t.
created and maintains a web page for recycling at address
WWW.WEBTEK.COM/M TRECYCLE. The M.e.t also operates 12 recycling depots
giving citizens accessible locations for the collection of materials for recycling. These
items include plastics, paper products, glass, aluminum, batteries, oil and antifreeze.
They are also used for the distribution of environmental educational information. See
"Collection of Used Motor Vehicle Fluids and Household Hazardous Wastes" for data
concerning this program.
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The city’s Community Affairs Section utilized utility bill sruffers and pamphlets to
educate the public regarding their responsibility to reduce floatable pollution in storm
water runoff. Data was obtained by Surface Drainage & Vegetative Management during
this reporting period regarding floatable make-up and quantity through the use of two
floatable monitoring locations (see Section 4-Monitoring Data).
Through assistance from the Oklahoma Turnpike Authority, Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality and Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department, Oklahoma
Department of Transportation (ODOT) reinstated the "Don’t La~’ that Trash on
Oklahoma" anti-litter campaign at a state wide cost of $350,000. The ODOT, at a cost of
-i. i mlmon dollars, began the development of a heavily publicized anti-litter campaign
called "Qklahom_a, Keep Our Land Grand"during this reporting period. This program is
scheduled to begin during the summer of 1997 and will utilize TV, radio, highway signs
and other advertisements. Additionally, ODOT held the n_inS annual "Trash Off" Day in
Tulsa on April 12. Other clean-up efforts which were utilized included the "Adopt a
Highway" which included 20 groups in the permit area and inmate litter removal.
The City of Tulsa’s Park and Recreation Department emptied approximately_450 trash.
cbntainers placed at 120 parks and 25 storm water detention sites 2 to 3 times per week:
The pickup frequency was reduced slightly during the off season. Fifty two dumpster
type containers at 38 Park sites were also_emptied weekly ..by the City’s Waste Systems
Section. Trash containers were placed in parks to serve special events and scheduled
activities. In addition, Park and Recreation Department maintenance crews picked up
loose trash from parks as needed.
The Street Maintenance Section of the City of Tulsa continued to utilize litter crews
which removed approximately 1.0....7,000 balzs of litter from expressways and streets during
this reporting period. These crews consisted of inmate work crews and city private
contractors.
d.) Collection of used motor vehicle fluids and household hazardous wastes
The cit3’ continues to support the M.e.t.’s recycling depots which accept oil, antifreeze
and batteries, as well as other recyclable materials. All depots are accessible to the
public 24 hours per day, 7 days per week and are located in areas that are easily
accessible to the public. The amount of material received by these depots for the last
fiscal year of July 1, 1996 through June 30, 1997 can be found on the following table:
oil
antifreeze

46,015 gals.
3,757 gals.

plastics

293,857 Ibs.

aluminum

135,020 lbs.

glass
batteries

1,158,458 lbs.
58,709 lbs.

newspaper 6,161,378 lbs.
magizines 718,879 lbs.
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The city sponsored two household pollutant collection events during this reporting
period. They were both held on a weekend. The event dates were October 26 & 27,
1996 and April 5 & 6, 1997. Both events were a success with 6,575 gallons ofoil, 505
gallons of antifreeze, 33,827 cans of paint and 17,530 pounds of flammable liquid
collected from 4,180 participants. Thousands of pounds of other household hazardous
wastes were brought to the events and thereby removed from the waste stream. These
programs were also used to distribute educational material to the public regarding
locations of the recycling depots, and environmentally friendly alternatives for chemicals
used in the household.
These programs were so successful that two events are planned for the reporting year of
97-98.
In a continued effort to develop and implement the most effective household hazardous
waste collection program given limited resources, the City of Tulsa, through the M.e.t.,
held a permanent location household hazardous waste pilot program from March 15
through May 3 I, 1997. This pilot program had varying hours of operations which
included weekdays and extended weekends. This program was a success due to the fact
that alot of important information was obtained including:
¯ The handling and disposal of household hazardous waste can be change as long as it
is recled or safely disposed.
¯

Facility use or disposal charge is not a popular idea.;

¯

The scheduling for the disposal of material by each participant is not necessary.

¯

It is more desirable to dispose of the material at the next bi-annual household
pollutant collection event rather than immediately.

As a result and given the fact that the current programs are very successful, no permanent
household pollut~int collection facility is planned for establishment in the near future.
e.) Locate and eliminate illicit discharges and improper disposal
The Quality Assurance Section of the Public Works, Department performed dry weather
field gc~:~enin~ on over 14% (264 outfalls) of the City of Tulsa’s storm sewer system
~uring the reporting period of June I, 1996 through May 31, 1997. This brought the
total permit area screened to 63.2%’1413 outfalls) since the beginning of this program in
October of 1994.
The City of Tulsa is compliant with the compliance schedule for the complete dry
weather field screening of the entire permit coverage area by June l, 1999.
The Underground Collections Section (UCS) of the city’s Public Works Department
continued efforts to locate sanitary and storm sewer cross connections during this
reporting period. This was accomplished through the use of TV inspection and smoke
testing techniques. Additional work completed during the fiscal year of 96-97 included:
352,757 feet of sanitary sewer TV inspected
8,765 feet of storm sewer TV inspected
’-1-23 storm and sanitary manholes raised to grade
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141 main line storm sewer re_~airs .
325 main line sanitary sewer repairs

In most cases, these repairs result in the elimination of storm water infiltratinig into the
&anitary sewer w~hich helps to reduce overflows or illicit discharges to the storm sewer
from the sanitary sewer. In either case, the repairs resulted in the improvement of storm
water quality.
Rehabilitation projects supplemented UCS efforts by correcting known storm sewer
problem areas that were primarily structurally related (see b. Sanitary Sewer Overflows).
As previously mentioned, the investigation/complaint procedures used by the city’s
Quality Assurance Section have been very effective in locating illicit discharges and
improper disposal practices during this reporting period/season (see "Public Education Public reporting of illicit discharges and improper disposal").
f.) Removal of illicit discharges
Once illicit discharges are located by Quality Assurance, the responsible party is required
to halt the discharge, redirect the discharge to the sanitary sewer or obtain an NPDES
wastewater discharge permit from the U.S. EPA. The responsible party is given 30 days
to comply. If compliance could not be attained by the party within 30 days, enforcement
action in the form of an expeditious schedule of compliance was taken. With the
adoption of the Ordinance #18588, the Quality Assurance Section placed nine parties on
compliance schedules. The result was full compliance for all nine parties.
g.) Maintain a list of NPDES permit holders within the Ci_ty of Tulsa
The Quality Assurance Section maintains a list of NPDES industrial storm water an__d
wastewater permit holders which operate within the city limits. This
name, location, and NPDES permit number, as well as contact person. SIC codes, an~d
o~er pertinent in/brmation for each NPDES permit holder. This information is obtained
~uri~g inspections and ~s updated regularly. The Customer Services Division of the City
o"-~ i uisa maintains a list df_NPDES construction storm water permit holders. Building
permits are not issued for construction sit~s larger than 5 acres until an NPDES storm
water o~scriitrge permit has 19een oOta~ned and a pollution prevention plan is in place.
Part II(A)(7) Spill Prevention and Response
This requirement was met through the coordination of the Tulsa Fire Department (TFD)
and their Hazardous Materials unit, along with Tulsa City-County Health Department
and the City’s Quality Assurance Section. All agencies and city sections responding to
spills are required to follow the newly adopted storm water quality ordinance. This
ordinance requires the removal of the pollutant rather than flushing of this pollutant into
the storm sewer unless there is an immediate threat to life and health.
For this reporting period the Tulsa Fire Department responded to a total of 561 incidents
involving spills and/or releases that could potentially threaten the separate storm sewer
system. The reported spill incidents from the previous fiscal year 95/96 totaled only 97
spill incidents. This increase is attributed largely to how the TFD has changed the way
7
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they respond to spills. The Fire Dept. is employing the we of satellite haz-mat
companies strategically located within the city’s five district response areas. These
personnel are trained and equipped to either emulsify or absorb spills if possible.
Emulsification is an allowable provision in the storm water quality ordinance if there is
an immediate danger to public health and safety. The 95/96 fiscal year figure of 97 spills
reflected only those that required a response from the Haz-Mat unit(s) and went beyond
the capability of the satellite companies.
Additionally, spill prevention was discussed during each of the 600 sanitary and storm
sewer inspections performed by the city’s Quality Assurance Section during this
reporting period.
Part II(A)(8) Industrial & High Risk Rungff
Aprogram to identify, monitor and control pollutants from municipal landfills;
treatment storage and disposal facilities for municipal waste; facilities subject to EPCRA
Title III, Section 313 reporting requirements; and any other indn~trJal and colnmercial
d_ischarge the City determines contributes substantial pollutant loading to the City’s storm
sew.er ~ysterr~was implemented during this reporting period. This program contains
procedures and priorities for inspections and monitoring, and establishes i~mplementation
of ~ontrol measures for such discharges. A data base of industrial storm water sources
di.scharginlz to the City’s storm sewer was maintained. Six hundred storm water runoff
inspections were_performed during this re~)oninl~ period. As a result, nine enforce.ment
acqions were taken in order to eliminate illegal or illicit discharges.
This program also allows inspectors to educate owners and operators of indo~try on the
sLorm water quality regulations and requirements as per Ordinance # 18588 and the city’s
NPDES Municipal Storm Water Discharge Permit.
Part II(A)(9) Construction Site Runoff
This requirement was met by the Customer Services Section (Building Inspections and
Development Services) and the Engineering Services Divisions of the city’s Public
Works Department.
a.) The use and maintenance of structural and nonstructural best management practices
(BMPs) to reduce pollutants discharged to the city’s storm sewer from construction sites
has been achieved through the enforcement of Title 11-A Chapter 3 (Watershed
Development Regulations) and the PFPI and building permit. The Development Services
Section issued 18 "Earth Change" permits (permits required by developer for any earth
change activity within the city that is greater than 1 acre) during this reporting period.
These permits require the operator to have adequate erosion control measures in place
and maintained throughout the life of the project. Prior to receiving an earth change
permit, applicants were required to submit an executable NOI and acceptable storm water
pollution prevention plan for all sites disturbing at least 5 acres.
b.) The Public Works Department inspected 2L505 construction sites during this
reporting period. Of those, Customer Services performed 21,424 (14,028 commercial
and 7,396 residential)., and Engineering Services performed 8..81.,1. Appropriate structural
8
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and nonstructural erosion control measures (BMPs) were inspected during these
aforementioned site inspections. If the existing erosion control methods were inadequate,
additional structural or nonstructural BMPs were required. Approximately five percent
of___the inspections performed bv Customer Services resulted in some t~e of enfor~:emen~
a_c.tion during this reponin/g period~ while approximately 20 notices of violations were
i.ssued by Engineering Serv_k:esL All violation notices issued by Engineering Services
consisted of a statement of the violation along with a time period for correction.
Inspections were performed by both the Customer Services and Engineering Services
Divisions of the Public Works Department as a result of both scheduling and citizen
complaints.
e.) On April 7, 1997 the Blue Thumb Project sponsored a meeting at the Tulsa
Metropolitan Home Builders Association which involved builders and contractors from
the Tulsa area. Guest speakers included EPA officials, Bob Reeves and Thea Lomax.
Current NPDES storm water regulations that pertain to construction sites were discussed.
On April 19, 1997, representatives from the city’s Public Works Department gave
presentations to area builders, developers and contractors. The meeting focused on the
recently announced changes in the EPA erosion control regulations and how they would
apply to developing and building in the City of Tulsa.
An ODOT committee drafted a manual called "ODOT Storm Water Management
Guidelines for Design and Construction Activities" during this reporting period. This
manual focuses on upgrading erosion control practices both as how they are specified on
the construction plans and how these practices are applied in the field. Distribution and
implementation is scheduled for the Fall of 1997.
ODOT sponsored a two day long course on erosion and sediment control. This training
targeted the project level inspectors, project engineers, designers, contractors, foreman,
superintendents and other project personnel. The content of the course included storm
water runoff, sediment and erosion control, construction site stabilization, pollution
prevention plans and related subjects as they apply to highway and bridge construction.
This course was first held in October and was attended by approximately 100 people.
d.) The City of Tulsa’s Engineering Services constructed 24 storm water pollution
prevention plans for city operated construction sites, such as capital improvements,
during this reporting period.
Additionally, the notification of the building permit applicants of their responsibility
under the NPDES permitting program was also’accomplished during the building permit
application review process by the Development Services Section. Through the platting
process and the privately financed public improvements, Development Services screened
proposed developments to determine the appropriate compliance requirements and
notified the applicants of those requirements, including NPDES erosion and sediment
control requirements, prior to issuing building permits.
Development Services provided both the summary guidance and the full manual of EPA
published guidance books Storm Water Managemem for Construction Activities Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices to assist
developers and design engineers in the preparation of a storm water pollution prevention
plans. Anyone required to obtain an NPDES storm water discharge permit submitted a
9
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storm water pollution prevention plan along with an executed NOI to Development
Services for review prior to receiving a watershed development permit. During the
review process of the storm water pollution prevention plan, Development Services
utilized the EPA Construction General Permit Requirements Preconstruction Checklist.
The Homerville example, found in the EPA’s Storm Water Management For
Construction Activities guidance manual, was used as guidance for construction storm
water pollution prevention plans.
Part II(A)(IO)Public Education
Educating the public on the prevention of pollution at the source as well as what is
required by the city’s municipal storm water discharge permit has been the focus of
several of our efforts. This required the involvement of Community Affairs and Quality
Assurance Sections as well as the Metropolitan Environmental Trust and the Blue Thumb
Project during this reporting period. Public education was accomplished through the
distribution of educational material, public speaking and sponsoring of city wide
environmental awareness events on numerous topics which relate to the city’s storm
water permit.
The Blue Thumb program continues to be an important part of Tulsa’s public education
for non-point source pollution. This EPA funded program is coordinated by.the OSU
Cooperative Extension and Tulsa County Conservation District. The program’s goal is
to make the citizens of Tulsa aware of non-point source pollution and to encourage the
adoption of practices that protect Tulsa’s urban watersheds. This program has greatly
contributed to the education of the public through the organization and training of citizen
watershed monitoring groups, monthly newsletters called "Blue Thumb Prints" and
"Data Dip Net", organization and sponsorship of an annual resource management
conference and local creek clean-up, supervision of an aggressive storm sewer stenciling
program and numerous non-point source demonstrations at area schools.
The M.e.t. created numerous pamphlets and other material which focused on the proper
management and disposal of commonly generated household pollutants. These
pamphlets are distributed to the public at various locations and events throughout the
Tulsa metropolitan area.
a.) Public reporting of illicit discharges and improper disposal
Several publications created by the Community Affairs Section of the City of Tulsa,
asked citizens to be observant and immediately report illegal or illicit discharges to the
Mayors Action Center. These publications included numerous utility bill stuffers (City
Life), pamphlets ("1996 Regulatory Floodplain Guide" and "1997 Official Notices of
Flood Hazard") and City News articles. Additionally, during numerous public speaking
engagements by City of Tulsa personnel, invitations were extended for citizens to call the
Mayors Action Center to report any unusual or illegal discharges to the city’s storm
sewer.
Other assistance came from the Blue Thumb Program which developed brochures stating
"Report any illegal dumping to the city of Tulsa Public Works Department" and includes
telephone numbers to report 24 hour a day. These brochures were placed in areas
10
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regularly accessible to the public such as all thirteen recycling depots, the household
pollutant collection events, City Hall and various locations.
Increased public education on the reporting of illicit discharges and improper disposal
has resulted in Quality Assurance performing an average of 247 investigations each of
the last two reporting periods versus 147 during the f’n’st year of the permit. This has
resulted in an average increase of 160% in the number of investigations in the last two
reporting periods
While performing inspections, Quality Assurance personnel informed citizens to report
any unusual discharge into the city’s storm sewer to the Quality Assurance Section or the
Mayors Action Center immediately.
On October 12, 1996, the city’s Underground Collections Section had a booth at Safe
Kids Fall Fire and Safety Extravaganza Day. During both activities educational material
was distributed regarding not only the unsafe practice of playing in the sewer system but
also illegal dumping into the storm sewer.
b,) Proper management and disposal of used motor vehicle fluids
Public education in the area of the proper management and disposal of used motor
vehicle fluids was accomplished through the creation of utility bill stuffers in conjunction
with the city’s household pollutant collection events by the Community Affairs Section.
Also, the Blue Thumb Program’s stenciling of approximately 643 storm sewer inlets
during this reporting period is important because storm sewer inlets appear to be the main
discharge point of used motor vehicle fluids into the storm sewer.
The M.e.t. created and distributed numerous pamphlets on the proper management and
recycling of many household pollutants including automobile fluids such as oil and
antifreeze. These pamphlets are readily available to the public at City Hall, the M.e.t.
office, INCOG offices, all thirteen recycling depots and the household pollutant
collection events.
e.) Proper use, application, and disposal of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers
Public education in the proper use, application and disposal of pesticides, herbicides and
fertilizers was accomplished during this reporting period through the distribution of
pamphlets created by the M.e.t. as well as the numerous notices placed in City Life
(utility bill stuffer) by Community Affairs. Community Affairs also created and made
available pamphlets which contain information on this educational topic. These
pamphlets include the 1996 Guide to Regulatory Floodplains, the 1997 Official Notice
Flood Hazard Information mailer and the 1997 Official Notice Repetitive Loss mailer.
Public education about the proper application of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers was
performed during this reporting period by the Oklahoma State University (OSU)
Extension Service through their Master Gardeners Program. This program contacted
approximately 30,000 residents of Tulsa County. The OSU Extension Service also
operated a telephone hotline staffed by trained personnel to answer questions regarding
various horticultural issues including the proper application and disposal of pesticides,
herbicides and fertilizers. This service is offered five days a week, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
and is backed with numerous brochures available to the public. Oklahoma Educational
Television Association (OETA) broadcasts the OSU production "Oklahoma Gardening"
I!
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to local residents tv,4¢e a week. Host, Brenda Simons, consistently emphasizes proper
handling, use and disposal of these products to a viewing audience of approximately
60,000 each week. OSU Extension Service will continue these successful programs in to
the next repo,rting period.
Part II(A)(II) Monitoring Programs
All monitoring requirements were met through the continuation of the dry weather field
screening program, and the implementation of the wet weather field screening and
industrial & high risk runoff programs during this reporting period.
a.) Dry Weather Field Screening
This program has been implemented by the Quality Assurance Section. This program
was previously mentioned in this report in Part II(A)(6)(e).
b.) Wet Weather Field Screening
A total of 34 monitoring sites were chosen which represent the watersheds that make up
the city’s storm sewer system. This program will be used to identify watersheds within
the City of Tulsa that may have reduced storm water runoff quality during storm events.
A secondary benefit of this program is to gauge the effectiveness of other storm water
management programs and implemented best management practices. During this
reporting period, 20 of the 34 wet weather field screening sites were monitored. All the
analyses were completed in accordance with 40 CFR Part 136 and will be reviewed
during the next reporting period.
Baseline monitoring of all 34 monitoring sites has begun. This will give the City of
Tulsa a baseline for water quality during normal flow conditions.
c.) Industrial & High Risk Runoff
The Industrial & High Risk Runoff monitoring began during this reporting period. This
monitoring took the form of both the collection of self monitoring storm water runoff
sample results from eight industries and the sampling of one industry by the Quality
Assurance Section. Additional monitoring will take place during the reporting period of
97\98.
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2. Proposed changes to the storm water management program(s)
During this reporting period it was determined that minor changes were required to one
program in order to improve its effectiveness. This program is Part II(A)(1 l)(b) the Wet
Weather Screening Program. Wet weather field screening procedures were changed to
include a QA/QC Section and correct the address of one monitoring location. No other
changes were made to any of the storm water management programs during this
reporting period. A copy of the revised Wet Weather Field Screening Program can be
found as Attachment A.
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3. Revisions, if necessary, to the assessment of controls and the fiscal
analysis reported in the permit application under 40 CFR
122.26(d)(2)(v)and (d)(2)(vi)
No revisions to the "Assessment of Controls" or "Fiscal Analysis" were needed during
this reporting period.
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4. A summary of the data, including monltor~ng data, that is accumulated
throughout the reporting year.

Data was obtained from three monitoring programs during this reporting period. Each of
the sources are explained in the following paragraphs with associated data.

Storm Event Monitoring Data
The first source of data was the storm event monitoring. Storm event samples were
collected during the three monitoring periods which make up this reporting period, as
required. The five required monitoring locations were sampled plus a sixth. Analysis
was performed using methods found in 40 CFR Part 136. The following is a summary of
the data from each monitoring period:
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July 1 through October 31, 1996 Storm Event Monitoring Data

Land Use Type
Drainage Area
(acres)
Monitoring Period
(season)
Date
Duration (hr.)
Duration since last
event (hr.)
Sample No.
Precipitation (in)
Sample Volume(L)
Storm Volume(gal)
pH
Cd (rag/I)
Cu (mg/I)
Pb (mg/I)
Zn (mg/I)
BOD (mg/I)
COD (mg/I)
O&G (mg/I)
Phos (total) (mg/I)
Phos (diss.) (mg/I)
Phenol (rag/I)
TSS (mg/I)
TDS (mg/I)
TKN (mg/I)
Hardness (mg/I)
Temperature (C°)
Fecal Coliform
(co1/100ml)
Diazinon (mg/I)
Nitrogen (mg/I)

residential
39.3

SWBIvd
commercial
14.7

JOE Cr.
commercial
15.1

MINGO Cr.
industrial
25.0

industrial
23.0

SHERIDAN
residential
12,3

juloct96

juloct96

juloct96

juloct96

juloct96

juloct96

19-Sept-96
2.2
85.9

14-Sept-96
4.75
455

14-Sept-96
4.75
455

14-Sept-96
4.75
455

14-Sept-96
4.75
455

14-Sept-96
4.75
455

6091614
0.12
20
14960
7.7
<0.002
<0.016
0.016
0.112
6.2
70
0<5
0.136
0.146

6091615
0.24
20
22627
7.7
<0.002
<0.016
0°008
0.076
11
160
6.4
0.112
0.186

6091616
0.22
5
4376
7.9
<0.002
0.033
0.004
0.066
8.7
80
5.9
0.095
0.107

6091617
0.14
20
42815
6.8
<0.002
<0.016
0.004
0.024
11
52
<5
0.114
0.123

21
67
1.659
26.5
22
14685

104
118
1o071
56.7
24
22000

6
225
1.699
84.9
24
11307

67
164
1.012
100.8
22
17118

<0.005
0.494

<0.005
0.594

<0.005
2.594

<0.005
2.043

6091914
0.22
5
5984
7.3
<0.002
<0.016
0.0127
0.033
9.6
64
<5
0.243
0.227
*
32
2544
0.648
24.2
19.5
45000
<0.005
0.834

6091613
0,15
14.5
11130
7.3
<0.002
<0.016
0.019
0.022
9.9
65
5.7
0.373
0.367
<0.04 ....
48
226
1.165
98.2
22
6546
<0.005
2.397

¯ Analysis of this parameter not required for this sampling location.
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November 1, 1996 through February 28, 1997 Storm Event Monitoring Data
LOCATION

71 @
JOE Cr.
c~mmercial
15.1

54~ &
MINGO Cr.
industrial
25.0

9717 E. 58
industrial
23.0

&
SHERIDAN
residential
12.3

novfeb97

novfeb97

novfeb97

novfeb97

novfeb97

16-Novo96
5.98
236.25

16-Nov-96
5.98
236.25

16-Nov-96
5.98
236.25

16-Nov-96
5.98
236.25

16-Nov-96
5.98
236.25

6111813
1.71
19
77044
7.2
<0.002
0.0210
0.048
0.072
3
18
34.2
0.299
0.152
<0,05 ....
228
57
<0.28
39.5
14
1909

6111817
1.73
25
253871
6.8
<0.002
<0.016
0.0034
0.036
2
5.4
<5
<0.07
<0.07

6111815
1.77
39
564740
8.5
<0.002
0.0270
0.038
0.252
4
10
22.6
0.235
0.262

6111816
1.78
22.5
286484
7.3
<0.002
0.039
0.0083
0.103
4
27
15.9
0.089
0.088

6111820
1.38
16
38298
6.7
<0.002
0.016
0.0077
0.045
7
15
<5
0.216
0.335

40
37
0.61
10.8
14
1545

374
68
0.5
20.6
14.1
11818

122
83
0.96
16.1
14.5
28000

96
131
1.9
21.1
14.5
1288

<0.005
0.125

<0.005
0.226

<0.005
0.236

<0.005
0.768

2400 E.

@
SWBIvd
residential - ~,o-mmercial
39.3
14.7

Land Use :’l’yp~
Drainage Area
(acres)
Monitoring ~e~i-~ n~v~eb97
(season)
16-Nov-96
Date
Duration ~hr.i ....... 5.98
Duration since last
236.25
event (hr.)
Sample No.
6111814
Precipitation (in)
1.73
Sample Volume(L)
22.5
Storm Volume(gal)
109282
pH
7.2
Cd (rag/I)
<0.002
Cu (mg/I)
0.018
Pb (mg/I)
0.0164
Zn (mg/I)
0.051
BOD (mg/I)
6.5
COD (rag/I)
30
O&G (rag/I)
13
Phos (total) (mg/I)
0.507
Phos (diss.) (mg/I)
0.304
Phenol (mg/I)
*
TSS (mg/I)
64
TDS (mg/I)
47
TKN (mg/I)
0.34
Hardness (mg/I)
39.4
Temperature (C°)
14
2206
Fecal Coliform
(cot/100mt)
Diazinon(mg/I)
<0.005
Nitrogen(rag/I)
0.27

<0.005
0.22

¯ Analysis of this parameter not required for this sampling location.
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March 1, 1997 through June 30, 1997 Storm Event Monitoring Data
/LOCATION
Land Use Type
Drainage Area
(acres)
Monitoring Pedod
(season)
Date
Duration (hr.)
Duration since last
event (hr.)
Sample No.
Precipitation (in)
Sample Volume(L)
Storm Volume(gal)
pH
Cd (rag/I)
Cu (rag/I)
Pb (rng/I)
Zn (rag/I)
BOD (rag/I)
COD (mg/I)
O&G (mg/I)
Phos (total) (rng/I)
Phos (diss.) (mg/I)
Phenol (rng/I)
TSS (mg/I)
TDS (rng/I)
NO2 (mg/I)
NO3 (rng/I)
TKN (mg/I)
Hardness (mg/I)
Temperature (C°)
Fecal Coliform
(co1/100ml)
Diazinon (rag/I)
Nitrogen (rag/I)

2400 E.

@
SWBIvd
residential -co’--mr~ercial
39.3
14.7

71 @
JOE Cr.
c~rn~nercial
15.1

54 &
MINGO Cr.
industrial
25.0

marjun97

marjun97

marjun97

25-Mar-97
3.316
635.33

25-Mar-97
3.316
635.33

36511
0.87
7
26554
7.5
<0.002
<0.016
<0.0005
<0.020
19
84
<5
0.862
0.493
*
208
292
0.56
1
2.08
30.1
13.7
2100

36510
0.79
16
12790.8
8
<0.002
<0.016
<0.0005
<0.020
12
69
<5
0,493
0.467
0.04 ....
340
111
0.26
0.667
0.883
30.1
14
460

<0.005
1

<0.005
0.68

9717 E.
industrial
23.0

&
SHERIDAN
residential
12.3

marjun97

marjun97

rnarjun97

2_5-Mar-97
3.316
635.33

.4-Apt-97
7.33
142.7

25-Mar-97
3.316
635.33

25-Mar-97
3.316
635.33

" 36514
0.9
20
99858
7.4
<0.002
<0.016
<0.0005
<0.020
8.7
34
<5
0.128
0.16

37872
0.46
28
109283
7.6
<0.002
0.024
0.0082
0.12
17
86
<5
0.215
<0.07

3~512
0.77
9
42553.72
6.5
<0.002
<0.016
<0.0005
<0.020
6.6
44
<5
0.238
0.207

36513
0.75
17
21841.6
5.85
<0.002
<0.016
<0.0005
<0.020
9
34
<5
0.090
0.084

55
50
0.44
0.51
0.684
14.5
13.3
18

60
111
0.13
0.462
1.77
31.6
14
21000

27
205
0.33
1.65
-1.4
34.7
13.3
470

28
151
0.31
0.88
1.07
28.5
13.4
919

<0.005
0.51

<0.005
0.47

<0.005
1.66

<0.005
0.88

¯ Analysis of this parameter not required for this sampling location.
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Wet Weather Screening Data
The second program in which monitoring data was obtained was the wet weather field
screening program. There are 34 individual watersheds in the jurisdiction of the City of
Tulsa, each with a monitoring location. -Twenty of those watersheds were monitored
during this reporting period. All samples were grab samples, as defined by the Standard
Operating Procedures for Wet Weather Field Screening. Data consists of both field and
laboratory analysis. All laboratory analysis was performed using methods found in 40
CFR Part 136. The following is summary of that data:
[*~#~’~’~
DATE
FLOW (Cu.FUsec)
Temperature (C°)
pH (std. units)
Hardness (mg/I)
NH3 (mg/I)
BOD (mg/I)
Cd (rag/I)
COD (mg/I)
Cu (ug/I)
Fecal Coliform (col/100ml)
N(tot) (mg/I)
O&G (mg/I)
Pb (ug/I)
Phenol (mg/I)
PO4(dis) (rag/I)
PO4(tot) (mg/I)
TDS (rag/I)
TKN (mg/I)
TSS (mg/I)
Zn (ug/I)
time (hr.) since last rainfall
Rainfall Duration (hours)
Rainfall amt. (inches)

-~’|~
’=- ’ I--III ~!_ ~
~-~_
2/26/97 2/26/97 2/20/97 2/20/97 2/20/97 2/26/97 2/26/97
14.2
10.8
13.2
99
83.52
75
33
13.5
9.7
9
8
13.5
12.8
9.5
8
7.5
8.3~ "
8.2
8.2
7.4
7.38
164.3
63.2
85.6
196
248.2
94.3
100.7
0.435
0.496
0,397
0.568
0.142
<0.10 " <0.10
10
4.3
6.8
7
4
3
2.2
<4
<4
<4
<4
24
<4
<4
11
117
14
14
83
18
42
<4
56
17
6.6
10
<20
24
181
4500
181
451
2000
3154
2343
0.57
0.25
<0.2
<0.2
0.3
0.5
0.55
8.6
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<1
<50
<50
7.6
<1
<50
<50
<0.04
0.123
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
0.78
0.106
0.114
0,605
0.285
0.217
<0.07
<0.07
0.78
0.144
0.7
0.766
0.246
0,255
132
108
544
396
242
221
357
0.722
0.476
0.26
0.45
0.54
<0.3
<0.3
45
412
172
126
36
356
31
25
130
100
51
14
81
49
115
115
115 317.47 317.47 317.47
115
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
12.03
12.03
12.03
0.99
0.99
1.94
1.94
1.94
0.99
0.99
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~’et Weather Screening Data (cont.)
DATE
FLOW (cu.Ft/sec)
Temperature (C°)
pH (std. units)
Hardness (mg/I)
NH3 (rag/I)
BOD (mg/I)
Cd (ug/I)
COD (mg/I)
Cu (ug/I)
Fecal Col. (col/100ml)
N(tot) (rag/I)
O&G (rag/I)
Pb (ug/I)
Phenol (mg/I)
PO4(dis) (rag/I)
PO4(tot) (rag/I)
TDS(mg/I)
TKN (mg/I)
TSS (mg/I)
Zn (ug/I)
time (hrs.) since last rainfall
Rainfall Duration (hours)
Rainfall amt. (inches)

2/26/97 9/19/96 9/19/96 2/20/97 2/20/97 2/20/97 2/20/97
60
30 49.08
185,1
8
43.2
18.9
9.6
19.8
20.5
14
14
14.5
14
7.95
7.6
7
7.8
7.5
7.8
7.7
41.2
51.3
44.4
58.5
167.5
149
189.6
0.334 No Rlts No Rlts
0.305
<0.1
<0.1
0.145
4.9
5.5
8.4
4
18
8
6
<4
<2
<2
<4
<4
<4
<4
81
38
66
30
64
37
18
9.9
<16
<16
<20
<16
<16
<16
2600 43000 73637 15766
2343
860
1262
0.36 0.938
0.857
0.6
0,22
0.3
1.31
<5
<5
60.1¯
16.3
10
<5
<5
<50
21,6
9.2
<1
<1
<1
21.2
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
0.042
<0.04
0.235
0.15 0.173
0.211
0.136
0.21
0.316
0.59 0.149
0.196
0.237
0.18
0.21
0.276
136
140
2409
1738
130
234
38~
0.450 <0.30
0.307
0.64
0.77
0.45
1.2
480
37
58
76
98
90
614
140
55
75
78
35
61
46
115
88
88 317.47 317.47 317.47 317.47
7.6
2
2
12.03
12.03
12.03
12.03
1.94
1.94
1.94
1.94
0.99
0.18
0.18
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Wet Weather Screening Data (cont.)
DATE
FLOW (cu.Ft/sec)
Temperature (C° )
pH (std. units)
Hardness (rag/I)
NH3 (mg/I)
BOD (mg/I)
Cd (u9/I)
COD (mg/I)
Cu (ug/I)
Fecal Col. (col/100ml)
N(tot) (mg/I)
O&G (mg/I)
Pb (ug/I)
Phenol (mg/I)
PO4(dis) (mg/I)
PO4(tot) (mg/I)
TDS(mg/I)
TKN (rag/I)
TSS (mg/I)
Zn (ug/I)
time (hrs.) since last rainfall
Rainfall Duration (hours)
Rainfall amt. (inches)

2/20/97 2/20/97 2/26/97 2/26/97 2/26/97 2/26/97
49.8
62.9
13
4.5
205.5
8
12
11
10
9.1
9.1
7
7.2
7.5
7.6
7.4
7.4
8.4
146.1
302.6
44.5
164.1
117.3
91.6
<0.10
<0.1
0.242
0.204
0.134
<0.10
62
5
6.4
<2
3.2
6.1
<4
<4
<4
<4
<4
<4
107
37
33
24
29
69
5.7
36
<20
7.9
<4
<4
6217
631 --2150
721
541
2300
0.54
0.27
0.25
0.67
0.56
<0.2
<5
<5
21.1
19.9
<5
<5
44
<1
<50
<50
<50
<50
<0.04
<0.04
<0,04
0.08
<0.04
<0.04
0.379
0.315
0.2
<0.07
0.149
0.263
0.309
0.323
0.252
<0.07
0.173
0.509
426
79
325
282
171
308
0.881
1.2
0.31
<0.3
0.739
0.675
54
412
1756
90
56
60
380
68
150
18
<10
50
115
115
115
317.47 317.47
115
7,6
12.03
12.03
7.6
7.6
7.6
1.94
1.94
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
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Fioatable Monitoring Summary
Data was obtained from two floatable monitoring locations. Inspections were performed
after various rainfall events during this reporting period. If floatables were present
during an inspection, they were collected and data was gathered regarding the quantity in
cubic yards and make-up in percent organic and inorganic. A summary of the data is as
follows:
Station: Osage 1101 W. Pine Street
Drainage area: 722 acres or 1.21 square mires

07/09/96

yes

07/23/96

yes

08/14/96

yes

08/28/96

yes

08/30/96

yes

09/17/96

yes

09/26/96

yes

09/27/96

2

90

I0

yes

2.5

98

2

10/25/96

yes

1

98

2

11/01/96

yes

2

98

2

I 1/05/96

yes

11/07/96

yes

5

98

2

11 / 17/96

yes

12/03/96

yes

1

98

2

02/19/97

yes

02/21/97

yes

0.75_

98

2

02/28/97

yes

!

98

2

03/25/97

yes

0.2

99

l

04/11/97

yes

04/16/97

yes

0.5

97

3
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F|oatable Monitoring Summary (cont.)
Station: Osage 1101 W. Pine Street (cont.)

05/08/9"/

yes

05/29/97

yes

06/19/97

yes

06/26/97

yes

07/02/97

yes

0.33

98

2

0.5

95

5

5

98

2

Total cubic yards collected ............. 21.78
Average floatable make up (%) ................................... 98 ....................... 2

Station: Sheridan 10400 South 67 East Avenue
Drainage area: 74 acres or 0.116 square miles

07/09/96

yes

07/23/96

yes

08/14/96

yes

08/28/96

yes

08/28/96

yes

08130196

yes

09/17/96

yes

09/18/96

yes

09/26/96

yes

09127196

3

98

2

0.5

98

2

yes

0.5

98

2

10/25196

yes

2

98

2

11/01/96

yes

2.0

98

2

11105196

yes

3
23

99

1
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Fioatab|e Monitoring Summary (cont.)
Station: Sheridad 10400 South 67 East Avenue (cont.)

11/07/96

yes

2

99

1

11/17196

yes

11127196

yes

12/03/96

yes

1

99

1

02/19/97

yes

0.75

99

1

02/21197

yes

0.5

98

2

02/28/97

yes

0.5

99

1

03/25/97

yes

1

98

2

04/11/97

yes

04/16/97

yes

05/08/97

yes

0.25

99

1

05/29/97

yes

0.25

100

0

06/19/97

yes

06/26/97

yes

0.5

99

1

Total cubic yards collected ..... 17.75
Average floatable make up (%) ........................... 98 ...................... 2
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5. Annual expenditures for the reporting period, with a breakdown for the
major elements of the storm water management program and the budget
for the year following each annual report.

The annual expenditures for compliance with the City’s NVDES Municipal Storm Water
Discharge Permit can be found in the table that follows. Cost of implementation of
individual requirements, such as wet weather field screening are not subdivided because
many of the permit’s requirements were already being completed as part of another task
performed by the City. The fiscal analysis reflects the annual budget for compliance
with the permit. It is projected that the cost to complete the permit requirements would
increase at least 10% if individual cost accounting would be required on every item.

Fiscal Analysis Summary - Storm Water Management Programs

LEGAL AUTHORITY

$19,971

$20,370

CHARACTERIZATION
DATA
- Continued Monitoring

$0

$0

- Continued Modeling/
Database

$0

$0

$4,624,432

$4,716,920

-New Deveiopraent

$617,765

$630,120

-Street O&M

$444,373

$453,261

$0

$40,000

-Landfill Monitoring

$ I, 169

$1,192

-Special Monitoring Zinc Lake

$21,649

$22,082

-Pesticides

$15,966

$16,285

RESIDENTIAL and
COMMERCIAL
-Structural Control O&M

-Retrofitting Evaluation

25
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ILLICIT DISCHARGES
-Enforce Ordinance

$0

-Agency Coordination
and Public Education

$786,373

$802,675

$0

$0

$1,228,220

$1,252,784

-Field Screening

-Storm Sewer Investigation
-Prevent / Contain Spills

$0

$890,492

$908,302

-Water Quality

$75,770

$77,286

-Public Reporting

$20,171

$20,575

-Education Oil / Toxics

$0

-Sanitary Seepage

$37,544

-Inspection / Control
Measures

$0

-Monitoring Program

$0

538,295

$0

} CONSTRUCTION
SITES
I
-Plan Review

$0

$0

-BMP Requirements (i)

$0

$0

-Site Inspection and
Enforcement

$486,834

-Site Operator Training

$0

$496,570

$0

I

STORM WATER QUALITY
PROGRAM

OPERATION
TOTAL

$162,365

$165,612

$9,433,092

$9,662,328

(i) Included with Residential/Commercial. New Development
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6. A summary describing the number and nature of enforcement actions,
inspections and pubfic education programs during this reporting period.
Enforcement Actions

Fourteen enforcement actions were taken during this reporting period by the Quality
Assurance Section of the City of Tulsa. They were:
1. Interstate Tool
1044 North Columbia Place
Tulsa, OK
A storm water inspection revealed a scrap metal bin located directly above a storm
sewer drop inlet and a large volume of metal punch pieces and associated oil inside
the storm sewer. Interstate Tool was placed on a Consent Order to remedy this
situation. This facility "plugged" the subject storm drain and is cun, ently compliant.
2. Pyromet Group

10325 East 58th Street
Tulsa, OK
This facility was placed on a consent order to remove a discharge of overflow water
from a cooling tower which flowed into the storm sewer. This discharge was
rerouted to the sanitary sewer and the facility is currently compliant.
3. Cartec
2524 South Harvard Ave.
Tulsa, OK
Cartec was issued a notice of violation for a spill oi’ approximately 20 gallons of oil
into the storm sewer. Cartec cleaned up this spill and moved waste oils/antifreeze
storage inside. Cartec is currently compliant.
4. John Zink
11920 East Apache
Tulsa, OK
An inspection revealed non-contact cooling water from test furnaces which
discharged to the storm sewer. As a result, the company was placed on a consent
order to obtain compliance within a specified amount of time. The order required
either the redirection of the discharge to the sanitary sewer, stop the discharge or
obtain an NPDES wastewater discharge permit from the EPA. The company
plumbed the discharge to the sanitary sewer and is currently in compliance.
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5. Braden Manufacturing
5199 North Mingo Road
Tulsa, OK
During a facility inspection a wash basin from an equipment maintenance garage, and
several drinking-water fountains which discharged to the storm sewer were
discovered. The company was placed on a consent order to attain compliance. The
company removed the subject wash basin as well as all but one water fountain. The
remaining fountain was plumbed to the sanitary sewer. The company is currently in
compliance.
6. Borden/Meadow Gold
215 North Denver
Tulsa, OK
A leaking water chiller discharging into the storm sewer was located at this facility.
The company was placed on a consent order to attain compliance. The company
investigated, found and repaired a leak in the subject water chiller. The company is
currently compliant.
7. Labels One Inc.
5151 South 110th East Ave
Tulsa, OK
During a facility inspection two sink waste drains discharging to the storm sewer
were identified. As a result, the company was placed on a consent order to obtain
compliance within a specified amount of time. The order required either the
redirection of the discharge to the sanitary sewer or cease the subject discharge.
The company plumbed the discharge to the sanitary sewer and is currently in
compliance.
8. Lot Maintenance Inc.
5305 South. 24th West Ave
Tulsa, OK
Lot Maintenance Inc. was issued a Notice Of Violation for washing residual material
from drums into the street which subsequently flowed into the storm sewer system.
The operator ceased this practice as soon as they were told this was in violation of
City of Tulsa Ordinance #18588, This contractor is currently in compliance.
9. John Zink Company
11920 East Apache
Tulsa, OK
John Zink Company was issued a Notice Of Violation for failure to notify the City of
Tulsa "in writing" as outlined in their consent order. John Zink had satisfactorily
remedied the illicit discharge of "furnace testing" water prior to the violation. The
facility is currently compliant.
28
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10.

Labels One Inc.
5151 South I 10th. East Ave.
Tulsa, OK
Labels One Inc. was issued a Notice Of Violation for failure to notify the City of
Tulsa "in writing" as outlined in their consent order. The owners of this facility had
satisfactorily remedied the illicit discharge of "waste drains" to the storm sewer.

1 I.

Metal Services
640 West 41 st. Street
Tulsa, OK
Metal Services was issued a Notice Of Violation for powerwashing sediment from
forklifts, other industrial machinery/equipment and metal parts which subsequently
discharged to the storm sewer. This practice has ceased. However, the operator has
filed an application with ODEQ (Oklahoma Department Of Environmental Quality)
for a permit to discharge process wastewater. They are currently compliant.

12.

Walterbach Homes
Box 90414 l
Tulsa, OK
City of Tulsa personnel responded to a citizen complaint of paint being discharged to
the storm sewer. The subject discharge was traced to the source which was a home
building site operated by Walterbach Homes. This resulted in the issuance of a
Notice Of Violation. Subsequently, the discharge was halted and the operator is
currently compliant.

13.

Orbit Valve Service Co. Inc.
East 46th Place, Unit D
Tulsa, OK
A storm water inspection revealed a wash basin and a hydrotesting unit which
discharged to the storm sewer system. The operator was placed on a consent order to
remedy these illicit discharges within seven days. The wash basin was removed from
service and the hydrotest water discharge was rerouted to the sanitary sewer within
the required time frame. The facility is currently compliant.

14. Buck Construction Co.
9520 East 55th Street
Tulsa, OK
A Notice Of Violation was issued to Buck Construction Co, for discharging paint to
the storm sewer. The operator ceased the discharge and is currently in compliance.
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If during a construction site inspection it was demonstrated that a noncompliant situation
existed, enforcement actions were taken. Enforcement action was taken against 5 percent
of those construction sites inspected by the Customer Services Section. Approximately
20 notices of violation were issued by the city’s Engineering Services Section.

Inspections
As stated previously in Section 1 of this report, the city’s Underground Collections
Section performed inspections on 66.8 miles of sanitary sewer and 1.66 miles of storm
sewer during fiscal year of 96-97.
The Quality Assurance Section performed a total of 970 inspections during this reporting
period. These consist of both storm water quality and industrial pretreatment inspections.
The industrial pretreatment inspections focus on wastestream types and disposal
techniques primarily to the sanitary sewer and secondarily, to the storm sewer from
industrial and commercial facilities. The storm water quality inspections consist of both
inspections and surveys focusing on sources of pollutants in storm water runoff only.
As mentioned in Section I of this report, Customer Services performed 21,424 (14,028
commercial and 7,396 residential) and Engineering Services performed 8 l
construction!erosion control inspections during this reporting period to insure compliance
with the city’s permit.

Public Education Programs
The public education programs utilized by the City of Tulsa have been described in
Section 1 of this report. Tulsa realizes that public education plays an important role in
the reduction ofnonpoint source pollution. The major programs are as follows:
¯ Distribution of literature at recycling depots and household hazardous waste events.
¯ Utility bill stuffers targeting illicit discharges and improper disposal, household
hazardous waste, used automobile fluids and pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer
application and disposal.
¯ Public speaking at industrial and social organizations including Metropolitan Tulsa
Builders Association, Oklahoma Pretreatment Coordinators Meeting, Oklahoma
Campus Safety Association, Blue Thumb Volunteers and Blue Thumb Resource
Management Conference.
¯ Articles in the "City News", a monthly publication with a circulation of approximately
6000, regarding recycling, the household pollutant collection events, reporting of
illegal or illicit discharges, recycling of antifreeze and oil and the importance of
~ protecting water quality.
¯ Earth Day activities including Operation Clean Sweep, free dump day at the landfill
and free mulch give away.
¯ Blue Thumb Resource Conference.
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¯ On May 17, 1997, in conjunction with National Rivers Clean-up Week (May 10-17,
1997) the City of Tulsa and the Blue Thumb Project sponsored a volunteer cleanup of approximately 3 miles of Mooser Creek. Over 30 people removed
approximately 60 trash bags of trash and brought attention to the importance of urban
water quality.
¯ Blue Thumb Volunteers stenciled approximately 643 curbs near storm sewer inlets
with the wording "DUMP NO WASTE, DRAINS TO RIVER" during this reporting
period. This brings the total number of inlets stenciled since the beginning of this
project to a 3,843.
Many of these programs are completed through the cooperative efforts of other groups,
such as The Metropolitan Environmental Trust (The M.e.t.) and the Tulsa County Soil
Conservation Service - Blue Thumb Program.
As stated earlier (Section 1 Part II.a.) the "Don’t Lay That Trash On Oklahoma"
campaign was resurrected by ODOT during this reporting period. This co-permitee also
sponsored in-house training programs on controlling erosion at construction sites, as well
as "Trash Off" day and "Adopt a Highway" anti-litter programs. The state wide
"Oklahoma, Keep Our Land Grand" anti-litter program was developed and is scheduled
for implementation during the next reporting period.
During the performance of investigations and inspections, City of Tulsa representatives
maintain the philosophy to first educate industrial representatives and responsible parties
on storm water best management practices as well as their responsibility in the area of
storm water quality. Enforcement actions are taken when deemed necessary to insure
permit compliance.
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7. Identification of water quality improvements or degradation.
In order to identify water quality improvements or degradation, the event mean
concentration (EMC) for this reporting period was compared against the EMC calculated
for the last two reporting periods as well as the permit application period and the EMC
data obtained from the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program study. This has resulted in
the following table.
95/96 EMC Data Comparison Table

Cd (mg/I)

<0,010

0.0002

<0.002

no results

0.0015

Cu (mg/I)

0.0118

0.011

0.013

0.034

0.030

Pb (mg/I)

0.0215

0.019

0.039

0.144

0.170

Zn (rag/I)

0.0853

0.096

0.090

0.160

0.215

BOD (rag/I)

7.1

10

7

9

9.4

COD (rag/I)

47.2

60

52

65

70.2

O&G (rag/I)

5.8

1.5

3

no results

no results

Phosphorus (T) (mg/I)

0.2677

0.324

0.271

0.333

0325

Phosphorus (D) (rag/I)

0.2129

0.245

0.171

0.120

0.115

TSS (mg/~)

107

105

94

100

135

TDS (rag/I)

253

229

139

no results

100

TKN (rag/I)~

1.453

1.774

1.013

1.500

1.66

Fecal Coliform (co1/100 ml)

9190

3508

24,246

no results

no results

Diazinon (rag/I)

<0.005

<0,005

<0.005

no results

no results

Nitrogen (rag/I)

1,029

1.755

1.091

0.680

0.78

(1) Reference: U.S. EPA Results of Nationwide Urban Runoff Program, Washington, D.C. Tables 6-12 &
6-17.

(2) Reference: Pan 2 Application for NPDES Municipal Storm Water Discharge Permit, submitted to
U.S. EPA, Table 3-I I.
* No analysis completed for this data.
The following charts give a simple graphical representation of the above table.
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Metals
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I Coliform (co11100 ml)

1500010000500,0O94/95 EMC

~ O&G (rag/I)
95/96 EMC
96/97 EMC

After reviewing the charts the following conclusions were drawn.
There was a reduction in the concentration of three of four metals analyzed with the

cadmium showing no change in concentration.
¯ There is not enough data to determine an overall trend for fecal coliform and oil &
grease.
¯

Long term trends show that nitrogen and total kjeldahl nitrogen(TKN) are erratic at
best, but appear to have decreased in concentration during this reporting period.

¯

Both total and dissolved phosphorus appears to have remained at a constant level.

¯

Total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations continue to increase while total
suspended solids (TSS) were reduced slightly.
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A TTA CHMENTS "
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
FOR
WET WEATHER FIELD SCREENINGS

CITY OF TULSA, OKLAHOMA
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATIONS DIVISION
QUALITY ASSURANCE SECTION
REVISION DATE:

July 17, 1997

OBJECTIVE : These procedures are designed in order to insure the completion of the
Wet Weather Field Screening requirement found in the City’s Municipal Storm Water
Discharge Permit # OKS0002Ol. The wet weather field screening program was developed in
order to identify watersheds within the City which have a poor quality discharge during storm
events. Once these areas of reduced water quality are identified other storm water quality
programs can be implemented.
The wet weather field screening program can also be used to gauge the effectiveness of
other storm water permit programs and storm water best management practices (BMP). If
results are not what were anticipated, then corrective action can be taken.
These procedures will update the Storm Water Management Program (Part II.A.) of the
City’s Municipal Storm water Discharge Permit. Implementation of these procedures shall
commence by January 1, 1996.
WORK GROUP : These procedures will be implemented and used by personnel of the
Industrial Pretreatment group of the Quality Assurance Section of the Public Works Dept.

Wet Weather Field Screening Procedures
I.

Identification of Screenin.q Location for Each Watershed

Within the corporate boundary of the City of Tulsa there are a number of individual
watersheds. Each watershed will be represented by at least 1 wet weather.field screening
location. Thirty four screening locations have been selected. They are:
Watershed
1) Upper Mingo
- Sugar Creek.
- Southpark
- Ford Creek
- Catfish Creek
- Upper Mingo
- Alsuma Creek

Screenin,q Location
N/W corner of Hicks Park (bridge)
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Watershed

Screenin,q Location

behind 3235 South 93rd East Ave.
2500 South 92nd East Ave (South East corner of
Rockwell detention pond on northside of creek)
1120 South 89th East Ave (bridge)
4) Jones Creek / Mill Creek
5) Tupelo Creek
5th Street & South Mingo (bridge)
~6) Cooley Creek
North of US 169 & Admiral Bird (bridge)
7) Lower Mingo
46th Street North @ Mingo Creek (bridge)
2700 South Riverside Drive (outfall)
8) Swan Creek
5600 East Mohawk Park Drive (bddge)
9) Coal Creek
US 75 @ Flat Rock Creek (bridge)
10) Flat Rock Creek
11 ) Dirty Butter Creek
36th Street North @ Dirty Butter Creek (bridge)
12) Valley View Creek Channel
833 East 46th Street North (bridge)
13) Harlow Creek Tributary
6216 West Edison (bridge)
..
4701
West
Edison
(north
bddge)
14) Harlow Creek
1710 West Charles Page (bridge)
15) Parkview Ditch
16) Civic Center (DT) / Oak Creek East bank US 75 @ Arkansas River (E1SW)
17) Elm Creek
2200 South Riverside Drive (BISW)
Crow Creek @ Riverside Dr (Pedestrian bridge)
18) Crow Creek
19) Joe Creek
Joe Creek @ Riverside Drive (bridge)
81st Street @ Fred Creek (bridge)
20) Fred Creek
South Delaware @ Vensel Creek (bddge)
21) Vensel Creek
Cherry
Creek
/
Redfork
Creek
4900
South Elwood Ave (bridge)
22)
23) Mooser Creek
5200 South Elwood Ave (bddge)
10524 South 76th East Ave (bridge)
24) Fry Ditch #2
West
Branch
of
Haikey
Creek
8000
South Garnett (bridge)
25)
17625 East 51st Street (bridge)
26) Adams Creek
27) Spunky Creek (south)
3300 South 193rd East Ave (bridge)
28) Spunky Creek (north)
1400 South 193rd East Ave (bddge)
5600 South Riverside Drive (outfall)
29) Perryman Ditch
30) Nickel Creek
3100 West 91st Street South (bridge)
Hager
Creek
31)
702 West 91st Street South (bridge)
10500 East 101st Street South (bridge)
32) Little Haikey Creek
33) Flat Rock Creek Tributary
Flat Rock Creek Trib & US 75
34) Brookhollow Creek
2900 South Mingo Road (bddge)
2) Fulton Creek I Bell Creek
3) Audobon Creek

Each screening location has been chosen prior to the program implementation using the
following criteria :
¯ Screening location would best represent the entire watershed
¯ Screening location is accessible by sampling crews,
¯ Screening location is safe for sampling crews during wet weather events.
The screening of these 34 watersheds will be completed as per the City’s compliance
schedule milestone (Part Ill,A,6). At least 50% of these watersheds will be screened by July
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1, 1997 and 100% by July 1, 1999. Depending on the results, additional screening may be
required. Baseline screening will be performed provided the resources are available.
II.

Pre-storm Event Procedures

Some portions of the wet weather field screening must be performed during a storm event.
This places the group responsible for the completion of these procedures at the mercy of the
weather, which can be unpredictable.. Therefore, pre-storm event planning and preparation
is a high priority. The following items must be completed during the pre-storm event
preparation.
1. Become familiar with screening locations;
2. Monitor weather conditions;
3. Obtain and prepare equipment and bottles necessary to perform wet weather field
screening;
4. Place crews on standby after normal business hours once conditions appear
favorable for a storm event;
5. Target watersheds in which screening must occur;
6. Notify the laboratory
III.

Storm Event Procedures

A storm event is defined as =a rainfall event with a magnitude of 0.1 inch or greater which
occurs after a period of 72 hours with less than a 0.1 inch of rainfall. Rainfall information can
be found in the rainfall information sheet obtained daily from Customer Services (596-1846).
This sheet is located either near the Storm water Watershed Map or in the file marked
NovaStar Rain Data. Once a storm event occurs the following items must be completed:
1 ) Obtain wet weather field screening samples at targeted watershed screening
locations. All samples must be grab samples for each field screening location
and must be taken during the first two hours of the storm event. Each sample
must be properly labeled and immediately cooled to less than 4 degrees C.
2)

Field screening analysis for each screening locations sampled must be
performed. This includes:
Visual Inspection for :
- Odor,
- Color,
- Clarity, and
- Floatables.
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Parameters to be sampled and analyzed are:
Parameters
Container type
° Water Temperature
plastic
o pH
plastic
plastic
° Hardness
- Fecal Coliform
plastic (whirlpak)
plastic
o Cd (cadmium)
- Zn (zinc)
plastic
plastic
- Cu (copper)
- Pb (lead)
plastic
- TDS
plastic
plastic
o TSS
o Oil & Grease
glass
- COD
plastic
plastic
° TKN
- Nitrogen (total)
plastic
- Phosphorus (total)
plastic
- Phosphorus (dis.)
plastic
o Ammonia
plastic
plastic
- BOD5
- Phenol
glass (amber)

Sample Volume Container Number
250ml
1
1
250ml
250ml
1
100ml
2
1000ml
3
1000ml
3
3
1000ml
1000ml
3
’
1000ml
4
4
1000ml
5
2000ml
1000ml
~=6
1000ml
6
1000ml
6
1000ml
6
1000ml
6
1000ml
6
1000ml
7
8
1000mi

o Analysis will be performed by Industrial Pretreatment using EPA Approved Methods
- Analysis will be performed by the Quality Assurance Laboratory using EPA
Approved Methods
Shaded areas represent individual bottles, ( i.e.. Cd, Zn, Cu, Pb would be one bottle
of 1000 ml).
4)

Complete "Wet Weather Field Screening" sheet (Attachment A) for each field
screening location.

5) Complete a chain of custody form for each screening location
6)

Transport all field screening samples along with the proper chain of custody to
the Northside Laboratory, except for the fecal coliform, which is delivered to the
Mohawk Laboratory.

IV. QA/QC
In order to insure the implementation of sound sampling procedures, at least one quality
control/quality assurance sample must be obtained with every sampling event. The QAJQC
samples will consist of field blanks and duplicate analyses. Field blanks consist of filling
sample bottles with reagent grade analyte free deionized water while in the field. The field
blanks will be submitted to the laboratory for analysis for the following parameters:
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- Zinc (total)
- TDS
- Fecal Coliform
- Oil & Grease
- Cadmium (total)
- COD
- TKN
- Nitrogen (total)
- Copper (total)
- Phosphorus (total)
- Phosphorus (dissolved)- Lead (total)
- Phenol
- BOD5
- TSS
- Ammonia
Each sampling crew must obtain a field blank with each set of samples they are obtaining.
For example:
sampling crew X is required to obtain samples from watershed #1 and #2. They
would obtain one field blank and have it analyzed for the above parameters. If there
are 3 sampling crews involved with the collection of 10 samples then three field
blanks would be collected and turned into the laboratory for analysis.
Duplicate analyses will also be performed for one out of every ten samples analyzed by
Industrial Pretreatment for hardness.
Matrix spikes and duplicates analysis will be performed by Quality Assurance Laboratories.
V.

Post Storm Event Procedures

Once the field work is completed then the completion of the necessary office work is required
to finish up wet weather field screening for the targeted screening locations. The extent of
the follow-up work is dictated by the results of the field screening. The following procedures
must be implemented during post storm event wet weather field screening:
1)

Complete the following paper work within 48 hours of the end of the rainfall
event sampled; "Storm Event Check List," =Rainfall Data Information Sheet,"
and =Storm Event Data Sheet." (see attachments).

2)

All completed =Wet Weather Field Screening" ~sheets and laboratory analysis
reports must be reviewed by an Environmental Compliance Specialist.

3)

If results reveal =unusually high pollutant concentrations" in runoff, then one or
any combination of the following actions may be employed :
a) Implementation of a storm water management program found in the
Permit;
b) Revision of storm water BMP;
c)
Implement further wet weather field screening upstream if the screening
location in order to locate source(s) of pollutants.
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3)

"Unusually high pollutant concentrations" are defined as those pollutants found
in concentration above the typical values of the same pollutants in previous
storm event samples.

Once corrective action is taken in the watershed with =unusually high pollutant
concentrations", re-screen the watershed to determine if runoff quality has improved. If
runoff quality has not improved then continue to implement aforementioned actions until
runoff quality improves.
Data from the "Wet Weather Field Screening" sheets and the laboratory results should now
be entered into the WETWETH.MDB database (attachment B).
VI.

Report / Data Usage

The data obtained during the wet weather field screening will be used for report generation.
A report will be completed by July 1 annually. The report will include ¯
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The number of locations screened from July 1st through June 30th;
Results of all screenings;
The number of screened locations with poor quality runoff;
Actions taken to address poor quality runoff; and
All follow-up screening data.

Copies of this report will be distributed for review.
VII. Not._..~e

1)

2)

Storm event monitoring must take precedence over wet weather field screening
during each storm event sampling period.

Direct any questions regarding this SOP or dry weather field screening to Scott
VanLoo.
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A.

LIST OF CONTACTS AND RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

The following persons are either responsible for or had significant input into the preparation of the annual
report:
CITY OF COCONUT CREEK
Mr. Brij Garg
City Engineer
City of Coconut Creek
4800 West Copans Road
Coconut Creek, FL 33063
Phone: 973-6786
Fax: 973-6794

CITY OF DANIA
Mr. Robert Palm
Public Works/Utilities Director
City of Dania
100 West Dania Beach Blvd.
Dania, FL 33004
Phone: 921-8700 Ext. 321
Fax: 923-1109

CITY OF COOPER CITY
Mr. James Molaschi
Assistant Engineer
City of Cooper City
11791 SW 49 Street
Cooper City, FL 33330-4454
Phone: 434-5519
Fax: 680-3159

TOWN OF DAVIE
Mr. John E. Doherty
Assistant Town Engineer
Town of Davie
6591 S.W. 45th Street
Davie, FL 33314
Phone: 797-1113
Fax: 797-2095

Mr. George Haughney
Utility Director
Phone: 434-5519
Fax: 680-3159

CITY OF DEEP, FIELD BEACH
Mr. Donald Freedland
City of Deerfield Beach
210 Goolsby Blvd.
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Phone: 480-4390
Fax: 480-4393

CITY OF CORAL SPRINGS
Mr. Louis Aurigemma
City Engineer
City &Coral Springs
9551 West Sample Road
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Phone: 345-2 ! 61
Fax: 345-2169

/.-:-~...;:.~

CITY OF HALLANDALE
Mr. Carlos Adorisio
Assistant City Engineer
City of Hallandale
400 South Federal Highway
Hallandale, FL 33009
Phone: 457-1623
Fax: 457-1624

DPEP NPDES MS4 #FL 000016
February 8, 2001
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TOWN OF LAUDERDALE-BY-THE-SEA
Mr. Bill Mason
Public Works Director
Town of Lauderdale-by-the- Sea
4501 Ocean Drive
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, FL 33308
Phone: 776-0576
Fax: 776-1857
C!TY OF LAUDERDALE LAKES
Ms. Sharen Parrish
Director of Public Works & Engineering Svc
City of Lauderdale Lakes
4300 N.W. 36 Street
Lauderdale Lakes, FL 33319
Phone: 731-1212 Ext. 255
Fax: 733-5126

CITY OF LI~IHTHOUSE POINT
Mr. Art Graham
City of Lighthouse Point
2200 N.E. 38th Street
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064
Phone: 946-7386
Fax: 784-3446
CITY OF MARGATE
Mr. Steven lvanic
Engineer
City of Margate
100 t West River Drive
Margate, FL 33063
Phone: 972-0828 Beeper# (954) 896-6725
Fax: 978-3489
--

Mr. Jose Roussean
Assistant Superintendent
(954) 731- 1212 Ext. 256

Mr. Emilio C. Esteban, P.E.
Director
Phone: 972-0828
Fax: 978-3489

CITY OF LAUDERHILL
Mr. Donald Giancoli
Acting Director of Environmental and
Engineering Services Department
City of Lauderhill
2000 City Hall Drive
Lauderhill, FL 33313
Phone: 730-2961
Fax: 730-4241

CITY OF MIRAMAR
Mr. Evan Cross
Public Works Operations Manager
City of Miramar
13900 Pembroke Road
Miramar, FL 33027
Phone: 442-4022
Fax: 442-4027

Mr. Charles E. Cuyler
Facilities & Transporation
Maintenance Superintendent
Phone: 730-2962

Rafael Pena
Public Works Operations Administrator
City of Miramar
13900 Pembroke Road
Miramar, FL 33027
Phone: 442-4023
Fax: 442-4027

DPEP NPDES MS4 #FL 000016
February 8, 2001
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CITY OENORTH LAUpERDAI~E
Mr. Mike Shields
Director of Public Works/Utilities
City of North Lauderdale
701 S.W. 71 Avenue
North Lauderdale, FL 33068
Phone: 724-7070
Fax: 720-2064

CITY OF PEMI~ROKE PINI~
Mr. Andrew Mack
Assistant Engineer
City of Pembroke Pines
13975 Pembroke Road
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
Phone: 435-6511
Fax: 435-6755

Mr. William Peck
Superintendent of Public Works
Phone: 724-7070
Fax: 720-2064

Mr. Shawn Denton
Assistant Director of Public Services
City of Pembroke Pines
13975 Pembroke Rd.
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
Phone: 437-1111
Fax:
--

CITY OF OAKLAND PARK
Mr. Robert D. Frank
Public Works Director
3650 N.E. 12 th Avenue
Oakland Park, FL 33334
Phone: 561-6280
Fax: 561-6296
Mr. David C. Womacks
Streets and Stormwater Manager
Phone: 561-6271
Fax: 561-6296
CITY OF PARKLAND
Mr. Charles Dabrusco
City Engineer
City of Parkland
6500 Parkside Drive
Parkland, FL 33067
Phone: 753-5040
Fax: 341-5161
TOWN OF PEMBROKE PARK
Mr. Todd Larson
Town of Pembroke Park
3150 S.W. 52nd Avenue
Pembroke Park, FL 33023
Phone: 966-4600, ext 1212
Fax: 966-5186

CITY OF PLANTATI~)N
Mr. Gus K.havanin
City Engineer
City of Plantation
400 N.W. 73 Avenue
Plantation, FL 33317
Phone: 797-2282
Fax: 797-2761

’ ~’"

Ms. Alina Sardinas
Assistant City Engineer
Phone: 797-2282
CITY OF POMPANO BEACH
Mr. William Flaherty
City of Pompano Beach
1201 NE 5th Ave., P.O. Box 1300
Pompano Beach, FL 33061
Phone: 786-4061
Fax: 786-4028
Kristen Smeltzer, P.E.
Civil Engineer
Phone: 786-4061
Fax: 786-4028
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February 8, 2001
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VILLAGE OF SEA I~ANCH LAKES
Ms. Start Paton
Village of Sea Ranch Lakes
One Gatehouse Road
Sea Ranch Lakes, FL 33308
Phone: 943-8862
Fax: 943-5808

CITY OF WESTON
Mr. Jeffrey L. Skidmore
Director of Community Services
210 N. University Drive, Suite 301
Coral Springs, FL 33071
Phone: 389-4321
FAX: 345-1292

CITY OF SUNRISE
Mr. Mark S. Lubelski
City of Sunrise
10770 West Oakland Park Blvd
Sunrise, FL 33351
Phone: 746-3285
Fax: 746-3287

Mrs. Holly Donahue
Phone: 753-5841

CITY OF TAMARAC
Mr. Mauro Burgio
Stormwater Utility Engineer
City of Tamarac
6011 Nob Hill Road
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 724-2449
Fax: 724-2428

~’ITY OF WILTON MANORS
Mr. David J. Archacki
Public Service Superintendent
City of WiIton Manors

524 NE 21 Court
Wilton Manors, FL 33305
Phone: 390-2191
Fax: 567-4212

"

UNINCORPORATED B ROWARD
COUNTY:
Mr. Fran Henderson
Office of Environmental Services
2555 West Copans Road
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 831-0760
Fax: 831-0708

DPEP NPDE~; MS4 #FL 000016
February 8, 2001
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BROWARD COUNTY DEPARTMENT QF
PLANING AND ENVIRQNNtENTAL
~
Mr. David Lee, Director
Water Resources Division
218 S.W. 1 st Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Phone: 519-1271
Fax: 519-1496
Mr. JohnCrouse
Manager
Water Engineering & Licensing Section
Phone ¯
519-1264
Fax: 519-1496
Mr. Ashok Raichoudhury
Engineer II
Phone :
519-1490
Fax : 519-1496

FLORIDA DOT (Tompik¢)
Mr. Walt Lange, P.E.
Tumpike District Maintenance Engineer
P.O. Box 9828
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33310
Phone:
975-4855 Ext. 1213
Fax: 321-5538
Mr. Edger Espinoza
Phone: 975-4855 Ext. 1213
Fax: 321-5538
OTHER INFORMATION SUPPLIED
Mr. Neil Kalin
District Director
South Broward Drainage District
6591 SW 160th Avenue
"Davie, FL 33330
Phone: 680-3337
Fax: 630-3339

Ms. Carol Milman
Engineer II
Phone :
519-1268
Fax: 519-1496
FLORIDA DOT (District 4~
Mr. Clark D. Turberville, P.E., CPM
District NPDES Engineer
3400 West Commercial Blvd.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
Phone:(954) 777-4377
Ms. Barbara Spitzkopf
NPDES Area Engineer
Florida DOT (District 4)
3400 West Commercial Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
Phone: 777-4221
Fax: 777-4223
B.

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE SWMP
DPEP NPDES MS4 #FL 000016
February 8, 2001
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Objective of the Program
Broward County is complying with the requirements of the NPDES MS4 Permit by implementing a
comprehensive Storm Water Management Program (SWMP). The intent of the SWMP is to reduce the
amount of pollutants, generally to the maximum extent possible, entering waters of the United States through
the MS4 of unincorporated Broward County and the other co-permittees for the Broward County MS4 permit.
Nine stormwater management programs are required to be developed and implemented within the first three
years of the permit. Within these nine programs, there are 102 activities or tasks that are required to be
performed.
Major Findings
The following major findings of the program include the following:
$
$
$
$

Dry field screening revealed that no illicit discharges to the MS4 were evident in 50 major outfalls in
Broward County.
Co-permittee inspection and maintenance activities at stormwater treatment ponds and exfiltration
trenches compared favorably with EPA goals.
Five out of 53 Stormwater drainage complaints received resulted in warning notices.
Two golf courses in Broward County were investigated for pesticide and nutrient runoff. Some
pesticides and nutrients were found in small quantities near surface water bodies.

Major Accomplishments
Some of the major accomplishments of the program include the following:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Completion of the 50-site dry field screening and monitoring of five wet field sites.
NPDES Annual Workshop has provided a valuable resource for the co-permittees to coordinate and
discuss activities for the implementation of Stormwater management programs.
An Educational Workshop was given for Best Management Practices on Erosion and Sedimentation
control. Twenty five people were certified by the state after passing an examination.
Broward County DPEP gave a presentation to the painting and decorating contractors about potential
pollution problems and solutions as part of their public outreach program.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Program collected fiammable, toxic, corrosive and reactive
waste from Broward County residents. Educational material associated with disposal techniques for
oils, toxins, and household waste materials were distributed to public.
Some of the co-permittees have started public out reach programs on how to protect surface water from
getting contaminated.
Forty-eight facilities were inspected for non-domestic direct discharge.
Construction sites with area greater than five acres were inspected for sedimentation and erosion control
measures. General contractors were informed about Notice of Intent (NOI) to EPA and Best
DPEP NPDES MS4 #FL 000016
February 8, 2001
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$
$
$

Management Practices for construction runoff.
Enforcement action was taken against five vehicle wash facilities that were out of compliance.
Best management practices for marine facilities were developed and distributed to the public.
The city of Tamarac started a comprehensive street improvement program. The summary of the
program has been included in attachment 20.

Strengths
Co-permittees are pro-active in public education about pollution control to the storm drains. More cities are
installing pollution control baffles for control of debris, grease and oils in their catch basins.
More Co-permit-tees are working towards creating more accurate data base of their outfalls with new available
technology like geographical information system. This will help in the future for dryfield screening and
maintenance of those outfalls.
Weaknesses
Some of the work performed by DPEP are also requirements of the City of Fort Lauderdale and the City of
Hollywood permits wl~ich is a duplicate work efforts.
The five year Broward County permit ends on December 2001. However, DEP is proposing to charge fee
from September 1, 2000 as they receive delegation from EPA. The DEP fee will be an extra financial burden
for all co-permitees that was not expected.
There is uncertainty as to how much the DEP permit fees will be. It could be a big burden for small copermittees in the Broward County.
..-::;.’~!~.%
The City of Weston which was part of the unincorporated Broward County is now an incorporated city. To
our knowledge, Weston has not been added as a co-permit-tee on the Broward County permit.
Future Direction of Program
The long-term future direction of the program is dependent upon the involvement of the state and federal
agencies. Delegation of the NPDES MS4 Stormwater permitting program to Florida Department of
Environmental Protection may institute changes which are unknown at this time. FDEP Phase II Storm Water
management program may also affect the future direction of the program. Our understanding from
representatives of DEP is that current co-permittees will remain co-permittees regardless of whether their
population now exceeds 100,000 or weather they qualify under the Phase II regulations.

DPEP NPDES MS4 #FL 000016
February 8, 2001
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C.

SUMMARY TABLE FOR STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ELEMENT STATUS/COMPLIANCE
PROGRAM
ELEMENT

Structural Controls

PERMITTEE

Coconut Creek

REQUIREMENT

I~ milesI once/mo~.
As needt~d
1400 units once/3
months
As needed

YF.S

10 mile~l once/mos

N/A
YES

7 miles maintai~e~l
1400 units once/3 ......
mos

N/A

283 units once/yr

2 senti-annually

YF.S

2 semi-annually

Channel Control Structures
Inspected
Stormwater Pump Station
Inspected
Stormwater Treatment Ponds
Inspected
Channel Control Structures
Inspected

5 units oncc/month

YES

5 units/mos

Out lath *ere in:ipccted

I unit once/mos

YES

I unit once/mos

Record~a~,~dabl~onreque~,l

I once/mos

YI:.S

I oncc/mos

Records a~adable on reque~l

25 unit once/mos

YES

25 unit oncc/mos

Recurds available on lequesl

Canals Inspected! Maintained
Lakes/detention Ponds
Inspected/Maintained
Inlet and Catch Basins Inspected
Inlets and Catch Basins
Maintained

Not apphcable
Not applicable

N/A
N/A

Not applicable
Not applicable

Dta,nagedt~lr*ct respects andraamlatned 1he canal
tqo lakes ol t}¢lenlion ponds owned by the oily

872 unit twice/yr
872 unit twice/yr

YES
YES

899 units twice/~,r
899 units twice/yr

Records ~s~’e a’-adableon It’quesl

Canals Inspected
~.’anals Maintained
Stormwater Pump Station
Inspected
Storm "[’rcatn~ent Pund-dry
Relcnnon or Detention
Maintained

8 mnles twice/montb

YESYES
YES

8 miles insp~:cted

Retords are avallableon request
Records ate a~,atlable on reque:~t

Y I".S

maintained once per
month

~’anal~ In,pea:ted
(~:anal~ Maintained
Inlets and Catch Basins Inspected
Inlets and Catch Basins
Maintained
Storm Water Treatment Ponds
Inspected

Cooper City

Coral Springs

Dania

DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
February 8, 2001

ACTIVITY SCItEDULE
Activities Required by
Complied
Actlvilies
SWM P
with
Accomplished during
calendar year

A~ needed
I unit once/month
maintained once per
month

8 miles maintained
I unit twice/yr

’ ........ ~ ...... i=o,

Ret:otdsa~eavmlableonteque~l

Record~ are a~,~dahle on request

Re~.td~ ate a~ad.sble un requesl

Third Annual Repo’rt
PROGRAM
ELEMENT

PERMITTEE

Oavie

l)eerfield Beach

REQUIREMENT

ACTIVITY SCllEDULE
Activities Required by
Complied
Activities
SWMP
with
Accomplished during
calendar year

Grate Inlets Inspected

As needed

YES

Checked and cleaned
after ever~ storm

Rec,,rd~ a~e.~v,.h~bl~ on request

Inlets and Catch Basins inspected
Lakes/detentmn Ponds - Acres

2307 Unit once/year
4 once/nlos

YES

2307 Unit once/year
4 once/mos

Canals Inspected
Canals Mainiained
Exfiltration Trench
Stormwater Treatment Dry
Ponds

As needqd
15 miles twice/yr
2 times ,yr

u~,.ra~ are a,a*lable ,m requ¢~!
Rcco,ds are avadable on request
Rcc,,rds are ava,lable on requ,:st
R,~ord~ ,,e ,,,~aable

Stormwater Treatment Wet
(r’~nal~ Inspected

I0 miles twice/~r

N/A
YES
YES
YES
YES

10 miles twice/Irr
l 0 miles twice/yr
15 miles twice/yr
2 times/yr

2 limes/yr

YES

2 times/yr

Reco~d~ a~¢a’,adableun tcqucsl

~tormwater Lift Station
Swales

8-~ mile~ 9nge/mos
4 uniq; onct~/mos
N/a

8.2 milesimos
4, units once/mos
N/a

Sthaff¢lCanal was ah, o,nspccl~d
Inspected and m.maamed Rc:co~’d~ ~te avadabl~

Lauderdale by the
Sea

Catch Basins Inspected
Infiltration Trenches

23 units 4 times/~,r
20 units 4 times/~r

YES
Y E$
N/A
YES

Lauderdale Lakes

Canals Inspected

I I surface
Acres/Week

YES

Canals Maintained

69 Surface Acres/6

YhS

llallandale

YF.S

mos

Lauderhill
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23 units 4 times/~,r
20 units 4 t.nes/~r
11 surface
Acres/Week
69 Surface Acres/6

Records are avadablc on ~equest

Rccurd~ arc avadable t~n lcqueM

Malnta,ned by Ihe p r (~"~ fly owner
Records ,rcavadable on request
n~or,ts are avadable on rcque~l
Redo,a:, ~,,t a~,a,t.~bte
R,:co,,f. ~t~.~att,~bl~

ntos

(’;rate Inlels Inspected
Lakes Maintained

Once/2 weeks
4 Surface Acres/3
mos

YF.S
YES

Once/2 weeks
4 Surface Acres/3
mo$

ae,.or,t, a~¢ available on request

Strom Drain Inlets htspected
Canals Inspected

498 unit,honce/6 mo.,,
12 miles, once/mos

YES

498 units~once/6 mos
12 miles, once/mos

Recui’ds are avalhtbl¢ on requ~sl

Inlets and Catch Basins
In~pecled/Maintained
Channel Control Slrocture
Inllpected

457 umt.~ once/mos

NtA

R¢~:t,rd~ arc available ~pon *¢qucsl

191 umt~ once!mos

N/A

457 inlets and catch
hasin~ cleaned
191 un,,sonce/mus

YES

Record,, are avadabl¢

th*sl~k,~hcmgp¢~fi,rmetldu~mgthe schedule

II~ldgeCulvcrls
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PROGRAM
ELEMENT

PERMITTEE

Lighthouse Point

REQUIREMENT

Channel Control Structure
Inspected
Storm drain inlets inspected
Street sweepin~
Lakes/Detention Ponds
Maintained

As n~ed~d

N~A

I I 5 miles onc~/mos
7- lakes unce/mos

N/A
N/A
YES

Canals Inspected
Canals Maintained
[~]gtS and Catch Basins

12 miles nnce/mos

DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
February 8, 2001

YES

~ =~t~t~ o~ ~t

776 inlets once:6 iiios
I I 5 milesimos

Reotfd~ avadabl¢ on teq~sl
Re~otd~ avadable on teq~*l
~’le~ned and ~pta)ed [o aquillc plant

7 lakes once/mos
12 miles once/roDS
12 miles maimained
457 units once/roDS

Re~.rd~ are avadable upon request

a~ota, ,,e ..a,l,hte u~n teq.*~t
<’a~, at* m*,nt*,n~d ~nd ,n~p~,~d

Recmd~ *re a*adahle u~n tequeat
~ec,.,f. are a**dable upon ~equ¢*t

Cana!,~ ln~pected
Canals Maintained

YES
YES
YES

4~7 inlets once/yr
23 mile~ 9nce/yr
23 miles once/8

Inlets and Catch Basins Inspected

1856 units twice/yr

YES

1856 units twice/yr

In~clmn i$ doneit ll~ of maintenance lnlrl~

Drainage Control Strncture
Drainage Ditches

2 units once/6 roDS
Ctmcrete lined once
a month grass twice a
month

Y ES
YES

2 units once/week
Concrete lined once a
month grass twice a
month

Urals are puv~ statmn
Ottch¢~ ire also cleaned a~ needed (ir~s~ dttche~

Canals Maintained
Inlets and Catch Basins Inspected

Monthl~
Approx. 2000
nnce/~ear
As needed

YES

55 acres/mo

N/A

300 inspected

Rrcmd, ate a~atlable on request
Re~,~ra~ are avadable on request

N/A

300 unit

Refotd. ~re a~adable on reque=t

YES

I nflit/6mos

Stomlwater Sewer Pipe Culverts
(irate Inlels Inspected

I unit [ 6 mos
As needed
As ueedcd

N/A
N(A

Repaired 3 culverls
3(10 inlets/year

Maintained
Canals Inspected

15 reties unce/lllO5

YI~5

Canals M~lRl;lin~tl

As needed

N~A

15 reties once/n~ns
’
15 miles ilnce/nllll

Inlets and Catch Basins
Maintained
Weir Inspected

North Lauderdale

As needed
457 units nnce/mos

YES
YES

_

I ~ t umt~, 6 mo~

4~7 ~nlet~ once/yr
~ m~les ~mcg/yr
23 miles once/yr

Qrat, Inlets Inspected
Margate

co~tMzm’s

ACTIVITY SCItEDULE
Complied
Activities
Activities Required by
with
Accomplished during
SWMP
~lendar year

I.met and d~brts t, al~ removal a~ n~,kd and m

,

,

Rec.ttl~ are a~adahle o. request
Rctmds ate ~vatl*bl* on request
a~.,,,l~ ar¢ a,allabl~ on leqtte~l

R~*.td,~,adabl¢ u~m*eque=l
Reuttd~a~adabl~ u~ln lequent
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PROGRAM
ELEMENT

PERMITTEE

Activities Required by
SWMP

Oak|and Park

Parkland

Pembroke Park
Pembroke Pines

(’OMMENIS

Activities
Accomplished during
calendar year

Rec(nd~ avadabte u~mn request
Records. available upon request

N/A
YES
YES
YES
YES

283 units once/~r
2 outfalls once/
2 weeks
24 miles once/weekl~
4.5 milest once/rodS
4.5 miles once/mos
750 units twice/yr
450 units once/yr

5 ( 193

YES

5( 193 acres)

Rel~rls a~e avadable on request

Lakes Cleaned of Debris
I~,~;pe(~t~
Ex filtration Trenches Inspected

5( 193 acres )
oqce/l~n~
15 miles!inspected
twi~:9/yr

YES

5( 193 acres)
9ncq/m0§
15miles/inspected
twice/yr

Reports are available on request

Stormwater Structures Inspected
Weir Units
Dry Retenlion Pond Inspect,
Maintain
Canals
Lakes/ponds Inspected
Storage Pnnds Inspected
Canals Inspected
Canals Maintained
Stormwater Pump Station
Inspected

3 inspecffclean mos
1 inspect/clean rods
I unit tgtce/yr

YI:.S
YES
YF.S

3 inspect/clean rodS
1 inspect/clean rods
I unit twice/yr

r.po~ are avadableon request
ae~,o.s are ava*lable on request
repo=t= are a~atlabte on

inspect 4 times/~r
2 acres twice/mos
2 acre t~,ice/mns
60 miles once/week
As needed
9 pump twice/week

Y I-:S
YES
YES
YES
YhS
YI’-S

inspect 4 limes/~’r
2 acres twice/mos
2 acre twice/rodS
60 males once/week
60 miles 5 times/~,r
9 pump twice/week

report~, are avalhlbte on
Reports are avaitahleun reques~
repots ate t’~mt|hte tm req~t
Pnrnary and secondary canals
Aqu.mc spraying
r.po,t, are avadable

As needed

YI:S

9 pump station

Rept,lts are available un request

1750 acres/quarterly

YI:S

1750 acres/quarterly

R¢flt.t~ ate avathble on request

5 units once/month

YI;:S

5 units once/month
’

Repurls are a~.alhble on request

As needed
As needed

N/A

Storm Sewer Pipes Culverts
Canals Inspected
Canals Maintained
Inlets and Catch Basins Inspected
Inlets and Catch Basins
Maintained
Lakes Inspected

As needed
4.5 miles~ once/mos
4.5 miles once/mos
750 unitst twice/~,ear
As needed

Maintained
Slormwater Treatment Ponds
Inspected
Channel Control Structures
Ip~;pe(~ted

DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
February 8, 2001

Complied
with

Inlets and Catch Basins
(’hannel Control Structures

Stormwater Pump Stanon

~J
~)
--a.

ACTIVITY SCllEDULE

REQUIREMENT

YES

Records ava$1abte tzpoa tx-’quesi
reports are a~.,hble on req~t
Rcpo/ts are available on request
Repom are available on request
Reports are available on request

gq~o.s are avadable on request

Third Annual Report
PROGRAM
ELEMENT

PERMITTEE

¯

Plantation

Pompano Beach

Sea Ranch Lakes

Sunrise

]amarac

~l
~i)

REQUIREMENT

ACTIVITY SCtlEDULE
Activities Required by
SWMP

Complied
with

COM~S

Activities
Accomplished during
calendar year

Channel Control Structures
Maintained

As needed

YES

5 units

Repot:. ape avadahl¢ on request

Weir Units Inspected
Canals Inspected/maintained
Inlets & Catch Basins

I0 units once/month
20.5 milesimos
1783 Units/twice yr

10 units once/month
20..5 milesimos
1783 Units/twice yr

Refa)ns areavadableon reqec:~it
aec~,td~ a,e a’.adableon request

Outfalls Inspected/maintained
Canals Inspected
Canals Maintained
Retention/wetland System
maintained
I.ak~;/det~nlign Popd~
Storm Drain Inlets Inspected

I I units/6 mos
32 miles once/mos
As needed
I 0 relention
twice/mus
4 pond~; tmce/mos
40 inlets once/6
months
20 units/week
As needed
2 lakes once/mos

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
N/A
YES

accruals.are avalh~bl¢ on request
Rep.rts ateavad,~hle on reques!
Reports ate avadable on ~equest
Rep~rt:, a~¢ avadahle on requesl

YES
N/A
YF.S

I ] units/6 mos
32 miles once/mos
I mile maintained
I 0 retcntmn
twice/mos
4 pond~; once/~os
40 inlets once/6
monlh~;
20 units/week
I unit
2 lakes once/mos

900 acres once/yr

YES

900 acres nnce/yr

aquatucweed control latter, leash and deh~*s

Pump Stalion inspection
Stom~water "[’reatmenl - Wet
Ponds Inspected

7 units once!week
4 wet detention pond
ever~ 10 da~’s

YES
YES

7 units once/week
4 wet detentmn pond
eveq, I0 days

aep,,.s are available on ¢equesl
^qu~.~ planl

Canals Inspected

"1 wo-InOll|h Cllywlde

YI~S

31 [ Acres once/two

R~:~.orth ate ,t~allable upon request

Canals Maintained. Acres

cycle
I,.,, o-nmuth cilywlde

Y [’.’S

mos
726 once/two mos

~¢.,,a. are .~vatlable uptm ~eque~t

Inlets and Catch Itasins mspecletl

"1 wo-moulh citywlde

YES

27,509 units in one

]he lalesl t.lalcount ol catchbaslnz, within ihe( Ily

h|lets and Catch Basins
Maintained

As needed

N/A

2,540 units m uue
year period

Rec.,,l~ a~c a~,*tlahle uptm ~’equeM

Inlets/catch Basin Inspected
Inlets/catch Basin Maintained
Lakes/ponds
Inspection/mamtenance~
Canals and Lakes

YES
YES

--

Recmd~ ate avadahle on ~eque:~t
Reco*ds ate avadahlc on toques!

’
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PROGRAM
ELEMENT

PERMITTEE

Wcston

ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
Activities Required by
Complied
Activities
SWMP
with
Accomplished during
calendar year

REQUIREMENT

Storm Water Pump Station
Inspected

3 pump slations

N]A

Normally.
once/month and
once/week during
hurricane season

Rcc,,d~ age ava|labl¢ upon request

Storm Water Pump Station
Maintained

3 pump station as
needed

YES

All Ihleepumpsmttons are ~lng

Canal Control Structures
inspected
Canal Control Structures
Maintained
Retention!wetland System
Inspected
Sto~ Sewer Pipes Culverts
Inspected

10 unit once/month

YhS

3 pump stations 250
times in one-yr.
Period.
IO unit once/month

As needed

N/A

~OUe iU O~ yg

No mamlena~ wa~ required dullng the

2 cells - once every 3
months

YES

period.
2 ceils- once every 3
months

Re~otd~ attavillableon request

As needed

N/A

As need

Pl~s ate cleaned using a vac~umm~k

Twlce/yr

RccorOs at~ a~adable upun fequ*~t

Canals Inspected
Canals Maintained
inlets and Catch Basin Inspected

6 miles ooce/yr
As needed
6 per month

Broward Count~
FDOT District 4

Retention Ponds Inspected
Drainaue Strpcture

FI)OT Turnpike

i)i~ches C[eaned
Ditches & Slopes repaired
Turnpike Outfall inspected

Drainage Strugture In~py~l,d

YES
YES

Records ate avadable on ~equest

YES

Twice/yr
I O00/~r
N/A
4 miles once/~r
4 miles
6 per month,

Rec.rds ateavadable on requesl
Records available u~n request
a¢ct,rd, a~adable u~n request

4 ponds 9 times/yr

YES

4 ponds 9 times/~r

Record~ a,adable u~n tequ¢=t

40,071 ft/yr
13,992 fi’ yr

YES
YES

~Q,07] ft/yr

Rec°rdsavallableumntequ?,t,,

1773 ~" Y/Yr
1/3 of all ouffallb m
~r 3.4and 5
25% of system

YES
N/A

13,99~ ft/yr
1773 Y/Yr
All 15 major oulfall

Rec,,rd, a~adabte aWm reque=t
Reed,as ava,lable u~,n tequ¢=t

25% nfsystem
4400 acres
maintained
2~% of system

Rr~urd~avadabfeu~ntequest
R¢~,,td, avadab[ u~n request

I O00/yr
N/A

Turnpike Canals Inspected
] urnpikc Canals Maintained
~
0
O

complete rehahlhtatlo~ next year

pipe running ~lwcen Inlets malnlamed
cledn¢~ ( ulve~l~ only malnlaln~d as nee~d

Canals inspecte~ maintained
Catch Basin Inspected
Retention Ponds

Wilton Manors

COMMUter’S

NIA
YES
YES

As needed

YES
YhS

25% of~y~tem

YI:S

R=cords are avadtbl¢ on req~e=l
Record:i ate a~adable on request

Re~,nd, a~adable u~n requ¢st

Recordsavallab[¢ u~n request

DPEP NPDES M~ Re~
February 8, 2001
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Third Annual Report.
PROGRAM
ELEMENT

Roadway Maintenance

PERMITTEE

Coconut Creek

Cooper City

Coral Springs

Dania

REQUIREMENT

~’OMMEN’[S

Activities
Accomplished during
calendar year

Drainage Structures Maintained

As needed

YES

25,00 linear foot
maintained

~,~,,~a. av~l~t~ ,,p~t,

Stomlwater Treatment Ponds
Inspected
Stormwater Treatment Pond.’,
Maintained

12 acres/year

YES

12 acres/year

Reaids available upon teque~l

As needed

YFS

12 acres maintained

Record~ available upon requesl

I)4 Canals Inspected
D4 Canals Maintained

25% of system
As needed

25% of s~¢stem
4213 linear foot

re,era, a~,,,labl¢ upon

Drainal~e Structure Inspected
Street Sweeping/Litter Control

25% of system
22 miles once/month

YES
YES
YES
YES

Swalg~ Maintained
~to~’m Drains Inspected

As qe~led

N!A
N/,~

10 mih~s once/nmnth
Or~ mile~; 9nc~:/yr

Y[~
YES
YI’.’S

32.96 miles
448 units
61 75

YES

2 5 miles

118 mile 4 times/yr
As needed
As needed
Major roads swept
twice/month~
Secondary roads
swepl once/month
(’it)" slreet swept
As needed

YES
N/A
N/A

118 miles 4 ttmesiyr
6400 f~ct once/mos

Road,~ide lhtches, Pipes and
Culverts Inspected

As needed

’~ I".S

Street Sweeping/litter Control
Miles

292 once ’mos

YhS

Litter ~9ntrnl Miles
Catch Basins Insetted
Swales Maintained
Storm Drains Maintained
Street Sweepin~
Storm Drain Cleaned
Storm Drain Repaired
Street and Ilighway Sweeping

Swales Inspect/mare|din
Once/nmnth

Doyle

ACTIVITY SCitEDULE
Complied
Activities Required by
with
SWMP

t~p needgd
~.96 mile~
216 units
32.96 miles
2.5 miles

YES

YES

:

255 of system
50 miles twice/month

37 units once/yr
All streets swept as
per target

Rectlrd,i avadable upon tequesl
Re~otd, a,,a,l~b~e ~po.
R~cord~ a*~avadable on teque~l
Record:, are available on request
Records are available on
no~treet sv, eeplng done
Rccmd~ available on request

Records a~,adable on ~equ~st
Recotd>avadableon t’equest
~ord, ate available on
Record~ arc available oo t’cque~t
re,.,,t,l~ ate a~atlable on request
~e~,,~d. at¢ a’.a,labl¢ on

75 nnles Swales
inspected once/mos
and maintained as
needed
61 miles ofpipe
were ~nspected and
maintained as needed

~,,,,t. ,~ avadahle on Icque~t

]92 once/mos

R~tt,.In ate ~tadable t)ri ieque~l

DPEP NPDES MS4 Repot!
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PRO’GRAM
ELEMENT

PERMITTEE

REQUIREMENT

Deerfield Beach

Catch Basins Units Inspected
Swales Miles Inspected
Street Sweeplnl~

Ilallandale

Catch Basins Inspected
Street Sweeping

Margate

Miramar

268 once/mos

YES
YES
YES

105 miles/biweekly,
725 twice/~r
15 miles once/week

YES

105 miles/biweekl,/
725 twice/yr
15 miles once/week

c-or~z~tEr~’rs

a=t,,ra= a~= avadable ,n =eque=t
ae..ord~ are avadable on reque*!
aecor~l~ are a’,aaablean req~ca
Re~o~ds are avaitable on requ~t
Reco*dsarea*adahleonreqaest
Re,.ords are avadable on request

YI:.S

I 0 m i les iince/week

Y F.S

I 0 miles/week

aecora~ ale avadable on ~’equesl

Litter Control
Catch basins units
Swales

22 curb miles/Week
As needed
As needed

Y|:.S
N/A

22 curb miles/week

ta=mas ale available on ~’equesl
Recerd~, are avadable on t’eque:d

Street Sweepins/Litter Control

I 1.5 miles once/mos
41.1 miles once/mos

Streets Sweeping

Street Sweepin~/lAtter Control
Catch Basins Insp~ctgd
~wal~:~ lnspe~:teo

As qe~ded
&~; n~:~de~l

Stgrm Drair~ Inspected
Inlets and Catch Basins

As ngeded
1856 units twice/yr

Street Sweeping and Litter
Control 104 Miles
.

5 miles once/week
12 miles ~,/mos
9 miles 2:mos
78 miles once/month
twice!mo~

Sirel sweeninv/I.iller (?nntrol

N/A
¥1:.S
YES

I 165 units once/~r
8 miles once/mos
I 1.5 milesv once/mos
41 .I miles once/mos

Re~urd:.ate avadableon t’equesl

Records are avadable on reqaest
Th,st~k ,s ped’om~ed dady
Records a~e avavlahleon ~equest
Reco~d:,a,eavadableonreque~t
Reco~,l ...... ailahle on ,quest
Records a~e available on reque:a

YhS

457 uniq; ~p~:/y~"
4 I. ! miles once/vr
9 miles once/vr
1856 unils twice/yr

Y I"-S

5 miles once/week

s~,¢eplng and Litter ttmttol i:. al>o ,lone an

V[:.S
YF.S
YF.S

(’leaned a limes ¯ year on malol" tead~ays

YES

[he (~ra~ ts cut twlte a month LIIIe~ and ~hr~

twice/nlos

t¢.a~cd ptlt~r to culling gra~ and as needed

9~ fi mile~ nnce/m~)s

,

12 miles 3/mos
9 miles 2/mos
78 miles once/monlh,

YI:S

DPEP NPDES MS4 Repo~
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1286 once/~cr
268 once/mos

]

528 units twice/yr
296 units oncel~cr
4 units once/mos

Roadside Drainage Swales
Inspected
~
~

YF.S

YES

Roadside Ditches, Pipes and
Culverts Inspected and
Maintained

Lighthouse Point

1286 once/yr

528 units twice/yr
296 units once/~’r
4 units once/mos

Catch Basins Inspected

l.a uderdale by the
Sea
Lauderdale Lakes
Lauderhill

ACTIVITY SCltEDULE
Complied
Activities
] Activities Required by
SWMP
with
Accomplished during
calendar year

18
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PROGRAM
ELEMENT

PERMITTEE

YES

2/mos

Record~ are a~altabte on reques!

YES

I O/mos

Reo~rd~ are avadable on request

N/A
N/A
N/A

Retor,l~ me avadabl~ on I’equest

N/A

300 units
50 miles once/mus_
22 miles
16 once/yr

87.4 miles once/mos

YES

87.4 miles once/mos

A~ needed
24 ~nile~ twice/mqs
100 units 9n~:e/yr

Pembroke Pines

Roadside Ditches Inspected
Swales Inspected
Street Sweepin~
Catch Basins Inspected
Roadside Ditches Inspected
Street Sweeping/Ihter Control

Plantation

Swales Inspected
Streets and Ilighways Swept

once/~yr
32 miles 4 times/~r
4 times/~cr
50 units twice/mos
3.5 miles once/mos
165 miles once/2
weeks
165 mdes once/week
187 miles
once/week
17 units/3 mus

YES
YE~
Y[:~;
YES
YES
YES
YES
YI:.S
YES
YES
YES

10 mi e~ opce/nms
24 mile~ twi~,/mo~;
100 u~ts 9nc~/yr
once/~cr
32 m,les 4 times/~cr
4 ttmes/~/r
50 units twice/mos
3 5 miles once/mos
165 redes once/2
weeks
165 miles once/week
187 miles once/week

R¢cordt. a~eavadahte on request
Rec,,,ds ~e ,~a,t,b~e on reques~
Records .tge ava,labte on request
a~,,~d:. =re,va,hble on ,eq=e~t
Rec,,rd~ ateavaaableon request
a~o,,f~.r*,~.,t~t, teon,eq.e~t
Record~ are avadahleon requet,!
Records are avadable on request
Records are available on request
Recolds are ava,lable on reques!
Records are avadabte ua request
Record~ ~re a~adableonrequest

YES

1779 units/3 mos

Recotd=areavadableunteque~t

600 miles once/mos
As needed
2125 Umt once/each
rainfall
#,s needed
AS needed

YES
YE~
YES

R¢cmds are a~azlable t~n request

YF.S
Y [~S

600 miles once/mos
I I 0 mile~ once/mo~s
2125 Unit once/each
rainfall
~6il umts once/yr
] .~ unilS/nlos

4 male/daily

"YI~S

,~ milcs/dady

lnst~deddadY andmatnt,m~dasneed¢,l

Parkland

Pembroke Park

Pompano Beach

Sea Ranch Lakes
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(OMM~’NTS

As needed
As needed
As needed
50 miles oncc/mos
N/a
16 once/yr

Oakland Park

=...%

ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
Activities Required by
Complied
Activities
SWMP
with
Accomplished during
calendar year

Stom~ Drain
Stormwaler Structures Unit
Catch Basins Inspected
Swales Inspected
Street Sweeping/Litter Control
Stormwater Water Structure
inspected
Street Sweeping/litter Control
Swales ~leaned and Maintained
Streets Sweeoin~
~Tatch Basin Insp~:t/nt0int

North Lauderdale

:~
~:~
.a.

REQUIREMENT

Catch Basins
Inspected/maintained
Street Sweeping/Litter Control
~wales In~pected
Inlets & Catch Basins Inspected
Inlets & ~atch Basins maintained
Stnlmwater Slructurc O nils
Inspected
Street Sweepin~¢lhtert Miles

Re~ord~ a~e avadable tm request

Records are available on t’equesl
Re*.ords are a’~adable on request

Rec.rd, are av,ulable un request
Recolds are avadableunreque*l
Re~,,,,h arc avadahle on request
Ret~tds .lie available on request
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Sunrise

Tamarac

Weston

REQUIREMENT

Streets Sweeping/litter Cnnttnl
Catch Basins Maintained
Swales Maintained
Ditches, P~pes and Culverts
Inspected
Street Sweeping/Litter Control

140 miles! ~uarterl~

YES

L40 mile$/t|uurte.r[~

Record, a~e avadahle

2500 unit once/yr

YES

2500 unit once/yr

R~ord~ are avadab[e on request

3 [l~s [ runs

Y [~

3 l[~s/~s

Record~ a:e a~adable on

Twice/yr

YES

Twice / yr

a~cor,h are awd,ble on ~eq~est

Curbed streels:
twice/month,
uncurbed streets:
once/quarter,

YkS

ae~ora~ a~e ~,~b~e

Swales Maintained

As needed

N/A

Sto~ Drains Maintained

As needed

N/A

46.3 miles of curbed
streets
twice/month,225
miles nf uncnrbed
streets once/quarter
11360 linear feet of
swale re-~raded
As needed

Street Sweeoin~t Litter control

~.~ ~i!e~ 0nee/week
100% 9qcg/two we~k
As needed

yES

5.~ mile8 9ncg/week

YES
Y [~S
YES

!00% 9qce/two w~k

a~o~a~ ~,~av~b~
4~

4 per month
10DO feet sendannually

YES

4 per month
1000 feet semiannually

Swales Maintain

5 per munlh

Street Swcepin~
Catch Basins Inspected

329 miles per/mos
2115 units
once/4mos
7883 acres once/5
w~eks
1207 acrc~/~r
338 miles/yr

YES
YES
YkS

~wale~
Catch Basra Maintained
Wihnn Manurs

Broward County

Street Sweeping/Litter Control
Catd~ Basins ins~ected
Storm drain pipes cleaned

Swales Inspected
FD()’I District 4

~
~

Mowin~
Sweepin~
Litter remova]
Roadside shoulders, slopes,

~
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cor,~r,lEr~Ts

ACTIVITY SCtlEDULE
Complied
Activities
Activities Required by
SWMP
vcith
Accomplished during
calendar year

3 mile once/week

~69 ~cr~s/yr
327 acres/yr

YES

3 mile once/week

~a~mgs°flh~s NW ~8 Stswale reb~admg
project avadable u~n ~equ~t
smm~ drains and Inl¢~ adlac~l Io roadways are

R~cmds are l~ad~bl~ on
r~c~r~s a~ avallabl~ on leque~l
a¢co,ds ~...,~abl*
ae~ds ale avadahl¢ on rcqucnl

5 per monlh

R¢curd~ a* avadable on ~equesl

329 milesimos
2115 untts once/4
runs
7883 acres once/5
weeks

Reco,ds a, a,atlabl¢
~¢,,.d~ ~ avadabl¢

YES
YES

1207 acres/~r
338 miles/~r

ae~,~t~ are a~adabl~ un lcquesl

YES
YES

2 ~69 ~r~(yr
327 acres/yr

a~c,,ra, Ire ava,labl¢ on request

YES

a~ra~ ~ avadable on

Records
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FDOT Turnpike

Monitoring

DP[P

REQUIREMENT

Mowin~

As needed

95,555 ha/~’r

R¢co,d~ ar~a~allabl¢on requesl

2~654 haler

~cm,~,~.~,meon
R~cnrtl~ are a~adable on
~o~a~ are av~dable on request

YES

2t233 ha!~r
6~331 m/~r
I unit/yr

Regord, ate avmlable~n r*que,t

YES

Clearinl~ & Grnbbin~
latter removal

As needed
As needed

(:’lean and reshape ditch
Modi fy exte~al drainage
st~cture

As needed
As needed

Mechanical Sweepin~

As needed

YES

5t738 Km/yr

~1~ Manholg~ ~ Inlets
~a0d~c~pe

A~ peeOed

YES

246 units/yr

A~ qeeded

Tr~e removal

As ne~O~d
As needed

YE~
YE~
YES

61 ~445 ~m/yr
~ 17 ea/yr

As needed
100% system, once/5

YES
YES

23.4 m/~r
2,900 m/~r
20% system

+’+" *~ ~"~

5 outfall Twice]yr

YBS

~ Outfalls Twicely+

R¢co+ds are available

Sto~ sewer inspection
Pi~e Desiltin[
DW Weather Screening
Out fall Monitoring
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~.oramE~rs

ACTIVITY SCItEDULE
Activities Required by
Complied
Activities
SWMP
wilh
Accomplished during
cakndur year

YES
YES
YES

a¢~md, ~te avadabl¢ on ~equest

R~ma~ ~re a~m~ame on
~e~ord, are a*allabl¢ on
Record~ are awllable on
R~ora~ a~ ~,a.l~b~

Third Annual Report
D.

NARRATIVE REPORT

The narrative report is set up in the following manner. The SWMP element’s objective (in bold) is
followed by each individual NPDES MS4 Permit annual report requirement (in italics) under general
discussion of element, strengths and weaknesses, assessment of controls, revisions, and compliance
status of the elements. The Narrative Report section of the Annual report primarily discuss those
SWMP Elements which were not included within the SWMP Summary Table.
I.

Operation and Maintenance of Structural Controls and Storm Water Collection Systems

Objective: reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practical
General Discussions:
Conduct inspections and maintenance of the structural controls and storm water collection systems
discharging to the MS4 within each permittee’s jurisdictional area. Maintain an internal record
keeping system to track inspections and maintenance activities performed on structural controls
during the permit term. Annually, assess the accomplishments of your inspection and maintenance
program as compared to the target goals outlined in Table II.A. 1.b. on pages 5 - 13 of this permit.
The Summary Table in Section C of this report, entitled "Co-Permittees Activities Accomplished
During Calendar Year" summarizes the co-permittee inspection and maintenance (I&M) activities at
structural controls and storm water collection systems. This program is very effective. Some of the copermittees have added more staff and resources to fulfill thisrequirement.

..

Strengths and Weaknesses:
Co-permittees achieved the target goals outlined in Table II.A. 1 .b. This enables entities responsible
for the system to evaluate the condition of the facilities and the need for maintenance repairs and
replacement. A weaknesses of the program is that level of detail varies from co-permittee to copermittee based on the level of information given at the time of permit application.
Assessment of Control:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.
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2.

Control of Discharges from Areas of New Development and Significant Redevelopment

Objective: to reduce discharge of pollutants from MS4s, which receive discharges from areas of new
development and significant redevelopment.
Activities completed:
Broward County achieves compliance through stormwater management construction/operation
licensing from DPEP, and FDOT achieves compliance through their drainage connection permits.
FDOT District four has updated the report form for outfall inspections (Appendix I-1 of Attachment
23) to identify connections to FDOT District Four’s MS4 and other relevant information.
General Discussion:
Continue to implement the Broward County Land Use Plan which contains objectives and policies
relating to drainage and storm water management that provide controls for areas of new development
and significant redevelopment. For areas of new development, adhere to the treatment performance
standards set forth in the State Water Policy.
Broward County continues to implement the land use plans. An updated Broward County Land Use
Plan was adopted on November 19, 1996. The Plan’s Drainage and Natural Aquifer Groundwater
Recharge Element contains the following objectives:
$
$"
$
$
$

Objective 7.1. The Office of Environmental Services (OES) shall implement drainage
improvement to remove Group One Deficiencies by 2010, and South County (SC) and
Central County (CC) deficiencies by 2015.
Objective 7.2. Stormwater management facilities shall be provided to meet the County’s shortterm and long-term future surface water management needs.
Objective 7.3. Continue to maximize the use of Stormwater management system facilities so
as to encourage compact urban growth patterns.
Objective 7.4. Stormwater management facilities shall be designed, constructed and operated
in a manner that conserves potable water resources.
Objective 7.5. Maintain and protect groundwater recharge of the surficial aquifer systems so
as to maintain all of the functions of the Biscayne Aquifer.

New development in the areas outside of the independent districts must receive a stormwater
management construction/operation license from DPEP. These licenses must comply with State Water
Policy, as stated in Broward County Code, Section 27-200 (b)(1)h:
No surface water management license shall be issued in the absence of reasonable
assurances by the applicant that the surface water management system is consistent
with the state water policy, Chapter 62-40, F.A.C.
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Emplo.v new FDOT Drainage Connection Permit requirements which include a "certification of
water quality" to be provided by the connecting enti~,’.
The FDOT Turnpike District has implemented the drainage permit requirement as per Chapter 14-86
which includes a "certification of water quality" to be provided by the connecting entity. Procedures
and maintenance responsibilities for post-development operation and maintenance are established in
Chapter 14-86 of Florida Statutes, and outlined in drainage connection permit application issued by
the FDOT.
FDOT District Four accomplishes the control of development and significant redevelopment through
the Drainage Connection Permit. A blank copy of the Drainage Connection Permit Application and
Permit are provided in Appendix B of District Four report in Attachment 23. It should be noted that
receipt of a Drainage Connection Permit does not alleviate the applicant from obtaining a state
Stormwater management permit. FDOT District Four is planning to document applicants that actually
connect to the MS4, by using the database being developed, and in the review of the Drainage
Connection Permit applications (see Appendix I-1 of Attachment 23).
Strengths and Weakness:
This SWMP protects the environment and the plan consistent with all drainage districts throughout
Broward County. The weakness of the program is only 19 co-permit-tees receive stormwater
management licenses from DPEP and rest of them receive licenses from independent drainage
districts. The independent drainage districts are not co-permit’tees with Broward County.

¯.

The strength of the FDOT Drainage C.onnection Permit is that it requires applicants to certify
compliance with Florida Administrative Code Rule 14-86 that states that "the quality of water
conveyed by the connection meets all applicable water quality standards or minimum design and
performance standards." Thus the permit serves to minimize impacts of new and significant
redevelopment on the water quality. A weakness of the Drainage Connection Permit is that there is
no distinction between on-site retention and an actual "connection" to the MS4. Generally, FDOT
District Four does not permit new connections to the MS4; however, the wording of the permit does
not allow for identification of the fe~ exceptions, the actual connections to the MS4. The review
process has been updated to rectify this weakness (see Appendix I-1 in Attachment 23).
Assessment of Controls:
Broward county meets compliance requirements in its jurisdiction. FDOT employs non-structural
controls to adequately meet compliance in this area. These controls are the Drainage Connection
Permit and the general practice not allowing new connections by permittees to the FDOT MS4.
Issuance of Drainage Connection Permits has enabled the FDOT to inventory drainage connections
tied to the FDOT systems and to control the quality of discharges to FDOT MS4.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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Compliance Status:

Compliance Achieved
3.

Operation and Maintenance of Public Streets, Roads, and Highways

Objective: Operate and maintain public streets in a manner to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the
maximum extent possible.
Activities Completed:
All the co-permittees achieved their target during the third year period of this report.
General Discussion:

-

Implement the litter control program(s) for highways and streets within each permittee’sjurisdictional
area, as described within the SWMP of the Part 2 application, and properly dispose of the collected
material. Perform scheduled maintenance on storm water structures (i.e. catch basins, etc.) and
roadside ditches and properly dispose of accumulated sediments. Maintain an internal log
documenting these maintenance activities. If these activities are performed b.v others under a
contractual agreement, then the permittee shall retain copies of the contractual agreement which
specifies the maintenance activities to be performed and the schedule of frequency.

The Summary Table in Section C of this report, entitled "Co-Permittee Activities Accomplished
During Calendar Year" summarizes the co-permittee maintenance schedule and inspection and
maintenance (I&M) activities associated with public streets and roads.
Provide a description,for incorporation into the permit, of the standard practices employed to reduce
the pollutants in storm water runofffrom areas associated with road repair and from all municipallyowned or operated equipment yards and maintenance shops that support road maintenance activities.
This was provided in the First Annual i’eport as required by the permit.

Actively support and promote on a regular basis participation in the Broward Clean and Beautiful
Program (an affiliate of Keep America Beautiful, Inc). Provide a summa~, of the activities performed
under this program, within jurisdictional limits, to maintain the public streets, roads and highways.
Formed in 1993, Broward Beautiful (formerly Broward Clean and Beautiful Program) is a public
service organization whose goal is to initiate, develop, coordinate, and direct programs for countywide beautification in cooperation with the citizens, local governments, and businesses of Broward
County, Florida. A 14-member Broward Beautiful Board of Directors, appointed by the Broward
County Board of County Commissioners, approves of Broward Beautiful fund disbursements.
Broward Beautiful relies on partnerships of business, gok, emment, and local groups and employs
proven techniques to improve the community appearances. Broward Beautiful’s Award Program
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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recognizes businesses that implement landscaping that beautifies and conforms to basic Broward
Beautiful design criteria. The Broward Beautiful Corm-nunity Grant Program has been established to
provide financial assistance to qualifying organizations looking to improve and preserve the natural
beauty and environment of Broward County. Grant applications were made available in the year
1999.
The Broward Beautiful Program continues to receive the support of Broward County and the other
co-permittees:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

The Executive Director of Broward Beautiful is Jennifer Fields Schaufele, Assistant to the
DPEP Director.
Roy Gold of Coral Springs is a member of the Broward Beautiful Board of Directors.
The Broward County Commission has supplied $149,000 to support the Broward Beautiful
program in Fiscal Year 1999 (October 1998 to September 1999).
Staff support, postage, office space, copying, and other services have been provided in-kind
by the DPEP.
As part of the Great Florida Cleanup, Broward Beautiful and DPEP performed a one-day
beach cleanup on September 18, 1999. DPEP provided $3,224 of support for the program for
T-shirts, publicity, etc.
Florida Department of Transportation has designated $350,000 of"beautification money" to
Broward Beautiful.
DPEP and Broward Beautiful sponsored the annual Waterway Cleanup, where debris is
removed from Broward County waterways.

Some of the co-permittees like the City of Oakland Park started a program called "Adopt a Street" for
beautification. Flyers distributed to the public are in Attachment 25 which gives the list of streets
adopted in the year 1999 and available streets for future adoption.
Coordinate the "Adopt-A-Highway" program for local organizations to be identified with specific
highway cleanup and beautification projects. Conduct routine inspections of each FDOT
maintenance facility to verify that BMPs are operational and to determine changes necessary to
improve runoff quality.
The FDOT statewide "Adopt -A-Highway" program has been in place since 1990. This program is
effective on allowing the general public to participate on cleaning up state roadways and promoting
a cleaner environment. The FDOT has coordinated, through the local maintenance offices, 2340
volunteers who have cleaned up around 300 miles of roadway within the District Four and Turnpike.
This program is effective on allowing the general public to participate on cleaning up state roadways
and promoting a cleaner environment. FDOT has a web-page address is
http: wx~ w.dot.state.fl.us, mt~rel)OT adopt.htl’n.
The FDOT District four and FDOT Turnpike don’t have maintenance yards facilities within the limits
of Broward County MS4 Permit area.
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Strengths and Weakness:
The litter control program eliminates blockages in storm drains and reduces the possibilities of
flooding. The work is labor intensive. There has been some concern that sediments removed may be
considered hazardous material which is very expensive to dispose of.
Assessment of Control:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved by all co-permittees.
4.

Ensure Flood Control Projects Consider Water Quality Impacts

Objective: Assess water quality impacts on receiving water for flood management projects
Activities Completed.’
Areas of new development and new flood control projects in Broward County received a Stormwater
Management Construction/Operation license. The list of those sites inspected this year is in
Attachment 13.
The association of water quality facilities and flood control facilities for FDOT is governed by state
regulations (Chapters 62-25 and 62-40) which require the treatment of stormwater runoff within all
facilities constructed after 1985. FDOT structures comply with these requirements and require systems
that connect to FDOT facilities to comply as well. It should be noted, however, that FDOT District
Four has no requirements under this section of the permit.
General Discussion:
Ensure that all new developments, significant redevelopments and new flood control projects adhere
to the performance standards set forth in the State Water Policy.
Areas of new development, sigrfificant redevelopment, anti new flood control projects must receive
a stormwater management construction/operation license. These licenses must comply with State
Water Policy, as stated in Broward County Code, Section 27-200 (b)(1)h:
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No surface water management license shall be issued in the absence of reasonable
assurances by the applicant that the surface water management system.., is consistent
with the state water policy, Chapter 62-40, F.A.C.
Provide a copy of the municipality’s adopted "Comprehensive Plan" required in accordance with
Chapter 163 of the Florida Statutes, which states that the Comprehensive Plan should set forth goals,
objectives and policies for water quality, master planning and flood protection.
Copies of the pertinent portions of the co-permittee municipal comprehensive plans were submitted
along with the First Annual Report.
Strength and Weakness :
The regulation ensures that all construction projects obtain the license. The presumption that the’water
quality regulation standards will result in discharges that will meet state water, policy.
The strength of this element is in FDOT’s linkage of permit requirements and state regulations. As
described in the Part 1 and 2 permit applications, within the state of Florida, stormwater facilities built
since about 1985 are required to provide for stormwater runoff treatment. This state regulation
(Chapter 62-25, Florida Administrative Code) is required for new facilities as well as significantly
modified ones. Therefore, the construction or modification of FDOT District Four Stormwater
facilities must meet state regulatory requirements to obtain a permit. No weaknesses have been
identified thus far.
~".’.’,~!.
~,:.

Assessment of Controls:
The current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.
5.

Identification, Monitoring, and Control of Discharges from Municipal Waste Treatment,
Storage, or Disposal (TSD) Facilities not covered by an NPDES Storm Water Permit

Objective: Identify measures to monitor and reduce pollutants in storm water discharges from
municipal waste TSD facilities
Activities Completed:
There were 32 Broward County municipal waste handling and landfill sites identified which were not
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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covered by NPDES storm water permit. Monitoring and control of discharges from these facilities
are regulated by county and state regulations.
General Discussion:
Provide a description of the program emplo.ved to evaluate, Jbr each co-permittee, through
inspections and monitoring, municipal waste treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) faeilities which
are not covered by ~VPDES permit(s). This requirement may be satisJ~ed through cooperative efforts
with other co-permittees. [mplement the program designed to reduce pollutants in storm water
discharges from municipal waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities which are not covered
NPDES permits.
State permitting and county licensing programs ensure that municipal waste handling facilities and
landfills comply with storm water programs. Surface water at the 32 Broward County mu_nicipal
waste handling facilities and landfills are regulated through Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP) rules in Chapter 62, F.A.C. and Broward County Code, Chapter 27. Please see
the table below.
City
Address
3551 SW 2nd Ave,
Ft. Lauderdale
Pembroke Pines
Broward County !,BC) Interim Contingency Sanita~ LF 7101 SW 205 Ave.
BC Sanita~ Landfi!l (closed)
Dax ~e
BC Residential Transfer Unit - Central
5490 Reese Rd.
Davie
BC Residential Transfer Unit -North
2780 Powerline Rd. Pompano Beach
BC Residential Transfer Unit - South
5601 W. Hallandale Rd !Holl,vwood
Central Sanitary Landfill - Ash Monofill
3000 NW 48th St.
!Pompano Beach
3000 NW 48th St.
Central Sanitar] Landfill and Rec~cclin~ Center
Pompano Beach
Central Sanitary. Landfill - Material Rec. Fac,
3000 NW 48th St.
Pompano Beach
Central Sanitary Landfill - Trash Transfer St.
3000 NW 48th St.
Pompano Beach
3000 NW 48th St.
Central Sanitar}, Landfill - Yard Trash Compost
]Pompano Beach
Chambers Waste Systems of Florida
SW Pembroke Rd & iPembroke Pines
208 Ave.
Coral Springs Trash Transfer Station
NW 121 st Ave &
iCoral Springs
Wiles Rd
Deerf~eld Beach Trash Transfer Station
~360 SW 4th St.
Deerfield Beach
Fort Lauderdale Trash Transfer Station A
2 ! 0 ! NW 6th St.
Ft. Lauderdale
Fort Lauderdale Public Service Trash Transfer
201 SW 12th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale
Ft. Lauderdale
Fort Lauderdale Sn~,der Park Trash Transfer Station
3299 SW 4th Ave.
Hallandale Residential Trash Transfer
NW 8th Ave. & 2nd St. Hallandale
Hollywood 56th Ave. Mulch Processing
3400 NW 56th Ave. lHollywood
Hollywood Residential Trash Transfer
3400 NW 56th Ave.
Hollywood
Plantation Residential Trash Transfer
750 NW 9 Ist Ave.
Plantation
Enviroc,vcle, Inc.
849 SW 21 st Terrace Ft. Lauderdale
Pompano Beach
J & A Transfer, lnc.
2241 NW 15th Ct.
Br, owgrd ,ountv Solid W~te Facilitie~
Airport Recycling Specialists
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Broward County ~olid Wa~t~ Fp~iliti~

A~l~Ir~e~

(~ity

Pompano Park Compost Facilitv

1800 SW 3rd St.

Pompano Silica and Sand

1951 N. Powerline Rd. Pompano Beach

Recycle America of Broward County

810 NW 13th Ave.

Pompano Beach

Reuter Recycling of Florida
Rocklake. Inc..

20701 Pembroke Rd.
3300 NW 27th Ave.

Pembroke Pines

Tire Rec,vclin~ of Florida

6116 NW 2nd Ave.

Ft. Lauderdale

Transfer/Recycling Services

7061 SW 22nd Ct,

Davie

UHEL Pollv Hauling,~ Inc.
Waste Mal~ic Recvclers Central, Inc.

2201 NW 16th St.

Pompano Beach
Pompano Beach

1501 NW 12th Ave.

Pompano Beach

Pompano Beach

Surface water licenses are either issued separately, such as the Broward County Department of
Planing and Environmental Protection (DPEP) Surface Water Management License, or together with
licenses for other programs, such as DPEP County Resource Recovery, and Management License.
Presented below are descriptions of the Stormwater stipulations of various licenses and permits
required of solid waste management facilities.
$

$

DPEP Resource Recovery and Management License: Issued by the Solid Waste section of
DPEP, the license applies to all Broward County landfills, compost facilities, transfer stations,
yard trash and wood incinerators, and material recovery facilities. A license requirement is that
"sanitary landfills shall provide for the collection, control and treatment of surface runofffi’om
the site to meet established water quality standards of receiving waters." (Broward County
Code 27-215(f)(3)) The County has been designated by the State to license all solid waste
management facilities accept landfills, which are licensed by both the DPEP and Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FLDEP). In addition, DPEP Solid Waste Section
follows the FLDEP Solid Waste Management regulations in issuing the license to landfills and
other solid waste facilities.
FLDEP Solid Waste Mana.gement Facility Permit: Issued by the Solid Waste Section of the
FLDEP, the permit is issued to Broward County landfills. Permit requirements for solid waste
management facilities that incorporate surface water issues include the following: I) Landfill
surface water monitoring points installed at locations to yield semi-annual samples~ of surface
water -standing water, flowing water bodies, discharges from detention ponds - that may be
affected.by the landfill. (Florida Administrative Code (FAC) Chapter 62-701.510); 2)
Landfill surface water management systems shall be properly designed, constructed, and
maintained.2 (FAC Chapter 62-701.700); and 3) stormwater management systems for all solid

IThe samples shall be analyzed for specific conductivity, unionized ammonia, pH, total hardness, dissolved oxygen,
biochemical oxygen demand, turbidity, copper, temperature, iron. colors, sheens, mercury., nitrate, zinc, total dissolved solids, and

total orgamc carbon,
2 Surface water management systems.
(a) A Stormwater management system shall be designed, constructed and maintained which, at a minimum, prevents

Stormwater from the peak discharge of the 25 year storm event from running onto those portmns of the landfill which have not been
closed.
(b} A Stormwater management system shall be designed, constructed and maintained which collects and controls, at a
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waste management facilities shall be operated and maintained as necessary to meet applicable
standards of FAC Chapter 62-302 (Surface Water Quality Standards), FAC 62-330
(Regulation of Stormwater Discharge) and FAC 62-25 (Environmental Resource Permitting).
In addition to surface water stipulation imbedded in solid waste regulations, municipal waste facilities
also are subject to the following surface water programs:

$
$

$

FLDEP Surface Water Discharge Permit: The permit ensures surface water management
units,except those already permitted by the South Florida Management District, comply with
the technical requirements of (FAC Chapter 62-25).
DPEP Surface Water Management License: Issued by the Surface Water Management Section
of the DPEP, the license ensures that all surface water management units outside the
independent drainage districts comply with the technical requirements of Broward Count?,.’
Code 27-200 (b).
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) Surface Water Management License.
The license applies to solid waste facilities that are greater than ten acres or have more than
two acres of impervious surface.

Provide a description of the program to monitor pollutants in runoff from the CiO, of Tamrac Sewer
Treatment Plant and Sludge Farm which was closed in 1987.

This description was provided in the Firs( Annual Report.
Strengths and Weakness:,
The Broward County had similar policies, programs and regulations for a number of years before the
MS4 permit was issued. It consistent throughout the Broward County. The Broward County Code
prohibits discharges from these types of facilities.
Assessment of Control:

The Broward County Code adequately meets compliance in this area.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
minimum, the volume of runoff from a 25 year, 24 hour storm event.
(e) Stormwater controls shall include retention or detention ponds, and drainage ways specifically designed and stzed
according to local drainage patterns, soil permeability, annual precipitation, area land use, and other characteristics of the contributing
watershed.
(d) Stormwater management systems shall be designed to avoid mixing of Stormwater with leachate. Stormwater or other
surface water which comes into contact with the landfilled solid waste or mixes with leachate shall be considered leachate and is subject
to the requirements of Rules 62-701.500(8) and 62-701.510(5), F.A.C.
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Broward County has achieved compliance.
6.

Cantral af Pollutants Related to Application of Pesticides, Herbicides, and Fertilizers

Objective: Implement controls to reduce, to the MEP, the discharge of pollutants related to the storage
and application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers applied by employees or contractors, to public
rights-of-way, parks, and other municipal property.
Activities completed:
Applicators are trained and certified in county. Broward County has provided training to the pesticides
applicators.
General Discussion:
Implement the program, as described within the SWMP in the Part 2 permit application, to reduce
pollutant loads associated with the application of pesticides and herbicides.
Broward County and Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) continue to implement the
program as described within the SWMP in the Part 2 permit application related to pesticides,
herbicides, and fertilizers. The application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers is regulated under
Broward County Department of Planing and Environmental Protection (DPEP) Article XIII wellfield
protection Chapter 27-380(d) and 27-380(e)o
Require evidence of proper certification for all applicators contracted by the municipali~, to apply
pesticides and herbicides on municipal and FDOT property.

:._.:;:~

Co-permittees have submitted copies pesticide applicator licenses issued by the Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Services. (Copies are available in Attachment 3.)
Provide a description, for incorporation into the permit, of the existing public education program(s),
employed within jurisdictional areas,, to encourage the public to reduce their use of pesticides,
herbicides, and fertilizers. This requirement may be satisfied through cooperative efforts with other
permittees, public agencies, or private entities.
It was provided in the first year report as per the requirement.
Provide a description of the program and procedures implemented by municipal staff, within each
jurisdictional area, to minimize the use of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers and to properly apply,
store and mix these products. Where no comprehensive program of this nature exists, the permittee(s)
shall develop and implement a program to include proper training and/or on-the-job supervision for
municipal employees who appl.v, store or mix these products. In a summary of the program
developed in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT.

This element has been completed in the second year of the permit. Please see the second year permit
DPEP NPDES MS4 Repor~
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for detail. No changes have been made.
Implement the program, described in the FDOT Statewide SWMP, to minimize the use of pesticides,
herbicides, and fertilizers and to properly apply, store, and mix these products.

FDOT District Four minimizes the use of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers as well as properly trains
and certifies FDOT applicators. Certification is required of any applicator with which FDOT contracts.
FDOT requires that all applicators obtain Florida Department of Agriculture Public Applicator
certification for use of Restricted Pesticides before applying any pesticides in accordance with Chapter
5E-9, F.A.C. The District 4 is developing procedures to improve the documentation of pesticide,
herbicide and fertilizer application in Stormwater pond areas to in conjunction with the MMS more
efficiently track the use of such chemicals in sensitive areas. The FDOT encourages the use of manual
vegetation removal and track driven roller wiper application methods over spraying to minimize the
potential for environmental degradation.
The.Turnpike District contracts out these service~ when required. As a contract requirement, the
contractor must be certified to apply chemicals in order to be considered for the job. Limited use of
herbicides is used for nuisance control around concrete structures or hard-to-reach places. Minimal
use of herbicides is also used in some mitigation sites to control regrowth of nuisance species, such
as cattails.
Strengths and Weakness:
This SWMP is good for safety, health of the public and the environment. There was no comprehensive
plan of this type before this permit was issued.
Assessment of Control:

Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:

No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved by all co-permittees.
7. a.) Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal: Inspections, Ordinances, and Enforcement
Measures
Objective: Effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges to the MS4 by the permittees through the
use of inspections, ordinances, and enforcement
Activities Completed:
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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Two golf courses were investigated as part of the requirement to implement DPEP’s random
inspection program for illicit connections and illegal dumping into the MS4.
FDOT District Four and Turnpike have developed programs to achieve compliance with this
requirement of the MS4 permit. The inspection and illicit connection inspection programs are shown
in Appendix I-2 and Appendix I-3 respectively in District 4 report and Appendix H of Turnpike
report.
General Discussion:
Identify those of the non-storm water discharges listed under Part II. 7.a. on page 16 of the permit
which will be allowed to be discharged to the MS4. Describe conditions, if any, to be placed on
allowable non-storm water discharges. Provide a cop),, of this identification.
This element has been discussed in the First Annual Report.
Continue to Implement the Broward Count. DPEP random inspection program to identify potential
illicit connections and illegal dumping into the MS4. Maintain a log documenting inspections.

This year’s study aims at determining whether there is any excessive nutrients and pesticides in golf
course runoffs. Two golf courses in Broward County were selected for this purpose. They are Palm
Air Country Club located at the central part of the Broward County and Deer Creek Golf Club which
is located in the northern part of the Broward County. The report "Pesticides and Nutrients
Occurrence at Golf Courses" is in Attachment 5. The report concludes that the phosphorous levels are ..:~,..~.
high in surface water at both the golf courses. There is no increase in total Nitrogen level. That shows
~:....:,~
,
there is no effect of nutrients that were used at golf courses on surface water quality. Diazinon,
Atrazine and Ethion were detected in the surface water. However, the levels are below the Broward
County standards for fresh water.
Develop a program to inspect drainage connections to the FDOT MS4 after project completion to
ensure continued compliance with drainage connection permit requirements and to ensure that no
illicit or non-permitted connections have been made. In cases where another regulatory agency
requires a periodic certification of compliance, the program developed may allow FDOT to accept
this certification of compliance in lieu of further inspections by FDOT. After development, include
a description of the inspection program in the subsequent ANNUAL REPOR T for incorporation into
the permit.
FDOT Districts have developed programs to achieve compliance with this requirement of the MS4
permit. The inspection and illicit connection inspection programs are shown in Appendix I-2 in
Attachment 23 and Appendix I-3 in the Attachment 23 respectively.
The procedures developed are consistent with the protocol documented in the Statewide SWMP for
investigation of potential illicit connections. The three-fold procedure is: determine if the discharge is
definitely an illicit discharge; determine the source of the discharge through the use of the Drainage
Connection Permit; and notify EPA, FDEP and co-permittees, as appropriate.
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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Implement developed program to inspect drainage connections to the FDOT MS4 after project
completion. Maintain an internal log documenting inspections and enforcement actions performed
and provide a summar3, of these records in each subsequent ANNUAL REPORT.
Final inspection of the completed drainage connection is already in place for FDOT. Drainage
Connection Permits are rarely issued in District four. Only two drainage connection permits were
issued in 1998, They are Golden Bear Golf centers Inc., 5601 West Mcnab Road, North Lauderdale
and Broward County School Board at 1-595 and Nobhill Road in Davie. These drainage connection
were inspected after the constructions. The Turnpike district conducted inspections and found 36
drainage connections. Some of them were not permitted by Turnpike as they were connected before
the permit requirement. Log of the inspections are in Appendix N of attachment 23 of Turnpike.
Strengths and Weakness:
This SWMP allowed us to develop a random inspection program for airports, seaport and golf_course
facilities. There is a duplication of resources between Broward County, Hollywood and Fort
Lauderdale because each has a MS4 Permit.
Assessment of Controls:

Controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revision:
FDOT request that the permit be modified to exclude FDOT from enforcement procedures beyond
its jurisdiction and limit its responsibilities in these instances to that of notification to the appropriate
agency or municipality.
Compliance Status:
Compliance Achieved by all co-permittees.
7. b.) Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal - Field Screening
Objective: Continue ongoing efforts to detect the presence of illicit connections and improper
discharges to the MS4
Activities Completed:
Dry field screening has been completed successfully for the 50 sites in the third year of the permit.
has been completed successfully. The FDOT Turnpike District has developed a program to field
screen all major outfalls.

DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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General Discussion:
Perform on-goingfield screening, as described in the SWMP within the Part 2 application, to detect
the presence of improper disposal and illicit connections to the MS4s throughout the term of the
permit. Provide, in the first ANNUAL REPORT, a schedule of the on-going field screening to be
performed throughout the term of the permit. Perform field screening, as described on page 17 of the
Permit, to detect the presence of improper disposal and illicit connections to the FDOT MS4. Collect
inventory information on outfall and on portions of the MS4 not mapped and update municipal
mapping data on an ongoing basis.
Field screening was undertaken to detect the presence of improper disposal and illicit connections to
the MS4 throughout the year. Fifty major outfall dry field screening sites were selected in 1998-99.
Dry field screening consisted of inspecting these major outfalls for illicit discharges. All fifty locations
were inspected by April 1999. Attachment 6 contains a table describing the results of those
inspections.
A positive result of the dry field screening was that no evidence of illicit connections or improper
disposal (as evidenced by discharges during the dry season) was discovered during the dry field
screening. Hence, no enforcement activity was required. However, dry field screening often revealed
that the locations of the major outfalls as indicated in the inventory were inaccurate.
Strengths and Weakness:
This program helps to identify illicit discharges. The dry field screening revealed that some of the
major outfall locations had been shown incorrectly. Upon locating the major outfalls during dry field
screening, major outfall locations were updated. A large percentage of outfalls are under water and
their inspection will not assist dry field screening.
Assessment of Controls:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.
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7. c.) Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal - Investigation of Suspected lllicits and/or
Improper Disposal
Objective: Develop and implement standard procedures to be followed to investigate portions of
the MS4 that, based on the results of the field screen or other appropriate information, indicate a
reasonable potential of containing illicit discharges or other sources of non-storm water
Activities Completed:
A log of violation reported to DPEP were maintained and inspections were carried out. If there were
any violation found, enforcement actions were taken. The FDOT Turnpike District has developed a
pamphlet titled "Don’t Pollute Our Florida Waterways" which informs the general public on the
importance of reporting illicit discharges and directs the general public to call the Turnpike’s Public
Information offices to report spills and/or illicit discharges.

General Discussion:
Report all suspect conditions and violations (regarding illicit connections and improper disposal to
the MS4s) to Broward Coun .tv Department of Planing and Environmental ProtectionJbr investigation
and elimination. Continue to implement the investigative procedure, as described in the SWMP in the
Part 2 application, to identify and terminate any source(s) of illicit connections or discharges to the
MS4. Based on the results from the field screening or citizen reports, establish a schedule to begin
inspections. Maintain a log of violations reported to DPEP along with the enforcement action taken.

Broward County Department of Planing and Environmental Protection (DPEP), Enforcement
Administration receives complaints from other governmental agencies and the public for possible
violations to the Broward County Code. DPEP has over 70 Natural Resource Environmental Officers
(N P,_EO ) from six divisions to respond and investigate any Code violations and issue citations, warning
notices or a notice of violation to enforce ordinances/regulations regarding illicit discharges to the
MS4. The DPEP Enforcement Administration maintains a file describing the complaint, source
location, findings and enforcement action taken.
Once a complaint is received by DPEP, Natural Resources Enforcement officer (NREO) is
dispatched from one of DPEP’s Divisions to conduct a complete investigation of a possible
contamination or degradation of the environment. During the course of the investigation or inspection,
inspectors may make observations, conduct interviews, obtain statements review and copy records,
take physical samples, take photographs, and write notes describing the incident. The final report is
submitted to the Enforcement Administration for closure or enforcement action.
Attachment 23 Appendix TK1 describes the Turnpike District’s Hazardous Materials Emergency
Response Procedures.

The table entitled "Log of Violations Reported to DPEP and Enforcement Action Taken," located in
Attachment 7, illustrates the following about DPEP notification, reporting, investigation and
enforcement actions applicable to the MS4:
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
February 8, 2001
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$

From December 1998 to December 1999, fifty-three storm drainage related complaints were
received by DPEP.

$

As indicated in the "Division Code" column of the table, either the Water Resources
Division’s Surface Water Section (abbreviated WR-SW in the table), Water Resources
Division’s Non-domestic Wastewater Section (WR-IW), Water Resources Division’s
Domestic Wastewater Section (WR-DW), Biological Resource’s Dredge and Fill Section
(BR-DF) or Pollution Prevention and Remediation Division’s Hazardous Materials Section
(PP-HM) responded to MS4 complaints based upon the type of complaint.

$

Five out of the fifty-three complaints resulted in Warning Notices being issued to the facility
out of compliance.

Develop investigative procedures to identi~, the source(s) of illicit connections or discharges to the
FDOT MS4. These procedures shall include notification to FDEP and EPA of illicit connections.
After development, inchtde a summa~, of the investigative procedures in the. subseque~"t ANNUAL
REPORT.
The Statewide Storm Water Management Plan describes methods and procedures to reduce the
discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practical (MEP) using management practices, control
techniques and system, design and engineering methods.
As described in the previous page that the final report is submitted to Enforcement Administration for
closure or enforcement action after the inspection is done by NREO. Broward County Chapter 27193(4)Surface water management ¯
a.

Use of storm sewers and sanitary sewers: No domestic wastewater, non-domestic
wastewater, or other wastewater shall be discharged into any sewer designated to carry
stormwater, unless the discharger has an NPDES permit and existing county license,
nor shall stormwater be discharged into a sewer designated to carry domestic
wastewater.

b.

Construction without a license: Where a surface water management license is required,
no water management works within Broward County shall be excavated, created,
.constructed, altered, or abandoned unless a surface water management license has
been obtained.

Broward County Department of Planing and Environmental Protection (DPEP) performs ongoing
field screening to detect the presence of improper disposal and illicit connections to the FDOT MS4.
When there is the presence of an improper disposal from an illicit connection, DPEP will investigate
the source and proceed with corrective and/or enforcement action. DPEP will notify FDOT for
notification to FDEP and EPA of illicit connections.
Implement the investigative procedures developed to identi~, the source(s) of illicit connections or
discharges to the MS4.
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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From December 1998-November 1999 about sixty FDOT outfall inspections were performed. The
areas around the outfalls were checked for natural habitat, head wall repair, pipe size and waterway
conditions. The objective of the field investigation was to determine if there was any type of illicit
discharging. At the time of inspection, conditions of the outfalls and head walls appeared to be in
good repair. Vegetation was growing on the banks of the canals, fish were visible and we did not
witness any discoloration of the water. Attachment 18 documents the inspection reports.
The Turnpike’s HAZMAT Emergency Response Procedures indicates emergency contact information
by Mile Post location. Broward County is in between Mile Post 48 and 72. Usually, the general public
contacts the Florida Highway Patrol (FHP) Troop "K" for any spills or illicit discharges along the
roadways. Zone managers are notified to coordinate an appropriate response with the responsible
party, cleanup contractor, and environmental agencies. A list of spills reported in Broward County
during permit year three (1999) is included in Appendix L of Turnpike District report.
Strengths and Weakness:
The Broward County DPEP had citizen complaint hotline prior to the issuance of the NPDES MS4
Permit. This program is very labor intensive. The co-permirtees may be reluctant to report a discharge
from their own facility.
Assessment of Control:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance status:
Compliance achieved.
7. d.) Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal - Spill Prevention and Response
Objective: Implement procedures to prevent, contain, and respond to spills that may discharge into
the MS4
Activities Completed:
Spill prevention procedures were followed within jurisdiction of Broward County municipalities and
FDOT. Continue to maintain the Broward County DPEP’s 24-hour emergency response hotline.
FDOT District Four has contracted with WRS & Infrastructure and Handex of Florida, Inc., to
respond to any spill response emergency assigned to them. The contract with WRS & Infrastructure
and Handex of Florida, Inc., is handled through the Ft. Lauderdale Operations facility using the
protocols defined in the FDOT District 4 On-Call Supervisors Procedure for Haz-Mat or Petroleum
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
February 8, 2001
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Spills. Turnpike Dis~ct has developed its own emergency procedures to respond to spill along the
Turnpike Roadways network (please see Appendix J of Attachment 23 Turnpike report).

:

General Discussion:
Implement the various municipal procedures for handling and disposing of chemical spills within each
permittee’s jurisdietional area. Include notifying the Broward Coun.ty DPEP Response Team to
provide technical support or remediation assistance for hazardous materials or chemical spills. If no
procedures of this ~.pe exist, the permittee(s) shall develop spill prevention and spill response
procedures to effectively mitigate pollutant discharges from spills to surface waters and the MS4.
Include training pe.rsonnel to recognize and quickly assess the nature of spills and to promptly report
all hazardous material spills and chemical spills to the Broward Count. DPEP. Provide a description
of the existing or developed spill prevention and response programs or procedures to mitigate
pollutant discharges from spills to the MS4 and surface waters.
If a spill has occurred in Broward County, the notifying party -- a citizen, other government agency,
or local Police or Fire Department -- contacts Broward County Central Dispatch (BCCD) at (954)
765-5124. (In most cases of spills the local Fire Department is the notifying party.) BCCD then
routes the call to the DPEP Hotline which is housed within the DPEP’s Enforcement Administration.
Enforcement Administration then notifies the appropriate divisions within DPEP. For instance, for a
pollutant discharge to the MS4 the Pollution Prevention and Remediation Program Division’s
Environmental Response Section (ERS) and the Water Resource Divisions’s Non-Domestic
Discharge Licensing Section would be notified. (After hours, BCCD would contact an on-call ERS
site investigator if any emergencies occurred.) ERS will send a site investigator depending on the . ..:..~!..:..
"Zone" that the spill occurred. Please see the table below.

~:~:.::i~).;~"~.

Emergency Response Section Zones
Zone I (north)

Area between Oakland Park Blvd. To West Palm Beach County Line

Zone 2 (central)

Area between Griffin Rd. and Oakland Park Blvd.

Zone 3 (south)

Area between Griffin Rd. And Dade County Line

During the site check, the site investigator will provide the local authority (police or fire department)
with technical support, take samples if necessary, and complete an investigator’s report that details the
case specifics. Depending on the circumstances of the case, ERS issues a Warning Notice, Notice of
Violation, or Citation or refers the case to another Division.
Continue to maintain the Broward CounW. DPEP’s 24-hour emergency response hotline to provide
assistance in cases of hazardous waste clean-up and emergenc.v chemical spills.
Broward County DPEP’s 24-hour emergency response hotline is directed to the Environmental
Response Team (ERT) or appropriate Divisions for suspected discharges to the MS4. After hours
calls are directed to the DPEP ERT on-call Coordinator. On-call personnel respond to all complaints
for investigation on a 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The ERT investigates and provides technical
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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assistance for all hazardous waste cleanup and emergency chemical spills.
Implement the FDOT’s Emergency Operations Procedures which eJfectivel, v mitigate potential
pollutant discharges to surface waters.
Spill prevention procedures were followed within FDOT jurisdiction in Broward County.
FDOT District Four has continued to implement FDOT District four On-Call Supervisors Procedure
for Haz-Mat or Petroleum Spills. This protocol is provided in Appendix D of FDOT District 4 report
in Attachment 23.
FDOT District Four has contracted with WRS & Infrastructure and Handex of Florida Inc. to respond
to any spill response emergency assigned to them. The contract with WRS & Infrastructure and
Handex of Florida, Inc., is handled through the Ft. Lauderdale Operations facility using the protocols
defined in the FDOT District 4 On-Call Supervisors Procedure for Haz-Mat or Petroleum Spills.
FDOT District Four responds to emergencies according to specific, documented protocols. This
protocol is provided in Appendix D. In addition, FDOT uses WRS & Infrastructure and Hartdex of
Florida, Inc., to handle spill responses in the event that the party responsible for the spill does not take
action to clean up the spill. WRS & Infrastructure and Handex of Florida, Inc., are qualified
contractors that will cleanup or direct the cleanup of spills in a timely manner.
The Turnpike’s Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Procedures, included as Appendix K of
Turnpike District, was developed as a guide for Turnpike personnel to respond to HAZMAT spills
within the Turnpike’s right-of-way. A list of spills that were reported in Broward County during
permit year three is included as Appendix L of Turnpike District Report in Attachment 23
Strengths and Weakness:
This is a cooperative effort throughout Broward County. Sometimes it is very difficult to identify
responsible party for cleanup.
Assessment of Control:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.
7. e.)

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal - Public Notification

Objective: Develop and implement a program to promote, publicize, and facilitate public reporting
of illicit discharges of water quality impacts associated with discharges to the MS4.
Activities Completed:
Continue to make available literature informing public about problems associated with illicit discharges
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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to the MS4.Continue to maintain DPEP 24 - hour hotline for the public to report of illicit discharges
and improper disposal. The FDOT maintains complaint lines at the local maintenance yard located in
the Ft. Lauderdale Operations facility. FDOT maintains a database on illicit connections and
responsible parties.
General Discussion:
Provide Broward Coun~ co-permittees with a copy of the Broward County DPEP’s brochure
describing the proper disposal of toxic materials and phone numbers to report the presence of illicit
discharges and improper disposal of materials into the MS4. The brochure shall incl,tde information
on the problems associated with illicit connections or discharges, what to look for and how to report
incidents. Continue to maintain the Broward Count., DPEP 24-hour hotline for the public to report
the presence of unpermitted discharges to the MS4. Continue to make available literature informing
the public about problems associated with illicit connections or discharges to the MS4, how to spot
them, how to report incidents, and the 24-hour Broward County DPEP pollution complaint hotline.
Efforts made by the Broward County DPEP to describe the proper disposal of toxic materials is
described in the Attachment 9. The 24-hour hotline has been maintained throughout the year.
Literature regarding the illicit discharges or improper disposal to the MS4 is contained in the DPEP
brochure entitled "Where Should the Water Go?" (Please see Attachment 8.) In simple language, the
brochure describes how to go about disposing ofwastewater from outdoor cleaning operations as well
as a providing stem warning regarding polluting water bodies. Some of the co-permittees have also
distributed some flyers to the public regarding surface water protection (Please see Attachment 8).
DPEP also has a volunteer program which encourages people to inform DPEP about any illicit
discharges throughout the Broward County. Volunteers are called Earth Keepers. The brochure about
this program is included in Attachment 8.
There is Broward Urban River Trails (BURT) program for Broward County residents. This is a new
volunteer program started by DPEP’s Water Resources Division. Mr. Kevin Carter of DPEP is a key
contact in the program. At present 5 Broward County citizens have volunteered for this program. Their
job is to report any contamination observed in a outfall located in their neighborhood after any storm.
A brochure has been included in the Attachment 8 about this program.
As part of public outreach program, a presentation was given to the Painting and Decorating
Contractors of America. The presentation was about pollution prevention due to paint chemicals. The
details of the presentation are in Attachment 19. About thirty people from painting industries around
the county attended the presentation,
DPEP is co-sponsor of the waterways cleanup program. Every year on the third weekend of March
about 80-100 volunteer work at the DPEP sponsored site to cleanup debris from New River at
Delevoe Park. This way people get educated about not throwing trash into water ways.
Maintain a citizen complaint log for FDOT documenting all reports of illicit discharges and what
actions were taken to investigate and resolve the problem. Include a summary of this log in each
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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The DistTict four maintains complaint lines at the local maintenance yard located in the Ft. Lauderdale
Operations Facility. FDOT District Four maintains a database on illicit connection reported through
citizen complaint lines in place at the local District Four Ft. Lauderdale Operations Facility. Reporting
of illicit connections is made through the local maintenance yard to standardize on phone lines which
citizens can file all FDOT related complaints within Broward County.
Establish a direct dial local telephone number at the District Office to be used for the reporting of
illicit connections, accidental spills, illegal dumping, or other water quali~., violations to the FDOT
District NPDES Coordinator for investigation and action as needed. This requirement may be
satisfied through cooperative efforts with other permittees.
FDOT District Four currently has direct phone lines in place at local maintenance yards for complaints
and reporting of illicit connections, spills, illegal dumping, or any other water quality violations
needing reporting to FDOT by the public. Hence, FDOT District Four request to remove the
requirement of the establishment of a direct dial local telephone number within 36 months at the
District Office.

FDOT Turnpike District has a direct line 1-800-749-7453 for illicit discharge reporting at the Public
Information office. Also, spills and illicit discharges are currently reported to Turnpike zone managers,
as indicated in the Tumpike’s HAZMAT Emergency Response Procedure in Appendix J of Tumpike
report in Attachment 23.
Strengths and Weakness:
The public outreach for educational purposes already existed before this permit. This program is very
expensive to implement.
Assessment of Controls:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
FDOT District Four currently has direct phone lines in place at local maintenance yards for complaints
and reporting of illicit connections, spills, illegal dttmping, or any other water quality violations
needing reporting to FDOT by the public. Hence, FDOT District Four requests to remove the
requirement of the establishment of a direct dial local telephone number within 36 months at the
District Office.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.

DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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7. f.)

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal - Oils, Toxic, and Household Hazardous
Waste Control

.:~

Objective: Effectively prohibit the discharge or disposal of used motor vehicle fluids, household
hazardous wastes, grass clippings, leaf litter, and animal wastes into the MS4
Activities Completed:
Literatures were distributed to the general public about the proper disposal of used motor oil, left over
hazardous house hold products, used vehicle tires and lead acid batteries. Continue to implement the
Broward County Used oil Recovery program. FDOT distributes information on hazardous waste
disposal, used oil recycling, and spill reporting in every Drainage Connection Permit (Appendix F of
FDOT report).
General Discussion:
Continue to make available to the public information (by means of literature, lectures, television ads,
radio announcements, etc.) on the proper disposal of used motor oil, leftover hazardous household
products, used vehicle tires and lead acid batteries, lnclude information informing the public of the
locations of the Broward County recycling facilities, and collection sites for used motor oil. hazardous
household products, used vehicle tires, and lead acid batteries and the hours of operation. Continue
to implement the Broward County Household Hazardous Waste program which instructs the public
on resp~nsible envir~nmenta~ management and pr~per hand~ing and disp~sa~ ~fh~useh~ld hazard~us
material. Continue to implement the Broward Count. Used Oil Recover. program.
Broward County’s Office of Integrated Waste Management (IWM) has developed a Household
Hazardous Waste Program which allows Broward County residents to bring house hold hazardous
waste (for example: paints, thinners/strippers, used oil, automotive fluids, gasoline, solvents, pesticides,
insecticides, fertilizers, pool chemicals, spot removers, oven drain cleaners, furniture and metal polish,
mercury, batteries and tires) to waste transfer stations. Brochures describing collection site locations
and schedules were distributed to Broward County municipalities at the Technical Advisory
Committee meetings. IWM has also developed a Used Oil Recycling Recovery Program brochure
which describes how and where to drop off your used oil for recycling. In September 1997
approximately 13,000 brochures were mailed to the municipalities of Broward County. This program
is advertised in local news papers like Miami Herald and Sun Sentinel. In addition to brochures,
television, radio and newspaper ads, the two programs have made available information through the
Interact at "www.broward.org" and at a IWM hotline number (954) 765-4999. Please see Attachment
9.
With each FDOT Drainage Connection Permit, include information on used oil re~. cling, proper
hazardous waste disposal, storm water regulations, and spill reporting.
FDOT distributes information on hazardous waste disposal, used oil recycling, and spill reporting with
every Drainage Connection Permit (Appendix F Attachment 23).
. ¯.
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Strengths and Weakness:
Broward County and co-permittees continue to have pro-active programs of public information. The
pro,gram is costly to administer and the county assumes the financial responsibility for disposal of the
ha:,_ardous wastes.
Assessment of Control:
C~.trrent controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.
7. g.)

Illicit Discharges and Improper Disposal - Limitation of Sanitary Sewer Seepage

Objective: Minimize un-permitted discharges of dry and wet weather overflows from sanitary, sewers
into the MS4.
Activities Completed:
Utility owners are required to report DPEP any spill occurred in the Broward County effective
November 24, 1998.
Advise appropriate utili~, owners, municipali~., and/or State Agency of violation if constituents
common to wastewater contamination are discovered in the MS4 during field screening, routine
i~spections, regular maintenance or public reporting.
ix o constituents common to wastewater were discovered during field screening, routine inspection,
or regular maintenance. If they were discovered during inspection or by any other means then it was
reported to the appropriate utility owner for correction. On November 24, 1999, the wastewater
program of DPEP sent a letter to all owners & operators of domestic wastewater treatment plants and
collection/transmission facilities about discharge reporting and immediate cleanup activity. The letter
is in attachment 10. There were twenty nine sanitary sewer spills reported in the year 1999 which is
listed in attachment 10.
Continue to implement the programs conducted by the Broward Count. Office of Environmental
Services Water Supply Division, as described in the SWMP within the Part 2 Permit Application, for
L’miting infiltration of seepage from sanitary sewers to the MS4s.
Broward County Office of Environmental Services (OES) has embarked on a Sewer System
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Rehabilitation Program. This program will rehabilitate the sewer collection systems owned and
operated by the twelve Large Users party to the North East Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant
User Agreements. The goal of the program is reduce sewer system overflows, exfiltration, infiltration,
and inflow while efficiently transporting raw wastewater through the local and regional pumping
transmission systems. The program will identify repairs to collection systems to reduce infiltration and
inflow, assess the impact ofexfiltration during line repairs, and study the impacts of local and regional
pumping and transmission modifications. For a complete listing of the Scope of Services for the
project, please see Attachment 10 of the First Annual Report.
Advise appropriate utili.ty owners, municipali.ty, and/or State Agency of violation if constituents
common to wastewater contamination are discovered in the MS4 during field screening, routine
inspections, regular maintenance or public reporting.

On November 24, 1999 the domestic wastewater program of DPEP sent a letter to all owners &
operators of Domestic Wastewater treatment plants and collection/transmission facilities about
discharge reporting and immediate cleanup activity. The letter is in Attachment 10.

No constituents common to wastewater were discovered during field screening, routine inspection,
regular maintenance. If they were discovered during inspection or by any other means then it will be
reported to appropriate utility owners for correction. On November 24, 1999 the wastewater section
of DPEP sent a letter to all owners & operators of domestic wastewater treatment plants and
collection/transmission facilities about discharge reporting and immediate cleanup activity. The letter
is in Attachment 10. There were twenty-nine sanitary sewer spills reported in the year 1999 which is
listed in Attachment 10. Out of twenty-nine incident only three spills went to storm drains. The storm ..:.~.:~:.~
drains were vacuumed and disinfected immediately so that spill had no affect on nearby surface water -)~.
bodies.
Include plan of action and schedule, to be detailed in the subsequent Annual Report, to correct the
deficiencies.

As per Broward County Code 27B58(b)(3), verbal notification is requir within eight hours of the event
ed by calling DPEP (954) 519-1490. Voice mail services are provided. A Fax notification is also
acceptable. If there is or has been a discharge to the surface waters (inclusive of storm drain) or
abnormal event with a waste water facility outside the weekly hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. then
notification shall also be made to County’s emergency dispatch by calling (954) 765-5124. Within
three working days of the event, a written report is required that describes the incident, its cause, the
measures taken to correct the problem and measures taken to prevent its reoccurrence and the owner’s
intention toward repair, replacement or reconstruction of affected facilities and a schedule of events
leading toward operation within the license conditions and compliance with all provisions of the
current version of the Chapter 27 of the Code of Ordinances, Broward County.
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Strengths and Weakness:
This program enable the utilities to evaluate the condition of their systems. The high groundwater table
limits the seepage of waste water into the water table. Force main breaks underwater are difficult to
detect.

Assessment of Controls:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.
8. a.) Industrial and High Risk Runoff - Identification of Priorities and Procedures for
Inspections
Objective: Identify all targeted facilities and determine priority sites in accordance with the schedule
provided in Part III.A.8.a. on of the permit.
Activities Completed:
The high risk facilities in Broward County have been prioritized as per the permit requirement. High
Risk facilities are inspected for permit requirements. A procedure for inspection of highrisk facilities
has been developed. No drainage connection permits have been issued by the FDOT Districts to any
high-risk facilities in Borward County.

General Discussion:
Inventory and prioritize all existing high risk facilities discharging into the MS4 within each
permittee’s jurisdictional area. High risk facilities shall include municipal landfills, hazardous waste
treatment, storage, disposal and recovery facilities, facilities that have reported under the
requirements of EPCRA Title III, Section 313, private and municipal waste handling facilities and any
other industrial or commercial discharge which the permittee determines is contributing a substantial
pollutant loading to the MS4. This inventory shall identify the outfall and surface water body into
which each high risk facili~, drains.
[’lease see the table entitled "Log of Broward County Industrial High Risk Facility Inspections" in
Attachment ! 7. The table lists the name and location of the industrial facility, the name of the MS4
operator, the receiving water body, the facility SIC code and the results of the latest inspections
performed.
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Implement procedures, within each permittee’s jurisdictional area, to determine if the identified high
risk facilities are in compliance with all appropriate aspects of the storm wate.r program (e.g. no illicit
connections; compliance with local storm water regulation requirements; and if the facili~, is required
to have NPDES permit coverage, a copy of the NPDES storm water pollution prevention plan on
site).
Maintain a list of all industrial storm water sources discharging to the MS4 and inchtde an update in
each ANNUAL REPORT of an.v additionally identified industrial facilities not previousl.v listed.
Maintain a log documenting the results of the inspections performed.
Develop procedures for the inspection of high risk facilities which hold FDOT drainage connection
permits to verify compliance with FDOT Drainage permit requirements. In cases where another
regulatoo, agenc.v requires a periodic certification of compliance, the program developed may allow
FDOT to accept this certification of compliance in lieu of further inspections b.v FDOT.
FDOT District Four will notify Broward County should a contaminant be discovered during field
screening in a FDOT outfall or structure that is near to a identified high risk facility. FDOT District
Four is currently working on a database system that will identify drainage areas for FDOT’s MS4 and
flag high risk facilities in the vicinity of these drainage areas. Under the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) of 1986, provision of detailed information concerning
hazardous substances substantially stored in the permit area was made mandatory. EPCRA increases
the public’s knowledge of hazardous substances contained in the permit area and allows for quicker
and more informed responses in cases of spills.
. :::.. ::.,

Broward County Department of Planing and Environmental Protection is the regulatory agency for
Broward County including FDOT and regulates many of the high risk runoff sites - municipal
landfills, hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal and recovery facilities, and private and
municipal waste handling facilities - directly in the Pollution Prevention and Remediation Programs
(PPRP) Division’s Solid Waste and Hazardous Materials Sections. In addition to DPEP involvement,
other agencies are involved in the regulation of high risk facilities.
Hazardous Materials
Covering over 5,000 sites in Broward County, the DPEP Hazardous Materials Section regulates
generation, use, storage, handling, processing, manufacturing, and disposal of hazardous materials.
Per Broward County Code 27-354 (f), hazardous material disposal sites cannot be permitted or
licensed in Broward County. Therefore, the high-risk hazardous material facilities in Broward County
are transfer stations, small quantity generators, solid waste and oil recycling facilities. In addition to
the County regulations, Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FLDEP), delegated
authority by the EPA, implements a Hazardous Waste Program as well. Although the programs
generally overlap, the FLDEP program is not as stringent as the County Program. DPEP issues three
different types of facility licenses through the Hazardous Material Section.
$

A hazardous material facility operating license is required for an existing, new or proposed facility
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that generates, stores, uses, handles, or manufactures hazardous materials in quantities of twentyfive ~25) gallons or more within any. one (1) month period of time.
A Hazardous Material Transfer Station License is issued to any facility whose primary purpose
is to store, hold, or process hazardous material prior to or during transport to a processing or
disposal facility.
Public Used Oil Collection Facility Registration is required for facilities that store or transfer used
oil.

All three of these licenses are monitored once every two years and require that secondary containment
shall be "provided with a roof to prevent rainwater from entering the area or, as an alternative, be
equipped with a lockable valve to enable the controlled release of any accumulation of clean
rainwater." (Broward County Code 27-356 (b)(4)b.3.b) Additionally, any floor drains leading to
the Stormwater system in the hazardous material handling area must be sealed.
(Broward County
Code 27-356 Ib)(4)b.4.)
Storage Tank

Storage tank facilities that contain or will contain solid and liquid hazardous materials are regulated
by the county to prevent discharge to the ground and surface waters of the county; and to provide
specifications for facility design, early detection of a discharge, to provide for containment of
discharge, to provide for recovery of discharge, and to provide tbr maintenance, replacement, and
closure. Storage tank facilities are monitored and inspected once a year for compliance with all
County, State and Federal ~egulations.
¯ :"~~

Solid Waste
State permitting and county licensing programs ensure that municipal waste handling facilities and
landfills comply with storm water programs. Surface water at the 32 Broward County municipal
waste handling facilities and landfills is regulated through Florida Department of Environment
Protection (FDEP) rules in Chapter 62, F.A.C. and Broward County Code, Chapter 27. Please see
the table below for the solid waste facilities, and inspection / monitoring schedule.

Address
Broward County Solid Waste Facilitie~
Airport Recyclin~ Specialists
3551 SW 2nd Ave.
Broward County (BC) Interim
7101 SW 205 Ave.
Contin~enc,v Sanita~ LF
BC Residential Transfer Unit - Central 5490 Reese Rd.
BC Residential Transfer Unit -North
2780 Powerline Rd.
BC Residential Transfer Unit - South
5601 W. Hallandale Rd
Central Sanitaw Landfill - Ash Monofill 3000 NW 48th St.
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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Ft. Lauderdale
?embroke Pines

Inspections/Year
Four times per ,year
Four times per year

)avie
?ompano Beach
Hollywood
?ompano Beach

Once per year
Once per year
Once per year
Four times per year
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Broward County Solid Was~t~ Faciliti~
.~t~[’~
~ity
Central Sanitary Landfill and Recycling 3000 NW 48th St.
Pompano Beach
Center
Central Sanitary Landfill - Material Rec, 3000 NW 48tI~ St,
Pompano Beach
Fac.
Central Sanitary Landfill - Trash Transfer 3000 NW 48th St.
7’ompano Beach
St.
Central Sanitary Landfill - Yard Trash ]3000 NW 48t1~ St.
Pompano Beach
Compost
Chambers Waste Systems of Florida
’SW Pembroke Rd & 208 Pembroke Pines
]Ave.
~ora! Sprin~s Trash Transfer Station
,, NW 121 st Ave & Wiles Rd Coral Sprin~s
’Deerfield Beach Trash Transfer Station 360 SW 4th St.
Deerfield Beach
!Fort Lauderdale Trash Transfer Station A !2101 NW 6th St.
Ft. Lauderdale
Fort Lauderdale Public Service Trash
20 ! SW 12th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale
]Transfer
Fort Lauderdale Snyder Park Trash
3299 SW 4th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale
:Transfer Station
IHallandale Residential Trash Transfer
NW 8th Ave. & 2nd St.
Hallandale
Holl,vwood 5,,6th Ave. Mulch Processing, 3400 NW 56th Ave
Hollvwood
!Hollywood Residential Trash Transfer
3400 NW 56th Ave.
Hollywood
Plantation Residential Trash Transfer
750 NW 91st Ave.,
Plantation
!E,,nviro,c, ,vcle. Inc.
849 SW 21st T~rrace
Ft. Lauderdale
]J & A Transfer, Ine.
2241 NW 15th Ct.
Pompano Beach
1951 N. Powerline Rd.
~Pompano Silica and Sand
Pompano Beach
Recycle America of Broward County
810 NW 13th Ave.
Pompano Beach
lReuter Recycling of Florida
20701 Pembroke Rd.
Pembroke Pines
RockIake. Inc..
3300 NW 27th Ave.
Pompano Beach
6116
NW
2rid
Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale
"fire Rec,vcling of Florida
7061 SW 22nd,,,Ct.
Davie
Transfer/Rec~vclin~ Services
UHEL Polly Hauling. Inc.
2201 NW 16th St.
Pompano Beach
W.aste Magic Recyclers Central, Inc.
1501 NW 12th Ave.
Pompano Beach

lnsaections/Year
Four times per year
Four times per year
Four times per year
Four times per year
Once per year
Once per),ear
Once per )’ear
Once per year
Once per y~r
Once per year
Once per)’ear
Once per ],,ear
Once per year
Once per ye,ar
Four times per year
Four times per ,year
Four times per,,vear
Four times per year
Four times per year
Four times per year
Four times per )’ear
Four times per ~ear
Four times per year
Four time,s per year

Surface water regulation can come under licenses dedicated to surface water exclusively, such as the
Broward County Department of Planing and Environmental Protection (DPEP) Surface Water
Management License, or licenses that have surface water requirements as part of the overall permit,
such as DPEP County Resource Recovery and Management License. Presented below are
descriptions of the Stormwater stipulations of various licenses and permits required of solid waste
management facilities.
$ D PEP Resource Recovery and Management License: Issued by the Solid Waste section of DPEP,
the license applies to all Broward County landfills, compost facilities, transfer stations, yard trash
and wood incinerators, and material recovery facilities. A license requirement is that "sanitary
landfills shall provide for the collection, control and treatment of surface runoff from the site to
meet established water quality standards of receiving waters." (Broward County Code 27DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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215(t")(3)) The County has been designated by the State to license all solid waste management
facilities accept landfills, which are licensed by both the DPEP and Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FLDEP). In addition, DPEP Solid Waste Section follows the FLDEP
Solid Waste Management regulations in issuing the license to landfills and other solid waste
facilities.
$

FLDEP Solid Waste Management Facility Permit: Issued by the Solid Waste Section of the
FLDEP, the permit is issued to Broward County landfills. Permit requirements for solid waste
management facilities that incorporate surface water issues include the following: 1) Landfill
surface water monitoring points installed at locations to yield semi-annual samplesa of surface
water -standing water, flowing water bodies, discharges from detention ponds - that may be
affected by the landfill. (Florida Administrative Code (FAC) Chapter 62-701.510); 2) Landfill
surface water management systems shall be properly designed, constructed, and maintained.~
(FAC Chapter 62-701.700); and 3) Stormwater management systems for all solid waste
management facilities shall be operated and maintained as necessary to meet applicable standards
of FAC Chapter 62-302 (Surface Water Quality Standards), FAC 62-330 (Regulation of
Stormwater Discharge) and FAC 62-25 (Environmental Resource Permitting).

In addition to surface water stipulation imbedded in solid waste regulations, municipal waste facilities
also are subject to the following surface water programs:
$

FLDEP Surface Water Discharge Permit: The permit ensures surface water management units.
accept those already permitted by the South Florida Management District, comply with the
technical requirements of (FAC Chapter 62-25).

$ DPEP Surface Water Management License: Issued by the Surface Water Management Section
of the DPEP, the license ensures that all surface water management units outside the independent
drainage districts comply with the technical requirements of(Broward County Code 27-200 (b)).

$

South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) Surface Water Management License. The

3The samples shall be analyzed for specific conductivity, unionized ammonia, pH. total hardness, dissolved oxygen,
biochemical oxygen demand, turbidity, copper, temperature, iron, colors, sheens, mercury, nitrate, zinc, total dissolved solids, and
total organic carbon.
4

Surface water management systems.
(a) A Stormwater management system shall be designed, constructed and maintained which, at a minimum, prevents
Stormwater t’rom the peak discharge of the 25 year storm event from running onto those portions of the landfill which have not been
closed.
Ib) A Stormwater management system shah be designed, constructed and maintained which collects and controls, at a
minimum, the volume of runoff from a 2S year, 24 hour storm event.
(c) Stormwater controls shall include retention or detention ponds, and drainage ways specifically designed and sized
according to local drainage patterns, soil permeability, annual precipitation, area land use, and other characteristics of the contributing
watershed.
(d) Stormwater management systems shah be designed to avoid mixing of Stormwater with leachate. Stormwater or other
surface water which comes into contact wlth the [andfilled solid waste or mixes with [eachate shall be considered leachate and is subject
to the reqmrements of Rules 62-701.500(8) and 62-701.510(5), F.A.C.
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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license applies to solid waste facilities that are greater than ten acres or have more than two acres
impervious surface.
Resource Recovery Management Facility Licenses for the above facilities require sampling semiannually in the event of an emergency and/or discharge. The regular surface water sampling event
may be omitted if no discharge has occurred, During the passed year there has not been a reported
discharge at the Resource Recovery Management Facilities,
Strengths and Weakness:
This program facilitates the development of a list of high risk facilities. This program is very labor
intensive, A large percentage of the high risk facilities are located in the City of Fort Lauderdale and
the City of Hollywood and this an overlap of resources.
Assessment of Controls:

Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
FDOT does not have the authority to conduct monitoring of high risk facilities suspected of
contaminating the MS4 and thus request to remove the requirement for the development of a
monitoring program. FDOT request that its responsibility be limited to notification of the appropriate
agency with authority to conduct such a monitoring program.
;.’:.
Compliance Status:
Compliance Achieved.
8. b.)

Industrial and High Risk Runoff - Monitoring for High Risk Industries

Objective: Implement the monitoring program for facilities identified under this section in accordance
with the schedule provided in Part III.A.8.b. of the permit.
Activities Completed:
Identified high risk facilities were inspected as per the permit requirement.
General Discussion:
Begin implementing Broward County’s DPEP monitoring program for identified high risk industrial
facilities. Initiate enforcement action on those facilities having storm water discharges to the MS4
which violate water quality standards. Send to EPA a copy of each Notice of I~olation at the address
shown in Part V.E.2., page 55 of the permit.

DPEP NPDES MS4 Repor~
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The table entitled "Log of Violations Reported to DPEP and Enforcement Action Taken", located in
Attachment 7 and "Log of Broward County Industrial High Risk Facility Inspections" located in
Attachment 17, illustrates the following about DPEP notification, reporting, investigation and
enforcement actions applicable to the MS4:
Non-domestic wastewater program (WR-IW), Water Resources Division’s domestic wastewater
program (WR-DW), Biological Resource’s dredge and fill Section (oBR-DF) or Pollution Prevention
and Reme .diation Division’s hazardous materials section (PP-HM) responded to MS4 complaints based
upon the type of complaint.

The procedures to inspect high risk facilities are part of the hazardous material and the storage tank
program facility license requirements of DPEP. The facilities are inspected for compliance with the
Broward County Code Chapter 27-356.
$ From December 1998 to December 199.9, 53 related complaints were received by DPEP.
$

As indicated in the "Division Code" column of the table, either the Water Resources Division’s
surface water program (abbreviated WR-SW in Table), Water Resources Division’s Non-domestic
Wastewater program (WR-IW), Water Resources Division’s domestic wastewater Section (WRDW), Biological Resource’s dredge and fill program (BR-DF) or Pollution Prevention and
Remediation Division’s hazardous materials section (PP-HM) responded to MS4 complaints based
upon the type of complaint.

Initiate enforcement action on those facilities having storm water discharges to the MS4 which violate
water quality standards.

Seven out of the 53 complaints resulted in warning notices being issued to the facility in question.
$ None of the warning notices resulted in a notice of violation (NOV).
Develop a monitoring program which addresses the water quality criteria included in the FDOT
permitting process for those high risk industrial facilities which hold FDOT drainage connection
permits. Include a description of the specific enforcement steps to be taken to require compliance with
permit conditions if violations are identified. After development, include a summary of the monitoring
program in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into the permit. Implement the
monitoring program for high risk industrial facilities.

The monitoring procedures of FDOT roads and highways are described in the Florida Department of
Transportation Statewide Storm Water Management Plan Attachment 23. It specifically describes
requirements of sampling and record keeping. FDOT will notify Broward County DPEP when it is
determined that high risk industrial facility is discharging to a FDOT-MS4 facility. Corrective and!or
enforcement actions will be coordinated between the discharging facility and Broward County DPEP.
FDOT is not aware of any high risk facilities with Drainage Connection Permits or that are located
in FDOT area of control. FDOT Districts have an inter-local agreement with Broward County to
perform both the inspection and monitoring of high risk facilities.
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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Strengths and Weakness:

Broward County has an enforcement program which existed prior to this permit. A large percentage
of the high risk facilities are located in the City of Fort Lauderdale and the City of Hollywood and this
is an overlap of resources.
Assessment of Control:

Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
Compliance achieved.
9. a.)

Construction Site Runoff - Site Planning & Structural and Non-structural Controls

Objective: Require the use and maintenance of appropriate structural and non-structural best
management practices to reduce pollutants discharged to the MS4 during the time of construction.
Activities Completed: ......
Broward County controls construction site runoffthrough the requirements o fstormwater management
construction!operation license. FDOT controls construction site runoff through the requirements of
the Drainage Connection permit (see Appendix B) which complies with state water policy. FDOT
Districts have an inter-local agreement for NPDES construction inspection services with Broward
County in order to meet compliance with this component of the NPDES MS4 permit.
General Discussion:
New storm water management systems owned or operated by permittee(s) shall adhere to the
treatment performance standards set forth in the State Water Policy. In addition, new land
development and construction projects shall incorporate Broward County DPEP’s B,MP guidelines
for erosion, sediment, and runoff control and surface stabilization as described in the Part 2
application.

Areas of new development, significant redevelopment, and new flood control projects must receive
a Stormwater management construction/operation license. These licenses must comply with State
Water Policy, as stated in Broward County Code, Section 27-200 (b)(1)h, "No surface water
management license shall be issued in the absence of reasonable assurances b.v the applicant that the
surface water management system.., is consistent with the state water policy, Chapter 62-40, F.A. C. "
Therefore, new storm water management systems owned or operated by permittees adhere to treatment
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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performance standards set forth in the State Water Policy.
Broward County DPEP has developed a document entitled "Stormwater Control Best Management
Practices for Broward County Construction Sites". The document provides the reader with detailed
information on techniques to control construction site Stormwater pollution. The controls selected are
by no means all inclusive but instead are a subset of controls suitable for the conditions of Broward
County. Most of the information was taken from Stormwater Pollution Management for
Construction Activities (EPA- 832-R-92-005). The report divides best management practices (BMPs)
into three categories - erosion and sedimentation stabilization controls, erosion and sedimentation
structural controls, and other pollution controls - and provides detailed information on specific
techniques.
As per the FDOT Statewide SWMP, employ new FDOT Drainage Connection Permit conditions
which require connecting entities subject to the NPDES storm water regulations to submit a cop), of
their NPDES Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan to FDOT.
FDOT SWMP has been modified concerning the requirement for a Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP). A Notification of Intent (NOI) is now required of an applicant wishing to connect to
FDOT drainage. FDOT does not require a copy of the SWPPP at the time of application. Submittal
of an NOI by an applicant is satisfactory proof that the applicant is knowledgeable .of the NPDES
regulations. Should FDOT have concerns about the storm water quality during construction that would
be the appropriate time to request to see the SWPPP.

¯

Through a requirement of the BCDPEP and as stated in the Broward County Code, Section 27200(b)(1)h, surface water must be consistent with State Water Policy. Therefore, all projects must
receive a Stormwater management construction/operational license through BCDPEP. Currently,
FDOT construction projects are built according to the Florida Development Manual : A Sound Guide
to Land and Water Management (FDER 1988). EPA refers to it in the Federal Register for the
NPDES Industrial Permit. They also refer to erosion control and sedimentation techniques and Best
Management Practices that are listed in this manual. FDOT Construction concurs that these are the
current guidelines used for all work. EPA should have the complete manual, but should extra copies
be needed, applicable parts of the guide will be sent upon request.
Strengths and Weakness:

This program already exists in Broward County.
Assessment of Control:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:

No revisions are required or requested for this element.
Compliance Status:
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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9. b.) Construction Site Runoff - Inspection and Enforcement
Objective: Implement a program for inspecting construction sites with runoff to the MS4s and for
enforcing the requirement for control measures for runoff from construction sites to the MS4s.
Activities Completed:
Continue to inspect and enforce construction site runoff. Surface water management licenses were
issued.
General Discussion:
Continue to implement the inspection program, as described in the SWMP within the Part 2
application, at construction sites where runoff discharges to the Broward Count. MS4, to maintain
compliance with local storm water ordinances and codes. Include verification that construction
site(s), subject to the NPDES Storm Water Regulations, within Unincorporated Broward County’s
jurisdictional limits, have a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan on site. Maintain a log
documenting the inspections conducted.

Through the surface water management program, Broward County continues to issue surface water
management licenses that authorize the construction, alteration or abandonment of a water
management systems in accordance with license conditions. As outlined in Broward County Code
27-200(b), the license assures that the system will meet general criteria (i.e., provide adequate flood
protection, do not adverse impact to surface and/or groundwater, etc.) as well as specific design criteria
(i.e., one inch ofrunoffdetention, one halfinch ofdry mnoffretention, etc). A log ofthe construction
projects investigated and issued is included in the table entitled "Construction Site Inspections
Performed by DPEP Surface Water Management Licensing" in Attachment 13. In 1999, 158
construction projects have been issued surface water management licenses.
Additionally, a list of construction sites in Broward County subject to NPDES Storm Water
Regulations was obtained from EPA. (Please see Attachment 14.) Only one of these sites, Griffin
Road. in between SR7 and University Drive in the Town of Davie is in the area covered by this MS4
permit. The site was inspected on August 19, 1999. A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan was
found on site. The best management practices for erosion and sediment control were applied.
There were some construction sites inspected in the county where permits were issued by drainage
districts but no Notice of Intent was sent to EPA. The sites were inspected for construction sites runoff.
Construction supervisors were educated about erosion and sedimentation control best management
practices and other EPA requirements like NOI.
Provide a copy of the municipal program for inspecting construction projects for compliance with
their licensing conditions and which provides for enforcement action against those in violation of their
municipal permit stipulations. If none exist, develop and implement an inspection program for
construction sites where runoff discharges to the MS4, to verify compliance with local storm water
DPEP NPDES MS4 Report
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ordinances and codes. The program shall include systematic inspection procedures, and proper
enforcement mechanisms.
In the first year of the report it was mentioned that this program does not exist on the municipal level.
An inspection and enforcement program for construction sites were developed and distributed to the
municipalities. The program was also discussed at the training for construction site operators and
inspectors DPEP on October 15, 1999. The program discusses in detail the role of the inspector,
preparation for an inspection, causes of noncompliance and effectiveness of erosion and sedimentation
control best management practices.
Develop and implement a program to inspect construction projects that propose to directly discharge
storm water to the FDOT MS4 and have been granted an FDOT drainage connection permit for
compliance with FDOTpermit conditions. Require connection entities, who are found or suspected
of discharging storm water of unacceptable quali~, during or following construction, to sample and
test the discharge to prove compliance with FDOT permit conditions.
An inspection program has been developed and implemented. The details of the programs are in
Attachment 12.
o

Strengths and Weakness:
This licensing program already existed in Broward County. High growth and development makes this
program labor intensive.
Assessment of Control:

Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:

No revisions are required or requested, for this element.
Compliance Status:

Compliance achieved.
9. c.) Construction Site Runoff - Site Operator Training
Objective: Conduct appropriate education and training measures for permittee’s employees involved
in either construction, site operations, inspections, or regulations ofconslruction sites which discharge
to the permittee’s MS4.
Activities Completed:

Municipal construction site operators were given training for erosion and sediment control. Applicants
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for DPEP surface water management licenses will be sent information conceming the NOI process
if the construction site is more than five acres.
General Discussion:
Provide a description of an.v currently implemented curriculum and/or certification programs(s) for
construction site operators.
On October 15, 1999 Broward County DPEP gave training to construction site operators and
inspectors conceming erosion and sedimentation control. Sixty-five people from different
municipalities and contractors registered for the course but only thirty five people were able to attend
the training because of Hurricane Irene. A best management practices manual for sedimentation and
erosion control were given to all attendees. The training was conducted by four certified trainers. Two
weeks after the training an examination was conducted to certif3, the attendees. Lists of the people
registered for the class and the people who took the examination are in the Attachment 4. The Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Tallahassee, has a similar training and the
certification program. Every year they give the training to construction inspectors and operators in
south Florida area.
Develop and implement a procedure to notify building permit applicants, in developments subject to
the storm water regulations, of their application responsibilities under the NPDES permitting
program for construction site runoff. After development, include a summary of procedures in the
subsequent ANNUAL REPORT. This requirement may be satisfied through cooperative efforts with

other permittees, public agencies or contracted entities.
Building permit applicants go through the surface-water program of the DPEP for an approval
process. At the time of approval the applicants are notified about their responsibility for construction
site runoff. The applicant will be required to submit best management practices for sedimentation and
erosion control along with their construction drawing if the site is more than 5 acres. Applicant will
be provided with the best management practices manual. At the time of construction, sites will be
inspected for erosion and sedimentation control practices.
Strengths and Weakness:
This program improves the quality of inspection. It is very difficult to co-ordinate training for all
inspectors at the same time.
Assessment of Controls:
Current controls are adequate for complying with the permit requirements.
Revisions:
No revisions are required or requested for this element.
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Compliance Status:

Third Annual Report

Compliance achieved.
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E. MONITORING
1. Surface Water Ambient Monitoring Program (SWAMP)

Objective" SWAMP is a collaborative effort between various agencies monitoring water quality
and provides information to the public, elected officials and ecosystem managers. The SWAMP
program has the following specific goals:
$
$
$
$
$
$

Identifying and documenting the existing conditions of surface waters
Support state water-quality criteria
Identifying water quality changes over time in significant water bodies
Documenting potential problem areas
Establishing relatively pristine eco-region reference sites for comparison with affected w~iers
Collecting biological data at the reference sites to establish preliminary techniques for measuring
biological integrity, and establishing bio-criteria
$ Establishing a network of stations to monitor trends and water chemistry
$ Providing information for managers, legislators, other agencies, and the public
In 1995, through a cooperative effort between Florida DEP, EPA, US Fish and Wildlife, US
National Marine Fisheries Service, and DPEP, the following four quarterly monitoring sites were
selected for inclusion in the SWAMP Trend Site Monitoring Network. The following five sites
were chosen for inclusion in the network:
¯ ".-:~_..
Monitoring
Station

Location

Number
3

Hi|lsboro Canal at 441

8/109

Pompano Canal at 441

27

South New River Canal at the Salinity Control Structure

32

Snake Creek Canal at US 27

43

Miami Canal-Conservation Area 3A

¯ The five sites were sampled on a quarterly basis for Chlorophyll A, Conductivity, pH, Turbidity,
Organic Nitrogen, Total Phosphorous, Total Nitrogen, Organic Phosphate, Flow Direction, Fecal
Coliform, Fecal Streptoccoccus, Pheophytin A, Salinity, Temperature, Ammonia, Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen, Nitrite, Nitrate, Dissolved Oxygen, Total Organic Carbon, Flow Velocity, and Total
Coliform.
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Summary chart of the data: SWAMP monitoring data from December 1, 1996 to December 1,
1999 has been tabulated in attachment 21. The site Number 43 at Miami Canal-Conservation Area
3A is monitored by Florida Department of Environmental Protection and the other sites are
monitored by Broward County DPEP. Station #8 has been moved to east of the original location
and renamed station #109.
Discussion of the monitoring results:
Monitoring Sites
#3

#8/#109

#27

#32

#43

Samples

7

7

7

7

7

Miles

4.76

3.35

4.14

6.05

Not available

41

50

56

41

54

Good

Good

Poor

Good

Fair

39.

48

44

58

Good

Fair

Good

Poor

49

49

35

59

Fair

Fair

Good

Poor

WQI_TSI

1996
to
1997

Water
Quality

WQI_TSI 50
1997 to
1998
1998

Water

Quality
WQI_TSI

to
1999

Fair
43

Water
Good
Quality

The water quality index (WQI) was developed to assess the quality of water relative to the overall
Florida water quality. For the computation of the WQI, Florida DEP used data from 2,000 streams
throughout the state (DEP !994). A WQI= 50 represents the average stream in Florida from a
water quality standard point of view. Lower indexes identify the best water quality conditions,
while WQI’s higher than 50 identify poorer water quality conditions.
Status of Monitoring:

Compliance schedule in Part V.B. 1 of the permit achieved.

Revisions:

No revisions are required or requested for this element.
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2. Outfall Monitoring
(A) The table entitled "Major NPDES Outfalls" in Attachment 15 contains an inventory of all the
MS45 major ouffalls6 in Broward County. This table will be updated in the upcoming years of the
permit.
(B) The NPDES Site #5, Site #6 and Site #7 were investigated for organic pollutants as described
in the Table V.A.2.

TABLE V.A.2.

Arsenic
Chromium

NPDES Site #5

City of Margate

NPDES Site #6

City of Lauderdale Lakes

NPDES Site #7

City of North Lauderdale

Benzolb)fluoranthene Thallium
Chr~sen~
Total Recoverable
Phenolic

Arsenic

(MCNAB Industrial)

Each site was sampled at least twice a year for the past three years and the organic pollutants were
detected below the standard of violation limit in the samples. The sampling results are in the
Attachment 22.

5"Municipal Separate Storm Sewer" means a conveyance, or system of conveyances (including roads with drainage systems, municipal street
made channels, and storm drains):
owned or operated by a State, city, town, borough, county, parish, district, association, or other public body (created by or pursu~
disposal of sewage, industrial wastes, storm water, or other wastes, including special districts under State Law such as a sewer dlstri
district, or similar entity, or an Indian Tribe or an authorized Indian tribal orgamzation, or a designated and approved managemet
that discharges to waters of the United States;
(ii)
designed or used for collecting or conveying storm water;
Iris)
which is not a combined sewer; and
I~v)
~,hich is not pan of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as defined at 40 CFR 122.2.
6An outfall is defined as a "point source" as defined y 40 CFR 122.2 at the point where a mumcipal separate storm sewer
discharges to waters of the United States and does not include any open conveyances connecting two mumc~pal separate storm sewers,
or pipes, tunnels, or other conveyances which are in the middle of a stream or other waters of the United States and are used to
convey waters of the United States, From EPA "Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 1 of the NPDES Permit Applications
for Discharges from MS4"
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F. SUMMARY OF SWMP AND MONITORING MODIFICATIONS

1. The Broward County NPDES MS4 Permit co-permittees currently includes 24 municipalities,
FDOT, and Broward County. A new city, Weston, has been created from a portion of the
unincorporated area of the County formerly the responsibility of Broward County. The corporate
boundaries of the city of the Weston include the Indian Trace Development District (Indian Trace)
and the West Lauderdale Water Control District (Bonaventure). Broward County will no longer
be responsible for the storm water management program implementation for the streets and
highways in Weston. Weston, rather than Indian Trace (which is not presently one of the copermittees), is now responsible for the planing and regulation of storm water management activities
within their corporate boundaries. We request that the City of Weston be added as a co-permittee
for the Broward County NPDES-MS4 permit.
2. NPDES Site #5, Site #6 and Site #7 were sampled for organic pollutant as shown in the "I:ABLE
V.A.2 of this report on the page 62. The parameters were detected below the standard of violation
in the last three years samples. Based upon sampling results, DPEP requests to eliminate the
parameters from sampling for Si.te #5, Site #6 and Site #7.
3. The FDOT does not have any legal jurisdiction to enforce findings of illicit connections; therefore
it is requested that the permit be modified to read " the requirement may be satisfied through
cooperative efforts with other permittees".
4. The FDOT does not have legal jurisdiction to inspect or monitor high risk facilities. This
requirement is satisfied through cooperative efforts of the lead permittee. Therefore, the FDOT
request the permit be modified.
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G. FISCAL ANALYSIS
Attachment 16 contains the fiscal analysis submitted by each of the co-permittees. The co-permittees
have indicated budgets and funding sources for the year, FY99 and the upcoming FY00.
Permittee

1998-99

I

~ 1999-00

~,

]

Sources
Fundin~,L
....

Brnward County

$641.2"74 23

~;641 2"74 ?3

Or}eratirl2 Funds

Cngner city

~; 176_585_00

$130.072.00

Coral ~;prim, s

$9 t 0.000.00

$910.000.00

~qtnrmwater ~,~tilitv
General and Water & SewgF

Dania

$661 707 130

~772.037.00

lltilitv and Public Works

$262.000.00
$215_000.00

$256~000.0Q
$22575000

Generat Fund
General Fund

~;~R~,770 O0

,~’~7g,720 O~

_qtormwater draina(,e

Lauderdale I,akes

~; ] 0g.0OO130

$1 _407 7RO O0

Stnrmwater Fund

Lighthouse Point

$100.OQ~,~f~

$ ] 17000 O0

Mar~ate

$660.000.00
~8~ ~)0~.{’/0

$688.000.00

Public Work,;
Stormwater Utility

$4t7,~93,00

~enera! Fund

~;55.09QrQ9
~I 75q 256_00

~;r~9,QOQ.00
$2.426.4g~ 130

,,~apit,al and General

Davie
I Deerfield Beach
Hallandale

,,

MiramaF
North Lauderdal~
Oakland Park
Parkland

$20.000.00

~tnrrnwzter

$17 qO000,,,

General Fund

Pelphroke Pines

$I.q45.950 013

$~.055. 5013.00

~eneral Fund

Plantation
Pnmnann Beach

1;1 ~,~00.00
$206g.~16 013

$1 ~4,000.00
$2 173 265 130

General Fund

Sea Ranch lakes

$40,069.48

$101,000.00

General Fund

~1 483_Rg5_00

g6 508.~00 O0

Sto~ Water [)tilitv Fund

$85R_aa4 O0

~SgR 140 O0

General Fund

$13.903.906.76

$16,~7,80! .4~

Tamrac

Flqrida nOT
Tqtai
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H. FDOT STATEWIDE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Table V.C.8.a. - Table for FDOT Statewide Storm Water Management Program Element Status

FDOT STATEWIDE STORM WATER
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ELEMENT
(To Be Conducted at State Office)

ACTIVITY
ACCOMPLISHED
DURING THE PERMIT
YEAR?

DESCRIPTION OF "
RESULTING
PROGRAM
MODIFICATIONS

PROGRAM POLICY
INCORPORATE
D AT DISTRICT
OFFICE?

Evaluate the feasibility of the FDOT drainage
connection permit becoming an operating
permit requiring long-term storm water facility
management by the connecting entity,

YES/NO
(If no, list anticipated
completion date)

State NPDES teatn
evaluated drainage
connection permit and
agreed not to make it
an operatin~ permit.

NO

Add information specific to storm water runoff
protection and reduction of chemical usage to
the FDOT’s Turf Management Manual and
Chemical Weed and Grass Control Manual.

YES /NO
(1 f no, list anticipated
completion date)

No change will be made.
Turf management
manual is only a
reference. SWAMP has
been modified to reflect
this.

YES

Evaluate, on an ongoing basis, innovative
structural and non-structural BMPs and new
technologies as they evolve to determine their~
efficiency and cost effectiveness in the field.
Comment on those which are found suitable &
adopted for use in FDOT projects in the
District.
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ONGOING ACTIVITY

No new technologies
reviewed during permit
year 3.

None

Third Annual R¢l~ort
IdentifY, those of the non-storm water discharges
listed under Part ll.A.7.a, on page 16 of the
permit, as well as any other non-storm water
discharges, which will be allowed to be
discharged into the FDOT MS4.
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YES/NO
(If no, list anticipated
completion date)

Landscape irrigation from
Turnpike maintenance
activities, and
unavoidable rising
ground water due to
,
shallow water table.

YES / NO

Third Annual Report
Comments on Table V.C.8.a.

Evaluate the feasibility of the FDOT drainage connection permit becoming an operating permit requiring
long-term storm water facility management by the connecting enti~. .
Comments: FDOT feels drainage connection permits should not be made into operating permits because:
(1) FDOT does not have the regulatory authority to enforce environmental laws outside our right-of-way
limits, and (2) District 4 does not issue drainage permits for actual connections. For district 4, most sites
are self-contained and not designed to flow onto state roadways. Since there is no true connection, there
is no need for a long-term operating drainage permit. Most drainage permits on file already serve a purpose
as a record of references for business along highways (should the need arise to know who is in the area
of suspected illicit). No program policy will be incorporated at this district office for this element.
Add information specific to storm water runoff protection and reduction of chemical usage to the F4)OT’s
Turf Management Manual and Chemical Weed and Grass Control Manual.

Comments: No change will be made to these manuals as they are for reference only. This element has been
dropped from FDOT’s Statewide Storm Water Management Program. No program policy will be
incorporated at this district office for this element; it no longer exists in the SWMP.
Evaluate, on an ongoing basis, innovative structural and non-structural BMPs.and new technologies as they
evolve to determine their efficiency and cost effectiveness...
Comments: To review Best Management Practices in this district, please see the attached submittals on pay
item 104-15 Soil Tracking Prevention Device and Rock bagging. Also, sumps are being used within
manholes to keep them free of debris. This is being done in the field without a standard design or
procedure on an as needed basis in order to alleviate any problems that might affect storm flow. These
BMPs have been found to be effective for erosion control and help to keep storm water clean. New
technologies that prove to be useful in the field are adopted and incorporated into program policy here at
District 4.
Identify those of the non-storm water discharges listed under part [LA. 7.a on page 16 of the permit, as well
as any other non-storm water discharges, which may be allowed to be discharged into the FDOT MS4.
Comments: There are few non-storm water discharges that are actually allowed to flow into FDOT MS4.
The ones we in Permits are aware of are air conditioning condensate from a beach condominium along
A- I-A in Pompano Beach and a few city’s irrigation water from medians on state roads.
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Table V.C.8.b. - Table for FDOT Statewide Storm Water Management Program Training Status

FDOT STATEWIDE STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM TRAINING
(Conducted through State Office)
Condnct training for FDOT maintenance and construction
inspectors in the identification and detection of potential storm
water related problems, signs of illegal dumping and illicit
connections, proper containment methods, and reporting
procedures.
,,

TRAINING CONDUCTED
DURING THE PERMIT
YEAR?

YES / NO
(I f no, give anticipated schedule.)

Cooduet training for the FDOT Emergency Coordinator assigned
to each FDOT maintenance facility. Training shall not only
educate the FDOT Emergency Coordinator in the proper
containment of spills and spill reporting procedures, bnt shall
include storm water remediation activities, storm water
regulations, and storm water retrofitting necessary to eliminate
polluted storm water discharges from FDOT maintenance
facilities.

YES / NO
(If no, give anticipated schednle.)

Conduct training for all FDOT personnel involved in the chemical
weed and grass control program to ensure a safe and effective
program. Incorporate into the training of these applicators an
e .mphasis on storm water implications of the use of pesticides,
herbicides, and fertilizers.

YES / NO
(If no, give anticipated schedule.)

Conduct training for all FDOT personnel involved in hazardous
waste handling. Incorporate into the training a segment on the
identification, detection, and reporting of illicit storm water
connections and potential storm water related problems such
as visible water quality degradation and signs of illegal
dumping.
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YES / NO
(if no, give anticipated schedule.)

DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING
COURSE

NO. OF DISTRICT
EMPLOYEES
COMPLETING
TRAINING COURSE?

FDEP’s ccrlificd erosion &
sedimentation control

24 construction maintenance
inspectors

Itazardous Materials Emergency
Response. 40hours traiuing.

7 Emergency Coordinators

Herbicides / Pesticides Certification 7
Refresher

!lazardous Materials Emergency
Response, 40 hours training,
and implementation of the
Turnpike’s Hazardous
Materials Emergency Response
Procedures. ’

112 Emergency Coordinators

68

Environmental Protection Agency
National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System

PERMIT YEAR 4
JOINT ANNUAL REPORT
& RE-APPLICATION for
MUNICIPAL SEPARATE
STORM SEWER SYSTEM

PERMIT COVERAGE
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submitted bv

Northern Palm Beach County
Improvement District
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM:
8.a.) Industrial and High-Risk Runoff - Identification of priorities and procedures for inspections.
DATE DUE/
ACTIVITY
FREQUENCY COMPLETED
PERMITTEE(S)
City of Boynton Beach, City of 88) Inventory and prioritize all existing high-risk facilities discharging
Within 24 Months
YES
Delray Beach, City of Lake
into the MS4.
of the Effective
Worth, Village of Palm Springs,
Date of the Permit
High-risk facilities shall include municipal landfills, hazardous waste
City of Riviera Beach, Village of treatment, storage, disposal and recovery facilities, facilities that
Royal Palm Beach, City of West have reported under the requirements of EPCRA Title III, Section 313,
Palm Beach and NPBCID
private and municipal waste handling facilities and any other industrial

COMMENTS
Inventory completedi
priority ranking
established. No h~gh-r~sk
facilities identified for
Boynton, Palm Springs

or commercial discharge which the permittee determines is
contributing a substantial pollutant loading to the MS4.
This inventory shall identify the outfall and surface water body into
which each high-risk facility, drains.
89) For the high-risk facilities identified, develop procedures for
inspections,

FDOT

Provide a description of the procedures developed in the subsequent
ANNUAL REPORT
90) Develop procedures for the inspection of high-risk facilities which
hold FDOT drainage connection permits to verify compliance with
FDOT Drainage permit requirements. In cases where another
regulatory agency requires a periodic certification of compliance, the
program developed may allow FDOI to accepl this certification of
compliance in lieu of further inspections by FDOT.

Within 36 Months
of the Effective
Date of the Permit

YES

Within 24 Months
of the Effective
Date of the Permit

NOT
APPLICABLE

This requirement has
been eliminated.

After development, include a summary of the procedures & inspection
schedule in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation into
the permit.
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM:
8.a.) Industrial and High-Risk Runoff- Identification of prior.ities and proc.e.d.ures for inspections., ....
DATE DUE/
FREQUENCY
ACTIVITY
PERMITTEE(S)
Within 36 Months
City of Boynton Beach, City of
91) Begin performing inspections of identified high-risk facilities,
Delray Beach, City of Lake
implementing procedures to determine if they are in compliance with all
of the Effective
Worth, Village of Palm Springs,
appropriate aspects of the stormwater program (e.g. no illicit
Date of the Permit
City of Riviera Beach, Village of connections; compliance with local stormwater regulation
Royal Palm Beach, City of West
requirements; and if the facility is required to have NPDES permit
Palm Beach, NPBClD and FDOT
coverage, a copy of the NPDES stormwater pollution prevention plan
on site).
Maintain a list of all industrial stormwater sources discharging to the
MS4 and include an update in each ANNUAL REPORT of any
additionally identified industrial facilities not previously listed.

I

COMPLETED
YES

COMMENTS
High-risk facilities
inventory updated
annually by copermittees. No high-risk
facilities noted by
Boynton Beach, FDOT or
Palm Springs. No highpriority, high-risk
facilities noted by
NPBCID, Riviera Beach,
or Royal Palm Beach.
Inspection programs in
pla,c,e for all permittee.s; ,

Maintain a log documenting the results of the inspections performed.
................
STORMWAT’ER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM:
8.b.) Industrial and High-Risk Runoff- Monitoring for High-Risk Industries.
PERMITTEE(S)
City of Boynton Beach and City
of Delray Beach

City of Lake Worth, Village of
Palm Springs, Village of Royal
Palm Beach, and NPBCID
NPBCID

oo

DATE DUEl
ACTIVITY
FREQUENCY COMPLETED
92) Develop and Implemenl a monitoring program for high-risk
Within 24 Months
NOT
industrial facilities,
of the Effective
APPLICABLE
Provide, in the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT, a summary of the
Date of the Permit
municipal stormwater monitoring program developed for high-risk
industrial facilities which d!scharge into the MS4.
..
93) Provide a summary of the municipal stormwater monitoring
Provide in second
YES
program for high-risk industrial facilities which discharge into the MS4.
ANNUAL REPORT
94) Provide a summary’0f the surface water monitoring sludy of the
closed landfill.
. ....

Provide in first
ANNUAL REPORT

YES

COMMENTS
No high-priority, high-ri~k
facilities discharging inlo
MS4.

I

I
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM:
8.b.) Industrial and High-Risk Runoff- Monitoring for High-Risk Industries.
DATE DUEl
ACTIVITY
FREQUENCY
PERMITTEE(S)
95) Develop a monitoring program whi~:h addresses the water quality Within 24 Months
FDOT
standards included in the FDOT permitting process for those high-risk of the Effective
Date of the Permit
industrial facilities which hold FDOT drainage connection permits.
Include a description of the specific enforcement steps to be taken to
require compliance with permit conditions if violations are identified.
After development, Include a summary of the monitoring program in
Within 36 Months
the subsequent ANNUAL REPORT for incorporation Into the permit.
of the Effective
Begin implementing the monitoring program for high-risk industrial
Date of the Permit
facilities.
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COMPLETED
NOT
APPLICABLE

COMMENTS
This requirement has
been eliminated.
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televislon advertisements, tours and the hazardous waste hotline. Additionally, the SWA participates
in or hosts various special events within the community to increase public awareness of hazardous
waste. The co-permittees are informed about SWA activities and are provided literature about the
programs through a number of avenues such as the NPDES Steering Committee, Palm Beach
County Municipal League and the SWA itself.
The SWA also offers disposal services for eligible small businesses or Conditionally Exempt Small
Quantity Generators (CESQG), for a fee. CESQGs often have difficulty obtaining cost-effective
disposal services due to the relatively small amount of waste they generate.

4.12 Sanitary Sewage Seepage
The co-permittees have instituted programs to minimize discharges of dry and wet weather
overflows from sanitary sewers into the MS4. During the dry weather field-screening program, the
MS4 system is evaluated for any signs of wastewater contamination. If wastewater contamination is
suspected, the appropriate utility authority is notified so that corrective actions can be taken. All copermittees with operation and maintenance responsibilities for sanitary, sewer systems indicated
they have ongoing sanitary sewer evaluations for investigation of leaks. These programs include
monitoring lift station pumping rates to detect greater than normal flow rates, televising sewer
systems to detect leaks and scheduling corrective maintenance. Additionally, utilities have
established procedures, including containment, reporting and cleanup, to handle sewage spills.

4.13 High-Risk Industrial Facilities
The NPDE~ permit requires the co-permittees to maintain an inventory, establish a priority ranking,
and develop procedures for the inspection of high-risk facilities discharging into the co-permittee’s
MS4. A high-risk facility, as defined by the NPDES permit, is any one of the following:
¯
¯
¯

Operating and closed municipal landfills
Hazardous waste treatment, storage, disposal and recovery facilities
Facilities that have reported under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

¯

(EPCRA).
Private and municipal waste handling facilities

¯

Any industrial or commercial facility that a co-permit-tee determines is contributing a substantial
pollutant loading to the MS4.
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The NPDES permit identified nine co-permittees, the City of Boynton Beach, the City of Delray
Beach, the City of Lake Worth, the Village of Palm Springs, the City. of Riviera Beach, the Village
of Royal Palm Beach, the City of West Palm Beach, Northern Palm Beach County Improvement
District and the Florida Department of Transportation as entities having the potential of high-risk
facilities discharging into their MS4s. However, both the Village of Palm Springs and the FDOT
have stated in their annual reports that high-risk facilities do not exist within their outfall drainage
areas. To assist the municipalities in further clarification of the high-risk facility inventory, the
above-referenced process (EPA and Palm Beach County databases) was provided to the copermittees in Year 2 of the permit. In subsequent years the co-permittees conducted their own
independent evaluation to develop their inventory of potential high-risk facilities. The inventory for
these co-permittees may be found in the individual annual reports. The attached Table 4-4 identifies
20 co-permittees with high-risk facilities and the number of facilities identified during the fourth
year of the permit. The high-risk facility inventory provides the co-permittees with information on
potential pollutant sources for use when conducting investigations of the MS4 to identify and
eliminate illicit discharges.
Inventory
In order to develop an inventory of high-risk facilities, databases developed by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and Palm Beach County were searched by the Steering Committee staff.
The Environmental Protection Agency’s electronic databases include the Industrial NPDES
permits, the Toxic Release Inventory, the Superfund List and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Information System. Palm Beach County hardcopy databases included the operating and
closed landfill list; EPCRA Section 3.02 Facilities; and a list of businesses, commercial and
industrial facilities located within wellfield protection zones.

..

The Steering Committee staff sorted the Palm Beach lists by municipality and provided this
information to each co-permittee. The co-permittees were then charged with determining if each of
the facilities were in fact located within their jurisdiction and would discharge to their MS4.
One approach used by some of the co-permittees is to map the location of each facility in a
Geographic Information System. This data is then overlaid with the location of the drainage area
associated with each of the co-permittee’s MS4 outfalls. The facilities located within a copermittee’s drainage area can then be associated with the correct NPDES ouffall and the receiving
water body. For the fourth year inventory update, the co-permittees conducted their own research of
available databases and developed their list of potential high-risk facilities discharging into their
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MS4. Databases used to develop the high-risk facility inventory have been organized into the
following categories:
Municipal Landfills: A list of operating and closed landfills in the County may be obtained from
the Palm Beach County Solid Waste Authority. This list was provided to the Environmental
Protection Agency in the Part 2 MS4 Permit Application, General Volume, Section 6. For updated
information on landfills within Palm Beach County, contact the Solid Waste Authority at (561)
930-2727 or www.swa.org.
Hazardous Waste Generation, Transportation, Treatment, Storage, Disposal_ and
Recovery Facilities: These facilities are required to report to the appropriate State agency under
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. Reported information is Collected, validated and
maintained by EPA regional offices in an information system (RCRIS) that can be accessed
through the Environmental Protection Agency Internet site (www.epa.gov/enviro;index_java.html).
This site allows queries of the database for all facilities located within Palm Bea~ch County or a
specific municipality. Adjacent municipalities should also be checked to ensure all contributors to
the MS4 are accounted for.

" \~)

Facilities reporting under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA): The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
(CERCLA) mandates that certain facilities report information on various substances stored or used
at that facility. Section 3.02 of EPCRA requires reporting from any facility that has present a
quantity that meets or exceeds the threshold planning quantity of any Extremely Hazardous
Substance. A list of these facilities within Palm Beach County is available from the Palm Beach
County Emergency Response Commission (Emergency Management Coordinator at (561) 7126400). Section 3.13 of EPCRA requires that certain businesses submit annual Toxic Chemical
Release Forms for each toxic chemical above the threshold amount. Reporting must be made to
both the EPA and the respective State Emergency Response Commission. A list of the Section 3.13
facilities is found in the Toxic Release Inventory, accessible through the EPA Interact site
(www.epa.gov/enviro/index~ava.html).
The EPA site also maintains a list of abandoned and/or inactive or uncontrolled Superfund sites.
The CERCLA Information System may be searched for these sites.
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Private and Municipal Waste Handling Facilities: A list of these facilities can be obtained
from the EPA’s database of industrial NPDES permits, available at the EPA Interact site
(www.epa.gov/enviro/htmL/pcs/pcs_query_~ava.html).
Any Industrial Commercial Facility that the Co-Permittee Determines is Contributing a
Substantial Pollutant Loading into Its MS4: Each co-permittee may add facilities to its
inventory based on experience. Palm Beach County’s wellfield operating permit database is an
example of an inventory of facilities that co-permittees may review in developing their potential
high-risk facility inventory. A list of the County’s wellfield operating permit database is available
only in hardcopy from the Palm Beach County Department of Environmental Re_s.ource
Management at (561) 233-2400. Information on Palm Beach County Wellfield Protection
Program including the Wellfield Protection Maps can be obtained by accessing the Internet site
(www.co.palm-beach.fl.us/erm/divisions/protection/wellfield/index.htm).

Inspections
Co-permirtees are required to develop and perform inspections of high-risk facilities to determine if
these facilities are in compliance with all appropriate aspects of the stormwater management
program (e.g. no illicit connections, compliance with local stormwater regulation requirements, and,
if the facility is required to have NPDES permit coverage, a copy of the NPDES stormwater
...~.
pollution prevention plan onsite). Additionally, a log documenting the results of the inspections ¯ "
must be maintained and an annual update of the inventory must be provided. Existing local
inspection programs include the following: local fire departments inspect EPCRA Section 3.02
facilities; Palm Beach County Department of Environmental Resource Management (ERM)
inspects businesses and industrial operations that are located within wellfield protection areas; Palm
Beach County ERM also inspects pollutant storage tanks; Palm Beach County Health Department
inspects facilities reported as small quantity generators. A copy of the Palm Beach County ERM
Wellfield Protection Compliance Report form is attached to this report as Figure 4-3. This report
form is completed by a Palm Beach County ERM representative while inspecting high-risk facilities
within applicable wellfield protection zones. Also attached (as Figure 4-4) is a copy of the HighRisk Facility Inspection Checklist developed through coordination with the City of West Palm
Beach Fire Rescue Department. This form is being reviewed by the Fire Rescue Department for
incorporation into their existing inspection program and can be used by co-permittees during
inspections.
The high-risk industrial facilities have been prioritized based on their potential to discharge
pollutant loadings to the MS4. High-risk facilities identified as retail facilities and small quantity
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generators are considered to have a low-risk of contributing a pollutant loading to the MS4. Lowrisk sites are facilities identified on the EPA’s Resource Conservation and Recovery Information
System (RCRIS) list; NPDES industrial permits list; municipal landfills; and Palm Beach County’s
inventories for Section 3.02 facilities. Priority high-risk facilities are those with a higher risk of
contributing a substantial pollutant loading to the MS4s, such as those identified on the EPA’s
Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) or the Superfund List. Additionally, Palm Beach County’s copermit-tees can add any other facilities to the high-risk inventory as necessary. Palm Beach County.
co-permittees will conduct inspections on those facilities identified as priority/high-risk facilities.
Options for conducting inspections include separate co-permittee inspections or utilization of
existing programs conducted by local fire departments, Palm Beach County and/or other
governmental entities. Table 4-4 provides a list of the number of low risk and priority high risk
facilities with potential to discharge into the co-permittees MS4s.

During the current year, co-permittees reviewed and updated their high-risk inventory as necessary.
The updated inventory identified 438 low-risk facilities and four priority high-risk facilities. Three
co-permittees with priority high-risk facilities within their MS4 (Lake Worth - I, Palm Beach
Gardens - 1, and West Palm Beach - 2). Please refer to the individual annual reports for inspection
and monitoring activities for these priority facilities.

4.14 Monitoring Activities
Palm Beach County co-permittees have identified seven main elements of the monitoring from the
nine stormwater management programs. These elements include:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Stormwater Collection Systems
Sanitary Sewer Systems
Dry Weather Field Screening of Outfalls
High-Risk Facilities
Illicit Investigations
Water Quality Monitoring
Construction Inspections

The inventory, inspection and monitoring associated with these elements provides a means to
evaluate, synthesize and integrate the monitoring results within the required nine stormwater
management programs to identify strengths, weaknesses, and revisions. Strengths associated with
the above elements include an increase in the frequency of inspections, maintenance activities,
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Table 4-4
High-Risk Facility Inventor
Appendix
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH
II
JJ
KK
LL
MM
NN

Low-Risk
Facilities

Permittee
Palm Beach County
City of Atlantis
City of Belle Glade,
City of Boca Raton
City of Boynton Beach
Town of Cloud Lake
City of Delray Beach
City of Greenacres
Town of Gulf Stream
Town of Haverhill
Town of Highland Beach
Town of Juno Beach
Town of Jupiter
Town of Jupiter Inlet Colony
Town of Lake Clarke Shores
Town of Lake Park
City of Lake Worth
Town of Lantana
Town of Manalapan
Town of Mangonia Park
Village of North Palm Beach
Town of Ocean Ridge
City of Pahokee
Town of Palm Beach
City of Palm Beach Gardens
Town of Palm Beach Shores
Village of Palm Springs
City of Riviera Beach
Village of Royal Palm Beach
City of South Bay
Town of South Palm Beach
Village of Tequesta
City of West Palm Beach
Village of Wellington
Indian Trail Improvement District
North Palm Beach Heights WCD
Northern Palm Beach County Improvement District

South Indian River WCD
FDOT
Totals
NI - No information available at this time.
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Priority
High-Risk
Facilities

0
1
0
NI

0

0
0
44

0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
18
0
0
0
64
1
0
14
6
2
4
3
15
0
0
25
4
0
0
3
169
16
2
0
37
10
NI
438

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
NI
4

0
0
0
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
OFFICE OF THE INSPEWESTERN CTOR GENE DIVISIoNRAL FOR AUDIT
75 HAWTHORNE STREET
MAIL CODE tGA-1,7TM FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-3901
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MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

Final Report No. 2001-P-00013
State Enforcement of Clean Water Act Dischargers Can Be More Effective

FROM:

Charles McCollum/s/
Divisional Inspector General for Audit
Westem Division

TO:

Sylvia Lowrance
Acting Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance

Attached is our final report, "’State Enforcement of Clean Water Act Dischargers Can Be More
EJfective." The purpose of the audit was to determine whether EPA-authorized state enforcement
programs protect the environment and human health. Our audit included your office, three regions, and
one state within each region. We also took into account the results from a National State Auditors’
Association joint review of state water programs.
This audit report contains findings that describe problems we have identified and corrective actions we
recommend. This report represents the opirfion of the OIG; the findings in this report do not necessarily
represent the final EPA position. Final determinations on matters in this report will be made by EPA
managers according to EPA audit resolution procedures.
ACTION REQUIRED

According to EPA Order 2750, you (as the action official) are required to provide this office with a
written response to this report within 90 days of its issuance. For corrective actions planned but not
completed by the response date, please provide the specific milestone dates for completing these
actions.
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If you or ?’our staffhave any questions, please contact me at (415) 744-2445, or Katherine Thompson,
Team Leader, at (916) 498-6535. Additional copies of this report may be obtained from us or our
website, www. epa.govi’oigeartlw’.
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Executive Summary
Objective

The objective of the audit was to determine whether state enforcement
of Clean Water Act discharge programs protect human health and the
environment. This audit resulted from concerns over the effectiveness of
state enforcement programs.
Forty-four states play a major role in implementing the Clean Water
Act’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program. These
states have EPA approval to issue and enforce pen-nits that set limits on
pollutants that can be discharged into our nation’s surface waters. We
evaluated state enforcement of discharge programs in three regions;
within each region, we evaluated one EPA-approved state program.
We also took into account information from five state audits.

Results in Brief

We believe that state enforcement programs could be much more
effective in deterring noncompliance with discharge permits and,
ultimately, improving the quality of the nation’s water. EPA and the
states have been successful in reducing point source pollution since the
Clean Water Act passed in 1972. However, despite tremendous
progress, nearly 40 percent of the nation’s assessed waters are not
meeting the standards states have set for them.

Strategies Need
Reconsideration

The state enforcement strategies we evaluated needed to be modified to
better address environmental risks, including contaminated runoff.
Contaminated runoff, including agricultural and urban runoff, was widely
accepted as causing the majority of the nation’s remaining water quality
problems. Although many sources of contaminated runoff were
regulated, some were not.
EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance had set
national enforcement priorities for urban and agriculoxral runoff, including
storm water dischargers, sewer overflows, and concentrated animal
feeding operations. However, its core program and monitoring systems
have emphasized major industrial facilities and larger sewage treatment
plants. State strategies were also inhibited by:
¯ Inadequate water quality data.
¯ Incomplete permit data.
¯ EPA-state relationships.
¯ State concerns over regulating small and economically vital
businesses and industries.
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C. ompliance and
Enforcement Systems
Deficient

One critical missing
component of the
Permit Compliance
System was
electronic
transmission of selfmonitoring reports,
Without electronic
rep~r’dng by
dischargers, it was
virtually impossible for
states to monitor
compliance with all
permits,

The states we evaluated did not have
sufficient information on dischargers to
State Enforcement
effectively implement their programs. A
Program Deficiencie,,
major barrier to state program management
¯ Compliance systems lacked
was the lack of intbrmation about hundreds o! data for hundreds of
thousands of dischargers that contributed to
thousands of smaller
water quality problems,
dischargers
Serious toxJdty violations
and other viola~ons ~re not
EPA’s Permit Compliance System--its
reported
national permitting and enforcement
¯ SITategies for identifying
system--was incomplete, inaccurate and
obsolete. The growth, variety and complexity unpermitted storm water
dischargers were
of the regulated coma’nunity had greatly
incomplete
outstripped the system capabilities,
¯ Enforcement actions ~re
Hundreds of’thousands of dischargers were
not monitored by the system. Although many issued a year or more after
violation
states were developing their own systems,
they did not fill the i~formation void.
¯ PenaliZes failed to recover
economic benefit of
noncompliance
States also had weaknesses in their
¯
Proa~ve
strategies to avoid
compliance monitoring and enforcement
sedous violations needed
systems, including not reporting serious,
significant violations. The states we evaluated fu~er development
did not implement effective storm water
~
compliance monitoring programs to detect
and correct noncompliance in higher risk areas. Moreover, states
needed to improve their enforcement response to significant violations to
prevent further violations. Most of the enforcement actions we reviewed
did not meet EPA’s criteria for timeliness and often did not recover the
economic benefit gained by violators.
Finally, to ensure fair and effective enforcement of the Clean Water Act,
EPA regions need to improve their in-depth program evaluations and
annual performance evaluations of state performance. These evaluations
need to be consistent, continue toward a goal of measuring the
effectiveness of performance, and be made easily accessible to the
public.

Other Matters

~n determining the status of EPA’s plan to modernize its Permit
Compliance System, we found that the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance had not successfully collaborated with the Office
of Water and the states in the design of the new system requirements.
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R ommendation$
/"

"N
~A modemized
[Permit
Compliance]
system should
fulfill many
programmatic
needs and
cont~bute to the
demonstration of
environmental
outcomes and
results."
-EPA Office of Water
’,,

Agency
Commenl~

We are recommending that the Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance, in partnership with the Office of Water and EPA regions,
collaborate with states to develop risk-based entbrcement priorities.
EPA also should make modernizing its Permit Compliance System a high
priority. Teaming with EPA’s Office of Water and the states, the Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance should ensure that the new
system will meet both federal and state needs.
We are also recommending that the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance revise its enforcement guidance to better define
significant violations for toxicity test failures, minor facilities, and storm
water dischargers.
Lastly, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance should
routinely determine whether states are fulfilling their obligations to
monitor and enforce discharge programs. To do so, the Office should
develop consistent criteria for in-depth program evaluations of state
programs. These evaluations, along with state performance measures,
should be accessible to the public.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance agreed with
several of the conclusions in the report, including that states need to
implement risk-based approaches to water enforcement and that it
would be useful to have a process for periodic evaluation of the Clean
Water Act program in each state. It agreed that modernizing the Permit
Compliance System should be a high priority.
However, the Office expressed concern about the way some of the
issues, as well as EPA’s role, were characterized in the report, and
claimed that many of the findings were based on "anecdotal
information." The Office stated the draft report did not recognize that
(t) it had an exhaustive process for setting national enforcement
priorities, (2) states should be responsible for setting watershed-specific
enforcement priorities, and (3) pemait program requirements had
flexibility that supported state enforcement strategies. The Office also
believed the issues related to the Permit Compliance System were
oversimplified.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance believed that
existing national enforcement guidance had the necessary flexibility to
address toxicity, minors, and storm water violations. It agreed to work
with EPA regions to ensure that the states were aware of the guidance.
The Office agreed to consider the OIG’s specific recommendations
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when guidance is updated in the future. The Office also agreed that
elements of state compliance and entbrcement programs need to be
periodically evaluated.

OIG Position

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance either specifically
agreed with the vast majority of our conclusions or did not dispute them.
However, in many cases it did not agree to a specific course of action to
correct the problem. Instead, the Office defended existing guidance,
processes, and systems. It agreed to reassess some of its guidance, but
did not state when. It proposed alternative recommendations, but did
not agree to take them.

In short, the Office was reluctant to change its current way of conducting
business. However, the current way of conducting business was
marginally effective.
We agree that states have helped develop national priorities and that
they are responsible for developing risk-based strategies. However,
states cannot be fury effective until the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance allows states more latitude in the redirection of
their resources.

Also, EPA had taken too long to modernize the Permit Compliance
System, leaving huge information gaps for minor and storm water
dischargers that rendered the system inadequate. Further, the existing
guidance and processes for ensuring the prevention or correction of
significant toxicity, minor discharger, and storm water violations were not
working - thousands of toxicity violations occurred nationally and
numerous facilities had recurring violations. The guidance needs
updating.
Although the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance asserted
our conclusions in this report were based on "anecdotal" evidence, we
disagree. Anecdotal information was only used to provide examples.
As discussed with the Office, our audit was based on extensive data
analysis, document reviews, interviews, surveys, and observations.
Details on our scope and methodology are in Exhibit 1, page 65.
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Part l
Introduction
Chapter 1

Objective, Background, and Scope and Methodology
Objective

The objective of the audit was to determine whether state enforcement of
Clean Water Act discharge programs protects human health and the
environment.

Background

The purpose of the Clean Water Act’s discharge permit program is to
protect human health and the environment by setting limits on pollutants that
can be discharged into our nation’s surface waters. The goal of the Clean
Water Act is for all rivers, lakes, and estuaries to be swimmable and
fishable.
Citizens, industries, states, local governments, and the federal government
have done much to improve the quality of our nation’s waters in the last 30
years:
¯ More than a trillion dollars, much of it authorized under the Clean
Water Act, was spent to build, upgrade, and expand wastewater
treatment facilities.
¯ EPA and the states have written and enforced over 70,000 permits
to limit pollutants.
Controlling point sources has removed billions of pounds of pollutants from
our waters and doubled the number of waters safe for drinking and
swimming. Much of this success can be credited to the Clean Water Act,
which was enacted in 1972.

Despite the successes of the Act, EPA reports that a majority of Americans
live within !0 miles of a polluted river, lake, stream or coastal area.
Although there is not an accurate portrayal of water quality conditions
nationwide, the 1998 National Water Quality Inventou found that nearly
40 percent of the nation’s assessed waters were not meeting the standards
states have set for them.
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Discharge System

States with EPA Approval to
Issue Discharge Permits

Much of the
Clean Water
Act’ s

improvements
can be attributed
to the National
Pollutant
Discharge
Elimination
System, a
program to

o%
~

EPA Approval

con~’ol

m No EPA Approval

discharges from
"point sources"
of pollution. Point sources are discrete conveyances, such as pipes or manmade ditches.
Forty-four states play a major role in implementing the Clean Water Act’s
discharge program. These states have EPA approval to issue and enforce
permits that set limits on pollutants that can be discharged into our nation’s
surface waters. EPA regions issue permits in the remaining states.
Several categories of discharges are covered under the permit program,
including municipal waste water and industrial process waste water. These
facilities are generally classified as major or minor, depending on size and
nature of the discharges. For example, a major municipal treatment plant
typically discharges one million gallons or more per day.
Runoff Permits

In 1987, Congress added provisions to the Clean Water Act that called
attention to another source of problems
that was believed to be responsible for
continuing water quality problems:
contaminated nmoff from agriculture,
airbome pollution, forestry, and urban
development.

Idaho animal feeding operation runoJf drains into a Snake River
tributary

Amendments to the Clean Water Act and
subsequent regulations require permits for
storm water runoff from industrial activity,
large and medium municipal storm water
systems, and construction activities. Also,
certain concentrated animal feeding
operations, primarily those with over 1,000
animals and those discharging into waters,

2
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are subject to permit requirements. By law, most imgated agricultural
discharges have been excluded from permit requirements.
State Enforcement
Systems

In order for states to have effective enforcement systems, they need sound
enforcement strategies and compliance monitoring systems. They also need
to take prompt and appropriate enforcement actions that deter future
noncompliance not only at the facility, but at other facilities. EPA has
developed an enforcement management system which sets criteria tbr
identifying and reporting significant violations. In addition to entbrcement
guidance, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance issues the
Memorandum of Agreement Guidance that establishes national priorities

for enforcement programs.

Self-Monitoring
Reports

States monitor facility compliance through inspections and self-monitoring
reports. EPA recommends that states inspect major facilities annually.

Self-monitoring [
mpot~ prepared

]

Also, thcilities are required to regularly analyze their discharge and report the
results on self-monitoring reports. States compare self-monitoring reports to
permit limits to determine compliance. In addition, major dischargers are
required to report significant violations to states within 24 hours.

Syetem create, quarterly ]
noncompliance reportj
~,
Quarterly non. [
compliance report sent

States report significant violations to EPA in a quarterly noncompliance
report. This report identifies major dischargers with significant violations, the
nature of the violation, and the type of enforcement actions taken in
response to those violations. EPA has defined violations of a sufficient

by fac t~ j
]~.

[Reports entered into Perm,t ]
Compliance System

to ePA

]

magnitude or duration as "significant" in order to target those violations for a
high enforcement priority.
EPA has established standards for taking enforcement actions on significant
violations. Generally, if a major facility has two sigNficant violations in two
consecutive quarters, a state is expected to take a formal enforcement action
before the end of the following quarter. EPA also recommends assessing
penalties that recover the economic benefit of noncompliance gained by the
violator.

Issue~ Impacting
Enforcement
Effectivenes~

Nationally, there are two impomant issues that impact the effectiveness of
permit enforcement in protecting human health and the environment.
¯ The backlog of expired discharge permits.
¯ The implementation of the Total Maximum Daily Load Program.

¯ Expired Permits

A backlog of expired permits is an ongoing, national problem that impairs
enforcement. In fiscal 2000, about 25 percent of discharger permits for
major facilities nationwide were expired. Federal law requires permits to be
updated every five years. Permits are updated and reissued in order to
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conform with changing state and fedemt laws, pollution control technology,
and water quality conditions. Outdated permits may not reflect new
technology or water quality objectives, thereby impairing erLtbrcement
effectiveness.
¯

Total Maximum
Daily Load
Program

/~o~1 ,maximum
’~
daily load: sum of

no.-poi.t sources
+ sum of point
~ur~ + m~in
of safety
.
"~
II

[n the future, permit compliance will take on more importance in meeting
water quality standards because of the Clean Water Act’s Total Maximum
Daily Load Program. A total maximum daily load is a calculation of the
max.imum amount of a pollutant that a water body can receive and still meet
water quality standards, and an allocation of that amount to the pollutant’s
sources.
States are required to:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Identify water bodies not meeting water quality standards;
Set priorities for calculating total maximum daily load;
Develop a total maximum daily load for each pollutant in each listed
waterway; and,
Allocate loadings to both permitted dischargers and to non-point
sources.

States have just begun to implement this program for water bodies identified
as impaired. It is likely that permit limits for some pollutants will be more
stringent after total maximum daily load calculations are completed. AncL, if
limits are exceeded, it may prevent the water body from meeting water
quality standards.

Scope and
Methodology

This audit resulted from concerns over the effectiveness of state enforcement
programs. We focused on the Clean Water Act discharge program because
of a lack of recent audit coverage in this area.
In addition to evaluating national data, we evaluated three EPA regions: 4, 8,
and 9. In each region, we evaluated one state with EPA approval to issue
discharge permits: California (Region 9), North Carolina (Region 4), and
Utah (Region 8). We also took into account! recent audit reports from the
following states: Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, Maryland, and Oregon.
Our scope and methodology are further discussed in Exhibit I, page 65.

4
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Part II
gies Need Reconsideration
Chapter 2

State Enforcement Strategies Need to Be Modified
State enforcement strategies and systems needed to be modified to meet the
goals of the Clean Water Act and to better protect human health and the
environment. In the three states we reviewed, there were opportunities to
better align enforcement strategies and resources with water quality
impairments.
"...nearly 40percent of
the nation’s assessed
watem are not meet&g
the standards states
have set for them. "
fwat~

EPA and the states have been successful in reducing point source pollution
since the Clean Water Act passed in 1972. However, despite tremendous
progress, nearly 40 percent of the nation’s assessed waters are not meeting
the standards states have set for them. Contaminated runoff, both regulated
and unregulated, is widely accepted as causing the majority of the nation’s
remaining water quality problems.
In the past, EPA and the states have focused their efforts on major
dischargers because they were relatively few in number but discharged large
quantities of pollutants. We believe enforcement strategies should be
environmentally risk-based and better address:
¯ The relative risks presented by contaminated runoff, such as storm
water and concentrated animal feeding operations.
¯ A rapidly growing number of smaller dischargers.
¯ Unique problems causing impairments in individual watersheds.

EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance had set national
enforcement priorities and developed strategies for addressing runoff,
including storm water dischargers, sewer overflows, and concentrated
animal feeding operations. However, its core program and monitoring
systems emphasized major industrial facilities and larger sewage treatment
plants. State strategies were also inhibited by:
¯ Inadequate water quality data.
¯ Incomplete permit data.
¯ EPA-state relationships.
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¯

EPA’s Strategic

Plan

State concerns over regulating small and economically ~tal
businesses and industries.

EPA’s Strategic Plan lays out the Agency’s 10 long-term goals for
protecting human health and safeguarding the environment. In addition to
long-term goals for achieving clean air, clean water, and safe food, one of
EPA’s l0 goals is to ensure full compliance with laws intended to protect
human health and the environment.

EPA cannot achieve its goals without partnerships with states. States play a
major role in implementing the Clean Water Act’s discharge program.
Forty-four states have EPA approval to issue and enforce Clean Water Act
discharge permits. EPA regions issue discharge permits in the remaining
states. States write more than 90 percent of all federal environmental
permits and take over 75 percent of enforcement actions.

Need for New
Strategies

In the past, EPA and the states have focused their efforts on major
dischargers because they were relatively few in number but discharged large
quantities of pollutants. We believe enforcement strategies should be
environmentally risk-based and better address:
¯
¯
¯

Changing Sources of
Pollution

Changing sources of pollution
An increasing universe of permit holders; and
Watershed approaches to improving water quality.

Contaminated runoff, such as agricultural and urban runoff, was widely
accepted as causing the majority of the nation’s remaining water quality
problems. Agricultural runoff(crops and
animal husbandry) was ranked as the number
one cause of impaired rivers, streams, and
lakes. Some of these sources have been
~
regulated; others, such as irrigation runoff,
have not.
EPA issued regulations in 1976 to permit
discharges from concentrated animal feeding
operations; since that time, the livestock
industry substantially increased both the
number and size of these large animal feeding
operations. Combined releases of more than
30 million gallons of animal waste to surface

Swimmers frolic in Southern California waters often posted as
unsafe due to urban runoJf (Photograph by Chas Mativier,
Orange Count., Register.)
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water in a number of sutes have highlighted the adverse environmental
impacts of concentrated animal feeding operations. By law, agricultural
storm water discharges and return flows from in’igated agriculture have been
excluded from permit requirements.
In order to address urban runoff, the Clean Water Act was amended in
1987 to regulate municipal and industrial storm water discharges. Phase [I
of these
regulations was
Clean Water Act Permits
added in 1999,
(Includes Phase II Storm Water Permits)

thereby regulating
a large number of
smaller facilities.
Storm water is a
continuing

Major
6,749

Minor

CAFO

concern; it was
the largest source
of water pollution
75.4%

such as Los

Angeles.

CAFO is concentrated animal feeding operation
Source: EPA Office of Water

In response to

changing
regulations and
sources of water impairments, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance has suggested enforcement strategies for storm water dischargers
and concentrated animal feeding operations. These strategies are accessible
by states.
Increasing Permit

The addition of storm water regulations more than tripled the regulated

Universe

universe. The ballooning regulated universe, along with other issues, such as
the backlog of out-of-date permits and the lack of data systems, has made it
virtually impossible for states to fully permit, monitor, and enforce the
regulated universe.

Watershed Str’~,~ies

The watershed approach to
solving water quality problems

/"-

[’7"0
achieve the na~bn’s clean and
safe water goals, EPA willimplement
calls for individual strategies
approach...."
tailored to each watershed I the
t watemhed
-EPA’s
F~ca12001 Annual
Ran~
uther than a focus on major
dischargers or types of
agricultural or urban runoff.

I
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EPA’s annual plan calls for a watershed approach to fu!fill the goal of the
Clean Water Act. EPA regions have parmered with states, local
governments, private industry, and environmental organizations to create
some effective watershed strategies.

’~
~
The states we reviewed continued to
Contaminated
runoff
is
emphasize inspecting and monitoring major
dischargers, although contaminated runoff, widely accepted as
causing the majority of
including storm water ninon, was widely
the nation’s water quality
accepted as causing the majority of the
nation’s remaining water quality problems, problems.
EPA and the states could improve the
effectiveness of state enforcement programs
by developing risk-based enforcement strategies. EPA has a role in
evaluating the effectiveness of state strategies and supplementing them, when
necessary and feasible.

States Can
Improve
Effectiveness

¯

In the three states we reviewed, there were opportunities to better align
enforcement strategies and resources with water quality impairments.
California
"-i-hepo/l~edr~noff
problem is the number
one waterpollL~’on
prob/om in Co//Yomia."
-California Res0urc~

,~

8azretary
~,

California identified storm water as its most serious water quality problem.
However, it had invested relatively little resources in inspecting and
monitoring storm water. Meanwhile, storm water runoff continued to cause
water impairments and beach closures. At the same time, the state had a
relatively significant investment in monitoring and enforcing its major
dischargers, although the state reported a relatively high compliance rate. In
fiscal 2000, the state increased its storm water staffing; however, it needed
to further evaluate whether its enforcement resources would yield a better
remm by monitoring other sources.

North Carolina

North Carolina had not developed a strategy for monitoring compliance with
storm water permits, although storm water was a significant contributor to its
water quality impairments. As discussed in Chapter 6 (page 53), North
Carolina was taking actions to better measure the effectiveness of its
enforcement strategies.

Otah

We found indicators that Utah could more effectively use its enforcement
resources to address the risks that agricultural and urban runoff presented to
Utah’s water quality. Specifically, agricultural practices, land development,
and urban runoff were listed as sources of impairments of surface waters or
ground water. However, we found that monitoring strategies were not fully
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developed for either its storm water or concentrated animal feeding
operation dischargers.

Reasons for
Emphasis on
Major Dischargers

We believe the emphasis on major dischargers was typical of many states
because EPA’s implementation of the Clean Water Act tbcused on major
dischargers. Due to limited resources, EPA and the states had decided
many years ago to focus on major dischargers because they were relatively
few in number but discharged large quantities of waste water. Subsequently,
EPA and state management systems were well developed for major
dischargers but not for other sources, such as storm water, which had new
types of permit limits.
States needed more latitude in the redirection of their resources. The state
programs we reviewed did not have the resources and systems to permit,
monitor, and fully regulate smaller dischargers, such as storm water. States
did not have mechanisms to evaluate tmdeoffs in different enforcement
strategies. Also, states were not encouraged to divest in major dischargers.

Implementation
Focuses on Major
Dischargers

Much of the Clean Water Act’s implementation over the last quarter of a
century focused on addressing point sources, particularly major dischargers:
¯

EPA and many of the EPA regions emphasized inspecting, monitoring,
and enforcing major discharger permits in program guidance,
performance measures, and oversight reviews.

¯

The Code of Federal Regulations required states to have the capability
to inspect all major dischargers annually. EPA and its regions stressed
and monitored the annual inspection of all major dischargers. Utah cited
EPA’s 100 percent inspection requirement of major dischargers as one
reason it was difficult to shift to other priorities.

¯ EPA’s Permit Compliance System included little data for nonmajor
dischargers. Because of states’ concerns over the cost of data entry
requirements, EPA policy did not require data from other dischargers to
¯ be entered into the system.
¯

Contaminated Runoff
Not Easily Regulated

National standards were set for taking action on significant violations by
major dischargers but standards were unclear for other dischargers.

The state programs we reviewed did not have the resources and information
systems to permit, monitor, and fully enforce regulated runoff, such as storm
water. As discussed more fully in Chapter 4 (page 35), the states we
9
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reviewed had minimal coverage of storm water dischargers. The addition of
storm water regulations greatly increased the size of the regulated universe
without a commensurate increase in resources or information systems. Thus,
states were limited in their ability to implement, monitor, and enforce storm
water regulations. Further, as one EPA region noted, states were expected
to fully implement the "’core" program betbre moving onto programs to
regulate contaminated nmoff.

M~hanism~ for
Evaluating Tradeoffs
Not in Place

The states we evaluated did not have mechanisms in place to weigh the
relative merits of divesting in major discharger enforcement in order to more
heavily invest enforcement resources in minor dischargers, agricultural
feeding operations, storm water dischargers, industrial sectors, or
watersheds. Although the Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance’s program guidance allowed states to change their enforcement
priorities, it did not encourage divesting in major dischargers.

Best Pra~dce: ~ata~/
Evaluation Process

One notable "best practice"
we tbund was in Region 10’s~/)~.)
process for evaluating the
-~
impacts of different state
enforcement strategies. Region ].0
issued the Clean Water Act
discharge permits for Idaho and
Alaska.

Region 10 Best Practice:

Strate~ Evaluation Process
¯ Evaluated shifting resources
between monitoring different types
of permits.
¯ Changed enforcement priorities.
’ Quantified improvements to water
quality resulting from shifting
resources.

The Region had established a
process to evaluate the
effectiveness of investing resources
in monitoring and enforcement of
all categon.’es of permit holders, including minor facilities and concentrated
animal ’feeding operations.
As a result of its evaluation, the Region changed its enforcement priorities
and ultimately caused improvements in water quality. The Region moved
some of its resources from monitoring major dischargers to other sources,
such as storm water. It also created a cost-effective system to monitor
minor dischargers. As a result, the Region:

¯
¯
¯

Realized substantial reductions of pollutant loadings.
Significantly increased compliance rates.
Provided an impetus for municipality infrastructure investments that
were necessary for long-term improvements in water quality.

10
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State Enforcement
Priorities Need
Development

EPA, its regions and the states need to jointly develop priorities that address
each state’s risks to water quality, and maximize the effectiveness of
enforcement resources.
orion 106 ~Trants continue to support the
EPA impacts state
[ compkance and enforcement efforts undeztaken
enforcement priorities
at the ~?ate
in several ways. First, ~~ ,,,,~/;~,
, level to protect surface water
v"‘’‘‘,.
EPA must approve
I
-EPA ~ of Water
state enforcement
~programs before they
can operate. EPA also
provides states with Clean Water Act water pollution control grants and
negotiates related grant agreements. For fiscal 200 I, Congress
appropriated about $170 million for states, temtofies, and Indian tribes for
administering water pollution control programs. Further, the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance sets national priorities in its
program guidance; regions use this guidance to develop enforcement
priorities with states.
In its program guidance, the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance set
national priorities for enforcing "wet weather"
dischargers, including sewer overflows,
concentrated animal feeding opem.tions, and
storm water. It also identified two’ industrial
sectors as priorities: petroleum refineries and
metal electroplating.

/"

~"
EPA’s W~t Wcatit~
Enftm:,mm~ Priodti~ .
, Combined sewer
overflow policy
¯ Sanitary sewer overflow
enforcement system
, Concentrated animal
feeding operations
sector strate0y
¯ Storm water re0ulat~ons
-F/scal2OO~2OOlguidance

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance consulted with states (and EPA
regions and Office of Water) in setting these
¯
"
priorities. It also considered public health and
environmental risk as reported by states and the
Office of Water. As a result of its process, wet weather issues, such as
sewer overflows and contaminated urban and agricultural runoff, along with
storm water, were identified as national enforcement priorities for fiscal years
2000 and 2001.

However, these enforcement priorities did not necessarily reflect a state’s or
region’s watershed-specific impairment problems. For example, some
watersheds were impacted by surface mining. Also, wet weather priorities
encompassed a large universe of dischargers that could not be easily
11
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addressed by states without finding new resources or divesting in other
areas. Divesting in major dischargers was somewhat diffficult because EPA
grant work plans continued to contain requirements for inspecting major
dischargers, a resource-intensive requirement.
Finally, agreed-upon state enforcement priorities were not necessarily
followed. For example, for fiscal 1999, Utah agreed that three industrial
sectors would be given priority: refineries, mineral mining, and steel making.
We were unable to substantiate that the state took any priority actions tbr
these sectors, which included some minor permit holders. The state’s yearend report stated that the mineral mining and steel making sectors ended the
year with zero and 50 percent compliance rates, respectively.

Barriers to
Strategy

Development

EPA and the states have been hampered by a number of significant barriers
to developing and evaluating the effectiveness of enforcement strategies.
They include:
¯

Water Quality Data
sixstates repodedthat the),
Gaps. The General
Accounting Office’s i have a majo/iO/ of the data they need
(GAO) survey of all 50 I to assess whether their waters meet
,
I watorqua/&standards."
states found that their k,_
-GAO, March 2000~
abilities to identify and
set priorities among water quality problems were impacted by
(1) a lack of water quality assessments and (2) data limitations
on causes and sources of water impairments. These data gaps
were particularly serious in the case of diffuse non-point sources,
which were widely accepted as contributing to the majority of
the nation’s water quality problems.

¯

Incomplete Compliance Data. Due to limited resources,
EPA’s Permit Compliance System and state systems had
incomplete data on smaller dischargers, concentrated animal
feeding operations, and storm water dischargers. There were
serious data gaps on the amounts and types of pollutant
discharges, the number of facilities without required permits, and
compliance rates. These gaps hampered the development of
risk-based strategies. (This issue is discussed further in Chapter
3, page 19.)

¯

Compliance Standards Not Established EPA and the states
we reviewed had not set compliance standards for types of
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dischargers, sectors, watersheds, or other specific categories.
Without some standard, there was no objective basis for making
decisions to invest or divest in certain sectors, areas, or
programs.
¯

Environmental Outcomes Difficult to Measure. GAO
found environmental outcomes were inherently difficult to
measure for a number of reasons: the absence of baseline data,
the inherent difficulty and expense involved in quanti .lying the
outcomes, and the difficulty in establishing causal links that
isolate the effect of a particular strategy.

¯

Reluctance to Address Certain Sectors. EPA enforcement
officials told us some states were reluctant to address small
businesses and economically vital industries.

We recogrdze these impediments impact EPA’s and the states’ abilities to
set priorities and improve the effectiveness of enforcement investments.
Nonetheless, as evidenced by the actions taken by Region 10, there is much
that can be done to improve the effectiveness of enforcement with some
relatively minor system changes and resource realignments. Further, the
establishment of compliance standards would greatly aid the decisionmaking process.

State Partnerships
Need
Strengthening

EPA, its regions, and states needed to ~Tt/3 ofgroat importanao to the states
forge strong partnerships in order to
/landto the na#on that our partnership
improve the effectiveness of
[ [with EPA]be strengthened."
enforcement and help solve
-Envir~nmen~ CoJncil of lhe
k,~
environmental problems. State
enforcement priorities were sometimes
not made ina partnership fashion.
As pointed out by the National Academy of Public Administration, there are
many impediments to a performance-based EPA-state relationship.
Certainly, the lack of data is a major impediment. The Academy concluded
that other impediments were EPA’s state oversight role and a concern that
states will weaken environmental protection.
However, actions by Region I0 and some states show that enforcement
effectiveness can be greatly improved. We believe EPA-state collaboration
is essential to maximize the effectiveness of limited enforcement resources, to
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reach EPA’s goal of compliance with environmental laws, and to improve
our nation’s waters.

Recommendations

We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance:
3- 1. In partnership with the Office of Water and EPA regions,
collaborate with states to develop risk-based enforcement priorities.
Encourage states to develop mechanisms to evaluate tmdeoffs in
enforcement investments.
3- 2.

Agency Response
and OIG Position

Provide states more latitude in the redirection of their resources. In
this respect, eliminate the goal to inspect all major dischargers
annually.

2-I. Risk-Based Priorities. The Office of Enforcemen.t and
Cornpliance Assurance explained that it already has a consultation
process in place in which EPA regions, states, EPA ’s OJfice of Water,
and other stakeholders are extensively consulted in determining the
national water enforcement priorities for each 2-year cycle. A major
factor in identifying the candidates for priorities is the element of risk.
This consultation process was being used to shape the 2002/2003
Memorandum of Agreement guidance. The Office believed the OIG
should recognize state involvement in identifying national priorities and
recommend that the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
develop a process to ensure states are implementing its risk-based
strategies.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance asserted that its
actions are not keeping the states from implementing a risk-based
approach or from addressing watershed priorities. Its guidance and
strategies provide states with the flexible framework they need to
implement a risk-based program. While EPA regions can and do
recommend that states participate in national water priorities, suggest
where states might focus their resources, and meet with states to
conduct joint work planning, the Office stated that, ultimately, it is a
state’s decision as to the priorities it will set. The Office stated that a
"constructive" recommendation would be that EPA should place more
emphasis on program reviews and improve its efforts to share best
practices with the states.
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The Office disagreed with the finding that the "core "permit program
inhibits the development of state strategies. The Office’s guidance
allows regions and states flexibility in shifting a portion of their total
inspection resources from major to minor facilities, particularly in
priori~, watersheds, where those minor facilities represent a significant
risk. The Office also defended the Agenc.v goal to inspect 100 percent
of all major point sources annuall.v because:
¯

¯

Major point sources generate the majority ofeflluentflow and
toxic pollutant loadings which can significantly affect water
quality in receiving waters.
Significant environmental benefits associated with higher levels
of compliance among majors would be lost if "we were to allow
a total shift to minors. "

OIG Position: The Office’s response partially addresses our
recommendations. We recognize that states have been involved in setting
national priorities. We agree that EPA should evaluate state enforcement
strategies and share best practices. However, the Office of Enforcement
and Compliance Assurance needs to further collaborate with EPA’s Office
of Water, regions, and states so that each state has an effective, risk-based
enforcement strategy that addresses its unique risks to water quality.
Further, the Office should foster the development of tools that states can use
to evaluate tmdeoffs in enforcement investments.
States have not been allowed total flexibility in deciding how to best invest
their enforcement resources. EPA does, to some extent, control state
enforcement programs. It authorizes states to operate these programs and
sets rules, regulations, and goals for permitting, inspecting, monitoring, and
enforcing .discharge permits, especially those for major facilities. EPA state
grants were typically contingent upon work plans which required states to
perform a certain number of inspections of major and minor dischargers and
perform other actions.
2-2. Inspections. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance believed that state programs needed to have the ability to
inspect all major dischargers annually. It cited several reasons,
including:
¯
¯

States should have minimum, quantifiable standards for
procedures and resources.
Major dischargers were high risk because they generate the
majority of the effluent flow and toxic pollutant loadings.
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¯

Numerous noncompliance problems existed with major
dischargers.

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance also pointed out
that it has issued guidance that allows minorJ’acili~.’ inspections to be
traded for major facilities at a 2: l ratio, using risk-based rationale.
The Office believed an appropriate alternative recommendation would
be to ensure that any state that does not commit to inspect 100 percent
of its major facilities develops and implements an inspection plan that
targets an appropriate mixture of high risk dischargers (i.e., majors
and minors) in priority areas such as impaired watersheds.
OIG Position: The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assumnce’s
response illustrates its reluctance to commit to a risk-based approach. We
believe it is the impact state resources have on compliance and, ultimately,
water quality, that should be used to determine the adequacy of a state’s
resource invesmaent in major inspections and other activities.
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Com i nce Monitoring and Enforcement
Systems Deficient
The states we evaluated did not have sufficient information on dischargers to
effectively implement their enforcement programs. One reason was that EPA’s
Permit Compliance System was incomplete, inaccurate and obsolete. The
growth, variety and complexity of the regulated community had greatly
outstripped the system capabilities. Compliance data for hundreds of
thousands of dischargers were not monitored by the system because it was too
costly to enter the data. Although many states were developing their own
systems, they did not fill the information void.

States had other weaknesses in their compliance monitoring and enforcement
systems, including not reporting serious, significant violations. The states we
evaluated had not implemented effective storm water compliance monitoring
programs to detect
Percentage of Major Dischargers
and correct
In Compliance
noncompliance in
Fiscal 2000
higher risk areas.
Moreover, states
needed to improve
k,
their enforcement
° %.
response to
I>
significant violations
to prevent further
violations. Although
so~: Permit Complia~:e System
EPA’s goal was full
compliance, only 10
states reported a

r-n 90.100’/, compliance
1 75-89% compliance
1 0-74o/. complianeo

compliance rate of
90 percent or better during fiscal 2000. Twenty states reported that less than
75 percent of their major dischargers were in compliance during the year. A
discharger was defined as out of compliance with its permit when it had two
significant, repeated violations of its permit within two consecutive quarters.
We recognize the compliance rate was not completely accurate because of
deficiencies in EPA’s Permit Compliance System. However, it provided an
17
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indicator of the states’ compliance sums. National compliance rotes were not
available for other sources such as minor facilities and storm water dischargers.
As detailed later in this section, EPA and the states estimated a very large
number of storm water dischargers were not in compliance because they had
not obtained permits.
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Chapter 3

Permit and Other Information Systems Inadequate
The states we evaluated did not have sufficient information on regulated
dischargers to determine the effectiveness of their entbrcement programs.

electronic

A major barrier in state program management was the lack of intbrmation about
hundreds of thousands of smaller dischargers that contributed to water quality
problems. EPA’s Permit Compliance System--its national permitting and
enforcement systemwwas incomplete, inaccurate and obsolete. The system
lacked data from these smaller dischargers. Although many states were
developing their own systems, they did not fill the information void. As a result,
states could not effectively implement the discharge program.

One critical missing component of the Permit Compliance System was
electronic transmission of self-monitoring reports. Without electronic reporting
by dischargers, it will be virtually impossible for states to monitor compliance
with all permits.
Further, serious toxicity violations were not classified as "sigrfificant," thereby
overstating the national compliance rate. The states we evaluated had other
weaknesses in their procedures for identifying significant violations.

Without sound compliance monitoring systems, significant permit violations that
adversely impact water quality went uncorrected. At two of the three states,
toxic discharges were released into impaired water bodies.

Permit Compliance
System Had

Sedous Problems

EPA’s Permit Compliance
EPA’s permitting and enforcement information
System Data
system-- the Permit Compliance
¯ Pollutant discharges
System--was incomplete, inaccurate and
. Permit limits
difficult to use. Compliance data from
. Permit violations
hundreds of thousands of smaller dischargers
¯ Enforcement actions
was not captured by the system and
information in the system had serious
limitations. Some states had created their own
systems and, to some extent, duplicated the Agency’s system. EPA was aware
of these problems and, in 1999, identified the system as an Agency weakness.
Until the system is upgraded, expanded, and reasonably accurate, its .usefulness
as a management and program evaluation tool will be seriously limited. As
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such, the system should continue to be reported as an Agency weakness until
these problems are corrected.

System Capabilities
Exclude Many
Dischargers

¯

Permits Have
Z)/’[feren!
Rec/direments

EPA and state pen-n.itting and enforcement
programs rely on EPA’s compliance system; of State Enforcement
the 44 states approved to issue permits, 39
Program Deficiencies
states enter data into the system. EPA uses the ¯ Compliance system
system for program management and oversight excluded data for smaller
dischargers
purposes, including assisting in targeting
¯
Serious toxicity violations
enforcement activity to the areas experiencing
compliance and environmental problems. The
and other violations not
data are analyzed to help deten-nine the quality of reported
the nation’s water bodies and will serve as the ¯ Strategies for identifying
source of data for reporting purposes on EPA’s unpermitted storm water
dischargers needed
progress in reducing pollutant loadings,
development
The growth, variety, and complexity of the
. Many enforcement
regulated community had greatly outstripped the actions issued a year or
system’s capabilities. Dischargers not
more after violations
monitored by the system included:
. Penalties failed to
recover economic benefit
¯ Storm water,
of noncompliance
¯ Concentrated animal feeding operations,. Proactive strategies
and
needed to avoid serious
¯ Sewer overflows,
violations
The system was not designed for these type of
permits, which had different permit requirements than the more traditional major
and minor discharger permits. Generally, states were not entering discharge
information on minor and storm water dischargers, concentrated animal t~eding
operations, and sewer overflows because EPA did not require it.
The lack of a sound
Number of Permits in EPA’s
monitoring system was
Permit Com diance System
,
particularly evident for
Estimated
storm water dischargers.
Number of Number in
The system was not
System
Type of Permit
Permits
designed to track storm
400,000
16,417
Storm water
water compliance data,
and states did not maintain Concen~ated an~rn~
5,608
15,000
their own complete and
feeding o~’atxx~
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consistent data systems
for tracking and monitoring storm water compliance activities.
¯

Thousands of
Permits NoodData
Ent~l

Another reason data was excluded for smaller permits was because data entry.
was time-consuming. The Office of Water estimated there were about
400,000 storm water and I00,000 minor discharger permits. Compared to
7,000 major discharger permits, these permits represented a substantial
workload. As such, EPA and the states had agreed that data only tbr major
dischargers was required to be in the system.
In order for states to effectively monitor the myriad of smaller dischargers and
others, electronic self-monitoring reports are critical. As noted later in this
report, storm water and minor permit violations went undetected and
uncorrected largely due to a lack of monitoring. Also, EPA had not yet been
successful in its efforts to introduce electronic self-reporting. To effectively
monitor all sources, EPA should set a high priority for implementing electronic
reporting for all dischargers nationwide.

Best Practice:
Electronic Reporting

System Inaccurate for
Major Dischargers

Best Practical:
Electronic Self.Reporting
¯ Eliminates costs associated
with preparing and reviewing
paper reports
o Minimizes repeat data entry
by EPA and the states
¯ Helps eliminate inaccurate
reporting by facilities and
states
¯ Facilitates the prompt review
of discharge reports
, Allows large volumesof
discharge data to be
In addition to excluding a large number of
included in state and national
dischargers, the Permit Compliance
data bases efficiently
System was inaccurate for a number of
other reasons. For example:

California was testing electronic
submission of self-monitoring reports
and reported successful results. In
addition to providing necessary
envkonmental decision-making
information, elec~onic self-reporting
eliminates costs associated with preparing
paper reports and repeat data entry by
states and EPA. It also helps eliminate
the failure of facilities and states to
accurately report and categorize
violations,

¯

California Data Not Entered Beginning in fiscal 2000, the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance had agreed to allow only about
30 percent of California’s major facility compliance data to be entered into
the system. These facilities represented the greatest amount of municipal
flow and the industries of greatest concern.
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o

Utah’s Noncompliance Rate Overstated. A compliance system report
showed that 65 percent of Utah’s major facilities were in significant
noncompliance for fiscal 1999. This rate was substantially overstated
because the state had not entered self-monitoring reports into the system on
time. The system did not have the capability to correct this error.

¯

Report Unusable in Mary, land. A recent Maryland state audit report
found the system generated many violations that did not represent actual
violations.

¯

Toxicity Violations Excluded. As detailed later in this chapter, whole
effluent toxicity violations were not classified as significant violations and, in
many cases, overstated the compliance rate.

As shown, it was questionable whether the compliance system fairly
represented the compliance status of major facilities nationwide. It did not
reflect the national compliance rate of other facilities. Without complete and
accurate information, it was difficult to evaluate the effectiveness of permitting,
compliance, and enforcement strategies.

System Obsolete

EPA readily acknowledged its compliance system was obsolete, resource
intensive, and difficult to use. In spite of these factors, the system had not had
any major redesigns in nearly 20 years.
The Permit Compliance System was first developed in 1974 and its last
modernization effort was in 1982, nearly 20 years ago. Further, the system
was:
¯

Hard to use. Due to the age and inflexibility of the system, it was not user

tiiendly. The system was dependent on user coding and some users only
saw the large quantity of data that was entered.
¯

Resource Intensive. The system required the manual entry of all data
including facility self-monitoring reports. As a result, data entry was very
labor intensive.
For example, the
State Data Systems
state of Colorado
North
estimated the cost
Califomia
Carolina Utah
to enter data was
Uses its own system
,
*
about $70,000
¯
per year. Further, Enters data into Permit
*
Compliance S~tera
the system was
costly for EPA to
" = Condition occurs
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~tat~ Create Their
O~m ~yatem~

The lack of an effective compliance system resulted in the development of
unique state systems. Unique systems have created problems for EPA and the
states. Some state systems did not interface with the Permit Compliance
System. As a result, either states or regions had to reenter state data into the
Permit Compi~ance System. To remedy this problem of duplicate data entry.,
EPA has proposed an Interim Data Exchange Format to overcome the data
transfer difficulties. However, this system has not been fielded.
Further, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance had not
addressed the risk that new state systems would not include the data elements
required by the modernized Permit Compliance System. To illustrate,
California was designing a new enforcement system to meet its own needs;
however, Region 9 was not involved with the development to ensure all data
elements needed for the new Permit Compliance System were included, ha
order to do this, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and
Office of Water need to complete the policy statement for mandatory data
elements.

Compliance System
Modernization Project

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance had three major
initiatives underway for its Permit Compliance System which were intended to
address system problems and improve its usefulness as a management tool:
1. System modernization,
2. State interim data exchange format, and
3. Electronic reporting.
In determining the status of EPA’s plan to modernize its
Permit Compliance System, we found that the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance had not
successfully collaborated with EPA’s Office of Water and
the states in the design of the new system requirements,
This issue is discussed in more detail in Exhibit 2, Other
Matters, found on page 69.

Other Aspects of
Compliance
¯ /,slem8 N~:[
Improvement

A wastewater
~’ea~ent plant in
North Carolina
failed 27 out of 36
toxicity tests since
1996. None of
~ese violations
were designated as

We found other fundamental weaknesses in EPA and state significant and,
therefore, the state

compliance
for major
minor
facilities.monitoring
Our review systems
of three states,
alongand
with
results
from recent state audits, found:

dk~ not indude
them on quarterly
non-compliance
reports to EPA.
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¯
¯
¯

Many serious toxicity violations were not classified as "’significant" and thus
were not subject to corrective or enforcement actions.
Numerous other major and minor facility violations went unreported.
State inspection procedures for major facilities needed some improvements.

Without sound compliance monitoring systems, significant permit violations that
adversely impact water quality go undetected. For example, we tbtmd serious
toxicity violations in two states that went uncorrected; they were not reported
to EPA as significant violations. In at least one case, the toxic discharge was
released into an impaired water body. Further, when violations are not
identified, enforcement actions that penalize noncompliance cannot be taken.
Serious Toxicity
Violations Not
Identified as
Significant
’-~%
"In addYion, the
{toxicity]test itsolfis
intendedto measure
the d/rectpotential
for impairment of
#sh andaquatic lifo
communities related
to substances
presentin eftluents
attoxio
concentrations.
Thus, anyfa#uro of
the efYuentlimYation
shou/dbo
considered class I
[serious/and
appropriate ac~n
taken."
-w~so:~in Oe~a’~e~t
of Nalurat Res~rces

~

-,

Serious ioxicity violations, found through whole effluent toxicity tests, were not
categorized as significant violations. The states we evaluated told us they were
not aware toxicity test failures met EPA’s criteria for a "significant" violatiofl.
Also, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance guidance (a 1995
memorandum) did not clearly identify toxicity text violations as significant
violations. As a result, facilities continued to discharge toxic waste water into
water bodies.
Whole effluent toxicity tests are one of the most important measures of
assessing the impact of wastewater discharges. Toxicity tests expose aquatic
organisms and fish to discharges for a specific time period, in order to predict at
what levels the discharges may cause harm to the organisms. When a toxicity
violation occurs, it shows the discharge is toxic enough to harm or kill fish and
organisms.
Our sample of nine facilities in California and our review of North Carolina’ s
data base identified three facilities in California and four facilities in North
Carolina that had toxicity violations. The seven California and North Carolina
facilities did not categorize their toxicity violations as significant. If EPA had
been aware of the toxicity violations, it could have worked with state officials,
obtained enforcement orders,
and resolved the toxic
problems.
~ I~a~e~:
Utah’s Toxicity Violation Policy
Utah did not report any toxicity
Violations must be reported within
violations in the sample of facilities
24 hours
we reviewed. Region 8 told us that
Accelerated testing is required
Utah had a policy in place to take
acdons on whole effluent toxicity
is required for patterns of toxicity
test violations.
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There was a large number of toxic violations nationwide that went unreported
as significant violations. EPA’s Permit Compliance System reported 6,552
toxicity violations nationwide between October 1, 1998 and December 31,
1999. We estimate that less than l0 percent of these violations were
designated as significant and, thus, were not subject to the requirements for
taking enforcement actions.
Although EPA guidance categorized effluent violations that may cause
en~’onmental harm as significant, it did not specifically designate whole effluent
toxicity violations as significant. EPA officials told us this stemmed from
industry opposition years earlier based on concerns over the reliability of
toxicity tests. However, EPA officials confirmed that toxicity tests were very
reliable. Also, they noted that toxicity tests allowed dischargers to eliminate
other tests of specific chemicals. As such, EPA needs to require dischargers to
categorize toxicity test failures as significant violations.
Violations by Major
Dischargers Not
Identified

Significant
violations by major ~ :
dischargers were
not always
identified and
reported. In
California, the
state’s manual
reviews of
monitoring reports
missed significant
violations at three
Refinerk., in Northern California, a major discharger

of the nine facilities

we reviewed. As
a result, none of these violations were identified and reported. Many of these
problems could be eliminated by having dischargers submit monitoring reports
electronically.
A 1999 California study also found Because it dkl not ~enlify daily anct weekly
that violations were not identified violations, Nor~ Carolina ctelay~ 15
m0nt~s in issuin9 an enforcement ac~on
and reported. The study found
many self-monitoring reports were for mercury viola~ons. The violator, a
not received, and many that were town’s waste watar ~’ealrnent plant, was
cause ol ~lul~on of an environmentallyreceived were not reviewed in
sufficient detail to identify violations,impair~ slream N~ designat~
water quality, non-su~ng of i~ intenO~:l
USES.
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In Notch Carolina, permits contained daily or weekly limits which were
sometimes violated but not identified or reported. In at least one case we
reviewed, the violations of mercury limits were directly attributable to impairing
a stream. As a result of our audit, Nord~ Carolina developed a separate
soffit, are system to detect violations of daily maximum limits in permits.
State audit reports identified problems with the accurate identification of
violations. For example, Arkansas’s Legislative Auditor found discrepancies
between the violations reported on the self-monitoring reports and those
reported on in-house summary reports.
Significant ~olations
Not Identified for
Minor Facilities

Significant violations were not identified for minor facilities¯ There were two
main reasons for this condition:
¯
¯

States were not tracking compliance at minor facilities and entering
information into EPA’s system.
EPA had not explicitly defined a "significant" violation for minor
dischargers.

Minor
¯ ’1~(~)dischargers
Reg,o_nJ0^_l~.~PractJco
have been
m~
implicated as causes of water
~" Minor Permit C,~mpliance S]tste
¯ Created oversight system for
impairments in some water bodies.
A recent Region 10 initiative to monitor
minor facility dischargers
compliance at minor facilities found high ¯ Identified violations with minimal
noncompliance rates. After the region
effort
developed an oversight system and
. Identified when an enforcement
began enforcing permit limits, pollutant
action should be taken
J
discharges dropped dramatically.
~
EPA’s Permit Compliance System identifies violations based on data entered
from permits and discharger self-monitoring reports. As discussed previously,
generally states only enter data for major facilities. Even this limited data entry
process is time-consuming and expensive; however, the system calculates
discharge violations.

Generally, states were not reporting information on minor facility compliance to
EPA. Although North Carolina was reviewing minor facility violations, we
found:
¯

Data Not Entered into EPA System. None of the three states we
evaluated were consistently entering minor facility data into the Agency’s
compliance system. Thus, minor discharger violations weren’t reported to
EPA.
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¯

Annual Reports Missing. Many states did not submit annual reports
describing compliance and enforcement activities at minor facilities, as
required by federal regulation. None of the states we reviewed submitted
this report and only two of the ten states in Regions 8 and 9 submitted this
report.

¯

States Were Not Evaluating Compliance. Two of the three states we
evaluated did not have a state system for evaluating minor facility
compliance.

¯

Conditions Noted in Other Reports. These conditions were noted in
state audit reports. For example, Louisiana auditors found 21 percent of
the required self-monitoring reports for minor facilities in their sample had
not been submitted. Also, the state was not reviewing the monitoring
reports that were submitted.

Without these annual reports on the compliance status of minor dischargers,
EPA was unaware of compliance problems and was unable to take unilateral
action or assist the states in helping permit-violating facilities come back into
compliance.
Further, EPA had not established criteria for significant violations at minor
facilities or significant minor facilities. EPA guidance stated that the inventory
data for "significant minors" should be entered directly into the Permit
Compliance System, but significant minors was not defined. At a minimum,
minors that adversely impact impaired watersheds should be identified as
significant. Also, nonsubmission of discharge monitoring reports should be
identified as a significant violation. If this criteria were established, states,
regions and EPA would have better data to evaluate compliance by minor
facilities.
Inspections of Major
Facilities Need
Improvements

States needed to improve the quality of their
inspections to ensure facilities were accurately
reporting monitoring data. Self-monitoring reports
are the backbone of the Clean Water Act’s

Inspection Procedures
Inspecl~ons need to be

compliance monitoring system; major facilities

unannounced

must submit them monthly. States rely on facilities
to promptly and accurately report their violations
to regulators, Facilities are required to report
significant violations to states within 24 hours,

Insped~ons need to
evaluate the ao:umcy
and m~i~it7 of seNmonitodno mpod~
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Two of the three states we reviewed needed to
improve their inspection procedures. For the sites we reviewed, neither
California nor Utah pertbrmed unannounced inspections and California did not
uniformly verify the accuracy and reliability of self-monitoring reports during site
visits. As a result, California missed unreported significant violations by at least
one facility. This facility discharged chlorine into an impaired waterway.
Other reports found inspection quality issues in state
pro~m’ams. For example, the Environmental Working Group
reported in July 2000 that 42 percent of all Clean Water Act
inspections were a brief visual inspection of a facility. Visual
inspections typically do not evaluate the accuracy of self-monitoring reports.
Although most state audit reports did not
evaluate the quality of inspections, a recent
Oregon audit report found that the Department
Oregon Department of
of Environmental Quality was not ensuring selfEnvironmental Quality
monitoring reports were accurate.
:..was unaware of

numerous instances of
In California, inspections were not thorough
falsi~fedrepofO’ng
because inspections were deemed lower
occurring over a 5-year
priority than issuing permits and taking
pedod at one permitted
enforcement actions. The goal of inspecting all
major facilities annually took precedence over facili~... -Oregon Audil:s Division
a thorough inspection. States did not perform ,,~
unannounced inspections because staff were
concerned no one would be available at the
facility and time would be wasted.

Conclusion

EPA’s Permit Compliance System was obsolete and insufficient to evaluate the
effectiveness of state enforcement programs. The system lacked data from
thousands of smaller dischargers. Although many states were developing their
own systems, these systems did not fill the information void.
One critical missing component of the Permit Compliance System was
electronic transmission of self-monitoring reports. Without electronic reporting
by dischargers, it will be virtually impossible for states to monitor compliance

We also found many states were not classifying thousands of serious toxicity
violations as "significant." Without this designation, states were not subject to
EPA requirements for taking enforcement and corrective actions. Moreover, in
some states, toxic effluent continued to be discharged into impaired waterways.
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Other aspects of discharge compliance were not being addressed by states.
Two of the three states we reviewed were not evaluathag compliance by minor
dischargers. We also found procedures for conducting inspections and
reviewing self-monitoring data was insufficient at two states. Since selfmonitoring reports are the cornerstone of the discharge system, these
procedural weaknesses are serious.

Recommendations

We recommend that the Assistant Administrator tbr Erttbrcement and
Compliance Assurance:
3- 1. Make modernizing the Permit Compliance System a high priority.
Further, ensure that future systems:
¯ Require electronic submission and evaluation of self-monitoring
reports for.all dischargers, including minor facilities and storm water.
¯ Track storm water permits, inspections, compliance rates, and
enforcement actions.
3- 2. Accelerate the development of the ~terim Data Exchange Format for
the Permit Compliance System. Also, before proceeding further into
design and development, work with the Office of Water to ensure there
is an up-to-date policy statement for water system criteria.

3- 3. Have regions work with states to help ensure data elements needed for
the new Permit Compliance System are included in state systems being
developed.
3- 4. Continue to report the Permit Compliance System as an Agency-level
weakness until the modernization project is implemented and the system
data is reasonably accurate and complete.
3- 5. Revise guidance to specify that whole effluent toxicity violations are
significant violations. Revise regulations to require whole effluent toxicity
violations to be reported on quarterly noncompliance reports.
3- 6. Establish a definition of significant violations for minor facilities, including
storm water dischargers. At a minimum, include nonsubmission of selfmonitoring reports in this definition. Also, define "significant" minor
facilities. Include facilities impacting impaired waterways in this
defmitior~
Additional suggestions for modernizing the Permit Compliance System can be
found at Exhibit 2, page 69.
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Agency Response
and OIG Position

3-1. System Modernization. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance stated that modernizing the Permit Compliance System was,
and will continue to be, a high priori&. The modernized s.vstem will allow
./’or entW of data element fields needed to track all dischargers, including
minor facilities and storm water facilities. Information trackedJbr those
dischargers will include permit limits, inspections, compliance and
enforcement action data. System modernization is scheduled for
implementation by the end of 2003.
OIG Position: While the Office asserted that the Permit Compliance System
was a high priority, the system has been obsolete for over 10 years and the new
system schedule has continually slipped. Further, the Office has not yet
identified the data elements the system will include. These facts indicate that the
system has not been a high priority.
3-2. State Data Transfer System. The Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance said it and the EPA Office of Environmental
Information had worked closely with their state partners in implementing
the Interim Data Exchange Format over the last year.
The EPA Office of Environmental [nJbrmation is the leadJ’or
implementing the Exchange Format project, has developed the schedule
for project implementation, and must address acceleration. Currently, the
Exchange Format is scheduled for full implementation by March 2002.
While Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance agreed that there
was a need to update the Policy Statement to address new data
requirements, it did not agree that this must occur before design and
software development. Broad capaci~, will be built into the system as ~
indicated in the response to 3-1. Only a subset of that capacity is likely to
be federally required. ThereJbre, the Policy Statement can be updated
during s.vstem design and development.

OIG Position: The Agency’s response does not fully address our conclusions
and recommendations. According to the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance’s Fiscal 2000 Integrity Act Annual Assurance Letter,
the Exchange Format was scheduled to be implemented in the third quarter of
fiscal 2001. Thus, the Exchange Format system has been delayed nearly a year
since the letter was prepared in October 2000. Further, the Office needs to
work with the Office of Environmental Information to accelerate the Exchange
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Format system, since the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance is
responsible for the system.

The Policy Statement is obsolete and needs to be updated immediately. This
critical Agency document excludes federal information requirements for storm
water permits, which now compromise the largest number of permits. Further,
changes to the Policy Statement should be completed before sotlcware design,
so that the changes can be incorporated into the modernized system. Data
entry requirements are essential for detemaining system requirements.
3-3. State Systems. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance explained that it was finalizing the overall data requirements
for the modernized Permit Compliance System. It stated it will continue
to work closely with the states in developing detailed data requirements.
Until those requirements are finalized, those states modernizing their
systems should include in their modernized system the data ent~’
requirements specified in the current Policy Statement.
For the most part, states do not coordinate or consult with the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance when modernizing their systems,
as these s.vstems are built primarily to accommodate state needs.
However, the OJfice agreed to request of regions that they make a special
effort to discuss state modernization plans during their program status
meetings. Additionally, it hoped that extensive involvement of state
representatives in the modernization process will have a spill over effect in
getting states to include the necessary data elements in their systems.
OIG Position: We do not agree an updated policy statement is unnecessary at
this time. EPA regions need an updated policy statement to engage in
constructive discussions with states about which state data is needed at the
national level. Existing data requirements are insufficient.
3-4. Agency Control Weakness. The Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance agreed to continue to report the Permit
Compliance System as an Agency-level weakness until all milestones were
met. One of the milestones was the completion of modernization which is
scheduled to occur by the end of 2003.
OIG Position: The response only partially addresses our recommendation.
The system should continue to be reported as an Agency weakness until the
data is reasonably accurate and complete.
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3-5. Toxicity Violations. The OJfice of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance pointed out that, in many ways, whole eJfluent toxici~, is
treated like an.v other parameter in the permit program," i.e., the permittee
reports self-monitoring data on its discharge report, results are entered
into the permit compliance system and tracked, and violations should be
reviewed and are subject to a range of enJbrcement responses. The major
exception is that toxici~., violations are not automatically flagged as
significant noncompliance. Because of the variabili~, in permit
requirements and in the frequency of compliance monitoring required,
toxici~. , violations do not neatly fit under existing "significant
noncompliance" criteria.

However, EPA’s existing regulations and guidance provide EPA regions
and states with the flexibility to identify toxicity violations as significant."
¯ 40 CFR Part 123.45(a) provides states with theflexibility to report
any violation of substantial concern on quarterly noncompliance
reports.
¯ EPA’s "Whole Effluent Toxicity Permitting Principles and
Enforcement Strategy "prescribes review of toxici~, limit violations.
¯ EPA’s enforcement response guide recommends responses to toxici~.
violations.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance agreed to
reconsider the applicabiliw, of significant noncompliance to whole eJfluent
toxici~.’ violations when it revises the definition of significant
noncompliance.
OIG Position: There is no reason to delay categorizing whole effluent toxicity
violations as significant violations. The current process is not working. While
states have had the flexibility to identify whole effluent toxicity violations as
"significant" violations, they generally have not. According to the Permit
Compliance System, only 5.6 percent of the fiscal 2000 toxicity violations were
identified as significant violations. Facilities nationwide had large numbers of
recurring toxicity violations that were not designated as significant. For
example:
¯ One facility in Massachusetts had 16 toxicity violations; none were
categorized as significant.
¯ One facility in New Jersey had nine toxicity violations; none were
categorized as significant.
¯ One facility in Florida had 19 toxicity violations; none were labeled as
significant.
By not labeling toxic violations as "significant," states obfuscate EPA oversight
of the appropriateness and effectiveness of state enforcement actions.
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3-6. Other Significant Violations. The OJfice of Enforcement and
Compliance .4ssurance noted that a state has the discretion to designate
any facili~’ with violations of concern as a "major" discharger thereby
subjecting the facili~.’ to "significant" noncompliance criteria. 40 CFR
Part 123.45(a) provides a state with the discretion to report any violation
of "substantial concern" on a quarterly noncompliance report.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance committed to
consider developing guidance on when a minor discharger should be
designated as a major discharger and to include factors such as nonsubmission of discharge monitoring reports and impact of the discharge
on impaired waterwa~vs.
OIG Position: The Office’s response does not address our recommendation
to establish a definition of significant violations for minor facilities, including
storm water dischargers, and to define "significant" minor facilities. We are
recommending that EPA establish a uniform definition for significant violations at
all minor dischargers, including storm water. Designating minor dischargers as
major dischargers does not address our recommendation or the problems that
exist.
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Chapter 4

Storm Water Compliance Systems Have Deficiencies
Storm water pollution posed significant water quality problems and health
risks--in 1999, more than 6,000 beaches were closed or had health advisories
issued due to polluted waters caused mainly by.storm water runoff.
The states we evaluated were not effectively monitoring compliance by storm
water dischargers, resulting in violations going undetected and unaddressed. We
found:
¯

¯

¯

¯

State strategies were needed for
~Califomia estimated there could be
identifying storm water non-triers.
/[as many as 19,000 fadlities
States estimated thousands of facilities
~ operating without proper storm
had not obtained storm water permits.
I water permits,
Risk-based inspection programs
were lacking. The thousands of
relatively small dischargers in this
program dictated a risk-based approach that had not been well developed.
Processes were needed to monitor discharge reports. States did not
maintain adequate processes or systems for reviewing self-monitoring
reports, identifying major violations, and taking appropriate action.
Tracking systems for citizen complaints were insufficient. Although
citizen complaints were a primary means of identifying violations, complaint
tracking systems were not implemented.

The main impediments to effective storm water monitoring systems were a lack
of resources and information. Although the storm water program involved nearly
400,000 dischargers nationwide, state resources were not significantly increased
to implement this program. Further, EPA’s Permit Compliance System and
state systems did not track storm water permit compliance data, resulting in
significant data gaps. As a result, the states we reviewed did not have effective
storm water compliance monitoring programs to detect and correct
noncompliance in higher risk areas.

Numerous Storm

Water Non-fliers

The states we evaluated did not have adequate strategies for identifying storm
water dischargers that had failed to file for a proper permit. Although some
"’non-tilers" were identified through citizen complaints, states did not have
systematic processes to search for and identify non-tilers because of inadequate
resources and data.
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The number of tmpermitted dischargers was substantial. For example, Utah
estimated it had about 500 unpermitted facilities subject to storm water
regulations. Califomia estimated that at least 19,000 facilities might be subject to
storm water regulations, but had yet to apply for a permit. Because the
identification of non-fliers continued to be a challenge in the state, the state was
investigating the feasibility of accessing other state agency databases to assist in
identifying non-fliers.

Inadequate
Inspection
Programs

The states we evaluated were not employing sound, risk-based inspection
programs of storm water dischargers:
Storm Water Inspection Pro ]rams
California
(1.ol A~)

Utah

North Carolina

16,641

690

6,227

12 %

2 %"

Construction-100%;
others unknown

schedule deve~op~

No

No

No

Inspections documented

Yes

Sometimes

Yes

Inspection results tracked and
v~o~atJons followed up

No

No

No, except
cons~on s~tes

Number of pe¢Tnitted f~l~es

(3,304)
Estimated annual rate of
facilities inspected
Risk-based inspection

Number oJ" inspections performed could not be substantiated.

Inspection Statistics
Unreliable

State-reported inspection statistics were generally overstated or unsubstantiated
at the states we reviewed. For example, California’s Los Angeles region
included searches for non-fliers in its tally. Fortunately, the Los Angeles region
had recently increased its inspection field presence from previous years. Utah’s
reported inspections could not be fully substantiated; the state did not
consistently document or track inspection results.
Although most state audit reports did not evaluate storm water inspections, the
Louisiana Legislative Auditor reported in January 2001 that most of the
uninspected facilities were storm water dischargers.

States Need Strategies

We recognize that it is not realistic to inspect hundreds or thousands of storm
water dischargers every year with limited resources. Therefore, states should
develop risk-based strategies to target inspections that provide maximum benefit
to improving total water quality.
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Best I:~ctice: RiskBased Inspection
Strategy

California was developing a risk-.
based inspection plan: the Los
California Best Practice:
Angeles region’s work plan for
Risk-Based Inspection Plan
fiscal year 2000/200 l showed that "’
Focuses limited resources on
it intended to start targeting
highest risk dischargers
indusu’ial and construction
Uses criteria to identify highest risk
inspections at the highest risk
dischargers
~
dischargers using specific criteria,
I
such as administrative or technical
non-compliance, high-risk industries, large construction sites, and complaints.
Other criteria states could use to focus inspection resources are impaired waters
or high priority watersheds, and repeat violators.

Stat~$ Need to Follow
Up on Inspection
Results

The states we evaluated were not consistently tracking or fbllowing up on
inspection results. Four of eleven inspection
reports reviewed in California and Utah detected
head era general
(~7.ho
violations that were not tracked or acted upon. ]pemlit is the poilu#on
Therefore, facilities with major violations, such as prevention#an,.."
failure to prepare a storm water pollution
- EPA RegionJ
!%
prevention plan or implement storm water best
management practices, did not come into
compliance promptly, if at all. And there was no evidence to determine if or
when compliance was achieved.

I

Self-Monitoring
System Not
Identifying Major
Violations

The states we evaluated were not reviewing self-monitoring
reports for compliance with permits and
d
regulations. In California, one of four
Significant Storm Water
monitoring reports we reviewed did not
Violations
Found: California
meet regulatory requirements. The Los
. Missing sampling analysis
Angeles region acknowledged that in the
during the required test period
past they have had to focus limited
¯
Missing descriptions of best
resources on requiting dischargers to
management practices
submit reports, as opposed to addressing
implemented at the facility
noncompliance items in reports,
¯ Reporting results which were not
based on storm events
Utah did not track which facilities were
. Not submitting monitoring
required to submit self-monitoring
reports
reports; thus, the state could not ensure
all required reports were received.
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EPA and state systems did
not facilitate a review of selfmonitoring reports. The
Permit Compliance System
was not designed to track
storm water compliance
data. State data systems did
not fill this gap, either.
However. storm water data
was crfical, not only for
determining compliance, but

for evaluating the
effectiveness of the storm
water program.

Control of sediment into storm drain

Due to the large volume of storm water self-monitoring reports, states need an
electronic scoring process that cost-effectively identifies significant violations and
other important information. Several low-cost viable options need to be seriously
considered including scan sheets (commonly used for electronic scoring of tests)
and web-based reporting. This would make efficient use of limited resources, as
well as provide assurance that required reports are submitted and
noncompliance is detected.

Complaint
Tracking Systems
Lacking

The states we reviewed did not maintain
adequate or consistent tracking systems
for citizen complaints. Complaints were
an important source of violation
information. Without consistently tracking
when and how citizen complaints were
resolved, there was no evidence that the
states addressed the complaints or
provided a formal or informal response
addressing citizen concerns.

-. ~..

Barriers

Deficiencies in the state storm water
programs occurred primarily because of
incomplete and inconsistent data systems
for tracking storm water activities and
inadequate resources. Also, states were
reluctant to place additional burdens on Fea by urban runoff, Munger Creek in
small and economically vital business. Orange County, California, had an
increased fecal-coliform count. (Photo by
Orange County Register.)
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Inadequate Data
Systems

As previously discussed in Chapter 3, one major impediment to storm water
self-monitoring systems was data systems. Storm water data was critical, not
only for determining compliance, but for evaluating the effectiveness of the storm
water program. We found EPA’s Permit Compliance System:
¯
¯
¯

Included only about 16,500 of an estimated 400,000 storm water permits.
Did not require states to enter storm water permit data. This was due to
concerns over the increased state and federal data entry workload.
Was not designed to track storm water compliance data.

State data systems did not fill this gap, either. The states we evaluated did not
maintain their own complete and consistent data systems for tracking and
monitoring storm water compliance activities. All three state data systems were
not tracking one or more pieces of critical storm water data.

For example, Utah did not track critical compliance data and could not support
an internal report citing i00 percent compliance. Utah also did not maintain an
information system on its current construction site permits. Our sample included
an instance where a construction facility was operating with an expired permit
until a complaint was lodged.
Inad~luate Re~our¢~

The promulgation of the Phase I storm water regnlations in November 1990
substantially increased the universe of permit holders under the Clean Water
Act. Implementation of the Phase II regulations beginning in 2000 further
increases the universe. However, mi_tiimum resources have been dedicated to
carry out storm water activities. In addition, permit fees were generally
inadequate to help fund storm water programs.
Staff Years Dedicated to Storm Water
For example, at the time
Fiscal 1999
of our audit,’Califomia’s
Los Angeles region only
State
Pem~
Year~
had 2.5 staffyears to
monitor more than 3,300
California
storm water permit
(Los Angeles Region)
2.5
3,304
holders and conduct
searches for as many as
Nor~ Carolina
6,227
7
10,000 unpermitted
Utah
690
1+
facilities that were subjec~
....
to regulation. The
program was grossly underfunded and as a result, was identified as not meeting
federal standards for controlling pollution caused by storm water runoff. This
was a serious concern because storm water runoff was the largest single source
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of water pollution in this region. To help address this concem, the Los Angeles
region requested and received a substantial increase in its 2000/2001 storm
water budget, which enabled it to hire additional storm water staff.
Risk.Based Strategies

Because of limited resources and the large number of storm water dischargers,
states should engage in risk-based strategies to tbcus their resources on the most
significant water quality issues. Urban runoff, including storm sewers, is one of
the top three sources of pollutants in rivers, lakes, and estuaries. Storm water
dischargers now make up about 75 percent of the number of discharge permits.
However, as further discussed in Chapter 2, state water programs have
generally given higher priority to major "point source" dischargers, such as
mtmicipal waste water treatment plants and industrial facilities.
Storm Water Enforcement Actions

States Taking

The three states in our review
took some substantial storm
water enforcement actions. The
three states assessed penalties California (Los

Fiscal Year 1999

Enforcement
Actions

of over $500,000. North

Angeles Region)

Carolina took one enforcement
North Carolina
action for $50,975.
Utah

Recommendations

Number of
Enforcement
Actions

Penalties

28

$256,100

12

$248,741

2

$ 86,609

We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance:
4-1. Work with EPA regions in assisting states to:
¯ Develop mechanisms to better balance their limited resources between
all categories of dischargers, as indicated by the states’ analysis of risks
to water quality.
¯ Create effective strategies for identifying storm water non-fliers.
¯ Develop sound storm water inspection programs which include riskbased inspection schedules and tracking and follow-up of inspection
results.
¯ Establish tracking systems for citizen complaints.
4-2. Facilitate the development of a system which allows self-monitoring
reports to be electronically scored for compliance. Consider low-cost
options such as scan sheets (commonly used for electronic scoring of
tests) and web-based reporting.
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Agency Response

and 0[G Position

4-1. State Strategies and Systems. The OJfice of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance agreed to continue to work with the EPA regions
and states to implement risk-based approaches to water enforcement. [t
noted that the OJfice’s Memorandum guidance and national strategies
provide flexibili~., to address majors as well as minors. The 2000 Storm
Water EnJbrcement Strategy outlines a recommended "’sweep" approach
of targeting a priori~, watershed or geographic area, then focusing storm
water inspections and enforcement actions on a catego~, of non-jqlers (e.g.,
a priori~., industrial sector or large construction sites) in that area.
The Office noted that while EPA can assist the states by providing
direction, guidance, training, and work-sharing, states must take
responsibili~., to develop appropriate planning mechanisms to develop and
implement risk-based strategies (which should include a sound inspection
program and a s.vstem to track citizen complaints), and balance their
limited resources.
OIG Position: The Office’s Memorandum Guidance does not address our
recommendation. While the guidance allowed "trading" major inspections for
minor inspections at a 2:1 ratio, the guidance did not address wading major
inspections for storm water inspections. Nor did it address the other aspects of
our recommendation. Moreover the storm water enforcement strategy was
developed for EPA regions, not states.
We agree that states are responsible for their enforcement strategies. However,
we do not agree there is sufficient flexibility in the existing system. EPA-driven
requirements for major facility inspections, oversight, and enforcement actions
focus state programs on major dischargers. Instead of setting roles for divesting
in major facility oversight, it would be more useful if EPA used its national
perspective and expertise to help states develop and free-tune risk-based
enforcement strategies, including those for monitoring storm water permits.
4-2. Electronic Submission of Storm Water Reports. The current Permit
Compliance System already determines compliance based on electronic
review of the discharge monitoring reports, though some improvements are
needed in the system. The modernized system will certainly have this
capabiliw. . Additionally, the modernized system will provide the capabiliw.
for facilities and states to electronically report information using the
Agency’s Central Data Exchange portal and the National Environmental
Information Exchange Network for the transfer of permit data.
OIG Position: The Permit Compliance System does not detemaine compliance
for storm water permits because it does not have the capability to accept storm
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water compliance data. Further, for various reasons, the system does not
accept compliance data electronically. As a result, states must enter compliance
data manually. Manual data entry is a huge obstacle, especially tbr the hundreds
of thousands of storm water and minor permits.

One obvious solution to the data entry problem is to have permit holders submit
their reports electronically. Low-cost~ common platform options are electronic
score sheets (used for testing) and web-based reporting. We have no evidence
the new system will address these issues; however, in meetings with the Office, it
indicated it would explore these options.
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Chapter 5

Enforcement Actions Late and Penalties Insufficient

F

"Regulations are not selfimplementing," they" have
impact only when
regulatedpar#’es decide
to comply or agencies
force them to do so."
-National Academy of Public

~

Although the states we evaluated generally took enforcement actions on
significant violations, we found these actions were often taken a year or more
after the violation occurred. Further, penalties were sometimes insufficient to
prevent further violations and were not always collected. This may have
contributed to a large number of recurring violations. Over one-third of the
states reported that over half of their major facilities with significant violations in
1999 also had recurring significant violations in fiscal 2000. (Data was not
available for nonmajor facilities.)

Major Facilities with Recurring Violations

Administmtio~

Facilities With Significant Violations Recurring in 2000

Some states were
taking actions to
improve the

effectiveness of their
enforcement
programs by:
¯

Requiring
penalties to
include recovery
Of the economic

¯
¯

benefit of
noncompliance.
Using minimum
penalties.
Publicizing violations and responses.

0-24% recurrence
25-49% recurrence
i~1 ~0-1OO%r*cun’tnce

Source: Permit Compliance System

States could further improve the effectiveness of enforcement actions by taking
actions promptly and improving proactive strategies that help avoid violations.

Delayed
Enforcement
Actions

The three states we evaluated were oftentimes taking a year or more to
respond to significant violations at major facilities:
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Enforcement Actions Dela)/ed Over I Year
State

P~ el
Late Ac~ons

Months Late
(Viol~on to Action)

Califomia
(San Francisco

50%

15

No~ Carolina

100%

26 to 41

Utah

100%

12 to 41

Region)

[We evaluated 15% and 67% of the formal enforcement actions taken
on major dischargers in North Carolina and Utah, respectively. In
California, we evaluated 67% of the actions on major dischargers taken
by the San Francisco Region.]

There was evidence
this problem
extended to other
states. For
example, the
Louisiana
Legislative Auditor
found the state took
over a year to issue
nearly 40 percent of
its actions.
Not taking prompt . " "
enforcement action
increases water
Discharge from a Northern California facility
pollution as
violations go unchecked. States must take swill action not only to bring
violators into compliance quickly, but also to establish credible enforcement
programs. For example, a California municipality failed to meet its deadline to
replace its obsolete ~’eatment plant by 1997. Although the state issued a cease
and desist order in 1993, at the time of our audit, no penalties were assessed.
Delays continued and the plant continued to pollute the Pacific coast until the
new plant demonstrated full compliance in January 200 i.
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There were a number of reasons states enforcement actions were delayed:
¯

Enforcement Process. Enforcement actions generally had to be
approved by higher management levels and, in California, Governorappointed boards. These approval processes delayed actions. Also,
states negotiated enforcement orders or penalty amounts with
dischargers, which was a time-consuming process. Further, in order to
compute penalties, states needed to obtain cost data from the
discharger, further delaying actions.

¯

Reluctance. States were reluctant to take immediate action on
violations, especially when violators were making efforts to comply.
Staff tended to work closely with the discharger, developing a working
relationship they believed would be threatened by a formal enforcement
action. Also, North Carolina and Utah negotiated tbrmal orders or
penalty amounts due to concerns over litigation; negotiations caused
further time delays.

¯

Consequences. There were limited adverse consequences associated
with delayed enforcement actions. The Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Asstwance told us that states not taking actions on repeat
violators received phone calls from EPA; generally, EPA took no other
actions. The most obvious adverse consequence of delay entbrcement
was the continued discharge of pollutants in excess of permit limits.
However, this consequence usually had no immediate impact on a state.

Another factor may have been the lack of time standards for taking
enforcement actions. The states we evaluated had not set standards for taking
enforcement actions. EPA’s standard was variable and not embraced by the
states we evaluated.

EPA’s Enforcement Response Guide
set a variable time standard for taking
enforcement actions. It
required a formal enforcement action
when there was a repeated, significant
violation in the same or a consecutive
quarter. A state was expected to
complete a formal action before the
end of the quarter following the
second violation. Thus, the timing of
the second violation determined how long a state had to take a ’~-aely
response." For example, if the repeat violation occurred April 1, the state had
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6 months to complete the action; if it occurred on June 30, the state had only 3
months to complete the action. Three months may not be enough time to issue
an enforcement action. We recommend that EPA set a clear and consistent
time standard for taking enforcement actions.

Tlmeline for Takin~ Enforcement Acflor~

Similar
Significant
Violations

or More In
the First

Formal
Enforcement Action
Required by the
End of Second
Quarter

Penalties Did Not
Recover Economic
Benefit

Two or More In
First and Second

Formal.
Enforcement Action
Required by the
End of the Third
Quarter

Two of the three states were not calculating or
recovering the economic benefit of
noncompliance, although both states had recently
instituted changes to do so. The failure of states
(and EPA) to recover the economic benefit of
noncompliance has been a long-standing problem.
EPA oversight should continue to evaluate the
effectiveness of penalties, including the recovery
of economic benefit.
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Frequently, violators have economic gains from postponing compliance actions.
These savings can come from:
¯ Delaying or avoiding purchase of equipment.
¯ Delaying the construction of new facilities.
¯ Avoiding annually recurring costs of operating and maintaining equipment
over the period of noncompliance.
To ensure everyone is thus treated fairly and consistently, economic benefit
should be recovered for all significant violations.
At the time of our review, neither California nor North Carolina required or
prescribed the recovery of economic benefit. Also, they had not developed
procedures for calculating economic benefit:

~~

Recover]/of Economic Benefit
California
Nor~ Carolina

Ut~

State law requires recovery of
economic benefit?

No*

No

No

Policy requires recovery of

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

economic benefit’?.
Policy prescribes methods to

compute economic benefit?
Economic benefit recovered?

No

No

Yes

*Ca/ifomza passed a law effecblm January f, 2000 ,,equinhg the recovery of economic
bene~ It did not impact the aclions we m~’ewed.

Although recent state audit reports did not address recovery of economic
benefit, EPA Region 9’s evaluation of Nevada’s program and a 1997 Virginia
audit found that these states were not recovering economic benefit.

When states did not recover economic benefit, violators could realize
substantial financial gains and be implicitly rewarded for noncompliance. To
illustrate, a California municipality’s waste water treatment plant was not
completed by the deadline required by the state’s cease-and-desist order.
However, a penalty was not assessed. The municipality saved at least $1.5
million by delaying construction of the $50 million plant.
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Besides the lack of a
requirement and methodology,
there were other reasons states
did not recover economic
benefit. One of the main
reasons economic benefit was
not calculated was because
obtaining necessary cost data
was cumbersome and time
consuming. Minimum penalties
also sometimes prevented the
recovery of economic benefit.
For example, a North Carolina treatment plant was fined repeatedly for failing
to meet its permit limits. The state’s environmental specialist concluded paying
minimum penalties was less costly than complying with permit requirements.
I=¢o~lomic Rellef~
R~eo~niz~] A~
Deterrent

Recently, both California and North Carolina had recognized the impomance of
recovering economic benefit in improving compliance. California passed a law
requiring the recovery of economic benefit. North Carolina issued its
Principles of Enforcement which call for the cost of noncompliance to be
greater than the cost of compliance. North Carolina stated that it was
committed to incorporate economic benefit into penalties for serious violations
and chronic repeat violations.

Lack of Consistent

Penalties were not consistent nationwide or within states. In order to maintain a
level playing field, penalties should recoup the economic benefit the violator
gained through noncompliance. As GAO concluded, a key difference among
state enforcement authorities is the recovery of economic benefit. Economic
benefit tends to be a large portion of computed penalties. When it is not
computed, it can lead to smaller penalties and an unfair economic advantage to
the violator. To make enforcement consistent nationally, economic benefit
should be recovered in state penalties.

Penalties

Internal studies by California and Arkansas had found problems with the
consistency of penalties. In 1999, California reported that there were
inconsistencies in enforcement actions amongst its regional boards. In 2000,
Arkansas reported that "the current formal enforcement structure allows for
inconsistencies in the initiation of formal enforcement actions and the levying of
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To ensure the regulated community is treated fairly, states should have unitbrrn
penalty structures that have specific guidelines and equitable tbrmulas.

Uncollected
Penalties

Proactive Actions
Could Prevent
Significant
Violations

Penalties must be collected to establish credibility. We fbund some penalties
for storm water permit violations were not collected in California. There was
evidence penalty collection was problematic in other states. Louisiana’s
Legislative Audit report showed the state had not collected $441,188 in
penalties for the years t998 and 1999. A Maryland audit tbund the state did
not assess or collect penalties of $100 per day for not meeting consent order
milestones, ha this last case, the discharger continued to violate its permit 13
times between October 1997 and March 2000 without paying assessed
penalties.

The states we evaluated needed to
improve strategies to prevent violations
from occurring at overused facilities,
Many significant violations occurred
because waste water treatment facilities
were obsolete, worn out, or exceeding
capacity. Further, an expanding
population axed existing systems beyond
capacity.

"If you ignore the (sewage)
systems for20 or3Oyears, it’s
going to come back and haunt
you."
-Orange County CoastKeeper,
environmental advocate

We found states had vehicles available to address future discharges that would
violate permits. For example, California could issue a time schedule order for
threatened discharges of waste in violation of requirements.
We found .numerous violations due to plant obsolescence and capacity limits.
For example:
¯

In North Carolina, one small city’s waste water treatment plant capacity
had not kept pace with population growth, leading to pollution violations.
The treatment plant discharged pollutants into a stream which ran through a
residential area.

¯

In Northem California, one small city’s population growth outstripped the
capacity of its sewage collection system. Sewage spills occurred because
the collection system lacked necessary capacity. Some of these spills
ended up in drinking water sources.
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Many of these violations could not be prevented without major capital
investments, including new plants, that required months or years to finance and
construct.
EPA should continue to work with states to establish proactive strategies, such
as time schedule orders, to hold dischargers accountable for compliance. As
one North Carolina official observed, when discharge rates reach 80 percent of
the limit, consideration should be given to expanding the plant. When
discharges approach 90 percent, plant expansion should have begun.

Best Practices:
Deterring

States had several best management practices that were effective in improving
compliance. These practices included:

Noncompliance

¯

~
~.

,

,,~

’ Best Practices:
Dete rre nce
. Minimum ~nalties
. Publicity of
enforcement
actions
, Compliance report
card
~
-

¯

¯

Minimum Penalties. Both California and
North Carolina had instituted minimum
penalties for certain violations. They
followed the lead of New Jersey, which
reported improvements in water quality by
using minimum penalties for large sewage
spills and other water quality violations.
However, as found by North Carolina,
minimum penalties may not be effective for
more severe violations if they are too low.
Publicity of Enforcement Actions.
EPA’s sector facility indexing project and
North Carolina’s website provided some
measure of public accountability over
violators and regulator responses. By
accessing these Intemet sites, the public can
identify violators, locations, and penalties
assessed. States can gain an additional
deterrent effect by publicizing their
enforcement responses widely, using
vehicles such as state websites and press
releases.

Minimum Penalties:
Pr~ ~nd Cons
+ Penalties assessed for
normally unad~ress~
minor v~olations
+Relatively quick

consequence to violations
+Ensures consistent.
del~ndable response from
regulators
.Serious violations may
receive He same penalties
as minor violN0ns
-Minimum ~naity may be
substanOally less ~an
recovering economic
benefit

Compliance Report Card. California planned to publicize the results of
its enforcement program to keep managers, policy makers, and the public
informed about violations and actions taken. Its planned compliance
report card would be produced annually, showing compliance rates,
enforcement actions taken, the use of penalty funds and supplemental
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environmental projects. Ongoing compliance rates of dischargers and the
report card would be placed on the [ntemet.

Recommendations

We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance:
5- 1. Establish a clear and consistent standard for measuring the promptness
of enforcement actions.
5- 2. Continue to work with the regions to assist states in establishing
proactive enforcement strategies to help facilities avoid long-term serious
violations due to plant or system obsolescence or capacity limits.
Chapter 6 also contains a recommendation for setting standards for
enforcement actions. See page 60.

Agency Response

and OIG Position

5-1. Time Standard. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance explained that the permit program already had a "timely and
appropriate" standard described in the Enforcement Management System.
It believed that a more appropriate recommendation would be for the
Office to review the consistency of its standard and ensure that the
regions and states are aware of it.
OIG Position: We agree with the Office’s alternative recommendation and ask
it to address the recommendation’s implementation.
5-2. Proactive Strategies. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance stated that it, in conjunction with the EPA Office of Water, had
developed guidance documents and tra.ining workshops to assist the
regulated community in avoiding noncompliance due to plant or s.vstem
obsolescence or capacity problems. Some specific examples were
guidance for implementqtion of nine minimum controls and a long-term
control plan for combined sewer overflows, as well as guidance
documents and training workshops for municipal officials, system
operators, and consultants on procedures to eliminate and prevent
combined and sanitary, sewer overflows.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance said it was
involved in the development of the Guide for Evaluating Capaci~.
Management, Operation and Maintenance Programs at Sanitary Sewer
Collection Systems which describes management practices and operation
and maintenance techniques that have served municipalities best in the
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reduction and elimination of sanita~, sewer overflows from their O’stems.
The attdience for this guidance is state and EPA personnel who are
assisting municipalities to comply with sanita~, sewer overflow
requirements. The guidance will also help municipalities make decisions
on the rehabilitation and repair of their collection systems and ways to
better operate those systems. The guidance was scheduledJbr release as
an interim-final document early in fiscaI 2002, and was planned to be
finalized following the final publication of the Sanita~, Sewer OverJlow
Rule.
The Guide for Evaluating Capacity Management, Operation and
Maintenance Programs at Wastewater Treatment Plants will assist
inspectors in determining whether a capaci~, management, operation and
maintenance program was adequate for a particular wastewater
treatment plant. The guidance will also be useful to municipalities for
determining whether their plants were following accepted practices and
Jbr addressing any discrepancies as needed in order to improve or
maintain compliance. The guidance was scheduled for release as an
interim-final document early in fiscal 2002.
OIG Position: The Office’s reply partially addresses the issue and
recommendation. The guides are excellent references and will provide some
measure of compliance assistance to EPA regions and states. However, the
guides in and of themselves are not proactive enforcement strategies.
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Chapter 6

Improved Performance Evaluation and
Measurement Needed
To ensure fair and effective
"~
enforcement of the Clean Water
Act, EPA regions need to continue "EPA must balance the new expectations
performing both periodic, in-depth raised by the Government Performance
andRosu/ls Act, tho[IVat/onal
program evaluations and annual
performance evaluations of states’ YnvironmontalPefformance]partnorship
approach suggesting more tZexibiliO/ in
performance. These evaluations
state oversight, and the more traditzbnal
need to be consistent, continue
measures usedto assess performance of
toward a goal of measuring the
state onfomementprograms."
effectiveness of performance, and
-EPA Office of Regulatory Enforcemen~
be made easily accessible to the ,~
public.

Over~ight Tools

EPA had developed several tools to evaluate state enforcement performance:
¯

¯

¯

Quarterly Non-Compliance Reports. States are required to report on
major facilities that have significant violations of their permits on a quarterly
basis, along with the enforcement actions the state has taken. Further, the
Office of Enforcement and
~~,
Compliance Assurance has developed EPA’s Oversight Criteria and
an automated system called "SNC
Measures
[Significant Noncompliance] Tracker" ¯ Clear iden~tion of and pdorilies
which allows both stat~s and regions
for the regulated community
¯ Clear and enforceable
to evaluate compliance records of
major facilities at any time.
requirements
¯ Accurate and reliable compliance
Policy Framework. In 1986, EPA
monitoring
established a fiamework for evaluating ¯ High or improving rates of
enforcement programs. In addition,
continuing compliance
¯ Timely and appropriate
Clean Water Act-specific guidance
provides additional criteria,
enforcement response
¯ Appropriate use of dvil, judicial, and
Core Performance Measures.
adminis~’ative penalty authorities
-EPA 1986 Policy Framework
Under the National Environmental
Performance Partnership System,
EPA and the Environmental Council
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of the States have agreed upon seven "core" performance measures tbr
evaluating state enforcement and compliance pertbrmance.

We found that at least eight regions were performing in-depth evaluations of
state programs. (We were unable to obtain information from ~’o regions.) The
three regions we audited were performing in-depth evaluations that had
important findings that were used, or should have been used, to improve state
programs. To illustrate:

Regions
Performed
Valuable

Evaluations
F

--,,

¯

In February 2000, Region 9 presented its findings on Califomia’s Clean
Water Act discharge program to a Califomia joint legislative committee
hearing on water quality issues. Its findings included the lack of storm water
inspections and inadequate recovery of economic benefit in penalties. Both
of these issues were being addressed by revisions in California’s
enforcement strategy and policy.

¯

In June 1999, Region 4’s issued its findings from a review of North
Carolina’s Clean Water Act discharge program. These findings included
the lack of an effective storm water program and weaknesses in the state’s
enforcement policy concerning identifying toxicity test failures as permit
violations.

"While states and
/oca/govemment

havopdmary
respons/bi/iO/for
compliance and
enforcement

actions... EPA
reta/hs the
respons~bil~for
ensuzfng fairand
e#eotive

enforcement of
federa/
requirements, anda

credible national
deterrence to
noncompliance,"
-EPA’s 1986 Policy
Framework for EPA-

"~

State Enforcement
~r~’~ts
"

Although regional evaluations found significant weaknesses with state programs,

they were inconsistent. The regions that responded to our survey had
developed their own evaluation programs; these programs evaluated many of
the same program elements but did not evaluate others.
The frequency of in-depth evaluations

also varied.substantially. Region 4
performed in-depth evaluations every
8 years or so because of the large
number of states in the region. Region 6
told us it performed a detailed program
review on a semiannual basis.

~

¯
¯

¯
EPA should develop and use consistent
criteria and measures for in-depth
program evaluations. At a minimum, all of .
the oversight criteria and measures in
EPA’s 1986 Policy Framework should be ¯
included along with additional elements

Best Practice:
Region 8’s Scoring
S},stem
Performance measured
objectively and consistently
Clear expectations set for
performance
States challenged to
improve scores
Areas needing improvement
specifically identi~ed
R~ion could focus
resources on areas where
state needed assistance
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included in the Clean Water Act discharge guidance, such as the adequacy of
pretreatment programs.
Further, to ensure consistent oversight, there should be a uniform, objective
scoring mechanism. In this regard, Region 8 used an objective scoring system
in 1999 for measuring state performance.
We also believe regional evaluations should be made easily accessible to the
public. Publicity apparently caused North Carolina to improve its storm water
program. Although EPA Region 4’s evaluation of North Carolina’s
enforcement program in 1999 found serious deficiencies in management of the
storm water program, the state did not agree to make investments in the
program until we reported these same problems a year later.
Performance
Measures Need
Focus on
Effectiveness

EPA regions needed to use core performance measures to consistently measure
the effectiveness of state enforcement programs. Under the National
Environmental Performance Parmership System, EPA and the Environmental
Council of the States had
agreed upon seven "core"
,.performance measures for
Core Performance Measures
evaluating enforcement
¯ Number of major inspections and
prograrns,
percentage in priority areas
While there was state
resistence to collecting and
reporting state data, EPA
should continue to press its
state partners, including the
Environmental Council of the
States, to use core
performance measures that
address the effectiveness of
enforcement programs.
Further, these measures should
be reported annually and be
easily accessible to the public.

¯
¯
¯

.

~

Number of enforcement actions
Number of facilities reached through
compliance assistance*
Rates of signi~cant noncompliance*
Percentage of significant
noncompliers returned to compliance
Environmental or health benefits
achieved by enforcement activilJes*
Results of using alternative
compliance approaches*
*Op&nal
"

Core performance measures were not consistently used by regions or states to
evaluate performance. Core performance measures are a limited set of
measures designed to help gauge progress toward protection of the
environment and public health. Only part of one core measure, the number of
major facility inspections, was used to evaluate state performance by all seven
regions that responded to our survey.
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Core Performance Measures
Used by 7 Regions

SNC=Major Facilities in Significant Noncomplian~:e

We believe the core performance measures needed further evolution in order to
achieve their national objective of"managing for environmental results" for a
number of masons:
¯

Bean Counts. Three of the measures counted activities, such as the
number of major facilities inspected. These "bean counts" would be more
meaningful if they were converted into rotes, such as the percentage of the
targeted universe inspected.

¯

Measuring Success. Rates, such as compliance rotes, were not
evaluated against benchmarks, standards, industry averages or geographic
norms. It was unclear what a successful, average, or unsuccessful rote was.

¯

Environmental Outcomes. The states we reviewed were not measuring
environmental outcomes fi’om enforcement activities or assistance activities.

¯

Correlation Analysis. Except for North Carolina, the states we evaluated
had not attempted to analyze correlations between monitoring activities,
enforcement actions and compliance rotes. Analyzing such correlations
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would be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of inspections, monitoring,
notices of violations, and penalties.

As found by the National Academy
/wore not enthusiastic about
of Public Administration, there
were several reasons that the core
performance measures did not fully
shirt the focus from "bean counting"
to environmental results. Four of
the most important core
performance measures were optional, such as environmental benefits achieved
through concluded enforcement activities. Further, states refused to collect and
report on many measures. They claimed the measures did not always address
their problems and added to their reporting burden.
EPA had its problems with core performance measures as well, the Academy
reported. EPA was unwilling to abandon its traditional practice of negotiating
agreements on activities states will conduct. Further, the core measures were
developed separately from the Agency’s own goals and measures under the
Government Performance and Results Act. States believed there was a
significant disconnect between the Agency’s own goals and core performance
measures.
In spite of these weaknesses, core
performance measures can provide
:oro
an important measure of success
and public accountability. By
reporting on compliance rates and
environmental benefits, the core
performance measures provide
indicators of state program
accomplishments and success. The
National Academy of Public Administration has recommended that all states
compile core performance measures and EPA consolidate them and make them
publicly available. We agree. As California observed, state officials "must be
regularly informed as to how their actions, policies, and staff are affecting the
rate of compliance." States (and EPA) should be held accountable for their
results.
Developing core outcome performance measures will be more difficult. GAO
recently concluded that enforcement outcome measures have been difficult to
create because of:
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¯

¯
¯

States’ Efforts to
Develop
Performance
Measures

The frequent absence of baseline data needed to determine whether
compliance rates or environmental quality have improved under new
strdtegies.
The inherent greater difficulty and expense in quantifying outcomes as
compared to counting and reporting enforcement activities.
Difficulty in establishing causal links between enforcement strategies and
compliance rates or environmental quality.

Wh_ile core performance measures
may not have addressed each state’s~I~,~SJ
problems, the states we evaluated
had not made much progress in
developing more appropriate measures.

Best Practice:
Using Outcome Measures

"F/oEda was one of the few states
to have a#empted to quantify
Utah and North Carolina were tracking
outcomes, noting that calculaizng
their compliance rates, although there
accurate industrywide compliance
were some serious limitations. California
rates was an important part of the
was not routinely evaJuafing its
state’s effort to focus programs on
compliance rates state wide. However,
results.
-GAO Testimony, June 1998
states were making efforts to develop
better measures.
North Carolina had formed a work group
to develop performance measures to assess the effectiveness of its enforcement
programs, including water quality. The three performance measures developed
for enforcement were the (1) number of repeat violators, (2) compliance rate
per number of regulated facilities, and (3) compliance rate per inspections.

Utah and Region 8 had also parmered in an attempt to develop better
enforcement performance measures, including environmental improvement
measures. After much effort, the project came to a halt. The Region and state
decided not to proceed because the effort would not reduce reporting; instead,
it would increase data gathering.
California was in the midst of a __ ~.. The a#ractiveness ofpefformance
major initiative to improve its
1
measures is exceeded on/y by the
compliance rates for water
di#Zculty of their design and
dischargers. [t recognized the
I
serious limits of its monitoring and imp/omontation.
-National Academy of Public AdrninistrNon,
data systems and was in the process
of implementing new systems.

1
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Only one of the seven regions that responded to our survey was aware of a
state that used outcome-based performance measures. As previously noted,
developing outcome-based measures was inherently difficult. The Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance had issued grants to states to develop
better performance measures. The results of these studies should be used to
further refine the core performance measures.
Lack of Goals and
Standards

Although it was EPA’s goal to increase compliance, this goal had not been
articulated into specific measures of success by EPA or the states we reviewed.
Both Utah and California had set some compliance goals; however, there were
not specific goals or standards for most aspects of the program. For example,
compliance goals were not established for watersheds, priority programs, highrisk sources, or priority industrial sectors. None of the states we reviewed had
specific goals or objectives for increasing compliance, reducing recidivism, or
improving water quality by specific amounts or percentages.
The lack of standards and goals made it difficult for decision-makers to make
decisions on whether to invest or divest in certain strategies, target areas,
sectors, watersheds, or sources. Also, without goals or standards, it was
difficult to evaluate the relative success of programs.

Recommendations

We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance routinely determine whether states are fulfilling their
obligations to monitor and entbrce digcharge programs. Specifically:
6- 1. Develop consistent criteria and measures for in-depth program
evaluations of state programs:
a. At a minimum, all of the oversight criteria and measures in the 1986
¯ Policy Framework should be included along with additional
elements included in the Clean Water Act discharge guidance.
Include the accuracy and completeness of data systems, the quality
of inspections, and the reliability of self-monitoring reports.
b. Evaluate all significant discharge programs including storm water,
minor dischargers, and concentrated animal feeding operations.
c. Use a uniform, objective scoring mechanism.

6- 2. Have regions perform in-depth evaluations of state enforcement
programs every two to three years. Make these evaluations available to
the public through publicity releases or the EPA website.
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6- 3. Continue to remind state partners, including the En~onmental Council
of the States, of their obligation to use core performance measures that
address the effectiveness of enforcement pro~marns.
6- 4. Have regions collect and use all core performance measures to
consistently measure the effectiveness of state erttbrcement pro~m’axns on
an annual basis. Consolidate these measures nationwide and make them
public.
6- 5. Work with regions to assist states in setting specific goals and standards
for compliance, recidivism, the timeliness of enforcement actions and
other important measures.

Agency Response

and OIG Position

6-1. Consistent Criteria and Measures. The Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance agreed that a process for periodic evaluation oJ"
the Clean Water Act discharge program in each state would be useful. [t
stated that most regions conducted assessments of state water
enforcement programs, either annually or bi-annually, though the nature
of the assessment varied. Some variabili~, in the assessment process was
necessar?’ since priorities varied by state, as did work sharing with EPA
regions. The Office asserted that the review content of state performance
for any program, not just the Clean Water Act discharge program, must
be governed principall.v by the authorization agreements, grant work
plans and agreements and the performance partnership agreement
between a region and a state. Those policies and agreements should
define priorities, describe work sharing arrangements between a region
and a state, and define the evaluation process to be used, among other
things.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance stated it had a
national evaluation process which focused on "program element reviews"
among programs. These reviews examine policy and implementation of a
particular program element in all EPA regions and a sample of states.
The Office noted it was responsible for working with EPA regions and
states to evaluate a wide scope of statutory programs, and while resources
did not permit a commitment to ensure a top to bottom evaluation of the
enforcement of the discharge program in every state, the Office agreed to
consider how best to concentrate on ke,v concerns of the program.

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance noted that since
the program element reviews will each address a different program or
problem, there will not be a standing uniform scoring mechanism.
However, within each review, the questions used and the weight assigned
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to the answers will be the same. The Office agreed to continue to develop
a consistent set of criteria and measures as part of its designJbr each
program element review. All applicable policy is considered in designing
each review. For discharge permits, this will include criteria from the
1986 Policy Framework. However, the Office was not yet in a position to
identify.’ what reviews will be undertaken in the future.
OIG Position: We laud the Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance’s efforts to develop a consistent set of criteria and measures for
"key concerns" of state enforcement programs. However, the plan to evaluate
a single element of a state enforcement program is less than optimal and merits
serious reconsideration. EPA should be aware of significant weaknesses in the
state programs it has authorized. A single program element review will not
evaluate all of the state’s significant discharge programs. Morever, single
program element reviews fail to consider how resource constraints drive
program management.
As the Office noted, it has uniform criteria to evaluate state enforcement
programs: (l) EPA 1986 Policy Framework, and (2) core performance
measures developed by EPA and the Environmental Council of the States.
These criteria provide a sound foundation for consistently evaluating state
performance nationally.

Further, as detailed in this report, all of the regions that responded to our survey
indicated they were performing comprehensive state evaluations. Thus, lack of
resources does not seem to be a major issue.
6-2. In-Oepth Evaluations. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance pointed out that many regions performed in-depth evaluations
of state enforcement programs on a rotating basis, using the Performance
Partnership Agreement, grant agreement, and existing policy as a basis.
The Office agreed that it would be ideal to have these evaluations of
enforcement programs in all states every 2 or 3 years; hou!ever, resources
simply would not allow that in some EPA regions. The Office also agreed
that publici& can be an effective factor to ensure competent program
operations; however, active publication of all evaluations on a website
may exacerbate federal-state tensions and inhibit a frank, open review
process. The Office reserved to use the website as conditions dictate.
OIG Position: It appears EPA regions have adequate resources for evaluating
state programs; all of the regions that responded to our survey indicated they
were performing comprehensive evaluations of state programs. Further, the
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance could team with the Office
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of Water to better leverage federal resources directed at evaluating state
performance.
One weakness in the existing state evaluation process was the lack of consistent
criteria and measures. For evaluations to be equitable, comparable, and
valuable, they need to be consistent, objective, continue toward a goal of
measuring the effectiveness of performance, and easily accessible to the public.
The public should be aware of serious deficiencies in a state’s ability to protect
human health and the environment. While public information about state
performance may exacerbate federal-state tensions, it would provide an
important means for holding states accountable for their environmental
performance.
6-3. State Use of Core Performance Measures. The Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance agreed to continue to remind
states of their obligation to use core performance measures, and
suggested that O[G encourage the states directly where possible to do so
as well. In fiscal 1999, $1.8 million was awarded to 11 states to develop
outcome measures, and, in fiscal 2000, another $1.2 million was awarded
to 10 states to develop outcome measures specifically for compliance
assistance. The Office was also discussing with states possibilities for
fitnding performance measurement work within the National
Environmental Performance Partnership System framework.
6-4. EPA Use of Core Performance Measures. The Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance advised that states report on the
required core measures through national data systems. It is the optional
measures which the states have opted not to use. The Office agreed to
continue to promote the use of the optional measures through all means
available, including grants. The Office consolidates information on
required core measures of outputs nationally, and this information is used
by EPA regions in their performance discussions with their states and is
available to the public on request.
6-5. Compliance Measures. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance noted that while measures for compliance, recidivism, and the
timeliness of enforcement actions were not "core measures "for states, it
had established performance standards for the timeliness of enforcement
actions which, for the most part, were derived directly from the 1986
Policy Framework. Regions have worked with states to have them adopt
these standards. In fact, the Office included state performance on this
standard in some of its program management reports.
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Since the measure for recidivism is new, the OJfice of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance wanted to get some experience with the measure
before, establishing performance goals. Likewise, it has not set
performance goals for compliance rates, recognizing that compliance
rates are the product of many factors, not just EPA activities. The Office
planned to work with the states through a grant to the Environmental
Council of the States to assist in developing a consistent approach to
determining compliance rates.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance stated it monitored
and reported on recidivism and timeliness on a national basis. It was
considering setting a national target for recidivism for all programs, as
well as a national target for improving compliance.

OIG Position: The Office’s response partially addressed recommendation 65. The Office’s efforts to set goals and standards tbr compliance, recidivism,
and timeliness are critical to evaluating the effectiveness of state (and EPA)
performance and should be continued. We are recommending, however, that
regions work with states to establish specific performance goals in these areas.
We look forward to the Agency’s response to this recommendation in its reply
to this report.
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Exhibit 1
Details on Scope and Methodology

Scope

This audit resulted from concerns over the effectiveness of state enforcement
programs. We focused on the Clean Water Act discharge program because of
a lack of recent audit coverage in this area.

Forty-four states have EPA approval to issue, monitor, and enforce pen-nits
under the Clean Water Act’s National Pollutant Discharge F.limination System
program. EPA regions issue pen’nits in the remaining states. The purpose of
the discharge program is to protect human health and the environment by
preventing the discharge of pollutants.
In addition to evaluating national data, we evaluated three EPA regions: 4, 8,
and 9. In each region, we evaluated one state authorized to issue discharge
permits. We selected states with a range of population, economy and sources
of water pollution: Califomia, North Carolina, and Utah. These states
represent about 16 percent of the U.S. population.
We issued a separate report on North Carolina entitled "North Carolina’s
NPDES Enforcement and EPA Region 4 Oversight" in September 2000.
This report addressed matters not included in this report, such as water testing
methodology. Issues pertaining to this audit are included in this report.
Additional details on the scope and methodology of our North Carolina
evaluation are discussed in the North Carolina report.

We considered the results from a National State Auditors’ Associationcoordinated audit that included enforcement of the Clean Water Act. As of
April I, 2001, five state audit reports had been issued that addressed Clean
Water Act enforcement to some degree: Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana,
Oregon, and Maryland. We considered the results of these audits in this
report.
We performed our audit according to Government Auditing Standards issued
by the Comptroller General. Our field work was conducted from February
2000 to October 2000. The audit included management procedures in effect
as of fiscal 1999. We evaluated strategies, compliance monitoring systems, and
enforcement actions taken from October 1, 1998 to December 31, 1999.
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Methodology

As part of our evaluation of management controls, we performed a risk
assessment. This risk assessment identified the potential threats to state water
enforcement and the management controls to address these threats.
Based on this risk assessment and intetwiews with EPA officials, we identified
critical management controls.

Management ~on~o/s

In assessing m~agement consols, we
also considered the Agency’s o~
assessment. EPA’s Pe~t
Compli~ce System w~ identified ~
1999 ~ ~ Agency we~ess d~g
EPA’s ~ self-~sessment
process. In EPA’s fiscal 2000
~te~W Act Repo~ to ~e O~ce of
M~agement ~d Budget, EPA
r~o~ed it had ~ee major ~fiatives
~de~ay, ~ conj~c~on wi~ ~e
smtes, wNch were ~tended to
ad~ess ~e issues ~volved wi~ ~e
Pe~t Compli~ce System ~d
~prove ~e ~e~ess of~e system
as a m~agement t~l: (1) system
mode~fion; (2) ~te~ ~m
exch~ge fo~at; ~d (3) elec~oNc
repo~g. ~e smms of~ese

~nage~t Co~Is ~g ~e
W=er Enfo~
* Clean Water Aa and
amendmen~
¯ EPA approval press for s~te
programs
¯ N CFR !22 and 123
¯ State la~, ~lides and guidan~
¯ EPA’s Pe~it Compliance System
and s~te da~ systems
¯ 1986 Policy Framework for
State/EPA enforcement
agreements
¯ EPA Memorandum Of
Agreement Guidance
¯ EPA’s Enforcement

~fiadves is ~sc~d ~ E~bit 2,

¯

Management System,
Enforcement Response Guide,

page 69.
~e ~gement conuol we~esses
we fo~d ~e desc~bed ~ ~s repot,
Nong wi~ reco~en~fiom for
co~ective action. ~ese we~esses
we~ a si~fic~t con~bu~g ca~e
m e~orcement effectiveness
problems.
A~N F~a~

and enforcement policies
Regional performance
pa~nership grant agreements,
work plans, and evaluations

¯

Regional audits and

¯

evaluations of state programs
Regional memorandum of
agreements

¯
¯
¯
¯

EPA Insp~flon Manual
Ins~ons
~ff~onitodng re~
Qu~edy non~mplian~ re~s

h eval~thg sm~ smteNes, we
co~ide~d compS~ce moNto~g
activities peffo~ed ~ N~-fisk ~.
To evaluate compliance monitoring and enforcement systems, we evaluated a
judgmental sample of facilities to see if violations were properly identified and
enforcement actions were appropriately taken. In California, we selected a
judgmental sample of nine major facilities in the San Francisco Bay Regional
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Water Quality Control Board. We also evaluated the storm water compliance
monitoring systems of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board.
Both boards are part of Califorma’s State Water Resources Control Board.
Moreover, we considered Region 9’s audits of Clean Water programs that had
been performed in California’s three other regional water boards. In evaluating
compliance monitoring and enforcement systems in Utah, we selected a
judgmental sample of six major facilities.

We also evaluated a sample of 34 major facility inspections in California and
Utah; California’s were selected from the San Francisco region. We evaluated
four storm water inspections in the Los Angeles region and seven from Utah.
These were judgmental samples; however, we believe they were representative.
To evaluate regional oversight of state programs and performance measures,
we conducted a survey of l0 regions; seven regions responded. We also
obtained information on oversight procedures for another region. In evaluating
oversight, we compared annual and in-depth state evaluation criteria to EPA’s
1986 Policy Framework and the National Environmental Performance
Partnership System’s core performance measures.
In analyzing state strategies, we considered the National Water Quality
Inventory; EPA’s Strategic Plan and annual plans; state plans, strategies, and
grant agreements; EPA’s 2000/2001 Memorandum of Agreement Guidance;
Office of Water’s report, "Liquid Assets 2000"," regional memoranda of
agreement, strategies and plans; and GAO reports. We interviewed
responsible EPA headquarters, regional, and state personnel.

We considered the following evidence in evaluating compliance monitoring and
enforcement:
¯

¯

State compliance monitoring activities, including receipt and review of
discharge monitoring reports, discharger inspections, and handling of
complaints.
State enforcement actions, including timeliness and appropriateness of the
response, appropriateness of the penalty, and penalty collection.

We reviewed inspection procedures and examined state inspection reports.
We also considered state and regional board policies and practices,
management reports and interviews with responsible officials.

For the three regions we reviewed, we obtained regional evaluations of state
performance.
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There were serious limitations in the scope of the management intbrmation
available to evaluate state enforcement programs. EPA’s pert’nit compliance
system was inaccurate and incomplete. (This pmbtem is described in Chapter
3, page .19.) Thousands of smaller discharge permits were not required to be
included in the system. Further, state systems were limited, especially for storm
water program compliance status and activities. These issues are also further
discussed in Chapter 3, page 19 and Chapter 4, page 35.
Prior Audit
Coverage

Neither EPA Office of Inspector General nor GAO have conducted any recent
national audits of state enforcement of Clean Water Act dischargers.
The National Academy of Public Administration issued a report in November
2000 which included evaluations of EPA’s water and enforcement programs.
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Exhibit 2: Other Matters
Key Management Decisions Needed for the
Permit Compliance System
During the audit we attempted to determine if the plans for the modernized
Permit Compliance System would remedy data gaps in EPA and state water
enforcement information. These data gaps are discussed in Chapter 3 of this
report (page 19). We were unable to ascertain whether the modernized system
and its components would remedy these data gaps. We also identified
management decisions the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
should address promptly to ensure the system will meet both EPA and state
needs.

Permit Compliance
System
Modernization

Projects

EPA is redesigning the Permit Compliance System to better address current
requirements of discharge permitting and enforcement programs and to meet
new Office of Water initiatives, such as tracking reduced pollutant loadings,
capturing information on storm water sources, and assessing the health of
individual watersheds. EPA estimates that the cost tbr modernizing the system
is between $12 and $14 million.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance has three major
initiatives currently underway for its Pemait Compliance System, in conjunction
with the states, which are intended to address system problems and improve its
usefulness as a management tool:
¯
System modernization,
¯
State interim data exchange format, and
¯
Electronic reporting.

¯.

Permit Compliance System Initiatives

~

i

Initiative

Target Date
(F’mcai)

System Modernization

2003

Tracks reduced pollutant Ioadings,
captures information on storm water
sources, assesses health of watersheds

Interim Data
Exchange Format

2001

Eases en~ of state data into system;
simplifies transition to modernized
system

Electronic Self
Reporting

2002

Discharger self-monitoring reports
submitted electronically

P

New Func~ons
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Efforts to modernize the system have been frustrated over the years by a lack
of funding and other Agency priorities. In addition, there have been regulatoxy
hurdles to overcome. For example, to enable electronic reporting, the Agency
had to modify federal discharge regulations to allow the regulated community to
use electronic reporting to submit discharge inlbrrnation to EPA.

Concerns

~ evaluating whether the modernized system would remedy problems with data
gaps, we identified several concerns that we believe should be promptly
addressed:

¯

Data Entry Requirements Were Not Updated. The Agency policy
that identifies data that EPA and states are required to enter into the
national information system had not been updated for over a decade
and excluded storm water data. Meanwhile, the functional
requirements documents for the new system had been completed and
the project had started the detailed design phase. Data entry
requirements are critical for determining system requirements,
identifying system costs and benefits, and developing electronic
reporting regulations.

¯

Requirements Documents Were Incomplete. The requirements
documents for the new system were incomplete. We were told that
new data elements had been established for storm water and
concentrated animal feeding operation permits and, potentially, new
data elements will be needed for certain min6r facility operation
permits. However, this will not be fully known until the data entry
policy is updated. Also, the Office of En.tbrcement and Compliance
Assurance had not determined how the compliance status would be
determined for storm water, concentrated animal feeding operations,
and other new permits.

¯

Formal Consensus Was Not Reached. The Office had not
successfully collaborated with the Office of Water in the design of the
system requirements. Fu~er, the states had not formally bought into
system requirements. Although the Office of Water and states had
been included in workshops to determine system requirements, they
had not reached a formal consensus on the modemized system
requirements to ensure the new system will meet the users’ needs.

¯

Cost-Benefit Analysis Was Incomplete. System modemization for
the Permit Compliance System had begun the detailed design phase
without completing the required life cycle cost-benefit analysis. Office
of Management and Budget Circular No. A-11, Part 3 - Planning,
Budgeting, and Acquisition of Capital Assets (July 2000), and OMB
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Circular No. A-130, Management of Federal InJbrmation
Resources (-November 2000), require agencies to prepare and update
cost benefit analyses for information systems. An accurate cost-benefit
analysis is necessary to identify the most cost-effective solution for the
new system. Also, the expected benefits of the new system need to be
quantified for evaluating the return on investment.
¯

Suggestions

We suggest that the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
collaborate with the Office of Water to create an updated data entry policy.
Upon completion of this policy, we suggest that the Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance:
¯
¯

¯

¯

Agency Response
and OlG Position

Key Decision Documents Were Needed. Although the modernized
system was estimated to cost more than $10 million in life cycle costs,
the required system charter and system management plan decision
papers had not been prepared or approved by appropriate levels of
management. According to EPA’s Information Resources
Management Policy, the system charter should have been developed
during project initiation, included an estimate of life cycle costs, and
identified appropriate management levels for approval of decision
papers. Further, the decision paper for the system management plan
should have been produced at the conclusion of the analysis stage and
updated as the project progressed.

Complete the system requirements document.
Execute memoranda of agreements with the Office of Water and state
participants to help ensure (1) that the baseline requirements tbr the
new system design are formally agreed to and (2) that both federal and
state needs are addressed in the design of the new system.
Perform a cost-benefit analysis of the new system that addresses the
electronic reporting and dam entry requirements, the system
development costs, and the projected operational and maintenance
costs over the life of the system.
Establish and approve a system charter and system management plan.

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance agreed with the
suggestions, except for the suggestion to execute memoranda of
agreements with the Office of Water and the states on the system
requirements and design. [t explained that the schedule below addresses
the tasks it will perform, with the involvement of EPA regions and states."
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Update system management plan
Complete system design specification document
Update federall.v required data element list
Update system policy statement
¯

5/01-12/01
7/01-3/02
4/02-9/02
Ongoing-9/02

System Requirements Document. The Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance informed us that data requirements were
collected from EPA (the Office of Water and the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance) and states to determine the
scope of the modernized Permit Compliance System. The next phase
of s.vstem modernization is the design phase. One of the major
products from that phase will be a design specification document.
This document will be developed with very intense participation by
EPA and states (both direct users and interface states). The design
specification includes data elements to be collected in the system, data
entr3.’ screens, report formats, and specific functionality to be
supported, including electronic reporting efforts being managed
elsewhere in the Agency. This effort will begin in July 2001 with the
national Permit Compliance Syste. m meeting and will be completed b.v
March of 2002.

OIG Position: The finalization of the data requirements has the potential to
affect the design phase and the cost benefits of system modernization.
Accordingly, we suggest that extensive work on the design phase not be
initiated until after the finalization of the data and functional requirements.

¯

Memoranda of agreements with the Office of Water and state
participants. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
agreed that full consultation and coordination with the Office of Water
and the states was necessary; however it did not agree that the
development of agreements with these parties was necessary or
desirable. The Office believed that such a process would be extremely
time consuming and resource intensive, and the goals of such a
process can be achieved in other ways. Coordination had already
occurred (and will continue) with Association of State and Interstate
Water Pollution Control Administrators and the Environmental
Council of the States.
Decisions on policy and system issues will be handled at a senior level
between the Office of Water and the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance with recommendations coming from the Permit
Compliance System Steering Committee (representing EPA
headquarters, "regions, and states). One of the tasks before the
Steering Committee and senior water managers is the updating of the
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s.vstem Policy Statement and the identification oJfederally-required
data elements.
The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance stated it had
worked extensively with the Office of Water to identify data
requirements. It intended to continue to work with the Office of Water
and the states to finalize data requirements, both Jbr existing
programs and for new regulatory activities which were not well
handled in the Permit Compliance System. In the next several months,
system modernization managers will be working with the OJflce of
Water to verify that requirements are still accurate and complete.
Additionally, a data requirements team with representatives from the
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, Office of Water,
and state will be established at the Permit Compliance S.vstem
national users meeting in July to review, validate, and finalize the
identified requirements.
Once the data requirements are established, a work:group, including
EPA headquarters and regional representatives, as well as states, will
be Jbrmed to identify the subset of data requirements which will be
federally mandated for entry into the Permit Compliance System. The
Policy Statement will then be modified to incorporate the data
elements which states and regions are required to enter into the system
as well as the universe to which those requirements will apply.
OIG Position: We believe it is critically important that the data and functional
requirements for the modernized system be formally agreed to by the Office of
Water and states to help ensure the system contains the agreed upon data, data
definitions, data formats, and pertinent technical information needed to foster
data quality and data integration. Without such agreements, there is an
increased risk that the modernized system will not (1) meet the users’ needs
and (2) lower the costs to exchange data.

Formal agreements are also called for by the Exchange Network, an EPA
project to improve environmental decision-making, improve data-quality and
accuracy, and reduce data redundancy. The Exchange Network’s Blueprint
calls for EPA and the states to have "wading partner agreements" that contain
the agreed upon data, formats, and related technical information. The Blueprint
specifically cites Permit Compliance System data as an exchange of data to be
governed by trading partner agreements.
¯

Cost-Benefit Analysis. The Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance agreed to complete a cost-benefit analysis b.v September
2001.
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OIG Position: Because the finalization of the data requirements has the
potential to affect the design phase and the costs and benefits of the Permit
Compliance System modernization, we suggest that the cost-benefit analysis be
completed after the finalization of the data and functional requirements.
¯

@stem charter and system managementplan. The OJfice of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance agreed to establish and
approve a system charter and management plan by December
200l. However, the Office stated that a system management plan
was done early in the planning phases of system modernization. It
was replaced with the Information Technology Management
Reform Act submission, which contained all of the inJbrmation
required in the system management plan and was approved by
DepuW. Assistant Administrator. This submission was provided to
the Office of Management and Budget. As this document was
updated each year, the Office believed that it ser~’ed the purpose of
the system management plan; however, it agreed to update the
plan by December 200l.

OIG Position: We concur with the decision to update the system management
plan by December 2001. However, we were unable to substantiate that a
system management plan was previously prepared. Further, a system
management plan must be approved by the Assistant Administrator, rather than
the Deputy Assistant Administrator. Also, a system management plan also must
be linked with Agency and organizational information resource management
strategic and multi-year implementation plans, and be updated to reflect actual
and planned changes as new system decision papers are approved.
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Deborah Stanley, Auditor
Southem Audit Division (North Carolina Audit)
Mary Boyer, Divisional Inspector General for Audit
John Bishop, Audit Manager
James Hatfield, Team Leader
Laurie Adams, Auditor
Jerri Dorsey, Auditor
Chris Dunlap, Auditor
Geoff Pierce, Auditor
Central Audit Division (North Carolina Audit)
Denton Stafford, Auditor
Charlie Watts, Auditor
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Gerald Snyder, Engineer (North Carolina Audit)
Michael Wilson, En~Aronmental Scientist (North Carolina Audit)
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State of California
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Appendix: Agency Response

=~ s~

UN~ED STATESwAsHINGTON,EN~RONMENT~ D.c.PROTECTION 20460 AGENCY
~2t’~.~lll~~T~
JUN 29 2001

OFFICE OF
ENFORCEMENTANO
COMPLIANCEASSURANCE

MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:

OECA Comments on the Draft Audit Report, "State Enforcement of Clean Water Act
Dischargers Can Be More Effective"

FROM:

Sylvia K. Lowrance
Acting Assistant Administrator

TO:

Charles McCollum
Divisional Inspector General for Audit
Western Audit Division
Office of the Inspector General

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the April 25, 2001 version of the Draft
Audit Report, "State Enforcement of Clean Water Act Dischargers Can Be More Effective." We agree
with several of the conclusions in the report, including that States need to implement risk-based
approaches to water enforcement and that it would be useful to have a process for periodic evaluation of
the Clean Water Act program in each State. We also agree that modernization of the Permit Compliance
System I.PCS) should be a high priority; in fact, the modernization of the Permit Compliance System
(PCS) has been an OECA l~riority for the last four years. As we have informed you on at least two
previous occasions, part of the justification for this work was to improve the quality of information in PCS.
OECA has funded modernization efforts during this 4 year period and Agency funds have been provided
since FY 2000. OECA’s commitment to modernizing PCS is fuNaer demonstrated through our
recommendations as early as 1999 that PCS be added as an Agency-level FMFLA weakness.
However, we remain very concerned about the way some of the issues, as well as EPA~s role, are
characterized in the report and that many of the findings are based on anecdotal information. In brief, the
draft report does not recognize that: i) the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA)
has an exhaustive process for setting national enforcement priorities, including stakeholder meetings and a
Federal Register notice and comment period (p. ii), 2) States should be responsible for setting
"watershed-specific enforcement priorities"(p. 13), and 3) flexibility in NPDES program requirements
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(e.g., tradeoffs of major and minor inspections are allowed) supports State entbrcement strategies (p. 7).
We are also concemed that the issues related to PCS have been oversimplified in the report.
OECA’s national enforcement priority setting process includes consultation with the Regions, States,
Tribes, and the national program managers, in addition, the views of the public are solicited through the
publication of a Federal Register nodce identifying proposed priorities. Public health and environmental
risk is a major criterion used in identifying possible priorities, and documents coming from States, such as
the 305(b) report, are used in determining which environmental problems pose the greatest risks. Wet
weather issues, such as sewer overflows and contaminated urban and agricultural runoff, were identified as
major sources of water quality impairment in the 30S(b) reports and were identified as an OECA priority
for FY 2000-2001. Storm water was added at the request of EPA’s Office of Water. A stakeholder
meeting held in the fall of 2000, which included State representation, verified that ’~et weather" should be
a priority again for FY 2002-2003. The audit report fails to recognize the involvement of States in the
OECA national priority setting process, as well as the significance given to environmental issues identified
by the States. A chronology of O ECA’s stakeholder process is included in response 2-1 of the
attachment.

OECA believes it has been sending a consistent and strong message to the Regions and the States
that enforcement resources should be concentrated on the most significant pollution sources. OECA has
developed national risk-based strategies for addressing sewer overflows, concentrated animal feedlot
operations, and storm water; each of these emphasize the importance of focusing on impaired watersheds.
We agree more needs to be done, but we question whether additional guidance documents and further
rounds of consultation would help, or whether they would drain scarce resources in redundant and time
consuming bureaucratic processes with little environmental result. We believe that the real issue is not
OECA’s priority setting process but whether risk-based strategies are being implemented in the field by
the States. The draft report reveals that several States have no risk-based planning at all. States need to
assume a greater share of responsibility in addressing significant pollution problems. For example, they are
often in the best position to identify watershed-specific priorities and develop field level implementation
plans. A constructive recommendation would be that EPA should place more emph.asis on program
reviews and improve its efforts to share information (e.g., on "best practices") with the States.
OECA disagrees with the finding that the core NPDES program inhibits the development of State
strategies, in its FY 2000/2001 OECA Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) Guidance ("the MOA
Guidance"), OECA’s focus was not on major point sources, but on the same "wet weather" risks to water
quality cited by OIG in its report, including CAFOs and storm water. The MOA Guidance does state that
it is an Agency goal to inspect 100% of all major point sources annually because major point sources
generate the majority of effluent flow and toxic pollutant loadings which can significantly affect water
quality in receiving waters. OECA believes that implementing a risk-based approach means evaluating all
dischargers contributing to water quality impairment and an impomant component of that is maintaining a
field presence at major facilities. Consistently inspecting major facilities in the past may be responsible for
the relatively high levels of compliance among majors. We need to recognize that we would lose
significant environmental benefits associated with higher levels of compliance among majors if we were to
allow a total shift to minors. OECA’s MOA Guidance allows Regions/States flexibility in shifting a portion
of their total inspection resources from major to minor facilities, particularly in priority watersheds, where
those minor facilities represent a significant risk. OECA’s guidance makes clear that minor inspections can
be traded for major inspections at a 2:1 ratio, using a risk-based rationale, if the Region/State is willing to
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cc:

Eric Schaeffer, ORE
Michael Stahl, OC
Mary Kay Lynch, OPPA-C
Michael Cook, Ow/OWM
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ATTACHMENT
OECA Responses to Recommendations m Draft OIG Report,
"State Enforcement of Clean Water Act Dischargers Can Be More Effective"

I. Executive Summary
O[G is recommending that the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, in partnership with the Office of
Water and EPA regions, collaborate with states to develop risk-based enforcement priorities. EPA also should
make moderni:ation of its Permit Compliance @stem a high priority. Teaming with the Office of Water and the
states, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance should ensure that the new system will meet both
federal and state needs.
OIG is also recommending that the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance revise its enforcement
guidance to better define significant violations for toxicity test failures, minor facilities, and storm water
dischargerg
Lastly, the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance should routinely determine whether states are
fulfilling their obligations to monitor and enforce discharge programs. To do so, it should develop consistent
criteria for in-depth program evaluations of state programs. These evaluations, along with state performance
measures, should be accessible to the public.
EPA Response: The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance IOECA) has an exhaustive stakeholder process
in place to determme what the national entbrcement priorities are; it includes consultation with the Regtons, States, and
the Office of Water lOW). OECA has developed national risk-based strategies for the wet weather priorities and will
continue to assist the Regions in working with the States to implement them. Modermzation of the Permit Compliance
System (PCS) is and will continue to be a high priority for OECA. OW and the States have been involved in workshops
to help identify the data requirements needed for management of the NPDES program. Additionally, an
OECA:’OW, State data requirements team will be established at the PCS national users meeting in July 2001 to review,
validate, and finalize the identified requirements. The final data requirements as identified by OECA, OW, and the States
wtll be incorporated in the modernized PCS system.
Existing national enforcement guidance has flexibility to address toxicity, minors, and storm water violations. OECA will
work with the Regions to ensure that the States are aware of the guidance and will consider OIG’s specific
recommendations when guidance is updated in the future.
OECA agrees that State compliance and enforcement programs need to be periodically evaluated. EPA Regions do
assess State programs on a rotating basis and OECA now has a national evaluation process which focuses on "program
element reviews."

Chapter 2: State Enforcement Strategies Need to Be Modified
O[G recommends that the Acting Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance:
3- I.

In partnership with the Office of Water and EPA regions, collaborate with states to develop risk-based
enforcement priorities. Encourage states to develop mechanisms to evaluate tradeoffs in enforcement
investments.

EPA Response: OECA already has a consultation process in place, in which Regions, States, EPA’s Office of Water,
and other stakeholders are extensively consulted in determining what the national water enforcement priorities should
be tbr each 2-year cycle. A major factor in identifying the candidates for priorities is the element of risk. To start the FY
2002/2003 process, in the Spring of 2000, Regions were asked to begin by engaging States and Tribes in a discussion of
national priorities. We received comments, suggested changes for existing priorities, and recommendations for new
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pr~onnes t’rom 16 mdi,,tdual States and their environmental agencies, as well as recmv~ng collective State comments from
3 EPA Regtonat offices. Based on feedback recewed and combined with an analysis conducted at Headquarters. a
Federal Register [FR) notice was published on September 28, 2000 soliciting public comment on a list of 15 potential
priorities and encouraging suggestions for additional nominations. The comments received from the FR notice helped
set the stage for OECA’s "National Priorities Meeting" held on November 14, 2000. State, Tribal, Regional and
Headquarters managers attended the meet~ffg. Fifteen priority candidates were described and discussed and attendees
were then requested to recommend their top choices for OECA’s FY 2002/2003 MOA priorities. Six State representatives
and 12 representatives from State associations attended the meeting and they all contributed to the outcome. The 6
recommended priorities are all current priorities, sending a clear signal that stakeholders and our regulatory, partners
want OECA to continue working on those national priorities in FY 2002/2003.
While Regions can and do recommend that States participate in national water priorities, suggest where States might
focus their resources, and meet with States to conduct joint work planning, ultimately it is the State’s decision as to the
priorities it will set. We believe OIG should recognize State involvement in identifying national priorities and that a more
appropriate recommendation would be for OECA to develop a process to ensure States are implementing the risk-based
strategies we have.
3- 2. Initiate action to eliminate the regulatory requirement to inspect all major dischargers annuallj,:
EPA Response: Our regulations at 40 CFR Part 123.26(e)(.5) require that State programs have the "’procedures and
ability" to inspect all majors annually. We believe that it is important to retain this regulatory requirement because not
all States are authorized to implement the NPDES program yet and this requirement sets a minimum, quantiftabte
standard for States to be held to (i.e., a State applying for approval to implement the NPDES program must have
procedures and resources in place to at least inspect all of its largest dischargers annually). Major facilities ~,re
considered high risk facilities because they generate the majortty of effluent flow and toxic pollutant loadings. As
shown in the maps included in this audit report Ip. 17 and 39), there still are numerous noncompliance problems with
major dischargers indicating that it is important that we maintain a field presence at these facilities.
OECA recognizes that a risk-based approach, such as addressing impaired watersheds, requires addressing majors and
minors which is why we issued the September I 1, 1995 memorandum to the Regions entitled "Revision to Inspection
Coverage and Frequency Criteria of Clean Water Act Permittees." This memorandum, as well as OECA’s Memorandum
of Agreement tMOA) Guidance, provides EPA Regions and States flexibility in shifting some inspection resources from
lower risk majors to higher risk minors. OECA’s guidance makes clear that minor inspections can be traded tbr major
inspections at a 2:1 ratio, using a risk-based rationale, if the Region/State is willing to report the minor inspection results
in PCS. Resistance sometimes arises from a lack of rationale (e.g., no risk-based strategy), unwillingness to commit to
the tradeoffratio, and;or unwillingness to report minor data in PCS. Reporting and tracking outcomes from these
inspections is criticat to addressing OIG’s concerns regarding the tack of data on minors and for EPA to document
results under the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA).
We believe an approprtate alternative recommendation would be for OECA to ensure that any State that does not
commit to inspect 100% of its majors develops and implements an inspection plan that targets an appropriate mixture of
high risk dischargers (i.e., majors and minors) in priority areas such as impaired watersheds.
Chapter 3: Permit and Other Information Systems Inadequate
OIa recommends that the Acting Assistant Administrator for the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance:
3-L

.Iiake modernization of the Permit Compliance System a high priority. Further, ensure that future systems:
¯ Allows for submission and evaluation of self-monitoring reports for all dischargers, including minor
facilities and storm water.
¯ Tracks storm water permits, inspections, compliance rates, and enforcement actions.

EPA Response: Modernization of PCS is, and will continue to be, a high priority for OECA. The modernized system will
build in the capacity to allow t’or entry of all data element fields needed to track all dischargers, including minor facilities
and storm water facilities. Information tracked for those dischargers will include permit limits, inspections, compliance
and enforcement action data. PCS modernization is scheduled for implementation by the end of 2003.
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3-2.

.4ccelerate the development of the state data transfer system for the Permit Compliance System. Also. before
proceeding further into design and development, work with the Office of I4"ater to ensure there is an up-todate policy statement for water system criteria.

EPA Response: Over the last year, OECA and the Office of Environmental Information (OEI) have been working c~osely
with our State partners in implementing the PCS interim Data Exchange Format (IDEF). IDEF will ease the States’ entr2,.,
of required information from their modernized State systems into legacy PCS, and will simplil~, the transition of that
information entry into the modernized PCS. OEI is the lead for implementing the [DEF project and has developed the
schedule for implementation of the project. Acceleration of that implementation schedule needs to be addressed by
OEI, Currently [DEF is scheduled for full implementation in FebruaryfMarch 2002,
While OECA agrees that there is a need to update the PCS Policy Statement to address new data requirements, we do
not agree that this must occur before design and software development. Broad capacity will be built into the system as
indicated in the response to 3-l. Only a subset of that capacity is likely to be Federally required. Therefore, the Policy
Statement can be updated during system design and development.
3-3.

Have regions work with states to help ensure data elements needed for the new Permit Compliance System are
included in state systems being develope~£

EPA Response: OECA is in the process of finalizing the overall data requirements for the modernized PCS system. We
wdl continue to work closely with the States in developing those detailed data requirements. Until those requirements
are finalized, those States modernizing their systems should include in their modernized system the current PCS data

entry requirements as referenced in the current PCS Policy Statement.
For the most part, States do not coordinate or consult with OECA when modernizing their State systems as they are

built primarily to accommodate State needs. We will, however, request of Regions that they make a special effort to
discuss State modernization plans during their EPAJState program status meetings. Additionally, we hope that
extensive involvement of State representatives in the PCS modernization process will have a spill over effect in getting
States to include the necessary data elements in their systems.
3-4.

Continue to report the Permit Compliance System as an Agency-level weakness until the modernization
project is implemented and the system data is reasonably accurate and complete.

EPA Response: OECA will continue to report PCS as an Agency-level weakness until all milestones have been met.
One of the milestones is the completion of PCS modernization which is scheduled to occur by the end of 2003.
3-5.

Revise guidance to specify that whole effluent toxicity violations are significant violations. Revise
regulations to require whole effluent toxicity violations to be reported on quarterly noncompliance reports.

EPA Response: In many ways, whole effluent toxicity (WET) is treated like any other parameter in the NPDES program,
i,e., the permlttee reports self-monitoring data on its discharge monitoring report, WET results are entered into PCS and
tracked, and violations should be reviewed and are subject to a range of enforcement responses. The major exception is
that WET violations are not automatically flagged as significant noncompliance or "SNC." Because of the variability in
permit requirements (e.g., many permits just require monitoring with a trigger for follow-up study instead of a numeric
limit) and the variation in frequency of compliance monitoring required (e.g., quarterly or annually),WET violations do
not neatly fit under our existing SNC criteria. However, EPA’s existing regulations and guidance provide Regions and
States flexibility to identify WET violations as significant. The regulations at 40 CFR Part t23.45(a)(2)(G) currently
provide the Director with flexibility to report any violation of"substantial concern" on the QNCR. EPA’s 1989 "Whole
Effluent Toxicity Permitting Principles and Enforcement Strategy" states that any violation of a WET limit is of concern
and should be reviewed. EPA’s "Enforcement Management System" enforcement response guide was last revised in
I989 and recommended responses to WET violations were added.
When OECA revises the NPDES definition of SNC, we will re-consider the applicability of SNC criteria to WET.
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3-6.

Establish a definition of significant violations for minor facilities, including storm water dischargers. ,-It a
minimum, include nonsubmission of self-monitoring reports in this definition. Also, define "significant"
minor facilities. Include facilities impacting impaired waterways in this definition.

EPA Response: The Director has discretion to designate any facility with violations of concern as a "major" thereby
subjecting the facility to SNC criteria, and 40 CFR Part 123.45(a)(2)(G) currently provides the Director w~th discretion to
¯ report any violation of"substantial concern" on the QNCR. OECA will commit to constder developing guidance on
when a minor should be designated as a major and to include factors such as non-submission of discharge monitoring
reports and impact o f the discharge on impaired waterways.
Chapter 4: Storm Water Compliance Systems Have Deficiencies
OIG recommends that the Acting Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance:
4- L

Work with EPA regions in assisting states to:
¯ Develop mechanisms to better balance their limited resources between all categories of dischargers, as is
indicated by the states’ analysis of risks to water quality.
¯ Create effective strategies for identifying storm water nonfilers,
¯ ,Develop sound storm water inspection programs which include risk-based inspection schedules and
tracking and follow-up of inspection results.
¯ Establishtrackingsystemsforcitizencomplaints.

EPA Response: OECA will continue to work with the Regions and States to implement risk-based approaches to water
enforcement: OECA’s MOA guidance and national strategies provide flexibility to address majors as well as minors.
OECA’s 2000 Storm Water Enforcement Strategy outlines a recommended "sweep" approach of targeting a priority
watershed’geographic area, then focusing storm water inspections and enforcement actions on a category, of non-fllers
(e.g., a priority industrial sector or large construction sites) in that area. While EPA can assist the States by providing

direction, guidance, training, and work-sharing, States must take responsibility to develop appropriate planning
mechanisms to develop and implement risk-based strategies (which should include a sound inspection program and a
system to track citizen complaints), and balance their limited resources.
4-2.

Facilitate the development of a system which allows self-monitoring reports to be electronically scored for
compliance. Consider low- cost options such as scan sheets (commonly used for electronic scoring of tests)
and web-based reporting.

EPA Response: The current PCS system already determines compliance based on the electronic review of the discharge
monitoring reports, though some improvements are needed in the system. Modernized PCS will certainly have this
capability. Additionally, modernized PCS will provide the capability for facilities and States to electronically report
information utilizing the Agency’s Central Data Exchange portal and the National Environmental Information Exchange
Network for the transfer of NPDES data.
Chapter 5: Enforcement Actions Late and Penalties Insufficient
OIG recommends that the Acting Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance:
5-1. Establish a clear and consistent standard for measuring the promptness of enforcement actions.
EPA Response: The NPDES program already has a "timely and appropriate" standard described in the NPDES
’~Enforcement Management System." We believe that a more appropriate recommendation would be for OECA to review
the consistency o f its standard and ensure that the Regions and States are aware of it.
5-2.

Continue to work with the regions to assist states in establishing proactive enforcement strategies to help
facilities avoM long-term serious violations due to plant or system obsolescence or capacity limits.

EPA Response: OECA. in conjunction with OW, has developed guidance documents and training workshops to assist
the regulated community in avoiding noncompliance due to plant or system obsolescence or capacity problems¯ Some
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spemfic examples are guidance wtth regard to ~mplementation of nine minimum controls and a long-term control plan for
combined sewer overfiows (CSOs} as well as gmdance documents and tram,ng workshops t’or municipal officials and
their system operators and consultants on procedures to eliminate and prevent sanitary sewer overfiows (SSOsl and
CSOs.
OECA is involved in the development ot’a Guide for Evaluating Capaci~., Management. Operation and Maintenance
(CMOM) Programs at Sanita~’ Sewer Collectton Systems which describes the management practices and operation
and maintenance techniques that have served municipalities best in the reduction and elimination of SSOs from their
systems. The audience for this guidance is State and EPA personnel who are assisting municipalities to comply with
SSO requirements. The guidance will also help municipalities make decisions on the rehabilitation and repair of their
collection systems and ways to better operate those systems. The guidance is scheduled for release as an interim-final
document early in fiscal 2002, and is planned to be finalized following the final publication of the SSO Rule.
GuideJbr Evaluating Capaci~.’ Management. Operation and Maintenance Programs (CMOM) at Wastewater
Treatment Plants will provide guidance to assist: compliance monitoring inspectors in determining whether a CMOM
program is adequate for a particular wastewater treatment plant. The guidance will also be useful to municipalities for
determining whether their plants are following accepted practices and for addressing any discrepancies as needed in
order to improve or maintain compliance. The guidance is scheduled for release as an interim-final document early in FY
2002, and is planned to be finalized following the final publication of the SSO Rule.
Chapter 6: Improved Performance Evaluation and Measurement Needed
OIG recommends that the Acting .4ssistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
routinely determine whether states are fulfilling the& obligations to monitor and enforce discharge
programs. Specifically:
6- l,

Develop consistent criteria and measures for in-depth program evaluation, oflstate programs:
a.
At a minimum, all of the oversight criteria and measures in the 1986 Policy Framework should
be included along with additional elements included in the Clean Water Act discharge
guidanc~ Include the accuracy and completeness of data systems, the quality of inspections,
and the reliability of self-monitoring reports.
b.
Evaluate all significant discharge programs including storm water, minor dischargers, and
concentrated animal feeding operations.
c.
Use a uniform, objective scoring mechanism.

EPA Response: OECA agrees that a process for periodic evaluation of the Clean Water Act (CWA) discharge
program in each State would be useful. [n fact, most Regions do conduct an assessment of State water
enforcement programs, either annually or bi-annually, though the nature of the assessment varies. Some
variability, in the assessment process is necessary since priorities vary by State, as does work sharing with the
Region. For your information, the content of the review of State performance for any program, not just the
CWA discharge program, must be governed principally by the authorization agreements, grant work plans and
agreements and the Performance Partnership agreement between the Region and State. Those policies an.d
agreements should define priorities, describe work sharing arrangements between the Region and State, and
define the evaluation process to be used, among other things.
OECA now has a national evaluation process which focuses on "program element reviews" among programs.
These reviews focus on examining policy and implementation of a particular program element in all Regions and
a sample of States. OECA is responsible for working with the Regions and States to evaluate a wide scope of
statutory programs, and while resources do not permit a commitment to ensure a top to bottom evaluation of the
enforcement of the CWA discharge program in every State, OECA will consider how best to concentrate on key
concerns of the program.
Since the OECA program element reviews will each address a different program or problem, there will not be a
standing uniform scoring mechanism. However, within each review, the questions used and the weight
assigned to the answers will be the same. OECA agrees to continue to develop for each of its program element
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revtews a consistent set of criteria and measures as part of its design t’or each revtew. All applicable policy is
constdered in designing each revtew, For NPDES. thl.s wtil inc[ude crl, tena from the 1986 Poticy Framework.
However. we are not yet tn a position to identify what reviews will be undertaken in the future.
6- 2. Have regions perform in-depth evaluations of state enforcement programs eveo’ ~wo w three years,
Make these evaluations available to the public through publicity releases or the EPA websit~
EPA Response: Many Regions do perform in-depth evaluations of State enforcement programs on a rotating
basis, using the Performance Partnership Agreement, grant agreements, and existing policy as a basis tbr those
evaluations. Again, OECA agrees that it would be ideal to have these evaluations of enforcement programs in
all States every. 2 or 3 years: however, resources simply would not allow that in some Regions. OECA also
agrees that publictty can be an effective factor to ensure competent program operations: however, active
publication of all evaluations on a website may exacerbate Federal/State tensions and inhibit a frank, open
reyiew process. OECA rese~’es use of the website as conditions dictate.
6- 3.

Continue to remind state partners, including the Environmental Council of the States, of their
obligation to use core performance measures that address the effectiveness of enforcement programs.

EPA Response: OECA agrees to continue to do so, and suggests that OIG encourage the States directly where
possible to do so as well. In FY 1999, SI.8 million was awarded to eleven States to develop outcome measures,
and in FY 2000, another $I.2 million was awarded to I0 States to develop outcome measures specifically for
compliance assistance, OECA is also discussing with States possibilities for funding performance measurement
work within the NEPPS framework.
6- 4,

Have regions collect and use all core performance measures to consistently measure the effectiveness
of state enforcement programs on an annual basis. Consolidate these measures nationwide and make
them public.

EPA Response: States currently report on the required core measures through national data systems. It is the
optional measures which the States have opted not to use. OECA will continue to promote the use of the
optional measures through all means available to us, including grants. OECA does consolidate information on
required core measures of outputs nationally, and this information is used by the Regions in their performance
discussions with their States and is available to the public on request.
6- 5.

Work with regions to assist states in setting specific goals and standards for compliance, recidivism,
the timeliness of enforcement actions and other important measures.

EPA RespOnse: While the above measures are not "’core measures" for States, OECA has established
performance standards for the timeliness of enforcement actions which, for the most part, derive directly from
the 1986 Policy Framework. Regions have worked with States to have them adopt these standards. [n fact,
OECA includes State performance on this standard in some of its program management reports. Since the
measure for recidivism is new, OECA has wanted to get some experience with the measure before establishing
performance goals. Likewise, we have not set performance goals for compliance rates, recognizing that
compliance rates are the product of many factors, not just our OECA activities. OECA does plan to work with
the States through an ECOS grant to assist in developing a consistent approach to determining compli.ance
rates. OECA does monitor and report on recidivism and timeliness on a national basis and is considering setting
a national target for recidivism for all programs as well as a national target for improving compliance.
Exhibit 2: Other Matters, Key Management Decisions Needed for PCS
In evaluating whether the modernized system and components would remedy problems with data gaps, OIG
identified several concerns that they believe should be promptly addressed:
¯ Data Entry Requirements Not Updated
¯ Incomplete Requirements Documen~
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EPA’s Response: OECA has already worked extensively with OW, pamcularly the Permits Dtvtston. to identify
data requirements. A number of special sessions were held with OW personnel when they were unable to
attend the established sessions. We intend to continue to work with OW and the states to finalize data
requirements, both for existing programs and for new regulatory activities which are not currently well handled
in PCS. In the next several months, PCS modernization managers will be working with OW to verify that
requirements provided previously by them ai’e still accurate and complete. Additionally, an OECA, OW~’State
data requirements team will be established at the PCS national users meeting in July to review, validate, and
finalize the identified requirements.
Once the data requirements are finally established, a workgroup, including EPA Headquarters and Regional
representatives, as well as States, will be formed to identify the subset of data requirements which will be
federally mandated for entry into PCS and, which currently required data elements can be eliminated. The PCS
Policy Statement will then be modified to incorporate the data elements which States/Regions are required to
enter into PCS as well as the universe to which those requirements will apply.
¯ Key Decision Documents Are Needed.
EPA Response: The System Management Plan (SMP) is a document which contains information on why the
system is needed, what contract will be used, who is the project manager, what is the estimated cost, etc. While
such a plan was done very early in the planning phases of PCS modernization, it was replaced with the OECA
ITMRA submission. This submission contains all of the information required in the SMP, is reviewed by all
management levels and is approved by OECA’s Deputy Assistant Administrator. It is then reviewed by peer
review teams within the Agency and annually provided to OMB as part of the Agency’s overall response to IT
investment reporting requirements of the Clinger-Cohen Act. As this document is updated each year, we
believe that it serves the purpose of the SMP; however, we will update the SMP by December 2001.
OIG suggests that the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance collaborate with the Office of Water
to create an updated data entry policy. Upon completion of this policy, OIG suggests that the Acting
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance:
¯ Complete the systems requirements document
EPA Response: Data requirements were collected from EPA (OW and OECA) and States to determine the scope
of the modernized PCS system. The next phase of PCS modernization is the design phase. One of the major
products from that phase is a design specification document. This document will be developed with very
intense participation by EPA and States (both direct users and interface States). The design specification
includes data elements to be collected in PCS, data entry screens, report formats, and specific functionality to be
supported, including electronic reporting efforts being managed elsewhere in the Agency. This effort will begin
in July of this year with the National PCS meeting and will be completed by March of 2002.

¯ Execute memoranda of agreements with the Office of Water and state participants to help ensure (1)
that the baseline requirements for the new system design are formally agreed to and (2) that both
federal and state needs are addressed in the design of the new system.
EPA Response: While we agree that full consultation and coordination with the Office of Water and the States
is necessary, we do not agree that the development of MOAs with these parties is necessary or desirable. Such
a process would be extremely time consuming and resource intensive, and the goals of such a process can be
achieved in other ways. Coordination has already occurred (and will continue) with ASW[PCA and the Water
Subcommittee of ECOS. Decisions on policy and system issues will be handled at a senior level between OW
and OECA with recommendations coming from the PCS Steering Committee (representing EPA Headquarters,
Regions, and State~). One of the tasks before the PCS Steering Committee and senior water managers is the
¯ updating of the PCS Policy Statement and the identification of Federally required data elements. The schedule
below addresses this task. Again, Regions and States will be involved in regular formulation and decision on
these issues.
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Update System Management Plan
System Design Speczfication Document
Update Federally Required Data Element List
Update PCS Policy Statement

05~01 - 12.’01
07/01-03~02
04/02-09/02
Ongoing-09!02

¯ Perform a cost-benefit analysis of the new system that addresses the electronic reporting and data
entry requirements, the system development costs, and the projected operational and maintenance
costs over the life of the system.
EPA Response: This analysis is underway and should be completed by September 2001.
¯ Establish and approve a system charter and system management plan.
EPA Response: We agree and will complete them by December 2001.
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(Slip Opinion)
NOTICE: This opinion is subject to formal revision before
publication in the Environmental Administrative Decisions (E.A.D.).
Readers are requested to notify the Environmental Appeals Board,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460, of
any typographical or other formal errors, in order that corrections
may be made before publication.
BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS BOARD
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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CITY OF IRVING, TEXAS
MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM
SEWER SYSTEM
NPDES Appeal No. 00-18
ORDER DENYING REVIEW OF PETITION
Decided July 16, 2001

Syllabus
Petitioner, City of Irving ("Irving"), filed a Petition for Review of a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES") permit issued to it by U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region VI ("Region"), for operation of Irving’s
municipal separate storm sewer system ("MS4"). Irving’s appeal seeks review ofseveral
permit conditions on the’basis that they require Irving to regulate, legislate, and use its
enforcement powers in violation of the principles of federalism contained in the Tenth
Amendment, which Irving contends prohibits Congress or federal agencies from
compelling states to enact or enforce a federal regulatory program. Irving also objects to
permit conditions requiring it to develop training and education programs targeted to
reduce storm water pollution, on the basis that such provisions compel it to speak to its
citizens and to deliver a message chosen by the Region in violation of its First
Amendment right to free speech.
In addition to its constitutional objections to the permit, Irving contends that
other permit conditions evidence error, abuse of discretion, or other unlawful action by
the Region that warrants review by the Board, including: (l) the permit’s failure to
authorize all forms o fdischarge from its MS4; (2) inclusion of permit language requiring
Irving to develop a storm water management plan ("SWMP"); (3) inclusion of provisions
making Irving jointly liable for failure ofco-permittees to fulfill their permit obligations;
(4) the establishment of a permit compliance certification date that precedes the effective
date of the permit; (5) the requirement that Irving submit annual reports; and (6) the
requirement that Irving seek approval prior to implementing certain changes to its
SWMP, in that it places no time limit on the Region when processing such a request.
Held: The Board finds that while Irving attempts to present its constitutional
arguments as a challenge to specific permit conditions established by the Region, the
permit provisions in question fall within the immediate contemplation of both the Clean
Water Act ("CWA") and its implementing regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d). Thus,
Irving is in reality challenging the validity of the statutory and regulatory provisions
themselves, rather than the manner in which they were applied by the Region when it
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wrote Irving’s permit. The Board denies review of Irving’s constitutional arguments on
the basis that the proper forum for Irving’s challenge lies with the federal courts, finding,
inter alia, that nothing in Irving’s Petition or in the administrative record in this case
presents circumstances sufficiently compelling to overcome the presumption of nonreviewability o f Agency rules in the context o f Board proceedings.
With regard to the balance of Irving’s objections, we find nothing clearly
erroneous in the Region’s approach nor any other circumstances warranting review.
Accordingly, the Petition for Review is denied in its entirety.
Before Environmental Appeals Judges Scott C. Fulton,
Ronald L. McCallum, and Kathie A. Stein.

Opinion of the Board by Judge Fulton:
The City of Irving ("Irving") has filed a Petition for Review
("Petition") dated August 14, 2000, seeking review of several conditions
set forth in a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
("NPDES")~ permit issued to Irving, Dallas County Utility and
Reclamation District, Dallas County Flood Control District No. 1, and
Irving Flood Control Districts Sections I and III by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region VI ("Region") on February
8, 1997. "[’he permit would authorize storm water discharges from
Irving’s municipal separate storm sewer system ("MS4").2 The Petition

argues that several conditions violate Irving’s constitutional rights under

1Under the Clean Water Act ("CWA"), persons who discharge pollutants from
point sources (discrete conveyances, such as pipes) into waters of the United States must
have a permit in order for the discharge to be lawful. CWA § 301, 33 U.S.C. § 13 l I.
The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System is the principal permitting program
under the CWA. CWA § 402, 33 U.S.C. § 1342.
2Under CWA § 402(p) and 40 C.F.R. § 122.26, an NPDES permit is required
for MS4s serving populations of 250,000 or more (large systems), and those serving
populations of more than 100,000 but less than 250,000 (medium systems). It is
undisputed that Irving satisfies the requirement of a medium system.
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the First and Tenth Amendments and that the Region clearly erred or
abused its discretion in setting several other permit conditions.
In its Response to Petition for Review ("Response"), the Region
contends that its actions were a lawful exercise of its discretion and that
the conditions objected to by Irving are required under the Clean Water
Act ("CWA") and in no way violate Irving’s constitutional rights.
Response at 8-13. The Region further argues that, as a general matter,
the Board does not review arguments challenging the constitutionality of
statutes administered by EPA. Id. at 6.

.:

Because we decline to assume jurisdiction over Irving’s
constitutional claims and Irving has failed otherwise to explain why the
Board should review such a challenge or demonstrate how the Region’s
findings were clearly erroneous, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise
unlawful, review is denied.
L BACKGROUND
A. Factual Background
Irving owns and operates an MS4 that discharges storm water
into a system of rivers and creeks in Texas. Administrative Record
Exhibit ("AR Ex.") 1 at 4-4. Pursuant to the requirements for systemwide MS4 permitting set forth in CWA § 402(p)(4) ("Permit application
requirements") and the implementing regulations at 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.26(d) ("Application requirements for large and medium municipal
separate storm sewer discharges"), Irving joined with its co-permittees
to submit Part 1 of the required NPDES permit application in 1992 and
the Part 2 application in 1993.3 AR Exs. 1, 3. From 1993 through 1997,

~As explained more fully infra, section I.B, the permitting process for an MS4
consists of a two-part application. Part I of the application requires an applicant to
provide general owner information, describe its legal authority to implement permit
(continued...)
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Irving, its co-permittees, and the Region worked to revise the Part 2
application, resulting in the Region’s issuance of a draft permit on
February 8, 1997. Irving filed its Comments on Draft NPDES Permit
No. TXS001301 ("Comments") on March 20, 1997, during an extension
of the public comment period. Petitioner’s Exhibit ("P Ex’) 2. The
::.
....!
¯ :~
i:

Region continued negotiations with Irving and its co-permittees and,
after having received certification from the Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission,4 issued its Response to Comments on Draft
Permit ("RTC") (AR Ex. 33) and the final permit at issue here on
September 11, 1998. R Ex 34 (NPDES Permit No. TXS001301,
hereinafter "Permit"). On November 2, t998, Irving filed a Request for
Evidentiary Hearing pursuant to regulations goveming the NPDES
program at that time. P Ex 4. On July 14, 2000, the Region returned
Irving’s Request for Evidentiary Hearing without prejudice to Irving’s
filing an appeal with the Board under changes made to the NPDES

~(...continued)
requirements, identify sources of discharge to the MS4 and characterize the water quality
of such discharges, describe existing pollutant management programs, commence
identification of sources of illicit discharges that contribute to storm water pollution, and
describe financial resources available for storm water programs. 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.26(d)( 1 ). Part 2 of the application expands on the requirements of Part I, and also
requires permittees to develop a storm water management program that must include:
a comprehensive planning process which involves public
participation and where necessary intergovernmentat coordination,
to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent
practicable using management practices, control techniques and
system, design and engineering methods, and such other provisions
which are appropriate.
Id. § lZ2.26(d)(2)(iv).
4Under CWA § 401(a)(l), 33 U.S.C. § 1341(a)(1), the Region may not issue
a permit until the state in which a facility is located (in this case Texas) either certifies
that the permit complies with the state’s water quality standards or waives certification.
See 40 C.F.R. § 124.53.
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permit appeals process effective June 14, 2000? Respondent’s Exhibit
("REx") 3. Irving filed its Petition with the Board on August 14, 2000.
Irving’s co-permittees have not challenged the permit.
In its Petition, Irving makes several challenges to the permit on
constitutional grounds. The first is that several provisions of the permit6
violate the constitutional principles cited in cases such as Koog v. United
States, 79 F.3d 452 (5th Cir. 1996), New York v. United States, 505 U.S.
144 (1992), and Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997), that
Congress (and thus federal agencies by association) cannot, under the
principles of federalism contained in the Tenth Amendment, compel
states to enact or enforce a federal regulatory program. See Petition at
2-5, 15. Irving argues that the permit is structured in a way that requires
Irving to regulate, legislate, and use its enforcement powers according to
requirements set by EPA rather than in a manner chosen by Irving itself.
[d. at 4. Irving suggests that the Region could have avoided these
constitutional violations had it accepted Irving’s proposed language to
structure the permit so that permit compliance would be based on

SProcedures for issuing, modifying, revoking, or terminating permits are
governed generally by 40 C.F.R. pt. 124. Prior to June 14, 2000, subpart E of part 124
established an evidentiary hearing process for NPDES permits. Section 124.74 required
that any person challenging a final NPDES permit decision submit a request to the
Regional Administrator for an evidentiary hearing within 30 days o fservice of the notice.
40 C.F.R. § 124.74(a) (1998). Only a decision after an evidentiary hearing or a denial
of the request for an evidentiary hearing could be appealed to the Board. [d. § 124.9l.
On May 15, 2000, EPA promulgated substantial changes to the permit review process.
See Amendments to Streamline the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Program Regulations, 65 Fed. Reg. 30,886 (May 15, 2000) (codified at 40 C.F.R.
§ 124.19). Included in these changes was the elimination of the evidentiary hearing
procedures for NPDES permits. [d. at 30,896. Under current procedures, persons
appealing an NPDES permit condition may now file a petition directly with the Board
within 30 days after the issuance of a final NPDES permit decision. 40 C.F.R.
§ 124.19(a).
6Irving’s Petition cites Pts. I.B, II (Introductory Provisions), II.A, II.E-G, and
V.C. Petition at 4-5, 10, ~6-17, 20.
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compliance with Irving’s storm water management program ("SWMP")
as outlined in Part 2 of its NPDES permit application. Id. at 9, 17; see
also Comments at 5; P Ex 5 (Letter from M. Waiter of Irving, to
J. Ferguson of EPA Region 6 (Apr. 17, 1998)). For the same reasons,
Irving argues that permit conditions requiring it to ensure legal authority
to control discharges to and from its MS4 also go beyond the
constitutional restrictions mentioned above.7 Petition at 12. It is also
Irving’s contention that because, in its view, EPA does not have the
constitutional authority to set many of the requirements of the SWMP,
Irving should be able to make changes to the SWMP at any time without
prior approval by the Region.8 Petition at 20.
Irving’s second set of constitutional arguments challenges permit
conditions9 that require it to develop training and education programs
designed to help reduce various sources of storm water pollution.
Petition at 10-12. Irving argues that these provisions infringe upon its
First Amendment right to free speech "by compelling Irving to ’speak’
to its citizens and by compelling Irving to deliver a message chosen by
EPA." Id. at 10.
7Irving also objects to this provision on the basis of its First Amendment right
to petition the government. While Irving asserts that the permit requires that Irving work
with higher sovereign powers to ensure legal authority is maintained, it makes no
argument as to why or how this violates Irving’s First Amendment rights, nor cites any
authority to support its claim. Petition at 12-13. Given Irving’s failure to substantiate
its First Amendment objection, we will not entertain it further. See 40 C.F.R. § 124.19(a)
(petition shall include a statement of the reasons supporting that review); City of Port St.
Joe & Fla. Coast Paper Co., 7 E.A.D. 275, 283 n.17 (EAB 1997) (legal arguments
presented in summary fashion without arguments or documentation do not meet
regulatory requirements that petition shall include a statement of reasons supporting
review).
SIrving acknowledges, however, that if change.s made by it to the SWMP so
decrease the effectiveness of the MS4 program that it no longer attains the goals of the
permit, the Region would then have the authority to modify the permit. Petition at 20.
~These include Pts. 1[.A.9.c, II.A. 10, and III of the permit.
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Besides its constitutional claims, Irving argues that other permit
conditions set by the Region evidence error or abuse of discretion, or are
otherwise unlawful. First, Irving alleges that the Region violated CWA
§ 402(p) and its supporting regulations by failing to authorize all forms
of discharges from Irving’s MS4, and limiting its lawful discharge under
the permit to municipal storm water discharges only. Id. at 13-16. Irving
maintains that accidental spills, sanitary sewer overflow discharges, and
storm water associated with industrial activity that enter the MS4 despite
Irving’s efforts to prevent their entry should be legally authorized under
its NPDES permit. Id. at 13-14. It argues that the current structure of
the permit would make Irving liable for every form of discharge that
passes through the MS4 regardless of whether Irving has control over it.
This structure, according to Irving, is contrary to EPA’s stated approach
to regulating storm water discharges from MS4s. Id. at 15-16.
Irving also argues that permit language requiring it to develop an
SWMP is unnecessary and ambiguous.I° Id. at 16-17. In particular, it
argues that the language in the permit requiring development of an
SWMP strongly suggests that the Region did not determine whether the
SWMP incorporated in the permit already satisfies the statutory
standards for MS4s under the CWA. Id. at 17. Irving argues that the
inclusion of language that anticipates development of an SWMP thus
creates a conflict in the operative provisions of the permit and is
arbitrary and capricious. It Id.
Irving further alleges that the Region erred when it included
permit provisions in Part I.C holding Irvingj ointly responsible for permit
compliance where MS4 operational authority is shared. Id. at 18. Irving
argues that such a provision would make it liable for failures of co1°Irving Specifically references the introductory paragraphs in Pt. II and all of
Pts. II.A, D-F.
~lrving also states that such language "could raise constitutional issues if
wrongly interpreted" but fails to explain how this is so. Petition at 16.
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permittees to perform their obligations under the permit, the SWMP, or
under agreements between the co-permittees on management and
operation of the MS4 system, and that Irving has never consented to such
liability. Id.
Irving also states that the Region erred by setting a compliance
certification date that is prior to the effective date of the permit. Id. at
19. In addition, Irving argues that the requirement that Irving submit
annual reports instead of adhering to the biannual reporting provision of
its SWMP, is an abuse of the Region’s discretion. Id. at 19-20. Finally,
apart from its constitutional objection to the permit’s requirement that
Irving seek approval from the Region prior to implementing certain
changes to its SWMP, Irving argues that such a provision is unreasonable
because it places no time limit on the Region when processing such a
request, ld. at 20.
The Region argues in response that Irving fails to meet its
burden of showing that the Region committed any clear error of law or
fact or abuse of discretion when it set the permit conditions. Response
at 5-6. The Region cites CWA § 402(p)(3)(B)(ii) and (iii), 33 U.S.C.
§ 1342(p)(B)(ii) and (iii), as requiring NPDES permits for Ms4S to
"effectively prohibit" non-storm water discharges into storm sewers and
to require controls to reduce discharges of pollutants from an MS4 to the
"maximum extent practicable." Id. at 2., The Region states that the
storm water program is incidental to the general prohibition of all
unpermitted discharges under CWA § 301(a), 33 U.S.C. § 131 l(a). Id.
at 9. The Region also points to the permitting process for MS4s set forth
in 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d) as allowing EPA to work with municipalities in
designing site-specific permits containing SWMPs and emphasizing the
use of best management practices to meet the CWA § 402(p)(3)(B)(ii)
and (iii) requirements. [d. at 2. The Region maintains that it properly
issued Irving’s permit in accordance with the CWA, implementing
regulations, and EPA guidance, and that the permit provisions were
supported by the administrative record in this case. [d. at 8, 12-13.
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The Region argues that while the constitutional principles raised
by Irving may involve an important policy decision, the Board, as a
general matter, does not adjudicate arguments challenging the
constitutionality of a statute, and "a permit appeal proceeding is not the
appropriate forum in which to challenge either the validity of Agency
regulations or the policy judgments that underlie them." Id. at 6-7.
Furthermore, the Region argues that the MS4 program does not violate
the Constitution as asserted by Irving, because the Supreme Court has
held that federal statutes of general applicability, such as the CWA, can
be applied to states and municipalities so long as their application "does
not excessively interfere with the functioning of those separate sovereign
governments." [d. at 10 (citing Reno v. Condon, 120 S. Ct. 666, 672
(2000); South Carolina v. Baker, 485 U.S. 505, 514-15 (1988); Printz v.
United States, 521 U.S. 898, 932 (1997)). The Region concludes that
since Irving’s objections do not allege such an interference, the Board
should deny review of Irving’s Petition. Id.
B. Statutory and Regulator),, Background~2
In 1972, Congress amended the Federal WaterPollution Control
Act (what is now commonly referred to as the CWA) to prohibit the
discharge of any pollutant to waters of the United States from a point
source unless authorized by an NPDES permit. 33 U.S.C. §§ 301,402.
As originally structured, the NPDES program focused its attention
primarily upon the reduction of pollutants coming from the discharge of
industrial processing wastewater and municipal sewage by requiring
pollution control mechanisms and tracking point sources primarily on an
"end-of-pipe" basis. See, e.g., National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System - Regulations for Revision of the Water Pollution Control
Program Addressing Storm Water Discharges, 64 Fed. Reg. 68,722,

~2For additional discussion of the background of the storm water program, see
In re Arizona Municipal Storm ~Vater NPDES Permits, 7 E.A.D., 646, 654-57 (EAB
1998), petition for review denied sub nom DeJbnders of Wildlife v. EPA, 191 F.3d 1159
(9’h Cir. 1999).
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68,723 (Dec. 8, 1999). Although covered under the definition of a point
source, storm water from conveyances such as separate storm sewers was
not specifically addressed by the CWA and EPA initially attempted to
provide exemptions for MS4s until the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia ruled that EPA could not exempt such discharges
under the CWA. Id.; NRDC v. Costle, 568 F.2d 1369, 1377 (D.C. Cir.
1977); see also 132 Cong. Rec. S16,424 (Oct. 16, 1986), reprinted in 2
Environment and Natural Resources Policy Division, Library of
Congress, A Legislative History of the Water Quality Act of 1987 646
(1988) (hereinafter "Leg. Hist.").
Moreover, in the wake of several major studies indicating that
the leading cause of water quality impairment was pollution from diffuse
sources such as storm water drainage from urban areas and construction
sites, Congress passed the Water Quality Act of 1987 ("WQA"), which
amended the CWA to specifically cover storm water discharges. See
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit Application
Regulations for Storm Water Discharges, 55 Fed. Reg. 47,990, 47,991-92
(Nov. 16, 1990); Legis. Hist. at 646. Among other amendments, the
WQA added {} 402(p) to the CWA, which required permits to be
obtained by October 1992 for four types of storm water discharges,
namely: discharges associated with industrial activity; discharges from
municipal storm sewer systems serving populations over 100,000;
discharges with respect to which a permit had been issued prior to 1987;
and any discharge determined by the permitting authority to be
contributing to a violation of water quality standards or a significant
source of pollutants to waters of the United States. 55 Fed. Reg. at
48,992. The WQA also required EPA to conduct studies on storm water
discharges not already covered by CWA § 402, the purpose of which was
to identify any other sources contributing to the degradation of water
quality and to provide a basis for establishing a comprehensive program
to regulate such sources. [d. at 47,993. Thus, the WQA set up a
schedule for the gradual regulation of all storm water discharges deemed
harmful to water quality, as currently embodied in CWA § 402(p). See
33 U.S.C. § 402(p).
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Under CWA § 402(p), the requirements for an MS4 permit differ
considerably from the technology-based treatment standards and numeric
effluent criteria required of other end-of-pipe dischargers. CWA
§ 403(p)(3)(B) states that permits for MS4 discharges:
(i) may be issued on a syste~n- or jurisdiction-wide basis;
(ii) shall include a requirement to effectively prohibit nonstormwater discharges into the storm sewers; and
(iii) shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants
to the maximum extent practicable, including management
practices, control techniques and system, design and engineering
methods, and such other provisions as the Administrator or the
State determines appropriate for the control of such pollutants.
33 U.S.C. § 1342(p)(3)(B)(i)-(iii). The rationale for the difference in
treatment standards can be found in the legislative history to the WQA,
which stresses Congress’ concern that the variability of MS4 discharges
due to the fact that the type and extent of the pollutants in such
discharges will depend on the activities occurring in the drainage area would make regulation of MS4s based solely on the technical and
numeric effluent standards under CWA § 301 inappropriate.~3 Legis.
Hist. at 617. Congress therefore created the "maximum extent
practicable" ("MEP") standard and the requirement to "effectively
prohibit non-storm water discharges" into the MS4 in an effort to allow

~As explained by EPA in its 1996 guidance on storm water regulations, the
di fflculty of applying numeric effluent limits to storm water discharge stems from the fact
that such limits are derived from methodologies designed primarily to calculate water
quality impacts from "process wastewater discharges which occur at predictable rates
with predictable pollutant Ioadings under !ow flow conditions in receiving waters."
Questions and Answers Regarding Implementation of an Interim Permitting Approach
for Water Quality-Based Effluent Limitations in Storm Water Permits, 61 Fed. Reg.
57,425, 57,426 (Nov. 6, 1996). By contrast, storm water discharge is highly variable both
as to flow and pollutant type and concentration, and storm water permits are issued on a
system-wide basis, thus rendering it largely incompatible with numeric effluent
calculation methodologies, ld.
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permit writers the flexibility necessary to tailor permits to the sitespecific nature of MS4 discharges. Legis. Hist. at 646; House
Committee on Public Works and Transportation, Section-by-Section
Analysis (100th Sess. 1987), reprinted in 1987 U.S.C.C.A.N. (101 Stat.
7) 5, 38-39; see also 55 Fed. Reg. at 48,038. Included in that flexibility
was the capacity to direct permit requirements at the sources of pollution
in the MS4 rather than solely at the end of the pipe. 55 Fed. Reg. at
48,038. Thus, the MS4 permit requirements set forth under CWA
§ 402(p)(3)(iii) were designed to allow permit writers to use a
combination of pollution controls that, as Congress noted, "may be
different in different permits;" not all of the types of controls listed in
§ 402(p)(3)(iii) are required to be incorporated into each MS4 permit.
1987 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 39.
In 1990, EPA promulgated its first set of regulations
implementing CWA § 402(p) as it pertained to permit requirements for
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity and discharges
from large and medium municipal separate storm sewer systems
(commonly referred to as "Phase I" regulations). 55 Fed. Reg. at 47,990;
40 C.F.R. pt. 122. In the preamble to the final rule, EPA noted that while
the MS4 program required a substantial amount of flexibility, it should
not be "to such an extent that all municipalities do not face essentially
the same responsibilities and commitment for achieving the goals of the
CWA" and that the regulations being promulgated would "build in
substantial flexibility in designing programs that meet particular needs,
without abandoning a nationally consistent structure * * * " 55 Fed.
Reg. at 48,038. To achieve these ends, the permit application
requirements established in 40 C.F.R. Part 122 centered on the
development of site-specific SWMPs to be issued primarily on a systemwide basis. Id. at 48,043. Such an approach would, as appropriate,
allow several municipal entities responsible for different parts of a single
MS4 system to be co-permittees on a single permit. This would in turn
facilitate coordination and consolidation of MS4 activities, as well as
spread the resource burden for monitoring, analysis, and development
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and implementation of water pollution controls.14 Id. Additionally, EPA
established a two-part permit application for the development of MS4
permits that would assist permittees in developing SWMPs capable of
meeting statutory and regulatory requirements. Id. This application
process also provides information to the permit-writers for use in setting
permit conditions; it was anticipated that if a municipality submitted a
satisfactory application all or part of its proposed SWMP would likely
become an integrated part of its final permit. Office of Water, U.S. EPA,
EPA 833-B-92-002, Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of
the NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges from Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems 1-9 (1992) (hereinafter "Part 2 Guidance
Manual"’). The two parts of the permit application cover the six general
elements necessary for an MS4 permit: adequate legal authority, source
identification, discharge characterization, proposed SWMP, assessment
of controls, and fiscal analysis. [d. at 2-1 to 2-4. Details of these
elements of the permit application process for medium and large MS4s
are set forth at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d). Because, as discussed below,
several of the issues presented depend on an understanding of the
regulatory framework for MS4 permits, we will briefly review several of
the key elements of that framework.
1. Adequate Legal Authority
Municipalities applying for an MS4 permit must demonstrate
adequate legal authority to control and prohibit certain discharges to the
MS4; to carry out all inspection, surveillance, and monitoring procedures
necessary to determine compliance and noncompliance with permit
conditions; and to require dischargers to the MS4 to comply with permit
or other conditions. 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(i). This is because the
municipality, as the permittee, "is responsible for compliance with its
permit and must have the authority to implement the conditions in its

~4Where a permit has more than one legal entity as permittee, applications
require a description of the roles and responsibilities of each legal entity and procedures
in place to ensure effective coordination. 40 C.F.R.. § 122.26(d)(2)(vii).
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permit." Part 2 Guidance Manual at 3-1. Compliance with the MEP
and "effective prohibition" standards set forth in CWA § 402(p)(3)
requires a permittee to do more than plan for pollution controls during
the term of its permit; it must also make a "strong effort to have the
necessary police powers and controls" necessary to meet statutory
standards prior to issuance of the permit. 55 Fed. Reg. at 48,044. In
order to meet this requirement, applicants must cite to and describe how
specific state and/or local ordinances currently in effect meet the federal
requirements set forth in 40 C.F.R. § 122.36(d)(2)(i). Part 2 Guidance
Manual at 3-4. Should existing authority be insufficient to meet such
requirements, applicants must describe what changes are needed and
provide a schedule for implementation of such changes. Id.
2. Proposed Storm Water Management Program
The proposed SWMP is generally considered to be the most
important part of the permit application and the lynchpin of the program.
Part 2 Guidance Manual at 6-I Part 1 of the application requires
submission of a description of existing management programs to control
pollutants from the MS4 and a description of existing programs to
identify and prevent illicit discharges to the system. 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.26(d)(1)(v). Part 2 requires the permittee to propose control
measures meeting the MEP standard for the most expected types of
discharge to an MS4, namely: (1) runofffrom commercial and residential
areas; (2) storm water runoff associated with industrial activity; (3)
storm water runoff from construction sites; and (4) non-storm water
discharges (e.g., illicit discharges and improper disposal). 55 Fed. Reg.
at 48,052. While the SWMP provisions are designed to allow for
flexibility and tailoring to the needs of each particular MS4, all SWMPs
must meet certain minimum requirements, including establishing a
comprehensive planning process that provides for public participation
and any necessary intergovernmental coordination concerning
management practices, control techniques, system design, and
engineering or other methods to reduce the discharge of the above-listed
types of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, as well as a
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description of staff and equipment available to implement the SWMP.
40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv). Other specific SWMP provisions require
the municipality to submit a description of programs for public education
and outreach, implementation and enforcement of ordinances preventing
illicit discharges to the MS4, investigation and monitoring of discharge
sources to the MS4, and implementation and maintenance of site
planning and best management practices ("BMPs") for construction sites.
[d. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)-(D). Because a permitting authority is likely
to incorporate all or part of an SWMP meeting regulatory requirements
into the NPDES permit and utilize the SWMP to develop effluent limits,
these provisions provide a municipality with an opportunity to have
substantial input into permit conditions. Part 2 Guidance Manual at 6- i.
3. Assessment of Controls
In order for an SWMP to be successful, assessing its
effectiveness is imperative; in this way, successful parts of the program
may be enhanced and unsuccessful control measures can be changed. As
the first step of this process, Part 2 applications require MS4s to submit
an estimate of anticipated pollutant reduction once the SWMP is in
place. 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(v). Subsequently, in order to determine
whether an SWMP is achieving its’anticipated effectiveness, MS4
permittees are required to provide annual reports on the progress of their
SWMPs covering, among other things, the status of SWMP
implementation, any proposed SWMP revisions, a summary of any
monitoring data, projected annual expenditures, a summary of any
enforcement actions, inspections, or educational programs, and any
changes to water quality. 40 C.F.R. § 122.42(c). EPA guidance
encourages permittees to provide both direct evidence of SWMP
effectiveness (such as reductions in pollutant loads) as well as indirect
evidence (such as measurements demonstrating increased public
awareness of storm water issues) to assist the permittee and permit-writer
in:
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[d]etermining whether the most cost-effective best
management practices (BMPs) are included in the
[SWMP]; [e]nsuring that the [SWMP] includes
adequate public participation programs and
intergovermnental coordination; [e]stablishing on-going
monitoring inspection and surveillance programs that
help refine estimates of program effectiveness; and
[d]eveloping a strategy to evaluate progress toward
achieving water quality goals.
Part 2 Guidance Manual at 7-1.
II. DISCUSSION

A. Standard of Review
!
¯:
:

In appeals under 40 C.F.R. § 124.19(a), the Board will not grant
review unless it appears from the petition that the condition in question
is based on a clearly erroneous finding of fact or conclusion of law, or
involves an exercise of discretion or an important policy consideration
that warrants review.Is 40 C.F.R. § 124.19(a). The Board exercises its
authority to review permits sparingly, in recognition of Agency policy
favoring resolution of most permit disputes at the Regional level. In re
New England Plating Co., NPDES Appeal No. 00-7, slip op. at 7 (EAB,
Mar. 29, 2001), 9 E.A.D. __; In re Town of Ashland Wastewater
Treatment Facility, NPDES Appeal No. 00-15, slip op. at 9-10 (EAB,

tSAs noted supra, note 5, prior to the Amendments to Streamline the NPDES
Program Regulations, 65 Fed. Reg. 30,886 (May 15, 2000), the rules governing petitions
for review of NPDES permitting decisions were set out in 40 C.F.R. § 124.91 (1998).
Even though these amendments have eliminated the evidentiary hearing requirement in
favor of direct appeal to the Board, the standard of review under 40 C.F.R. § 124.91 is
essentially identical to that of 40 C.F.R. § 124.19. See, e.g., In re New England Plating
Co., NPDES Appeal No. 00-7, slip op. at 6 n. 10 (EAB, Mar. 29,2001), 9 E.A.D. ~’ In
re Town of Ashland Wastewater Treatment Facility, NPDES Appeal No. 00-15, slip op.
at 9 n.l I (EAB, Feb. 26, 2001), 9 E.A.D. __.
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Feb. 26, 2001), 9 E.A.D..__.~" In re Town of Hopedale, Bd. of Water &
Sewer Comm ’rs, NPDES Appeal No. 00-4, slip op. at 8-9 n.13 (EAB,
Feb. 13, 2001). The burden of establishing grounds for review rests
upon the petitioner. 40 C.F.R. § 124.19(a)(1)-(2).
Irving’s arguments are considered in light of this framework.
For the reasons set forth below, the petition for review is denied.
B. Issues Pertaining to Irving’s Constitutional Rights
Irving argues that several permit conditions require it to legislate
and regulate in a manner that violates its constitutional fights under the
Tenth Amendment, and sets forth a list of specific provisions Irving finds
to be beyond EPA’s constitutional power to impose. Petition at 4-5.
Upon closer scrutiny, however, the provisions cited by Irving in its
Petition come directly from provisions set forth in the CWA and EPA’s
implementing regulations,t6 When viewed in this light, it

~6For example, Irving objects to Pan I.B, Part l-I (Introductory Provisions) and
Part II.E of the permit which requires it to effectively prohibit discharge of non-storm
water into the MS4, but this requirement comes verbatim from CWA § 402(p)(3)(B)(ii).
Furthermore, the implementing regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv) require an
MS4 permit applicant to provide an SWMP that "reduce[s] the discharge of pollutants
to the maximum extent practicable * * *." Under § 122.43, the Region is required to
establish permit conditions that "provide for and assure compliance with all applicable
requirements of CWA and regulations." 40 C.F.R. § 122.43(a).
Irving also argues that Parts It.A.9 and 10 and Part III of the permit, which
require it to develop public education programs, compels Irving to speak in violation of
its First Amendment rights. Petition at 10-12. As discussed in section I.B above, these
requirements come directly from the statutory scheme established by Congress and
detailed by EPA in the implementing regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)(5)
and (6).
Similarly, Irving objects to Part II.A.2 and III.A, which require Irving to
"implement changes to its ordinances to minimize the discharge ofpollutants from areas
of new development and significant redevelopment," including revisions to its
(continued...)
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appears that Irving’s real complaint is with the statute itself and its

implementing regulations.
To the extent that Irving objects to the substance of the storm
water regulations, CWA § 509(b)(1) contemplates that challenges to
administrative regulations be brought in a federal circuit court of appeals
within 120 days from the date of promulgation of such regulations.

16(...continued)
landscaping ordinance. Petition at 4. As the Region correctly points out, these
requirements are taken directly from the permit application requirements at 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(2).
Irving objects to Part II.A.5 of its permit, which requires reduction of the
discharge o fpollutants related to the application and distribution of pesticides, herbicides,
and fertilizers. Petition at 4. Again, this requirement comes directly from 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(6). Irving also objects to provisions in Part II.A.6 requiring it to
effectively prohibit certain sources o fillicit discharge and improper disposal to the MS4,
but again, such requirements are found at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(B)(l)-(7). Part
II.A.8 of the permit, which requires implementation of an industrial and high risk
inspection program, and is also objectionable to Irving, is a nearly-verbatim copy of
language found at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C). Likewise with Part II.A.8 of the
permit, which requires implementation and maintenance of BMPs to reduce pollution
from construction sites to the MS4; this provision also comes nearly verbatim from 40
C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(C). Part II.A.10, requiring Irving to implement a public
education program targeting illicit discharges, improper disposal, and the proper use,
application, and disposal of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers - also on Irving’s list comes from language found at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv)(A)(6) and (B)(5), (6). The
Part II.E requirements for ensuring legal authority to control discharges to and from the
MS4 to which Irving objects can be found in nearly identical form at 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.26(d)(1)(ii) and (2)0). The objected-to SWMP resource requirements set forth in
Part II.F are reflected in and driven by 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(l)(vi) and (2)(vi). Finally,
Irving objects to the requirement that it provide evidence that its governing body has
reviewed or been appraised of its annual report, but the provisions to which it cites make
no such reference. Assuming Irving intended to refer to Part V.D, it appears that the
Region is following the signatory requirements for all NPDES permit applications and
reports as required by 40 C.F.R. § 122.22(a)(3). While those provisions do not
specifically require a statement or resolution that the permittees’ governing body has been
appraised of a report, we do not see how this is any different in essence from the
signatory requirement, nor how inclusion of it can be said to violate Irving’s Tenth
Amendment rights.
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CWA § 509(b)(1), 33 U.S.C. § 1369(b)(1). As a consequence, the Board
does not ordinarily allow a permit appeal to be used as a vehicle for
collateral challenge of regulatory provisions when the time for such
challenge has long since passed. See In re Woodkiln, Inc., 7 E.A.D. 254,
269-70 (EAB 1997) (refusing to review final Agency regulations
attacked on substantive content or alleged invalidity, either in exercise
of Board’s permit review authority and in an enforcement context); In
re City of Hollywood, 5 E.A.D. 157, 176 (EAB 1994). Indeed, we have
observed that the presumption of nortreviewability in the administrative
arena is a rule of practicality and is especially appropriate in the context
of a provision like CWA § 509(b), which sets limits on the availability
of a judicial forum for challenging particular kinds of regulations:
[O]rdinarily, the only way for a regulation that is
subject to a preclusive review provision to be
invalidated is by a court in accordance with the terms of
the preclusive review provision. * * * Once the rule is
no longer subject to court challenge by reason of the
statutory preclusive review provision, the .Agency is
entitled to close the book on the rule insofar as its
validity is concerned.
In re Echevarria, 5 E.A.D. 626, 634-35 (EAB 1994).~7
Moreover, we have repeatedly recognized that the regulations
authorizing appeals to the Board contemplate review of conditions of
permits, not review of the statutes and regulations which are predicates
tTThe Board will review the vitality of an Agency regulation only in "an
exceptional case," such as where a challenged regulation has been effectively invalidated
by a court but has yet to be formally repealed by the Agency. Echevarria, 5 E.A.D. at

635 n. 13; see also In re B.J. Carney Indus., 7 E.A.D. 171,194 (EAB 1997) (holding that
the Board will entertain a challenge to an Agency regulation only in "the most compelling

circumstances"). Nothing in Irving’s brief or in the administrative record persuades us
that this case presents any compelling circumstances warranting a departure from our
practice of not reviewing final Agency regulations in the context of Board cases.
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for such conditions. See, e.g., In re City of Port St. Joe & Fla. Coast
Paper Co., 7 E.A.D. 275, 286-87 (EAB 1997) (rejecting challenge to
validity of regulations or policy judgments underlying them in permit
appeal proceeding); In re Suckla Farms, Inc., 4 E.A.D. 686, 696 (EAB
1993); In re FordMotor Co., 3 E.A.D. 677, 682 n.2 (Adm’r 1991).
In any case, as a general rule, constitutional questions of the kind
argued by Irving here are reserved to the federal courts. In re Britton
Constr. Co., CWA Appeal Nos. 97-5 & 97-8, slip op. at 24 n.6 (EAB,
Mar. 30, 1999), 9 E.A.D. __ (citing Johnson v. Robinson, 415 U.S. 361,
368 (1974)). While the Board has entertained matters that question
whether a statute or regulation is being applied in a manner which passes
constitutional muster (see, e.g., [n re Ocean State Asbestos Removal Inc.
7 E.A.D. 522,558 (EAB 1998); In re Gen. Elec. Co., 4 E.A.D. 615,62736 (EAB 1993)), we have also repeatedly refused to entertain challenges
to the constitutionality of statutes and Agency regulations themselves.
See Britton, slip op. at 24 n.6; City of Port St. Joe, 7 E.A.D. at 317 n.58
(EAB 1997); In reEchevarria, 5 E.A.D. 626, 634 (EAB 1994). Seealso
In re Pontiki Coal Corp., 3 E.A.D. 572, 578 (Adm’r, 1991) (holding that
the scope of review under 40 C.F.R. § 124.19 only contemplates
challenges to specific permit decisions, not to constitutional validity of
regulations themselves).
As we have discussed, while Irving attempts to present its
constitutional arguments as a challenge to specific permit decisions made
by the Region, it is fairly plain that the permit provisions in question fall
within the immediate contemplation of both the CWA and the
implementing regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d). Thus, Irving’s "as
applied" challenge is, as we see it, in actuality a challenge to the
constitutionality of the CWA and EPA’s implementing regulations.
For all of the foregoing reasons, we decline to review Irving’s
constitutional claims.
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C. Whether the Region Erred in Failing to Authorize All Discharges
from Irving’s MS4

¯ -’.i
~-

Irving objects to the Region’s failure to permit all discharges
from its MS4, arguing that CWA § 402(p) and its implementing
regulations require the Region to permit all discharges from its MS4,
including non-storm water discharges and storm water associated with
industrial activities. Petition at 13-16. Irving argues that by refusing to
authorize such discharges under its permit, liability for them transfers to
Irving, a position which forces it to use its police powers to stop such
discharges and violates the scheme established by the storm water
regulations, which places responsibility for controlling and obtaining
legal authorization for storm water discharges on the discharger rather
than the municipality. Id. This, according to Irving, runs counter to the
thrust of EPA’s regulations and constitutional principles.
Upon review, Irving’s regulatory arguments misrepresent the
structure of the storm water program. While Irving is correct that the
"storm water permitting rules expressly require permits for ’all
discharges from large and medium municipal separate storm sewer
systems,’" id. at 14, neither this phrase nor any other regulatory text
supports Irving’s conclusion that a single permit must address all such
discharges. Indeed, the opposite appears to be contemplated. With
respect to non-storm water discharges that find their way into the MS4,
the statute itself requires storm water permits issued to an MS4 to
effectivelyprohibitallsuch discharges. CWA § 402(p)(3)(B), 33 U.S.C.
§ 1342(p)(3)(B). Thus, the Region would appear to lack the authority to
authorize within the context of a storm water permit non-storm water
discharges such as those listed by Irving in its Petition.
Similarly, with respect to storm water associated with industrial
activity, the permit appears to comport both with the regulations and the
Federal Register preamble cited by Irving in its Petition. See Petition at
16; National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit
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Application Regulations for Storm Water Discharges, 55 Fed. Reg.
47,990, 47,997-98 (Nov. 16, 1990). The regulations contemplate that
storm water associated with industrial activity is to be permitted
separately from municipal storm water.~8 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(c).
Because, as the Region points out, Irving did not apply for a permit for
storm water associated with industrial activity, this particular permit
does not authorize such discharges. Rather, such discharges will,
consistent with the preambular discussion of the program, be addressed
in permits to be subsequently issued, presumably to sources of such
storm water. The language of the final permit expressly stating that
liability for unauthorized discharges through the MS4 does not transfer
from the discharger to the permittee would appear to ameliorate Irving’s
concern about incurring liability for such discharges. Permit, Pt. I.B.2.

:i
J
~
¯ :i

As touched on earlier in section I.B, the language of Part [.B.2
of the permit was taken directly from CWA § 402(p)(3)(B) as well as
implementing regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv) requiring MS4s
to eliminate the type of discharges Irving argues should be permitted.
Irving’s constitutional objection to this permit provision, because it takes
issue with the substance of the regulation itself, is, for the reasons we
have already stated, an argument the Board will not entertain. In sum,
we do not see any clear error by the Region on this point and therefore
deny review.
D. Whether Language Requiring Irving to Submit an SWMP is Arbitrary
and Capricious.
Irving objects to language in its permit it states requires it "to
develop, prospectively, an SWMP that will be assessed, also
prospectively, for compliance with the ’effective prohibition’ and ’MEP’
standards." Petition at 17. Irving argues that this language either raises
~SAdditionally, all industrial storm water permittees are required to provide
information regarding such discharges to the MS4 owner/operator under 40 C.F.R.
§ 122.26(a)(4).
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questions regarding whether the Region in fact accepted Irving’s SWMP.
If the SWMP has been accepted by the Region, then, according to Irving,
the language creates a conflict within the operative provisions within the
permit. Id.
We do not see the ambiguity or the conflict alleged by Irving.
The SWMP is intended to be a dynamic document, changing over time
to reflect changing conditions and improved practices. 55 Fed. Reg. at
48,052-54. The permit, in boilerplate fashion, sets out the general
requirements of an SWMP, including a requirement that it be updated,
as necessary; provision for how modifications are to be made; and a
statement that compliance with Irving’s SWMP and any approved
updates "shall be deemed compliance with Parts II.A,B, and F" and that
all approved updates made in accordance with the permit "are hereby
incorporated by reference." Permit, Pt. II. Accordingly, by its terms, the
permit serves as the rule by which the SWMP, over time, will be
measured. The prospective language is thus not without purpose - it
anticipates likely changes to a dynamic document. For these reasons, we
deny review of this issue.
E. Whether EPA Erred in Making Irving Jointly Liable for Compliance
by Other Co-permittees
Irving argues that Part I.C. 1.e and Part I.C.2 of its permit might
together be read to hold Irving responsible for, or force it to assume,
permit obligations of one or more co-permittees should a co-permittee
fail to meet its permit obligations, creating liabilities beyond those
contemplated by the operative regulations and Irving’s intra-system
agreements. Petition at 18. In particular, Irving appears to be concerned
that it would incur liabilities for parts of the broader system beyond
Irving’s operational control. For its part, the Region argues that Irving
is overstating the impact of these provisions and that they were added to
ensure that, "regardless of any private contractual or inter-governmental
agreements the co-permittees may enter into to perform their
responsibilities," Response at 33, Irving continues to "comply with the
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terms of the final Permit for which [it is] responsible." Id. In terms of
the scope of that responsibility, the Region states that "Petitioner is
responsible only for permit compliance and SWMP implementation for
those portions of the MS4 that the Petitioner operates." Id. at 32.
Although not as clear as the Region’s Response, the RTC appears to be
consistent with the idea that these provisions were intended not to
enlarge Irving’s liability but rather to ensure that Irving could not

transfer away its responsibilities under its permit. RTC at 3. In
particular, the RTC observes, "It is not EPA’s intent or purpose to
redistribute the roles and responsibilities of the permittees." Id.
In examining the issue, our starting point is, of course, the text
of the permit itself. The provisions of the permit with which Irving is
concerned read as follows:
1. Each permittee is responsible for:

e. A plan of action to assume .responsibility for
implementation of storm water management and
monitoring programs on their portions of the Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System should interjurisdictional
agreements allocating responsibility between permittees
be dissolved or in default.

2. Permittees are jointly responsible for permit compliance on
portions of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System where
operational or Storm Water Management Program
implementation authority over portions of the Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System is shared or has been transferred
from one permittee to another in accordance with legally binding
instruments.
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Permit, Pt. [.C. 1.e and 2.
We agree with the Region that, as to Part I.C.l.e, Irving’s
concern is overstated. First, the only liability produced by this provision
is liability for preparing a contingency plan. Second, and more
importantly, the fact that the provision contemplates ultimate
responsibility only for each participant" s portion of the MS4 belies any
notion that Irving would ultimately be subject to liability under the plan
for matters beyond its operational control.
Part I.C.2 presents a more difficult question, as the language of
the provision is not tightly drafted and is open to more than one
interpretation. We are not without assistance on this question, however,
as the regulations upon which these provisions were predicated provide
additional grist for consideration. In anticipation of intra-system,
multiple-permit approaches to storm water management, the rules
provide:
Co-permittees need only comply with permit conditions
relating to discharges from the muncipal separate storm
sewers for which they are operators.
40 C.F.R. § 122.26(a)(iv) (emphasis added). We conclude that the better
interpretation here is one that reconciles the text of the permit with the
rule upon which it is based, and thus interpret Part LC.2 to mean that,
irrespective of any agreements into which Irving might enter related to
storm water management, Irving remains ultimately responsible for those
portions - and only those portions - of the MS4 within its operational
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control,t9 Interpreting the provision thusly, we deny review of the
issue.2°

F. The Permit’s Compliance Certification Date
Irving has objected to the date in its permit for certification of its
compliance with the floatable monitoring program as being incorrect.
Petition at 19. In its Response, the Region recognizes that the date is
incorrect and states that it will make all necessary schedule adjustments
pending final disposition of this appeal. Based on this representation, we
deny review of this issue, and direct the Region to make the necessary
changes.
G. Whether the Region Erred in its Inclusion of Annual Reporting
and Prior Approval Requirements
Irving objects that the annual reporting requirements set forth in
Part V.D of its permit represent an abuse of discretion because they
conflict with the biannual reporting requirements set forth in Irving’s
SWMP. Petition at 19-20. Irving stated in its Petition that it knew of no
requirements calling an annual report. Id. at 19. However, as pointed
out supra in section I.B, 40 C.F.R. § 122.42(c) requires an MS4

~This does not mean that Irving cannot enter into legally binding agreements
which themselves enlarge Irving’s liability beyond its operational control. If Irving
chooses to assume additional liabilities by virtue o fintra-system agreements, it of course
may do so, but the resulting liabilities would arise from those agreements and not from
Part I.C.I.e and 2 of Irving’s permit.
"°While it appears that the Region’s interpretation of this permit condition is
similar or identical to ours, we note that because we serve as the final decision maker for
the Agency in this matter, our interpretation will be binding on the Region in its
implementation of the permit. See, e.g., In re Ocean State Asbestos Removal, Inc., 7
E.A.D. 522, 542-43 n. 22 (EAB 1998); In re Austin Powder Co., 6 E.A.D. 713, 717
(EAB 1997); In re Mobil Oil Corp., 5 E.A.D. 490, 590 n.30 (EAB 1994). It should thus
address Irving’s concern in appealing this issue.
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permittee to submit annual reports. Accordingly, the Region’s decision
to include this condition was not erroneous.21
Irving also argues that permit conditions requiring Regional
approval before certain changes to its SWMP may be implemented is
unreasonable because it places no time limit on the Region’s response to
the request. Petition at 20. This is not entirely true, however. Under
Parts II.G.2.b and c of the permit, which cover most possible changes to
the SWMP, changes to the SWMP covered by the provision are deemed
approved and may be implemented unless the Region denies the
proposed change within 60 days. The only changes to the SWMP which
are not subject to this sixty-day default and which must receive formal
approval by the Region prior to inclusion into the SWMP are those
which propose deletion of a BMP without substitution of another BMP.
See Response at 36.

o

As pointed out by the Region in its RTC, Part II.G was modified
in response to Irving’s comments to clarify what changes to its SWMP
would not be considered to be minor modifications to its permit. RTC
at 13. In its Petition, Irving merely reiterates the comments that gave rise
to these changes. As we have observed in the past, something more is
required to sustain a petition for review - namely, a petitioner must
demonstrate with specificity why the Region’s response to the
petitioner’s comments was clearly erroneous. See, e.g., In re Town of
Ashland Wastewater Treatment Plant, NPDES Appeal No. 00-15, slip
op. at 11 (EAB, Feb. 26, 2001), 9 E.A.D._ (A petitioner in an NPDES
appeal must demonstrate with specificity why the Region’s response to
its comments is clearly erroneous or otherwise merits-review).
Moreover, in view of the fact that Irving’s SWMP was an important part
of Irving’s application for an MS4 permit and a predicate for the
Region’s granting the permit, it does not strike us as unreasonable that
the Region reserve a review and approval function with respect to
UAs we have already observed, to the extent that Irving is challenging the
underlying rule, this is the wrong forum for such a challenge.
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significant changes to the SWMP as a means of ensuring that the SWMP
continues over time to comport with the SWMP framework set forth in
the permit. Furthermore, because deletion ofa BMP may raise particular
concerns regarding the integrity of the SWMP, it is not obvious to us that
the decision by the Region not to limit itself to a sixty-day review period
for review of BMP deletions is erroneous. Any failure by the Region to.
act is remediable through an unreasonable delay suit under section 706
of the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. § 706(1).
III, CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, review of NPDES Permit No.
TXS001301 is denied in all respects. Consistent with the discussion in
section II.F, supra, we direct the Region to make all necessary
corrections to erroneous compliance dates listed in the permit.
So ordered,
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1.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This Retail Gasoline Outlet Storm Water Runoff Study identifies and
quantifies chemical constituents detected in simulated storm water runoff
from concrete and asphalt pavement at five preselected retail gasoline
outlets (RGOs). The RGOs were selected to represent geographical areas,
varying population densities, and different types of RGOs operating in
California. Rainfall typical for California was simulated at each of the five
RGOs. Runoff generated during the tests was collected and analyzed to
identify and quantify chemical constituents that may have been present.

Metals.
The study analyzed metals in the first 15-minute sample (first flush) of
runoff from the RGO pump island area. The concentrations reported in the
dam are below minimum analytical detection limits with the exceptions of
barium, copper, and zinc. The GTEL Environmental Laboratory, Inc.
(GTEL) analytical data sheets indicate that the maximum detection limit
was increased for some samples due to a foaming effect noted in these
samples.

The analytical results for metals demonstrate that the maximum
concentrations of most constituents detected in the runoff water samples are
lower than current United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
primary and secondary drinking water maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs). The exceptions are antimony, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, and
lead, where the concentration cannot be compared to the drinking water
MCLs because the minimum analytical detection limits are higher than the
drinking water MCLs.
Volatile Organic Compounds.
The data collected during this study indicate that all VOC concentrations
found in the storm water runoff from the pavement at RGOs are below the
EPA MCLs. The concentrations of metals and VOCs detected during this
study represent normal conditions at RGOs where the RGOs maintain
effective housekeeping practices and cleanup of incidental spills.

At each RGO, nine samples of runoff water were obtained to be analyzed
for the volatile organic compounds benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and total
xylenes (BTEX). Forty-five samples were collected from the five RGOs
for analysis of volatile organic compound (VOC) content. Of 45 samples,
27 of the samples were below analytical detection limits (reported as N-D,
not detected). In the remaining 18 samples, VOCs were detected in the
R0013217
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runoff water at concentrations below the respective EPA MCLs. Out of the
45 samples, all were below the EPA MCLs.

2.0 PROJECT PROCEDURES
The simulated storm water runoff tests were conducted to identify and
quanlffy chemical constituents in runoff at the five selected RGOs. The
findings presented in this report identify the levels of chemicals commonly
present in the runoff from typical RGOs in California. The data are
presented as a comparison between each RGO and EPA primary and
secondary drinking water MCLs.
Representatives of the Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA)
selected RGO categories to represent the various geographical areas,
varying population densities and types of ROOs located in California. The
storm water runoff sampling was conducted at the five Southern California
RGOs selected by the WSPA representatives.
Rainfall was simulated in the same manner at both the pump island
(automotive refueling areas) and the driveway approach areas at each RGO
(See Figure 1); samples were collected in the same manner at each RGO;
sampling equipment was properly cleaned between each round of sampling.
The only notable difference in the testing methodologies at the five RGOs
occurred at the Category 5 RGO. One quart of gasoline was "spilled" at
the pump island of the Category 5 RGO and cleaned up with absorbent
material prior to the rai~all simulation. The "spill" was simulated at the
pump island area only.
Tables 1 through 5 identify the sample source, collection time, date,
weather conditions, and the specified analyses for each of the samples
collected at the five RGOs.
The rainfall simulation was designed to represent the light, medium, and
heavy rain.fall regions of California. This report compares and documents
the analytical data obtained from these tests. The test data quantify the
concentrations of storm water constituents in runoff at the RGO pump
islands and in driveway approaches to the RGO and pump islands. The
analytical data for the samples collected at the five sele~t~c~ RGC)s are
summarized in Tables 6 through 9. The GTEL analytical data sheets are
presented in Appendix A.

A comparison of average RG0 runoff concentrations with water quality
criteria and typical urban runoff are presented in Tables 10 through 14.
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3.0 LITERATURE SEARCH
Initiall~ a computerized literature file search was conducted to assess
whether other similar studies had been performed which contained scientific
in.formation that may contribute to this storm water runoff project. The
computerized literature file search did not disclose a previous RGO storm
water study. Key Literature abstracts relating to storm water runoff or other
related information is included in Appendix B.
The computerized literature file search was conducted using the Dialog
I~formation Database. The search was conducted of the following files:
NTIS (National Technical Information ) - File 6;
COMPENDEX (Engineering Information Inc., NY, NY) - File 8;
APILIT (American Petroleum Institute) - File 354;
Pollution Abstracts/Cambridge Scientific Abstracts - File 41;
Water Resources Abstracts - File 117;
WATERNET (American Water Works Association,) - File 245; and
CA SEARCH (Chemical Abstracts, Columbus, OH) - File 399.

4.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH
The technical approach for this project included:
Developing site selection criteria and selecting representative RGOs;
Conducting preliminary field testing to establish test procedures; and
Determining sampling and analytical procedures.
These topics are described in detail in the following sections.
4.1 Selection of Retail Gasoline Outlets
The selection of the RGOs for this study was based on a cross section of
the various populated and geographic areas in California and used the
following criteria:

Anticipated refueling frequencies and anticipated ages of vehicles
expected to frequent the RGOs.
Anticipated commercial use, based on the RGO’s location.
The RGO’s age and general appearance.
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The construction class of the RGO including fuel islands,
mechanics’ bays, car washes and convenience stores.
The topography around the RGO including the drainage panem and
adjacent property use.

The WSPA members provided RGOs to represent differing examples of the
above-fisted categories. The RGOs selected for each category are located
in the following cities in California:
Trabuco Canyon
Apple Valley
¯ San Diego
Rancho Cacamonga
Los Angeles

Using the criteria previously mentioned, the RGOs which were selected had
the following characteristics:

Throughput greater than 250,000 gaLlons per month
Urban location, little or no commercial use
New fac~ity, clean appearance
Covered fuel islands; carwash; no mechanics’ bays
Hilly ar~a, runoff to the east and west; facility is bermedC1); shopping
center adjacent to ROO

The Category One RGO was observed to have minimal staining on the
ground surface around the pump islands. The pump island and driveway
approach areas are concrete. The driveway approach area was observed to
be relatively clean and free of oll and grease stains.
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Throughput greater than 250,000 gallons per month
Urban location, Ii~e or no commercial use
New facility, clean appearance
Covered fuel islands; carwash; convenience store; no mechanic’s bays
Flat area, runoff to the west; facility is bermed; fast food adjacent to RGO
The Category Two RGO was observed to have minimal staining on the
ground surface around the pump islands. The pump island and ctriveway
approach areas are concrete. The driveway approach area is concrete and
was observed to .have oil and grease stains.
~1). refers to concrete curbs (present at the category ! and 2 RGOs) which direct the flow
of storm water to on-site surface storm drains. At the RGOs without berming, rainfall on
the RGO lot flows into surface storm drains on-site or off of the RGO into the street
adjacent the RGO.

Cateeory 3
Throughput of 150,000 to 250,000 gallons per month
Inner city, light commercial use
Older facility, stained and degraded concrete and asphalt
Covered fuel islands; mechanic’s bays
Fiat area, runoff to the south; facility is not bermed; residential and re~l
adjacent to RGO
The Category Three RGO was observed to have dark oil and grease stains
on the ground surface around the pump islands and in the driveway
approach areas. The pump island areas are concrete. The asphalt in the
driveway approach areas was observed to be in poor condition, or degraded.

Cateeory 4
Throughput of 150,000 to 250,000 gallons per month
Urban location, light commercial use
Older facility, stained and degraded concrete and asphalt
Covered fuel islands; mechanic’s bays
Area sloped to the south; runoff to the south; facility is not bermed;
shopping center adjacent to RGO
The Category Four RGO was observed to have oil and grease stains on the
ground surface around the pump islands. The pump island areas are
concrete. The asphalt in the driveway approach areas was observed to be
in good condition.
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Catee0ry 5
Throughput less than 150,000 gallons per month
l.naer ~ty, high commercial
Older facility, stained and degraded concrete and asphalt
Covered fuel islands with mechanic’s bays
Flat ar~a, runoff to the north and sou~h; facility is not bcrmed; industrial
and rebuff adjacent to RGO

The Category Five RGO was observed to have off and grease stains on the
ground surface around the pump islands. The pump island areas are
concrete. The asphalt in the driveway approach areas was observed to be
degraded.

4J Preliminary Field Testing
Two days of preliminary field t~sting were conducted prior to initiating the
on-site RGO storm water evaluation (discussed in further detail in
Appendix C - Prdiminary Field Testing). The preliminary field testing was
performed at an abandoned RGO in Westminster, California.
The preliminary field testing was conducted to achieve the following
objectives:
Develop the simulated rainfall distribution system;
Determine the minimum rainfall rate necessary to create
sheet flow;
Test the containment berms and collection apparatus for
performance and effectiveness;
Determine a method to contain water generated during
rainfall simulation; and
Develop safety protocol to ensure that RGO personnel and
customers were not exposed to hazards during the testing
period.
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4.3 Water Application
The test was designed to simulate a significant storm as defined by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). A significant
storm is defined as a continuous discharge of storm water for a minimum
of one hour, or intermittent discharges of storm water for a minimum of
three hours, in a 12-hour period.
During the test, potable water was distributed over the pump island and the
driveway approach areas at a rate sufficient to provide adequate coverage of
the test zone and develop sheet flow.
The test area evaluated at each RGO was approximately 400 square feet.
The volume of water required to attain adequate sheet flow across each test
area was determined to occur at a flow rate of about 2.0 gallons per minute
(gpm). Based on this flow rate, the test was designed to run for a duration
of 45 minutes. The 45-minute test was divided into three, 15-minute
pedod~.
A flow rate of 2.0 gpm was dispensed over the 400 square-foot test area
(See Figure 1) for a total of 45 minutes. This flow rate was determined to
be appropriate for the test area size and functional operation of the water
dispensing equipment. The flow rate of 2.0 gpm was sufficient to generate
sheetflow within the test area.

Water distributed at the constant flow rate of 2.0 gpm distributed
approximately 0.125 inches of "rain" over the test area in the first 15minute period 03 gallons over 400 square feet). After 30 minutes, 0.250
inches of "rain" was distributed over the test area (66 gallons over 400
square feet). After 45 minutes, 0.375 inches of "rain" was distributed over
the test area (100 gallons over 400 square feet).
4.4 Water Dispensing System
The water dispensing system was comprised of a supply line (a flexible
hose), a flow meter with an on/off valve and 1 inch diameter, schedule 80
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. One end of the supply line was attached to
the source water (the RGO hose bib). The other end of the supply line was
attached to the flow meter. The flow meter was attached to the network of
PVC pipes. The PVC pipes were perforated at 8 to 12 inch intervals with
3/64 inch holes (See Figure 2).
At each RGO, the network of pipes was set up so that the water would
cover an area approximately 20 feet x 20 feet. The location of the water
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dispensing equipment was positioned at each RGO depending on the
physical layout and the slope of the RGO. The volume of water was
regulated by a shut-off valve and monitored by the flow meter. The water
was dispensed through the network of PVC pipe.

4.5 Water Collection Apparatus
The containment berms consisted of sand-filled polyethylene tubing. The
berms were constructed of 5-foot-long tubes and placed into position
around the test area. The containment berms were used to channel the
runoff water to the collection point. A stainless steel collection trough was
placed at the lowest point of the test area and incorporated into the
containment berms (See Figures 2 and 3).
At the end of each 15 minute period, an electric pump was used to pump
the collected water into a 55-gallon steel drum. The 55-gaLlon drum was
lined with a polypropylene liner. A new finer was used for each test to
ensure the composite samples were representative of the test area being
sampled. The electric water pump and sampling scoop were properly
cleaned between sampLing rounds using a solution of deionized water and
alconox and then rinsed with deionized water.

4.6 Staged Spill and Cleanup Sampling Event
A staged spill was conducted at the Category 5 RGO. The RGO was
randomly picked from the five categories. The spill was conducted to
simulate the type of spill that would occur at the pump island ff a motorist
were to drop the pump nozzle while in the process of fueling an
automobile. No cleanup or sweeping was performed prior to conducting
the spill.
To simulate the spill the pump nozzle was used to dispense one quart of
regular unleaded gasoline onto the ground. The gasoline was aLlowed to
spread out naturally. After one minute, absorbent material was applied to
the spill area and allowed to soak up the gasoline. When the absorbent
material appeared saturated and the gasoline appeared to be completely
soaked up, the absorbent was swept up.
After sweeping up the absorbent, the water dispensing equipment was set
up and the storm water runoff test begun. The spill was conducted at the
pump island area only.
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5.0 SAMPLE COLLECTION
A total of 28 samples were collected at each RGO. Tables 1 through S
identify the site-specific conditions for each round of samples collected at
the five RGOs. The sample source, collection time, date, weather
conditions, and the specified analyses for the samples are listed in the
tables.
Appendix E lists rainfall dates and amounts prior to the simulated rainfall
runoff testing. Appendix F contains volume calculations of the simulated
runoff at each RGO.

5.1 Sampling Procedures
Sampling procedures followed strict sampling protocol established by
SW846, "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste" (including surface and
groundwater). Samples were obtained using cleaned sampling equipment
and placed into laboratory supplied and certified "clean" sample containers.
The samples were kept at or below 4 degrees Celsius.

Prior to starting each test, a background sample was collected from the
RGO’s potable water at the end of the supply line used to deliver water to
the network of PVC pipes, this sample was the Round 1 sample. After the
simulation started, the predetermined flow rate was adjusted and three
successive samples were collected from the collection trough at 15-minute
intervals.
Trip blanks are sent along with field samples as a measure of quality
assurance. Trip blanks are used to ensure that the field samples represent
the material sampled and not material or chemicals introduced during
transport. The trip blanks were analyzed to verify that contamination was
not introduced to the samples while they are in transit between point of
collection and the laboratory.
For the RGO runoff sampling the same type of vials were used for the trip
blanks as were used to collect the water samples at the RGOs. The vials
were filled with purified water and handled in the same manner as the other
samples, which were analyzed for VOCs and TPH One trip blank was
stored in each cooler together with the field samples. See Appendix D Sampling Procedures for detailed sampling procedures followed for this
study.
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5.2 Sample Time and Location
At each RGO the following samples were obtained:
One background sample from the RGO potable water source;
Three discrete grab samples of runoff from the pump island area
collected at IS-minute intervals;
One composite sample of total runoff from the 5S-gallon drum
collected from the pump island area over the 45-minute t~st
duration;
Three discrete grab samples of runoff from the driveway approach
area collected at 1S-minute intervals;
One composite sample of total runoff from the 55-gallon drum
collected from the driveway approach area over the 45-minute test
duration; and

One trip blank sample for quality assurance was filled with
deionized water prior to arriving at the RGO for the sampling event.
See Figure 2 for sample time, location and sample round numbers.
5.3 Sample Analytical Methods
The samples were analyzed by the methods listed below.
Volatile Organic. Compounds EPA method 8020
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons - EPA method 8015
Total Suspended Solids EPA method 160.2
Total Recoverable Oil and Grease - EPA method 413.2
Title 26 Metals
EPA method 6010
and EPA method 7470
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6.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Physical Condition of Retail Gasoline Outlets
The laboratory test results indicate that the physical condition of the RGO
did not influence the concentrations of chemicals detected in the storm
water at the pump island areas and the driveway approach areas. This was
for both asphalt and concrete ground surfaces.
The analytical data for the samples collected at the five selected RGOs are
summarized in Tables 6 through 9. The GTEL analytical data sheets are
presented in Appendix A.

6.2 Volatile Organic Compounds and Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
All samples were determined to be below the EPA MCLs for the VOCs
(benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and total xylenes). Data presented in Table
6 indicates that most concentrations of VOCs in the runoff samples are
below analytical detection limits. Some samples had detectable
concentrations of VOCs, but the concentrations were below the EPA MCI.~.
The only clear pattern emerging from the data is that total xylenes are the
most prevalent VOC to be detected; this pattern is logical due to total
xylenes having a lower vapor pressure (i.e., lesser tendency to volatilize)
compared to benzene, toluene, and ethylbenzene.

The EPA MCLs for the BTE~ compounds are as follows:
Compound

EPA MCLs

benzene

5/~,/L

toluene

1,000/~g/L

ethylbenzene

700/zg/L

total xylenes

10,O00/~g,/L

At the Category 1 RGO, concentrations of VOCs were detected in
each sample of runoff from the pump island area. Toluene was
detected at a maximum of 0.8 micrograms per liter (ug/L) and total
xylenes were detected at a maximum of 1.4 ]zg/L. The VOCs were
not detected in the runoff samples from the driveway approach area.
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At the Category 2 RGO, VOCs were not detected in the samples
from the pump island area. VOCs were detected in the samples
from the driveway approach ar~a. Benzene was detected at 1.5
in the 15-minute sample (the first flush) from the driveway approach
area and at 0.4 gg/L in the composite sample from the driveway

approach area. Toluene was detected in the trip blank that was sent
along with the samples from this RGO at 0.5/~g/L. (See Trip Blank

section)

At the Category 3 RGO, the highest concentrations of VOCs were
detected in the 15-minute sample from the pump island area and the
45-minute runoff sample from the driveway approach area. Toluene
was detected at 7.9 ~g/L and total xylenes were detected at 20
in runoff from the pump island area. Benzene was detected at 0.5
~ug/L, toluene at 4.5 ~ug/L, ethylbenzene at 1.1 gg/L and total xylenes
at 12 ~tg/L in the runoff from the driveway approach area.
At the Category 4 RGO, the highest concentrations of VOWs were
detected in the source water and in the last runoff sample from the
pump island. The application water was determined to have toluene
at 0.3/ag/L and total xylenes at 7.1 ~ug/L Toluene was detected at
0.4 ~ug/L and total xylenes were detected at 1.5/ag/L in the last
runoff sample. Toluene was detected in the trip blank that was sent
along with the samples from this RGO at 0.7/ag/I... (See Trip Blank
section)
At the Category 5 RGO, VOCs were detected in the runoff from the
pump island following the spill and cleanup of one quart of
gasoline. The highest concentrations of VOCs detected at this RGO
were benzene at 1.0 ~ug!L, toluene at 14 :zg/L, ethylbenzene at 6.3
:zg/L and total xylenes at 41 gg/I.. VOC concentrations were below
detection limits in the runoff samples from the driveway approach
area.

6.3 Suspended Solids
The analytical results for total suspended solids are presented in Table 7.
Most of the results are below analytical detection limits. Total Suspended
Solids were not detected at the Category 1 and 2 RGOs. Total Suspended
Solids were detected in the application water at the Category 3 and 4 RGOs
at 11 and 14 rag/L, respectively. T~ese results were slightly above the
detection limit of 10 mg/L. These levels were reflected in the runoff data.
At the Category 5 RGO, the 4S-minute sample from the driveway approach
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area had 13 milligrams per liter of total suspended solids, slightly above the
detection limit of 10 mg/L.
6.4 Metals
The analytical results for the metals are presented in Table 8. The data
represent the metal concentrations in the 15-minute sample from the pump
island area at each of the RGOs. Subsequent samples were not analyzed
for metals. All of the concentrations reported in the data are below
analytical detection limits with the exceptions of barium, copper and zinc.
The EPA MCLs-and detection limits for barium, copper and zinc are listed
below:
element

EPA MCL

Detection Limit

barium

1,000 ~g,/L

20/,tg/L

copper

1,000 ,ug/L

200/~g/L

zinc

5,000 ~g/I..

100

At the Category 1 RGO, barium was detected at 130/~g/L.
At the Category 2 RGO, all metals analyzed for were ND,
not detected.

At the Category 3 RGO, barium was detected at 60 ~tg/L and
zinc at 200/~g/I...
At the Category 4 RGO, barium was detected at 60/~g/L and
zinc at 200/zg//...
At the Category 5 RGO, barium was detected at 80
copper at 200 ~ug/L and zinc at 600 ~ug/L.

R0013229
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Recoverable Oil and Grease
The analytical results for total recoverable oil and grease are listed in Table
9. The detection limit for the off and grease test was 1 mg/L. The highest
detected concentration of off and grease was 34 mg/L.
At the Category I RGO, total recoverable oil and grease was at the
detection limit in the 15-minute sample and the 45-minute sample
from the pump island area. In the driveway approach area, the 15minute sample and the 45-minute sample had oil and grease
concentrations of 2 mg/L.
At the Category 2 RGO, total recoverable off and grease was at the
detection limit in the 15-minute sample from the driveway approach
area and composite sample from the driveway approach area.
At the Category 3 RGO, the highest total recoverable oil and grease
was detected at 8 mg/L in the 1S-minute sample from the pump
island area. The subsequent samples in the pump island area for the
30, 45-minute and composite samples were 3, 2 and 3 mg/I.,,
respectively.
At the Category 4 RGO, an unexpected result in the analytical data
is reported. A 15 mg/L concentration of total recoverable oil and
grease is reported in the source water. The 15 mg/L concentration
in the background sample is higher than the 4, 2, and 8 mg/L
concentrations reported in the 15, 30, and 45-minute runoff water
samples collected.
At the Category 5 RGO, the total recoverable oil and grease
concentrations detected were the highest among the RGOs. The
composite sample at the pump island area had a concentration of 34
rag/L, The composite sample at the driveway approach area had a
concentration of 29 mg/L.
6.6 Trip Blanks
Toluene was detected in the quality control trip blanks that were sent with
the runoff samples from the Catego,--y 2 and 4 RGOs at concentrations of
0.5/zg]L and 0.7/zg/L, respectively. These concentrations are slightly
above the analytical detection limit of 0.3 ~g/l.,. The laboratory did not
provide the trip blanks used for this test. The trip blanks were filled with
bottled water prior to arriving at each RG0 from different bottles of
purified water. In the two trip blanks with detectable levels of toluene, the
concentrations of toluene were higher than the levels detected in the runoff
R00"13230
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water. Contamination was not introduced through sample handling or
transportation because toluene was not detected in the other samples from
this site.
The GTEL laboratory director, Ms. Joan Greenwood, indicated that GTEL
has detected toluene in batches of purified bottled water. At our request,
Ms. Greenwood prepared a letter to explain their findings. The letter is
included in Appendix H. The letter states that GTEL has detected toluene
in bottles of "pure" water from commercial bottled water companies. Water
in glass containers has frequently contained toluene in concentrations up to
2/~g//.,. GTEL found plastic containers to contain toluene in even higher
concentrations.

7.0 WATER QUALITY COMPARISON
The average concentrations for the chemical compounds studied during the
runoff test are compared to water quality criteria and typical urban runoff in
Tables 10 through 14.

7.1 EPA MCLs
The data indicate that the average concentrations observed at the five RGOs
are lower than the current EPA primary and secondary drinking water
MCLs with a few exceptions. The exceptions are antimony, arsenic,
beryllium, cadmium, and lead. These exceptions exist because laboratory
analytical detection limits are higher than the drinking water MCLs.
We note here that this study illustrates a problem typical of many water
quality studies; the analyses employed in the study were performed using
standard methods approved by regulatory agencies. However, the detection
limits inherent to the standard methods are higher than current and
proposed water quality criteria identified in the CA Draft Freshwater and
Saltwater Aquatic Life Water Quality Objectives. Achieving lower
detection limits requires specialized and expensive analytical techniques
sometimes by non-standard research-oriented methods.

7~? Federal Freshwater and Marine Aquatic Life
The EPA has published chronic exposure water quality criteria for
freshwater and marine aquatic life. Concentrations from the RGO runoff
which exceed these criteria are copper and zinc. Many of the EPA
freshwater and marine aquatic life criteria are below the analytical detection
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limits attainable by laboratory methods employed for sample analysis in this
study.
Draft California Freshwater/Saltwater Aquatic Life Water Q.ualit~
The State of California is proposing water quality objectives for freshwater
and saltwater aquatic life. C~mparisons of the RGO runoff with the
proposed four-lay exposure freshwater aquatic life objectives are difficult
because mauy of the objectives must be calculamd by use of the hardness
concentrations in the aquatic environment. With respect to the proposed
four-day exposure marine chronic objectives, the standards are set below
the analytical detection limits attainable by the laboratory methods
employed for this study except for chromium and selenium; neither of
which were detected in the runoff in concentrations above the proposed

objectives.

Range of Concentrations Typical in Urban Runoff
Tables 10 through 14 also list ranges of chemical concentrations typical of
urban runoff as reported in the EPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff Program
(NURP). Comparison of the analytical data obtained from the runoff at the
five RGOs represented by this study show the chemical concentrations from
runoff water are similar to the ranges re~orted by NURP. The data from
this study showed slightly higher concentrations of toluene and copper.
The data produced by this study are in the lower ranges of many of the
concentrations reported in the NURP, for example, benzene and total
suspended solids.
8.0 CONCLUSION
All volatile organic compound concentrations detected in the samples of
runoff water were below EPA MCLs. More testing will be necessary to
determine the levels of gasoline constituents present in stormwater.

The results of the incidental spill performed at the Category 5 RGO
indicate that good housekeeping practices minimize the amount of gasoline
constituents present on the RGO ground surface. By minimizing the
gasoline constituents present on the ground surface, minimal gasoline
constituents will be available to be washed away with the runoff water from
the RGO surface during a storm event.
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Table 9
TOTAL RECOVERABLE OIL AND GREASE RESULTS
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Table 10
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR TIlE CATEGORY I STATION VERSUS
WATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND TYPICAL CONCENTRATIONS IN URBAN RUNOFF
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Table I I
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR THE CATEGORY 2 STATION VERSUS

WATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND TYPICAL CONCENTRATIONS URBAN RUNOFI;
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Table 12
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR TIlE CATEGORY 3 STATION VERSIJS
WATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND TYPICAL CONCEITFRATIONS URBAN RUNOFF
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Table 13
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR TIIE CATEGORY 4 STATION VERSUS
WATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND TYPICAL CONCENTRATIONS URBAN RUNOFF
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Table 14
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR Tile CATEGORY 5 STATION VERSUS

WATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND TYPICAL CONCEHTRATIONS URBAN RUNOFF
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i - 18~

5,~

5,~

I I0

Aromatic Volaliles in

pg/L ~pb)
Beme~
T~le~
~yl~e~
Trail Xy~t
Tmal tussled ~ids
in atoll ~pm)

<

Melils in ~llL ~pb)
Ami~,,~
~runic
Barium

< 40
< I~
iO

~’ldmium
(’hromium
(llexavnlenl)
C~.ll
~,~pet

~,d
Memory
~oly~e~m
Hickel
~elenium
Silver
~81lium
Vanadium
Z;~

< 30

<I
< 20 ............
< I~
< 40
< ~0
<4~
< 2~ ...........
6~

~)

0.~ - 0.8
i - 14

Process Flow Diagram - Water Distribution and Runoff Collection Set-Up
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Figure 3

APPENDIX A
GTEL LABORATORY ANALYTICAL DATA SHEETS

R0013250

FatUity NumOer. 5-6565

E N V I R O N M E N TA L
LABORATORIES. INC.

Wo~
Rel:x~rtlssueDar~: Ju~yl. 1993

20000 / 300 k~
(~0o) 7"ZT-GI~L

Mr. John Nemerwoocl
1 World Tracle Center

GTEL Env~mnmentaJ ~ Inr.

Joan Gmenwoocl
Laboratory Director

GTEL Torrance, CA
T20gO3&DCC

l=age i of ~2
R0013251

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Volal~le Or~j~ic~ in Water
EPA MemoOs MoOifieO ~ ~ M~ ~5a

~lent lee~Uon i

A~o
Be~ene
T~uene
~ ~one
X~e. ~o~
~H ~ ~ine
0~ M~=i~
~P~ su~tec. % ~e~

Oato ~mol~ I
Data A~ I
Re,orang
~m~ u~/L
0.3
0.3
0~
0.6
1~

-

101-1

102-1

-

914/92

f 914/92

9/14/~

9/14/92

9/14/92

<0.3
< 0.3
< 0.3
<0.6

< 100
1
~
~00

Conco~on. ug/L
<0.3
~ <0.3
< 0.3
0.5
< 0.3
< 0.3
<0.6
0.7
< 100
~
~.0

9/4!~
9/14/92

<0.3
0.6
< 0.3
0.8

<
1
~.0

1
~.0

R0013252
GT~L Torrance. CA

Page 2 of 12

: GTEL

GTEL C;ient NumOe~ WSP01.WSP01
Contract NumOer:. 6C~W23231X
Facdit~ NumOer. 5-6565
Wo~ Oraer Num0er:. T209038
ReDort Issue Dale: Juiy 1, 1993

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Volatile Organics m Wazer
~A Mell~:x:l$ Moclifiecl 8020 ancl Mocli~cl 8015a

Daze Sarnolecl 9/4192
Dale AnaJyzecl i 9115/92
Re!pomng
Be~-~ene
Toluene
~ytbe~ene
X’yl;ne. io~
TPH as Gasoline
Dilution Mudii~ierO
~P= su~tec. % mcovmvI

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6

<0.3
0.8
<0.3
1.4

100

I

<100
1
106

9t4/92
9/15/92

i

9t4/92
9/15/92

914192
9/15/92

<0.3
0.8
<0.3
1.3

I

<0.3
<0.3
<0.3
<0.6

<0.3
<0.3
<0.3
<0.6

<100
1
~6.1

I

<100
1
g6.g

<100

I

94.0

=uartor. Sx~ surmO=~ vmue == sIX) ug/L.

R0013253

Contrac~ NumOen 6CSW2323
Wo~ Oraer NumOer:. 1"209038
Re!oor~ Is.sue 0ate: July 1, 1993

R0013254
GTh-L Torrance. CA

Page 4 or : 2

~TEL C~ient NumOer:. WSP01.WSP01
Contrac~ NumOe~ 6C~W2~.31X

Facii~ NumOer. 5-6565

Wor~ OrOer Null10~r: T2.09038
Re~)ort Issue Da=e: Ju~y 1, 1993

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Tota/Su~oenOecl Solicl in Water
$1ancmra Memoa 2o9 Ca
Sa,~a
Iclemfftcatlon
GTEL No.
C$ient ID
Blank
u~J38-2
101-2
0~338-5
102-2
~
103-2
u,,=R~P 12
104-2
0,~38-15
105-2
09038-18
106-2
0=;K338-21
107-2
0g038-24
108-2
09038-27
109-2

Daze
SamDle0
9/4/92
9/4/g2
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/g2
9/4/92

Daze
Ana/yz~
t

9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/92
,9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/g2

Rel~orttng ~
mg/L

Conc~na~on,
mg/L

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
<10
<10
<10
< 10
<10

R0013255
~TEL Torrance. CA

Page 5 of 12

iGTEI

..,-:~

GT~L ~ient NIjml:)er:. WSP01.WSP01
Corm-act NumOer:. 6CSW23231X
Facdit~ NunlDer: 5-6565

Won< Oraer Numt:)er:, T209038

ReDort Issue Date: Ju~y 1, 1993
ANALYlqCAL RESULTS
Total Recover-al~e (3= anO G~ese in Wa~er
EPA 413.2,a

Blanl(
uuu38.3
~,9~38-6
0~038-~ 0
09038-t3
0.9038-16
0’3038-19
u=u~22
uuu;~8-?..5
09038-28

f
~

_
101-3
102-3
103-3
104-3
105-3
106-3
107-3
108-3
109-3

9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9t4t92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92
9/4/92

!

9/16/92
9/16/92
9/16/92
9116192
9116192
9/16/92
9/16/92
9/1 6/92
9/16/92
9/16/92

9/17/92
9/17/92
9/17/92
9/I 7/92
9117/92
9/17/92
9/17/92

!

9/1 7’/92
9/1"7/92

1
1
1
~
1
1
1
1
1

9/17/92

1

<1
<1
1
<I
1
<1
2
1
2
1

R0013256
G ~’7EL Ton’ance. C,~

Page 6 of 1 2

GTEL

GTEL C~ient NumOe~ WSP01 .WSP01
Cont|’act NumOe~ 6C~WZ323
Fac~it~ NumOe~. 5-6565
Wor~ Omer Num0er. 1"209038
RaDon tssue Dam: July 1. 1993

ANALYTICAL
Me~a~s in Water
To~ Thmsno~0 Limit Concent~=ion
Ca~ifoma T~Ia ~2 (C.A.M.)

Dsi~ A~I~ (Me~ ~I0) i 9/14/92
Date
~ony
, ~nic
~=~ium
C~mium
~mium

~A ~10
EPA ~10
~A ~10
EPA ~10
~A ~10

~
~
~

0.~
0.1

<0.~
<0.1

0.01
0.~
0.~

<0.01
<0.~
~

U~enum

~nc
EPA 6010:
EPA 7470:

t @A=10

<0.~

91141~

~
~
~

<0.~
<0.1
<0.01
<0.~
<0.~

~

~ EPA=10
0il=ion Multi=ie~ ’
Dillon M~t~otie~

R0013257

CONFORMANC£/NONCONFORMANC~= SUMMARY

Abl~r~viations:
X - Re<:luirements Met
V(~A = Volatile~
#

Conformance Item
Holcling Time
Memo~ Accuracy
Memocl Pnm~sion

X
X
X

4

Surro~te Re¢ov~

X

_~!=_n~

ND

s

I

VOA
GC/MS

VC)A
GC

I
2
3

- = Test Not

NA = Not AoDlica~e
ND = Not

" =, See Comments
SV = Semi Volal~eS

SV
GC

i

Metals

,

X
X
X

I

X
X

NA

!

NA

II

X

I
tI

t

~

Wet
Chem
X

SV
GC/MS

IX

Comments:

R0013258
GTEL Torrance. CA
T209038.DCC
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GTE!

GTEL Client NurnDer: WSP01 .WSP01
Conl~’ac! Num0e~. 6CSW2.32..31X
FacifiW NumDer: 5-6565
Worn C)rOer NumOer: T209038
Rel=ort Is,sue Date: Ju~y 1. 1993

R0013259
GTEL Torrance. CA

;=age 9 of ", 2

""~

:" GTE!

GTF.L ~ient NumDer: WSP01.WSF~01
Contl-4c~ NumOer: 6~1X
Facdity NumOer. 5-656~
Wor~ (~er NumOer. T209038
Rel~ort Issue Dale: July I, 1993

Matrix Spike and Duplicate Spike Results
Mal:rtx: Water

Samo/e
IO

AnaJvte
~;r~ene
Toluene
E~yibenzene
Xylene. ~a;
Metals:

~ato of ,~’nO/e S!:ike
Analv~s~ Amount!Amount! Units

T2090,38 19/15/921 <0.3
t T209038 9/15/92 <0.3
T20S038 9/15/92 <0.3
~zuuuue 9/15/92 <0.6

150 i u~/L
150
ug/L
150
ug/L
450
ug/L

Arsenic

T~ 9114/92 <0.1 2.00

Barium

T2~ 19/14/92 0.0_(3~21 2.00

Caclmium

T~
;,¢um.~

9/14/92 <0.03
9/14/92 <0.04

Lit3

T-~n;~;r~

9/14/92:<0.1

.~.*.;~ry
-°=:.’lium
Silver

T20.~K338
T~
T~8

9/17/92 <0.OO1
9/14/92 <0.04
9/14/92 <0.05

OaanclGrease/IR

I T20~_~ !9/~6/92!

very.
%

Recovery,a
%

~..0

~6.7 (76.3-1101

RPDa, %
~;~’~ (301
-~-P-~ (30)
7.79 (30)
5.47

94.0I 88.7 (/3-112)
97.3
90.0 (75.1-109)
o~ A 90.7 (7~1-109)

ZOO
2.OO

mg/L
mg/L
m~l/L
mg/L

102
~;~
_~_.0
101

NA (68,6-112)
NA(67.5-110)
NA (67.2-111)
NA (_r,6__~115)

NA
NA
NA
NA

2.OO

file/L,

101

NA (b’7.1o110)

NA

0._P,02 mg/L
2.OO mg/L
2.OO mg/L

101
101
92.0

NA (64.6-110)
NA !R~r*-111)
NA (a=_~-110)

NA
NA
NA

5°66

74.8!

NA 164-~2"~

NA

,~g/L

R0013260
G ~’T~L Torrance. CA

Page ~0 of 12

~

GTEL

GTEL C~ient NumOer: WSP01 .WSP01
Contact Numi~ln 6C$W237.31X
Fac~ Num0er. 5-6565
Wor~ On:let Numoer. T20g038
Rel:~ort Issue Date: July I, ~9g3

Sample and Sample Du!llicate Results
Mamx: Water

R0013261
GTEL Torrance. CA
T20g(~38.~OC

Page 11 of :2

I GTEI

G ;’7~. ~ient Num0e~. WSP01.WSP01
Corlt~ Numl~r: 6C~1X
FacitiW NumDer: 5-6565
Won~ On:let Number:. T20g038
Report ls$ue ~ate: Jt=y 1, 1993

Reagent Warm Sgike Results for Organic An~tyses
and LC~ for Inorganic
Matrix: Wmr

An~e

Soume

A~c
Balm
~Omium
~i~

S~
S~
SD~
S~

M~
S~i~
Sav~

P~n~mer
# SO~
~ So~

O= ~ Gre~/IR

~ ~M. S=~ce. J.T. ~er

A~

V=ue

9/~/~
9/14/~
9/14/92
9/14/~

1.~

9/17/~
9/14/~
~ 9/14/92
9/~6/~

Unto

~~,

~.~
1.00
1.~

~/L
~ mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

~ ~-~30)
97.8 ~130)
.. 102 ~-130)
1~ ~130)

0.~2

~/L

101 ~130)

I.~
I.~

mg/L

I~ ~130)

5.0

mq/L j 74.8

R0013262
GTEL Torrance. CA

l=age 12 of ~ 2

i~

GTEL

Mr. ~om~ Ne~erwoocl

~or~ory Dimc~r

GT~ Torrancs. CA
R00’13265

R0013266

R0013267

~o~o~o.oo~
Torrance. ~ ¯

O~oe~

GTEi

R0013268

ANALYI"ICAL RESUL1"~

To~ Susz)enaeO Solk~ in Wmr

NO.

’-~-’-~2

~ ~ -2

9-~ 0~2

’-’~~^ -~
,-~.v~=~.g

g.-10-g2

9.21JJ2

~" 10JJ2

~"3_~-12

3~2-2
30,3-2
~4-2

9-10-~

~’~’-~-~5

9-21 JJ2
9-21JJ2

~

S-l~

~_-_-- 8
,-~--- ~-21
~_~.,_-,~9-24

9-21~2

306-3

9-~0-g2

~J / -3
30~:~3

9-1’ 0~2
9-10JJ2

J

9-21 -g2

j

~0

<~0

10
10
10

< 10
< 10
< 10

~0

9.2~ Jj2

< ~0

10

9-21JJ2
9-21-g2

~0
10

<~0
< 10
~~n

!

<10

R0013269
Torrance. CA
T209059.DOC

=age5

GTE

R0013270

~:=~°-°°~
GTEL Ton’ance. ~

]=age 6

GTEL

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Recove~te O= irN:;I G~ in W~r

~

0~0~-19

0g0~-25

I

301-3

9.-10..g2

g-lgJJ2

g-21JJ2

306-2

9-I0-g2

9-18-92

308-2

~-~O-g2

g-~g-g2

t

1

<1

g-21 JJ2

1

1

~-2~-g2

~

<~

R0013271
T20905~. ~ © C

CONFQRMANC~/NGNCONF~RMANC~ SUMMARY

X ,= Re~Jalrnents Met
V~A ,., VOkltdes
¯

" = See Conlments
SV .. ,.~ Vo~ll::lle=

Cordormanc~ Item

VOA
GC

NA ¯ Not Agl:llk:ii~e
NO = NoI:
VOA
GCtMS

SV
GC

SV
GCtM$

- = Tes= NOT

" ....-~

Comment=:

R0013272
Torrance, CA

Wet

GTEL ~ NumOer. WSP0~.WSP0~
Won( OrOer Numoer T209059
ReDort ts.sue Oato: Sec~emoer 23. ~g~2

Mam~ Wa=er

R0013273
G,-F~ Ton’ance. 3,:,
T20905,.D©C

=age9

GTE

~ W~r

A~e

IO

A~ Amo~lAmo~ Un~ %

%

~

Rpoa, %

R0013274

T209059.DCC

¯ Iml~m ~ .S~mpm Du!=licate R~u~
Mamx: Wa~ar

Conu’a= Numoe~.
~a~ity Numoer:
Wo~ ~mer Numoer:. T209059
Re~ort ~ssue Date: Seo=emOer ?.3. ~ 992.
Reagent Water, Soika Results for O~anic Analyses
and ~
~ W=er

R0013276
GTEL Torrance. ~

Page ~2

GTEL

Mr. Nether~=cx:l,

Sincermy,
G’f’~ Environmental I-aOoratorms, Inc.

Minsoon Song
L=l=oralory l~imctor
Allison Fong

GT~. Torrance, ~
T209037.DOC

Page ~

R0013280

GTEL C~ien! Num0e~ WSP01 .WSP01
Contract NumOer: 6C3W232.31X
Fac~it’y NumOer J-6565
Wor~ Orcler Numoer. 1"209037
Repor~ Issue Oa~e: Se~moer 22. ~9(J2

ANALY’J’IC~L RESULTS
Tor~ Sus~enaea So~icl in Water

_

Sa~ie
laentificaLion
GTEL No.
Client ID

Date
Sam!:xe0

Date
AnaJyze¢l

u:=K~37-5
090,37-=J

9/3/g2
9/3/92
9/3/92
9/3/92
913/92
9/3/92

9115192
9/15/92

0~337-12
uuuaT-15
0~J~/-18
~-~-~’~ 7-21
-~--.~37-24
09037-27

i

2-2
3-2
4-2
S-Z
6-2
7-2
8-2
9-2

t

9/3/92
9/3/92

9/15/92
9115192
9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/92
9/15/g2

Rel:or~g Lim~,
mg/L

I

I0
10
10
10
10
10
10

Concorm~t]on,
mg/L

13
<10
< 10
<
<10
< 10
<10

Stun=an: Memo~= for me Ex,tmmaSon ~f Wsm’ an¢l ~, 18ffi Edit~ofl, 1985.

R0013281
GTEL Torrance. CA
T209037.CCC

I:age 2

(}TEL

GTEL Client NumDer:. WSP01.WSP01
Corm-act Num0er. 6CSW2323~X
Fac~K’y NumOer. J,6565
WO~ O~er NumDer:. T20g037
Reoort Issue Da=e: SeoternDer 2:?_ 1992
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
MelaLs in Wa~er
To~ Thmsnolcl Lirrut Conce~
Caiifom~ T~e 2:2 (C~.M,)
GTEL SamDie Numoer i

,,

{~ief1~ i~ll’~rm.On I

Date Ar~yz~l (Mer~m~l 6010) i
Date An~yz~l (Memo~ 7470) I

-~.~

=~,-yllium

EPA 6010 I

Caam, um

0.01

.A~010 ]

o.o3

I

Ch~mJum
Co ~’t

EPA 6010
EPA 6010

0.04
0.02

l

,,,;;-~iJry

E-’=A 7470

0.001

S.enlum

t =-PA60,0

0.04

¯ ThaJlium
Vanaclium

I EPA 6010

0.4

Z~nc

I--A~o,o I
! ~=~ 6olo !

EPA 6010: Dilution MuRiolierO

"

D.

~ ..........

,

Sian~<

__0~_37-07

-

2=4

9114192
9/I 7/92

g114192
: 9117192

<0.01

<0.01

<o.o3

<o.o~

< 0.04
<0.02

<0.04
<0.02

<0,001 j

<0.001

<0.04

,

<0.04 I

<o.2
I <o.1 i
0.2
o.2,,
<0.4

i

<0.4

o.1

1

1

=~,~ ~,~i~ Wa.t~e. ~’~,;=<~. Tn=m ~;Imon. i.~on 0. US ~I=A No~emDer ~. Digest=on

Inchc~te$ ~e aOiuslments maae tot =,tmme Oduuons.

I

GTEL C~ient Nurnoe~. WSP01.WSP01
Cont~c~ Num0er:. ~23 lX
Fac~iry Num0er: J-6565
Wor~ OrOer Numoer:.
Reoort Issue r~a=e: SeDtem0er 22. 1992

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
To~:a~ Recover’aDle Oil ancl Grease in Wa~er
~PA 413.2a
Samote
,,.
I~en~on
_ G~ No.
~ie~ ID

~

,,
_

Blan~
0~37~
0~37~
~37-10
~7-13
~37-16
0~7-I 9

~

,,,

0~37-~
0~37-~

,,

Da~e
~

1~
2~

0~37-28

3~
~
5~
~
7~
~
~

9/I0192
9/3/92
9/3/92
9/3/~
9/3/92
9/3/~
~

Date
~~
9/10/92
9/10/~
9/10/92
~/10/~

9/3/~

9/10/~
9/10/~
9/10/~

9/3/92
9/3/~
g/3/92

9/10/~
9/~0/~
9/10/~

O~e
~

R~Dor~n(3
~ mg/L

Concorm’aUon,
mg/L

9/10/~
9/10/~
9/10/~

1
1
1

<1
<1

9/10/~
9/10/~
9/10/~
9/10/~

1
1
1
1

9/10/~
g/~0/~

1
~

9/10/~

1

3
2
3
1
<1
~
<~

8

R0013283
GTEL Torrance. ~A

Page ,=

GTEL

GTEL C:ier~ NumDen WSP01.WSP01
Conlzlct Numoer: 6CSW23231X
~a=ity Num0er. J-6565
Won( Oroer Num0er. T209037
Relaort Is=ue Dare: SeptemDer 22. 1992
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Vo~ule Organics in Warer
EPA Me~oOs Mcx:lifiecl 8020 and Modified EllSa

Be~
T=uene
X~ene. t~
~ ~H ~ ~ine
Damon M~=ie~

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6
~
~

<0.6

40.3
<0~
<0~
~

1~
1~

~
<1~
~

I

40.6

40.3
<0.3
40.3

~~
< 1~
~.5

<3.0
~~
7~
<3.0

<1~

<0.3
40.3
40.3

<1~

~.8

~.6

" ~on iimn in~e~ aue m ~ ~ (~).

R0013284
GTEL Torrance. CA
T209037.DOC

~=age 5

GTEi

GTEL C:ient NumOer: WSP01.WSP01
Contract Numoer: 6C~N23Z31X
FaciiiW Num0er~ J-6565
WO~ Or0er NumOer: T209037
Re!~on Issue Date: Se~emOer 22. 1992
ANAL .V’F3CAL RESULTS
Vo~ar~e Organics in wazer
EPA Metnoas M~ ~20 a~ M~ ~15a
~ ~e N~O~ 0~37-11A
~i~ 1Oe~on ~
Dine Samol~ I

A~e
Be~ene
T~uene
~~ene
X~ene. ~0~
~. ~oml
~H ~ G~oline
Damon M~=ie~
=’Pi su~tec, % r~e~

Dam A~
Rego~g
~ ug/L
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.8
1~

~1
9/3/92
9/11/~

<0.3
0.4
40.3
1.1
~.5
< 1~
1
~.2

~7-~
5-1
9/3/~
9/11/92

~7-17A"
~t
9/3/~
9/15/~

Cohesion, ug/L
40.3
<3.0
0~
<~.0
<0.3
I 43.0
1.1
; .4
<1~
<1~
1
97.3

1~

0~7-20A"
7-1
9/3/92
9/15/~

43.0
43.0
<~0
<1~
~.1

R0013285
GTEL Torrance. CA

Page 6

GTEL

GTEL Client Num0er: WSP01.WSP01
Facility, NumDer: J-6565
Work Oraer Num~. T209037
Reoort Issue Date: SeDtemOer ~.. 1992
ANALY’rlCAL RESULTS

Voia~e Organics in Water
EPA Memocls Moclir-~cl 8020 aria Mocliflecl 8015a
~ t ~ Sam=e Num0eri 0g037.Z3A

Analyte
Benzene
Toluene
XY~=,~. ~o~a/
I"PH as Gasoline

Client laemificat~on I
Date Sarnr~ec~
Date An= _y’~__
Re~xlrtmg
Um~ ug/L
0.3
0.3

8-1
9FJ/g2
9/12/g2

0.5
4.5

0;6

12

100

<100

__ngL~_37-26A
~-1
g/3192
9/12/g2

~7-29A
TRIP BLANK
9/3192
g!1~/92

C-.-,3~_=e.~’m~__~3n_., ug/L
<0.3
<0.3
0.8
<0.3
3.4
<100

<0.6
<100

R0013286
G"EL Ton’ance. CA

F~age 7

GTEI

G’;’~. ~iertt Num0er: WSP01.WSP01
Contract Num0er:. 6C3W23221×
F-4c~Jt~ NuIllOer:. J-~565
Work On:ler Num0er. T209037
Rel:)ort Issue Date: Se!:temOer 22, 1992

CONFORMANC£/NONCONFORMANC~= SUMMARY

R0013287

~0~.oo~

~TEL Torrance.

oooo~

GTEL

GTEL C~ient NumO~. WSP01.WSP01
Conu-act NurnO~. 6CSW2323 ~ X
Fac~it’y Num~r:.
Wort< OrOer NumOer:. T20g037
Re!:mrt Issue Date: SelxernOer ?.2, 1992

R0013288
GTEL Ton’ance. CA

Page 9

GTE

GT’~L ~ien! Nl,u’nDe~. WSP01 .WSP01
Contl-4c~ NumDer: 6CSW2..32..31X
~acdit~ NumOer: J-6565
Won~ Oraer Number:. I"209037
Reoor~ Issue ~a=e: Seotemoer 22,. 1992

Matrix S!~ike an¢l DUl~licate Sgike Results
Mamx: Water

A~e
GC:
Be~ene
T~uene
E~benzene
X~ene. to~
Me.is:
~emc
Banum
,,Ch~ium
!~
,,,Me~W
S~enium
SEver
=n~anic Chem~
0g a~ Gre~e/IR

RecoOar~
ot SarapeAmour
So~ke Un~s v~.
IOSamo~e
A~y~
~Amou~
T~7
9/11/92
T20~7 9/~1~2=
T20~37 9/11/92 j
T20~37 ~9/11/g2

<0.3
<0.3
<0.3
<0.3

1~
150
150
~

ug/L
ug/L
ug/L
ug/L

~.3
I~
107
119

Ou~k=~e
,
Reco~,%erya
~7 ~.3-~10)
~.0
~.7 ~.1-109)
~.8 ~1-109)

RPDa. %

18J (30)
21.0 (30)
~.7 (30)

T~8
~
~ mg/L 102
9/14/~ <0.1
___
~ (~.~ 12]
~ T~ 9/14/921 0.0~ Z~ mg/L ~.6 ~ (~.5-110)
T~8
I~
T~8
~ T~
J T2~38

’9/14/~ <0.04
9/14/~ <0.1
9/17/92 <0.001
9/14/921 <0.~
g/14/~ <0.~

~7~ 9/~0/g2 <~

Z~
Z~
0.002
Z~
Z~

mg/L
mq/L
mg/L
~/L
mg/L

NA
NA

101
101
101 ~ ~.~110)
101
g~0 ~ (&$~-110) j

NA
NA

4.~ ~ mq/L 124

R0013289
GTEL Torrance. C.A
T209037 3CC

Page ~0

GTEL

GTEL ~ient NumOer:. WSP01.WSP01
Conlr4cl NumOer. 6P,.,SW2323 iX
Facility NumDer: J-65~5
Wor~ Omer NumOer:. T209037
Rel:or~ Issue Dale: SeDternOer 22. 1992
Sample anti Sample Duplicate Results
Mamx: Wa=er

Analvto

IO

Sam==e

Oa~ of

An~V=S

~am~e Ou~k==ze

I=l~u,e~

~,~

U~

RP~. %

Me=Is:

R0013290
G’TE.L Torrance. 3A
T209037.0©C

=age 11

I TEi

GTEL ~ient Numl:e~. WSP01.WSP01
Contract Num0er. 6C3W23231X
FacUlty Num0er-. J-6565
Won( OrOer Num0e~. 1"209037
Reoo~ Issue 0ate: Se~emOer 22_ 1992
Reagent Water S~=ike Results for Organic Analyses
and t.C.S for Inorganic Analysesa
Mamx: Water

An~vte
Metals:
Arsenic
BsIium
_C~3r.ium
., Chromium
L~I-d
M ~.--~jry
~=;n|um

Source

I:)ace ot Value
AnaJys=s

SDex
! Sgex
i SOex
$Oex
$~,~x
pe,~.~mer

~ 9/14/92
9/14/92
9/14/92

1.00
1.00
1.00

9/14/92
9!14/g2

1.00
t.00
0~_no_2

U~

R ~.~.~,eryO, %

mg/L
rflg/L
mg/L
mg/L

104
gT.B

rng/L

~06 (’/0-~ 30)
101 (70-130)
103 (’/0-130)

102 (70-130)
104 (70-130)

Soex

Silver

9117/92
9/17/92

1.00

Soex

,-~/L
mg/L

9/17/92 ! ~.00

m(;l/L

93.4

Oil an0 Gr-,,,~e/IR

F..M. Science. J.T. _~,v_er

9/10/92

mg/L

83.3 (70-130)

4.78

,~¢¢eota~lity tim~ ate in

R0013291
GTEL Torrance. CA
T209037.~0C

I=age ’2

GTEL

Mr. Jotln Nectlef~voocI
1 Wcmcl Tmae Center

Mr. Nemerwoocl.

Mlnsoon Song
La/x~mory Dim=or
cc: Alllson Fong

GTEL Tomance. C~
T20gOSS.DOC

Page ~
R0013295

GTEL C~ient Num0er:. WSP01.WSP01
Corttl~ct Num0er:. 6C~W23Z31X
FaUlty NumOer: J-6565
Wor~ Cn:ler Num0er: 1"209058
ReDort Issue Dale: SeDtemOer 25, 1992

ANALY’rlC,~L RESULTS
Volatile Organics in Waler

EPA Memo<is MoDifieD 8020 ancl UoOifi~ S015a

~-~ IQentifi-~-~On I
Date Ana~yzl~l
R~g
~m~ ug/L
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6

A~e
B~ene
T=u~e
~ ~-~-~
X~, tu~
= f~ ~
~H ~ ~lne

:

1~

20%1

9-I 8-g2

~

< 0.3
<0.3
<0.3
<0.6
I <1~

-

j

~fl~-1

203-I

~1~g2

~g2

~~on, ug/L
< 0.3
< 0.3
0~
<0.3
<0.3
<0.3
7.1
<0.6

7.4
~ <100
1

<1~

1

~

,

< 0.3
<0.3
<0.3
<0.6
_
<1~

1

I

R0013296
GTEL Torrance, CA

Page ~

GTEL

GTEL Clien! Numl:)er. WSP01.W$P01
Contl’a= NtallOer. 6CS~ 1X
Facility NumDer. J-6565
Worl( Or0er Number. T2J:)g058
Rel~ort Issue Date: Se~emOer 25. 1992

ANALY’rlCAL RESULTS
Volatile Organics in Water
EPA MIBoO= MoaifieO 8020 ancl Moclirlecl 8015a

Client *O=~t~caUon
~e Sam=eO

AnaMe
Benzene

Limit. ug/L
0.3

Toluene

Ethytbenzene
Xytln~, totll
=IP..X. total
TPH is Galoiine

0.3
0.3
0.6
100

~

".

9-0..02

9-9.02

Concenm~on, ug/L
<0.3
0.4
<0.3
1.~
I~
<100

Dilution Mutt~ierO
= P t surroCp~. % roCoverv
~

9-0..02

<0.3
<0.3

<3.0

<0.3

<3.0
<3.0
<6.0
-

< 0.3
<0.3
<0.6
-

<0.3
1.4
1.4
<100

<1000

91.8

8~.5

<100

1
90.9

I

100

Oo~oc~=n,n Ilmtt ~ in=Imlm~l auo ~ ~ ~

R0013297
GTEL Torrance, CA

Page 3

GTE

GT~L Client NumDer: WSP01.WSP01
Corm’act Numl:)er:. 6C~V’Z3231X
Fac.diW NumOer: J-6565
Wor~ OrOer NumOet:, T209058
Re!port Is,sue 0ate: Sel~ternOer 25. 1992

Volatile On3anics in Water
F.PA MerJ’KXLS MoclifieO ~20 ~ M~ ~15a

~

~~

~10~2
.R~g

B~ene

~.u~

0.3

~ o.=

<0.3

<o.~

~ <0.3

<0.3

R0013298

o,o, .ooo

GT’~L Torrance. CA

O oe,

GTEL

GTEL Client NumOe~ WSP01 .WSP01
Corm-act Nurn0e~. 6CSW23231X
FaciliW NurnOer:. J-6565
Wort( OrOer Num0er: T20g058
Report Issue Date: SeptemDer 25, 1992

R0013299

SamDie
Identification
No.
C~ient ID

Date
Saml=ecl

Date
Ext~ctecl

Date
Analyz=:l

9-g-g2

9-18-’g2

9.-18,.g2

1

1

~
9-g-g2
9JJ’g2

9-18o~J2
9-18.92

9-18-¢J2
9-18-92

9-18JJ2

9-18JJ2

1
1
1

15
4

0~K~I~- I 0

201-3
202-3
20~3

rJ~K35~19

206-3

9-g-g2

9-18-92

9-18-92

1

2

09058-25
09058°27

208~

9-g’g2

209-2

9-10-92

9-18-92
9-18-92

9-18JJ2
9-18-92

1
1

Blan~<
0~-3
0g058-6

Refx~ng
~ mg/L

Conc~nt~on,
mg/L

2

<1
<1

R0013300
GTEL Torrance. CA

F=age 6

GTEL

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Tot= Sus¢~cl~ So~icl in Wmer
S~oam Memoo 2O9 Ca

~o
I¢len~mmmn

,
~
u~8-2
0"~358-5
0~58-9

umJ:~l 2
0t~K~8-15
0=;K~58-18
090:~-21
0~-24
0~358-28

201-2
~-2
=u~-2
204-2
205-2
~..~6-2
zu~-2
~-u=-2
~

D=to

D~r~

Recx~mg ~
mg/L

Sam~KI

An=yzKI

9-9JJ2
9-9-g2
9-9-g2

9-21~2
9-21 -g2
9-21 -g2

10
I0
10

9-9-g2
9-9-92
9-9-g2
9-9-g2

9-21-g2
9-21-g2

10
10

9-21-~2
9-21-g2

9-9JJ2
9"9JJ2
9-10-92

9-21-92
9-21JJ2
9-21-92

10
10
10
10
10

Concent~a~n,
mg/L
<70
14
< 10
< 10
< 10
13
11
10
12
<10

R0013301
GTF.L Torrance. CA

Page 7

GTEI

CONFORMANCE./NONCONF(3RM~NC~ SUMMARY

Met

~~nce Item
H~ding ~me

A~

" = See Comments
~ = ~i V~

NA = Not ADpiic~Dle
NO = Not O~

VOA
GC
X

X

VOA
GC/MS
~

j

SV
GC

- = Te~t Not R~=~

SV
GC/MS

,M. -~=.~ ’
I

!

W~

X

Chem
X

x

x

Comments:

R0013302
~TEL Tor~nce, CA

Page 8

GTEL

(3TEL C~ient NumDec. WSP01.WSP01
Cont~c~ Numoer. 6CSW222:3~X
F’4cItiW Numoer. J-6565
Wo~ Oroer Numoer:. T20g058
ReDort tssue Da~e: Sel:~mOer 25, !992
QC CherJ( Sam!D|e Results
Matrix: Water
AnaMe

To~u~-~
F-bhylbenzene
Xytene. ~
Mmal=:
,, A,~c
Bmnum
~’-.~, ,,ium
,, L~a¢l
Me~,..~ry
Se~,-Jum
Silver
Oil anO Gr-=a~e/IR

Source

,~naWsis

v,,,,,

Un~

Recc.._-n~i. ,%

Ultra Sciemlftc
~ Scier~flc
Ultra SciemiFm

9-~8-g2
9-~8JJ2
9-18-92

~50
~$0
=_~3_

ug/L
ug/L
ug/L

~g (79.g-~231
~5 (8~.~-~23)
~21 (_~_ ~123)

S!~x
S¢~x

9-~4-g2
g-~ 4-g2

1.00
1.00

mg/L
mg/L

105 (80-120)
10~ (~O-120)

S!:~x
Soex
I=erldn-~mer
Sl:mX
Soex

9-~4-g2
9-~4-g2
9-17JJ2
9-1aJJ2
9-14JJ2

1.00
~.00
0.002
~.00
1.00

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

~06
107 (80-120)
101 (80-120)
105 (80-120)
gT.0 (80-120)

mq/L

~ ~ (80-120)

! J.T. BaKer

9-18-92

25.2

~lity limB= ~ m

R0013303
GT’EL Torrance. CA

Page g

GTEi

GTEL C~ient NumOer: WSP01.WSPOl
Contrac~ Nurn0e~. 6C~31X
Faciiit~ Numoer:. J-6565
Wor~ C)rOer Number. T209058
ReDor~ Issue l~ate: Sel3temOer 25. 1992

Mat~-ix Spike and Duplicate S~ike Results
Matm~. Water

R0013304

Sample and Sample Duplicate Results

Saml~e
IO

Oe~ of
AnIIVSi,S

Sarape
Re~t_~

Sarn=~e
Out=m
R _=~_ _,q~Un~

~
Barium
Ca0mium
Chromium
I.=l¢1

T20g038-7
T20g038-7
T20g038-7
1"20g038-7
T20g038-7

9-14.JJ2
9-1=-~2

~
Si~i,-,~m
Slyer

T-;s~038-7
T~0~38-7
~7

9-14-=J2

<0.1
0.12~
<0.0,3
<0.04
<0.1
<0.001
<0.04
<0.05

<0.1
mg/L
n_~__n673,mg/L
< 0~_t3-3_ mg/L
<0.04
mg/L
<0.1
mg/L
<0=001
mg/L
<0_04
mg/L
<0_0’3
mg/L

9-18-g2
9-21JJ2

1.52
<10

Ar~yte

011 an0 Gmase/IR
T20g058-2:2
T~ Su=:xmdecl Soik:l T__~90___~-_ 2

9-1 .A.g2
9-14JJ2
9-1A.g2
9-17-g2
9-14-g2

1.84
<10

mg/L
mo/L

RPDa. %
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

R0013305
GT~m. Ton’ante. CA

==age 11

GTEI

GTEL C;ient NumOer:. WSP01.WSP01
Corttl~ct Nl,lll10er: 6~.~W23:~31X
F’-4c~ity NumOer: J-656,~
Work Order Num0er. T209058
Re!ort Issue (::)ate: SeDtem0er 25, 1992

Reagent Warm. S~ike Results for Organic Analyses
and LC$ tot Inorganic Analyses~
Mamx:. Water

R0013306

~’~°°~
GTEL Torrance. CA

~°°’~

GTEL

Mr. Jol~n N~erwood
1 wool Trade Cantor

~ r~Dort r~DL~c~ ~ grwviou~ ~Dor~ ~ on I0-2-g2 dUl tO a ~ e~ror in U~e d~u~lon mulUDiler

A fom~ Qu8~I~/As~u~-ance/Qu~l~/Conm:~ (C~/QC) l:~ogram is ~ by GT~. wt~Ic~ is de~gnecl ~o meet

If you l~ve any aue~Ior~ concerning ~ ar~ or if we ~n 0e ot furmer assi~ance. ~le~e c~l our Customer
Service Rel~msemazlv~

Sincer~y,
GT~L ~wironmemal Labormori~ Inc.

Mien Song
~o~ Oi~or
~: ~n Fong

GTIEL Torrance. CA
T2.09137.DCC

F~age ~

R0013310

GTEL C:ien! Num0er:, HCR01 .WSPOl
Contrac~ NumOer: 6C~W232,31X
Facdiry Numoe~ 3-6565
Won( On:let Numt3er: T209137
Rel=ort issue Date: October 2, 1992

ANALY’r3cAL RESULTS
Volatile Organic~ in Water
EPA Me~oas Moaifiea 8020 ana Moaifiecl 8015a
GTEL Sample Numi~rl ~D Blanl(
C~ient Iclen~cation I
Date Samolecl I
Date Ana~yzB:l t
AnaJ~e

9-24-JJ2

Re!oomng
Limit. uq/L

Benzene

0.3

<0.3

Toluene
Ethytbenzene
Xylene. tot~

0.3
0.3
0.6

<0.3
<0.3
<0.6

total
I"PH as Gasoline
Oilu=ion Muiti=ierO
T’FT surmcjatec. % recove~

100

<100
1
100

09137-I
401-I
9-17-g2
9-24-02

I

091:37-4~
402-I
9-17-g2
9-24-92

Concentration, u~J/L
<0.3
<3.0
<0.3
9.5
t
<0.3
<0.8
<100
1
99.6

! <3.0
1 19
29
!
1<1000

09137-8"
9-17-¢J2
9-24-=J2

<3.0

37
56
<1000
10
g7.1

10
94.7

&

T~ Memml= f~r ~u~ S¢~1Wasm. $1N.84~. ?him Edition. Re~sVm 0, US EPA Nm~ml~r 1~. Modtflcmm~

¯

Oetlcllon limit ~n~=ma=~:l lue to mggix efftx:=

R0013311
G ,"~L Torr-ance. :,.~
T209137.D©C

Pa(:Je 2

..;GTEL

G’I’EL C3ien! NumOer:. HCR01 .WSP01
Cortl~-~ Num0er: 6CSWZ3231X
Facdity Numoer. J-6565
Wor~ OrOer Number:. T209137
Report issue Date: OctoOer?_ 1992

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Volatile Organics in Wa~er
EPA M~mo¢l= MoOifieO 8020 anO Mocllfiecl 8015a
GTP.~Sam~eNum0er

AnaJyte
Benzene
Toluene
F.ttwtbenzene
Xytene. total
== ¢X. total
"rPH as Gasoline
I:)=~on Mu~tWierO
= p l surro~atec. % mcover~

Dm Sarnc, KI
Date AnaJyzecl
Reporting
~ ug/L
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6
100

09137-~I
9-17-G2
9-24-g2

1.0
13
6.3
41
61
180
~
83.7

I 09137-14"
9-17JJ2
g-2~-g2

09137"17= i 09137-20"
9-17JJ2
g-24-g2

9-17JJ2
g-24-g2

Concentration. ug/L ¯
< 3.0
< 7.5
~5
< 7.5
3.4
< 7.5
22
< ~5
35
< 1000
<2500
10
25
g7.4
89.6

<3.0
< 3.0
< 3.0
<~0
< 1000
10
95.9

~

1"F’I" =unagm= reamer a¢=e!:na~tty ~ af 7Z&-123% ate let~mcl/ram ~,~ gg~ a~’~en¢~ ir~t~ o/=11 samme= aunng t~e ~
luarmr. Exl=~’~:l ~rmgam m == 100 ug/I.

¯

0etsc=on ~im~t m¢=’==~l clue ta mmnx eftm= tfa~mng}

R0013312
G,"EL Torrance. SA
T209137 D©C

.=age 3

OTE!

GTEL C~ient NumOeK HCR01.WSP01
Contract NumOer. 6CSW23231X
FacdiW NumOer. J-6565
Wor~ Or0er NumOer. T209137
Re0ort Issue Date: Oc~oOer 2, ~992

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Volatile (~rganics in Water
EPA Memocts MooifieO 8020 ar~ Moclifie¢l 8015a

AnaJ~e
Benzene
Toluene
EtJwtbenzene
Xyiene. t~taJ
TPH =s Gasoline
Dilution Mu~tt!=ierO

GT~L Sam~e NumOert 09137-23"
C~ient I¢lentffication ~
408-1
Date Saml~ecl I 9-17R2
Date Anmv-z~l
9-24-92
Ral~o~ng
Limit. ug/L
0.3
< 7.5
0.3
< 7.5
0.3
< 7.5
0.6
< 15
!

100

l P ~ surro~jatec, % recover~

¯

<2500
25
g7.7

09137-26"
409-1
9-17JJ2
9-24-g2

09137-29
TriD Blank
9-17-g2
9-24-g2

Concentration, ug/L
< 7.5
<0.3
< 7.5
< 0.3
< 7.5
< 0.3
< 15
<0.8
<2500
25
g7.8

< 100
1
g9.8

l~oa first in~m~.se~ ~ t~ ~ ~ (foaming)

R0013313
GTEL Torrance. C,~

Page ~
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,GTEL

GTEL Client NumOer: HCR01.WSP01
Contract NumOer:. 6CSW23231X
FaP,.,diW NumDer: J.6565
Won( Omler NumOe~ T209137
ReDort Issue Daze: OctoOer 2. 1992

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
TotaJ Recovera~e Oil anti Grease in Wa~er
by |nimrlO S~

SPA ,~ :L2a

Ssml~e
I¢lentificat~on
GTEL No.
Client ID
!
Blartk
09137-3
401-3
Og137-6
402-3
09i37-10
09137-13

403-3
404-3
405-~
406-3
407-3
408-3

0~i37-16
09137-19
09137-22
09137-25
09137-28
I

409-3

D8~
Sam=eel

Date
Exzmct~l

~
Anllyz~:l

9-17-g2

~30.g2

10.1JJ2
10.1-g2

1
1

10-1JJ2
10-1-G2
10.1~J2

1
1

9-30-92
9-30-92
9-30JJ2

9-17JJ2
9-17-g2
9-17JJ2 _
9-17-g2
9-17JJ2
9-17-92
9-17JJ2
9-17-g2

9-30-~2
9-30.g2
9-30-g2

~

10.1-~2
10.1-g2

9-30-92
g-30.~2

10-1-92
1 0.1-92

9-30-92

I 10-1JJ2

Reporting
~ mg/L

I
I
I
I
1
1

mg/L
< 1
<1
7
34
9
11
29

I

EPA 600/4-7~.0Z0. Man=n Ig~3 revmon.
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GT~L Clien! NumOer:. HCR01.WSP01
Conmact NumOer:. 6CSW’Z3Z31X
Facility Num0er~ J-6565
Wo~ OrOer Num0er: T209137
Report Issue Date: OctoOer Z. 1~2

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
MetaLs in Wa~er
TO== Thmstm~l Limit
GTEL Samite NurnOer’
Client ia/nttfication i
Date ~ml~ I
Date Ar~v’zKI (Metrm~l 6010) I
Dine Anlly’Zi¢l (Metl’tlxI 7470)
Analyte
Antimony
A~inic
Barium
Beryllium
C~lmium
Chromium
Col~lt
Copper
~
Mif~JW

Mett~oda
EPA 6010
EPA 6010
EPA 6010
EPA 6010
EPA 6010
EPA 6010
EPA 6010
EPA 6010
EPA 6010

Blank
9-28-92
9-29-92

Limit, mg/L
0.04
0.1
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.2
0.1

t EPA 7470

Molyl~lenum
EPA 6010
Nickel
,=PA 6010
Setenium
EPA 6010
Silver
EPA 6010
Thallium
EPA 6010
Vanaclium
EPA 6010
Z~nc
,PA 6010
=,PA 6010:
Dilution MultiolierO
Dilution MultiplierO
EPA 7470:

Concenm4tion, mg/L
<0.04
<0.1
0.08
<0.01
<0.03
< 0.04
<0.02
0.2
<0.1

<0.04
<0.1
<0.02
<0.01
<0.0,3
< 0.04
<0.02
<0.2
<0.1

0.001

0.02
0.1
0.04
0.05
0.4
0.2
0.1

09137.7
402-4
9-17-~2
9-28-92
9-29JJ2

<0.001

<0.02
<0.1
< 0.04
" <0.05
<0.4
<0.2
<0.1
1
!

<0.001

i
i

<0.02
<0.1
< 0.04
<0.05
<0.4
<0.2
0.6
1
1

Te=~ .Me~=~O~, to~ _~,-~uulUn~ ..~oli~ W~I. ~’W.~&. Tt=,~ ~mOn, ~on ~. ~,.~ ~A November 19~6. ~gelaon ~f ~PA Metfto~ 3010 (ICP)
radiates t~e a~l)u~:r~enl= i1’~oe for ~D=e a~utlons.
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Abf~r~v~tiorm:
X = Reauiraments Met
VOA - Vola~e~

" = See Comments
~V - Setni Votl~e~

#
1
2
3

Conformance Item
Hoicling l~me
Me~ocl Accuracy
Me~o~ ? ~.L~;on

VOA
GC
X
X
X

5

8,anl¢

NOt

NA = Not AOl:)lic~e
NO = Not De~ec~B¢l
VOA
GC/MS

SV
GC

- = Test Not Rec~t.urecl

SV
GC/MS

!

MemL~
X
X
X
iX

Comment=:
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Chem
X
X
X
X
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G~’FEL ~ient Num0en HCFI01.WSP01
Con~ct Num0er: 6CSW232.3 ~ ×
Faci/iry NumOer: J..6565
Wort( Oraar Numl3@r:. I"209137
Re0orz Issue Dale: Oc:ooer 2, 1992
Matrix Sgike an=l Duglic=te Sgike Results
Matrix: Wa[er

Anajyte
Benzene
Toluene
~ytbenzene
Xylene. torsi
M@=I$:

Sam=e
113
T20~137
T209137
T209137
T209137

0ate of Sam=e S~=ike
I
Analysis/AmountlAmountl Units
9-Z3-g2t
9-23~J2 J
~-2.3-92t
~-23~J2 !

<0.3 I 150
<0.3
150
<0.3
150
<0.6
450

., A~-=en;c
Banum
C&3~ium
_~,~-o~=um
~
Mi~ury
~=¢nium
Silver

T209137.7 9-?.6-g2 <0.1
T20~137.7 ~-?.8-g2 O.o~j4
T209137.7 I ~-2.6-g2 <0.0,3
T209137-7 ~-28~J2 <0.04
T2b~137.7 ~-2.~J2 <0.1
T209137-7 g-~9-g2 <0.001
T209137.7 ~-~6-g2 <0.04
T209137-7 9-28-g2i <0.05

,,,Oil aria G~ease/IR

T20~137-3 i 10.1-g2 t <1

2.00
2.00
~_00
ZOO
2-OO
0.OO2
2.OO
2.OO
, 4.~

u~/L
ug/L
u(J/L
ug/L

Recovery.
%
110 I
109
102
112

0u~ica~e
Recoverya
%
117 (~76.3.110]
115 (73-112)
112 (75.1-109) I
121 (78.1.109)

RPOa, %
6.17 (30)
5.36 (30)
9.35 (30)
7.73 (30)

m(J/L 101
mg/L 9g.0I
mg/L ~__0 I
mg/L 104 t
mg/L 101
mg/L 102
mg/L 102.
mg/L 87.0 I

NA (68.6-112)
NA (67.5-110)
NA (67.2-111)
NA (66.8-115)
NA (67.1-110)
NA (64.8.110)
NA (6~.6-111)
NA (45.2.110)

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

,’nmu/L. 87.0

NA (64-127~

NA

NA Not A~lgli=t.
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Sample an= Sample Du!=iicate Results
Mazrix: Wa=er

A~e
~n~c
~
~mi~
~um
~
M~
S~eni~
S~r
Ino~anic Chemi~
O~ a~ Gr~/IR
T~I S~~ S~i~

ID
T~ I ~7.7
~137-7
T~9137-7
T~137-7
T~137-7
~9137-7
T~137-7
T~137.7

A~

R~

R~

~
~
~2
~2~
~
~
~
~

< O. I
0~
<0.~
< 0.~
<0.1
<0.~1
<0.~
<0.~

< O. I
0.~
<0.~
< 0.~
<0.1
<0.~1
<0.~
<0.~

T2~137-~
1~1~
T~9137.2 . ~

~.8
< 10

I

24.4
! < 10

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
~/L

mg/L
mg/L

NA
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T209137.3©C

;

GT’~_ C~ient Nut~13er: HCR01.WSP01
Contract NumOer:. 6G.,,3W’Z3231X
Facdit~ Num0er:. J-6565
Worl< C~raer NumOer:. T209137
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Reagent Water S~ike Resu|ts for Organic Analyses
anti LCS for Inorganic Analysesa
Water

_ Ar3enic

Soex

_~anum
_~-.~_-~mium
Chromium
L-==-~I
M~,~.ry
~;;~ium
Silver

$0ex
Soex
S~x
$oex
Sl:ex
Sloex

9-28-g2
9-28-g2
9-28-g2
9-28-92
9-2~2
9-29-92
9-28-92
9-28-g2

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.002
1.00
1.00

rng/L
mg/L
mg/L
,T.~/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

~ 08 (70-; 30)
103
106 (70-130)
110 (70-130)
107
102 (70-130)
107 (’70-130)
96.6 (70-1301

AI rlcluir~ to =u!lllort met~o¢l a¢cura¢y or prec=~on ~e~ matrix =~ike or RPO ~te out ~f ontrol limRL
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KEY LITERATURE SEARCH ABSTRACTS

R0013325

R0013326

R0013327

119
Accession Numbex
Main Title
P~rsonal A~or
Corporam Astor
Year Published
Calf N-,-lwa
Report Numbe~

118337
Na~ionwid~ Urban Runoff Program, B~Llcvu¢ Urban Runoff Program,
Washin&~on: Summary R~’poru
Pi~, R.; Bissonn~ne., P.;
Be.ll~vu~ Storm and Sm-fa= U~litT, WA.; Environm~ml Proration
AF.ncy, Was~in&~on, D.C_ Of~= of W~.r Pro~nm Op~-~io~
1984
PB8~23"/213
EPA-R-80~929;
the biologiet[ aad chemical mnditiom in an urban ~ with ¯
AnaIym o~ many sourm aret, urbaa rtmotZ t~d =eek ttmpl~ ~or
¯-d ~r~lu~io. of eff~x= of m~t ~.~i~g ,-d ~r.~si. r.l=t~g

R0013328

R0013329

50/~/13
02715323 E.L Mon~ttly No: E18903022181
Title:
Sire design for resourc~ recovery f~c£1ifies.
Author
V’u., .l’ayant; Paml, Manu; CividinL Bruno
Corporsm Sourcz:
Burns & Roz ~nmrprises Inc., Orsdz~l, N, USA
Source:
~ournz/of Energy ~ngU~eering v 114 n 3 Dec 1988 p 93-98
Public,ion Year.
198~
CODEN:
~EI)9
ISSN:
0T~3-9402
Documznt Type:

IA; (:Journa/Article) Trea~¢nt: E: (P.~:onomic./Cos~ Dam/Market
Survey); T; (TheoretiC)

Iour~l Announcement
Abszr~:r
Wssm-m~-ncr~, resourcz recovery facilities ~ into two major
csmgorizs: mass burn md RDF (m~’u.w-d~ved ~’u~l). Sire design
onsidm’~ions presented hem am zpplic~bl¢ m bo~h ~mgorie, s;
]zow~v~, l~yogt zad syslem ~prioa treed b for mas~-bttrn

The project site is identified tlmmgh ¯ complex s:reening pro~.ss
includes issues sur.~ as envir~meaml compsn~iliv! md public
public support. Traffic congezion b ~ i~ ~ rosy be of
essential that su~ciem on-sire uuck queuing spsc~ is provided m avoid
uzt~ spi/lover onto public ~ Storm-wsmr dmius~ sysmm mus~
many instanczs it mua be designed to maintzin pzu:levelopmem runoff
de~ilaed, to m~i,,,~ the :apital rest and ~ of mamm~m~. (Edimd
~ors:

°~q~RGY RP.SOUR~.S -°Wum Uuliz~on; WATI~ POLLUTION
--Conu~l; INDUSTR/AL PLANTS -Sire Sel~ I~CONOMICS;

Ide.,a~:mm:
Clz.~l~cazio~ Codes:

ENVIRO~AL COMPATIBILrrY; TRAFFIC SPILLOVER
913 ~ Plm~nZ & Conrail); 453 (W~,r Pollu~m); 525
(F.aer~ M~mgemcnz); 402 (’B~di~ & Towe~); 911
E~maomics); 521 (Comb-_s~ion & Fuels); 91 (ENGINEERINO
MANAGe; 45 (POLLI.rrloN & SANITARY ENG~G);
52 ~ TlZCHNOLOGY); 40 (CPv’IL ENG~O)

R0013330

R00~3331

R0013332

50/5/45
6O1978 W89-04065
~ and Runoff Quan~ty and Qua£ity Data Collected at Four Urban I~nd-U~e Catchments
Fr~no, C~ffora~ October 1981 - April 1983
Olmzzm~ R.N.; Guay, R.; Shay, J.M.
Geoioj~:al Survey, ,Sa~’tmeato, CA. Water P,~.,sources Div.
Avaz’kble fmzn Boola and Opea File Report ~ USOS, Box 2542~, Denver, Co 843225.
USG$ OpeaoF’de P, eport 8~-71& 1987. 139 p., 8 fig., 16 tab, 8 ref.,
Jotmml Announcement: SW’P, A2204
Dtta were ollected as part of the National Urban Pmnoff Program to characterize urban runoff in
Fzeano, California. Raiuf~.nmoff quantity and qgalizy dazz are included along with amzospheric

dry-depmifioa and sueez-~z:fa= pare=date quatizy data. The data are presented ~ fit~res, and

tables that reflecz four land ttzez: industrial, single-dwelling residential, multipk-dwelltag
rezideazial, and commercial A Total of 2~$ storms were monimw.d for ~ and runoff
qganzizy. RzmoH samples fzom 112 of these storms were analy’zed for physical, orpaic, inorganic,
and biological onslimeatz. The majorizy of the remaining smz’ms have pH and specific
have pH and specific ondaczanee dam only. Nineteen annospheric deposition and 21 street.
p=zi,:~ze szmples waz olle~d and an~l~.,d ~ ~orp,z~ ~ ~ ~ "Zl= report
aim dexaih equipment ~ and opexafion, and ~ data collection methodt. (USGS)
De.wripzon:
°RainY.all; °Pc=icicles; "Path of pollutanzz; °~Lffornia; Runoff;
Nulzian~ Sedimantz; Water pollution zotn’ce~ Pz~no; ~entral Valley;
San Joaquin Valley;, Metals
Se,:zi~ Flead~g Cod~: SB (W=e: 0ual~y Management and Proze,nion-Sotnc~ of
4C (Water 0uantit3, Manageme= and Comrol-Effec~ ~ Wazer of
Man’s Nonwazer Ac~viz~); 7B (P..emurc~ Daza-Data Acquitition)

R0013333

R0013334

50/5/89
~5864~ W82.04627

R0013335

50/5t91
158289 W83-04252
Water (~uaLity Panerns During A Storm On a MaJJ P~rking Lot
Black, P.F..
State Univ. of New York at Syracuse, Co11. of Environmental Scienc~ tnd Forestry.
Water Resources Bulletia, Vol 16, No. 4, p. 615-620, August, 1980, 6 Fig. 2 Tab., 13 ltet
Jouratl Anaouacemem: SWI~A1510

~ suda~ rtmo~ tnd sub~ drawee plus st~’ea~ow .peu~tm tad ~ of ~
subud~ New York mall parking lot were intensively sampled during and a,qer a ~hundemorm on
June 18, 1978. Prior to the ll.4mm which fell within less than 1.5 hour, no ra~ had fallen for 4
day& Ammonia-N oncealrafio~ were l~igh (up to 2.Stag per Liter) in parking lot nmoff, a re.sub
of precipitation which contained up to 2.0rag per Liter tmmoaia-N. Surface nmoff had a peak in
conductivity dttring the ~ sad. returned to pre.t’torm levels by the end of the study period.
Initial nmoff appeared gray and neariy opaque. Nine constituents 0L Ma, ]:e, P, Pb, Za, Mg, Ca,
and Na) showed ¯ peak in sta’fa¢~ runoff between 45 and 60 ndn after the r’tin started, decJ~ed to
a low at 75 m/n, and returned to preetorm values by 105 rain. Drainage f~’om subsurface drtins
and conductivity decreased duriag the beginning of the storm and retmaed to pre.stonn leveb trier

Descriptors:

"Urban nmo~ *Nonpoint pollution som’~ *Pu~of~ Fate of

polhuanm Parking lots; Water pollution sourms; Ptvinl; Water

~ ~-rtmoff retmonship~ Ammmimm Meta~ SubsuHa=
New York
Scion Head~g Codes: 5B (Water Quafity Management and Protextlon-Sotmms of Pollution)

R0013336
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APPENDIX C
PRELIMINARY FIELD
TESTING PROCEDURES AND FINDINGS

R0013338

Preliminary Field Testing Procedures and Findings

The preliminary field testing was successful in determining that a constant flow ram was needed
to achieve uniform dis~bution of the application water over the selec~d area. The preliminary
field testing of various distribution systems identified that a cascading flow of potable water
dispersed through perforated Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) pipe and measured by an accumulating
water meter achieved the desired results. The flow rate was measured by a Rota.meter with a
scare of 0 through 10 gallons per minute. A stainless steel water collection trough was designed
and consn’ucred (Figure C-I) to fun~on as a sampling point and accumulation sump to capture
the applied water. It was determined that the leading edge of the stainless steel t~’ough needed
a flexible edge to conform to the Lrregular surface of the concrete and asphatt. A length of
polypropylene robing was cut and dipped over the leading edge of the trough for t~ purpose.
The captured water was pumped from the collection sump into a plastic-lined meta/55-gallon
drum. Four-foot-long containment berms were used to contain the water flow. The berrns were
constructed from 6 millimeter clear polypropylene tubing, 4 inches in diameter, and fil/ed with
clean sand. The non-porous polypropylene and sand filled berms contained the wate~ flow and
diverted it to a preselected collection point at the lowest xrea of the sampling site.

Sa.t’=y precautions included placing cones around the active test area and meeting with the station
attendant to discuss the activities that were going to be conducted.

R0013339

APPEYDIX D
SAMPL~G PROCEDURES

R0013340

SAMPLING PROCEDURES
The water dispensing equipment was set up at each location using the PVC pipe apparatus to
cover an area approximately 20 feet x 20 feet. The location of the equipment was determined
at each station depending on the physical layout and the slope of the station island. The
containment equipment was then placed into position around the area. The containment berms
were used to channel the runoff water to the collection point. A stainless steel ollection ~rough
was placed at the lowest point of the ~’~ area and incorporated into the network berms.

Tables 1 through 5 Li~ each sample round, the sample point or time and the analyses run on the
samples collected during that round:
The first round of samples was olic,ned from the source water. The source water sample was
submittal for testing with the ~te samples. The predetermined flow rate was adjusted when the
water flow was started. The second round of .samples was taken 1~ minutes into the water
di~penalng. A plastic scoop was used to fill the sample bottles from water in the collection
trough.
After the second round of samples the water in the collection basin was pumped into a 55-gallon
drum using an elecn’ic pump. The 55-gallon drmn was lined with polypropylene that was
changed between the pump island test location and the driveway approach test location at each
station. The elecu’ic water pump and scoop were decontam~ted between sample rounds using
a solution of deionized water and alconox, followed by two rinses with deionized water.
Per quality control one trip blank was filled with deion~.d water and stored in each cooler
together with the field samples. The Irip blank insur~ that the data obtained from the site testing
represents the pollutants coUected from the site surface and does not represent contaminates
introduced during transport.

A b~und sample was collected f2~nn the service station’s potable water at the end of the
supply l~ne that was used to produce the simulated rain. The sampling and analysis keys used
for tl~ projec~ List the sample identification, station category, location, time interval and weather
for each sampling event. The keys ~’e presented in Tables I through 5.
AZ the Category 5 station an incidental spill evaluation was conducted at the pump island prior
to conducting the runoff test. The incidental spill test was conducted using one-quart of gasoline.
The staged spill of fuel was collected in absorbent that was applied to the spill and picked up
prior to the application of the test water.

Grab samples were drawn from the ~:ollec~ed water snd caution was ~.d to insure that the ~
ml vials for BTEX did not contain any head space. The samples were transported to GTEL
Environmental Laboratories, Inc. in an ice chest maintained at 4 degrees Celcius where ~e
samples were analyzed for the specified chemical compounds in the sampling protocol. The
analytical data are intended to represent an estimate of the water quality from a storm event
equivalent to the flow represented.

R0013341

SAMPLING PROCEDURES (Continued)
(Round 2 at 15 minutes, Round 3 at 30 mmute~ and Round 4 a~ 45 minutes in the pump island
area and Round 6 at 15 minutes, Round 7 at 30 minutes, and Round 8 at 45 reinsures in the
driveway approach area). At the end of each 15-minute interval the water in the coUection
trough was pumped into a 55-gallon drum using an electric pump. Upon completion of the
simulation, a composite sample was collected from the 55-gallon drum (Round 5 for the pump
island area and Round 9 for the driveway approach area).
Trip blanks were used to ensure that the sample obtained from a site represented the material
sampled and its constituents not material or chemi~:ais introdu~:ed dm’ing u-ansport. Trip blanks
are sent along with field samples as a measure of quality assuran~.. The lzip blanks are analyzed
to verify that contamination is not introdtu:ed to the samples while they are in transit between
the point of colle~ion and the laboratory.

R0013342

APPENDIX E
ACCEPTABILITY LIMITS AND STATISTICAL AC~CY
OF LABORATORY ANALYTICAL METHODS

R0013343

The Acceptability Limits for the Analytical Methods
Compound

Acceptability Limit

Benzene

81.1 to 118.0 pea’cent of actual oncentration

Toluene

79.9 to 123.0 percent of actual concentration

Ethyibenzene

81. ! to 123.0 percent of actual concentration

Total Xylene~

82.9 to 123.0 percent of actual concentration

Oil and Grease

80.0 to 120.0 percent of actual concentration

Metals

80.0 to 120.~ percent of actual concentration

The Statistical Accuracy of the Analyitcal Methods
Compound

Category
One

Categery
Tw~

Category
Three

Category
Four

Category
Five

Benzene

92.0 percent

117.0 percent

99.3 percent

117.0 percent

110.0 percent

Toluene

94.0 percem

119.0 pem:ent

111.0 percent

119.0 percent

109.0 percent

Ethylbenzene

97.3

11J.0 percem

107.0 percent

11:$.0 percem

102.0 per~zfet

Total
Xylene~

9:$.8 percem

121.0 percent

119.0 percem

121.0 percem

112.0 percent

Oil and
Grease

87.7 percent

103.0 percent

102.0 percent

88.9 percent

101.0 percent

Metals

97.0 to 107.0

97.0 to 107.0

97.0 to 107.0

97.0 to 107.0

96.0 to 109

R0013344

APPENDIX F
RAINFALL DATES AND
AMOUNTS PRIOR TO SAMPLING EVENT

R0013345

Rainfall Dates and Amounts Prior to Sampling Event
The following ¢~arts display the five dates prior to the sampling event during which a measurable amount of
rain fell at the weather monitoring station in the vicinity or" the test station. The date, days prior to testing and
amount of precipitation is listed in the following tables:
Category One
Date

Days Prior to Test

Rainfall in Inches

July 12, 1992

5,;

0.06

July 8, 1992

58

0.06

July 7, 1992

59

0.03

May 22, 1992

105

0.01

April i, 1992

156

0.13

)istance or weamer monitoring station from
approximately 24. miles.

:ategory One station,

Category Two
Date

Days Prior to Test

Rainfall in Inches

July 9, 1992

63

0.10

July 8, 1992

64

0.10

May 9, 1992

124.

0.02

April 2, 1992

161

0.07

April 1, 1992

162

0.10

)istance ot weamer momtormg station from 2ategory Two station
approximately I0 miles.
Climatological i~la o6ttined from ~ National (-’limati¢ C~)mcr in &at~eville. Nocth (~amlina

R00~3346

Rainfall Dates and Amounts Prior to Sampling Event (Continued)
The following charts display the five dates prior to the sampling event dur~g which a meastuable
amount of rain fell at the weather monitoring station in the vicinity of the test station. The date,
days prior to testing and amount of precipitation is Listed in the following tables:
Category Three
Date

Days Prior to Test Rainfall in Inches

August 13, 1992

21

0.05

July 11, 1992

5,;

0.01

July 7, 1992

58

0.02

June 22, 1992

73

0.04

May 22, 1992

104

0.06

)istance of weather momtormg stauon ~r~ ~ Category Three s ttion,
approximately 12 miles.
Category Four
Date

Days Prior to Test Rainfall in Inches

July 12, 1992

59

0.12

July 8, 1992

63

0.06

July 7, 1992

6,;

0.05

May 6, 1992

98

0.05

April 1, 1992

161

0.19

>~stance oI wea~e~ momtormg stauon fr~ n Category ~’~-~r station,
approximately 18 miles.
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Rainfall Dates and Amounts Prior to Sampling Event (Continued)

The following charts display the five dates prior to the sampling event du~,ing which a measurable
amount of rain fell at the weather monitoring station in the vici~ty of the test station. The date,
days prior to testing and amount of precipitation is listed in the following table:
Category Five
Date

Days Prior to Test Rainfall in Inches

July 13, 1992

66

0.05

July 9, 1992

70

0.01

July 8, 1992

71

0.02

May 5, 1992

135

0.04

April 1, 1992

169

0.33

)istance of weather monitoring station f:r~m Category Five su
approximately 2 miles.
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APPENDIX G
SIMULATED RAINFALL
RUNOFF VOLUM~ CALCUI~TIONS
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SIMUI~TED RA/NFALL RUNOFF VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Category 1 Station
Pump bland Area:

Watm- flow rate approximately 1.8 gallons per minute:
86.4 ga/lons were dispensed in rAis test
Approx, irrlate, ly 30 gallons were collected

Driveway Approach
Area:

Water flow rat~ approximately 1.8 gallons per minute:
79.6 gallons were disp~sed in this test
Approximate,/y 30 gallons w~ oLI~

Category 2 Station
Pump/,land Ar~:

Water flow ram approximately 1.8 gallons per minute:
86.6 gallons w~re dispen.~l in ~ t~t
Approximately 5 gallons w~re oil.’ted

Driveway Approach
Area:

Wamr flow rate approximately 1.8 gaLlom per minute:
99.2 gallons were dispensed in this test
Approximat~y 53 gallons we~ collected
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~TED RAINFALL RUNOFF VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Catego~ 3 Station
Pump bland Ares:

Water flow ram approximamly 2.0 gallons per minute:
100.5 gallons were ~sed in this ~s~
Approximazely 50 ga/]ons were coLlec~d

Driveway Apprtmeh
Arm:

Warn" flow rate approximately :2.0 gallons pro" minut~:

Approximattly 2.5 gallons were collected

Category ~ Station
Pump Island Area:

Water flow rate approximately 1.8 gallons per minute:

86.4 gallon~ we~ dispensed in this t~t
Appm~mately 7 gallons were c, ollecmd
Driveway Approae,.h
Aria:

Water flow rate approximately 1.8 gallons per minute:
74.5 gallons wer~ dispen.u~ in ~his ~’t
Approximately 50 gallons wcr~ collects!
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SIMULATED RAINFALL RUNOFF VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Category 5 Station
Pump Island Area:

Water flow rate approximately 1.7 gallons per minute:
76.5 gallons were dispensed in this t~st
Approximately 52 gallons were collected

Driveway Approach

Area:

Water flow rate approximately 1.7 gallons per minute:

83.4 gallons were dispensed in this test
Appmximatedy 45 gallons were collected
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GTEL

ENVIRONMENTAL

LABORATORIES, INC.
T~. ~A 90503

(3tO)
~ (310! 371-8720

July 6, 1993
M~’. David Darrow
1 World Trade CanCer
Long Bea~2~, Ca. 90831
RE: Toluene in TTip Blank

Recently, GTEL ’ s To,Tahoe Laboratory investigated several
omm~ial SOUl’=el of "pU~e" wa~ar for use as ~Tip blanks. I~ was
ou~ experience ~.ha~ wa~er sold in glass oon~ain~Ts frequently
oon~aine~ up =o 2 pa~.s p~ billion (ppb) Toluene. Wa~ from
plas~io =on~ainers ~ende~ ~o have even higher oonoenr.ra~ions of
Toluene due ~o lsa~hing. A~ a resul~ of our st~udy, we now verify
puri~y of every ~Tip blank prior to sendin~ i~ ou~ ~o Clients.
Ano~er soul~e of Toluene oonT~amina~ion in T~ip Blanks is
sample contains. As ~ of GTEL’s To~al ~ali~y
PToq~am, evaluation of several vendors’ pEodU~’~s w~e =ondu~:ed.
One ~ppli~’s glass ~A vies o~is~y ~~ sev~l ppb
Tolu~e. ~’s ~ ~ases s~le =on~e~ fro~ a s~qle
s~ce ~d ~eiv~ a Ce~ifi~=e of ~lysis vi~ ea~ shi~
I ~onqly ~ec~~ ~ ~ ~e fu~e, ~ip BI~ be o~ermd
di=e~ly f~ ~e ~o~o~ a~ ~e ~e ~e proje~ is
I= is ve~ 4iffi~ fo~ a onsul~= ~ ~ his/beE ~ Tolu~efree ~ip BI~.
If I c~ be of f~er ~sis~ce, please 4o no~ besiege

Very truly yours,
GTE~. Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

-/.
~ V. Greenwood

/

--

/~~o~ Oire~or
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CONCENTRATION GRAPIIS
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i ¯ Benzene
~

, I Toluene
~I ¯ Ethylbenzene

"~
30~

~" Total Xylems

Category 1 RGO

Category 2 RGO

Category 3 RGO

Category 4 RGO

Category 5 RGO
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Maximum Benzene Concentration Detected

7,5 --

6.5 --

i

USEPA MCL for Benzene (5 uc~l)

5 --

2.5 -

1.5 -

0

t

(0.3 ~oJ)
Category
1 RGO

,

,
Category
2 RGO

Category
3 RGO

(0.3 .g4)
Category
4 RGO

~
Category
5 RGO
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" Maximum Toluene Concentration Detected

Category
1 RGO

Category
2 RGO

Category
3 RGO

Category
4 RGO

Category
5 RGO
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Maximum Ethylbenzene Concentration Detected
USEPA MCL tot Eth~:~er~zene ~700 u~)

700 -

550 -

o 400 -

150 -

Category
1 RGO

Category
2 RGO

Category
3 RGO

Category
4 RGO

Category
5 RGO
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-Maximum Total Xylenes Concentration Detected
USEPA MCL for Total X~/lenes (10.000

10000

8OOO

2O0O

1000

Category
1 RGO

Category
2 RGO

Category
3 RGO

Category
4 RGO

Category
5 RGO
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United States
Enwronmental Protect, ion
Agency

~EPA

Office Of Water
(EN-336)

EPA 833-B-92-001
July 1992

NPDES $~orm Water
Sampling Guidance
Document

~ Pnnted on Recycled PaDer

DISCLAIMER
This doctunent ~ issued in support of EPA regulazions and policy initiatives involving the
development and implementation of a national storm water program. This document is agency
guidance only. It does not e~tablish or affect legal rights or obligations. Agency decisions in
any particular ~ will be made applying the laws and regulations on the basis of specific fac~
when permits are issued or regulatiom promulgated. Mention of u’ade names or commercial

products does not constinne endorsement or recommendation for use.
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FOREWORD

Pollutants in storm water discharges from many sources are largely uncontrolled. The National
Water Quality Inventory, 1990 Report to Congre~ provides a general assessment of water
quality based on biennial reports submitted by the States under Section 305(b) of the Clean
Water Act. The report indicates tha~ roughly 30% of identified cases of water quality
impairment reported by the States are attributable to storm water discharges.
Sampling data from storm water discharges is an important tool which provides information on
the types and amounts of pollutants present. This data can then be used to identify pollutant
sources and to develop storm water pollution prevention plans and best management ~ces
priorities to control these sources.
This manual is for ~ of facilities that discharge storm water as.sociat~ with industrial
activity and operators of large ~nd medium municipal sepamm swrrn sewer systems. This
manual describes the basic sampling r~luimments for NPDES storm water discharge pe~,mit
appficatiom and provides procedural guidance on how to conduct sampling. Many of the
concepts in this guidance may also be applicable to sampLing requirements contained in NPDES
This document was issued in support of EPA regulations and policy initiatives involving the
development and implementation of a national storm water program. This document is ageacy
guidance only. It does not establish or affect legal fights or obligations. Agency decisions in
any particular case will be made applying the laws and regulations on the basis of specific facts
when permits ar~ issued or regulations promulgated.
This document is expected to be revised periodically to reflect advances in this rapidly evolving
area. Comments from users are welcomed. Send comments to the U.$. Envinmmm~l
Protection Agency, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance, 401 M Street, SW,
Mailcode HN-336, Washington, DC 20460.

~cha~ Cook,
I)imctor
Office of Was~t~z~ Enforcement
and Comp~
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C]~t.FI’KR I - INTRODUCTION

NFDES STORM WATER SAMI~ING GUIDANCE DOCUMENT

1. INTRODUCTION
The 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act [(FWPCA), also referred to as the Clean Wzer Act
(CWA)] prohibits the di.w.harge of any pollutant to wa~r~ of the U.S. from a point source unle~ the
discharge is anthorized by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Sy~.m (NPDES) perm~
Efforts to improve water quality under the NPDES program have focused traditionally on reducing
pollutants in indu.~rial proce~ wastewa~r discharges and from muni~pal sewage treatment plants.
Past effort~ to addre~ storm wa~ discharges, in parti~mlar through the NPDES program, have
generally been limited to certain indusu-ial categories, using effluent limitations for ~rm warn" as
a permit condition.
Recognizing the need for more comprehensive control of storm wam~ di.u:harg~, Congre~ amended
the CWA in 1987 and established a twg-phase program. In Phase I, Congre~ r~luired the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to establish NPDES requirements for c~taln las~ of
storm warn" discharges.
¯ A storm water di.u:harge for which a permit has been mued prior to February 4, 1987
¯ A ~Zorm warn" dim’mrge a.~z:iat~l with ~ a~tivity
¯ A storm warn- dig:barge from a municipal separate storm ~,wer sy~m ~rving a population

of 250,000 or more (large ~y~em)
_

¯ A storm water di~harge from a municipal separate ~rm ~wer ~y~m re’ring a population
of 100,OO0 or more, but le~ than 250,000 (medium ~ystem)
¯ A discharge for which the Administrator or the State determines that the storm water
discharge contributes m a violation of a water quality standard or is a signifit~nt contributor
of pollutants to the waze~ of the United State~.
To hnpl~ these requirements, EPA pttblished on November 16, 1990 (~5 Fed. ]]~g.
permit ~plic~ion requirements that include storm water sampling. EPA and the Sta~ will
subsequently issue NPDES storm water permits based on these applications, and many of these
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permits will require storm w’~er sampling. Congress inumded for EPA to address all other point
source discharges of storm w’a~r in Phase II of the program.
I.I PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL
This manual is for operators of facilities thax discharge s~orm ~ associated with indus~’ial activity
and operators of large and medium municipal separa~ swrm sewer sys~nu. Storm ~ sampling
is sometimes difficult due to ~he tmpredi~ability of sWrm evenls and the variable rmmre of storm
wa~-r discharges, l’his manual is primarily designed to assist operators/owners in planning for and
fulfilling the NPDES swrm wa~ discharge sampling requirements for permit applications as well
as for other storm ~ s=npling needs.
It is assumed that applicants alre, ady have a basic understanding of the storm ~ permit application
requiremm~. This documen~ is designed t~ suppleanent existing storm water application guidance

by focusing on the t~dmical aspects of sampling. Since many indusu’ial storm w’~r perm~ and all
namicipal storm water permits will require regular storm water sampling, many of the concepts in
this guidance may be applicable t~ sampling requirements contained in NPDES stm’m wazer permits.
The information in this manual pertains specifically to individual industrial storm water applications,
group storm water applications (Part 2), and municipal Pan 2 storm water permit applications for
storm water disdmrges. For information on other storm water application require, meres for industrial
facilities and large and medim~ municipal separate storm sewer systems, see EPA’s ~
Manual for the Preparation of NPDES Permit A~mlications for Storm Water Discharges Associated
with Industrial Activity (EPA-505/8-91-002, April 1991), and EPA’s Guidance Manual for the
Preparation of Part 1 of the NPDES Permit AnDlie~ions for Discharges from Municival Senarate
Storm Sewer Systems (EPA-505/8-91-003A, April 1991), respectively. These marma~ can be

reque~ by ~alling the Storm Water Hotline [(703) S21-48D] or the National Te~nical Information
Service (NTIS) [(703) 4S7~. Additional backgrottnd documents for further information are

IL~=d ~ Tech~c~ Appendix D.
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THIS MANUAL
This manual explains the basic requirements of storm water sampling and provides procedural
guidance on sampling for permit applications. Chapter 2 di.u:usses background infor~ion (i.e., a
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smmnary of permit application requirements, who must sample, when and where to sample, and

statTmg considm’ziom). Clmp=r 3 prments the fundmnem~ of sampling 0.., types of sampling,

r~,ulatiom. Chapter 5 di.u:uxsm x,~-gulamry t’lexibility with respect to storm warm" sampling, ~
Chapter 6 includes health and sa~j mrmkleratiom.
Technical Appendices provide information as follows:

* Tedmi~al Appendix A--Forlm 2F md 1
¯ Tedmical Appendix B--NOAA Weather Radio lafomation
¯ Technical Appendix C--l~lUir~l Conlainen, Preservation Tedmiqum, Holding T’tmes and
40 ~ of r-edm~ ~m (CFR) Part ~6
¯ Tedmical AppeM~ D--Referea~s
* Tedmi~al Appendix E--Gimlary
¯ Tedmicml Appendix F--A~’onyms.
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2. BACKGROUND FOR STORM WATER SAMPLING
This chapter presents background informa~on, dcf’m~tions, and a d~cription of ~h~ fundamentals of
s~nplin~. Specifically, it cove’s the followinE ar~as:

In response to the 198"7 Watt" Quality A~t amendments to the CWA, EPA published the storm water
final rule on November 16, 1990. In this rule, EPA established the ~ scope of the storm wat~
of 11 ca=gories of industrial activity and the phrase "large and medium municipal separa~ storm
are discussed in great~ detail in Section 2.6, "Who Must Sample."
In addition to d~fining tim ~ scope of th~ storm water program, tim final rule established permit

application requirmne~, including requ~ for storm warm" sampling. Sampling data gathered
for the applk~tion will be ~ to ¢haracmrize =ormwater disdmrges, and wig serve as a b~h for

establishing requimnem in NPDES storm warn" permits. It is important to note that the applicant
mu~ report data that arc represenl~ve of the storm ~ discharge, and that the intentional
misreprese.mation of discharge dmracmrigics is unlawful.

2.1 BENEFITS OF SAMPLING
Data that ¢haracmr~ storm water discharges are valuable to permitti~ authorities and permitt~cs
for several reasons. Fast, storm water sampling provides a means for evalua~ng the environmemal
risk of the storm water discharge by identifying the types and amounts of pollutants present.
Evaluating these dala helps m demrmin¢ the relative potential for the storm ~ discharge to

contribute to wa=r quality impa¢~ or water quality standard viol=ions. And, storm water sampling
5
"
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dam can be used to identify potential sources of pollutants. These sources can then be either
eliminated or controlled more specifically by the permit.
2.2 INDUSTRIAL FACIIATY APPLICATION REQUIREM]~g’~
The storm wa~r permit application regulations provide operawrs of facilities (including those owned
by ~he governnmn~) that have storm wamr discharges associ~l with indusmial activity wi~ three
~plication options: (1) submit an individual ~oplic~tion; (2) participate in a group Koplic~ion (a
two-part application); or O) submit a Notice of lnt=nt (NO1) to be covered by a general permit where
general permits are available. This guidance focuses on sampling requirements for individual
applications and Part 2 of group applications. Sampling dam generally will not be required for an
NOI, however, the general perm~ may require sampling during the term of the permiL Sum~
permitting amhorities may also require sampling inform~on for an NOI a~ their discretion, and
should, U’~refor~, be consulmd prior to submimfl.

Industrial facilities submitting individual applica=ions must submit sampling data on a ¢omplet=d
application Form 2F (emitled "Application for Permit to Discharge Storm Wan=- Discharges
Associm=d with Industrial Activity’). Facilities selected to be part of the sampling subgroup for a
group application must submit sampling dam with Part 2 of the application. Members of the
sampling subgroup must ¢omplm= only the quantitative dam portions of Form 2F, including Se=ions
Vii, VIII, IX, and the certification in Section X. Exhibit 2-1 dmaiis the types of information
required for each section of Form 2F. Exhibit 2-2 describes what sampling information must be
provided in Part 2 of the group application. It should be noted that Stal~ may require tbe use of
~ forms and submittal of additional docmnm~tion.
Form 1 must also be submitt=d with Form 2F by applicants submitting individual permit applications.
Genm’al information about the facility is provided on Form 1 (i.e., ~idress~, operators, e~.); it does
not request sampling dam. Forms 1 and 2F ar~ reproduced in Technical Appendix A.
Facilities with unpermitted combined discharges of storm waxer and process or nonprocess
~ must submit Form 2C or 2E, respectively, in addition to Forms 1 and 2F. Facilities with
storm wa~r disdmrges combined with new sources or nmv discharges of proce~ ~ must
submit Form 2D as well as Forms 1 and 2F.

6
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Requirmnent

Section
2F-I

Ouffall location(s), including longitude and latitude and receiving water(s)

2F-II

Facility improvemergs which may affec~ the discharges described in the
applic~on

2F-HI

Site drainage map

2F-1VA

Estimm~ of impervious area within each outfall drainage area

2F-1VB

A narrative description of pollutant sources (i.e., onsite martials which may

2F-IVC

Loc~ion and description of existing stru~ural and nonstructm-al pollutant control

2F-VA

Certification that ouffalls have been tes~l or evaluated for non-storm water
discharges

2F-VB

Description of method used for testing/evaluating presence of non-storm waw~
discharges

2F-VI

History of significant leaks or spills of toxic or hazardous pollutants at the facility
within the last 3 years

2F-VII

Discharge characterization for all required pollutants

2F-Vm

Statemer~ of whether biological testing for acute or chronic toxicity was
performed and list of pollutants it was performed for

2F-IX

Information on contract laborawries or consulting f’LrmS

2F-X

Certific~ion that information supplied is accm’~ and complete

Note: See Form 2F and the instructions for more detail on application r~quirements.

2.3 MUNICIPAIATIF~’ APPLICATION REQ~
Operators of large and medium municipal separa~ storm sewer systems are requi_r~ to submit a twopart application. Both par~s contain sampling r~luirements: Part 1 requires infox-mntion
characterizing discharges from the separme storm sewer system, including field screening sample
da~a for identifying illicit/illegal connections: Pan 2 requires sampling at representative ioc~ions and
_

estimates of pollutant loadings for ~hose sites. These sampling data are to be used to design a longterm storm water monitoring plan that will be imple~men~d during the ~’m of the permi~ The
sampling data that mu~ be submiu~d in Pans ! and 2 of municipal applications are listed in
Exhibit 2-3. There is no standard application form for municipalities.
7
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k

Quantitative Testing Data
¯ /:or groups with 4 w 20 members, 50 percen~ of the facilities must submit da~ for
groups with 21 to 99 members, a minimum of 10 dischargers must submit quantif~ive
dam; for groups with 100 to 1,000 members, a minimum of 10 percent of the facilities
must submit da~a; for groups ~ grea~r than 1,000 members, no more tha~ 100
facilities must submit data; there must be 2 dischargers from each precipif~ion zone in
which 10 or more members of the group ar~ loc~d, or 1 discharger from each
precipitation zone in which 9 or fewer members ar~ local.
¯ Sampling and analysis requirements are descry’bed in 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) 122.26(c)(1)(])(E) and 40 CFR 122.21(g)(’~. Pollutan~ to be analyz~ depend
on the type(s) of industries applying as a group.
¯ Sampling subgroup must provide all quand~ve discharge information required in
Form 2F Sections VII-IX plus the certification in Section X.
¯ The group application sampling subgroup mus~ collect grab samples during the f~’st 30
minu~ of the storm evem and flow-v~igh~l composite samples as requir~ in 40

CFR

2,4 APPLICATION SUBMrITAL DEADIJNES
Deadlines for submitting permit applications and associazed sampling requirements are presented in
Exhibit 2-4 for individual and group industrial applic~ions and for municipal applications.
2.5 WHERE TO SUBMIT APPLICATIONS
Storm water discharge permit applications are generally submitted directly to the permit-issuing
authority. The appropriate authority is the State, where the Staze has been gran~ the authority to
issue NPDES permits, or the EPA Regional office, where the Sta~e does not have NPDES
authorization. Exhibit 2-5 indicates which States have approved NI’DF.~ permitting programs. It
also provides comac~ names and addresses where applic~ions should be submitted for each State or
EPA Region~ Office (depending on who the permitting authority is in each case). It should be
noted, however, that both 13aru of a group ~lication mu~ insw.ad be submiv.ed ~o EPA
He.adquar~rs. Group applic~ions mu~ be s~nt to: Dir~:tor, Office ofW~ Enforceme~ and
Compliance, A~ntion Mr. William Swi~lik, U.$. EPA, EJ~-336, 401 M Sw~t, SW, WashingWn,
DC 2O64O.

8
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* Monthly mean rainfall and snowfall estimams
- Existing quanrim~ve dam on the depth and quality of storm wawr discharges
¯ A list of receiving wamr bodies and existing inform~on concerning known wamr
. Field screening analysis for illicit connections and illegal dumping
¯ IdenUficaxion of represent~ve ouffalls for further sampling in Parr ?
Part2
¯ Quantirmive dam fi’om 5 u~ I0 r~r~s~nt~v~ locations in approved sampling plans
¯ Estimm~ of rim annual pollutam load and ever~ mean concerm’m~on (EMC) of sysmm
discharges
¯ Proposed schedule m provide ~ of seasorml pollu~am loads and fl~e EMC for
certain demcu~ cons~uems in a representative swrm evem during the mrm of
Proposed monitoring pro~r~n for represemaUve d~m collection during tim mrm of the

Applic~iorm submitted by industrial facilities rnu~ be cefdfied by a responsible corporam officer as
descan~ed in 40 ~ 122.22 (e.g., prmidem, seca~mT, tmasurm’, vice presidem of the corpor-~ion
in charge of a principal business fire.on). Applications submittal by municipalities must be
_

certified by a principal executi~ officer or ranking elected official as described in 40 CFR 122.22.

2.6 WHO MUST SAMPLE
Op~’~rs of faciliti~ that have storm wamr discharg~ associa~ with industrial ~vity and

of their NPDES permit ~plications. Specifically, ~he following types of industries and rmmicipalil:i~

9
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¯ Storm Water Discharges Associated With Indn.cnial Aqt~vitieq - Under Phase I, the storm water
permit application regulatiom identify, by Standard Indusu~ Clarification (SIC) code and
narrative description, I 1 categories of facilities considered to be "engaging in industrial activity"
for the purposes of storm water permit application requirements. 1"nose facilities included in 40
CFR 122.26(bX14)(i) throu~ (xi) of the storm wat~ permit application regulations with stm’m
waler point source discharges to waters of the U.S. or separate storm sewet~ and those designated
und~ Section 402(p)(2)(E) of the CWA are required to apply for storm warm" permit coverage
by October 1, 1992. Industrial facilities include throe that are Federally, State, or municipally
owned or operated. Exhibit 2-6 lists these indusu’ial facilities. The Transportation Act of 1991
provides an exemption from storm wate~ perm~ng requirements for certain industrial activities
owned or operated by municipalities with a population of less than 100,000. Such namicipalities
nmst submit storm water di,udmrge permit applications for only airports, powe~ plants, and
uncontrolled sanitary landfills that they own or operate, unless a permit is otherwise required by
¯ Municipal Se0arate Storm-Sewer S~/~em¢ - Under Phase I, those mlmicipalities with separa~
storm sewer systems serving I00,000 people or more are required to submit an application for
di.u:hm’ges from the system. (Only the pan of the population served by muni~pal separam storm
sewe~ is to be included in the 100,000 count, not the. part served by mmbined sewe~.)
Regulamd municipalities are listed in Appemiices F through I in the Novemb~ .16, 1990, final
rule or have been designazed by their permitting authority.

10
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State

~

Contact

State

~

Contact

North Carolina

yea

Coleen SuIIL~
Environmental Management
Wnt~r Quality Planning
P.O. l~ox 29535
Raleigh, NC 27626-0535
(919) 733-50K3

North Dakota

ym

Sheila McClenathan
Dept. of Health
Water QuaJity Divmon
1200 Mi~ouri Ave.
P.O. Box 5520
Bismarck, ND 58502-5520
(701) 221-5210

Ohio

yea

Bob Phell~
OEPA
Water Pollution Control
P.O. Box 1049
I’0 Wntm’mark
Columbus, OH 43266
(614) 644-203~

Oklahoma

no

Bront l~rmn
U.S. EPA Region
1445 Ro~ Ave.
6W-PM
DalI~, "IX 75202
(214) 655-7175

Oregon

yea

Raaei Nomura
DEQ-Wa~" Quality
$11 SW 6th St.
Portlan~ OR 97204
(503) 229-5256

pommylvania

yea

LB. Pntel
Environmenta~ Reaonrcea
Water Quality Management
P.O. Box 2063
I-Iarri~urg, PA 17120
(717)

Puerto Rico

no

Jm6 Rivem
U.S. I~PA l~egion 2

Rhode Island

yea

Angela IAberti
Division of Wmer

Brm~h
26 Federal Plaza, Room 845
New York, NY 10278

291 Promenade St.
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 277-6519

(212) 26,-2911
Dept. of Hmalth & Ear. C~r|.
Indum3, and Agriculture
W~te Wamr Division
2600 Bull St.
Columb~ SC 292O1

U.$. EPA Region
999 lSth St.
8-WM-C
Donver, CO 80202-2466
(303) 293-t630

t~X3) 73~t-5241
Tennessee

yea Ib~ert I-hley
Dept. of Eavironment
Wat-r pollution Control
1.50 9th Ave. N., 4th Floor
Nushville, "IN 37243-1534
(615) 741-2275

Tex~

no

Bront Larmu
U.S. EPA Region 6
1445 Rma Ave.
6W-PM
Darius, "IX 75202
(214) 655-7175

Utah

yea

Vermont

yea

Bx’~n Koiker
Environmental Conservation
Permits and CompLiance
103 S. Mare St.

Harry ~pbell
Dept. of Environmental
Quality
P.O. Box 16690
(.1)538-61.

Wnterbury’ "v’l" 05671"04~5
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2.7 WHEN SAMPLING IS REQUIRED
Industrial individual and group applicants must include sampling data from at least one representative storm event. Operators of large or medium municipal separa~ storm sewer systems must submit
sampling data from three different representative storm events. How to determine
"representativeness" and other considerations for when to sample are presented below.
2.7.1 STORM EVENT CRITERIA
Storm water discharge permit application requirements establish specific cri~ria for the type of storm
event that must be sampled:
,-~t ,cpm ol me storm must Ce grea~r titan O. 1 inch accumulation
The storm must be preceded by at least 72 hours of dry weather
Wher~ feasible, the depth of rain and duration of the event should not vary by more u~an 50
percent from the average depth and duration.
July 1992
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S~bp~rt

SIC ~ (e~t 24~) ......
SIC ~ (e~t
SIC ~ (e~t
SIC ~ ...............
SIC 311 ..............
SIC 32 (e~t 3~) ......
SIC 33 ...............
SIC ~1 .............
SIC 3~ ..............

~r

~rT~
~m, C~y
F~ S~ M~

F~ c~fiM
~ ~ e~l~, p~
~ ~ ~r ~ by ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ mine mm ~t ~, ~y
oregon,
1~ on ~e ~m of ~ ~.
~C 10 ...............
SIC 11 ...............

s~c ~2 ...............
SIC 13 ...............
SIC 14 ...............

~ ~ ~ ~fion
No~¢

Or)

~~ ~ ~e~ ~e, or ~ ~fi~, ~l~g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~r

(v)

~ ~, ~
~l~g ~ ~ ~ ~bj~t m ~ u~ mbfide D or RC~.
F~fi~ ~lv~ ~ ~e ~yc~ of ~, ~1~ me~ ~~, ~W ~e~,
~e ~,
SIC ~15 .............
M~r V~cle ~, U~
SIC 5~ .............

lub~on), ~pm~t cl~ ~, ~ ~ ~¢mg ~~, or ~ch ~ ~e~
SIC ~ ...............
~ T~~
SIC 41 ...............
~ ~ S~ T~t
SIC 42 (e~pt 4~1-~ .... M~ F~i~t ~ W~g
U.S.
SIC 43 ...............
W~ T~~
SIC ~ ...............
T~~on by
SIC 45 ...............
SIC 517i .............

l
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Collection of samples during a storm event meeting these ~iteria ensures tha~ the resulting da~a will
accuramly portray the most common conditions for each site. However, the permitting authority is
authorized to approve modifications of this definition (especially for applicants in arid areas where
there are few representative events). Section 5.1 of Chapter 5 discusses general protocol for
requesting modifications m applic~on mquir~mems, including the definition of "representative

In demrmining whether a storm is represent~ve, them are two important steps to take. FL,’st, data
on local weather patmrns should be coile~ed and analyzed to demrmine the range of representative
storms for a particular area. Second, these results should be compared to measurements of duration,
intensity, and depth to ensure that the storm to be sampled fits the r~pr~sentativeness criteria.
2.7.2 OBTAINING RAINFALL DATA
Several sources provide accuram local weather information for both: (1) determining what a
representative storm event is for a particular area; and (2) assessing expected storm events to
determine whether a predic~l rainfall will be "representative," and thus, meet the requirements for
storm water sampling. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National
Climatic Data Center’s 0NCDC’s) Climate Services Branch is respons~l¢ for collecting precipitation
dam. Data on hourly, daily, and monthly precipitation for each measuring station (with latitude and
longitude) are availabl~ to the public on computer disketm, microficbe, or hard copy. Orders can
be placed by calling (704) 2b’9-0682, by fax at (704) ~6, or by writing to NCDC, Climam
Services Branch, The Federal Building, Ash~vill¢, North Carolina 28071-2733.
The National Weather Service ~NWS) of NOAA can also provide information on historic~ currenL
and future weather conditions. Local NWS telephone numbers can be obtained from the NWS Public
Affairs Office at (301) 713-41622. Telephone numbers are also usua]]y in local phone directory
listings under "NationaJ Weather Service" or "Weather." In addition, NOAA runs the NOAA NWS

15
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Weather Radio, which provides continuous broadcasts of the most current weather information. This
broadcast can h~ ~’~’~s~d ~h~ ~ ,"~dic ~h~ b.~ ~I

w~er band f~-~. Approxirnamly 90 p~m

of the United Stares population is within listening range of the 380 NWS stations. Technical
Appendix B presents additional reformation on NOAA Weather Radio, including radio frequencies
for specific locations and a listing of weather band radio manufacturers. Telephone recordings of
weather condil~ons are also provided by most NWS offices.

Cable "IV weather stations and local airports can also provide wea~er reformation. Weathe
informaxion provided by the local newspaper or "IV stations should be used only if more accuram
dam ~as aescribea a~ove) are unavailable, since wr.ather forecasts can change drastically within
several hours.
Someone should be designamd at the facility to follow ctu’rent weather conditions by lismnmg to
NOAA Weather Radio, calling the local NWS offices, and watching cable TV weanher news.
Exhibit 2-7 presents a storm water sampling decision chart for mobilizing field personnel for a
probable storm event.
Annual rainfall statistics can also be used to evaluam representativeness of storm events. For
example, Exhibit 2-8 presents fiReen rain z~nes in the United Smms and related storm event
statistics. (These rain zone, s are not those shown in 40 CFR Pan 122 Appendix E.) To determine
typical values of annual storm events for a particular facility, k~..ntify the zone in which the facility
is locamd. The tabulat~ information lists t~e annual average number of storms and precipitation

as well as tl~ average duration, intensity, and dep~ of independent storm events for each z~ne.
~ must be taken, however, in using annual rainfall statistics for determining representativeness
of storm events, since the annual rainfall statistic may not be represen~ive of seasonal rainfall
events° If rainfall clam is available at or close tz a particular facility, it is preferable to use this dam

for determining average storm event statistics.
~’~mau a~a tamu~a tram NOAA precipitntion dam indic,am for Alaska (not shown in Exhibit 2-8)
that av~rag~ storm events last from I#, to 24 hours in duration and are 0.6 to 1.05 inches in d~pth.
Average storm ~ve.m data for Hawaii ar~ 9 to ii hour~ in duration and f’mm 0.6 to 1.6 inches in

d th.
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The NWS should be consulted for proper procedur~ for collec~g and i~u~rpolati~g rainfaJi data if
~e ~pHcan~ elects to eo!lec~ the d~ r~her than use existing d~a.

2.7.3
An example of how
no~ r~pr~s~ma~v~) is shown in Exhibi~ 2-9~

Evmt Typ~
Average event

Duration (hrs.)

Depth (’m.)

5.2

0.43

Once the information on au average duration and depth storm event is obtah~ed for a specific
location, multiply these mnnbers by 0.5 to get the 50 percent average event numbers and
nmltiply by 1.5 to get the 150 percent average event numbers.

Snowmelt c~.a~es runoff which may result in point source discharges very similar to that from other
storm events. Pollutants accumulate in snow, and when a thaw occurs, the pollutants will be
discharged to receiving waters much like during a rain storm event. Snowmelt may be sampled as
long as the applicant works closely with the permitting authority to determine the proper sampling
strategy, i.e., sampling procedures, techniques, and pollutant analyses.
For snowrnelt, the sampling stralegy should be developed depending on the drainage area being
monitored for storm flow. The strategy should consider (1) snow removal or clearing practices,
e.~.. direct dun~in~ iron wa~ bodies, vlowin~, and the creation of snow mounds (whether ~ a !L~e
along a roadway or in piles on .p~rking lots, etc.), and (2) the melting process.
It is also important to consider wha~ happens to snowraounds as they melt and eva~ra~, which ~
alter the pollutant concenn’ation in the reciting runoff. In addition, pollutants fi’om tt~ surrounding
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air and pavement can build up on snow mound surfaces in a crust or cake-like manner eventually
=
~,,,,.,,,~,-q; previously dissoived soiids that become :~ remaining so)in, ,-- ~ , ~
which is later IcR to be washed off by rainfall, manual flushing or other mechanisms.
The sampling of snow mounds, undisturbed snow itself, and hard pack requires a carefully thought
out strategy. Given the complexities associated with snowmelt sampling, applicants should have
proposed sampling stramgies reviewed by the permitting authority before atmmptmg to conduc~
sampling.
2.7,4 LOGISTICAL PROBLEMS WITH WHEN TO SAMPLE
Applicants may encounmr wean~er conditions that may not meet minimum "representative" storm
criteria; these conditions may prevent adequate collection of storm water samples prior to application
submission deadlines. For instance, sampling may be problematic in parts of the country that
experience drought or near-<h’ought conditions or areas that are under adverse weather conditions
such as freezing and flooding. Events with false starts and events with stop/start rains can also cause
problems. Solutions for sampling under these circumstances are discussed below.
Where the timing of storm evem sampling poses a problem, it may be appropriate for the applicant
to petition the permitting authority for a sampling protocol/procedure modification either prior to
sampling or a.ema- sampling is conducted (if the storm event is not acceptable). When the applicant
requests a sampling protocol/procedure modifica~on, a narrative justification should be attached.
This justification should be certified by a corporate official (for industrial facilities) or the principle
executive officer or ranking official (for municipalities), as per 40 CFR 122.22. Section 5.1 of
Chapter 5 dhcusses protocol/procedure modifications.

For arid or drought-stricken areas where a storm event does not occur prior to the time the applicant
must sample and submit data with the ~olication fc~rm th~ ~,ni;,-~,) ~t,,,,,la " ; ,~..

,

complem to the extent possible, with a detailed explanation of why sampling data are not provided
and an appraLsa/of when sampling will be conducted. This explanation must be certified by the
appropria~ party (as described above). The applicant should a~so cont~ the permitting authority

2.3
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for further direction. Where the applicant can anticipate such problems, approval for an extension
to submit samvling dam should be accluired vrior to the deadline.
Adverse We.~her Conditions
The al~licant should never conduct storm w’~r sampling during unsafe conditions. It is likely the,
in ~ ti~ experienc~ flooding, lightening swrms, high winds, ~:., another representative storm
event will occur for which samplin~ conditions will be much safer. (For further information on
safety issues, see Chapter 6.) If no other storm event occurs, the applicant should submit a
justifiention as to why the event was not ~mpled. This information should be e~’tified by the
n1~’~rinte official,
False Start~ and Stoo/Start Raim
False st~’t and stop/start raim can also cause problems. False starts may occur when weather
conditions are unpredictable and it appears that a storm event may be representative, collection
begins, and then the rain stops before an adequate sample volume is obtained. (Necessa~ sample
volumes are discussed in Section 3.6.) Some latitude may be given for the 0.l-inch rainfall
rexlUirement as long as the sample volume is adequate; the permitting authority rrmy accept the results
with applicant justification and certifie~ion. Again, see Chapter 5 for information on requesting
protocol/procedure modifications m sl~rm ~ sampling requirements.
During s~oplstart rains (those in which rainfall is imermilxem), samples should be laken until an
adequate sample volume is obtained. Exhibit 2-10 smmnarizes logistical problems of storm w’amr
~anpling and presents solutions to the problems ider~ified.
2.7.5 WHEN INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES MUST SAMPLE
Indusu’ial ~oplicams must generally collect tw~ types of storm water samples: (1) grab samples
collected during the fLrSt 30 minutes of discharge; and (2) flow-weighted composite samples collected
aunng me tU-st ~ hours ol alscnarge (or me entLre atscaarge, ~ ~t ~ tess man .~ nours), mtormauon
from both types of samples is critical to fully evaluate the types and concentratiom of pollutants
presem in the storm water discharge.

7,4
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Solutkm:

Submit a petition reque~g a modification to the protocol if problems are
anticipated and, if it is approved, submit the application withou~ sampling
data by the application due date with a certified explanation. Provide
sampling data to the permitting authority as soon as possible.

Solution:

Sample another, less hazardous event or submit a certified justification of
why the event was not sampled. Provide sampling data to the permitting
authority as soon as possible.

Solution:

Discard the sample if the volume is inadequate. If the volume is adequate,
subnfit the sampling data with a certified explanation that the sample is fi~m
a non-representative even~ Continue to monitor weather condifiom and
attempt to resmnple as soon as possible.

Solution:

Continue to sample in c~se the storm event turns out to be representative and
adequate sample volumes are obtained. If ~ple volumes are inadequate,
continue to monitor weather conditions and attempt m resample as soon as
possible.

The grab samples taken during the first 30 minutes of a storm event will generally contain higher
concentrations of pollutam,s, since they pick up pollutants that have accumula~d on drainage surfac~
since the last storm event.
Composite samples charac~-ize the average quality of the entire storm water discharge. Flowweighted composite samples provide for the mos~ aco.wate detennina~on of mass load. The flowweighted composite sample must be taken for either the t’u’st 3 hours or for the entire discharge (if

the event is less than 3 hours long). Additional information on how to collec~ grab and composit
samples is presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
IndustriaJ appli~ts are required at a minimum to sample only one storm event. However, if
samples from more than one storm are analyzed and the results are representative of the di,~harge,
the data representing each event must be reported. The facility must provide a description of each
storm event tested. The average of all values within the last year must be determined and the
July 1992
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concentration, mass, and total number of storm evems sampled must be reported on Form
Furthermore, sampling should be conducted during normal overating vrocedurcs (day or night), and,
not when the facility has been closed for a period of time.
Indusn-ial appli~tts must certify, as a separa~ requirement, that all outfalls have been tested or
evaluaxed to determine whether non-storm wazer discharges are present (e.g., process ~,
sanitary wastes, cooling water, or rinse watar) or whether illegal/illicit connections are occurring in
the sysmm. This tesling should be conducted during dry weather to avoid any flows of storm wamr
through the conveyance.

A checklist that can be used to conduct dry weather evaluazions is provided in Exhibit 2-11. A
naxwative description of the method used to conduct dry weather evaluations and ~ d~ and the
drainage points must be included in Section V.A of Form 2F. This statemem must be certified by
the appropriate party as described in Section 2.7.4.

A dry weather visual inspection is the simplest way to s~een for illicit discharges. If one or more
of the items on the checklist in Exhibit 2-11 are answered affirmatively, or if there are oth~ reasom
to believe that illicR connections exist, more detailed investigations (such as dye tests, smoke tegs,
evaluation of piping designs, and TV line monitoring) may be necessary. Dye t~ting involves
releasing fluorescent, nontoxic dye into the suspected source of non-storm water, (e.g., a drain, sink,
toilet, or pipe) and checking to see whether the dye shows up in the storm wazer outfall. Smoke
testing involves pumping smoke in~ a storm sewer and viewing the facility to see if smoke escapes
through unimown openings or storm sewer inlets. The presence of smoke indicates that storm water
may enter the sewer through these openings or inlets. However, smoke testing may prove ineffective
at finding non-storm water discharges to separate storm sewers. Smoke passage may be blocked due
to line traps that are intended to block sewer gas.

"IV line monitoring is a technique whereby a small video camera is placed in the storm sewer and
a vmeo unage ot m¢ sewer ~s
camera can be moved through the sewer by remote control. For more information on smoke and
dye testing and TV line monitoring, consult EPA’s ~midance Manual for the Prevaration of NPDES

R00!3394
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1.

Date of iaspe~m:

2. Facility name and address:

3. Date of last rain evem:
4. lnspe,:mr name:
5. Type of ouffall

6.

I~ there visible flow frma the pipe’~ [] Yes ~-] No
If yes, chec~k ill that apply. If ao, 1~o to number 7~
[] ~olomd wst~ (describe)

["] Oily sheen

[] ~ ~ (m~a~)

O st~s oe mnveya~

0 Abseam of plato lif~ mrnmadiag

[] Notsble diffemaee ia piaat Life mrrmmdiag

Estimate the flow eithe~ visually ~ by des~ibiag the width, height, sad shspe of the maveyaace sad
the sppmximste ~ of ths ~m, eyaa~ whe~ flowis pmsmt or the spproximste depth of the
flow. Des~be your ~.
7. l~themstaadiagwste~pmsmt7 [] Yes

I-I No

[] o~ (~)

[] S~ud~ Wesent

~ Al~mmm of pl~m fife m~mmAi~

[] Natalie ~ifferem~ m p~ fife mu~om~Im~

0 Ah~:e of pl~m Bf~ ~g ~ve./~m~e

--

9. Is thare any ovedand flow vitible from the diadsarge locati~? [] Yes

[] No

10. Arethe~deadaaimalspt~em? ~ Yes [] No
Signam~.
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Permit Am~lic~tions for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Industrial Activity (EPA-505/8-91-

OO2 .~1~i
A problem with the dry weather evaluation process is tha~ the presence of a dry weather/non-storm
water discharge may be caxtsed by infiltration of ground or surface waters through cracks in the
storm water drainage systmn. In this situation, all other possible sources of the non-storm wau~
discharge should be examined and ruled out. If no sources are found, the physical strucatr~ of the
conveyance system should be inspec~ for detm’iorafiono
The applicant should make every attempt to halt non-storm warm- discharges u~ th~ storm smve¢
system unless the discharge is ~over~l by an NPDES permit. If it is not feasible to halt the
discharge of non-storm water to the storm sewer sys~m, and the discharge is not authorized by a
proce&~ wastewal~ or storm ~ pea’mit, the applicant must submit either Form 2C (for a process
wa~r discharge) or Form 2E (for a nonpmcess water discharge), and check with sta~ officials m
see if altm’nate forms are requir~l.
2.7.6 WHEN MUNICIPAL FA~ MUST SAMPLE
Municipal applicants are required u3 conduct sampling for both Parts 1 and 2 of their applications.

In Pan 1, municipaliti~ must cvndu~ a field scr~ning analysis m dee~t illicit conn~fiom and
i]]ep] dumping into their storm sewer system. Where flow is observed during dry weather, two
p’ab ~zmples nmst be collected durin~ a 24-hour period with a minimum of 4 hom’z between
samples. These samples must be analyzed for pH, total chlorine, u3tal copper, total phenol, and
EPA’s
Discharges from Munich,_ al Se~ara~ Storm Sew~ $¥su~ms presents a description of conducting field
screening sampling and provides a dam shee~
For Part 2 of the application, municipalities must submit grab (for certain pollumm~) and flowweighted sampling data from select! sites (5 to 10 outfalls) for 3 repr~entative storm events at least

1 month apart. The flow-weighted compos~ sample must be taken for either the entire discharge
or the first 3 hours (if the event lasts longer than 3 hour~). Municipal fa~iliti~ are not required to
~ollect grab samples within the first 30 minutes of a storm event.

:7,.8
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In addition to submitting quantitative data for the application, municipalities must also develop
programs for future sampling activities that specify sampling locations, frequency,, vollutants to be
analyzed, and sampling equipment. Where necessary (as determined by the municipality or if
required by the permilzing authority), responsibilities may also include monitoring indu.~ies
connected to the municipality’s storm sewers for compliance with their facility-specific NPDES
permits~ Refer to EPA’s Guidance Manual for the Pr~aration of Pan I of the NPDF_.S I~rmi~
Aoolicafions for Dischm’~es from Municioal Separate Storm Sewer Svstem~ for information on how
to develop mumcipal sampling programs.
2.7.7 USE OF HISTORICAL DATA
Data from storm water samples analyzed in the past can be submitt~l with applications in lieu of new
sampling data if:

¯ All data requirements in Form 2F are met
¯ Sampling was performed no longer than 3 years prior to submission of the permit applic~ion
¯ All w~r quality data are representative of the present discharge.

The historical data may be unacceptable if there have been significant changes since the time of that
storm event in production level, raw martials, processes, or final products. Significant changes
which may also impact storm water runoff include construction or installation of tream~ent or
sedimentation/~osion control devices, buildings, roadways, or parking lots. Applicants should assess
any such changes m determine whether they altered storm water runoff since the time of the storm
event chosen for use in the permit application. Historical data can be used ~ in applic~ions.
Historical data cannot be used for fulfilling permit requirements.
2.8 WHERE TO SAMPLE STORM WATER DISCHARGES
Storm wa~ samples should be taken at a storm water point source. A "point source" is defined as
any discernible, confined, and discz~e conveyance, including (but not limited to) any pipe, ditch,
channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete f~ssure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding
operation, landfill leacham collection system, vessel, or other floating craft from which pollutants
are or may be discharged (as per 40 CFR 122.2). Included in the definition of storm wa~ "point
29
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sources" is storm water from an indusn’ial facility that enters, and is discharged through, a municipal
separate storm sewer. In short, most storm wamr discharges ~m be defined as "point source"
discharges, since they ultima~ly flow into some kind of conveyance (e.g., a c~amel or swale).

2.8.1 INDUSTRIAL FACIIATIE, S
Industrial applicants submitting individual applicatior~,~ must collect and analyze a grab sample taken
within the first 30 minutes of the storm event and flow-weighted composite samples from each of
the industrial storm water "point source" outfalls identified on the site drainage map submitted for
Section ITI of Form 2F. Applicants submitting quantitative data for Part 2 of the group application
must also collect samples for each outfall discharging storm water associated with industrial activity.
All outfalls should be sampled during the same representative storm event if possible. If this is not

feasible, outfalls may be sampled during differem representative storm events upon approval by the
permitting authority. Descriptions of each storm event and which outfalls were sampled during each

event must be included in the application. Storm water runoff from employee parking lots,
administration buildings, and landscaped areas that is not mixed with storm water associated with
industrial activity, or storm water discharges to municipal sanitary sewers, do not need to be
sampled.
Outfalls With Substantially Identical Effluents--Industrial Facilities
If an applicant has two or more outfalls with "substantially identical effluents," the facility may
petition the permitting authority to sample and analyze only one of the identical outfalls and submit
the results as representative of the other. "Substantially identical effluents" are def’med as discharges

from drainage areas undergoing similar acxivitie~ where the discharges are expected to be of similar
quantity and quality, and indistinguishable in expec~ composition. Chapter 5 pr~ent~ an example
of a petition for substantially identical effluents and discusses this pro~ess in more detail.

2.8.2 MUNICIPALITIES
t.arg¢ arm memum mumc~pa~m~ are requm~
or field screening points that were proposed in Part 1 of the application. The final decision on the
number and location of sampling points will be determined by the permitting authority and will

3~
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depend on sit~-sp~ific conditions such a~ land use or drainage ar~a and results of dam collected
during ~e field screening analysis m-ocess for ~ i nf the app)ica~io~
2.8.3 LOGISTICS OF WHERE TO SAMYLE
The ideal sampling location would be the lowest poim in the drainage area where a convcyanc~
discharges storm water to waters of the U.S. or m a mumcipal separate storm sewer system. A
sample point also should be easily acc~sible on foot in a location that will not cause hazardous
sampling conditions. Ideally, the sampling site should be on the applicant’s property or within the
municipality’s easement; if not, the field personnel should obtain permission fi’~m the owner of the
property where the discharge outfall is located. Typical sampling locations may include the
discharge at the end of a pipe, a ditch, or a channel.
However, logistical problems with sample locariom may arise (e.g., non[mint discharges,
inac~ssibility of discharge poim, eV:.). Logistical problems with sample locations and suggesmd
solutiom are described in Exh~it 2-12. In many cases, it may be necessary to locam a sampling
point further upstr~tm of the discharge point (e.g., in a manhole or inlet). If the storm water at a

selec~l location is not representative of a facility’s total runoff, the facility may have to sample at
several locations to best charactm-~ the total runoff f~m the site. In -~imat~ons where discharge
points are difficult to sample for various reasons, the applicant should take the best sample po~ible
and explain the conditions in the application. A disc~sion on sampling at r~ntion ponds appears
in Section 3.1.2.
2.9 STAFFING CONSIDERATIONS
Staffing needs for sampling must be demrmined by the applicant. Facets in making the
determination include the number of sample locations, the size of the area m be sampled, how far
apart the locatiom are, the type of sampling required, the technique to be used, the ~ of

samples m be taken (depending on how many parameters must be analyzed), and safety

Training sampling personnel is important to the succ~ of ~rm wamr discharge chron.
Training can be done using this manual. Sampling conduced by ~ personnel may result in
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Solution:

A~mpt to ~mple the s~rm ~ di.w.harge befor~ it mix~ with the non-~t~rm
~ discharge. If this is impossible, sample the discharge both during dry
and w~ wea~er and pre~nt both ~s of d~a w the p~rmit~g authority. This
will provide an indication of the comribution of pollutants from each source.

Solution:

Impound channel or join tog~’~er flow by building a weir or digging a ditch to
collect discharge at a low point for sampling purposes. This artificial
point should be lined with plastic to prevent infiltration and/or high levels of
sediment. Or, sample at several locations to represent total si~ runoff.

Solution:

Go up the pipe to sample (i.e., to the nearest manhole or inspection point). If
these are not available, tap into the pipe or sample at several locations to be=
represen~ mini s~ runoff.

Solution:

Have a sampling crew ready for mob~on when forecasts indicate that a
representative storm will occur or sample several different r~presentative
events. Also, for most parameters, automatic samplers may be used to collect
samples within the first 30 minutes u’iggered by the amount of rainfall, the
depth of flow, flow volun~ or tim~.

Solution:

The combined runoff must be sampled at the discharge point as near as possible
m the receiving water or the parking lot drain inlet if ther~ is one.

Solution:

Sample in manholes only when necessary. See Chapter 6 for safety
information. Sampling in manhole~ r~uir~ ~raining on confm~ spac~ enu’y.

Solufima:

If possible, esfim~ the volume of offsite runon contributions and offsi~ ninon
sources of pollutan~ to l~fform a mass b~lan~ calculation. Include this
infornmtion in the permit application. If this estimation is not possible, provid~
a narrative discussion of the upm’eam si~ (e.g., b it d~v~lop~i, if so the tSq~
of facility, the type~ of poilul~a~ that may be pr~e~ on the si~, ~.).
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d~a fl1~ is unrepresenl~ve of ~he ~acilitT’s ~rm wa~r dischar~. This da~a might be ~ejec~d by
the ~g ~n~thoriW, who would ~hen .’~luire ano~er san~lin~

!
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CHAFFER 3 - FUNDAMENTALS OF SAMPI.~G

The applicant should car~fully plan his/h~" sampling stra~gy prior m the actual sampling event, e.g.,
walk the sit~ m d~-min~ appropri~ sampling Ioc~ions, b~com~ familiatiz~ with local rainfall
pal~rns, train sampling staff in proc~ha-~ and safety, consult with laborawry, and collex~ supplies.

3.1 TYPES AND TECHNIQUF~ OF SAMPLING
Ther~ are thr~ basic aspecu of sampling:

¯ Sample type (i.e., grab versus composite)
¯ Sample technique (i.e., manual versus automatic)

Thes~ topics will I~ discuss~l in r~lation to r~luir~m~nts of an NPDES storm w-at~ discharge permit
application. Onc~ the.s~ ~ are ~Idr~ss~l, step-by-step instructions on sampling proc~lur~ ar~
pre~emed. The sections below define and describe the types of storm ~ samples th~ must be
collected and methods or techmques for collecting them. In addition, special sampling requ~ments
for c~-tain pollutat~ are discuss~l.

35
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Sample Type
Grab

Sample Technique
Manual
Automatic sampling syst~n

Composite

Manual with manual compositing
Automatic system or automatic smnpling with
manual compositing

3.1.2 SAMPLE TYPE: GRAB AND COMPOSITE SAMPLES
To comply with storm water application requirements, the sample type (grab or composite) must be
collected in accordance with 40 CFR 122.21(g)(7) and 40 CFR Pan 136. The storm water
application requirements clearly specify which pollutants must be analyzed by grab s~mple, and
which by composite sample. Although the requirements in 40 CFR 122.21(g)(’7) do not explicitly
specify either manual or automatic sampling techniques, the approved analytical methods contained
in 40 CFR Part 136 direct that grab samples must be collected manually for certain pollutants.
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 clarify which pollutants mu~ be grabbed, which ones must be grabbed
manually, and which ones must be flow-weighted composites.
The two types of s~orm water samples required by the regulations, grab and c~3mposite y~rnples, are
described below.

R0013404
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A grab sample is a discrete individual ~amp!e taken w~t~i~ ~ ~ho~ pefio~ o ~ (,asuaJly !ess ~tal~

15 minutes). Analysis of grab samples chara~rizes the quality of a storm wamr discharg, at a given
tinm of the discharg,.
Com~sit~ Sarrmles
A composim sample is a mixed or combirmd sample that is formed by. combining a series of
individual and discr, te samples of specific volumes at specified intervals~ _Although these intervals
can be time-weighted or flow-w, ighted, the storm wamr r~gulations r, quir, the collection of flowweighted compos~ samples. This means that discr~ aliquots, or samples, are collect~ and
combined in propo~on to flow rather than time. Composite samples characterize the quality of a
~torm watt" discharge over a longer period of time, ~ch ~ the duration of a ~orm event.
Avvlication Reauirement~
Both types of samples rrmst I~ collc~! and analyz.~l for storm water discharge permit applications.
Grab samples must [m coiltct~d for the following conditions:

For storm ~ discharges associated with industrial activity, a grab sample must be obtained
during the first 30 minutes of a discharge. This requiremem is in addition to the composite
conc~mu’afion of a pollutant that may oc.~ur in the discharge and/or may indicate intermingling
of non-storm wa~er discharges.
For storm water disc/mrges from large and medium municipal separate storm sewer~, grab
samples are required for Pan I of the application if a discharge is noted during dry weather
field greening. Two grab sample, mu~t be collected during a 24-hour period with a
mininmm of 4 horn between ~amples. These samples at, intended to assist in the
identification of illicit connections or illegal dumping. In Part 2, grab samples may be
required for the analy$i~ of c~rtain pollutants for which mtmi¢ipalities ar~ required to sample.
Flow-v~ighted composite samples must be ~oilected during the f’u’st 3 hours of discharge or the
crrarc ak.~marge (tt ~t ~s less man ~ hours) tor Ootl~ inOusmal and municipal applicants.
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Pollu~m-s~cific R~ouir~rn~nts
The regulations at 40 C-~FR i22.21(g)FT) id~ndfv ~ertain pollutants for which ~ sampling is

luir :
¯ Monitoring by grab sample must be conduc~l for pH, r~mperamr~, cyanide, mr~l phenols,
residual chlorine, oil and grease (O&G), fecal coliform, ~nd f~al ~a~ococc~. Composite
sampl~ are not appropriate for these parameters due to their tendency to transform to
differ~m substances or change in conc~m"~ion afire" a shon period of tim~. Such
wansformations may be particularly likely in the presence of other reactive pollutants.
Sanmlin~ A[ Re~ntion Ponds
R~ntion ponds with grotto" ~ a 24-hour holding ~ for a representative storm event may be
sampled by grab sample. Composi~ sampling is no~ n~c~ssary. Th~ rationale for ~his is
bec~u~ the w~r i.~ held for ~t least 24 hours, a thorough mixin~ oc~rs within the pond.
The~fore, a single grab sample of the effluent from the discharge point of th~ poM ~ly
represents a composite of the swrm water contained in the pond. If the pond does not thoroughly
mix the discharge, thereby compositing the sample, then a regular grab and composite sample should
be taken a~ the inflow to the pond. Since each pond may vary in its capability to "corn~site" a
sample, applicants must carefully evaluate whether the pond is thoroughly mixing the discharge.
design, for example, where the outfall and inflow points are too closely situated, may cause shon~ and inadequate mixing. In addition, poor maintenance may lead to excessive re-suspension
of any deposited silt and sediment during heavy inflows. Because of fairs such as these, the
applicant should determine the best location to sample the pond (e.g., at the ouffall, az the ouffail
slructure, in the pond) m ensure that a representative composite sample is taken. If adequate
compositing is not occurring within the pond, the applicant should conduct routine grab and flow-

A grab sample and a flow-weighted sample must be taken for storm wa~ discharges collec~l in
noidmg pon~s w~ less ttmn a 24-hour retention peno~l. The applicara mu~ sample the ~/tscharge
in the same manner as for any storm water discharge [as described in 40 CFR 122.21(2)(’7)]. In
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effect, the applicant must take one grab sample within the first 30 minutes of discharge, or as soon
as poss~l¢. The applicant must also collec~ a flow-weighted composite sample for ~ least the first
3 hours of the discharge, or for the event’s entire duration (if it is less than 3 hours). The flowweighted composite sample may be taken using a continuous sampler or as a combination of at leas~
three sample aliquots taken during each hour of the dis~arge, with a minimum of 15 minutes
between each aliquot. If the applicant does not know what r~ention period the pond is designed for,
the design engineer of the pond should be consulted.
3.1.3 SAMPLE ~QUE: MANUAL VERSUS AUTOMATIC SAMPLING
As previously discussed, manual and automatic sampling techniques are methods by which both grab
and composite samples can be collected. Manual samples are simply samples colleaed by hand.
Automatic samplers are powered devices that collect ~anples according ~o preprogrammed criteria.
A typical automatic ~ampler configuration is shown in Exhibit 3-2.

For most pollutants, either manual or automatic sample collection will conform with 40 CFR Part

136. However, one case in which mtomatic maplen cannot be used is for the collection of volatile
¯

organic compound (VOC’) samples because VOCs will likely volatilize as a result of agitation during
aumnmic sampler collection. Samples collected for VOC analysis should be filled until a reverse
meniscus is found over the ~ of the collection bottle and ~ immediately to leave no air space.
Automatic samplers do not perform this fimcfion. Special requirements for VOC ~nplin~ ~r~
diu~ssod in Scion 3.5.2.
Although both collection techniques are available, several other pollutants may not be amenable to
collection by an automatic sampler, for example fecal str~pto~.~, fecal coliform and chlorine have
very short holding times (i.e., 6 hours), pH and temperature need to be analyzed inunediately and
oil and grease requires ~eflon coated equipment to prevem adherence u3 the sampling equipment.
Other re.su’iaiom on sample collection techniques (such as container type and preservation) should
be determined by consulting the .approved analytical methods listed in 40 CFR Pan 136. Section 3.5
and Technica/Appendix C provide additional information on sample handling, holding times, and
pr~’rv~ion methods.
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Manual and auwmatic techniques have advantages and disadvan~ges that the applicant should
consider in rel~ion to the sampling program. The main advantage of mmmal sampling is that it can
be less costly than purchasing or renting automatic ~3p. lets. Aumrnatic samplers, however, can be
often mor~ convenient. Exhibit 3-3 presents a malrix of advantages and disadvantages associated
with each technique. Ultima~ly, the best technique m use will depend on each applicant’s situation.
3.2 OBTAINING FLOW DATA
In addition m collecting samples of storm wa~ discharges, applicants must collec~ data
characterizing the flow rate and flow volume for each storm water discharge sampled. Flow rate
is the quantity of storm wat~ discharged from an outfall per unit of time. Total flow is a raeasure
of ~he to~al volume of storm water runoff discharged during a rain event. Flow rates and volumes
can either be measured specifically or can be estimated (based on rainfall measurements, velocities,
and depth of flows). To collect flow-weighted composite samples, flow ra~e data is necessary to
combine proportional volumes of individually collecl~d aliquots. Applicants must also report the
mass of pollutants contained in storm wa~ discharges (see Section 3.2.5). To determine mass
Ioadings ofpolluta~s, @plicants must measure both discl~e flow rate and pollutant concentration.
This section presents melhods for obtaining flow data.
3.2,1 M~.,ASURING FLOW RATES
Flow rates for storm wat~ discharges are most accurately measm~ using either primary or
secondary flow measurmnent devices. Facilities should use these devices u3 characterize their
discharge as pr~isely as poas~ie. Where flow measurement devices are not already installed,
portable devices should be considered. There are many permanent and portable types of flow
_

measurement devices available. This discussion is limited to the most common flow measurement
devices. To purchase flow measurement devices and rain gauges, pertinent engineering journals can
be consulted for equipment vendor listings. Proper analysis of site discharge conditions must be
conducted prior to purchase and installment of flow measurement devices.
Primary Flow Measurement Devi~.g
A primary flow measurement device is a man-made flow control structure which, when insert~ into
an open channel, crea~ a geometric relationship between the depth of the flow and..the ra~ of the
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5~mp~
Meth~_od
Manual
Grabs

* _Aj~propriate for all pollutants
¯ Minimum equipment required

Manual
FlowWeighted
ComPo~_ _ires

¯ Appropriaxe for all pollute, ts.
¯ M~mimum equipment requtrm

Automatic
Grabs

¯ Minimizes labor requirements
* Low risk of human error
¯ Reduced p~o~ reel ~po~re to
unsafe conditions
¯ Sampling may be triggered
remotely or i~itiated according
to present conditions

Automatic
FlowWeighted
Composites

* Minimizes labor requirements
¯ Low risk of human error
¯ Reduced _peso_. nnel exposure to
unsafe conditions
¯ May elimin~ the need for

~ple

¯ Sampl~ g may be triggered
remou~.’,~ or initiated according
to on-s~ ¯ conditions

Disadvantages
¯ Labor-intensive
¯ Environment possibly dangerous
to field _peso__ nnel
¯ May be difficult to ge~ personnel
and’equipment to the storm water
ouffall within the 30 minute
requirement
¯ Possible human error
¯ Labor-intensive
¯ Environment possibly dangerous
to field personnel
¯ Human error may have significant
impa~ on .sample
repre~ntagveness
¯ R&Ffires flow measurements taken
durmg sampling
* Samples collected for O&G may
not be representative
¯ Auwma~c samplers cannot
pmpe~.iy coilecx samples for VOCs
~t~iD~
.
¯ CoZy if numerous sam, pting sites.
require the purchase or eqmpmen~
¯ Requires equipment installation
¯ Requires operator tr. ".a~,g
¯ May not be appropriate tot pH
~ temperature
¯ May not be appropriate for
parameters with short holding
times (e.~., fecal streptococ~s,
fecal mhfonn, chlorine)
¯ Cross-contamination of aliquot if
robing/bottles not washed
¯ Not ~le for VOC~ samplir g
¯ Co~y if’.numen3ns sa~,pling si~:
requite the purchase.or e~tpmen~
* Recluires equipment installation
and" mainteK~ce, may malfunction
accurate flow
measurement equipment tied to
sampler
¯ Cross-contamination of aliquot if
tubing/bottles not washed

*
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flow. The depth of the flow, referred to as the head fiT), can then be measured at the respective
reference point/area with a ruler or other staff gauge. When substituted into a formula, which
mathematically describes the relationship between depth and discharge for the primary devices, the
head measurement can be used to calculate a flow rate (Q). The most common primary flow
measurement devices are weirs and flumes° Weirs and flumes are flow structures designed to
provide a known, repeatable relationship between flow and depth~

Weirs consist of a ¢a’est located across the width of an open channel (at a right angle to the direction
of the flow). ]’he flow of water ~s anped~, causing water to overflow the crest. Diagrams and
formulas of some typically found weirs are provided in Exhibit 3-4. Weirs are inexpensive and
particularly valuable in measuring flow in natural or man-made swales because they are easily
installed in irregularly shaped channels.
Weirs can only provide accurate flow measurements when head measurements are appropriately
taken. When flow exceeds the capacity of the weir and water overtops the weir crest, flow depth
actually diminishes as the water approaches the weir, as shown in Exhibit 3-5. Therefore, measuring
the depth at the weir crest will result in an inaccurate measurement of the actual head. Under these
circumstances, the head should be measur~ upstzeam, at a point determined by the type of weir and
the estimated amount of flow. A staff gange can be installed at a nonturbulent point upstream of
weir crest to provide accurate and convenient measurements.
F/umes
Flumes are strucau’es which for~ water through a narrow channel. They comist of a converging
section, a throat, and a diverging section. Exhibit 3-6 portrays the most common type of flume, the

Parshall flume, and also provides formulas for calculating appropriate flow rates.
Parshall flumes have fLXed specifications relating to geometric shape. They vary only in throat
width. Due to these geometric constraints. Parshall flumes may be expensive m install. They are

__

typically used in permanent flow measurement points and are most commonly placed in concrete-

.

lined channels. However, Parshall flumes can also b~ used in tea~tmrary points. Parshall flumes
provide ae.curam nmasurements for a relatively wide range of flow rams. The flow rat, through the
Parshali flum~ (~ Exhibit 3-6) is calculated from the depth (H0 of flow measured in the converging
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Q = 2.5 H ~ (90")

Q = 1.4,43 H ~ (60")
Q = 1.035Hzs (45")
Q = 0.676 H "~ (30")
Q = 0.497 H "’ (22½°)
Q = Flow Rate
H = Depth of flow (Head)

Rectangular (without contractiom)

Rectangular (with contractions)

Cipoilet~ (~idal)

Q = 3.33 L H t~

Q = 3.33 (I., - 0.2 I-I)t’~

Q

Source: Civil En~,ineerin~ Reference Manual, 5th Edition, by Michael R. IAndeburg,
with permission f~m the publisher, Professional Publications, Inc.,
Belmont, C.alifumia, 1989.
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Sours: Civil En~ineerin~ Reference Marm~i, 5th Edition, by Michael R. Lindeburg, PE,
with permission from the publisher, Professional Publications, Inc.,
Belmont, California, 1989.
seaion of the flume. The exact Ioc~ion of the depth measurernem depends on the specific design
of the Parshall flmne. F.zhibi~ 3-6 indicazes the equ~ions used to calcul~e flow rate through a
typical Parshall flume. These equations are accur~ only when the submergence ratio (Hvq’I0 is
gre~er than 0.7. The m~nufacturers’ inforn~ion should be consulted for the flow rate equation and
measuring poin~ for a specific Parshall flume.
Palmm’-Bowlus flume, shown m Exhibit 3-7, ar~ also used a~ son~ facilities. Palm~r-Bowlus flumes
~’e designed to be irmalled in ~n existing circular chamml (such as a manhole channel) and are
available as portable mea.mremem devices. While Palmer-Bowlus flumes are inexpensive, self
cleaning, and easy to install, they can only measure flow rates accurately over a narrow range of

The flow from a Palmm’-Bowlu~ flume is calculus/using the height bezween ~he floor of the flume
portion and the ~ level, not the total head of the water level. Head measurements are taken a~
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Parthall Flume

Q - 0.338 H :’~
Q = 0.676 H t_~
Q - 0.992 H l_u~

(I inch)
(2 inche,)
(3 inchet)

Q -- 2.09 H 1~

(6 inch.)

Q --- 3.07 H t~

(9 ~)

Q = 4 W H t~, W ~

(1-8 feet)

Q ~ (3.6875 W ÷ 2.5)H x.6

(10-50 feet)

Q = Flow rm
H = Depth of flow ~)

Top View

!

Source: Civil Engineerinz Reference Manual, 5th Edition, by Michael R. Lindeburg, PE, [
with permission from the publisl~, Professional Publications, Inc.,
|
Belmont, California, 1989.
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Sours: WasL~wa~er En~,ineerina: Treatment. Dis~sal. Reuse, 2nd Edition, M~:~lf &
Eddy, Inc., with p~’miuion from the publisher, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N~v York, 1979.
a distan¢~ from tl~ tht~ ~ to on~ half the width of the flun~. The din~nsions of a P’aim~rBowlus flun~ hav~ be~n ~tand~rdiz~ in a g~ne.ric s~.s~, but the flur~ shal~ may vary. Th~’~for~,

th~’~ ar~ no formula~ th~ can be applied to all P’a~nm’-Bowlus flumes. D~vic~-sp~ific head-flow
r~la~ionships for each d~vi~ should be ol~m~l from the manu~.
Thcr~ ar~ a numb~ of ol~t, l~s common, flow me.~sure.~nt devices available which will not be
discuss~l (s~ Apl~ndix D for additional r~f~r~nce, s).
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Secondary_ Flow Measurement Devices
Se,~ndary flow ,,ne, asurement devices are. aaw~ forrm of flow raze a.qd volume rre.-asurernent
Typically, a secondary device is used in conjunction ~ a primary device m automatically ra~sure
the flow depth or head. This valu~ is then pro~ssed, using established mathema~cal relationships
to relate the depth measurement w a correaponding flow tale. The device also may have the capacity
to convert this flow rate to a volume. S~condary flow measurement devices include floats, ultrasonic
trmsducers, pressure u-ansducers, and bubblers. TI~ output of the secondary device is transmittal
to a display, recorder, and/or totaliz~r to provide flow rat~ and volume information. The user
manuals for these devices should be consulted for proper usa~.
Evaluation of Flow Measuremem Devices
To ensure accurate results, facilities should evalu~e, via visual observ~ion and routine chenks, the
design, installation, and oper~ion of flow measurement device~. When evaluating design, select a
device which:
¯ Is accur~ over the entire range of expec~ flow ra~
¯ Can be installed in the channel to be monitored
¯ Is appropriate to the sampling location (i.e., power setup, submersible, etc.).
When evaluating the installation of flow measur~nent devices, ensure that:
¯ There are no leaks and/or bypasses of flow around the measuring device
¯ The primary device is level and squarely installed
¯ The secondary device is calibrat~l.
When evaluating the operation of flow measurement devices, look for:
¯ Excessive flows which submerge the measuring device
¯ Flows outside the accuracy range of the device
* Leaks and/or bypasses around the measuring device

48
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¯ Turbulent flow through the measuring device
° Corrv~ion, -~tng, ,~ ~lid~ ~’nulatio~-, )v~thm ~ x~u~in~ d~vi~
¯ Ob~ruc~iom m the meaumng device
¯ Use of the correct factor or formula to convert head readings to actual flow rate.
Other than ensuring appropriate design a.,ui installation, accm’acy checks are difficult to accomplish
t0r primary flow measurement devices. Secondary flow measurement devices, on the other hand,
may require evaluation of design, installation, and cal~ration. Applicants should examine the
secondary r~:ording devices and their readouts after installation m ensur~ that they are operating
properly. Unusual fluctuations or breaks in flow indicate operational or design flaws.
3.2.2 ESTIMATING FIX)W RATES
There are a variety of techniques for estimating flow rates. These methods are not as accur~ as
the methods descn’bed in Section 3.2.1 above, but are suitable for those discharges where p~
or secondary devices are not practical or economically feas~ie. Each of the following methods is
suitable for certain types of flow situations, as indicated. For each, the procedure for collecting flow
rate data will be given along with a sample calculation.

Float methods can be used for any discharge where the flow is exposed and/or easily accessible.
It is particularly useful for overland flows, gtmer flows, and open drain or channel flows. The flow
rate is calculated in each of the float method~ by estimating the velocity of the flow and the crossseaionai area of the di.u:harge and u~ing the standard flow ram equation:

I
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The velocity is estimated by measuring th= time it take~ a float to travel between two points (poim
~ and point B~ along the flow path. For mos~ acan’a~ results, the two points should be at least $
f~et apart. The cross-seaional area is e, stimat~d by m~suring the depth of the wa~r ~ the width
of the flow, and multiplying the depth by ~h¢ width. This assumes a uniform cross-seaion in the
flow path a~l a geometric cross-sec~on shape. The float method ~ also be used for any accessible
pipe or ditch where the movement of the float can be traced downstream for at least ~ feet.
Subsurface storm wamr flows can be measured with the float method where there are two accessible
manholes.
If the flow is overland, the water will need to be directed inw a narrow channel or ditch so that the
measurements can be taken. The initial preparation for this method requires that a shallow channel
or ditch be dug that is 6 feet long or longer and 4 to 12 inches wide. The channel or ditch should
be shallow enough to easily obtain flow depths but should be deep enough m carry the flow that will
be diverted to it. Boards or other barriers should be placed on the ground above the channel (so that
the flow is diverted into the channel) and along the edges of the channel or ditch (flush with the
ground surface so that flow does not seep under them).

The procedure for measuring the flow rate by the float method involves measuring the length of the
channel between chosen points A and B (which must be 5 feet apart or more). The depth of the
water at point B, in the middle of the channel, must be determined, and the width of the water flow
must be measured at point B. A float is then plated in the water and timed as it moves from point
A to point B. Exhibit 3-8 provides an example of estimating the flow rate using the float method.
For runoff flows from many directions into a drain in a low or flat area where ponding is evident,
the float method can also be used. The total flow rate is calculated by measuring flow rates for
several points into the drain and adding these values together. Exhibit 3-9 provides an example of
estimating the flow rate using the float method in this situation.
Bucket and Stovwa~ct~ Me~o~
The bucket and stopwatch method of estimating flow rate is the easiest of all the flow rate estimation
procodures~ However, it can orfly be used under certain conditions. The flow or dig:barge to be
measured must be flowing from a small pipe or ditch, and it must be free-flowing. In other word~,
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Step 2:

Place ¯ float in the wa~ flow at poiat A and time it as it movm from point A to point B.
lteeord the time in mmutm. See mluma D.

Step 3: Measure the depth of the water and the width of the flow at point l|. See olumm E md F.
Step 4:
Calculat~ the flow rate for ea~ sample time using the comm(m flow rate formula. See c~hmm
G.
Fcnmuks:

Area (A) - Water Depth × ~ ofF low

Example: ]:or Sample !
0.17 mis

Q ~ 29.4ft/mla × O.06ft~ = 1.8 cfm
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F

E

An
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2

C A ~n C
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3

0.5 0.~ 0.~ 0.~
O~ 0.I1 0.12 0.14
0.5 0.11 ~0.12 0.14
0.6 0.16 0.17 0.~
0.5 0.11 0.12 0.14
O~ i O.ll 0.12 0.14
0.5 0.11 0.12 0.14
0.5 0.11 0.12 0.14
0.5 0.08 ~.08 ~0.08
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- ~[(lSfti~)(O.32fr’) ÷ (13ft/n~)(O.32fd) + (lOfl/n~a)(O.32fr~]

the pipe or ditch must be raised above the ground. Also, the flow must be small enough m be
captured by a buck~ or other suitable container without overflowing. If these conditions are not
presem, another rn~od must be used. The procedure involves recording the time tha~ each sample
is taken, the time it takes for the container to be filled, and the volume of discharge collected. The
flow rate is then calculated in gallons per minute (gpm) or in cubic feet per minute (cfm). The basis
for the buck~ and stopwatch method is the collection of a measured amount of flow over a measured
amount of time m determine flow per unit of time (or flow rate) as per the formula below.

Tone to Fd/(s~c)

! ~n

Exhibit 3-10 provides an example of estimating flow rates with the bucket and stopwatch method.
Slobe and Demh Metho~
The slope and depth method is also a relatively easy method for exdmating flow rates in pipes and
ditches. This procedure requires that the slope of the pipe or ditch be known. A survey or
engineering design data such as sewer or grading plans may provide the slope or grade of the pipe
_

or ditch. In addition, the flow or effluent to be measured should not fully fill the pipe or ditch from
which it is flowing. To measure the depth of the flow at the center of the pipe or ditch at the ouffall,
the ouffall should be accessible, if these conditions are not present, another method should be used.
The procedure involves recording the time that each sample is taken and measuring the depth of the
flow in the middle of the pipe or ditch. If the flow is coming from a pipe, the inside diameter vf

__

the pipe should be recorded. If the effluent is coming from a ditch, the width of the flow in the ditch
should be measured. Also, the modified slope of the diw.h should be calculated. The flow ~ is
calculat~ in cfm using the same formulas for both pipes and ditches. ~xhibit 3-11 provides an
example of estimating the flow rate with the slope and depth method.
July 1992
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Whm mr, h sample or aliquot is takm, retard fl~ dam for the time the sample was takm- See
column B.
EXAMPLE DATA:
B

C

D

E

F

0
~
~
~
~
I~
I~
I~
I~

~.0
~.0
~.0
~0
~.0
~I.0
~.0
21.0
~.0

~0
~0
~0
~0
~0
~0
~0
~0
~0

3.0
4.6
5.0
~.7
2.7
~.9
~4
5.7
4.~

0.4
0.~
0,7
0.5
0.4
0~
0.~
0.~
0.6

the time it wok m fill the v~iume of watt’. See mlumm C md D.
Step 3: Calculate the flow rate in gpm and
Fomsd~

Voh~e of bu~t

pto. p,~e, ~) = ~e ~o Ji~ (~) x l =i~

g(q~ = g(om) x o.~7 ~/t,~
~.xamp|e: For Sm~ple 1

g (~j~) =

~ (~) = 3.0 ~ x
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Step 1:

Obtain the pipe or ditch channel ~ slope fn~n ea~eermg data. Demramn the ira/de
dimaetm" if the flow is from ¯ pipe.
EXAMPLE DATA: Fo~ ~ of this example, ¯ ditr.h with ¯ 2 pes~ slope is ammmed.
miumn B.

i

~ DATA:
A
B

C

D

E

1
2
3
4
~
6
?
8
9

3.6
6.0
7.2
8.4
7.2
6.0
6.0
6.0
4.6

7_2
3.2
4.0
4.2
4.0
3.2
~.0
7..9
2.5

3.7
3.2
3.~
3.0
3.3
3.2
~.0
2.9
3.3

0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160

55

F

G

7A6. I
713.6
1,237.3
I~32.9
1~7.3
713.6
624.2
~81.$
374.1
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Runoff C~;~fficient Methods
Runoff coefficient me~hods are the least accurate of all the flow rate estimation methods. These
nmhods should only be used for composite flow-weighted samples if all of the other methods are
inappropriate for the site. Although ~e least accurate, runoff coefficients are the simplest method
of estimating runoff rates.
Runoff coefficients represent the fraction of total rainfall that will be transmitted as runoff from the
drainage area that flows into lhe facility ouffall. Runoff coefficients consider the ground surface or
cover material and determine the amount of storm wa~ flow which may infiltrate or runoff as a
discharge. A simple estimate of runoff volume assumes that paved areas and other impervious
muctures such as roofs have a runoff coefficient of 0.90 (i.e., 90 percent of the rainfall leaves the
ar~a as nmof0. For unpaved surfaces, a runoff coefficient of 0.50 is normally assumed. A more
accurate erdmate can be made by using more specific runoff coefficients for different areas of the
facility, based on the specific type of ground cover. Commonly used runoff ~oefficients are listed
in Exhibit 3-12.
The average runoff coefficient can be estimated for drainage area~ that have both paved and unpaved
areas by weighting the ~oefficients based on their proportion of the total area. An equation for
would be:

~ Average ~no~ Coe/. - (Area .4)Otto; Coef. A) + (A~ ~)(~,o.y Coef. ~)
Are.aA +Are.aB
The area of the drainage b~in ~an generally be obtained from land ~a’veys conduc~i at the time
of facility purchase or site surveys taken from design documents developed as part of constru~on
planning. If the~e are not available, the applicant may estimate the drainage areas from a
topographic map of the area. The areas used in this calculation should include only those areas
drained by the sampled ouffall. When determinm" g the basin are~ that drains through the ouffail,
some special considerations should be noted: (1) storm watar from sources outside an industrial

facility’s property boundary may contribute to the discharge; and (2) storm water not associated with
industrial activity may contribute to the flow volume. Where these conditions occur, the facility

should accurately quantify and appropriately address these contributions.
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I)es~ptioa at Area

Runoff Coefficients

Business
¯ Downwwn areas

0.70-0.95

¯ Neighborhood areas
Residential
¯ Single-family areas
¯ Multiuni~ (detached)
¯ Multiunits (attached)
Residential (suburban)
Apartment dwelling areas

0.50-0.70

¯ Light &teas

Playgnaunds
Railroad y~l ~reas
Uningnuved areas
Streets
¯ Asphalt
¯ Concr~
¯ Brick
Drives and w~Iks
Roofs

-

0.30-0.50
0.40-0.60
0.60-0.75
0.25-040
0.50-0.70
0.50-0.80

0.20-O.35
0.20-0.40
0.10-0.30
0.70-0.95
0.80-0.95
0.70-0.85
0.75-0.85
0.75-0.95

¯ Slope: Flat (2 Ire’neat)
0.05-0.10
Average (2-7 pe~ent)
0.104). !5
Steep (7 percent)
0.15-0.20
Lawns - fine ~ soil (gream- than 40 percent clay)
¯ Slope: Flat (2 percent)
0.13-0.17
Average (2-7 percent)
0.18-0.22
Steep (? perceat)
0.2~-0.33
Source: Design and Com’a’uaion of San~ary and Storm Sewers, with permission from the
publisher, American Society of Civil Engineers, Manual of Practice, page 37, New York,
1960.
J~yl.992
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Time ar~ two sp~ific m~hods to estimat~ flow rate using runoff coefficients. The fn’st me~hod uses
depth of flow in a pipe or ditch and an average runoff rate to esfima~ each of the sample flow rat~

where ~be slope/pitch of the pipe or ditch is unknown. Exhibit 3-13 provides an example calculation
of estimating flow ra~ based on depth snd runoff" coefficients. Tbe second method uses only
rainfall accumulation and runoff" coefficients to estima~ a flow associated with the time the sample
was taken. No actual flows or flow depths are measured. Exhibit 3-14 provides an example of
estimating the flow rat~ based on rainfall depth and runoff coefficients.
3.2.3 MEASURING TOTAL FLOW VOL~ FOR THE SAMPLED RAIN EVENT
Similar to measuring flow rat~, flow volumes may be measured using autonmic flownmers or
primary/secondary devices as discussed in Section 3.2.1. Measurement of flow volume with ~ese
devices provides a reasonably accurate determination of the total flow volume for the entire storm
storm water flow measur=nem. Portable flow measurement devices are often expensive. Many of
the automatic samplers that are currently on the market can measure flow volumes as weft as perform
~unpling. Where available and when e~onomically female, mea.~-ing devi~es should be used to
generate data for ~alculating flow.
3.~,4 ESTIMATING TOTAL FLOW VOLUMES FOR THE SAMPLED RAIN EVENT
Since accurate measurement of total flow volumes is often impracticable due to lack of equipment,
total flow volumes are more commonly estimated. The two methods provided in this section require
only simple estimated measurements. The first method is based on rainfall depths and runoff
coefficients and the second is based on flow rates that can be ei~ber meamr~ or estimated.
Runoff Coefficients Method~
Discharge volumes are most easily estimated using the area of the drainage basin contributing to ~e
outfail, the rainfall accumulation, and a runoff coefficient. The total volume of discharge can be
estimated using a simple equation that relates the amount of rainfall to the volume of discharge that
will leave the site as runoff. The equation is as follows:
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Step 1: E~timate the runoff coefficient for the drainage area that onu’ibutes flow to the
sampled outfall (see Scion 3.2.2).
EXAMPLE: Assume the drainage area to the ouffall is 3 acres. Two of tho~e acres

are paved with a runoff coefficient of .90, and 1 is unpaved with a runoff coefficient
of .50. Using the equation for e.~imated runoff coefficient from the text in Se~on

2.2.2.2:
Est. Run. Coef. ffi (2 Ae} (0.90} + ¢I A¢} (0.50} ffi 0.77
,2A + 1A¢
The runoff coefficient for the entire drainage area is 0.77.
Step 2: Measure the rainfall depth. Record the total rainfall of the storm or the rainfall that
occurred in the first 3 ~hour~ (if it lasted more than 3 hour~). Also record the duration
of the rain event.
EXAMPLE: Assume the rainfall depth to be 1.0 inches in 3 hours.
Step 3: Calcula~ an average runoff rate.
Formula:
Averaze Ru~ff Rate Draina,e Area × Runoff Coef. × Rainfall De~th

Example:
Awera~e Rutwff Rate ffi 3 A~; × .77 × I i~ × 4&560 [~ × ~ × hr ffi 47 ¢fra
A¢
12 i~ 60 mi~
When each sample or aliquot is taken, record the data for the time the samples were
taken and the depth of the water in the center of the ditch or pipe. Record the data in
columns B and C.
EXAMPLE DATA:
,A
B

-

Numbers,
1
2
3

(minuus)
0
20
40

C

D

E

Water ~ (feet)
1.0
1.!
1.2

Weighted Flow Fro:tin"
0.82
0.90
0.98

(cfm)
39
42
46

80
5
1.3
1.06
50
6
100
1.02
48
1.25
7
120
1.2
0.98
46
8
140
1.7
1.39
65
9
160
1.0
O.82
39
Step 4: Sum up all the water depths for each sample taken as indicated above in column
C.
Sum ffi 11.0 feet
59
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Step $: Calculate a depth-weight flow factor and record the data in column D.
Formula:
Factor ffi Measured Water Dearth × N~¢r of Flow Measurements

Sum of all Water Depths

Example: For Sample 1
Fa~or ffi Cl ~t} × 9ffi0.82
11.0
Step 6: Calculate the flow rate. Record the data in column E.
Formula:
Flow Rate, ~ (On) ffi A~,¢rag¢ Runoff Rate × Depth Factor
Example: For Sample 1

where:

Vt ffi the total runoff volume in cubic feet
Rt = rite total rainfall measured in feet
Aw~ ffi the area (sq It) within the drainage basin that is paved or roofed
~ ffi the area (sq it) within the drainage basin that is unpaved
C.~ ffi a specific runoff’ coefficient (no units) for the drainage area ground cover

Exhibit 3-15 provides an example calculation of total runoff volume from rainfall data.
Dischar~,e Volumes Estimated Based on Measured How Rates
Another method of estimating the total volume of a discharge uses a series of measured or estima~
flow rates. The total volume of discharge can be estimated by first multiplying each of the flow rates
by ~e time interval in between flow measurements. This time period represents the portion of the
total storm duration that can be associated with the flow rate mea~ttrenm~ Adding all such partial
volumes results in a total flow volume. A procedure for calculating the total runoff’volume from
a set of discrete measurements of flow depth and velocity in a ditch during a storm runoff event is

presented in Exhibit 3-16.
60
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6Z1~ 1,00~1

~.66! ~Inr

19

Step 1: Deomni~ the ar~a of draimge conmtmting to the runoff volume at th~ ouffall and
convert it to squa~ feet.
Example: Using a land survey, a facility has determined its site encompasses 0.3
acres (13,068 square feet). The cnti~ site is used for industrial activities, and
therefore, any storm water discharges from the site will be associa~ with industrial
activity. A berm surrounds the entire site limiting the drainage area to the site itself
and preventing any dilution or contamination from other discharges. (Note: To
convert acres to square feet, multiply the number of acres by 43,560, which is the
conversion factor).
Step 2: Detm’mine the rainfall depth during the event that was sampled to ~e nearest onehundmtth of an inch and convert it to fe~
Example: From th~ rain gauge, the rainfall accunmlafion is me~sur~ at 0.6 inches
or 0.0~ feet 0% (Note: To convert ip~.hes to feet, divide the inches by 12, which is
the conversion factor).
Step 3: Determine the runoff coefficient~ for each area.
Example: The facility has e,~imated that 1,~ of the site, or 4,356 u]uare feet, is
covered by impervious surfaces (i.e., roofs or paved roadways) and g~ of the site, or
8,712 square feet, is unpaved.
Step 4: Calculate the volume of flow using the following formula and convert the volume to
lira.

Formula: Total runoff ~une l~ ~ feet (cu ./~) -- total ra~all (fl) x [facility
pa~ed area ($q ft) X 0.90 + fact~ ~paved area ($q J~) X 0.501
Example: Toml runoff volume (cult) -- O.05 x [d, J56 x 0.90 + 8,712x 0.50]
Total ruttoff volume = 413.8 cuft or 11,720 liters
(Note: To convert cubic feet to liters, multiply cubic feet by 28.32, which i~ the
conversion factor).
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Step 1: Measure and ~abulate flow depths and velocities every 20 minutes (at the same thne
thaz the sample is collected) during at least the first 3 hours of the runoff event.
EXAMPLE DATA:

A

II

D

E

F

Tune
(minutes)

C
Flow
Velocity
(feet per
minute)

Sample
Numbs"

Flow
Depth
(feet)

Width
(feet)

Calculated
Flow Rate
(c/m)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160

4
8
12
8
4
8
4
4

0.2
O.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4
16
24
16
4
8
4
4
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Step 2: Calculam amt tabulam ~e cro~-sec~ional area of flow for each of the flow depths
measured. Calculam the flow ra~ for each discr~ se~ of measurements.

Step 3: Plot the flow ram, Q, versus time. Also, a.~ume that flow drops uniformly from
the last calculated flow ram (Qg) m zero ~ the time when Qio would have been
~le: The flow rates calculated in Step 3 are plotted against the time between
samples.

24

4
0

20

40

~0

~0
100
Time (minute~)

120

140

1~0

64
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Time (minut~s)
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Formula: Volm~ IV) -- F/ow ~ (~+m) x ~+ro~. (mim~+)
Example:

1
_z (z6-4)(40-:~0) + 4~0)
2
120 + 80 " 200 .IP

V~ = +O fP
V2 = 200fP
V+ = ’I00 tP

v+ = 2oofP
v+ = 12o/~

v+ = t2o tP
V+
Step 6: Total the individual volumes calculated in Step 5 to obtain the total runoff volume.
Example:
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3.~.$ REPORTING STORM WATER DISCHARGE FLOW RATES AND VOLUMES
~orm 2I~ reqmr~ applicants to prov~ae quanmaave ~ata (reportm ~m ~ cvncemra~on and
ma~) based on flow-weighted samples ~llected during storm evenl3. In addition, a~plicar~
required to provide flow estimates or flow measurement, a~ well as an estimate of the ~vtal volur~
of the di.~.harge. The method of flow estimaxion or measur~me~ must be des~bed in
a~plication. Although EPA only requires flow ~ in Form 2F, ac~mrate flow me~ur~men
is nec~ry for collecting representative flow-weighted composite $ample~ and reporting poilutan
mass loading$.
3.2.6 MEASUIUNG RAINFALL

Many types of in.va’ument$ have been developed t~ measur~ I~e amount and in~nsity of precipitation.
All forr~ of precipitation are measured on the b~i$ of the depth of the wa~r that would ac.~unulate
on a level mrfam if precipitation remained where it fell. Ther~ are two type~ of rain gauges

standard and recording gauges. A sl~mdard rain gauge coilec~ the rainfall $o that the amount of rair~
can be easily rneastwed. The standard gauge for the NWS has a colleclvr which is 8 inches

diameter. Rain flow~ from the colleclvr into a cylindrical ~g tube inside the overflow can

The mea.~’ing tube has a cross-sectional area one t~nth the size of the collector $o that 0.1 inch o]
rainfall will fill 1 inch of the measuring robe. While this ~tandard gauge is both accurate and
~ use, any open receptacle with vertical $ide~ can be an effective rain gauge. Standard rain gange~
the inte~ity of the rainfall without making frequent ob~rvation$ of the gauge during the ~orm.

The second type of gauge i~ the re~ording rain gauge, whi~ pmvide~ a permanent record of the
amount of rainfall which ac.Jmmula~ over time. Three common type~ of recording ga~ge$ ar~:

CHA_WI’ER ~ - FUNDAMENTALS OF SAMI’LIN~

Recording rain gauges provide a permanent record of rainfall, and they ~an be used to determine
variations in rainfall intensity over time without making frequent observations during the storm. But
recording gauges a~ more complicated mechanically than standard gauges, making them more
costly, less durable, and more difficult to operate.

Although all gauges are subject to error, most errors can be minimized. To minimize errors, the
gauge should be placed on a level surface that is not windswept and is away from trees or buildings
that might into’fete with the path of rainfall. When taking measuremem, other fa~ters contributing
to error should also be considered: mistakes in reading the scale, dents in the colle~or rim (which
changes the receiving area), me.uuring sticks thz may retain son~ of the wa~r, and water lost to
evzporafion. In the ~ase of tipping bucket ganges, warn- may not be colle~®~l while the bucket is
still tipping. The most common sour~z of inaccuracy is dmnges in data that are atm’butable to wind.
It is poss~le to assess wind ~’rors by comparing m~asurements of gauges that are prum:=d from

3.3 GRAB SAMPLE COLLECIION
S~:~ion 2t.1.2 discussed both the p~ that must be monitored by grab sample and the
conditions under whids ~ sampling is required. T~is section explains how to coIle~t grab
samples. The entire sample is mllected at an unim~repted interval (i.e., grabbed at one time). A
grab sample provides information on the charaem’iz~on of storm water at a given time and may be
collected either manually or amomatimIIy as di.u:uss~ below.
3.3.1 HOW TO MANUALLY COLLECT GRAB SAMPLES
A manual grab is collected by inserting a container under or dowm:urrent of a diu:harge with the
container opening facing upstream. Generally, simplified equipment and prtz~ures ~an be
In most cases, the sample container itself may be used to collect the sample. Less a~.ssible outfalls
may require the use of poles and buckets to collect grab samples. To ensure that manual grab
samples are representative of the ~rm water discharged, the procures set forth in Exhibit 3-17
should be followed.
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¯ Label ~arnple containers before ~rnpling event
¯ Take a cooler with ic~ to the sampling point
¯ Take the grab from the horizontal and vertical center of the channel
¯ Avoid stirring up bottom sedhaems in the channel
¯ Hold the container so the opening faces upstream
¯ Avoid touching the inside of the comaJner to prevent comaminafion
¯ Keep the sample free from uncharac~ristic floating debris
¯ Transfer samples into proper containers (e.g., from bucket to sample container),
however, fecal coliform, fecal streptococcus, phenols and O&G should remain in
original containers
¯ If taking numero~ grabs, keep the samples separate and labelled clearly

¯ U~e safety precautions (see Chapter 6)
Specialized equipment and procedures may be needed, particularly in situations where storm water

discharges are inac.c~ible or where ce.rmin parameters are monitored. For example:
¯ When unapling for O&G and VOCs, equipment that safely and securely houses O&G bottles
or VOC vials should be used. This may be nec~sary becau~: (I) O&.O will adhere to
containers and thus should not be tramferred from one comainer to another; and (2) exce~ive
aeration during sampling may result in the partial e.u:ape of VOCs~
¯ Since facilities sometimes u~e ~n~le bottles that aL,’eady contain preservatives (a~ provided
by contract laboratories), extreme care should be r~ken when filling them to avoid spills,

~Im~ers, or washout of the preserv~ves.
Al! equipment and containers that come into contac~ wi~ the sample must be clean m 3void
_

contamination. Additionally, sample collection equipment and container materials should be totally
un.rea~ive to prevent leaching of pollutants. Cleaning procedures are discussed in detail in Seaion
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3.3.2 HOW TO CO~ GRAB SAMPLES BY Au’rOMATIC SAMPLER
Crrab samples can also be collected using pmgranmzd automatic samplers. Automatic samplers
come equipped with ¢omput~ that ~an be programmed to ollect grab samples. Progranmfing for
grabs is specific to the type of anmmafic sampler. Some samplers are portable and have been
developed specifically to sample for storm water discharges. These samplers are frequemly attached
m a rain gange and/or a flow sensor. Such samplers can be programmed to initiate sample collection
by one or more of the following conditions: (1) depth of flow in a dmxmel; (2) rainfall in inches;
(3) flow rate; (4) time; (5) ext~nal signal; and (6) combinations of the fast three conditions. For
example, an automatic sampler could be used to collect a sample at 15-minu~ imm’vah after its

When using an automatic sampler, planning is very important, l=’a~t, all equipment must be properly
cleaned, partio.~rly the tubing and the sample containers. There are several different types of
tubing available, including rubber and Tygon tubing. Tygon tubing is ommonly used since it

periodically to avoid algae or bacterial growth.
Sampling personnel should also use adequate and appropriate ontalnen and ensure they arc properly
cJeaned. Section 3.5 ontains information on cleaning proc~ures which should be followed for all
equipment. Additionally, the utilization of blanks (a oraroi used m verify the accuracy of analytical
reatit$) is re~mmended to determine if ¢m~-ontaminafion of sampling equipment has oc.Jmrred.
Samplers should also be pmgrmmned, set up, and supplied with a source of power. Properly
charged batteries should be readily available for portable samplers in advance of a storm event and,
a~ a back~ powe~ supply in caae of pow~ failure. Finally, although automatic samplers may be
u~eful in some situations, several ~ are not amenable to cvlle~ion by automatic sampler.
"I’nese pollutants include fecal $1~p~x~ccut, fe~al ¢oliforms, oil and grease and VOC.s which should
be ollected manually, not automatically, as di.u:ussed in Section 3.1.2.
3.4 FLOW-WEIGHTED COMPOSrrE SAMPLE COLLEC~ON
Composite samples are samples simply ¢ong~sed of a series of individual sample aliquots th~ have
been combined to refle~ avezage pollutant concenlrafiom of the storm wa~ di.udun’ge during the
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s~nloling period. Composir~ samples can be developed based on lime or flow ra~. There are four
different VJ1~es of composite samples, as follows:
¯ Consl~ Time - Constant Volume - Samples of equal volume are ~n ~ equal increme~
of ~ and composited w make an average sample (similar W Exhibi~ 3-18). This me~hod
is no~ acceptable for samples l~ken for complianc~ with the swrm water permit applic~ion
¯ Constant Time - Volume Proportional to Flow Incre~le,t - Samples are taken at equal
incrernenl~ of ~ and are composi~d proportional m the volume of flow since the la~
sample was taken (see Exhibit 3-19).
¯ Constant Time - Volume Pronortional te Fl~ i~ - Samples are taken at equal increments
of time and are composited proportional to the flow ra~ at the time each sample was taken
(see Exhibit 3-20).
°
¯ Constant Volume-- Time Proportional to Flow Volume Increme _m_ - Samples of equal volume
are taken at equal increments of flow volume and composited (see Exhibit 3-21).
Generally, flow-weighted ~omposite ~mples must be collec~d for most parameter. The me~hods
for generating flow-weighted composite samples are discussed in the following sections.
For norm water discharge permit applications, the aliquots for flow-w=ighted composite samples
must be collected during a repre.~ntative storm for the first 3 hours, or for the duration of the storm
event if it is less than 3 hours long. The s~rm water application regulations allow for flow-weighted
composite samples to be collected manually or automatically. For both methods, equal volume
aliquots may be collec~d at the time of sampling and then flow-proportioned and composited in the
laboratory, or the aliquot may be collected based on the flow rate at the time of sample collection
and composited in the field. When composite samples are collec~d, the regulations require that each
aliquot collection be separated by a minimum of 15 minutes and that a minimum of three sample
aliquots be taken within ea~ hour of the discharge~ See Exhibit 3-22 for an example of how this

The provisions set forth in 40 CFR 122.21(g)(7) for cnllecting flow-weighu~l ~omposite samples
establish specific requirements for minimum time duration between sample aliquots. Where these
conditions ~nnot be met, the ~ authority may allow alterna~ pmtocob with respea to the
t~me duration between sample aliquots (see Chapter 5). However, permission from the pe~fitting
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Method of compositing sample= on a fix=d volume-fixed ~ int=rval basis
Sours: Methodology for the Study of Urban Storm Genmal~ Pollution and Control,
U.S. EPA 600/2-76-145, August 1976.

~6

0

I

I

I

I

I

I

TIME (t)
Me~od of =)mix)siting samples proportional to flow voltunv at constant ~ ~al
Sours: Methodology for tt~ Study of Urban Storm ~ Pollution and Control,
U.S. EPA 600/’2-76-145, August 1976.
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DI~qOT~S L"O~ON OF A SAMPLE
~ VOLUMI~ IS PROPORTIONAL TO TI~
~.AT~ OP PLOW. ~ INDIVIDUAL SAMPLi~
AP~ ~ INTO O!~ CONT~
0

I

TIME (t)
M~xl of compositin~ samp~ propo~on~! m flow ~

Source: Me~hodolo~ for th~ Study of’ Urban Storm ~ Pollu~on and Conu~l,
U.S. EPA 600/2-76-14~, August 19"76.
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Suppose that a Itorm ~ di.uduirge began at 2:15 p.m. ind ~ until 5:15 p.m. on a
Friday. The field ~ penon wint~ m mlleci the ~,ample~ at regular inten/s, so s/be plma
lil mllecI in aliquot with a volume thl is proportional to the flow every 20 mimic. After
the third hour of mile~ion~ the field ~aff person must deliver the samples to the laboratory
(which is I0 minu~ away). "I’ne laboratory ~lose~ at 5:00 p.m. So, l/be Ihould take the last
uimple at 4:45 p.m. One way of doing this wuuld be m mileci sample~ (’m hour thr~) at
4:15, 4:30, and 4:45 p.m. ~ would comply with the three-sample minimiml in hour three
(4:15-5:15 p.m.) ind the required 15-minute ~ interval between collel~m. It would
also allow the field ~aff per~n to get the samples to the lab before it times for the weekend.
On the other hand, if ~ne ~ the sample colle~ion at 4:15 p.m. and imm~, collected the
sample at 4:20 p.m., then ~ would have to collect the next sample at 4:35 p.m. and the
la~ sample at 4:50 p.m., and the field staffpenon would not be able to deliver the sample
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a~ority must be obl~ined before ~es are initiated. Considerations applicable t~ the collection
of flow-wei$1~ed mmposi~s by aumn~ic ~d manual ~hniques m’e discussed in the following

3.4.1 HOW TO MANUALLY COLLECT FLOW-WEIGHTED COMPOSITE SAMPLES

Mama~, mnected, ~ comPmim samp~ may be am~priam fur a fac~ that pmf~ not

~ of V~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d~ ~ ~n 3.5.2.
Th~ mam~l mll~ ofa ~ sample is l~’furm~ inlh~ sam~ n~nn~ as taking n~nt~ gr~
sampim (see Seclkm 3.3.1). The only diffm’mm is that a series of samples (or aliquots) will be collecmd.
a amv-,wei~ed sample:

fur p°ilutmx analym~ of~e r~luimt paramea~ mnUtin~ in Section VILA of Form 2F (~e ~ 3.6).
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CI~,FrEit ~ - FUNDAMENTALS OF SAMIq.ING

Aliquot Nmmber

Di~hmrged Vohmme

Aliquot Vohmme

1

136 iitm

680 ml

2

200 litm

l,O00 lal

3

122 litms

610

4

178 litm

890ml

6

117 litm

585 ml

7

94 litm, s

470 mi

8

21 liters

105 ,,,I

9

12 lira

60 ml

Im ceadusiem, a ombiastiom of Itm above smnple aliquo~ results in a omposite sampte of $,1~0 ml.

Manually collected flow-weighted composite samples ~an ai~ be prepared by collec~ sample
aliquots of equal volume where the collection times are related to the volume of discharge which has
passed since the last sample aliquot colleczion. ~, this method is subject to flucumfing flow
rates and volumes which may dictat~ thaz samples be taken prior m the 15-minute imm-val required

3.4.2 HOW TO CO~ FLOW-W~Gurt2J COMPOSITE SAMPLES BY
AUTOMATIC SAMPLER
The typical automatic sampler colle~ saml~le aliquots a/tin" a specific immTal. "l’aese aliquots can
be flow-weight composit~J by the automatic sampler; or by hand in the laboratory. "The automatic
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sampler may be programmed in on~ of flu~ ways:, (1) ~o collec~ a sample = equal time in~_,’vals
¯nd varyin~ aliquot volumes conumnsur~ with tbe flow (¢~er r~ or volute) that has passed;

pastas. Since these methods mmmatically composim samples, one main sample container may be
used to receive all aliquots. The third method automatically colle~s the sample aliquots but does
used, and mamml flow-weighted ~ompositing must be mnduc~l ~ the aliquots are ~ollec~l.
Exhibits 3-23 and 3-24 in Section 3.4.1 describe the manual ~ompositing pro~lures that should be

Mmm~’ instructions for the use of an automatic sampler provide the best explanation of
programming options and should be onmlted for information on programming samplers for storm
water collection. Some of the points regarding automatic samplers di.wuss~ in Section 3.3.2 should

3£ SAMPLE HANDLING AND PRESERVATION
Samples must be handled and preserved in accordance with ~) CI~ Part 136. This section de~ribes
sizes, and preservation requirements. F-or each pollutant or parameter that may have to be analyzed,
40 CI~ Part 136 includes information on:
¯ Container types m be used m store the samples aRer ~olle~on
¯ Procedures to mrrec~ preserve the samples
¯ Tbe maxinmm holding time allowed for ea~ parameter.
The following sections present a detailed discussion of preservation techniques and sample handling
procedures. Technical Appendix C pmsem a roan’ix of required couminen, prmerv~ontectmiqoes,

al
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and holding times for each parameter. Most laboratories ~an provide clean sample conS~zr~,
prep’vat/yes, sealing, chain-of-mstody forms and can advise further on sample handling and

preservstion.
3.&l DECONTAMINATION OF SAMPLE EQUIPMENT CONTAINERS
Sunm water sample comainers should be cleaned and prepan~ for field use according t~ the
pla~c contains, ~ny or all of which may be performed by ~he laboratory or comainer di.~ri3~or:

To clean glass containers, the same steps should be taken; but, after the distilled/deiontzed ~
rinse, the ontainen should be rinsed with solvent if appropriate prior to total air drying. After the

oJsmdy procedure for regal oJsmdy (see Scion 3.10 for more ia~xn~ution). A cmin-of-~smdy
to trace the sample integr~ in the event tha~ quality control checks reveal problems. For this
reason, as well as to avoid problems if ontm~m~ion issues arise, it is suggested that th~ laboratory
performi~ the analysis perform the cleaning.

R00~3450

ProbJems may oe encountered when flow-weighted composite samples are collected. Since sample

deterioration can take place during the COmlX)siting proce~, it is necessary to preserve or stabilize
the ~-nples during compositing in addition to pre~rv~g aggregat~ ~mple~ before shipment to the
labora~ry. Pre~rv~on techniques vary depending on the pollutant parame~r to be measured;
effective preservation. It is important to ve~-ify that the preservation m:hniques for one par’aneter
do not affect the analytical results of anothe~ in the same sample. If this is the case, two discrete
samples should be collec~ and preserved accordingly.
Sample preservation t~:hniques consist of refrigeration, pH adjustment, and chemical fixation, pH
adjustment is necessary to stabilize the target analyte (e.g., addition of NaOH stabilizes cyanide);
acidification of unal ~ samples ensur~ that metal salts do r~t precipitate. Refrigeration is the
most widely used t~mique because it has no deu’imental effect on the sample composition (i.e.,

it does not alter the chemistry of the sample), and it does not int~fer~ with most analytical methods.
Refrigeration requires thesample tu be quickly chilled t~ a temperature of 4"C. This technique is
~ at the beginning of &alllple collection in the field, and is continued during sample shipmem, and
over time each individual ~mple mu~ be refrigerated. If taken manually, the ~ple~ can be placed
in an ice box. If talmn by a automatic ~mpler, the ~ampler unit ~hould have refrigeration
capabilities. The analytical labora~ry may provide chemicals nece~ary fi3r fixation, or may t~ll

In addition to pre~nral~n ~:~’miques, 40 CFR Pan 136 indica~ maximum holding times. A
detailed list of holding ~ appears in Technical Appendix C. The holding time is the maximum
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amount of time that sampi~ may be held before analysis and still be considered valid. Samples

exceeding throe holding times ar~ conside~l suspec: and sample oll~on may have to be r~a~.

following provides a mor~ ~ discussion of considerm~m pertaining m cyanide, VOCs,
organi~ and pesticides, O&G, pH, total rmidual chlorine, fecal coliform, fecal sa-epu:~:~ts, and
5~y Biochemical Oxyg~ Demand

~ by pH adjustme.~ aftra" oll~ion. How~,ver, prior m pH adjustmem., procedures m

Where chlorine has the possibility of being pr~.n~, tl~ sample should be ~ for r~sidual chlorine
by using potassium iodide-much u~st paper previously nmism~d with ac=ta~ buffer. If the sample
contains residual chlorine (a blue color indicau~ the need for ~), ascorbi¢ acid must be added
0.6 gram (g) at a time until the tests produce a n~gative result; then, an additional 0.6 g of ascorbic

* Use l~acl ac~m~ paper moimmed with an acetic acid buffs" solution to test for t~ presm~
of sulfide. Darkening of the le~ ac~m~ paper indic:m~ sulfide is presm~ in the sample.
- Add ~ nitrm~ m be addzd m the smnple in a rammer similar to the ascorbic acid ~1
. Filter with a 0.45 mic~ornmm" 0un) filtm- and pr~filtm" combination immediately
Aftra" chlorine and sulfide residuals have been limiting, the pH must be adjus~ to gremm" than
12.0 smndmxl units (s.u.) and chilled to
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If cyanide is $uspect~ m be present, the sampling personnel should bring all ~ mentioned
above to the sampling !oc~ion.

Sampling for VOCs requ~ the u~e of a gla~s vial The vial should conta~ a teflon-coated $eptum
seal. Volaxiles will escape from the wa~r u3 the air if any air L~ entrapped in the container.
Therefore, the sample should be ¢olle, ct~ so th~ there are no ~" bubbles in the container after ~
scr~ c~ and sepmm seal are applied. To ensur~ th~ air bubbles are not lx~pped in the vial, the
following procedures should be followed:

¯ F’fll the vial until a reverse meni.u~ fornu above the ~ of the vial
¯ Screw on the cap (the exc~ r.~ple will overflow)
* Invert the vial to check for the pre~enve of air Imbble~
* If air bubbles ~re observed, the vial should be open~, ~, fl~n comple~|y refilled,
the fir~ three ac~iom should be repeated.
VOC samples should not be composit~ in the field. To composim a sample, the ~pling per~ormel
to be lost. Therefore, VOC ~mple$ should be sere to the laboratory whe~ they ~an be immediately,
and carefully, composited and analyzed with minimal volatilization as pet mefluxl Nos. 502.1,502.2,
524.1, and 524.2 a~ described at 40 CFR 141.24(0(14)(iv) and (v). Tbe~ are two way~ flowweighed composing of VOCs can be ac~omplished~mathem~fi~:nl compositing or ~

analy~e~ on ~ ~nple. Five ml (or 25 ml if greater ~mitivity b required) of each grab tample
are placed into the purge ve~el of the GC or GC/MS for analy~b. Spe:ial precautiom n~t be
ve~el of the GC or GC/MS. The~ analytical ~ are mathem~ally flow-weight mmpmited
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The advantage of this procedure is that only one analysis on the OC or GC/M$ has m ~ ~-
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the form of 0.008 percent sodium thiosulfa~ (Na2~zO~) must be added u3 organic samples if residual
chlorine is present. To detm’mine if chlorine is present, a small color inclicamr test kit ~an be used.
F.~hty nU of N~ per l~r of ssmple must then be added and mixed well until chlorine tests
indicate a negative r~ult as per methods 604 and 625 of 40 CFR Part 136 Append~ A~ The pH of
pe~cide samplm must be adjusu~d to between 5 and 9 s.u.

used for O&G must be made of glass. A teflon insert should be included in the glass container’s lid.
However. if teflon is not available, alton inure foil extra,ling out from under the lid may be used.
Samples for O&G must be preserved by adding sulfuric acid (H~SO,) or hydrochloric acid (HC1)
u3 a pH of h~ than 2 s.u. and then stored at 4"C.

Additional Consideration,,
Sore= pollumn~ haw specific analysis requiremm~ due m short holding times that the appli~an~ m~

dissolved oxygea)
¯ 1~ t~ preserve immedia~ly and analyze within 6 hours (fecal ~oliform and f~:ai

¯ Requ~memts m analy~ within 48 hours (BODs).
Bec~se of thee requir~ms, fiekl l~ting ~luipme~ m~y need to be l~.ch~ed, borrowed, or

__

L~oramries do not always operate in the evenings or on weekm~. As a result, holding times for
samples taken in the late afternoon or on a Friday may be exceeded. To prevent this from occmring,
close coordir~on with. laboratories is neces.~ry. The latest date and time of delivm-y should be
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3.6 SAMPLE VOLUMES
Exhibit 3-?.5 presems minimal ~uggested utmple volumes for specific parameters. This exhibit
thouid be c~n.vAted ~o that ~e prier volume i~ ~olle~ud for analysis of ea~ pollutam of ~oncern.
~ exhibit may not include all l~rsme~; if a psrtic~zr psrsme~ is not listed, refer to 40 ~

3.7 SAMIq.,E ~ATION
Information should be ~ubmittml to the laboratory with the sample to en.~m’e proper handling by the
laboratory. Exhibit 3-26 is an example form which can be used to dooJmem the following

* Unkme Sanmle or Lof Number - All samplv$ should be assigned a unique ide~ification
nmaber. If ~ Ls a sm’ial number on the: transportation case, th~ sampling pm’sonn~l should
¯ Date and Tune of Satanic Collection - Date and time of sample collection (including notation
of a.m. or p.m.) ~ be tin:ordeal. In th~ case of compo$im sample~, the sequ~ac~ of tinm
¯ Smn’ce of Sanmle. Includim, Faciliw Name and Address - Use the ouffall idm~ficafion
nmnb~ from Ihe site map with a narr~iv~ de~ripfion; a diagram referring to the partimflar
¯ ]qame of Sanmlin~, Personnel - The nam~ and initials of the persons taking the sample must
be indi_eat,.d. For a mlllpo~ $,ll~[Iple, the ~ of the per$oll$ ill$1;allirlg the sampler ~

the name~ of the persons retrieving the tffimple should be included.
~ample is a composite, the volume and frequency of individual aliquots ~hould be noted.
. preservation Used - Any ~ (and the amount) added to the sample ~hould be
rm:ordmi. The method of m’esm’vafion (e.g.. r~frigm-ation at 4"C~ should be indicalm:L
. ,~maivsis Reouirmt - All parmnmm~ for which the ~mple must be analyzed at the laboratory
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Color and odor==

Corm~ivity**
Electri¢~l conduc~vity~,
pH, ¢lectrome~c~
Radio,motivity

Sp~,:ific ~vity=*

_

I00 m 300

flowing
I00
I00
I00 m 1,0(~3

I00

Tcmperamm*"
Toxicity’*’
Tm~idity="

flowing sample
1,000 t~ 20,000
100 m 1,000

VOC.~
Di.~oived ~

100

Carbon Dioxide.-.~ free CO~

200

Hydrogen.=~’ H~
Hydrogen sulfide.,’~ I-I~

1.000
~00

Sulfur dioxide..’..= free $~
Miscellaneo~
Acidity and alkalinity

Bacmria (fecal coliform)

~ (fecal ~)
Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
C~’bon dioxide, mml CO~ (~mcluding CO~-, HCO~’, and

fr~)
Chemical oxygen demand (dichrom,~e)

Chlorine requimmem

I00
100

~00

I0o
100 m
200
50 to I00

2,000 m 4,000

Chlorine, total residual CI~ (including ocr, HOCI, NI-I~CI, 200

m~c~, ~nd free)

Chloroform-exla-ac~able matter
-

Hardne~
Hydrazine

,~~
I00 m 200

[ 50 to 100

50 m I00
J~ly 1992
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Voimne o~ Ssmple, ml¯
ML~,cglanmus
Mi~-t~,org~isms
Volatile and filming amines
Oily muir
Organic niu’og, m
Phenolic compounds
Pe~ypimsph=es
Silica

100 m 200
~00 to 1,000
3,000 to 5,000
500 to 1
800 m 4,000
100 m 2OO
50 m 100

Selids, suspended
Tannin and lignin

5O t~ 1,000
100 t~ 2OO

Aluminum, AI+++
Annmnium,*** ~+
Amimeny, Sb+++ m Sb+++++
Arsenic, As+++ to As+++++
Barium, Ba++
~imium, Cd++
Cal~imn, Ca++
l~u-emium, Cr+++ m ~r++++++
Ceppe~, Cu++
Iron,*~* ~e++ and Fe+++
I~ad, Pb++
Magnesium, Mg++
Mangane~, Mn++ m Mn+++++++
Memury, Fig+ and Fig+ +
Pmasshnn, Ni++
Nickel, Ni++
Silver, Ag+
Sodium, NA+
Su’ontium, Sr++
T’m, Sn++ and Sn++++
Zin~, Zn++

100 t~ 1,000
500
100 m
100 m 1,000
100 m 1,000
100 m 1,000
1t30 m 1,000
1!30 to 1,000
200 m 4,000
100 to
100 m 4,t300
100 t~ 1,000
100 m 1,000
100 m 1,000
100 m 1,000
100 m 1,000
100 m 1,1XIO
100 m 1,000
100 m 1,t300
100 te 1,000
100 t~ 1,000
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Bic~-bon~e, HCO~"
Bromide, Br"
~rbonme, CO~-

I00 m 200
I00
I~ m ~

Hy~xid~, OH"

50 m I~

~ifi~.
~i~t ~ ~ ~ f~ o~ ~om.

I~ W~~, ~A T~lo~ T~.
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Diagram of Sire

Comnmnm

How D=a~on

Sl~ V’~-Smb~ Shi~ l’W~r/M=i~

How C~k~lmons

/mal~sis l~juired
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3.g SAMPI~ IDENTIHCATION AND LABELING
Prior to collection of the unnple, a wate~roof, gummed sample identification label or tag should be
alxached to the sample container. "[=nis label should contain relevant inforn~ion for sample analysis.

¯ Nar~ of the ~ple collector
¯ Sample identification number

¯ Da~e and time of m~ple collection
¯ Type of analysis required
¯ Location of sample collec:ion

* Pre~’v~lives used
¯ Type of ~nple ~ or composite).

sample was colle~ed, and a sample ide~fication numbs. Information on the seal must be identical
to ~e information on th~ label. In addition, the lid should be ~ shut so that the seal must be

Also, ~f ink should be used to avoid smearing on the label from meh~ ice used for cooling.
3.9 SAMlq~ PACKAGING AND ~tt~r’L, qG
If the samples are not hand-deliver~ to the laboratory or analyzed in an onsite laboratory, they
should be placed in a ~n case (e.g., a cooler) along with the chain-of-custody record

form, pertin~ field records, md ana/vsis reauest forn~, and
bottles should be ~ in foam rubber, plastic bubble wrap, or other martial to prevent breakage
should also be sealed with tape. Sample~ should be placed in ice or a synthetic ice substitute that
93
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U.$. nmil, it nm~ ~:nnply ~ Department of Tmngmrt~ion ~ M~mrials Re~td~iom (49
~ Pm’m 171-177). Air ~ of ~ mamri~ ~nples may ~ be ~vemd by
mqui~enmn~ of the lntenmflonal Air Tr’~mport ~ (IATA). Before shippin~ a sample, the

w~mr s.m~p~m ~m not ~nerally comider~ Imzm’do~ nmmri~, but in fl~ event of a spill, ie.ak~¢,
sampling, of wh~ hazardous martials may b~ in the ~ draim~ ar~. If tl~ pmsen~ of

3.10 CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY PROCEDURES
Once s~np~ have be~n ob~aizmd md ~olle~on ~ ~ ~ ~, a ~
~of~ ~of~ of~~ ~~ ~. ~ b ~~ ~ ~li~

of ~ ~ ~~n ~ ~ ~ a ~~ ~ ~ ~ of ~. ~ ~f~y
~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~n of ~ ~1~ ~, ~m ~ ~ ~s~.
~n ~ m ~f~ u:
¯ Nsme of ~he pertain colle~in~ ~he sample
¯ S~l:~le ]D n~nl~
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¯ D~ a~l time of ~ample ¢olleaion
¯ Loc~ion of s~n~ie collection
¯ Names and signmn’es of all persons handling th~ ~mples in th~ fi~ld and in th~ labor-~ory,

be re~ain~l. C~’riers typically will not sign for s~pl~; therefore, seals rnu~ be u~d m verify th~

¯ ~mpi~ may be tr~mferr~ ~ a group. E~ch person who t~k~ cu~ody shoukl fill in the ~
~ion of the dmin-of-ca~xly r~ord.
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4. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
All ~mrm wa~r dLu:harges must be tarr~led and analyzed in accordanc~ w~th the test procedures
provided in 40 ~ Part 136. This ~ction diu:usses pollutant parame~rs which must be analyzed
by ~ wat~ permit applicant~. If the applicant wants to u~e an alternative t~t method, the facility
nm~ apply for approval (by ~ubmitting a description of the me~hod to the permitting auffiorky for
approval) prior u~ application ~bmi~ion [~ee 40 CFR 136.4(d)(3)]. Section 5.4 elabora~ on how
to obtain approval for an analytical method for a parameter that is not included in 40 CFR Part 136.
EPA-approved analytical method~ at 40 CFR 136.3, Tables IB and IC are ~hown in Appendix C of
this documem.
When choosing the appropriate 40 CFR Part 136 analytical method, the applicant ~hould cor~lder
utmple interferences and potPmtial field um~pling error. Most method dete~ion leveis are e~ab~
trader ideal utmple condilion~ (e.g., with little or no sample matrix imz~er~nces or utmpling error).
Thus, for storm wa~r uunples, the method chosen should account for sampling error and

4.1 ~D~S~
Industrial dischargers must provide information on the following p~, as required in 40 CFR
122.26(c)(1)0)(E):
¯ Any pollutant limited in an effluent guideline to which the facilit~ is mbject
¯ Any pollmant listed in the facility’s NPDES permit for its proce~ ~ (if the f~’ility
¯ O~G, pH, BODs, COD, TSS, total pho~phorm, TKN, and nilrate plu~ nitrite nitrogen
¯ Any polhn:ant known or believed to be present [as required in 40 CFR 122.21(I)(7)]
¯ Flow mea~-en,,em~ or e~imatm of the flow rate, the total amount of dLu:harge for the storm
even~ ~mpled, and the method of flow mea.mrement or estimation
¯ The date and duration (’m hours) of the storm events sampled, rainfall meas~ or
estimates of the storm event (in inches) which generated the sampled runoff, and the time
between the ~ event sampled and the end of the previous measta’able (grea~r than O. 1
inch rainfall) storm event (in hours).
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~.1.1 INDIVIDUAL APPLICANTS
Industrial facilities submitting an individual permit application must provide sampling data in three
parts of the Form 2F application form as discussed below. (Form 2F restates requirements listed
in 40 CFR 122.21 and 122.26).
Section VII.A Pammemrs

.

Section VII.A of Form 2F requires the facility to sample (grab and flow-weighted samples) for
O&G, BODs, COD, TSS, TKN, nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen, total phosphorus, and pH. These
paranmtm~ are to be monitored by every facility applying for a storm wa~ discharge permit,
regardless of the type of operations that exist a~ tim site. Sampling for additional paramemrs may
be required, depending on the type of facility applying for the permit or the pollutants expected to
be present in the discharge. These additional requirements are discussed in detail below.

Section VII.B Param~rs
Section VII-B of Form 2F requires the applicant to identify all pollutants that are limimd in an
effluent guideline to which the facility is subje~, as well as other toxic and nonconventional
pollutants listed in the facility’s NPDES permit for its process wastewater. EPA interprets that for
pollutants listed in NPDES process ~ permits, at a minimum, facilities mast sample their
storm water discharge for those pollutants specifically limited in their process wastewamr permit.
States can be more ~tringent, however, and may interpret this requirement to mean all pollutants
listed in the permit. Once these paranmers are identified, the applicant will be required to sample
for these paranmers by both grab and flow-weighted composite samples, except for the specified
pollutants which must be grab sampled only. Form 2F requires the applicant to submit maximum
values. The average values column is not compulsory, but should be omplet~ if data are available.
Applicable effluent guidelines appear in 40 CFR Parts 405-471. A listing of the Subchapter
N--Effluent Guidelines and Standards by which the applicant may be regulated appears in Exhibit
4-1. The applicant must refer to the effluent guidelines and standards for the particular industry, and
should determine which guidelines apply and which parameters should be listed in Section VII.B of
Form 2F.

R0013466
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For every polhn~n~ in Tabi~ II and HI of 40 CFR Pan 122 Appendix D (Table 2F-3 of application
Form 2F) expectmt to be discharged in concentrations of 10 pans per billion (ppb) or greater, the
applicam must submit quantitative daza. For acrolein, sm’yionitrile, 2,4-dinitrophenol, and 2-methyi4,6-d~1, the applican~ rrmst submit quantitative data if any of tttese four polluta~ is
expeclmi to be disdmrgm/ in concev~fionsofl00ppborgreatm-. Forevery pollumm expected to

be ~ wi~h a ~ le~ ~h~n 10ppb (or I00 ppb for the four~ reckoned
e~:~l w be di~m-ged.
For the paramem~ identified in Table V of 40 CFR Part 122 ~.ndix D (Table 2F-4 of application
Form 2F) tlun the applicant believes to be pres~ in the disdmrge, no sampling is r~quir~. If
~pplicam is rmluh~ to explain why these pollumms are believed m be presem.
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CIIAFFER 4 - ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

SmaZ/B~ Ezra
Small businesses are exempted fi’om the reporting re~luiremems for the organic u3xic pollutants
preJen~d in 40 CFR Part 122, Table II of Appendix D. Applicants can claim a small business
exeml~on if:
¯ The facility is a coal mine and the probable annual production is less ~an 100,000 torts per
year. The applicant may submit past production data or estima~ future produczion data
instead of conducting analyses for the organic toxic pollutants listed in Table 2F-3 ef
application Form 2F.
¯ The facility is not a coal mine, and the gross total annual sales for the most recent 3 years
is, on average, less than $100,000 per year (reflected in second quarter 1980 dollars). The
applicant may submit sales data for those years L, mead of conducting analyses for the organic
toxic pollutants listed in Table 2F-3 of application Form 2F.
Section ~
Section VIII of Form 2F requires the appli~’tt u3 provide biological toxicity testing data for storm
water discharges associated with industrial a~ivity. Applicants ar~ required u3 perform biological
toxicity ~esting for the storm warm" application if the facility’s NPDES permit for its process
wastewater lists biological toxicity (EPA interprets "listed" as limit~l). For example, if a facility’s
NPDES process wastewat~ permit has an acute toxicity limit of a lethal concentration (LC~, equaJ
m 75 percent effluent using ceriodaphnia, then.that facility must also test its storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity and report the results of I~e tests in Section VIII of Form 2F.
Until whole effluent toxicity methods are promulgated by EPA in 40 CI=R Part 136, toxicity testing
should be conducted using the most appropriate methods and species as detm’mined by the permittm" g
authority. In the absence of State acu~ toxicity testing protocols, EPA recommends using the
methods described in Methods for Measurine the Acu~ Toxicity, of Effluents and Receivin~
to Fresh Warm" and Marine Or~,anismx. EPA/600/4-90-027 (Rev. September 1991)
4.1.2 GROUP .APPLICANTS
Industrial facilities submitting a group application must also provide sampling data (from the
sampling subgroup) which is required to be submitted in Sections VII, VIII, and IX along ~ the
certification in Section X of Form 2F. At a minimum, these parameters includ~ O&G, BODs, COD,
I01
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TS$, TKN, nitrate plus ~ nilrogen, totai phosphorous, and pH. Furthermore, all pollutants
listed in an effluent guideline or limited in an NPDF_~ permit applicable to the ~mpling facilities
within the group must be ~arnpied, as weli as pollutants a~xea oi 0emg pre~em t~sea on

For Pan 1 of the municipal permit application, nnmicipalities must ~ubmit samples from the field
u~’eening effort for pH, Ivtal chlorine, total copper, phenol, and detergents (or ~dacmrns). A
narrative de.un’ipfion of the color, odor, turbidity, and presence of oil sheen and $urfac~ scum must
be included. For Part 2 of the permit application, municipalities nmst provide quantitative data for
the organic pollutants listed in Table lI of 40-CFR Part 122 Appendix D, and the pollutants listed

~, 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iiD(A)(5) require~ that esfima~ be prvvided of the annual
pollutant load of the ctmmlative di,u:harg~ m water~ of the U.S. from all identified municipal
ouffalh, and the ewmt mean concentration of the ctmmiative discharges to waters of the U.S. from
all identified municipal outfalh during storm events for the parameters listed in Exhibit 4-2.
E.vdma~ of the p~ must be accompanied by a description of the procedures for estimating
constituent loads and concentrations, including any modelling, d~a analysis, and calculation methods.
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$. ~ IN SAMPLING
The re~luirem~nts for storm warm" sampling for permit applications offer some flexibility by the
pemfitfing authority. The areas of flem’bility are discussed below.
5.1 PROTOCOL MODIFICATIONS
"Ilze permitting authority may allow sampling protocol modifications for specific requireme~ on a
case-by-case basis. For example, the permitting authority may accept application forms with
incomplete sampling data if there was no rainfall at the applicant’s facility prior to the submission
de~dlin~. However, the pennitti~ mxthority will ~ that sampling dam be submittal as soon
a~ poss~le. The reason for not ~submitting data must be cortif’~d by a orpora~ official (for
industrial facilities) or ~he principal execrative officer or ranking official (for municipalities).

Inaddition, the permitt~ amhority may establish appropriate sit~-specific sampling procodure~ or

minimmn or maxinmm level of precipitation required for an appropri~ storm even~ the form o
precipitation sampled (snow melt or rainfall); protocols for collecting samples under 40 ~FR Part
136; and additional time for mbmitfing data on a case-by-case basis. The permitting authority should
be coraacted for preapproval of any necessary protocol modifications. In the case of group
~plic~ions, EPA Headquagm, s should be contacted.
$.~ PETITION FOR SUBSTITUTING SUBSTANTIALLY IDENTICAL EFFLUENTS
As described a~ 40 CFR 122.21(g)(7), when an industrial applicant has two or more outfalls with
sub .s~mtially identical effluents, the pro-mitring authority may allow the applicant to test only on~
ouffall and to report that the quantitative data also apply to the substantially identical outfalls. In the
case of group applications, the petition must be submitted to EPA Headqum’m’s.
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5.2.1 OPTION ONE: NARRATIVE DESCRIFFION/SITE MAP
Facilities demonslra~g thaz sWrm waxer ou~falls are substantially identical may submiz a narrative
description of the facility and a size map to the permiIzing aulhorit7 . The nan~ve pomon rnu~
include a descriplion of why the ouffalls are substantially identical. Petitioners may demonslraze Zhaz

¯ Substantially identical significant ~ thaz may be exposed to storm waz~
[including, but not limited to, raw mazerials, fueb, mazeriab such as solve.qlz,
dezergenu, and plastic pellets; fmisbed mazvrials such as me~lic products; raw
materials used in food processing or produczion; hazardous substances designazed
under Section 101(14) of the Comprchensiv~ Environmcn~l Rvsponse, Compensation,
and Liabilit7 Act (CERCLA); any chemical the facilit7 is required to report pursuant
to Section 313 of T’rde ill of the Superfund Amendme~ and Reauthorbmion Act

* Subgantially identical storm water management practices (such as retention ponds,
~ ~reas. diversion dike. guard. ~md swale~) and material management
prances (such as pro~iv¢ coverings and secondary cow,~m~); and
- Subs1~nfially identical flows, as de~-rmined by fl~e esfima~d runoff coefficient and

The site map should include an indication of the facility’s topography; each of the drainage and
discharge su’ucmres; the drainage area of each storm water ouffall; paved areas and buildings within
the drainage area for each storm water ouffall; all past or present areas used for outdoor storage or
disposal of significan~ materials; identification of the significan~ materials in each drainage area; and
identification of each existing strucun’al conn’ol measures used to reduce pollutants in storm warn"
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runoff, materials loading and access air.as, and areas wher~ pesticides, herbicides, soil conditioners,
and f~tilizers a~ applied.

Exhibit 5-1 offers an example of a n,m’~ve description/si~e map petition that sufficiently
de~mo~ identic.~l ou~alls. A demonsn’~on of how ~o de~-rmine runoff coefficiem estim,~.s
was presem~ in Section 3.2.2. Exhibit 5-2 presents an example of a site map to be included with
the narrative description.
5.2.2 OPTION TWO: USE OF MATRICES TO INDICATE IDENTICAL OUTFALLS
Facilities attempting to demonsu’a~ that storm wat~-r ouffalls are substantially identical may submit
roan’ices and an owner/operator cenific~ion describing specific information associated with each
ouffall W the pe~ authority. Man-ix information is required only for those ouffalis that the
permit ~pplicant b ~r~rnpting W de, monstr~ are identical, not for all ouffalls. Pe~ioners must
demonsu-ate, using the rnm’ices, fl~ the ou~alb have swrm w~er disclm~es fl~ mee~ the criteria
listed in Section 5.2. I. l~fer to Exhibit 5-3 for exan~les of rn~trices that demonsu’a~ substantially
identical outfalls and Se~ion 3.2.2 fur guidance on determining runoff coefficient ~.

5.2.3 OPTION THREE: MODEL MATRICF.S
Facilities at~npfing to demonsu-~ th~ storm ~ ouffalh are substantially identical may submit
model roan’ices and an owner/oper~r certification to the permil~g aulhori~. This option is
particularly appmpria~ for ~ ~ a l~rg¢ numb~ of storm wa~ otafalls and the pou:ntial
for numerous groupings of identical ouffal~. In ~ddition, this option may be useful in gruup
applications th~ have a ~ sampling subgroup.
Model matrices should contain information for one m’ouvin~ of substantially identic~l ouffalls. For
example, if a facility has 150 outfalls and several groupings of identical ouffalls, the facility would
choose one of the groupings of identical ouffalis to provide information in the model malrices. The
petitioner must demonstra~, using the~e malrices. ~ all outfalls within this grouping have ,~orrn
water discharges that meet the criteria listed in Section 5.2. I.
The facility should provide an owner certification that all other groupings of ouffalls have been
examined and certified as subsuml~ly identical ouffalls according to the crir~-ria established in the
107
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The Pepper Company of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is primarily engaged in
manufacturing paperboard, including paperboard coated on the paperboard mac~te
(from wood pulp and other fiber pulp). This establishment is classified under SIC
code 2631. Pursuant to the November 16, 1990, NPDES storm warn" permit
application regulations, this facility is considered to be "engaging in industrial
activity" for the purposes of storm warn" permit application requirements in 40 CFR
122.26(b)(14)(i) and (ii).
II. "When an applicant has two or morn ourfalls with substantially identical effluents,
the Director may allow the applicant to test only one ouffall and report that the
quantitative data also apply to the substantially identical outfalls."
[40 CFR 122.21(g)(7)]
In accordance with 40 CFR 122.21(g)(’7) of the NPDES regulations, The Pepper
Company hereby petitions the Stare of Pennsylvania (the permitting authority) for
approval to sample certain repmsenmive storm water outfalls in groupings of storm
water outfalb that are substantially identical. The Pepper Company will demonstram
that of the ten (10) outfalls discharging storm water from our paperboa~
manufacturing plant, there are two pairs of substantially identical outfalis. Outfalis 3
and 4 are substantially identical and should be grouped together. Outfalls 8 and 9
are substantially identical and should be grouped together. Outfalls 1, 2, 5, 6, 7,
and I0 have distinct characteristics and, therefore, will not be grouped together with
other outfalls for the purposes of storm water discharge sampling.
l]I. The Pepper Company will demonstrate that the substantially identical outfalis that
have been grouped together contain storm water discharges associated with: (1)
substantially identical industrial activities and processes that are occurring outdoors;
(2) substantially identical significant materials (’m¢iuding raw mamriais, fuels,
finished materials, waste products, and material handling equipment) that may be
exposed to storm water; O) substantially identical mamrial management practices
(such as runoff diversions, gutters and swales, l:n’ote~ve coverings, and structural
enclosures); and (4) substantially identical flows, as determined by the estimated
runoff coefficient and approximate drainage area at each outfall.
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I. Industrial Activities
A. Descriptioa of Industrial Activi/ies at the Pepper Company
The Pepper Company re~ives wastepaper in bales. This baled wastepaper is ~ent
through a hydmpulper and convened m pulp. The fiber material is concentrated,
stored, and then drawn through refiners to the paper machines. Wiras, plastics, and
misceIlancous materia/are removed during the pulping.
Three systems are used to produce top liner, back paper, and filler. The highest
quality fiber is used for the top liner, the medium quality is used for the back paper,
and the poore~ qualit~ is treed for the filler paper. Wireforming or conventional
boxboard processes are employed to produce clay-coated boxboard, using a waterbased clay-coating material. Additional materials may be used as binder~. These are
stored indoors and are not ~posed to precipitation. Ammonia is used in the claycoating process. Off-grade fiber and trim nmm’ial are ground up and reum~ to the
liquid ~ stream. Slime control agents, consisting of bactericides, are used in
association with this process. These agents are organic ~ used m prevent
souring of mill operations. They are received in drums and stored indoors. F.mpty
drums are returned m the supplier to reuse. In addition, ~h¢ Pepper Company
operates an onsite landfill for the disposal of miscellaneous was~ materials removed

during pu~ping and paper o~tings opm~om.

B. Demonstration ol’ Why Outfalls Are Substantially Identical in Terms of
Industrial Ac/ivi "Ues Conducted Outdoors.

_
Outfalls 3 and 4 are substantially identical in re’ms or" industrial activities conduct~l
outdoors. Both outfails contain storm warn- discharges associated with the ouutoor
storage of baled was~aper. The was~aper, which consists of old corrugated
containers, mixed paper, and other types of wastepaper, is received weekly and
stored/’or up to 3 w~cs in Storage Areas #I and #2. Thes~ uncovered storage areas
are enclosed by drain-link fencing.

Oufl’alls g and 9 drain storm warn" runoff from areas where all industrial activities
occur ind~. The industrial activities occurring under roof cover at these two
outfalls include hydropulping, storage of concentmed fiber material, ref’ming, and
paperboard produ~ion. These industrial proc~ses have no potential for contact with
precipitation.
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A. Descriptiou ot Material Management Practices at the Pepper Compeny
mmerial man~ement practices ~n limit the ont~ of si~,nificant ~ with
prec~i~ion. Non-~ru,:~ul norm ~ rnan~¢men~ prac~ce~ include emp~ee
training, spill reporting and clean-up, and spill prevcmion l~hniqum. Slructxu’al
(l) Diversion Devices (both above-ground trenches and sulMm’mne.an drains) are used
to divert surface water from emm’ing a potentially comaminalml are~
0i) ~ (consu-uc~l of concre~ or grass) channel storm w’m~r runoff m
0v) ~ (which is the flow of storm water over vege~zive areas prior m
mm-anc~ into a storm wafer conveyance) allows much of the swrm wazer m infiltrate
inlo the ~mmd. The ~ is nalm-ally filtered prior to reaching the Imm

B. Demomlratio~ o/’ Why Ouffgls Are Substantially Idmticg in Terms o/’
Storm Water Mmmg~memt ~ Used

OutfaIIs 3 and 4 are substantially idemical in terms of storm wmer nmnagemem
ouldoor storage of baled ~, loca~l in Storage Areas #I and #2. Concrm~
guu~rs at both sites channel storm wa~r away from the storage areas down to the
respecgve outfalls.

OutfaIls 8 and 9 are substanti~lly idemical in ~ of storm ~ mmmgemm~
sim~ificam rnmerials pmmuially exposed m smrrn water. All industrial acgvitim
occurring in the areas drained by OuffaIls 8 and 9 occur completely indoors. Both
ouffalls receive overland flow storm wm~. From roof drains, the smrrn wa~-r in
both drainage areas is then conveyed over similarly graded veget~ive areas prior to
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A. Demmm/rafiom o/’ Why OulfaIls Are Substantially Identical in Terms o/"
Flow, as Determined by The Estimated Runoff" CoelT~ieat and
Aplm’oximate Drainage Ares at Each Outf~ll

Ouffalls 3 and 4 are substantially identical in terms of flow. Both drainage areas
have a 2 to 7 percent grade and contain free textured soil (greater than 40 percent
clay) with a vegetative cover. The estimated runoff coefficient for both outfalls is
.2. The approximate drainage aroa for each outfall is similar. Ouffall 3 has an
approximate drainage area of 3,500 squa~ fee~. Ouffall 4 has an approximate
drainage m~a of 2,900 ~lUam fee~_

Outfalls 8 and 9 are substantially identical in umm of flow. Both drainage areas
have a 2 m 7 tm’cem grade and contain free textured soil (greater than 40 percent
clay) with a vegetative cover. The estima~ runoff coefficient for both ouffalls b
.2. The approximate drainege area for each ouffall b similar. Ouffall 8 has an
approximate drainage area of 7,600 square fee~ Ouffall 9 has an approxima~
drainage area of 8,700 ~quare feet.
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~dmtritl Activities

3

X

-

-

X

-

4

X

-

-

X

-

A = Outdoor mmnonia tank
B = Wood pall~

F = Fmithed product~
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Storm Wata- Management Practices

3

~

X

-

X

Runoff diversions
Gtmersl~vales
Overland flow (not sheet flow; flow through
veger~ive areas)
Flow (3mram~’i~dcs
0.2

3,500

0.2

2,9O0

$

0.2

7,600

9

0.2

8,700

i .y:
A = ~ runoff coefficient

B ffi Approxima~ drairmge area of ouffall (square fe~)
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model mamce.s ~lescnbed in Exhibit 5-3. The owner/operator who signs documents in this section
~hould inchak the following certification:
"I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared
under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure ti~
qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on
my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly
reapousible for g~hering the information, the information $ubmi~d is, m the b~ of
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the poss~ility of free

and imprisoranent for knowing violations" [as per 40 CFR 127..22(d)].
$.3 ALTERNATE 40 CFR PART 13~ METHOD
As required in 40 CFR 136.4, the applicant must re.quest the approval of an al~rnate test procedure
in writing (in triplicate) prior to testing. The request must be mbmitted to the Regional
Administrator through the Director of the State agency responsible for issuing NPDES permits. The

¯ Provide the name and address of the reapons~l¢ person or firm making the discharge Of nm
the applicant), the applicable identification number of the ~ or pending permit, the
issuing agen~T, the type of permit for which the alternate test procedure is re.quested, and the
* Idenfib! the pollutant or parameter for which approval of an aitm’nate testing procedure is
¯ Provide justification for using testing procedures other than those specified in 40 CFR Pan
136;
¯ Provide a detailed description of the proposed alternate test proc~ure, tog=her with
references to published studies of the applicability of the altern~ test procedure to the
effluents in question;
¯ Provide ¢omparabilRy data (for applicants applying for nation wide approval of an alternative

test pm~ur~).

The pertaining authority will notify the applicant within 90 days regarding the approval of the
altemate method.
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5.4 LACK OF METHOD IN 40 CFR PART 136
!f a specific pollutant that must be testecl does not have a corresponding analytical method iisr~l in
40 CFP. Part 136, the applicant must submit information on an appropriate method to be used. The
permil~ing authority mu~ approve i~ use prior to collection and analysis of sampling da~a_ The
laboratory should be con.sulmd for suggestions and information abotn analytical methods tha~ can be
u.~ed. All information ju~fying the al~rnative method should be ~ to the permilxing authority
prior to u~e.
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6. HEALTH AND SAFETY
Storm water sampling ac~vities may occur when the ~,~pling environmem and/or storm water
discharges create hazardous conditions~ Hazardous conditions associated with sampling include:
¯ Hazardous wea~r conditions (e.g., wind, lighming, flooding,
¯ Sampling in confined spaces (e.g., rnanholes)
¯ ~ ~ssociate~d ~ chemicals

¯ Physical hazards (e.g., traffic, falling objects, sharp edges, slippery footing, and the potential
for liDJx~g injuries from opening or removing access panels and max~ol¢ covers, etc.)
It is essential that sampling personnel be aware of these hazards. Sampling personnel should be
trained to evaluate potentially hazardous situations and develop ways for handling them. Since
sampling ha2m’ds can be life threa~ning, safe~y must be the highest priority for all personnel. This
chapter outlines general health and safety issues and concerns. Additional references discus.wd below
should be consulted for more specific guidance m avoid adverse health and safety situations.
6.1 GENERAL TRAINING REQLrl]~I~S
Preparation and training of all sampling personnel should be completed before beginning any
zaznpling task. Exlreme ~ ~ be ~ to allow for saf~ precazzfions including proper
equipment and appropriate operational techniques, sufficient time to accomplish the task, training on
potential hazards, and emergency procedures. EPA’s Order 1440.2 sets out the policy,
responsibilities, and mandatory requirements for the safety of personnel who are involved in
sampling activities. This order, which is found within the EPA NPDES Compliance Monimrim,
Insvector Trainine: San~lip_~ manta, provides further guidance to applicants’ storm wa~r sampling
personnel. Basic emergency precautions include having ac, cess to both local emergency phone
numbers and communica~on equipment (i.e., phones or radios), and ensuring that personnel are
u-ame~ m In’st me ana cm-ry first aid equipment.
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6~ NECESSARY SA~ EQUIPMENT
Exhibit 6-1 contains a list of safety, equipment that may be appropriam depending on the
characteristics of the sampling sire.

Flashlight

18-inch u’affic cones

Meters (for oxygen, explosivity, Wxic gases) line.rodent repellant
l~dder

Ventilation equipmem

Safe~y harness

50 feet of 1/2-inch nylon rope

Safety goggles

Rain wear

Coveralls

Gloves (rubber)

Respirator

Fn~t aid kit

Reflective vests

Self-contained breathing apparatus

Source: Adapted from NPDES Compliance Monitoring Inspector Training: Sampling,
U.S. EPA, August 1990.

6.3 HAZARDOUS WEATHER CONDmONS
Common sense should dictate wbether uunpling be conducted during adverse weather conditiom.
No sampling personnel should pla~e themselves in danger during high winds, lightning storms, or
flooding conditions which might be unsafe. Under ~ conditiom, a less hazardous m3rm event
should be $a~npled.
6.4 SAMPLING IN CONFINI~ SPACES
Confined spaces encountered by storm water sampling personnel typically include manholes and
deer. tmventila~! ditches~ A confined space is generally defined as a space that i~ somewhat
enclosed with limit~ access and inadequam ventilation.

R00!3488

6.4.2 SPECIAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
Personnel should not enter into a confined space unless trained in confined space entry techniques.
Such training covers hazard r~ognition, the use of respiratory equipmem and atmospheric testin~
devices, use of special equipment and tools, and eanergency and rescue procedures. In addition, at
least one member of the sampling crew should be certified in basic first aid and Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR). Sampling personnel should, on an annual basis, practice cont’med space
~.

6.4.3 PERMIT SYSTEM
If entry into a confined space is ~, an entry permit system should be developed which
includes a written procedure. This permit should include, at a minimum"
* Description of type of work to be done
¯ Hazards that may_ be encoumcred
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* Loca~on and de~’il~ion of
¯ Infommion on ~mospberic conditions ~ confined space
* Personnel ~ and ~c7 proce~u~
* N~nes of s~nplin~ personnel.
The manual developed by NIOSH discusses this permit system in more detail. Furthermore, the
~ational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) proposed a rule on June 5~ 1989 (54 FR
2~,080) ttm would implemem a permit system. The rule is expecu~ to be finalLzed and published

6.5 CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Sampling personnel can also be at risk of exposure to hazardous chemicals--either chemicals in the
a~ual storm water discharge or the chemicah that have been placed in the tample collection
water (if hazardous chemicah are suspected m be present) should be avoided. Sampling personnel
should wear gloves snd safe~ glasses to avoid skin and eye exposm’e to harmful chemicals.
Sampling personnel should be trained to avoid exposure and instructed as to what to do if exposure
occurs (e.g., flush the eyes, rinse the skin, vemila~ the area, eU:.).

6.6 BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS
Storm water sampling personnel may also encoumer biological hazards such as rodents, snakes, and
insects. The sampling crew should remain alert to these hazards. As mentioned in Section 6.2,

6.7 PHYSICAL HAZARDS
The sampling cr~v should be aware of a mnnber of physical hazards that could cause accidents at
~, ~m~nlin~ ~ite Tbese hazards include traffic ha2ard~. ~ edl~eS, falling objects, slip~-ry
footing, and lift~ng injuries from re.moving manhole covers. Sampling personnel should pay close
a~ention in order to prevem these safety hazards at all times.
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Instructions - Form 2F.
Application for Permit to Discharge Storm Water
Associated with Industrial Activity
Who Must File Form 2F
Form 2F must be completed by ol:~atofs of facilities which discharge storm wal~er associst~l with industrial
activity or by operators of storm w~ter discharges that EPA is evaluating for ~esignation as a significant
contributor of i~iutants to waters of the United States. or as comdbuting to a violation of a water ¢iuality
standard°
Operators of discharges which am oml:x:~d entirely of storm water must coml~ete Form 2F (EPA Form
3510-2F) in conjunctio~ with Fonm 1 (EPA Form 3510-1).
Operators of discharges of storm wltar which are combined with I:~’ocess was~ewater (process wastewater
is water that comes into direct cor~ct with or results from the production or use of any raw material, intermedime product, finished product, byproduct, waste product, or wa~ewater) must coml~ete and submit Form
2F. Form I, and Form 2C (EPA Fonn 3510-2C).
Operators of discharges of storm water which am comb~ed with nonprocees wastewater (nonprocess
westewater includes noncontact cooling water and sanitary wastes which am not regulated by effluent gui~elines or a new source performance standard, excegt discl~arges by educational, medical, or commercial
chemical laboratories) mus~ complete Foan I, Form 2F. and Fqrm 2E (EPA Foan 3510-2E).
Operators of new sourc~ or new discharges of smn’n water essoc~ed with indusmal activity ~ w~l be
combined with cther nonstormwater new sources or new dis~ must suOm~ Form I, Form 2F. and
Form 2D (EPA Form 3510-2D).
Where to Flle Applications
The application foans should be sent to the EPA Regional Of~m which covers the State in which the facility
is located. Form 2F mus~ be used only when applying for perm,s in States w~ere the NPDES l:erm~s
program is administered by EPA. For facilitles located in States which ere approved to administer the NPDES
permits program, the State environmental agency should be contacted for Woper permit application forms
and instructions.
Information on whether a particular program is administered by EPA or by a State agency can be obtained
from your EPA Regional Office. Foan I. Table I of the "General Instructions" lists the addresses of EPA
Regional Offices and the States ~ the jurisdiction of each Office.
Completeness
Your application will no~ be cons~lemd omplete unless you answer every question on this form and on Form
I. If an item does not apply to you, enm" "NA" (for not alXdicabie) to show’that you consiaered the question.
Publl¢ Availability of S~ Intofmatlon
You may not ~im es onfldentlal ~ny inf~ required by this form or Form I, whether the information
is reported on the forms or in an atlachment. Section 402(]) of the Clean Water Act recluires that all perm~
applications wil be ruble to the pu~ic. This infon’nation will be made available to the public upon rec~uest.
Any information you su~mit to EPA which goes beyond that required by this form, Form I. or Form 2C you
may claim as con~demisl, bu~ ~ns for information which are ef~uent data will be penied.
If you clo not assert a c~aim of onl~entiality at the time of submitting the information, EPA may make the
information public without further notice to you. Claims of confidentiaJlty will be hendled in accorOance witl~
EPA’S business confldemiaJlty regulations at 40 CFR Part 2.
Definitions
All significant terms used in these instructions and in the foan are defined in the glossary found in the General
Instructions which accompany Form I.
EPA ID Number
Fill in your EPA Identification Number at the top of each odcl-numbered page of Form 2F. You may col=y tl~s
number (flrectly from item I of Form I.
EPA From 3510.2F (l:~v. 1-92)
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Y~u may use U1e ~ you l:X’ov~ed for i~em XI of Fon’n I to cletMmJne ~ latitude and longitude of eac~ of
your oulflgs Ind tf~ nlme of tl~ receiving water.
If you ~ "yes" to this question, ompile all parr~ of the chert, or azzac~ a copy of any previous sul~rn~ss~on

YOU a~ ~ ~ to ~ a description of future pollution control projects if you clo not wis~ to or if none
~ III
Allacl~ a ~lle map ~ top~grlpl~y (or indlcating the OUl~ine of clraina+e areas ~ervecl l~y t~ outfall(s)
covered In tl~ application M a togx~ml~l~ic map is unavailable) ~epicting the facility inclu~ling:

paved ml~ and I:miding ~ the drainage area of each storm water outfa,, each known past or
pmse~ ms u~ed for oumoor szorage or lisposai of ~ rnamrials, each existing structural co,-

2~..3~):

It~n N.A
sudaces. For ~he Ixn1:x)se of ~Is ap~Ic~k)n, Impen~ sudac~s are su~ces where storm Waler runs o~ a~

Imm IV-B
tr~ted, stored, or dlspoesd In a msnn~r to alk~w exposure to storm water:, memod of tre~unent, storage or
years, to mlnimlze ~m= by throe m~m~Is wlm s~rn w~ter runoff: m~edm load~g and access areas:
~md the ~ mmm~, ~d frequency in which l:m~k~des, hed:~cldes, sol candMk)ne~ and fanilizers are
lype of onlain~ =r~lllnten~ trail Indk:=~ any materials treated, ~ or disposed of together. "Signifiplastic pel~s: flni=hed ~ inch ~= me~lt¢ pmduc~s: raw mat~s ~ in food processing or pro~uctlon; haZa~l:xlS slXlstances design~t~ under S~tion 101(14) of C~FICLA; any ¢hemk:al the facility is requimd tO relx~t ~ to ,~cbOn 315 of Title III of SARA; fertlliz~=; pesticides; and waste products sucl~
Item IV.C
For ~=h oul~l. ~ onm:ts Inc~a ~ whlc~ enclose mate~a~ hendflng or storage areas.
covering mazedm, ~ dikes, or. divemon diZches around rna~, pe~uctioe, storage or treat.
rne~. units, retention l:x:x~Is, etc. Nonstmctural controls include practices sucfl as sDil prevention ~ans.
employee training, visual insl)ectlon~ p~ventive maintenance, and t’K)usekeeping measures tt~t are usec~ to
EP~ Foe, aStO.aF (Rw. I.e2]
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ff you measure more than one value for a grad sarn!:~ or ¯ flow-weig~teO composite saml~ tot a gwen

out,¯,and mose values are representative of your 0~"herge, you must tel:oft them. You must descnt:)e
your methnd ot testi~ and =late analysis. You atso must ~etermina the average o! air values with¯ the
last year and report the concentration and mass under me "Average Values" columns, ¯nO the total
num~. r of storm events sam~ed under the "Number of Storm Events San~ecl" columns.
C. An~ly~t=: You must use test methods I:~omutgated in 40 CFR Par~ 136; however, if none t’~s been
oromulgated for ¯ particular pollutant, you may use any suitable math¯0 for measuring the level of
I:~Utent in your discharge provided that you sut:mit a desc~ption of the metro0 or a reference to a
p~blished meth~. Your clescdption should include the samite holding time, preservation techniques,
and the luality ¢o~tml ~ which you used. If you have two or more substantislly identica~ outta~is,
you may request paresis¯ion h’om your permitlmg authority to sample and analyze only one outfall ancl
submit the results of the analysis for other sul:~tantially identical out/ells. If your request is grante~ by
permitting authority, on e separate sheet attached to the agplicatiotl form, identify which outfall you cli0
test, and descdbe why the outfalls wh.ich you did not test are substantially identical to the outtall which
.you did test.
P¯r~ VI~.A
Pa=l VII-A must be orr.¯ted by all al~ic~r~ ~’ all outfal|s who must complete Fown 2F.
Analyze ¯ grab sample collected during the first thirty minutes (or as soon that¯alter as practical~e) of the
discharge ~ flow-weighted composite samples for all pollutants in this Part. and reDo~ the resutts exce=t
use only grad samt~es for pH and oil and grease. S~e discussion in General Instructions to Item VII for
dermitions Of grab sample collected during the first thirty min~es Of discharge and flow-weigme~ COml:)Os~te
sample. The "Average Values" column is no( compulsory I~t should be filled out if data are evangel
List all rx~lutents that =re limited in an effluent guideline which the facJity is sut~ect to (see 40 CFR Su~)let N to detMffdne which pollutanls ere limited in effluent guidelines) or any polk.’tant listed in tl-,e facility’s
NPDES pan~ ~’ its ~ wasmv~M ~ the tacility is oparating under an e~ting NPDES pewnit). Compile one table for each oul~l. See discussion in General instmcbons to item VII for definitions of grab
sample o~lected during the first thirty rnlr~es (or as soon the~atter as prectical~e) of discharge and flow.
weighted composite sample. The "Average Values" column is not compulsory but should De f’,qecl out if clara
are available.
Analyze ¯ grab sample collected during the first thirty minutes of the discharge and flow.weig~ed composite
samples for all pollutants in this Pall end repo~ the resu~ except as provided in the General Instructions.
Part VII-C
Part VII-C must be comD~ed by’all al~ticents for all outfalls ~ disc~rge ston~ water assoc=ated w~th
Indusuial active/, or ~ EPA is ~valu~lng tor designation as a s~n~cam coe~-it~or of pol|utants to wate~
of the United States. or as conMbuttng to a violation of ¯ water quality standen:L Use both a grab sam~e
a composite sarnt=i¯ for all poilutams you analyze for in this part excet:X use grab semples for residual c~onna
end f~cal oliform. The *Awmge Values" column is not coml~uisory but shou~l be ~ed out if clata are
available. Pan C ~ you to ~:Mress IJ~ Ix~lutants in Table 2F.2, 2F-3, and 2F-4 for each outfall. Poilu~nts in each of the~ Tat~s are ~
T~I~ 2F-2: For e~:~ Outf~lL list ~11 pollutants in T~2e 2F.2 that you know or have reason to believe ~re
~ (exce~ I~lutanls Ixevious~ iiat~l in P~rt VII-B). if a polluta~ is limite~l in an effluent gu~eline
~ w~lt~f~llyissul~/e~to, thepoflutant mus~pe~m~lyzedanOrepo~1~lin Part VII-B.
potlut~-~ in Tal~ 2F-2 is imlin~ly lim~ by an effluem guiOeline lim~ion t~oug~ an indictor (e.g., use
oCTSSas an tmlicator to controlthe~lisct~geofimnan~l~k,~inum), you mustanatyzetorit ane report
fl~e ~ in Part VII-B. For o~er polluters iiste~l in Tal~e 2F-2 (those not lifted Oirectly or in~lirec~ by

Table 2F.3: For each oulfall, list all I~otlutams in Tal~a 2F-3 tl~t you know or have reason to believe are
clischarg~. For every pollutant in T~l~e 2F.3 exl~ected to be discharged in concentrations of ~0 ~ or
greater, you must submit auantitative clata. For aon:~e~, acrylor~trile, 2.4 dinitroDl~enoi, end 2.memO-4.6
din~ro~heno4, you must subm~ quantitative a¯ta if any o~ these four ~x~lu~r~s is exDec~eU to lae (tisct~argeO
EPA Poem 3510-2F (Rev. 1-92)
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REQUIRED CONTAINERS, PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES, HOLDING TIMES AND
40 CODE OF FEDERAL REGUI~TIONS (CFR) PART 136

R0013515

~ T~
Coliform, fecal and total P, G
Fecal ~

Cool, 4°C

P, G

6 hours

Cool, 4"C

o.oos

6 hours

(5)

Acidity

P, G

Cool, 4"C

14 days

Alkafinity

P, G

Cool, 4"C

14 days

Ammonia

P, G

Cool, 4" C
H~SO, m pH < 2

28 days

Biochemical oxyt~m

P, G

Cool, 4"C

48 hours

Biec.heafi~ oxyt~m

P, G

Cool, 4"C

48 hours

Bromide

P, G

Nvee required

28 days

Chemical oxygen
demand

P, O

Cool, 4"C
H~SO, to pH < 2

28 days

Chloride

P, G

Noue r~luired

2S days

Chlo~ue, total residual

P, O

N~me required

Analy~ immediacy

Color

P, G

Cool, 4"C

48 hours

Cool, 4"C
NaOH to pH > 12
0.6g asco~oic acid (5)

14 days (6)

Cyanide, total sad
P, G
ammable to chioriamim
Fluoride

p

Neae ~

28 days

Hardae~

P, O

HN0~ to pH<2
H~SO, to pH < 2

6 mmths

Hydmt, m ton (pH)

P, G

N~me requinxi

Analyze immediately

Kjeidahi and oft, talc
Nitrogen

P, G

Cool, 4"¢
H~..~O, t~ pH < 2

28 days

Cia, omium VI

P. G

t’~ol ,t’t"

78 hours

Menmry

P, G

HN0~ to pH < 2

28 hoers

Metals, except above

P, G

HN0~ to pH < 2

6 mouths

NiUate

P, G

Cool, 4"C

48 hours
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APHA: AWWA, WPCF, "Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and W~r,"
l?th Edition, 1989.
America Society of Civil Engineers, "Design and Consu’uction of Sanitary and Storm S~’s,
Manual oi" Praclice," N~v York, 1960.
Associamd Wamr and Air Resource Engi/mers, Inc., "Handbook for Monitoring Industrial
W~," EPA T~Imology Trmmfer, 1973.
Federal Regismr, Vol. 5~5, No. 222, p. 41~06~, November 16, 1990.
Federal Reg]smr, Vol. ~6, No. 19~, p. ~07~59-~0T70, Oclobcr 8, 1991.
Professional Publications, Inc., (Michael R. Lindeburg, PE), "Civil Engineering Reference
Manual," 5th edition, Belmont, California, 1989.
Metcalf & Eddy, "W~ Enginem’ing: Treatment, Disposal, Reuse,= 2nd edition, McGrawHill Book Co., New York, 1979.
National Instimm of Oc,~p~onal Safety and Health, °Crimria for a Recomnmnded Standard ...
Working in Confmmi Spaces," U.S. D~partment of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Public Health Service, Centre" for Disease Control, NIOSH, De,tuber 1979.
Occupational Safe.Ay and Health Administration, .54 FR 2408, June 5, 1989.
Ogden Environnmntal and Energy Services, =Storm Wafer Sampling Prol~ol Manual,
Procedures and Protocols for Facility Da~a Collection and Storm Wa~r Sampling,"
February 1992.
U.S. EPA, 40 CFR Pare 122, 123, and 124; National Pollutan~ Discharge Elimination Sysmm
Permit Application Regulations for Storm Warm" Discharges; Final Rule, November
16, 1990.
U.S. EPA, =Guidance Manual for the Preparation of NPDES Permit Applications for Storm
Warn" Discharges Associated With Industrial Activity," EPA-50~Ig-91-O02, April
1991.
U.S. HPA, "Guidance Manual For The Preparation of Parl I of the NPDES llm-mit Applications
for Discharges From Municipal Separam Storm S~r Sysmms," EPA-503/8-91003A, April 1991.
U.S. EPA, "Methodology for the Study of Urban Storm Generamd Pollution and Corrn-ol," EPA600/2-76-145, NTIS No. PBP.~g743, August 1976.
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U.S. EPA, "Me~hods for Me,~uring the Acute Toxicity of Effluer~s ~1 Receiving
Waters to Frash Water and Marlin Organisms," EPA/600/4--90-027,
S~pmmi~r 199 I.
U.S. EPA, "NPDES Complianc~ l~r~:~on Manual," May 19~.
U.S. EPA, "NPDES Complianc~ Monitoring Inspe, c~r Tr~ning: Smnpling," August 1990.
U.$. EPA, R~gion V, "Urban T~rg~ting ~ BMP S¢lea:Iion," Nov~ml~r 1990.
Woodward-Clyde Consultants and T~I Friel .a~sociates, "Guide for Industrial Storm Water
Sampling," .lanuary 1992.
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GLOSSARY
Aliquot~ A discr~e sample used for analysis.
Biochemical ~ Dmmnd (BOD): The quantity of oxygen consumed during ~ biochemical
oxidation of nmm" over a specified period of time, usually 5 days (BOD~).
Chain-of~y: Procedures used to minimize the poss~ility of tampering with samples.
Chankal Oxyzea Demand (COD): Measurement of all the oxidizable matter found in ~ runoff
sample, a portion of which could deplet~ dissolved oxygen in re~iving waters.
Composite Sample: Used to det~mine "average" loadings or concentrations of pollutants, such
samples are colle~d at regular time intervals, and pooled into one large sample, ~an be
developed on time or flow rate.
Conf’med Space: Enclosed space that an employee can bodily enter and perform assigned work, that
has limited means of exit and entry, that is not designed for continuous employee ocmpan~,
and has one of the following characteristics:
¯
¯
¯

Contains or has a known potential to ~ontain a hazardou~ atmosphere
Contaim a material with the potential for engulfment of an entrant
Has an intmud configuration inch that an entrant c~ld be trapped or asphyxiated ~
inwardly converging walls or a floor that slopes downward and tapers m a smaller ~rms
scion

Conveyance: A dunmel or pa~age which condu~ts or carries wat~ including any pipe, ditch,

runoff.
Discharge: Any addition of any pollutant to water~ of the U.S. from any ~onveyan~e.
Efflumt: Any diudugge flowing from a conveyan~.
Flumes: A specially ~haped open dumnel flow section l~’oviding a change in the channel area and/
or slope which results in an ~ velocity and change in the level of the liquid flowing
through the flume. A flume normally consists of three sections: (1) a converging section; (2)
a throat section; and (3) a diverging section. The flow rate through the flume is a function of
the liquid level at some point in rite flume.

Flow.Weighted ~mzpesite Sample: Means a composite sample consisting of a mixture of aliquots
collected at a constant time interval, where the volume of each aliquot is proportional to the flow
rate of the discharge.
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How-Proportional Compesite Sample: Combims discrete aliquot* of a sample collec~l over time,
based on the flow of the ~ being sampled. There are two methods used to collect this
type of ~ampte. One collects a constant smnple volume at time intervals which vary based on
stream flow. The other collects aliquots at varying volumes based on stream flow, at constant
First Flush: Individual tample taken during the first 30 minutes of a storm event. The pollutant,
in this sample ~an often be used as a screen for non-storm wamr discharges since such pollutants
are flushed out of the system during the ~ portion of the di.ufftarge.
Grab Sample; A di.u:rete utmple which is taken from a ~ on a one-time basis ~ nc
regard to flow or tin~; in_t~l~tatleo~ sample that is analyzed separately.
Head of" Liquid: Depth of flow
Illicit Discharge: Any discharge to a municipal separate storm sewer that is not composed entirely
of storm wamr except discharges ~ to an NPDES permit and discharges from fire fighting
activities.
Materials Management Prat~ms: Pra~ce~ ~ to limit the contact between significant ~
and precipitation. These may ine.htde structural or nonstruc~aa’al controls such as dikes, berms,
sedimentation ponds, vegetation strips, will response plans, etc.
Municipal Separate Slm’m Sewer Syttellm: A conveyance or system of conveyances including
roads with drainage sytten~, ttorm draim, gutt~, ditches under the jurisdiction of a city, town,
borough, county, parish, or other public body.
Ouffall: Point source wher~ an effluent is dhcharged into receiving waters.
Point Source: Any di$c~nible, confined, and discrete conveyance from which pollutants are or may
be discharged. This term does not inciude return flows from irrigated agriculture or agricultural

storm water runoff Oee 40 CFR 122.3).
Reverse Meniscus: The curved upper tttrface of a liquid in a container.
Runoff Coefficient: Mea~ the fraction of total rainfall that will appear at the conveyance as runoff.
Significant Materials: lnciude, but are not limited to, raw materials, fuels, solvents, detergents,
metallic products, CERCI~ hazardous substances, fertilizers, pesticides, and wastes such as
ashes, slag, and sludge that have pote.ntial for release with storm water d~es [see 40 CFR
122.26(’o)(12)].
Storm Water: Storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, an0 mrtace rtmott, arm 0ramage.

Storm Water Disdtar~ Asmciat~ with htdustr~ Activity: Discharge from any conveyance
which is treed for collecting and convwing storm wamr which is directly related to
manufacxuring procexsing or raw materiah tmrage areas at an indu.~triai plant [see 40 CFR
122.26(b)(l~t)].
E-2
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T~me Composite S~mple: Pr~pm’ed by collect~g fixed volume aliquots at specified time intervals
~ oml~ining into a single sample for analysis.
Turbidity: Describes the :~ility of light to pass through wa~r.
Weir: A devle~ used to gauge the flow r’at~ of liquid through a channel; is cssem.ially a dam built
~ross an open channel over which the liquid flows, usually through some type of notch.
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ACRONYMS
BODs
CERCLA
~
CFR
cfs
COD
COV
CPR
CWA
DOT
ECD
EMC
EPA
ESE
FWPCA
FID
FR
GC/MS
gpm
H
HCI
HNO~
HPLC
H~SO4
IATA
LCso
NaOH
Na~O~
NCDC
NIOSH
NOAA
NOI
NPDF_.S
NWS
O&G
OSHA
PCB
PE
ppb

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (5-day)
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation ~nd Liability Act
~.~bic f~t per ~
Code of Federal Regulations
cubic fee~ per second
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Coefficien~ of Vari~ion
C~diopulmonary R~on
Cle,~n W~,r Act
Deparm~nt of Transport~ion
Ele~ron Capture De.:mr
Event Mean Concentration
Environmental Promotion Agency
Environmental Scienc~ & Engineering, Inc.
Federal W~ter Pollution Control Act
Hame lonization Dete, cWr
Federal Register
Gas Chromstogr~hy/Mass Spectometry
gallons per minum
Head
Hydrochloric Acid
Nitric Acid
High Pmsmm Liquid Chromatography
Sulfuric Acid
International Air Transport Association
Lethal Concentration
Sodium Hydroxide
Sodium Thiosulfam
National Climate Data Center
N~onal Instimm of Occup~ional Safety and Heal~
National ~c ~d Atmospheric Agency
Notic~ of Inmnt
National Pollutant Disdmr~ I~imination Sysmm
N~onal Weather S~rvice
Oil and Grease
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Dutch firm courts Geraghty & Miller

incinerator at its Ketdeman Hills, Calif., landfill. The
the decision is a result of a 30% drop in the volume of

Geraghw & Miller Inc., the Plainview, N.Y., environ-incinerable hazardous wastes in California, which
~nentai consultant, announced Sept. i0 that it iscontinues to decline about i09’o a year. The plant had
been on hold since 1991 because of legal challenges to
"negotiating a possible business combination" with
Heidemij Holding NV, and could become the Dutchits environmental impact review. The company declined
to reveal the plant’s dollar value and capaci~.
engineering firm’s subsidiary. 6&:M Chief Financial
Officer john McCuskm declined to elaborate on the
strateg-y behind the combination, nor confirm where
the two firms are in their talks. Arnhem-based Heidemij Sweden to build seventh I~gest span
and G&M already have a joint venture company now
running an innovative soil-washing technology at a New The Swedish National Road Administration is evaluJersey Superfund site (ENR 7/19 p. 27). One analyst says., ating ~0 bids for three contracts to build the country’s
this would be the first "cross-border transaction" in-biggest suspension bridge, with the seventh longest
volving environmental firms in several years, slowed by span in the world. Bids for the substructure and towers,
a drag~ng European economv. And another sourcesteel superstructure and cables are below the project’s
says a stock swap could give O&.~I more access to global$140-million budget, says a groject source. The H~aga
Kusten Bridge will cross the Angerman River near the
cleanup markets and financial capital.
To~"n of Hfirn6sand. The bridge will be 5,905 ft lon.g
and include a 3,937’ft main span. The bridge ~s
designed by Stockholm-based Kjessler Mannerstrale AB,
U.S. opens only one new road to Vietnam
with COWiconsult .aS, Virum, Denmark.
President Clinton disappointed businesses that want to
work in Viemam by lifting the trade embargo agains.t
Tai~an oilers big po~er m~rket
that country only slightly. Clinton decided to permit
U.S. firms to take part in "development projects" in
In a major liberalization of its power sector, Taiwan is
Vietnam that are financed by international lending
inviting the private sector to build about half the
institutions. The White House acknowledged "recent
steps taken by the Vietnamese government" on U.S.powerplants it needs over the next 10 years. In addition,
the government is encouraging industries to invest in
prisoners of war and those missing in action. But the
U.S. didn’t end the embargo "to make clear to thecogeneration projects. The state-owned Taiwan Power
Vietnamese that more needs to be done."
Co. forecasts that installed capacity must increase by
about 1~,000 Mw to at least 31,000 Mw by 2002 to meet
soaring demand. That total will include at least one new
ChemWaste kills incinerator plans
nuclear generating unit of no less than ~,000 Mw. Most
of the new capacity will be in fossil-fuel plants, but some
Chemical Waste Management Inc., has canceled plans ~,000 Mw is to be hydropower. Total development cost
to build a 50-million-Btu-per-hour hazardous waste is estimated at $19 billion.

Protected Waterproofing Membrane
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"MeI-Gard is a revolutionary time saver. It cuts
installation time by 20% to 30% over competitive
products. It’s also flexible, easy-to-handle and
apply. A few quick steps are all that’s required,
There’s no need for adhesives, separate prote~bn
course or drain boards. No costly callbacks are
required to replace lost or damaged foam boards
blown off by the wind, because backfilling wasn’t
done on schedule."
W~ R, ~ADOW$

"
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Waterproofing Membrane,

we’ll spend less time down in the hole
and use less material to complete the job."

"peel-and-stick" products.
SEALTIGHT "Green Line" of
Exterior vertical surfaces, interior
environmentally responsible products
which means it’s VOC
and exterior horizontal surfaces,
above and below grade for foundation
Compliant too.
walls, plaza and parking decks, be~een slab
MEL-GARD
~-~’"- _,.......,,..,~
waterproofing and similar projects are ideal
is another of
MEL-GARD waterproofing membrane and
W.R. Meadows’
protection course applications,
high quality
SEALTIGHT MEL-PRIME~ Water-Base
- vaporproofing, L.A~ ~: ~.~ ~7~’~ .’.’ i. !
Primer, used to prepare the concrete surfaces for waterproofing and
MEL-GARD application, is special too. It arrives on protection course
the job site ready-to-use, requires no additional
products and
~.’
mixing vessel’ emits n° unpleasant °d°rs and systemsworks with
any SEALT[GHT self-adhering
offered
recommended sprayer. MEL-PRIME is one of the

MEL-GARD~ Protected

broadest line
available in the industry, For complete
information and catalog in a hurry:
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Waterproofing Membrane

1-800-342-5976

Unique MFL-GARD does threeiobs in one. It
waterproofs, vap0rproofs and provides it~ own
protection course. Everything’s built-into a single
product. In fact, MEL-GARD is the only semi-rigid,
protected waterproofing membrane available in
roll form. At 88 mils thick, it’s thicker than any
competitor’s product and flexible enough to
eliminate "fish mouthing’ air pockets. MEL-GARD’s
4’ x 50’ roll provides nearly 30~ more material per
roll. And it s WVT rating is 50~ better than other

or FAX: 708-683-4544
in Canada Call: 416-878-4122
or contact your l(~.~l authorized SEALTIGHT Distributor
who is welI quali~ed ~o serve all your product needs.
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Weigh options to levees

’

Federal public works spending
down as percentage from 1970s

A s ~idwesterners plan to rebuild flood-damaged
~l~le~ees, the Clinton administration wants them to
consider other options besides reconstruction. In anterms,
| npercentage
the federal government
....
is
Aug. 23 memo to federal agencies, .T.J. Glauthier, an
associate director of the Office of Management and ago, according to a new report from the Congressional
Budget, and Katie McGinty, director of the White Budget Office. The study, released Sept. 9, estimates
House Office of Environmental Policy, state that as 1993 federal infrastructure capital spending at $30.3
,o, fficials weigh applications for repairing levees, they billion, up from $27.7 billion the year before. The 1993
’shall consider, to the extent practical, nonstructural capital spending total equals 0.5% of gross domestic
alternatives and design modifications that could product, compared with 0.48% in 1992. The recent
provide greater local benefits of flood control,., hig.h was 0.83%in 1980. The 1970s average was 0.7%.
reduction of future flood damages...lower long-term"
~Vhat is most disturbing is. that within the last year,
cost to the federal government and natural resource almost nothing has changed, says House Public Works
protection." But they don’t want to "force and Transportation Committee Chairman Norman Y
Longer range,.
Laurence
e 2~1~1~:~s
alternatives...on
unwilling
participants."
Mineta (D-Calif.), .who requested the study. "This
nation has to do better than we did in 1992," he.
Emergency Management Age
:enc~W’Z
yp "
s~td:::el
declares, "when as a percentage of gross domestic
.
division chief, told an American Consulting~~nganeers
product there was virtually no increase in federal
Council meeting Sept. 10 that the administration is infrastructure spending. When you have Japan
looking at the possibility of setting up a commission or spending $3 trillion to improve its infrastructure over
an interagency group .to look at river system 10 years, and Germany spending nearly $2 trillion, we
management,
have to do more than merely run in place."

GAO finds some Superfund gains,
but there’s still a long way to go
I1~ he Superfund program has cleaned up lots of waste
|at the sites where work has been completed, but
there’s plenty of work yet to do, according to a study
from the General Accounting Office. Senate Superfund
subcoma-nittee Chairman Frank R. Lautenberg (D-N.J.)
says the "good news" in the GAO report is that "the
Superfundprogram has been successful in en,d, ing the
health threats at many sites across the country on the
National Priorities List (NPL). But, he adds, ’The bad
news is that there are more than 1,000 other NPL sites
that ifill need to be cleaned up. And many of these
[are] the most expensive and difficult sites." GAO states
that as of Sept. 30, 1992, the Environmental Protection
Agency had deleted 40 of the 1,275 NPL sites and
completed construction at another 109.
At a Sept. 9 hearing of his panel, Lautenberg said he
,p, lans to introduce a comprehensive new Superfund bill
later in this Congress." Lautenberg previewed some of
the questions he wants to address, such as whether
partial cleanups at sites should be acceptable. He
suggests that permanent cleanups "may be too
expensive." Another subcommittee member, Sen. David
Durenberger (R-Minn.), says it may not be technically
possible to achieve required cleanup levels, p~ticularly
when there is groundwater contamination.

Senate panel cuts wastewater aid
I1~ he Senate Appropriations Committee voted to slash
~ fiscal y~ar 1994 wastewater Ixeatment spending and
reduce Superfund spending 5%. In approving
appropriations for the Environmental Protection
Agency, Dept. of Veterans Affairs and other agenc,!es on
Sept. 9, the panel recommended $2.5 billion for %cater
infrastructure." That includes $599 million for the new
drinking water state revolving fund the Clinton
administration has proposed (see p. 19), assuming
Congress authorizes the program. Also included in the
water infrastructure area was $1.7 billion for wastewater
treatment aid, with $500 million of that available for
grants to "cities with special needs," including those
with high sewer rates and Mexican border projects. This
year, EPA has $1.9 billion for wastewater revolvi~ng funds.
For Superfund, the committee approved slightly les, s
than $1.5 billion for fiscal 1994, 5% below this year s
level, but 6% higher than the House recommended.
The panel also trimmed VA major construction
spending by 25%, to a total of $369 million, but that
mark is 14% more than in the House-passed version. In
addition, the Senate committee continued spe.n, dingfor
the space station, providing $1.9 billion. That s $176.5
million less than 1993 and $154 million less than in the
House version.
By Tom Ichniowski
ENR/September 20, 1993
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Fall protection rules up in the air

¯"
....

tractors and union representac u p a tio nal
Safety and
tives. They feel that they have
Health Adgotten the message out and
ministration
l~ave started issuing citations.
drags out rulemaking on fall
However, the first step usually
protection for Steel erection,
is a notification letter with
some regional OSHA officials
abatement information.
The contracting community
areg.oing their own way in
enforcing standards and are
feels that abe situation still is
doing so aggressively, say many
’~ery confusing," says Thomas
contractors. Confusion and
A. Broderick, executive dii’ecinconsistency are growing, they
tor of the Chicagoland Con-.
claim,
struction Safety Council, a
OSHA officials in Denver
labor-management group.
started the trend last year,
With only a one-page policy to
prompted by fatalities during
go by, "it’s just real squishy,"
construction of the the Denver
he claims.
International Airport and a
’ Broderick says contractors
rash of fall-related fatalifies in
are particularly upset because
homebuilding. Some of the
it is difficult for them to go
regional offices are refusing to
back to owners and ask for the
exempt any jobsite duties and
additional cost of the extra fall
protection. They also are hayare using a 6 ft, 8 ft or 10 ft
standard for requiring fall proing trouble finding fall-protectection, depending on the
tion technology that can be
region and type of work. The
adapted for the different
current OSHA standard calls
stages of construction that now
are covered.
for employers to provide protection above 25 ft for exterior
Contractors working in mulwork and 30 ft for interior
tiple OSHA regions say the
work.
agency’s inconsistent policies
Region II Administrator
and applications are giving
James W. Stanley says the New
them headaches. Inconsistency
York-New Jersey office enforces
"is one of the main issues cona tougher standard "when
fronting our industry," says
there is a recognizable hazNoel’Borck, executive vice
president of the National Erecard." The situation is acute in
OSHA’s Region V, which covers Steel erection is being hit hard by inconsistent OSHA enforcement,
tors Association. The biggest
impact has been in steel erecIllinois, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Indiana and Mintion, particularl.y when ironneso.ta, although the first three, as fed- this decision with a recent internal workers making connecuons need to
eral plan states, are the most active, study of 3,496 deaths over five years, move from point to point, he explains.
Ohio area OSHA officials changed their which found that 60% of the deaths by
OSHA officials say they recognize the
fall protection policy earlier this year. ,f,~ls were from heights of less than 30 ft. difficulty of adapting to multipld pollThis summer, Illinois regional officials OSHA believes and recommends that cies. They plan to address the inconsisfolIowed suit, setting as their ultimate 100% fail protection is feasible and tencies once they receive recommendagoal "100% fall protection."
preferable," says the Region V policy,
tions from their construction advisory
Some regional OSHA officials believe
OSHA considers the new policies to committee on September 30. The issue
the current OSHA standard is too be a local emphasis program. As a has united labor and management in
lenient, and. are getting, around it by result, inspections are not bound by many cases. They want a better national

havx,n,g their comphance officers usenormal scheduling criteria and canfall protection standard promuigated
OSHA s "general duty" .clause to enforce occur at any time.
through negotiated rulemaking.
their new policies. OSHA officials justify

6

Regional officials have held numer-

"We’re beginning to see signs that
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OSHA is willing to reach workable solutions," says Jim Patterson, vicepresident ~,~
safety and health committee. While he
doesn’t agree with the inconsistent policies, he notes that the agency is working
with individual contractors to address
their situations.
Still, many industry safety experts say
they will fight until OSHA takes a more
formal mlemaking approach with documentation and comes up with one clear
standard to follow.
[]
By Hazel Bradford

"

Mideast peace div

One Clinton proposal
would dent designers
of the Clinton administraD etails
tio, n’s plans for overhauling the

nation s health care system are leaking
out and one analysis shows design firms
taking a big hit in new costs.
According to a review by Professional
Services ManagementJourna~ the administration’s proposal will cause average
overhead for an architecmral-engi,neering firm to rise "a little over 4%,’ says
PSMJ Research Director William J. Fan- Israel’s Rabin (left), and PLO’s Amfat shake o.n peace agreement that 9ould boost construction.
ning in Atlanta. The 500,000 persons
employed nationwide by such firms
In addition, large infrastructure
would pay up to $450 million more an- The historic peace accord between
nually in health insurance premiums, | Israel and the Palestine Liberation investments are planned. A World Bank
he claims. The estimates are based on a Organization signed in Washi~ngton, proposal seeks $1.35 billion in investdraft of the Clinton plan circulated in D.C., last week will likely stimulate ments over the next five years for water
recent weeks, says Fanning. The review unprecedented construction in the and sewer works, transportation and
is being studied by the American Con- West Bank and Gaza Strip. The extent powerplants. Israeli and Palesfinian offisulfing Engineers Council.
and timing of building will depend on cials stress that the pace of construction
The Clinton proposal would calcu- funding levels for aid to the authority will largely be dictated by the level of
late employers’ premiums as a percent- that implements Palesfinian self-rule, outside assistance.
The World Bank will play an imporage of payroll, rather than the current Palestinian experts foresee abundant
flat rate charge per employee under pri- near-term foreign involvement in West taut role, predicts Nicholas H. Ludlow,
managing director of Washington, D.C.vate insurance, says Fanning. It propos- Bank and Gaza Strip projects,
es a premium of 7.9% of annual pay.
Officials say that the largest project based Development Bank Associates.
Employees would be enrolled in large under consideration is the deepening The lending agency looks at the Middle
insurance pools administered by states,
of an existing small Mediterranean port East-North Africa area as a whole, rankA-E firms currently pay an average of in Gaza to handle large vessels. The ing it as an aid candidate just behind
$2,900 annually per employee for French government says it would help eastern Europe and the former Soviet
health insurance, says Fanning. Based fund the job. "The cost of such a pro- states, Southeast Asia and southern
on the national average annual A-E ject would run up,, to $500 million and Africa. Projects stretching from Egypt to
salary of :$39,000, the average premium take several years,’ says Simcha Bahiri, a Syria worth some $5 billion are in the
would increase to about $3,100. Insur- leading Israeli construction industry bank’s planning pipeline, says Ludlow.
ance for employees earning $75,000 per consultant who has studied building in Commitments are likely to increase in
year would cost :$5,925.
the occupied territories,
the next few years, he predicts, "providHousing is another area with big ed peace can be sustained."
’~Fhe [Clinton] philosophy is those
who make more will pay more for investment potential. Hundreds of rail-’" The European Community so far has
health coverage," says Fanning. "If A-E lions of dollars are expected to .go into committed some :$600 million for the
firms have to absorb that cost, 60% of housing for refugees. Samir Houlele, a next five years, with Nordic countries
their pre-tax profits will evaporate," he leading Palestinian economist, esti- chipping in about $120 million. The
claims. Passing costs through in a soft mates that at least 20,000 units annuallyU.S., Japan, the wealthy’ Gulf states and
market will be a tough proposition, he are needed in the Gaza Strip and the organizations like the World Bank are
[]
claims.
[] West Bank for the next five years,
also expected to provide capital.
ENR/September 20, 1993
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Free Ticket! I ’
I s ring to new he ights
If ~ou’ve always wanted to know
’1 A pi
what makes Primavera soflwa~e the top |
choice of professional project managers... |

here’syourchance.Reseveyourplace

| I |~~o,,,~,~,~,, ~

at a Primavera Seminar bycatfing any ~ II[]
~ow p].a~ed,
the twi.~
PETRONAS
Towers
in
of the numbers below.
I / Kuala Lumpur would, at
When you call, r~ntionthisad, and I [ 1,476 ft, beat the Sears
/ Tower height record by 22
your admission is FREE!
/ ft. But the recent decision
I to increase their height
Sa~Frandsce, rdt| I seems almost an after-

i

September23& Oct0ber28

SantaR~sa,~-Oct0ber21

KelarC0rp0rati0no415-399-1200
Los/Ialgeles, CA-

September 23 & 0ct0ber 28
.Ontanie, rA-0ct0ber7

KelarCorporationo310-827q200

sa..~go, re-

September23&0ct0ber~8

Kelar Corporation ¯ 619-455-4900
Denver, CO- October 6
Monks Associates. 303-860-8870

[]
[] ~~_
[]
[] ~i|~ ~~,~
[]
[]
[] ~lti!,]t ~i|N

_" I thought, considerin~ that []
I Kuala Lumpur City Centre []
I already stands out as the []
i I most ambitious commer- []
[] ] cial development under []
. []
| [ way in the world.
[
Foundations
are
50%
~ I complete for the first
|

||

I pha~ o~ worg, to ~,~om- V~’ <~:]~1 ~~1~i~
[ pass more than 10 mflhon

. , ] sq Yt (ENR X/~5 p. ~6). I~. ~’.~~ ~1~t1~
|/ass1KLcC overallT.mdhon_sq_ft_plus. " is proposed

i / project on a 97-acre site in []
- ] the Malaysian city’s com- []

l~.rt la~flerdale, 1~- September 28 | [ mercial district.

¯

| [ Described by’its local []
Naples, FL-0ct0ber12&26
[ developer Kuala Lumpur
Miami Micro Data 0 305-669-3006 ~ [ City Centre Berhad []
¯
ebb:ago, !~- October 7
! | (KLCCB) as a ci~-within-a- []
Altua Management ¯ 708-654-0080 | [] NorthwestCity’ the firStDevelopment,phase, called
[][]
Newton, M/l-September 23
~ [ will alone accommodate []
I~ambrkige, 1~- October 20 | [ more than 50,000 people
Pr0iect Schedulers, Inc. ¯ 617-576-3665 [| ordailY’createT° thehelPrequiredStrengthencity Towem, at 1,476 ft. would exceed height of Sears Tower.
|
Sharondlle, OH-September28 ~ [ infrastructure, KLCC is
CBA ¯ 419-874-0800
] [ working on a comprehensive area-road the potential for major differential set6reen~lle, Sl:- September 24 | [ improvement program. KLCC traffic dement, says the owner.
KLCCB is a wholly owned subsidiary of
including the Singapore
CDP ¯ 704-542-6339
_~ [[ consultants,
office of Wilbur Smith Associates andKLCC (Holdings) Sdn. Bhd., which is
lVld, ean, ~/~-September 24, | [ the local Dewan Bandaraya Kuala 51% owned by the national petroleum
[ Lumpur, are recommending road company, PETRONAS, and 49% owned
Oct0ber5&26
widenings, underpasses and intersec- b MAI Holdings, Pacific States InvestCapital Projekts’ 703-893-0087 I_ ]tmn
upgrades. A KLCC people mover ment
Selangor Turf Club.
Y Ltd. and-the
l~l~,aukee, Va - October 6
| " [.will help as will proximity to a city light- PETRONAS
will be the main tenant of
Madison, Vfl - October 14
| [ rail system, proposed but not yet built,
the towers.
AltusManaDement*708-654-0080 _~ [ R~locat~on. Northwest DevelopIn addition’ to the twin towers,
ment,
designed
b
Cesar
PeN
&
AssociNorthwest
Development includes two
I Me~ico- September 28 & October 26 | ares, New Haven, Conn., vath KLCCB s office buildings,
a ~0-acre pubhc park, a
Systec* 525-662-4041
| [ architectural division, Toronto-based 630-room hotel ands 1.5-million-sq-ft
! [ Adamson Associates and a long list of shopping and entertainment center.
There will be parking for 7,000 cars.
I | other consultants, is challenging from
I | rent
location
of the
metalthe
andoriginal
glass-clad
press
inquiries, DBF,
a con[ towers
is 150
ft from
onehandling
sortiumallled
by Dragages
Et Travaux
| planned. The move was made during Publics, a construction subsidiary of the
~
| design after subsurface investigation Paris-based Bouygues Group, is excavatrevealed that within the tower footbedrock elevation varied from foundation structure to support a six-prints,
the level of the lowest basement to level podium and the towers. The founFor other cities, contact Primavera at I
more than 600 ff below grade, raising dafion contract alone is valued at about
(215) 667-8600.
~ m mm m mm m .,.m J
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$55 million. Lehrer McGovern Malaysia of eight circle segments that alternate
leads I~CCB’s project management with eight triangles encircling the
team.
perimeter tube. Each segment or trianAs designed by structural engineer gular section is supported by steel trussThornton Tomasetti/Engineers, New es that cantilever from the perimeter
York City, with the local firm Ran Hilltube. Each tower top is a pinnacle.
Bersekutu Sdn. Bhd., both nearly 2-railTower foundations consist of a raft
lion-sq-ft supertall towers will be framed and 4 x 9-ft rectangular friction pile.s,
called barrette piles, that range m
ter tube connected by floor diaphragms length from 130 to 340 ft. The piles do
consisting of composite metal deck on not reach bedrock.
18-in.-deep rolled steel beams to a 74.8 The goal is to wrap up foundation
x 75.4-ft, high-strength, reinforced con- work by the beginning of January. Concrete core. Four reinforced concrete strucfion of the tower frames will follow.
outrigger Vierendeel trusses in a 38th Cladding should be complete by the
floor double-height mechanical room end of 1995 or early in January 1996.
link the core coruers to the perimeter First occupancy is set for the following
"
tube. A two-level bridge connects the August or September:
towers at the 40th floor.
Though total project costs are not
Beyond the tube. Each tower, with available, core and shell construction in
88 occupied floors and several setbacks, the region is about $100 per sq ft,
extends beyond the main structural according to knowledgeable sources.
tube. In ~lan, there is basically a series
By Nadine M. Post
[]
,

Emission credit trades hot
administration is boostT heingClinton
its support of market-based

there will be a snowballing effect as people see the benefit" of such programs.
approaches to meet Clean Air Act
Interest is already growing. On- Sept.
requirements, U.S. Environmental Pro- 9, southern California’s South Coast Air
tecfion Agency officials said earlier this Quality Management District (AQMD)
month at an industry conference in heard testimony on its new Regional
Washington, D.C. But local authorities Clean Air Incentives Market proposal. It
are already doing fine in pushing their wouId set emission levels for SO~ and
oxides of nitrogen for about 40"-0 large
own pr.ograms,
EPA is proposing a rule that would facilities, beginning in 1994. These
allow companies other than utilities to would be lowered each succeeding year
trade sulfur dioxide emission allow- through 2003. Emitters that exceed
ances, agency Administrator Carol M. their annual reduction targets could
Browner told attendees of the Clean Air sell credits on the open market. HowevAct Marketplace conference. That er, facilities could not "bank" credits for
approach now allows 110 utilities to future years, and would face penalties
wade credits gained from reducing SO2 for not meeting emission reduction levemissions below the required 10 million els.
tons per y,,ear, beginning in 1995. The
The program has already garnered
so-called opt-in" rule, set for publica- support from some of southern Califortion soon in the FederalRegister, will "crenia’s largest industrial firms, according
ate new market opportunities for corn- to AQMD. But others voiced opposition
panies in a variety of industries, not just at the hearing, citing severe economic
utilities," said Browner.
impacts. AQMD is set to vote on the proRobert Brenner, acting deputy assis- posal on Oct. 15, although an agency
tant adminiswator of EPA’s office of air spokesman says that could be delayed if
and radiation, conceded that suchpub- the final proposal needs extensive
lic/private ventures have been bin- changes based on testimony.
dered by existing regulatory barriers
Meanwhile, a similar regional trading
and scrutiny by agency inspectors gen- effort is being considered by the Northeral and the Office of Management and east States for Coordinated Air Use
Budget.
Management, said Michael Bradley,
"I, think we’re going to do a lot bet- executive director. He added that Master,’ said Brenner. He also admitted sachusetts is about to launch its own
that EPA funding fo,,r tradi,ng efforts trading program, which he termed "the
remains a problem, but we re hoping mostinnovafive."
[]
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WORKED THIS

YOU’D NAKE
THEM A VICE
PRESIDENT.

If you were going to

build a truck to be your

business partner, how would you go about it?
You’d start with a full-length frame of steel for
strength. You’d add a corrosion-resistant cab of fiberglass
and aluminum, then Huckbolt it, for durability. You’d fit it
with rugged taperleaf springs, and an ergonomically
designed cab to help the truck and driver endure even
the most grueling conditions.
The result: a truck engineered to minimize downtime.
A truck that lasts longer. Nothing less than a truck to help
~/ou move mountains. In fewer trips, we might add, due to
computer-aided analysis, utilized to help achieve the lowest
possible tare weight.
So, like your other top emplo~/ees, a Kenworth will
work hard to exceed your expectations, year in, year out,
for a long, long time to come.

KENWORTH. THE WORLD’S BEST’.
©Kenwor~h Truck Co., a division of PACCAI~ For more lnforma~on call i-8~o-42.6-o894,
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Wliefiit com~ to trenchless pipe~reconstruction, one
, Applying heat softens the PVC; m _a~tg it flexible enough
fold; and- formed pipe stands above the rest.
to be pulled through the host pipe from a manhole. Then
:’,NuPipe. ~..,
"a speciallydesigned rounding device expands the new pipe
~
The Material d: Choice,
tight against the existing pipe, leaving a ~mooth Liner
surface that increas~ flow capacity. ~, ~.
NuPipe
offers
PVC,
the
sewer
indnsny
stab
.d,~,d
for
new
¯
pipeline, construction: ¯
,
.
And it’s all done in a matter of hours, ~afely, without the
:
hassles
of digging! . .
. It’s also the smartest choice for pipeline reconsm~cdon;
offering a tight fit that stops infiltration and restores
Choose the Industry Standard
strucufml integrity.

Call us today for a brochure and.the name of your nearest

licensed installer.

Fast, Safe, Trenchless Installatiom
A unique heat containment tube provides a controlled
en~onmen,t for installing the folded NuPipe.

901-759-7473
FAX 901-759-7500
NuPipe, Inc. is a subsidiary Of lnsituform Technologies, Inc.
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Florida county agrees
to replace sewer pipe
ami-Dade Water and Sewer Authority have agreed to replace a 5.3-milelong, 72-in.-dia sewer force main beneath Biscayne Bay, under a consent
decree filed Sept. 9 in U.S. District
Court in Miami.
The agreement settles one of five
claims against the entities, all brought
in June by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for violations of the federal Clean Water Act. EP.A,says the
action is the first use of the act s Section
504 pro~isions as a response to "imminent and substantial endangerment."
Officials in EPA’s Atlanta-based region say they are concerned about the
integrity of the existing concrete pipe,
built in 1956. They say a_ Miami area
land-based line of similar construction
and.age ruptured from corrosion in
1989. "We wanted to get this replacement under a construction schedule
before we have raw sewage in the bay,"
says David Olson, chief of the regional
office’s data management unit.
The existing pipeline is in bay sediment and carries about 100 million gal
per day of wastewater from Miami,
Coral Gables, South Miami and Miami
Springs to the county wastewater treatment plant on Virginia Key. The bay is a
national sanctuary.
Construction of a new 102-in.-dia
pipe is set to begin by the end of the
month and has a scheduled November
1994 completion date. Six construction
awardsto five rims were made earlier
this month for the project, estimated to
cost about $60 million. The new pipe
will be of reinforced concrete with an
impervious plastic lining, says Robert A.
Cuevas, the utility’s chief engineer.
Pipelaying will also involve special precautions because of delicate seagrasses.
The consent decree also requires the
county to suspend new sewer hookups
in areas where adequate treatment capacity cannot be provided. An authority
spokeswoman says those restrictions are
county wide. "We have not suspended
permits, but they are being delayed
until the capacity is available," she says.
Officials say the new pipeline and
improvements to two treatment plants
will provide the needed capacity.
An emergency contingency plan is
due by early October and a second consent decree resolving illegai discharges
and overflows is under negotiation, say
EPA officials.
[]
1993
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Concern for the quality
resources has levi te
their importance. Thr’~eghcorporate
individual efforts, a~well as sMcter~..
governmental regulations, these
remain uncompromised by ontinued~
de,velopme".t-
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your environmental project
c6uld cost an arm andh lgg.

With the financial risks of construction so high, more and more
o~mers, engineers and ~cility managers are makingHill International
part ofthdr team.
As the international leader in
constmctiondaimsanalysisand
expertwitnesstestimony, Hillhas
both the experts and the expertise
to help you conu~l the risks

inherent in any major environmental
project,
And we have the experience to
antidpate and help resolk, e disputes
earlyon, so costly and firne<onsuming
litigation may be avoided.
Whyriskcatastrophicloss?Call
DennisG.Haggerty, Vice President,
at 1-800-222-0127.

~’]!1[

Hill International, Inc.

Willingboro, NJ
(609) 871-5800

Newport Beach, CA
(714) 474-6280

Washington,D.C.
(202) 408-3000

awards hefty sum

over surety dispute
Astate court jury in Contra Costa
~ County, Calif., has ordered a surety
to pay $116.5 million to a general contractor because the jurors believed the
surety breached its contract and "interfered" with the contractor’s business by
refusing to continue to provide bonds.
The surety cut off the firm’s bonding
after disagreeing with it over who was at
fault on a troubled project.
’ The jury ordered St. Paul Fire &
Marine Insurance Co., St. Paul, Minn.,
to pay $100 million in punitive damages
and $16.5 million in compensatory
damages to Arntz Contracting Co., a
general building contractor in Novato,
Calif. The jury supported the claim that
St. Paul prevented the company from
bidding an,,d winning projects during
the 1980s. ’We asked the jury to send a
message to the boardrooms throughout

thenotcompanies
canact with impunity, says R.W. Miller,

Kansas City, Mo.-based attorney who
represented Amtz.
Circle 11 on Reader Service Card
Appeal. St. Paul Fire and Marine
pledges to "vigorously appeal" the decision. ’~he verdict is not supported by
the evidence" and "the award is grossly
excessive," says a company spokesman.
Dennis Wine, vice president of the
~l. ~ _
~il~O~l~®
Surety .Association of America, Iselin,
Shrinkage Compensated Concrete
N.J., says the surety industry is facing a
growing problem of lmvsuits based on
A proven service record of 30 years.
E~r0nment~
Management
claims of broken promises for future
Chem Comp liP’ component with
projects. "I can conceive of suredes tryPortland cement meets the requireAnalytical
ments of ASTM Type K expansive
ing to cope [by including] something
services
cement,
stronger in applications for bonds or in
¯ Joint spacing up to 200 feet
~t0~
indemnification agreements that would
¯ Industrial Floors
make it abundantly clear to contractors
¯ Environmental Structures
that we are not making a lifetime agree. Bridge Decks
ment to bond you."
The dispute began in 1982, when St.
Construction
Paul provided bid, payment and perforTestil~g
mance bonds to Arntz for construcfibn
t Centre|
Rapid Hardening Cement
of a $4.7-mitlion housing project in
¯ One Hour Concrete Repair (3000 psi)
Richmond, Calif. In 1984, with most of
¯ 1000 Cycles Freeze-Thaw (ASTM 666)
the project completed, the Richmond
¯ Working Time May Be Extended
Housing Authority terminated Arntz for
Up To 3 Hours
refusing to redo the buildings’ stucco
¯ Cement ¯ Non-Shrink Grout
walls. St. Paul informedArntz that itwas
, Mortar Mix ¯ Concrete Mix
Asbestos andstepping in to complete the project, but
"Enwronmental
¯ Bags " Mobile Mixers ¯ Ready Mix
rmmi,~
Arntz claimed it was not at fault in the
Geotechnical arid Drilling
se~,ic~
matter.
In December 1984, ,~M-ntz agreed to
Company[
Cement Manufacturing
provide St. Paul with an additional $1.2
The Spe~talq Cement Manufacturer|I
~j~"~ Professional
million in collateral that Amtz claimed
Service
j
~jl~l~B~ Industries, Inc.
would
entitle it to future bonds. But
OUR 3Oth YEAR OF SERVICE
about 8 months later, St. Patti refused
co~su~rt~ E++tP+~+~+.-msrtma.m+,Ni~ommmwr,m.
200 Offices Nationwide
tO provide any more bonds, Arntz
claimed.
[]
1-800-548-7901
a
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Rapid Set®

I
~
i
~
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Scotland investigates
recent fatal ’implosion’
are under way into the
I nvestigations
death of a spectator at the demolition
of two large concrete buildings in Glasgow, Scotland, on Sept. 12. Flyin,g
debris from what was called Europe s
largest building implosion escaped into
the spectator exclusion zone, causing
the fatality and some injuries.
The demolition contractor. . , initiall, y
suspects that the bmldmgs great slze

o one gives-you,a/
choice like
,Traditional

Circle 14 on Reader Service Card

~oreandst~ucmral form helped eject debris~¢h~t ~
~ eroje~
The buildings are so heavy that the
stresses couldhavecausedconcreteto
burst," says Michael Higginbothan, a
director ~f Ladkarn Demolition Ltd.,
Crook, Durham. ’°This has never hapreal~ come
pened before in Britain," he says.
. ’q?he exclusion zone was created,in
accbrdance with [the government s]
a
Healt, h and Safety Executive guidelines, says an HSE spokeswoman. HSE,
which requires exclusion zones to be no
less than twice a building’s height, is
leading investigations.
The 190-ft-tall apartment buildings
. were built in the mid-1960s to replace
slums in the once-notorious Gorbals district. Because of decay and social problems, the buildings were condemned by
the city council, which awarded a $1.3million demolition contract to a joint
venture of Ladkarn and Wreckers Ltd.,
an international. . explosives expert with
operauons ~n South Africa and the U.S.,
AUtoPROIECT is making a difference in project management. A faster,
according to Higginbothan. The ~oint
ventureappointed structural enganeer
better software engine. And, it runs within AutoCAD!
Bullen & Partners, Glasgow, to advise
AutoPRO]ECT, the new generation software, gives you more flexibility
on weakening the buildings in advance
than any first-generation system. When you see it,
of demolition by mechanically cutting
redundant structural elements.
You’ll wonder why someone didn’t do it sooner.
"We surveyed the buiIdings before
and...durin~ the pre-weakening...and
management features that are
99 calendars, unlimited resources.
we were quite happy with the work,"
easier to access. More powerful * Dynamite graphics. AutoCAD
says Ian Paterson, a principal engineer
performance.
with Bullen. Paterson says that the
makes the difference. Create
width of both buildings was 41 ft. One
outstanding reports using virtually
¯ Open relational database. True "
all printers and plotters.
building was 213 ft long and the other
production-oriented capabilities,
Extensive search, sort, filter Call us today for the whole story.
476 ft.
selection, query, global updating.
The structures consist of cast-in-place
(800) 367-7"573
concrete slabs and wal!s. The contractor
used 2.5 tons of explosives aiming to
reduce the buildings to rubble. Hewerer, even discounting the fatality, the
lie s earth
,d,,emolition was not entirely successful,
’There is one section which did not
Engineers, Inc.
~
fully collapse, but this is not seen as a
1570 North Batavia * Orange, CA 92667 ¯ Phone: (714) 974-2500 ¯ Fax: (714) 974-4771
problem," says Paterson. "The object
¯ Research Engineers,/IAS Software GmbH ¯ Bensheim ¯ GERMANY ¯ Phone 06251139065 ¯ Research
was to bring down these very large
Engineers, (Europa) Pvt. Ltd. ¯ Thornbun/, Bristol ¯ UK ¯ Phone 0454-281080 ¯ Research Enginsers, Fleecy
buildings to ground level where the},
¯ FRANCE ¯ Phone 37 47 51 63 ¯ Research Engineers, Pvt. Ltd. ¯ Calcutta ¯ INDIA ¯ Phone (033) 478914/3005
could be broken up."
.
[]
¯ Research Engineers/EDR ¯ Billlngstadesletta ¯ NORWAY ¯ Phone 02 98 14 30 ¯ Researc~ Engineers/Transtek
Unlimited, Ine.¯ Toronto ¯ CANADA ¯ Phone (416) 244.8806

impressive!" management

lbng way."
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adapted from rice storehouses common
at the time. The buildings’ stark sire-

Japan’s 61 st reconstruction
next month, Shinto pri,ests will
~ arly
carry the symbols of Japan s most
important deity from a 9-0-year-old
wooden building to a j,’ust-completed
reproduction a stone s throw away.
Then the old building will be razed. In

The buildings are unfinished hinoki
cypress with steep roofs of miscanthus
thatch. Main columns are set directly in
Construction is executed by the shrine’s the ground. Though a few bolts are
master carpenter, who directs a perma- used, nails or other fasteners are not.
nent staff of ~0 carpenters and other
Work began in May 1985 with the
crafts specialists plus a seasonal work felling of trees from the shrine’s own
force that peaks at 170.
forests. The shrine also owns its own
Kobori says ~he architecture was miscanthus fields and saw mill. The reason for the ~0-year interval is unclear,
though a generafion’s time makes sense
and parallels material fife, says Kobofi.
Every stage is marked by ceremony.
Carpenters must ritually bathe each
morning and don white work outfits. As
the main shrine is done, workers move
to other buildings. ’~l’he construction
process never ends," adds Kobori. []

Sacred wooden buildings that make up Japan’s oldest shrine are reproduced every 20 years.

a tradition that began in 690, the pro- ~Jl,’t,’/q,~
--cess will be repeated in another 20
years°

v--~---.. ....--

Norway floats tube concept

The tradition is unique to the Grand
Shrine of Ise, founded in about 4 B.C.
and believed to be Japan’s oldest. "In
Shinto, the ideal of eternity and
longevi~ is made possible by periodic
renewal,’ says Kunio Kobori, a shrine ~ orwegian engineers are waiting for
official.
~ a government decision by year’s
The renewal "has a central role in end that would pave the way for the
perpetuatirig traditional craftsman- world’s first floating tunnel. Parliamenship," says Yutaka Ishikawa, an official tary approval is needed for some $5 railwith the United Association of Shinto lion in design research. Although the
Shrines. Though some power tools are tunnel across an 820-ft-deep fjord near
used, all joints are notched, fitted and Stavanger is mentioned in Norway’s
wedged, as they were 1,300 years ago.
1994-97 road plan, no budget has been
Located in Mie Prefecture, about 200 allocated for the work.
miles west of Tokyo, the Grand Shrine
"We think the tunnel is possible," says
is a complex of more than 125 build- Kaare Flaate, director of the Norwegian
ings in various locales. Though all are Road Research Laboratory (NRRL), in
rebuilt pefio,,dicall_y,,, the most significant Oslo. "To convince ourselves that it is
is the main Naiku shrine and 13 auxil- possible to cast such a structure, we
iary ones. The Naiku is a single-story have to make a full-scale section," he
building just 17.9 x 7.2 ft and on pillars, adds. The agency is looking at three
The $297 million for the 61st rebuild- concrete designs and one in steel, each
ing, which also includes reproduction conceived by a different design team.
of 1,600 ceremonial items, comes from The 33-ft-dia tunnel, with two traffic
shrine reserves and public donations, lanes, would be tethered to float
16

Workers pass along traditional techniques.
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beneath the surface of the 3,900-ft-wide
Hcgsfjord. Steel construction is relatively easy, but contractors familiar with the
project say horizontally slip-formed concrete would be cheaper, says Flaate.
To exploit the latest technology for a
watertight concrete tube, NRRL wants to
stage full-scale trials no more than two
years before construction, he adds.
A floating tunnel would suit the road
network in western Norway, which is
punctuated by numerous fjords. Some
are shallow and narrow enough for convenfional runnels and bridges, but others are too deep, says Flaate.
Hogsfjord is shallow for a fjord,
Flaate says, but rock suitable for tunneling is too deep. A floating bridge is
being built across the ~de Salhusfjord
north of Bergen, but a tethered tunnel
would be cheaper, he sa~.
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joint venture called Columbia Nuclear
made the
proposal to DOE. Gary Peterson, a consortium spokesman, says it will present
details this week to WPPSS.
The consortium includes Science
Applications International (SAI), San
Diego, Calif., which specializes in
defense and energy projects; a subsidiary of Newport News Shipbuilding
0f Virginia; and Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, a research firm
that has long been involved at Hanford.
Columbia Nuclear proposes to raise
$3.3 billion by issuing revenue bonds to
complete construction. Peterson says
the company has talked to the units’
original engineers, constructors and
Inactive plant site includes mothballed Unit 3 (right) and Unit 5, which was abandoned 10 years ago. reactor suppliers about participating.
Columbia Nuclear would deed the
nuclear steam supply portions of the
new plan would allow work to ic Northwest, the 1,240-Mw units were units to DOE because a federal law preresume on two uncompleted nu- headed for termination, 10 years after vents commercial plants from using
clear power units in Washington state at being shut down during construction weapon materials. WPPSS would retain
a cost of $~.3 billion under an agree- for economic reasons. (ENR 4/19 p. ownership of the turbine-generator
ment with the federal government. If 14). Washington Public Power Supply islands and buy steam from DOE to proapproved, the Dept. of Energy would System owns the projects--Unit 1 at duce electricity. The federal Bonneville
fabricate plutonium from U.S. and for- Hartford and Unit 3 at Satsop.
Power Administration would market
met Soviet Union weapons into fuel.
The current proposal is part of a the power, as originally planned.
Despite power shortages in the Pacif- complex financing arrangement, that
After construction is completed,

Plan offered to revive nukes

A

NO MAINTENANCE
NON MECHANICAL
Circle 16 on Reader Service Card
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How to treat
wastewater thout
creat g nee ss waste.
We’re talking abou~ wasted
time. ~d wasted money,
Some firms look at wastewater problems strictly as an
end-of-pipe matter,
~ich doesn’t exactly get

is key, because disposal is one
of the largest problems in the
process.
We do it a~--investigation
to feasibfliW study to en~neering desi~ to construction.

to the root of things.

Even sta~up and operation,

~ntegrated approach,

mental engineering or~aniza-

A~ E~, we ~ake a more

E~ is a global environ-

lion more on the bond market. Half
The rest would go to former Soviet
for plutonium, sa~ Peterson.
con~ctually gu~anteed revenue from DOE’s
steam sales to WPPSS to service the
developer’s first bond issue, and revenue ~om ~P~ elec~civ s~es to BPA
to retire ~e second fin~c~g.

ColumbiaNucle

~~ ....
~t~

wh~ therubber
~ally meets the mad

Sure, we solve the problem, tion with more ~han 75
Bu~ first we make ce~ain that locations worldwide. We offer

~ irginia disposed of nearly one-

we really have i~ defined. You one-stop shopping: a ~ull
can spend a lot o~time and
range o~was~ewater ~rea~money looking ~or the solution ment se~ices, including a
unique, cost-effective method
to ~he ~ong problem,
of evaluation and design
Ne~, end-of-pipe is no~
based on our PROACT~
end-o~-sto~. Because wha~
comes ou~ as waste $~a~s ou£ se~ices approach.
as something else, proERM ~s one of the

engineer for the Virginia Dept.
Transpormfion’s southe~m~ dist~ct,
says ~he 100,000-cu-yd-plus embank-

~ding oppo~unities for [ ............ fastest-~owing environsource reduction and
sa~ngs.

~d don’t ~org~t

~ mental engineering
~
organizations in ~he
¯~
world. I~ you call, we’ll

M&ing tbe ~o~ better ~o~ e~e~one.
For the location nearest you, call 1~5~3117
. We’d like to help you keep cu~ent. For a free subscription to Resources,
the Magazine of En~ronmen~l Management, s~p~ call our to~-free number.
SEE US IN BOOTH #3703 AT THE ~F CONFE~NCE
Circle a6 on Reader ~ice Card

Flood Control
One Penn Pl~a
(~*~) 4~-~000
~o+ o~gees ~o~tamiae
~ Calumet Tunnel ~ ~ese~oirPlan (TABP)

Ghica~o, Illinois

Circle 37 on Reader ~e Card

~ ten~ of iu stockpile of ~5 minion
w~te fires by shredding ~.~ million £or
use this summer as highway embankment fill ne~ Williamsburg. State o~cials clam it is ~e most ~bifious use
of ~e approach m da~e ~ ~e U.S.

James C. Cleveland, construction

ment projec~ evenly mixed shredded
~es ~d s~dy soil.
The ~r~nia Dept. of En~ronmen~
Quali~, whkh runs the s~te s w~te-~re
prowam, says ~e project is ~e l~gest
structural fill, surpassing jobs in Minnesota, North Carolina, Oregon and

W~o~

Barnhill Contracting Co., Tarboro,
N.C., specified ~wo 600-ftqong ramp
emb~en~ up to ~ft high for p~
of a future interchange on Virginia
Route 199. DOT s~ppo~ed ~e project
because the state’s largest tire-shred~ng operation ~ only 20 ~es ~om ~e
site, ~e emb~en~ ~ settle for ~o
ye~s before road~y cons~cfion, ~d
the lighter fill exerm less pressure on
unstable, ~py soft benea~ ~e site.
The w~te fire pro~ a~eed to pay
¯ e exwa $147,000 ~e DOT spent to use
~e shredded fires, says ~lan L~siter,
program director. That works out to
less ~an 15 cen~ per ~e, or one-~
to one-s~ ~e cost ofl~ ~spos~.
E~. Poindexter, B~hill ~ce president, says his fi~ spread ~temate ~in.
layers of shredded fires ~d soil, m~ing
Thick layers of s~aight soil cover the
top and sides of ~e emb~enm.
DOT pl~s to monitor ~e site to comp~e settlement ~ere ~ settlement at
convenfion~ emb~enu.
18
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EPA would boost funds
and reduce regulations
Protecdon AgenT hecy Em~ronmenmi
released recommendations to

revamp the nation’s drin "king water program, including a new state revolving
fitnd to close an estimated S9-bitlion
infrastructure gap. EPA also is stressin~
pollution prevention, wants to give loca~
a~encies more flexibiliw and proposes

to let local authorities lmy tees to pay
program administration costs,

The federal agency hopes its recommendations, sent to Congress Sept. 8,

will become part of a revised Safe
Drinking Water Act. EPA Administrator
Carol M. Browner contends that the
current program is "broken in some

O~,~l

have approval ratings this good!
The Series 2GOOPV joint
restraint will ser~e ~he tilite.$ of your
city, county, state, and the entire nation,
)ear after year, and term after term,
with no need forarecalI. Why?
The 2000 PVis Factor~ Mutt*at
approved]oruseonDRIgPVCp~e
in l e 4-in "h th,ough 12-im’h sl:es

EBAA has dolle the grass roots
work. The Series 2000PV has received
approval ratings from, or complies with.
not one.., not two.., but three different standards and testing agencies for use o. PVg

~

Browner wants to fix the broken water program.

instances and...needs to be fixed." She

savs many communities cannot keep up
vAth the growing regulatory, burden.

Under the drinking water fund proposed by President Clinton in February,.,
the federal government would con-

The 2000 PV is UL-li~ted in the 4-ml h
~hrough 12.m~h s~=es~brjmmn,~ ULsted, duct e anti n~s to UL-I ~ted
Class 150. PVC pressure pipe with an
allowable deflection to five degrees

Its patented design with torque-limiting, twist-off nuts i.$t.ll$ q.itk ..d
sure: and, it can be removed, adjusted, and
reset just aseasily.
The Series 2000PV can handle
installation defle~tlo.$ up ~o tlve
degrees, can be used on C-900 or IPS size
pipe, and is pressure rated the same as the
pipe on which it is used.
merits of UNI-B 13-92 "Recommended

StandardPe;f~rmant’eSpeltfi~ationfor
Jom;Resn’aimDe~ire~J~.’{’~e.~:h
~.o¢,..,-t Chh,r,deIPVC)Pipe finn,
UN~-Bell PVC Pipe Azsotiatlon,

Make a politically correct decision.
Insist on the Series 2000PV joint restraint
from EBAA. EBM Iron.., your connection
to the future.

valves. This makes the Series 2000PV a
professionally correct decision for
engineers and contractors and will sit well
Eastland, Texas 76448
P.O. Box 857
Phone 800-433-1716 FAX 81%62%8931
with your constituents.
Circle 19 on Reader Service Card

tribute $599 million in the first year,
and $1 billion in each of the next four
years. Aid would be funneled to states
based on a formula including ~nch factors as me numt)er ot water systems,
population and geographic area, says
James R. Elder, director of EPA’s ot~ce
of groundwater and drinking water.

States would have to pay a 20% share.
Brian P. Deer}.’, director of the Associated General Contractors’ municipal
utilities division, says the present act
"sets swingent standards for local water
companies to meet. Manv are just not
gNR/September 20. !993
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We help owners manage their construction projects with:
[] Management information systems
[] Full scope program, project and
[] Value analysis
construction management
m Claims mitigation
[] Scheduling and cost control

0’Brien- Kreitzberg

212/921-9898

Professional Construction Managers

~ce/~.2000
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Above ground
secondary containment
one company covers

[] [] []

’

every need[]
- .....

(: ~.~.._~.£

gdoing to be’able to meet those stanards without some kind of federal
assistance." AGC thinks state revolving
funds (SRFs) for wastewater treatment
have a good record and will ’Xqork just
as well in the dfin "king water area," says
Decry.
Browner says EPA would let financially pressed small systems use less expensive technologies" than big systems. And
some systems could have up to 60

no .

EPA wants to do away with the present
legislative requirement to set new limits
for 25 more contaminants every three
years. Instead, it calls for splitting con-

nto

ing regulau~on and those requiting filrther study, says Browner.
ing water SRF bills in April, but neither
is a comprehensive measure. Senate
~o~oo~o~o0 Public Works Cornmittee Chairman Max Baucus (DMont-) and the panel’s ranking Republican, John H. Chafee of Rhode Island,
~re drafting drinking water legislation
that may be introduced this month.

! ~1

--

Winner, Iosez’ join up,
weigh grander plan
after selecting a developer
A toonth
build and operate what would
m

be the state’s only land-based casino,
the Louisiana Economic Development
and Gaming Corp. is still not sure what
it will get. Though the losing con-

At MPC, secondary containment doesn’t stop at the
dike. We provide a total solution to the threat of soil
and water contamination.., for both horizontal and
vertical tank layouts,
On the dikes. Around pipes, Under vertical
tanks. We’re the specialists in above ground tank
double-bottom retrofit liners,
Patented, leak-proof MPC Petrogard® liners are
pre-engineered for quick, problem-free installation,
And because they’re heat-seamable, it’s easy to
make modifications on-site,

Let MPC design a retrofit or new liner system that
really does the job by meeting applicable codes and
reducing pollution insurance. Send for our free engineering package, or call toll-free 1-800-621-0146.
OUTSIDE ILLINOIS

MPC Containment Systems, Ltd.

4834 S. Oakley Chicago IL60609 (312)927-4120
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tender, who controls the site, joined the

winner, both parties now say they need
more time to hammer out a deal.
When Gov. Edwin Edwards threat-

ened ,to, call a special legislative session,

Harrah s Jazz Co., a partnership of Promus Cos.’ Hafrah’s }-Iotel Casinos and
l0 New Orleans investors, agreed to
give one third of the deal to loser
Christopher Hemmeter in exchange for

access to the New Orleans site, which
he controls under a long-term lease
with the ci,ty (ENR 9/6 p. 20).
H, arrah s proposed to renovate the

site s vacant New Orleans Rivergate
Convention Center into a 120,000-sq-ft

casino. But the city, which has to
approve the project, wants a 300,000-sqft facility instead, as promised in Hemmeter’s lease. Tom Morgan, Promus

~ce president of development, told the

commission the partners have not
decided whether to demolish or renovate. A decision is expected soon. r~
20
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Mgdula~a lC~W-~st hc~n~es

Housing kits range from $17 to $38
per sq ft, including kitchen and bath-

room fixtures, but not transportation to

the site, the foundation pad, concrete
fill, insulation and hookups. A stickbuilt house costs about $55 per sq ft,
ym ~--:V"
rlew
according to the National Association
of HomeBuilders of the U.S.
After the concrete pad sets, three
workers using hand tools can assemble
a house in less than three days, according to John M. Garbin, Royal Building’s
general manager. The crew connects
wall panels to reinforcing steel embedded in the concrete pad and attaches
the roof using connector studs.
Royal Building recently sealed its first
order--5,500 units for a public project
in Buenos Aires. Royal is now turnin.g
its sights to Canada and the U.S. Garb~n
estimates that total demand for the
units could hit 50,000 next year.
"I’m satisfied the house has technical
substance, and it if costs a fraction of
conventional technology, then it has
enormous upside potential, particularly
in developing countries," says Fred Hallaban, engineer-principal of a housing
technology firm ~n Baltimore: that bears
his name. ’q’he question is: Will it sell in
Composite panels, assembled on site, resist cracking, rust, rot and high winds, says ~e maker,
the U.S.?"

dimension

modular homebuilder is
ACanadian
starting production of affordable
houses from a pol)~mer composite that
the maker says also has commercial,
institutional and industrial applications.
The resin belongs to a family of plastics
used in a number of products from tenhis rackets to the Stealth bomber.
The basic building block or panel is a
hollow, extruded reinforced polymer
composite based on pol~vinyl chloride.
Royal Plastics Group, the parent company of the modular homebuilder Royal
Building Systems (Cdn) Ltd., Toronto,
developed the material.
According to recent independent
laborator] tests, the houses are able to
resist 175 =mph winds when hollow wall
panels are filled on site with concrete.
And the maker claims the material
"
t and
won’ t fade, crack, spht,
rust or ro,
is impervious to insect infestations,
It is the first t’VC modular house to be
tested for residential building code purposes by the Canadian Construction
Materials Centre, a division of the
National Research Council says Brian
Burton, technical specialist kt Trow
Consulting Engineers Ltd., Toronto,
retained by Royal for testing. "That
meant new criteria had to be written."
The houses range from 300 to more
than 3,000 sq ft. They can be configured as single or multiple-story
dwellings. Nearly everything is plastic.
ENP./September20, 1993
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FHWA Wanted To Cut The
Cost Of Energy-Absorbing
Crash Cushions In Half
)le who understand
In 1982 RfWA ran =
cost/benefit ratios
design competition
set out to improve
to cut the cost of
safety. It’s one more
energy-absorbing
way Syro is teaming
. crash cushions,
up with America’s
C-A-T~ won. Ori
best highway safety
developed by a former
to help you cut the cost
I).O.T. professional, (:-A-T
of saving lives. Call for free
standard guardrail components
details, today. Girard
into an energy-absorbing life saver,
Ohio 44420,
All the components are familiar to
1-800-~21-2755.
guardrail installers so it’s easy to
(;enterville,
install and maintain. Today, after
Utah 84014,
over seventy hits with no fatalities,
1-800-772-7976.
GA-T shows what happens when
Where America’s Highway Safety Experts Bring Their Best Ideas
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"This French p.rocess qui~~ly reduc.es 65
tons o~ organic waste to 33 tons of~compost
clean enough for farmingS’
Prarieland Board Chairman

The French have a way with
perfume, champagne and.. garbage.
At least that’s what they’re finding out at the
Prarieland Solid Waste Board in Truman. Minnesota.
Municipal authorities there turned to OTVD, owned by
France’s Compagnie Generale des.Eaux for an innovative solution to the coun~/’s garbage disposal problem.
Communities were already doing all they could to
recycle, but 100 tons a day of solid waste were still loading up landfills The bright spot was that some 65 tons
were compostable, if only the technology could be
found to do it on such a huge scale.
OTVD introduced Prarieland to French Siloda
technology, never before used in the United States.
Iostead of going to A patented paddle wheel speeds up the composting.
landfills, 65% of the
town’~ solid waste In just 28 days, the compost is ready for curing. After
cao be composted, that, the clean compost can either be used for municipal
projects or sold to farmers and nurseries.
"We checked out just about every solid waste management system used in Europe
or the U.S., and concluded that
this one was best for largescale compostingi’
said Jerald Niebuhr,
Chairman of the
Pranelancl t~oara.
"This process will be a model for other communities
that want to use composting in the future."
Pprhanq it iq th~ Fr~nr~h p~ l:r~r h~lt~ that h~c I~H

French companies to become so active in the environmental field
R0013564

Montenay, also owned by Compagnie Generale des
Eaux, operates five ultra-modern incinerating plants
in the U.S. and a medical waste incineration facility
Lyonnaise des Eaux-Dumez is helping water com~,.~,. ,_,~mmu,,~t,es improve the quality of
their drinking water to meet today’s and tomorrow’s
higher standards One example is a new u!tra-fi!tration
membrane process, marketed in the U.S. by lnfilcoDegremont. Inc., that is being used by the New Rochelle,
,~.Y. v\ater,_,~rr,~ai,~.
The Siloda process
S,~c,e~e Nationale E. ,~qu,~,ne has devel- producescomposz
clean enough
oped a radically different approach to
to be used for
cleaning up oil spills that successfully growing food.

helped clean up the Alaskan coastline after the Prince
William Sound oil spill.
It’s time you took a closer look at doing business
w lu I r I dl ILU-- Li il UU~I 1 L! dU~, ~UdI LI tldl:bI II~, JUIIIL

VenLures

and strategic alliances.

BUSINESS
Technology that delivers
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Banks agree to bailout
plan for Canary Wharf
that creditors must ok
A consortium of banks has agreed to
~l~a $1.7-billion rescue package for
Olympia & York’s failed Canary Wharf
office development in London. If the
development’s 1,400 unsecured creditors vote for the plan on September 30,
the project will be taken out of Admin-

From the creators of DailyLog~ and UpdatePro®

[Y{NO SURPRISES FIXED FEE GUARANTEE
,-,,,~["O HASSLE FIVE DAY TURNAROUND

is~ation, the British equi~ent of Chap-

ter 11.
Unsecured creditors, claimin.g up to
$224 million, will receive a maximum of
15 cents on the dollar. Of~ these, 130
construction companies owed $120 railfion will get an additional 25 cents on.,
the dollar if they agree to warranty their
work, says Administrator Nigel Hamilton, a director of accountant Ernst &
Another lifesaver From
Young, London.
~o creditors’ agreement to the.
package also would trigger construction
of a $2.7-billion extension of London
448 South E. Street * Santa Rosa, CA 9S404 ¯ Tel. (707) $7.7-O267 * Fa~. (707) $7S-4710 Underground’s Jubilee Line to Canary
Wharf. The banks have agreed to honor
¯ " .’. : ’ , ’~
’Cilia 23 on Reader Ser~|ce Card
O&Ys pledge to partly fund the project,
..... ’?~i:"~i;: :"?. ~ ~, :":::~: ~ ~ ........’r ’ .....
’ :’’’" " ": . " " " ’
""
which is considered essential for the
commercial development’s success.
Canary Wharf failed with Toronto,
Canada-based .O&Y owing th.e banks
$85.0 million. The project ultimatelywas
~LOGICED AND READY FGR ANALYSIS
[~~1/~ ONEY BACK GUARANTEE

CA[[ 1800] 551-3564
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Submersible Trash Pumps
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Thompson
pump, you l~owyou have the
.....
most reliable equipment on the market...
today and [or the [uture!
~
"i’hompsorl pump~ hove t~rnedlheir reputation forb~in9

’,

month, andyear ~eryear...~eryeofl. Furthermore,
~ompson pumps axe e0syto mo.tht0in, c0ntinuallyddiverin9
top performance with verllittle attenfion...which means
more profits inyour pocket with a lotless problem~ th~with
. other pumt~
Sure, our compelitors have occasionally matched our prices
by using lighter, less durable materiols; but they have ne~r
rnatchedthelon~-termvalue ofaTh0mpsonpump. Whatever
the application, Thompson has a pump for ev0ay job. Give us a
ca/! and ask for our free brochure featutfla9 the complet~ prod"
uct line of Thorapson pumps and detailed specifications.
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~

PUMP & MANU~FACTURING CO..INC.
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sq-ft building, B3, without curtain walls.
About 40% of the constructed space
now is rented and that will rise to 49%
if the rescue- package succeeds, says
Hamilton.
The package involves the banks
deferring their $850 million worth of
debt for 17 years, when interest will
start accruing. Banks also will provide
an additional $417 million, including
$40.5 million for unsecured creditors
and $230 million for long-term support
will include a $147-million immediate
payment toward the Jubilee Line extension. Another $450 million will be paid
to the London Underground over a 25year period "after the subway line is completed.
Hamilton says that he knows of no
immediate plans for further construc,,
24
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ft of leasable space in more than 20
major buildings (ENR 3/18/91, p. 22).
When the court appointed Ernst &
Young to take control of the project in
May 1992, O&Y had built 4.4 million sq
ft of office and retail space, represent-:
ing about a third of the total plan. Con-
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t_ion at Canary Wharf, excep~ for the
completion of the B3 building s curtain
walls.
. O&~’s original owners in the Reichmann family will have no involvement
in the revived project, says Hamilton.
Skidmore, Owin- gs & Merrill, Chicago,
was the master planner for the Canary
Wharf project and designed four of the
major buildings.
[]

Design-build contracts ’

spreading in industry
~ esign-build is continuing to gain
~momentum at the expense of
other project delivery systems and the
trend ,will continue, according to speakers at a recent conference on the future
of project delivery systems sponsored by
the Associated General Contractors.
AGC also is nearing completion of
model contract documents for designbuild,
"-I see it as ~he new project delivery
system for the 90s and on into the next
century," said speakerJ.’William Ernstorm, a Rochester, N.Y., attorney and
member of the AGC task force working
on the documents~ However, other
speakers at the Atlanta conference cautioned that design-build still has several
unresolved hurdles, including design
liability, bonding and selection process
problems in the public sector. ’
Speakers called for shortlisting teams
in advance of the cos.fly process of producing detailed proposals for public
owners. "The .wanton .use of [architects’, engineers’] and contractors’ time
in developing proposals is Our main
objection," says John Busby, a partner
with Atlanta-based architect JovaDaniels-Busby./’It’s absolutely downright damned disgusting.’ I’m disappointed that we’re putting up with it."
The AGC documents should be available by November if the association’s
directors approve them at their midyear meeting later thi~ month, says task
force c.hairman Paul J. Hoffman, who
also is president of Hoffman Corp.,
Appleton Wisc., a design-build oriented
general contractor.,
AIA currently produces the industxy’s
most widely used design-build contract
documents. The Engineers’ Jo,int Contract Documents Committee is working
on another set. It may be ready by the
end of the year, says Steven Polk,
deputy executive director of business
affairs of the American Consulting
Engineers Council.
[]
ENRiSeptember 20, 1993

Public Works Storage Facility
Regardless of size, conditions, or delivery. Offices are located worldwide
purpose, quickly installed Sprang Instant to help you solve your shelter needs.
Structures have proven themselves time
and time again. This is because of their Installations of Sprung Instant Structures
wind load & snow shedding capabilities, are supervised by professional Technical
patented skylight system, modular Consultants supplied by the company.
construction, freespan widths from 30 ft. Lease or Purchase plans available.
180 ft., limited or no foundation
requirements and ease of relocation.
Spmng’s dedication to quality "and
service is backed by the industry’s
longest guarantee program., We
challenge anyone to meet the quality of
the Sprung Instant, Structure and to
match our record of service and prompt
sat storage s~a~

Call Tollht Free:
1-800-528-9899
Canada Call: 1-800-661-1163
See our booth at the International Public Works Show
Phoenix, AZ Sept. 18-23
r"
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-- Dynamic Compaction
-- Wick Drains
-- Vibroflotation
-- St0n0 Columns
-- Compaction Grouting
-- Soil Mixing

~

Gee-Con,
Inc.
Geotechnical Construction

Cherry Hil|~ N J!!.,
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year plan has been squashed into four
years, says D, avid, H. Miller, Branson city

¯-

Small town takes high road
The road will have "a lot of curvilinBush hour starts before noon in
[l[~Branson, Mo.--population 3,700-- ear alignment" to follow the area’s natuand lasts until around midnight. Talk ml curves, says Smith. Variable median
ab~)ut a traffic jam! The 5 million visi- widths and variable grades will make it
tors a year to the five-mile-long "strip" ’%lend in with the area," adds Graven.
of more than 9_5 country music theaters
In the water and sewer areas, a 20can end up sitting in the parking lot for
an hour after the show waiting to get
onto the town’s three-lane artery, Route
76, known as Country Music Blvd. The
bumper-to-bumper crawl out of town
can take another hour.
Branson, Taney County, the Missouri
Highway. and Transportation Dept.
=
(MHTD) and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)all are coordinoting efforts. A new 18-mile-long loop
around the city, known as the Ozark

growth], but it’s been difficult, he says.
The city has built two new sewage
treatment plants, done preliminary
engineering on a third and is starting
on a fourth. Because of the hilly landscape, the the city’s eight lift stations in
1990 have soared now to 9-9.
Funding for these city-built projects
should be no problem. If a tourism tax
passes this November, $40 million of

Finance Your
Cat° Equipment With

board, as are several local roads. But
there will be no instant relief. Ground
was broken earlier this month on an
$8.4-million connector road that may
be open in about a year, but even on a
very fast track, the Ozark highway won’t
be operational for at least fouryears,
Country Music Blvd carries about
30,000 cars per day and is "notorious"
for ’~vall-to-wall cars," says Willis Graven,
MHTD district engineer for the Springfield area. Widenin~ the road to five
lanes was not an opuon because buildings and hotel swimming pools tend to
be. on the right-of-way line. To take out
ano,~er 8 to 10 ft along the strip would
be devastating to the existing properties," adds Graven.
The Ozark Mountain road will ease
the load somewhat. It will have seven
interchanges with connector roads that
will lead into Rt. 76 in a wheel-andspoke configuration. "It doesn’t solve
the problem by itself," says Scott M.
Smith, transportation group director
for HNTB Architects Engineers Planhers, Kansas City, designer of the road.
The most remarkable part of the pro-

What’s gout best source for

financin~ or leasin~ Cat equipment?
Cater~illar Financial Services
Gomoration. We offer attractive ®
Iinancin~ packages br ©ater~illar
construction and earthmovin~
machines,4ift trucks, and enginesboth ~ew and used.
Many affordable and competitive
financing options are available.
Installment sale contracts. Finance
lea~ses. Operating leases. We’ll
create a flexible plan that’s just dght
for you and your business. A plan/
that meets your cash flow needs..’
Then we make sure your application is processed in 48 hours or
less and the paperwork is hasslefree. For additional information see
your Cat Dealer or call toll free...
1-800-882’4228
Ask for the "Basics of
_ Equipment Financing".
.

The Financial Services Team
from Caterpillar.

ject is the environmental aspect. Branson is in a beauti~l and environmental-

to skip any of those issues," says Graven.
The FHWA and MHTD developed a
model of procedures that speeded
things up. All the agencies involved
assigned people to the effort. As many

Caterpillar Financial,
Services Corporation
© 1992caterpillar

as 50 people at~tended meetings arid

consequendy, it took just under eight
months roger a notice to proceed,
~own from the usual two to three years.
It shows what,, they can do when they
work together, says Smith. . ................
ENR/September20, 1993
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N~o~de Cra~e Re~lls
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Conventional and hydraulic cranes up to 360 tons.
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Rentals, sales, and purchase options,

bonds for water, sewer and roads will be
issued and another $40 million in two
years. "In 10 years that mx will generate
$15 million in income if the growth
keeps up," says Miller. It will. The dry is
issuing building permits for $40 million
worth of commercial construction each
month. Projects have included 38
motels and numerous new theaters. []
By Judy Schriener

Tower, crawler, rough terrain, all terrain and
truck mounted cranes, special attachments. *~ ..... .’: ’;

Professional crane application a~is.
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L.A. County takes first
step to fund Blue Line
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All types and sizes:
PPM Cranes, Inc., Manitex, Manitowo~i.~
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"Growth Through Servi~e"
Regional Offi(:es
Dayton, Ohio (513) 268-3438

~.arlisle Crane ~.ompa~ly
Cincinnati, Ohio (606) 441-7400

Orlando, Florida (407) 568-2172
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manager for Rail ~onstnlction ~orp.

(I~CC), taTA’s construction subsidiary. In
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Our flexible membrane liners protect the only
natural resource that has no substitute...water,

For overNow,
~wen~/years.
lining
have safely
kept hazardous,
plies.
moreWatersaver
than ever,
oursystems
fabricating
technology
~s essential ~~i
harmful pollutants from contaminating our finite ground water sup-~, . ~
to meet new regulations for the protection of hazardous waste. :.~
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WATERSAVER CO.. INC. 5870 E. 56th Avenue ¯ Commerce City. CO 80022 .
PC Box 16465 Denver. CO 80216 ¯ 303-289-1818 .. 800-525-2424 ¯ FAX 303-287:3136
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for relocating utilities, hiring a construcfion manager and a contingency

Next mohth, Blue Line officials will
advertise the line’s first construction
contract: replacing a bridge across the
Los Angeles River. With cast-in-place
concrete abutments and segmental
spans, the bi"idge will be similar to a
bridge completed in 1992 for the Metro
Green Line light-rail project.
To comply with Corps of Engineer
requirements to stay out of the river
channel during the rainy season, contractors will work between April 15 and
Oct.. 15, 1994.
Design consultant for all RCC projects
is Engineering ~anagement Consult2.~t, a tea_r~ led by Parsons Brinckerho:{~

Quade & Douglas Inc., and Daniel
Mann Johnson & Mendenhall.
The team did the preliminary design,
and RCC engaged local firms for final
design, which is about 45% complete,
says Robert Ball, facilities engineering
[]
manager for the light rail.

Our International reputation assures you that every Watersaver
liner will be: The most cost-effective available - Fabricated
specifical~y and correctly.- Delivered on-site, on time.
Watenaver...belog on f~he bottom-puts us on top.

’

the next fiscal year, there are also funds

for removing hazardous waste.
’ The drawn-out funding--broughi: on
by MTA’s bu,dget squeeze~will push
back the line s opening date an undeterrnined period from its original target
of November 1997, Weldon says. Agency staff will prepare a revised construc-

.

¯:
¯
¯:

:.

complete final design, says Laurence

Weldon, vice president and project
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as |rr’ipoffant as what s In it,

~
[

~ onths of uncertainty over the pro~ posed Los Angeles to Pasadena
leg of the Metro Blue Line ended
recently when the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority
voted to allocate $97 million to the project in its $3.3-billi, on, 1993 budget.
Though it represents only a fraction
of the 13.6-mile line’s estimated $841million cost, the allocation includes $40
million of the $~8.~ million necessar~ to

¯
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For example, Massachusetts General
Hospital recently decided to leave 10
floors 0fitsnew 14-story tower without
completed interiors. The hospital has
no specific plans for using the space.

Market slumped long before
Clinton’s reform proposal
~ etails of the Clinton Administra~ fion’s plan for health care reform
finally landed on desks in Washington,
D.C., last week, but the market for reedical construction already had spent’
months in an unfamiliar funk. The
President’s initiative is actually just
another sign of new market-dictated
limits for a segment of the economy
that was once thought to be recessionproof.
The pace of new medical construction this year is off 10% compared to
1992, when the market reached a peak
of $10.9 billion in new contract awards,
adcording to the F.W. Dodge Division
of McGraw-Hill Inc. The decline, the
first since 1984, is even greater for hospital construction, whichis down 35%
to $3.1 billion.,
The seeds of the decline had been
planted long before the President took

office. Competition among health care
providers had spawned cost-cutting
moves and restructurings that already
had put the brakes on some capital
spending plans. Uncertainty over the
planned reforms tipped th,e scales in
favor of conservatism,
Pause. "We have seen a lot of’our
clients go on pause," says Jennifer
Altenhoff,’ director .of marketing for
Stone, Marraccini, Patterson, a San
Francisco-based architect. The market
"is the weakest I’ve ever seen it," adds
John Currie, senior vice president of
Ellerbe Becket Co., Minneapolis. The
downturn has hit Massachusetts parficularly hard. Eight of Boston s major hospitals have $920 million worth of work
either under way or on the drawing
boards. But the intended uses of these
btfildings--either as clinics or laboratoties--is in doubt.
..

spokesman. "But we are facing a very
rapid revolution in the way health care
is provided in this country. And what
was historically valid only a few short
years ago, n,o longer holds true today."
Children s Hospital had planned to
build an ambulatory care facility but
dropped the project.. And Beth Israel
shelved all expansion plans for the near
future.
Health maintenance organizations
and managed care providers have cut
deeply into the demand for hospital inpatient care. The presence of HMOs
drove hospitals to compete for patients,
says Alan Sag(r, a health policy analyst
and professor at Boston University’s
School of Public Health.
Efforts to control medical costs have
prompted physicians and hospitals to
limit in-patient care and shorten hospital stays. Over a four-year period
between 1987 and 1991, the number of
hospital beds for in-patient care in Mas.sachusetts shrank by 2,000, acc6rding to

¯
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Innovators in
Geotechnical Construction

It’s another advantage from Bauer of America. Advanced shaft drilling and caisson

’
the Massachusetts Hospital Association.
The rest of the country is undergoing a
similar downsizing, adds a spokesman
for the American Hospital Association.
have been avoided if hospitals hadn t

was recession-proof, claims Sager. He
might otherwise require conventional piled foundations,
the error
of believing
health
ili.
’I systems that offer technical, time-saving and economic benefits over projects that made
says strong
statistical
e~idence
existscare
’
that
cutbacks
in
health
care
spending
Bauer’s techniques provide:
start four years after a recession sets in.¯ deep foundations
¯ earth retention systems
Robert Murray, chief economist for
. large diameter caissons
¯ contiguous caisson walls
F.W. Dodge, believes the downturn may
¯ post-grouted caissons
¯ secant caisson walls
be temporary as the industry pauses tO
¯ bored minipiles
¯ minipile walls
catch its breath and assimilate the
¯ fr0nt-0f-wa~l minipi/es
changes contained in the _C!inton proposals. Others agree. "They re still tryBauer is one of the worlds
ing to calculate ho~r much impact it will
have," says Altenhoff. "Then we see the:~:
leading specialty foundation
potential for another boom."
~i:.’
contractors.., experts in cutI-’xceptions. Despite the drop-off in
ter excavated diaphragm and
health
care construction this year,
cut-off wall construction and
industry experts note that the market
in ground improvement proremains segmented and some areas still
jeers such as vibroflotation,
are strong, if not booming. "Health
vibro-replacement, dynamic
care has always been strong relative to
compaction and high pressure
the overall construction market," says
injection grouting. Bauer’s exEllerbe Becket’s Currie. Despite the
pertise extends to the design
weakness in some health care sectors,
"there are enormous exceptions" and
and manufacture of equiplarge construction projects are under
merit used in all types of godway in most major cities, he says.
.
technical projects worldLos Angeles County, for example, is
wide.
two years into a five-year, $3-billion pro-’
For additional information on
gram to build county-run health facili-.
our full range of specialty
des with state funds. But California has ~o
foundation capabilities, call us
its own fiscal woes and a design contract
’
at (8 ~ 3) 536-4748 or fax (813)
" been..put:~
held by Ellerbe Becket has
530-1571.
on hold, I think for a very long time,",
says Currie. In New York City, work i~,
Circle 32 on Reader ,~e~ice Card
moving forward on the $600-million,
Bauer of ]~llerica
multiphase expansion of Kings County ~
go.oration
Medical Center in Brooklyn.
" ~--’~!~"
12290USHighway19Norih
And new projects still are being
Clearwater, Florida 34624
planned, although some of them are no
longer driven by anticipated patient~.’:!,’
generated revenue. One of them is a
new $106-million research building’ .
recently announced by the Dana-Farber
Bauer BG 30 rota~ drill constructing 40 in diameter
Cancer Institute. It is part of the Long- r ~
caissons for a bddge abutment,
wood medical complex, which includes
Harvard Medical School and several ‘~
~
affiliated teaching hospitals.. The new
.
research building will be financed by.
’~ii
tax-exempt bonds issued by the Massachusetts Health and Educational ~
Facilities Authority and will be paid off
[:L"~’ :’:’~.’~r ~::~:’’: ~:~
.,
,..
through rent ~om the research grants ¯ !
autonomous
: "~’
¯
whose use the building has been.’
0nly the Me,Tool method combines vigorous soil mixing with concurrent
"
planned.
soil vapor extraction for high single-pass removal rates. Thorough mixing
~¯’
Even a research building such as
atalldepths.ever~thdensesoits, yietclsirnprovedextractionratescornoared
to statie wells. For more inrumation...
Dana-Farber’s is not immune to .
c~lldeffJ~cobsal:
change, suggests Sager. ’~assachusetts .
313-261-9760
receives a disproportionately large "
share of federal research dollars but,..
¯
that could change ve~,easily," he con4
~ [~~[~) 12~00StarkRoaa.P.0.Box2708
~
kivonia, M148151
Eludes.
ENVIRONMENTAL r~L:3f3-2a~.gz6o
~AX:3~3-25~-74~7
By Stan Bicknell and Steven W. Seizer :

~

The alternative to static
soil vapor extraction for
in situ remediation

"’

30
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hands of a surgeon
’
Steady. Precise. Accurate.
ICI Explosives’ field staff prepares for every blasting
procedure with surgical precisiom Every move is planned.
Field conditions are studied and analyzed. Each minute
detail relating to the project is studied and factored in.
Prior to the actual blast, ICI Explosives’ unique
SabrexTMcOmputer model assesses options regarding blasthole configuration, explosive type, quantity and initiation
sequence, all without the need for field trials. Every blast
is custom-made to "fit the unique configurations which
apply to that project.
Environmental trauma- noise and vibrationis minimal.
Even optimal rock fragmentation is determined
in advance.

This whole procedure is carried out by ICI Explosives’
field staff, with all the precision and delicacy of a surgeon.
¯ As a result of this research, the moment of the actual
blast involves no worry. No surprises.And no guesswork.
A well planned operation, well executed. This totally
integrated approach ensures that the whole procedure is
consistently cost efficient.
Exciting, innovative procedures and full service
approach make ICI Explosives a world leader.
For more information:
ICI Explosives Group Headquarters
Lincoln House, 137-143 Hammersmith Road
London, England W14 0QL
Tel: 071-331-7888, Fax: 071-331-7880
ICI Explosives operates worldwide.

£xp!
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People
at Network
Is an international leade~ in
the production of heat exchange
equipment. FBM Hudson, togetherwith. their associated companies
Dalmine TPS and Macchi, can boast
more than half a century of
experience in the design, fabrication
and aRer-sales service of products
for Chemical and Petrochemical
Industries, Power Generation and
Industrial Plants. FBM Hudson
design and fabrication activities
include: Shell and Tube Heat"
Exchangers, Airfin Coolers, Aiffin
Condensers, Feedwater, Heaters,
Reactors and Columns, Steam
Condensers, Deaerators, Recupe-.
rators, Process Waste Heat Boilers.
JPTPSI31:iLMINI~

Is specialiZed in the design
and manufacture of: High Tempe~.. ~ature and Higl~Pressure Critical
Piping Systems,, Cold/Hot Bends,
Special Pieces and Welded,,,,~:

-."....
¯ .:~.....
~!:i::i:i~:::i::.

:

and fabrication of: Multifuel
Industrial and Utility Steam.
Generatorslcomplete with their :.
auxiliaries, Heat Recovery Steam
~. Generators for turbogas/combined.
cycles and Industrial Incinerators,
Marine Propulsion Steam Generators complete with their auxiliaries.
FBM Hudson Italiana, Dalmine TPS
and Macchi are also active in the
field of Revamping and LifeExtention Of old units.

A world of experience
Circle 35 on Reader Service Card
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Via per Valtrlghe. 5 24030 Terno d’lsola (Bg)-ITAUA
Te!, 035149111 | Fax 035/491341

~_~i;~r:t~,j,ll];/;~

March 1996 to produce even cleanerburning fuels. According to a study
released]ate last month by the National
Petroleum Council, invesunents in this
decade by U.S. refineries on reformulated gasoline facilities will reach $37 billion--or $6 billion more than the
Environmentalists hailed Shell’s con- refineries’ current book value.
cessions, including a pledge to meet
Earlier this month, San Franciscoquarterly with them if so requested dur- based Chevron Corp. announced plans
ing the design phase. Shell also agreed to produce.reformulated gas in Califorto install more sophisticated emissions nia by upgrading its refinery near San
sen~ors at the plant. ’~[t was’ very impor- Francisco for $370 million, and its refinrant to us andpeople in the community ery near Los Angeles for $580 million.
that clean fuels didn’t turn out to be a Los Angeles-based Unocal Corp. plans
dirty deal for them," says Denny A. Lar- to spend about $400 million on redoing
son, a spokesman for Citizens for a Bet- its four California refineries: one in
ter Envxronment, San Francisco.
Santa Maria, one near San Francisco
Satisfied as well, the Contra Costa and two near Los Angeles. At its refinCounty Planning Commission plans to ery in Martinez, Tosco Refining Co.
grant Shell a permit this week. And with plans to spend more than $300 million
approval from the regional air quality on producing chemical components for
management district also expected making cleaner gasoline.
Houston-based Exxon Co. declines to
shortly, Shell pla~,~s to select a general
contractor soon. ~Are have a very fight disclose plans for its refinery in Benicia
time line to comply with the Clean Air east of San Francisco. And financially
Act," says Diane Kalas, a spokeswoman ailing Pacific Refining Co. plans to
at Shell’s Marfinez refinery,
decide by Oct. 31 whether to spend
By federal law, refineries must pro- more than $500 mi.liion to upgrade its
duce reformulated gasoline by January refinery in Hercules east of San Francis[]
1995; California law gives them .until co, or shut it down.
n

Major refinery work pla ned
oil refineries in California race to
Ascomply
with federal and state clean
air laws that require production of
cleaner-burning vehicle fuels soon,
Shell Oil Co. earlier this month overcame local opposition to its plans for a
$1-biLlion expansion of its sole refinery’
in the state. Other refiners in California
have ambitious plans as well.
Faced with threats of a lawsuit and
delays by its neighbors east of San Francisco, Shell agreed to reduce emissions
of volatile organic compounds by 326
tons annually at that Martinez facility,
in exchange for permission to generate
an equal amount of VOCs at the adjacent expansion. Although the company
plans no increase of its current crude
oil throughput of 150,000 barrels per
day, in. addition.to producing
.cleaner"
burmng fuels, ~t plans to build new
units, for producing lighter, fuels from
heawer ones, and for making coke for
steel production.
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for Prestressed Concrete P pe
"~ ntroducing AWWA C301-92 and C304-92

.[

AWWA C301-92 is the new manufacturing standard that squarely
addresses the questions raised by owners, engineers and ~he public
about quality and reliability of Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe
(PCCP). It mandates s~ringent testing that had previously been optional
and significandy tightens all component material specifications.

¯
-" . ¯
¯ ;,

l
i

¯"¯"

AWWA C304-92 is the entirely new design standard based on limit states
analysis and advanced computer modeling. Developed over an eight-year
period at a cost of over $1 million, C-304 replaces ~he former C301-84
Appendix A and B design methods. The end result is a new design
procedure ~ha~,is able to provide analysis unsurpassed by other pipe
materials. The new design standard provides pipeline owners and
engineers the knowledge that Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe is
conservatively designed by the most current technology available.

!

Both new standards were exhaustively reviewed and approved by
the AWWA Concrete Pressure Pipe Standards Committee, AWWA
Standards Council and AWWA Board of Directors. Those groups
include many of the largest users of PCCP and some 6f the msst
prominent consulting engineers in the water supply indust~.

". ¯

"ew standards are just the beginning
As good as these new standards are, they’re only a
foundation for the future of PCCP. The companies that
.comprise the ACPPA are committed to continued product
improvement and total quality management to ensure that PCCP
will continue to provide the best performance record in the water
works industry.

!

We invite you to examine the new AV~VA standards in detail. To
obtain your copies, please contact the AW~,VA’or call the ACPPA for
more information.

THESE M.EMBERS OF THE AMERICAN CONCRETE PRESSURE PIPE ASSOCIATION ARE PREPA.KED TO SERVE YOU:

Ameron
,
Cretex Pressure Pipe, Inc.
Gifford-HilI.American, Inc.
Hyprescon, Inc.
Price Brothers Company
Standard Pressure Pipe
Vianini Pipe, Inc.

"For more information, write or phone:
/~M[~IO~,NI American Concrete Pressure Pipe Association
OONC~EI 8300 Boone Boulevard, Suite 400
Vienna, Virginia 22182
il~[~0~A’[10N (703) 8121-1990, FAX: |703) 821-3054
~

pIpF
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PEOPLE

No cover will be required over this Western desert impoundment, saving land and simplifying maintenance.

HEED A 6EOMEMBRAHE THAT

Ellegood

e°u,a,°ry
DOESH’T REOUIRE COVER?
R
agencies
and designers are increasingly noting that many commonly used

Bradburne

D~,S[C-N FIRMS
Parsons Corp., Pasadena, Calif., has
appointed Michael S. Ellegood vice
president. He had been vice president
of Tudor Engineering Co., Oakland,
Calif.
Jerry Broclhneier has been named execufive partner of R.W. Beck and Associates, a Seattle-based consulting engineering and. environraentat firm. A 20year veteran of the firm, he had been a
partner since 1985.

geomembranes require UV protection because of thermal
expansionlcontraction. XR-5 has very low CTE and, with its
extremely.high yield tensile strength, even vertical slopes are no
problem. The composite structure of the XR-5 Geomembrane
provides for a high strength, flexibility and field panels as wide as
100 feet -- and no slack is required!
Proven Performance: Call or write for
details, laboratory data and case histories of long
~’l~’
term UV exposed XR-5 Geomembrane systems:
Searl~an (~orpora~:ion Industrial Fabric Division
1000Venture Blvd.,Wooster, Ohio44691 * (615) 691-9476 * FAX (615) 539-8294
xR.5~ is a registered trademark of the
Seaman Corporation.
~se fabric made with DuPont Dacron® polyester fibers.

© 1992 Seaman Corp.
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Blasland & "Bouck Engineers P.C., a
Syracuse, N.Y.-based consulting engineering firm, has appointed Stephen B.
Dublin vice president in its Miami
office. He had been project director for
groundwater assessment and remediadon services for various south Florida
regulatory agencies. Most recently, he
was Florida regional manager for International Technology Corp., Deerfield
Beach, Fla.
McFarland-Johnson Inc., a Binghamton, N.Y., consulting engineering firm,
has named Russell A. Davis managing
engineer of its New England division.
Davis had been chief of consultant
design for the New Hampshire Dept. of
Transportation.
Jeremy Isenberg has been named chief
executive otficer of Weidlinger Associates, a New York Ci.ty-based civil and
structural engineenng firm. He, had
been the principal in charge of the
firm’s San Francisco office since 1974.

Environmental
engineering
demands

in
South have
changed.
..

For any environmental challenge from wastewater to
stormwater, industrial ultrapure to injection watereven solid waste and hazardous waste- we offer single
source environmental engineering excellence.
For an outstanding client list and credentials, call or write:

CONTRACTORS
Fluor Daniel Inc., Irvine, Calif., has
appointed John Bradburne vice president of sales for its advanced technolob:’Y business unit for government-related
ENR/September20, 1993
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Engineers/Architects/Planners
420 Park Avenue, RO. Box 1717, Greenville, SC 29602 (803) 242-1717
Greenville. SC/Raleigh, NC/Greenvllle, Ng/Atlanta. 6MChattano0ga, TN
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ANY SOIL OR SITE CONDITIONS
Pile Foundation
¯ Slope Stabilization
Ground Stabilization
¯ Earth Support Wall
¯ Waste Solidification
Liquefaction Prevention

Warren

Aiken

SCC TECHNOLOGY, INC.
BOX 1297 ¯ BELMONT, CA 94002 ¯ (415)592-3435 ¯ FAX (415)637.1570

............. ~~,~

ernment operations for Houston-based
Halliburton NUS Environmental Corp.
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project. He had been d~ector of gov-

:"’ ~

The Fischbach Corp., a New York Citybased mechanical and electrical contractor, has named Wayne M. Sheridan
chief operating officer. He had, been
president and CEO of Fischbach s subsidiary, Fischbach and Moore, Inc., New
York City. Fischbach also has named
Donald G. Burr executive vice president
of Fischbach and Moore. He had been
senior vice president of the Marriott
Corp.

SATI$1 INfl REGULATORY REQUIREMEflT$

Robert H. Luffy has been named president and CEO of American Bridge Co.,
Pittsburgh. He had held a similar position at Mellon Stuart Construction Inc.,
a subsidiary of Michael Baker Corp.,
Pittsburgh. Succeeding Luffy as president of Mellon Stuart is Joseph N.
(Nick) Alcorn 1-o, who had been execu-

PROBLEMS WERE THE SAME

John Brown, the Houston-based contractor, has named Jim R. Collins vice

m"
~~

WOULD BE VERY EASY IF ALL WATER
Bat of course they’re not.
That’s why you need the Environmental Products Division of
Hydro Group to provide flexible, engineered solutions that
include the broadest view of your water problems.
Over the years, we have found that what works in one geographic location or with one set of pollutants may not be
entirely suitable for use in different climates, in conjunction
with other elements or under intermittent operating
requirements.
So our engineering approach is limited only by your needs,
And with total in-house control, we assure you of costeffective systems with the greatest flexibility in
g,
fabricating and technical support services.
Call us today and we’ll work with you to develop
the best solution to your water problems,
Air Strippers- Clarifiers. Aerators.
Filters. ton Exchange UnitsAdsorbers- Bin-Treatment.
/~m~,/~-)/’~"2/7/7/3-~ Environmental

Z.__/~/_/L?(.~/(_5//_/~,~ Products Division

five vice president of operations.

president and general manager of its
midwest U.S. operations. He had been
general manager of John Brown’s
Louisville, Ky., office.
.

Suitt Construction Co., Greenville, S.C.,
has named Don Warren president and
chief operating officer of Suitt Construction and Job. D. Aiken Jr. as president and chief operating officer of Suitt
International. Warren had been senior
corporate vice president. Aiken had
been vice president.
ASSOCIATIONS
The Society of Women Engineers has
appointed Elaine Pever Osterman executive director. Osterman was previously
executive director of the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine.
The Concrete Reinforcing Steel Insfichairman. Kubicki is president and CEO
of Houseman Steel Corp., Carmel, Ind.

97 Chimney Rock Road, Bridgewater, New Jersey 08807
Phone: (908) 563-1400 Phone: (800) 524-2725
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The Solution
to your Stormwater Problems...

The INFILTRATOR Chamber System
TM

gMy original design was to use a concrete vault
to provide the required storage of 16,117 cubic
feet. After seeing another installation; I redesigned the stormwater management system using the
INFILTRATORTM as a storage unit and a conveyante pipe that interconnected the twenty-one
catch basins. Use of the INFILTRATORTM as a
conveyance pipe worked so well, increasing the
area that the surface water can percolate into
the soil. I never plan to use regular pipe again.
Geoffrey G. Purse, PE
President, Purse Associates, Inc.
Naples, Florida

¯ Most cost-effective underground alternative to traditional
stormwater methods.
¯ Ideal for use under parking lots.
¯ 32,000 Ibs/axle load rating (H-20) with 18" of cover.
¯ Design for retention or detention.
¯ Flexible design for shallow or deep installations.
¯ 16.3 ¯ of storage per chamber.
¯ Constructed of high-density polyethylene -- lightweight
for easy installation, impervious to chemicals.
¯ Hundreds of installations nationwide.

SYSTEMS INC.
P.O. Box 768 * Old Saybrook, Connecticut 06475

800-221-4436
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A ’whole’ lot of planning going on
g mana, g, . ’ement; reem . ,"y,’es as: ~e- natzon & ~>.:~ ~,q

America’s water
practitioners are
realizing that the
whole is greater than the
sum of its parts. Cleanup
~trategies that targeted
separate pollution dischargers and bowed to
political boundaries are
giving way to a more
"holistic" approachwatershed management.
The philosophy is nothing
new to many water quality
experts, but it’s gainin, g
renewed acceptance ~n
states and in Washington.
"We’re seeing new life
in an old idea," says Ann
Powers, general counsel
of the Chesapeake Bay
Foundation. "There is an
interconnectedness at the
watershed level." Even so,
making that link is proving no easy task for the
diverse array of watershed
stakeholders.
Managing water quality
by ecosystem is as old as
the 1972 Clean Water Act
itself, which authorized
"area-wide" efforts. Multistate programs to protect
high-profile, high-risk
waters such as the Great
Lakes, the Chesapeake
Bay and the Gulf of Mexi-

i
i
[
i
!
i
If

But for the most part,
water quality managers
and regulators targeted
pollution problems that
;vcrc easiest to see. to ~a
and to fund. With federal
monies then abundant
and "end-of-pipe" problems persistent, the
national strategy targeted
industrial "point" sources
of pollution.
The approach has fixed
the worst pollution night38
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Development has created eresion in this Chesapeake Bay
watershed community (right).

Farming and urbanization are
key sources of nonpoint water
pollution in the U.S. (below, left).

mares, but critics say it has
bay-area states agreed to
neglected the less obvious
place nutrient caps on the
Chesapeake’s 10 main
but potentially more egregious impact of "nontributaries. "We’ve. strugpoint" pollution.such as
gled a lot to brxng the
farm and stormwater
broader message to states
runoffs and air emissions,
like Pennsylvania th’at
don’t even have bay
"Unfortunately, efforts
under these programs
frontage," says Powers.
The state, nevertheless,
have been largely frag,~
merited and piecemeal,
accounts for 70% of bay
said Tudor T. Davies,
water. This past June,
EPA’s acting deputy assisPennsylvania enacted a
tam water administrator,
law mandating new controis on farm-generated
in congressionat testimony last month. "As a result,
nutrient loadings’ and disthere are significant gaps
charge planning.
in our efforts to protect
Meanwhile, Majerus
says Maryland is using a
ecosystems from the
cumulative impacts of a
watershed approach even
multitude of activities that
within its own boundaries
stress our waterbodies."
in crafting plans to reduce
Value. With time, expe. nutrients in 10 state tribu.
rience,, and new sophistitaries to the bay. Drafts
catxon, water quality managers have linked poifit.and nonpoint .dischargers. will be sent by month’s end to affected
come to appreciate the value of a water- With a goal of reducing bay nutrients by jurisdictions to thrash out whether steps
shed-wide approach. It is the corner- 40% by 2000 under a 1987 agreement, are equitable and cost-effective. "We’re
stone of the much-praised Water Quality Maryland has already cut nitrogen lev- doing this by watershed, not by county,"
2000 report, a blueprint for 21st Cent-a- els by 13% and phosphorus 18%, says she notes.
ry water quality management issued last Cecily M, ajerus, Gov. William Donald Other states are following suit. North
year by,,a coalition of 75 industry Schaefer s Chesapeake Bay coordinator. Carolina has adopted what many congroups. We believe the nation is now
A key part of tha~,effort now is imple- sider the most far-reaching approach,
ready, and indeed must, embrace this meriting a "nesting approach that tar- dividing the entire state into 17 waterapproach," says Paul Woodruff, coali- gets smaller, localized watersheds that sheds. The effort has allowed officials to
t_ion chairman and president of Envi- feed into the bay. Under a 1992 pact, synchronize discharge permits in each
ronmental Resources
Management Inc., an
Exton, Pa., consultant.
Already, local governments and their citizens
are taking watershed matters into their own hands.
"Our experience repeatedly shows that people are
most likely to, protect what
they know,’ says EPA’s
Davies. "The watershed
Pwirovides
thin whicha logical
to buildarea
on
this local commitment."
Cleanup of the nutrient-loaded Chesapeake
Bay is a sterling example
of a watershed approach
that has successfully Wastewater treatment plants (above) and other stationary dischargem have long been targets for water pollution regcrossed state lines and ulators, but stormwater runoff impacts (right) can be better ~’acked in a watershed management approach.
~ ENR/$eptember 20, 1993
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basin simultaneously, boosting manage- turing begun last year, the region .divi,d- come in handy as EtA and other federal
its domain
into 22 key watersr~ects agen, cies tackle the Clinton Administra¯
ment effidency, says,S~eve Tedder, state ed
and
assigned
a
staff member to each "tO tion s mandate for change in governwater quality chief. ’It s a way of doing
ment management of Pacific Northwest
understand
everything
going.on there,"
business," he says,
The effort, expected to set
Likewise, Oregon formally adopted a says Tom Wilson, senior policy advisor forests.
national
precedent, will be based on a
in
its
water
division.
"Before
we
were
new watershed management strategy
watershed approach, he notes.
running
programs.
Now
we’re
targeting
last year, which includes statewide
Transfixed. But nothing has created
assessment of conditions and voluntary those programs to solve problems, and more of a stir in watershed managewe’re
.~etfin~
the
states
to
do
likewise."
"councils" to develop specific.go, als, and.
that references the ap’
woman of the Oregon
proach for the first time.
I
Water Resources CommisIn particular, all eyes are
’
sion. She notes that state
on the Water Pollution
members
of
the
Western
;
Prevention and Control
Governors Assodafion and
Act
of 1093, introduced in
the Western States Water
the Senate last June by
Council will meet for the
Mai~ Baucus (D-Mont.)
first time in November to
and John H. Chafee (Rshare watershed manage.!
R.L), ranking members of
ment strategies,
the Committee on EnviAnd in anotherpreceronment and Public
dent-setting union, 23 repWorks, as the vehicle for
resentatives of state and
Clean Water Act reauthofederal agencies, environrizafion. What’s imp,,0.rtant
mental ~oups, developers
about the approach is the
agnbuslness
met lasta
[ii week and
to begin
charting
inte.q~fion,’~ says Baucus.
"Othe- rwise you address
new environmen’tal api
proach for the floodplain
’one part of the problem
of the lO0-mile-long Santa Water quality monitoring has improved, key to an effective watershed strategy, in a watershed, and
Clara River in southern
The bill, S.1114, authoCalifornia. "They’re trying
rizes
single
or
multiple
states to volunto make some multi-million-dollar decitarily de~signate "watershed managethat are going to affect the river
men’t units" and to identif¯3’ impaired
" sions
" 1
and all the stakeholders,"says Michae
waters within them. It reqmres EtA to
T Savage, senior water resources engiapprove such designations and requires
neer for CH2M Hill Inc., the effort’s
states to manage the units.The bill also
engineering consultant. "Very seldom
asks states to submit watershed manageI!i
have we brought them toge, ther in a sysment plans for EtA approval; authorizes
terns approach¯
But there s, a growing
¯
¯
more attention to nonpoint source polunderstanding,that you can t treatjust
lutant reductions in a watershed; and
one piece of it.
allows incentives such as state revolving
Woodstock. The watershed groundfund (SPY) use and longer-term disswell was apparent when EPA’s first big
il!
charge pe,,_r,_m_i_’ts in approved watersheds.
watershed management confer.ence in’
The bill s watershed approach is genI
Washington last sp,,~,g drew a stan.dip, g
erally applauded in water quality man’ i i.
room oniy crowd. "It s being called me.
agement circles, but interest groups
"
:! !
Woodstock of water quality protection,
voice concern over certain provisions
i
says Robert H. Wayland III, director of
and are furiously lobbying to get their
the agency’s new office of wetlands,
agendas addressed.
’
oceans and watersheds, formed in 1991.
States in.particular fear that their traThat was a watershed event for EPA
ditional
primacy in water quality manitself. "There’s an institutional change
agement could be undercut by federal
going on," says Waylar~.d. R,e~ion.~ek~ooAn
watershed mandates. "The whole virtue
water officials are meeting tins weem o
ofwaters,,hed management is that it bubwatershed issues, "the largest block of
bles up, says Robert J. Zimmerman,
time we will have spent on this," he
administrator. of
man. the surface water
,
f
notes. An EtA source says the agency
agement
secUon
m
Delaware
s
Dept.
o
Computer
mapping
can
analyze
watersheds,
will seek dedicated funds for watershed
Natural Resources and Environmental
management efforts in its fiscal 1995
Control. "But this legislation is top
budget request. In past years, it has had
down and wiilimpair this.
to crib from other water program are~ dling eutrophication problems in
State officials say the provisions
Idaho’s
Snake
River
basin.
"We
found
because budget overseers couldn t
would
force states to adopt uniform
the
problem
was
caused
by
a
multitude
understand what watershed manageof small sources, so we changed ourpri- ,s, olutions, for very unique problems.
ment was, says one agency source,
We don t want a one-size-fits-all proneeded
The agency’s Seattle-based region, orities and the "state’s to put
"
says North Carolina’s Tedder, a
we
cess,"
resources
there,
he
notes.
Before,
which includes the Pacific Northwest
particularly outspoken critic for the
and Alaska, has already adjusted to would not nave recogmzeu .
Wilson says the regional refocus will Association of State and Interstate
management by watershed. In a restruc40
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Next time you design a reservoir
or a solid or hazardous waste
containment system, specify the
very best engineering fabric...
specify Trevira Spunbond. Trevira
Spunbond is twice as strong as
most competitive fabrics in the
machine direction (down the slope)
where strength is critical. Trevira
Spunbond incorporates excellent
UV resistance for areas that need
to be exposed. It is available in 15
foot wide sections compared to
some competitive continuous filament fabrics which are only 10
feet wide at 16 oz/yd2. Call today
for a copy of the Trevira booklet:
Guide for Waste
Management Applications.
800-845-7597
tn S. Carolina:

803-579-5007

Trevira Spunbond..,

Hoechst Celanese
Hoechst
~e Hoechst nama and ~ogo and Trevira
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Supports uses but

Water Pollution Control Administrators

that the approach will allow states to

delay ,,upgrading sewage treatment

(ASlWPCA). "If they all start lookin~ease up on point source dischargers, plants, testified Curt Spalding, execualike, we’ve defeated the concept. "The watershed planning provisions infive director of Save the Bay, a ProviState, s hope for a sympathetic ear from S.1114 may represent an irresistibledence, R.I., group. ¯ ¯
EPA s newly named assistant watertemptation to local governments to And, advocates for farmers and other
landowners worry about their liability
administrator, Robert Perd~epe, who

formerly headed Maryland s Dept. of ~’ .. ....
:. ~ ’ ":
the Environment. ~Having him is a reality check for the reds," says ASIWl~CA
Executive Director Roberta Savage.
States also worry about having to contend with too many outside interests in
drafting and managing plans, parficularly where watershed efforts are still
very premature. Even Baucus admits
"~rOachChls,"you
~u~a~ Wi’~
a proposal ~y the Association of
Metropolitan Sewerage Districts (~)
to create formal "commissions that
would make watershed management
decisions. AMSA ~contends such entities,
staffed by relevant local stakeholders, l
would act as "bureaucracy busters,
forcing agendes to coordinate efforts,
Me~.nwhile. AMSA and environmental
groups make unlikely bedfellows in
both calling for S.1114’s pro~ions to
be mandatory, not voluntary. Making
the program. ,,v°luntary. means that it. is"
likely to fail, sad Charles F. Gauvln,
president of Trout Unlimited, a Virgun" "a-based. conservation. ~roup, in Sen-.
ate tesumony m July. Environmentalists
also insist on strong EPA oversight., of
watershed programs, and are susplc~ous Santa Clara River will get a watershed focus.
42

for curbing nonpoint pollution in a
watershed scenario. Farmers are adopting practices such as reduced tillage
and contour planting to curb runoff,
"but these changes are not without
cost," says GeraldTalbert, director of
policy for the National Association of
Conservation Districts. While some
industry spokesmen say farmers could
benefit from a watershed approach,
others want no part of it. "They see
watershed planning as the first step
toward a permit program for agriculture," says John H. Thome, director of
water quality programs for. the National
Agricultural Chemicals Association.
Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee staff’decline to elaborate on possible changes to S.1114, but
a spokeswoman says these will be made
when the bill heads for markup, possibly early next month.
Meanwhile, the House is targeting to
introduce companion legislation within
the next two months. Rep. James Ober.star (D-Minn.) introduced a bill several
months ago that would tighten nonpoint source restrictions and pushes a
watershed approach, but it has seen little activity lately, sources say. Most
Washington observers don’t expect a
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lion-gal-per-day
wastewater treatment
plant.
Malcolm Green,
general manager of
the Greenville, N.C.,
Utilities Commission
and chairman of the
Tar-Pamlico Basin
Association, a group
of wastewater treatment plant owners,
says it will use credits
for those reductions
to help members
meet new, stricter limits on area-wide nutrient releases (ENR
12/21/92 p. 33).
Mark Tedesco, director of EPA’s
reauthorized Clean Water A~t to come tions to meet water-quality goals; and
significant non-point reductions must Long Island Sound office in Stamford,
out this year.
In the meantime, practitioners won- be possible at a lower marginal cost Conn., says 11 local management zones
der whether Congress will provide more than reductions from point-source thathave been established in New York
financial and regulatory incentives to improvements. All told, there are more and Connecticut to reduce nutrient
make watershedprograms, more p oliti-. than 900 U.S. watersheds with water- release into the sound. "What we’d like
cally palatable in economically hard-hit quality problems that could potentially to do is allow trading for nutrient
states. Confusion still reigns over how benefit from trading, says Rubin, and reduction within the zones and possibly
existing protocols for using SRF and fed- that number will grow. Among those between the zones," he says.
Meanwhile, farther out on the horieral grant monies will work in a water- eyeing trading are New York and Connecticut jurisdictions near Long zon are calls for the watershed
shed strucmre,
Island Sound, the Tampa Bay approach to reach beyond the Clean
In particular, the bill is silent
region in Florida, the Chehalis Water Act and to synchronize other
on the issue of trading water
River watershed in Washing- environmental laws. Water Quality 2000
pollutant "credits," either
ton State, and the Neuse River has recommended a new national water
between point sources in a
policy that should be implemented
basin
in.North Carolina.
particular area or between
through watershed planpoint sources and nonning and management.
point sources. "As of now,
Others want more
[S.1114] doesn’t include
attention to watershed
anything at all about tradmanagement as a profesing or any other marketsion. ’There are no waterbased approaches," says
shed professionals, per
Mark Luttner, director of
se,".says Harvey Olern,
policy and resources manexecutive director of The
agement in EPA’s water
Center for Watershed
office. Environmental
Protection, a nonprofit
groups have been
¯ fight.~ng such strategnes
group based in Herndon,
,,tooth
Va., which was formed
and nail," he notes.
last year to promote the
But government and
-approach. It soon plans
private-sector experts say
to issue a quarterly newstrading still has great
letter and a variety of
potential. Trading consulother technical guidance
tant Kenneth I. Rubin,
documents.
president of Apogee
Even as water quality
Research Inc., Bethesda,
Md., says that several conditions appear Perhaps the first actual water-poilu- experts struggle to understand and
necessary for trading to work. They tant trade already is under way in North implement watershed management, it is.
include the presence of a definable Carolina’s Tar and Pamlico river basin, clear the philosophy is here to stay.
watershed; a combination of point There, a state-administered fund has EPA’s Davies cites a 1911quote by the.
sources and controllable non-point contributed $900,000 to help about 20 famous naturalist John Muir that Dawes
sources that each contribute a signifi- farmers and livestock managers on says remains the essence of watershed
82 years later: "When we
cant portion of the total pollutant load; Chicod Creek institute best-manage- management
try to pick anything out by itself, we find
shedand athatWater-qualityforces action.g°al for the water- mentrunoff.practices to reduce nutrient it hitc,,hed to everything else in the uni[]
This entitles them to credits of verse.
Also, he says, point sources must be
By Debra K. Rubin, Ma~y B. Powers,
facing the need to either upgrade their 15,000 kg per year of nutrients, about
facilities or trade for nonpoint reduc- equal to the amount released by a 1 miI- Housley Ca~r andDavid B. Rosenbaura
44
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INFRASTRUCTURE CRISIS
E ewitnessed examples show how unding
fdlls far short the money needed to repair
and replace the nation’s aging water and
sewer wor~s

0

amples prove. Every day, utility contractors expose decaying sewer ].ines and tuberculated drinking water systems,
Sewer lines can rupture, and have done
so, pouring sewage into a river or bay.
ecently I visited a rural, northern
Fortunately, the United States posCalifornia community and . sesses the resources -- the contractors,
walked through families’ back- suppliers, workers and engineers in the
yards to determine the location of a new utility construction industry -- and the
septic tank system. To my dismay, I essential programs" to address the probfound myself walking on saturated Ictus. Federal programs are in place, but
ground -- saturated not with water, but they are seriously underfunded,
with wastewater -- raw sewage that had
Based on recent needs surveys, the
overflowed from fated leaching systems. National Utility Contractors Association
The entire neighborhood was a public (NUCA) estimates a shortfall of more
health hazard; children could not play in than $100 billion for wastewater and
their backyards,
drinking water capital between the years
Happily, a grant from the Rural De- 1993 and 2000. EPA estimates that the
velopment Administration’s Water and total 20-year design needs for publiclyWaste Disposal Program has since
owned wastewater treatment facilities
helped finance a new septic system, and will reach $111.5 billion,
families again have free use of their
Moreover, spending means jobs. The
backyards.
1992 NUCA jobs study reveals that each
Here’s another: in Pawtucket, Rhode $1 billion invested in water and sewer
Island, a contaminated water system projects generates up to 57,400 jobs.
forced residents to boil their drinking What’s more, the study found that water
water or buy bottled water for more than and sewer construction generates more
two months. My colleague Ted Bragger, jobs than other types of public works inof A.E. Bragger Construction, worked on vestment,
the pipe replacement job.
Funding t-Iurdles
"We replaced dangerously old and
Despite such documented needs and
decaying water lines," he notes. "Some benefits, federal dean water investment
of the six-inch pipes had been in service has dwindled since the late 1970’s, when
for more than a century and were so en- EPA construction grants were funded at
crusted that you could scarcely fit a $5 billion-plus amounts annually. In
ping-pong ball through the center.
June, the House approved just $1.25 bil"In May I took a section of the pipe to lion for EPA’s wastewater construction
a congressional hearing, and the Sena- State Revolving Loan Fund (SRF) in fistors were sufficiently disgusted. But re- cal 1994; that’s $650 million less than fisstricted flow is more than disgusting," ca11993 spending,
Bragger explains. "Water pressure in the
NUCA recommends funding the SRF
pipes must be increased to transport the
program at $5 billion per year, but in acsame volume of water to the user -- knowledging current budget realities, rewhich means that pumping stations ef- quested a minimum appropriation of
fectively waste huge quantities of elec- $2.4 billion for fiscal 1994. As the approtricity,
priations battle went to the Senate, we
"Plus, restricted flow throws a serious sought to replenish these vital funds, but
public safety hazard into the mix, be- instead are fighting to maintain depleted
cause water volume and pressure avail- House figures,
able through fire hydrants is much
There is some good news. President
lower."
Clinton proposed a new Drinking Water
The situation is menacing, as such ex- State Revolving Loan Fund and asked
By Gerry Dorfman, president, National
Utility Contractors Association and a
water/sewer contractor based in
Woodland Hills, Calif.

R

for $599 rniliion for fiscal 1994 and $1 billion per year thereafter to help communities comply with the Safe Drinking
Water Act. The House approved the
spending request, but significant hurdles
remain.
Authorizing legislation must clear
both Houses of Congress, and at this
writing two House committees are
squabbling over jurisdiction. Meanwhile
the Senate is mulling it over. The idea
may not develop this year, but NUCA
will continue to push its persuasive case.
Also on the upside, Rural Development Administration (RDA) clean water
construction programs apparently have
managed to capture the only federal construction dollars in the fiscal 1993 supplemental spending package.
Before its August recess, Congress approved $1.4 billion for the RDA Water
and Waste Disposal Grant and Loan Programs in fiscal 1994, a slight increase
from current spending. These programs,
which serve communities with fewer
than 10,000 residents, netted $70 million
in the final, watered-down "economic
stimulus" package. Of that, $35 million
will be grants, and $35 million will be
used to service $250 million in !oans.
Digging America Safely
Underground contractors, especially
NUCA members, generally give safety
an ever-higher priority these days. Underground construction groups have created safety agendas and promoted them
to help contractors prevent injuries and
comply with safety regulations. Our priority areas include training for "competent persons" (see following article),
safety technologists and confined-space
construction, and the development of
widely accessible technical assistance
and safety references.
By necessity, underground construction is linked to trenching and safety
measures; trenching is one of OSHA’s
high-emphasis inspection programs.
OSHA inspectors are required to inspect
every open trench or excavation they en-
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construction industry. The library in- are offered in two varieties. Onere~
cludes ten safety training videos with moves the spoil from the face of the tuntopics ranging from confined space entry nel using small augers in a dedicated
to heavy equipment operation to pipe casing; the other removes spoil from the
handling; a 410-page safety manual, a tunnel as slurry. Pumps take the materipocket safety manual for employees, and ai to the surface, where excavated materup-to-date coverage of emerging safety ial can settle while the water is being
reused.
issues in NUCA’s many publications,
Microtunneling is one type of
Even so, many on Capitol Hil! disre"trenchless
technology." Horizontal
gard the industry’s clear commitment to
~ O N $ 1’ R U ~ ~’ | O I~l
job site safety. They are calling for in- earth boring, including directional
drilling, wet boring, and pipe jacking are
creased government intervention,
greater workplace scrutiny and stronger others. Several methods of earth boring
counter, and OSHA rules call for quali- penalties for violators. The Comprehen- are available, including augers, wet borfled competent persons to oversee all sive Occupational Safety and Health Re- ing machines, pipe ramming systems
form Act (COSHRA) has been and directional ground-piercing tools.
trench and excavation sites,
Ground-piercing tools can be powered
introduced in both houses of Congress,
With increased competent person
with either hydraulics or compressed air;
training and an emphasis on safety, or- and hearings are under way.
typically, pnematic piercing tools range
ganizations such as NUCA have met this
from 2 to 10.5 in. in diameter.
new demand. In fact NUCA has trained
~_.~.
Still, for most contractors, the hy_ .........
31 competent person instructors, who in ,
draulic
excavator remains the tool of
turn have trained more than 15,000 indichoice for most pipelaying jobs. Excavaviduals nationwide.
tors gain extra value in a contractor’s
In April, OSHA implemented a new
fleet
because they’re so versatile. Not
confined-space standard for general injust for dig~ng trenches, excavators can
dustry, focusing on permit-required conteam with trucks or articulated haulers
fined spaces that pose immediate safety
to make quick work of mass excavations,
threats. Though the new rule does not
especially in wet, mucky sites that would
apply to the construction industry,
A variety of systems
prove tough going for scrapers.
which must adhere to a separate stanways to pierce
Big player in future
dard, OSHA inspectors will be more cog- o~er
"Right now, for most of our sewer,
under
congested
areas
nizant of confined-space safety. NUCA
storm drain and water main projects, we
safety director George Kennedy expects
using open-cut equipment and using
the agency to use the new rule as a guide
"~1_ :tom New York City to Florida, and are
subcontractors for our microtunneling,"
to enforcing confined-space entry in all ~-from
Atlanta
to California,
just says Gerry Dorfman, president of the
nine
years
microtunneling
hasinbeindustries,
come an established method to place un- National Utility Contractors Association
To strengthen job site safety and cornderground pipe. And it’s growing and owner of Dorfman Construction Co.,
pliance, construction and general indusrapidly in popularity, especially for sites Woodland Hills, Calif. "We use trenchtry employers have turned to various
confined space training programs, where buildings, railroad tracks and the less technology for about 4 percent of
NUCA has trained 23 instructors to teach like make open-cut tunneling difficult if our jobs and conventional methods for
the other 96 percent. But I see trenchless
the association’s Confined-Space Entry not impossible,
Nationally, more than 125,000 ft. of technology as becoming a big player in
Program, which incorporates the new
microtunnels have been bored. In Hous- the future of underground construction
standard,
ton alone, more than 67,000 ft. of pipe technology."
The need for trained safety personnel
The cost of microtunneling? Currentwith diameters from 18 to 30 in. have
in construction continues to grow.
ly
it
exceeds that of conventional cutbeen
placed
with
microtunneling
sysOSHA has reported that it cannot keep
and-cover methods. But because
pace with the demand for training at the terns at depths of 25 ft. or more.
Simply put, microtunneling is a so- trenchless excavation methods minimize
OSHA Institute, and other organizations
have come forward to fill the gap. This phisticated form of pipe jacking. Using surface damage, contracting agencies
fall NUCA will introduce a construction remote controls and laser guidance, pipe avoid the cost of traffic disruptions, resafety technologist program that will sections are inserted into a jack, which routing, environmental disruptions -and can often bore under obstacles that
provide managers, safety directors and pushes sections forward and retracts to
would stop an excavator outright.
receive
the
next
section.
Seeking
a
better
other personnel with a thorough underBecause many of the nation’s aging
standing of OSHA regulations and safe- way to dig ditches, the Japanese first dety. NUCA has also launched a safety veloped it in the mid-1970s. Further ad- pipe systems serve highly congested
vances came from German firms, namely areas -- yet must be replaced in the next
subscription series that provides video
and classroom safety training materials Soltau Vortriebstechnik and Her- several years ~ trenchless technologies
and maintains training records for era- renknecht GmbH, which now offer me- surely will play an ever-more important
role in rebuilding the nation’s underchines in the U.S.
ployers,
First used in the U.S. by subcontractor ground water, sewer and electrical
NUCA also provides technical assistance and a full library of safety refer- Salgado Eastern Corp. (SEC), of Colum- power systems.
Moreover, several leading construcence materials to the underground bid, Md. in 1984, microtunneling systems
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You’ll get street-legal hans_ port, mo_~_power, m_orF_ lift capacity,
and more reach. Best of all itg a Kobelco.
Kobe!co quality throughout: Built especially for the U.S.
market, the new SK150LC MARK III provides the performance, quality, and reliability you’ve come to expect from
Kobelco.
Street legal: The SK150LC MARK III is only 8’6" wide
and weighs 34,500 pounds, enabling legal transport in
most states at any time of day or night without permits,
Highest dig~ng forces: The SK150LC MARK III delivers
higher breakout forces than any machine in its class;
Bucket: 21,380 Ibs, Arm: 15,430 lbs.
Highest lifting capacities: With an extra-long undercarriage for added stability, the SK150LC MARK III’s lifting
capacities are tops in its class.

W-orking range second to none: The SK!50LC MARK III
extends your ground level reach to 30’1", dumping
clearance to 21’, and digging depth to 21’5".
Exceptional maneuverability: A 3.7 mph propel speed
and 28,200 lb drawbar pull combine to give the SK150LC
MARK llI the ability to handle the toughest job site
conditions.
At your Kobelco dealer now: For more information, visit
your nearby Kobelco dealer or contact Kobelco America
Inc., 10515 Harwin Drive, Houston, Texas 77036,
713-981-4050, Fax: 713-981-0150.
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What a difference ..o

!,

CONSTRUCTION
tion-related associations promise
progress on the trenchless front. Earlier
this year nine groups entered into a
memorandum of understanding that
provides a forum for the organizations to
pool their resources to advance trenchless construction. The nine: The American Society of Civil Engineers, American
Underground Space Association, American Waterworks Association, Associated
General Contractors of America, National Association of Sewer Service Companies, National Utility Contractors
Association, Trenchless Technology Center, Water Environment Federation, and
North American Society for Trenchless
Technology.
Muct~ Tower and Head Frame for Drop Shaft.

Elbow of a Penstock tunnel.

Safef:t.]: a pri2ne corzce~z

SUPER STUDTM tunnel frame and carrier,

You get the support of EF©O Super
Service - sales consultation, engineering and design, detailed,

When you build
with EFCO, you get
more
than just
the finest
f o r rain g
systems around.

ings, ready availability and,
~, easy-to-read
project
drawwhen you need
it, EFOO
field
service,
Super Service is not just a slogan at
EFOO. It means action - planning,
doing and’caring for our customers,
e* ~

..

Full round telescopic forms.

Superdifference
Service "

CONTACTUS ...
. ECONOMY FORMS CORPORATION
Sr~E~FO~.~SFORCONC~d~r~CO~CSrRUCT~OU.. "
’
1800 !fie Broadway Ace., Box D, Des Moines, Iowa 50316-0386
.̄
(5!5) 266-1141 1’-800-247-2432" FAX: (515) 266-7970, ’

*

Unless proper safety precautions are
taken, trench colIapses can occur, and
can injure or kill workers. Some 100 persons are killed each year in trenching
and excavation accidents, according to
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. In recent years OSHA has
worked diligently to enforce trench safety regulations and at the same time, to
gain the cooperation of underground
contractors in an effort to improve trench
safety.
Stiff penalties await those who fail to
comply with OSHA regulations: fines
run tip to $7,000 for serious violations
and can hit $70,000 for willffll violations.
A serious violation, says NUCA safety
director George Kennedy, is defined as
one that could result in serious injury,
loss of life or limbs. While OSHA rarely
fines a contractor $70,000, such a fine
would be imposed for intentional violations of OSHA rules.
Basic OSHA rules require that all
trenches more than 5 ft. deep must be
protected, either with shoring, shielding
or sloping sides. OSHA standards include a system for classifying soils to determine which protection system best fits
the application. And, the standard demends that a competent person do the
soils analysis in that process.
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If sloping sides are the chosen
method, Kennedy says the typical OSHA
specification is 1.5:1 -- for every foot of
depth, the trench edge must be set back
1.5 ft.
Shoring consists of bracing that usually is hydraulically forced against
trench sides to support them and prevent the movement of soil in or around
the trench. Such systems rely on soils’
natural cohesion to prevent its movement. In very unstable soils hydraulic
L Series: 10" and 8" wall thickness
K Series: 6" wall thickness
waler shores are used with solid sheeting
that supports trench walls completely.
Shielding systems, in contrast, do not
support trench wails; they simply protect
workers in a box-like structure. Trench
shields with upper-half cross braces provide clearance in the trench bottom for
the pipe.
Trench boxes, a form of shielding,
typically have walls relatively longer
than their height, fit down inside the
trench and protect workers who adjust
Lits-Shield’" Modular
and join the pipe sections. They range in
Aluminum Shoring System
N Series: 4" wall thickness
size from 4 ft. high by 6 ft. long to 12 or
14 ft. high by about 30 ft. long. A new
twist: trench boxes are now offered in
aluminum, says Kennedy.
"Contractors should ask themselves if
they can afford to be without safety
equipment- not if they can afford it,"
says Rory R. McLean, marketing director
for Kundel Industries, a NUCA member.
"If I could only get contractors to do one
thing, it would for them to plan every
detail of their job before they start dig~’ ~" he adds.
McLean offers the following safety
tips:
¯ Make sure a competent person atGME builds trench shields
Remember, for over 20 years,
tends to the safety of the job at all times.
in sizes, styles, and weights GME has been right where
OSHA defines a competent person as
to fit any job requirement,
you work.., in the trenches,
one capable of identifying existing and
predictable hazards in and around
ALL P.E. CERTIFIED TOThere are OVER 60 DIStrenching and excavation jobsites. Such
MEET O.S.I-I.A. RETRIBUTOR LOCATIONS
a
person can be a foreman or superintenQUIREMENTS. And all
in the U.S. and Canada. Call
dent, and should be trained in soil evaluwith industry-recognized
your local distributor or
ations, trench safety systems and OSHA
GME quality and experience GME today for the finest in
and state regulations.
built in.
trench shoring,
¯ Use adequate safety systems that
meet applicable regulations.
¯ Assure that all laws and regulations
are followed.
Naturally, site conditions should be
considered when planning the project.
Each project requires close attention to
traffic patterns, nearness of structures
GRISWOLD MACHINE & ENGINEERING, INC. and tt~eir condition, surface and ground"The Trench Shield Specialists"
water and the weather.
594 W. Highway M-60, Union City, MI 49094

GME

TRENCH

SHIELDS

,i
¯

.

We’re right,
where you work.

~~

o,no,

517-741-430~ ¯ 800-248-2054 ¯ Fax 517-741-7483
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Case Histories

LONG BOOMS, BIG BUCKETS
HELP EXCAVATE NEW CANAL
& F Construction, Idaho Falls,
IIdaho, was recently faced with
the challenge of building a canal
to feed water to a newly constructed hydroelectric plant eightmiles east of Ashton, Idaho. Tl~is new canal, named the
Marysville Canal, would run parallel to
the turbulent Falls River and would
power the turbines of a 9.7 megawatt
generating station, while also providing
irrigation water for area seed potato
farmers,
The Marysville Canal was a joint effort between five contracting companies,
O & F excavated over one million yards
of earth to dig the cana!, which is approximately 85 ft wide at the top.
To excavate the canal, O & F used a
fleet of Komatsu machines, which included six PC200LC-5 hydraulic excavators, two PC300LC-5 hydraulic
excavators, one PCd00LC-5 hydraulic excavator, one WA380-1 wheel loader and
one WA450-2 wheel loader. Due ~o the
width of the canal, three of the PC200 ex-

O

cavators were equipped with 50-foot
Pierce Pacific long booms and 60-in.
buckets.
O
5-1/2-in. rock was spread over the
liner--over 100,000 tons of crushed rock
were used on the project.
Coordination and scheduling of the
Marysville Canal made the project a
challenge. According to Fowler, one of
the biggest challenges involved orc.hestrating the work of all the company’s
equipment along a 12-14 ft wide road on
the south side of the canal. "We had 38
major pieces of equipment moving in
and out of that road’s right of way while
also having to move materials in and out
from the road," Fowler said.
The project began in mid February,
1993 and was completed on July 15, 1993.
Factors ~hat contributed to O & F meeting a stringent completion date was the
97% upVime rate of Kornatsu excavators.

"We needed the reach ~f the long
booms to grade the banks of the canal,
and they were indispensable," said La
Vern Fowler, president of O & F.
After the cuts were made to build the
canal, the soil was compacted, then a
protective liner was placed by a California-based company specializing in that
type of work. Fowler explained that the
PVC liner has a protective coating underneath to help make the canal watertight,
And, once it was in place, a 1 ft layer of

INTERNAL VIBRATORS
VIBERMITE® SERIES ~

EXTERNAL VIBRATORS

TURBOVIBER,~
Massive ~orce, high speed,
~
low amplitude. Perfect for
tunnels, precast yards, and
cast in place operations,
force.TV7 develops 5000 Ibs of
TurboVibers require no
lubrication, making them
ideal in confined areas. Operate in any position. The only
moving part--a single rotating assembiy.
RENTALS AVAILABLE
AIROVIBER~"~
VIBERLEC~"~

Ball type

HEADVIBERAIR®sERIEsMOTOR’IN"
Beringless head is designed for
easy maintenance. The four head sizes
have a range from 515 to 3000 Ibs of force.
UNIVIBER® SERIES
~
Electric Motor-in-Head High
Cycle vibrators. Built to handle the
really "tough" jobs. Seven models to fit
~,~,~any demanding application.
.~
i~,L_~-~ ~.’~d
~’i~.z
t~ ~ ’~’~ ~.d

A division of Scheu Products Company, Inc.

vibrators,

for a
wide range
No lubrication required.

Complete interchangeability
of power units, flexible
drives, and heads.
Choose from electric, pneumatic or gas engine power
units. Six head sizes.

Electric external models in
force ranges from 160 lbs3500 Ibs.
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

RO. Box 5050 Upland, CA 91785

(714) 982-8933, %(800)-325-7057 USA
1-(800)-528.2547 CA
For further information
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costs, but the problem of compacting
ditches back to necessary standards.
Kingdon discovered the POW-R Mole
Model PD-4 hydraulic pusher/puller,
and contacted Petersen Underground
Equipment, Inc., of Murray, Utah.
The PD-4 is a top loading machine
which uses 1-5/8-in. solid steel rods in 21/2 ft lengths to push under the roadway. Solid steel rods are better suited to
push through adverse soil conditions
and yet maintain accuracy. The operating trench required is only 48-in. tong,
20-in. wide and the PD-4 will operate
from most hydraulic sources,
The main concern when Kingdon
purchased the PD-4 and Power Stinger
hydraulic power supply was the ability
of the system to complete at least 10 service line crossings per day. After purchase of the POW-R Mole System,
Kingdon set about designing a special
trailer to transport the machine and
streamline the operation,
The trailer was 4 ft by 8 it, equipped
with mounts for the Power Stinger, tool
box for accessories, POW-R MOLE PD-4,
And a Venturo 12 volt crane. This crane
allows the PD-4 to be lifted in and out of
the operating trench without tying up an
additional piece of equipment or unnecessary labor from the pipe crew.
A 410C John Deere backhoe prepares
the operating trenches and target pits
ahead of the pipe crew. Mike Colvin,
foremen on the project, stated that from
the beginning of the project, the PD-4 allowed the required 10 pushes to made
tmder the average 30 ft of pavement between 7 a.m.. and 10:30 a.m. The only
thing that prevented more pushes being
made was the fact that the three man
pipe crew is also responsible for the service hookups, backfill and cleanup. With
more personnel, Kingdon believes the
average number of crossings completed
per day could have risen to 20 per work
day on this project,

.:

¯

Sanitary District (USD), which serves the
area, appropriated a project to relocate
and upsize existing sewers to make way
for planned improvements to adjacent
TRENCHLESS TECHNOLInterstate 880, a major commuter route
OGY USED FOR WATER
into the city.
LINE REPLACEMENT
Original attempts to construct the
sewers by conventional open cut methr~ iverside-Highland Water Compaods proved to be impossible due to the
ny, Colton, Calif., serves the muinability to dewater soils present in the
l~I~.nicipal water supply needs for the
area. The attempts at excavation were
community of Grand Terrace, California.
suspended after the contractor proved to
Native soils are extremely corrosive to
the authorities that the dewatering methsteel and galvanized water supply lines
ods specified for the project could not
because of the hot chemical reaction.
provide adequate soils stabilization.
This reaction greatly reduces the lifetime
To circumvent the risk of severe propof the supply lines and speeds their need
erty damage and possible long term
for replacement. The ground conditions
maintenance costs, USD discontinued
in the area can vary widely from sandy
the open-cut concept, and undertook a
loam to gravel and very hard, dry, debold move to implement trenchless concomposed granite.
struction. The project was swiftly reKingdon and Sons, Inc., of Chino,
designed
to
accommodate
California specializing in water, sewer,
microtunnelling, which would enable the
and storm drain construction, is under
installation of the utility without any decontract to Riverside-Highland Water
watering requirements.
Company to replace 4600 ft of steel main
EMSCO Contracting of Oakland,
and 98 house service connections in
Calif., was awarded the redesigned proGrand Terrace. Plans called for the old
ject in September, 1992. They subconsteel main to be replaced with new 6-in.
tracted the microtunnelling work to
and 8-in. certainteed A.C. pipe. New 1Western Utility Contractors, Inc. (Westin. polv tube, which seems to greatly outcon) of Pleasant Grove, Utah. A Her"
last steel or copper in these soils, was
renknecht AVN 300 microtunnelling
used for the 98 new service connections,
machine and jacking frame were expeditIn a search for a more cost effective
ed by air, from Germany, to be used with
way to replace the service crossings, Bill
Westcon’s support package.
Kingdon, president of Kingdon and
Residents in the neighborhood were
Sons, Inc., began looking for a better
consulted and advised by USD of the
way.
proposed method of construction in an
Open cutting the trench was neceseffort to ease their concerns about possisary for the installation of the new main MICROTUNNELLING
ble damage to the area. Social awareness
line. However, a fast, efficient way of in- EQUIPMENT RESCUES
played a key role in the introduction of
stalling the service crossings without
the new methodology. Noise abatement
SUSPENDED
SEWER
trenching would save not only pavement
during extended working hours was a
PROJECT
critical concern of this bedroom commu"~ y~tcrotunnelling was rapidly de- nitv.
"The equipment was positioned into
] ~_/~ ployed to complete an open cut
small
12 ft diameter steel caisson jacking
~’’
~’
;
~ "~" wastewater sewer installation
which had been discontinued due to dif- shafts, which were constructed in weldficult geologic conditions within a popu- ed sections, and lowered to an elevation
lous California residential area.
below the existing groundwater. RecepFremont is a typical California subur- tion shafts, 8 it-in diameter, were conban communitv near downtown San structed to make way for the first
Francisco. As part of an expansion of the installation of jacked-in-place vitrified
12-volt hoist was used to lower and
wastewater collection system, Union clav pipe in California.
"
raise PD-4.
O I~l S ’I II II ~’ | O i~

U. ~ O
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WIDEST SELECTION OF THE MOST ADVANCED TRENCH SHIELD
AND SHORING EQUIPMENT ON EARTH
Whatever you need in Trench
Shields, F.giciency has a size,
type, shape and weight to fit your
specific job needs: 4- to lO-in,
w~ll thicknesses, in steel or aluminum including Manhole
Shields, Boring Boxes, and Big
Mo spreader systems,
Efficiency Hydraulic
Shores are easy to install by a
sin#e worker from above
ground. For use in trenches to
25 ft. deep and to 12 ft. wide. A
complete line of Horizontal
Walers is
available

using the same cylinders,
Efficiency
HydraShield is a
lightweight
st~ielding system
available in sizes
up to 8-ft. high
by 12-ft. long,
equipped with hydraulic
cylinders to pre-load trench
walls and pinnable spreaders to
convert to a static shield,

by hand, transports in a pickup truck, converts from 2to 3- or 4-sided
shield in minutes.

Contact your nearby
FAficiency distributor for details
or caL! 1-800552-8800.

EPI Stone
Mizers, speci,’,Jly
designed bedding
material containers,
are available in sizes up to
36 cu. yds.

P.O.Box 24126
Lansing, M148909 EFFICIENCY
Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

EPI Porta-Tanks, rectangular water cont,’tiners to 5,000
The Efficiency BUILD-A- gal. capacity, that fit neatly into
BOX aluminum modular
dump truck bodies, eliminate
trench shield systhe need for single purpose
tern is assembled .tank trucks.

<"’~
i~"%"~:
’ " .....
"~’ :~ trench ’ "" ~"shield system:" :"" :: to fit’ !:into" "-"" " ~a work::!" ""
......
Mission ...... Clay ....~:v:Products.~v-~: ..: ::ofPittsburg,~
site 39 feet long, 24 feet deep, and i’0 feet
Kay., supp~ie4 ~e newly cles%r~ecl ~2 ’ ~.
inch i.d. pipe sections in 4 ft lengths,
wide. An additional 10 feet of trench
which were inspected and tested prior to
was sloped back at the top in one-to-one
each individual installation. Because miration, so that the total depth ended up
cro~nnelling is quieter and less disrupbeing 34 feet.
tive than open-trench construction
The trench shielding equipment used
methods, Westcon was able to work 18
was substantial. It consisted of three 8 ft.
hours per day without major disturbance
high trench shields stacked one on top of
to the neighborhood. Microtunnelling
the other to form a 24 ft high wall of steel
progressed from shaft to shaft through
27 feet long. Each section had 8-in. wide
steel double walls.
the neighborhood at a maximum production rate of 130 ft per day. All of the
A 12 ft. long section, also 8 ft high, in
1,000 ft comprising the four pipe drives
three sections was stacked behind the 27
were completed within a four week View from the east side of Washingft. long sections to total 39 feet in length.
ton Street shows 34-foot deep excaschedule,
Spreader bars for each section were 10
vaHon opened to accommodate pipe
feet wide. So the entire enclosed entry
Advantages and savings in the social
emerging from tunnel,
sector continue to require individual aswork site ended up with a trench shield
under Washington Street in West Chicasessment per project. In this case, the
system that measured 14 feet high, 39
go, Illinois.
quick response and bold decisions
feet long and 10 feet wide. A boring maThe contractor, Harry Kuhn, Inc. of chine capable of cutting a 48 in. tunnel
proved that seemingly impossible condiWest Chicago, handled the $2 million was placed into the work site to cut
tions can be surmounted with technologcontract to install 9,600 feet of the pipe in finder Washington Street.
ically advanced methods,
a time efficient, safety conscious fashion.
At the exit point on the eastern side of
~ "~=
The job is part of the overall expansion of Washington Street, a 33 ft. deep work
ELABORATE TRENCH
the DuPage County Airport.
site was excavated and three sections of
SHIELDING USED TO
To tunnel under heavy traffic laden 827HT Efficiency trench shields were
TUNNEL FOR SEWER PIPE Washingtgn Street from the West, the placed in the pit stacked one on top of
Kuhn firm constructed an elaborate tun- the other. This combination {heasured 24
~ took a whole lot of trench shield nel machine entry point. Working with feet high, 27 feet long and 10 feet wide.
~ equipment to prepare entry and exit local Effidency Production trench shield
The iob was completed without major
./[ points for a tunnel constructed to indistributor, Lee Jensen Sales, Inc., Crystal incident, without disturbing traffic, and
serf 36" diameter cast iron sewer pipe Lake, Illinois, the contractor built a with extra attention to worker safety.

of S u ns
30
... for every Trenchless Application
Make sure your trenchless experiences are solutions, not problems.

Put 30 years of TT Technologies experience on your side. It’s the
difference you need for success in every trenchless situation.
-~KUI IpUF~FI!I I ;;~ ~’r)l In~nnnm,~ Accurate, economical pipe ramming for installation of steel
casings from 4" to 80" in diameter. Nothing else like it!
The professional’s preferred piercing tool. The most
4~U~DO~T~~ accurate and durable on the market today.
-~L][~)O~P~K~) A full-featured pipe bursting sys...... tem that delivers low-cost pipe
system rehabilitation.
boring made easy,
_4£Ufl OHIT Directional
dependable, and cost-effective. TI" offers a full line of
dry bore and fluid assist
systems for all your
directional needs.

~

~®

TT TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

1771MalletteRdoAurora, lL60505

800-533-2078 or 708-851-8200
FAX 708~851-8299
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The TRIPPTEC MODEL 2
Designed Around and For the USER!
With 15 years’ experience in the equipment design field, the
people at Tripp Technologies have created the TRIPPTEC
MODEL 2 - the ultimate In trenchless technology! This user
¢ ~ N $ 1’ IR IJ (~ ~’ | ~ N

frlendlymachlne Is forthosewho are serious about footage.
Call, write or FAX us for Information/pricing on the TRIPPTEC

EQUIPMENT
The Ditch Witch model 7610 is a mechanical drive
trencher and vibratory plow which accepts a wide
range of modules for a variety of underground
construction jobs. The mechanical trenching and
vibratory plow drive incorporates an enclosed
gear box which protects components and eliminates daily maintenance. Available modules indude trenchers;
vibratory plow; eombination trencher and
plow, earth saw disctype bencher, and frontmounted
utility
baeld~oe.
Circle # JOI on Reader 5ervic~ Card

Parsons Trenchers has introduced a new 80 HP
multi-purpose trencher. The Parsons T-750 can be
equipped for trenching, cable plowing, back filling, backhoeing, boring and offset trend~ing.
The T-750’s design incorporates an articulated
frame and hydraulically powered automotivetype steering for maneuverability, its special tiesign provides optimum digging rates for soil and
other materials. It includes a single master foot
clutch to disengage both systems simultaneously
in case of emergency. Other features: Hydraulic
steering and transmission, centrally-located
operator’s station, offset or center mount
trencher module, and
rotary carbide teeth on
a solid slide boom.

¯ ROTATION: 1200 ft/Ibs/Iow speed; 600 ft/Ibs/high speed
¯ MUD PUMP CAPACITY: 30 gal/mln @ 1250 psi; 15 gal/min
@ 2500 psi
~MUD TANK: 400 gal. w/prop-type mud mixer
eFRESH WATER TANK: 60 gal.
eTRAILER: 24,1300 GVW duel tandem w/elec, brakes, both axles

eENGINE: John Deere 6059-T rated at 1.50 hp @ 2500 ~m

TRIPP

TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
Route 1, Box 122 Spdnghlll, Louisiana 71075
TEl FPHONE: 318/994-2979 or 318/994-230~ FAX: 318/994-2~0
Circte 65 on Reader Service Card

"SUPERLINER WAS TIqE MOST COST EFFECTIVI~ PRODUCT AbID
APPROXIMATELY THeE TIMES STRONGER TI-IAN TI~ COI~IPETITION"
--F.d~vardCatoneJr,.Superintendent

DivisienofS~wer, randSanitati~n. CilyofPaw~ltcket, R.l,
Why SUPI:RHI/I:RTM is the best choice for
your next pipe rehabilitation project:
"rM matting
¯ The unique reinforced SUPFRI.INFaq
structurally restores pipe to a strength which
exceeds the original pipe specifications
¯ Improves hydraulic flow
¯ Significantly reduces infiltration

Cir~:l¢ # I02 on Reader 5enqce Card

Ditch Witch bas introduced the new 8/60 Jet
Tree® long-range directional boring system. The
8/60, powered by an 85-HP diesel fluid system,
can make horizontal bores to distances of 600 feet
and pull back material as large as eight inches in
diameter. The 8/60 drill unit drives its own anchoring stakes, has hydraulic drill pipe make up
and breakout, has
smooth operating capabilities due to its electric
controls, and includes
the Jet Trac electrical
s~ike system.
~ird~ ~ I03 ~ R~ader ~ Card

¯ Polyethylene Film System insures uniform
wall thickness
¯ Less expensive than other lining processes
requires absolutely no excavation
¯ Resists chemical degradation
* Complete turnkey operations in less than 8
hours
¯ Unique Filtration System protects the environment & homeowners
pending) f;l~ ~ ~e~’a~a ~a~.~i~aemat~ to zer9~;t~- I
For More Information Contact:
SUPERLINERS USA, INC.
73 Paidge Avenue
Brooklyn, New Yor~ l 1222
718/349-7733 ¯ Fax: 718/349-7722

~NR Special Advertisin~ Section

U.13
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SUPERLINERTM

F~NCHISr INfORMatiON AW~rA~rZ ~
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nderground excavation has never
depended on one solution. It never will."
That’s why The Robbins
Company offers the broadest line
of tunnel boring machines in the
business, We can help you choose

-

~".’.:.

from standard, high performance
and Jarva designs, as well as
shielded machines, both single
and double. We’ve learned over

,,

the years that achieving optimum
performance requires different
techniques for different ground
conditions. And after all, performance is what counts.
Sverker Har twig
President

R0013600

Kundel Industries has introduced their Shorlite
Shield, designed with a ultra narrow 21/2-in. wall
trench shield. Constructed from durable steel
with the lightness and flexibility of aluminum, the
Shorlite is designed to work as a system box that
can be stacked, hooked-in-tandem and leap
frogged. Its center is built with aluminum panels,
and its outer wall is wrapped in a steel barrier. All
steel end tubes are part of the trench shield barfier, and give extra strong support to the ends of the
box where most of the driving force will be applied. These endtubesprotectthealuminumpanels while increasing the
depth rating. And, its
all steel cutting edge
protects the aluminum
panels from boulders
and other objects that
are encountered during
excavation. An all steel cutting bar protects the
bottom of the box for long wear.

achieve their striking energy. There are five startdard hammer sizes, with striking energies ranging
from 100,000 to 500,00 ft-lbs (13.8 to 69.2 tonnemeters), capable of driving piles up to 96-in.
(2438mm) in diameter.
Circle#108onReaderServiceCard
Link-Belt Construction Equipment Co.’s LS4300WLF C Series II excavator is equipped with a
25 ft 6-in. (7.77m) long arm provides contractors
with operator and machine production efficiency.
The 80,300 lb. (36, 424
kg) LS-4300WLF leatures a 60 ft 9-in. (18.51
m) reach and can be fitted with a 60-in. (1.52m)
ditch cleaning bucket,
The boom and arm fold
Cirde#1OgonReaderServiceCard

Circle # I04 aa ReaderSeroice Card
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and lower to 12 ft (3.66 m) without unpinning for
fast and easy transport. The standard attachment
is completely interchangeable and compatible
with the standard boomhoist cylinders.

.~I
.~

Alitec’s model CP30BH excavator cold planer is
designed for us.e with excavators in the 50,000 to
150,000 lb. class and requires a minimum flow of
60 gpm at 3,000 psi. It features a planetary drum
drive; a manual or hydraulic depth control from
cab; and up to 120 hydranlic horsepower with
10,000 lbs. torque. The model CP30BH is compatible with most coupling
systems; its planetary
drum drive provides
higher torque to cutting
teeth and it has a lower
initial cost "¢s. current
methods, says Alitec.

3
,~,
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The Thor~) 21B-E breaker with vibration damped
handles reduces iarring of operator’s hands, elbows and shoulders making work more effective
and safe. The 21PB-E features bJgh power for exce!lent breaking; a swivel inlet; a high volume oil
reservoir; a light weight and a silencer designed to
reduce freezing problems, its low air consumption offers economy and years of trouble free operation. Plus, the 21B-E breaker has been
developed with an optional safety lock-off device
to increase operator safety,
Circle # 106 on Reader Service Card

Speed Shore Corporation has introduced the new
"Speed Strut" to their Shoring Shield line. "Speed
Struts" incorporate the Shoring Shield’s hydraulic
cylinders and return springs within rugged telescoping steel sleeves to allow for 3 and 4 sided
trench support, while providing increased protection to critical components. Quick- connect fittings
facilitate hand assembly/disassembly and
allow for transport in a
light-duty truck. A
patented hydranlic manifold enables independent
strut control to accommodate irregular, non-uniform excavations.

"
i!:
’
.~i
’~
~

Vulcan Iron Works, Inc.’s air/steam powered
pile hammers are built to install ocean and coastal
structures. Vulcan Iron Work’s single acting ,type
hammers relv on gravity through a distance to
£NR Special Advertising Section
U.I~
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that is used in connection with the Vanguard
panel system has a modular design, and it can be
pre-assembled before starting an excavation. This
guide pocket box system is designed to hold and
guide drive panels. When using this guide pocket
system, trenches can be excavated up to 5 ft deep;
then the gnide box can be inserted in the trench.
Circle # 112 on Reader Service Card
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Kubota Tractor Corporation has added the new
KX-Series excavators to its expanding line of compact constn.~ction equipment. Ranging from 22.2
to 42.7 horsepower, the new KX-41, KX-71, KX-101
(~ (~ N S T ]~ ~,~ ~ ’~’ | O [~] and KX-151 models deliver powerful performance
The 75-metric-ton-class Caterpillar@ Cat 375 exea- for a variety of digging applications. Each of the
KX-Series models feature a commanding, powervator features~a new design with increased performance capabilities, new electronic controls and up hydraulic system; walk-through design on
four-post models for increased operator mobility
versatility through a wide range of options. Its
and auxiliary hydraulic
electronic power control (EPC) system manages
lines extending to the
the engine and hydraulic system, putting power
where and when it’s needed most. The EPC bal- end of the dipper arm
to provide a wider
antes engine speed and hydraulic pump output
and utilizes up to 98% of available engine power range of uses and enhance attachment applito drive the pumps. A micro computer controls
engine underspeed to prevent lugging under load cations.
Circle # 113 on Reader Service Card
and controls a back-up system with machine diagnostics to minimize downtime. Two pilot-operat- The HS 40 D Walking Excavator by Schaeff Inc. is
ed, adjustable joysticks control all front end and a problem solver for all operations which are not
swing functions. Low sound levels, smooth low- possible with any conventional wheel-and trackeffort controls, and excellent type excavator. Its areas of operations include
all-around visibility minimize rough terrain; embankments; slopes; mountainous
operator fatigue. And, a terrain; roads with heavy traffic; river courses; ternearly infinite range of seat race construction and more. This excavator is
powered by a water-cooled 38kW (52 HP) superand control adjustments on
charged diesel engine for mountain operation
either of two seat options
with altitudes up to 6500 ft without a drop in outallow operators of any size to
work in their most desirable put. The HS 40 D’s worldng hydraulic system is
an energy saving, but powerful and fast hydraulic
position,
circuit with Schaeff specific horsepower summaCircle # 110 on Reader Service Card
The Gradall Co.’s new XL4000 series excavators tion control via a dual-axial piston pump. A variety of tools and optional attachments make the HS
are equipped with high pressure hydraulics which
40 D’s operating spectrum wider, e.g. buckets
increase productivity with faster cycle times and
higher digging forces. Plus, they can greatly re- from 140 to 340I contents and 350-900 mm width,
ditch-cleaning bucket,
duce fuel costs by making full, efficient use of
tilt bncket, and profile
horsepower with twin load sensing piston pumps
buckets. Optionalatwhich automatically adjust to meet changing job
tachments range from
requirements, while a third piston pump powers
hydraulic hammer to
the fully independent closed loop swing circuit,
swamp attachment, ripReach and range extend to a full 30 ft 6-in. at
ping tooth and towbar.
grade, or to over 45 ft with a Telestick attachment,
Circle # I14 on ReaderService Card
Its versatility is improved with Gradall’s famed
boom which can increase attachment productivity Akerman model EC300 excavator by VME Amerias it telescopes, raises, lowers, digs, swings and cas, Inc. features a 209 hp direct injection, turbocharged Volvo engine; an operating weight
tilts up to 360 degrees,
between 66,200 to 68,400 lbs.; an Akerman threeAnd, all boom movecircuit computerized multilevel priority hydranlic
merits and tilt speed are
system and a long undercarriage for high stability.
easily controlled with
Its new comfort cab contains a computerized conconvenient joysticks
trol and warning sysbuilt into a new operatern; an ergonomic
torcompartment,
Circle#1IlonReaderServiceCard environment; low level
The Vangaurd drive panel sound and filtered air.
Plus, it has high flexibilisystem manufactured by
tv for extra equipment/
Kundel Industries is a
hydraulics.
shoring system that is deCircle # 115 on Reader Service Card
signed for use in unstable soil
John
Deere’s
690E-LC
excavator features an adwhen excavating along side
existing utilities, under- vanced engine and hvdraulic control system
ground and above ground called Quadtronics. The 130 net hp, 45,120 lb. unit
features a low-profile engine hood, giving visibilistruc~tres. The waler svstem
ty to the rear, a roomy comfortable cab and many
U.~
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With its new E-Series Excavators,
John Deere can make your
operation more efficient.
QUADTRONICS, a
microprocessor engine/hydraulic
management system, lets the
operator set up the machine’s
engine and hydraulic system by simply touching a button.
You get optimum production, better fuel efficiency, plus
performance tailored to the job. You’re in total control,
and more efficient too, at the touch of a
button. It’s as simple as that.

RUN WITH THE BEST
Circle 71 on Reader Service Card
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displacement proportional solenoid. The microprocessor/
controller is located behind
the operator’s seat and responds to easy-to-use keypad
commands from the operator
for hydraulic work modes
and engine power levels,
Work modes include precision, economy, general
and heavy duty.
Circle # 116 on Reader Service Card

A new hydraulic hammer product line by LinkBelt Construction Equipment Co. has recently
been introduced. Designated the "RP Series," 13
models are offered ranging in size from 250 to
11,000 ft/lb, impact energy
class. These high performance hammers feature a nitrogen cushion chamber that
not only absorbs shock from
the hammering action, but
also stores the piston recoil
energy and applies it to the
next blow for increased pro-

~
weight and sidewall thick~ heSS. Shieldco special leahardwood pounding blocks
to protect the integrity of the
structure; steel wear plates
for added
strength
and pune~
tures
include:
replaceable
ture resistance in the critical
spreader socket areas; and a
variety of industry options that are Shieldco standard features.
Circle # 118 on Reader Serolct Card
JCB Inc. has introduced a range of new hydraulic
breakers, the HammerMaster 60 series. Three different breakers in the 400 ft lb. to 1000 ft lb. size
classes comprise the range, which was developed
to perfectly complement the weight distribution
and hydraulic systems ~
of JCB’s 200 series ofi
backhoe loaders. The
breakers can be directly
mounted to the dipper
or picked up by JCB’s
backhoe bucket quick

¯
coupler. JCB offers a three breaker range that offers sizes for applications in road building, demolition, quarrying, metallurgy and utility work.
They have been engineered with constant blow
energy to ensure maximum breaking power, while
supply pressure damping is used for smooth yellable operation.
Circle # 119 on Reader Serdce Card

Kubota Tractor Corporation has introduced three
new KXB hydraulic breakers for its KX-Series excavator line--the KXB400, KXBS00 and the
KXB600. These hydraulic breakers have an integral pressure adjusting
valve that guarantees constant blow energy by utilizing 100% of available
power. Ultra-high blow
rates are achieved by the
high-volume distributor
valve and all blows are at
full power and maximum

Building Roads and Bridges
Takes More Than Sweat,

It Takes StreetSmarts
You and your employees work hard. It takes a lot
ofmanpowerandtoiltoconstructtheavenuesforthe

By integrati.ng estimating, project management~
accounting, equipment management, materials

people of the nation to get from "here to there," but production and remote communications, your people
does your computer system work as hard as you do?

work smarter and more efficiently. And with the full

For over a decade, BGIS has been
~
color graphical displays with help
the nationwide leader in providing Str’~e~z;~.~P~’]]..~.,.~;~ windows, StreetSmarts" is easily
integrated management information,~.~.,~ ........
~Jl accessibleforpeoplewhohavenever
~
systems to contractors and material

before used computers.

producers in the Highway/Heavy/Utility Ifyouthinkthatacomputersystemshouldconform
construction industry. Combining our unmatchedto the way you do business, StreetSmarts is the
expertise in this field with the most modem softwaresystem for you. Give us a call, and we’ll put your
tools available, BGIS offers StreetSmarts’° as a
unique advantage for your business.

company on the road to success.

l:ll]]~ Systems Co.

1245 E. Diehl Rd.
Naperville, IL 60563
ENR Special Advertising Section

Phone: (708) 955-0088
Fax: (708) 955-0403
Circle 72 on Reader Service Card
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tivi~ by utilizing furl oil flow and pressure
with the Kubota ~1 excavator, ~e ~ hy

Directional Boring For Utili~

dra~cbreakerhasan~pa~ener~dass~cafio~

Con~u~ion/[n~o[[~ion

eTELEPHONE
¯ GAS
¯ ELECTRICAL PRIMARY

eSTREAM CRO~INGS
¯ SUBD[V[S[ONS

¯ HIGHWAYS

Southern Directional Se~ices, Inc. provides quali~ work at
comparable prices with the best equipment in the indust~.
We’re available to work an~here - nationwide. Call us for
your ne~ bid. Call, wrffe or F~ us for one of our "job
completed" brochures.

SOUTHERN
DIRECTIONAL SERVICES, INC.
P.O. BOX ~3 ] 0 ~hrevepo~, ~ 71 ] 35
~LE: 318/9~-~42 F~: 318/9~-3~9

=~~
~?~~, ~v,.,~.7

~
(~

o[ 200 [t Ibs. and operates at 1100 blows per
~nute (bpm). Desired ~or Kubo~a’s ~-71 ~d
~-101 excavator models, ~he ~B~0 hydra~ic
breaker is ~cluded ~ ~e 5~ ~-l~.~pa~ ~ergy
class and operates at 1100 (~-71) or 1275 (~101) bpm. ~e ~B600 hydraulic breaker ~ s~ted
to Kubota’s ~-151 excavator. Fea~ng a 750
Ibs. ~pact energy classification, ~B6~ offers a
power~l brea~ng force with a ~equen~ of 875

bpm.

~..ix ~=e~ic., inc. offers ~e~ ~o~eis o~
d~au]ic mounted b~ea~ers with ]eadin~-e~e tec5~ica] improvements to match any mo~e]
]oader backhoe. ~ep]aceabie tool bushings and
simplified de.,~, w~,h only ~o mo~g ~a~t.
duce maintenance Te~u~emen~s an~ Te~aJT cos~.
Hydraulic mounted breakers produce hard hitting, long-piston desig~ w~ch deliver ma~
productivity and mini- ~
mum vibration and heat
breaker modelShoe, 550, ,o ma,ch
any wheel loader backhave 850 and

~~
~~

and are available with ~stomized ready-to-mo~t
brackets.

~References on request,
Circle 7~ on ~e~der ~e~ice Car~

Circle # 121 on Rea&r Se~ice Card

Trencor Jetco, Inc. offers a sid~s~g option on
their five smaller trenc~g attac~ents, ~om the
460 through the 1060. ~e patent~, hyd~ca~y
operated side-shift option was developed over

It’s

yOU *wo years a,o *o laterally move the en~e di,~ng

boom le~ or right in tight operating spac~ without affecting the ma~ne’s dig~ng perfo~ance.
Easy to use and control, TrencorJetcoside-shift
option allow the operator to easily set the macNne
for digging, and the boom can be moved left
right during digging. ~e side-s~ft options al_.. lows a contractor to

~~
~~~~~~

We’ll do the

~

work.ghtup,oawal!,

~ollow an e~sting
of way while digging,
and avoid obstacles

rest!

Ooing business with LaBarge is just about that simple. Wh~

without deviating from
the estab]~hed course.

you;t’call us, we will help you determine your pipe n~d~;
:a~ ~re availability, give you a quote, and set up a del~i~e~
. All with the attention to detail, expe~ise and qu~

~t have become associated w th the LaBarge name ~
~~ ~also’" be assured of receiving first grade product, wh~" ~
~,~prder ERW, Seamless, DSAW or X-Grade pipe. Th ~

}yqLaBarge continues to be the largest stocking distrj~ ~
C} tln~ pipe in Noffh America¯
/,.:;.~ ~
,~ ..~ ~
~;, .
It’s tim~ to do business with~
~,
.)~
the best, ~all LaBarge.
~

We’ll do tho rest!
~ ~ ~ ~=

"

[~t

~

~stee[

~ ~ T~th ~t

- , ......

’’

,.,.’ ~ ~.:. ~; MI~ud ~101

Circle 74 on Reader Semite Card

~GIS Systems Company announces the debut
i~s revolutionary software system, S~reetSmarts,
designed ~or ~he management in~o~afion needs
of the highway/head/uti~ con~actor and ma-

terial producer. ~e muir-user system w~ch o~
erates in a full color, user-friendly, graphical

enviro~ent is a comprehensive system integrat~g job cost, equipment management, accoun~ng,
payroll, estimating/bidding, contract processing,
scale ticketing and office automation. BIGS offe~
complete training and post installation support
Circle # 1~ on Reader Semice Card

Tramac Corporation’s pushing method for install~g steel pipes provides an economical alternative to open-cut trenching or auguring.
Trama~s steel pipe pus~g mac~nes are driven
Special Advertising Section
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with compressed air, With the correct choice of~¯ underground t~rget d~stination, says the man~
machine and proper adapter, 12 to 54-in. diameter facturer. The Navigator’s specially~formed drill
pipe can be driven into most types ofsoil. The soil
head can be directed along winding streets or
walkways, dround buildings, under streams and
plug inside the pipe keeps the pipe level and on
course. When the pushing process is complete, rivers, laterally or vertically. It features a locator
the soil can be removed by means of compressed which digitally reads the location of the drilling
air or water, depending on soi! conditions. The action (down to 16 ft) by means of a long-life (150
cluded crossing under streets,
railroad tracks, embankments
and rivers; to install gas water
sewer and electric utilities.
With Tramac’s steel pipe
pushing machines, jacking
from fixed abutments is not
required, set up time is minimal, labor is reduced, and no expensive augers are
needed.
circle# !24on Reader Servlce Card
Trench Shoring and Shielding Association offers
a handbook which provides an overview of soils,
site conditions, and a variety of trench shoring
and shielding devices, plus information on selecting the appropriate protection method. Trench
Shoring and Shielding Association is located in
Tarrytown, New York and promotes trench safety
and the proper use of trench shoring and shield
equipment. Phone 914 332-0040 to order the booklet, or circle the reader service number for more
information,
Circle # 125 on Reader Service Card

The Navigator, a new directional, wet-boring systern from Vermeer Manufacturing Company is designed to produce clean, trenchless underground
service installations and to eliminate site damage
and restoration costs. This wet-boring system is
very accurate and is capable of boring straight
ahead or in any direction, to within inches of its

sonde which transmits
from the drill head to
the locator. And, the
Navigator includes an C O N S T R U T | ~O N
optional remote locator
that allows the operator
sure the maximum combination of speed, power,
to see and hear everything that the locator sees and contro!. Other excavator features include an
and hears,
automatic engine warm-up system for efficient
Circle # I26 on Reader Service Card
start-ups in cold weather; a synchro control sysMelroe Company’s Bobcat 225, a small but powtern that provides dual
erful mini-excavator, works where larger ma- speed boom and dipper
chines are not practical because of limited access, stick functions and twoThe Bobcat 225’s 360° rotating cab allows the operspeed propel system
ator to efficiently work in confined areas. And, an that matches travel
independent boom swing provides additional verspeed and power to job
satility for all types of
requirements.
digging. Its offset boom
Circle # 128 on Reader Service Card
capability also permits a
"The Koehrlng 6644 hydraulic excavator has a
contractor to dig a
working weight of 101,000 lbs. and delivers supesquare hole with a miniriot productivity and operating efficiency," says
mum amount of mathe manufacturer. Features include an indepenchine re-positioning,
dent swing circuit, Mechatro Power Control, variCircl~ # 127 on Reader Service Card
able width undercarriage and hydraulically
Mitsui Machinery Distribution’s Kato Exceed seremovable counterries hydraulic excavator line ranges in size from
weight and effective
26,000 to 100,000 lb. and in bucket capacity from .5
digging and lifting
cu. yd. to 3 cu. yd. These excavators are powered
forces. A 50 gpm, 5000
by Mitsubishi’s turbo-charged diesel engines and
psi capacity pump profeature the automatic power control (APC) sysvides uninterrupted
tern, an advanced computer system developed by
swing torque and speed
Kato, that matches engine and pump output to anpermitting simultaneD
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Co-Sponsored by:
¯

North A~erlcan Society
for TrenchlessTechnology

’
"* Chicago, II 60611-4067
Phone (312) 644-0828 Fax (312) 644-8557 ’

The NationaI Utility
Contractors Association,

~
.@/~/,~/,~0|l~,~
~~0|l

Arlington, VA 22203
Phone (703) 358-9300

NASTT; founded in 1990, is a multip~le disciplinary society of incli-

The National Utilit-~ Contractors Association (NUCA), based in Ar
viduals and organizations with professional, utilitarian or environ- lington, VA., corn ~rises 40 local groups of underground utility conmental interests in.Trenchless Technolog’E~,I NASTT’s mission is to
struction contractors and suppliers throughout the United States.
advance the science and practice of Trenchless Technology foi- the "Its nearly 2,000 members provide the materials and necessary man-.
public benefit; to develop standard~; to. promote education, trainhtg, power to build and maintain our nation’s network of sewer, water,
research, development and information; and to promulgate through gas, and other underground utility systems. Founded in 1964;
pubIi¢ forms the improvements and status of Trenchless Technolo- NUCA is the industry’s voice in Washington, D.C., vigprously progy. NASTr is affiliated with the International society for Trenchless rooting a stronger federal commitment to water and wastewater inTechnology and shares the same basic concerns for the environmen- frastructure. NUCA strives to enhance jobsite safety with
tal and social costs of utilities trenching, An NASTr member is au- comprehensive safety programs and serffices, while also working to
tomatically affiliated with IS’I’rl Membership in NASTI’ is available ease the regulatory burden on construction businesses. NUCA dis-~
to a broad spectrum of those individuals, agencies hnd companies seminates information throughout the underground construction-.
involved or concerned with providing gas, water, sewerage, c6m- industry via The National Utility Contractor magazine, legislative..
munications and electrical, services~ Members include contractors, and safety newsletters, and an annual convention and exhibition,. ’
engineers, consultants, researchers; manufacturers and~developers which will be held march 2-6,1994, in Reno, Nevada~
interested in underground systems andre application of TrenchCircle#168onReaderService.Card
less Technology. clrvli # I67 on Reader Sendce Card~i "
ENFI Special Advertising Section
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Komatsu Dresser Company’s PC300LC-5 bydraulic excavator uses microprocessors with a rev-~
olutionary design and performance, says the
company. By utilizing microprocessors in bydraulic excavators, an operator can tailor the machine’s performance to the job. Microprocessors
serve as mechanical "nerve centers," using cornputerized "brains" to optimize efficiency and nltimately, increase profit
for equipment owners,
Equipped with a KomatsuSA6D108six-cylinder
(~ O N S ’]’ R U ’[’ | (~ N
engine, the PC300LC-5
delivers a flywheel
ous multi-function cycles with no swing circuit inhorsepower of 207 h.p. at !,950 rpm. And, it has a
terference. Regenerative swing braking adds
bucket digging force of 41,450 lbs., a bucket capacipower availability to other functions when apty of 1.0-2.5 cu. yd. and an arm crowd force of
plied. Circle#I29anReaderServiceCard
31,080 lbs. Circle#130onReaderServiceCard

Llebherr-Amenca, In; has znt~oduced the
107,000 lb. R 954 HD Litronlc hydraulic excavator!7
To make "Litronic" perform to its fullest potential;
on the R 954, all key components were’redesigned
to fully match each other. "Litronic" not only improves the machine’s efficiency, but also protects
the power train from overloads, thereby extending
the life expectancy of all machine components.
This excavator is powered by the turbo-charged
and after-cooled Liebhen" D 926 Ti diesel engine,
with an output of 282 SAE net horsepower. The
engine operates at a low
200 RPM in the "High"
mode setting, for extended life, improved
fuel consumption and
lower emission and
noise levels.
Circle # 131 an Rea&r Seroice Card
The new DH320 hydraulic excavator by Daewoo
Machinery Corporation has an operating weight
of 68,800 Ibs. With a digging force of up to 42,500
Ibs., the DH320 has the highest available force per
horsepower available for the 70,000-lb. weight
class, claims the manufacturer. A 217-horsepower, turbo-charged Daewoo diesel engine drives
two variable-displacement axial piston pumps to
power both propulsion and digging systems.
Daewoo’s unique Electronic Power Optimizing
System monitors and controls engine and hydraulic power for optimum output and operating
efficiencies over a wide
range of digging and lifting
applications. A 9-spool
monoblock design allows
for both independent and
combined operations of all
functions.
Cirde,I32anReaderSeraiceCard
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Ours take a more
difficult route
@

Tunneling technology by Markham has been at the forefront in Europe
for over a century. Projects include the English Channel Tunnel connecting the U.K. to the Continent, and the massive London Underground Metro System. Now, McLaughlin exclusively represents this

new technology in North America.
Innovations that make the McLaughlin/Markham Technology stand

apart from conventional Microtunneling machines include a system
of Temporary Pipes that allow increased jacking forces, total machine
retractability, and quick section make-up. A patented Reamer
System enables changing tunnel diameter
without changing machines.

~

When success is critical--Call toll.,T~4~
free for details on the System that
will best handle your specific needs;. .........

Earthline Coporation’s SUPERLINERTM trenchless relining system requires no excavation, structurally restores pipe to a strength which meets or
excees original pipe spedfications, is three times
stronger than standard felt cured-in-place liners,
improves hydauli¢ flow, sig-

nificantly reduces infiltration,
and provides excellent strain
corrosion properties. There is
zero annular space in the final
product. Less expensive than
other lining processes, the
final product fits all shapes
sizes and navigates bends.
The SUPERLINERTM product is available in all 50

states.

Cir¢le#~an~.S~ccCar~
Westar Manufacturing Company’s Quick-Shot
vertical hydraulic shores are available in 2 ft, 31/2 ft, 5 ft, 7ft, 9 ft, 12 ft and 16 ft rails. These vertical hydraulic shores are used for type A, B, and
C soils and are equipped with finger guards and

oversleeves as standard
equipment. Westar offers

~:~ .~
~ ~.~.’:;

contractors the option of
heavy duty or standard duty

Featuring Technology by

ders and rails are all interchangeable--extension kits to
enlarge cylinder length are
available in sizes ranging

MARKHAM

Call TOLbFREE 800 435-9340
803 277-5870 Outside Cont. U.S., or FAX 803 235-9661
Circle 75 on Reader Service Card
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¯ 5: from 9-m to 63-m. Other advantages ad the Quick¯ Shot vertical hydraulic shore is its capability of
:: one-man installation and removal, and safe aboveground installation and removal,
Circle # 134 on Reader Service Card
A new aluminum shoring shleld system, the HydraShield from Efficiency Production, Inc. consists of aluminum sidewalls with hydraulic
cylinders to accommodate varying trench widths,
Other features include: telescoping steel pinnable
spreaders to convert it to a static shield and an
economical hand pump with 5-gal.can, hose, and
pressure gauge. It is available in eight sidewall
sizes ranging from 6 ft high by 6 ft long, to 8 ft
high by 12 ft long. Spreader sets, which include
hydraulic cylinders, telescoping steel spreaders,
return springs, and lohking pins. Exclusive
smooth wall design prevents dirt build-up, reduces friction when pulling the shield forward in
the trench, and makes it easier
to handle in and out of excavations. Double wall aluminum cavities are filled with
foam to prevent dirt and
moisture build-up, and its
double-wall construction
adds strength without increasing weight,
Clrcle#135onReaderServiceCard
"Felco Industries, Ltd. bedding conveyor delivers
bedding materials in the trench fast, safely and
economically," says the manufacturer. Felco’s bedcling conveyors can be placed on any type of
crawler excavator. Other bedding conveyor bene-

I

.
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’
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:

~~l ...................
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’,~i,:~’L.~-:2,~.~:,.;’q.!~;:..%~.. ~ ,~ : ,
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fits include a standard bedding conveyor which development.of new rock excavation disc
will fill a two cu. yd. bucket m 10 to 20 seconds; systems. Whlle the d~sc cutter has proven
standard components are readily available and re- Worth on large diameter rock excavators of ali
quire little maintenance; operator visibility re- ’ "types, due to the high thrust forces necessary to:’~i:i:i!
mains unchanged due to the hopper’s slant profile break hard rock, its use has been restricted to only
and pinned mounting connection on backhoe per- large diameter equipment. Their physical size
mits 15 minute removal
prevents standard disc cutters from being used on.
and installation. By
small diameter cutter heads. After nearly two
using FeIco’s bedding
years of development, a small 5.0 inch disc cutter
conveyor, bedding mawas produces, capable of withstanding a susterial waste is reduced
rained thrust load of up to 30,000 lbs. These minicutters are cantilever mounted and can be serviced
by almost 10%. Less
equipment is needed on
with simple hand tools. The mounting methods
the job site, and fewer employees are needed on developed permit their use in closely spaced patthe project,
terns and on cutterheads as small as approximateCircle # 136 on Reader Service Card
ly 12.75 inches. A full scale cutterhead, 32 inches
The new models 15, 21, 25, & 40 trenchIng attach- in diameter mounted with 12 of the mini cutters
ments from Lowe Manufacturing Co., Inc. are de- performed well on both 9,000 psi and 24,000 psi
signed to add capability to skid loaders. The UCS rocks. Iseki no offers the new high productrenching attachments feature quick and easy tion, long distance hard
mounting, side shift capability, and only two hyrock tunnel machines, in
draulic connections to the loader. Models 21, 25, the range of outside diand 40 are available in three to five foot digging ameters from 18 inches
to 84 inches, complidepths, and six to 12-in.
trench widths. Included with meriting its existing
the trenching attachments are range of tunnel systems.
a 50,000 lb. anti back flex dig- Circle#138onReaderServlceCard
ging chain; removable spoil Takeuchi Manufacturing, Ltd.’s model TB015
auger; greaseable tapered compact excavators feature synchronized bucket
roller bearings and a 3,000 psi and arm cylinder speeds to make fiat bottom
continuous operating prestrenching easier; two-speed travel for increased
sure capability,
mobility; and simultaneous digging functions for
Circle#137onReaderServiceCard
faster cycle thnes. A wrap around counterweight
Iseki, Inc., San Diego, California, announces the helps to protect the engine compartment from

"The east wall moved 0.25 mm last night"
You know it’s moving. You need to know how much and how fast.
You need Electrolytic Beam Sensors from Slope Indicator.
Ask the engineers at
Arley Tunnel, where
real-time monitoring
of 432 beam sensors
provides early warning
of collapse, allowing
preventative measures to be taken and
ensuring the safety
of workers.
For details, contact:

Slope Indicator Co.
Seattle, Washington
Tel: 206-633-30 73
Fax: 206-547-4818
Circle 76 on Reader Service Card
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lion; 3/4 to 50 horsepower;
ability to handle a 2-in. to 6in. discharge; in-line suction
and a discharge capability
and electric or hydraulic
power source options.
Circle #140 o~l Reader Service Card
The compaction bucket from Felco Industries,
Ltd. allows an excavator operator to backfill, posifion and control the depth oflifts. This advantage
C
O. I~1
I,I ........:
C ’i’ .~
I.. ~ .~1 eliminates one man and machine from backfilling
.......
.... S .’l’
.......[l~
: :.~..
damage when slewing. The excavator’s track : spoil. The compacting bucket allows a compacting
frame can be expanded or contracted hydrauilcal- excavator to follow closely behind pipelaying acly in a range from 51-in. to 38-in. And, the nar- tivities. This reduces tl~e possibility of cave-in
rower width lets the TBO15 negotiate small when a trench box is relocated, Felco’s cornpaction buckets also inopenings or operate in very tight job conditions,
crease safety by keeping
The expanded track frame provides ~eater stabi~unprotected men out of
ty for heavy digging and working on uneven terthe trench and a majorirain. The TB015 weighs
ty of the trench closed,
only 3,418 lbs., making
With optional bolt on
it easily transportable.
teeth, compaction buckA 16HP engine delivers
2,415 Ibs. of bucket dig- ets can be used to excavate without changing atg!ng force. Maximum tachraents.
Circle # 141 on Reader Seraice Card
digging depth is 7 ft 3~ ’’
in. with a maximum reach at ground level of 12 ft ITT Fluid Technology Coco
poration’s m0~l B~-2400 is a
and 1-in. ~
140 HP hlgli head/high volC~rcle #139 on Read~r Service Card
Barnes Pumps, Inc. offers a complete line of u~e submersible pump. It
featu_res high head pumping
Prosser~ submersible dewatering pumps that are
constructed of hard-anodized aluminum for for open pit mines and can be
durable performance and lightweight portability. completed in a single (two.
.

prolonged life, especially when pmnping highly ....
mines or open pit mines.
Circle # 1~ o~ Reader Service Card

StraightLine Manufachtring, Inc. has introduced
DirectlineTM, an extended-range directional boring
system for trenchless drilling for landscaping,
freeways, rivers and other obstacles without site
damage or restoration expenses. It features a PowerWrenchT~break-outsystemtochangedrillstero
faster, easier, and safer; an easy-to-use master con~
trol panel; a variable solution pressure control and
a unique priority-flow control valve to maintain
optimum drill rack performance. It is designed
with a TaperLokT.~ drill
stem which is available
in 1 and 1/2-in. and 1
and 7/8-in. sizes. It also
delivers fast trouble-free
operation in rigorous drilling and backreaming
operations.
Circle # 143 on Reader Service Card
,
AGL Corporatlo~ has announceda new ~emote
alignment system for its GradeLight pipelaser~

Called AutoLine, the system uses an enhanced infrared signal to align a laser beam up to 600 ft
away from the laser instrument when used
through-the-pipe. It makes settingup much ~aster
and safer as trips into the ditch to align the laser
could be reduced. Other GradeLight features indude compact size for easy setup inside a pipe or

Helping You Get the MostOut of Trenchless[
Why NASTT? Because it’s the only society in North
America dedicated to advancing the science and
practice of Trenchiess Technology for the public
benefit.

companies involved or concerned with Trenchless

Technology.
You will benefit from direct involvement

and participation in avital and active ..
Whether you’re new to the industry or. an
experienced veteran in the field, you need

organization right here in North America.

NASXT and NASTI" needs you.

We invite you to call us at 312/644-0828 to
talk about membership or to write NASTT,
435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1717, Chicago,
IL 60611-4067 for an application.

Membership in NASTT is open to a broad
spectrum of individuals, agencies and

:

NASTT membership provides:
~" an automatic affiliation with the International Society for Trenchless Technology
~’~" information exchange at conferences and exhibitions, such as the upc.oming
NO-DIG "94 in Dallas this April

,w- opportunities to network
~" technological information
~" industry recognition
~’~ subscriptions to various industry publications
Circle 77 on Reader Service Card
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Ii ~asting Time & Manpower on Laser Setups? ,,‘ -, ’,~,.

Step Up to Wire/ess Une Control

The. 1165 O/algrade Pipe Laser

the industry with.:

[] 500’ wireless line remote control for "one man"
setups
[] Setup in 6-15" pipe, with no special foot sets to lose
[] Get up to $3000 in trade for your working self
Enhanced targets DOUBLE your range and
visibility by reflecting the beam upward to

STANDARD TARGET

ENHANCED TARGET

U.S. Patent 5,095,629

~ Spectra-Physics
5475 Kellenburger Road
Dayton, 0 H 45424-1099
(513) 233-8921

i

Fax: (513) 233-9004
Circle 78 on Reader Service Card
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When it’s time to

repl.ace o.ld pipelines,
lt~s

ttme tor... "

sed to be r_ha the only way to re lace
old pipelines was to dig huge trenches
smack in the middle of major roads.
It was noisy, inconvenient for commuters and
local residents, and e~ensive.
Now there’s a new technolo~ available-the TRS trenchless replacement system -that makes it a cinch to win the war against the
spiralling costs and environmental damage of
conventional pipeline replacement methods.
Steel, ductile and cast iron, concrete
and clay pipelines, even semi-collapsed sewers,
can be replaced with new standard specification
PVC, PE, steel, and other pipes. Use the TRS
system to replace with full same size or LARG_ER
than original pipe, while reducing road traffic by
only one lane!
Better still, our powerful system works
with a smooth, non-impact, hydraulic force
minimizing hazard to adjacent structures.
Find out more about TRSi Call us today!
Contractors’ inquiries welcomed.

(403) 2 7 9- 9 8 7 6
Circle 79 on Reader Service Card

TRENCHLESS" REPLACEMENT. SYS
" ........ " " " " Calgary,

1600,
Canada T2P
3N4i~

J~th Avenue S.W.,

Phone: (403) 279-9876; Fax: (403) 279-6900
_A_ Subsidiary of Precision Drilling Corporadon

R00136~2

¢ 0 N S,T,R’ U~r T,,I,O N
tightly curved~invert, a "SpeedLevel" display system for super-fast self-leveling, -10% to +40%
grade range with separate digital counters,
wide 11.5 degree line
adjustment range,
height-adjustable legs
for quick centering of
’~
tactile response control pad, and a complete range
of setup hardware.
¯
’.
Circle # 144 on Reader Service Card

The Power Mole model PD-6 hydraulic
pusher/puller from Petersen Underground Equipment, Inc. is designed for under-road crossings
"that require additional driving force. Its features
include a shoring box to provide blocking and operator safety in unstable soil conditions and a
steerable system which provides depth, position
and the ability to change direction, upon-demand.
Its jaw system is positive locking, non-slip, and
hydraulically actuated. The PD-6’s solid steel
push rods are top loaded which a!low operation
from excavations less than 5it long: With a maximum driving force of over 84,000 Ibs. per sq. in.,
the PD-6 is used for the installation of pipe or
cable from 1/2-in. to 8-~ ~.
in. with an outside diameter, and double
pipes up to two 4-in.
pipes on the pull-back
operation in most compressible soils.
Circle # 145 oa Reader Service Card

The 42316 hydraulic backfill tamper by Greenlee
."
a 3-in. stroke to a large 6-in. diameter foot. It can
capable of delivering a flow of 7-9 g-pro. Its actuator valve is mounted ou the end of the tamper
tube, and it is 53-in long and weighs only 39 Ibs.
The 42316 hydraulic tamper’s light
weight and blow power, give it efficiency when setting poles and compacting asphalt patch or backfill. It
features a choice of in-handle or
i ~
-hose-end vah, e locatfon and replaceable kidney-shaped (for
around poles), rectanb~flar or round

’

.. ’AM~Liner.igbx
7~o~m a.ti
" ag~iin~t ~the:~lls Of.the: :..!, . ::".’..,:Y:I

e×isting:-piPe" ,:~-!.:)i:~.~:.-:"::i(i -~i( .:;.!~i,~

tamping feet (for general backfill).
Circle # 1~6 on Reader Service Card

Griswold Machine & Engineering has introduced
the new AMH series of lightweight aluminum
manhole shields that are designed for worker protection while setting or repairing manholes. These
new shields are lighter than GME’s comparable
~J~Jl~t Special Advertising Section
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¯

sign; patented-h~rdwood , inserts; a
h~oney-comb inner
structure; clear-view
spreaders; an 8-in. reinforced knife edge and a
5-in diameter Schedule
80 spreader pipe.
Circle # 147 on Reader Service Card

The new "Ken-Jet Industries Still Worker bydraulic piling system is utilized for the installation
O N: S T’ ~. :~U ~ ’~’ | . Oi N
~: ,~.;~. ;..: .. :~d:,.:~.:~::-,.;;~;;x;~. ::.h;-,:~.. ;~:~z~;,.~’~. and extraction of sheet piles and h-piles and is an
environmentally-responsible alternative to consteel-constructed shields. They are easier to transport and handle at the job site and are all certified venfional piling systems. The Still Worker elimiby a certified engineer to meet OSHA require: nares vibration and minimizes the risk of damage
to nearby structures, equipment and sensitive soil
ments, - The AMH manhole shield features a
TH ~ UTTI N G mines and transfer shaftsina hydro power plant.

size and the ability it,self:
travel, the Still Worker excels
in limited access situations:
Unlike auger-cast systems, th6
Still Worker does not require
the removal of soils. So there
are no voids to fill with concrete and no mess to clean up.
Circle # 148 on Reader Service Card

The Borpak Model 1200 blind hole drilling system
developed by the Robbins Company is a remote
operated, self propelled drilling machine mounted
on a crawler for high mobility and launched out of
a starting tube for quick collaring. The BorPak is
capable of boring raises at angles from 300 to 900
from horizontal in sizes ranging from 1.2m-2m diameter without the use of a drill pipe. Some of its
applications include use for drilling shafts in
The BorPak features a crawler undercarriage for
adding higher mobility and more efficient collaring; a launching tube anchoring system is used for

E DG~.

efficient setup and an
electric drive system
achieves easier hose
and cable-handling and
~ mine drilling for more
a more power-efficient
drive system.
Circle # 149 on ~eader Service Card

The Robbins Company’s Modet 167-266/267
open gripper tunnel boring machine consists of
three major components, the cutterhead\cutterhead support, gripper and main beam assemblies.
The cutterhead is the front end of the machine
which excavates rock. The cutterhead support
houses the main bearing and the cutterhead drive
systems. These are electrical motors, gear reducers and hydraulic clutches. The main beam assembly involves themain beam and rear support.
The main beam can move up, down or sideways
relative to the tunnel axis throughout the full
working stroke, The main beam is also involved
in the machine’s steering. Currently, the Robbins
models 167-266/267 are being used for the

E.E.Cruz’& Company is a recognized leader in trenchless
excavation ~itl~’ its microtunneling capabilities.,
Using laser-guided microtunneling, obstacles such as traffic, water

courses, surface structures or contaminants can be avoided,
Projects successfully completed by E.E.CPuz & Company include

Cesotho Highlands Water Project, one of the
largest ventures in the world today. Both models

are working on separate
sections of the 45 km
transfer tunnel stretching between Katse in-

take and ’Muela in the

48"O.D.Concrete, 63"O.D.GRP Fiberglass and 48"O.D.Steel pipelines Republic of South
installed including a. world single drive record of 1,560’ at ~epths
over 80 feet. If you are looking for a clean, cost-effective, and non-

Africa.

Circle # ~50 ~ Reader 5~rvice Card

The Grundoram@ pipe rammer from TT Tech-

disruptive method to substitute for your conventional open cut nologies, Inc. is capable of trenchless casing installation from 4-in. to 80-in. in diameter.
plans, you shonld consider microtunneling,
Powered by compressed air, the tool requires rainLet us put the cutting edge to work for you.
imal working depths, has ashort set-up time, does
g
B~~il~LRDL CQ /]~/C

_/_iO~N~"
CONTRAC
Cruz Plaza, Holmdel. New Jersey 07733
Contact: George Coss for Capabilities Brochure
(008) 946-0700 Fa~K (008) 046-7’392
Circle 82 on Reader Service Card ¯

not require back abutments, and is easy to operate. This pipe rammer
is made from highgrade alloy steel and
uses replaceable
Teflon@ coated rings at
internal wear points.
Its only moving part is
the piston itself. Eight
u.2a
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mod~s
Sullivan Industries, In4; now offers their ~ew redesigned extendable boom, mediumweight track
drill developed for line drilling, production work
and development drilling in mining, quarrying, or
on heavy construction proiects. This drill can be
equipped with the 360 or 361 continuous rotation
pneumatic hammer for hole sizes from 2-I/2-in. to
4-I/2-in. in mining construction or quarry proiects. This newly redesigned
ram drill features a long wide
low chassis design for stability for tramming and setting
up. Hydraulic oscillation has
been added for rough terrain
conditions, in addition, it has
a 5ft hydraulic boom extenstart,
Circle#1S2onReaderServiceCard
Spectra-Physics Laserplane, Inc. Model 1165
Wireless Line Dialgrade@ with wireless remote
line control monitors line and grade to improve
straightness and reduce, friction and spa!ling of
pipe. The wireless remote line control provides
instant line adjustment to a distance of 500 ft
(150m) for pipe laying projects. Dialgrade’s visible red laser beam can be clearly seen on.translu-"
cent targets attached to the fixtures or components
being installed. With applications in open excavations and over the top setups, the Dialgrade’s easy
setup is combined withstaBility in.these appli~ations, with the model 1135
vernier adjuster, the model
1051 (wood) or 2051 (aluminum) tripod, and the
model1133 scope handle. In
manhole applications, Dialgrade sets up easily, even in
manholes with tight precast
inverts, because of its smalI
size, wide pit& and rolI leveling range and simple
mounting systems,

design and-operational features including TT
Tec’rmolog~es patented reciprocating.head and re- . Which permits fall
dranlic force tO be applaceable stepped cone that contributes to its accuplied to the drive rod.
racy. Plus, it’s easy to operate with the ability to
Other Poweram pipe pusher/pullers are the Minireverse the tool with )ust a quarter turn of the air
hose. Applications include uses for pulling steel Ram II with 62,000 Ibs. of pushing force and the
or plastic pipe as well as driving steel castings. Mini-Ram I, with 35,000 Ibs. of pushing force.
Ten sizes of Gmndomat piercing tools are avail- Circle # Is7 an Reader fervice Card
The n~ew piggyback style coupler by Waln-Roy@,
able, ranging from I-3/4-in to 7-in.
t Inc. is unlike other couplers since it does not require the use of bars, ratchets, springs, or any tools
"~"
~z_-~ ~.
,,
to engage and disengage. A simple rear
Cirde # 15$ an Reader Service Card
hand lever is all that is
required, and is ad3~e 5000 series pipe jacking System by Akkerman
justable. Its capability
Equipment, Inc. is unique because its main jackallows contractors to
ing cylinders and the hydraulic system are both
use OEM buckets, and
housed in the pump unit. Tl~s system is on~b-f
is available at this time on r~ost late model excavathe most versatile, since it easily adapts for any
tars.
jacking pipe (RCP, steel, or composite) in any
Circle # 158 on Reader Service Card
length. The pump unit has two distinct hydraulic
A new model of the DDU-10 directional drill from
systems powered by electric motors. A high presAugers Unlimited has just been introduced.
sure system supplies oil for the two main jacking
Named Model DDU-t0T, the drill carriage is now
cylinders, Which have 400 tons of thrust, and any
6ffered on a track carriage. Its tracks are powered
intermediate jacking stationsi
Circle#156onReaderSeraieeCard.
by independent hydraulic drive motors for accuPoweram Cofp0ration’s Mod~’l 2020 Power Ram rate maneuvering,. The hydraulics are driven by a
hydraulic pipe pusher/pulle~ offers 98,000 lbs. of carriage mounted engine for completely independent mobility. Featuring special pad designs, the
push power, its own optional safety shoring box
and special’ connector tools which expedite the tracks also minimize gr6und disturbance while
positioning. The DDU-10T’s hydraulic drilling
sm6oth return of attached utility pipe. The Power

H~OW to gO long ..

i

Circle # 153 on Reader Ser~ce Card

McLaughlin Manufacturing Company and
land have entered into an agreement to introduce
Markham- Technology’s’microtunneling equipment to North America.
Innovations that place Markham Technology

in a class above other microtunneling machines include the use of temporary pipes on the initial
drive for improved steering accuracy, greater
thrust loading in difficult soil, reduced joint makeup time and the ability to retrieve the machine in
the event of an emergency. A patented reamer is
available for use with the temporary pipes, enabling a wide range of sizes from a.single machine. Other microtunneling equipment from
Markham Technology and McLaughlin include
road headers, excavator shields, and earth pressure balanced (EPB) machines with computeraided steering and rock crushing capabilities.
~ ,,.~-.: ...-~...~,-~
]~.~ ~._ ...... ~ .-__ ,~.y~,,.. ~:.~;~.~
1 ~’e~’~’~ "~’~’~’~
Circte # 154 on Reader Seraice Card
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shafted.
Our proven experience in

completing long drives up to
3,000 feet insures your success. Minimize.

tunneling risks and reduce your costs with Iseki.

|s ki

Pioneering Underground Solutions
North America
lseki, Inc.
4365 Executive Drive

Europe, lV]iddle East, Africa Japan, Far East
lseki Poly-Tech Inc.
Euro Iseki Ltd.
Nishi-Shinjuku Matsuya Bldg.
AvonbrookHouse

San Diego, CA92121 USA Stratford-upon-Avon
Tell (819) 597-9~00
Warks. CV37 9LQ, UK
Tel 44 (0)789-292227
Fax 1 (619) 597-9550
1 800 TUNNELL

U.29

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan 151
Tel 81 (0)33 299-3866
Fax 81 (0)33 299-6418

Fax 44 (0)789-268350

.
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’draulic each" d~i]l "a~tachmea~,fea~re h~avier-: . idea: for sloped ~renches; excavating under.anddrive components and are rated to.3000 psi around foundations, sidewalks, underground
c~nfinflous operating pressure All McMillen ’X’ pipes, and cables; cleaning roadside ditches; pickserie~ hydraulic earth drill attachments are engi- hug ~nd moving rocks; and more. PowerTilt is designed to fit various excavator models, and
neered with an "In-Line" drive design,
Circle #160 on Reader Service Card
original standard buckets. Its other features inJI Case has introduced the new rigid-frame, ride- dude a sliding helical spline concept which generon ~encher Model 460. With 37 horsepower, the
ales powerful rotation and
new 460 trenches to depths up to 60-in. It is
permits precise positioning; a
(~ N. S. T R U .~¢ ’i’ | (~ Hi equipped with a four-cylinder, liquid-cooled quick coupler as standard and
V1505-B engine. Other key features include by- side) can be provided as an
drostatic transmission and attachment drives;
option to permit trenching
heavy-duty axles; ease of operation and versatiliand backfilling with the same
ty. Its hydrostatic ground and attachment drives
bucket.
increase reliability, and productivi~, in addition, Circle #162 on Reader Service Card
the 460 is available with a heavy-duty flywheel The Poly-Lined excavator bucket by Sabine@
Metal & Machine is available with poly-lining on
drive trencher attachSabine standard and heavy duty excavator buckmeat or an economical
direct drive trencher atets. Sabine’s poly-lining excavator bucket features
1/2-in. of poly-lining which completely covers
tachment.
The
460
is
The McMillen Division has introduced its new
scheduled
for
producthe inside of bucket wrapper and sides plus weld"X’ series hydraulic earth drill affachments which
ed steel retai~ng rings to hold the poly-lining in
lion
in
January
1994.
are designed fo~ commerhial
¯ and. industrial ,appli- ~rcle#161onRea&rSeraice~ard
.’
place. The poly-lining’s smooth, low friction surcations. Mounting.
The
PowerTilt
bucket
swing
positioner
by
Helac@
face results in faster and cleaner dumping of
brackets are available
’
sticky
materials.
Corporation is a hydraulically powered and when
Circle’#163
on Reader Seroice Card
for skid’steer Ioaders
mounted between dipperstick and tool, it hv"
wheel loaders, backdraulically swings buckets and attachments up to LeROI International, Inc.’s 125-1600 ~FM
hoes~ excavators;
70° to either side from center. PowerTil~’s added portable rotary screw air compressor features safe
cranes, tractor loaders
dexterity means grea.ter versatility~ and improved chasis design; rugged power for efficient, continuor 3-point hitches and
¯
-ous performance; large fuel tanks and air ends
:
which provide greater capacities. LeROI air compressors provide air power for the underground
operation of hand-held drills and miscellaneous
air tools and roof bolting stolpers. And, they supply the required air for air motors and underground mining cars. Underground laboratories
:~
i- :~."~i:.:
and permanent work
.-,: ,,
stations benefit from
the industrial-sized
units for any requirement of air power beneath the earth.

systems are powered by the trailer-mounted 80
horsepower diesel engine. And, pressure, cornpensating pumps are
standard for both the
torq.ue and thrust circults which supply only
the volume and pressure demanded by.the
operator.
¯
Circle # 159 on ReaderServiee Card

.....

Circle # 164 on Reader Ser~ice Card

Microtunelling machines by Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems have the ability to handle all
types of ground, with varying conditions, even be® ing machines are powerful, easily operated and

DRI

-PRIME neath the water table. Herrenknect micro-tunnelfor long
Go.in Dd-Pdme® fuib/
seff-p~iming trus[1 pomps ~n run
pedods of lime. h’ke ell Godwin products, lhe Dri-Pdme is Im&d by
24-hour sauce support end is avm’labte for sole or rental enyx~here in the country,
¯ Tolally d~/running capnhilily
.’ flows l0 5500 GPM, heads to 485’
BOOTH #821 AT HAZMAT
¯ Automatically Dri-Pfimos to 28’ lif~
g{~(~wi~’~
¯ Stainless steel construction available For sale
or rental. Electric and diesel engines.
Sewer bypass; Coffer Dam Dewatering; Wellpoint Dewatering;
Quarry, Mine and Lagoon Pumping
¯ Call 609-467-3636 or Fax 609-467-4841 Bridgeport, N J-Washington, DC-Buffalo, NY
Circle 88 on Reader Service Card

serviced and incorporate the latest technology,
says the manufacturer. Unexpected cobbles can be
reduced in size in the m~cru-tunnelling
cuing wheel, while larger boulders can be excavated by the cutting wheel itself, directly driven
with 60 hp installed power. With pumped removal of the excavated material as slurry, it is
possible to tunnel beneath the water table without
the need for compressed air.
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My name is Gerry¯ ,,

Dorfman,,andI am an
underground utility.
contractor from

, -.the countyi y0~ can become p~ of a f0rde that empowers yqu’.:~S a buSiness"Pdrs0n:. B.) increasing
’ W~IImclude me l~gest~ver heavy equipmeni exhibitione~clusively.f0r thefinderg~0u~d Utiii~: .
- construction indusW~ver 150,000squ~e feet of exhibi{ snacd, ineludin~ the latestinn0~ations
To le~n. more about ~CA and the benefits of belonging 1recommend that v0u t~ ~o ~:: " ~:
~CA contractor or supplier member. There"s no. one better~o tell ~ou about m~benefitS0f mem-.
bership th~ one of your peers. It is the best investment you will evg m&e for your ~i~ess:Ex-

For fu~er details on ~CA membership~Conventi0n and Heavy Equipment show; ~all (703) 358 ....
9300, f~ (703) 358-9307, or.write NUCA at 4301 N. Fdfif~ Dr, Suite 3g0, Arlington~ VA 22203-

~=~_~__~__~~
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Odeb cht: Brazil s
giant beats adversity
Bmzilia~ co~tractor

ta~es.~x~Xca~~ y""~y"~ ~

a~oacn~ ~ to b~i~ess

a~d pogtical cr~es at
home a~d abroad

weighty management philosophies
espoused by im fo~der,~Norbert6 Odebrecht.
He h~ ~tten five boo~ on ~e subject, enough ~o make him a veritable
bus~ess ~m in Br~. C~g Ns concep~ "en~epreneufiN tec~o!o~," he
~o wS~e~s w~o ~ e~s~e~ ~o ~e p~At,7~, he s~ ch~s ~e holing comp~y s bo~d of Nrectors, w~e Ms 48year-old son, Emilio,
~ ~ president.
first Odebrechts came

~e

~o ~ ~om ~y

in the mid-1800s. In
1919, Norbe~o’s N~er

~a ~ ~o~ ~o~-

~tracting business that

~
~ fo~
bankruptcy during

Wo~d
w~.
of ~flafion ~d matefi-.
Ns shortages.

.. ~eNnng no assets;
0~er ~. Ms N~er’s
Nor~eao Od~bm~ht (left) has ~assed on th~ t0mh fo. ~ sson Emilio:./’ employe eg,~ a young.
fU, S. con~actors ~ ~e 1990s
have been rough, they should
he~ what Br~ co~cfion
~t Odebrecht S.~ has had to
contend ~.
In I99E None ~e internafionN conglomemte had to orches~ate ~ emergen~ ~R to get 5,500 of i~ workers
out of war-torn Angola just months
gmr mo~ng i~ Nofida con~c~g sub2.
sidia~ out of the path of Hurricane
Andrew. It also had to maneuver
through polkical chaos caused by a
coup in Peru and an attempted over¯row of ~e Veneme!~ gove~ent.
~d ~ngs were no b~tter at home
where, poHfic~ sc~d~s l~t f~ toppled
B~ s, president ~d impficated m~y
in the construction industry. Meanwhile, domestic building m~kets wN-.
lowed in a deep slump ~ ~e nation’s
runaway i~a6on conanued to so~.
"~ told, ~e or~zafion h~ probably never e~e~enced so m~y dev~mting events," says Renato BN~di, cNef Od~breeht workers am lreated as pa~r~ an~ delegated much authori~ in tha
opera~g officer of gene~ con~ac~g
subsi~ Comtmtora Norberm Ode"Our ~oN is to incre~e turnover by Norberto made a pact with them to
brecht S.~ (CNO).
Fortunately, the Odebrecht group 50% ~ ~e next ~o ye~s to $3 b~on, start a new company of partnersucceeded in’facing down ~e adversi- says Emilio Odebrecht, president ~d en~eprene~s. Toge~er, ~ey fo~ded
ues. It emer_ed from l~t ye~ s crucible cNef executive officer of p~ent compa- ~NO ~ 1945 ~dslowly be~ mapp~g
a strategy for growth within Brazil.
~ $1.9 b~on ~ contact aw~ ~d ny Odebrecht S.~
Roots. B~ed in ~e port d~ of SN- From those humble beginnings, an
$51 minion in profits..Though down
comidembly from 1991, $612 ~on ~ vador, in ~e nor~ern state of B~a, intemafionN action pl~ for e~sion
forei~ work w~ good e~ough to place Odebrecht oversees operations in 18 h~ evolved, picNng.up ste~ ~ ~e l~t
Odebrecfit 57~ on ENR s top interna- countries ~d employs nearly 42,000 15 ye~s.
"We re~zed a long time ago ~at we
fionN con~actors fist (~ 8/23 p. 34). world, de. Despite iu m~mo~ size,

~
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ROTOoMILL~ PR-800

Portable VENTURI-MIXERTM

CHALLENGER 2000

PiT SAVER II

SF-350 Paver

RS-500 Redaimer/Stabilizer ROTO-MILL® PR-500

/

~.~:~
~

SF-450 Paver

Bugdi_ng The:..Wor!d~s
COBPOBATION
MQS~ Innovative An!
~roauc~ve Machi~ne~

Bid-Well Canal Pavers

CMI and its subsidiaries.., building Productiv
Machines with Innovative Solutions to Power
the Roadbuilding Industry~
CMl’s equipment leads the indust~ in Production,
Durabili~, Value Retention and Contractor Profitabili~.
CMI is continuously broadenin~ its product line to
bring its customers the most beneficial advances
technology can achieve. Call CMI today for informatior

~-500 AUTO-G~DE~

ROTO-MILL® PR-1200

PS-350 Placer Spreader

LOAD KING~ Trailers

Bid-Well® Bridge Pavers

T~
Stationary VENTURI-MjXER

LOAD KING® Trailers

TC-250 Texturing Curing

Asphalt Plant Controls

TR-225B Trimmer

ROTO-AIRETM Baghouse

ROTO-MILL® PR-800-7

RS-400 Redaimer/Stabilizer

CMI CORPORATION 405/787-6020. FAX 405/491-2417
i-40 and Morgan Road ¯ P.O. Box 1985, Oklahoma City, OK 73101
Circle 46 on Reader Service Card
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WORLD PROJECTS

Aimin.~ for North America in the late
must learn how to operate worldwide, if od~er most significant acquisition was
1980s,
(~debrecht set up Odebrecht
industrial
contractor
T~cnica
Nacional
only to know how to fend off our international competition in Brazi!," says de Engenharia S.A. (Tenenge), which Contractors of Florida Inc. in Miami. It
a $25-rnillion contract to extend the
Sergio Foguel, vice president of corpo- joined the group in 1986. The firm is has
city’s
people mover and a SB2-million
joint-venturing
with
a
Singapore
conrate planning and development. "By the
t990s, we wanted to have half our work tractor on a $o,~70-rnillion deepwater off- contract for an interchange.
The Metro-Dade Transit Agency says
abroad and by the end of the decade, shore oil rig. Construction passed the
we also want to have half our net worth
(currently $!.1 billion) outside of const.ruction." So far, the firm is on schedule to meet its goals, he notes.
Diversity. Today, Odebrecht’s capabilities are widely varied. Although
highways, subways and dams have
accounted for some of its biggest contracts, the company also has been very
active in general building, pe~ochemical and other industrial work, electronics and telecommunications. Non-construction investments include chemicals
manufacturing, offshore oil drilling and
pulp and paper production.
Along the way, Odebrecht has made
benchmark acquisitions to propel it
from one goal to the next. By far the
biggest was the 1980 purchase of Companhia Brasileira de Projetos e Obras
(CBPO) for $!00 million. Founded in
1931, the S~o Paulo-based heaw contractor immediately gave Odel~rectxt
access and clout ih the markets of MiamiMetr~m~verwas~debre~ht’sfirstma~~ru.S.~~b.~tisunderbudgetandahead~fsche~u~e~
southern Brazil. This paid off immediatel~ with work on the world’s largest
people mover project is ahead of
hvdi’oelectric project at Itaipfi. One of midway point in lvI_ay when the rig was the
schedute and under budget. Ronald
CgPO’s biggest domestic projects is the transpbrted from S~ngapore to Brazil
¯
Steiner, the Florida Dept. of TransRed Line~,~a $225-million expressway for its final phase.
portation’s district construction engiTo
establish
a
presence
in
Europe,
currendv under construction in Rio d~
Odebrecht two years ago teamed ~eer in Miami, says the interchatxge is
Janeiro.
In 1988, CBPO acquired Portugal’s Tenenge with Br{tish petrochemical also on schedule. He adds that the
Bento Pedroso Construg6es S.A., a contractor SIP Engineering Ltd., which agency has had an excellent relationwith Odebrecht and says it was
heaw contractor nowworking on a new had been acquired earlier by Ode- ship
"extremely cooperative" a year ago
Lisbbn subway project. Odebrecht’s brecht.
ENFt/September 20, 1993
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belief that the only way to get public
work was to buy it.
"Of course we paid," confides one
Odebrecht executive. "Here, either you
pay or you get out of the market. And
sometimes, you have to pay twice--once
to get ~e contract and then again to
get paid.’
To put an end to such perversion
and ensure it never returns to public
contracting in Brazil, Odebrecht and
other major firms lobbied the Brazilian
Congress hard earlier this year to pass
new federal legislation requiring government contracts to be awarded to the
lowest bonded bidder.
"That is the most significant step we
can take to end corruption," says Joao
Baptista M; de Paiva Chaves, director of
Odebrecht s corporate relations.
In June, the lobbying effort paid off
Offshore oil rig arrived in Brazil from Singapore last May. Tenenge will finish building it in 1994.
with federal, enactment of a new law
mandating a low-bidder contracting system. However, tiring concern for smallwhen he asked the firm to help dear press. It responded by beefing up its
er firms, President Itamar Franco used
state roads after Hurricane Andrew public relatiotzs., department and. hirin, g his line-item veto to kill the measure’s
struck,
one of Brazil s foremost business jourerformance bond requirement That
But in California, a cloud is hanging nalists to run it.
element of the bill was the key,
over Odebrecht’s subsidiary, CBPO of
"In spite of all the noise being made laments Paiva.
America Inc. in Sherman Oaks. In July, by the press, we have never been indictEfforts are now under way to renegoit was apparent low bidder for a $168- ed nor have any allegations against us
date the law and restore the bonding
million earthfill dam project being let
by the Corps o,f Engineers !~NR 7/19 p.
16). As CBPO s bid was :~29 million
under the next bid, the Co.r~.s is deciding whether to accept CBPO s rationale
for the low-ball bid. Last month, the second-low bi,dder alerted the Corps to
Odebrecht s alleged involvement in
Brazil’s recent political sca~,,dals.
But the firm has been, very responsive,to the charges and it looks like
they re going to be okay on this bid,"
concedes Da~d Coon, a spokesman for
the Corps’ Los Angeles district office.
"We fee! fairly positive about our relationship with [CBPO]."
Damage control. The political situation at home has been a nagging probIron for Odebrecht since last summer.
Indeed, there sdll are repercussions all
over Brazil from last fali’s spectacular
collapse of President Fernando Collor
de Mello’s short-lived "reform government."
Now renowned as perhaps the most
corrupt administration in Brazil’s tattered political histor% the Collor presi- Angola dam project had to shut down last fall when the site fell into the hands of guerrillas.
dencv featured a cor~suldng firm established by a presidential aide for the sole
purpos4 of collecting bribes from con- ever been supported by proof," says provision. Beyond that, Odebrecht also
"
"
struction companies. The firm collected Emilio Odebrecht.
has put political campaign finance
about $55 million.
Reform, Although Odebrecht’s reform high on its lobbying a~enda,
Such embarrassing revelations cast record is dean, few unalv believe that it hoping to ~orce changes before ]~razil’s
aspersions on virtually ever}, major con- was able to remain to~allv unsullied pivotalelecdons in October 1994. []
struction company in Brazil. Odebrecht while operating in such a ~rossly corBy Rob Mca~Ianamy in Rio deJaneiro
inidailv declined comment on the mat- rupt environment. For a time during and Salvador, with Attain Schmidin Sdo
ter and got hammered in the national Collor’s regime, it was a commonly held Paulo
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F.ngineering NewS-Record is the only publication that delivers the worldwide construction
industry. From the Ct~annelTunnel Breakthro_ugh to the Rebp_ilding of Kuwait. From the Boston
Harbor Cleanup to Seville~Expo ’92. ENR is there.. Every_ week. Uncovering how industry
professionals tackle ’the most difficult construction challenges. With over 120 correspondents
around the wo~ld, ENF~ brings you up-to-the minute news on the latest construction methods and
design innovations of the most talked about projects.
Start your subscription-to-~rilgine~r~n~ 3/~s~cord today and let E~’s construction
experts help you identify opportunities. You will receive and benefit from the technical news,
business data, and market trends you need to compete in this ever-changing industry. Be
equipped for the future. Let ~E,"qR be your guide to a world of opportunities in 1993. S}ay upto-date wifh your personal subscription to ENR.
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!.3 million cu yd of marine sediment
and place 3.9 million cu yd of sand.
The $222-million Wanchai reclamation is the 25th contract awarded by the
Hong Kong government in the Airport
.~i~
"
Core Program (ACP) to build an airport
on Chek Lap Kok Island. Publicly funded contracts now totaI $3.6 billion,
Hong Kong contracts
about 68% of the government commitment to ACP.
Another significantACPcontract
signed this month is for an immersed
tube vehicle tunnel between Hong
Kong Island and Kowtoon. But that
contract differs from other airport-related projects because Western Harbour
Tunnel Co. (WHTC) signed the first
build-operate-transfer agreement under
the airport-related program. WHTC
awarded a $740-million, 48-month construction contract to Nishimatsu Kumag-aiM, a Japanese joint venture.
eanwhile, the Provisional Airport
Authority (PAA) has separately awarded
four contracts worth $1.3 billion. This
brings the total of airport-related construction to $5.7 billion and there is
another $4.8 billion yet to be awarded.
Chek Lap Kok Airport, the reason for
all the construction activity, is currently
at the center of a dredging and earthmoving operation to create a 3,100-acre
platform.
Chek Lap Kok Airport and new highway’ and railroad require massive reclamation projects.
PAA awarded a $1.2-billion contract
to a six-company consortium compris!ng a marine group and an earthmovuringthe next 48 months a line to the new airport now under con- lng group. The marine group, led by
French-Japanese consortium will strucfion.
.[an de Nul N.V., Belgium, completed
reclaim 50 acres of harbor
The Dragages/Penta/BSG consor- 21% of its platform last month. The
fronting H, ong Kong Island to expand tium, comprises Dragages et Travaux civilgroup, including Morfison Knudthe colony s Wanchai district and pro- Publics and Bachy, Soletanche Group, sen Corp., Boise, leveled 126 acres of
[]
vide 15 acres for the terminal of a rail France, with Japan s Penta-Ocean Con- the 706-acre onshore platform.

ill lol l

0,5 billio

D

First tower up on Tsing Ma Bridge

Linked

slipformers will finish casting the ~r~st twin-legged 659.5-ffhigh tower of Hong ~ong~s Tsing
Ma suspension bridge later this month,
At the end of last month, another set of
equipment started casting legs of the
second tower at a rate of 1Oft a day..
The double deck bridge is a major
component of a new highway and railroad extending from Chek" Lap Kok
Airport to the mainland. Designed by
the Hong Kong office of Mort MacDonaid Group, the 7,119-ft-long bridge will
include a4,518-ff main span.
A joint venture of Mitsui ~ Co. Ltd.,
Tokyo, and Costain Civil Engineering
Ltd; London, is building the towers,
The companies are members of ,Ang!o
Japanese Construction, the consortium
constructing the $936-million bridge
( F2,rR 8/17/92 p. 17).

The towers’ oval-section legs, linked
at four levels by beams, are a constant
19.7 ft wide and taper in the other
direction from 59 ft to 33 ft. Slip, fo_rmers will place 80% of the towers concrete leaving the top 36 ft to be cast
conventionally. Each twin tower contains over 30,000 cu yd of concrete,
incorporating blast furnace slag, micro
silica, retarding admi;x, tures and ice.
To cast the towers deep cross beams,
the contractor combines steel trusses
with post-tensioned concrete. Crews
instalIsteel trusses, ~3 to 39.4 ff deep
and up to ! 18 ft long after the slipformers pass. The trusses are prefabricated
with bottom forms, rebar and post-tensioning ducts. When they are ~n place,
the contractor erects side forms and
encases the trusses in concrete before
[] Oval tower legs are slipformed at 10 ft a day.
prestressing the beams.
ENR/September 20, 1993
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Annual Conference and Exposition
October 31-November 4, 1993
Minneapolis, Minnesota

For more information,
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complete and return this form
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to: GIS/LIS ’93, 5410
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Grosvenor Lane, Ste. !00,
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Zip:.

Country:.

Bethesda, MD 20814-2122.
You may call 301-493-0200,
or send a fax to
301-493-8245.
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[] AM/FM International
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State builds road to last 50 years
New York State builds highway with 48-in. roadbed based on European design
y the year 2045,
hate joint faulting. The
agency specified 20-ft-long
engineers will
know whether
pavement slabs and called
New York State’s
for some 15-ft test slabs for
wear comparison.
investment in a
And following the Euro50-year design life for a 2.8mile segment of highway
pean pattern, the agency
specified shoulder slabs to
paid off. Based on the socalled European design, the
be 8 ft wide and the adjaroadway is 48 in. deep incent lanes to be ~4 ft wide.
However, the striping destead of the conventiona!
21 in. and incorporates an
marcates a 10-ff shoulder,
reducing the wear on longiopen-graded subbase under
1! in. of unreinforced contudinal shoulder joints
For the elevated sections
crete paving. The additional cost is modest, compared
of the route, Bergmann folto the overall cost of the
lowed NYSDOT specifica$56-million project,
dons to space bridge ~rders
to suit the span of an~.5-in.The state Dept. of Transdeep reinforced concrete
portation’s chief engineer,
Michael Cuddy, was on last
deck. The agency subsequently increased the speciyear’s field trip sponsored Coming Bypass includes 11 major structures in the 2.B-mile-long highway,
by the Federal Highway
fled depth to 9;5 in. but the
A’dministrafion to find out
change doesn t affect the
why roads lasted so much
Coming contract.
Split package, NYSDOT
longer in western Europe.
Cuddy was impressed
split the bypass construc~on
into two contracts so that a
enough to try the European
method in the Corning
complicated interchange
Bypass, designed by Bergand realignment of another
state route could get under
mann Associates, Rochester, N.Y.
way, leaving a clear run at
New York is one of the
the major length of roadfirst states to try. long-life
way. Cold Springs Construcroad construction and is
tion Co., Akron, N.Y., startcurrently building a seged the first part in June
ment with a bituminous
!992 under a $26-million
concrete surface in Saranac
contract. This month it laid
the first section of its 850 ft
Lake. And Cuddy says all
state road reconstruction
...
of highway pavement. Lmae
:
Construction Corp., Meriprojects over one mile long
will now be built for a 50- New flume redirects creek flowing through old tunnel under railroad,
den, Conn., is building dae
year life.
rest of the bypass under a
$30-million contract.
Departing from normal
construction, the bypass roadway al 21-in. roadway since the contractor
Between the two jobs, the contractors
beneath the concrete paving is 4 in. o’f has to excavate deeper and lay much ~i!1 build 11 structures, two pedestrian
open subgrade to drain water, 12 in. of thicker subbases. Dougherty says the 48- tunnels and several flood control facilistone subgrade and 21 in. of select sub- in.-deep roadway added $2.5 million to des. The bypass s’kirts the edges of two
gwade comprising excavated materials, the cost of the pl-oject,
floodplains so segments of it have to be
Ray Gemme, associate soils engineer built on embankments var~irlg between
says Brian Dougherty, Bergmann’s pro~
ject designer,
at ,’q~’SDOT, says the superior drainage 35 ft and 60 ft high.
By Peter Green
The cost is higher than a convention- under the pavement will help to elimiENR/September 20, 1993
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

cavator. Both feature an operator-oriented
cab and quadtronics, a microprocessorbased engine and hydraulic control system
providing ease of control to make the
excavators strong performers in dosequarter foundation work, lifting and placing
pipe and trenching. DEERE & CO,
169

Excavator line expansion
Company has added two new hydraulic
excavators to its E-Series line. The 190E is a
16,300-1b, 55-hp unit. The 67,450-1b, 220-hp
892E-LC is a hea~-/-duty production ex-

Mass excavator attachment
These excavators have a bucket range of
3.75 to 5.5 cu yd and an engine output of
300 hp!2,000 rpm for high-production jobs.
Features include the independent travel
mode that separates the travel and attachment circuits to ensure steady travel speed. Hydraulic breakers ’
KOBELCO 3a’vIERICA INC.
170 Three different breakers in the 400 to 1,000
ft-lb size classes have been designed for use
Excavator series leader
in road building, demolition, quarrying,
The newly designed Cat 375 excavator metallurgy and utility works. The breakers
enters the 75-metric-ton-class with increased can be directly mounted to the dipper or
performance capabilities, new electronic picked up by the company’s bac "khoe bucket
controls and versatility through a wide range quick coupler. They are engineered with
of options. Digging depths range from 24 ft constant blow energy to ensure maximum
171 breaking power.JCB INC.
172
7in. to 37 ft 7in. CATERPIEkARINC.

R0013628

which on-grade slab remo~l and processing
is needed. It features a lower jaw design that
allows the attachment to slip under slabs or
dec’ks, raise them and easily guide material
to the throat of the attachment for processing. LABO bkNTY MANUFACTURING 174

Breakers
Equipped with a range of special performance features, the KXB400, 500 and 600
hydraulic breakers have been designed for a
variety of construction applications. The
l.k’(g400 has an impact energy classification
of 200 ft lb and operates at 1,100 blows per
minute.The KX.B500 is included in the 500ft-lb impact energy class. The KXB600 is
included in the 750-ft-lb impact energy class
and offers a powerful breaking force with a
frequency of 875 blows per minute. KUBOTA
173
TRACTOR CORP.

Hydraulic excavator improvements
The PC650-5 hydraulic excavator features
improved hydraulics for better work capabilities such as three operating modes for
heavy, standard and light duty; a soft-dig systern that allows the operator to select either
XL 4000 series excavator
A line of hydraulic excavators, "known as the a smooth or power mode; and 404 hp at
!,800 rpm for high-production digging and
XL 4000 series, increases productivity with
faster cycle times and higher digging forces, loading operations such as cross-country
176
says the manufacturer. Reach and range of pipeline jobs. KOMATSU DRESSER CO.
the models extend to a full 30 ft, 6 in. at
grade,
or toboom
overtilts
45 ft
a telestick
[ For more information
°- with a attachment. The
upwith
to 220
360°-

On.grade processor
This excavator attachment is for use in a
the appropriate key numbers (shown at the end of
wide range of on-grade applications such as opdon. All boom movements are easily con- I Select the procluct thforma6on you want a~d eircte
road and bridge reconstruction projects in trolled with joysticks. TIlE GRADALL CO. 175 each item) on Ne inquiry card.
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Road ramp rebuild required
he New York State Dept. of Transportation had the power to require a developer to relocate a
highway ramp, even after the local
municipality removed that requirement
from its site plan apprm~l, according to
astate appeals court,
In 198~, Westage Business Center
Associates sought permission to build a
commercial development at the intersection of Interstate 84 and state Route
9 in the Town of Fishkill, N.Y. An environmental impact statement was prepared as required by the New York State
Environmental Quality Review Act.
Among the concerns listed was the
increased traffic at the intersection of I84 and Rt. 9. The Fishkill Planning
Board issued its final site plan approval,
conditioned on West,age relocating the

T

A

public benefit corporation and
the developer of a cogeneration
plant were liable to an unpaid
supplier because they failed to obtain a
payment bond as required by New York
State law, a state trial court ruled,
In the late 1980’s, Indeck Energy Services of Silver Springs Inc. was developing an energy cogeneration plant in Silver Springs, N.Y. In order to obtain
financing at low tax-exempt rates,
Indeck signed an agreement with the
Wyoming County Industrial Development .Agency, a public benefit corporation. Under the agreement, Ini:teck
would transfer title to WCIDA at the
beginning of construction and WCIDA
would transfer it back at the end of the
project. This arrangement allowed
WCIDA. to sell industrial development
revenue bonds to finance the project.
Indeck hired National Energy Producfion Co. as the general contractor
and it subcontracted steel work to Fels
Co. Inc. Fels bought $137,000 worth of
steel from Davidson’Pipe Supply Co.
Inc. When Davidson was not paid, it
sued WCIDA and Indeck.
Under New York State’s Finance Law,
a public benefit corporation involved in
construction of a public improvement
must require a bond guaranteeing pay56

existing westbound access ramp from
Rt. 9 to 1-84, if required by the New
~%rkState Dept. of Transportation.
In September 1987, after Westage
beg’an construction, DOT issued a highway work permit. The permit is required by state law before anyone can
construct or improve an entrance to or
connection with any state highway within the fight-of-way. It is required "notwithstanding any consent or franchise
granted by any town or count)’ superintendent or other municipal authority."
The permit required Westage to realign
the ramp.
Westage sued the state, challenging
this requirement, but the suit was dismissed because it was flied too late.
Nevertheless, the Fishkill Planning
Board deleted the ramp-moving

approval.
As a result, Westage did not build the
access ramp. DOT then sued to enforce
the terms of its permit. Westage argued
that it did not have to relocate the ramp
because the requirement was deleted
from Fishkill’s site plan approval.
The New York trial court ruled for
Westage, but the appellate dMsion of
the state Supreme Court reversed. It
held that DOT could condition its permit on Westage relocating the ramp.
Under state law, DOT had the power
to require an owner to perform work
needed to "facilitate safe and unimpeded traffic flow," noted the court. "The
DOT’s authority, to impose such condiLions in [Westage’s] highway work permit was in no wav affected by the planning board’s addendum removing such
conditions." I.~Tzite v. Westage De~,elopment
Group Inc., 595 N.KS.2d 507 (N.Y. App.
Div. I993).

work under its contract. In May 1991, it
seeking ~pa~nen t
of $844,135 that it claimed was due on
its contract.
ment to all persons furnishing labor or
Rivergate argued that the contract
materials on the job. The trial court, was unenforceable, asserting that X.L.O.
the New York State Supreme Court, was a member of a Mafia-run "dub" of
rnled for Da~4dson because WCIDA and concrete contractors that dominated
Indeck were responsible for obtaining a the concrete trade in New York City.
payment bond. ’Although the statute According to Rivergate, its contract with
does not state what remedies are avail- X.L.O. violated state and federal antiable if a required bond is not obtained, trust laws.
the court held that Davidson had a
The New York trial court dismissed
direct claim against WCIDA and Indeck X.L.O.’s lawsuit. However, the Appellate
for their breach of the law. Davidson Division of the state Supreme Court
Pipe Suppt~ Co, v. Wyoming County Indus- reinstated it, holding that X.L.O. had a
trial Deve’lopment Agency, 595 N.Y.S.2d right to sue for payment. Th~ court
898 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1993).
noted that the antid’ust laws invalidate
contracts and combinations in restraint
of trade, but do not void "every contract
for services or goods entered into by a
O~l~ler carl~t styli s~
person or entity which is a member of
such illegal arrangement or combinaover alleged mob ties
tion."
"-We conclude that X.L.O.’s memberconcrete contractor’s alleged ship in the club was collateral to the
membership in a Mafia "club" contract it negotiated and entered into
not suitable grounds for an with Rivergate and that the contract
owner’s refusal to pay the contractor for and its performance can be proved
services on a project, a New York appel- ~¢ithout reference to the illega! arrangelate court has ruled,
ment known as the club; i.e. that the
In 1983, X.L.O. Concrete Corp. con- contract constitutes an intelligible ecotracted to do the concrete work on a nomic transaction in itself," said the
Manhattan high-rise apartment build- appeals court. X.L.O. Concrete Corp. v.
ing called Rivergate. The price was Pdvergate Corp., .597 N.~:i2d 302 (N.I:
$16.5 million X.LO. performed the App. Div. 7993).
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innovative
by Nature,
At Camp Dresser & McKee--one of the
world’s leading environmental consulting
engineering firms--we have solved the most
challenging environmental problems for
industry and government for nearly half a
century. CDM integrates proven experience
with the creativity of today’s sharpest minds
to meet the country’s environmental needs
and to preserve the world’s natural resources.
From cond~tctin~ indNidua! site ~sessmen~s,
to managing ovd~gl! facility construction
programs; from hdping drought-ridden
California get th~ most out of its water supply,
to providing gngi~eeri~g studies for ~he
Boston Hath~r cleanup; CDM can manage
your environmental: challenge: :
"
CDM’s environmeritaI work in drinking
water, wastewater, solid waste, hazardous wastei ~.
air quality, ’and stormwater is innovative by~
:and for nature. "
-

planners, & management co~sultahts ¯ .

CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Corporate HeadqUarters: ’~, : .~. .......
Cambridge, Massachusetts o~142 ’:.- :-~

617621-8181

:" "

offices worldwide i :, i;.’.. ....

:,

"

’
MFIEEO0

To rid Colorado’s Clear Creek of mining
waste contaminants, CDM developed an
award-winning !~all-natural" treatment
system utilizing artificial wetlands to restore
waterways~ resulting in a cost-effective and
environmentally sound solution.
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Employees are see~g more autonomy, independence, ~d a ~eater say ~ how ~ey do ~e~ work. The
days of ~pid ~o~, a job for ~e ~d ~fless ~eer
oppo~fies ~e today a ~s~t memo~ for employees
~ m~y en~o~ent~ ~ms. ~ou~ some ~ms ~e
stfll gro~g, m~y have had to reso~ to do~s~ing,
relocation of s~aff, and stre~lining of operations to
maintain their profit levels. The results of the 3rd
~u~ En~o~e~ C~eer ~d Employer ~eference
Su~ey pro~de ~si~t ~to how employees ~e s~g
~s ~t pe~od ~d how the~ employers ~e help~g
~em adapt by empowe~g ~em.

lowed by a n~wcomer to the top three, the U.S.
En~o~ent~ ~otecfion Agent, ~ 5%.
CH2MHill has adopted a number of on-going pro~s to bolster employee morse ~d co~ent. As
a reset, turnover ~ong profession~s has o~y been 5%
over ~e past sever~ ye~s. ~e comply is ~y com~tted to ~e~ employee op~on s~ey process. They
conducted a su~ey [ast year and do so pe~odic~ly.
D~elI Nepal, Corporate Staffing Manager, says that
employees have embraced their qu~i~ improvement
pro~. "Even ~e skepfi~ ones have become be~eve~. Most have received ~g ~d ~e now berg
to work o~ qu~ ~provement projects."

The Environmental Career and Employer ~eference
S~ey was co=ducted to ~n a better underst~d~ o~
why employees entered ~e en~onment~ field, wha~
~ey ~e ~d dis~ about wor~g ~ ~e field, ~d how
satisfied ~%y ~e ~ v~ous aspec~ of ~e~ work
Respondents were ~so asked to r~k their most prefeted employers ~ ~e field.
The su~ey app~ed in fl~is ye~s May 10 issue of
En~ee~g News-Record. Ad~fion~ copies of ~e quesfio~e were m~ed sep~ately to 4,000 subsc~bers ~
the ~o~en~ field. The results were ~b~ated by
The Discove~ Group, a Sh~on, Massachuset~-based
op~on s~eys.

Bob Card, Director of Business Development ~d

received by ~e ~m to sever~ factor. "Our ma~ orga~tion enables us to coruscate effectively t~ou~out ~e org~on. The ~ of employees is ~ted
o~y by the~ s~s ~d fle~b~, not by ~e org~on.
I c~ ~so count on o~y one h~d the number of our
5,700 ~mployees w~ere peop1~ won’t
Azsi~ng the ~ght p~ople to ~e ~t as~i~e~t has
helped buoy e~ployee attitudes at C~p, Dresser
McKee. Accor~g to Ch~lene ~en, Co,orate Hum~
R~o~ces M~ager, ’~e res~c~red a few y~s ago to
move away from traditional home room type project
teams. This has enabled
¯ us to pro~de more career
~o~h for o~ employees. ~ employees ~e ~si~ed to
Resource Pools w~ch enables us to match ~e~ s~s,
e~e~ences ~d ~a~ record to ~e approp~ate new project. As a result, ~ou~ employees must ~avel more
fk~ ~]{$
be~een our different offices, they ~e able to develop
~ek s~s mor~ rapi~y."
For the ~ird s~ght ye~, CH2MH~, Denver, CO,
A n~ber off~m~ may Mve con~buted to ~e p~iw~ r~ed as ~e most prefe~ed employer ~ ~e
five ra~ of ~e U.S. En~o~en~ ~otec~on Agent.
m~en~ field. ~enW-~ee percent of ~e respondents
r~ed CH2MHill as ~ther ~ek first, second or t~rd ¢~,*r ~,~

..............................................................
A to~ of 1,076 completed s~eys were received, up
from 800 in last year’s stu@. The majority of the
r~pondents work ~ the p~vate sector (72%) ~d over
h~ have been ~ ~e~ present employer for ~t least 3
y~s. Appro~ately 50% work for comp~es whose
pdma~ business is e~vironmental engineering while
~other ~e 30% ~e ~ ~s ~vo~ved ~ en~o~e~~ en~ee~g ~ some ~ent. Ei~ty-five percent of ~e
r~ponden~ ~e m~es. The medi~ age is 39 ~d ~e
median annual sala~ is $50,000 to $60,000. The
largest segment of the group is employed as either
Project Engineers, Directors or Managers (44%).
Administrative Managers (13%), Environmental
En~ee~ (14%) ~d Ci~ En~eers (13%) compose ~e
b~ce of~e s~p~e,
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"Our employees have not been
impacted by the concern for job security found in many public sector
firms," says Maureen Delaney,
Director of Human Resources for the
U.S.E.P.A.’s Office of Air and
Radiation, Washington, D.C.. "Many
of our employees choose to work for
the E.P.A. over private sector firms

:..~ ..o ~.L:: ; ~..~ .... U.S Feder~I

service and feel t_hey can have more of

employment market. Although
employe~ entered ~e field for a v~=
ety of reaso~a, the majorKy were
at~cted ~ ~e ab~d~t oppo~=
~es for person~ ~d ~eer~o~.
As sho~ ~ Tables 2 ~d 3, per=
son~ ~o~h is the leading reason
why employees entered ~e eatonme~t~ field and is ~so what they

w~-~.~ai~=e~..;I~-~2~, ~ .~,..:z,.:-.

like best about their current job. ~e of work ~ey ~e conduct~g
Thirty-two perce~t say they were
we~ as ~e level ofresponstb~ ~e~
seeing a feeling of person~ p~de jobs require. In addttion, they ~e
and accomplishment from their happy @th ~e ~gh de~e ofv~e~
work. Employees ~e ~e autonomy ~d ch~enge ~e~jobs pro~de.
~d ~dependeace ~e+ cu~ent jobs
In addition to the intaa~ble of
provide. They also Hke the actual
person~ growth, employees seek
tangible career advancement (See
Table 2). Appro~mately 4 out of 10
survey respondents say they
e~tered the field for c~eer growth
opportunities (+2% sought more

Talented
Proless onals
Seek Same

~

were attracted to ~e better ~ces
for adv~cement).

2o.omces fm ates a onw de,

In the face of restructuring,
downsizing, and a shrinking job
market, c~eer adv~cement opportunities in the industry have
declined. Not su~singly, employee

Louis Berger is on the look-out
for highly quailed
and mo[ivatedeng~eer~gprofessionals
[o io~ our ortega[ion,
If you want the challenge
of an exci[~g and reward~g career
and have ~e talent and drive

to meet its dem~ds,
then we’d ~e to hear from you.

satisfaction ~vith

~

Louis Berger and Associates, Inc.
100 Halsted Street
East Orate, NJ 07019

~
¯

i

i

the ~ternative c~eer paths offered

by the~ comply.

~
",
} .~’~~

.-

~

~u~ Berg~ & A~Nt~, l~.

Engin~rs *Planers .S~en.~a .Economists .~chaeol~is~

their advancement opportunities
~d only 23% ~e ve~ satisfied

[~~,

~i=ha~ ~r~lo

AM~~G~

career opportuni-

aes has suffered. As sho~ ~ Table
4, only 27% ~e ve~ satisfied ~th

~thou~ concerned about ~eir
advancement, the ove~helming
majo~ of employees have no
diate plans to leave their job.
Seventy-four percent plan to stay
with their cu~ent employer. (See
Table 5) However, lack of career
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advancement is the leading reason
why employees might consider leaving. (See Table 6} Thirty-three percent say lack of career advancement
might lead them to leave.
Job security is another major
concern of employees today. Most
firms, even those still growing, have
had layoffs. As shown in Table 4,
only 33% are very satisfied with their
job security.
Instead of wondering about the
next promotion, many employees are
now wondering about what they can
do to expand their job skills and
maintain their job security. Jim
Krug, Manager of Training and
Development at Woodward-Clyde,
Denver, CO, recommends a strategy
many have been adopting to survive
the 90’s, "when you get up in the
morning to go to work, you should
view yourself as an independent con-

.~:~
2
~~

Environment~I Assessment
Bio-Remediation Management
Execution Planning
~~<
Program Controls
~.~ ....

Call:

lEWIS GROUP ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
1216 State Street, Fourth Floor
Santa Barbara, California 93101

B,~NGKOK
66-2-2164993
HOUSTON
(7131 893-9578
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Engineers and scientists.
Working together as a team, making a difference.
We’re employee-owned, with a 48-year history

of serving public/private clients, coast-to-co.t,
addr~sing environmental, waste management,

and ~acilities issues.
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Technical challenges. Professional rewards.
Career opportunities.

At O’Brien & Gere Engineers, it’s a perfect fit.
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sultamt. If you look at your job that
way, it can help you deal with the
uncertainties oft he economy and the
lack of job security."

says Audrey Hausmann, Regional
Human Resources Manager at
McLaren-Hart, Philadelphia, PA.
’~The way work groups are structured
into project teams allows employees
]!/}W ff///l}]SJZSY$ ~Y8 ]/SSp/}///i/]/~
a good deal of independence and
.........................................
In today’s challenging economic responsibility to develop solutions to
environment, employers have had to meet clients’ needs."

pendently, do more varied type of
work and assume more decisionIn an effort to empower employmaking authority. Fortunately, as
ees and move decision-making
the survey reveals, this is precisely
authority lower in the organization, T.a,,tt,y approa*a at
why employees entered the field in
many environmental firms have
Photo courtesy: O’Br~en & Gere Engineers~ Inc.
the first place and what they are
restructured in the past few years.
looking for from their jobs today.
Their efforts have been complicated
Human Resources and CommThe key has been for environmen- by the fact that many of the firms are
unications Officer.
tal firms to increase employee very large, offer a v~de diversity of
"At ABB Environmental Portland,
empowerment. A variety of strategies
services, and are spread throughout
ME, we flattened our structure to
have been used to empower employ- the country,
three levels of management: team
ees. They range from abandoning
Not unlike many other environleaders, service center managers and
traditional hierarchical management mental firms, CH2MHill continues to
senior managers," explains Bob
structures to providing employees
make changes to simplify its organizaSansone, Vice President of Human
with more personal responsibility for
tional structure. According to Darell Resources. %Ve also increased signatheir own careers. ’~The environmen- Nepil, ¢¢The key to our structural
turk authority so that people don’t
tal consulting type of business lends changes has been to make certain we have to chase four other people for
itself quite well to empowerment," are b~st serving our customers."
signatures. The person si~.ng is the
Empowering employees to best
person who has the responsibility."
serve their customers is ~e guiding
’~A rigid hierarchical approach
principle for restructuring at Science
doesn’t work in our industry," says
Applications International CorporNick Masucci, Senior Vice President of
ation (SAIC), San Diego, CA, as well.
U.S. Environmental Services for Louis
"We want our customers and
Berger, East Orange, NJ. ~Ve want
employees to have easy access to people to be creative and contribute to
each other," says Howard Pratt,
the solution. We try to break up proGroup Senior Vice President of
jects into sub tasks so that instead of
Environmental Services. "For exm~n
just collecting data, employees have a
ple, since many of our customers are
sense of accomplishment when they
in Washington, D.C., we have eight
complete a task."
ol~ces there."

Once they are appropriately
staffed and given the proper tools,
firms have been empowering their
local offices. ’%Ve have tried to keep

~- as~
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facilitate decision-making, says Jim
Krug at Woodward-Clyde. Our 45
local offices are fairly independent so
they don’t have to refer many questions to corporate headquarters."
Reducing layers of management
.,
has also helped empower employees ....
at Dames & Moore, Los Angeles, CA. l.consut~
~Ve have tried to flatten the organi- [ work m
zation to give employees better
Work for a
access to significant decision mak- i government
I
ers," says Ann Toepker, ~hief i
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ENGINEERING-SCIENCE, INC.

Professional Opportunities
At Engineering-Science, people are our most valuable resource. Our professionals are part of
one of the world’s largest and most diversified environmenta! engineering firms providing consuiting, design, construction, and O&M services. To continue our leadership in the environmental
consulting and engineering market, we are seeking experienced professionals with imagination
and initiative to join our team. There are many advancement opportunities available due to
substantial growth in our business. We are involved in challenging projects in hazardous and toxic
substance handling and disposal; wastewater collection, treatment and disposal; air quality control;
water resources development; water treatment and distribution; and facilities design.
Engineering-Science provides complete environmental consulting engineering services.
We have outstanding professional growth opportunities in the following positions:
¯ Geotechnical Engineers
¯ Air Quality Engineers/Scientists
° Hazardous Waste Engineers
¯ Aquatic Biologists
¯ Health and Safety Specialists
¯ Chemical Engineers
¯ Hydrogeologists
¯ Civil Engineers
¯ Landfill Design/Solid Waste Engineers
¯ Environmental Engineers
¯ Project and Program Managers
¯ Environmental Planners/Scientists
¯ Radioactive/Mixed Waste Engineers
¯ Geologists

These opportunities may be available in one or more of the following locations:
Syracuse, NY
Phoenix, AZ
Denver, CO
Alameda, CA
Pittsburgh,
PA
Tampa,
FL
Detroit, MI
Atlant.a, GA
Washington,
DC
Raleigh/Durham, NC
Fairfax, VA
Austin, TX
Richland, WA
Honolulu, HI
Baton Rouge, LA
Overseas Locations in
Sacramento, CA
Houston, TX
Boston, MA
Salt Lake City, UT
London, Asia and the
Monterey, CA
Chicago, IL
Middle East
Oak Ridge, TN
San Antonio, TX
Cincinnati, OH
San Diego, CA
Orlando, FL
Cleveland, OII
Pasadena, CA
St. Louis, MO
Dayton, OtI
As part of Parsons, ES employees are also the owners. In addition to enjoying a competitive
benefits package, challenge is a reality where employees are rewarded by working for a 100%
Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) owned company.
If you are interested in working in a challenging environment at one of these locations, please
forward your confidential resume, salary requirements, and geographic preferences to our corporate
office:
ENGINEERING-SCIENCE, INC.
Human Resources Department, #393
P.O. Box 7107, Pasadena, CA 91109

~

An Equal Opportunity Employer
pARSON’~
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICEE;
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Some companies ~ave realized u~ly ask employees how they can
help them to do their jobs better."
~at empowe~g employees requ~es
Many firms have also made
m~agers ~ ~eater people s~s.
empowe~g employees ~ ~po~t
At ~B En%ronmentM, "Employees
helped us develop a competency p~ of the supe~so~s responsibi~ties. In fact, some organizations
based model of ~e job of m~ager,"
evNuate supe~isors based on how
says Bob Sansone. "We then
removed all of our managers from weg they empower o~ers,
~eir positions ~d refilled ~e positions ~th the more people-oNented ........................................
A major concern of many
m~agers ~d reassi~ed others to
senior tec~ positions. We ~so employees is the huge amount of
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~t Woodward-Clyde, theres no such thh~g as ~us~ another employee,
which is why we’re not iust another engineering firm. We have worked
hard tbr over 40 }’ears to create a solid reputatk)n for innovation and
effectiveness, attracting some of the be>t minds a~d best proiects in the
reputanon depends on ambitious people like you. Our engineers and

scientists have a wide range of backgrounds, but once O+ev get here oOv
one thing matters: quality of work. Our Pro[)ssional Development Institute
e~sures dlat Your skills are kept currenL and our ownership opdons offer
interest in a company wkh sustained growth. If you’re considering :t iob in
engineering or the sciences, consider Woodward-Clyde.
You’ll find a career, not jus[ another iob, and oppormni6:
h~stead of just another ktdder to climb,

bureaucra~ with
which they mus~ contend. What
firms have been ~g to do is
vide employees with the autonomy
and independence they need to
m~nt~n the~ entrepreneuN~ spiNt
~vhile still mMnt~ning some de~ee
of control. "A certain amount of
bureaucracy is inevitable," says
Audrey Hausm~n of McL~en-Hm.
The m~y forms ~d signatures
required by both their o~ compahies and re~lato~ agencies oRen
paralyze rather than empower
employees. "~ter you’ve completed
the pape~ork, there is oRen no
left at the end of the day," says
Crystal Cruise, Human Resource

In an attempt to untie the
hands of their employees, some
en%ronmental firms have automated ~vhile others have conducked
extensive internal analyses of the
pape~ork trail.
"We’ve tNed to reduce pape~vork
by conducting ~ intern~ systema~c
~ysis of who receives what repots
and memos and who really uses
them,~ says M~n Re~olds, of
Marketing and Public Relations
~oup at Stone ~d Webster, Boston,
MA. Woodw~d-Clyde through ~eir
TQM program, called Leadership
Through Client Satisfac~on, is ~so
looMng at their intern~ procedures
~d as~g ffthey re~ly need ~I of
their e~sfing fo~s.
Several ~irms including TRC
Environmental, howell, MA and
McLaren-Hart are moving toward
+;. ~ MiGNm gOg

+ :,.2:
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t

%
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advancement ~ ~
~her ~ges ~19% ,
~+ssatt~fa~o~ ....
~
employer

33%
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~ 17%

Be~er

Woodward-Clyde
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Engineering & sciences applied to the earth & its environment
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terns that allow employees to know
the status of projects at any point in
time. Others a_re computerizing commonly used internal documents.
"We have aggressively reduced internal paperwork by computerizing our
client report and cost reports," says
Merge Adler, VP of Orgal~ization
Development at Roy F. Weston.

mpmrm t Thr ah
!lll][t£ [al I’ggglllgllg

Many environmental firms have
initiated quality improvement programs. The goal of these programs
is to continuously improve the ability of the firm to meet the expectations of their customers. One major
by-product of these efforts, however,
is increased employee empowermerit. Front line employees are
major contributors to identifying
problem areas, developing solutions
and then implementing the
improved processes.

Join the Team!
PSI, one of the nation’s largest en~neering finns, with
3,500 employees located in 200 offices throughout the
U.S., is recruiting at all organizationa! levels for the
following positions:
[] Civil Engineers (Materials & Geotechnical)

,

Geologists

[] Environmental Engineers & Scientists
¯ Industrial Hygienists
[] Business Development

Call 1-800-42~-2897
Tom Powers, Ext. 308
Ward Kearney, Ext. 321
or send resume to: PSI Corporate Headquarters
5 I0 East 22nd Street
Lombard, IL 60148

Professional Service Industries, Inc.
Consulting Engineering-Testing. Environmental
EOE M/F/D/V

-~ , 7:"

. ; :,’" :": :~. : :q

!~c,;1~ 18thSt, Suite 2950,
303-294-1219

~

En~irbnmental Services
""~" " iding
.........solu~sf~r success.
;"::~~: ...... Miller...prov:

NY with 50 offices nati0n~ide~ &~o~r~a-s7~="
ual Opportunity Employer M/F/DP/
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As part of these quality initiatives,
many firms have instituted customer
satisfaction assessment programs,
"We ask our clients directly how we
are doing through individual interviews and surveys," reports Howard
Pratt of SAIC.
"That’s been very
helpful tous."
A similar client survey at ABB
Environmental showed that their
clients were concerned about their
billing process, "With less work
internally, we were able to cut our

receivables by half and greatly
process. It begins before t_he actual
reduce our billings over 60 days old,"
meeting and requires !ooking at the
says Bob Sansone.
culture of our client and our own
As part of their Continuous
culture. We then jointly develop a
Performance Improvement program
common vision of a successful pro(CPI), Fluor Daniel, Irvine, CA, has
ject and then assign responsibility
instituted a policy called "The
for each key result area."
Alignment Process" which has
empowered employees to better Ar~ ~///p[0y~S S~tisfi~,
serve their clients. Mike Burnett,
The survey indicates that for the
Director of Communications in their
most part, efforts to empower
Greenville oiSce, says, "Al! new pro- employees are working. Despite
jects must have an alignment
reduced career opportunities, the

Hydrogeologists/Geologists (5+ years experience)

overwhelming majority (74%) of
employees plan to stay with their
current employer, up from 60% last
year. Also, this year only 14% plan
to switch employers which is down
from 19% last year. (See Table 5)
Table 4 shows that employees
are generally very ~satisfied with
their jobs’ challenge, autonomy and
independence. However, far fewer
a.re very satisfied with the corporate
culture, job security, and advancement opportunities.
Many workers a_re seeking even
more autonomy and independence
than their current employers are able
to provide them. Seventeen percent
desire the freedom of starting or owning their own company, 14% would
like to become an independent consultant and 8% would like to work in
an academic setting.
Continuing to provide opportunities for engineers to broaden their
skklls is one of t_he our major employee relations challenges facing envi-

Construction Project Managers ~ Lump Sum

ronmental firms. In addition to

Sr. Project Managers ~ Remediation
Industrial Hygienists & Certified Industrial Hygienists
Site Safety Managers
Quality Assurance Managers
Civil, Chemical & Process Engineers

empowerment strategies, a number
of career management approaches

International Technology Corporation (IT) is one of the fastest growing, most innovative companies in the environmental industry. And the environment we work in is
second to none--professional, challenging, advancement-oriented,
The reason we’re a success is clear. IT employs the most advanced techniques
-- and the finest talent -- in the industry. Come share the pride. Openings exist for:

have been used to help employees

General Project Managers
Risk Assessment Professionals
As the industry’s leading firm, we offer opportunities throughout the United States,
plus competitive salaries and attractive flexible benefits. For consideration, please
send resume indicating GEOGRAPHIC PREFERENCE and salary history to
Professional Staffing, Dept. ENR993, International Technology Corporation,
2790 Mosside Blvd., Monroeville, PA 15146. An Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/D/V.

p~o~J[~ TO I~[~ ~CORPORATIoNTECHNOLOGyINTERNATIONAL
... Creating a Safer Tomorrow
¯

Offices located in Alabama ¯ California ¯ Colorado ¯ Connecticut
¯Flonda ~ Georgia ¯ Idaho ¯ Illinois ¯ Louisiana ¯ Massachusetts
¯ Michigan ¯ Minnesota ¯ Missouri ¯ New Jersey ¯ New Mexico ¯ New York
¯ North Carolina ¯ Ohio ¯ Oklahoma ¯ Pennsylvania ¯ South Carolina
i Tennessee ¯ Texas ¯ Washington ! Washington D.C. ¯ West Virginie

T=c =,~ .... n=~ ~,~,o~.tio. .~
a project management training ~rogram which
emphasizes qual~y, completion schedule,
~n~nagement and effectloe client communica.
tlo~ Photo cour~-sy: TRC ~nvlro~mentaL

~..~S- 10’
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U.S. EPA’$ Superfund workers at hazardoi~s

waste clean.up site. S.~-~ Delailey/ U.S. EPA

duced, and environmental management and program design.
In addition to experienced personnel in these areas, many firms
are also looking for "people-oriented" project managers. "Project
managers are needed that can
communicate how and why decisions are made," says Crystal
Cruise of Canonic Environmental.

~You don’t find them walking the

Engineers eonduotlng inspection of sewage

treatrneIl~ facilitlj for ~he U.S. Environmental

attain their career goals. Audrey streets. A good project manager Delan~llT~.S.Pr°t~cti°nAgencY’~J)~ Photo credit:
Hausmann, however cautions that might interview with as many as
others. Empowerment is vital for
"Career management is the respon- 6-8 firms",
the growth of environmental firms
"People
with
strong
project
sibility of both employee and managand their employees.
management
skills
are
worth
their
er. Employees must begin to devel~veight in gold," agrees Bob
Writ~nbyDr.Br~ceKa~her
op short and long term career goals
Dr. Katcher is an Industrial/OrganSansone.
"We’re
looking
for
peoand actively plan actions to achieve
izational psychologis~ and Presiden~ of
these goals as early in their career ple with good people skills, techniThe Discover~J Group, a co~sultingflrm
cal knowledge, and financial
based in Sharon, llgA specializing in
as possible."
employee opinion and customer satisfacawareness."
One approach used by a number
tion surveys.
Why
are
"people-oriented"
of firms is the use of dual-career
If you would like a complete Copy of
paths. "We have a two-tiered managers so critically important? the "Enolronm~ntal Career dl~ Employee
Preference Suroey analyses bookl~t,
approach,~ says Nick Valkenburg, The answer is empowerment. It pler~se send $4 7.50 for each copy to Yve~e
takes
a
special
type
of
manager
to
Weit~s,
EiWR, p.O.B~9OO1W~,lWirlOlOgor
Vice President at Geraghty and Miller,
be
able
to
continually
empower
call
Plainview, NY. "You don’t have to get
stuck doing one thing. You can move
in and out of administrative and
technical jobs so that you can pursue
~I~arding Lawson Associates is a recognized
your own specific interests."
~ull-service environmental and engineering
consulting industry leader with 23 offices
nationwide. Throughout our 35-year history
71~ ?/!t///’~
we have emphasized technical and professional
Human resource professionals
excellence and our staff rakes great pride in
having solved complex environmental and
are poised for a flurry of activity in
engineering problems at hundreds of sites.
the upcoming year, which may
We
are looking for seasoned professionals t6
ease employee concern about job
join our nationwide ream in the following areas:
security and open up new
advancement opportunities. This
S~,~I" FRAN~IS(~O BAY AREA
activity will require continuing to
* Geotec[mtca[
¯ St. Hy&ogeologist
move employees into areas of the
¯ .~.ssocizte Geochemist
firm where they may be needed as
¯ ~ngineerin~ Manager
well as additional hiring.
¯ Associate ~n~ineer
"The government and the pub¯ Srai~Project Kngineers
lic have begun to lose patience
¯ Asbesms ProiectManager
with studying the problems and

want to move on with the cleanup," says ~lenn Zimmerman,
Regional Human Resource
Manager at ABIB Environmental.
"Remedial design and engineering
have started to grow already."
Others also foresee big growth
in waste minimization, air quality
management, municipal infrastructure, process changes in
industrial facilities, reduction of
emissions before they are proSpecial Advertising Section

ECS-II

NORTHEAST REGION
*RemedialHngineer
* Air Quali~ ~ngineer
* Offtcelvlanager

For consideration, please send resume including salary history, to: Harding Lawson
Associates, Arm: Corporate Human Resources, Dept. ENR, Box 578, Novato, CA
94948. EOE M/F/D/V.
W Harding Lawson Associates
I. =- } ~’. L~. A subsidiaryof Harding Associates, Inc.
~ $olutions that Work.

When CH2M HILL

Steel,
~ proud. But

winning solution to ~cli
problem created a
for imaginative, cost-e~ective
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~::~.

President oF ACEC; and
Frank Kon~ewi~z, US~.

typical of the kind of
~loyees like J.P: Martin provide
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PLANS
Florida--Nix Mann ~Sehman Architects
Inc., Atlanta, has been selected architect by
Walker Memorial Hospital for addition and
alterations to hospital located on U.S. Highway 27 N. in Avon Park. Estimated cost, $15
million,

built on a 22-acre site in downtown Worcester. Planned by an unnamed owner,
Plans scheduled to start soon. The facility is
targeted to be operational by late 1998.

Texas--Southwest Properties, Dallas, is
planning to build a !00-unit apartment cornplex, the old Santa Fe Building located at
1122 Jackson St. in Dallas. Estimated cost,
$17 million. Further information within 30
days.

Massachusetts--Homart Development
Co., Chicago, has selected ADD Inc., Cambridge, to provide architectura! services for Virginia--Gary Weaver Inc., Indianapolis,
the proposed rebuilding of Shoppers World Ind., is completing plans for the nine-buildGeorgia--Diedrich Architects & Associates retail mall located on Rte. 9 in Framingham. ing, 264-unit Deer Cross apartment cornInc., Atlanta, is negotiating a design-con- The project will consist of demolition of plex, including swimming poo!, clubhouse,
strucfion management contract with an an- existing 760,000-sq-ft shopping center and health spa, and racquetball and tennis
named owner for Stone Mountain incline construction of new shopping center to
courts, located on Colonia Ave. at Ogden
railroad located at Stone Mountain Park. house 1.6 value-oriented retailers and ap- Rd. in Roanoke. Planned by Occidental DeThe project will consist of cable-driven elec- proximately 50,000 sq ft of special .ty space, velopment Ltd., Indianapolis, Ind. Project
tric rail cars, computer systems, and replace- Further action pending August 1994 corn- to be advertised for Sub-bidding late !993.
merit of buildings on top o~ the mountain, pletion of the Nafick Mall project.
Construction start scheduled for spring
Estimated project cost, $13 million. Con1994.
struction start hopeful for late 1994. Com- Missouri--Promus Cos. Inc., Memphis,
plefion targeted for September 1995.
Tenn., is planning to build the ttarrah’s St. W]$collsilI--t~ISR Associates Inc., La
Louis casino and entertainment complex lo- Crosse, is preparing design. Toltz, King, DuHawaII--GMP Associates, Honolulu, is precared at southwest quadrant of 1-70 and val!, Anderson & Associates Inc., St. Paul,
paring working drawings for secondary Earth City Expressway in the Maryland
Minn., is structural engineer for a combined
wastewater treatment plant facility located at
tleights section of St. Louis. The estimated support and military vehicle maintenance
Honouliuli Wastewater Treatment Plant in $82-million project will include a 43,000-sq- shop to be built on a 13-acre site at Volk
Honolulu. Planned by City and County of ft riverboat casino-entertainment complex Field, Camp Douglas. Planned by U.S. ProHonolulu. Estimated cost, $40 million,
with dining areas, retail space and lodging, perry and Fiscal Office, Camp Douglas. EsFurther progress pending license approval,
fimated cost, $11 million.
Illinois--Hammond Beebv & Bab "ka, Chicago, has been selected arci~itect by Fourth Missouri~Arnhold & Associates, Her- CONTRACTS AND LOW BIDS
Presbyterian Church for renovation and re.s- mann, is in early plan~ing stage for the protorafion of church at 1~6 E. Chestnut St. in posed Bavarian Hills shopping mall, which Alabama--The results of a recent bid
Chicago. Estimated cost, $19 million,
will include eight to ten stores and par’king opening by.Jefferson County Commission,
facilities for 1,000 cars, located at Highways Birmingham, shows Brasfield & Gorrie Inc.,
Maine--Svrnmes Maini & Mckee Associates H, 19 and I00 in Hermann. Estimated cost, Birmingham, as the lowest bidde,r at
Inc., Cambridge, Mass., is preparing plans $25 million. Further action pending results $13,021,000 for a wastewater treatment fafor a tbur-storv 240,000-sq-ff office building of market analysis,
cltlty located on Ala. Highway 119 in Leeds.
located at ~211 Congress St. in Portland.
Planned by UNUM Life Insurance Co. of New York--Greenman-Pedersen Inc., California--The University of California at
America, Portland. Estimated cost, $19 Babylon, is architect for 175,000-sq-ff retail Berkeley, Planning Design and Construcmillion. Further progress pending Dept. of shopping center to be built on a 108-acre fion Dept., is reviewing bids received at a reEnvironmental Protection approvals,
site at southeast corner of Commack Rd. cent bid opening where McCarthy, Sacraand Grand Blvd. in Deer Park. Planned by mento, was the apparent low bidder at
Massachusetts--Joint venture of Hos- R.G. Partners, Great Neck. Estimated cost,
$24,333,720 for chemistry unit III and
kins Scott & Partners Inc., Boston, and $13 million to $14 million. Feasibility studies service access improvements located west of
Hammel Green & Abrahamson inc., Min- are in progress.
Latimer Hall and north of Gilman Hall in
neapolis, Minn., has been selected archiBerkeley.
tecmral team to design the Medical City Ohio~Deaconess Society/Hospital/Family
Complex, which will include a nine-story, Home, Cleveland, is preparing preliminary I /ntermationtorPutsoisdo’qvoap#merilgtromOoagoRoports I
379-bed hospital, Fallen Clinic offices, an plans for a $1-t-million outpatient medical
details on these and other construction projects or to
atrium and medical office building, retail center, which will include indoor swimming I more
lesrn
prepared
mere about
by the
Oodge
F.~ Dodge
Reports,Oiv.
c~11(800)54~1-9913.
of McGruw-Hill/nc, For
space and adjacent par’king structure, to be pool at Northcliffe Rd. in Brooklyn.
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California--Hense! Phelps Construction
Co., Santa Clara, was the apparent low bidder when the Sacramento Municipal Ufili .ty
District opened bids for a new four-building
customer service center, which wil! include
a 163,800-sq-ft mnltisto~, office building, a
4,300-sq-ft fitness center, 2,100-sq-ft food set~dce building and a 14,200-sq-ft HVAC central
plant located at 6251 S St. in Sacramento.
Estimated project cost, $37.5 million. Contract award pending results of Board of Directors meeting.

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.
Call toll-free for a risk-free
subscription. After you receive
your first copy, if you decide
the magazine does not meet
your needs, write "cancel" on
the invoice, return the invoice,
and you’ll owe nothing, Only
$24 for one year (12 issues),

If you build with concrete, Concrete Construction is your magazine,
As the industry’s leading source of information on methods, materials,
and equipment for building with concrete, it’s the publication anyone

involved with concrete can profit fi’om reading. And, now, you can
check it out for yourself without cost or obligation.
PHONE. TOLL-FREE
1-800-323-3550,
ext. 114

story reinforced concrete shear wall building. Estimated project cost, $17.5 million.

California--Clean-Up Techno!ogy, Santa
Monica, has been awarded a contract by
Chevron USA Products Co,, El Segnndo, for
a bioremediafion facility, including support
areas, located at the former Todd Shipyard
in San Pedro. The project will include five

~ ~°{i~ceete

~ " ~on~l:ruction*

rn~a~.~o~p
Weekdays 8-5 CentralTime
426S. W~ateS~,’t~:id~on. IIlinoA6010I
Circle 49 on Reader Service Card

California--The U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs, Central Office of Acquisition and Material Management, Washington, D.C., has
awarded a general contract to Dillingham
Constrnction, Long Beach, for VA hospital,
Bid Pkg. A, building #126, located at 5901 E.
Seventh St. in Long Beach. Work w~ill consist
of fabricating, testing and installing seismic
base isolation system that will support a 12-

ENRS trailers,
bioremediadon
cells,
offices,
lunch
low temperature
thermal
oxidizer,
a and
decontamination area, and truck scale and
storage area. Coastal permit has been g~anted. Construction and set up of cells expected within three months.
California--Morley Construction Co.,
Burbank, has begun construction on a
$12.5-million six-story parking sa’ucture in
vicinity of Olive Ave. and the Los :Angeles
River in Burbank. Contract was awarded by
Warner Brothers Inc., Burbank.
California--Brutoco Engineering & Construction Inc., Fontana, has been awarded a
general contract by the Cits, of Irvine for

Steel is the building

material of the 21st century,

and it’s 100% recyclable. And

Chaparral is one of the most
efficient steel producers in the

Culver Dr. improvements, including underpass and pedestrian overcrossing and water

world. Our high strength
ASTM grade steel is low
priced, readily available, easy

I(~E Melts Away Your Metrk Worries!
¯ Choose between imperial and metric

and sewer facilities in Irvine. Estimated
project cost, $10.3 million. Work scheduled
to start within 30 days.

source mf0rmat~0n and quantities.
¯ Alternate between metric and ~mperial

California--California Corridor Con-

to design with, and completely
recyctable. Call us, and learn

take-0ff and answers,
. All MC: Knowledge Bases are now fully

structors, Ir~ne, has awarded a contract to
FCI Constructors, San Diego, for Moulton

. No duplicatl0n of work items, formulas,
or calculations!
Apply ICE For Metric Panic Relief!
Call 1-800-CALLMC2.

Lake Forest. Estimated cost, $10 million.

first hand why things are

heating up at Chaparral.
CHAP~Ps~J=
~r~R
Toll Free (800) 52"/-7979 Ext. 1241
In Texas (800) 442-6336 Ext. 1241
300 Ward Road, Midlothian, TX
76065-9651

compatible with imperial and metric units.

Management Computer Controls, inc.
2881 Direaors Cove, Memphis, TN 38131

Connecticut--A contract to build the 3%
building, 302-unit Prentice Place apartment
complex ,,,as awarded to Great "rest Contractors, Denver, by Simpson Housing
Corp., Denver, Colo. The estimated S21-miIlion project, including parking garages, outdoor swimming pool and clubhouse is locared near Prentice Place and S. Ulster St. in
Greenwood Village.
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Florida--The City of Homestead has

the-art facility with a total seating capacity of

awarded a general contract to Gilbert South-

3,000, constructed under the design-build

ern, Miami, for Homestead motorsports
complex located east of the Homestead

method, will serve high school track athletes, Roxbury Community College students,

Sports Complex. Estimated project cost, $37 faculty and staff, and the local communi .ty.
million. Project completion scheduled for The estimated $14-million project, is located

February 1994.

on the campus of Roxbury Community College at the corner of Tremont and new DudFlorida--A low bid of $33,890,000 was Icy Sts. in the Roxbury section of Boston.
made bv Andrade Gufierrez Construction,
Miami, when the Dade County School
Board, Miami, opened bids for state school,
Barbara Coleman Senior High School, at
N.W. 89th Ave. and 142nd St.

Construction start scheduled for October
1993.

Minnesota--HgE Corp., St. Louis, Me.,
has been selected general contractor for addition and alterations to Cambridge Medical
Florida--Greenhut Construction Co., Pen- Center located at 725 S. Delwood St. in
sacola, has been awarded a general contract Cambridge. Estimated project cost, $11 railby Sacred Heart Hospital, Pensacola, for ad- lion. Construction start targeted for Sepdifion to hospital located at Ninth Ave. and tember 1993.
Bayou Blvd. in Pensacola. Estimated project
Mississippi--Roy Anderson Corp., Gulfcost, $15 million.
port, has been selected general contractor
Florida--The Metro-Dade County Dept. of
by Maridme Corp., Biloxi, for the Palace caAviation, Miami, has released results of a re- sine to be built on an existing barge at Howcent bid opening which show State Paving art Ave. and Cadet St. in Biloxi.
Corp., Fort Lauderdale, as submitting a low
bid of $12,452,417 for improvements to run- Nevada--McCarran Constructors, Las Veway 12-30 and extension of runway 9R/27L, gas, has submitted a low bid of $17,329,000
Bid Pkg. 2, at Opa Locks Airport. Contract when Clark County Dept. of General Seraward expected within 60 to 90 days.
vices, ;.as Vegas, opened bids for exte~ion
of runway 7L!25R, including construction
Florida~The results of a recent bid open- of new taxiway, drainage improvements,
ing by the Miami-Dude Community College removal and replacement of taxiway
shows DCC Constructors Inc., with car- lighting, McCarran 2000 phase 3 project
porate offices in Orlando and Plantation, as located at McCarran International Airport
the low responsive bidder on a $9.2-million, in Las Vegas. Contract award expected by
five-story, 580-car parldng garage and central end of September !993.
udlJdes plant located on the south campus
of Miami.-Dade Community College. Nevada--Clark Count’ Dept. of General
Oroundbreaking is scheduled for October Sen’ices, Las Vegas, has released results of a
1993, and construction is expected to take recent bid opening which lists Meadow Vail4 months,
let Contracting, Moapa, as submitting the
lowest bid at $14,062,581 for McCarran InHawaii~A low bid of $16,248,000 was ternational Airport north portal roadways
made by G.W. Murphy Construction Co.
and guardhouse, McCarran 2000 phase 3
Inc., Honolulu. when University of Hawaii, project located in Las Vegas. Estimated proHonolulu, opened bids for UH Manes fa- ject cost, $14 million. Contract award exculty housing, phase 2, 173 units, including pected by end of September 1993.
parking for 325 cars, located on Kalawaa at
Woodlawn and Lowry in Manoa Valley. Con- N#~ada--The Nye County. Board of Camtract award possible by end of September missioners, Tonopah, is reviewing bids reand completion targeted for January 1995.
calved at a recent bid opening where Steed
Brothers Construction Co., Las Vegas, was
Massach,~lt~--The Massachusetts
listed as the apparent low combined base
Highway Dept., Boston, is rex-iewing bids re- bidder at $10,792,791 for a criminal justice
ceived at a recent bid opening where M. De- complex, phased construction, which will
matteo Construction Co., North Quincy,
consist of a 78,000-sq-ft, 48-bed jail facility insubmitted the lowest bid at $19,165,637 for cluding sheriffs department, court facilities
ventilation building #7 located at Boston and district attorney’s office at Radar and
Harbor and Logan Airport through Bird Is- Globemallow in Tonopah; and an 8,500-sq-ft
land Flats.
sheriffs department with eight holding cells
and court facilities, located at Second and
Mass~eh-s~t~s~A contract for the Third St. in Beatty. Further action within 30
126,800-sq-ft Massachusetts state track fadays.
cility was awarded to a joint venture of Suffolk Construction Co. Inc., Boston, andJ.B.
InlormatioeterPulseisderivodprimarllyframOodgeReports
prepared by the F.W. Dodge Oiv, of McGraw.Hill Inc. For
Cruz Construction Corp., Roxbu~,, by the
mere details on these and other consttuctien prol~cts or to
State of Massachusetts Division of C,4pital
loam more about Dodge Reports. call (800) 541-9913.
Planning & Operations. The new state-ofENR/September20, 1993
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OOMo~ile Structures. Inc.

800-348"8541
Gall or write today.
° OFFICE TRAILERS
°

CARGO TRAILERS

¯ MODULAR BUILDINGS
¯ GUARD HOUSES

° IN PLANT OFFICES

Mobile Structures, inc.
P,O. Box 1405

Elkhart, IN 46515
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1885H-XX

$95.50
Counts as2

-

f

, .,.

~unts as 2

~

"

,

1110301H-XX

~~

$40.00

0248419H.~

;96,50

\cooinG as 2

Counts as2

$105.50
Counts as 2

~~
0131589H-XX
$9950
Counts as 2
0463611H
$30,95
$71,16

Counts as 2

5861143H.XX
$74.96
~ as 2

~ $64,63
¯

IMPORTANT INFORMATION .......
WE MAKE IT SIMPLE TO GETt
For reliable, hands-on information, suc~essfal engineers turn to the Civil Engineers’ Book "
Club. Every 3-4 wee~ members receive the Club Bulletin offedng the best, newest, Most
important be~ks from all publishers ....

DEPENDABLE SERVICE...

. ""i ~

’~,~’
~ ~t

$124.50
~ . Counts as 2

Whether you want information aboot a book or have a question about your membership, just
drop us a line. If you want the Main Selection, do nothing--it will be sent to you
automatically. If you Want another selection, or no book at all, just indicate your choice on the
Reply Form and return it by the date specified. Ash, ipping and handling charge and tax is
added to each shipment.

CLUB CONVENIENCE,

YOU get a wide choice of l~30ks that simply cannot be matched by any boo~store. And all
your books are conveniently delivered right to your door, You also get a full 10 days to
decide whether you went the Main Selection. (If the Club Bu~tetin ever comes late and you
receive a Main Salect~an you don’t want, return it for credit at our e~penee.)

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS...
AND A BONUS PROGRAM TOO!
You enjoy substantial discounts--up to 50%--on every Club book you buy. Plus, you’re
automatically eligible for our Bonus Book Plan which allows you to get FREE 800K$.
GREAT MEMBERSHIP TERMS...
Your only obligation ~S to purchase 2 more books--at handsome disc0unts~uring the next
12 months, after which you enjoy the benefits of membership with no further obligation. You
or the Club may cancel membership anytime thereafter.
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0464839H-XX
$76,50

All books are hardcover unless otherwise noted, Publishers’ prices shown, If you select a book that counts as 2 choices, write

the book number in one box and XX in the next.

.~.c~v, Eng~ .....

If cardc,ub.
is missing,
write
to: Suture,. PA ,729,~a0~ ~tt~ CiviIRidgeEngineers’ Book Club®
’~eok
a,ue
.~d.o

"~-’-’--

Ill~l’i Blue

Summit, PA 17294-0805

YES!

~,’~______~

Please rush me the books indicated below for just $8.91 plus shipping/handling & sales tax. Enroll me as a member of the Civil Engineers’ Book Club according
to the terms outlined in this ad. If not satisfied, I may return the books within 10 days
without obligation and my membership will be cancelled. I agree to purchase just 2 more
selections at regular Club prices during the next 12 months and may resign anytime
thereafter.
Code #’s of my books for $2.97 each

If you select a book that counts as 2 choices, write the book number in one box and XX in the next.
Name
Address/Apt. #
State

City
Zip _

"~ 1993 CIBC

Phone

Offer valid for new members only, subject to acceptance by ClaC, Canada must remit in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks. Applicants
outside (he U,S, and Canada will receive special ordering instructions, A shipping~andling charge & sales tax w~ll be added to
all orders. ~ ;.cg3 C;~
CtFAg3C
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Specify Perfect
Precast Concrete

Products

Use the SMITH-MIDLAND catalog of
EASI-SET products to specify the

perfect precast concrete products,
¯ SIERRA WALL Sound wall,
privacy fence,

structural wall
¯

Safety Barrier - :~ ....
HooksTM,

" ........
tongue-

....
J-J
j!
" ~~
and-groove, transition
~
.... ~ ......
& special designs,
double-face and single-face parapet
¯ ~=~!~’~L~,’L- Permanent,
lightweight, building panel system
¯ Utility/Telephone
.~ ~’ .
Vaults- standard
. .~,~-~ .~’~" ~-- "~
electrical, mechanical ~~
and telephone vaults, ,,~ ~ ,..~
super size vaults,
specialty items,
~~
! [.,~-~ -~ ~ ,
junction boxes
~’:~~"

¯ Precast Buildings - Standard and

expandable sizes
from 10’ x 12’ to
30’ x 100’, custom

options easily
incorporated

Almost any need imaginable can be
satisfied by the wide vadety of products
available,
When you want excellence in precast
concrete products, backed by over thirty
years of experience, there’s only one
.. ~ .i ~ place to look, the
SMITH-MIDLAND
Catalog of EASI-SET
Precast Products.
-~r~
~’ ~ ~
To qualify for your
free copy of the
SMITH-MIDLAND
Catalog, more than 75
pages packed full of pictures, drawings

I~

and specifications, return this coupon
with your letterhead,
I am interested in:
121 Vaults
Q Precast Buildings
~ SIERRA WALL~ Retaining Wall
~1 Safety Barrier ~ ~/L~i~,..~L.L

Name
Address
City.

State ~

Zip __ Phone

PC Box 300 ¯ Midland, VA 22728
(703) 439-3266 ¯ DC Metro (703) 323-5533
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.ew Ilampshire--McCarthv St. Louis,
has been a~rded contracts to build three
projects at Exeter Hospital in Exeter. The
projects include a S6-million, one-story,
61,000-sq-ft skilled nursing facility to house
1_.25 beds, dining and laundry rooms; a $5.5million, three-storv,. 57,000-sq-ft ph)~ical rehabilitatlon and exercise facility; and a $2.4million, 308-car, three-level parking strucrare. Construction is under way for the s "killed nursing facilit}, and is scheduled to be
completed bv October 1994. Construction
will begin September 1993 on the Exeter
Life Center physical rehabilitation and
health club facility,, and be completed bv.
November 1994. Construction on the third
project, a design-build par’king facili~’, will
also start in September and is scheduled for
an August 1994 completion.

received at a recent bid opening ,,,here Merritt-Meridian Construction Corp., Beacon,
submitted the lowest bid at $19,487,000 for
~vo new academic buildings a~d a research
greenhouse located at SUNY Binghamton
campus, Contract award is expected within
two months. Construction start is scheduled
for October 1993 and completion is targeted for February 1997.
Oklahoma--Smith & Pickel Construction,
O "klahoma Ci~,, has begun construction on
phase 2 addition to hospital located at 1011
14th Ave. N.W. in ,~rdmore. Contract was
awarded by. Memorial Hospital of Southern
Oklahoma, Ardmore. Estimated project
cost, $16 million.

Oregon--The results of a recent bid
opening by the City of blcMinnville show
New Jersey--The Iselin office of Morse
Contractors Inc., Tualatin, as submitting a
Diesel International was the apparent low low bid of $25,577,700 for a wastewater
base bidder on a general contract at treatment project, which will include a new
$187,887,000 when the New Jersey Sports
wastewater plant, a new pump station at
and Exposition Authority Atlantic City,
existing site and pipelines between new and
opened bids for a four-story, 2-million-sq-ft
existing plants, located at end of CoMn
convention center, Contr. #7, which will in- Court in McMinnville. Project completion is
clude parking for 1,576 cars and a sports targeted for October 1995.
complex located on Beach Thoroughfare at
Adantic City Expressway mad Kir "tartan Bh’d. Oregon--A conwact to build the new twoin Atlantic City.
story, 180,000-sq-ft Nordstrom department
store at Washington Square Mall in Tigard,
New Je~sey~The Bristol Myers Squibb
was awarded to R.E. Bayley Construction
Co., Syracuse, N.Y., has awarded a general Co., Seattle, by Nordstrom, Seattle. Esticontract to Binskv & Snyder Inc., Plainfield, mated project cost, $15 million to $18 miller expansion of pilot plant, building #53, lion.
located on Rte. l in New Brunswick. Esfimated project cost. $40 million.
Oregon--An apparent low bid of $14,694,000
was made by a joint venture of S.D. Deacon
New Jersey--Torcon Inc., West_field, has and J.R. Roberts Corp., Portend, when the
been selected general contractor on a de- West Linn School District, West Linn,
sign-and-construct basis by the New Jersey
opened bids for a two-story, 140,000-sq-ft
Building Authority, Trenton, for the statehigh school located on Wilsonville Rd. in
house m~derground parking garage located Wilsom~ille. Construction scheduled to start
on E. State St. in Trenton. Estimated project soon.
cost, $28.6 million. Construction start targeted for November 1993.
Pennsylvania--Thomas P. Carney Inc.,
Langhorne, ~as the apparent low bidder on
New Jersey--The New Jersey Transit
general contract, design-and-construct basis,
Corp., Newark, is revie~,fng bids received at at $48,800,168 when the Southeastern
a recent bid opening where Prismatic De- Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
velopment Corp., Pm’sippany, submitted the
(SEPTA), Philadelphia, opened bids for the
lowest bid at ,323,132,500 for a 210,000-sq-ft new Midvale bus maintenance facility, Lubus maintenance garage located in vicini9, zerne replacement facility, located at 4301
of Rte. 80 W. and Rte. 23 N., lot l, block 402 Wissahickon Ave. in Philadelphia. Contract
in Wm~ae.
award expected by late September and con’
struction start possible by November.
New Jersey~.4a-thurJ. Ogren Inc., Vineland, has been awarded a general contract Utah--Jacobsen Construction Co. of Salt
bv Cumberland Count}, Purchasing Dept., Lake Cib,,’ has been selected by the Salt Lake
Bridgeton, for 77,000-sq-ft addition and ten- City School District as construction manager
ovation of courthouse, which will include for the S22-million addition and remodeling
four additional courtrooms and associated of East High School located at 800 South
judges’ chambers on Broad St., next to 130 East. The project includes the construccounty jail in Bridgeton. Estimated project tion of a new sports stadium, 200,000 sq ft of
cost, S10.5 million,
new laboratory and classrooms, and the demolition of existing classroom buildings.
New YeaR--The New York State Universit3., Construction is scheduled to start in early
Construction Fund, Albany, is revie~dng bids 1994.
76
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Washington~The results of a recent bid
opening by the U.S. NaW Contracting, Pacific Northwest Borough, Silverdale, list PCL
Construction SetMces Inc., Bellevue, as tile
lowest bidder, design-and-construct basis, at
S14,-_.34,000 for commissary!exchange
building, and auto hobby shop located at
the Nax-.5’ Support Complex on I-5 and 116th
St. N.E. in Everett.
BID DATES

Dredgin!
Technology

of

Arizona, Oct. t 2--Rock Point Commurfity School, Navajo Reservation, Rock Point,

THE T. L. ]AMES

Resela’ation at Highways 191 and 85 in Rock

entire spectrum of dredging technology with its

ji oriBer or mgh Ea, on Na, 3o ndian

MARINE GROUP pro, ides the

Point. $7 million to $7.8 million. Wyatt &

19-vessel fleet of cutterheads, hopper dredges, bucket

Rhodes ,architects, architect, Phoenix.

dredges, and new-to-America water injection dredges.

Ari-o,a, Oct. (te,tati e)--U.S.

T.L. JAMES MARINE GROUP

Arm.,,, Corps of Engineers, Phoenix, direct

fire, and artillery and mortar ranges located
at Yuma Proving Grounds. $1 million to $5
million. Mason & Hanger Engineering Co.,

~

P.O. Box20q 16 New Orleans, LA 70~4q-Oq ~6

T.L. lames & Co., Inc.

(504)461-9200 Fax:(504)461-9225

architect, Lexington, Kv.

]~

Ohio~ Oct, 1 ~--Cit3, of Center~lle, Yankee
Trace golf academy clnbhouse at lO00

~

~

Hydraulic & Bucke~ Dredging

Pert and Waterway Maintenance & Construction
Hydraulic Embankment for Construction & Maintenance

~ulf Coast Trailing (2ompan!/
(504) 46 ~ -9230 Fax: (504) 469- ~ 9 q 5
Harbors, Channels, Inlets, Rivers, Beach/Shore Reclamation
Environmentally Sound Water Injection Dredging

Yankee St. in Centerville. Architects Assoelated, Da~’~on, is architect.

Leading the way to the 21st century

California, Oct, 13 (tentativeJ--U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, Sacramento, ad-

Circle 54 on Reader Service Card

ditiola to sxtpport ecluipme~t shop, and new

covered storage ~acility located at March Air
Force Base. Grillias Pirc Rosier Alves, architect, Irvine.

"

Nebraska, Oct. 13--U.S. Property and
Fiscal Office, Lincoln, fuel system maintenance facility located at Lincoln ,Mr Nafional Guard Base. $5 million to $10 million.

"-[~~.

...

..

Dana Larson Roubal & Associates, architect,
Ohio~ Oct. 13--U.S. General Serx~ces Ad ......, , ’ ~" ’ ....

ministration, Chicago, alterations to U.S.
Post Office and Courthouse located at Main
and Walnut Sts. in Cincinnati.
.area School District 514, addition and renovation of North Middle School on Maple
Ave. in Rapid Ci~’. S4 million to $5 million.
Gal}~rdt Associates, architect, Rapid Ci~,.
Texas, Oct. 13 (tentativel--U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Albuquerque, N.M.,
Bluff channel, p, hase 2, located in SOtltJleast
part of E1 Paso. S10 million. Tile project
consists of 13,000 ft of trapezoidal and rec[an~llar flood connol channe! along with
fotlr drop structtlres, 1,000 ft Of concrete
box cul\’er~s and eight over~ow we~s.
Information for Pulse is dedved ptimarily from Dodge Reports
prepared by the F.W. Dodge Dlv. of McGraw-Hill Inc. For, ~
mere detads on these and other construction prolects or to
~eam ~e about Dodge Reporls, ca f (gOOJ 541-9913,
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HEAD PROT~F~IORITY
~""v,"’~ Salety caps and hats meet ANSI ZSOA, are SEI seflified and meet ¢8~, Z94.2 standards.

V Colors: White, Yellow. Mustard Yelew, Orange, Hi-Vis Orange, Soft Green, Forest Green. Gull Gray,
Pacific Blue, Kentucky Blue, Medium Blue, Red, Tan, Black, Maroon, Bright Pink and Chocolate Brown.

BULLARD LINE
MODEL 5100 HARD HAT with flat front, 4-point nylon
suspension, with rain Uou~h and mounting elot~
for attachments.
(Also available wtth ratchet attachment model 5100R.)
MODEL 4100 HARD HAT with round front, 6-point nylon
suspension, with mounting slots for attachments.
(Also available with ratchet attachment mode14100R.)
MODEL 3000 HARD BAT with round front, 6-point nylon

MODEL 5100
MODEL 4100
MODEL 8100R
MODEL 4100R
MODEL 3000
MODEL 3000R

12+

72+

288+

5.50
5.50
7.75
7.75
7.50
9.50

5.10
5.10
7.50
7.50
7.30
8.90

4.80
4.80
7.25
7.25
7.25
8.60

U .S. WOR K FO RCETM

3241 Winpark Drive ¯ Crystal, MN 55427
MODEL S000R HARD HAT with round fronL 6-point nylon
(612) 542-3191 Fax (612) 542-9010
web suspension, with rachet and mounting slots
CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER 800-851-7133
for attachments.
Imprinting: Prices includes first 2 colors of imprint, add 840 set-up; supply camera-ready and color-flapped artwork.
Additional colors and locations, add $40 set-up per color and S.40 running charge per color. Reset-up charge of S30 per
order includes 4-colors. Artwork requested to be completed at factow, add $5 packaging charge FOB Minneapolis, MN.
(Terms: COD or Cash in advance/first time orders. Net 10 days from shipment where credit is established.)
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City of New York
Department of Environmental
Protection
Bureau of Water Supply and
Wastewater Collection

~

:~

W{~en the Porsorts Brir~ckerb.offiMorrison

.

Knudsen Te~m w~s I~kin~ ~or ~ firm Io
provide precise horizonld end veaicd
~ntrol for borin~ the tunnel ~r the
Superconduct~ Super Collider, nolhin~
wos [e~ to chonce.
PB/MK sel~t~ John E, Chonce &
Associotes(JECA] to ~e ~ member o~ its
~esign t~m fq estobli~h o highly stub e
horizonl01 ~nd ve~i¢~l control ne~ork
covering o 322-squore-mile ~re~,
Using dud ~requenW GPS sofellite receivers,
JECA su~ors o&i~ed
o positional
~ur~W o~1:10,~0,000 ~or the horizontal
~e~or~. More then 750 miles o~ precise
differential leveling wm mn fo es~blish the
vedi~l ne~rk,
~he high precision su~ce ne~orks, sho~
~nsfers ~nd tunnel troverses Mve en&l~
lunnd excovolion ~r~roug~s o~ 1.8 inche~
in the horizontal end vefficd plones in 2 ~/~

’

miles o~tunnelin~. ~e tunnel ~u~e~ control
"
~s su~e~ 1o

-

-

~/~" ~or tee
horizonld ~nd ~/~"
.
.
~or the ve~icol.
For hmic control
" -ne~orks, m~ppin~
"
¯’" "
control, c~&strd7
~physicd su~eys,
m~r~ge su~ys ~r
~r~se engm~rm~

su~eys, fhin~s ~re bestle~to Chonce.

JO~ E. ~CE
~ ASSOCIATES. INC.

Oenver, ~0 ~Msion Offkas
303/220q329
303/220-1198 ~

~fayeffe, ~ Corporate Offices
318/237-~ 300
318/237-001 ] F~
A member o~lhe
%ro-M~ellandGroupo~Compani~

~irele 56 on Reader Service ~ard

Engineering News-Record
thanks all of its readers who participated in the 1993

En~ronmental Career &
Employer Pre
ference Su~ey.
A ~ee[a[ eanffrattdationa to

Laurie Rodri ez,
Staff Scientist/Geologist of GeraghD, & 2N’~iller

whose name was chosen in the drawing.
She ~vil[ receive $500/
78

Notice to Engineering Consultant firms to submit a Statement of Qualifications for Engineering

Services.

The New York City Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau of Water Supply and
Wastewater Collection, hereby invites Engineering
Consultant firms to submit a Statement of
cations to perform Resident Engineering lnspection (REI) services for the reconstruction of twelve
East of Hudson dams, three controlled lakes and
two pumping stations located in the Croton Water-

shed.

The estimated construction costs of the contracts
are in the r~nge of $6,000,O00 to
The Departmem intends tu award ~ or more
separate R El contracts each having a period of perrefinance of 24 to 30 months.
Interested Engineering Consultants, who wish
be considered for these projects, are invited to submit Federal Standard Forms 254 and ~5, and a
New York City Vendex Questionnaire. These submittals will be used to formulate a Pre-qualified

of candidates.
The completed rorms (10 copies of each Pealeral Form and 1 copy of the Vendex form) must be
received no later than 4:00 p.m. on October

~ by:

Joseph W. launuzzi,
Acting Chief, Planning and Programs
Depactment of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Water Supply &
Waslewater Collection
59-17 Junction ~oulevard
3rd Floor tLow Rise)
Corona, New York 11368
Copies of the Vendex Questionnaire may be
obtained at the above address from IO:00 A.M. to
4:o0 P.M., Monday-Friday, except holidays.
Requests may be made in writing, in person or by
telephone. Telephone requests should he made to
Ms. lngridWescmanat(718) 595-5472.
The services to be provided under each co~tract
shall include, but not be limited to:
I. Resident Engineering Inspection of the rerunstruction of one or more dams, controlled lakes
and/or pumping stations.
2. Evaluation of contract chang~ and the preparation el" change orders.
3. Checking o f record drawings.
A minimum o~ 8 randomly selected firms ~rom
the Pre-qualified List shall be asked to submit a
technical and separate cost proposal for each contract based on a detailed scope of work prepzred by
the Bureau. It is anticipated that the seven contracts
will be awarded within a 24 month period beginTh~ Gomr~c~s ~o b~ awarded under this R~qu~st
for Qualifications (RFO~ are expected to be fundby the City
Standard Forms requested are to facilitate the establishmen, of a Pre-qualifiea List only.
Final selection for the contracts shall be based
combination or the b~t Technical and Cost

~a 1oo%

of New York. The Federal

o..

The REI Contracts will be subject to the utiliza-

lion requirements for participation of certified
Minority and Women Business Enterprises
The City of New York’s Department of Environmental Protection is not responsible for costs

incurre~ in the preparation of any documents relative to this advertisement.
~or ~dditional O~ieial
Adveaising, See Pages
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MATERIALS PRICES

Lumber.

aintprice hikes~keep rolling .....

Vo ch;:’=-u- in quarter

Average price change for softwood lumber tot July 1993
versus a year ago. Softwood lumber pdces posted a monthly
decrease of 5,0% in July, Source: Bureau of Labor Statistic&
Washington, D.C.

Western softwood
shipments:

- 9.1%

Shipments in western woods (12 region western states)
through August 28 versus same period in 1992. Shipments
=n 1993 toL~I 11,425 billion board Jr. Source: Western Wood
Products Asanc~al~on, Portland, Ore,

.~. :,,~. , ....

. ....... .... " " i. i’~: ..:-!~-.:! i;,,.:~

See the following ENR issues for other prices:
¯ Asphalt. cement, aggregate, concrete, bdck, block, lime:
Last--Sept. 6; Nex1-~Oct. 4
- Sewer. water and drain pipe:
Last--Sept. 13; Next--Oct. 11

¯ Lumber, plywood, plyform:

Last--Aug, 16; Next--Oct. 18
¯ StnJctural steel rebar, building sheet, pging:
Lest--Aug, 23; Next--Sept, 27
¯ Wage rates:
Last--Aug, 30; Next--Nov. 29

Plywood
pdces:

+ 13.3%

Average pnce change for plywood for July 1993 versus the
same panod a year ago. Pfywood prices posted a monthly
decrease of 1,0% in July, Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Washington, D.C.

Lumber, plywood, plyform
Item

Unit

2 x 4", s4s, pine .................................... mbf
fir ...................................................... mbf
common ..............................................
mbf
2" x 6% s4s, common ........................... mbf
2" x 8", s4s, common ............................ mbf
2" x 10", s4s, common .......................... mbf
4" x 6", s4s, common ............................ mbf
4" x 12% s4s, common .......................... mbf
Plywood,~¯th~ck .................................. msf
Plyform, ~" thJd~ .................................... msf
Particleboard, undedayment’ ~ £ .......... msf
Gypaum besrd, regular, ’ z", ................. msf
%’. ....................................................... msf
iype-X~ ~" ...................................... msf
%" ........................................................ msf
Roof~n~ insu, lation, un(aced ................. sf
Wall insulation, unlaced .................
sf
Pipe insulation, fiberglass ...............
sf

Item
2" x 4", s4s. pine ...................................
fir ......................................................
common .......................................
g" x 6", a4s, common ..........................
2" x 8", s4s, common ....................
2" x 10", s4s, common .........................
4" x 6% srs, common .....................
4" x 12", s4s, common ........................
Plywood, -’~* thick ................................
Plyform, -%" thick ...................................
Parllcleboard, uededaymenL ~=°, .........
Gypsum board, regular, t ~", ...............
s~-, .................................................

Unit

~O*c~ty average
price
% chg
Atlanta
$
$
yr ago
454,68
+27.3
- 375.00
514,69
+26.9 .....
463.25
+26.4
- 375.00
- 350.00f
475.10
*25,6
485.10
,24,5
- 375,00f
- 350.00f
555.05
+24,0
644,50
+27.1
- 600,00
665.25
+19.4
--473,61
+ 0.3
+ 664,00s
÷21,2
~-1108.00s
824.66
308,18
+10.4
270.00
128.23
+ 5.0
125.00
151.22
t 60,00
÷ 0.9
141,42
÷ 2,4
125,00
160.0g
164.95
+ 2.8
3.96
+ 5,6
3.75
2.58
2,05
÷ 6,3
5.07
+ 4.4
5.50

Kansas
Clly
$

mbf
mbl
mbt
mbf
mbf
mbf
mbf
mbf
tosf
msf
msf
rrisf
rest

--575,00
575,Q(1
575,00f
575.00f
625.00f
-980.00
470,00
920.00
330.00
117.00
145.00

%" ................................................... msf
Roofing insulation, unlaced ................. sf
Wall insulation, unlaced .......................
af
sf
Pipe insulation, ~berglass ...................

145.00
4,45
2,93
5.32

MinneLos
Angeles
apolis
$
$
-474,00
.-440,00s
-510,00 ......
-470.00
-440.00c
-495.00f
-425.00s
-522.00f
+430.00s
-560,00f
-550.00f
-6t 5.00
900.00
-.675.00 ......
-495,00
-515,00
-830.00
-875.00
+385.00
285,00
120.00
160.00
152‘00
--162,00
3,75
2,65
5.05

185,00
4.05
2.50
5,£2

BalU.
n~ore
+390.00
+390.00
÷385.00p
+375.00p
+460,00p
450,00p
+600.00p
+350.00
640,00
422.00
150.00
178.00
173,00
178.(]0
- 2.60
+ 4.20
+ 4,43

Birrnklg.
ham
$
-413.00
+500.00
-413.00
+400.00p
÷363.00p
,392.00p
450,00p
495.00p
+384,00p
671.00
250.00
125,00
154,00
154.00
158.00
3.27
+ 2‘60
4.24

New
York
$
+581,00p
+501,00f
4g0,00
÷496,00f
390,00p +496,00h
-368.00p +498,00h
-395,000 +804,00h
+475.00
.544,00h
+648,00h
.-370,00
~503.00
-617.00
+75t .00
240.00 ......
t 00.00
170,00
170,00
120.00

New
Orleans
$
400,00

120.00
3.90
1.90
5.55

t 40.00
4.70
3.20
633

Boston
$
--450.00s
~650,00s
630.00s
-450,00s
-450.00s
700.O0s
900,00s
---450.00
1070,00
340.31
120.00
160.00
t55.00
160.00
4.20
2.60
5.71

Chicago
$
490.00
530.00
490.00
490,O0c
490.00c
-490.00h
-580,00f
-670,00
450,00I
825,00p
280.00
t 10,00
----*
210.00
3.20
2.00
--

Philodelphia
$
-570,00s
-6"70.00f
570,00!
730.00
712.00
9g0,00
650.00
-531,25
656.25

Pittsburgh
$
.-480.00
550.00
+480.00
+465.00s
~570,00s
+575.00s
+840,00
430.00
+450,00
-795.00
321.88
115.32
145~20
185.94 ......
234.38
4.67
2‘49
6.38

178.35
4.92
3.27
4Z,3

Cin.
Clovecinnati
land
$
$
495.00h
440.00c
595.Q0 ......
495.00
440.00
470.00p
750.80c
750.00c
470.00p
465,00p
800,00p
-750.00
975.00 .........
710.00p
565,00
975.00
1020,00p
425,00
165.~0
t 45.00
93.00
93.00
--113.00
t60,00
115.00
170,00
4.04
4.65
2.00
2,44
4,11
--

St,
Louis
$
+390.00
,390.00
*390,00
+385.00p
+370,00p
380,00p
+525,00p
+550.00p
390.00
895.00
358,00
168.00
170.00
4.40
2.75
---

San
Francisco
$
.-462.00
-515.00
-495,00
-505.00f
-520.00f
-875,00f
-620,00
-860,00
-480,00
÷82.0,00
279,00
122.00
149.00
159.00
3.75
2.65
4.75

Dallas
$
--435.00

Denver
$
+509.00

-435.00
+450.00p
+485.00p
-510,00p
-590.00

+509.00
+491.00h
+509,00h
~527.00h
-887,00

-345,00
~30.00
250.00
100.00
125.00
100.00
125.00
3.60
2.60
5.40

+517.00
-4~90,00
÷387.00
117.00
+142.~o
+142.00
142,00
4,70
3.04
5.25

Detroit
$
+465,00s
-520.00
+392.00
.390.00s
+420,00s
+498.00s
+660.00p
-&90,00p
+453,00
-820.00
÷325,00
150.00
~
175,00
180.00
3.22
1.98
4.27

Canada
Seattle
Montreal
Toronto
$
C$
C$
+380.00h
350,00s +480,00s
-285.00
350,00a +480,00s
~380,00
+410.00f
350,00p +480,00s
+450.00f
510.00p +510,00s
+455,00t
620.00p +620.60s
+565.00
-510.00 ......
÷380.00
625.00
~695.00
~685.00
1340.00
~864.00
+234,00
400.00
348.44
155.00
165.00
112‘05
183.20
-222.40
207.25
3.40
1.80
3.42

205.00
5.51
3.76
6.26

198.00
6.00
3.50
" 6.94

~- or- denotes price has risen or fallen since previous report, c=spf, d=dougtir, f=fir, h=hemfir, p=pine, s=spruce.
Monthly market quotations by ENR field reports Aug. 16, 1993, Aft prices are spot prices a~ote~ from a single source: Commo, n lz/mber prices are those quoted for the n~ost popu[ar spec~s ~.the area. ~u, ot~s are, delivered,
prices, Some pnces may include taxes or discounts for prompt payment, etc. Product specification may vary, dependmg on What is most cor~monly used or most acoees~ble ~n a c~ty, All quantities are truckloads umess ngwee,
Quotes for Montreal and Toronto are in Canzdian dollars and metric unite, The above prices are not intended to represent the preva~Ying or average price in a ciiy but are designed to t[ack p,fice movement from a single
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MARKET TRENDS
Latest Month

Latest Week
COST INDEXES
ENR 20 cities
1913=100
Constn~ction Cost ..........
Building Cost ...................
Commoniabor(CC) .........
Skilled labor (BC) ...............
Matanals ...................

Sept.
index
value
52.55.46
3009.17
10654.61
4749.46
1946,30

Change from last
month
year
%
%
4-0.5
+ 4.2
-0.2
+ 5.3
+1.0
+ 2_6
+0.6
+ 2.4
-1.3
+10.1

Construction
contract awards
¯
$ rnil.

Four-week
moving
average

CONTRACT AWARDS BY STATE
Cumulative to~ls in $

June

CALIFORNIA
Manufacturing ....................................................................................
Commercialbuildings ........................................................................
Government buildings .......................................................................
Educational buildings ............................................................................
Medical buildings ....................................................................................
Hotels, motels and dormitories ..........................................................
Other nonresidential buildings ..............................................................
NEW YORK
Manufacturing ......................................................................................
Commercial buildings ............................................................................
Government buildings ........................................................................
Educational buildings .............................................................................
Medical buildings ..........................................................................
Hotels, motels and dormitories ...............................................................
Other nonresidential buildings ...............................................................
Source: ENR-F. W.Dodge Division

% change from last

318.6
2,178.6
171.5
999.0
272.8
164.3
129.5

+115
+ 79
+ 62
+ 74
+ 96
+227
+261

- 8
- 12
- 26
+3
- 37
÷ 24+ 62

79.0
959.2
163,6
508.8
436.5
45.3
60.1

+ 15
+116
+ 50
+ 50
+ 92
+ 47
+ 27

- 25
- 6
- 74
- 7
+ 41
- 32
- 28

INDUSTRIAL CONTRACT AWARDS
Totals in $ rail.

DJF
1992 1993

M .A _.M

BY REGION
Northeast .................................................
North Central ..........................................
South Central ..........................................
West .........................................................

J ._J A

National totals
ENR-reported
$ rail

Week
ending
Aug. 30

TotalCONTRACTconstruction’AWARDS
.........
Heavy & highway .............
Water use & control ..........
Waterworks .............
Sewerage ....................
Oams, waterway dev .....
Transportation .................
H~ghways .....................
Bridges & tunnels ..........
Airports, incL buildings...
Electric, gas, communic .....
Military, space ..............
Other heavy const ..............
Tota~ nonres, bldgs .........
Manufacturing bldgs ..........
Commerctalbuildings ........
Offices, banks ............
Stores, shopping cks .....
Other comm(, service .....
Govemmentbuildings ........
Administration ...............
Post offices ...................
Prisons ....................
Police, fire ..............
Educational buildings .........
Primary .......................

2,992.0
1,056.6
257,2
87.4
99.7
70.1
545.4
405.9
102.5
37.0
42.3
0.0
211.7
1,665.2
822
730.9
259.8
258.9
212.2
72-0
58.2
0.1
2.4
11.3
374.7
266.5

87,110.5
34,660.5
9,256.5
3,152.2
3,966.6
2,137,6
17,336.2
11,870.7
4,069.7
1,395.8
2,939.7
7.1
5,121,1
45,982.0
3,928,8
16,963.9
6,011.8
6,232.3
4,719.8
2,109.8
617.2
66.6
970.1
455.9
11,266.6
7,616.8

- 1
4, 6
- 37
4, 6
0
- 9
+ 8
+ 1t
+ 10
- 17
+ 4
- 79
4, 18
- 5
- 26
- 4
- 11
+ 4
- 3
- 43
- 47
- 77
- 46
4, 2
+ 13
+ 13

33.7
210.9
130.0

2,204.9
5,613.9
3,106.6

+ 28
- 10
- 21

194.4
270.1
245.7
24.4

6,098.8

+ t2

5,061.1
1,406.9

+8
- 42

Co,ego
....................
Laboratories ..................

Medical bldgs .....................
Hospitals .....................

.urs~ng ....................
Other nonresidential .......

Total multiunit hsg.’ ........

7 mos. cum.
% chg.
1993 ’92-93

74.5 1.4-45.0
- z

80.9 2.507.3
¯9

Apartments .............
Hotels, motels, dorms ....
~SMOUrCe: ENR-F, W, Dodge Division
inimum size: Contract awards, $50,000
"Excludes 1.2 family houses

6,468.0 - 9

NEW PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION CAPITAL
$ rail

State and municipal .........
Housing .....................
Other bldg. and heavy .....

80

Week of
Sept. 13
761.7
3.6
758.1

35 weeks curm
L~test Annua|

figure %chg.

49,603.7
1,476.3
48,127,4

July
1993

+7
- 48
4- 10

Cure. 7 rods.
% chg.
’92-93

% chg. from last
month
year

96.6
159.7
365.7
147.9

BY MARKET
Total manufacturing build{rigs .................
769.9
Manufacturing plants ...........................
603.6
Aerospace .......................................
3.6
Automotive ....................................
13.1
Chemical process .............................
175.3
Eiectdca~ machinery .........................
20. t
Fabricated metal products . ..............
6.0
Food and beverage ..........................
53.3
(3.5
Iron and steel ..............................
77.2
Machinery, excl. electrical ................
Nonferrous metals ........................
0.3
Ordnance & accessories ..................
3.5
Petroleum, incl. products ..................
7.1
Printing, publishing, paper ................
31.5
Precision goods .............................
14.6
9.5
Rubber, plastic goods .....................
Stone, clay & glass ...........................
1.5
Textile mill products ....................
27.4
1.7
Wood products, furniture ..............
157.5
Other (incl. service) ..........................
Other manufacturing buildings .............
166.2
139.1
Warehouses ...................................
Generating plants ............................
20.2
Laboratories ...................................
7.0
Gas, electric & communications ..............
159.1
Powerptants and systems ..................
136,0
0.1
Gas plants, systems, tanks ..................
Communication systems ...................
23.0
Source: ENR-f~ W. Dodge Division
M~ntmum size: Contact awards, $50,000; +...=greater than 999%

1993

+ 30
-B
+ 61
+ 25

- 50
- 61
- 36
+ 86

449.8
946.9
1,765.8
766.4

- 33
- 47
4, 2
- 29

4, 30
+ 28
- 33
- 70
+198
+312
- 37
- 40
- 85
4.545
- 90
- 6
.
+ ~’~
4- 42
- 74
- 85
+ 88
+308
4- 14
4, 37
+ 29
0
- 48
- 86
- 87
- 99
- 71

- 39
- 26
+114
4, 1
- 61
+._
- 52
+ 92
- 90
+ 7I
- 93
0
+939
- 12
+...
+194
- 50
+ 14
+._
- 17
- 62
+135
- 79
- 98
5
4
0
- 35

3,928.8
2,944.9
38.9
256.9
575.5
69.3
48.8
280.4
29.2
158.1
27.5
15.7
109.4
192~5
62.4
62.3
17,1
137.7
42.0
821,1
984.0
669.3
49.8
264.9
2,939.7
2,708.1
15.2
216.3

- 26
- 29
- 89
+ 43
- 40
- 58
+ 17
- 12
4, 64
+ 26
- 16
4, 35
- 78
- 1
+ 26
- 15
- 35
+ 28
- 2
- 15
- 13
+ 11
- 67
- 31
+4
+2
- 50
4, 54.

1"rends to Watch

ENR contracts: Warehouses and manufacturing plants
Avg. month per quarter in $ rail.
Warehouses

Manufacturing

160 -

800

14Q. 120 100 80 -

700
600
500

60 "
40"
20"
0"

400
300

2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q

200

2Q 3Q, 4Q 1Q 2Q

1 991
Source: ENR-F. W. Dodge Division

1992

1 993
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Underwater

(212) 512-2422

Professional Services

Fax: (212) 512-6800

,

(504) 466-2800 NewOrleans
COMPLETE DIVING SERVICE
Nationwide--Worldwide

Civil * Transporlation
Environmental * Mechanical
Structural * Electrical

[i(/ Concrete

(g191 g82.-5741
(717) 763-7211
O~’ces Nationwide
~&t~tmtstt~ttottif~gt~ttttmlttmttu~
¯ Transportation .Commercial .Industrial
¯ Environmental ,Public Works .Institutional
Puerto Rico Los Angeles
Boston
Egypt
Miami
New York
~M
~...~ &. Associates Ltd. . " .....
Washington, DC
Pakistan
Oakland
Philippines

~ ~" ;’~?~-~’~-i"
~---"-"~--""-~ --~San Oie0o ~ew 0it0ans.
*Si~apor~
~ ,~ . ,LOndor~
~ ~llllilI
CCL CON~TRUcTfO!YC.ONS~LTAN~S,
iNC
- ,...: .......... :...:--::
.̄....
..............................
’ ’ Project Management
"

ar-ouJ"00-5’~3-862"~

.

We help owners manage their
construction projects with:
¯ Fullscope program, project and
construction management
¯ Scheduling and cost control
¯ Management informationsystems
¯ Value analysis
¯ Claims mitigation
,.,,.,, ,, ,,., =n’nrien-U’reitzher,,
Prot~sionalConstruction Managers
S~nF~ancls©o, CA LosAngeles, CA tlewYork, HY Ile’aJersey
4U/777-tltS~

~ l~/~O’/-~

212i92b~SgS

60q/66~-2000

CPM Scheduling & Cost Controls
¯ Cost Estimating
¯ Construction Claims
¯ Quality Control/Inspection
- Project Management Seminars

Consultants

~
~-c, = ~
~

~

ALL AMERICAN CONCRETE COPRORATION
Sul]l]liers and Consultants
**FAST SETTING CONCRETE**
Specialists in Rapid Set Products
800/640-0422
19449 Glenwood - Chicago Heights Rd.
Glenwood, IL 60425-1515

,.,/’~ Positions
Vacant
%

,,

~~-’~,,,
,

j

Resumes - Resumes - Resumes If your resume isn’t a Winner, it’s a Killer.
Do it right call Career Resumes for Free
consultation; 800-800-1220, 9-9 est or fax
over your resume for a free critique at 800927-d~611.

Project Mgrs. and Design Engineers
Connecticut based design build co.
Requires individuals with exp. in
HVAC/Cogen/waste heat recovery design
and turnkey const, mgmt. Merivale Postal
Outlet Box 65027 Wepean Ontario,
McDONOUGH BOLYARD PECK Canada K2G 5Y3.
The U.S. Department of Transportation
is recruiting for a Structural engio, eer in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, The position is for
an FC-11 Bridge Design Engineer
1556,627 base salary per annum). Incumbent will be responsible for reviewing,
recommending, and preparing designs and
instructing on computer based bridge design. The initial appointment is for two
years but may be extended up to five
years. Benefits include housing, education, and living allowance plus 20 percent
U.S. & International
post differential. To qualify candidates
must have successfully completed a full
Fax 1703) 641-8965 course of study in an accredited university
Fairfax. VA 22031
leading to a bachelor’s or higher degree in
engineering or a related field and must
have at least one year specialized experi~
ence
utilizing computer processes for deouIt|i
signing bridges at a level of difficulty
equivalent to an FC-!0 ($47,920 range).
Background investigation is required.
Please submit by October 15, !993 an SFIEISWEI~ER. a0Ca
171 (Government application form) to:
~0~t=oc~=.~c.
Personnel Operations Division, Rm. 9! 13,
Consulting Engineers and Planners
Department of Transportation. 400 7th
Highways.Bridges-Traffic
Street, S.W., Washington, D.C, 20590.
Research.Planning
Contact Eric Buchanan at (202) 366-9876
Tel--305/944.S151
P0~ox1368
for further information. Equal OpportunN0rth M~arn= Beach. FL 33160- 0rlando. FL ¯ Tampa. FL
ity Employer.

BHR
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Greiner, Inc., a national engineering
seeks a qualified Bridge Engineer.

PROJECT MANAGER,
BRIDGE ENGINEER
This senior position involves responsibility for
the daily operations of our Bridge group,
Applicants must have 8+ years of experience
inallphasesofbridgedesign. Familiarity with
NYDOT and FHWA procedures, BSGE and
P.E. Registration are required.
Greiner, Inc.. offers a competitive solar,/and
comprehensive benefits program. For consideration, send resume to: Frank Ambrosio.

6reiner

GREINER, INC.
3MarcusBIvd.,Albany, NY12205-1607 ~,
~ Equal Oppo~tunlt,/Employer M/FION J

Operations Manager and Quality
Control Manager Metromont, one of the
South’s largest concrete manufacturing
producers is seeking a plant operations
manager and a quality control manager
for its modern prestress facility in
Greenville, South Carolina. Excellent
company benefits. Please contact the personnel office at 1-800-476-2605 in
Greenville or 1-800-476-2607 in Spartanburg. Send resum6 to Metromont
Materials Corp., P.O. Box 2486, Greenville, SC 29602. Our fax number is 803582-2127 in Spartanburg.
Transportation/Municipal Engineer
responsible for design of roadway, storm
sewer, and intersection layouts for mun~,~,o~. Familiarity of Illinois DOT
standards preferred. Req’d B.S. Civil
Engr., 5 yrs. minimum experience, P.E.
preferred. Send resume: Randolph &
Associates, 809 W. Detweiller Dr.,
Peoria, IL 61615.

Const, Design, End, Env, DP Recruiters. Contract-Permanent-Nationwide,,
P.O. Box 1463, Charlesville, GA 30523.

Michael Latas& Assoc. Construction

recruiting nationally. 1311 Lindbergh
Plaza Center, St. Louis, MO 63132; 314993-6500.
Geotechnical Engineers: 3-10 years
experience MSCE minimum. For high
level of responsibility with new York
Metro Area Consulting Firm. Send resome to Langan Engineering, River Drive
Center 2, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407,
George E. Leventis (fax 201-794-0366).
Estimators All Disciplines +++
Highway Bridge Immediate national
needs including Chicago Louisiana
Florida and Georgia. Fax resume 617593-0050. Resumes held confidentially.

Senior Estimator - Atlanta, Houston
Our tteavy Construction Division is expanding and we have opportunities for
heavy/highway estimators in our regional
and corporate offices. Qualified candidates must be highly motivated and possess 7-10 years of estimating experience,
These positions offer a competitive salary,
employee stock ownership plan and fringe
benefits. To explore these career opportunities send/tax (408) 761-7871 resume to
Granite Construction Company, P.O. Box
50085, Watsonville, CA 95077-5085,
Attn: Brian Fox

Mike Ketchum, Construction Recruiting
Intl., 136 Beaver Ridge Circle, Macon,
Estimators, P.M., Supt., All disciplines, GA 31210. 1-800-843-6290 or Fax 912all levels needed immediately, if you can 474-5502.
estimate forward resume to Jim Kaiser, P.O.
General Manager Mammoth County
Box 2037, Peabody, MA 01960
Water District, Mammoth Lakes,
California. Responsibilities include overSenior Miscellaneous Metals Detailer Established structural fabricator seek- all management of District personnel and
and supervision of water suping permanent position for qualified de- operations
treatment and distribution systems and
tailor. Minimum 5 years experience in ply
detailing miscellaneous metals, stairs and sewage collection, treatment and disposal
handrails. Excellent wage and benefits, systems. The District has 29 employees
Send resume to Erie Steel Products and serves 2900 connections. Immediate
Company, 2420 West 15th St., Erie, PA capitol project focus is on the expansion
of groundwater supply system, enlarging
16505 Arm: Don Herbe.
wastewater treatment plant and the signif-

Construction Mgr.-Saudi Arabia Degree

Estimator wanted for growing Los icant reduction ol" water system losses.

Strong Concrete Exp., Long Term, Vegas firm, primary duties will be as a Bachelor degree and CA driver’s license
Davian, Inc., 2100 Manchester #900, conceptual estimator, with crossovers to.. reqt0red. Engineering or technical backWheaton, IL60187.
estimating and bidding projects, zrbund preferred. Experience in project
Computer skills needed. Please forward permltt~ng (CEQA/NEPA), ~nterfactn~
Chris Clausen & Assoc., Construction resume, and salary requirements to: with governmental agencies and strong
and Precast Concrete recruiters, Box 160, Martin-Harris Construction, 1900 management skills required. Several years
Pine Lake, CA30072,(404) 981-2491.
Western Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada senior management skills required.
Several years senior management experi89102.
once in similar ~istrict desired. Excellent
The Driggs corporation has immediate
salary and benefit package, dependent on
engineering opportunities in its Highway/ Industrial Engineer. Transportation
Provide resume by Oct 15,
Bridge, Excavation and Asphalt divi- systems administration including (1) qualifications.
1993, to the Mammoth County Water
sions. If you possess the followingrelat- startup of Mexico master product book
District, P.O. Box 597, Mammoth Lakes,
ed engineering degree and field experi- systems, design and staffing (2) startup of California
93646.
once, contact our Human Resources engineered labor incentive programs and
Department immediately. Project system integration thronghouttransportaManagers: 5-10 years related experience lion (3) work methods design; motion HBE Corporation, one of the nation’s
design/build firms of hospitals,
(highway/bridge, asphalt, excavation) in and time studies; warehouse and facility largest
care facilities and banking facilimanaging all phases of field operations layout; material handling systems (4) de- health
ties, is seeking Construction Regional
for projects in excess of $I0 million; re- scriptive and inferential analysis; multi- Managers. Responsibilities include overlated BS engineering degree required, pie regression studies; simulation modelassigned projects, monitoring suProject Engineers: Field experience in ing, data base analysis (5) supervision of seeing
highway/bridge, asphalt, or excavation one or more junior industrial engineers or perintendents, and insuring projects are
construction; 2-5 years related field expe- interns working on transportation/indus- completed on time and within budget.
rience;related BSengineeringdegreere- trial engineering projects. 40 hr/wk. B.S.C.E. or Construction Management
and minimum !0 years in general
quired. Contract administrators: 2-5 feint- Salary ranging from $2683/mo to Degree
contracting required. Send resumes to:
edexperience in highway/bridge, asphalt $3350/mo depending on experience, HBE Corporation; 11330 Olive Street Rd.
or excavation construction; familiar with Requires B.S. in Industrial Engineering St. Louis, Missouri 63141; Attn: Beth
local, state and federal contract specifica- and two courses in simulation modeling;
lions and procedures, cost control and six months experience in job offered or Shroyer. Fax# (314) 567-7675.
management, and well developed organi- six months in position involving simulazational and follow-up skills, a four lion modeling. To apply send resume to
BS/BA preferred. For immediate consid- Texas E~nployment Commission, TEC Address separate envelopes (smaller than II"x 5")
Building, Austin, Texas 78778, J.O.
for each rep. lyto:
oration apply in person or fax your resome to Human Resources The Driggs #TX6926257 or apply at Texas EmployCorporation 8540 Ashwood Drive ment Commission, San Antonio, Texas. Enginee.ringpost Office BoxNeWSqooRec°rd
Capitol Heights, MD 20743 Fax 301-350- Ad Paid By Equal Employment Oppor- i NY, NY 10108
tunity Employer.
2592 EEO/AA Employer.
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St. Lucie County !3tBity Services
Director. This is a management and technicaI position responsibte for planning,
organizing, directing, budgeting, and coordinating water and wastewater activities. duties include the coordination of
water and wastewater projects and activities with other utilities functions and the
public. Minimum qualifications: A

Bachelor’s degree in Civil or Sanitary

Engineering or Business Administration.
Ten (10) years of progressive experience,
of which at least five (5"1 years of supervisory experience, including responsibility in the engineering field with part of it
in the wastewater and water treatment
field. Send resume or apply in person to
St. Lucie County Personnel Coordinator,
2300 Virginia ~.venue, Ft. Pierce, FL
34982 EOE.
Associate Engineer; 40 hrs./wk.;
8 am-5 pm; $37,334/yr.; Job requires:
Master of Science in Civil Engineering or
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering degree, with a major field of
study in Structural Engineering. Job also
reqs.: I} thesis or 2 published papers in
the field of dynamics of structures; 2) I
graduate course in finite element methods; 3) 1 grad. crse. in structural analysis: & 4) 1 grad. crse. in structural dynamics. Job duties: Develop finite
element models of vehicle structures using finite element softwares such as
NASTRAN. Perform analysis of automotive components using "finite element
analysis software such as DYNA3D and
PAMCRASH. Qualified applicants
should send resume & verification of re-

MEXICO STAFFING
Sundtcorp de Mexico, SA. de C.V., a subsidiary of Sundt Corp., plans soon to
be performing both construction management and self-performed contract
work in Mexico. Candidates are required for the following positions:

PROdEOT MANAGER. Minimum of 10 years experience as a Project
Manager on commercial building projects having a value of over $20 million.
Working knowledge of Primavera scheduling system and B.S. in Civil

Engineering required.
PROdI:CT ENGINEER. Must have at least five years experience as a Project
Engineer on multi-million dollar commercial building projects. Good computer
skills, strong capability in Primavera scheduling system, and B.S. Civil
Engineering required. P.E. credentials a plus.
FIELD SUPERINTENDENTS (4).Requires a minimum of 10 years experience
on multi-story commercial building projects as the superintendent-in-charge.
All positions require fluency in English and Spanish (speaking and writing).
These job assignment are in Mexico.
Send Resume to:

Sundt Corp, Corporate Employment Office
Reference: Mexico
P.O. Box 20766
Phoenix, AZ 85036

~
Sundt Corp. is an equal opportunity employer
Arizona contractor Licenses 068012-A and 068013-B-01

qs. to: 7310 Woodward, Era. 415, Polymer Development Engineer--

Chief Applications Engineer. Oversee

Bridge Design Engineer, Lexington,
MA: 40 hrs/wk, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.;
$38.100 per year. Design computations
and preparation of details for structural
steel and concrete bridge design including post-tensioned structural steel and
post-tensioned segmental concrete bridge
design; computer modeling of structural
systems: dynamic analysis of bridges and
the behavior and design of bridge substructure including soil/structure interacrico; layout and analysis of pro-tensioned
and post-tensioned systems including
temperature and time dependent influences. Develop innovate solutions for
structure bridge rehabilitation using posttensioning and other state-of-the-art procedures. Ph.D. in Civil Engineering/
Structural Engineering req’d. 2 yrs. research experience in high performance
cementitious material behavior & its applications to bridge repairs and rehabiliterion req’d. Ability to work with all
facets of concrete design and detailing;
i.e., precast cast in place, post-tensioned,
pro-tensioned, and reinforced req’d.
Familiarity with the latest AASHTO/ACI
Code req’d. Experience in computer analvsis programs such as SAP90. ABAQUS.
~TRUDL, & LPILE req’d. Mail resume
to: Dept. of Employment and Training,
P.O. Box 8968, Boston, MA 02114. Case
No. 30753.

Assistant Director. The Harris
County Toll Road Authority, Houston,
Texas, is seeking an aggressive, goal criented, registered professional engineer.
Applicant must have a minimum of ten
},ears experience in planning, design,
right of way acquisition, construction and
maintenance of highway and bridge projeers. E.O.E. Resumes should be addressed to: W.D. Harris, Manager of
Administrative, 330 Meadowfern, Suite
200, Houston, Texas 77067. Pax No. 713875-6941. All replies held in strict confidence.

Detroit, MI 48202. Ref. #69493.
Employer Paid Ad.

40 hours per week, 8:00a,m. to 5:00 p.m.,
$38,500.00 per year. Design, develop and
test new plastic compound formulations,
Perform research and analyze data. Use
machines such as plastic extruders, injection molders, capillary rheometer, fourier
transform infrared spectrometer, universal
tester and izod impact tester. Supervise
three lab technicians and one engineer,
Must have Bachelor’s degree in
Mechanical Engineering or foreign equivalent. Must have two years experience in
the job offered or one year and six months
as Senior Mechanical Engineer. Must
have completed one college level course
in each of the following areas: chemical
and thermal water treatment methods, industria! ovens and fuel systems, technical
thermodynamics and technology of pinstics. Must have proof or" legal authority to
work permanently in the U.S. Send 2
copies of resume to: Illinois Department
of Employment Security, 401 S. State St.,
3 South, Chicago, IL 60605. Attention:
Jean Woodson. Reference #V-IL 10721W. No calls. An employer paid ad.
Engineer, Growing Construction
Equipment Company in Morris County,
New Jersey requires structural engineer
with 4 to 7 years at simiIar type of menulecturer. Experience in design and menulecturing as well as hydraulics helpful.
Bi-lingual in French/English is a plus.
Send resume to: Tramac Corp., 7 Emery
Avenue, Randolph, NJ 07869.

the manufacture of butterfly valves and
valve actuators which are used to control
flow in a wide range of industries such as
chemica!, pulp and paper, petroleum refining, electric power generation, water
treatment, brewing, distilling and food
processing, etc.; responsible for technical
applications support to other departments,
subsidiaries, and distributors; develop
new engineered products. 40 hrs/wk.
$47,000/yr. Requires Bachelor or equivalent in Mechanical Engineering. Requires
4 years exp. in the job offer or 4 years
exp. as a Mechanical Engineer in the butterfly valves industry. Apply at Texas
Employment Commission, Houston,
Texas or send resume to Texas Employment Commission, TEC Building, Austin.
Texas 78771, J.O. #TX6926213. Ad paid
for by An Equal Employment OpportunityEmployer.
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~ Senior Project Manager and Super-,
intendent The George Hyman Construe: tion Company, a growth-oriented, nationally prominent construction organization
Pt~ CO~.
has an immediate need for senior Project
12~ [x~u~e Dr. E=st ~1 =5
HcCar~y, an ENR Top 35 general contacting Managers and Senior Superintendents in
~¢h=rdson, TX 75081-2227
2~4/235-3984 F~2~4/43~-2017
its Irvine California office. Candidates
and constcuction management company operating nationwide, is seeking a Hechanical must have a minimum of ten years experi10 years expe~ience mini- ence in major California Healthcare proCoRRecticut Resources Recovery Superintendent.
Background should include planAuthority. CRRA has the following open- mum. Hust have experience with Hechanical/ jects.
ning, monitoring, and supervising on-site
coordination on hospitals
ings in our Engineering department: Electrical/Plumbing
commercial buildings. Hust have experi- construction engineering and administraSenior Engineer (Environmental)- This is or
tive activities. Please forward a complete
ence
in supervising contractors on above
a highly responsible engineering position
and salary history to our office:
mentioned
projects.
BSHE
is
required.
Hust
working in solid waste management and be willing to relocate. Send resume and salary resume
The
George
Hyman Construction Co., 9
recycling. Employee will preform professional civil and environmental engineer- requirements to: Kevin Kuntz; HcCarthy; Executive Circle, Ste. 290, Irvine, CA
North Rock Hill Road; St. Louis, HO 92714. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
ing work related to permitting, compli- :: ~341
63124 EOEIHIFIDI~
ante and resource management issues
Structural Steel: Steel fabrication
concerning landfills, transfer stations, re- :
plant in Delaware Valley, 100+ employees
cycling and waste-to-energy facilities,
is in need of a structural steel Fabrication
Involves design of various projects; adEstimator, Erection Estimator and a Chief
ministration of consulting engineering
Draftsman. Each must have a minimum of
and construction contracts; and perfor- . .........................................................................
5 years experience in highrise construemance of engineering investigations and
reports. Position requires experience in Construction field superintendents tion and bridge construction. We offer an
commercial renovation projects excellent salary and benefit package.
landfill design, management or opera- for
tions, or related work. Qualificatmns: throughout the US. Minimum 10 years ex- Send resume and salary history to: P.O.
Master’s degree in Civil or Environmen- perience. This is not an office job. Fax re- Box 487, Wilmington, DE 19899. EOE.
tal Engineering plus 4 years of progres- sumes to TEAC at (713) 931-6422.
sively responsible experience; or an
Florida Dept. of Transportation
equivalent combination of work and ex- Balfour Beatty America Group,Professional Engineer II[. $1,531.19 a
large
int’l
contractor,
is
seeking
perience. Must be a Connecticut Certified
$2,625.99 Biweekly. Position #10072 P.E. Project Engineer- this is a highly re- Business Managers with proven track Class Code 4663. The Florida Departsponsible professional position working record in admin of large civil engineering meat of Transportation is seeking appliin the management of a resource recovery projects. Respons incl project cost rpts, cants for the position of Professional
project. Emp!oyee will preform a variety AlP & P/R supervision, cash forecasts, Engineer III in the Structures Design
bankrecs, EEO~BE, P~LanaIYot engineering tasks, including project G/L&
Applicants mustbe registered as a
Extensive computer knowledge a Office.
planning, development, construction sis,
Professional Engineer in the State of
must.
Excellent
salary
&
benefits.
management and operations. Work inFlorida or be eligible for registration in
volves complex research and a thorough Requires a career minded & flexible indi- Florida in accordance with Florida Statute
vidual,
willing
to
relocate.
Quals
to:
P.O.
understanding of power plant operations,
471. The candidate must have five or
construction methods, plans, drawings Box 111807, Miami, FL 3311!-1807.
more years experience in bridge design or
EOE.
and specifications. Qualifications:
related structural experience. The position
Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineer- Resident Engineer & Assistant requires good communication skills.
ing plus 4 years of progressively respon- Rsident Engineer. Major water treatment Position is in charge of review and apsible experience: or an equivalent eombiof consultant produced structural
nation of education and experienee. Must plant Upgrade/Expansion. Gannett proval
designs and plans for major and complex
Fleming,
Inc.,
a
nationwide
consulting
enpossess or be able to obtain a Connecticut gineering firm. has two upcoming open- bridges, A State of Florida Application
P.E. Certification. Experience in the pow- ings in its Newport News, VA office. Both must be submitted by October 4, 1993 to:
er generation and/or resource recovery
Jerry L. Potter; State Structures Design
fields required. Please respond to: are key opportunities on a4-5 year major Engineer; Florida Department of
water
treatment
plant
upgrade/expansion
Contract&Personnel Administrator; 179 program ($60M) in Norfolk, VA. For el-Transportation; Mail Station 33; 605
Allyn Street; Hartford, Connecticut
Street; Ta!lahassee, Florida
position, must be Registered Suwannee
06103. Deadline: October S, 1993. CRRAther
32399-0450. EOE/AA/VP. If you need an
is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportu- Professional Engineer with 10-20 years accommodation in order to participate in
actual field experience on major ($30M+) the application/selection process, please
nity Employer.
water and/or wastewater plant construeGeneral Manager - San Diego Area tion. Chief Resident Engineer: Respon- notify the hiring authority in advance.
Wastewater management District (San sibilities include general ~eld aspects of Mechanical Engineer to use computDiego.CA) Sal. open DOQ. A newly ere- this project, including pay estimate re- er aided design, included AutoCad, for
ated indep, pub. agency formed to rang. view, change order negotiation, client in- the engineering of manufacturing facilithe reg. sewerage syst. of the San Diego terrace and overall construction observa- ties and equipment: apply project manmetro, area. The pos. is appt. by/rpts, to a tion. Must have demonstrated experience agement software (Time Line) and manu17-mbr. Board: serves 12 jurisd, and 1.7 on at least two major treatment plant up- facturing engineering software (Factory
mil. residents. The budg. exceeds grade/expansion projects, directing and
.$800,000 with 5 staff. Antieip. this org. managing field staff of minimum five Flow) to analyze problems and develop
for facility design. Requires
will employ about 500 people: the 1st subordinates. Assistant Resident Engi- solutions
phase of the proj. (10 yrs.) is estim, tobe neer: Responsibilities include coordinat- Master’s in Industrial Engineering.
level coursework must include
$1.2 bil. Req. BS/BA: pref. Master’s. ing field staff, coordination with the five Master’s
Computer Graphics, industrial
Desire a Reg. Prof. Civil Eng. in CA. project design consultants, special con- Advanced
and Production Systems/
Must have sev. yrs. ofsr. level admin, struction observation and related duties as Operations,
Integrated Manufacturing
and regret, exp. in a wstwtr., water or assigned. Background should includesim- Computer
Must be-fluent (read, write and
simular pub. works org. Send resumes by ilar duties and experience on similar pro- ~CIM).
in Mandarin Chinese. 40 hr wk 10/15/93 to Norman Roberts & Asso- jeers in the $20M range. Submit resume speak)
Send resumes to
elates, Inc.. Attn: norm Roberts. Pres., (indicating position of interest) to: 9am-Spm.$36,757.40/yr.
Woodward Avenue, Room 415,
1800 Century Park East, #430, Los Gannett Fleming, Inc., P.O. Box 120269,7310
Michigan 48202, Ref. No. 71293.
Angeles, CA 90067-1507 or fax to (310) Newport News, VA 23612-0269. EOE,Detroit,
Employer Paid Ad.
M/F.
5~2- I 113. AA/EEO/ADA.
CONb’~RUC~O~ ~G~Nt~ER~NG
Nationwide OooortunJtics for P ......l in
Mechanical, ~fec r cal and General on Roads, Steel,
Munici~ol Hozordous, W~te, Process= P~er ~mmercio],

....
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lion of U.$. manufacturers.
Technology Institute (ITI} is a
The
Industrial
unique inter-disciplinary organization ded-

The senior sta{’l: member ITI seeks will: lead
institute-wide technical and programmatic
activities related to environmentally-conscious manufacturing, particularly aimed
at smaller durable and plastic manufacturing companies, develop an implement
iPnrOgrams
technical assistance,
training,
formationofexchange
and technology
transfer as they pertain to plant.level environmental issues, and participate in strategic and operational planning.
Qualifications: thorough knowledge of
manufacturing, particularly a production
process-level understanding of environmental issues, including emissions and solid, liquid and hazardous waste reduction.
The ideal candidate would also have experience in policy and regulatory aspects
of environmentally-conscious manufacturing. A master’s degree Ior an equivalent
combination of education and experience)
and a minimum of I0 years of experience
in manufacturing, 5 years in the environmental field is required.
ITI offers a challenging environment and
an opportunity to have an impact on U.S.
manutacturing. Mail your resume, and
salary requirements to: HR - #93 21
Industrial Technology Institute P.O. Box
1485 Ann Arbor, MI 48106. An
EEO/AA Employer M/F/D/V.

/
A highly responsible, quality directed l’.tidwestern Engineering Consulting Firm is seeking a growth oriented person to provide leadership in the company’s development.
Do the~e question~ describe you?
¯ Are you an activator? Do you make things happen?
¯ Do you think strategically? Can you select and anticipate events which lead to
grov~:h and profit?
¯ Are you a visionary! Can you create images of excellence and growth for an
organization?
If so, we want to talk with you. We are a Lincoln, Nebraska based Engineering
Consulting Firm founded in 1944. We are searching for a talented individual to take
responsibility for the growth efforts of this firm. The ideal candidate will have an engineering or science education background, consulting experience in the design profession and strong persuasive and organizational talents.
We offer:
¯ Excellent. base salary plus performance incentives.
¯ An established firm focused on quality and growth.
¯ Equity ownership for the future.
¯ A chance to join a company with integrity and a mission to serve people.
Call today to investigate this unique and exciting opportunity to work with top
management to energize corporate development.
Jim Sorenson
Selection Consultant working with the Company
1-800-793-04S0 or 1-800-793-04S I
Honday - Friday 8am-Spin CDT

"
".

Design Process Engineer. A wellSenior Software Analyst - Plant Construction Search-Presidents, managed Closed Die Forge Plant in
V,P’s,
Mktg.,
Proj.
Mngrs.,
Planners
&
Design Systems. Responsible for the deKentucky needs a Design & Process
Sched’lers, Estimators, Supers., Highsign. development and implementation of
Engineer who would be responsible for
way,
Heavy,
Marine,
Commercial
computer graphics software for plant dedeciding the forging process, die design,
[nstitutn’l.,
Indust’l,
Utility.
Sals.
$35Ksign applications, for use by engineers in
attending tryouts and solving day to day
advanced CAD/CAM applications. Works $125,000 - bIationwide - Resume to:
Construction Search Associates, 52 production and quality problems related
under limited supervision. Programs in C
Temple PI., 3rd FI., Boston, MA 02ill- with dies and ~ools. Candidate must have
or C++ langaages in a UN{X operating
a Master’s degree in Mechanical Engi6!7-482-2800 FX dI7-482-1346- No Fee.
system environment. Uses CAD system
neering and minimum l0 years experience
to perform 2D and 3D graphics design. Customer Engineer: Perform on-site
in design of dies and tools for closed die
Develops new, modified, enhanced or tai- installation and maintenance of complex forging equipments, out of which 2 years
lored software, utilizing knowledge of semiconductor manufacturing systems, re- must be in Computer Aided Design/
mechanical, structural or chemical engicomplex system problems, provide Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAD/
neering. Designs piping and instrumenta- solve
technical support and instruct customers CAM), Finite Element Analysis and
lion software, temperature and control on operation and maintenance of system. Computer Numerically Controlled
valve software, and other computer soft- University training and/or project experi- (C.N.C.) Machines. Compensation packware used in plant design applications. ence with semiconductor fabricator prob- age would include an Annual salary of
Assists others in area of expertise. Must
lemsinctudingrobotics, vacuum andoth- $45000 and other benefits like Health
have BS in Mechanical, Structural or er systems utilizing a knowledge of Insurance, 401K Plan, Profit Sharing,
Chemical or related engineering field and semiconductor physics, electron beam Earned leave with salary etc. The Position
2 years of experience in job above or 2 lithography, vacuum technology and elec- offers a healthy working environment and
years experience in computer software tronic and/or mechanical debugging tech- growth prospects. Send resumes, quoting
~levelopment. A Master’s or higher de- niques and troubleshooting complex elec- the Order #354534 to: Peggy Dostal;
gree may be substituted for 2 years of ex- tronic problems on multiboard to Department for Employment Services;
perience, if advanced degree work inlevel systems. Bachelor’s/ 600 West Cedar Street; Louisville,
volvedcomputer software development, component
Equivalent* (*equivalent foreign educa- Kentucky - 40202-2396. We are an
Requires UNIX or Windows NT operatin Physics/Apptied Physics. Salary: "%qual Opportunity Employer".
ing system, programming in C or C++ lion)
$2,840/month. Job site/Intv: Portland,
.
languages, knowledge of CAD systems, OR. Clip this ad and send with resume to Structural Engineer: Expanding
knowledge of mechanical, structural or Employment Department, Attn: Job Order precast concrete firm seeks staff structural
chemical en~_ineering or related area.
5550563, 875 Union Street/ engineer. Florida Professional RegistraSalary $7015 per week, 40 hrs/wk, Number
tion IPE) is required. Duties include de7:30a~-4:15pm. Resume to M. Thomas, N.E./Room 201, Salem Oregon 97311.
sign/analysis of precast wall panels, field
Alabama State Employment Service, P.O.
site coordination visits, and manual/comHeavylHighway
Positions,
Search
Box 428, Huntsville, AL 35804-0428.
purer aided drafting. $3,000.00 per too.
One.
5319
N.
MacArthur
Bird,
#2062,
Job Order No. AL 4096486. An
Send resume to 300-A Royal Commerce
Irving,
TX
75038.
(214)
751-0099,
Fax
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Rd. Royal Palm Beach. Florida 3341 !..
t214) 580-8192.
Employer.
ENR/September 20,1993
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Structural Engineer needed for
new construction, seismic retrofit/repair
work and building rehabilitation projects
in Guam. Minimum qualifications for this
position are5yearsseismic-relatedstrucrural design experience and professional
registration as a Civil or Structural (prefarted) Engineer. Strong report writing
and client relationship skills a must.
Position is located in the Guam office of
Winzler & Kelly Consulting Engineers, a
multi-discipline engineering firm.
Excellent opportunities for advancement.
Please send resumes to: Winzler & Kelly.
495 Tesconi Circle, Santa Rosa, CA
95401 - Attn: Bonnie Burrell (707) 523!010. EOE.

:

sis. Experience must have included use of
EDX, SEM & Auger in wear analysis &
use of UNIX & Sun operating systems. 40
hours, 8:00am to 4:30pm, $42,800 per
year. Send resume to Job Service of
Florida. 2660 West Oakland Park
Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
33311-1347, Re: Job Order Number FL0886228. Employer PaidAd.

International Construction Manager
w/15 yrs. exp. in Middle East, Africa,
Southwest & Southeast Asia. BSCE &
TQM’d. USAID/USCOE contracting expr’d. Iteavy concrete/PEMB specialty.
Self starter in adverse conditions. Seek
short/long term. Call Jim: (812)379-4451
or 372-0012.

Chief Engineer - Long Beach Water~..
~lnplovnlent
Department (Long Beach, CA) Sal. open
DOQ. the Water Dept. serves over
400,000 residents, with a FY93-94 oper.
budg. of $61.3 rail. and a 5-yr CIP budg. Overseas Craftsman’s Association of $143 mil. the pos rpts. to the Asst.
Est. 1946. The networking association for
Gem Mgr. and oversees approx. 25 staff overseas workers. A nonprofit membership
in the Eng. Bureau. Req.a BS in Eng.: association. (714)827-5800.
prefer an MS in Civil or Env. eng. with 5
yrs. of regret, exp. in eng., plng., design,
and const. Must be a Reg. Prof. Civil Eng. Work overseas. Read the Fischer Report
in CA or able to obtain certif, within 6 & receive free link np with employers
too. Send resumes by 10/15/93 to Norman worldwide through Manlink, the world’s
Roberts & Associates, Inc., Attn: Norm Iy direct access manpower data base. 40
Roberts, Pres., 1800 Century Park East. yrs. exp. For free copy & details: Group
#430, Los Angeles, CA 90067-1507 or Fischer, PO Box 9348, Newport Beach, CA
92658 (714) 759-3374. Fax (7t4) 760-t792.
fax to (310) 552-1113. AA/EEO/ADA.

Software ($W) eng. Research/deve.
SW tools/products for design/mfr of
parking control svs.. including elect.,
mech., control & computer subsys:
Operate/ maintain test equip’t for
hard/SW: Integrate control theory & iraage processing tech. for parking control
& display: Apply modern/class’l control
theories & optimization tech. in developing new or modifying existing products:
Investigate new languages/deve’t tools & Director of Estimating. Grwth origenerate PERT chart diag. Must have MS anted, financially stable gen’l contractor
in system or mech. eng. Special req. in- lctd. in upper Midwest seeks aggressive, ~ ~el’vi~e~-E(|tlt~atJ°nal
clude 2-yr exp. in control sys. as evi- seasoned indiv. This pstn reports to the
danced by 1 publication or degree thesis, V.P. of Operations. Good potential for fu1 grad. course each in optimal digital lure promotion to upper mgmt for the Free! 40-page booklet about HOW
control, signal & sys. analysis, database right person. Qlfcms must include a tech TO PASS E-I-T, P.E., and L.S. Exams.
sys. design. 40 hrs/wk, $38,500/yr. Send undergraduate degree, ten yrs of similar Professional Publications, Inc, Dept. 75
resumes to 7310 Woodward Ave., Rm. exp with a major general contracting firm 1250 Fifth Avenue, Belmont, CA 94002.
415, Detroit, M[ 48202. Ref. #54993. and proven skills in mgmt of people. (415) 593-9119.
Prjcts range frm $2.5MM to 30MM frm
Employer Paid Ad.
"
Michigan West to the Rockies and South Prepare for fundamental and PE
Mechanical Engineer I for project to Missouri. Lmtdtrvlrqrd. Advncdcom- exams at home comprehensive notes,
management for portable energy prodncts purer literacy is a must. Camp. sal and bn- problem solving methods, examples and
tsuch as batteries): design & develop new ft pkg. Pls submit resnme to P-72"/7. Our solutions. PERC Inc., Box 123, Northproducts & production processes to de- staff is aware of this search,
port, NY 11768. (516)424-8682.
crease project costs & increase production, utilizing pareto & X-bar, R charts & I
DPU levels; design prodncts for greater kkk
manufacturability & assembly efficiency
on UNIX & Sun operating systems; design products on ComputerVision CADD
Sales Opportunity Wanted. Results
including perform finite element analysis, oriented professional with proven history
corrosion/wear analysis & material analy- of excellence is looking for commission
sis/selection for optimnm strength, utiliz- sales opportunity in Chicago and No.
ing EDX, SEM & Auger; design metal Central area. Reply to PW-7287, ENR
stampings, castings, & composite parts
for use in highly stressed mechanical Construction Manager- CE International
packages; utilize Boothroyd & Dewhurst and Domestic experience on large and
Methods for design assembly efficiency: small projects: Fluent Portuguese, workUse the Pro~essionalServices Sedion of
design assembly tooling, fixtures for pro- ing Spa,fish. Short term or long term asEngineering
News Record to reach
duction purposes & manufacturing at signrnentdesired. PW-7278, ENR.
global facilities: perform engineering
ovord21,O00 decision-mokers indudtests & evaluation of complex designs to Planner/Scheduler/Cost Control
ingcontractors, d~ign firms and public
ensure compliance with functional re- Engr. Over 15 yrs exper, with leading enquirements; analyze production problems gr/constrn companies, desires perm or
agencies. By advertising on o regular
& determine & implement appropriate contract posn. Travel no problem. Call
basis, you can build your company’s
solutions: conduct tests, evaluations & Khaliq 203-254-2466.
analysis of test results; interpret results
image and reputation within the indusinto design decisions; complete all de- Ph.D. in Nuclr. Engr., B.Se. Engrg.
tr)z. For more information on how the
sign, mannfacturing & assembly classifi- Physics with excellent computer and anacations & drawings. Master’s degree in lyrical skills seeks position in safety analPro{~ssional Services Section ~n help
Mechanical Engineering required as well ysis, PRA, or design call Joseph at (602)
you, c~l[:
as 6 months experience in job offered or 888-4637.
6 months experience as Graduate
CEO/Gen Mgr seeks responsible
Assistant. Must have completed l course
ll~]’5.~:l Somer
each in: computer aided manufacturing; position with an aggressive construction
(212)512-2422
failure analysis: elasticity; mechanical company. 30 vrs exp in proj 10k to 18
engineering design; finite element analy- both domesti~ and foreign. Please call
sis; materials testing; metallurgical analy- 907-345-4864, ask for Jerry.
88
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New York City Transit Authority
Notice of Solicitation
Contract #A-35724-1,2,3,4.
Bid Opening: Monday, October 18, !.993 at 2
PM local time.
Title: Rehabilitation of Canal Street Complex.
A site tour has been scheduled on September 21,
1993, at 10:00 A.M., at Canal Street Station, Lexinn(on Avenue Line, South bound mezzanine
Token Booth R-214, There will be a Pre-bid Conference Scheduled on September 22, 1993, 10:00
A.M., at 386 Park Avenue South, Room 308, New
York, N.Y. Prospective bidders who desire to
attend shall notify the Procurement Specialist no
later than noon of the day prior to the scheduled
event.
Procurement Specialist Yasmin M. Thomas
(7181694-4111
Sealed bids will be received by the NYCTA at
130 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201
at the Bid Solicitation Counter until the bid openinn time and date. Bids will be publicly opened and
read in Room 139 at said location. Bidders will be
fully responsible t~or the delivery of their bids in a
timely manner. Reliance upon the U.S. Mail or
other carriers is at the bidders risk. Late bids will
not be considered.
Bid solicitation documents may be obtained at
the Solicitation Counter at the aforementioned
address from 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM Mon-Fri except
holidays. Requests can be made in writing, in person but not by telephone. There is a non-refundable
charge of $75.00 for each s~t of documents,
Please be advised that all of the funding anticipated for this contract has not been secured. However, it is the intent of the Transit Authority to have
necessary funds in place prior to award. Should
funds not become available in a timely manner, bidders are hereby advised that this solicitation may
be withdrawn,
"Locker Facility Addition"
for

William Paterson College

300 Pomp(on Road

Wayne, New Jersey 07470

Job #A0272.00

Notice to Bidders

Notice is hereby given that sealed proposals will
be received by The William Paterson College of
New Jersey for "Locker Facility Addition," located in Wayne, New Jersey, completed and in accordance with bid documents, plans, specifications
coveringthework in connection thcrewithand incidental thereto,
Sealed bids for"Locker Facility Additlon" will
be received at the College of the Office of the
Administration and Finance in the President’s Conference Room located in Morrison Hall off Pompton Road at Entry #2, Wayne, New Jersey until 2:00
P.M. on October 5, 1993. A mandatory pre-bid
meeting will be held in Morrison Hall at 10 A.M.
on September 21, 1993. All prospective bidders
must attend this meeting,
No bids shall be received by mail, facsimile
transmission or overnight delivery service.
Bid Documents for the proposed work are on file
at the College at the above office and at the Office
of the Director of Facilities located in the College’s
Maintenance Building.
Bid documents can be obtained at the Office of
The RBA Group, I Evergreen Place, P.O. Box
!927, Morristown, NJ 07962-1927, between the
hoursofY:00A.M, and5:00P.M.,Mondaythrough
Thursday. Requests for mailing of contract documentswillnotbeaccepted. Deposit feeswillbe$50
per set and shall be refunded to only those bidders

who return the bid documents in good condition
within two weeks of the bid opening,
Bids must be made on the proposal forms furnished with the bid documents and must be
enclosed in a sealed envelope. The bid envelope
should be marked on the outside with the project
#A0272.00 and titled: "Locker Facility Addition."
Bidders must be prequalified under N.J.S.A.
52:35 and must submit security as provided in the
Instructions to Bidders. No bidder may withdraw
his bid for 60 calendar days after the opening. The
College may reject any and all bids.
Bidders are required to comply with the requirements of P.L. 1975, C. 127, N.J.S.A. 40A:l I-I el.
~ New Jersey Law Against Discrimination.
Peter S. Spiridon, V.P.
Office of Admiuistration and Finance
William Paterson College

New York City Transit Authority
Notice of Solicitation
Con ract #C-33467
Bid Opening:October 12, 1993at2:00PMIocal
time.
Synopsis: Construction of RTO Facilities at
Westchester & Moshotu Yards (IRT), "A" Division Borough of The Bronx.
A site tour will be held on Sept. 23, 1993 9:00
AM at the Westchester Yard, Signal Tower at
Westchester Ave & Water Place in The Bronx. A
Pre Bid Conference will be held on Sept. 23, 19t~3
1:00 PM at Site Visit Place.
Sealed bids will be received by the NYCTA at
130 Livingston St., B’klyn, N.Y. 11201 at the Bid
Solicitation Counter, Room ;160, until the bid opening time and date. Bids will be publicly opened and
read in Room 139 at 130 Livingston St., B’klyn, as
specified above.
Bid documents may be obtained at the Bid Solicira(ion Counter, Room 160, New York City Transit Authority, 130 Livingston St., B’klyn, from 9:00
A.M. to 3:30 P.M. Mon.-Fri. excl. holidays.
Requests can be made in writing, in person but not
by telephone. Each request must be accompanied
by a check or money order for $75.00 (Non refundable) for each set of specifications and drawings.
Cash or personal checks are not accepted,
Minority and women-owned Business Enterprises are given full opportunity to submit bids and
receive or participate in contract awards. Discrimination on the basis of race, religion, color, sex or
national origin is prohibited. Compliance with all
applicable Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity,
and Minority and women-owned Business Enterprise conditions is required. A full description of
these and all other provisions is included in the bid
documents.
Bidders will be fully responsible for the deitycry of their bids in a timely manner. Reliance upon
the U.S. Mail or other carriers is at the bidder’s risk.
Late bids will not be accepted.
It is anticipated that funds for this work will be
provided in part (20%) by the MTA and in part
(80%) by the U.S. Govt. Federal Transit Administration,
Please be advised that all of the funding anticipared for this contract has not been secured. However, it is the intent of the Transit Authority to have
necessary funds in place prior to award. Should
fundsnot become available inatimely manner, bidders are hereby advised that this solicitation may
be withdrawn.
Flequest

for Proposals

The Port Authority of New York and

New Jersey
Sealed proposals for the following contracts will
be received by the Chief Engineer, Room 72S, One
Worldq~rade Center, New York, N.Y. 10048, until
2:30 p.m. on the date indicated and will then be
opened and read in Room 72E. Contract documents
may be seen in Suite 5147 - 5Ist Floor and each
set of contract documents for the subject contract

may be obtained upon receipt of a non-refundable
payment specified below. Only company checks or
money orders payable to the order of the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey will be
accepted. If checks or money orders for documents
are mailed, they should be addressed to The Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey, One World
Trade Center, Contract Desk - Suite 5147, New
York, N.Y. 10(!48. For availability of contract decuments, call 212-435-7420. Questions by prospecrive bidders concerning any one of the contr;acts
should be directed only to the person whose name
and phone number is listed for the contract in
question.
Contract EWR-574A - Newark International
Airport - Rehabilitation of Taxiways I, O and
Bids DueThursday, October 14, 1993. Price per set
of contract documents is $25.00. For questions
about this contract, call Arnold Silverberg at 21.11 216-2499.
Contract LGA-II 0.113 - La Guardia Airport Parking Garage Overpass. Bids Due Thursday,
October 14, 1993. Price per set of contract documents is $25.0(I. For questions about this contract,
call S. Park at 212-435-8686 or 201-9(~1-660(I
Extension 8686.
Contract PN- 110.064 - Port Newark - Facility
Sign. Bids Due Thursday, October 14, 1993. Price
per set of contract documents is $25.00. For questiers about this contract, call Joseph lantuono at
212-435-8672 or 201-961-660(I Extension 8672.
Contract WTC-955.221 - The World Trade
Center - Access Doors for Physically Challenged.
Bids Due Thursday, October 14, 1993. Price per set
of contract documents is $25.00. For questions
about this contract, call Tim Dacey at 212-4358657 or 201-961-6600 Extension 8657.

Addendum to

Request for Qualifications
Construction Support ~ervices for

Los Vaqueros Project
This addendum to the Contra Costa Water District’s "Request for Qualification (RFQ) - Construt(ion Management Services for Los Vaqueros
Project"(ENRSept. !3, 19931givesnoticeto intereared parties that the deadline for submittal of letters of interest has been extended from September
15, 1993 to 4:00 p.m. September 27, 1993. RFQ
packages will be mailed upon receipt of letters
interest and Statements of Qualifications will be
due by the revised date noted in the RFQ.

More bidders mean
lower costs for you
An advertisement

for bidders in
these columns could bring you a
response that could save you
millions,
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
EAST COAST, SOUTHEAST, MIDWEST
& INTERNATIONAL
~yena Somer
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
~NR Classified Dept.
t221 Avenues o! the Americas
Room 4297
~w ¥o~, ~¥ 1o020
Fax: (2121512-2944
Phone: (212) 512.2422
WEST COAST & MOUNTAIN STATES:
Cherle Jolley
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
1743 West Alexander Street
Salt LakeCi~, UT841t9
Fax: (8011972-9409
Ptaone: (8011974-2843
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IBAILEY BRIDGES ]
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SALES 805/,~43o8083 RENTALS /
¯ Immed,ate Shipment From Stock- U.S. Mil,tai’y Sp.e. 1
¯ Spans Io lS0 n. ¯ Loads to 60 tons100%
¯
Reusable
¯ Economy Unlls on Hand for Conlractor$
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New York City Transit Authority

Contract #E-31259. Bid Opening: Wednesday,
October 20, 1993 at 2:00 PM local time.
Synopsis: Rehabilitation of Five Pan Plants,
Rutgers Street Tunnel "F" Line, "B" Division
(IND), Boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn.
Prospective bidders are advised that a tour of
inspection of the job sites will be held on Oct. I,
1993 at 9:00 A.M. at the Token Booth N-530, York
Colloidal Grout Mixers
st. Station, "F" Line, Borough of Brooklyn. A Probid Conferencewillbe held on Oct. 5, 1993 at 10:00
Progressive Cavity" and Piston
A.M. in the 9th Floor Conference Room at 10
Columbus Circle, Borough of Manhattan. ProspecPumps, Electronic Flow Meters
tive bidders who desire to attend shall notify the
Electronic Flow Recorders,
Procurement Specialist, Marsha Korotyk at (718)
694-4097. Prospective bidders are advised that this
Rotary and Percussion Drills=
solicitation coutains a new Master Legal, revising
Sales= Rentals=
its standard Terms and Conditions with a view
Palm Equipment 615-933-8962 towards a more equitable sharing of risks and liberalizing other items. Prospective bidders should
Fax
615-933-165:2
bear in mind that the revised contract will give rise
to different assumptions used in costing the project
especially with respect to contingencies and risks,
Sealed bids will be received by the NYCTA at
PREFABRICATED
~30 Livingston St, B’klyn, N.Y. 11201 at the Bid
Solicitation Counter, Room 135, until the bid opening time and date. Bids will be publicly opened and
SPECIFIcCU~I’OM I~I~IGt/~EI~REI~AppIdcA.I.IoNsFOR
mct.utn~G:
read in Room 135 at said location,
Bidders will be fully responsible for the dolly¯ VEHICULAR
cry of their bids in a timely manner. Reliance upon
-PEDESTRIAN
the
U.S. Mail or other carriers is at the bidder’s risk.
¯ UTILITY SUPPORT
Late bids will not be considered.
¯ OVERPASS
Bid documents may be obtained at the Solicitae-,u..t.rou.~
tion Counter at the aforementioned address from
800-328-2047
~""
9:00 AM to 3:30 PM Mon-Fri except holidays.
Requests can be made in writing, in person but not
.~CONTINENTAL
by telephone. Each request must be accomnanied
BRIDGE~_
by a company or bank check for the following,
amount: $75.00 for each set of specifications and
~’h (~m~.r~o.~t~s~.~o~r
the associated drawinzs. Caah and personal checks
are no lon~er accepted. This fee is non-refundable.
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises are given
full opportunity to submit bids and receive or participate in contract awards. Discrimination on the
basis of race, religion, color, sex or national origin
is prohibited. Compliance with all applicable Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity, and Disadvanraged Business Enterprise conditions is required. A
full description of these and all other provisions is
included in the bid documents.
Wanted : Material Testing Lab.
Funds for this work are provided in part by the
Business: [lltorested to purchase a conMetropolitan Transportation Authority and in part
crete and soil testing lab. soliciting busiby the United States Government, Federal Transit
hess in N.Y.S. and N.Y.C. metropolitan
Administration. Please be advised that all of the
funding anticipated for this contract has not been
area. Environmental testing capability, if
secured. However, it is the intent of the Transit
included, is plus: Reply BO-7253, ENR.
Authority to have necessary funds in place prior to
award. Should funds not become available in a
timely manner, bidders are hereby advised that this
~/~/~~[)e(qa |
~~;~.~
solicitation may be withdrawn,

GROUTING EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES

BRIDGES

~

.j
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California Department of

California Contractors Licensing
Nevada & Arizona contractors license assistance. Call Capitol Services to secure

your license--fast. 916-443-0657.
U.S.G.S. Maps Order 6:00 am to
1:00 pm (MST) and receive USGS Maps
and Products overnight. Call Map
Express for Products Catalog. 800-6270039.

Brochures produced for contractorsPeppy Martin, Louisville, Kentucky

(502-531-2597)
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Water Resources

Division of Design and Construction
Civil Design Branch
Chemical Grouting Consultant
Request for Qualifications
The Department requires the services of a consultant to advise design staff in the preparation of
contract plans and specification to grout hydraulic
piezometer tubing and concrete joints in earth and
concrete dams owned by the Department. The consultantwillalsoadvisestaffduringthe performance
ofthesubjectcontract.Consultant must haveextensive knowledge and experience in chemical grouting and possess current knowledge of applicable
State and Federal environmental regulations,
Copies of the Request for Qualifications may be

requested from the DepartmentofWater Resources,
Division of Design and Construction, Civil Design
and Construction, Civil Design Branch, Room 5336, Post Office 942836, Sacramento, California
94236-000 I, Attention: Los Harder, (916) 6538055, Responses must be submitted no later than
October 20, 1993 at I0:00 a.m.

City of New York
Department of Environmental

Protection

Bureau of Water Supply and

Wastewater Collection

Notice to Engineering Consultant firms to submit a Statement of Qualifications for Engineering
Services.
The New York City Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau of Water Supply and
Wastewater Collection hereby invites Engineering
Consultant firms to submit a Statement of Qualifi.
cations to perform resident engineering inspection
services for the construction of sewage treatmenl
plants located in the Catskill and Delaware Watersheds.
The estimated costs for the construction contracts are in the range of $10,000,000 tc
$20,000,000. The Department intends to award 5
separate Resident Engineering Inspection contracts
each having a period of performance of 24 to 3(;
months.
Interested Engineering Consultants, who wish tc
be considered for these projects, are invited to sub.
mit Federal Standard Forms 254 and 255, and a
New York City Vendex Questionnaire. These sub.
mittals will be used to formulate a Pro-qualified lis~
of candidates.
The completed forms (10 copies of each Feder.
al Form and I copy of the Vendex Form) must bt
received no later than 4:00 p.m. on ~
1993 by:
Joseph W. lannuzzi, P.E.
Acting Chief, Planning and Programs
Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Water Supply & Wastewater Collection
59-17 Junction Boulevard, 3rd FI.
Corona, New York 11368
Copies of the Vendex Questionnaire may b~
obtained at the above address from 10:00 A.M. tc
4:00 P.M., Monday-Friday, except holidays
Requests may be made in writing, in person or
telephone. Telephone requests should be made t~:
Ms. Ingrid Weseman at (718) 595-5472.
The services to be provided under each contrac’
shall include, but not be limited to:
I. Resident Engineering Inspection of the con.
struction of one or more sewage treatment plant.’
which will include advanced state-of-the-art treat.
ment processes. There will be multiple construe.
tion contracts as required by the Wick’s Law.
2. Evaluation of contract changes and the prepa.
ration of change orders.
3. Checking of record drawings.
4. Preparation of O & M manuals.
A minimum of 8 randomly selected firms fronthe pro-qualified list shall be asked to submit a tech.
nical and separate cost proposal for each contracr
based on a detailed scope of work prepared by th~
Bureau. It is anticipated that the five contracts wil
be awarded within a 24 month period beginning ir
1994.
The contracts to be awarded under this Request.
for-Qualifications are expected to be funded 100~,~
by the City of New York. The Federal Standar~
Forms requested are to facilitate the establishmen
of a Pro-qualified List only.
Final selection for the contracts shall be base(
on a combination of the best Technical and Cos
Proposals.
The Contracts will be subject to the utilizatior
requirements for participation of certified Minority and Women Business Enterprises.
The City of New York’s Department of Envi.
ronmental Protection is not responsible for cost.,
incurred in the preparation of any documents reid.
rive to this advertisement.
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EDITORIALS

Contractors need clear direction
on fall protection requirements

contribute substantially to quality.’ of life. Cleaning u
the lower reaches of a river is to some extent a cosmetic
exercise if vast amounts of pollutants from agriculture
stormwater runoff and other less obvious sources
ome regional administrators of the Occupationalcontinue to pour into the watershed’s tributaries.
Safew and ttealth Administration are grabbing
the gull by the horns and addressing what
feel is a very serious safety problem in fall protectiofi
Building in a longer highway life
requirements for the consti~uction indusuy.
They believe that the current construction standard
prote&ion thresholds of -°5 ft for exterior work and 30~ ravelers returning from a trip to Europe usually
bring back memories of good food, and perhaps
ft for interior work are too generous and are enforcing!
something from a dug-free shop. But some U.S.
more strict limits based on the general duty, imposed on
employers to provide a safe work place (see p. 6). We highway engineers returned from a tour with
something extra--realization that are better ways to
don’t disagree with the good intentions, but the agency
build roads.
must spell out a uniform national policy after soliciting
input from the industry and then enforce it nationwide. One member of the v~isiting group, Michael Cuddv,
Its regional offtces ai-e enforcing thresholds far belowwho is chief engi.’neer of the New York State Dept.
the national standard--6, 8 and 10 ft, depending on theTransportation, ~s putting the European technique to
work on two highway projects. One with a concrete
type of work and the region. OSttA’s internal study
pavement in Coming (see p. 53) and another having an
showing that 60% of deaths from falls occur from less
than ~0 ft indicates that there are some real hazardsasphalt pavement in Saranac Lake. For not very much
that should be dealt ~dth effectively. The agency shouldextra capital cost the state is getting roadways with a
develop a new standard that protects workers from falls, design life of 50 years, two and a half times longer than
even if they are from less than 10 ft. Such limits have
that to which we are accustomed.
long been "kicked around, but politics and the glacial The invesLment appears to be highly worthwhile. We
now know that long-life roadway construction works in
standard-ma’king process have prevented adoption,
other countries, so it’s time we caught up and paved the
The confusion must be dealt with. Constitutional due
process requires regulators to give clear directionway for better use of our own highway funds.
betbre penalties can be imposed.
Despite protests to the contrary fl-om some quarters,
the industry continues to need a strong federal safety.Peace promotes ~usiness~
program enforced vigorously. Contractors couldarid that can solidify peace
provide t~tll protection voluntarily to their workers when
they are engaged in hazardous activities no matter what
~ he historic agreement signed last week between
the height, but many choose to let the government
make those decisions for them.
!
Israe!
and the Palestine
Liberation
Organization
already has
launched
proposals
tbr construction
projects costing billions of dollars. We expect that
momentum
will accelerate, and it will contribute to
Basinwide is the way to go
stabilizing
the region.

S
.:

.

The ink literally was not dry on the agreement when
overnment officials and consulting firms finally
plans started to erupt for major projects in what will be
seem to be getting a handle on managin~gPLO-administered areas (see p. 7). As confidence in the
overall watershed pollution problems, only 21peace process u-ansforms euphoria into realit.v, firm
,,ears after that approach was encouraged bv federal developments should take form in the prex4ously Israelilegislation. It certainly is about time; there are ~ome 900occupied territories. And with tensions in the region
river basins with serious water qualig, degradation,
lessening, that may even spill over to impoverished
Efforts to eliminate point sources have been quiteparts of neighborin~ countries.
successful. But pollution snoops have long Nmwn that The Mideast has been a tinderbox for 45 years.
amorphous nonpoint sources can be more damaging.Terrorism has flourished in areas of abject poverty.
Now they are finding ways to identify them and develop
Bringing in jobs and promoting pr.osperit)/will help
realistic, coordinated abatement strategies (see p. 38). provide barren ground for terrorzst groups. ConThe new approaches should make our water pol-suuction can make the peace permanent. Our industry
can build somethingworth IMng for.
lution control programs far more efficient and
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You should
look so good
after twenty years
in a London
sewer. .oo~
This is a sample from the very first installation of Insituform. Extracted by MTS Pendar Ltd., they found that
the Insituform pipe passed even today’s stringent structural design guidelines. And this after two decades on the
job. (For a copy of the test results, call 901-759-7473.)
Surprised? You shouldn’t be, if you’re at all familiar with Insituform’s own extensive testing. Or our
meticulous qualibj control. Or our advanced research and new products.
In fact, in light of all this, you should be even less surprised to learn that 40 ~_~;~ lnsituform
different countries have used lnsituform for no-dig pipe reconstruction.
~_.~’~’ Technologies.
To learn more about Insituform pipe reconstruction, call 901-759-7473.
Circle 2 on Reader Service Card

1770 Kirby Parkway, Suite 300, Menqphis, TN 38138 FAX 901-759-7500,

FEEL LIKE THE OLD BALL- -CHAIN.
The Freightliner Business Class: Best defense.against the hard knocks of construction.
Track and driver can both take a beating in construction applications.., and so can your bottom h’ne.
But the Freightliner Business Class introduces a new severe-duty standard of durability. What’s more, it
simply has no equal for its outstanding visibility, its sharp turning radius, its wide-open cab spaces and
unequaled riding comfort.
Custom-engineered to your exacting specifications, your Business Class construction lruck will be
built to take punishment in stride. Test drive it
once, and you’ll see and feel the difference
immediately. Call 1-800-29-TRUCK for
the name of the Freightliner Tracks
Dealer near you.

The company that does things right.
Circle 3 on Reader Service Card

Copyright © 1993, Freightllner Corp
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Philip E. Gew#ert, Manager, Plant Environment-Compliance Consistency
Section, General Motors Environmental and Energy Staff, Detroit, Michigan, is
the President-Elect of the Water Enviromnent Federation. More on page 14.
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is for
Concrete,
and the reliability
and long-term
benefits of precast,
prestressed construction,

is for
Specialist
in prestressed concrete
tank design and construction,
with over fifty years
experience,

~ for
On-time Deliver,
the result of simultaneous
floor construction
and on-site casting of wall
and dome panels.

.:-[:,[ Natgufibuild~l~recas{~’plestr~ed concrete tanks for a variety of municipal
and industrial wastmvat&! applications, All employ a steel diaphragm embedded
in Concrete and contii~uou~.l~yers of high-stength prestressing wire to create a watertight
barrier around the entire tank perimeter. To discuss your CSO or other

... :.:. waste.water tank requirements, call or write.

. CS~ Tanks ~ C~arifie~s.~ Dig~ers ../ Ff:~..udizati~n T~an~ / A~rat~a Basins / S~ud~e St~ra~e Tanks
NatgunCorporation, Eleven Teal Road, Wakefield, MA 01880, Tel. 1-800-662-8486
Southwest Office: Dallas, Texas Midwest Office: Libertyville, Ohio
- For details circle No. A-1 on card
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Why settle for less?
Introducing the Kreger/Fuchs ATAD system. Your first choice for effective, efficient and economical
sludge treatment.
Quality
Our Autothermal Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion (ATAD) process has provided excellent performance worldwide. It’s recognized by the EPA as a process that can meet the new Part 503 sludge
regulations for land application of municipal wastewater sludge, which includes PFRP and Class A
requirements.
Speed
Our ATAD system features a sludge holding time of just six days in most cases. That’s up to 75% less
than with other aerobic or anaerobic methods, saving both space and time. And it’s easy to operate,
which reduces training time and operating personnel.
Price
Our autothermal process requires no additional heat, providing significant energy savings. The quick
digestion cycle uses smaller tanks, further reducing capital costs. No added chemicals or expensive
nitrification equipment are needed, either.
Dependable. Fast. Affordable. There’s only one choice for sludge treatment: Kreger/Fuchs ATAD.
More than just ATAD bit better.
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KrUger
I. KrL~ger Inc.
401Harrison Oaks Blvd.. Suite 100. Cary, NO 27513
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(919) 677-8310

For details circle No. A-2 on card
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Mark Weidman, Vice President and General Manager of Wheelabrator Clean Water’s Thermal
Operations Group, fishes in the H~dson River. downstream from WTI’ s Poughkeepsie EOS wastevaater
treatment facility and upstream from our New York Organic Fertilizer Company project in the Bronx,
designed to mm two-thirds of New York CiU’s sludge into an environmentally safe agric~dturaI product.

"Water is probably our most precious resource. It affects every aspect of our environment and we have
no more today’ than our ancestors had."
When Mark Weidman talks about water, you sense his urgency. An avid outdoorsman, he fears that
unchecked growth and development threaten our finite water supply. As one of Wheelabrator Technologies’
Clean Water Systems managers, he’s also relieved to be able to recover some of that water. "We wark in
many areas. One is simply the purification of wastewater. We clean it so it can be returned to nature.
In another, we convert wastewater biosolids into organic, pathogen-free pellets that are used as fertilizer and
to restore damaged land. I consider it recycling in its purest form. Our pelletizing operations are not only
a reliable, cost-effective way to help manage and recycle wastewater byproducts, but produce a marketable
product as well. For my children to enjoy the kind of environment I had as a child, communities must manage
waste effective~ and organizations such as ours must continue to find better solutions. We’re not going to
change the world overnight. But anything we can do here today contributes to global solutions for tomorrow."
To find out how the committed people of Wheetabrator can help bring a balanced approach to your ~rash,
air and water pollution problems, call us at 1-800-682-0026.
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You Should
What You’v

Been Missin

Sanipor corrects inflow/infiltration problems everywhere in your system-mains, manholes and laterals--without digging.
It’s a unique technology using a patented flooding system--with no liners,
socks or pipe inserts that can reduce floW.
It’s environmentally safe, cost effective and proven in cities throughout the
United States, Canada and around the world.
For more information on the revolutionary Sanipor sewer repair system, just
call Mike Wilson at 800/362-3160.

Sanipor North America
Box 2399, Cornelius NC 28031, Phone: 800/362-3160, Fax: 704/663-2425
6
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Harrassment, Diversity,
And Challenge
this year, much national publicity was given
E ARLIER
to a claim of sexual harrassment made by a county
public works employee---a male employee---against his
female supervisor. Some women probably thought, "So
what! We deal with it all the time. It’s only news because
a man’s experienced it!" Some men may have felt
vindicated: "See[ Women can be just as guilty as men of
crossing the line." Whatever the merits of the particular
ease, most of us, male and female, have witnessed or
experienced incidents of discrimination, harrassment, glass
ceilings, etc. The unfortunate fact is that they exist in
every work environment and public -works is no exception.
The field of public works is populated by many women
and minorities of distinction and achievement. Many of
our articles are authored by women and minorities. In
the past year, PUBLIC WORKS has featured more women
and members of minorities on its covers than in any
previous year. And although we are proud of that fact,
we admit it’s not because we specifically set out to put
women and minorities on the cover, but rather because
women and minorities are, more than ever before, achieving positions of prominence in the public works field,
Which makes it all the more unfortunate that the hatrassment issue has to rear its ugly head. Awareness and
education are needed to alert us all to avoid situations
that make others uncomfortable. It may be an idealistic
goal, but if we treat our co-workers---superiors, peers,
and subordinates--with consideration, respect, and understanding, provide opportunities for excellence and achievement, and recognize that diversity equals strength,"
harrassment will cease to be a divisive issue in the workplace.

meant taking each one apart and installing new parts,
discouraging the raising of rates. Now, the parking rate
per minute on the new meters can be raised immediately
using an infrared light to reprogram the unit.
The new VIP 95 meters are supplied by Duncan Industries, Harrison, Arkansas.
Good News for

Rural Commun~’es
~URAL communities in the future will be better able
1 i to stay on top of municipal solid waste management
practices and issues, thanks to a grant awarded to the
Solid Waste Association of North America (SWANA). The
"Solid Waste Management Grant" was awarded to SWANA
in cooperation with the National Association of
Development Organizations, Research Foundation
(NADORF) through the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Rural Development Administration. The grant funds will
allow SWANA and NADORF to develop guidebooks and
provide training geared to the needs of rural America.
The SWANA and NADORF guidebooks will focus on
Integrated Solid Waste Management Systems, Decision
Making in the Public Sector, Managing Financial Resources, and Regional Approaches to Municipal Solid
Waste Management. They will be sent to 5000 rural solid
waste management professionals during spring 1994.
The five workshops will be offered between May 1994
and July 1994 in South Carolina, Maine, Kansas, Mississippi, and Oregon. For more information, contact Lori
Swain at SWANA 301-585-2898.
New Suburban Fund-Raiser--Golf

~ N informative article in Crain’s Chicago Business tells
~-t us that golf is now a "lucrative business venture"
for local suburban park districts. Responding to the public’s
Chicago Embraces "Streetwise’
increased interest in the sport and to the need to preserve
Parking Meters
open space, municipalities are considering operating golf
courses to generate revenue for local budgets.
HICAGO is replacing old mechanical parking meters
In the Chicago area, the Hoffman Estates Park.District,
in its business district with new high-tech models,
which acquired its golf course for $4 million in 1989,
Good news for the city, but maybe not so good news for
expects to earn $300,000 in profits on revenues of $1.7
parkers. As reported in the Chicago Tribune, the city
million this year. After debt payments, the net income
expects to save substantially on maintenance costs and
will be $70,000. In ten years, after the district has paid
repairs, reduce vandalism damage, and increase revenues,
off its debt, net proceeds from the golf course are proThe new digital meters have no moving parts, feature a jetted to reach $750,000.
one-piece iron casing, and are accurate down to the second.
The article admits that profits are not assured at muParkers, however, may not appreciate some of these
nicipally run courses---capital costs and substantial mainimprovements. Previously, parkers had been given an extra tenance requirements must be considered. However, most
three to five minutes of parking time to compensate for municipally run courses are exempt from property taxes,
any inaccuracy on the part of the old meters. Also, to
allowing them to charge lower acccess fees than privately
raise the parking rates per minute on the old meters run courses.
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993
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Dependability. That’s the reason you buy a pump. You want it to work when it’s
supposed to. Not sometimes, but all the time. And you don’t want to spend a lot of
money to keep it running.
If you’re tired of pump down time and fed up with endless maintenance and expensive
repair costs because of poor pump quality or misapplication, then it’s time to retrofit with
a Flygt submersible pump.
Flygt submersibles are available with motor efficiencies to 96.5% and hydraulic
efficiencies to 87%, and are the most dependable solids handling pumps you can get.
They’re available with motors up to 1000 HP and capacities to 50,000 GPM. Stainless
steel and explosion proof models will deliver unparalleled reliability for even the most
demanding applications. And Flygt submersibles are easy to install.
When you buy a Flygt submersible, you’ll
have the assurance that wherever you are,
Flygt’s nationwide network of factory authorized repair and service centers stocked
with genuine Flygt parts are only a
phone call away. Try getting that from
the other pump guys and their local
motor shops.
With almost 50 years of on-line
experience, Flygt stands alone with
the ability to provide application
and engineering support services
for you or your consultant.
When it’s time to retrofit,
whether wet-pit or dry-pit, trade
up to a Flygt where retrofitting is
made simple, dependable and
cost effective. Contact your local
Flygt representative or ITT Flygt
Corporation, Trumbull, CT 06611.

Fiygt
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William F. Reynolds
Washington Correspondent

p RESIDENT Clinton’s Omnibus Budget

¯ Reconciliation Act of 1993 was signed
mto law August 10, with October 1 this year
as the date the federal exeise tax on gasoline
and most other transportation fuels will be
increased by 4.3 cents per gallon. The
legislation eked its way through the House
by a vote of 218-216 and through the Senate
by 51-50. Vice President A1 Gore broke the
tie.
The legislation was designed to reconcile
the existing revenue and spending law with
deficit-reduction targets set by the congressional budget resolution in March, which
in turn, was designed to lower the projected
growth in the deficit by $496 billion over
the next five years. The 1990 Budget Reeoneiliation Act was intended to achieve

$482 billion in savings over the following
five years, but Congress failed to achieve
much of that goal.
The new hike in the gasoline tax raises
the federal tax by 30 percent to 18.4 cents
per gallon. The tax on automotive diesel
fuel will move to 24.4 cents per gallon,
Since the increase also applies to marine
fuels, diesel fuel used by inland waterway
vessels will rise from 17 cents to 21.3 cents
per gallon. Aviation fuel use by commercial
airlines is exempt from the increase for two
years, however, private aircraft and eorporate jets will be subject to the increase
beginning October 1.
Gasoline substitutes and additives also
are affected under the new law. These substitutes and additives would include eompressed natural gas, liquid propane, alcohol
fuels (ethanol and methanol) and their oetane-enhaneing derivatives,

About $23.2 billion in revenues is expected to be generated from the fuel tax
increases over the next five years, with
about 70 percent of that total coming from
gasoline increases. The Administration
claims all those funds are earmarked for
deficit reduction. President Clinton’s original Btu tax was expected to raise about $72
bilfion over five years. It was dumped in
favor of the gasoline tax increase.
Arguments for the gasoline tax hike
noted that the average American family
driving about 12,850 miles a year, at 20
miles per gallon, would only pay an extra
$28 a year under the new law. But arguments against the increase pointed out that
the average American household pays about
$204 a year in federal motor fuel taxes, and
the 30 percent increase, amounting to $62
ayear, would move the total outlay fortaxes
to $266 a year. In some states, like Wyoming, with long range driving, the increase
could jack tax outlays to well over $300 a
year.
Other tax provisions relating to the existing tax on transportation fuels include:
1) extension of some of the existing federal gasoline tax, 2.5 cents per gallon,
which was set to e~xpire in 1995. Extension
through 1998 means it will raise $7.82
billion, which is not earmarked for deficit
reduction.
2) The tax will be collected on diesel fuel
at terminal storage facilities, and no longer

from the wholesaler, a move designed to
reduce evasion of payment of the fuel tax.
Over five years, the increased revenue from
the change is expected to top $1 billion.
3)Tbopassive-incometaxereditoneertain income derived from foreign shipping
and from oil and gas extracted overseas
would be removed, and additional revenues
of $2.5 billion over five years are anticipared,
4) Eliminating the exemption for re.ereational boats from the existing 20.1 cents per
gallon diesel fuel tax is seen bringing in an
additional $148 million over five years,
Recreational boats would also be subject to
the 4.3 cents per gallon increase.
Congress is expected to place the
reauthorizatlon of the Clean Water Act on
a fast track this month. In the Senate there
have been seven hearings on the measure,
and the Senate Environment subcommittee
is planning to have it reported out to the full
committee, headed by Senator Max Baucus,
Montana, early this month. Senator Baucus
has often said he will give it highest priority
and wants to see it cleared for Senate floor
action this session,
An additional seven hearings were held
by the House Public Works subcommittee
on water resouroes, headed by Representative Douglas Applegate, Ohio. The
House Public Works Committee has not
introduced its draft of the reauthorization

legislation, but work on clearing it for
House floor debate is seen matching the
pact set by the Senate panels,
Major motivation for passage of the
reauthorlzation is the federal fund assistanceto states and localities for construction
of wastewater treatment plants and other
water pollution control projects. The Environmental Protection Agency claims it will
need more than $100 billion for pollution
control projects if it is to comply with
existing Clean Water Act requirements,
The Senate’s Baueus-Chafee bill would
authorize $2.5 billion a year for the state
revolving loan funds, starting in fiscal
1995. Grants to the funds would be authorized to go up by $500 million every year
until FY 2000, but increases would be
contingent on the federal government meeting certain deficit-reduction targets,
Champions for federal aid cheer the Senate bill’s proposals, but the problem is there
might b? a big chunk of the revolving loan
funds cut in FY 1994. The House passed a
spending bill for EPA in June, to provide
$1.25 billion for revolving loan funds next
year, a big drop from the former $2 billion
a year for the program. President Clinton
wanted to take $845 million from the $2
billion slated for the program, and use it for
supplemental spending to aid the economy,
but the president’s bill died in April. That
defeat left the EPA with $1.2 billion for
wastewater treatment program in FY 1994.

Two House committees have still not
solved their differences over what should
be done on drirddng water legislation. The
House Energy Committee, chaired by Representative John Dingell, Michigan, has
offered a bill that would authorize $3.6
billion over four yem’s to establish a new
revolving loan program under the EPA that
would help states keep contaminants out of
drinldng water. It was adopted by the eommittee in April. Outbreaks of intestinal
disease from drinking water in several locations prompted fast action for the legislation.
The same day the Energy Committee
approved its bill, Public Works Committee
Chairman Norman Mineta, California, introduced a similar bill, and his full panel
approved the bill the next day. It would
authorize $2.6 billion over three years to set
up a new program, but it would use the
revolving loan fund structure already in
place under the Clean Water Act to distribute the money to states.
The two panels have to compromise on
jurisdictional authority; the Energy Committee does have jurisdiction over the Safe
Drinldng Water Act. However, the Public
Works Committee, Chairman Mineta
etaims, has jurisdiction over the legislation
because it deals with construction of water
supply facilities. When a compromise has
been reached, the legislation will move
along.

Other monumental facts...
[] Eight out of 10 civil engineers/
[] Eagle Point, forland surveyors purchase Eagle
merly Engineering Point software when they objecData Systems Cgrpotively compare it with any similar
ration (EDSC) has
product on the market.
grown 1059 % over the
last two years.
[] 96% of Eagle Point’s clients rate

~

[] Eagle Point is one of the largest
AutoDesk developers with over
200 employees!

the customer service as good, very
good, or outstanding.

[] R°adCalc~ bY Eagle Point isthe
#1 roadway design system with
over 4,000 installations worldwide,

[] One more "monumental fact"...
You can receive a FREE
demo diskand catalogif
you phone or FAX
today!

[] Eagle Point’s 3000+ customers
hail from 16 countries.

[] Phone: 800-678-656~;
[] FAX: 319-556-5321.
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FOP :~6W Caterpiilar offers you machines
to make your operation more
productive, more profitable.
.-~ handling machines offer you a
better way to separate, transfer
and stockpile recyclable materials.
It could be a single machine
solution like the hydraulic
excavator or integrated toolcarrier.
Or maybe you can look to a
combination of Cat’Wheel and
Track-type Loaders, Lift Trucks...
or Diesel Engines for QEM
specification or repowering
of existing equipment.
Whatever direction you are
moving...the speed and
maneuverability of Caterpillar
equipment can often replace an
older system or a group of single
purpose machines.
And remember, besides
material handling efficiencies
you also benefit from the
Caterpillar "job proven" record
of dependable performance.
Call your Cat Dealer to learn more
about Caterpillar’s new efficiencies
in waste handling. There’s at least
one best-suited to your application.
See your Cat Dealer to get all
the details.

CATERPILLAR°
© 1992 Caterpillar
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Philip E. Gerwert, the President-Elect
of the Water Environment Federation, is
the Manager, Plant Environment-Compliante Consistency Section, General Motors
Environmental and Energy Staff, Detroit,
Michigan. He is responsible for coordination and oversight of compliance consisteney programs at the company’s
manufacturing plants worldwide. For the
three years before this assignment in 1992,
his responsibilities included coordination,
oversight, and regulatory interface of both
solid and hazardous waste control programs worldwide and Superfund activities,
In addition, his experience includes managing the Industrial Waste Activity, GM
Environmental Activities Staff. with responsibilities for developing and eoordihating solid and hazardous waste control

programs worldwide. Other duties of that
position included complying with the requirements of the Toxic Substances Control Act and the Department of
Transportation Hazardous Materials Transportatlon Act conformance programs as
well as the regulatory interface in these ~reas.
He was appointed Manager, Water Pollution Control, GM Environmental Aetivities Staff with responsibility for
coordinating water pollution control programs worldwide. He began his career
with the fh’m in 1958, with various assignments in production supervision, manufaeturing process research and development,
work standards and methods, advanced
product planning, and envLronmental engineering at various plant locations,
Mr. Gerwert is a graduate of the University of Missouri-Rolla with a Bachelor
of Science degree in Chemical Engineerhag. He attended the Pennsylvania State
University Executive Management Program.
His professional affRiations include the
Water Environment Federation of which he
will become president at the organization’s
66th annual conference in October. He h~
worked extensively for the WEF on both
the local and national levels. He has
served on the Executive Committee, the
Board of Control as a Director-at-Large,

the International Committee, and the Long
Range Planning Committee. He is a past
chairman of the Industrial Waste Committee and a member of the Government Affairs Committee. He is also a member of
the Michigan Water Pollution Control Assoeiation, Air and Waste Management
sociation, New York Academy of Sciences,
and American Water V~brks Association.
Mr. Gerwert also served on environmental quality committees of the Business
Roundtable, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association, the Southeast Michigan
Council of Governments, and the Michigan
Chamber of Commerce Environmental
Quality Committee. He was a member of
the National Academy of Engineering
Roundtable on Engineering Contributions
to the Clean Water Act and the National
Science Foundation Inter-Agency Task
Group to develop regulations for pollution
control in Antarctica.
Mr. Gerwert received the WEF Arthur
Sidney Bedell Award in 1989 and is listed
in Who’s Who in the Midwest and Who’s
Who Worldwide.
Mr. Gerwert and his wife Pat reside in
Rochester, Michigan and have a married
daughter, Vicki, who is a civil engineer.
He has been active in the local Kiwanis
Club for 19 years, serving as President in
1983. Mr. Gerwert and his wife enjoy golf,
cross-country skiing, and bridge.

ALAMO
A 30-YEAR HISTORY OF
LEADERSHIP & INNOVATION
ALAMO IS LARGER THAN THE NEXT THREE MANUFACTURERS COMBINED - WNEN
COMPARING THE SIZE OF NORTH AMERICA MANUFACTURERS OF HYDRAULIC MOWING AND
BRUSH CUTTING MACHINERY BUILT FOR THE GOVERNMENTAL MARKET[
ALAMO HAS THREE MANUFACTURING LOCATIONS AND OVER FOUR HUNDRED D,~,LERS
LOCATED ACROSS THE NATION TO SERVE YOU,
ALAMO HAS ONE GOAL - TO PROVIDE THE BEST VALUE FOR EACH DOLLAR OF YOUR
EQUIPMENT FIUDGET,
WHEN YOU SPECIFY ALAMO EQUIPMENT YOU GET THE KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE
¢.~AIN ED THRU THIRTY YEARS OF SERVICE TO GOVERNMENTAL CUSTOMERS.
ALAMO HAS BEEN DOING MORE THAN JUST BUll t31NG EQUIPMENT, WE HAVE BEEN FIRST TO
PROVIDE NEW PRODUCTS FOR YOU.
ALAMO BUILT THE FIRST EXTENDIBLE BOOM MOWER. WE NOW OFFER REAR MOUNT AND
SIDE MOUNT MODELS WITH JUST ABOUT ANY CUTTING HEAD YOU COULD USE ROTARY,
FLAIL AND SICKLE BAR HEADS ARE AVAILABLE ON BOOMS TO ALMOST THIRTY FEE~.
ALAMO HAS PROVIDED A NUMBER OF "FIRSTS" FOR THE MOWING AND BRUSH CUTTING
INDUSTRY:
¯ FIRST FLAIL MOWER
¯ FIRST FLEXIBLE ROTARY MOWER
¯ FIRST EXTENDIBLE BOOM MOWER
¯ FIRST HYDRAULIC SICKLE BAR MOWER
¯ FIRST IN SERVICE TO GOVERNMENTAL CUSTOMERS FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS

ALAMO - A Name To Remember And Trust!
FOR ADDITIONAL kWFORMATION, PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION, AND THE NAME OF AN ALAMO DEALER IN YOUR AREA,
CALL 210-372-3551, AND AN EXPERIENCED CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE WILL HELP YOU.
For details circle No. A-9 on card
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A GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING
LAND SURVEYS

PUBLIC WORKS INSPECTORS" MANUAL
SilasB. Birch, Jr.; 680pages; $34.95, add shipping and handling
of $5. 75 for the first ltem and $1.0O for every ite~n over one; Building
Ne~’s, 77 W~xford Street, Needha~n Heights, MA 02194; 1-800-8736397,fax-(617) 455-1493.
The fourth edition of the "blue book" is not only an indispensable
handbook to inspection procedures, but gives an overview of the
entire public works process. Main areas of the book cover general
information; construction materials and materials control procedures; methods and inspection procedures; and preview, final inspeetion, and acceptance. The numerous and numbered subsections
help locate particular information. There are suggestions on what
to look for on specific projects, questions to consider, the proper
equipment and techniques to be used, and other useful hints. There
is information on the type and extent of records to be kept, sample
forms, estimating, scheduling, grades marks, job site accidents, and
so forth. The appendixes contain drawings, diagrams, sample records, and tables. A recommended guide for inspectors, designers,
engineers, contractors, architects, consultants, and others involved
in construction on the local, state, or federal level,

Stephen V. Estopinal; 226 pages; $49.95; John Volley & Sons,
lnc. 1 WHey Drive, Somerset, NJ 08875-1272, (r)08) 469.4400.
The second edition of this book features new drawings, updated
information, and expanded explanations based on the reaction of
readers from the first edition. A.re, as covered include real property,
geometry, def’ming north, projection systems, measurement fundamentals, land record systems, boundaries, survey plats, legal descriptions, and deed descriptions. Useful as a basic reference, it is
especially useful for those who are not surveyors, but whose v~rk
involves land surveying in some form (engineers, attorneys, site
developers, and so forth). There are several useful appendixes including a section on the minimum requirements of the American
Land Title Association and American Congress on Surveying &
Mapping.
MILLER ON MANAGING
William H. Miller," 175 pages," $19.95 members, $24.95 nonmembers, catalog no. 10956; American Water Works Association,
6666 ~st Quincy Avenue, Denver, CO 80235; tel-1-800-926-7337,
fax-(303) 795-1440.
Subtitled, Straight talk on the ups and downs, do ’s and don ’ts of
managing a water utility, this publication delivers just that---basic,
practical advice. Replete with anecdotsl stories and based on the
author’s 20 years at a large water uti!ity(including 12 years as the
head manager), it covers communication (with employees, the publie, the managing board), the differing perceptions of managers and
employees, mission statements, training, considering the future,
regulations, and much more. Although based on a career at a water
utility, the axioms and experienced-b.ased knowledge found in this
book are applicable to all management situations.

Nzw VANQUISH®
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LANDMARK AMERICAN BRIDGES
Eric DeLony; 152 pages; $40.00; American Society of Civil Engineers, Publica~ons Department, 345 East 47th Street, New York,
NY 10017-2398.
Part of the "Histo~e American Engineering Record," this book
shows the evolution of design, transportation, and engineering in
Amefiean bridge building. With over 150 illustrations, it gives an
interestinglookatthetypesofinnovationandingenuitythatoceurred
when a fiver or valley had to be crossed.
THE DESIGN OF WATER-RETAINING STRUCTURE~
lan Batty and Roger Westbrook; 202 pages," $89.95; John W~ley
& Sons, Inc. 1 VcTley Drive, Somerset, NJ 08875-1272, (908) 4694400.
Applicable for water and wastewater structures, this book covers
basic design parameters and provides design data on cantilevered
walls, rectangular and eimular tanks, prestressed concrete circular
tanks, fiat slab roofs, columns, and conical tanks. There is a sample
analysis of a ground-supported structure and information on cornpurer programs. It has numerous illustrations, diagrams, tables, and
sample calculations,
CUMATIC BUILDING DESIGN: ENI=RGY-EFFIClENT
BUILDING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
DonaM ~gztson and Kenneth Labs; 288pages; $29.95; McGrawHill Book Company.., 11 West 19th Street. New York, IVY 10011,
1-800-2-MCGRAW.
Anintensive lookat howdesign greatlyaffects astructure’s ability
to provide a suitable living environment and how to do so cost-elfeetively. Information is provided on minimizing and maximizing
solar gain, strategies of climate control, heat flow, ventilation, and

HERBICID ." ~ =? .~ ~)N
~
~i
~
~ ~"

so forth. There are hundreds of drawings and diagrams as well as
tables, charts, photographs, and other ancillary information. Them
is an extensive reference list and information on useful computer
programs.
HYDRAULICS FIELD MANUAL
Robert O. Parmley, ed.; 334pages; $42.40; McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 11 West 19th Street, New York, NY 10011, 1-800-2MCGRAW.
This book is designed to be a souroe of "quick" information in
the field where a wide range of problems may be encountered. To
aid in that task there are numerous charts, tables, diagrams, nomographs, drawings, and other illustrations. Main topics cover
groundwater; pumps; weirs, flumes, and orifices; pipe flow; euiverts and storm water; storage and tire protection; and estimating
flows in the field. A supplemental section provides information on
miscellaneous items as unit eonversions~ pipe curvature, infiltration
rates, and much more.
Other Titles of Interest...
STX~ ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIALS CLa~II:TED BY FUNc-’HON; 331
pages; $30.00, order number D-003-91; Order Department, The
Council of State Governments, P.O. Box 11910, Iron Works Pike,
Lexington, KY40578; tel-(800)800-1910,fax-(606)231-1858.
cause job titles vary from state to state, this listing by function makes
it much easier to fred the right person; names, addresses, and telephone numbers of state officials in 147 areas.
DIC"TIONARY OF W, ffz~ AND W~ 72¢F.4TMENT
AND BRAND NAMES; Tom Pankratz; 139pages," $39.95,’Lewis Pubfishers, Inc., 2000 Corporate Blvd., N. W., Boca Raton, FL 33431.
Arranged in alphabetical order with over 1,100 listings and crossreferenced; with current, obsolete, and dormant product names.

Maximize your c0ntrol of

¯
~ ,?

. ....

~"

over 200 brush and weed
species with VANQUISH.
Its unique che~s~ ~eatly
~ni~zes volatility by
ancho~ng the powe~l
VANQUISH molecule to
the t~get plant and
dramatically slowing
evaporation. ~is allows
for more thorough pl~t
abso~tion and reduced
6sk to off-t~get plants.
And while VANQ~SH
is rough on weeds and
b~sh, it’s easy on grasses
...leaving native grasses
where des~ed for erosion
control or cosmetics.

WEED ONTROL
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Utility Castings,
Eliminate Grease, Odor
C~talogs reviewed in this section have been
Hydrants, & Valves
~
In Lift Stations
selected for their helpful engineerin/~ and product
64. Catalog offers manhole frames and covers,
209. Brochure presents LinezeTM, an all-unread
information. New listings are designated by a
catchbasins, trvnchgrating, teec~rates, firchydrants,
productofthecJteusindustrythntfloatsontopc~the
star (~r). TO order the catalogs you want justgatevalves, and much more, andracludesflowcapac- wet welI and prevents normal lift station odors from
circle the numbers on the reply card and fill-Ity. East.~otdanlronV~bvk~,F.ast.lordan, MI.
leaving the wet wcll, while also lJquefyJng grease‘
in your name, title, and address. Thls free
EarthChemJcal, In~, Parrish, FL.
Readers Service is restricted to persons activelyTapping & Linestopping
engaged in public works.
~.
902 Pages of
Equipment
67. Perform plp¢ repairs without system shut- Safety Supplies
down--this com~y sells ~.tandard tawine and lines- 21 t. Voluminous 1994 catalog displays thousands
topping machines for3 4- throug’l~ l~-in, p.i~e ofpersonal, environmentni, and=~xinstriMsafetysupVersatile Lifts Mean
dlameter~ and performs contract services for 3t4. phcs, with an expanded section o~ergonomies prodBetter Servicing
~"
through 48-1n. diametcrs¯ Hydra-Stop, Inc., Blue Is- nets. LabSafay Supply, Janesville~ WL
51.Litcraturedescdbcsparallelogramlndoor/om- land,IL.
door aboveground/if= that install easily and allow unStorm Alert/
restricted access to the vehicle undercarriage.Specialty Vehicles
Warning Service
Standard safety features include automatic lock s~,s212. Company provides road and highway depa~ttern, emergency stop bars, and an electronic/ogle con- And Equipment
68. Literature explains the custom design services meats w~th accurate, t~mely storm wam~s.
panel. Advantage Lift Systems, Inc., San Diego,
¯ .
thiscompanyoffers~’orspeclalized mulfi-purposeand ~b.atherScrvice, Florida, NY.
specific task vehicles, even with on-boaid power
Solve Surface
Aeria| Photography/
source. Mas~rack, Adanta, GA.
Seal Problems
Photogrammetry Services
~"
Control Fueling
213. Lheramre describes how this durable~ water52. This full-service company performs photo~"
tight fiberglass surface bouds to concrete or steel and
~rammetrlc mapping, aerial photographyt GIS sere- Automatically
sealsswhnm~ngpools,
fountains tanks, zoos, aquariices, and conventional and GPS surveyzng. Aerial 71. Lit~ramreprescntsthcRFC-2000~ automated
fuel management system, which records vehicle ID,urns, etc. F bee Tech, Inc., Largo, FL.
DataService, Inc., Tulsa, OK.
fuel dispensai, edometer rendlng, dam, and thne~ unRubberized Asphalt
attendS, and without cards, keys, or keypads¯ Tank Guide to Stormwater
~.
Tech Corp., Censers, NY.
Runoff Monitoring
Kettle
$$. Literature features the Model KERA-130H Measurement Gauges for
217. New guide answers questions about the EPA
monitoring gukielines, provides application infer-tundiesel fueled rubberized asphalt kettle for crack seal~
ing. Its Heatcd Hose System delivers heated fluid ma- Roadway Applications
tion, and features product speclfications onintegrated
tcria[ to the application point through a heated 72. Electronic gauges to measure density, m~s- monitoring systems. Isco, Inc., Environmental Die.,
dlscharge line that will maintain sealant temperatures, rare, and asphalt content include the Model 4545 con- Lincoln, NE.
evenduringperiuds ofnon.us~. Aeroll PreductsCo., tInuous density gauge to updats compaction fcsu|ts
Inc., South Hackensack, NL
while rolling and the Model 3241-C asphalt content Using PVC for Trench/ass
gauge to rneasure asphalt cement content of pavementPipeline Reconstruction
Economy Lighting for
mixes. Troxler, Research Triangle Park, NC.
¯ 223.LitcratureprescntsNuPipe, madefromcorroHeavy Duty Trucks
s~on- and abr~ion-msistant PVC. It is pm-manufnc~"
Clean Clogged
turcd in continuous folded lengths for long, jointless
$6. Catalog offers the full IIn~ of Americanomade
~"
pipe runs and expands to its round shape duringinstalstrobe and halogen lights, rotating beacons, and ~m."Valve Boxes
ing lights. ShaRer-resistant Lexa;~ lenses com~in all
73. Literature hJghll;ghts valve box cleanout ays- latlon. NuPipe, Inc., a Subs. o~ Inulin form Technclofive safety colors¯ Austin Electronics, a Die. of terns to remove debris m minutes--including..mud, gles, Inc., Memphis, TN.
Whelen Engineering Co., Chester, CT.
rocks, water, clay, glass, etc. E.H. Wrachs Co., wheelMatch the Truck
ing, IL.
All-Purpose
To the Job
~.
Recycling:
A
Truck Covers
224. Brochure (233 -05919) profiles the Model FE
60. Company offers an automatJo cove~ for a roll- Systerns Approach
~"
and four-wheel drive I~G439 lJ-ne of Class 3, dicselofft rock tha~ covers all helght and length containers, 76. Recycle Americas programs focus on the thre~ powered, Hght-<luty t n~cks with tlght-tural _n~g radlu s
and a dump track cover powered by electricity, hy- areas critical toprogram success: collection, process-aud fllt-forward cab for easy malnteaance‘ Mksubishi
dranlies, orhandcrank.B&B~q~pt.SaiesCo.,Inc., inS, and marketing. Wast~ ManagemenL Inc., Oak FusoTruckofAmerlca, Inc-,Brldge1~ort, NL
Miami, FL.
Brook, LL.
Prevent Pavement &
Suspension for
Large Document
Sidewalk Buckling
Smoother Rides
~Copiers
~
22~. Literature describes the Biobarriet~ roe con.
6|. Product sheetdescdbes the Chalmers 800 rub- 78. Litoraturelntroduces themodcI516M mJd-vol- trol aystem, a gcotextiIe fabric wlth controlled-release
bet spring tandem truck suspension--no leaf springsume plain paper copier, which makes copies from anynodules containing trifluralin to control tree root enorairbngs to replace~ Soft nd¢increascs milengeand drawing a~d copies 36 in. wide by any length. Blu-croachment. Remay, Inc., Old Hickory, TN.
stability and cut= maintenance nex~ds. Chalmers Sus- Ray, Essex, CT.
Reliable Wastewater
pensions Int’L Ltd., Brampton, Ontario, Canada.
Barrier System for
Odor Control
Curvimeters & Precision
On/Off Road Applications
~"
226. Brochure (Form B-60) explains how OdorT~ming instruments
~r
87. Literature covers tl~s company’s lightweightMaster Systems control odors by chemically chang62. Catalog present= curvhneters for mcesurivg [~lasticehannelJzin~dcvicethatcanbewatcrbaI[asted ins, notmaskingodorouscompouadsincontandnated
dlstances invaHous scales, inc|uding the Comcurve-5 to r posltive protectmn h~ work zones for fiend protec-air. Th~ compact systems ~nc|ud¢ scrabbe¢ tow~, fan,
digltal model, and stopwatcbes/tlm¢ study watches, flea, and against sell erosion. Yedock Barrier Sys-brine tank, eletrolytic cells, rectLfier, motor control
M, DucommunCo., Inc., Win-wick, NY.
terns, Bloomsburg, PA.
center, and automatic control system. Pepcon Systents, Inc., Henderson, NV.
Post-Emergence
Replacement
New Bucket
Vegetation Management
~"
Blades
~
51 !. Brochum outlines th¢ chemistry and benefits 99. Company tilers replacement blades for snow Couplers
of Vanquishe herbicide, provide= problem vegetation plow~., graders, dozers, loaders, and scrapers--avail- 227. IIhistmted info sheet introduces the
inforomtJon, and chartsvariationsoftank mixoptioasable mhlgh treated through hardened, high careen,Hydraulic Quick Coupler, the Quick Change.~AV~,
for broadleaf weed and brash control. Sandoz ,~.gro carbide edged, and surface hardened styles. Valleyand the Pi~ Back Swinger for coupler versatility.
Blades Ltd., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
Inc., Des P nines, IL.
Whln-Roy, ’ Inc., Hubba~dston, MA.

~_~
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The most important factor in buying or leasing
a new truck, is what happens after delivery.
Will the track perform the way you expect it to?
It’s hard to find the answers to those questions
before delivery. After all, the promises a salesman makes, are just that.
All too often, unexpected problems increase
operating and maintenance costs beyond
tolerable limits. Problems that simply do not
exist with NilTSUBISHI Fuse trucks,

"My Mitsubishi Fuse trucks have saved me over
50% on my fuel cost, and even more in repair bills.
They just don’t break down. I appreciate a cornparty that can engineer a truck that’s exactly right
for my business. Believe me, that’s something no
one else has done."

Richard Fulmer-AKCA, The Pavement,Varking Company

expect a er you buy

]ease a MI’TSU iSHI FUSe lruc t.
1. Expect your MITSUBISHI Fuse truck
to perform reliably. Without problems. MFTA
and your MFTA dealer will work their hardest
to make certain it does. Our warranty isn’t just
a piece of paper with disclaimers in barely
legible type. It helps protect your investment.
2. Fully expect your MFTA dealer to do what’s
"My Mitsubishi Fuse FH has 140,000 miles on it
and neither the brakes nor clutch have had to be
necessary to make certain yo.r truck is an asset
replaced. That savings alone in repair and down
time cost, inspired me tO buy another
and not a liability. The common things most
dealers do. And, the uncommon things few
Te~y Chapman-Chapman’s Wrecker Service
dealers do. While many dealerships offer a ~vide
smile and a hearty handshake as you drive
away--but forget you 5 minutes later--expect
your MFTA dealer to remember your name and .......
business whenever you call. Expect your
MFTA dealer to act like a true "partner."
3. Expect your MFTA dealer to know how to
keep your MITSUBISHI Fuse truck on the
road. Working. We require every MFTA dealer
to put sales, maintenance, and repair people
through MITSUBISHI Fuse comprehensive
training programs that have yet to be matched
"The complete dedication from my dealer for
by anyone else in the industry. As a result, you
quick response is critical to my business, and
our Mitsubishi Fuse FM trucks solve equipment
problems traditional in my industry."
© 1993 MFTA

zllike Statt-Resu~ace
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can expect your truck to be in the hands of

highly-rained, highly-skilled, dedicated
people whose sole mission is to keep your
truck profitable.

4. Expect replacement parts and component
assemblies to be immediately available.
Although parts availability may be a legitimate

concern with other trucks it is no_~t a concern
"°l~ly 1087 FI= has over 300,000 miles on it and it’s
never been taken apart."

with MITSUBISHI FUSO tracks. MFTA

RickardBrendle-Brendles Transfer

routinely fills all dealer parts orders within 48

hours. And, our parts fill rate remains consistent at 99% or above.
5. Expect your MITSUBISHI FUSO truck

to perform durably, reliably, and economically for a long time. When you’re ready
to sell, or trade it in, remember that

MITSUBISHI FUSO truck resale values
have been traditionally high.*
What all this means, is that buying or leasing
a MITSUBISHI FUSO Light/MediumTM or

Medium Duty truck, is an extremely sound
investment. One that also includes the best
"Before | started in business two and a half years
ago, I researched the truck situation thoroughly.
[ think I visited every truck dealership in [Mew
England and compared everything before I settled

o. ~nnsubishi F.so. MV decisio, waa basea o. the
fact that the truck line offered more and had
the best features."

IsaacEdry-[saac’s Moving andStorage

service,
parts, and "value" for the life of the
truCK From a company and de,lets who
know the difference between just "selling"
and "superior customer service."
That is why the level of customer service
you get, separates MITSUBISHI FUSO
trucks and dealers from the rest of the crowd.

And why MITSUBISHI FUSO tmcks will
provide an exceptional return for your investment, and profits for your business.
We invite you to discover that what you’ve
read is not a paper promise, but a fact.
Visit your nearest MITSUBISHI FUSO dealer
as soon as possible.
"After 107,000 miles, we’ve only added fuel, tires,
and filters to keep our Mitsuhishi Fuse FH running,
and it gets the best fuel economy of any truck in
our fleet."

Scott Hoover-Roaring Spring Bottling

*According to used truck valuation guides.

V
~

PIlTSUBISH]
FUSO
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For the Name
Dealer or Service
.l=aci! ty Nearest
YOU.

MITSUBISH’ FUSO TRUCX OF AMERICA, inc.

~~

MITSUBISHI

P.O. Box 464, 100 Center Sqztare Road, Bridgeport, NJ 08014 FUS0
PRINTED IN THE U.S.A 1/93
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Stop Pump Sealing
Problems
~
228. Literatur~ describes S.B.S. stuffing box
seada~t and other m~chanlcal seals, gaskeL% O- rings,
and lubricant products. Sterling Plastic & Rubbur
Produc~, Inc., South Amboy, NJ.
Pinpoint Leaks in
Valves & Valve Systems
~"
231. Product she.or covers the AccuTn~kTM Model
VPX and Model VPX-WR ~water resistant) ultrasonicleakdctector~.Eachkltmclndczdctectort~mdset, sound generator, wave guide, horn rcstrictor,
case, and charge adaptors. Sup~rior Signal Co., Inc.,
Spotswo0d, HL
Valves for Hydraulic
Power Control
9c
88. Lit~raturo p~scnts mobile hydraulic control
valves, integrated circuits, cartridge valvc~,
troalcprogrammabI¢ controllers, and fecdbackd~vice. Grcsen/Dana, Minneapolis, MN.
Suspension System for
Demanding Refuse Operations
~
89. Lite~atom explains how the new maintcnsnce
free RS system’s transverse rods roduce bushing wear
and elimmat~systemmaintenance. HendricksonSuspension, Woodridg~, IL.
Versatile Leaf
Disposal Unit
: "~
90. Product data features the Hi-rOsy AutumaMat~
7"20, whichhandlcsw~tanddrylcaveswi|habrush,
roller, conveyor, auger, and impeller/blower system,
Highway EqupL Co., Cedar Rapids, IA.
Comply With the OSHA Confined
Space Rule
"~
600. Literature ldt ou respiratory equlpment and
gas det.ectlon instruments is de..sign~d tu help employers meet the requirements ofthe new OS HA ConFtaod
Space Rule. Scott Aviation, A Figgie Int’l. Co., Laacaster, NY.

Boats for
Debris Removal
9c
92.Companysuppli~boats foroilskimming, trash
and debris removal and aquatic plamharvcsting. Hydrau ic BoatCo., Inc., Port Byron, NY.
Advanced Cart
~.
Lifting Technology
93.Thiscompany’srotaryTuclc~wayeartlif~rinstalls and stores compacdy and lifts carts high and
steep for complet~ dumping. Perkins Mfg. Co., Chicngo, IL.
Permanent Asphalt
Repair
~"
95. The 4TCR asphalt _rc~tcIer and storage unlt re-cycles new or old asphalt; the TR-48 heats asphalt in
place with no bu min~ or oxidation. Poweray Infrared
Corp., Claremom, NH.

Submersible
Pumps
244. Lit~raturo covers the wide range o~ hors~.|.x~ver, capacity,, and heads offered in this company’s
tm¢ of submerslhie pumps. Flygt Corp.,
C~.
CCTV Sewer
Inspection System
24$.ThePorbA-PaclsaversatileCCTVsystem for
both r~mot~and malnlineinspcction. Availableinfour
configurations. Cyclops Electronics, Inc., Boerac,
TX.

Pipe Joining
Systmn
AZ43. Li~xatur~cxplainsffacVic~ullcsystemofjon.
ing~,ipc withonlyt’wobolts, makiggsludgecleaa.out,
maintenance,
expansion,
America, Ensign,
PA. e~c. easier. Victaulic Co. of

Plastic Covers Contain
Odors & Vapor
.237.. Fiberglass
r~iaforccd
cowrs
am at
s=gn.e~
and manufactured
for plastic
maximum
strength
.mmamu .m weight, effici.cnt on-sit~ assembly, corros~on resistance, and nunimal moisture collection
points. SynTeclmlcs Inc., Paducah, KY.

A Market for
Waste Plastics
~
613. Literature introduc~ EnvirowoodTM, a synthetic lumbersubstitute made °f 100 percent r~’Yc~led
plastic. The company is looking for sourcc~ of mate~
hal and encourag~ communities with collection programs to investigate a mutually beneficial
mlatlonship. Envirowood, Mr. Prospect, IL.
Datalogging Open Channel
9
Flow Measurement
586. Product Data Sheet (US/275) features the
MSPLOG data logging system, ablctologdaily totaliz~l flow accumu[~toffup to 32 davs, p [us a2000 point
flow mcasu foment logging. The d’ata storage rotates to
provide continuous mfdrmatlon. Magnc-Soaies,
Houston, TX.

Municipal Truck
Leasing
96. For information on the raunicipgl leasiagprogram [’or Ford vehicles, contact Southside Sale~, Chicago, IL.

Alternative Hydraulics/
Hydrology Software
238. Literature announces new releases ~o the
STORM SEWERS and SANITARY SEWERS rood.
ules’°PeratinginsldeAutoCADe, forseweranalysis
and/ordcslgu. Eagle Point, Dubuque, IA.
Tackifier Boosts
Bonding Power
404. Litcratumpr~sents Silva-TackTM concentrated fornzulatacldficr to boostthebondlngpowerof
mulch, rasu Ring ina web like network of lair locking
fibers ~hat hold se~t, fertilizer, and soil in place; stab=lizo soil and san~; and control dust. ’&yerhaeuser,
Engineered Fiber ProducLs, Snoqualnfi~ WA.

The Civil Res
To Railroad
Road intersecting rail is a fact of life. But
today’s technology, crossin~
public nuisance. Across the nation
ties are insisting on rubber systems.
attractive, affordable, and can spell
rough, even dangerous crossings.
Interlocking pads of 100%
securely against rails to provide a smooth
lasting crossing surface. In fact, our weather
resistant system is engineered to last 2 to !
longer than ordinary
ings. For an extra measure
designed grooves give vehicles added
superior traction.
upgrade a
Anything else

manufacturers
rubber grade crossing
600 West Jackson Blvd., Suite 580,
Phone: 1-800-274-7245
Fax: 1-312-648-4974o
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Gentle Weed
Control

~

240. Technlcal guide tells how SurflaaTM herblcld¢

can stop over 50 weeds and grasses, proC*ctin~ over
175 orrmment~|s. DowElanco, Inditmapolis, IN.
Aerator for
Wastewater Treatment
~
493.Brochusede~ilstheTORNADOsarFaceaspirating aerator. Design improvements include the mplaceable seal module, which simplifies irdtlal
assem.bl~, and eases routine servic* inspections.
A EROMIX Systems, Inc., Mirmeapolls, MN.
Towable Sewer
Flushing Machine
~r
498. Product sheet (Bulletin 3030) covers the
Model FIV2060TR/L Hy-Velocity Sewer Flushing
Machine, designed with high-pressuee triplex pump
and danl axle design for easy towing and positioning,
Sreco F’lcxible°,Ltma, OH.
Two-Function
Rear Loader
~
49.9. Specification sheet (PMRDG100-930501)
introduces the RDG 100 Load Liner II Series dun!
chamberrearloadertohandleseparatedrefusecoll,c,
fioaand recycling. Pak-Mor~, SanAntonio, TX.
New Microbiology
Catalog
,
502. A 48=page "Microbiology’---Systems for
Analysis"eatalog(Lit.#3986)contatascurmntlnformation on testing for coliforms and other bacteria in
water and wastewater and describes incubators and
equipment, ready-toousemedia, presterilizedapparatusandlabwar¢,andmnchmore.HnchCo.,Lc~eland,
CO.
Air Purifying
Respirators
9c
503. Color brochure details the disposable Series
86--the loW-maintenance alr purifying respirator, the
rensableBlue2000haff-mask,
andthe fuflfaeepiece
unit. Survivah~, Santa Arm, CA.

Effective Sludge
~
Treatment
241. Litetatu re detsils the Kn~ger/Fuehs Autotherreal Thermophillac Aerobic D/ge*tion (ATAD)process for sludge treatment, which features a s|udge
holding time or’six days. I. Kruger Inc., Cary, NC.
Diaphragm Valves for
Fluid Handling Systems
~~eries530plasticdiaphragmvalveswithhigh
479. Literature (’Bulletin 530) introduces flowea.
the n~v
pabilhy, new, sizes, double=~,
shaft se~l, and tru¢ unloa
end connections. AquaMatic Inc., Rockford, IL,
Engineering Handbook for
Bearing Users
~"
48.~. N.ew 364-page handbook contains bearing
~p~c. mcataons,
engmc9, rlngdata
t.attons
fo,r MRC.bearings.
A 20-p5.
, andgerating
tablelifecalcuprovides
data onvioration tmquencies of w=dd2(used bearings.
MRC Bearing Services, King cdPrassia, PA.
New Tool Carriers-More Than Wheel Loaders
~489.Bnachure(Form No. CE014053)presentsthe
621B and 721B XT Extra tool carrlers wtth excellent
engine efficiency, superior hydraulic capacities,
maMmum loader productivity, ~quick change tool capability,, and a wtde variety~ of a licatioa spec tic
tools ava~lable.J ICase, Racme,~/P~.
Extending a Driver’s
~.
Field of Vision
492. Brochura explains how the Safety Vision
SV55 Camera System helps drivers safely perform
hazardous tasks such as Sacking up, making wide
tunas, and changing Lanes. The United Group, Inc.,
Banaockbum, IL.
Plastic Products for
Testing & Storage
~"
963. Catalog includesbotdes, |aboratory supplies,
tubingand fittings, shipping supplies etc. Comolidated Plastics Co., Inc., Twinsburg, O~.

Horizontal Pumping
System
424. Brochure covers a low-maintenance, cost-elfective alternative for split casing and ~ositlvv displacement pualps--a multistage centrifugal pump
horizontally skidmounted forsu-ffacepump;ng ~ppli’cations. ReAa, A Cameo Int’L Inc. Co.,
OK.
Scanning from
Aerial Photos
426. Literature (M-002-0390) discusses the
VX3000 Iraage ScannerTM, providln~ accurate, high
resolutionlmagesfromacrialphotos~roeographicaI
s rfnce n~odehng orlandbase mfornmt=oncapture and
managenlent. Vexcel Imaging Corp., Boulder, CO.
Spiral Technology for
Dewatering Products
.. 78 ~6;.Co.l ,o,r h ..re.c. hurede.scribes a new eight.product
une°rt~qu*°~s°aosgparattonpmductsbasedoaspiral
technology, including an all-in-one in-channd
scree..n!ng, conveyinjg, anddewateringsystem, septag
recewmg system, dewaterlng press, grit separator, e
and raore. Hycor Corp, LakeBluff, IL.
Confined Space
Entry Monitor
789. Specification sheet (TR0293) details the Tripie Plusmultifunctlormiportablegasdetectorthatsi.
multancously monltorsupto fourgases. Theunlt can
be .configured to provld¢ instantaneous alarums, time
wmghtexl averages, or peak hem values. CEA I~trumeat.s, Inc., Emerson, ,’NJ.
Handheld Meter
Reading
862. Brochure tells how the Route Management
Systera (RMS)provides hardware and software to redace data collection costs by improving accuracy,
eliminating redundant data entcy, and interfacing
twecnfldduaitsandofficePC. RadixCorp.,SahLake
City,

"We take a personal approach to

service so we can get to knmv our
clients and help them meet the

challenges that they face every day."
Gene Amlin, P.E., HNTB-Indianapolis

HNTB environmental engineers are committed to providing
hands-on, personal service. We consider this approach critical to helping our clients meet the operational, t’mancial and
regulatory challenges that they face daily. This dedication to
service, combined with technical expertise, is the hallmark

of HNTB environmental engk’leering.

aal=]
111 Monument Circle ¯ indianapolis. IN 46204 ¯ 317.636.4682
M~waukee ¯ Kansas City ¯ .Xfirmeapolis ¯ Cieveland¯ Orlando ¯ Do!ins
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Maintenance Lift for
Utility Vehicles
438. Productshect fentures theUni-LiftModc1390
maintenance repair lift for accessibility to the underside of riding raowea’s, grou ads maintenance tractors,
etc. G &H Pt~xiucu, Die. of R~ura Industries, Inc.,
St. Paris, OH.

Tunnel & Underpass
~
Lighting
626. Illustrated brochure (Form ’ISLC 8-9 I) .diseussea tunnel and underpass ligh. ling--the lu minmres
and llghtlgg cent rol systems evadable forcorreet, safe
illumination of enclosed areas. Thomas/Schreder
Lighting, Milan, [L.

Hydraulic Rough
~
Terrain Cranes
699. Product sheet (#SE/38/8030) covers the KrC
Serles of hyd raullc rough terrain cranes with capeities from2.5 to 30 tons. ~/’he exclusive Cons’reed Area
Lift Capacitles eyeSmallows workieconfinedjober.as where full outrigger extension is not possible.
Link-Ball Construetion Equpt. Co., Lexington, KY’.

Weight Date
~
Management System
630. Fold-out brochure details the Model 9000
Weight Data Management System, designed to
quickly and efficiently eolleet.d~..ta, displ~ it gmphidally, and I~anemt¢ retorts and tickets lot aocumenting weighing transactiona. Interface Logic Systems
he., Weighing Die., Columbus, OH.

Combustible & Toxic
"&
Gas Detector
704"
Inf°rmati°a
sheet
covers
the
LEAKATORra
10 battery-peweed, hand-held, gas detection in.strameat, complete with carrying case, installed and
tested gas sensor, [lexibleprobd, earphone, and manual. Bacharaeh Inc., Pittsburgh, PA.

Electronic
Control Unit
440. Specification sheet (’20-685) describes
Motio~pacTM Controller, a single board, microproeessor-Kased unit to control becket tilt, vibratory fre,quency, skid steer steering, mower reel speed, and
more. Apitech, A Unit of Applied Power Inc., Butler,
WL

Durable & Corrosion-Resistant
~
Hydraulic Cylinders
634. Liternture (DKPF104)
prezent~
the
120~
180-Series Hydro-MaxTM hydraulic m!lind.eta .w,!~
aickcl-chromeplated haglaned rods to extena seal um
and improve corrosion resistance. ~ohe Deer Hervester ’~,b rk~, Moline, IL.

Video on Choosing
~
Metal Detectors
707. Free video kit includes, "Choosing the Right
Metal Detector,"aaupdated guldetovarious models
that sense out ferrous and non- ferrous metals in conveyed materials. Eriez Magnetics, Metal Detector
"
D~" "v., Erie, PA.

Odor Control for
Compost Piles
851. Literature describes the Windrow-MateTM
Odor Control System, an as-needed, air-operated
chemical spray system, developed to controlthe odor~
associated with mechanical ~lendingor turning of
compost wlndrows and piles. NuTechB~wiromnental
Corp., Denver, CO.

Versatile Waste
9
Processing Unit
779. Literature introduces "The Beast," acombination chipL~r/hanm~erndll/hog with a 5-ft wide ~
15-ft long feed conveyor to handle logs, brush,
stump~, eoncre1~bloe.ks, demolition waste~ etc. with
knives, swlnging hmmners, ard fixed hammeta. Bandis Iudustrles, In., Remus, MI.

128-Page Lighting
9¢
Specification Manua|
811. Opc~ated gu.ide (SAG-100) allows users to
evaluate various hghting options including fluores.eat, emi~pact fluoresceah high intensity discharge,
incandescent, and halogen. It provides detailed infermationon the NationalEnergy Policy Act of 1992 and
the EPA Green Lights Program. Phd~’"ps Lighting Co.,
Somerset, HJ.

Water & Wastwater
Chemical Feed Equipment
856. Productporffolio showcases the company’s
complete flee: disinfection equipment, meterrag
pumps, dry chenfical feeders and systems for water
and wastwater treaturent applications, and flow
measurement equipment. Wailer & Tiernan, Inc.,
Bellviii, NL

Protection for
~.
Manhole Workers
703. Literature discusses the new AMH Series of
lightweight aluminum manhole shields for worker
pro~etion while setting or re~. iring me.el}, olea. The
shieldssurmundthemanholep~tandprm,~deag, unobstrncted inner span for excavating and p.lacmg .the
manhole. Griswold Machine & Engineenng, Union
City, MI.

CAD for
-’AWindows
644. Literature explains MicroGDS 3.1, a Windows bit compatible CAD soRware progrmn. It diresly imerfaees with the workstation-based Graphic
Data System, a comprehensive GIS, CAD/CAE syste~n. Electronic Data Systems Corp., Maryland
Heighls, MO.

Precision Surveying
System
750. Brochure describes the Geexletic SurvgyorTM
Series 4000 precision TM
surveying system with advanced 6th Observable technology. It uses the
GPSurvey software operating intheW[ridowsTM eelroamat. Trimble Navigatmn, Survey & Mapping
Die., Sunnyvale, CA.

The TR FLEX GRIPPER" Ring works handin-hand with our TR FLEX" Pipe and Fittings

the TR FLEX GRIPPER Ring, and then the
field-cut spigot end. Now just tighten two to

ONCE YOU PUT ON THE RING, IT’S FOREVER.

four bolts (instead of up to 24).
And you’ve put together a permanent
relationship that a rated 350 psi

to restrain field-cut pipe in minutes
With no welding and no retainer
gland bolts,

It’s a simple ritual: A TYTON"
Gasket goes into the bell socket, then

(for 4"-24"; 250 psi for 30" and 36") can
never put asunder.
U.S. Pipe & Foundry Company ~

P.O. Box 10406, Birmingham, AL 35202
(205) 25ae7442 " F.~X (205) 254-7170
blember: Ductile Iron Pipe Research A~sn.. AWWA and WPCF

NEW- IDEAS, ARE- FLOWING, AT, U.S. PIPE
28
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Jean La Duc is careful
about which herbiddes she
recommends for maintaining
4,000 acres of parks.
After aII, she not only works in
them...she plays in them.
"I w~ite or assist in w~iting all
recommendations for chemicals
used by the City of San Jose
Department of Recreation, Parks
and Community Services. And I
have no second thoughts about
taking my son here to play.
"People entering our parks have
to trust us and the type
of product we pick.
We select Roundup*
because we appredate
its favorahIe environmental tlaits, the fact
that it dries quickly and
has no residual activity
in the soft.
"As professionals,
we want to leave the
environment in a better
condition than we found it. That’s
easy when you selec~ the right
material for the job."
Ask for your FREE brochure
tefting how Roundup combines
ecology and economy.

ALWAYS REAO &NO FOLLOW LAt~EL DIRECTIONS FOR ROUNDUP HERBIL"IDE. Roundup is a registered trademark of Monsanto Company. ,2 Monsanto Company I993 IND.30002 2/93
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Salt/Sand

Level tha

Storage Lockers
~
7! I. Product sheet details the new hgavy-duty,
1000.1b capaclty storage lockers, molded from industrlal st renglh polyethyl-ene and designed to safely st or~
sand and salt.year round. Go Plastses Inc., Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada.
Storage for Standing
Gas Cylinders
~855. Brochure features the Safg-T-RaekTM and
Safe-T-WallTM storage and contalnment syst*ms for
compressex/gas cylinders. Safe-T-Rack Systems,
Inc., Rocklln, CA.
Modernize Treatment
.tr
Facilities
622° Brochure (WWT-1.0) tells how this cornpany’s adjustable f .rgquen~y AC drives and control
systems can modernlzc fresh waterpumping systems
and wastewater tream~ent plants. AllenoBradley Co.,
A Rockwelllat’l. Co.,Milwaukee, WI.

Load
"~"
857.Bro~hurepresentsAdd-OnAirSpri~. stoprovide up to 5000 lb of load leveling sup.port and improve
ride, handling, stabili~, safety, steering, and to.mr_orS.
Installed with no cutting or weldlng. Air Lift Co.,
Lansing, MI.
Erosion Control
~Mat
858. New 8-page brochure discusses properties
and pefformanceofSuperGroeerosloncontro]pred
uct, easily ir~stalledtoprovidequickvegctativeestab[ishtnent. Phillips Fibers Corp., Greeaville, SC.
Water Artalysis Products
~.
Reference Guide
860. Catalog offers products forpH and electrode
measurementt water testing, measuring dissolved
oxygen, ¢hemtcal testing, plus sections on technical
applications, EPA ntcthods, and tex:hnical literature.
ATIRussell, Boston, MA.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Microprocessor-Based
Gas Detector
15"3. Data sheet covers the OMNI-4000 gas
tor that slmultaneously detects up to four gases and is
appropriate for use inconfined spaces withdiverseatmospheri¢ htmards. It feamt~ mteretmngeablepre~
callhrated toxic"smart block" sensors. Emnet Corp.,
AnnArbor. MI.
Real" Vision Systems
Promote Safety
370. New brochure CKG/6712/I-93) depicts rear
visioa system _applications and presents the benefits
and features of ille TK-6712 camera, with 2.04 nBn
F/2.1 lens for panoramlcview, and6-im monitor. KG
RearVision, Arlington Heights, LL.
Tanks for Handling
Hazardous Liquids
810. Brochure de.scribes f~lly draining ~nk~. th~
handle regulated and non-regulated cheancats. Avaltable in 7£ m~d 110-gal sizes. Poly Processing Co.,
Monroe, LA.

THE WEATHER MAY BE OUT OF YOUR COfilTROL,
BUT AIU i~TERNATiOIIIAL TRUCK ~I/O~’T BE.
IntemationaF is bhe first to offer
4-wheel anti-lock brakes on all medium
duty trucks. Which means superior control
and stopping power in all kinds ofweather.

What’s more, ABS brakes on
your trucks could also reduce
your insurance costs.
4-wheel ABS brakes are
one more reason why International is
.the No. I selling line of medium and
heavy duty trucks.
b rSee
dealer
a testyour
drivenearestlntemationai
or call 1-800-962-0119,
exL 926. Preferably on a nice lousy day

~ INT|RNATIONAL°
BUILT FOR YOUR BUSINESS.
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Federal Compliance
Guide
342° Fro~ guide gives rul~s for h. azardous material

storage and brochure describes flus comEa~’s lockers, buildings, drums, etc. forcost-effcctive storago.
Haz-Mat Containment Corp., Inc., Walnut Creek,
CA.

STREET SANITATION
Street Sweeping &
Stormwater
369. Valuable "What You Should Know"brochure
(PIN 0705186) promotes understanding of th~ new
stormwater prov~siona ofth¢ Clean Wa. ter Act and h.o.w
theymay impactstre~tsweeplngpracttees..Helpfulhst
provides contacts for alva EPA offlc~. Elgin Sweeper
~o., Elgin, IL.

Storrnwater Management
Services

BRIDGES

36. Literature packet presents this firm’s compm-

hensive stom~water services, includi~ mnst~r plan~ng, combined sewer overflow studies, separate
stormwatersystemt?ermitting waterqualitymonitoring/mod¢liag, militiesmanagement, ~~cilitiesdesiga,
and public education. Camp Dresser & McKe~ Ire.,
Cambridge, MA.

Bridge, Inc., Bal,;mor*, M~

Water. & Wastewater
Management Services
197. Brochure de~seribea and illustrates this comtract operation and maintenance of treatment plants,
plant ~valuations and start-.u,os, operations training,
sewer collection and water distribution system maintenance~ and op~rodons and maintenance manuals.
Professional S~rvicos Group, Inc., Houstua, TX.

p ny’s*a ra= wa=rse i , i l =ng:

Consider Environmental

CONSULTING SERVICES
Environmentally Sound
Solutions
3/,5. Literatu re covers the options this company offern for material-handling: co~postinR, landspt’eading, biorem~iatioa,
or land filling. BFI~, Industrial
W;,steServicesTM, Houston, TX.
Drinking Water Technologies
For the ’90s
7SS.Brochureprovidesaaoverviewofthisconsuitant’s engineering expertise and experience in the developmcnt, treatment, and delivery elf safe drinking
water supplies. Camp Dresser &. McKc¢ Inc., Cam-

brldge, MA.

Environmental Engineering
Services
871,Companyhelpscfientsmeettheirop~rational,
financial, and regulatory challenges. HIqTB Corp.,
Indianapolis, IN.

Pre-Engineered
Modular Bridge System
373. Brochure describes the Mabey Universal
Panel Bddg~ systera with clearspansto 318 ft for one,
two, or three lanes of AASHTOtra£flc loading. Mabey

~aliw
676. Literature tells how this company can bring a
balaac~approachtosolidwaste, air, andwatcr~ollulion problems. Whe¢labrator Technologies Inc.,
FIampton,
Public Works
Services
340. This company offers a complet~ scope of pub.licwodcs~crvices, fromvehiclemainteanncetosamration to meter reading/billing, and more. OMI,
Op~rationsManagem~ntintq.,ine.,Kingwood, TX.
COMPtITERS ~t S0 FTW#IRE

ROADSIDE & PARK

MAINTENAN

Herbicide Combines
Ecology & Economy
812. Brochurej~resents Roundup= herbicide,
pmpriat~ for use ta municiEal park areas because it
~rlcs quickly and has no residual activity inth¢ soil.
Monsanto Co., St. Louis, Me.
Mowing & Brush
Cutting Equipment
846. Brocl~are (Form No. FL-1291-LG) covers
flail, rotary, and sickle bar mowers, both mechanical
and hydraulic. Numerous in-usephotos d~monstrat¢
applications. TheAlamo Group, Seguin, TX.
Disc Chippers for
Brush & Tree Cleanup
815. Literature lists feature for the complete line of
disc style, hydraulic teed system chippers for both
mus,brUShMLand whole trees. Bandit Industries, he.,

Enhanced SoiW~are tJpgrades

CAD Productivity
Pruning Tool for
Safe Tree Trimming
902. Brochure L100553) tells l~ow AutoCAD® P,e869. Specification package highlights the lightlense 12 delivers enhanced command options, more
weight Mode! D Power PrUner, powered by a 24cc,
easliyaccessedpull-downmeuus, newdialogueboxes,
two-cycle gasoline engine~ Teckhlo T~oi Corp., L~
fasterzoomandpanoperations--174newfeat~re~anci
changes.AutodesgInc., Sansalito, C/L
wiston, ID.

Not All Water And Wastewater Tanks Are The Same.
The Columbian Difference Is...
COLUMBIAN COATING Allinferior~ndexteriorcomponen*sore
coo|ed in ~he fc~do~ cre~ting a dura,b,b surface which fights corrosion. Our
internal coating, Trico-Bond 478 is completely covered with 2 coats
ofepoxy. For extra corrosion resistance we use "Z ~ond 493" which is
Columbian’s exclusive coating for exteriors rich in zinc-based primer followed
by 2 layers of thermally-cured epoxy, and a final layer of urethane which is
electrostct~c~ally-applied.
"
(~OL[)’MBIAN DIJRAB|LITY Coatings are carefullyapptied on
exteriors and interiors far complete coating to assure the Iongevi~/of the tank.
Cohmbiarttanksdon’thak.GUAl~ANTEED.

COLUMBIAN SAVINGS All tonk components ore shipped ~nos-

sembied in compact kits, allowing economical shipping to any part of the
world. You do notneed skilled welders. Storage and handling are easy.
(~OLUMBIAN VERSATIL|TY Columbian tanks are easyto repair,
enlarge or move, because they are made of: pre-engineered components
which are precision-designed, fabricated and packaged for shipment.
COLUMBIAN EX~ERIEN(7,E Since 1918 Cotumbian hasservedthe
liquidstorageneedsof~nousandsofclients.CobmbianistheinteJligentalterna~ve
over welded tanks because they last longer and are less expensive.
WHAT A DIFFERENCE! Callorwritefor FREEINFORMAIION.

R0013696
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CDM project engineers prepared an
NPDES Part I permit application for
the city of Tulsa that was one of the first
in the region to earn approval. Backed
by technical and regulatory, expertise,
CDM worked closely with the city and
the regulatory agency throughout the
project to meet all NPDES requirements.
Using our own soft,rare, CDM developed a state-of.the.art database and
computerized map of the city’s
stormwater system, contributing to a
comprehensive--and comprehensible-document. This permit application
added to Tulsa’s reputation as a leader
in stormwater management. And to
ours. When i~ comes to stormwater
management, CDM gets it done.
For more information on CDM’s
stormwater management services
nationwide, call 904 281-0170.
Visit us at the WEF Conference,

CDM

environmental engineers, scientists,
planners, & management consultants

CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Corporate Headquarters:

One Cambridge Center
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
offices nationwide

for October, 1993
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WINTER MAINTENANCE

PIPELINE MAINTENANCE

Storing Salt
In-The-Round
906. Fold-out brochure explains the benefit~ of
storing salt in spherleally designed domen. Domes are
designedwithal2in.thtckconcreteretainingwalland
abasewall from6to 12 ft high. A eapaeityehart relates
tonnageto size. BulkStorage Inc., Crete, IL.

Combination Cleaning/
Vacuuming Machines
80. New brochure shows the complete range of BSerlesconabo/vaeunits for munleipaluse‘ including
the B3 (3.5 eu yd) and the B20 (20 cu yd). Aquatech,
Inc., Cleveland, OH.

LIQUID CONTAINMENT
Tank Design & Construction
Process Summarized
496. Literature package (690) highlights wire
wound prestressed concrete tanks for water storage,
wastewater treatment, etc. Schenmtic drawings and
~hotosexplaineaeh
process.
reload Inc., Gardenphaseoftheconstrnetion
City, NY.
Creative Water
Storage Solutions
693. Literature tells how this company helps solve
speeiflewaterstorageneedswithprestressedconcrete
tanks. DYKPrestressedTanks, El Cajou, CA.
Replace Conventional
Septic Leachfields
754. Literaturepresents l,i’iltratorTM chmnbers for
septic leachfields. The lightweight units require no
gravel and are easily installed and inspected. InfiltratorSystems, Inc., OIdSaybrook, C’q’.
How to Calculate
Tank Painting Costs
993.This simpleehart Mlows~.heuser recalculate
painting ensts of steel tm~.ts a=xl how those ensts are
affectex]t by rates of inflation. The chat~ is av,’filable
from Nutgun Corp., Wakefield, MA.

Underground Utility
Locating
32.q. Brochuredetails the Vat-N-Dig system, adiesel-powered air eonmressor and a high powered vaeuura that uses a jet of eorapressed air to break up dit~
and thevacuum to removethe loosened material. The
air stream uncovera buried utilities wlthout damage.
VACMASTERS of Denver, Inc., Arvada. CO.
A Pipe Replacement
Breakthrough
434. Literature gives s _pf.el fleatlons, physigaI.pro
ertles, and requirements for the XPANDIT~ trenclaP-less pipe rei?lacement systera, capable of Ul?sizing.
The t’nstallat~onproeess ts quiet, non-destractave, and
eliminates irapact shock damage to adjacent utilities.
Miller Pipeline Corp., Products & Services Div., Indlarmpol~s, IN.
Combination Jetting/
Vacuu.m Truck
680. ProductsheetdescrlbestheVactor~2103 midsizecombinationjetting andvacunnatruek for.heavyduty cleaning of sewers and catch basins, ptx~v=ding 0
to 35 gpra mxd pressures from 0 to 3000 psi. Peabody
Myers, Streator, IL.
Engineering Design Guide
For Trenchless Pipeline Systems
59. New guide contains information and design
data to assist engine.era in using cured-in-place tecanology for trenchless pil?eline reeonstcuctt%a in spe-eifie~Jesign situations. It includes formulasaud values
based on tests and extensive field experience. Insltu forra Technologies, Inc., Memphis, TN.

Correct Inflow/"
Infiltration Problems
37. Nodig technoJogy uses a flooding system withoutliners, socks orpipeinsertsthatra~redueeflow.
San per No~th America, Cornelius,
Speed Up Pipe &

Cable Locations
759. The RD 333 Sonde Trace System saves time
locating taxi tracing metallic and non-metallle drains
and sewer systems and can be used with horizonml
boring rune’hines or pigs. Radiodeteetlon Corp.,
Mahwah, NJ.

PIPE, VALVES & FITTINGS
Full Line of Valves for
Public Works Applications
453. Company manufactures pressure reducing,
altitude, relief, suvgeeoatrol, bzckpressure sustaining, purap control, and hydraulle valves and stmlnera
for water and wnstewater applications. Ross Valve
Mfg. Co., Inc., Troy, NY.
Ductile Iron Pipe
For Municipalities
6gl. Ductile iron plpe provldes strength, corrosion
resistance, and conservative design (ANSI/AWWA
C150/A21.50). For complete information, contact
Araeriean Ductile Iron Pipe, A Div. of Ame6canCast
Iron Pipe Co., Birmingham, AL.
New Ideas in Ductile
Pipe & Fittings
715. TheTR FLEX~ l~strained feint Systemdelivers positive joint restraint with no belts, rods,
clamps, TM
or thrust block~. In unstable soil. use the TR
Teleflex Flexible Expansion Assembly. For inferraation on how the eompenents of this system fit together, contact U.S. Pipe & Foundry Co.,
Birmingham, AL.

UIIISEL
MAKES PATCHING
A HOLE LOT EASIER
100° to 300° keeps hot asphalt hot and heats
cold mix. Insulated container doors guard
against heat loss and keep asphalt protected
and useable. The LPG heat tube system
eliminates hot oil leaks, potential fires and
uses one third the BTU’s required with hot
oil systems-so you save operating costs.
Take a serious look at the Unibelt Patcher...
available in truck mounted, dump body slip-in
and trailer models. It’s easy, just call
800-350-8521, we’ll cover the details.

- .~
When it comes to pothole patching, Unibelt is the
solution. Easy to operate and maintain, tully
! i~’.-.,~"
g,, ;J"~’. .
equipped so you can tackle patching jobs with
~= ~-~
just one machine. Unibelt features a belt
conveyor that moves asphalt out of the
container as you need it for continuous
operat,on-it won’t c/og like auger patchers
do. Plus, Unibelt is better insulated than
other patchers, so asphalt stays hot, all day
and night, even during winter months. Its radiant
heater and adjustable thermostat range of

PB LOADER
R0013698
CORPORAT|ON

3275 E. Central RO. Box 341 Fresno, CA 93708 800-350-8521 FAX 209-268-0734
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WRAP UP YOUR
WAb EWATER STORAGE
A Preload wire wound,
prestressed concrete
tank gives you the

Optional
P~ecast, vertically
rolnforcedconcretswafl

highest quality,
most versatile solution for wastewater
treatment storaae. I The precast wall,
with inclaved steel diaphragm,
is
~.
wrapped in layers of high-strength
wire and shotcrete covercoat, pro-

Prteuntatlc
mortar cove/ coat

viding virtually maintenance-free
service. [] Whether covered or opentop, above ground or buried, our
tanks can satisfy any function or site
"

requirement. The versatile design is

proven to be superior for anaerobic
digesters, aeration tanks, clarifiers, flow

~..~:.,..,,~....i:~~

eq.ali~ation
basins and sludge

storage, and allows for all
the treatment equipment utilized
within. [] Call for more information on Preload’s 60 years of design
and construction experience in storage technology: 800-645-3195
(in New York 516-222-0550), Dallas, Texas Office: 214-385-0550.
Preload Inc., 839 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530.
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WATER TREATMENT
Filter Sand &
Gravel
107.AIl-eolorllteratur~iocltu-lesthecompanyhistory along wlth speelflcations for supplying nmtcriMs
for all water filtering ncexls. NotlJie=’n Gravel Co.,
Muscatine, IA.

Chlorination/Dechlorination
Systems
612. The Sanuril~ Chlorinator Ls a complet~ on~
piece system to treat wastowatcr from any sewage
treatment plant without ..r.r.r2~uiring control’s, power
pumps, instruments, oradditmnalcquipment byuslng
Sanuri[ I15 chemical tablets. D-Chlorm System
decMorlnate= wastewater uslng similar co nt rolled re.lease tablets. EES Corp., an F=LTECH Systems Co.,
Sugar Land, TX.

The Bicarbonate Method

For Corrosion Contro=

690. Literature ~xplains how raising pH and alkallnlty can virtually e~imirmte ¢orrosivlty of surfac¢
water, lowering lead lovels in drinkJng~w.ater. Church
&DwightCo., Inc., Chemicals Div., rrinceton, NJ.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT
Sludge Recycling &
Land Appllcation

~49. ~fo=a~, ~rochn= on ~=~d ~ge sop-

p[iea answers to questions on nutrient value, advantagea and disadvantages, regulation, application,
odor, etc., wlth helpful ch arts. Bin Gro Systems, Inc.,
Annapolis, MD.
6S-Page Used
Equipment Catalog
783. Tbla comp:a_ ny buys and sells c~ntri~uges and
filters ofaJ[ nzanuzeacturcrs. Aaron EqupL Co., ]~cnsenville, IL.

Aluminum Pipe
Railings & Ladders
823. Litcraturedescrihcs thiscompany’smady-toinstall, quality engineerad aluminum pipe railings and
]adders, available in speeifieatlon f/rashes. St~rling
Factories, Inc., Eric, PA.

VEHICLES & ACCESSORIES
Good-Looking Line of
Work-Hungry Trucks
425. Brochurcdetails th¢ fullline of International°

~c~-the 4000, 4000LP, .~nd 7000 s~os m~i~a,
~e~,.th¢20OOnndS00OSerlesseverservleetrucks,
piua the network of support;re parts distribution een¯ ~rs. Navistar Int’l. Transportation Corp., Chicago,
iL.

CONSTRUCTION &

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
Multi-P.urpose
Maintenance Machine

g99. U~to~ featore, tho,~,=~o~ndel ~:00

<l~
hp) nnd ~ode~ 300 ~lV~ hp). ~"ochments inclnde: compost auger, g~pple fdrk, bucket, broom,
angle dozer, snow blower, and more. Brown Bear
Corp., Coming, IA.

Analyze Equipment
Costs
643. Booklet explains how "life cycle costing"
helps detennincthetrue cost ofequipnzent, t.~kinginto
account operating, maintenance, and repair costs,
Caterpillar inc., Peoria, IL.

Backhoe. Grader, &
Loader Attachments
576, Product lit~ratam packet covers fork lift ato
tachments, asphaltcutt~s, backhoemountada~rhammet, bucket mounted rlpp~r, sheepsfoot compactor,
qulck-attach sweeper, loader-mounted snow plows,
and more. Guest lndustrles, Inc.,Torrington, Cq’.
Equipment Financing
Options
852. Literature (DKDI357, DKE5362) presents
alternative financing programs for public ngencies int~rtmtndinconstructtonequipment--short-termrer=M contracts, anntml renewable governmental lease,
municipalTMlease-purchase, th¢ Lif¢CycleBid, and
BEST BID progrmn. John Deere, Motin¢, LL.

,C0NSTRUCTION &
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS
How to Use Cement,
Grout, & Mortar
merit, ~ront, mortar, and concrete. An ¢a.~-to-read
~h~, gwos technical data on compressive strength,
fl ¢xu ral strength, and bond strength for each product.
CTS Cement Mfg. Co., El Torn, CA.

S01L STASILIZATION &

EROSION CONTROL

Geotextiles for Drainage
And Stabi]izatior
85. Brochure (T] V’-2000) covers HBC 100 Frcant polyester no~ll~ ranched nonwovcngee~xtz[es,
which can r~luce soil migration and miyJng, reduce
localized shear failure, provide high p~rmes~i]ity and
permitfivlty, and r~duce unwant~i soil piping. Contech Construction Preducts Inc., bliddletown, OH.
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Pipe that takes early retirement could force you to do the same. That’s why our attention
to quality borders on the obsessive. Each length of American Ductile Iron®Pipe is hydrostatically tested and consistently exceeds AWWA standards. Each pipe is designed to have a high
tolerance for stress so you don’t have to. Water hammer, expansive so/! and construction
abuses are sknply no match for ductiIe
around a long time. From a company .A~ iron. So specify pipe that’s going to be
that’s been around for nearly a century.
AMERICAN DUCTILE IRON PIPE
A Division of American Cast ~mn Pipe Qm!~7

170. Box 2727,. Birmingham. AZ 35202, 205-325-781 ~, FAX 205-3Z5,804~
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industries have found using recycled

The release reports on a recent Carnegie-Mellon University study which
predicts that 150 million used computers
will have been discarded by the year 2005.
"If measured, these old computers would
fill a one-acre hole 3.5 miles deep with
plastics, metals, and leaking batteries.
Furthermore, it’s a disturbing fact that
Recycling
old mainframe computers are being discarded at the rate of I0 million a year."
It isn’t often that a FORUM discussion
subject is repeated two months in a row,
Randy Frazier approaches the recycling of computers by engaging in a "partbut recycling is such a popular issue these
days, a repeat seems in order. Last month
nership" with the business that discards
we described Germany’s plan to use "discomputers and either resells the discards
assembly plants" to permit auto manuto third world countries or dismantles the
facturers to recycle car parts, i.e. Old
discards for reuse or recycling. Most of
the components are expected to have
fenders melted down and used to produce
many years of useful life left at the time
new fenders, a procedure that is described as a "circulatory economy." The
of the initial discard,
"Frazier has developed world-wide
September 1992 National Geographic
markets for marketing the materials,
contains a discussion on the subject in the
Frazier’s European market center open"Earth Almanac" section. As noted,
ed in Dumfries, Scotland in April, a
about 75 percent of the total weight of
mirror-image of its Roanoke Valley
automobiles is metal that has been
"...recycled for decades," and the re- operation. There is also a branch in
maining 25 percent, called "fluff" ends China, a branch in Mexico, and two new
locations planned for 1993."
up in landfills. Plastics are expected to
Although the rapid growth of the cornconstitute half of the fluff soon, and the
puter industry may be an important facindustry is attempting to reduce the types
tot in the apparent recyclability of cornof plastics used to simplify the task of
recycling. According to the National puters, the aggressive pursuit of new
Geographic article, there is "A crucial markets for old equipment by recyclers
goal: finding markets for the coded like R. Frazier, Inc., may keep them out
of the waste stream.
plastic parts. ’This will complete the
As for waste from more mundane
recycling loop,’ says William Steinkuller
sources, over a year ago an article about
of the Automotive Dismantlers & Recythe New York City recycling program encling Association."
We recently received a news release titled "Recycling Minus the Myths" by
from R. Frazier, Inc., of Salem, Virginia, John Schall of the Tellus Institute apwhich describes a recycling operation that peared in the New York Times. Theartiappears to fit the "circulatory economy"
cle discussed the city’s proposed solid
definition. The release reports: "During waste management plan and addressed
1992, R. Frazier processed 30 million the issues of recycling cost, public participation, marketing of recyclables, and
pounds of electronic scrap and returned
its "competition" with incineration. Acmillions to clients such as IBM, AT&T,
State Farm Insurance, General Electric, cording to Mr. Schall, although costly,
the proposed New York plan is costand BellSouth."
It is not clear whether the millions
effective, and a uniform, properly designed recycling collection program coupled
returned are dollars or pounds, but the
release claims: "R. Frazier’s recycling with a public education campaign and
capabilities are 97 percent revitalization volunteer recycling coordinators should
result in 65 to 80 percent public particiof assets, with less than 3 percent being
diverted to landfills. R. Frazier’s goal is pation,
As for markets for recyclables: "Recy100 percent. To accomplish this, the corncling makes economic and environmenpany is participating in future equipment
tal sense. A study released in June by the
designs that will facilitate the total
recyclability of newly manufactured
Tellus Institute, a nonprofit research
organization in Boston, reports that most
equipment."
Prepared by
Abraham Miehaels, P.E.
Consulting Engineer
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materials technologically feasible, and
that this has reduced toxic pollutant,
green-house gases, and ozone-depleting
emissions. According to the American
Paper Institute, paper mills using recycled materials were five times more profitable last year than those using virgin
fiber."
Regarding incineration, John Schall
optimistically estimates that 50 percent to
65 percent of New York’s municipal and
commercial MSW would be recycled,
which still would leave 9,800 to 14,000 tpd
of MSW available for disposal. Recognizing the limited landfill space available in
the metropolitan area, incineration, particularly if used for energy generation,
would still make economic and environmental sense.
How successful New York City has
been in implementing its new solid waste
plan was briefly described in the August
1993 PUBLIC WORKS Magazine. The
issue pictures Sanitation Commissioner
Emily Lloyd on the cover standing next
to a two compartment recycling collection
truck, two curbside recycling storage containers, a blue bag, and two packages of
wrapped paper. The "About Our Cover"
write-up describes the status of the plan
as follows: "The plan calls for city-wide
recycling by September 1993, which will
serve approximately 3 miltionhouseholds
in 59 districts. In June, 13 community
board districts in Brooklyn joined the
recycling program and in September recycling will start borough-wlde in Queens.
By 1995, curbside collection will be expanded from eight to 26 materials. Over
the past year, curbside collection of
recyclable materials has increased by 37
percent city-wide and the overall percenrage of material recycled has risen by 40
percent."
The write-up states that the recycling
program is on schedule and by the year
2000, the city expects to recycle 42 percent of its MSW.
We received a copy of a report entitled
"Integrated Environmental and Economic Policy Necessary in Argentina and
Brazil" prepared by Frank J. Sudol,
Manager, Division of Engineering,
Newark, New Jersey, which was prepared
for the U.S. Information Services. As the
title indicates, Mr. Sudol, who actually
visited nine cities in Argentina and Brazil
to obtain first hand information, studied
the impact of the economies of the two
countries on the environment, including
solid waste management. His findings
revealed that, although disposal practices
were well below standards experienced in
this country due primarily to the poor
state of their economies, in the two courttries studied, recycling was an important
practice in all of the cities visited. As
reported:
"Poverty is driving the poor to pick
through trash to recover marketable recyclables. These individuals, called
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

"catadores," recover materials such as
metal, paper, and cardboard. The materials are collected in large wagons that are
manually pushed and/or pulled. The
materials are brought to market in exchange for cruzeiros (at the time this
article was written, $I.00 U.S. was
equivalent to approximately 40,000
cruzeiros), though this changes daily
because of the high rate of inflation."
Frank Sudol reported that catadores
also pick recyclables at the dump, and:
"City officials in Porto Alegre have elfectively organized many of the pickers
by providing them with a level work-site
near’the landfill to sort though selectively
collected trash, rather than allowing the
catadores to pick at the active landfill
dump area. This minimizes, to some extent, the risk of exposure to equipment
which otherwise might injure or kill the
pickers. This strategy also minimizes injury in climbing over mountains of trash,
which in the past was responsible for
causing numerous injuries due to tripping and infectious cuts from sharp objeers."
Regular FORUM readers may recall
reading of similar recycling descriptions
in earlier columns. For the benefit of
those of you who are new to solid waste
management, scavenging at landfills
(dumps) and from curb set-outs was fairly
common practice in this country as recently as the 1960s. It wouldn’t surprise

me to learn that there are still signs up in
some of our landfills warning that
"Dump picking is prohibited."
Mr. Sudol advises that he discussed the
value of landf’fll methane with some of the
municipal officials he visited, and apparently they were unaware of this potential,
This is surprising since over five years ago
t reported in the FORUM that the COMLURB people in Rio De Janeiro took me
to see the methane gas extraction and
treatment facility at their Caju landfill,
They then brought in a couple of trucks
that were powered by the treated
methane, f’dled their tanks, and sent them
on their way.
The gas experience notwithstanding,
Frank Sudol’s assertion that the state of
the economy has a significant impact on
the environment generally and solid waste
management particularly is valid in Latin
America as well as North America. I
wonder what the economic and environmental impacts would be if mixed recyclables from North America would be shipped to Latin America for sorting and
reuse?
Finally, FORUM participant George
Bergtholdt sent me an article from the
January 12, 1993 Wall Street Journal
headlined: "A New Market for Paper
Shredders May Be Opening Up In Switzerland." The article discusses a new
Zurich city ordinance that requires residents to sort their MSW for separated col-

lection or pay higher collection fees. The
program is described in the following:
"Now, homemakers here will have to
put garbage in ’designer’ bags marketed
by the city, in sizes easily identified by
abstract patterns in pink, yellow, blue, or
red. Inspectors will track down people
who don’t use the spiffy new sacks and
hit them with fines."
The article describes the "search and
seizure" method used by the city, and the
mixed public reaction to the new rule.
What the Swiss are doing is not unlike
some curbside separation techniques currently in use in this country. We learned
one reaction to the extensive curbside
separation set-outs from the comic strip
Shoe several months ago, now let’s hear
what you readers think.

Incinerator Residue
Over a year ago, April 1992, we told
you of the ASMEiU.S. BureauofMines
Investigative Program on Vitrification of
Combustion Ash/Residue, and, thanks
again to Herb Hollander who keeps us up
to date on the status of this important
program, we are pleased to tell you that
a findings report of the project has been
prepared and distributed to a select
number of knowledgeable professionals
for peer review. "The f’mal results will not
be made public until the peer review commerits have been assimilated...and the

OLUTI QN--- Waste Recycling
;I Systems from FHE,I

You are if you call BFi Industrial

Waste Sen~ices. We can take virmally
any non-hazardous special wastes.
including industrial process wastes,
contaminated soils, sludge, ash and
asbestos, and help you throu~ the
maze of environmental regulations.
[[ you want quick turnaround,

BFI is the place to call. We guarantee
a response on approval requests
m 24 hours for contaminated soils.
48 hours for other ~qpes oF waste.
,~d xve hdp Nu with all the detaiis,
including paperwork, characteiization,
labomtoU testing, hauling and
final disposition.
Well work with you to provide
safe disposal or creative reuse pro~ams
For your materials. Depending on
the types of waste you have, BFI offers
several material-handling options:
compostmg, landspreading,
bioremediation or disposal in a
secure, approved landfill.
Our commitment to },our

satisfaction, our single-minded
insistence on environmental
compliance, and our financial stability
provide a solid resource for all your
special waste needs.
Find out for yourself how BFI
can help you manage your special
wastes. Just call 14300-289-4-310 today.
Because when it comes to safe,
environmentally sound solutions to
}our needs, we leave nothing to chance.

Industrial
Waste Services
BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES
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report reviewed and finally approved by
ASME, BuMines, NYSERDA, and
EPRI."

corporate sponsors from the U.S., Canthat the vitrified residue tested well below
ada, France, and Norway. The report,
Even
which was prepared by Hollander, Plum- the
theEP-Toxstandards
cadmium, whichforinMl
themetals.
ash residue
The importance
of further
reducing
the
ley, and DeCesare, describes areas of
quantity
of waste that
ultimately
is landcondition tested above the EP-Tox limit,
study in the report abstract as follows:
filled by converting residue to a useful
was well below in the Vitreous and Metal
"This
discussion
covers
some
of
the
conproduct is indicated by the wide interest
Products conditions.
cerns
which
have
prompted
vitrification,
in the project described in Herb’s letter:
The Hollander, et El, report concludes
the environmental implications, derived
¯ program pro~Sded the
"T his
" collahoratzve
with the following note: "The objectives
products, their potential uses, and the
of this investigative program were to
opportunity for modest contributions
scope and expectations of the recently
from many leveraged into a substantial
demonstrate on a commercial scale the
completed furnace operations of the $1.2
technical, operational, and environmeninvestigative program which eventually
million AS!vIE/BuMines Investigative
tEl feasibility of utilizing electroincluded $1 million in funds and 5250,000
Program conceived to demonstrate the efin voluntary services."
technology to consecutively vitrify cornfective vitrification of combustion
Herb included a status report of the
buster ash/residues from multiple sources
residues from several diverse sources."
to produce new, dense, benign materials
project which lists 15 government agenOf interest to readers is the environhaving potential uses...in lieu of burial
cies and professional associations and 22
mental findings reported which reveal
and potential future liability."
All indications from the Hollander letter and report are that the test process
used to convert incinerator residue by
vitrification to a useful product is successful. The reference in the final note
that the demonstration is "...on a comT~
mercial scale..." alerts one to the need to
®
BIG-T-V~tC LEAF LOADERS
introduce the cost factor into the project.
Although cost, other than the program
Your flrst step to a successfitl corapost~ng program
cost, is not mentioned in the interim
report or letter, Herb advises that: "There
are some 23 vitrification facilities of one
The leaf collection experts ;.v~th the widest range of models to fit your
type or another in operation or under
leaf loading needs. TARCO~ BIG-T.VACS® are available in a variety of
construction in Japan. With their very
gas and diesel en~nes with leaf boxes ranging in size from ! 0½ to
30 cubic yards. Pick-up options include: Curb shrouds, hydraulic
limited land resources they have an urgent
"Pavement Plucker;’ and suction
need for volume reduction and beneficial
hose assemblies with a
use."
¯ A~¢ ha.~,ng e~o=c~ty of
24,000 cv~
hydraulic boom.
Fie also notes that there is a vitrifica-

The

¯¯ ~ .
V~--..--

Leaf Loader

sewage sludge to vitrified ash and
"...there are several industrial and hazErdous waste facilities, and coal burning
power plants that do."
Herb Hollander, his associates, and the

0-0oo0

¯ ~v ~,~

People

~ should be congratulated for hav-

impeller
~

~e~ ~o~., ,ore .~4.~
:.~ va~ ~=~a¢,t~.~
!,

ing shepherded this important project
from conception to the present state of
near successful conclusion. This gives us
the opportunity to remind you that the
ASME Solid Waste Processing Division
iS again seeking graduate and undergraduate candidates for their annual
scholarship awards. The 1994 awards
consist of three awards for graduate study
totaling $9,1300 and two awards for undergraduates totalling $5,000. If you are or
know someone who may be interested in
learning more about these scholarships,
contact Junius Stephenson, P.E., 38
Sunset Road, Demarest, NJ 07627, or call
(201) 767-1998.
We offer the rest of you the opportun-

optionsavaitable

etG-T-VaC~ TTL.4
HIGH VOLUME’rOW BEHIND
LEAF LOADER

powerband
suction
hos,
opttonfrom
dlamotat
w~m
hydraulic
boom

Air handling

* Trader or chass~$ mounted
BIG-T-VAC® TTL.3
SELF.CONTAINED

cal~aCltyo¢

¯ 30" diameter

LEAF LOADER

=~ct,o,

r

impeller RIG-T-VAC~ TTL.1

ASK ABOUT THE NEW
"BIG-T-VAC" SHUTTLE.

~

ity to participate in the educational ex-

TOW BEHIND
LEAF LOADER

~

Send For Free Literature on our full line of Vacuum Leaf Loaders.

Tarrant Manu~hcturing Co., Inc.. Excelsior Avenue Extension
Saratoga Spnngs. New York 12866 Phone: 518/,584-4400
"Regtster~ Traaemark$ of Tarrant Manufacturing Co.. file,

i

~~
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perience which is the "Solid Waste
Forum." The FORUM is yours to use to
seek advise to help solve your problems
or tell others of ideas or experiences you

have had which may help them to solve
their solid waste management problems.
All you have to do is tell us about it by
writing to me c/o PUBLIC WORKS
Magazine or to Abraham Michaels, P.E.,
872 Main Street, Osterville, MA 02655.
If you want to talk about it, the telephone
number is (508) 428-9282.
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The How.To of Stormwater Sampling-Not Just a Drop in the Bucket
CHARLES T. SINCLAIR

Environmental Engineer
HDR Engineering, Inc.
Charlotte, North Carolina
and
JOHN A. RAY, P.E,
Stormwater Project Engineer
Street Department,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

S

TORMWATER SAMPLING is probably one of the more interesting
aspects of the relatively new pollution
regulations. Whether that aspect remains
interesting or becomes a frantic and
frustrating experience depends a lot on
how the sampling program is conducted,
The promulgation of EPA’s National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) stormwater quality regulations
triggered collecting stormwater samples
nationwide. That explains the "why."
The practical aspect--the necessity for
hands-on work--requires the "how to"
knowledge. Catching storms is like winning football games--it takes the proper
equipment, a good playing field, a cornmitted team, and a lot of luck. Even with
everything in the right place at the right
time, a "representative storm" may not
occur. When the storm does happen,
equipment preparation, personnel readiness, sampling techniques during the
storm event, safety precautions, and sample handling and preservation are the
prerequisites for a winning team. The
sampling program conducted for the city
of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, iltustrates one possible "winning" strategy,
[] SAMPLING platforms were built to
be safe, accessible, and comfortable,
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Before deciding on specific details of
the Winston-Salem sampling program,
there were certain items to be addressed,
The preferred sampling technique, personnel availability, and laboratory flexibillty were all interdependent topics
necessary to determine the sampling program’s general direction. A "kickoff"
meeting involving city officials and HDR
representatives finalized the initial sampling program strategy. Flexibility to fine
tune and refine the sampling work was
recognized as a key to project success.
Sampling Technique. North Carolina
regulations require that a grab sample be
taken within the first 30 minutes of runoff
for a representative storm event. In addition, the state allows time-based cornposite sample collection during the first
3 hours of runoff in lieu of flow-based
composites. This composite sample could
be collected by an automatic sampler;
however, since volatile pollutants were
parameters in the grab sample, these had
to be collected manually and sealed immediately. Choosing either all manual or
a combination of manual and automatic
was an economic decision. Could it be
cost-effective to leave sampling crews on
site for an additional three hours to tomplete sampling and thereby avoid acquiting automatic samplers? The availability
of sampling personnel and necessary
laboratory services determined the
answer,
Personnel Availab;lity. A search began
to find qualified personnel who would be
available and willing to spend the summet "chasing" storms. Using city employees was investigated first and sign-up
sheets were passed through the inspections and surveying departments. These
were groups typically made up of engineering technicians whose normal duties
were interrupted during rain events anyway. The response was excellent and
arrangements were made to make the city
staff volunteers available for sampling
duty. The city agreed to excuse them from
normal duties when necessary and the
field crews would work under the direction of the consultant’s on-site coordinators. Having the personnel available
left open the first option, all manual
collection.
Laboratory Flexibility. Due to the short
holding time of the bacteriological pollutants, part of the grab sample had to
be analyzed almost immediately. A nearby accredited laboratory was found that
was willing to perform analysis at any
time of the day with a 24-hour notice
before the sampling event. This allowed
the flexibility to collect a sample at any
time.
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Outline of the Program. In this instance, the first option, all manual collection, became the clear choice. Combining city personnel and an accredited
laboratory allowed the Winston-Salem
sampling program to be full-time and
ongoing, capable of collecting samples at
any site. Project costs would be minimized by using city staff and direct contract
arrangements.
Like the Scoutsm

Being Prepared

Seven sampling locations across the city
were chosen during part I of the permit
application and approved by the state.
The state prepared a list of pollutants to
test for and also designated the limits of
what would be considered a "representative storm event" for North Carolina.
With the ground rules confirmed,
preparation for sample collection began.
Equipment. To document specific
storm events, semi-permanent recording
rain gauges were placed at five of the sites
and precipitation at all seven sites was
calculated using the Thiessen Polygon
Method. (This is a graphical technique to
account for nonuniform distribution of
recording stations within the drainage
basin as each gauge is assumed to only
measure the precipitation in the area
around it.) Flow meters were installed in
the discharge pipes at each site and then
programmed and calibrated using a laptop computer. These rain gauges and flow
meters were kept in continuous operation
and routinely maintained; rain gauge data
sheets had to be changed weekly and flow
meter batteries had to be replaced every
three to four weeks.
To facilitate sample collection at the
seven sites, custom fabricated plywood
boxes were constructed and outfitted with
locks. Each box contained a plastic storage container (purchased at a local department store) for storing sample betties and other useful items. These "utility packs" included:
Umbrella
480-ml plastic beaker
Flashlight
Funnel
StopwatchlCIock
Gloves
Clipboard with laminated log sheet and
grease pen
Collection bucket with handle
Telescoping pole with hook (paint roller
handle assembly minus the roller)
Styrofoam blocks were cut out of packing materials and holes were drilled into
them to match the diameter of the smaller
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sampling containers (those used for voletile organic chemicals [VOCs] and fecal
coliform/fecal streptococcus [bacteriological| samples). This kept the smaller glass
vials from sliding around and getting
broken,
Sampling Stations. Before sampling
started, some work had to be done to the
sampling sites to make them safe, accessible, and somewhat comfortable (three
hours of sitting in the pouring rain is bad
enough). Each site was visited, pictures
were taken, and sketches were developed
by the consultant for building platforms,
steps with landings, handrails, and even
temporary gravel paths and roads. The
sketches were forwarded to a city construction foreman and building materials
were acquired. Right-of-entry permission
was obtained for sites located on private
property. Once the facilities were constructed, the sites were closely inspected
(during a rain storm, if possible) to ensure safe conditions during the inclement
weather. It was important not to cut any
corners in this area. The cost of an accident could have far exceeded the cost to
build these stations properly,
Communications. Realizing cornmunication would be the key for successful mobilization and sampling, pertable phones rugged enough to survive
storm conditions were obtained for use
by HDR coordinators. In addition, the
city allowed the coordinators to go
through the city dispatcher to contact
sampling personnel on their city radios
during regular working hours,
Laboratory. Final plans were made
with a local laboratory to analyze for the
bacteriological parameters with a six-hour
holding time. A second laboratory was retained to perform the remaining analyses,
Both laboratories, furnished with parameter lists, prepared the preserved sample
bottles and shipped them to the consultam. Holding times were verified in advance to determine critical and allowable
delivery times. Communication withkey
contact personnel at each laboratory was
maintained to ensure full-time service and
consultation. It is important that procedures be developed and checked before
field sampling begins to provide complete
quality assurance,
Personnel Training. With the sampling
and laboratory procedures and details
finalized, it was time to train the sampling
technicians. All personnel were furnished with a manual explaining the history
and purpose of stormwater regulations,
detailed mobilization and sampling procedures, and special instructions and
safety precautions. This manual was
reviewed in the classroom and each technician was assigned a primary and secondary site that were typically two locations
located closest to his or her home. After
the classroom review the group re-assembled at one of the sites to practice sampiing procedures,
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Dry Run. To assure complete readiness
and to resolve potential problems, a "dry
run" was conducted. This involved everyone in the sampling program: the consultant’s coordinators, the city liaison, and
all potential sampling technicians. All
personnel were called the night before and
told of an "anticipated" time that the
make-believe storm was going to start the
following day. The next afternoon they
were called again and told of a specific
time to be at the site. The mobilization
was phased so that two technicians were
at their assigned sites at 45-minute intervals. This allowed time for the coordinators to meet them at the site, watch
them set up and begin sampling, and answer any questions. The sampling personnel were dismissed and the coordinators
went to the next site where another twomember sampling team assembled. The
dry run was beneficial in resolving poten-

¯ FIELD training exercise following
classroom instruction taught sampling
personnel correct sampling procedures,
tial problems and assuring that everyone
was aware of the proper procedures for
mobilization and collection,

The Sampling Experience
All the planning in the world cannot
prepare everyone for what exactly will
happen when an actual storm event
comes. No two storms are the same, so
creativity, communication, and good
judgement must be used when things do
not go as planned. The following items
summarize the results of Winston-Salem’s
mobilization and sampling activities during the summer and fall of 1992.
Maintenance. During the days before
an anticipated storm event, all elements
of the sampling program had to be kept
in a constant state of readiness. All utility packs were loaded with fresh sample
bottles and other necessary equipment,

Rain gauges and flow meters were checked weekly to assure proper working order.
Each sampling platform was also visited
regularly and inspected for safety and
vandalism.
Weather Monitoring. A weather
forecasting service was contracted to provide two weather forecasts a day, seven
days a week. The forecasts were faxed to
the consultant’s office in Charlotte,
North Carolina, a 1 ½-hour drive from
Winston-Salem; also, unlimited telephone
consultation was provided. A potential
representative storm event would be identiffed at least two days before its anticipated start. Within 18 to 24 hours of
its predicted arrival, a decision would be
made about whether or not to attempt to
sample. Early in the project, sampling
was attempted at every potential representative event to increase the chance of capturing the required number of storms.
Alerting Personnel. When a decision
was made to sample an event, sampling
personnel were alerted. They were told the
approximate times for the storm’s arrival
and their assigned station. Crew members
were called on a rotation at F~rst, however, later in the program, experience
favored personnel who could be contacted the quickest and easiest. Crew
members acknowledging availability for
an event were required to keep the cootdinators apprised of their whereabouts
and approximate schedule up to the point
of mobilization.
Notifying Laboratories. After sampling personnel were alerted, both taboratories were notified. This was especially
crucial for the lab performing the baeteriological analysis. They not only had to
be given sufficient time to set up the lab,
but they also had to have someone available who could perform the analysis
within the six-hour holding time. A single
contact person with the laboratory was
arranged and then alerted in the same
manner as the sampling personnel. The
second laboratory only needed to be
notified of the potential number of samples being delivered.
Checking All Equipment. During the
period between alerting personnel and
actually dispatching them to the stations,
there was time for the coordinators to do
a final check of last minute items. All
utility packs were checked and kept locked in the plywood boxes at each sampling
station. All box locks were keyed the
same and each crew member had a master
key. This allowed the packs to be available to all personnel at all times, and
without the coordinators having to be
present. Final checks were made for rain
gauges and flow meters to assure proper
operation. During this time, periodic
checks with the weather service kept coordinators informed of the upcoming storm
event.
Dispatching Personnel. When the
predicted storm arrival time was three or
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four hours away, the volunteers were con-

tacted again. Actually dispatching them
to the site was handled one of two ways,
based on the confidence level of the forecast. If the event seemed likely to occur
as forecasted and highly probable of producing the required quantity and duration
of precipitation, then personnel were instructed to proceed to the site on their
own as the rain was about to begin. If
there were doubts about the duration and
characteristics of the storm, they were instructed to stand by (ready to mobilize)
until an official word was issued from the
coordinators,
Sampling. As the storm began and personnel arrived on site, the actual sampling
part of the program could finally begin,
Regulations required that the first cornposite fraction, as well as the bulk grab
sample, including VOCs and bacteriological samples, be collected within the
first 30 minutes of runoff. For outfalls
with a base flow, personnel had to decide
when stormwater runoff was actually
occurring. This could take from five
minutes to over an hour, depending on
the intensity of the rain and the characteristics of the watershed. During the sampiing period, HDR coordinators, in two
separate vehicles, visited each station
checking the technicians’ progress. At the
first visit to each station, coordinators
distributed ice packs and collected the
bacteriological samples. After each station had been visited, coordinators met
and one took all of the fecal samples to
the laboratory for immediate analysis,
Repeated visits checked on the progress
of samplers as well as checking rain
gauges and the storm’s progress. In cases
where rain exceeded the maximum allowable for a representative storm within the
first three hours, sampling was aborted
and personnel were released,
Demobilization. When the sampling
period was over, sampling personnel placed the iced utility packs containing the
filled sample bottles back into the wooden
box, and locked them. After this was
done, they were free to go. The coordinators then collected the utility packs as
soon as possible, checked the total inches
of rainfall to verify that the storm was
representative, and brought the containers to a central location. The bulk
samples, composite and grab, were then
immediately broken down from the gallon jugs into the proper containers and
taken with the VOC vials to the lab.
Cleanup. The final task was to clean
everything up. The utility pack equipment
was dried and fresh sample containers
placed in them. Later, rain gauge data
sheets were changed, flow meters were
downloaded, and the refurbished utility
packs were locked back in the boxes,
Based on the time of day and elapsed time
since collection, this was usually done
before the coordinators left the WinstonSalem area and delivering the samples to
the laboratory.
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As noted, developing the final sampling

program was a continuous process of

refining specified field procedures based
on experiences from previous mobilizations. No two sampling events could be
managed exactly the same. After each
storm, sample collection events were
reviewed with respect to any special circumstances of that event, and procedural
adjustments were made if necessary. This
process of always striving to improve kept
team members focused on developing
appropriate solutions to specific situations and logistics issues. Coordinators
and technicians alike were encouraged to
attempt different approaches. The following lists some of the issues that typically
arose while developing and implementing
the sampling program. Suggestions on
how to best address these issues are provided based on the successful efforts in
Winston-Salem.
Everyone is here, where is the rain? For
rain event mobilizations, all sampling personnel should stay near a phone or city
radio to receive weather updates and
mobilization instructions. This not only
reduces the amount of time personnel
must be on site, but it also keeps sampling
coordinators from having to ask an even
more serious question... "The rain is
here, where is everyone?"
When are the sampling coordinators
ever going to get here to pick up the samples? Plywood boxes can be built for each
site and nailed to the platforms. The utility pack equipment can be locked in these
boxes before the volunteers arrive and
then placed back in the boxes to be picked up later by the coordinators. These
boxes can also be big enough to house the
flow meters at each .station. Since the
utility packs can be left safely in the
boxes, this greatly reduces the amount of
time that personnel spend on site after
completing sampling activities. ’
Where are my keys? Multiple sets of
spares should be available for plywood
boxes, rain gauges, storage areas, and
vehicles. A lost or misplaced key ring
could ruin an entire sampling event.
Where is the ........... (fill in the
blank)? It is very hard to remember
everything needed when making a mad
dash to catch a storm; and nothing is
worse than trying to download flow data,
or change a rain gauge sheet, or even collect a sample, when you suddenly realize
the equipment you need is back at the office. Make a checklist for everything! It
only takes a minute to look over, and will
save a lot of time and frustration.
Why won’t this work? Plywood warps,
locks and latches rust, and equipment
breaks down from the inclement weather,
It is essential to have extra of everything;
locks, latches, and hinges must be routinely lubricated; and the operation of all
equipment needs to be checked and rechecked,
ShouM we try to catch a thunderstorm ?
Unfortunately, this was a question best
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answered after the event. Sometimes a

sure representative event becomes a pas-

sing thunderstorm, and vice versa.
Modern technology has not produced the
luxury of hindsight. At the beginning of
any storm sampling program, sampling
should be attempted at every potential
representative event. Later, after having
captured a number of successful sampling
events, sampling efforts can become more
selective. This situation must be dealt with
on a case by case basis, and is dependent
on the confidence level of the sampling
coordinators and the experience and successes of previous sampling efforts.
Where is he? Other related questions
may be "Why did he do that?" or "Did
I tell you to do it that way?" The only
thing more unpredictable than the
weather is trying to determine how peppie will act during the stressful times of
sampling. The biggest challenge is to train
personnel in understanding the purpose
and intent of what they are doing rather
than just giving procedures to follow.
This allows everyone to make competent
decisions on the appropriate actions to
take, even when something unexpected
may happen.
Is there any way to get in touch with
him? Open lines of communication are a
necessity, not just a luxury. Using portable telephones and hand-held radios
allows sampling coordinators to be in
constant contact with each other as well
as with the sampling personnel.
It’s 2:00 am, pouring down rain, and
I am standing here in the dark holding a
bucket waiting for water to come out of
a pipe ........ What am I doing here?
This is a question that everyone involved
in the sampling program may ask themselves at least once. It is important to keep
spirits up even when everything seems to
be going wrong. A few donuts and a litfie coffee can do wonders for morale.
It is impossible to present a perfect
sampling program with universal application. No two situations are exactly the
same, and there is no single "right way."
This particular approach was one that
worked well for us.
The ultimate success of any sampling
program is a function of the following:
¯Capturing the required number of
representative storm events.
¯ Completing sampling activities
within budget and on schedule.
¯ Most importantly, completing field
sampling activities without accident or
personal injury.
The Winston-Salem sampling program
was a success by all measures. Much of
this success can be attributed to the team
approach taken by the city and the consultant. Using available resources and elfectively communicating the program’s
desires and goals were key factors. With
a little hard work and flexibility, the
success of any stormwater sampling program can be just three representative
storms away.
[] [] []

II TWO different water sources, changing blends, and increasing
water demands contributed to design complications at this Call.
fomia facility. Shown are the sedimentation basin and pipe gallery.

Water Plant Achieves Treatment Goals Through Flexibility
JIM BORCHARDT

Principal Engineer,
and
GLEN GRANT
Principal Engineer,
Montgomery Watson,
Walnut Creek, California

T

HE 40-mgd North Bay Regional
Water Treatment Plant (NBR) was
designed with maximum treatment and
operating flexibility to respond to a
number of unique circumstances. The
$32.5-million plant, located in Solano
County, California provides drinking
water to the cities of Fairfield and
Vacaville.
Both cities realized early in the planning process that creating one large plant
at their border eliminated the need for
two smaller treatment plants. Studies coneluded that this joint venture would be
economically feasible. Discussions successfully concluded with a joint powers
agreement between the two cities, and
plant construction was completed in 1990.
Two years of operating data show that
the carefully designed and flexible process
train has met and exceeded water quality
standards,
Flexibility was paramount during planning and design because of the following
conditions:
¯ Changing water supplies. The plant
takes water from two different sources,
The existing Putah South Canal brings
generally good quality water south from
Lake Berryessa. The new North Bay
Aqueduct brings highly variable water-PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

with total organic carbon from 3 to 20
mg/L and turbidities from 10 to 2500
Ntu--west through several interconnecting waterways from the Delta of the
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers,
¯ Changing blends. The variability of
the influent water required a process train
flexible enough to handle a wide range of
water quality. To serve both cities’ needs,
the plant also had to op~rate over a wide
range of flow rates--22.5:l--and changing blends--0 to 100 percent--for either
source,
° Changing regulations. The plant was
designed during a period of regulatory
uncertainty following passage oftheSafe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA) Amendments of 1986. The plant had to be flexible enough to meet current regulations,
as well as satisfy a range of potential
regulatory outcomes under the SDWA.
New regulations governing filtration,
microbiological contaminants, synthetic
organic contaminants, and disinfection
by-products (DBPs)were in initial stages
of development,
° Changing capacity. The plant was
designed to meet the water supply needs
of two rapidly growing communities. The
plant has an ultimate capacity of 90 mgd
and was designed to be readily expanded
in 10-mgd increments, as needed. In fact,
due to unforeseen growth, the plant was
expanded from 30 mgd to 40 mgd during
construction.
Water Quality Variables
The NBR plant is located equidistant
between its two water sources. The Putah
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South Canal brings water south from
Lake Berryessa and the North Bay
Aqueduct (NBA) carries water west from
the Delta of the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers. To reach the plant, NBA
water travels from the Sacramento River
Deep Water Ship Channel through several
waterways. The combined effects of these
interconnecting waterways, local hydrology, agricultural return flows, urban
runoff, tidal influences, and export
pumping rates result in considerable vatiations in water quality. Turbidities of up
to 2500 Ntu have been reported along the
route. Other recurring problems assoelated with this water source include
algae, detectable tastes and odors, and
chemical (synthetic and organic)
pollutants. One significant problem has
been occasional high levels of total
organic carbon.
Data collected during the 24 months of
operation show that the plant, in addition
to meeting current drinking water standards, has exceeded these specially set
treated water quality goals:
Result
Goal
Turbidity
< O. I N TO
0.06 NTU
THMs
< 20 IML
8 ~L
Coliform
< 2.2 MPN
< 2.2 MPN
HPC*
< I O CFUIml
< I CFUIml
Odor
< 2 TON
no odor
* HPC = heterotropic plate count
CFU = colony forming units
The plant was designed with preozonation, flash mixing, flocculation/sedimentation, deep-bed granular
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activated carbon filtration, postozonation, and chloramination. While
none of these processes are unusual individually, the combination of processes,
particularly ozonation with deep-bed
granular activated carbon (GAC) filters
distinguishes the NBR from a conventional plant. In addition, several conventional processes were fine-tuned to make
them work more effectively under the
NBR’s unique conditions,
Pre-ozonation is used instead of chlorine to oxidize inorganic contaminants,
color, and organic matter, and provide initial disinfection. Pre-ozonation replaces
the pre-chlorination step used at most
plants. Pre-chlorination is a major source

of chlorinated organics. Pre-ozonation
also promotes biodegradation of natural
organics to remove DBP precursors biologically,
The plant also has the capability to add
hydrogen peroxide. This is the first
known large scale-installation of peroxide/ozone oxidation in a surface water
plant. By adding hydrogen peroxide
ahead of ozone, a reaction occurs that
promotes a hydroxl radical, which is a
faster and more powerful oxidant than
ozone. Operating practice has been to add
peroxide during the summer when taste
and odor problems usually occur. Application of peroxide and ozone is an example of a new water treatment technology

called "advanced oxidation processes"
that allows the plant to control compounds (e.g. taste and odor) that previously could not be oxidized.
Without the use of chlorine, in-plant
algae growth was a potentially significant
problem. Montgomery Watson designed
a number of changes into the basins to
reduce algae growth. These included:
replacing launders with end-of-basin
weirs; orientation of basins and waikways
to reduce the amount of sunlight on basin
wails; and copper sheathing on the top
four ft of basin wails to act as an algicide.
These design changes have worked extremety well, resulting in almost complete
in-plant algae control.
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tion is choosing an herbicide program that
can accomplish these goals.
In general, sensitive site describes how
the use of herbicides on or near public
areas will affect public reaction. Sites can
be sensitive for different reasons. Sometimes sites are sensitive because members
of the public are apprehensive about herbicide use. Sometimes they are sensitive
because they are located in public areas
such as parks where people are nearby.
Sometimes they are sensitive because
valued ornamentals are present.
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Choose the Right Herbicide

¯ THE Arizona Department of Transportation selects herbicides with the versatility
to be applied in a variety of environments. Above, weed control along a busy roadside,

Controlling Weeds Along Roadsides
and Other Sensitive Sites
works professionals recognize
pUBLIC
that roadside vegetation must be controlled along highways and thoroughfares. If weed growth is not monitored,
safety issues arise. For instance, due to
visibility problems from uncontrolled
weeds, stranded motorists, joggers, or
other pedestrians could be in danger. Furthermore, uncontrolled weeds can be a
fire hazard, possibly ignited by sparks
from a vehicle’s catalytic converter or
muffler,
To reduce fire hazards and public safety risks, maintenance personnel should
use an integrated approach to keep weeds
at acceptable levels. Herbicides are often
a necessary component of such a program.
In the past, products were selected solely because of efficacy and long residual,
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JAMES BREUNINGER, Ph.D,
Located in Sacramento, California, Dr.
Breuninger is a Teclmical Service and Development Specialist for DowElanco, headquartered
in Indianapolis, Indiana.
However, such products may no longer
be tolerated in areas where drift can
damage agricultufal crops or in residential areas that border roads. These areas,
called "sensitive sites," have changed the
use patterns of many herbicides today,
Sensitive sites are a part of virtually
every roadside maintenance program.
The challenge for public works professionals is to effectively control troublesome weeds, yet consider environmental
impact and public acceptance. The solu-
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Regardless of why a site is sensitive,
public workers still need to deal gently,
effectively, and economically with stubborn grassy and broadleaf weeds. And the
key to controlling weeds in sensitive areas
is executing an herbicide program that accommodates all needs and concerns. The
ideal herbicide for sensitive sites should
offer both versatility and public acceptance, In addition, the herbicide should
continue to possess the features public
works professionals depend on such as
optimum length of control and minimal
leaching~characteristics customarily

expected--regardless of wh
sensitive site exists. For this reason,
dinitroaniline herbicides have been the
backbone of most roadside maintenance
programs.
A versatile herbicide is one that can be
used to treat numerous areas: turf, landscaping, and ornamentals. Kent Cairns,
highway maintenance superintendent for
the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADO’I), has been successful with
DowElanco’s SurflanTM pre-emergence
herbicide. This product does not require
immediate incorporation and can be tank
mixed with other products such as
RoundupTM. It is unique among
dinitroaniline products because it does
not photodegrade or volatilize readily,
Therefore, incorporation through rainfall
or irrigation can be delayed for up to 21
days.
Cairns’ crews control weeds in sensitive
sites along 150 miles of highway. In addi-
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The three objectives of the filtration
process were turbidity removal, providing
a barrier against chemical contamination,
and taste and odor control. Pilot studies
were used to investigate the right combination of media size and depth to respond to these objectives. The dual media
filters are unusually deep, containing 6 ft
of GAC over 2.5 ft of sand. The dual
media provide effective filtration for turbidity removal. GAC adsorbs many taste
and odor compounds. The deep bed of
GAC provides a longer contact time,
allowing the GAC to act as a better barrier against chemical contaminant spikes,
The GAC is used primarily as a filter
media, not as an adsorbent. The GAC

media has been in place for two years and
will not be replaced for several years,
Thus the adsorption capacity of the GAC
for the commonly occurring compounds
has probably been exhausted. Research
has shown that even exhausted GAC provides an effective adsorption barrier for
new compounds introduced to the media,
especially when the contaminant is only
present for a short time, such as would
occur with a chemical spill,
One of the consequences of deep-bed
GAC is high bacteria counts from the
filters. Due to concern about DBP formation with chlorine and incomplete
disinfection with chloramines, postozonation was provided. The three-stage

post-ozonation process provided the
strong disinfectant (ozone) required to kill
bacteria. Chloramine or chlorine addition
and a baffled contact basin were provided
prior to the treated water pumps to ensure effective residual disinfection.
Operating results and tests show that
the plant’s design has produced the
benefits it was designed to achieve, including control of taste and odor compounds; reduction in trihalomethane formarion and other DBPs; algae control;
improved coagulation; reduced sludge
production; improved particulate removal; better disinfection; and increased
barriers ~ against organic contaminant
spikes.
V~-----~1

tion, ADOT contracts with 40 landscape
maintenance companies to provide sensitive site weed control in landscaping and
roadside areas all around Phoenix. Cairns
uses several herbicides year round for
ADOT.
And like many public works professionals around the nation, Cairns and his
crews manage landscaping and vegetation
in addition to their general roadside
maintenance,
"We apply herbicides that can be used
in a variety of environments," Cairns
says. ADOT treats so many different
areas that it is unfeasible to use a different
herbicide for every problem, he says. In
landscape areas, ADOT works to control
several troublesome weeds and grasses,
including crabgrass, spurge, and purslane, just to name a few. Some of the
ornamentals to be protected include
oleanders, eucalyptus and palm trees, and
several varieties of ground cover.
ADOT is not the only organization that
relies on versatile products. For most professionals that control weeds in sensitive
sites, it is their livelihood. Just ask Don
Crook, construction maintenance superintendent for Modesto Irrigation District
(MID).
MID is a public-owned agency that
supplies irrigation water to farmers of
Modesto, California, a city with a
population of 160,000. Like many cities
around the nation, Modesto began as a
small farming community. But as the San
Francisco Bay area, only 80 miles away,
has grown so has Modesto. Subdivisions
developed and schools and playgrounds
were built, all alongside thousands of
acres of farmland and 211 miles of irrigation canals,
Crook’s job is to keep those irrigation
canals free of weeds. The canals are surrounded by beautiful landscaping--and
weeds, that if dispersed into the irrigation
water, would end up in farmers’ fields.
And there lies the challenge: Crook and
his crew must keep irrigation canals weed
free, while accommodating adjacent residential areas. These canals often border
school playgrounds and neighborhood

backyards. Families enjoy nightly strolls
on the neatly groomed paths along the
canals,
Crook.. knew meeting this challenge
would require careful study. He needed
to find an herbicide that works on Johnsongrass, but can still be used in sensitive
areas along those canal banks. With careful study, he too, found the right product. "It’s not easy finding an herbicide
that’ll control the tough weeds and still
give you confidence about using it in
public areas. When we find such a product, we stick with it," Crook says.
It is important to use herbicides maintenance workers understand and the
public accepts. Thorough knowledge of
a product--including its label--is essential. Most public workers strive to use
products with the lowest toxicity possit~le,
and that have the "CAUTION" signal
word.
Cairns from ADOT knows that his
crews’ success depends on public acceptance. "We need to make sure we understand our herbicides inside and out,"
Cairns says. "Besides making sure we’re
using effective and safe products, we must
also adequately respond to customer
questions."
ADOT will not use an herbicide without rigorously evaluating it. "When we
decide to use an herbicide, it’s not an
overnight decision. We look at effectiveness, cost and, of course, safety," he
says. In the past ten years, ADOT has
applied more than $I million worth of
herbicides and has maintained a positive
relationship with the public,
In their effort to select an herbicide
compatible with sensitive sites, public
works professionals should not disregard
the other herbicide benefits crucial to their
weed control program. Specifically, keep
in mind the herbicide’s length of control
and leaching potential.
Savings in Hand
Weeding Labor Costs

ADOT’s Cairns says his crews hand weed,
but not nearly as much as they would
without herbicides.
For instance, a recent study from
Auburn Ui~iversity for the nursery busihess shows the substantial hand weeding
labor costs saved by using pre-emergence
herbicides. In surveying state nurseries,
the study’s researchers found that weed
control costs could be reduced by more
than 50 percent by selecting and properly using pre-emergence herbicides.
When selecting an herbicide--and considering various factors such as sensitive
site usage, leaching, and ler~gth of control--the end goal should be to use herbicides as efficiently as possible. Much
has been written about Integrated Pest
Management (IPM). But it is not just a
catch phrase, it is an important concept
that allows maintenance workers to use
herbicides selectively.
The key to controlling weeds through
an lPM program is properly identifying
problem weeds. To achieve optimal resuits, apply the herbicides before problem
weeds germinate. By accurately timing an
application, public works professionals
will save time and labor during their busy
season. They will also reduce dependency on post-emergence herbicides, using
less herbicide overall. Always remember
to read the product label for specific use
and application directions.
Public works professionals need to do
their homework. Sensitive sites along
roadsides can be controlled effectively
and in a way that is acceptable to the
public. The key is choosing herbicides
that can accomplish this goal. Knowledge
is the most powerful tool. Compare the
different products available. Study their
labels and manufacturers’ recommendations. Consider sensitive site concerns,
such as versatility and use in public areas.
But remember other important factors,
like length of control and leaching. By
knowing which herbicides are best for
roadside maintenance programs, weeds in
sensitive sites can be controlled and substantial savings realized in hand weeding
~ ~ []
labor costs.
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Selecting and using the right herbicide
will save public agencies thousands of
dollars in hand weeding labor costs, too.
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Wetland Mitigation and Stream Restoration

¯ AS PART of an 11-acre Maryland wetland mitigation project, crew installs live willow
branches in a stream bank to provide bank stabilization and enhance aquatic habitat,
SUSAN D. BITTER
and
KEITH J. BOWERS
Ms. Bitter is the Ecological Sciences and
Field Services Team Leader for Biohabitats,
Inc. Mr. Bowers is the founder and president
of Biohabitats, Inc. and Ecological Restoration and Management, Inc., design/build
ecological restoration companies based in
Baltimore, Maryland.
and steet with butM IXINGconcrete
tonbush and bulrush may be more
common than one might think. All across
the country, local, state, and federal agenties are increasing their regulations to
protect, replace, and restore wetlands and
streams that are filled and altered for road
construction. These same regulations
often require that impacts to these
resources be mitigated to replace lost
ecosystem values and functions. As a
result, state highway and public works
agencies are often charged with designing and constructing wetlands and
streams along with their roads and
bridges,
Over the past eight years, we have
designed over 50 wetland and stream
restoration/mitigation projects for
various county, state, and federal agenties on the east coast. Much of our work
stems from the need to mitigate and
restore impacts resulting from public
works projects including highways,
utilities, and channel dredging,
The restoration challenge is straightforward: plan, design, and construct a
mitigation project that complies with all
permit conditions, satisfies neighborhood
and community associations, meets
budgetary and scheduling constraints,

and replicates nature. Sound somewhat
complex, if not formidable? Well, yes it
is--especially the replication of nature,
However, there are some important
premises to respect and .apply that will
facilitate the design, construction, and
maintenance of a successful mitigation
project,
Art vs. Science. Wetland and stream
restoration and creation is not an exact
science, but an evolving art based on
scientific theories and successful experiments. Current technology and
knowledge do not afford us the opportunity to completely plan, design, construct, and manage all the biotic and
abiotic resources that comprise a wetland
or a stream. Furthermore, like all landscapes, wetland and stream systems
evolve and change over time, and are subject to a host of changing land use activities throughout a watershed. At best,
one can plan, design, and construct for
the fundamental wetland components:
hydrology, hydric soils, and hydrophytic
plants; and basic stream morphology
components: discharge, gradient, sinuosity, width/depth ratio, channel material
and size, soil stability, channel entrenchment, and valley confinement. As form
follows function, art follows science. The
rule of thumb in restoration/mitigation
is "Use what you do know and build
upon that foundation through application," but be aware of the "dynamic
equilibrium" inherent in all natural
systems,
The Landscape is a Continuum.
Streams and wetlands are complex
ecosystems that we are still trying to
understand and comprehend. To say we
can "create" a wetland or a stream
sounds a bit egotistical, and perhaps
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naive, but to give into the complexity of
the undertaking and do nothing at all may
be more of a disservice to our landscape
than attempting to do something constructive. Wetland mitigation and stream
restoration must be approached with caution and an aff"trmation that Mother
Nature is the best instructor.
The restoration ecologist must look at
the whole system and then analyze the
parts. For example, if contemplating
stream restoration, look at the top of the
watershed and attempt to understand
what makes the stream look and behave
as it does. Travel downstream and learn
what happens when that water leaves your
site. Not only are these systems connected
geographically, but are bridged by time
as well. Your actions today will trigger
events in the future, some predictable and
some not. Everything that is done to
manipulate and change a stream wiL! have
some effect on that system either down
stream or up stream. Be sure to understand to the fullest extent possible the
consequences of your actions and how
they may affect the surrounding landscape.
Setting a Goal. Mitigation of wetlands
and streams must begin with a goal. The
goal must be achievable and at the same
time meet the expectations of all project
participants. Goals are often established
based on the lost values and functions of
the resource(s) being impacted. The goal
may be as simple as reconstructing a
stream bank to arrest erosion or as
elaborate as recreating the exact habitat
of a rare plant. Goals can also combine
resource values and functions with
cultural and economic factors. It may not
be enough to just stabilize a stream bank,
but to stabilize the stream bank while increasing trout habitat and enhancing
water quality. Furthermore, the goal must
be a result of a consensus between all interested parties. Once the goal is determined, a mitigation or restoration plan
can be set into action. We have found it
advantageous to meet with the client and
regulatory agencies before beginning
design concepts and develop a goal, or set
of goals, that meets the expectations of
all parties involved with the project.
It Takes a Team. Preparing and constructing a wetland or stream mitigation
project is one of many steps in the
regulatory process and often involves the
expertise of a multi-disciplinary team of
natural resource scientists, restoration
ecologists, engineers, and collaboration
with the regulatory agencies and the permit applicant. Very few successful projects are the result of individual efforts.
Restoration ecologists are still learning a
great deal about wetland and stream
ecosystems and how they function, not to
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mention how to put them back together
again, and the expertise of many people
and disciplines are needed,
When team building, do not forget to
include the input of concerned citizens
and local neighborhood and environmental organizations. Often their insight into a particular site and their knowledge
er local ecological processes and resources
will provide valuable information for
design and construction. Also consider including a wetland or stream restoration
contractor on yourteam. Their expertise
about construction techniques, plant
availability, access considerations, and
logistics can result in substantial cost sayings not only during construction, but
throughout the maintenance period,
Water, Water Everywhere. The long
term success of any wetland mitigation
and stream restoration project depends on
restoring or creating the appropriate
water budget (hydrology). Unfortunately, for nontidal wetland creation, this is
one of the most difficult variables to
manage. Groundwater levels must be
monitored, surface runoff and flood
flows must be modeled, precipitation and

levels, and surface runoff. Remember the
three main principles of a successful
wetland and stream restoration project:
hydrology, hydrology, and hydrology,
Build a Stable Foundation. Wetland
soils are the primary medium for many
chemical transformations that support
wetland plants, and are a reservoir for
minerals and nutrients required by both
plants and many other biotic resources,
When designing and constructing a
wetland or stream, soil properties must
be considered in response to the anticipated hydrologic regime. Soil
characteristics that must be contemplated
include texture, organic matter, pore
space, and chemical properties such as
pH. In most cases, a soil’s chemical and
physical properties must be managed or
altered to attain an optimum foundation
for hydrophytic plant growth, chemical
transformations, and mineral and
nutrient cycles. Without a stable base
from which to build, desired plant cornmunitieffand wildlife habitat are a guess
at best.
Like hydrology, know thy soils. Learn
both the physical and chemical para-

climate, topography, solar radiation,
orientation, and biological interaction.
Native plant species found growing in
environments similar to the created wetland provide a reliable source for plant
design selection. Additionally, the use of
local native species provides a genetic advantage for plant adaptation and survivability. Plant selection in mitigation
and restoration projects must also take into consideration plant availability and
costs, estimated mortality, reproduction
rates, sizes and spacing requirements,
pests and diseases, and biotic intera~ions.
Start Early and Stay Late, Successful
wetland mitigation and stream restoration
projects are often incorporated into the
project early in the planning and design
process and are a part of the project for
up to five years after completion. By
analyzing wetland and stream impacts
earlyin the planning stages of a highway,
it is possible to avoid impacts by altering
alignments and minimize impacts by
changing design details. Why do wetland
mitigation and stream restoration when
you do not have to?
If wetland mitigation or stream restoration is required, assign it a prominent role
in the design process. Often mitigation
and restoration requirements can be
satisfied and incorporated into the design
of a highway with minimal additional
costs and time. Furthermore, integrating
the design of wetland mitigation and
stream restoration with the rest of the
project will help ensure its long term
SUCCESS,

[] FOUR months after installation, willows have leafed out, Roots growing into
the stream bank prevent erosion and protect the bank from storm events,
evapotranspiration must be calculated,
and a water budget must be created. The
water budget determines the amount and
duration of water moving in, through,
and out of the wetland. Water budgets
govern the final elevations and grade of
the wetland, dictate plant selections, and
define specific wetland values and funclions. Without reliable, long term
monitoring data, accurate planning and
design forspecificwaterbudgetsisilmited
at best. Likewise with streams, water controis all other ecological processes,
Whether it be sediment transport, stream
bank erosion, or trout habitat, water is
the key to defining stream values and
functions,
Know your water budgets and hydrology. Know how water gets to the site and
how it leaves the site. Apply field experiments and set up monitoring devices
to record stream flows, groundwater
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meters of the site’s soils and how these
parameters will affect the desired plant
community. Of equal importance is
knowing everything about any softs imported onto the site too.
Green Side Goes Up. If the hydrology
is predictable and the appropriate softs are
in place, wetland and riparian plant selections can then be made. Wetland and
riparian plants can grow in an environment that is typically inundated
periodically throughout the growing
season. The tolerance to inundation,
which includes both the frequency and
duration of water contact, varies depending on the physiology of each plant
species. Some plants may require constant
inundation of water to survive (e.g., cattails) where others may tolerate only short
periodic inundations (e.g., ash), Plant
survivability is not only dependent on
hydrology and soils, but also on micro51

The other critical time often ignored by
agencies and permit applicants is the postconstruction period. No matter how well
planned and executed, al! mitigation and
restoration projects need maintenance.
Remember, ecological systems change
over time and space, often in unpredictable ways. Federal and state agencies are
now requiring maintenance and warranty of wetland mitigation and stream
restoration projects for up to five years,
and longer in some cases.
Maintenance must be incorporated into the project to reach and satisfy the
goals of the project. Maintenance activities may include wildlife predation
protection, dead and diseased plant
removal and replacement, exotic plant
eradication, trash and debris clean-up,
soil supplements, and hydrologic
modifications. Additionally, plant
material often needs watering throughout
the establishment period, primarily
throughout arid regions of the country.
A successful mitigation and restoration
project has a contingency plan(s) to handie unexpected situations.
Landscaping vs. Ecological Restoralion. The failure of many past projects
can be directly attributed to the inexperience of the construction/landscape
contractor combined with the lack of proper supervision. In mitigation and
restoration projects it is impossible to
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design for all conditions at all times. Consequently, it is imperative that the contractor or a construction manager be able
to make intelligent field changes to ensure
the success of the project. This requires
a thorough understanding of the project
goal and thorough knowledge of project
components including plant hydrologic
regimes, plant material, soil conditions,
and surrounding potential influences.
Manipulating the final grade three inches
or moving a specific plant three feet may
mean the difference between a successful
project and a failure.
Ecological restoration construction
firms should possess the skills and experience to make sure the project is installed and maintained properly. If you
contract with a standard landscape contracting firm that does not possess the required expertise, make sure you retain the
design consultant or a construction
manager with the right qualifications that
can supervise the project.
Scruples. Ecological restoration is an
III EMPLOYEES of the Parks and Recreation Department take great pride in ensudng that
attempt to reverse the trend of unsusHinesville’s many parks are kept beautifully manicured following the management change.
tainable development. Everything we do
to the landscape affects the capacity of
the landscape to sustain an environment
suitable forlifeaswenowknowit. The
use of exotic plant material, unnecessary
ferti’izers and pesticides, and other high
maintenance "improvements" will
ultimately limit the earth’s capacity to
support life. Ecological restoration
represents a significant step in reversing
ONETHA MINGLI=DORFF
reconciled, it seems that the positive
this trend to restore and create sustainable
and
changes that have occurred in the departlandscapes.
ADRIENNE MOCH
ment have resulted in a more cost-effecWilliam McDonough stated our ethical
tire operation.
Ms. Mingledorff is Hinesville, Georgia’s City
responsibility rather succinctly, "Nature
doesn’t have a design problem, after all; Clerk/Treasurer. Ms. Moch is an Editor at
Good Track Record
Management International, Inc.,
human beings have a design problem." Operations
Kingwood, Texas.
The
management
company is no
A few sustainable design and construction
newcomer to Hinesville. The firm has
points to follow inclade:
lUSH green lawns and stately live
operated the city’s 7.2-mgd trickling
¯ Minimize the destruction of one
--- oak trees, many with Spanish moss
f’flter/solids contact wastewater treatment
habitat for the benefit of another,
gracefully cascading through their
facility since 1984. Because ofthesuccess
(Remember, peat moss is mined from
branches, are indicative of the atof that arrangement, the addition of other
wetlands. Specify alternatives if
mosphere that permeates the southeast
public works functions to the company’s
available.)
Georgia city of Hinesville (population
scope of work was contemplated.
¯ Advocate the minimization of ex21,603). Residents are proud of their
City administrator Billy Edwards betremely invasive procedures to native
community, which plays host to the 24th
lieves that having a previous relationship
landscapes including wholesale regrading, Infantry Division housed at Fort Stewart,
with the company through which a trustmajor changes in drainage patterns, and and that pride is evident to even the most
ing partnership was developed made the
replacement of native plant material for short-term visitor,
decision to expand its scope of work a litnon-indigenous plants.
In early 1992, Hinesville’s city council
tle easier. He said it is difficult to design
¯ Emphasize landform and grading to and staff made the difficult decision to
a contract that includes all potential
create designs, rather than hard structures
contract out its entire public works
public works issues, so trust must go both
and surfaces. Balance cut and fill
department toaprivatefirm, Operations
ways to ensure the partnership is
¯ Do not plant any species that may
Management International, Inc. (OMI).
successful.
become invasive and decimate native They knew that this public-private partOne of the biggest early challenges that
habitats. A few plants that should not be
nership would receive continual scrutiny
faced
the management company was
planted include Norway maple, Russian
from citizens of the community,
gaining the trust of the staff, many of
olive, Amur and Tartarian honeysuckle,
Now, more than a year after the private
whom were wary of their new employer.
multiflora rose, kudzu, common reed,
firm took responsibility for operating the
"We had to convince the employees that
purple loosestrife, and red rescue,
public works department, Hinesville
we were there to help them," said Larry
Aldo Leopold, one of the great
leaders are congratulating themselves on Harper, project administrator. "A lot of
naturalists said, "Things are wrong,
their foresight. Residents are pleased with
people thought we would be ’the terrainmorally wrong, whenever our biotic comthe professionalism they see exhibited by
ator’ and were put in a sheer terror zone.
munity is degraded." Ecological restora- company employees; the morale of the
One of the most exciting things we’ve seen
tion can be a powerful mechanism to
staff, most of whom are former city emis how the employees have adapted to bereverse global ecological degradation, ployees, is at an all-time high; and
ingpaidto think," Harper added, referV’IIN[~
although cost figures have not yet been
ring to the company’s "Obsessed With

Pubtic.Pri ate Partnersidp
Works for Georgia City
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Quality" process that stresses employee
empowerment,
An indication of how well employees
have adapted to new management came
with the June 1993 publication of a
special edition of The Pride, an in-house
newsletter, that featured comments from
several staff members about how they feel
about their jobs since the management
change was made. The publication’s tone
is overwhelmingly positive. In addition to
winning over the employees, another big
challenge for the company was gaining an
understanding of the city’s operations
within the first 60 days, maintaining services while learning about current practices. It was only after that process was
completed that improvements could be
initiated,
Harper stresses that the talent core was
always there, and it has been allowed to
flourish through the successful partnership. In addition to continuing to manage
the operation of the wastewater treatment
facilities, OMI employees are charged
with the overall administration of the
public works department, water treatment
and distribution, meter reading, streets
and vehicle maintenance, parks and
grounds maintenance, mosquito control,
and sanitation,
Perhaps the most significant operational changes have occurred in the vehicle maintenance and sanitation areas,
Organizational and scheduling alterations
have increased employee morale and led
to pride in exceeding their customers’
expectations,
The vehicle maintenance department
has become a 7-day-a-week operation,
eliminating the backlog of work that oceurred with the previous 5-day-a-week
schedule. In addition to receiving ex-

cellent mechanical service, customers’
vehicles are washed before being
returned,

Computerized Routes
The sanitation department has computerized its routes, posted daily
schedules, and streamlined the operation
so that more work is completed with less
equipment and personnel. Just recently,
the entire solid waste pickup schedule was
altered to plan for the city’s future
growth, and a recycling program is in the
works,
Most important, however, is the change
in the way sanitation employees view their
jobs. Cross-training has improved employee morale and led to improved service, with all employees assisting as
necessary to pick up both household
refuse and dry trash. To commemorate
employees’ dedication to their work, the
ROC(K).Award is presented quarterly to
the sanitation department employee who
best exemplifies pride in his job, and
recipients’ photos are featured in the local
newspaper,
In addition to improving public works
management, one of the goals of the city
in hiring the management company was
to save money. The books will not be
closed on the initial period of OMI operation until the end of October 1993 (to
coincide with the city’s fiscal year), but
both city and company officials are optimistic that the bottom line will be another
reinforcement of the benefit of their
partnership.
Harper said cross-training will definitety have a positive effect on the budget,
especially in the sanitation and utilities
areas, where staff consolidation has resuited in more cost-effective operations,

¯ SANITATION crows work on mutes that have been computerized to enhance efficiency,
The department successfully coped with an unexpected workload after a storm in Mamh.
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For example, he pointed out that meter
readers are being trained as operators and
being encouraged to study for their
Georgia certifications.
Mayor Allen Brown notes that he does
not know if the city could have gotten
through the aftermath of the unexpected
severe winter storm in March without the
management firm in place. With refuse
pickups more than five times the norm,
supervisors were out on trucks to assist
with the cleanup, and those actions irapressed city officials, residents, and
employees alike.
The management company can see
things that city employees did not see.
Having the chance to take a fresh look
at established procedures has benefitted
residents to the point that even the city’s
mosquito population has declined. Instead of continuing the spraying program
the city had in place, the company researched the situation and implemented
a program based on specific data and able
to be monitored for effectiveness.
Harper attends city staff meetings as a
department head, so he is well aware of
the pulse of thle community. He and all
other company employees work hard to
ensure that the public works department
responds to both stated and unstated resident needs. For example, employees have
gone to several areas around the city and
cleaned them up, often on their own time,
actions that serve to strengthen the bond
between the city and its contract operator.
Synergistic Management
Style
The company’s synergistic management style has also afforded many Hinesville employees the opportunity to assist
at the company’s other Georgia projects.
Being empowered to contribute in a
global fashion to their employer’s success
is one of the main focuses of the quality
process. This emphasis on quality has
spilled over to Hinesville, as it is working with a quality consultant to implement
its own Obsessed With Quality process.
Another sign of the benefit of the citycompany alliance is that since turning
over the operation of its public works
department to the private company,
Hinesville has been visited by officials
from several communities that are curious
about how its public-private partnership
works. Edwards is pleased to see the city
as a role model and even more pleased
that the decision to contract out the public
works department has resulted in significant benefits for Hinesville residents.
One benefit is the continued presence
of Fort Stewart, which is the city’s leading
industry and employer. While many military bases across the country are being
closed or scaled back, another brigade is
being moved to Fort Stewart. Hinesville
believes this shows the military’s confidence in Hinesville’s ability to serve its
personnel.
[] [] []
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[] BIRDS attracted to Insects stirred up by mowing activities may be hazardous to aircraft operations.

Airports Use Herbicides to Improve Safety, Lower Costs

U

SING herbicides to manage airport
utility turf can offer substantial safety and economic advantages over conventional and repetitive mowing cycles, according to managers of several Florida
airports and a leading southern agronomic consulting firm.
Several years of field trials and commercial use of herbicides on airport turf
show that "chemical mowing" greatly
reduces the safety hazards associated with
mowers working in close proximity to
runways and active aircraft,
Herbicide programs have also allowed
airport operators to reduce the mowing
cycles necessary. This reduction in mowing translates into lower equipment depreciation and overall operation costs,
"Use of herbicides is especially advantageous for maintaining turf in the
south," said Ron HiLl, an agronomic consultant with Weed Systems Equipment,
Inc., a Keystone Heights, Florida firm
that designs and builds precision spray
equipment for research and commercial
use. The company also conducts contract
research and turfgrass consulting services,
Frequent Mowing Cycles
More frequent mowing cycles are
necessary under southern conditions
because of longer growing seasons, adequate rainfall, and the degree of vegetatire competition, according to the consultent. "Nine-day mowing cycles are cornmon in the south, and the number of
mowings per season can range into the
20s," he stressed. "By using herbicides,
the number of necessary mowings can be
reduced by one-third or even one-half."
Hill also pointed out that many Florida
airports apply herbicides along airport
perimeter fence lines to keep weeds from
encroaching on runways. It is difficult to
mow along fence lines, damage to fences
54

and equipment is common, and mowing
along fence lines is very labor intensive.
Perhaps the biggest plus of chemica!
mowing is improved safety for aircraft
and mower operators alike. At most airports, runways cannot be shut down during mowing operations. Consequently,
mowing is often accomplished piecemeal
between rake-offs and landings, or during night or early morning when flight activity is minima[,
"Murphy’s Law comes into play where
airport mowing is concerned," said Murl
Mitchell, maintenance supervisor for the
Sarasota/Bradenton airport in Sarasota,
Florida. "Anytime you mix airplanes with
mowing equipment, the possibility for accidents is very high."
Considerable danger is also posed by
birds feeding behind mowers, Mitchell
commented. Mowing attracts large flocks
of birds that congregate to feed on insects
stirred up by mowing activity. By reducing the number of mowings, bird activity that can interfere with flight operations
is greatly reduced. According to Hill,
birds also gather and cluster in tall, unmowed grass. When airport maintenance
crews get behind schedule with mowing,
the number of birds attracted to the airport perimeter increases significantly,
The mowing season at Sarasota/Bradenton Airport runs from late April to early October. Two 15-ft mowers pulled by
diesel tractors make between 18 and 21
cycles during that period of time every
year. It takes nine working days to complete a single mowing cycle at an average
of 152 man-hours per cycle.
Seventy-five percent of the 1100 acres
within the airport perimeter is mowed,
Since 1989, Mitchell and his crews have
experimented with herbicide applications
on several plots within the perimeter. Herbicides used include Campaign® (MonPUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993
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santo Company, St. Louis, Missouri),
OustTM, and VelparTM (E.I. duPont de
Nemours and. Company, Wilmington,
Delaware).
"In some areas where we’ve applied
herbicide, we’ve been able to get by with
two mowings--compared to a norm of
five mowing cycles," Mitchell pointed
out. "If we can reduce mowing by onethird, it wilI amount to a significant sayings for us."
Reducing Foreign
Object Damage
At Lakeland Linder Regional Airport
in Lakeland, Flo~da, herbicides are also
being evaluated as a means of reducing
mowing costs and improving safety.
Every spring, during the annual Sun ’rt
Fun Experimental Aircraft Association
Fly-In, the airport will conduct over
30,000 flight operations in a single week.
By comparison, the Atlanta airport-often billed as the world’s busiest-conducts ordy 10,000 flight operations per
week.
"During the week of the Fly-In, we
become the busiest airport in the entire
world," said Gary P. Quill, airport directot. During the rest of the year, the airport will have an additional 120,000
operations. With such a high level of
flight operations, safety concerns are first
and foremost. Herbicides are used to
eliminate weeds in runway cracks and the
special dangers that these weeds pose.
"Weeds growing in runway and taxiway cracks pose a real safety hazard,"
Quill explained. "They contribute to the
chipping away of pavement. These pieces
of pavement--if sucked into aircraft
engines--can threaten aviation safety.
They can also do extensive damage to
planes. We’re trying to eliminate this type
of foreign object damage."

Weeds growing in cracks also speed up
the deterioration of runway and taxiway
surfaces, especially when water gets into
the cracks and freezes. Not surprisingly,
damage to these surfaces is expensive to
correct. Spraying weeds in cracks and
crevices with herbicide eliminates this
problem and decreases runway deterioration.
According to Bill Morton, Jr., maintenance supervisor at Lakeland Linder
Regional Airport, herbicides have also
proven useful for turf maintenance
around runway lights. "Keeping grass
mowed and trimmed around runway
lights is very labor-intensive," Morton explained. "These lights are also delicate
and easily damaged by mowers. Using a
backpack sprayer for herbicide application, we can treat a circle around runway
lights and avoid using the mowers for this
job altogether."
Herbicides used at Lakeland include
15 miles of ditchline within the airport
perimeter, Rodeo® herbicide is used.
for use in and around water. Rodeo and
Roundup are Monsanto products.
"Keeping our drainage ditches clear of
vegetation ensures fast, efficient drainage
and minimizes potential dangerous sheet
flow of water over runways," Morton
said. "Poorly draining ditches that are
clogged with vegetation increase the
potential for increased sheet flow or pending of water on pavement surfaces. We
also reduce the environmental impact of
the airport by keeping water moving
through ditches that serve as mitigation
areas, to improve the quality of runoff
water."

Esthetics Arelmportant
The annum Sun ’n Fun Fly-ln routinely draws almost 300,000 people to the
Lakeland Airport grounds. Many of these
visitors camp on the airport grounds, and
media coverage of the event is constant.
"Because of the Fly-ln, esthetics are
more important for us than they are at
most other airports," Morton explained,
"We try to maintain our utility turf
almost to golf-course standards."
Two employees spend all of their time
on mowing chores. "We’re trying to find
ways to free up these people so they can
concentrate on landscaping and other
esthetic chores--especially in front of the
terminal," Morton added. "Use of herbieides is helping us accomplish this."
Morton says that cattle egrets feeding
behind mowers can also be a problem at
times. "Birds can go through an aircraft
windshield during take-offs and landings,
causing serious injury to pilots. Also,
birds can total an aircraft engine if one
gets sucked in. Even the damage caused
by a bird striking the a wing can be
significant--both in terms of repair costs
Vl[~ V1
and the threat to safety."
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I~ RAINFALL induced infiltration enters sheared pipe at the rate of 45,000 gpd.

Municipal Program Combines
Rainfall Induced Infiltration
JAMES D. McGREGOR, P.E.
HAROLD M. KLEIN
and
JOHN LYONS
Mr. McGregor is a senior associate with
Killam Associates, Miflburn, New Jersey. Mr.
Klein is the Township Administrator and Mr.
Lyons is the Superintendent of Sewers, Piscataway, New Jersey.
THE Township of Piscataway, located
| in northern New Jersey, has a
population of about 47,100. The
township has a mixture of low density and
condominium residential connections and
significant commercial and industrial
wastewater users.
The township owns and maintains a
sanitary sewer system containing over 165
miles of municipal sanitary sewers. The
sewer system also contains a network of
building connection sewers of unknown
length. Approximately 73 percent of the
municipal sewers are 8-in. diameter pipes
consisting of day, asbestos cement, and
plastic pipe.
Wastewater flow from the community is treated by the Middlesex County
Utilities Authority (MCUA). The wastewater reaches the wastewater treatment
plant through the MCUA interceptor
sewer system. The MCUA meters Piscataway wastewater flows at eight metering
chambers. The wastewater costs are partially apportioned on the basis of flow.
These flow-related charges fluctuate significantly during dry and wet rainfall
years because substantial rainfall-related
extraneous flows enter the sanitary sewer
collection system,

Although the extraneous flow problem
has existed since the sanitary sewers were
constructed, no concerted program was
undertaken to control the extraneous
flows until 1989 when the township rerained Killam Associates to assist them
with the extraneous flow problems.
The decision to retain a consultant was
not solely prompted by high wastewater
treatment costs. Within the township the
sanitary sewer extraneous flows were
causing additional problems. The problems were most critical during significant
prolonged rainfalIs when peak extraneous
flow rates developed. The hydraulic
loading imposed by the peak extraneous
flows caused the following:
* sewage overflows from some manholes;
¯ sewage backups into some homes;
* bypass pumping into storm sewers at
some sites to prevent backups into homes;
¯ activated high wateralarmsatpumping stations;
¯ increased pumping costs;
,, required emergency responses by the
department of public works (DPW);
¯ required responses to residents’
complaints;
* restricted potential development in
some small sewer drainage basins;
* made the township vulnerable to a
future sewer ban or regulatory fines.
The predominant subsurface geology is
soft red shale with sandstone beds. This
geology provides ideal conditions for
rainfall induced infiltration (RII), a type
of groundwater infiltration prevalent in
collection systems with subsurface rock.
A 1990 EPA report to Congress, (Rainfall Induced Infiltration Into Sewer Sys-
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terns, Report to Congress August, 1990,
430/09-90-005), indicates the characteristics and problems associated with RII
include:
¯ rapid infiltration increase that mirrots the rainfall event followed by a somewhat similar decrease when the rain stops;
* frequently mistakenassurfacewater
inflow, which results in poor achievemeats by some sewer rehabilitation
programs;
¯ peak RII can cause dr~ weather
wastewater flows to increase by 3.5 to 20
times;
¯ RII can represent 60 to 90 percent of
wet weather extraneous flows;
¯ rainfall enters the sewer system by
percolating through the soil of sewer
trenches;
¯ sewer trenches channel the water to
defects along the sewers;
¯ shallow sewer trenches (4-in. diameter building sewer connections) are more
vulnerable to RII;
¯ deeper interceptor sewers are less
susceptible to RII;
¯ subsurface rock maximizes the influence of RII because the groundwater
cannot infiltrate into the ground below
the sewer pipes;
¯ appreciable hydrostatic heads
develop in rock sewer trenches, rapidly
accelerating infiltration rates at sewer
defects,
KiIIam Associates previously identified
RII as a significant problem in northern
New Jersey during sewer investigations in
nearby communities with identical subsurface rock geology and extraneous flow
problems. To accurately identify RII
sources, the consultant modified its
sanitary sewer investigation procedures,
Traditional sewer system evaluation techniques were abandoned, and field investigations focused on identifying peak RII.
This meant developing dry weather base
flows, then mobilizing during RII periods
to conduct metering, record instantaneous flow measurements, and identify
manholes and specific sewer lines with
RII. Most importantly, television inspection of the sewers was only scheduled
when RII was active. These procedures
ensure that major sources of RII are cotrectly identified and appropriate sewer
rehabilitation work recommended,
The consultant initially investigated a
small sanitary sewer basin designated as
the Gramercy Park area. The basin conrains about 38,000 ft of asbestos cement
municipal sewers. The field investigations
revealed the following:
¯ RII caused the extraneous flows;
¯ peak RII was 13 times the dry
weather flow;
¯ 21 percent of the municipal sewers
contained 90 percent of the RII;
¯ interceptor sewers partially blocked
with grease and debris from vandalism
were contributing to sewage backup
problems;
56

* 4-in. diameter building connection
sewers contributed 62 percent of the RII
within television inspected sewers;
¯ some manholes contributed high RII
flows (80,000 gpd maximum measured in
one manhole);
¯ RII entering municipal sewers could
be eliminated by spot repairs and
grouting,

diameter sewers included a 360-degree
radial view color camera and a minicamera for small diameter pipe (Cues
Inc., Orlando, Florida). The equipment
has proven valuable for identifying extraneous flow problems within accessible
sewers. The radial view camera has determined that some building connection
pipes are leaking within t ft of the
municipal sewer. These leaks are the
result of poor quality construction work
or non-watertight connections by
plumbers. The radial view camera has
also identified some utility poles that
damaged asbestos cement pipes.
The mini-camera locates extraneous
flow problems and maintenance problems
along building connections. Most ideatiffed problems along the 4-in. diameter
pipes are related to structural damage
caused during the original construction or
caused by construction of nearby utilities
after the pipe was installed.
Continuing Investigations

Engineering Recommendations
The consultant recommended that the
township DPW become actively involved
with the RII investigations and sanitary
sewer rehabilitation because the DPW
had a television inspection rig, sewer jet
rushers, and the capability to excavate
and repair damaged sanitary sewers. A
cooperative venture between the DPW
and the consultant would minimize contractor costs for television inspection; fully utilize DPW capabilities to investigate
and rehabilitate the sanitary sewer; provide training to DPW personnel in television techniques needed to locate RII; train
DPW personnel in flow measurement
techniques to identify and quantify peak
extraneous flows; train DPW personnel
to make water tight sewer repairs; and
demonstrate the need for high quality
work during RII investigations and sewer
rehabilitation work.
The township administrator and governing body evaluated the Gramercy Park
sewer investigation findings and decided
to adopt an aggressive program to reduce
sanitary sewer system extraneous flows,
They recognized that controlling extraneous flows would require reducing extraneous flows from the network of 4-in.
diameter building sewers as well as the
municipal sewer pipe. They also recognized that the field investigations were
detecting significant maintenance probferns. This added benefit enabled DPW
to resolve some sewer backup problems
and prevent future sewer backups,
Township officials made the important
decision to adopt a policy of investigating
and rehabilitating defects along building
connection pipes. The DPW is viewed as
a department with a responsibility for
assisting the public with various problems. This is especially important where
sanitary sewers are concerned because the
sewers are underground and require specialized investigation techniques to
evaluate problems. A mini-camera gave
the DPW the ability to inspect 4-in.
diameter pipes.
Existing records and television findings
within the Gramercy Park sewer basin indicated that many building connection
problems existed in the municipal rightof-way.
TV Inspection Equipment
The new television inspection equipmeat purchased by the township to improve its sanitary sewer inspection capabilities and permit inspections of the 4-in.

The tovc~hip recognizes the benefits of
the cooperative venture to identify sanitary sewer extraneous flows. The consultant’s field procedures expedite the
process of identifying major extraneous
flows and minimize the costs for nonproductive investigation tasks. For instance, the traditional tasks of smoke
testing and dye water testing have hardly
been used.
Investigations are ongoing in two additional drainage basins that also have
severe extraneous flow problems. Similar
sewer defects and building cormection
traneous flow problems are being detected. Flow from both of these drainage
basins is metered by the MCUA. Therefore it will be easy to monitor the extraneous flow reduction effects of proposed sewer rehabilitation work.
A successful flow reduction program is
anticipated because some major extraneous flow sources have been pinpointed by the field investigation procedures. The most noteworthy finding has
been the detection of a 1430-ft portion of
8-in. diameter municipal sewer not shown
on the sanitary sewer map. The sewer
alignment is in a right-of-way partially
along a small brook. Smoke testing by the
DPW identified five homes connected to
the sewer. The dry weather average daily
flow from the sewer is about 2000 gpd.
During a 1.83-in. rainfall in November
1992, the peak RII flow from the sewer
was 240,000 gpd, which is 120 times the
dry weather flow. Even more astounding
was the peak RII flow of 900,000 gpd,
measured during a 4.29-in. rainfall in
December 1992. The RII rate was 450
times the dry. weather flow!
The planned rehabilitation of this sewer
will have a dramatic impact in reducing
extraneous flows from the sewer basin.
Future wastewater treatment cost savings
will be appreciable.
[] [] []
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Connecticut DOT Turns to Partnering
ARTHUR W. GRUHN, P.E.
Director of Construction,
Connecticut DOT,
Wethersfield, Connecticut
HE Connecticut Department of
TTransportation
(ConnDOT) has instituted a voluntary "partnering agreemeat" as part of the project management
strategy for a series of bridge rehabilitations along State Route 8 in the town of
Seymour. The goal of this action is to
foster carefully-coordinated teamwork
necessary to overcome fast-track scheduling challenges, to avoid potentially high
monetary penalties, and to minimize the
number of claims associated with the
$12-million contract. Work began in
April 1993 and must be completed on or
before November 30, 1994.
Like many other states, ConnDOT has
battled a rising number of claims on projects in recent years. Currently, the state
has more than 50 active claims on its
books worth an aggregate total of about
$50 million. The state began studying
partnering in 1990-199!, but delayed implementing it until this year due to staff
and other cutbacks. The Seymour project
presents an ideal candidate to test the concept in this state.
The project has been awarded to
O & G Industries, Inc., a Torrington,
Connecticut general contractor with past
experience in partnering on a U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers project in Louisiana.
The practice has gained favor after proving successful on hundreds of millions of
dollars worth of Corps and Arizona
Department of Transportation (ADOT)
projects and others under the auspices of
major public and private construction
buyers,

How it Works

..

Construction buyers in the private sector were the first to accept partnering,
especially on design/build projects. Other
entities, including the Corps, ADOT,
General Services Administration, Federal
Highway Administration, state and local
governments, and the Associated General
Contractors of America (AGC), foresee
the practice as the trend for the future and
have encouraged it on hard bid programs,
as well.
The implementation of partnering normally begins before construction begins,
although it has also been used to rescue
projects running behind schedule or over
budget. The process starts with an orionration, or partnering conference, attended
by representatives of the owner, major
contractors, design consultants, and
others likely to interact regularly
throughout the work.
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This initial meeting is normally run by
an outside facilitator and often involves
administration of behavioral/personality
trait tests to provide participants with insight into their communication styles and
other people skills. Following that step,
the facilitator then has the group mutually
develop the terms of a formal "charter,"
the accord that all participants sign.
This agreement corresponds to the project’s business plan, outlining mutual
goals and methods essential to the projcot’s success. The other key elements norreally include a team evaluation process
by which the team can assess its progress
or shortfalls, a process for identifying
methods of improvement, and a protocol
for instilling decision-making at the
lowest level of authority possible, ideally

with field supervision personnel to expedite the process. Follow-up workshops
are also held to review the level of team
commitment thereafter.
Partnering does not displace the obligetigris and protection of the lega!ly-binding
contracts, however. Partnering agreemeats are strictly voluntary so their success depends on the moral integrity and
mutual trust achieved between all parties.
The practice has been termed analogous
to "restoring the handshake" that once
characterized the industry. This level of
mutual trust has been compromised in recent years by: the onerous nature of contemporary contracts; the practice of some
contractors intentionally bidding a project low on the premise that an adequate
profit can be salvaged later on through

Partnership Agreement Between State of Connecticut
Department of Transportation,
O & G Industries, inc.,
Greiner, Inc.,
and
The Maguire Group
for the project 124-146 Reconstruction of Bridges 587, 588 and
1062, Route 8, Seymour, Connecticut
The general objective of this partnering agreement is to construct a quality project
in a way that provides a welt-designed, well-constructed bridge deck consistent with
the construction time frame and safety for the general public and construction
workers, so that the bridge will have a significant life span and minimal maintenance.
To do whatever is .possible to keep a high degree of cooperation and to ensure
the proper lines of communication remain open between all parties involved.
To create an atmosphere minimizing liquidated damages, claims, disputes, and
litigation in a way that is consistent with the intent of the contract and the interests
of all parties so that no party bears an unfair financial burden.
To minimize public inconvenience in a way that recognizes, plans for, and monitors
disruptions to the normal operation of the roadway throughout and adjacent to the
construction site so that the public can be informed as to the status of the project.
To institute a testing program that provides timely and on-site results, consistent
with recognized testing standards so that on going quality of construction can be
maintained and decision in regards to Monday morning openings can be made based
on measured results.
To develop a chain of command that acts in a timely manner to resolve all design
and construction problems with the express purpose of keeping the project flowing

efficiently. Standard operating procedures will be modified where necessary.
To recognize the unique schedule requirements of the project and work
cooperatively to reduce schedule impacts and complete the overall project on or
ahead of schedule.
To resolve all conflicts at the lowest possible level by establishing an issue
resolution and escalation procedure.
To recognize and respect the mutual financial goals of the participating
organizations in the decision making process.
To institute an enjoyable work environment in a way that individuals maintain their
professional perspective and meet their personal project goals so that the partners
can be proud of the project.
To institute an enjoyable work environment in a way that individuals maintain their
professional perspective and meet their personal project goals so that the partners
can be proud of the project.
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change
orders and
claims:rather
and bythan
a gen-CoComposting
eral inclination
to litigate
"
Serves Tennessee County
mitigate differences.
This has resulted in too much energy
being devoted on many projects to
"building a case" for resolution later than
to focusing on expeditious correction of
errors and to maintaining open lines of
communications and trust at the field
level. The ultimate outcome throughout
the industry has been higher costs, lower
profits, and compromises in productivity,
schedules, and quality. Frankly, a judge
or jury lacking the technical expertise to
objectively assess construction claims
seldom proves advantageous to anyone.
Where partnering agreements have
been utilized, average schedule reductions
of 11 percent have been reported (at no
loss in quality) and with fewer unresolved
claims. Using the practice, ADOT anticipates $7 million worth of savings on $415
million worth of infrastructure projects,
ADOT expects an 18 percent average
reduction in schedules, a 33 percent
reduction in consulting engineer costs,
and has identified $880,000 in value
engineering savings, which are split 50/50
between A.DOT and contractors. Twentyone projects, worth $64 million, of the 97
subjected to partnering have been completed since 1991. This and Corps
achievements caught the attention of
ConnDOT.
Chailet~ges of Boute 8
Work on the Route 8 viaducts is
restricted to continuous 59-hour periods
on weekends. Potential penaltiesrangein
amounts from $5,000 for the first halfhour up to $9,900 for the third half-hour
increment for missing the 6 a.m. deadline
on Mondays to reopen the roadway to
traffic. Liquidated damages in the
amount of $10,000 per diem also apply
for each day the contractor exceeds the
total schedule of 508 days or for each day
exceeding certain work packages therein,
ConnDOT has subdivided the work into
two phases and three sites,
Site 1 involves two northbound and
two southbound lanes of Route 8 over
Route 313 and the Naugatuck River. Site
2 addresses a four-lane Route 8 viaduct
over Route 67 and the Metro-North Railroad. Site 3 is a four-lane bridge carrying Route 67 across the Naugatuck River.
The Route 8 viaducts are divided roadway structures with 7-in., reinforcedconcrete decks composite with steel rolled
beams and supported by hammerheadtype piers. The first has ten simple spans
totalling 1,000 ft. in length and variable
widths from 70 to 125 ft. The second has
24 simple spans that carry the two northbound and southbound roadways with a
total length of 1,725 ft and each is 35 ft
wide. A 1991 traffic census showed an
ADT of 19,500 SB and 18,400 NB
vehicles. The Route 67 bridge over the
(Continued on page 82)
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AS municipalities struggle to make
rl their waythroughincreasingdisposal
costs created by the litigation- and
regulation-strewn landscape of modern
waste management, they might do well to
consider the experience of Sevier Solid
Waste, Inc. (SSWI), a county-wide public
authority whose waste management solution serves as a model of cost-effectivehess and environmental soundness,
In Sevier County, Tennessee, located
to the southeast of Knoxville in eastern
Tennessee, the solution has been to cocompost both solid waste and sludge in
a state-of-the art facility, and sell the
compost end product. Since the SSWI
plant came on line in September 1992, the
municipal waste stream in Sevier County
has been cut by nearly 75 percent, far exceeding the current state waste diversion
mandate of 25 percent,
The county’s year-round resident
population now stands at about 51,000,
though tourists, drawn by the attractions
of Great Smokies National Park, swell
that number significantly in the summer
months. While the population density
does not place Sevier County in the same
category as its counterparts in northern
New Jersey, it is enough to have caused
concern about diminishing landfill
resources and escalating tipping costs,
The Search for Alternatives
In 1990, when SSWI began considering an alternative to its system of
wholesale landf’dling, awareness of cocomposting as a technology was very low,
among both Sevier County municipal officials and the general public. The same
was true of Tennessee as a whole,
Municipal officials in Sevier County
were keenly aware of the need for an
alternative waste disposal method. SSWI
had been formed two years earlier to deal
with just this issue. The county’s population had grown 23 percent from 1980 to
1990 while per-capita waste had grown
I00 percent in the same period. The existing waste disposal resource--a ten-acre
landfill--was expected to exhaust its
capacity within a year.
Waste stream and population projections showed that replacIng the landfill
would require acquiring a new site of at
least 100 acres. Moreover, that site would
have to conform to the new Subtitle D
federal landfLll construction standards, involving considerable topology and hydrology analysis, design, and engineering--factors that would have substantinily increased both development and
management costs,
"We expected our tipping costs would
rise to $30 a ton when everything was
done," said John DeMoll, general manager of the Sevierville co-composting
plant. "That would have been a 100 perPUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993
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cent increase, with no slowing down on
landfill consumption."
Incineration would slow landfill construction, but was ruled out because of
the experience of nearby Knoxville, where
objections from the National Park Service, based on the city’s proximity to the
Great Smokies National Park, had effectively scuttled plans for an incineration
plant. Sevier County actually contains
part of the park, making the odds of
overcoming similar objections virtually
impossible.
When members of the SSWI board
began investigating recycling as an alternative, board members ruled out curbside
separation recycling as unreliable and ineffective. Composting then emerged as a
preferred alternative, particularly after
members of SSWI made a number of
trips to composting facilities around the
country.
In Sevier County, the nature of the
solid waste stream imposed certain conditions on prospective composters. The
growing local economy, with its large
tourism sector, produced wide fiuctuations in waste stream volumes between
summer and winter seasons. SSWI
wanted the large amounts of restaurant
waste grease produced by the county’s
many restaurants, at the time collected by
a private carting service, included in a
disposal solution.
The SSWI issued an RFP for a solidwaste composting plant, and ended up
with four short-listed companies. Bedminster Bioconversion Corporation, a
Cherry Hill, New Jersey firm, was chosen
on the basis of its operational experience
and patented technology.
Co.Composting: Nature’s
Own "Technology"
The core of the Bedminster system is
the Eweson® (pronounced AY-ve-sun)
digester, an enclosed rotary vessel, as
large as 16½ ft across by 220 ft long, into which combinations of solid waste with
sewage and septic sludge are introduced
under perfect environmental conditions
that support rapid microbial activity. The
result is humus, the organic component
of soil.
In an Eweson digester, where temperatures reach 160 °F, the natural process of
decomposition is accelerated dramatically. After three days, nearly 70 percent of
the municipal solid waste (MSW) and 100
percent of the sludge emerges as compost.
The balance is nonbiodegradabIe material
that can be screened off, and either further processed for recyclable materials or
landfilled.
Even this "reject" material is inert and
sanitized, a major issue for those with
landfill leachate or methane gas concerns.
Unlike some composting systems whose

[] CO-COMPOSTING facility in Sevier County, Tennessee. The three digesters are in the foreground.
end product resembles shredded paper in
consistency, the end product of this composting process looks and feels like dirt.
That the chosen system can process
sludge was an added plus for SSWI,
because sludge in Sevier County had also
been landfilled. Sited on 2½ acres, the
90,000-sq ft Sevierville plant uses three
digesters, each with three compartments,
The three digesters can process over 150
tpd of solid waste and at least 75 tpd of
sludge. Unsorted solid waste arrives at the
plant in packing trucks and is offloaded
onto the tipping floor. There, oversized
objects such as tires and rolls of carpet
are pulled out of the mix before it is loaded onto the digester,
Sludge is then introduced to bring the
moisture content up to 50 percent and the
carbon:nitrogen ratio up to 30 to 1. The
Bedminster system can successfully process sludges with solids content of two percent or higher,
Each digester contains three compartments, corresponding to a different stage
of the composting process. In each cornpartment, a small percentage of the previous digester’s load is left inside to act
as a bacterial catalyst, much as "starter"
dough is used to raise sourdough bread,
The microbial activity causes the temperature to exceed 131 ° to condition the
material and begin the process of killing
pathogens,
At the end of the first day, the contents
of the first compartment are batchloaded
into the second compartment, with a
small portion left behind to catalyze the
next load. At the end of the second day
the process continues, and the material in
the second compartment is transferred to
the third compartment, again leaving an
inoculum for the incoming load. At the
end of the third day, the batch is unloaded from the end of the digester. What
emerges is a mixture of finely digested
organic material mad undigested inorganic
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

material. It fails from the digester onto
a conveyor belt and is moved onto a
1 ¼-in. trommel screen. Glass and ceramics emerge from the process in a sandy
consistency, analyzing out as silica in the
f’mal product. Heavy plastics, metal cans,
and other non-biodegradable materials
emerge intact and are separated by a
trommel screen for further processing,
Metal and plastic can be removed for
recycling, and the balance of the residuals
can be landfilled,
The composting process in Sevierville
is free of odors. All the composting takes
place in a completely enclosed facility,
equipped with an air treatment system
that eliminates odor problems and creates
no air, water, or soil pollution. Air from
the plant is processed through 3-ft deep
bio-fllters where aerobic bacteria--working on the air through layers of stone,
gravel, compost, and bark topped with
plants--remove any remaining odor.
The compost is aerated for six to eight
weeks to complete the curing process. It
is then final-screened to meet specifications for the agricultural, landscaping, or
nursery market. The batch system allows
independent control of each day’s waste
flow.
The technology itself is only one piece
of the"right fit" equation. Whether the
technology was in fact turn-key, and
whether it required extensive maintenance
and retraining the work force were questions that faced the SSWI board. The
potentiaily sensitive subject of effective
privatization of this previously public
function was solved by reassigning SSWI
workers into the new plant (under a Bedminster manager) and by public ownership of the plant,
A false perception exists that cocompost made with sludge and solid
waste must invariably contain high concentrations of either pathogens or heavy
metals such as cadmium and mercury. In

Sevierville, Bedminster used the compost
standards of Florida, since Tennessee is
still formulating co-composting startdards. When measured for organic nutrient value, inert matter, and foreign matter against the three grades of Florida
compost--agricultural, horticultural, and
private home use (the finest)--SSWI’s
compost has registered ordy half the maximum parts-per-million permitted.
When SSWI solicited proposals for its
plants, a major concern was the ability
to f’md markets for the compost end product. In the case of the Seviervi!le plant,
all the compost for the next year has
already been sold to two soils dealers in
Pigeon Forge and Knoxville.
The efficacy of Bedminster’s plant
design and the quality of the end product
would be moot if they were not tailored
to SSWI’s cost considerations. SSWI
financed the Sevierville plant through a
$9-million public bond issue. The issue
covered not only the costs of acquiring
the new landfill site and constructing the
plant, but also erecting a new recycling
building adjacent to the plant, and purchasing additional machinery such as a
tub grinder to pulverize large pieces of
wood.
During the building of the plant, Bedminster provided turnkey construction
services. SSWI owns the plant, and has
contracted with Bedminster to operate it
for five years under an operating agreement with five-year renewai periods,
which includes an annual operating and
maintenance fee. SSWI and Bedminster
share compost sales revenues.
With its new co-composting waste
stream system in place, SSWI has projected its current disposal costs to be approximately $30 per ton of totai waste
processed. In the meanwhile, landfill consumption in Sevier County has decreased
from 4½ acres a year to ½ acre a year.
[] [] []
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Washoe County Stakes Its Claim on Effluent Reuse
JOHN COLLINS, P.E.
Director, Utility Division
Washoe County, Nevada
and

FRANK APPELFELLER, P.E.
Project Engineer,
Black & Veatch
Cincinnati, Ohio

earned the name the "Silver
N EVADA
State" from the famous mining
boom of the last century. Now Nevada is
undergoing a modern day boom. Stimulated by gaming industry growth and its
attractiveness as a retirement location,

Nevada has recently led all states in

population growth rate. The mushrooming of Las Vegas in southern Nevada has
been well publicized. To the north, the

city of Reno and surrounding Washoe
County have seen their fortunes rise in
similar fashion.
The heart of Washo¢ County is located

[] RACETRACK-type oxidation ditch is designed to provide both biological treatment and
seconda~j sedimentation at the South Truckee Meadows Wastewater Treatment plant.

in the Truckee Meadows betwee~ ~he
Virginia and Carson mountain ranges,
# Site considerations relating to Native
northeast of Lake Tahoe. Typical of
much of the western U.S., the region is
American cultural resources and
arid, receiving less than I0 in. of rainfall wetlands,
¯ The need for treatment process flexper year. Increasing demand has made
water as precious as the silver ore that "ibility to meet anticipated discharge
limitations,
made Nevada famous in times past. The
* Provision for storage of treated
rights to own and manage water are often
wastewater during the off-season when
overriding concerns in the political arena,
irrigation is not practiced,
Practices that maximize the benefits of
available water supply, such as wasteSite Considerations
water reuse, are becoming an essential
The
plan
called f6r the wastewater
part of successful growth strategies.
treatment plant to be located at the enWashoe County foresaw the current
boom. In the early 1980s, three major
trance to a draw in the Huffaker Hills
developments were proposed for the
south of Reno. With high ground on three
sides, this draw was a natural enclosure
Truckee Meadows area south of Reno.
for entrapping wild game by early Native
These developments were planned for a
Americans. It was expected that artifacts
population equivalent of nearly 66,000
from these hunting activities would be
people. Until then, most utilities in the
found scattered throughout the area. To
county were privately installed and operlocate and preserve these artifacts, extenated. The county recognized the need to
take a role in water management and sire cultural resource investigations were
conducted, including some excavation,
created its utility division to provide water
Based on the results of these investigaand sewer services.
In 1984, the county completed a water
tions, treatment facilities were sited to
avoid impacting these cultural resources,
and wastewater facilities plan for the
The plant site is in a low area in the
south Truckee Meadows area. To help
conserve the available water supply, the
100-year flood plain. The southeast corplan recommended that wastewater be
ner of the property is adjacent to where
Thomas Creek enters man-made Alexancollected, treated, and reused within the
der Lake. A wetlands delineation perdrainage basin. A special sanitation
formed by the Corps o f Engineers classiassessment district was formed to f’mance
fled about one-third of the site as wetthe building and operation of the planlands. The county made an extensive efned sub-regional wastewater facilities,
fort to preserve these wetlands. The plant
Preliminary design of the South Truckee
perimeter fencing was designed and inMeadows Wastewater Treatment Plant
stalled to separate the wetlands from conwas initiated in 1987.
struction activities and future plant
Implementing the project involved
operations,
numerous challenges, including:
However, the relative locations of the
¯ A legally imposed construction start
plant and the collection system meant the
deadline,
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36-in. incoming sewer would pass through
the wetlands. Although a Corps of Engineers nationwide general permit (under
the Section 404 rule) allowed, with cerrain limitations, sewer construction
through the wetlands, the county wanted
to preserve wetlands in their existing state.
Thus it was required that the sewer be
designed and constructed on a less direct
alignment that bypassed the wetlands.

Phased Construction
The plant’s preliminary design was
completed in May 1988. However, a fast
construction start was necessary if the
county was to build on the planned site.
A legal arrangement set forth in the early
1980s gave Washoe County free use of the
site, provided construction was initiated
no later than October 1988. Failure to
meet the deadline might have resulted in
new and extensive site selection work,
plan revisions, and significant project
delays.
To meet this short time requirement,
a phased construction plan was devised.
Because extensive site development was
necessary for access and flood protection,
the site work was designated the initia[
fast-track construction project. Design
work was completed and bidding soon
followed. A notice to proceed with site
development was issued in September
1988--enabling the county to meet the required deadline. This initial contract
covered the plant access road construction, filling and grading the site to above
the 100-year flood plain, and installing
perimeter fencing to protect the wetlands
and treatment plant site during and after
plant construction.
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Construction was completed in early
ibility for future installation of additiona!
rant irrigation and a means of storing
1991. The plant’s initial phase has an treatment processes,
treated effluent during this "off-season"
average flow capacity of 1.5 mgd; the
To meet the anticipated future nitrogen
is required. A rock-f’dled dam 120 ft high
planned ultimate capacity is 6.0 mgd. The limit, the biological treatment process was
was built north of the treatment plant.
treatment processes include preliminary
designed to reduce total nitrogen to less
The dam creates a reservoir capable of
treatment, biological treatment using an
than I0 mg/L. The oxidation ditch is con- storing all plant effluent (at the ultimate
oxidation ditch activated sludge system,
figured to achieve carbon oxidation, nitri- average capacity of 6 mgd) for a full offsecondary sedimentation, and disinfecfication, and denitrification using a sinseason period--3790 acre-feet.
tion. The plant can operate in the extend- pie-stage aeration system. The oxidation
The rock-filled design was selected
ed aeration mode up to a capacity of
ditch is a "racetrack" type. Carbon oxibecause this dam type did not requixe an
about 0.75 mgd to achieve the required darien and nitrification are achieved in an
overflow spillway, thereby reducing the
sludge age for solids stabilization. Once
aerobic zone that spans one straight run
project cost. In the remote event of an
actual flow nears 0.75 mgd, the need for of the 260-ft ditch. Aeration is aecom- overflow, the reservoir can overtop the
additional solids treatment capacity must
plished using a coarse bubble diffuser
darn crest without causing significant
be reviewed,
system with air supplied by centrifugal
damage to the downstream rock face. The
The discharge permit for the plant
blowers. Secondary clarification is also
dam’s upstream face is lined with reinissued by the Nevada Division of Enperformed in the ditch through an intraforced concrete, and a grout curtain
vironmental Protection (NDEP) requires channel "boat" clarifler. ’
under the upstream toe minimizes leakthe treated wastewater to meet average
Denitrification occurs in an anoxic age. The reservoir is also lined with a benlimits of 30 mg/L biochemical oxygen de- zone of zero dissolved oxygen ahead of
tonite clay and soil mixture to reduce betmend (BOD) and 45 mg!L suspended the aerobic zone. This anoxic zone is protom leakage.
solids; the fecal coliform limit is 200 col- duced by introducing the raw wastewater
Two parallel force mains extend from
iform forming units (CFU) per 100 mL. at an appropriate distance ahead of the
the treatment plant effluent pump station
The permit allows discharge to state aerated zone. In the absence of applied
to the reservoir. The pipes are encased
groundwaters by means of spray irriair, the raw wastewater exerts sufficient underneath the dam embankment and
gation,
oxygen demand to bring the dissolved oxconnect to a mniti-valve inlet/outlet strucBefore completing design work though,
the project team coordinated its efforts
with NDEP to identify two significant
e’--’-’-~ ~
probable future discharge limitations.
Because of concern for nitrate levels in
potential groundwater supplies, NDEP
indicated that future discharge permits
r.
were likely to include effluent limits for
nitrogen. In addition, NDEP was then
~,~,
developing statewide guidelines governing wastewater effluent reuse. These
guidelines have since been codified in
Nevada state regulations,
o~,~ D~, ¯ ~
~t~t
~t~c~, 8,.~
Previous reuse guidelines as they applied to the county’s spray irrigation
-R,~, ~o,
~,,~,~
operation generally required that the elfluent meet secondary treatment standards. The new guidelines established re~=~
quirements beyond these standards and
mm PLANT Schematic.
set tiers of required disinfection efficiency based on the reuse method and the
available buffer zone (to limit human
contact). For example, under the new
guidelines, a feed crop spray irrigation
operation with no restriction to human ygen level to near zero, thereby creating
ture at the upstream toe. This pipe netaccess (i.e., no buffer zone) requires conditions for denitrification,
work is designed with extensive flexibildisinfection to an effluent fecal coliform
To consistently achieve a coliform limit ity. It allows flow in either direction in
limit of 2.2 CFU/100 mL. The same oper- of 2.2 CFU/100 mL, flocculation, filtra- each pipe; it also permits several pumped
ation with a buffer zone of a00 ft or more tion, and second-stage sedimentation
and gravity flow options to convey
requires no disinfection. Similar ranked facilities will eventually be required, fluent between the treatment plant, reserlimits are set for additional reuse meth- These processes will be located between
voir, and the reuse facility.
ods, including other types of irrigation, the oxidation ditch and the chlorine conIn the arid West, reusing treated elindustrial or commercial applications, tact basin (part of the initial facility),
fluent has become a key element of water
and impoundments.
These additional facilities will be instal- management programs for communities
The county’s initial reuse program con- led without intermediate pumping as the
like Washoe County. Cooperation and
sists of agricultural spray irrigation that
plant is designed with a hydraulic drop
creativity minimized impacts on cultural
requires a coliform limit of 200 CFU/I00 of about 8 ft between the boat clarifier
and ecological resources. Good planning
mL. However, the county plans future and chlorine contact basin water surface
produced systems that can be convenreuse applications (for example, golf elevations,
iently adapted to changing regulatory
course irrigation) within the basin that
demands. With the foresight shown in
Off.Season Storage
will require the effluent to meet the 2.2
developing the South Truckee Meadows
CFU/100 mL disinfection limit. Because The growing season in Washoe CounWastewater Treatment Plant, Washoe
advanced treatment processes are generalty generally runs from about May
County assured the community maximum
ly required to reliably achieve this lower through October each year. During the
utility from its scarce water resources.
limit, the plant was designed with flex- rest of the year, conditions do not war~ ~, []
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you are affected by the reWHETHER
quirements of the new stormwater
provisions of the national Clean Water
Act, it is important to know that street
sweeping has been shown to reduce
stormwater pollution,
To achieve "fishable, swimmable
standards," the Clean Water Act was
amended in 1990 with provisions regulating the quality of stormwater discharged into public waters. Phase I of
these regulations requires municipalities
with populations greater than 100,000 and
uncombined stormwater sewer systems to
apply for NPDEs permits. For these
municipalities, the NPDES permit requires that stormwater discharge pollution levels be monitored and managed,
and that the volume of pollutants entering the system be reduced by the maximum extent possible,
Many industrial activities are also
defined in the regulations and required to
apply for stormwater permits. Examples
include various manufacturing and mining industries and activities. Also, some
municipal facilities may be engaged in industrial activities that are covered by the
Table 1---State and Reg[onal
EPA Phone Numbers
Region 1---617-565-3580
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont
Region 2--212-264-2911
New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands
Region 3--215-597-1651
Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, West Virginia
Region 4---404-347-2391
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee
Region 5--312-886-0236
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, Wisconsin
Region 6--214-655-7185
Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas
Region 7--913-551-7418
Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri
Region 8--303-293-1630
Colorado, Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming
Region 9--41S-744-1906
Arizona, California, Guam, Haweii,
Nevada
Region 10--206-553-1214
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington
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regulations. Examples would be hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities, landfill and land application sites that have received industrial
wastes, facilities that recycle materials,
portions of certain transportation facilities, treatment works treating 1 MG or
more of sewage, and construction activities of clearing, grading, and excavating
that disturb five or more acres,
Controlling pollution at its source has
and continues to be the primary objective
of the Clean Water Act. The provisions
being implemented now require affected
industries to document that rainfall will
not flush contaminants from their site into an iantreated stormwater system,
Methods proven to reduce the pollutant
content of stormwater, or that prevent
pollutants from entering stormwater
systems, are Best Management Practices,
or BMPs. For industry, frequent sweeping of site surfaces will be a prominent
BMP in many compliance plans.
Affected municipalities will be required
to reduce stormwater pollution both at its
point of origin and at nonpoint sources
including streets and byways. While these
nonpoint surfaces are primarily just collectors of pollutants from other sources,
they direct stormwater into public waterways. Activities that contribute to nonpoint source water pollution include
agriculture, construction erosion, urban
runoff, hydrologic modifications, and
resource extraction activities.

Demonstration Data
Federal and state funded demonstrations conducted in several municipalities
in the late 1970s and early 1980s showed
that street sweeping removes important
amounts of pollutants from streets and
highways. Street sweepers also remove
tons of debris and pollution that otherwise would be whisked into the air by
passing vehicles or flushed into stormwater drains by rainfall,
Street sweepers fail into three basic
operating categories: broom, vacuum,
and recirculating air. Among EPA sanetioned studies thus far there appears to
be no real evidence to conclude that one
type of sweeper is better than another in
the management of stormwater pollution,
All appear to be as effective as part of a
regular sweeping program. The best way
to choose a street sweeper type is to
evaluate your full range of sweeping
needs. Choose the best overall balance of
performance and features for the kind of
sweeping applications you face most
often.
Frequency and concentration of a
sweeping program are by far the most ira-
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portant variables in reducing pollutant
loads. The differences between monthly
and weekly sweeping schedules can be
measured in tons per curb mile per year.
Plans for sweeping frequency shouldinelude consideration of variable such as
traffic volume, condition of the road surface, and seasonal debris. Pre-determined
route patterns and schedules are most
likely to provide an optimum combination of efficiency and cost-effectiveness.
Street sweeping has always been recognized as an important and effective
method of capturing construction debris
before it can enter drainage systems. Currently, construction sites impacting five
acres or more must apply for a stormwater permit. This application must includea description of the location and
area of land to be disturbed, proposed
erosion control measures, a runoff coefficient of the area, and the name of the
receiving water.
The EPA has established a National
Stormwater Hotline number: 703-8214823 to help answer questions about
stormwater management and to provide
contacts for additional information. Note
that this is not a toll free number. Further information can also be obtained
from your state or regional EPA office,
shown in Table 1.
O1~[]
The preceding information was supplied by
Elgin Sweeper Company, Elgin, Illinois.

Boston Harbor Project

~500 Million Under Budget
The Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority (MWRA) has released a
progress report on the Boston Harbor
Project indicating that the project is $500
million under the budget initially
projected in 1988. One-third of all
construction needed to end pollution
entering Boston Harbor has been
successfully completed.
The report also indicates 3000 direct
private sector construction, engineering,
management, and support jobs have been
created and that the overwhelming
majority of contracts and jobs have gone
to local finns and residents.
"The MWRA needs to report to the
public on how, where, and why its money
is being spent," said MWRA Executive
Director Douglas B. MacDonald. He
said rote relief remains his number one
priority for residents living in the
MWRA service area. According to the
MWRA report, the first half of the new
pritnary sewage treatment plant on Deer
Island is 53 percent complete.
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II CREWS assigned by the Ohio Department of Transportation
planted 200,000 daffodil bulbs last fall. By Apdl, roadside
along Interstate 71 had blossomed in an eye-catching display.

Roadside Rainbow Beautifies District Highway
PIETER WYKOFF
Special Projects Coordinator,
Ohio Department of Transportation,
Columbus, Ohio

R

OADSIDE space along the interstate
highway system has to be one of the
most neglected examples of landscaping
in the nation’s urban areas. Think of it.
There are thousands of miles of interstate
highways inside cities. The acres and acres
of roadsides and medians are often the
first and the last things a motorist sees
when visiting a city. However, rarely does
this vast area receive more than cursory
care and attention,
"In our urban areas, the roadside interstate space is some of the most visible
in the community," says Bill Sherman,
a landscape architect with the Ohio
Department of Transportation (ODOT).
"Yet, we often ignore this space cornpletely."
Sherman and his boss, Mike Flynn, an
ODOT Deputy Director in charge of an
eight-county district in Central Ohio,
decided that space along their district’s
highways should no longer be wasted,
Their solution was a program called
Roadside Rainbow, a pilot project to
beautify their district’s highways by planting dozens of varieties of daffodils along
the medians and shoulders. "I’m probably the only engineer in the world who
grew up in a greenhouse," says Flynn.
"My family has been in the florist industry for more than 100 years. Most pepple don’t realize how much a part of their
lives flowers are and what a difference
they can make."
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Flynn credits a private, non-profit
organization called Colour Columbus
with providing both the inspiration and
the $20,000 worth of daffodil bulbs it
took to get the project going. Last year,
Co!our Columbus President Cherie Lucks
offered to donate the daffodil bulbs if
Flynn would supply the labor to help
plant them at 11 highway sites in the Columbus area. Additional labor and
materials were supplied by the City of
Columbus, and Colour Columbus
volunteers and corporate sponsors,
"This is the state capital," says Lucks.
"It’s interstate highways are like the
chamber of commerce for the City of
Columbus and the State of Ohio. Millions
of people see them. This project will have
a visual impact on those people. It will
make them feel good about the city and
the state."
Attitudes Changed
Flynn says he "drafted" 15 project inspectors, three groundskeepers, and a few
truck drivers as volunteers for the project,
State and city workers took soil samples
along the highways [o determine the best
sites to plant the daffodils. The workers
then spent about two weeks last fall planting 200,000 bulbs, mostly along Interstates 71 and 70 in Columbus. Flynn says
that while some of his employees were initiatly skeptical of the plan, most ended
up becoming big supporters. Many have
asked to be reassigned to the program this
year.
ODOT Project Inspector Hugh
Williams says "At first, we weren’t happy about it. We normally inspect bridges

and roadways. This wasn’t really our line
of work." However, Williams says, by
the time the three-week planting assignment was over, he and his co-workers
were convinced that Roadside Rainbow
would be a success.
Colour Columbus President Lucks says
planting daffodils is a subliminal way to
educate people about the value of beautification. Flynn says there may also be
an economic spin-off from the project.
If Roadside Rainbow is successful, he
says, the state may set up Roadside Rainbow Routes along all of Ohio’s main interstate corridors. If people then route
themselves through Ohio just to see the
flowers, it may have a tipple effect on the
economy.
Colour Columbus, with state and local
assistance, hopes to plant one million daffodil bulbs in the Central Ohio area by
1995. The organization has already applied for grants from the state and the city
to pay for the purchase of an additional
400,000 daffodil bulbs the group hopes
to plant beginning this fall. The money
would come primarily from federal funds
that Congress has designated for road
enhancement projects.
ODOT Director Jerry Wray says the
Roadside Rainbow project is a good example of a successful public-private partnership. State and city officials worked
together with a non-profit organization
and its corporate sponsors to achieve a
common goal.
The yellow and white daffodils should
b[oom each year for at least a month. As
perennials, they will return for generations.
[] [] []
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County Integrates Scanned Raster Files Into GIS
¯ With over 9000 construction plans,
our operation staff had become disenchanted with the existing tub file system
and the accompanying confusion every
time a specific plan was needed. This was
a particular problem in emergency situaY 1991 the Genesee County Drain lions, when the archive staff were not
Commissioners Division of Water available. Often, unnecessary delays were
and Waste Services had accumulated over
caused in resolving emergencies,
9000 as-built construction drawings
As we investigated various ways to
detailing the entire water and sewer
transfer the mylar plans to electronic
systems. Primarily high quality mylar, the media, it became clear that in-house scandrawings comprise the sole existing record ning would be the most practical and costof some 25 years of construction. These
effective approach.
records are used daily to operate and
Direct digitizing (conversion to
maintain the system, to analyze existing AutoCAD files) represented a huge time
problems and conditions, and to design
commitment, well beyond the capabilities
and build new facilities. Due to the im- and budget of our existing staff. Using
portance of these drawings, we began to
a service bureau to scan and convert 9000
drawings at $10 to $25 per sheet was also
investigate ways to integrate this information into an electronic environment,
out of the question,
I worked with Daniel J. Potter, GenAt this point, we were fortunate to
meet the Rassey Corporation and learn
esee County Chief of Operations and
about raster technology. They convinced
Maintenance, to develop a GIS to incorporate all our utility plans and a com- us that a low cost scanner combined with
CAD Overlay ESP, ViewBase, and CAD
prehensive database into an integrated
system. Base maps were already being
Overlay GS from Image Systems Techdeveloped by a sister agency containing
nology, Inc. (Troy, New York), coulql
all property lines, legal descriptions, road achieve our goal.
right-of-ways, easements, tax informaIn early 1992, we purchased the hardware and software to deve!op the methtion, property owners, road center lines,
etc., for the entire area. Thus, we began odology to successfully convert the mylar
plans into a useful electronic imaging
to work closely with a consultant to build
a customized, yet versatile and powerful system. We scanned the plans in IG4 forGIS for water and waste services. The mat to maximize our storage on a
system runs under the SCO-UNIX Oracle 6.5-gigabyte optical disk jukebox. We
chose to develop our database to let users
environment to display the base maps and
search for an individual plan with mintheir sewer and water main locations,
During the initial development of imal information. ViewBase was easily
the GIS, we were convinced that the linked to the Paradox drawing database
archived construction drawings must also
using a "hot key" configuration. Once
be placed on electronic media in a form we have done a query through the
database, we hit our hot key to start
that could be used in both the GIS and
existing AutoCAD (Autodesk, Inc., SauViewBase and load the requested scanned
image automatically. This image can then
salito, California) systems,
be marked-up by a supervisor or engineer,
Integrating Scanned
plotted, and given to the appropriate perPaper Drawings
soanel for repairs or information. An onThere were four basic reasons we decid- call supervisor can come in at any time,
view the needed construction plans in
ed to integrate our mylar construction
plans:
ViewBase, and mark them to repair a
¯ As the sole existing record of 25 years water main or sanitary sewer problem
of construction, a fire or other natural without ever having to manually thumb
disaster could completely wipe out all our through a tub file or even lift a pencil.
records.
The marked raster files are sent over
¯ Our existing drafting package, the network to an AutoCAD operator
AutoCAD, would become even more ver- using CAD Overlay ESP to modify the
satile if the drawings, in an electronic for- scanned raster file and draw the revisions
mat, could be utilized directly by in vector format. The resulting hybrid
AutoCAD for revisions or new design
raster/vector file is plotted out and/or
work.
sent back to be archived on the jukebox,
¯ To provide a fully functional GIS
The remaining issue was providing the
package, the as-built plans should be acseamless link to our SCO-UNIX based
cessible from either the graphic environ- GIS. This was resolved by DOS-merge,
merit or the text/database environment in which allows us to run ViewBase from ina seamless fashion,
side our GIS with no noticeable loss in
TERRY E. BIEDERMAN, P.E.
Mr. Biederman is the Operation and
Maintenance Engineer, County Drain Cornmissioners Division of Water and Waste Services, Flint, Michigan.
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speed. We are able to view construction
plans in raster format associated with any
of the base maps in our customized GIS.
The Future
We have scanned over 6000 drawings
or roughly two-thirds of our total construction plans into our database. As we
complete our archive, we will be investigating the integration of aerial
photographs and other gray scale images
into AutoCAD using CAD Overlay GS
from ImageSystems.
Until a couple of years ago, we felt that
scanning technology was not an operational solution. Today, with new scanners
and software products we have found an
economical way to store and utilize these
scanned images without converting them
to a vector based drawing. We often think
that if we had undertaken this venture a
few years earlier, we would have spent a
!or more money to convert these drawings
to vector files for use with AutoCAD or
other packages. In this case, patience paid
off.
The Genesee County Drain Commissigners Division of Water and Waste Setvices provides potable water, sanitary
sewer collection and treatment, and solid
waste services to the Genesee County,
Michigan area, excluding the City of
Flint. We provide these services to a
customer base of 27,000 water connections and 61,000 sanitary sewer connections.
[] [] []
,,,
Pennsylvania Borough Gets

PMS System
Carlisle, Pennsylvania has chosen
ArcCAD geographic information software from Envirotunental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (Redlands,
Califbrnia) and Earth Information Service’s Roadway Inventory and Manageznent System (RIMS) to manage the
borough’s road and highway systeln.
Upon complet.ingaeomprehensiveanalysis, the borough determined that its primary need was to implement a
computerized system that could meet
Carlisle’s road maintenance management
needs, with easy access to informatiou
such as paveznent historyand repair, traffie flow, and report generation.
Borough ot’t]eials have indicated that
they are very pleased with the capabilities
of the ArcCAD/RIMS package during its
first six months of use. Borough staff
members have begun adding other layers
to the database, such as roads, bridges,
building footprints, streams, ponds, catch
basins, hydrants, manholes, utility poles,
curbs, sidewalks, and t~nce layers.
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¯ CROSS-SECTION of pavement core
showing the asphalt supported matrix.

HARRY SCHM ERL, P.E., P.P.
Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey
traffic loads and volumes increase,
AScomplaints
about pavement performance are becoming more prevalent,
This is especially true in a region like the
New York and New Jersey Port District,
an area within a 25-mile radius of the
Statue of Liberty that includes some of
the world’s heaviest-trafficked facilities.
The Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey (Port Authority) owns and
operates some 30 facilities within the Port
District including the six major tunnels
and bridges that link New York and New
Jersey, three major airports, and two major container ports. The Port Authority’s
jurisdiction includes 460 lane miles of
roadway, 16 miles of runway, 60 miles of
taxiway, and over 2700 acres of paved
parking lot, marine terminal upland area,
and aircraft apron area.
Flexible pavements are the most cornmort type of pavement used within the
Port District. Pavement thicknesses range
from 6 inches in our parking lots to 38
in. in our aircraft areas. Structural deck
wearing courses range between 2 to 4 in.
thick. The value of pavements at the Port
Authority alone exceeds $1 billion,
As these pavements are challenged to
handle more frequent and heavier loads,
pavement rutting and shoving has become
more evident. As early as the 1970s, standard, high density, hot mixed, asphalt
pavement could no longer resist the high
surface stresses induced by commercial

aircraft tires inflated to 200 psi (over 300
psi for some military aircraft), or the
super compaction caused on a facility carrying an ADT count of 270,000 vehicles,
i0 percent of which are heavy trucks, or
the abuse heaped on pavements by solidtire cargo handling equipment. High surface temperatures, which reach 140 °F
during the New York-New Jersey metropolitan area’s "dog days," also exacerbate the problem,
While plastic deformation of pavements is common to both aviation and interstate roadways, the problem’s magnitude’is much greater on the aviation
facilities. Thus, the Port Authority has
focused its efforts primarily in this area.
A series of cores taken from various
distressed pavements throughout the Port
District during the early 1970s was analyzed. While the origin.al construction
records showed that the pavement materials met or exceeded specified Marshall
design parameters--stabilities of 900 lb
for roadway pavements and 1800 lb for
aircraft pavements, examination of cores
showed that almost all pavement deformarion took place in the asphalt surface
layers,
Research conducted as part of the investigation into ways of producing a more
stable asphalt led us to try the Trinidad
Lake Asphalt (TLA) modified binders being used by both English and German
road authorities. In 1975, two test installations using TLA modified binders
were installed. The first was on a short
but steep ramp in Port Newark, New
Jersey. The second was on the helical ap-

Table 1--Specification and Marshall Result at 5.5 Percent A.C.
Asphalt
Items
P.A. Specification
A
B
C
D
E
Stabiliw, tb
1800 rain.
1870
2185
2358
2770
3177
Flow, 0.01 in.
S to 16
7.5
8.3
9.0
9.0
10.06
Air Void
in Mixture (%)
2.0 to 5.0
3.04
2.88
3.49
3.7
4.2
Unit Weight, pcf
-153.1
153.5
153.6
154.1
152.4
Void Riled
with Bitumen (%) 74 to 84
81.2
82.1
79.03
76.31
74.5
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proach to the New Jersey entrance of the
Lincoln Tunnel. The ADT for the Port
Newark ramp was 10,400 with 42 percent
trucks; the ADT for the Lincoln Tunnel
approach was 45,900 with 10 percent
trucks.
Standard AASHTO H-20-S-16-44 designated trucks braking on 5 percent and
8 percent down slopes, respectively,
proved how tough the new pavement was,
and the TLA modified binders became a
Port Authority standard for use in highlystressed highway and aviation pavement
areas.
A series of extensive laboratory tests
were also performed in 1984 to analyze
further the viscoelastic properties of our
standard binders. The study included
binders composed of AC 20 [binder A],
AC 40 [binder B], a 25/75 blend of TLA
and AC 20 [binder C], a 40/60 blend of
TLA and AC 20 [binder D], and a 95/5
blend of 25/75 TLA and AC 20 and latex
additive [binder El. The aggregate gradation of the tested mixes fell within the
FAA’s Mix-3 gradation band and was
similar to the gradation used in our stundard runway and taxiway top course
mixes. Table 1 shows Port Authority
specified Marshall parameters and the
Marshall results for each mix.
Four specifications resulted from this
study. Two specifications use a blended
binder having by weight 95 percent
TLA/AC 20 (25 percent/75 percent
respectively) with 5 percent latex, and two
use TLA/AC 20 (25 percent/75 percent,
respectively) without latex. Material conforming to the former specification is
used for pavement placed on structures
and for aviation pavements that are subject to stop and go operations (hold bars
and queuing traffic). Material conforming to the latter specification is used for
aviation pavements subject to continuously moving operations (mainline taxiways
and runways).
These pavements provided adequate
service until the 1990s when plastic deformation of the heavy duty pavements
became evident again.
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Cores taken through various, newlydistressed pavements such as those
located at LaGuardia and Port Newark
were analyzed and found to exhibit most,
if not all, the following characteristics:
¯ All deformations occurred in the
asphalt layers,
¯ In-place air voids were below 3
percent,
¯ The mix contained a large percentage
of natural sand.
¯ Aggregate gradations were along the
upper or finer edge of the specified gradation band.
* Asphalt viscosities were .less than that
of the original AC 20. (The asphalt appeared to be contaminated with fuel and
hydraulic fluids.)
¯ 5 to 8 percent of the mix passed the
200 sieve,
Core cross-sections also show that there
was an insignificant amount of stone-tostone structure within the mix and that
the asphalt binder floated the loads,
The approach taken to alleviate the rutring and shoving problems combined
several elements as follows:
¯ Continuing the use of modified
binders (AC 20 with Trinidad Lake
Asphalt (TLA); AC 20 with TLA and
latex; AC 20 with Styrelf, an asphalt
modifier. Installations with other asphalt
modifiers such as Vestoplast S, Kraton,
Elvax, and Novaphalt are being evaluated.
¯ Adding a crater percentage of 1 ¼through ~-in. sized stone.
¯ Requiring manufactured (angular)
sand in lieu of natural (rounded) sand.
¯ Narrowing the aggregate mix gradation band around the bottom of the
original gradation band (provides more
stone-to-stone contact),
¯ Reducing the percentage of less than
200 sieve size material.
¯ Increasing the Marshall voids.
The effectiveness of the new stonefilled asphalt mixes (SFAM) were verified
both in the lab and on a taxiway,
A SFAM conforming to the FAA’s
1 ¼-in. nominal size stone gradation was
developed in the lab using standard Marshall design methods (with a 6-in. mold
and 120 blows). The SFAM plug, using
AC 20 as the binder, had a 4.6 percent
asphalt content, 4 percent voids, and
stabilities over 3000 lb. Adding blended
binders to the Marshall specimens
boosted stabilities approximately 20 percent. Cross-sections through the Marshall
plugs showed a stone-to-stone supported
matrix,
Test Sections
Two, 400-ft long test sections were
placed on Taxiway "P" at John F. Kennedy International Airport in spring 1991.
Both sections used blended binders with
the new gradation. One section had the
95 percent Trinidad Lake Asphalt-AC 20
(25/75) with 5 percent latex as the binder;
the other section had Styrelf as the binder,
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Both sections were constructed using two,
3-in. loose lifts over old concrete pavement. Therrnocouples were placed in both
sections below each lift. Using a Dynapac
CC-50 vibratory compactor, 16 passes
were required to achieve 98.6 percent
compaction. This represents a two-fold
increase over the compaction effort usually required to achieve the same level of
compaction on our standard pavements,
Plate bearing tests, using 6-in. diameter
plates, were performed on the pavements
before they had a chance to cool A maximum deflection of 0.11 in. was observed
on the TLA/latex binder section after the
vertical deformation reached its maximum value and the 300 psi stress sat for
an additional one-half hour. The maximum deflection on the Styrelf section
reached 0.20 inches. Pavement temperatures at the time of maximum deflection
were approximately 135 °F. Six-in.
diameter cores were extracted from areas
adjacent to each plate bearing test and
brought into the lab where they were subjected to a static creep test. To approximate the field deflections, chamber
pressures had to be increased to 100 psi,
while the 300 psi vertical stress was applied, and the 135°F environment was
maintained,

material and to eliminate the need for adding material to bring the joint up to
grade (the height of the block is generally one quarter the height of the paving
course). A full-course thickness transverse
end joint must also be cut across the paving lane whenever work in that lane is
completed or the paver runs out of matedal. Excess material may be broadcast
back into the hopper when paving operations are expected to start up immediately, and the paver is elevated. The minimum thickness of each compacted paving course has been raised to 3 in. to permit proper seating of the stone under the
rollers. The paver also must be set so that
it overlaps the adjacent mat’s longitudinal
joint by approximately half the cornpacted course thickness to create a tight
joint. Here too, excess material must be
broadcast back into the hopper.
An inspection of the aviation pavemeats after they had been in service for
only one year indicates that the surface
had tightened up and no longer gives the
impression of eminent ravelling.

Drainage Considerations

Because the voids in the new mix are
greater than those of the original mix,
special consideration must also be paid to
drainage. For new construction, each successively lower layer must be designed
Table 2--Field Test Results
with a relative permeability one order of
magnitude greater than the layer it underIn-Plane Denaity
Marshall Data
lies. For overlay construction, the crown
Voids-6%
Voids-4.6 %
of the existing surface is retained and
98% of
Stability-3400
Marshall Density
bleeder drains are added beneath the
VMA-14.5
overlay to get the infiltrated water out of
FIo w-17
the pavement.
Voids Filled
Based on our airfield experience, anew
with AC-69%
roadway mix was developed in 1992. The
AC-20 Modified
with Styrelf Grade
new mix, designated [-4A, added I in.
D Binder-4.2%
stone to the Authority’s standard nominal
¾ in. I-4 mix and narrowed the gradation curve around the I-4’s lower band
The following conclusions were drawn
limit. The mix was placed along a major
from the tests:
¯ The new, SFAM spec improves mix truck route at Port Elizabeth. Here again,
while the surface looked boney, cores
stability,
proved that stone-to-stone contact was
¯ The SFAM looks boney,
achieved. In-place Marshall and field den* Cohesion plays an active role in prosity data is shown in Table 2.
viding resistance to load-induced stresses,
Work is also continuing, using the
¯ Once cohesive forces are known, the
static creep test, to determine the effect
static creep test is a good predictor of
that new modifiers have on pavement
pavement performance,
¯ Cohesion is dependent on mix grada- stability. Test installations are also being
planned to demonstrate the value of any
tion and binder,
promising new additive. Installation of a
Several projects were constructed in
1991 and 1992 using the SFAM pave- Vestoplast-S test section was planned for
spring 1993.
meat. Large areas of the mat appeared
The information presented in this paper
boney and segregated, especially at the
represents the Port Authority of New
joints and in those areas where hand work
and raking took place. Several non- York and New Jersey’s progress towards
strengthening pavements to withstand the
technical personnel also expressed concern about premature ravelling. Dally high stresses induced by both high-pressure aircraft and truck tires. Thus far,
pavement sweeping dispelled that irathese efforts seem to be working. We have
pression,
The remedies taken to reduce surface improved pavement resistance to deformarion and a number of our improveboniness require the contractor to
eliminate all handwork and raking. The meats agree with conclusions reported by
the National Center for Asphalt Techpaving machine must start on blocks to
[] [] []
nology, Auburn University.
compensate for compaction of the loose
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Vegetation Control for Safety
[~URINO the growing season, grass,
I~ weeds, and brush often limit a
driver’s view of approaching vehicles.
Likewise, lush vegetation can act as a
screen that hides pedestrians and bicyclists
from drivers and vice versa. Be alert for
places where vegetation needs to be cut
back.
The main safety goals for vegetation
control include:
¯ Keep signs and vehicles visible to
drivers as well as pedestrians and bike
riders in cross walks, at street lights, at
uncontrolled intersections, and on bike
paths;
¯ Help pedestrians and bike riders see
on-coming traffic more easily;
¯ Improve winter road maintenance in
snow and ice areas.
Line of Sight Clearance
Drivers approaching an intersection
need a clear line of sight along crossroads
early enough to see any conflicting vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists and avoid
a collision. Drivers also need an unobstructed line of sight to any roadside signs
or hazards far enough in the distance to
allow them to react safely to each
situation.
Suggested maintenance steps to keep
signs and traffic control devices visible
include:
¯ Look for signs and other traffic control devices blocked by brush, flees, grass,
or weeds when on routine maintenance
patrol. Often a small branch near the sign
is all that needs to be cut back. If vegetation along the ditch or shoulder blocks a
driver’s view of a sign, cut enough to
allow the driver sufficient time to see the
sign and respond to its message. If your
agency has a policy on how far from a
sign vegetation has to be cleared for a safe
view, follow that policy. If there is no
such policy, Table I is a suggested guideline to allow a driver 3 to 5 seconds to
read and obey the sign.
Critical signs are STOP, YIELD, DO
NOT ENTER, ONE WAY, WRONG
WAY, and other regulatory signs. Noncritical signs are destination guide signs,
parking regulations, advance warning
signs, and similar warning or information
signs.
¯ Pull the maintenance vehicle off the
traveled lane and place traffic control
warnings.
* Cut or trim trees, brush, weeds, or
grass to clear a driver’s line of sight to the
sign or traffic control device. Always
wear protective leather gloves, safety
glasses or goggles, orange safety vests,
hard hats, and leather boots (not sneakers
or soft shoes),
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

Speed Limit
[MPH}
30
40
50
60

Table 1--Clear Distance to See Sign
Noncritical Signs
Critical Signs
(feet~
(feetJ
150
250
200
350
250
450
300
600

* Paint the stubs of brush or small
trees with a weed kil!er solution to keep
them from growing back.
* Collect limbs and large brush to haul
away for disposal or run them through
a chipper,
* Look for moving traffic when removing the temporary traffic control
warnings and leaving the site. Drivers may
not realize you are through working and
probably will not expect you to pull onto
the traffic lane.
* Watch for overhead power lines and
electrified farm fences when cutting
brush. Never touch a wire farm fence
when an electrical storm is in the vicinity
of your work.
* Take along the following equipment:
leather gloves; hard hats; safety glasses
or goggles; orange safety vests; chain saw,
fuel, bar off; gasoline powered "weed
eater"; brush knife or machete; loppers
(long handled side cutters); tree trimming
saw with small branch lopper; tall step
ladder; and axe.
Vegetation Control in Cities
In cities, you will often be cutting
vegetation so drivers can see signs and
other traffic control devices at intersections. When one of the streets is a minor
street and you can work safely away from
the traffic, try to park your vehicle on
that street and carry your equipment to
the major street. This will interfere with
fewer drivers and create fewer hazards to
you and other workers,
When an intersection has no STOP or
YIELD signs to control who enters the in-

Table 2----Stopping Sight
Distance
Speed Limit
Stopping Sight
(MPH)
Distance (feet}
20
125
30
215
40
330
60
470
60
650

tersection first, drivers must be able to see
each other, pedestrians, and bicyclists
soon enough to avoid a collision. The
property line for a city comer lot will
probably be a square corner that comes
right up to the street comers. Usually you
are not permitted to work outside the
right-of-way lines. Some cities have an
ordinance giving the city a sight distance
easement. Such an ordinance authorizes
the maintenance worker to ask the property owner to trim back any trees or
shrubs that block the corner sight triangle; if the property owner does not comply, the ordinance authorizes the maintehence worker to trim the trees or shrubs
as he sees fit. However, check with your
supervisor before working outside the elty’s right-of-way. No shrubs or plants in
such an area should be allowed to grow
more than 3 ft high.
At intersections with no stop signs (or
with stop signs only at the cross street),
drivers from all (both) directions need to
be able to see oncoming traffic soon
enough to be able to stop. Table 2 lists
the stopping sight distance needed for rillferent speed limits on a street.
Rural intersections also need to have
clear intersection sight distances. In rural
areas we expect higher speed limits and
need the longer stopping sight distances
listed in Table 2.
When vehicles are traveling along the
inside of curves, drivers must be able to
see ahead around the curve for the same
stopping sight distance as at intersections.
Cut brush, weeds, or trees growing in the
roadside ditch that block the drivers’ view
on the inside of the curve to let them see
a full stopping sight distance.
On divided roadways with median
crossovers, drivers entering a median
crossover must be able to see approaching
vehicles for a clear distance at least as
long as for an intersection. Vehicles using a median crossover will usually be
entering the traffic lanes at slow speed.
Providing good sight distance at median
crossovers allows the higher-speed drivers
on the through lane to avoid collisions
with vehicles entering their lane from a
median crossover.
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At-grade railroad crossings are special
intersections. The most important thing
to do in vegetation maintenance at railroad crossings is to make sure the crossins signs and signals can be clearly seen
by drivers, bike riders, and others appreaching the crossing,
¯ Clear vegetation to the railroad
crossing signs and the advance warning
signs to provide good sight distance,
¯ Clear vegetation to provide good
sight distance of all flashing signals when
a crossing has signals,
Do not enter the railroad right-of-way
to cut vegetation unless you have been
authorized to do so by your maintenance
supervisor and are supervised by railroad
employees. Cut the vegetation enough so
that normal growth will not reach to a 3-ft
height for at least one month,
Most private property owners are willins to cooperate in improving traffic safety. They should be required to keep all
bushes and shrubs at a height of 3 ft or
lower and to trim all trees and hanging
branches to a minimum height of 7 ft. If
notice of a violation is provided and a
homeowner does not respond in a reasonable time, most public agencies have
regulatory powers to remove the desighated vegetation at the homeowner’s
expense,
Cleariflg Clear Zones
Trees growing in a clear zone are a
special problem. Evergreen trees or trees
in full leaf in the highway right-of-way
block the driver’s sight distance for signs
and intersections. Trees with trunks larger
than sign support posts (typically a 4-in.
diameter) can be a hazard to any vehicle
hitting them.
On highways we want to keep the roadside clear of trees and other obstructions
fer up to 30 ft if the right-of-way has that
much room. A clear zone gives a driver
who runs off the road a good chance to
bring the vehicle under control without
a crash. Cut trees dose enough to the
ground so that no stump remains to be
a hazard. All trees within the clear zone
should be cut while they are still small
saplings rather than even small trees. At
that time they are easy to cut off at
ground level and cause no stump problems. Also, no one will be tempted to try
to save a beautiful but hazardous tree in
the highway clear zone.
Mowing for Safety
Road and street maintenance workers
do three general types of mowing. In
order of importance, these are: safety
mowing, transition mowing, and selective
mowing,
¯ Safety mowing ensures that signs,
other traffic control devices, guardrails,
and safety features can be seen and provides good sight distance for drivers appreaching intersections, driving along
curves, and approaching interchanges,
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¯ Transition mowing makes a smooth
change from a narrow mowed width to
a wide mowed width when different
widths of right-of-way are mowed,
¯ Contour or selective mowing makes
a natural blending of the maintained
roadside with native or planted growth
and shows off landscaping or wildflower
areas or dresses up an interchange entrance to an urban area.
DO NOT mow too often. This wastes
money, exposes mowing crews to traffic
hazards more than necessary, and can
damage vegetation. DO NOT mow at the
wrong time. Good timing reduces,the frequency of mowing required by cutting the
vegetation in the right stage of growth,
DO NOT mow too short. Leaving the
proper height helps maintain the stand of
vegetation and keeps small litter objects
hidden.
DO NOT mow steep slopes unless
necessary. Steep slope operations increase
the risk of mower accidents. DO NOT
mow patterns inconsistently or mow a
regular area incompletely. Drivers watch
the pattern of a mowed area to help
understand the safety of an area. Consistent mowing of similar areas helps drivers
evaluate the safety of the roadway. DO
NOT mow when wet; this is hard on
equipment. DO NOT operate equipment
carelessly and sear trees and shrubs,
Mowing is tedious but care must be taken
to avoid accidents and preserve valuable
plantings,
DO avoid mowing slopes steeper than
2.5:1 with a regular mower unit. Mow
steep slopes with a side-mounted mower
on a boom if the tractor unit remains on
flatter surfaces while mowing. DO
operate side-mounted or boom mower
units on the uphill side of the tractor to
limit the possibility of overturning the
tractor. DO replace broken or lost chain
guards to deflect debris immediately. Usins flail type mowers reduces the amount
of debris thrown. DO cover all v-belts,
drive chains, and power takeoff shafts.
DO raise mowers when crossing driveways or roadways. DO shut off power
before checking any mower unit. Block
a mower before changing, sharpening, or
replacing a blade. Any blade being reinstalled should be checked for cracks or
damage that might lead to failure. DO use
flashing signals and slow-moving-vehicle
signs on all mower tractors. DO warn
traffic with signs such as MOWING
AHEAD, MOWING AREA, or ROAD
WORK AHEAD. Signs saying MOWING NEXT (_.__) MILES may be used
in advance of the operation, but the
distance limits should not be shorter than
two miles nor longer than five miles,
Traffic Control
Mowing is a moving operation taking
place off the roadway. Therefore, it requires different traffic control from other
maintenance operations. The most impor-
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tent thing to remember is to make the
mower unit highly visible to drivers. That
way drivers will be alert to you and will
be able to avoid potential collisions.
¯ Operate rotating yellow beacons on
mower tractors.
¯ Install slow-moving-vehicle signs on
all mower tractors.
¯ Install yellow flasher lights on roll
bars or the top of tractor cabs and operate
these at all times.
¯ Install an orange flag or pennant on
a whip to show the location of the treetor in high grass or over the edge of
slopes.
¯ Operate the tractor with headlights
on at all times.
Warning signs such as MOWING
AHEAD, ROAD WORK AHEAD, and
similar signs my be placed along the road.
The MOWING AHEAD sign is preferred. The sign is to be used in advance
of mowing operations on the right of
way. Place it on the shoulder so the approacking driver cart read the message
easily.
As work progresses, move signs one to
two miles from the actual mowing work.
Mount signs on sturdy portable supports
that wilt not be knocked over or blown
down easily. Cover or remove signs durins lunch breaks or other times when
work is not in progress. Do not cover or
remove signs if you have stopped mowinS to repair or adjust equipment because
the warning to drivers is important to
~1[]~
safety operations.
Information for the preceding article was
taken from Vegetation Control for Safety: A
Guide for Street and Highway Maintenance
Personnel, Publication FHWA-RT-90-003,
U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration Office of Highway
Safety, and prepared under the Rural Transportation Assistance Program Project 70 by the
Technology Transfer Center, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011.
¯ ¯ ¯
Consultant Chosen for
Data Conversion Services
The Calgary Waterworks Division, AIberta, Canada, has selected ILIN Cornpurer Services, Inc. (Wheaten, Illinois)
to provide facilities management data
conversion services assoeiated with iraplementing a new Waterworks Division
maintenance management system.
The goal of the project is to develop
from existing records, an ORACLE detabase of the city’s water valves, valve
chambers, and water hydrants that can be
used with the city’s CASS WORKS®
maintenance management system and the
city’s geographic intbrmation system.
The consultant will develop a numbering
scheme for all structures and physically
identity and number valves and hydrants
on the city’s existing maps.
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[] TREE grates quickly accumulate litter and weeds if not periodically cleaned and filled with new gravel.

Tree Grates and Guards--Scrapping the Heavy Metal
DAVID GAMSTETTER
Urban Forestry Specialist,
Park Board Urban Forest
Management Section,
Cincinnati, Ohio

nearly 100 years botanists have
F ORunderstood
that iron, as a

micronutrient, is necessary for tree surviral.= Iron contributes to chlorophyll formarion and, when not readily available
in the soil, may cause leaf discoloration
(chlorosis) and mortality. However, when
it is formed into tree grates and tree trunk
guards that are not properly maintained,
iron can severely injure or kill valuable
street trees. In Cincinnati, improperly
maintained tree grates and guards have
killed or injured over 300 trees. These
trees could cost $90,000 to replace. This
figure does not include the actual value
of the trees based on "The Council of
Landscape Appraisers Guide for Plant
Appraisal," which takes into consideration tree size, species, location, and condition values before their premature
death. The one-time cost to make correcrive repairs to tree grates and guards citywide could approach an additional
$60,000. Cincinnati now has a maintenance program in place to make certain
that trees and "heavy metal" can coexist,
Iron tree guards and grates have been
used in the United States since the late
1890s. As early as 1903, William F. Fox,
Superintendent of the State Forests for
the State of New York strongly recommended using tree trunk guards. Fox
stated that "the necessity for some such
protection is readily apparent on examinPUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

ing trees from the curbstone side, and
observing the large number on which the
bark has been gnawed by horses." (Fox,
W.F., Tree Planting on Streets and
Highways, Albany, J.B. Lyon Co., 1903.)
While Mr. Fox’s observations were very
important in 1903, today most municipalities in the United States have relatively
few equine problems but may experience
occasional bumper damage caused by
poor parallel parkers or ~nattentive drivers
of large vehicles.
Tree grates have been popular streetscape amenities for the last 30 years
because they are attractive and increase
the amount of walkable sidewalk surface.
Tree grates are perceived as being low
maintenance because they supplant the
need for mulch and, when properly backfilled with gravel, suppress weed growth.
A Grating Problem

To Guard Against

As tree diameters increase, the aperture in the center of the grate must be
enlarged to prevent it from girdling the
tree. Depending on the size of the tree
when planted and the aperture size, fast
growing species such as London Planetrees and Callery Pears can be girdled in
just a few growing seasons. This problem
is greatly compounded if the tree is
planted off center or develops surface
roots or a buttress at a graft. Once the
tree begins to grow into and around the
grate, repairs are difficult and cause further injury to the tree. Grates must also
be periodically reset in their frames to prevent a tripping hazard when they become
unlevel or raised. Broken grates must be
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[] MOST tree grates are designed to be
expandable so inner rings can be removed as the tree grows in diameter. If
grate Is not enlarged it will injure the tree.
replaced when damaged by trucks or
buses that use the sidewalk as a lane
extension.
Tree trunk guards, by their design, are
temporary at best. Designed to protect the
trunks of young trees, they can injure a
tree when it moves in the wind or when
the guard loosens from the grate and rubs
the tree. A loose tree trunk guard can girdie a tree in just a few weeks. Dr. Roser
C. Funk, vice president of human and
technical resources with the Davey Tree
69

Expert Company believes that "tree trunk
guards and tree grates are a leading cause
of mechanical damage to trees. They have
no valueother than they are helpful if you
have a vandalism problem. Tree grates
may be helpful to avoid soil compaction."
Now we get to the real problem. Trees
and tree hardware can coexist if the hardware is properly maintained--if tree
grates are periodically enlarged and tree
trunk guards are repaired or removed to
prevent tree injury. The problem is that
many cities do not have a mechanism and
sufficient funding to periodically inspect
and maintain tree hardware. In the grand
scheme of city infrastructure projects, it
seems tree hardware maintenance falls
somewhere between constructing a country dub for city employees and upgrading
the city fleet to Corvettes!
The Cincinnati Program
Over the past 20 years, tree grates and
guards have been standard issue for all
capital improvement streetscape projects
constructed in Cincinnati’s central and
neighborhood business districts. In Cincinnati, as in most cities, capital improvement projects do not set aside funding for
long term project maintenance. Streetscape installation usually includes new
sidewalks, curbs, lights, street trees, tree
grates, tree trunk guards, street furniture,
and the occasional kiosk, with the intent
that the abutting property owner will sign
a maintenance agreement to maintain the
new amenities,
On most streetscape projects the city
enters into a signed maintenance agreement with either the owner of the abutring property or the business district
association, a group of abutting property owners who share advertising and
maintenance costs. In theory this approaeh makes excellent sense; proper
facility maintenance attracts more
customers to the business and increases
property values. The fallacy of this is that
in hard economic times maintenance of
the city-owned streetscape becomes a luxury when compared to meeting payroll or
paying suppliers. In some cases where the
agreement is not transferrable, the property may change owners with the new
owner not legally responsible for maintenance,
As an example, in the Cincinnati tentral business district there are 1040
streetscape trees; about 40 percent are
covered by 27 maintenance agreements
with abutting property owners. Of these
27 agreements, only 5 abutting owners actively maintain the streetscape trees and
maintain tree grates and guards when
asked to do so by the city.
In 1989, Cincinnati’s Urban Forest
Management Section met with all property owners in the city’s central business
district who own or manage property
abutting a streetscape. A forester dis70

cussed each tree’s specific maintenance
needs and asked property managers to
provide routine maintenance such as
watering and weed control and to enlarge,
reset, or replace problem tree grates and
remove tree trunk guards as necessary. As
a result, five property owners who hold
maintenance agreements with the city and
two who are not responsible for maintenance, repaired defective hardware.
When an abutting property owner fails
to maintain the tree hardware, the city
must assume the maintenance responsibility because broken or untevel tree
grates pose a tripping hazard and thus,
a liability problem. When the city
recognized the need to maintain tree
grates and guards, no specific city agency wanted to assume the responsibility,
The street tree program is funded by a
small special street tree assessment
authorized by the state of Ohio and
restricted specifically to street tree planting and maintenance. The assessment
cannot legally be used to maintain sidewalks or streetscape hardware,
In a legal opinion rendered by John
Hansehnan, assistant city solicitor, "Ohio
Revised Code grants authority to municipal corporations to levy special assessments on property owners for various
purposes including construction of sidewalks. Cincinnati Municipal Code Seetions.., provide for the responsibility of
sidewalk repairs at the property owner’s
cost. If tree grates serve no purpose in the
maintenance of street trees their placement is arbitrary, a decorative part of the
sidewalk. As such the sidewalk maintenance provisions of the city code should
apply to the repair qf tree grates in the
sidewalk."
Clyde Hunt, urban forestry specialist
with the U.S.D.A. Forest Service agrees
with Mr. Hanselman’s opinion, "tree
grates do not provide any benefit to the
tree, they are primarily ornamentation.
I would rather put mulch around the
trees."
Because Mr. Hanselman determined
that tree grates are a part of the sidewalk,
their maintenance falls under the jurisdiction of the city public works department’s
technical support section. When sidewalk
problems occur, a sidewalk inspector
from the technical support section inspects and marks defective or condemnable sidewalk blocks and orders the abutting property owner to make necessary
repairs. If corrections are not made to the
city’s satisfaction, the city makes the
necessary repairs and the property owner
is billed for incurred costs. The city administration realized that using this same
process with tree hardware repair could
be a public relations nightmare--while
some property owners signed agreements
to maintain the streetscape hardware,
many had no agreement and had no idea
that they would be required to perform
future maintenance on city property.

To avoid the potential public relations
problem, the public works department
agreed to divert infrastructure improvement funds to pay for a one-time citywide tree grate and guard repair project.
Under this comprehensive project, 130
tree guards will be removed, 330 offset
tree grates repaired, 260 enlarged, and 62
missing or broken grates will be replaced.
All abutting property owners will be notifled that the work that was performed
and that the property owner will be legally
responsible for streetscape hardware
maintenance.
Maintenance Procedures
After the one-time repair project, the
city’s urban forest management section
will inspect all streetscape trees every two
years and process emergency complaints
as they arise. Upon inspection, a forester
will mark tree grate problems with paint
and complete a form developed by the
technical support section to document the
problem, location, and corrections needed. The form will be sent to technical support, which issues legal orders to the
property owner responsible for repairs. If
repairs are not made within a specified
time, a work order will be given to the
city’s sidewalk repair contractor to make
the repairs, and the property owner will
be billed for all incurred costs. A forester
will perform a follow-up inspection to
assure that the work was done properly
and no harm caused to the tree.
The city uses the following criteria to
mark tree grates for repair:
* Broken, cracked, or missing grates
are replaced;
¯ Any grate offset more than Vz in. is
reset to proper level;
* Broken light covers or lenses are
replaced;
* Space between the grate and soil level
greater than 1 in. is filled with gravel;
¯ Grates are enlarged if the distance
between the aperture and tree is: 21/z in.
for fast growing species or 1Vz in. for
slow growing species.
Trees can coexist with streetscape hardware only if the hardware is periodically
maintained so it does not hamper tree
growth. Some cities such as Cleveland,
Ohio, simply remove problem tree grates
and fill the opening with mulch. This
solution is acceptable only if the remaining sidewalk area is wide enough to aceommodate pedestrian traffic and wheelchairs per the Americans with Disabilities
Act. In many cases, the tree grate must
be considered as walkable sidewalk surface and remain in place.
If your city is considering installing
streetscape hardware, designate the agency that will assume the maintenance
responsibility and establish the funding
source and, process before installing the
"heavy metal." Otherwise you may encounter problems similar to Cincinnati’s.
[] [] []
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Pancii and Cornputar ompar, d ]n Fad( Oes]gn Project
PHIL PUTERBAUGH
Parks and Recreation Depaflment,
Colorado Springs, Colorado
in the e~tern foot~ils of
N ESTLED
th~ Rocky Moum~ns, n~ the base
of Pikes P~k, lies Peregrine Park, a
5.9-acr¢ neighborhood p~k on the no~hwest side of Colorado Springs. Design
of this p~k w~ one of the most exciting
projec~ I have had during my 19-year
s~y at the Colorado Springs Parks ~d
Recreation Dep~ment.
As a drafter/~ustrator for the department, my usu~ mission on such a proj~ ~ to prep~e ~ the p~k development
const~ction drawings on our C~
system. But my role this t~e w~ differ¢nt. I had recently expressed to my
superiors a d~e to become more ~volved in design. I had ¢xperienc~ in ~chJtect~ ~d ci~ en~neeHng desi~ ~d had
been exposed to th~ landscape designs of
others in the department. So on this project I was granted a signific~t ~ount
of the design responsibility; ~ fact, more
¯ an I had anticipated,
The £~st thug I had to design w~ the
playground for the park, ~d I soo~
re~ized that I had a problem. Before I
c~e to the p~ks and recreation department in 1973 1 had never had a computer
w~th a CAD system. All my previous
work had been done using conventional
penc~ ~d paper techniques. S~nce I had
been at th~ p~ks and recreation depa~ment, most of the design work w~ l~ds~pe design and w~ ~ways done by our
lands~pe ~ch~tec~. So even though I
had been drafting on CAD for y~rs, I
had not yet had the experience of designing on CAD. So my dilemma w~ this:
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Should I design on paper first, ~ I had
done ~ th~ p~t, ~d then ~aft my d~ign
on C~, or should I go ~ead ~d design
directly on CAD?

* Ever~hing was easily visibl~ and I
did not have to squin~ to see through
la~ers of tissue.
* I did not have to discern between
scribbled lines ~d decide which one to
Pencil First?
keep.
I have he~d some designers say that
* Any elemem or group of elements
they like drafting ~n C~, but would
could be rotated without sh~ffing other
rather design in pencil first. I have
elements that were to stay station~y.
wondered if they were speaking from the
* Eve~h~g stayed in p]ace once h is
position of a person who had tded it bo~h
moved.
ways and had mad~ this ~ecision on that
* I did not have to den[ with ~I those
basis, or if the decision was b~ed more
layers of te~-prone tracing tissue and
on res~tance to change. [ then wondered
drafting tape.
if I was co~idering doing the design on
The proc~s went quickly and ~ily,
paper because I was resistant to change,
~th ~ eIemen~ located ~th absolute acor because I actu~ly thought it would be
curacy. [ felt I had a good design with no
~ier.
t~g tissue, no taping, and ~o grap~te
On the Peregrine P~k playground
on my hands ~d shin sleeves.
design I d~cided to put the comp~ison
S[nce making the comparison, [ decidto a test and try it both ways. My ~st
ed that for my own preference, where
d~ign w~ done ~ penc~ on sketch ~sue. , simple draft~g is concerned, of course,
I drew the design elements (the shelter,
I would rather ~aft on C~ th~ in penthe ~di~du~ piec~ of playground equipcil whenever possible. Where design is
ment, and lines indicating necess~y
concerned, it ~ depend. ~en developcle~ances ~ound the equipment) on
ing a broad concept, penci[ design can
sep~ate pie~s of t~sue ~d m~euvered
have its med~ over C~, but when it
them ~ound until I had what looked like
comes to the ~ty-gritty of actu~ly puta me~ingful layout. Then I redned the
t~g design elemen~ that have dimension
design by using layers of tissue to "pull
together, C~ is decidedly the way to go
t~ough" good ~p~ of the d~i~ from
for me.
lower layers, ~d then drew changes to
One factor tha~ made th~ playground
each progressive layout on the top layer
design p~ic~ly ch~lenging w~ the
of tissue. This is pretty st~dard design
~ericans ~[h Disabilities Act of 19~,
practice ~d my ~u~ style, but ~ the end
which requ~es public facilities~playthe process would prove by comp~ison
grounds included--to be accessible to a~
to be cumbersome and time consu~ng,
disabled persons, including thos~ in
~d I was not p~icuI~ly happy with the
wheelchairs.
design.
Quick Approval
Then I tried it again, t~s time draw~ng th~ design elements on CAD. The
The playground d~ign had to be apbenefits were numerous,
proved by ~I the neighbors of Peregrine
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Park before being finalized and made
In the layering structure I like to use,
part of the construction plans. A neighall layer names end with a dash, followborhood meeting was arranged at the
ed by a suffix. The suffix identifies the
elementary school next door to the park.
sheet or sheets on which the layer will
I presented the plan and was pleased that
appear:
there were no requests for changes to the
-A --All Sheets.
design.
-D --Demolition Plan.
-E --Existing Site Plan.
Next, I had to design the planting plan
for the park. This was no special feat in
-S --Site Development Plan.
terms of CAD design, especially with the
-L --Layout (dimensioning) Plan.
LANDCADD software (LANDCADD-G --Grading Plan.
International, Inc., Englewood, Col-I --Irrigation Plan.
grade) we are using, because it has so
-P --Planting Plan.
many landscape architecture related com-DE--Demolition Plan and Existing
mends and symbols. The challenge was
Site Plan.
in creating a meaningful planting plan us-SLGUIP--Site Development Plan,
ing the principals and practices that landLayout Plan, Grading Plan, and Utilities
scape architects use: selecting trees apPlan. This suffix is common for all propropriate for this climatic zone and conposed entities that will appear on those
sidering their general hardiness, their plans that reflect proposed conditions,
water and soil needs, their shape, their
With this system, if I want to view the
spring and fall flower colors; spacing ap- : grading plan, I would first turn off all
propriate for easiest mowing; and the
layers; using the asterisk wildcard to
utilitarian purpose intended for each
specify all layers. Then I would use the
tree’s specific location, such as shade,
asterisk again to indicate the following
layers to turn on: *-A, *-G, *-SLGUIP.
windscreen, visual effect, etc.
In the two shrub beds in the playWith this layering system, the changes
ground area, small ornamental trees were
went quickly and were completed by
used to provide visual esthetics and shade
deadline.
in the playground area, evergreen shrubs
Under certain circumstances on some
were used for fail color, and thorny barprojects a degree of manual drawing will
berry shrubs were used as barrier planoccasionally be necessary despite CAD,
such as when you need to make minor
tings to discourage entry into the shrub
beds.
changes to an already existing hard copy
There was a great deal of political
plan. But after experiencing CAD as the
pressure in our community during this
normal course for producing our conproject for us to complete the construcstruction plans for building parks, I
tion plans as soon as possible, so many
would find it hard to ever go back
processes had to be overlapped. While
entirely,
sometimes this helped things move faster,
In utilizing our AutoCad (AutoDesk,
other times it caused problems.
Inc., Sacramento,. California) and
One major problem we encountered
LANDCADD software to prepare our
was with the grading plan. Once the site
construction plans, we experienced betdevelopment plan was complete, the proter productivity, information organizaject landscape architect prepared a
tion, accuracy, and drawing neatness, all
grading plan and sent it to a consultant
the while meeting tight deadlines.[~ []I~
for cut and fill calculations. In the meantime, I was completing other plans in the
* * *
set of drawings. Then the consultant
Consultant to Provide
returned the earthwork calculations,
Services to Fort Myers
showing that we had an excessive amount
of earth to be imported. This happened
The city of Fort Myers, Florida has
on a Friday and the plans were due at our
chosen Camp Dresser & McKee Inc.,
city purchasing department for bidders at
Cambridge, Massachusetts, to design
8 a.m. on the following Monday mornwastewater residuals stabilization modifiing, so we quickly had to find a way to
cations to two of the city’s 12-mgd advanced wastewater treatment plants. The
balance the site.
If the project had been drafted manualmodifications will allow the facilities to
ly, I would have been faced with the task
meet the Class B stabilization requh’ements
of erasing and redrafting the location of
for EPA’s new Part 503 sludge managethese play fields, along with any related
ment regulations. The project will be manlabels, notes, and dimensions on every
aged out of the consultant’s local west coast
plan in the set. Had that been the case,
Florida offices,
I do not believe I would have made my
Based on recommendations contained in
deadline. But on the CAD system I had
the Residuals Stabilization and Manageall the plan sheets (as opposed to detail
ment Master Plan developed by the consultsheets) layered in a single drawing file. ant, modifications to the facilities ineinde
The file was structured so that any change
constructing new aerobic sludge digesters,
I made on one plan would automaticaliy
blower building, and appurtenances at the
be reflected on the other plans, in this
Fort Meyers Central wastewater treatment
case, the play field shift,
plant,
72
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JAMES E. KOVAS, P.E., RLS
Wade-Trim, Inc.,
Plymouth, Michigan
and

GiSELE GREEN-CZAJKA
GIS Coordinator,
Kalamazoo, Michigan
l~’ALAMAZOO has developed a gee~ graphic information system (GIS)
to better track, manage, and analyze the
region’s infrastructure, environment, and
economic development. A program was
developed that will eventually convert information on parcels, zoning, floodplain
limits, annexation, historic districts, and
storm, water, and sewer systems into a
digital format. These data will provide input to applications for the departments
of public works, planning, assessing, utilities, housing, public safety, management
information services, and Kalamazoo’s
77,000 residents.
The first layer to be created for the G IS
was the base map, generated by digitizing the assessor’s parcel maps. This layer
was chosen for the initial conversion due
to the current condition of the assessor’s
maps. Drafted on linen in the early 1920s,
the maps were disintegrating from years
of use and were difficult for the public
to use. Sections of the city maps were also
in different scales. These maps accurately
represented parcel boundaries and dimensigns of city property, but not streets surrounding the parcels.
Increasing Accuracy
The city hired Electronic Data Systems
0EDS, St. Louis, Missouri) to convert the
1,016 assessor’s maps into a digital format and renumber more than 27,000
parcels to coincide with the county parcel
numbering system. We also decided to increase the map’s level of positional accuracy with a global positioning system
(GPS) control network. The GPS survey
was conducted by Wade-Trim, Inc. in
cooperation with Gove Associates Inc.,
the city’s surveying consultant. The project consisted of surveying existing section
corners, quarter section corners, centers
of sections, and centerlines of major
streets to determine the Michigan State
Plane Coordinates of each corner. This
allowed EDS to determine the true disfence between street intersections and section corners for comparison with the
assessor’s recorded distances.
Gove personnel researched existing
records. Old surveying maps, section corner witness records, and county and city
deeds were used to verify the authenticity of monuments found in Kalamazoo
streets. With all section corner locations
for the assessment mapping, Wade-Trim
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GPS Supports Assessment Mapping Project

developed a plan for the GPS control
survey. A GPS network was used in
which GPS fast-static techniques were
utilized to locate and tie together all the
section corners included in the survey,
Using Trimble Navigation (Sunnyvale,
California) 4000 SSE Fast-Static equipment, the GPS technicians proceeded to
occupy each section corner and quarter
corner included in the network. The treelined streets, one of the charms of
Kalamazoo, presented a problem in many
areas of the city. Since GPS works by
measuring signals sent down by numerous
satellites in orbit, trees present the most
common obstacle for this signal. These
signals are received through an antennae
mounted on a tripod or pole. Signal
reception problems were resolved by
scheduling observation sessions at times
when the satellites were high in the sky
and by elevating the antennae 12 to 15 ft
above the ground,
Another concern of the GPS field
technicians was the heavy traffic on
Kalamazoo streets. Each operator worked
by himself and was responsible for setting up necessary traffic cones and signs
to alert drivers. Occasiona!!y a flagman
was needed to direct traffic around an
antennae setup that blocked a traffic lane.
Operators were kept busy as their
equipment collected satellite data at each
section corner. They recorded the heights
of the antennae above the ground, filled
out log sheets, and answered many questions from curious children walking home
from school. At the end of each 10-to
15-minute data collection session, the
operators packed up their equipment and
moved down the street to their next
assigned sectioncorner. Dur’ing the sevenday collection period, about 60 sessions
were completed during daylight hours,
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

Most of the 76 section corners were iron
pins protected by a cast iron box and lid.
Three operators with GPS receivers collected satellite data during the same time
interval for each session. These data were
later processed to determine the distance
between each section corner at an
accuracy better than a quarter of an
inch.
Using the section corner coordinates
established by the GPS survey, the small
parcel map features of the new computerized assessment maps are currently
being repositioned. A digital representation of the converted parcel map is manipuIated to match the coordinate locations
specified for each section corner. This
creates a template and permits repositioning of city block polygons, as well as the
parcel making up the polygons,
The original parcels’ dimensional shape
and size are protected from the stretching
process of rubber sheeting. Topological
structures are then added to the parcel
elements and other map features. This
gives "intelligence" to the maps and provides a complete GIS interface with the
city’s VAX computer relational database,
Immediate Benefits
There were immediate benefits of this
GPS/GIS project. More timely and accurate tax assessor related information is
available to city staff and the public. The
digital maps and database provide costeffective maintenance, increased ariaIytical capabilities, improved operational
efficiency, and customer service. This will
allow city staff to become more productive, while providing additional services
at current staff levels,
Staff from the departments of the
assessor’s office, management information systems, public utilities, and public
73

works were involved in planning all
phases of this project. Assessing staff will
maintain the parcel information; engiueering users will catalog surveys conducted for local construction projects and
enter new survey information into the
GIS. Tlds will increase the accuracy of the
base map over time and tie all projects to
common base coordinates.
Combining digitized assessor parcel
maps with GPS surveying has been the~
most cost-effective way for the city to
develop a GIS database. By surveying
existing monuments rather than setting
new monuments, the city produced an inventory of existing section and quarter
corners that can be used by the county’s
re-monumentation program. Under a
t990 state law that created the program,
all Michigan counties are required to reestablish their section corner monuments
by the year 2010.
The city and county may establish an
ordinance to densify established monumentation by requiring local surveys to
be tied into the network. Such an ordinance will generate more accurate and less
expensive property surveys, more accurarely determine community utilities and
roadway alignment, and facilitate a
county-wide GIS system. The city has
formed the Kalamazoo Area Geographical Information System Committee
(KAGIS) to study the design, and implementation of such a system.
Kalamazoo has committed itself to the
GIS concept. The assessor’s map conversion project is an important and integral
part of the city’s GIS development program. Upon this layer of information will
rest the remainder of the city’s infrastructure database and the applications that
will evolve to benefit the citizens of
Kalamazoo.
[] [] []
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American Public Works Association
106 West 11 th Street, Suite 1800
Kansas City, Missouri 64-105-1806
{8161 472-6100
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Also, in Concord, New Hampshire, an
ment affairs, strategic planning, and t’rscai
employee appreciation luncheon; in Harrimanagement.
sonburg, Virginia, the local newspaper
Most recently managing director of the
carried the city’s newsletter; in Norfolk,
private-sector National Solid Wastes ManVirginia, a large sign was displayed across
agement ,4.ssociation, with a staff of 80
an elevated walkway and picnles were
and a $90-million budget, Bertera headed
thrown to honor 3200 employees; and in
the chapter relations, membership, public
Celebrating National
Burlington, North Carolina, over 70 emaffairs, technical assistance, and state and
Public Works Week
ployees participated in a basketball shootfederal advocacy programs. He was also
Public works officials throughout the out with proceeds going to a local charity,
responsible for 12 institutes and councils
United States and Canada celebrated Na"Tiffs is a great way to give the taxpayrepresenting specialized constituencies.
tional Public Works Week (NPWW), May
ers a hands-on look at the workings of
Prior experience in the public sector in16 to 22, 1993. For the third consecutive
municipal professions and what their deeludes service with the National Assoeiayear, "Quality of Life Through Public
partments do, what tools they use, and the
don of Counties as an associate director
Works" was the theme of this week dedicontributions they make," explahaed Steve
for federal affairs and as an administrative
eated to recognizing public works engiStewart, the city manager of Harrisonassistant to a member of Congress. He
ricers and administrators as resourceful,
burg, Virginia.
also served as a consultant t6 several fedeffective professionals.
As in Norfolk, Virginia, many cities
eral agencies.
Children’s laughter and street sweeper
Bertera holds a B.S. degree in Biasiness
recognized their staff by designating an
"swooshes" came together in over 200
Employee Appreciation Day. Captain
Administration and an M.P.A. in Urban
cities that week. The cities outdid themCharles Fehlig of the Public Works Center
Affah’s. He is a member of the American
selves with proclamations declaring Naat Norfolk, recognized the employees,
Society of A~sociation Executives and the
tional Public Works Week, press releases
saying, "You are part of the public works
American Society of Public Administrato local media, radio and television talk
groups of the United States who really
tion.
show appearances, school presentations,
make a difference to the people who deCongressman Receives
flyers, equipment shows and demonstrapend upon our services. You make a treAPWA Service Award
tions, parades, tours of public works famendous contribution out here."
eillties, and open houses at government
National Public Works Week was estabThe Honorable Norman Y. Mineta,
offices or local shopping centers,
fished in 1960 with the objectives to inchairman of the U.S. House of RepreIn Eugene, Oregon, Burger King discrease citizen’s understanding of public
sentatives’ Committee on Public Works
tributed more than 15,000 informative
works; promote awareness of the need for
and Trartspot’~ation is the recipient of the
tray liners, announcements about NPWW
public works professionals and the eontriAPWA Distinguished Service Award.
were printed on side panels of shopping
butions they make to everyone’s health,
Mineta has a distinguished career in pollbags, and children learned the "Adventies, and became the first Japanese
safety, and comfort; inspire exeellence
tures of a Raindrop" at the annual fair; in
and dedication in public service by recog- . American mayor of a major U.S. city,
Gresham, Oregon, water treatment tours
nizing public works professionals and
when he won election as mayor of San
were given; in Thousand Oaks, Califortheir achievements; and encourage tal- Jose, California, in 1971. In 1974 he won
nia, there were paint striper and aerial li~
ented young people to prepare for public
a seat in Congress and immediately estabdemonstrations; and in San Francisco, the
works careers,
lished himself as a leader of the 75 new
Ninja Turtles were spotted in a simulated
Democratic members in the 94th Consewer where children could learn what it
gress. Fellow new members elected him
is really like under the streets. Clark
chair of the New Members Caucus.
APWA Names New
County, Las Vegas, Nevada, used a
Mineta has won every bid for reelection
Executive
Director
"guest" weatherprinter on the evening
ever since, and is now serving in his tenth
news the entire week; and in Yaughan,
A nationwide search has culminated in
consecutive term.
Ontario, the Committee of the Whole prothe naming of William J. Bertera to sueAs chair of the Committee on Public
claimed May 16 to 22, 1993 "National
eeed Richard H. Sullivan as executive di- Works and Transportation, Mineta has
Public Works Week."
rector of the American Public Works
leadership authority over much of the naThe celebrations continued across the
Association. Bertera joined the Kansas
tion’s public infrastructure investments-continent where in Jefferson City, Miscity staff as executive director designate
including reads, bridges, transit, safety,
souri, over 40 fourth graders participated
on August 9, and replaced Sullivan on
aviation, ~zter resources, public buildings
in an equipment show; in St. Louis demOctober 1.
and grounds, and economic development
onstrations took place in several area
Bertera comes to APWA with 18 years
assistance programs. As chair, he is a
schools; in Bloomington, Indiana, demonexperience in not-for-profit organizations
member of all six committee subeommitstrations of the city’s new geographic inrepresenting both trade and professional
tees: Surface Transportation, Aviation,
formation system; in Covington,
entities in the public and private sector.
Water Resources and Environment, EcoTennessee, orientation on a natural gas
He has a strong background in chapter denomie Development, Public Buildings and
vehicle; and in New Orleans, Louisiana,
Grounds, and Investigations and Overvelopment and service, membership sales
an equipment parade with a jazz band.
and retention, state and federal governsight.
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Prepared by Paul S. Kobelt
Associate Editor

Oregon Commission to
Review Six-Year Plan
Faced with a shortage of up to $400
million for transportation projects between 1995 and the end of the century, the
Oregon Transportation Commission will
re--evaluate all the projects in its Six-Year
Transportation Improvement Program.
"We are going to have to make tough
decisions on some important projects,"
said commission chairman Michael P.
Hollern. "Given the magnitude of the

shortfall," Hollern said, "we will have to
look at every project on the six-year
plan."
The shortfall is the result of several factors. Federal matching funds for transportation projects will be only 80 percent
of the amounts originally authorized by
Congress. State gasoline tax revenue also
is lagging behind projections. A funding
package presented to the state legislature
to implement the Oregon Transportation
Plan (OTP) was unsuccessful.
"We are committed to the philosophy
of multi-modal transportation systems
outlined in the Oregon Transportation
Plan," said Hollern. "We need to begin
that shift away from reliance on highways
as the prime mode of transportation.

Modernizing Road Repair Operations
20 of the Texas Department
D ISTRICT
of Transportation (TxDOT) is using
two recently purchased BOMAG MPH100 Recyclers (Compaction America, A
United Dominion Company, Kewanee,
Illinois) to improve repairs and save time
and money on hundreds of miles of secondary and tertiary roads and other highways through its eight-county area.
The recyclers cut into existing bituminous surface to a 12-in. depth, pulverizing
: -:.

it with the sub-grade, mixing cement into the soil, and providing a homogeneous
material. The cutting rotor is held at
selected depths by positive down pressure.
Tyler County Maintenance Supervisor
Mark Hanks reported that his maintenance crew recently used one of the new
recyclers to correct several base failures
near the town of Woodville. Earlier the
same crew had repaired five such roadbase failures with the same machine. Two
reasons for base failures of the roads in
Tyler County, according to Hanks, who
has been with TxDOT for over 18 years,
are weather and heavy logging operations,
Most of the roads were not designed or
built to carry the heavy loads they now
do.
"In the old days, before we got the
BOMAG MPH100, we repaired the base
failures by using the scarifer teeth on a
motor grader. An older farm tractor with
disk was pulled behind it," said Hanks.
"We used the tractor/disk to mix the cement with the soil after the grader
operator broke up the asphalt and bladed
the material out to where the failure
¯ THE Recycler repairs damaged road by
mixing existing bituminous pavement
with subgrade material and cement. The
mixture is then graded and compacted.
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"Oregon’s transportation system is the
biggest single investment made by the
citizens of this state. By doing all we can
to preserve that investment, we will be
able to divert funds from modernization
or improvement projects to other projects
that are more in line with the goals of the
OTP."
Oregon Department of Transportation
News, August 18, 1993.
HikerlBiker Trail
TO Be Extended
The Maryland Department of Transportation has announced an improvement
to lengthen the Baltimore/Washington
Airport hiker/biker trail under construe-

was exposed. In the past it took five or
six passes with the disk to get proper mixing. Now we can do the same thing with
the BOMAG with only two passes. And
we can go deeper a lot faster when need
be," he added.
"I’m not sure how others do it, but we
add cement to the soil simply by pacing
off the distance of the failure area. We
then add one bag of cement for each step
or 3 ft of distance when we are repairing
one half of a normal 20-ft wide road. If
the repair goes across both travel lanes of
the road, we use two bags of cement for
each 3 ft," continued Hanks.
Hanks feels that the recycler mixes the
material to a uniform consistency, avoiding the clods of soil that were common
with the previous equipment. "We add
cement and mix it to a uniform consistency. We add water to the correct proportion and then compact the material.
Normally we use a pneumatic, rubbertired roller to get the proper density. The
next to last step is to reestablish the
proper grade with our maintainer or
motor grader. This is a very critical operation because the only thing we do after
this is to come back after a few days and
put down a coat of oil and stone.
"The initial difference in repairing base
failures with the BOMAG MPHI00 is going to be a better quality repair that will
result in a longer lasting road. Long
range, a savings in time and money,"
Hanks concluded.
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It’s a Definite Mabey.
Mabey Bridge Of Course.
Twenty Four Hour Response,

An Economical Solution

When an emergency arises, you can
count on Mabey Bridge for a fast
solution to your bridge problems,
When flash floods in New Mexico
washed out a highway bridge, Mabey
responded in less than 24 hours and
designed a replacement utilizing Mabey
components already stocked by New
Mexico DOT. The new 100 ft., two lane,
clear span bridge was up within a week.
The fast response earned a commendation from the governor for all involved,
and, probably much gratitude from the
highway travelers.

Baltimore County, Maryland, like many
others, uses Mabey prefabricated panel
bridges for economical bridge replacement. They go up fast. ]*he initial cost
is very competitive with other construction methods. And, on total lifetime
overall cost, they are tough to beat.

:(?:: 5i:.i ~?i-::~":~ :’:i

~
¯ "’:::~ : ¯ ° :!,?

bridge requkements handled by

Mabel: Like all Mabey bridges, it
uses fully galvanized high strength
steel components for long life.

Make it a Mabey, Definitely

Quality Design
The Mabey design team helps solve
your bridge problems. When a utility
bridge was needed in South Carolina
to carry a 24" water main, Mabey
designed it, delivered it and provided
full on-site support. This DOff structure
is another example of the variety of

Mabey Bridge is a definite
consideration for both temporary and
permanent installations. A wide range
of sizes and configurations can be
rented or purchased to meet your
needs quickI.v and economically.
For your next bridge, definitely
make it a Mabey. Call or write for
more information.

MABEY BRIDGE, INC. 921-A Baltic Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21225 410-355-79~8 800-42MABEY
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993
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OLIICK-ATTA H

SWEEPER
FOR LOADERS

MOUNTS ON BUCKET
IN 2 MINUTES
NO TOOLS REQUIRED

tion will extend the trail from North

School to the Linthi-

cum Light Rail walk-up station, encouraging more people to use mass
transit.
"With the opening of the light rail in
Linthicum, extending the trail to improve
pedestrian and cyclist access is ideal,"
said Maryland DOT Secretary O. James
Lighthizer. "Local residents will be able
to walk to the station along the new scenic
path and employees from area businesses
can travel by light rail and walk to work.
The project is an excellent example of intermodalism in our department."
Construction of the 10.5-mile trail will
be completed in four phases. Originally
estimated at $2~,000, the extension adds
about $133,000 to the trail construction
cost of which $66,750 are Federal Highway Administration enhancement funds.
Averaging 10 to 12 ft wide, the asphalt
and boardwalk trail will be built mainly
on public property.
Maryland Department of Transportation News, July 16, 1993.

History of Urban
Transportation Planning

OTHER HANDY ATTACHMENTS
~

; ’ --~-~;" ~

LOADER FORKS - TOP AND LIP MOUNTED

~~

The history of urban transportation
planning in the United States is enlightening. Edward Weiner, in Urban Transportation Planning in the United States: An
Historical Overview, presents the fourth
edition of a work first published in 1983.
The history focuses on key events in the
evolution of urban transportation planning, including developments in technical
procedures, philosophy, processes, and
institutions. The current work brings the
planning process history up to date and
includes material on the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of

’!

ASPHALT CUTTERS

SHEEPSFOOT COMPACTORS

~ "~’~

SNOW PLOWS

RIPPERS ’:~

PLUS MORE

guest industries
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, inc.

800-243-5390/203-482-1118
Fax 203-489-6336
3601 Winsted Rd., Torrington, CT 06790-2297 ~

For more information contact Edward
Weiner, Office of Economics, Office of
the Assistant Secretary for Policy in International Affairs, Office of the
Secretary of Transportation, Washington, D.C. 20590 (202-366-5403). The
report (DOT-T-93-02) is distributed in
cooperation with the Technology Sharing
Program, U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C. 20590.
Newsline, July 1993, Transportation
Research Board, National Research
Council, Washington, D.C.

New Program Draws
Many Applications
A new federal program that earmarks
about $7.5 million a year for "enhancement" projects complementing Virginia’s
,,~,~o~,~o~ systems has netted 219 applications requesting nearly $69 million.
Requests range from landscaping and
beautification along highways to developing hiking trails and bicycle paths to
renovating railroad stations and creating
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You make it a work of art. Surf/an* herbicide keeps it a picture suitable for
framing. Find out how in our free technical guide.
4o
It describes how Surflan herbicide can stop more than 50 different weeds and
grasses before they emerge to protect more than 175 different ornamentals. No other
\
ornamental herbicide can top these numbers.
\,~ ........
It also tells how Surflan is so gentle on your established shrubs and ornamentals you "
can spray it directly over the top, even over sensitive ornamentals like petunias. At recommended rates of 3 oz. per 1,000 square feet, Surflan keeps tough weeds out all season long.
That makes your work a real work of art.
Ask for your free technical
guide on Surflan today. Call toll-free:
1-800-729.3693, ext. 7613.

DowElanco
*Trademark of DowElanco
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"talking highways" that would allow
motorists to hear on their car radios about
the area they are driving through.
Virginia Department of Transportation
Q/DOT) officials were not surprised at the
number of applications, three fourths of
which poured in during the last three days
before the deadline. Private and public
sector groups and individuals applied for
the funds.
"There’s been a lot of interest in this
program," said Commonwealth Transportation Commissioner Ray D. Pethtel,
"and the quality of the project proposals
is consistently high. It’s a unique program
that encourages recreational opportunities
as well as historic preservation along our
highways."
Pethtel said a 15-member Transportation Enhancement Advisory Committee would evaluate the proposals and
recommend projects for funding no later
than October.
Requests for funds have come from all
over the state and range from $675 to $3
million. Federal funds provide 80 percent
of the funding for projects under the
federal Intermodal Surface Transporration Efficiency Act. The remaining 20
percent must come from localities or
private sector applicants.
To ensure that the applicants can come
up with the additional 20 percent, the
local board of supervisors or city council

must approve the projects before being
submitted to VDOT.
VDOT News, August 13, 1993.
Maryland Using Fly Ash
In Interchange Constructiorl
As part of its efforts to positively impact the environment, the Maryland State
Highway Administration (SHA) is using
fly ash in the construction of a new interchange and bridge at MD 213 and U.S.
30t in Queen Anne’s County. Fly ash is
the remaining residue from burning coal
in electric generating power plants. About
50 million tons of fly ash were produced
nationwide in 1990. In the past, fly ash
was stored on the property of utility companics until it could be landfilled.
Research shows that fly ash is a successfut borrow (soil and earth) replacemerit and it is being used increasingly for
construction in several states such as
Delaware, Alabama, Texas, and Pennsylvania. Twenty to thirty percent of fly ash
produced each year is being used in highway construction,
Fly ash is replacing conventional borrow for embankments in the MD 213 and
U.S. 301 interchange. The Delmarva
Power Company, a coal burning plant at
the Indian River Facility, is providing
SHA and project contractor David A.
Bramble Inc., Chestertown, Maryland,

with over 60,000 cu yd of fly ash for the
construction. The Southern Maryland
Pepco Plant, Brandywine, Maryland, is
also providing 140,000 cu yd of fly ash
for the project. The fly ash is being surrounded with earth on the top, bottom,
and sides of the embankment.
By using fly ash instead of standard
borrow, SHA and Bramble Inc. will save
80 cents per cu yd in construction costs,
or a combined anticipated savings of
$160,00 for the project. The $4.8-million
bridge and interchange project will iraprove traffic flow in the area. Construction began in February and should be
completed by fall 1994.
Maryland Department of Transportation News, August 18, 1993.
New Rules Make
The Going Scenic
New rules now allow county state-aid
highways to be declared as Natural Preservation Routes to protect natural and
historic resources, the Minnesota Departmerit of Transportation has announced.
Designation as a Natural Preservation
Route allows designers greater flexibility
in selecting design standards for new construction or rebuilding existing roadways.
The relaxed standards reduce impact on
the surrounding environment while ensuring that the roadway remains safe for

TREE AND BRUSH DISPOSAL MADE EASY

WITH THE 12" CAPACITY

BRUSH BANDITS
Bandit Chippers have become the most popular

¯ Durable Concrete Base Wall ¯ Lower Profile
chippers in North America because they perform
¯ Storage Capacities from 150 Tons to 5000 Tons better and hold up better.
= More Interior Head Room
= Low Cost
Experience the Bandit Difference
Contact us or your local Bandit Dealer today
tOChipper.arrange for a demonstration of a Bandit

gUtK SIORA0[ i~gm
1054 Volbrecht Road
Crete, IL 60417-2639
"708-672-3 113

Exclusive Distributors for
~_,-~Dornes flmenco

FAX 708-672-7898
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BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD ¯ REMUS, MI 49340
PHONE: (517) 561-2270 ¯ FAX: (517) 561-2273
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I motorists and bicyclists. Revised standards include narrower widths for lanes,
shoulders, and clearances and reduced
design speeds.
"Our state is fortunate to possess many
roadways that are rich in scenic or historic
value. These rules allow counties to design
roadways that preserve the natural beauty
of the area while still maintaining a safe
roadway," said Dennis Carlson, state aid
engineer.
To be designated as a Natural Preservation Route, a roadway must possess
sensitive or unique scenic, environmental,
or historic characteristics. Examples may
include roads near historic buildings,
along lakes, rivers, and wetlands or
through forests or hilly, rocky, or bluff
terrain. Individuals who seek to designate
a roadway as a Natural Preservation
Route must make a written request to the
county board having jurisdiction over the
route.
Minnesota Department of Transportation News, Jtily 20, 1993.
FULL-$ERVICEAERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
& PHOTOGRAMMETRY
10822 E, Newton Place ¯ Tulsa, Oklahoma 74116
918 ¯ 437 ¯ 8453 FAX: 918 ¯ 437 ¯ 8534
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DVM Weather Sewice provides road and highway departments with
accurate and dependable, storm alert and warning services at a
competitive rate.
Here are comments from some of our clients.
¯ "We have found DVM Weather Service to be very dependable,
especially through the ’Blizzard of ’93’."
James Schaffener, Supt. of Roads, Hamilton, NJ
¯ "DVM’s accurate and dependable service has enabled us to keep
ahead of bad weather and have successful snow removal."
M. Ellis, Dir. Community Operations, Montgomery Village, MD
¯ "We have been using DVM Weather Service for two seasons and
have been very pleased with their weather reports."
W. Wolfe, Hunterdon County Road Supervisor, Remington, NJ
¯ "We contracted DVM Weather Service and they have been accurate
and extremely dependable."
Robert A. Cutter, Administrator, Lake Hopatcong, NJ
¯ "We are in our third season with DVM. I would recommend DVM to
anyone in need of a professional weather service."
Louis V. Buono, Director of Public Works, Tinton Falls, NJ
DVM Weather Service has the latest in meteorological technology
along with experienced meteorologists who know YOUR specific

location!

For a Free No Obligation Price Quote Call
1-800-766-2386
Weather Forecasting and Analysis....slnce 1985
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Other Articles
"Rumble Strips and Pedestrian Safety." A
~tudy in Phoenix indicates that advance rumble strips are not a helpful safety device based
on speed data and pedestrian accident experience. By Michael J. Cynecki, P.E., traffic
engineering supervisor, James W. Sparks,
P.E., deputy street transportation director, and
Jenny L. Grote, P.E., traffic engineer, Phoenix, Arizona. [TE Journal, August 1993,
Institute of Transportation Engineers,
Washington, D.C.
"America’s Premier Scenic Highways."
Two magnificent asphalt scenic highways are
detailed here: the Blue Ridge Parkway in
Virginia and North Carolina and Highway 1
on the California Coast. By H. Fred Waller,
Jr., Asphalt Institute regional engineer, Eastern
Region; and Roger D. Smith, Asphalt Institute
regional engineer, Western Region. Asphalt,
Summer 1993, the magazine of the Asphalt Institute, Lexington, Kentucky.
¯ ¯ ¯
Partnering
(Continued from page 58)
Naugatuck River has 5-ft. wide cantilevered sidewalks on each side. This
four-lane structure carried 17,500 ADT
at last count.
The scope of activities includes: replacing the original 7-in. reinforced concrete
decks with precast concrete deck planks
and a waterproof bituminous overlay;
cast-in-place median barriers, bridge
parapets, and deck joints; repairing fixed
bearings and replacing expansion bearings
with elastomeric bearings; and upgrading
drainage and illumination systems.
Greiner, Incorporated (Wallingford,
Connecticut) has served as the state’s
design consultant for the overall project.
The unique design was completed in
eight weeks to meet ConnDOT s deadline
for advertising the project. Funding for
the project derives from an 80/20 percent
federal/state split.
~ [] []
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~It’s a jungle out there. A concrete and asphalt forms of root control, Biobarrier is installed cornjungle. And as roots from trees along sidmvalks pletely underground. So your root control system
is out of sight, and the roots are out of mind.
and ciW streets start to spread, pavement can
buckle, crack and fall apart. Not only is this an When you consider the long-term effectiveness,
unsightly problem, but a dangerous one, as well.Biobarrier’s value becomes quite apparent.
That’s why there’s Biobarrier®, the root con- Instead of replacing your root control system eveW

trol system that controls roots without damag- few years, or worse yet, replacing concrete in sideing the tree over the long term. Biobarrier is a walks and curbs, Biobarrier provides over 15 years
geotextile fabric that has con-~).:! of effective root control so you can concen"’ .trate on more above-ground concerns.
trolled-release nodules con .......
taining trifluralin, which has~’.;.~~ The Biobarrier root control system. It
guarantees there’s one crack problem you
been proven effective to con~"\!{@{{~::i],iii~
"
i
:.[[:i
.:
trol tree root encroachment ~ .." ,, .~.~-: i-i :;-~can get rid of in ,your cit3’, and keep it under
for over 15 gears. It’s the strongest, most effec- control for years to come. For more information
tire, yet the easiest way to divert roots away
about Biobarrier, call 1-800-25-ROOTS.
from sidewalks, curbs and street pavement.
~,
¯
And Biobarrier couldn’t be easier to install,
simply place it as a vertical barrier to deflect root
The Roots Stop Here.
growth. And unlike plastic barriers or other

g,o loc rr, r
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Prepared by Clayton H. Billings
Editorial Consultant

Storage Configuration
And Water Quality
Several computer models have been
deve!oped that can simulate spatial and
temporal changes in distribution water
quality. An important application of
water quality monitoring has been the
significance of chlorine residuals. Several
models have been developed to simulate
the transport and decay of chlorine in
water systems. Concemrations of chlorine
along with many other water constituents
are time-dependent. Thus the average age
of water in a distribution system has a
significant impact on water quality. In
previous modeling efforts, storage reservoirs have been represented as compartmentalized completely-mixed vessels.
However, neither the characteristics
of mixing in distribution reservoirs
nor the effects of reservoir design on mixing behavior have been investigated.
From the moment water leaves the treat-

ment plant, its age is increasing and its
quality is changing as a result of timedependent chemical and biochemical reactions. Constituents, such as free chlorine, are relatively unstable, and concentrations decrease with water age. Storage
reservoirs can contribute to substantial increases in water age, depending on such
factors as geometry, operation, and Iocation. In modeling the effects of reservoirs
on water age, complete mixing is usually
assumed. The assumption of complete
mixing may not be appropriate for all
tank configurations. Elevated storage
tanks and some ground storage tanks with
spherical or elliptical shapes should have
better mixing characteristics than standpipes. The potential plug-flow nature of
standpipes during mixing and emptying
may lead to behavior that can be characterized as "first in, last out." Three
storage facilities from the Akron, Ohio
distribution system, the Firestone,
Crosier, and Tallmadge tanks, were
selected for this study. The TalImadge
tank is an elevated, large diameter structure with a diameter-to-height ratio of
3.5:1. In comrast, thd Firestone tank is
a standpipe with a much smaller diameter

-to-height ratio (0.4:1). The Crosier structure is an elevated tank with an intermediate diameter-to-height ratio of 1.4: i.
The tanks were monitored for chlorine
residual. Chlorine was also measured
within the water column of each tank.
Although chlorine profiles revealed some
stratification in tanks with large diameterto-height ratios, completely-mixed models
were more accurate than plug-flow
models in representing the behavior of al!
three tanks. If all distribution reservoirs
behave as completely-mixed reactors as
did those in this study, then storage resetvoirs should be designed to ensure maximum volume change. Elevated tanks
should be utilized rather than standpipes.
Overdesign of storage facilities should be
avoided because it leads to decreased
volumetric change and increased water
age. Consideration should also be given
to taking storage tanks off line to improve
the turnover rate. The use of fluoride as
a conservative tracer was not possible in
this study, because permission to suspend
use of fluoride could not be obtained. The
use of chlorine rather than fluoride made
the tank mixing studies more difficult to
conduct. Chlorine decay rates were deter-

Drinkable Water After Chemical Oxidation Process
Innovative TechnolA SUPERFUND
ogy Evaluation (SITE) demonstra-

According to Norma Lewis, project
manager of the EPA’s Risk Reduction
tion confirmed that chemical oxidation Laboratory, once operating conditions
treatment technology will clean water
were established, the perox-pure unit recontaminated by toxic organics. The
quired little or no attention. "There were
SITE demonstration at California’s no operational problems that affected
Lawrence Livermore National Labora- system performance," she reported. The
treated water was drinkable by Califortory was conducted under stringent evaluation standards developed by the EPA
nia standards and met Federal drinking
for the SITE program,
water maximum contaminant levels at the
During the three-week demonstration
95 percent confidence level,
TM
period a small perox-pure
system
The advanced UV/oxidation process
(Peroxidation Systems, Inc., Tucson,
destroys the bonds between contaminant
Arizona) cleaned about 40,000 gal of atoms and allows the atoms to recombine
groundwater contaminated with trichlorinto simpler, nontoxic compounds, such
oethene (TCE) and tetrachloroethene
as carbon dioxide, water, and various
(PCE), which were present at concentrasalts. During the process, contaminated
tions of about 1,000 and t00 mgiL, re- water is combined with hydrogen peroxspectively. The chemical oxidation proeide, a chemical oxidant. The mixture is
ess consistently destroyed the TCE and
then exposed to ultraviolet light generated
PCE to levels below detection limits of by medium pressure mercury vapor
0.5 ~g/L.
lamps. The ensuing photochemical teat84
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tion forms hydroxyl radicals, highly reactive molecules that break the chemical
bonds of the pollutants. Clean water is
the result. The treatment technology produces no air emissions and generates no
residue, sludge, or spent media that require further processing, handling, or
disposal.
During a second phase of testing, the
process effectively destroyed compounds
that are more difficult to oxidize and are
not usually present in the contaminated
water at high concentrations. Influent
water containing TCE and PCE was spiked with chloroform, 1,1-dichloroethane
(DCA), and 1, t, l-trichloroethane (TCA).
The process destroyed over 93.1 percent
of the chloroform, 98.3 percent of the
DCA, and 81.8 percent of the TCA.
Greater destruction efficiencies are
achieved with additional oxidation time
or larger perox-pure equipment.

People Lo,ok Up To Gresen~ Valves Because
They Wont Unexpectedly Let You Down.

Whether front loader or back hoe, fork lift or man lift,
Gresen" Valves are recognized as the standard wherever
hydraulic power is used. And now
controlling the strength in your mobile
fluid power application is easier than ever.
Now Gresen gives you precise electronic
control for our directional, pressure and
flow control valves. Our comprehensive
valve expertise indudes mobile hydraulic
control valves, integrated circuits, cartridge
valves, electronic programmable
controllers, and feedback devices.
And when you specify, Gresen, you
know you cart count on:
¯ Efficiently-engineered, precisely manufactured components.

¯ A range of capabilities that are unmatched in the industry.
¯ A firm commitment to total customer satisfaction.
Harness your hyctraulic power with
the reliable control of Gresen Valves. For
the distributor in your area, write Dana’s
Mobile Fluid Products Division, P.O. Box
1313, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440 or
call 1-800-862-9367.

GRESEN°
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mined in this study. However, the use of
a nonconservative tracer undoubtedly
resulted in some tank modeling errors.
These errors may have resulted from the
assumption of first-order decay and applying lab decay data to storage tanks.
The use of fluoride avoids many of the
problems associated with chlorine analysis. The benefits of modeling research
far outweigh any risk incurred from ternporary cessation of fluoridation. State
authorities need to be more accommodating in such matters.
"Assessing the Effects of Storage Tank
Design on Water Quality." By Mark S.
Kennedy, associate professor in civil
engineering, South Dakota State University; Scott Moegling, engineer, Burgess &
Niple Ltd., Akron, Ohio; Simsek Sarikelle, professor of civil engineering,
University of Akron; and Khis Suravallop, engineer designer, Akron Public
Utilities Bureau, Akron, Ohio. Journal
A WWA, July 1993.

Ideal for storage of water
treatment chemicals

[] Complete line of over 130
tanks from 55 to 12,000

gallons insize
[] Handles wide range of corrosive
and non-corrosive chemicals

[] Seamless molding from crosslinked polyethylene is rugged,

dependable and easily
maintained
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Pump Energy Savings
Utilities can save energy in water
system operation in only a limited number
A~u
Division Of Abell Corporation
of ways. By improving the operation of
*-’~
P.O. Box E, 8055 South Ash
pumps, which are the biggest energy users
Division Of Abelt Corporation ¯ Box 4150, Monroe, LA 71211 French Camp, CA 95231
in water treatment and distribution, utitManufacturing Location Also At Winchester, VA
Phone (209) 982-4904
ities can realize significant energy cost
Phone (318) 343-7565 o FAX (318) 343-8795
FAX (209) 982-0455
savings. This article describes some methods for reducing energy costs and the
For details circle No. A-45 on card
kinds of tradeoffs that must be considered in making any energy cost savings.
It is unlikely that any given pump station,
although probably not extremely inefficient, is being operated at its lowest possible energy cost. The best approach to
energy cost savings depends on the utilVALVE BOX AND CATCH BASIN CLEANER .
Large and .....
ity. It may be difficult for a small utility
CLEAN-O-VAC
~
to spend a few thousand dollars studying
bulky truck
¯ ::
is capable of
pump operation or installing telemetry
. .: collecting over
vacuums are
when the total cost of pumping energy is
t
not always
5.000 pounds
only a few thousand dollars per year. A
large utility may be willing and able to
justified
of wet or dry
~
spend considerable sums trying to squeeze
because of.~
material per
one or two percent from its electric bill.
their size, noise
hour while
Any proposed operating policy for a distribution system must be evaluated with
and traffic
remaining
¯
regard to its impact on these competing
easy to move
objectives: 1) meeting everyday customer
and operate,
demands; 2) making sure emergency deoffers the
.~
mends are met through proper provision
of storage; 3) maintaining water quality;
perfect
This heavyand 4) minimizing capital cost. Because
solution,
dut’¢ unit is
there is no single reason why pumping
By combining
factory trailer
systems are operated less than optimally,
a powerful
there is no single simple approach to
mounted, or
minimizing energy costs. Instead there are
vacuum in
may be
myriad reasons why pumping systems
a compact,
carried in the
operate at a higher-than-optimal cost, inquiet, highly
cluding: 1) pumps are incorrectly selected;
bed of a
2) pumps have worn out or have clearportable
small truck.
ances set incorrectly; 3) capacity in the
distribution system is limited; 4) storage
capacity is limited; 5) operational pressure
tanks, such as hydropneumatic tanks, are
inefficient; 6) telemetry equipment is inadequate or inaccurate; 7) pumps and
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anT he West Coast
Poly Cal Plastics

The Vic~tau~gsystem... the complete, iast,
,~ono~,cai and re~ .’habte way ~co join pipe.
Saving money in
municipal treatment

plant piping since 1925.
The Victaulic system not only
saves substantial time during initial
installation, it also helps reduce
operation and maintenance costs,
You work with only two bolts,
compared with 8 to 12 for flanges,
No bolt hole alignment problems,
Easy field or shop pipe preparation,

Only V’wtauli¢ has a complete line of couplings,
fittings, and valves for A WWA ductile and IPS
steel, stainless, aluminum, or PVC pipe.

Sludge dean-out and maintenance
are a snap. Each joint is a two-bolt
union. Add-ons, changes, and
expansion are easy. Products are
available for AWWA ductile or IPS
steel, stainless, aluminum and
PVC--even a transition coupling
from ductile to steel.
Grooved end plug, butterfly, ball
and check valves are installed with
two couplings. Fittings are grooved,
ready for field installation. And
products are available worldwide.
Next municipal waste treatment,
water treatment, lift station or
pump house, put the Victaulic
system to work. We’L[ go the I/refit
and beyond to save you time and

N~ ~¢-Vlug~ valv~ wovides oa:~eional flow,
Io~v maintenance, and Jast, easy grooved coupling
installation.

For more information, contact
your Victaulic Distributor, or write
Victaulic Company of America,
P.O. Box 31, Easton, PA 18044-0031.
Or phone 215-559-3300.
.~.,.
FAX: 215-250-8817.
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beyond.
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From Water & Wastewater To Public Works...
You Can Rely On OMI

Operations Management International, Inc. (OMI) offers a complete scope
of public works contract services--water and wastewater treatment, collection
systems, street and vehicle maintenance, meter reading and billing, parks
maintenance, sanitation, and more. OMl’s highly trained professionals help
,/our city run more efficiently...within your existing budget,
QMI retains and retrains existing personnel using the latest technology,
equipment, and quality improvement processes. This innovative approach allows
your community to immediately benefit from greater operating efficiencies, cost
savings, and fewer management headaches,
To enhance your community’s quality of life and provide your citizens with
value-added services, rely on OMI. Call or write today for more information,
~ OPERATIONSMANAGEMENr
~ INTERNATIONAL, INC,
~ ~0 80x5169
;~ingwoac~. texas 7732.5-.5169

~ ~.800.9s0.4~64
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valves cannot be controlled automatically
or remotely; 8) a penalty results from
time-of-day or seasonal energy pricing; 9)
demand or capacity charges are not understood; I0) operator error occurs; or
11) pump control strategies are less than
optimal. Most of these problems will not
be noticed unless the utility looks for
energy waste. Energy consumption is
directly proportional to the discharge and
head and inversely proportional to the
pumping efficiency. The problem is complicated, however, by the fact that efficiency itself is a function of the discharge.
It can be shown mathematically, howby
can
reducing the amount of water pumped,
the head against which it pumps, or the
price of energy, and increasing the efficiency of the pumps. A utility does not
have much control over the pumping
volume. Water conservation and loss
reduction are the only substantial ways to
reduce the volume pumped. To the extent
that water conservation and loss reduclion reduce consumption, they also conserve energy. Where there are multiple
pressure zones, savings can be realized by
minimizing the amount of water that
needs to be pumped to higher zones.
Pressure zones can be rearranged so that
customers are served from the lowest zone
feasible. Reducing the total dynamic head
against which the pump must work will
reduce energy consumption. The easiest
way to accomplish this is to keep distribu-

SIHpI]/Iidd S.I1,$, sealing mid
packing compound to pump stuffing

boxes and eliminate lealis,
/%lso availal~le:
¯ Mechanical seals
f:~ ’
- Braided packing
¯ Viton~and Teflon*
¯ O-Rings
¯ Gaskets
¯ Buna-N and Viton"- O-ring Kits
¯ On-the-Spot O-Rings
¯ Flange Spreaders
¯ Plumbers Paks
¯ O-Ring Tool Kits
In Stock for Immediate Delivery
Also Reduce friction with Multlube lubricant products specially formulated for gasoline
engines, diesel engines, motors, pumps, gears, valve stems, etc.
CI~EL TOLL FRI=E 1-800-631-5580
~ ~~~~~~~
""

"Ou~ntT,adernark
88

STOCKING
OtSTRtBUTOt~S
WANTED!

PLASTIC& RUBBER PRODUCTS, INC.
548 Route 35. P.O.. Box 697, South Amboy, NU 08879-9990
908-727-3050 o FAX: 1-908-727-4889
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ever, that energy usage

be reduced

tion tanks less than full and suction
storage tanks as full as possible. The
heads produced by a pump are those
either for lifting water or overcoming friction. If most of the energy goes toward
lifting, the system head curve will be very
flat. This is usually the case when the suction and discharge reservoirs are dose to
the pumping station and the pipes are
large. Many electric utilities have a constant price for energy usage. Others use
tirae-of-day pricing to discourage use during periods of peak electricity demand.
Utilities can take advantage of this price
structure by filling storage tanks during
off-peak periods. Utilities need to cheek
periodically to ensure that pumps are
operating at their best efficiency point
regardless of the appearance of satisfactory operation. Utilities are faced with
several levels at which they can address
improvement in the order of increasing
cost. These range from field testing of
pumps to an engineering-economic evaluation of energy consumption to the use
of computer hardware-software. These
costs for a large utility can vary from a
few tens of thousands of dollars to raillions. There is no substitute for actually
measuring water-to-wire efficiency of
pumps in the field. It is a standard praclice and well-documented. If a utility has
not undertaken pump testing in several
years, it may be worthwhile. Efforts
should be made to test the pumps over as
wide a range of flows as feasible. There

sodium bNarbonate

The natural
ehoice for
and opper~leVels in " "
d~nking~water
:’ Join waters~lie~ ’~cro~s
t~ using sodium bicarbonate from the
ARM & HAMMER~ people to significantly
-10wer~ lead and cop~er level~_i~ dd~ing
.water: Fo~ ~ .....

~certified"
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is a limit to what can be accomplished
with pump testing and engineering-economic evaluation. For utilities with sufficient energy cost and sound pumps,
optimization may assure additional savings. In many cases, the existing rnles for
operating the system may prevent the utility from optimizing efficiency. Training
operators to understand flexible rules can
be difficult, At this point it may be necessary to shift to some form of computeraided operation, in which the operator
provides information to the computer to
describe the state of the system. The compurer would then supply the desired tank
levels and which pumps should be runn-

ing at any particular time. Each system
is quite specific, so that there are no sireple generic computer programs as there
are for pipe networks, to optimize system
operation. Enough development work has
been done, however, that setting up optimum control is no longer a research elfort. A pump optimization study usually
consists of the following: 1) preliminary
analysis of the system; 2) data collection;
3) optimization pi’ogramming; 4) verification of new equipment and procedures;
and 5) operator training. There is probably not a pump station in existence that
could not realize some cost savings. Before investing in sophisticated software or

STONES

Reducing Radium

]_~

By Ion Exchange

ENGINEE G
HISTORY
VersatiHty
It’s a matter of sttrpit,al,
Ross Valve learned some time ago that versatility
is essential to meet the demands of the water
industry. So we manufacture valves and~ctuators
for all applications, from hydraulic to solenoid to
SCADA control. Every Ross product is built to meet
yourspecificationsandexpectationsforperformance
and durability,
Choose the valve that stands for quality -Choose Ross.
P.O. Box 595
Troy, NY 12181
(518) 274-0961
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hardware to improve operation, the utility
should first conduct pump testing and an
overall evaluation of energy costs associated. It would then be possible to determine whether there is much room for linprovement. Testing is the only way to
determine whether pumps are wasting
energy. Reviewing energy bills can give insights into the possibility for savings.
Also, if a pump regularly operates to the
left of its best efficiency point, the irapeller or pump needs to be changed or the
distribution capacity needs to be increased. If demand charges are significant, utilities need to determine when
charges are effective and to operate during these times. Good communication
between pump operators and management is important.
"Tips for Saving Energy in Pumping
Operations. By Thomas M. Walski,
associate professor of environmental
engineering, Wilkes University, and
engineer, Wyoming Valley Sanitary
Authority, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.
Journal A WWA, July 1993.
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u.s. EPA’s small system technology
initiative was first developed in 1989 with
the objective of building public-private
partnerships to promote simpler drinking
water technologies. The techniques were
intended to apply to systems serving fewer
than 3300, and designed to seek out and
demonstrate cost-effective solutions for
complying with federal and state regulations. To date, only systems serving fewer
than 500 have been considered as possible demonstration sites. Sites were
selected based on a variety of parameters,
such as maximum contaminant levels,
size, and financial status. Requests for
proposals were solicited from water treatment suppliers to provide equipment and
operational assistance for individual
demonstrations. Demonstrations have
been conducted under the supervision of
EPA and appropriate regulatory personnel. EPA has completed evaluations and
has issued a report on the first small
systems technology initiative demonstration site--the Quail Creek water system
near Spicewood, Texas. Two other projects are underway: one in Freestone,
California, and another in Suffolk,
Virginia. Several others are in the
development stages. The Quail Creek
water system supplies a privately owned
mobile home development with about ! 5
connections and a total of 55 connections
available for future expansion. An ion exchange system was provided by Kinetico,
Inc. for the removal of radium present in
a concentration of 7.~ pCI/L (picocuries
per liter). The owner of the property
decided to install a water system at a cost
of $35,000 in 1983 to help sell tracts. The
system consists of a well, storage tank,
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

2.0’ Milli0n Gallon Buried Potable Water Storage Reservoir
Owners: South Coast County Water District, South Laguna, California
Engineer: Daniel Boyle Engineering, Inc. Laguna Hills, California
Moulton Niguel Water District, Laguna Niguel, California

Storing 2 million gallons of water is one thing. Camouflaging 2 million gallons of water is something else! When the

storage. Galvanized vertical and circumferential prestressing
assures a maintenance-free structure. A buried concrete

water storage for a new development was. being planned,
several restrictions were mandated by the water districts,
neighbors and the developer. It had to be buried, dependable, maintenance-free, aesthetically pleasing, have a
multi-purpose use and enhance the local property values,

roof, with tennis courts on top, fulfilled the requirement
that the structure be aesthetically pleasing and multipurpose. Whether your storage requirements are for water,
sewage, lng, grain, nuclear, oil or if you just want to hide
your tank, DYK will be glad to be of assistance.

machine-wrapped prestressed concrete tank. DYK Pre..

stressed Tanks, Inc., was chosen to install the prestressing
because of their impressive and dependable experience that

encompasses more than one billion gallons of liquid

J N c O 8 P O a A 1" E D
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pumps, hydropneumatic tank, and distribution piping. It has been recently expanded with ion exchange units, a French
drain field, and pressure ~ters to provide
radium removal. An 8 percent sodium
chloride solution is furnished for
regeneration and chlorine is used for
disinfection. In addition to the high
radium content, the fluoride level is
2.2 mg/L and total hardness, 471 mg/L
as calcium carbonate, Pressure filters are
provided to assure that particles capable
of plugging an ion exchange resin are
removed. The system uses a dual-tank
cation softening unit to permit continuous
operation. The tanks contain 1.5 cuft of
strong acid cation exchange resin. The
system is nonelectric, being hydraulically
powered. A water meter on top of the unit
initiates the regeneration cycle after 1 ! 12
gal of water have been treated. After
softening, the water is treated with 1.5
mgiL chlorine and then enters the storage
tank for distribution. A French drain
field, approved by the Texas Department
of Health as part of the treatment plan,
was installed for disposal of the brine
waste. Because radium is one of the most
highly preferred cations in ion exchange,
the fundamental principles of cation exchange apply to its removal. Radium replaces sodium in the resin and will continue to do so until the resin becomes
saturated. The treatment system was

found to perform satisfactorily and was
able to reduce radium levels in the Quai!
Creek water system to acceptable levels.
The water system was readily accepted by
the community and owner. Even though
the costs are low, they still have an irapact on a small water system. The current
water rate of $17.50 for the first 4000 gal
plus $2.50 for each additional 10130 gal
provides an annua! income for the system
of $4500. The current income is approximately equal to the system’s annual cost
of $4687. By optimizing the resin usage,
additional bed volumes can be treated
between regenerations, improving cost
recovery and reducing salt usage. Waste
disposal does not appear to concern the
water system owner. Long-term effects,
however, could not be determined, and
the drain field should continue to be
monitored. Using ion exchange to remove
radium from water systems appears to be
an effective and viable alternative for
meeting drinking water requirements,
"Ion Exchange: A Cost-effective Alternative for Reducing Radium." By
Gregory A. McKelvey, manager, Kenetico, Inc., Community Water Systems
Division, Newbury, Ohio; Mark A.
Thompson, senior project engineer,
Malcolm Pirnie Inc., Newport News,
Virginia; and Marc J. Parrotta, environmental engineer, EPA Office of
Ground Water and Drinking Water,

Washington, DC. JournalA WWA, June
1993.
Other Articles
"Computer Operated Systems for Small
Utilities." Small water and wastewater utilities
should not avoid applying basic computer
technology because of unfounded fear of complexity. By Joseph A. Holifield, III, chiefelectrical engineer, BCM Engineers, Inc., Mobile,
Alabama. Public Works, August 1993.
"Computer-generated Pumping Schedules
Satisfy Operational Objectives." The authors
describe a program to assist engineers, water
utility managers, and pump station operators
in selecting the optimum combination of
pumps over a given time period. By Donald
v. Chase, assistant professor of environmental engineering; and Lindell E. Ormsbee, associate professor of civil engineering, Department
of Civil Engineering, University of Kentucky.
Journal AWWA, July 1993.
"Formation and Removal of Aldehydes in
Plants That Use Ozone." Aldehydes apparently are effectively removed by biologically acrive granular artivated carbon filters, but much
depends on modeof filtration. By Howard S.
Weinberg, research associate; and William H.
Glaze. professor and Chair, Department of Environmemal Sciences and Engineering, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and
Stuart W. Krasner, senior research chemist;
and Michaei J. Sclimenti, assistant chemist,
Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California, La Verne, California¯ Journal
AWWA, May 1993.
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Are Your Pip_eline Problems
Eating way At You?
Find Your Solutions In

~UVlEX-10~/WEKO-SEAL®

Trenchless Pipeline Rehabilitation,

For Internal Joint Renewal In

A ~rumbling infrastructure i~ bad enough. Tearing up the
streets is even worse. All that trenching eats away at your
landscape, your traffic patterns, your budget and your
patience. But Miller Pipeline, the leader in innovative pipeline rehabilitation and replacement, offers two trenchless
solutions that will put you back on solid ground.

Water & Wastewater Pipelines,

XP.~U~IDIT~

For Trenchiess Replacement.

Miller’s XPANDIT~ system replaces deteriorated
clay or cast iron pipelines with heavy-duty HDPE
piping. XPANDIT can be installed with minimal
excavation, or through existing manholes.
It greatly reduces the digging, disruptior] and public inconvenience
caused by conventional
repair or replacement...
usually for a bout the same
cost as inversion lining,
sliplining or other repair
methods. But unlike
those methods, which can
actually decrease interior pipe
diameter, )<PANDIT allows
you to install larger
diameter pipe for increased
flow capacity.

Miller’s ~X/EKO-SEAL~ and AMEX-10-SEAL~
systems are designed for cost-efficient
repair of leaky joints in virtually all types
of pipe, with diameters from 16" through
138" and larger. The seals are permanent,
bottle tight, non-corrodible and flexible
enough to accommodate pipe movement.
And they’re installed internally, virtually
eliminating the cost and public
inconvenience of excavation.
For more information, contact:
Miller Pipeline Corporation,
~/:---" ~"
Products and Services Division,
~.0. Box 3~141, Indianapolis, IN 46234
_~. ......
1-800-428-3742 Fax: 317-293-8502

Miller
~

Pipeline Corp.

Pmduct;s and

Services Division
~ co~,~
XPANDIT ~eChnology is licensed frcm IPD, ~d,
×P~,~D~T"
~nd V~>S~"
r~aaemarks
ol=M,llel Pipeline Co’p.

"SEE US AT WEF
BOOTH #4519"
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Prepared by Clayton H. Billings
Editorial Consultant

Laser-Induced
Oxidation of Toxics
This report summarizes the results of
a two-year bench-scale ¯ evaluation of
laser-induced photochemical oxidative
destruction (LIPOD), a process sponsored by the SITE Emerging Technologies
Program. The LIPOD process is based on

the photochemical destruction of toxic
organic chemicals in dilute aqueous solution. Energy is supplied by an excimer
laser and is absorbed by the organic molecule and hydrogen peroxide. This initiates
the oxidation of the organic compound
by hydrogen peroxide. The advantage of
the process is that the narrow band of UV
radiation is preferentially absorbed by the
organic molecules and hydrogen peroxide. Also, little is absorbed by the surrounding water molecules, and the
organic compounds are completely oxidized to inorganics and water. Unsat-

urated organics, particularly chlorinated
ones, are major contaminants in groundwater at or near hazardous wastes sites.
These species also rank high on EPA’s list
of priority pollutants, even at the parts
per billion concentrations often found in
wastewaters. Removal of the compounds
is often difficult and expensive. Carbon
adsorption and UV-hydrogen peroxide or
ozonation are currently used to detoxify
the wastes. The LIPOD process shows
promise of excellent performance at a
lower cost. The process has been under
development for the past seven years, and

Treatment Facility Benefits from Preventive Maintenance
primary sewage treatment facility
THEserving
three New Brunswick,

of equipment with an estimated total
value of over $10 million. Keeping the
data in fries was "almost impossible," according to Boudreau. Gathering information was a tremendous job that could take
over two hours. Now it takes minutes,
and Boudreau has confidence in the
date’s integrity,
Boudreau is still adding equipment to
the history file, which he anticipates will
be invaluable in years to come. Decisions
about whether to repair or replace equipment will be easier to make. Boudreau
said the equipment history module will be
important for bringing order to the plant,

For example, Boudreau has noticed that
work orders are processed more quickly
and accurately because records are complete for scheduling both preventive
maintenance and corrective maintenance.
So far, about 95 percent of the facility’s
equipment is on the maintenance management system.
The system’s parts inventory component also allocates part costs to specific
machinery at the end of the year. By looking at parts usage and maintenance hours,
the plant’s management will be able to
thoroughly evaluate labor and work
schedules and track costs of operations.

Canada municipalities known as Greater
Moncton, with a combined population of
about 85,1300, is designed to treat an
average of 20mgd of sewage, withapeak
of 45 mgd during heavy rainfall, In addillon to operating a primary treatment
facility, the Greater Moncton Sewerage
Commission (GMSC) is constructing a
sludge dewatering facility, an operations
center, access tunnels, and a sludge shipping bullding--a $35-million system spanning 25 acres. An integral part of this new
plant, which began operating in 1991, is
the Dynastar computerized maintenance
management system (DynaStar Systems
~
Group, a division of Decision Dynamics,
~
Inc., Lake Oswego, Oregon).
Roland Boudreau, maintenance coordinator for GMSC, wants to build equipment histories for all pieces of equipment,
starting from the time equipment is purchased. Using Dynastar’s comprehensive
database and decision support capabilities, Boudreau asserts he will have a head
start on an effective preventive maintenance program. Such a program will protect the commission’s sizeable investment
in the facility by assuring full-life expectancy from all equipment, better control
of operating costs, and prevention of
shut-downs due to equipment failure.
.~
Before the commission implemented
the system, the facility used a manual
spreadsheet system to track job sched- ....
~ ........
~ .......
uling and maintenance of some 125 pieces ¯ ENGINEER performs monthly preventive maintenance on a raw sewage pump.
94
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When it comes to trenchless pipe reconstruction, one
fold- and- formed pipe stands above the rest.
NuPipe.
The Material of Choice
NuPipe offers PVC, the sewer industry standard for new
pipeline construction.
It’s also the smartest choice for pipeline reconstruction,
offering a tight fit that stops infiltration and restores
structm, al integrity.

Applying heat softens the PVC, making it flexible enough
to be pulled through the host pipe from a manhole. Then
a specially designed rounding device expands the new pipe
tight against the existing pipe, leaving a smooth inner
surface that increases flow capacity.
And it’s all done in a matter of hours, safely, without the
hassles of digging!
Choose the Industry Standard
Call us today for a brochure and the name of your nearest

Fast, Safe, Trenchless Instalhtions

licensed installer.

A tmique heat containment tube provides a controlled
environment for installing the folded NuPipe.

901-759-7473
FAX 901-759-7500
NuPlpe, Inc. is a subsidiary of lnsituform of North America, Inc.
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its efficacy relies on the use of a coherent
electromagnetic radiation source in the
UV portion of the spectrum to activate
an exothermic process in the presence of
an oxidant so as to initiate a chain oxidetion reaction. The UV source is an excimer laser. The oxidant is hydrogen
peroxide. Hydroxyl radicals, which are
very powerful oxidants, are produced
when the laser beam impacts the hydrogen peroxide, and sufficient oxygen
and/or hydroxyl radicals are formed to
mineralize the organic compounds cornpletely. The test compounds selected for
this project are frequently found in
wastewaters and have the ability to absorb the energy from the wavelength
chosen for the laser. Laboratory scale
testing of the process has shown that the
method is capable of destroying 90 percent or more of a variety of toxics. The
effects of concentration of the toxic, oxidant concentration, and irradiation dosage have been determined for a series of
representative organic compounds. On
the basis of these results, the cost of a
commercial-scale process has been estimated and found to be very competitive
with existing technologies now in use.
Costs range from $30 to $70 per thousand
gallons treated for the complete conversion of toxics, present initially at the 50
mgiL level. It is recommended that treatability studies using actual water samples

from hazardous waste sites be undertaken
to establish how the process performs on
waste containing a variety of organics and
inorganics. Successful completion of
these treatability studies would lay the
groundwork for commercialization of the
process,
"Laser Induced Photochemical Oxidatire Destruction of Toxic Organics in
Leachates and Groundwaters." By the
staff, Energy and Environmental Engineering, Inc., Somerville, Massachusetts.
Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation, EPA, Cincinnati, Ohio. Emerging Technology Summary. EPA/540/
SR-92/080. February 1993.
EPA’s Metals
Criteria
EPA’s recent publication, Interim
Guidance on Interpretation and Implementatiz)n of Aquatic Life Criteria for
Metals, represents a significant advancemerit in metals regulation. Regulatory
policy and science are more aligned. EPA
has acknowledged in the interim guidelines that only toxic forms of bioavaitable
metals are intended to be regulated by
EPA criteria. Some critics argue that the
interim guidance does not reflect the latest
scientific knowledge, and that the regulatory alternatives are overprotective,
Since 1980, EPA has published aquatic

WE WOP, K HARD I
SO YOU CAN

life criteria for metals pursuant to Section
304(a) of the Clean Water Act. The criteria are not, by themselves, enforceable,
but are available to states to assist in the
development of water quality standards
subject to state enforcement, from which
water quality standards EPA or the state
calculates the total maximum daily loads
for receiving waters as well as the wasteload allocation for each discharge into the
receiving waters establishes the permit elfluent limitations. Many permit holders
are concerned that metals criteria may be
based on experiments whose objective
was to determine the most toxic impact
possible. The conditions under which
these impacts occurred in the laboratory
rarely, if ever, exist in ambient waters,
and therefore the criteria may be unnecessarily stringent. The interim guidance is intended to present recommendations for approaches for implementing
aquatic life criteria. A key recommendation is that of the water effect ratio
(WER) method--a biological method
comparing the bioavailability and toxicity in receiving waters downstream with
the bioavailability and toxicity in laboratory test water. The WER provides a
site-specific adjustment to the criteria to
produce standards toxicologically equivalent to laboratory results. The interim
guidance recognizes that, for most amblent waters, the measure of dissolved
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.for Prestressed Concrete Pipe
,~ ntroducing
A’vv%r_A
and standard
C304-92
AWWA C30i-92
is the newC301-92
manufacturing
that squarely
~ addresses the questions raised by owners, engineers and the public
about quality and reliability of Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe
(PCCP). It mandates stringent testing ttlat had previously been optional
and significantly tightens all component material specifications.
AWWA C304-92 is the entirely new design standard based on limit states
analysis and advanced computer modeling. Developed over an eight-year
period at a cost of over $1 million, C-304 replaces the former C301-84
Appendix A and B design methods. The end result is a nexv design
procedure that is able to provide analysis unsurpassed by other pipe
materials. The new design standard provides pipeline owners and
engineers the knowledge that Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe is
conservatively designed by the most current technology available.
Both new standards were exhaustively reviewed and approved by
the AW\VA Concrete Pressure Pipe Standards Committee, A\V~VA
Standards Council and A\VWA Board of Directors. Those groups
include many of the largest users of PCCP and some of the most
prominent consulting engineers in the water supply industry.

N

ew standards are just the begqmning

As good as these new standards are. they’re only a
foundation for the future of PCCP. The companies that
comprise the ACPPA are committed to continued product
improvement and total quality management to ensure that PCCP
will continue to provide the best performance record in the water
works industry.
We invite .you to examine the new AWWA standards in detail. To
obtain your copies, please contact the A~,~a,\’A or call the ACPPA for
more information.

THESE MEMBERS OF THE A!~IERICAN CONCRETE PRESSURE PIPE ASSOCIATION ARE PREPARED TO SERVE YOU:
Ameron
Cretex Pressure Pipe, Inc.
Gifford.Hil|-American, Inc.
Hyprescon, Inc.
Price Brothers Company
Standard Pressure Pipe
Vlanini Pipe, Inc.

~or more information, write or phone:
/~M~RI~NI
~~’~
PR~U~ ~[P~
i~O~I~NI
~

American Concrete Pressure Pipe Association
8300 Boone Boulevard, Suite 4QO
Vienna, Virginia 22182
(703) 821-] 990, FAX: (703| 821~3054
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metals provides an adequate indicator of
toxicity and is a better indicator of rexicity than the measure of total recoverable
metals. Although the Guidance states that
the dissolved metals approach is a better
indicator ofbioavailable metals than the
total recoverable approach, EPA raises
several caveats about its use. The Guidance recommends that states using a
dissolved approach reduce the EPA criteria to reflect the percentage of metal in
the laboratory that was dissolved. This
reduction is generally less than 10 percent
and is essentially zero for several metals.
The interim guidance states that the criteria and water quality standards refer to
acceptable levels of bioavailable metals in
ambient waters, which is vitally important
to the regulated community. Before the
interim guidance was issued, EPA assumed that the metal identified by the
total recoverable metals method equated
to the biologically available metal in amblent waters. Studies prove that this
assumption is false. Updated and scientifically precise standards are essential for
ensuring that pollution control resources
are expended wisely. Because state agenties do not have resources to conduct independent scientific research, it is important for EPA to provide updated infermarion on pollutant impacts. The interim
guidance is a much needed improvement
to the regulation of heavy metals. However, the Guidance needs to abandon out-

dated positions. In addition, the recommendation of the total recoverable
method should be replaced by either
WERs or the dissolved metals method,
"A Reflection on Metals Criteria." By
John C. Hall, counse!, and Ronald L.
Raider, associate, Kilpatrick & Cody,
Washington, D.C. Water Environment &
Technology, June 1993.
Great lakes

Pollution Abatement
The Great Lakes Initiative (GLI) is a
landmark effort in controlling toxics in
the Great Lakes basin. It is also the most
far-reaching water quality regulation ever
proposed by EPA. It is considered a majot success story in both it~ technical content and its development process, but it
is likely that many GLI concepts will be
incorporated into future federaJ and state
regulatory initiatives. In fact, Indiana has
already adopted a regulation that identifies and controls bioaccumulative chemicals in the same manner as the GLI. The
key questions are, is the GLI approach
technically sound and fairly applied? Will
it accomplish the goal of significantly improving the water quality of the Great
Lakes? And finally, is the GLI an appropriate mode1 for future water quality
regulation in other parts of the country?
The GLI has its roots in the Great Lakes
water quality agreement, which was sign-

ed by the U.S. mad Canada ~ 1972. When
the agreement was updated by the two
countries in 1978, language calling for the
virtual elimination of the discharge of
persistent toxic chemicals was included.
In 1986, the governors of Indiana, IIlinois, Michigan, Minnesota, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin
signed the Great Lakes Toxics Substances
Control Agreement for uniform water
quality standards for the Great Lakes.
The goal was consistency for both environmental protection and economic
competitiveness so that there would be no
market-driven incentives to move facilities
to a state with less stringent standards. A
protocol was added to the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement in 1987 that
called for remedial action plans for 43
toxic hot spots around the lakes. Lakewide management plans were also required. The emphasis is on identifying the
major sources of these pollutants and
concentrating regulatory efforts where
they will have the most impact. The 1987
Clean Water Act established EPA’s Great
Lakes National Program Office to design
and carry out the GLI. Congress also
passed the Great Lakes Critical Programs
Act in 1990 to couvert commitments
made by the U.S. in the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement into domestic
law. Three committees were established
to develop the GLI: a steering committee, comprised of the water program

THROW-AWAY
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= Ideal for pinpointing leaks at tears, overlaps, where pipe~
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To meet a federally mandated
deadline to cease ocean disposal
of its sludge, the Passaic Valley
Sewerage Commissioners (PVSC)
teamed with CDM to develop
an interim land-based sludge
management strategy for its
330-million-gallons-per-day
wastewater treatment plant in
Newark, New Jersey. Meeting
the ambitious 23-month schedule,
CDM turned PVSC’s plan into
reality by fast-tracking design
and construction of the facilities.
The innovative design combined
existing thermal sludge conditioning
with the world’s largest time
stabilization system. When it
comes to wastewater management,
CDM gets it done.
For more information on CDM’s
wastewater management services
nationwide, call 407 660-2552.
Visit us at the WEF Conference,
booth 2238,

CDM

environmental engineers, scientists,
planners, & management consultants

CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
Corporate Headquarters:
One Cambridge Center

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
offices nationwide
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directors of the eight Great Lakes states,
with representatives from EPA Regions
II, III, and V; a technical workgroup
made up of scientific and technical staff
from the Great Lakes states, EPA, and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; and
a public participation group, which indudes representatives of the regulated
community and environmental groups,
At the end of 1991, the steering committee voted to approve the Great Lakes
Water Quality Guidance drafted by the
technical workgroup in 1990. This was
done even though resolution had not been
reached on many issues. Each of these
states must amend its water quality standards to be consistent with the Guidance
within two years following the publication, or EPA will promulgate the rule
itself. The Guidance document contains
detailed procedures for the calculation of
water quality criteria for the protection
of aquatic life, human health, and wildlife. One of the key concepts is the establishment of Tier i and Tier 2 criteria for
all three. The procedures for calculating
Tier 1, for example, for aquatic life are
based on EPA’s 1985 Guidelines. The
procedures for calculating Tier 2 aquatic
life criteria are based on a draft EPA procedure for calculating advisory levels. The
procedure for calculating the Tier 2 values
for toxicity data must be adopted by the
states, however, the values themselves

need not be. A total of 34 chemicals have
at least one type of criterion. Bioaccumulation factors measure a chemical’s
potential to accumulate in fish tissue
through exposure to both water and food.
The emphasis on risk factors for criteria
calculation in the guidelines goes beyond
the current widespread use of bioconcentration factors, which only consider direct
uptake from water. The factors can be
measured only in the field on a sitespecific basis. Because these are largely
lacking, the Guidance depends on the application of controversial food-chain
multipliers to convert laboratory-derived
concentration factors to accumulation
factors. Many of the accumulation factars generated thus far are higher than the
concentration factors previously used by
EPA and many states in the calculation
of water-quality criteria. Many chemicals
with high accumulation factors do not yet
have criteria. A second issue regarding accumulation factors is the designation of
all chemicals with a bioaccumulation factar greater than I000 as bioaccumulative
chemicals of concern to which extremely
stringent implementation and antidegradarien procedures would apply. Perhaps
the topic of greatest debate concerning the
GLI is the projected cost of compliance,
EPA’s preliminary cost estimates for
compliance range from ~$80 million to
$500 million. EPA is required to conduct

a full impact analysis if the projected annualized costs are estimated to be $100
million or greater than beyond that required by existing regulations. Several
groups within the regulated community
have conducted their own studies. The
American Iron and Steel Institute used
site-specific background data for two
locations of major existing facilities. The
results indicate that for a single facility,
the increase in necessary capital and operating expenses up to $102 million beyond
that necessary to meet technology-based
limits and state regulatory limits would
be required to meet limits calculated with
the Guidance.
"Launching the Great Lakes Initiative." By James B. Whitaker, manager,
Chester Environmental, Towson, Maryland. Water Environment
and
Technology, June 1993.

Monitoring
Of Effluents
Virus

The current drought in California eraphasizes the importance of water reclamation and reuse in Southern California.
The County Sanitation Districts of Los
Angeles County (CSDLAC) have long
been committed to water reclamation and
currently operate seven water reclamation
plants. This article describes the districts’
virus monitoring program and documents
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-:. ~ Eliminates negative effects of grc~,~l ....
* Over 50,000 systems Installed nationwide
"¯~
¯ Technical support available

THE

~’ Simple & Easy to Use
~" Rugged & Durable
t,~ Remote Sampling
Capability

~" R.F. Resistant
~’ Audio/Visual Alarms
u,’ Cal~ration Kits
Available

Ask about our instruments for complying with air
quality monitoring mandated by the NEW FEDERAl.
OSHA CONFINED SPACE SAFETY STANDARD
1910.146, issued January 14, 1993.
Confined Space Videos & Training Programs Available
680 Fairfield Court, P.O. Box 979
E~JI~ET Ann Arbor,
Michigan
48106-0979
Phone:
313-761-1270
__---- (Z]RPORA/’/ON FAX: 313-761-3220
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How will you live up to all those biosolids management promises?
Call us. We understand the problems
and frustrations you’re facing,
We’ll help you find common
ground between new regulations,
public expectations, and both
technical and economic feasibility
We bring to the table a range of
experience unequalled by anyone
in the wastewater biosolids management industry. Plus, we offer services
and related technologies just right
for today’s needs,
For example, municipalities are

using our BIO*FIX~ stabilization
processes (PSRP and PFRP) to decrease
odors and recycle biosolids without
costly new systems.
And our indirect biosolids dryer,
~ A WHEEL~B~TOR TECHNOLOGIES
the Pelletech~ unit, reduces biosolids
Bio Gro Systems, Inc.,
volume without emitting odors,
is0 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 305,
Annapolis. Maryland 21401. Offices nationwide.
while using about 30% less eneroo3,
Providing Biosolids Management Solutions.
than direct systems.
¯ Drying and
¯ BIO*FIX Alkaline
So, whatever your needs, whatever Pelletizing
Stabilization
¯ Design, Construe[] Septage Treatment
promises you have to keep, we’re
and
Utilization
tion and Financing
[] Mobile Dewatering
[] Land Application
ready and able to help. Just give
[] Lagoonand Digester and Reclamation
us a call. (410) 224-0022.
Cleaning
[] Composting
For details circle No. A-64 on card
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l0 years of virus monitoring experience,
One of the early concerns in developing
water reuse was the fate of viruses in
wastewater. These concerns were addressed~ in Tide 22 of the California Administrative Code, the State Health Department’s Wastewater Reclamation Criteria,
which required a system consisting of
coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation,
filtration, and disinfection for recreational reuse. The specified system was
costly and served as an incentive for
evaluating alternatives. To satisfy that
research need, the EPA, the State Water
Resources Control Board, and CSDLAC
jointly funded the Pomona Virus Study
in 1975. This study showedthatmodified
treatment trains, which could be constructed and operated on a less costly
basis, achieved virus removal efficiencies
equivalent to the full Title 22 requiremerits. The Pomona Study demonstrated
equivalency of virus removal using high
doses of vaccine polio viruses. Limited experiments conducted with naturally
occurring viruses suggested that seed virus
studies may not fully simulate the dynamics of natural virus removal and inactivation. It was stil! the consensus of the
project advisors that the 5-1og reduction
of seed virus and system equivalency
demonstrated during the Pomona Study
was an adequate margin of safety for
recreation. The Pomona Study also recommended that development of more

sensitive virus detection procedures was
warranted. As a result of the demonstrated virus removal capabilities of these
alternative advance waste treatment trains
and other findings of the study, a censervative approach was adopted and the requirements were changed to their present
form. Based on the study findings, a construction program expanded the Districts’
activated sludge secondary treatment
plant to tertiary treatment to meet recreationat standards. A health effects study
was also proposed in anticipation of increasing the planned groundwater recharge with reclaimed water. Virus sampiing of the tertiary treatment plants
began in 1979 and continued through
most of 1981. It was resumed in mid 1982.
Results of that program are presented and
discussed in the context of the reliability
of the data and the California wastewater
reclamation criteria. Six tertiary treatment
water reclamation plants were monitored
monthly for enteric viruses over a 10-year
period. ~econdary treatment removed
99.8 percent of detectable viruses. The
virus concentrator and assay system detected low levels of native viruses in 74
out of 75 unchlorinated secondary effluent samples. Only one of 590 final elfluent samples was positive for enteric
viruses. The results have provided evidence that compliance with the California
water reuse standard meets the desired
objective of producing essentially virus

The COMPLETE CCTV Sewer Inspection
System from Cyclops Electronics
Youcon~vehig~rre~olutionand~efin~on~ith

free reclaimed water. This supports the
observation that no detectable viral
hazard has been found associated with
current water reuse programs in California. These data also provide additional
evidence that current water reuse programs in California can be expanded with
reasonable assurances that viruses ~511 not
compromise public health.
"Analysis of 10 Years of Virus Monitoring Data from Los Angeles County
Treatment Plants Meeting California
Wastewater Reclamation Criteria." By
Wi!liam A. Yanko, laboratory supervisor,
microbiology, County Sanitation Districts
of Los Angeles County, Whittier, Callfornia. Water Environment Research,
May/June 1993.

Other Articles
"PuBLZC Woar~s Surveys Waste-to-Energy
Plants--Part One." A market survey conducted in 1992-93 revealed that more than 140
cities, counties, and/or special districts were
either operating or planning waste-to-energy
facilities. Public Works, August 1993.
"Wetlands for Stormwater Treatment."
Wetlands are used to treat urban runoff from
a residential site on Lacamus Lake, Washington, and offer protection of lake waters from
pollution. By Mark F. Bautista, aquatic coologist, and N. Stan Geiger, senior ecologist and
president, Scientific Resources, Inc., Lake
Oswego, Oregon. Water Environment & Technology, July 1993.

SynTechnics’ FRP

Environmental Covers
Make Good Neighbors

Cyclops color components or wilh our high grade bla~k and
~’~e sNem. We offerqual~duraNtyandeco~omy
backed by a w~nty you just ~1 ~

The Port-A-Pac is a versatite, econom~cai CC,]V System tot both remote and
ma~nhne =nspect=on, It can
ptc~.uptru~Imde~0rsnrdl
van a~may ~ purchased
=n 10ur 141 configurations,

"k" rae~Ck0PSHighNfiniti0n, Color, CCP/System,
incorporating Ihe latest in

SynTechnics fiberglass reinforced plastic covers
contain odors and vapor. Each is designed and
manut’actu red for:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
*

Maximum strength at minimum weight
Minimum maintenance and operating costs
Demanding environmental conditions
Efficient on-site assembly
Resistance to corrosion damage
Minimal moisture collection points

SYN TE r~-H NItS INr".

~~ cYCLOPS.ELECTRONICS;,INC;~ ~
~ ~_~1i~11~ 123 ~ommerce Avenue, Boeme, Texas 78006 U.S,A, ~
.~~.’Telephone (210) 249-9_756 FAX: (210) 2,~_-~5_3_~ . ...~
’
"
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zoo Terrace Lane, Paeucan, KY 42003
Telephone 502 898-7303
SEE US BOOTH #4719 WEF SHOW
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GIS System Planned for
Midwest City and County

~ -. o

The Sidwell Company (West Chicago, lllinois) and M. J. Harden
Associates, Inc. (Kansas City, Missouri) have joined forces to provide a comprehensive geographic information system (GIS) for Polk
County and the city of Des Moines, Iowa. This a,,ward follow a
successful pilot project designed to provide an accurate cost/benefit
analysis for full implementation, which is planned as a four-year
___~ = e~ .. ~. ~.. = ~.~ ~_,
project.
Services include conversion of eadastral data (pmpert3~ ownership
mapping), sewer mapping of Des Moines, taxing and election dis ....
trict data conversion, boundary mapping (zoning, flood plain, etc.),
,.~
planimetrie compilation, aerial photography and orthophoto production, and other related geographic information services. All digital
data will be developed and installed on Intergraph computer graphics
equipment in the MGE environment. In addition to the conversion
services, training and hardware development are also being proPolk County and the city of Des Moines cover 582 square miles,
comprising about 155,000 real estate parcels.

~

[~=

Consultant Awarded Bridge Repair
Contract on Massachusetts Turnpike
The Massachusetts Turnpike Authority recently chose Maguire
Group, Inc. (Foxbomugh, Massachusetts) to design the rehabilitation and renovation of ten bridges between exits 8 and 1t-A, encompassing over 40 miles. The contract is part of a major project
to repair 72 bridges on the turnpike between the New York state line
and the terminus in downtown Boston. The rehabilitation designs
will include complete deck replacement and other related structural
repair on several of the bridges, atl of which span the turnpike. Tw~
of the bridges, Bancroft Street and Park Hill Avenue, need immediato repair. An accelerated design schedule has been set to repair
these structures, with a design completion date of December 1993.
Design work for the remaining bridges is slated for completion by
1996.

~’~ "

Interactive Software is Helping

Cities Keep Water Clean
Twenty-four cities in the U.S. and Canada are using computerbased training to certify their wastewater system operators. The lat-.
est of three complementary training modules, the software features
computer-guided text and high-resolution graphics to ere.ate an enjoyable, highly interactive exchange with the operator trainee. Operators are required to respond to questions and activities on
environmentally sound wastewater operations. Each lesson ends
with a 20-question quiz. Each volume also includes a 100-question
certification-caliber examination that gives students a good feel for
their test-passing ability. The training materials cross-reference
California State University manuals, the generally-accepted standThe software monitors and records a student’s progress. A permanent record, including topic areas that require restudy, can be
printed out. The Texas VCater Commission has awarded each volume
20 hours of credit because of their documentation ability and the

On Its Side[
For d~tails circle No. A-67 on card
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course materials presented. The State of Georgia is also considering
~ O~r~g ~"~a~r---- -~e- iighte~ the soft:0vate for training etedit, says Austin, Texas-based Layton
International, supplier of the software. A PC compatible computer
with DOS 3.0 or later, hard disk, VGA monitor, and mouse are
required to run the software. A demonstration disk is avaihble from
the company by caring (512) 25!.-0074.

more economical,
and soon even
BIGGER

,,.. County, Washington Implements
King County, Washington is implementing a county-wide GIS
system with A~eCAD soRware from Envi_mnmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, California. The road maintenance
and surface water divisions of the county’s public works department
are taking the lead in the project, which will be used to help the
county meet the federally-mandated National Pollution Discharge
System (NPDES) requirements. In addition to AreCAD, the county
will.be using AutoCAD Release 12 and Trimble Navigation’s Pathfinder Professional, a portable global positioning system. The system wLll include a Sun Sparestation that will function as the server,
net-worked together with high-powered 486-based Pca, linked with
high speed dedicated data transmission lines. The GIS will support
field investigation of water quality conditions and the artificial drainage network inventory data collection necessary to comply with
NPDES permit requirements. The county-wide plan also includes
the completion of a survey control densification project to provide
a highly accurate control grid to support survey, road design, and
capital improvement projects. As part of the NPDES permit requiremen~,

A-2OOO’s stiffer, lightweight design makes it easy
to instafl by smafl crews for lower labor costs.
. Soon available in 44nch through 30-Inch
diameters, and 32 z/~-foot lengths.
.
¯
’
~:,’ .
~ "~
’~
~ :¯
- A-2000TM, the~reliable, cost effective PVC
: sanitary sewgr pipe you have depended on
, for years, soon will be available in 4-inch

through 30-inch diameters, making it ideal
Ior storm sewer applications as well as
sanitary sewers,
¯"
A-2000 features a smooth interior for
.
, superior hydraulics and a corrugated exte’L-~.i~.rior for added stiffness. It should be consid.:-~i. er~d where~ter SDR 35 PVC pipe is used: But
~’~:.".’~ ~t~s better because it’s: Stronger (nearly t0%
_ :’ stiffer than SDR 3b0. Tighter (the double seal
- ~ ~rubber gasket makes tight joints easily).
~,: = Less expensive (lower material cost and

~ " lighter weight mean lower installed costs),
..... .. For mor~ Information, call your local

CONTECH® Sales Engineer, or write to
CONTECH CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS !NC.,
. -; .. Dept. 0204, P.O. Box 800, Middletown, Ohio
:’~)i~!,ii:’:iZ15042-0800..._Telephone toll-free 1-800-338~.!122.(in Ohio; call 1-800-752-8899).
.

’ :;r"

] ’r "

"

75Years of Innovation in Construction Products
~!~]h~\l~,~T~l~l~u
~ ~’,~1~’~ E ~11~1~1[~’~

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS INC.

Major Metropolitan Transportation
Commission Contract Awarded
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Oakland, Call forrfia has chosen ColwelI-Kirtland International (Sunnyvale, California) to undertake a major study to understand the issues affecting
implmentation of automated vehicle location systems (AVLS) in the
Bay Area. The study is a forerunner of the Travlnfo project, a realtime traveler information system under consideration for the entire
area. ColwelI-Kirtland’s study will include coordinating and inter.viewing all San Francisco Bay Area Transit organizations to determine each agency’s experience with and acceptance of AVIS. The
consultant will explore and review the future AVLS requirements of
each transit organization to provide the Metropolitan Transportation
Commissionwithacomprehensiveanalysis of AVLS needs and level
of interageney cooperation.

Contract Operator Adds Four New Clients
Kingwood, Texas-based Operations Management International,
Ineo (OMI) recently signed operations and maintenance contracts to

operate facifities in Colorado, Texas, Hawafi, and Oregon.

¯ In Boulder, Colorado, OMI personnel have been onsite at the
Marshall/Boulder Landfill since early April. The project’s scope of
services includes treating leaehate from a closed landfill designated
as a Superfund site. Among the challenges faced by the contract
operator’s three employees will be meeting strict discharge limitations and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act standards.
¯ In Lampas~, Texas, ten OM[ employees are operating and mainmining the city’s water and wastewater systems, including twe wastewater treatment plants, five water storage facilities, and the
collection and distribution systems. The project’s scope of services
also includes water and electric meter reading.
° Five OMI employees in Keauhou, Hawaii, are responsible for
starting up and providing operations and maintenance services for
a sequencing batch reactor wastewater treatment plant, five lift stations, and the collection system. The new facility is expected to
come on line shortly and until that occurs, one employee is onsite
performing "mothball" maintenance to ensure all equipment is in
excellent condition upon startup.
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SIX MACHINES
I N ON E

E iVER

MODEL D

WITH THE
BROWN BEAR
PUBLIC WORKS MACHINE
MODEL 300
WITH COMPOST
AUGER

~.0, - ’"

’

~i

- INSULATED

e GAS-POWERED
- PORTABLE

Why buy a single purpose compost
machine when the Brown Bear unit offers
the versatility to stay busy 90% of the time
for about the same money?

PRODUCTIVE
*
EASY-TO-USE
*

~ SAFE
Meets ANSI/0SHA Standards ~er !.s~l~t~ Pr~.i.~ f~ls*

BROWN BEAR
QUICK CHANG E

ATTACH ~ ENTS
~~

~
GRAPPLE FORK

! N ~ L U D E:

~~
BUCKET
~

BROO~
__.

~

.....

ANGLE DOZER

SNOWBLOWER
AND MORE
MODEL 200 - 116 HP MODEL 300 - 177 HP

OHOWH

Brown Bear Corp., Box 29, Cornin~, IA 50841 (515) 322-4220
For details circle No. A-Gg on card
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" ~einsulated, p0~a~leModelD~o~er~runerpoweredbya24cc,
~o-cyde gasoline engine offe~ safety and £rodud[vi~ for ulilities,
municipalities, and tree care professionals ~rimming in and around
high-voltage sources.
Pole sa~ and other manually~ydraulically driven Ir/mming
equipment can be eliminated; produdivi~ is increased; and safe~
is enhanced ~th the N~ insulated Power Pruner.
71/2-foot fiberglass shaft separates the 10-inch bar and chain
(with automatic ailer) from the operator.
The ligh~e~ght, 15.9-pound unit provid~ hours of pradudive
and safe tree trimming with a tough, low-maintenance #ow~ source.
ACCESSORIES AVAI~BLE:
¯ ~NSIONS ~ 5 feet and 2 1/2 feet
¯ HEDGER ~ hedge trimming afachment

Technic Tool Corporation
725 29th Street North ¯ hO. Box 1406

Lewiston, Idaho 83501
1-800-243-,5,2 ¯ ,,X, 208-74,-0,1, ~.
{leandf~R~n~lome~&~t~,i~m~.
For details circle No. A-70 on card
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w.

HOW MUCli ARE YOU
REALLY PAYING FOR
CHLORINE?

consulting engineering f’trm of Ballinger
at 19203’ N. 33rd Drive, Phoenix, Arizona
~, tel-(602)~L~,-(}79~,

man of the board of Hazen and Sawyer
Environmental Engineers and Scientists.
Sucee.edlng him as president is ROBERT E.
HAGADORN. JERRY [.,A~TI~ENOS, sellior vic~

Donise Dolca
¢l~omical Manager
Q: Since chlodne chemical comes with
differing percentages of avsilal31e chtorir~e,
how can you tell what you 8ze actually paying for the chlorine you use for a wastewater d{sinfection?
A: To compare accurately, you need
to figure your cost per pound of chlorine.
This can be achieved by dividing the cost
per container by the percentage of available chlorine listed on the label.
Here’s an example:
¯ Brand X Chlorine chemical contains
65% available chlorine ~as most oh!urine
tablets do). For comparative purposes,
suppose it costs $190 for a 100 pound
drum, or $1.90 per pound.
¯ Sanuril 115 Chlorine tablets contain
70% minimum available chlorine,
Suppose it costs $200 per 100 pound
drum, or $2.00 per pound.
Although the Sanuril 115 costs more
per pound, the question should be, "which
one costs you less per pound of available
chlorine?"
Brand X costs about S292 per hundred
pounds of available chlorine ($190 ÷ .65).
SANURIL, with the higher concentration, would be only $285 per hundred
pounds ($200 + .70). In the above
example, Brand X, which at first appe~’s
to cost less, actually ends up costing you
about $7 more per one hundred pounds,
SANURIL 115 also contains two active
ingredients for disinfection.
SANURIL provides greater strength,
consistent delivery, longer regrowth control
and less handling. SANURIL 115 is
definitely a better value.
For more information, please call the
Chemtca~ Department at (713) 274-8444.

C. ~ FISCHER was added to Sharer,
K!ine & Vearren, P.A.’s staff for client
development as a member of the market
department,
STEvENL. MARTIY was appointed hydrogeology group manager in Eder Associates
Consulting Engineers, P.C. ’s Madison,
W’meonsln office,
Technomie Publishing Company, Program’Division is offering six water quality
and wa.stewater treatment courses November 16 to 18, 1993 Lq V~shington, D.C. For
more information write the company at 851
New Holland Avenue, Box 3535, Lane.aster, Pennsylvania 17604, tet-(717) 2915609, fax-(T[7) 295-4538.
Black & Vetch reorganized its environmental group into five divisions or strategic
business urtits. Heading the groups are LEN
RODMAN, managing partner, environmental
division; .JiM HIPPS, executive partner,
vironmental enterprises division; DR. JOH2,f
R. SI"LrKENBERe, senior partner, advanced
envixonmental technologies division; ROLF
STAMP. executive partner a~d president of
BVI-Environmental, international aetivities; and PAUL MACROBEgI"S, executive
partner and president of BS~.V Waste Scionce and Technology Corp., continues
leading this unit.
Montgomery Watson named AGUSTIN EL
MAi~TANY manager of the fh-m’s Water
Resources Technology Center.

The American Society of Mecharfical
Engineers’ SolidWaste ProcessingDivision
annotmce~l its 1994 scholarship program to
encourage engineering students to enter careefs in solid waste management. For more
information or application forms contact
.lunius W. Stephenson, ASME Solid Waste
Processing Division Scholarship Chairman, 38 Sunset Road, Demarest, New Jetsoy 07627, tel-(201) 767-1998.
~E~H SOSAt~NE M. BA~ER joined the
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania office or"
Greiner, Inc. as a civil engineer. GEOROANNE K. Scour joined that offie as an
ELTEGH International Corporation
environmental specialist.
Asubsidiary of ELTECH Systems Coq~oration
1110 Industria~ Blvd., Sugar Land, Texas 77478
The Seventh Annual National ConferTel: (7~) 240-677O Fax: (7~) 240-6762
ene.¢ on Beach Preservation Technology
Geneva Bran¢l~
will be held February 9 to 11, 1994 in
18, Chemin des Aulx
Tampa, Florida. For information contact
1228 Plan-les-Ouates/Geneva, Switzerland
David Tait, Beach Technology ’94, 864 E.
Tel: 41 (22) 794 &384 Fax: 41 (22) 704 417O
Park Avenue, Tallahasse~, Florida 32301;
®,~o.~cm,~,,~co,~
tel-(904) 222-7677, fax-(904) 561-1172.

~@

president, was selected northeast regional
manager.
The Engineering Foundation hosts numerous conferences on a variety of ¢nginoring subjects. For mor~ information
contact the Foundation at 345 East 47th
Street, New York, New York 10017, tel(212) 705-7836, fax-(212) 705-7441.
PETER L. PALMER, a senior engineer and
vice president of Geraghty & Miller, Inc.,
has assumed the new position of vice president of engineering.
At the "v~ndel company, ANDREW C.
REILL¥, ScoVr F. SMITH, and TIMOIHY R.
VV’OODBURY were promoted to associate
principals.
The H2M Group--Holzmacher,
McLendon and Murrell; H2M Associates,
Inc.; H2M Labs, Inc.; and H2M Construetioa Managemeut, inc.--is celebrating its
60th anniversary this fall.
JOSEPH GLOWrI’Z, president, announced
the formation of Point Services & Engineering, for engineering services, information
systems, management consulting, mapping
sciences, and geographic information systerns. The fh’m is loeatexi at 649 Deer Lane,
Point Roberts, Washington 98281, tel/fax(206) 945-0950.
AWARDS: The Institute for the Advancement of Engineering accorded NICHOI~kS
L. PRESECAN, senior vice president of
ginring-Science, Inc., its Distinguished
Engineering Achievement Award... The
American Academy of Environmental Enginors a-~arded DR. PETER B. LEDERMAN,
director, Center for Environmental Enginoring & Science, New Jersey Institute of
Technology, its Stanley E. K~pl~ Award;
DR. O~J_.ES A. SORBER. De.an, School of
Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, the
Gordon Mask~’w Fair Award; and DUANE
L. GEOI~:;ESON, assistant general manager,
Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California, the Edward ~. Cleary Award.
The Geographic Re.soun~es Analysis
Support System developed by the U.S.
Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratories, reeeive..d the 1993 Federal
Laboratory Consortium Award for Exc1lento in Technology Transfer... ROBERT S.
O’NEIL, presideat of Parsons De Leuw,
was pre.sente.d with the Guy K¢leey Award
for career achievement in transportation
planning and design from the Amerie~n
Road & Transportation Builder~ Assoeiation.
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NATIONWIDE
~MONITORING
REDUCTION

~,v,.o..~.+~.s~.
Long4e~nSew~R~wMoe~to~ng,~RowSun,,~s,I/l

¯ Engineering ¯ Surveys & Mapping
¯ Environmenlal ¯ Operations & Maintenance
¯ Construction & Construction Management

~.

Analys~ & Reduc~n. Le~. Oe~e~on. Se,~,- Sizing. Rainfa~

AUS Consultants

uu.ty ~l~ Gro~p

COST OF SERVICE ¯ TARIFF DESIGN
RATE OF RETURN
DEPRECIATION ¯ VALUATION
MUNICIPAL AND INVESTOR-OWNED UTILITIES
155 Gaither Ddve P.O. Box 650
Moorestown. N.J. 08057 Phone 609-234.9200

¯

AMMANN &

¯ Truest

..,~h+.~,
WHITNEY~r&~HI~I’
CONSLU1NG mAl~ ¯ Airport=
¯ Building=
¯ Special

ENGINEERS ~~
96 Morton Street
New York. New York 10014

Also in
Philadelphia ¯ Boston ¯ Milwaukee ¯
East Hartford ¯ Trenton ¯ Dhaka ¯ Manila

FOR RATES FOR THIS SPACE

contact

PUBUC WORKS MAGAZINE

P. O. Box 688, Ridgewood, NJ 07451
Phone : 201-445-5800 .....

CDM

CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.

Corporate Headquarters:
One Cambridge Center
environmentaleng/neers, scient[sts. Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
planners. & managementconsu/tants 617 621-8181

Consulting Engineer...
Increase your sales power to the growing public works field by
including your professional card in our DIRECTORY OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS. For rates in this section write to:

Public Works Magazine
200 So. Broad St.. Ridgewood. New Jersey 07451

Phone: 201-445-5800 Fax: 201-445-5170

Environmental

Science &
.:....:..
Engineering, ~nc. Full-senAte capabilities for public works projects
Nationwide nelwork of offices 800-ESE-1999

Fax: 201-445-5170

Mobile
Dewat~ring
¯
and pelletizia~
exo*mx~s,,=b~aao~
t~blieAeo~p~

..,,.~,~¢2~,.~ ~.s~,~, ,~.

offices worldwide

=Killam
Associates ~ Consulting Engineers

TANK MANAGEMENT
WATER SUPPLY. WASTEWATER
STORMWATER ¯ O&M " SOLID WASTE

~UNICIP^L ENGINEERING SERVICES

~ HEADQUARTERS: Millbum, NJ 201-379-3400 OTHER OFF/CI~5 tN
|~|||~ BUCHER~ WiUJS & RATLIFF
llllllk ENGINEERS , PL^NNERS i ARCHITECTS

~/74a-a~r/~
Ofl’u~s in Gotomdo, Illiaois

Kansas, Missouri, Taxas and Wash|ngton
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n’D..; I/’..,..;,,i. I....

uu.P-ll-m t;..TuP-,,, ¯ construcuon management

Professional Construction Managers
s~rr~,:=~ ~,~v,~k
t~
S,~e
4~.rmoms 2~z92Lgs~ m&90~x¢o66 20~

¯ Scheduling and cost control
¯ Value analysis
¯ Dispute resolution

I07
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~

incorporated 19S0
Lawreqce H. Hale, RE.,
Coksulting Engineer

PROGRAMMED

INSTRUMENTS

Burgess & Niple, Limited
5085 Reed Road
Columbus, OH 43220
614 459-2050 ¯
Fax 6 t 4 45 !- 1385

I N CO R PQ RAT E 0
¯ Custom Microprocessor Programming
¯ Waste Water Data Acquisition
215-493-3810 ¯ !25 S. Delaware Ave. ° Yardley, PA 19067

Offices in:
Ohio ¯ Indiana ¯ Kentucky
\Ve~t "Virginia ¯ Arizona

ENVIRONMENT &

INFRASTRUCTURE

15 Brendan Way ¯Greenviile, SC 29615 ¯ (803) 234-3000 ¯ Offices nationwide: 1-800-868-0373

~sGI~~~~s

Consulting Engineer...

Consoer, Townsend

Increase your sales power to the growing public works field by
including your professional card in our DIRECTORY OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS. For rates in this section write to:
Publio Works Magazine
200 So. Broad St., Ridgewood, New Jersey 07451
Phone: 201-445-5800 Fax: 201-445-5170

& Associates, Inc.
Municipal and Environmental
Consulting Engineers
303 East ’,racker (Drive
chicz~o, !lfinois 6060
312/938-0300
I

EDWARDS AND KELCEY
- -- En~,~nee’------~s.
C<~nsultants Plan’~’--ne-Ts .....
",~ 3uud~ Orange Avenue
.:~m~.-ton. Ni 07039
-’O] 994. 4520
Office~ :n principal c~t~es

contact
PUBLIC WORKS MAGAZINE
P, O. Box 688, Ridgewood, NJ 07451

Phone : 201-445-5800

Ro
Smar
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Solid Waste Collection

I~NGINEERING.SCIIENCS=
En~onmental engineering
services, including water

~

Fax: 201-445-5170

agd wastewater treatment
,~w~s~w,~urst
PARSON==

BOWNE DISTINCT

10705 Charter Drive
Brown, Vence

& Associates

SuRe 440
Columbia, MD 21044

~.w~o~.~

596-31 O0

ACI

AMERICAN CONS’ff~UCTION INVESTIGATIONS [NC-

.~,~ ~"~.
P.O. BOX 139
R c><~ ~ OEWITT, MICHIGAN 48820
517-669-5573
¯ Land A~plication ¯ Sludge Storage Tanks
¯ Digestor;Lagoon Cleaning- P.E.R.M,’S

~1~ .,e- "~"
INVESTIGATIONS
EXPERT SERVICES

FINKBEINER, PE’I-I’IS & STROUr, LIMITED
Engineers Since !900

CLAIMS ASSISTANCE
RESEARCH

Offic~ in Ohio, Michigan, Virginia
and North Carolina
(800) 876-1121

PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES
FACILITY SURVEYS

AT1J~N’T& * HOUSTON ¯ LO$ ANCF.LE$
NEW YORK ¯ S~N FP, AN¢ISCO

1-800-356-9997

Filter
Media
One source convenience for all types and sizes.

Specifications and delivered price guaranteed.
Over 75 years in business.
Callorfaxyourspec& We’llfaxa quote w~in24houm.
.~:,;.Tel: 800.325.SAND Fax: 815.469-705|
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Bos SAND CO.
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2~0 West Cefltral Avefl~e
Toledo, Ohio 43606
419/47~9611

Jordan

Jones e

=~

Coatings Consultants

COMMUNICATIONS
CONSULT,-~NTS

* Failure Analysis ¯ AnalyficaJ

SCADA, Mob~, Pe~oaai=nd

° Specifications * Inspection T~ining * Unde~ater

FREDERICK G. GRI~IN, P.C,

3229 WATERLICK ROAD

¯ Insm~ment SaJes

Engineering

~i

LYNCtIBURG, VA 24502

Piffsburgh (~) zaa.~0o

(804) ~37-2~

Houston ~13) 540-1177

Syracuse, N.Y. 13221 (315) 4~-6100

~Angeles~A-TATOR,
(818) 713-91~
INC.

=~

[~

I

5000 Brittonfield Parkway, RO. Box 4~3
... and

C0MPL~E ENGINEERING

s rwc s ~~=~

IL ~b¢~ ~nball ~ ~sodates~ h~c.I

I
I
/

6~5 W~st ~hnd Avenue, ~.0. ~ox ~000 I
Ebensburg, PA I593I
]
814 472 7700. F~: 814 472 7712
/

One Penn
¯ ~n~inee~
~Plann~rs
(212) 4~.5000
*Construction

Pitometer Associates

Havens and Emerson
Consulting Environmen~l Engineers

water ¯ wastewater ¯ ha~rdous waste
drainage ¯ solid wastes * air pollu~on

offices in major U.S. cities.

Specialists In Nrpo~t=, Highways and Cities Worldwide

.~...=.= e.==~,,=~ .~,=,,0,,~. & ~,~.
.e~.=~.=..,s.,.~.
.s.~.,~as.~,:.o~e.,,~
.no~.,,~.
o.,~,~, t.,.~.~..~

@ Oonsulting~ rvln the WaterEngineersandWastewater
Industries Since 1896

1300 E. Ninth St., Cleveland 0H 44114 (21~) 621-2407~H:

E~INEE~

Pt.aNNERS
Matron, I~
1315 Frankhn Road
P, O. ~x 134~

1 -(800)-347-5990

Roanok~ V~r~n=a 2~34
703~857-31~

" --
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CONSEE~VINO THROUGH ]~CHNOLOGY
¯ WATER SYSTEM AUDITS

MIJ~[CIPAUh-YDUSTRL4J. SERVICES

¯ METER ACCURACY TESTING
* LEAK D~E~ION
¯ C-FACTOfl TESTING

WAT]F~ ~.~O~C~ ¯ POL~O.~ CO~[~OL
Offices In Pdttdpalf~f Oties

FOR RATES FOR THIS SPACE

contact

PUBLIC WORKS MAGAZINE
P.O. BOX 688, Ridgewood, NJ 07451

Phone : 201~45-5800
Fax: 201~5-5170

¯ SUB-SURFACE ~PP[NG

Complete Weter-Supply

~viro:mental Se~~
wilton, OT

~ ~[ce~ Naflonw(de ~

~a~u~e G~oup Z~c.

~

~r~Rects/~neers/Planners
730 ~oadway
New York, NY 10~3
212 777-8400 ¯ Fax 212 614-9049

Other U. S. Offices
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Civil and Environmental Engineers

GRiP ~r~rateMarket~g
~ One Co~t Strut
New Britain, ~nnec~t 0~51
Telephone 203/224-914~
~

Off~¢~ in ~A. ~, FL, HI, HI, ~, PA

Offices
Nationwide

~ 213S.~eatonA~e.
’~
~eaton, IL 60187

~
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(708) ~2-4700

MIDWEST

contact
.a~t~n

SPECIALIZING Is w~re~, w~srEw~reR
AND ENWRONM~N~AL ENGINEERING

~
& BuiMbg ~
¯ W~~

PUBUC WORKS ~INE
P.O. BOX ~, Ridgewood, NJ 07451
Phone : 201~
F~ 201~170

~
"
~~

Sew~age ¯ D~inage ¯ Planning

=~

Pr~iding
~

-ARCHITECTURE

¯ ENVIRONMENTAL

HRC

708~69-7000

~E= Richland Engin~fing Um.~ Wilcox Associates

HUBBELL, ROTH & C~RK, INC.
CONSUL~NG ENGINEE~

814 0eden Avenue
gowne~ 6rove, IL

co~.~ e.~= .... BRIOG~,
CIVI~HIGHWAYS,

STRUCTURA~ AIR~RTS, MUNICIPA~
SAN ITARY, WATER 5Y~M~ SURVEY~

R0013774

=

Engineering,
~ ~ ~ ~ Sumeying
and

Environmental

WEST
Consulting Engineer...

~JOHN
~

CAI::iOLLO
ENGINEERS

Increase your sales power to the growing public works field by
including your professional card in our DIRECTORY OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS. For retes in this section write to:
Public Works Magazine
200 So. Broad St., Ridgewood, New Jersey 07451
Phone: 201-445-58OQ
Fax: 201-445-5170
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P. O. Box 688, Ridgewood, NJ 07451
Phone : 201-445-5800
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ConstTUC’HOr~ Engineering
UJNNEL DESIGN ~ CO~T £St1MAllNG
CONSllZUCTA~ILIIY R~IEW
I~OJECT FEA~BIUTY ¯ CLAIMS ANALYS~S
CONSII~ICIION MANAGEMENT
500 SANSOME STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
94111
PHONE: (415) 434-1822

Engineers and Scientists
1112o NE ~d ~t
~le~e.WAg~
Telephone; ~ ~I~

~
]
I
"11

Bddg~ O ~mctures ~ T~s~Facg~

Marathon PI~. Tenth Floor
303 Second Street
San Fr~cisco.
CA 941~
I

.41~24~2150

W~er & ~r ~n~on,
FOR RA.S FOR ~’S SPACE
contact

I~ Kowe
Engineering

P. O. Box ~, Ridgewood, ~ 07451
Phone : 201~5-~

Su~e ~
(sin) 763-2929

,~,~.,,~,

.Civil
Engin~ring
- Traffic
Engineering

(,,~ ~-~,~

}

~~6~

Golden Spdngs

J
~GERS

SPEC~STS

(~o~,~,~-~,~, WILLDAN ASSOCIATES
E N G I N E E R S & P L A N N E R S

I

ENGINEERS, INC. (7~4) ~1-~.{2~3) 747~9~71

I

¯ WaterSupply
¯ Wastewater
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~ Dewberry & Davis,:,o,,..~. ..........
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Environmental & }{unit’ipal En~4neering
Environmental " "l~mratory ~e~ires

¯ A~,
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Garver+Garver
Gawer&Garver, P.A.

I VA~

Engineers and Planners
t 11h and Battery Streets
U=tle Rock, Arkansas 72202
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~
~
~

&

The GaNer ~:-’qgineer-- Y°uf Partner f°~" Pr°gfess

L

Ser~g tge
Southeast for

TG~ COMPLETE CONSULTING ENGINEERING

ENGINEERS

~ &: A~SOC~A~, ]~C.
CON~r~TJ~’G

AND PLANNING SERVICES FOR:

~

""
RALPH WHITEHEAD & ASSOCIATES

HIGHWAYS, RAILWAYS. BRIDGES

145 We~ P=ker Ro~, ~rg~ton, NC 2~S
~} 4~7~1

CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION, SURVEYING

NORTHEAST
~IRIcHARD

~~1

ALAIMO ASSOCIATES

~~

W ~ Consulting Engineers
200HighSlreeLMountHolly, N.J. 08060 * (609)267-8310
TwoMarketS{reet, Paterson, N.J,07501 ¯ (201)523-8200

~

!

Civil ¯ Sanlhlry ¯ Environmental ¯ Engineom and Planner=

(516) 364-9880
Solid Waste Management
Hazardous Waste Management
Resource Recovery and Rec’¢chng
Water Supply and TreaImen:
Sewage and Sludge TreaIment
William F. I~osulich Associat;as, P,C,
~nvironmenta/Eng/~eers
330 Crossways Park Drive. Woodbury, New York 11797-2015"

{=3tl ~.~soo

OLKO ENGINEERING
Consultants - Designers
Port and Harbor Facilities

FOR RATES FOR THIS SPACE

~a

contact

A7.ZOLINA & FEURY ENGINEERING COMPANY
Ptofe=tl~nll Engineer= and Lind Surveyor=

Buildings and Site Development

PUBLIC WORKS MAGAZINE
Pc O. BOX 688, Ridgewood, NJ 07451
Phone : 201-445-5800
Fax: 201-445-5170

Highways and Airfields
Tunnels" and Foundations

Expert Witness Testimony
136 W. 21st St,, 11th FI., N.Y., N.Y. 10011
(212) 645-9898
~onsultine Engineers

~

Fe~sibiliw Studies~wimming Pools
~’O NSULT~NG ENG I NEERS~PLANNERS

~OSWEL~ ~¢~E

~0 P~ps Avenue. Sou~ Ha~ck,

¯ WATER SUPPLY--~*]~I lill:[~ d:[~l~id ~ =~--AND TREATMENT
¯ WASTEWATER AN D INDUSTRIAL
WASTETREATMENT
2~ Ma=n S~eeL Catskill. NY 12414. 518.~3.30~
364 W, Trenton Ave., Morn~dle. PA 19~7, 215.736-2585
5267 Greenwich Rd.. Va. Beth. VA ~4~ 804-499-8508
400 Manuet V. Domenech Ave.. Hato Rey. PR 809-759-8765

~

FAY, SPOFFO~O & ~O~NO[KE, i~C.

SEW[RAG E.DRAINAG~-BRIDGES -AIRPORTS
PORT AND INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPA~ STUDIES

Patemon, ~ 07505~

~NSULTANTS IN WATER POL~TION CONTROL
- WATER QUALt~ ~OES & ~YS~S
.WATER&W~ATERPROC~S~NGINEERING

; CI~1L ¯ GEOTECH~ICAL ¯ STRECT[RAL - £N

¯ ~8ORA~RY SERVt~S
1 LETHBRIDGE PLA~. MAHWAH, NJ 07430
TEL: 201-529-5151 = FAX; 201-529-5~8

~

~EU~
~~,
., = , ~ , = ,

H2M Con=true,on Management, Inc.
H2M Lab=, Inc.

Scitnd~
S=m~o~
~z~c~on

;75~ot~w~,~=t~tt~,,WZ1747, ff16) 7S~8~
}42 Fai~M ~, F=i~, ~ 07~ . ~OI) 227~050

Engin~dng

I
,,

~

~ Cen~w Hill Ddve
(518) 786.7~

Ar¢hii~fure/
~
Interior Design
L~nd Planning

o~e~omces~
Gi~F~,Glove~e

Computer Sewices

f~ & G~een~
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P.O. BOX ~7, 6~ Route J3
Highland Mi{~. ~.t~ 10930

¯ Enfir0nm~n~ S~ic~
¯ Foun~zio,&Soi~Eo~{,~ ;
¯
-

(914) 928-6531

~

Weston & Sampson ........~

~

~

¯ ~te P~
¯ %lu,idp=l/~i~t~

l

’

Holzmacher, McLendon & Murrell. P.C.

De~Ile, ~ 07~4

Five Centennial Odve. Peobody, MA 0~960

Teh 508.532Ag~ Fox: 508.077.0]00

Whitman. Requardt a~d

Associates

= W~er~s~water Syste~ DesigR
¯ ~d Pl~ning ~d S~e Development
¯ Trans~60n~ra~c Engin~fing
(410)23~4~
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control system. Seats are adjustable for operator weight and height, and
seat-back inclination. The seat/console arrangement in the E-Series cab allows the
operator to move farther forward in the cab,
allowing excellent sight lines into trenches
when v~rking in close to the machine.
Deere & Co., Moline, IL.
Circle No. I=-3 on the reply card.
Ground-Penetrating Radar
System is Portable

Fine Screens for Wastewater
Grease Removal
RotestrainerTM tine screens are designed
to remove grease and scum at wastewater
treatment plants, whether used before or after the clarifler. The Rotostrainer screen is a
compact, automatic rotating wedgewire
screen, available in a wide ~¢ariety of screen
openings. The rotating cylinder always presents a clean surface to the flow and prevents

binding, even with heavy grease concentration. An automatic doctor blade scrapes the
surface clean, and a spray bar cleans the
surface when it is not in contact with the
incoming flow. Solids and grease are captured on the semen’s surface while water and
other fine particles return to the process.
Hycor Corp., Lake Bluff, IL.

The new SIR® System 2 is a high-performance, portable, semi-automatic
ground-penetrating radar system that makes
subsurface surveys easier and less expensive. The system enables engineers, public
works depa~ments, utility crews, and contractors to:

Circle N o. E-1 on the reply card.
E-Series Excavator Line
Is Expanded
Two new hydraulic excavators, the 190E
and the 892E-LC, have been added to the
E-Series excavator line. The 16,300-1b, 55hp, 190E (pictured) replaces the 70D as the
smallest excavator in this company’s line.
The 67,450-1b, 220-hp 892E-LC is a heavyduty production excavator. Both feature opcrater-oriented cabs and Quadtronics, a

Slip-In Distributor for
Ice Control Liquids
The Bear Cat "De-Icer" distributor for
applying ice control liquids slips into a typieal 5-eu yd end dump, using the truck’s air
system to pressurize the 1000-gal tank for
spreading. A computerized rote control system regulates flow to maintain the desired
spread rate (gallons per lane mile) at any
travel speed from 2 to 20 mph. Spreading
operations are controlled from the cab.
BearCatTM Mfg., Wlckenburg, AZ.

~-~.~’~.~.~

r’ ~

Circle No. E-2 on the reply card.
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¯ Pinpoint conduit and wiring within
walls when removing buildings.
¯ Test the integrity of structures ranging
from bridges and buildings to buried gas
mains and water pipes.
¯ Locate underground utilities, underground storage tanks, buried hazardous materials, and other subsurface natural
phenomena and man-made objects without
excavation.
The SIR System-2 can be carried by one
person, is powered by a belt-pack battery,
and requires less training and experience
than previous SIR systems. Its control unit
weighs less than 15 lb. Operation is semiautomatic. The operator must only search
one parameter: range. The system comes
with instructional videotape and a user’s
manual.
Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc., North
Salem, NH.
Circle No. E-4 on the reply card.
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Ultrasonic Level and
Flow Measurement System
The new HydroRanger I is a non-contacthag, ultrasonic level and flow measurement
system designed specifically for the wastewater industry. It is effective on applications
from tank level measurement to complete
lift station control. The HydroRanger I has
an .o.perating range of 30 ft and an accuracy
of E0.25 percent. Built-in, multiple funetion relays can control up to five pumps.

State-of-the-Art

Stump Cutter
This stump cutter features a 68-hp diesel
engine mounted on shock-absorbing rubber
isolator pads for tess vibration and a hydrostatic drive system to power the cutter
wheel, enabling the operator to increase or
decrease the euttingwheel rpm’s, depending
on soil conditions, independently of the engine rpm’s. The RG 1665 AC Diesel stump
cutter is compact for maneuvering into tight
areas. With a working weight of just over
3000 lb, it tows safely behind a compact size
truck.
Rayeo® Mfg., Inc., ’~oster, OH.
Circle No. E-5 on the reply card.
Powerful Fuel Injector
Cleaning System

Decanter Centrifuge for
Dewatering Sludge
Milltronies Inc., Arlington, TX.
Circle No. E-7 on the reply card.
Portable Carbon
Dioxide Detector

(~;_~’f/~)-:-..-~- "

~:-

tion to critical components. Quick-connect
fittings facilitate speedy hand assembly/disassembly and allow for transport in a lightduty truck. A special hydraulic manifold
enables independent strut control to aeeommodate irregular, non-uniform excavations.
Speed ShoreTM Corp., Houston, TX.
Circle No. E-9 on the reply card.
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A significant cause of higher exhaust
emissions and reduced fuel economy is dirty
fuel injectors. The Model EFI-1000 deaning machine cleans both EFI gasoline and
diesel injectors while they are still in the
engine by eireulathag a proprietary cleaning
fluid, mixed with gasoline or diesel--as the
ease may be, through an engine operating at
idle conditions for 15 to 25 minutes. The
mixture removes carbon, gum, vamish, and
other enntaminants from the fuel injection
system and related combustion surfaces,
The system runs on compressed air, with a
12-volt compressor optionally available for
usewherecompressedairis unobtainable,
Injector Clean Systems Inc., Baldwin
Park, CA.
Circle No. E-6 on the reply card.

The Model CD-1300-P portable carbon
dioxide detector uses an infrared sensor sporifle to CO2. The instrument includes a
built-in pump with detachable hose for remote sampling, dust l’flter, flow sensor, and
0-I Vdc output. The analog meter has a
standard range of 0 to 5000 ppm and option
ranges available of 0 to t0, 0to 20, and0to
I00 percent by volume, with useradjustable
high/low alarms.

,.

-

ENMET Analytical Instruments, Ann
Arbor, MI.
Circle No. E-8 on the reply card.
Trench Shield Line

Gets New Feature
"Speed Struts" have been added to the
popular Shoring Shield line. Speed Struts
incorporate hydraulic cylinders and return
springs within rectangular telescoping steel
spreaders to allow for 3- and 4-sided trench
support, while providing increased protec-
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The Noxon centrifuge dewatem munieipal or industrial sludge to up to 40 percent
dry solids. Its microprocessor-based control system conthauously adjusts the differential speed between the bowl and scroll to
maximize the dry solids content of the output sludge cake. This preciseeontrol is fully
automated and minimizespolymernse. The
compact system starts and stops automatieally according to process requirements
and in response to emergency situations.
Purae En~neering, Inc., Wilmington,
DE.
Circle No. E-IO on the reply card.

Eccentric Plug Valves for
Water/Wastewater Treatment
The 120 Series eccentric plug valves for
waterandwast~vaterapplications areavailablein llrz-to60-in, diameters in serewed,
flanged, and mechanical joint end configurations. The 120Series features rectangular
ports, 90 percent pure nickel raised seat,
stainless steel bearings, and adjustable Vring packing. A variety ofaetnators are offered.
Homestead® Valve Co., Allentown, PA.
Circle No. E-11 on the reply card.
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Redesigned Wheel Loader,
Integrated Toolcarrier

Sewer Cleaning Machine
Only Needs Crew of One

New Dump Body Design
Called Revolutionary

The improved 910F wheel loader (pietured) and the ITI2F integrated toolcarrier
replace the 910E wheel loader and the
IT12B toolearrier, respectively. Both mechines are powered by a fuel injected, turbocharged 80-hp diesel engine. The
transmission is electronically controlled
with four forward and three reverse speeds
andon-the-goshifdng for greater operating
effieieneyandproduetivity. Autoshifttransmission control with kiekdown switch is offered on both machines. The units’ oil-disc
brakes are adjustment free, fully enclosed,
and sealed from contaminants,

TheMode1325sewerandindustrialpipeline cleaner is engineered to thoroughly
elean4to 14 in. diameter pipelines for distanees up to 50O ft. lt can be operated by one
person and requires no handling ofthe rotating, heavy-dutydualcable. Featuresinelude
5-hp, 4-cycle gasoline engine; 3-speed forward and reverse transmission; and an automotive clutch to assure smooth and effieient
transfer of power from the engine to the
transmission. A trailer with tool box, loading ramps, and cable reel is optional,

Described as a revolution in dump body
design, the SidewinderTM provides highly
functional delivery at only 78 in. above the
chassis frame in the side dump position.
This allows the driver to spread or dump a
wide variety of materials without having to
pause for low-clearance obstacles such as
bridges, trees, or power lines. Features inelude Cor-Ten® steel, heavy-duty boxbraeedtailgate, andeontinuous, 100percent
welding on the body. With the standard sidemount spinner, the Sidewinder throws sand,
salt, etc., up to 25 fl: with enntinuous feed
from the dump body.

Caterpillar* Inc., Peoria, IL.
Circle No. E-12 on the reply card.

Electric Eel Mfg. Co., Inc., Springfield,
OH.
Circle No. E-13 on the reply card.
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Process Media ~iuppner

Aaron buys
and sells
centrifuges and
¯ Standard graduations from 2v~" to ,45 mm
with uniformities guaranteed- Pro- ~
ducers of: Filter sand and support /’= ¯ ~ ~\
gravel. Well packs. Sandblast
\
sand and Hydra Free sand.
,~.X.
//4
-%~x.._._.~. ,÷~
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SuppliemofAnthracitecoaI, Garnet, Manganese

Greensand, Ilmenite, Carbons, Aluminum
Silicates, "Filter AG’; Birm. Zeolites and other
Resins, Porcelain Balls, Diatomaceous Earth,
Calcium Carbonites and Coke ¯ Packaged in 50
& 100 Ib bags on pallets; 1 to 2-ton mini bulk bags

filters of all
manufactures¯
if your plant is
~-onside~in~
~"
°~" °° 1~
changing a sludge

or bulk - Export packaging available ¯ Shipped

handling device.

boxcaranOhoopers.

Call us now!

via truck, river barge and rail including piggyback,
Toll Free 8001962-7190 FAX 319/263-2857

Hell® Co., Chattanooga, TN.
Circle No. E-14 on the reply card.

Shrinkage Compensated Concrete
A proven service record of 30 years.
Chem Comp 111" component with
Portland cement meets the requirements of ASTM Type K expansive
cement.

¯ Joint spacing up to 200 feet
-Industrial Floors

¯ Environmental Structures
¯ Bridge Decks

Rapid Set®

Rapid Hardening Cement
¯ One Hour Concrete Repair (3000 psi)
¯ 1000 Cycles Freeze-Thaw (ASTM 666)
* Working Time May Be Extended
Up To 3 Hours
¯ Cement ¯ Non-Shrink Grout
¯ Mortar Mix ¯ Concrete Mix
¯ Bags ¯ Mobile Mixers ¯ Ready Mix

__

IN COMPLIANCE WITH AWWA 8100-89

NORTHERN GRAVEL C0.
P.O. Box 307, Muscatine, IA 52761
For details circle No. A-72 on card
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~UR 30th YEAR OF SERVICE

For details cimle No. A-73 on card

For details circle No. A-74 on card
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Manhole Lifting Device
Promotes Back Safety

New Static Rollers Offer
Innovative Design
~"

~- ~ k .

These casting pullers are back saving devices for removing or setting castings in
place for new construction and structural
maintenance. Lightweight and portable,
they feature all-steel construction and tough
powder coating in OSHA-approved safety
yellow. They attach to backhoes, loaders, or
truck cranes. Three models available to fit
all circular and
square castings.
GrapplerTM Specialty Products, Eden
Prairie, MN.
Circle No. E-15 on the reply card,

The700-Serieslineofstatictandemroilers consists of the Model 708 (5 to 8 ton),
Model 710 (8 to 10.5 ton), the Model 712 (8
to 12 ton), andtheMode1714(10to 14ton).
The special design of these rollers gives the
operator excellent visibility to the roils from
either side, allowing the operator to clearly
see the position of the reil, especially when
working near curbs or obstructions. The
700-Series machines also offer excellent
visibility to the top of both rolls, including
the spray nozzles. Because these rollers
were designed with minimum frame overhang and smooth streamlined sides, they can
work very close to vcalls or obstructions,
reducing the need for hand tamping. Other
features include 180-gal polyethylene water
tank with automatic flow control, all-brass
spray bars with quick-disconnect brass
spray nozzles, and externally-mounted
water pump for easy servicing,

Protective Coating for
Treatment Plants

Rotary TuckAway

.72?i

Refuse Cart Lifter
The rotary-action TuckAv.ay cart lifter
boasts a trim, vehicle-hugging design, fits
mosttypesofearts, and lifts them higherfor
better dumping efficiency. And with fewer
moving parts, it is smoother and more rellable. This company also makes the Tipper
Bar rotary cart litter, plus a full line to fit
every cart.

I~
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¯ ~"’:
Gallon Div., Komatsu Dresser Co.,
Gallon, OH.
Circle No. E-17 on the reply card.
Interesting New Program
For Water Utilities
Sehlumberger Industries announces the
Direct Utility Licensee Program, which offern the utility unlimited rights to acquire
third-party reading equipment to read
Sehlumberger ARB® V and ProReadTM
ARB® eneoder meters. The company says it
recognizes and supports the utility’s need to
have multiple vendor options for reading
systems. The license is issued to requesting
utilities at no cost. Technical information or
assistance is available for a fee to utility designated vendors. The company says its produet development strategy ensures that its
systems are open and flexible. For more information on the Direct Utility Licensee
Program contact Tim Jeffcoat at 1-800-6338754 or cirole the appropriate reply number
on the reader service card.
Schlumberger Industries, Tallassee, AL.
Circle No. E-18 on the reply card.
Shoring System Boasts
Double Slide Rails

Perkins Mfg. Co., Chicago, IL.
Circle No. E-16 on the reply card.
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using the cut and lower method. This means
that excavation and support are one operation, theexcavatorwillbe fully utilized, and
time and labor needs will be reduced. The
SBH double slide rail system offers the advantage of greater safe working loads togerber with ease of installation.
Shoring Int’l.TM, Oakland, NJ.
Circle No. E-19 on the reply card.

The SBH double slide rail system is a
close lining system in which the lining plates
are driven by force. The system is installed
by the excavator during the excavation work
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993
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Interthane 990 H.S. is a polyurethane,
low VOC, high-sollds protective coating for
use in aggressive environments such as
vcater treatment plants and storage tank exteriors. It exhibits excellent single-coat hiding and appearance in most colors. Other
characteristics of high-gloss lnterthane 990
H.S. include high abrasion and impact resistanee and strong adhesion. Application by
brush, roller, orspray.
Porter Int’l., Louisville, KY.
Circle No. E-20 on the reply card.
Transportable Valve Box
Clean Out Systems

The new self-contained Trav-L-Vae
transportable vacuum ex.cavation and valve
box clean out systems are designed for the
following utility applications when a "no
dig" approach is desired: leak repair, pipe
and cable location, removal of directional
boring debris, curb box and valve box clean
out, service installations and terminations,
and anode installation through "pot holes"
and "key holes." Five different trailer- or
skid-mounted, gas engine driven, Tray-LVae systems are offered.
E.H. Waehs Co., Wheeling, IL.
Circle No. E-21 on the reply card.
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Fun Board Game for
Construction Crews
Participate in the fun, frustration, and financial free-for-all that is "The Construetion Game." It is an easy way to teach
associates, friends, and family the gutwrenching risks and rewards of the busihess. Grow your company slowly or try and
borrow your way into the big time. Buy a
sand and gravel operation, trucks, or paving
plant. Invest in earthwork equipment and
gamble on jobs. Game includes high quality,
durable components: colorful board and
box; dice; plastic earthwork equipment and
contractors; contingency cards; property titie deeds; money; debt notes; and illustrated
rules,
Eartheale, Inc., Kent, WA.
Circle No. E-22 on the reply card.

to acquize needed capital equipment. One
way is this firm’s flexible lease-purchase
plan, which allows participants to acquire
efficient new street sweeping equipment on
convenient payment terms. This arrangement combines the debt-free financing
benefits of leasing with an innovative leaseto-own concept..~s with a lease, the needed
new street sweeping equipment is acquired
with little or no money down. Payments are
structured monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, orannuallytobestsuitcashflowschedules. Unlike a lease, however, equity is
aceumulatedwith each payment. Customers
own the equipment free and clear upon final
payment with no buy-back or other special
requirements.
Elgin Sweeper Co., Elgin, IL.
Circle No. E-24 on the reply card.
’
Fiberglass Grating for
Treatment Facilities

Reek, TX.
Circle No. E-23 on the reply card.
Lease-Purchase Plan
For Street Sweepers
With today’s tight budgets and cash flow
demands, municipalities everywhere are
looking for creative and more flexible ways

PUBLIC WORKS Ivr October, 1993
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The Corvexline of economical fiberglass
grating is especially suited for water and
A complete line of flumes for use where wastewater treatment facilities. Durable and
primary flow devices are required is availcorrosion resistant to both acids and eausable here. This company manufactures intics, Corvex provides a slip-free surface,
dustry-standard Palmer-Bowlus and
low flame spread, and non-conductivity for
Parshall flumes for measuring flows in treatworker safety. It is available in various panel
ment plants and sewers. Included in the line
sizes and thicknesses.
is the Palmer-Bowlus PBF-Q, the Quick InFibergrate Corp., Dallas, TX.
sertPortableFlumedesignedforeasyinstalCircle No. E-25 on the reply card.
lation. This special flume allows the user to
do inexpensive and accurate short-term flow
High Performance
studies.
Notebook PC .........

TN Technologies, an Enviro Co., Round

Circle No. t=.26 on the reply card.
New Wet Well
Mounted Pump Station

..

Flumes for Open
Channel Flow Systems

either 4, 6, or 8 megabytes using ZIP memcry modules. In addition to the 1.44-MB 3
/t2-in. floppy disk drive and the standard
80-MB hard disk, an optional 120-MB hard
disk drive is offered. Special ports are
cludexl for an external VGA monitor and an
external floppy disk drive.
Micro Express, Santa Ana, CA.

The wet wel! mounted pump station
shown on the right is the new Model 8D4D,
and doubles the flow capacity of the standard model pictured on the left. With an 8-in.
pump, the Model 8D4D can accommodate
over 2400 gpm. The station successfully
pumps wastewater by drawing liquid up
through a suction pipe to a centrifugal
pump, pumping out through the discharge
pipe, check valve, and plug valve into the
force main. The new model’s main distinetions are its special ability to double past
flow rate capacities without affecting its
high efficiency and low horsepower requiremerits.
Smith & Loveless, Inc., Lenexa, KS.
Circle No. E-27 on the reply card.
Large Size Range of
Hydraulic Mounted Breakers
These ten models of hydraulic breakers
range from 125 ft lb class for compact exca-

The NP933 Notebook PC provides long
battery fife and various plug-in options such
as Fax/modem, scanner pack, Ethernet
pack, IBM 3270 emulation pack, extra
rial port, voice-mail pack, SCSI interface
pack, and 12-volt car battery adapter. Optional packs are added by removing one of
the dual battery packs, and operating off a
single battery. The high-contrast 10-in.
black-on-white LCD screen has a 640 x 480 ......
pixel resolution and can display 64 levels of
gray scale. System RAM is expandable to
vators through 8000 tt lb for large excavators
with other models to match any skid steer or
wheel loader backhoe size. Ready-to-mount
brackets and skid steer mounting plates are
also available. Major features include long
stroke, smooth operating piston design, and
elimination of gas-fi!led accumulators plus
simplified maintenance due to only two
moving parts.
i
Hanix America Inc., Bensenvitle, IL.
._
Circle No. E-28 on the reply card.
~
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wire guides for space-saving comer installation capability, hinged teeth, "’bale made"
light, and a hydraulic power unit.
Marathon Equpt. Co., Vernon, AL.
Circle No. E-31 on the reply card.
Tool for All-Around
Weed Cutting Work

Prevent Unauthorized
Manhole Access
Intimidator~ manhole cover locks are
made from a through-hardened special alloy
steel with triple nickel chrome plating for
lasting durability, are easy to install, and
have no moving parts that can jam, freeze,
or enrrode. The special locking pattern
makes them virtually impossible to remove
exceptwiththe specially coded keys, which
a_re registered under computer control so
only authorized personnel have access to
them. Black plastic threaded caps are added
for extra protection and low maintenance.
MeGard, SpeeialProduets Div.,Orehard
Park, NY.
Circle No. E-29 on the reply card.

~

The hand-held Bow-Knife is a strong,
perfectly balanced tool designed tbr allaround weed cutting. It offers rugged perfonnanee, yet weighs only 32 ounces,

evac tank, this unit will be a welcome addition to users desiring lubrication eapabilities, but not needing a separate vehicle.
Maintainer Corp. of Iowa, Inc., Sheldon,
IA.
Circle No. E-34 on the reply card.
New Low Oil Sensor
For Engines
The ED0505 oil level sensor accurately
measures lube oil levels in engine erankcases. It can be used both on main power
units and auxiliary equipment engines such
as heater, compressor, or refrigeration ongines. Used as standard equipment by some
truck and bus manufacturers, it can be
retrofitted to most engines. Thesensorhasa
built-in 0.5-amp switch that’can trigger a
warning lightoralarm. Itcanalsobe usedas
an ignition lockout in the event of low oil
level before engine start-up. Sensors with
variable output to indicate level range are
available for use with gauges, monitors, or
computer control systems.
Power Plus Corp., San Marcus, CA.
Circle No. E-35 on the reply card.

The Jimsin Co., Centerville, LA.
Circle No. E-32 on the reply card.

Sampler Assures No
Sample Degradation

Solar-Powered Venting
For Park Restrooms
Many park facilities have experienced an
odor problem with poorly vented restrooms
and vault toilets. This firm offers four mudels of solar-powered fan kits to solve
restroom odor problems. Features include
easy installation, no maintenance, and quiet
performance.
Solar Electric Systems of Kansas City,
Inc., Kansas City, MO.
Circle No. E-30 on the reply card.

Highly Maneuverable
Reversible Plate Compactors

Extra Low Profile Baler
The 95-in. high V-6042 XLP extra low
profile baler is designed for installation under 8-ft ceilings, yet produces a corrngated
bale exceeding 800 lb. It features a guided
ram, front tie-off system with bolt-on rear
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The 800SL refrigerated liquid sampler is
designed for conventional or priority pollutants. It maintains a constant temperature of
39.2"F, and features a highly efficient eompressor/condenser assembly, wrap-around
evaporator, and rigid foam insulation to assure sample integrity. The refrigerator body
is steel with a protective laminate over-coating. All components and copper plumbing
are treated with a phenolic resin coating to
protect against corrosion. The 800SL offers
ten bottle options.
American Sigma, Medina, NY.
Circle No. E-33 on the reply card.

Models RP650G and RP650D reversible
plate compactors are designed for mediumsize granular and mixed soil compaction
jobs. InFinite hydraulic forward and reverse
travel and on-the-spot vibration provide
high maneuverability and performance.
Their low center of gravity and 20-in. working width enable optimum compaction in
confined areas. Model RP650G is powered
by an 8-hp Honda engineand has an operatingweight of 418 lb. Model RP650D is poweredbyaHatzSupraengine, withaworking
weight of 462 lb. Both models deliver 6520
lb of centrifugal force.

Versatile Lube Skid/Trailer

,.~,,

This lube skid can be used either on a
chassis equipped with a hook-lift system or
mounted on a trailer. The lube/skld trailer is
self--contained and comes with a gas engine
driven air compressor to operate the product
pumps. With four product tanks and one

Stone Construction Equpt., Inc.,
Honcoye, NY.
Circle No. E-36 on the reply card.
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Versatile Trench Box

The Shorlite Shield is designed with an
ultra narrow 21/2-in. wall trench shield
made of durable steel with the lightness and
flexibility of aluminum. It is designed to
work as a system box that can be stacked,
hooked in-tandem, and leap frogged. The
ShorliteShield’seenteris madeup ofalumihum panels while the outside is wrapped in
a steel barrier to give it durability. All-steel
end tubes are part of the barrier, ~ving extra
strongsupporttotheendsofthebox, where
mostoftheddving force will be applied.
Kundel Industries, Warren, OH.
Circle No. E-37 on the reply card.

Stake Saves on Road
Construction Costs

The Flexeon staking system was developed for aocurate placing of base rock and
treated base materials. When the stake is
used it prevents costly overruns during the
placement of base reek in confined areas
such as streets and l~arking lots. It eliminates
constant grade checking and digging for
hubs. When placed on the subgrade hub, the
stake has a neon horizontal marker that
marks the finished rock grade without survey crews setting new grades.’It is also used
to mark utility access covers when placing
base rock. The highly visible, durable, and
reusable Flexenn stake springs back ta ori~hal position when hit by a blade or ether
equipment. Three neon colors are offered:
red, green, or orange. Standard length is 16
in. with other sizes available,
Paving Innovations Co., Eugene, OR.
Circle No. E-38 on the rgply card.
FREE Samples Available of
Compartment Floor System
This f’a-m is now providing free samples
of its Dri-Dek interlocking compartment
floor system for trucks. The 4. x 4 in. samPUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993

ples are designed to show the flexibility,
safety characteristics, and interlocking features of the system. Dri-Dek provides a dry,
shock-absorbing cushion for tools and sensitive equipment while shielding eompartments from nicks, scrapes, cuts, and
scratches. Offered in 12 x 12 in. tiles, DriDek also comes in custom made Redi-paks
eontainingready-to-use sections ofDri-Dek
pre-cut to fit each compartment of your
truck body. DH-Dek comes in ll colors,
with custom colors available,
Dri-Dek Corp., Naples, FL.
Circle No. E-39 on the reply card.
High 13erformance Pipe Laser
The compact Wild PLA10 laser system is
especially suited for laying pipes quickly
and accurately on the construction site. The
Wild PLA 10 pipeline laser, together with its
range of accessories--including target

plates, remote control .system, and power
supply e.able---comes in a padded, visible
bright orange eontalner,
Leiea Inc., Deerfield, IL.
Circle No. E-40 on the reply card.
Customized Truck-Mounted
Highway Striper
t

¯

This firm will manufacture a truckmounted paint striper to meet your spoeifications: 120- to I200-gal paint capacity,
spraying I to51ineswith glass beads simultaneously on each side. Airless spray equipmeat with stainless steel components is
used. Many options are available.
E-Z Liner Industries, Orange City, IA.
Circle No. E-41 on the reply card.
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Use Oug Clflssified Section
...to hire personnel, sell used
equipment, obtain employment, or
make announcements.
Rate: $160 per column inch for
governmental agencies. $170 for all
o t h e r s. $ 5 a d d i t i o n a 1 for b o x
number.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Director of Public Works
The City of Liberal, Kansas is seeklngqualifled appliesa~s for the position of Director of
Public Works. Responsibilities include planning, organizing, supervising, and directing
the following activities: water production and
distribution, wastewater treatment and collection systems, street maintenance and repair,
recycling operations, solid wast~ management,
engineering, and airport maintenance. Requiresa Baehelor’sdegreeln {2ivil Engineering
or a closely related field and at least five years
progressively responsible engineering and
publle works experianee. Experience in local
governmentwithexteasivesupervisoryexperience desired. Must possess a current registration as Professional Engineer in the State of
Kaasasorbeenmeregisteredwithinoneyearof
employment. Salary is negotiable, depending
on qualifications. (Current range is $40,000 to
$48,000).
Submit resume, salary history/requirements, and at least five work related references
to:
Personnel Director, City of Liberal, P.O.
Box 2199, Libet-al, KS 67905-2199.
EOE
Senior Project Manager
Municipal & Public Works Eugiaeering
Excellent opportunity withwell-established
civil engineering firm in South Florida for Senior Project Manager with strong design, projeer manageme~, t and business development
experience. Must interact well wilh clients and
have excellent abilities in communication and
leadership. Florida EE. registration will be
required. All repliosconfidential.
Send resume and salary history to:
Mock, Rods & Associates, Inc., Engineers
* Surveyors * Planners, 5720 Corporate
Way, West Palm Beach, FL 33407. Phone
(407)683-3113. Equal Opportunity Eraployer.
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St. Lucie County
UTILITIES SERVICES DIRECTOR
Thisisamanagementandtechnical position
responsible for planning, organizing, directing, budgeting, and coordinating water and
wastewater activities. Duties include the cootdination of water and wastewater projects and
activities with other utilities functions and the
public,
Minimum Qualifications: A Bachelor’s Degree in Civil or Sanitary Engineering or Busihess Administration. Ten (10) years of
progressive administrative experience, of
which at least five (5) years of supervisory
experience, including responsibility in the cagineering fieldwithpartofit in the wastewater
and water treatment field.
Send resume or apply in person to:
St. Lueie Cotmty Personnel Coordinator,
2300 Virginia Avenue, Ft. Pierce, FL 34982.
EOE.
Director of VCater Supply
The Town of North Kingstown, Rhode IslandlocatedonscenieNarragansettBay(population 25,000) is seeking qualified applicants
for the position of Director of Water Supply.
The water s)’stem is composed of ten artesian
wells (250 to 2,100 GPM) located in 3 aquifers,
five storage facilities and approximately i26
miles of distribution system. The sysl:em services approximately 8,0(30 customers. Responsibilities include planning, implementing and
administering all activities of the Department
of Water Supply engaged in the operation of a
2.5 to 8.5 MGD municipal water supply systern.
Position requiresaBachelor’s Degree in mechanical or civil engineering or related field
with a minimum of 5 years of experience. Must
also possess superior knowledge and experience relating to complete operation of amunieipal water system, personnel and office
management, Safe Drinking Water Act, budgeting and future planning. Must be able to obtain Rhode Island Operators Certification
when required. Salary range $40,000 to
$50,000 cmumensuratewith experience,
Restone with cover letter should be directed
to:
Richard Kerbel, Town Manager, 80 Boston Neck Road, North Kingstown, Rhode
Island 02852 prior to October 10, 1993.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER (~UI0

Director of Public Works/City
Engineer
CEDAR HILL (pop. 23,500). $43,263 to
$57,980 annually & benefits. Suburb of City of
Dallas. Administration and operation of 32
public works employees. Responsibilities inelude: street &. drainage, water &. wastewater
and engineering. Requires progressive public
works mmlagerial experlenee with preference
for a Texas Registered Civil Engineer.
Sendto:
Bill Lindley, Assistant City Manager, Post
Office Box 96, Cedar Ilill, Texas 75104.
120

Solid Waste Manager
Our Public Works Department is seeking an
eXperienced individual to head up their Solid
Waste Division. The Manager directs the development and implementation of solid waste
recovery, reduction, and diversion programs,
and the planning of new processing facilities.
The Manager also oversees the Transfer Station
and landfill operations. Salary $4,355$5,317/mo. + xlnt. benefits. Recr #93-707601. Apply by: 11/15/93.
For more infonnation and Applicatian/Supplemerual Questionnaire forms, contact:
S,-mta Barbara Cotmty, Persormel, 1226
Anacapa Street, Suite 1, Santa Barl)ara, ~k
93101, 805/568-2800 V/TDD FAXS05/5682833.

Utilities Manager
Ormond Beach. Florida (31.000)
Utilities Manager, Salary range $41,303 $57,89-3 (starting DOQ). Requires Bachelor’s
Degree.in Civil Engineering with a major in
Environmantal or Saz~itary Engineerh~g. Cmnpletion of college level courses ia Water &
Wastewater Treatment Plant operatious and
seven (7) years relevaiit experience, two (2)
years of which must have been administrative
aa~d technical management experience in a municipal water aad!or wastewater utility. Responsib ilities include management and
administrative work dlrecting and coordinating the Water & Wastewater Utility fuuctions of
the City.
Sendresutne to:
Utilities M;mager Application, c/o The
lltlm,’m Resources Department, P.O. Box
277, Ormond Beach, FL 32175-0277. Open
tmtil filled. E.O.E. M/F/Ihmdicapped/Veteran Preference.

Public Works Director
The City of Des Plaine.s, a northwest suburban Chicago community of 53,414, is seeking
a person to manage the department respoosible
for street maintcaance, sewer system, water
distribution system, forestry and beautification; mechanics, water meter repair/installation, and buildings and grounds. Will
administer department expenditures, make
recommendations for equipment purchase,
and coordinate department activities with re.luted City departments. High School degree
required; college degree preferred. Five years
of supervisory experience in public works or
construction, four of which at least at superintendant level; ability to plan, schedule, e.stimate, and supervise several diverse functians;
ability to analyze public works services and
develop cost effective progr~uns to meet cornmunity’s needs; ability to lead and motivate
large, diverse workforce. Salary dependant oa
qualifications.
Submit resume, including salary requirements by October 22, 1993 in confidence to:
lhtman Resources and Services Departmerit, City of Des Plaines, 1420 Miner
Street, Des Plaines, IL 60016.
’E.EOE/MF
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Chief Water & Gas Engineer
CITY OF D/’,NVILLE
Chief Water & Gas Engineer to plan, design
and engineer the prese,~t and long range programs for rehabilitation and/or extensions to
the City’s water and gas distribution system.
Duties include staff supervision, overseeing of
project cost estimates, plans and spacificatioas
for $3 million capital improvement programs;
preparing budget recommendations and insure
cmnpliancewith government reguh~ions. Educa.tionandexperienceequivalenttograduation
from an accredited college or university with
mnjorworkinengineeringandminimumoften
years eXperience in the water and/or gas distribution field. Valid drivers license required.
Possession oforability to obtain valid regis~ration as a Professional Engineer in the State of
Virginia within six months of employment.
Salary range $37,773 - $56,639 per year.
Submit resume or apply at:
City of Danville Personnel Department,
City flail - Third Floor (Room 300), Danville, VA 24543 or any local office of the
Virginia Employment Colmnission by NovemberS, 1993.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

VCanted~Mamtger
The Kalamazoo Lake Sewer and ~,\~.ter
Authority is seeking a full-time manager. This
isasalariedposition(35-45K), requiringexperienee witl~ City, Village, and Township Courtcils. The ideal candidate will also possess
Michigan "B" Wastewater and S-2/D-2 Water
Certification. The Authority operates and
maintains water and sewer in the
Saugatuek/Douglas Community on the west
shore of Lake Michigan.
Interested applicants should request a sumn~ary sheet and job description by writing:
Kalamazoo Lake Sewer and Water
Authority, PO Box 789, Sangatuck, MI
49453-0789.
Or Fax your request to I-616-857-1565. No
walk-ios or phone calls accepted. REQUEST
DEADLINE IS OC’F. 15, 1993.

Director, Department of Publlc
Works
County of S.’m Diego
Seeking a registered civil engiueer and toplevel executive to direct public works and civil
engineeringoperations. Staffofg00andbudget
of $262 million. Services include those of
County engineer, surveyor and road commissioner; sanitation and flood control, solid
waste management, public transportation and
airfleldmaintenance.$75,000-$100,000. Executive benefit package includes automobile
and relocation allowance. Apply by October
29, 1993.
For resume subndttalform and recruitment
brochure detailing the application process, position and benefits, please contact:
County of San Diego, Department of lluman Resources, 1600 Pacific Ilighway,
Room 207, San Diego, CA 92101, (619) 2362191 or 531-5139.
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Manager of Engineering Services
CityofSterlingtteights, pop. ll7,810(suburban Detroit). Salary $50,737 - $58,348
DOQ, plus excellent benefits package. Under
direction of City Engineer, supervises enginecrlng staff in plan review, design and contract administration. Acts as City Engineer in
his absence. Union represented position. Requires BS in Civil Engineering, 8 years of progressive experience ineluding strong computer
and plan review background. Must be registered PE in Michigan, or in other s~ate that
meets Michigan requirements. Residency required in Maeomb County within 6 months.
Sendresume to:
Personnel Director, City of Sterling
Heights, P.O. Box 8009, Sterling llts, MI
48311-8009. Deadline: 10/29/93. EOE
M/F/II.

Public Works/Utilities Engineer
The City of The Dalles, Oregon, Population
served 15,000 and Gateway to the beautiful
Columbia River Gorge National Scenic area,
has an opening for the position of Public
Works/Utilities Engineer. The position serves
under the general supervision of the Director
of Public Works and is responsible to oversee
water distribution and wastewater collection
operations, maintenance and capital improvemeats. This position provides professional engineering services and design to water and
wastewater utilities systems, street ,and stormwater collection systems and provides engineering advice to all city departmeuts and

o o o.

Marketing/Advertising Pro
Available
Expertise andexcellenttrack record in identifying marketplace needs. Strong background
in sales promotion, print advertising, public
relations, exhibits, and customer rese,’u’ch.
Write orphoneforrestane:
Box I0-1, c/o PUBLIC WORKS, Box 688,
Ridgewood, NJ 07451 or phone direct (402)
483-6215.
Treatment Plant Shift Supervisor
$12.22 (Class A); $11.64 (Class B). High
school dlploma/GED; State of Florida Class
"A" or "B" Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator’s License. This position is a working
f’wst-line supervisor; previous supervisory experienee desirable. Duties: Supervisory and
operational duties on a rotating shiR of an ndvaneed wastewater treatment facility,
Apply Monday, Bbdnesday, Friday only at:
City of Largo, Ihunan Resotu-ees Dep:u’tment, 225 First Avenue S.W., Largo or send
restmae for Job 63, City of I~trgo, lhnnan
Resources Department, P.O. Box 296,
Largo, FL 34649-0296 by 10129193.
EOE/M/F/D/V-VP
SMOKE-FREE/DRUG-FREE
WORKPLACE

M I S C E LLAN EO U S
Board of County Commissioners
Bay County, Florida

Registration, or the ability to obtain one within
eighteen (18) months of employment is required. Oregon certification as Water Distribulion Operator II and Oregon Wastewater
Collection Operator III is desirable.
Annual salary range is $35,496 to $46,716
with excellent fringe benefit package,
For a copy of the Job Description and an
application contact:
Joanet Gray, Personnel Director, City of
The Dallas, 313 Court Street, The Dalles,
Oregon 97058, Telephone 503-296-5481.
DeadlinetoreceiveapplicationsisS:00p.m.
October 29, 1993. The City of The Dalles is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

For Contract Operations, Mauagemeut and
Maintenance of Water
And V, Kstewater Treatmeut Systems for Bay
County
The Board of Counfy Commissioners orbs,
County, Floridaissolieiting Request for Quailfieations for Contract Operations, Managemeat and Maintenance of Water and
Wastewater Treatment Systems.
A eopyoftheRequest forQualifieationsmay
be obtained at the Bay County Public Utilities
Department, 3400 Transmitter Road, Panmna
City, Florida 32404, telephone (904) 8724785.
BID NO. 048-93
Office of the County Manager, 310 West
6th Street, l~anama City, Florida 32401
(904) 784-4029
Director of Public Works/Engineer
Interested Parties should submit six (6) copTown of Rockingham/Village of Bellow ies of qualifications to the above address on or
Falls, Vermont (pop. 5500) seeks experienced
before November 1, 1993, at 10:00 a.m.,
public management professional to supervise
marked "RFQ [’or Contract Operations, Manthe Department of" Public Works which inagementandMaintenaneeo[‘WaterandWasteeludes streets, highways, drainage, water,
water Treatment Systems for Bay County - Bid
wastewater, cemeteries, all buildings, grounds ¯ No. 048-93".
maintenance, and provide related engineering.
Bay County reserves the right to waive iaforStrong technical (especially computer skills),
malities in the selection process, to accept or
administrative leadership, interpersonal and
reject any or all qualifications statements in
public/employee related skills essential. This
part or in whole, or to solicit for additional
is a new position. Candidates must have a
qualifications if appropriate,
BSCE or related field and 5 years professional
Bay County is an Equal Opportunity Emexperience. Salary $34,000-38,000, DOQ.
ployer.
Resumes to:
This notice dated this 27th day of August,
Rockingham/Bellows Falls Manager, P.O.
1993.
Box 370, Bellows Falls, Vermont 05101 by
Submitted by: Mary L. Dayton, Budget
October 18, 1993.
Officer
PUBLIC WORKS for October, 1993
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FOR SALE
~For Sale
TheCityofFairfield, Californiaissellingits
10 MGD diatomaceous earth water tre.~tment
plant equipment. Some items "for sale" are:
Pneumatic Control Equipment, DE Filters, Instrument Control Panels, Pumps, Hydropneumatie Tanks, Air Compressors, etc.
For more information, contact:
Mark Forbes at (707) 428-7487. Bidding
doses 11/4/93.
Tired of bent and broken plows in your light
trucks???? Tuneinto the best kept secret in the
small (7.5-9ff) snowplow industry, the indestruetible Pathfinder Trip Edge. Takes manhole covers
at up to 50 mph without damage to the plow or
road surface - and it sells for less! Send for literature, prices, and!or videos showing the TE in
action. Pathfinder Snowplows, 45 Industrial Dr.,
Exeter, R102822, 401-397-5053.

For Sale
.75 MGD Smith & Loveless ecodyne oxigest
package treatmeut facility complete with all
pumps, co,~trols, blo~vers, equipment, and
buildings. Built in 1982.
For a complete equipment list, cordact:
David Prinzhot-n at En~neering-Science,
Inc., Phoenix, Arizona (602) 956-2286.

PUMPING
COSTS CUT
by ’PUMPFLOW’[ This new program
helps operators select the most efficient

pump - and you can use it with SCADA!
Handles all units, and different speeds.
CLICK & GO LTD Phone (403)
2023-20th Ave SW, Calgary
Bus:244-5476
Alberta T2T 0M1, Canada
Fax:245-0382
SNOVCPLOW PARTS AT
WHOLESALE!
For Fisher, Meyer, Western, Diamond, etc.
Send for free catalog. We accept municipal purchase order~ or ship UPS/COD.
800-344-PLOW
CENTRAL WAREHOUSE, 339E SOUTII
COUNTY TRAIL, EXETER, R. I. 02822.

SURVEY MARKERS
Aluminum-Brass-Bronze-Plastic-PVC-Stainless
Steel
~ posts
SCHONSTEDT~ locators CARSONITE
*
*
FENO survey markers
PIONJAR *diners MORASSE & PERMAMARK® plastic caps
Survey accessories

TOLL-FREE: 800-356-7388
~]~[~~
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Court Declares Set-Aside
Programs Unconstitutional
A Washington D.C. construction company brought an action seeking a declaration that certain minority and
disadvantaged business set-aside programs enacted by the District of Columbia were unconstitutional. The District of
Columbia had enacted the District Minority Contracting Act in Mamh 1977, to
set goals for the participation of minority
business enterprises in the awarding of
public construction contracts (D.C. Code
Thomas P. Vest, Esq.
or the other. Therefore, the court con§ 1-I 141). The plaintiff elaimed that this
Attorney at Law
strued the provision against the city, and
program violated 42 U.S.C. § 1981 and
held it was restricted to 5 percent as
1983. The act provided that each agency
liquidated dmnages, and could not reand department of the district should
Court Construes Bid Bond
cover the additional penalty,
allocate construction contracts in order to
Guarantee Provision
reach a goal of 35 percent of dollar
In 1989, the city of North Las Vegas, Statutory Waiver of
volume of such contracts to be let to local
Nevada solicited bids for a public works
disadvantaged business enterprises.
Immunity Section Construed
project involving the city jail. The city
The district claimed that it was rerequired all bidders to post a bond in the
Pr6perty owners in Albuquerque, New
quired to comply with certain federal
amount of 5 percent of their bid price and
Mexico filed a complaint alleging prop- statutes as a condition of receiving federal
further, upon delivery of the executed
erty damage and personal injury caused
funding on state highway construction
contract with the city, to furnish performby flooding on their property by water
projects. Further, the district argued that
ante, payment and guarantee bonds,
that came from a city arroyo. The city a prior federal statute required each reThe bid provision also provided that
moved tbr summary judgment at the trial eipient of t~deral aid to make reasonable
the contractor would forfeit the bid guarlevel on the ground that it was immune
efforts to award at least 10 percent of
antee deposit if it did not enter into a
from liability under the New Mexico Tort those funds to certain economically and
contract within i0 days aRer notice of Claims Act, NMSA 1978 § 4!-4-1 socially disadvantaged individuals. Variacceptance of the bid. The plaintiff duly
through 41-4-29. The appellate court was
ous codes of federal regulations sections
tendered a deposit of 5 percent of its bid
forced to construe a very complex statute
required that the governmental unit set
in 1989, but refused to pay for the perto decide whether the storm drainage
goals for such contractor participation in
formance bond, and therefore the city
syste,n was a part of a "water utility" for
public works contracts. The District of
refused to exeeute a written contract. The
purposes of statutory immunity, and
Columbia enacted the Department of
city then retained the plaintiff’s bid bond
whether the intent of the statute was to
Public Works Disadvantaged Business
and awarded the contract to the next
encompass water runoff as opposed to
Program (DBE) in 1988 to implement
lowest bidder,
toxic waste water,
such regulations. The DPW had set an
The plaintiff brought an action for
overall goal of awarding 37 percent of
The court at Espander vs. city of Albubreach of contract and restitution of its
querque, 849 P.2d 384 (1993), initially federally funded contracts to qualified
bid bond. The city counterclaimed for decided that several sections of the statute
DBEs.
breach of contract and requested darndid not intend to waive statutory immuThe court at O’Donnell Construction
ages ofan amount between the appellant’s
nity. One section ofthe statute, § 41-4-6,
Company vs. District of Columbia, 815
bid and the next lowest bid. The trial dealt with negligence of public employees
ESupp. 473 (D.C.C. 1992)ruled that the
court awarded the city the damages reDistrict of Columbia Minority Contracton certain public property such as public
quested, offset by the amount of the bid
parks and public buildings. The court
ing Act was unconstitutional as it sought
bond that it had retained. The appellate
ruled that this section did not waive statuto implement the federal statutes. The
court was forced to construe the bid detory immunity,
court considered the act invalid because
posit provisions of the contract to deterSecondly, the court decided that a subit relied on general allegations of dismine whether the provisions should be
sequent section, § 41-4-8, which dealt
erimination in the construction industry,
construed as a liquidated damages proviwith the discharge or release of suband contained geographic limitations that
sion, or a penalty provision, which would
stances ~uch as toxic liquids or gases and
were overbroad and not sufficiently limhave allowed the city to obtain the addiwaste materials, was also not meant to
ited in duration. The court found the
tional damages it requested,
apply to normal water runoff, as opposed
record devoid of evidence that any agenThe court at American Fire vs. City of to toxic water discharge. Further, another eies had disfavored minority contractors
North Las Vegas, 849 P.2d. 352 (1993) section dealing with waiver of immunity over white contractors, or that the bid
ruled partially in favor of both parties,
for damages arising out of operation or
process was rigged to have any such
The court held that the contract provision
maintenance of works used for diversion
effect.
was ambiguous as to whether it was inor storage of water, did not apply for the
It ruled that the district failed to show
tended as liquidated damages, or a penal
same reason,
a prima facie case of overt racial disbond. The court reviewed legislation and
However, the court found liability un- erimination in the industry and that the
ease law in other jurisdictions, which der a prior ease in the State of New
statute that was not sufficiently narrowly
were not consistent in their charaeMexico that held that water runoffwas a
tailored to achieve specific ends. The
terization,
form of liquid waste and that works for court felt that this statute did not pass
However, the court felt that the provithe collection and diversion of runoff
constitutional muster in this regard. The
sion, being ambiguous, would need to be
water were part of a public utility or court was concerned that the ratio of
construed against the city, since it had
service within the ambit of § 41-4-8(a), minority participation was much higher
drafted the agreement. The court also
supra. Therefore, the court remanded the
than the standards set by Congress under
noted that the legislature had not exease back to the trial court tbr disposithe 1987 statute and was itselfa form of
pressly characterized bid bonds one way
tion.
reverse discrimination.
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Aaron Equipment Co ...... 115
Aerial Data Service, Inc ..... 82
Alamo Group ............ 14
American Concrete Pressure
Pipe Assn ............. 97
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Iron Pipe Co ........... 37
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Isco
Monitoring
Products frr
Environmental
Compliance
¯ Novalab Ltd. of Montreal, Quebec
and Mann Testing Laboratories Ltd. of
Mississauga, Ontario have merged their
laboratories to develop a national laboratory network,

the Institute at 355 Lexington Avenue, New
York, NY 10017, te1-(212) 351-5410, fax(212) 370-1731.
¯ United Dominion Industries tompleted its previously announced acquisition
of The Marley Company.

¯ The solid waste management equipment company of McClain Industries, Inc.
is celebrating its 25th anniversary.

/~l~~’S
Automatic Saint__

Portable
¯ Refrigerated
¯ Sequential
¯ Composite
¯ Flow-through
¯

¯ Mitsubishi Fuso Truck of America,
Inc. is building a now 53,000 square foot
parts vbarehouse facility connected to its
corporate headquarters in Bridgeport, New
Jersey. The expansion will nearly double its
inventory capacity,
¯ Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. and GTCO Corporation have
entered into a marketing and technical support agreement to facilitate support fortheir
respective geographieal information system
software and digitizer sysrems.
,l, JPS Elastomeries Corp. promoted
Bruce Wilby to company president,
~’ EOSAT (Earth Observation Satellite
Company) and ERDA.S,* Inc. have joined
forces to analyze and interpret Landsat satellite data of the Midwest for the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and the Federal Emergeney Management Administration to set
priorities for post-flood clean-up and flood
prevention management.

¯

¯ Submerged Probe
Bubbler

¯ At Insituform Technologies, Inc.
George Peak was named director ofcorpoMe communications and government relations; S~ott Triplett was promoted to
strategic business unit manager for NuPipe,
Laterals, and UltraCure Manhole Systems;
Phiillp Sorrell was named strategic busihess unit manager for industrial markets;
and Tom DiBernardo assumed the nowly
created position of national sales manager,

¯ Variable Gate
¯ Area Velocity
"

¯ Kraiburg of America, Inc. opened a
now manufacturing plant at 100 Kraibu~
Boulevard, Lisbon, Iowa.

Open Channel

Flotv Meters
¯

Ultrasonic

For more information call:

800- 228-4373
~~~~ O®

~

Isco, lnc., Environmental Division
531Westgate Blvd. * LincoM.s~ 68528
For details eirela I~1o. A-75 on card
124

¯ Morten Smedstad was appointed
president of Nederman, Inc.
~ Shred Pax Corporation’s 200-hp
shredders are being used by the Illinois
Department of Transpomation and by St.
Louis County, Missouri to help cleanup
flood-scarred Mississippi River towns.
¯ Michel Guerry was appointed to head
the MotorolaiSehlumberger Industries
Joint Venture A.M.R.T.
¯ Smith & Loveless promoted Chuck
Miller to municipal sales manager, Stuart
Marsehall to president of the international
division, and Bob d. Rebori to vice president of international operations.
¯ The National Asphalt Pavement Assoelation is holding its 39th Annual Convention and Trade Show February 12 to 17,
1994 in Palm Desert, California under the
theme, "The Foundation of Our Future~
Research, Education & Quality." For information contact LaDonna Burton, Meetings
Registrar (convention registration and program), or Arden M. Sell, Executive Dh’eetor (trade show) at the Association, NAPA
Building, 5100 Forbes Boulevard, Lanham,
Maryland 20706, tel-(301)731-4748, fax(301) 731-4621.
¯ The Gallon Division of Komatsu
Dresser Company has reintroduced the
"Gallon" trade name and a new paint
scheme to help the division and its products
establish a strong identity in the construetion equipment market place.

¯ Poly-Pak Industries Inc. of Melville,
New York, with the help of Yellow Freightway Sys~ms, shipped 450,000 plastic sandbags within a few days to United Service of
Greater Kansas City, Missouri to reinforce
existing levees and build now ones in the
flood-ravaged Midwest.

¯ Navistar International Transportation
Corp. of Chicago and Culligan International Company of Northbrook, Illinois
worked together to deliver more than
50,000 one-gallon jugs of packaged drinking water to Des Moines, Iowa when the
city’s water plant was put out of service
during the Midwestern floods. Two International trucks and trailers were provided.

¯ The Composites Institute will hold its
49th Annual Conference and EXPO ’94
trade show February 7 to 10, 1994 in
Cincinnati, Ohio. For information contact

¯ Parents who want to encourage their
teen-age children to use scat belts should
follow one simple rule--use seat belts
themselves!
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The site is muddy,

power to the

You’re under full
load, And a front wheel is

wheel. And you’re stuck,

wheel with the
most traction. This pulis you

spinning. So much for your

The True 4-Wheel-Drive

through the muddiest spots.

mechanical front-whee! drive!

Machine

Tired of your machine

The Slipping

Mechanical front-wheel

slipping on the job? Get on

Competition

drive is worthless if the

firm footing. Order your

wheel that is spinning-out

John Deere D-Series Backhoe

study, when mechanical

gets all of the power. That’s

front-wheel drive is engaged

why John Deere uses me-

Loader with mechaniCal
front-wheel-drive and get the

on most bacldloes, power is
transferred equally to each

chanical front-whee! drive

According to a recent

front wheel. If one wheel
has no traction, all of the
power goes to that spinning

with a limited slip differential,
It automatically

benefits of four-wheel-drive
performance. Call your dealer for a free limited

transfers 80 percent

slip differential

of the machine’s

demonstration today.

For details circle No. A-4 on card
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"In recent years, Tulsa has become one of the most progressive and
far-sighted cities in the nation by promoting the protection of fives and
property through the application of exemplary floodplain and stormwater
management principles...
"This success is a direct result of the collective efforts and commitment
of local government staff, elected officials, private sector organizations,
and the citizens of Tulsa .... "
- Federal Emergency Management Agency, 1992

M. Susan Savage, Mayor
This booklet was prepared under the auspices of the City of Tulsa Stormwater Drainage Advisory Board
and Public Works Department, Charles L. Hardt, Director,
Financial assistance was provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
through the Oklahoma Department of Emergency Preparedness.
Consultants:
Janet K. Meshek, P.E., Meshek & Associates, Inc.;
Ron Flanagan, Planning Consultant; Stephen Hillman, Design; and Jim Sellars.
Technical assistance:
Michael L. Buchert, Jack Page, Dale Reynolds, and Carol WiIIiams.
For more information, contact:
Ann Patton, editor and project manager,
515 City Hall, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103.
Telephone 918/596-7808; fax 918/596-7265.

Printed on recycled paper

IFrom
Rooftop
to River
Tulsa’s Approach
to Floodplain
and Stormwater
Management
.
Looking east toward downtown: Tulsa’s 1984 flood damaged nearly 7,000 buildings.
Cover: Tulsa’s heart is on a high bank of the Arkansas River. Bob McCormackphoto.
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¯ The water’s edge holds promise.

Foreword: Becoming Floodsafe
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Tulsa, Oklahoma, has been called
¯ America’s most American city, because the
age, race, income, and attitudes of our citizens
reflect the United States as a whole. We’re a
test market for new products; if it works in
Tulsa, it has a good chance of working
elsewhere,
Tulsa’s flooding problems also mirror
many other towns. Our community was
founded a hundred years ago ona major river
and has a long history of floods, compounded
by post-war growth, floodplain development,
and frequent rainstorms.
By the 1980s, Tulsa’s flooding had reached
singular proportions. The federal government
had declared Tulsa County a flood disaster
area nine times in 15 years, more than any
other community in the nation. Each flood was
worse than the one before,
The most devastating flood in our history
hit in the mid-night hours of Memorial Day
1984. Our City responded to the shock of this
killer flash flood with community-wide
commitment to end our recurring disasters,
Determined leaders crafted a unified program
to cUrbToday,flOOdwulsa, slOSses.floodplain and stormwater
program is based on respect for the natural
systems. It includes comprehensive watershed
management, dedicated funds for maintenance and operation, a prototype alert system,
and a $200 million capital improvements
program.
This program is more than flood control.
We’re building parks in the floodplains, sports
fields in stormwater detention basins, and
greenway trails on creekbanks.

We are forging strong partnerships with
federal and state agencies.
And we’ve stopped creating new problems.
Since the City adopted comprehensive
drainage regula~ons 15 years ago, we have no
record of flooding in any structure built in
accord with those regulations.
Because the federal government gave our
program its highest ranking, Tulsans enjoy the
lowest flood insurance rates in the country. We
are reaping benefits from national awards and
favorable publicity.
We’re still building our program, and we’re
still learning. We know our location in
"tornado alley" guarantees that Tulsa will
flood again, and we’re working to prepare for
that inevitability. But, without question, we’ve
come a long way. Tulsa’s progress has been
called an example of what can happen when a
community fully commits to solving urban
problems.
Like many other U.S. communities, our
experience didn’t come easily. This booklet has
been prepared in the hope that others may
benefit from Tulsa’s costly lessons on our long
floodsafe.and continuing journey toward becoming
M. Snsan Savage
Mayor, City of Tulsa
May 1994

From Rooftop to River: Tulsa’s Approach to Floodplain and Stormwater Management

Dedication: Leadership and Courage

Gilbert Fowler White is the father of modem
floodplain management. Mentor to many, Dr.
White exemplifies the many national experts who
have generously shared their vision, wisdom, and
support with Tulsa. Gilbert White’s sphere is
global; but for 20 years, he has also been Tulsa’s
friend.
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From Rooftop to River: Tutsa’s Approach to Floodplain and Stormwater Management

loseph Davis Metcalfe led Tuisa’s program
dur~g its formative years a{ter the 1984 flood. A
professional engineer and industrialist, J.D.
Metcalfe has spearheaded commtmityimprovement coalitions for decades and served as
the city’s elected street commissioner between 1984
and 1990. He is a patron for progress.
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As Tulsa’s stormwater and floodplain management program
evolved over many years, we learned from others, from our
"mistakes, and from our successes. The following are a few of the
many lessons we have learned:
[] Strong partnerships are essehfial; but local
communities must accept responsibili ,ty and
not expect the state or federal governments to
solve all their flooding problems.
[] Watersheds and drainage systems are
interconnected units. Effective management
demands drainage-basins to be planned as
integral units.
[] The National Flood Insurance Program was
inatrumental in leading our community into
floodplain management. But NFIP
regulations do not take into account future watershed urbanization
and the resulting increase in flood depths. Tulsa’s program is based
on total basin urbanization.
[] In an urban area such as Tulsa, stormwater and flood programs
should include multiple objectives, including recreation and
environmental quality, and multiple techniques, including
structural and nonstructural projects.
[] Mitigation and flood-loss reduction should become the central
focus of flood recovery efforts. Re-establishment of the pre-flood
status quo only sets-the stage for future disasters and losses.
[] Pre-flood contingency and mitigation planning is the nextlocal,
state, and federal ptiority. We must plan in advance for our actions
during and after the next floods - and there will be future floods, in
Tulsa and elsewhere.

’:"
,~
,~oCharles la Hardt, center, leads
a dyer sandbag crew, 1993.

If this booklet helps us share Our experiences with others, and ff
our lessons prove useful, it will have served its purpose well.
Charles L. ttardt, P.E.
City of Tulsa Public Works Director
and Chief Operations Officer
From Rooftop to River: Tulsa’s Approach to Floodplain and Stormwater Management ili

~ Roods haunt Tulsa history. Left: circa 1943.

Setting and History
Learning the Hard Way
.
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Tulsa is a crossroads Midwest community with a long
history of flooding that mirrors, in many respects, the
nation as a whole.
The city has 375,000 people and extends across 200
square miles of gently roiling terrain in northeastern
Oklahoma’s Osage Hills. The area is one of transition
between the Ozark mountains to the east and the Great
Plains to the west.
Tulsa is set on the Arkansas River, which rises in the
Rocky Mountains and gathers across the Great Plains of
Colorado, Kansas, and Oklahoma, thence to the
Mississippi.
A ridge line divides the city. Southwestern creeks flow
into the Arkansas River,
and northeastern basins
then to the
River eas[
of Tulsa.

--Watersheds

From Rooftop to River: Tulsa’s Approach to Floodplain and Stormwater Management 1

WEATHEr: Tornado Alley
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Tulsa’s geographical crossroad is also a weather
junction, an interchange amidst the hot, ariel zone to
the west, the temperate climate to the north, and the
hot, humid zone to the south,
Warm, moist air from the Gulf of Mexico is pulled
north by high-pressure systems and collides with cool
northern fronts making their way south. This wide
swath of convergence is known as tornado alley.
When cool fronts clash with warm fronts, towering
thunderheads can soar eight miles high and
pack enormous energy and moisture.
The converging weather systems meet
over Tulsa most often in the spring and
fall, sometimes causing v~olent storms.
Normal annual rainfall averages about
36 inches, but successive waves of
~ ¯~
thunderstorms occasionally can dump
nearly half that in a few hours, with
little warning.
I
." -

south of Tulsa. Indian Territory became the center of
oil exploration and speculation.
In the wake of Oklahoma statehood in 1907, Tulsa’s
population grew 100 percent a year. The city gained
worldwide prominence as a petroleum center and
dubbed itself the "Oil Capital of the World."

¯
¯
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EARLY HISTORY: Indians and Oil
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In search of water for transport and
survival, early settlers were drawn to the
Arkansas River in the low timbered hills that
would become Indian Territory and,
later, Oklahoma.
Tulsa can trace its beginnings back to
the early 1800s, when Lockapoka Creeks, forced
from their Southern homes, rekindled their
:~: council fires beneath an oak on a high riverbank.
A Creek Indzan rancher established the qTulsa
~OSt Office at the Peck’man Tradin~ Post in 1_878. The
~L~co ~a~b’oad came t~ough in 1_882 to spuz the
s~ping of ~exas herds to Kansas Cit~. By 1_898, Tulsa
had inco~;~orated as a tow~.
What was, in more tha~ o~e respect, a cow town
cha~ge~ dramafi.cally in 1_901_. O~ was discovered on
the west side o~ the Arkansas River at ~ed Fork. The
boom began in earnest in 1_905, whe~ the Gle~n ~ool,
then called the world’s largest o~ ~eld, was discovered
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Tulsa has grown up with flooding. Many of the
causes are locationah The city is based on a wide river,
in a zone of violent storms, and on a frontier where a
man had a right to do as he wished with his land.
Flood records are sparse before 1900. In 1908, only
a year after statehood, Arkansas River flooding at
Tulsa caused $250,000 in damages ($13.15 million in
1994 dollars).
By 1920, the town had outgrown its raw, boomtown image. As riches mounted and investors and
speculators poured in, Tulsa grew to a wealthy city of
72,000. Development edged closer and closer toward
the river.
On June 13,1923, the river flooded Tulsa’s waterworks, caused $500,000 in damages ($11.94 million in
1994 dollars), and left 4,000 homeless. City fathers
responded with Tulsa’s first land-use plan, which
envisioned upland boulevards and housing. In the
lowlands, such as Mingo Creek east of town, would be
generous parks and recreational trails.
The waterworks moved to higher ground, near a
band of Bird Creek bottoms that became one of the
nation’s largest city parks. That far-sighted preservation of Tulsa’s 2,800-acre Mohawk Park was destined
to save the city innumerable future flood losses.
The Structural Era of Flood Control
Meanwhile, around the nation, the 1920s ushered
in what has been called the Structural Era of Flood
Control, generally 1928 to 1968.
In response to the Great Mississippi River Flood of
1927, Congress in 1928 passed the Lower Mississippi
Flood Control Act, authorizing the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to construct dams and levees to control
- flooding,
The major impact first came to Tulsa during World
War IL As an emergency national defense project, and
in response to 1943 flooding, the Corps built levees
around Tulsa’s oil refineries along the Arkansas River.

By 1950, in the post-war building boom, housing
was fanning out, onto the floodplains to the south and
east. Land that had periodically flooded with little
harm now was awash in wave after wave of urban
flooding.
By the late 1950s, flooding of newly developed
subdivisions along the river spurred calls for flood
control. In 1964, the Corps completed Keystone Dam
15 miles upstream from Tulsa. For years to come,
Tulsans would believe that the Arkansas River was
forever tamed.
Tulsa enjoyed another.boom in the 1960s, when the

city’s population grew 25 percent. Tulsa’s rapid
growth required pastures and meadows to be piped
and paved, as new buildings continued to spill into
the lowlands of the the creeks and streams that etch
the area. The rapidly urbanizing Mingo watershed
was annexed to the city in 1966.

¯ Keystone Dam was built
upstream from Tulsa in 1964.
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Floods struck every two to four years during the
1960s and early 1970s. The response was classic:
emergency response and recovery, reconstruction as
quickly as possible, and denial of the possibility that
floods could reoccur.
Victims petitioned for neighborhood flood control,
with limited success,

landmark House Document 465, A Unified National
Program for Managing Flood Losses. In response, the late
1960s brought Presidential Executive Order 11296
espousing floodplain management and the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, which made federally
subsidized flood insurance available to communities
that agreedto adopt minimum floodplain regulations
to stem future losses.
. The Mother’s Day flood of ~t970 in Tulsa caused
$163,000 in damages ($340,000 in 1994 dollars) on
rapidly developing Mingo and Joe creeks.
The City responded by joining the National Flood
Insurance Program’s "emergency prog-mm" and
promising to adopt federal floodplain regulations. In
August 197!, the NFIP issued its block rate maps. A
month later, Labor Day floods hit Flat Rock, Bird and
Haikey creeks, and many suburban communities. In
December~ Bird Creek flooded again. Tulsa joined the
NFIP’s "regular" program, adopted a new 100-year
flood standard, and promised to regulate floodplain
land use.

floodplain dwellers ’

........ :~° ~ ~
~should.ha[fe known better
stood 8xposed fol" what it
was~ cynical disl’egai’d for
community weifal’8,
City-wide I’Bsponsibility
for flood pl’obl~ms would
~v~ntualiy ba[’,ome
convelJtional wisdom.

The Year of the Floods, 1974, brought April and
May floods that left $744,000 in damages ($2.11 million
in 1994 dollars) on Bird Creek. Violent storms June 8
caused ~videspread flooding on Joe, Fry, Haikey and
Mingo creeks, with more than $18 million in damages
The Regulatory Era of Floodplain Management
($40.24 million in 1994 dollars). Qn September 19,
Mingo Creek flooded again; for some citizens, it was
Nationally, flood losses continued to rise despite
the third flood in a year.
billions of dollars in federal flood-control projects. The
Angry, drenched victims waded out of the floods
dilemma prompted a decade of actions that could be
to
demand
help. They contended the ci,ty wasn’t
called the Regulatory Era of Floodplain Management,
enforcing NFIP regulations. They tried to halt
generally from 1968 to 1978.
development, to avoid deeper flooding until existing
Flood control structures offered spot protection but
problems could be solved. Developers objected
sometimes caused offsite problems. They also could
strenuously.
produce a false sense of security that lured more
Thus began a community debate over floodplain
development into floodplains, flirting with
management, locally called "Tulsa’s great drainage
catastrophe. To compound this problem, the value of
war," destined to last years.
the induced growth was counted as a benefit in project
evaluations.
The dty responded with a plan to widen part of
Mingo Creek, including clearance of 33 houses in the
In the 1960s, this problem was illuminated in the
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right of way. The houses were removed just before the
next flood,
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The 1976 Memorial Day flood marked a milestone
in Tulsa’s search for flood solutions. A three-hour, 10~
inch deluge was centered over the headwaters of
Mingo, Joe and Haikey creeks. The resulting flood
killed three and caused $40 million in damages ($75
million in 1994 dollars) to more than 3,000 buildings,
By this time, the victims were becoming skilled
lobbyists and gathering sympathizers dty-wide. They
stormed City Hall.
Newly elected city commissioners responded with
a wave of actions. They enacted a floodplain building
moratorium; hired the dty’s first full-time hydrologist;
developed comprehensive floodplain management
polities, regulations and drainage criteria; enacted
stormwater detention regulations for new developments; instituted a fledgling alert and warning system;
and began master drainage planning for major creeks.
In 1978, an earth change ordinance was also adopted, giving the city control over alterations to Tulsa’s
landscape, including floodplains and stream channels.
The Nonstructural Era of Stormwater Management
The Nonstructural Era, a third major phase of
stormwater management, began with the President’s
1978 Water Policy Initiative. It recogrtized fire need to
place nonstructural techniques on a par with
flood-control structures and to preserve the natural
values of floodplains and wetlands.
To curb continuing losses, in the early 1980s the
federal government developed the Federal Interagency. Hazard Mitigation process. In the days after
disasters, federal teams were dispatched to identify
hazard mitigation opportunities- basically ways to
make the response to each disaster reduce the scope of
the next one. The mitigation concept focused on
correcting the causes of losses, including removing,
raising, or floodproofing the most vulnerable of the
damaged buildings,
Tulsans worked with the Federal Emergency

Management Agency to develop the process. Tulsa’s
early exposure to the new FEMA mitigation program
was to have a significant impact on the city’s response
to future floods.
The 1984 Memorial Day Flood, the worst in the
city’s history, was Tulsa’s watershed point.
After a muggy Sunday afternoon, a stalled cool
front produced some 15 inches of mid-night rain,
centered over Mingo Creek but also extending across
most of the city. The results were disastrous.
The 1984 Memorial Day Flood killed 14, injured
288, damaged or destroyed nearly 7,000 buildings, and
left $180 million in damages ($257 million in 1994
dollars). Mingo Creek alone accounted for $125
million of the damages.

’

The newly elected mayor and street commissioner
had been in office for only 19 days, but both knew the
issues well. In the darkest hours of the city’s worst
disaster, they pledged to make their response reduce
the likelihood that such a disaster would ever be
repeated.

~, The 1984 flood routed
thousands, killed 14, injured
288, and caused $180 million
in damages to n,early 7,000
buildings.
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Before daylight, they had assembled the city’s first
Flood Hazard Mitigation Team to develop the city’s
strategy,
Within days, a new approach to Tulsa flood
response and recovery was born.
As ultimately completed, the program included
relocation of 300 flooded homes and a 228-pad mobile
home park, $10.5 million in flood control works, and
$2.1 million for master drainage plans. The total
capital prografn topped $30 million, mostly from local
capital sources, flood insurance claim checks, and
federal funds.
It was only the beginning.

:-~
, .:...,..

~ Y0~unteers sandbag on the
Arkansas.River; 1986 flood.
~’

A Unified Program was created after the 1984
flood,
The work didn’t end with the initial flood response
and recovery. In fact, it was only the first step in a long
and continuing journey to make Tulsa floodsafe,
The 1984 flood also persuaded Tulsans that a
coordinated, comprehensive stormwater management
program was needed - from the rooftop to the river,
The Departrnent of Stormwater Management in
1985 centralized responsibility for all city flood,
drainage, and stormwater programs.
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A stormwater utility fee was established by
ordinance in 1986 to operate the program. The utility
fee ensures stable funds for maintenance and
management, independent of fickle political winds.
The ordinance allots the entire fee exclusively for
floodplain and stormwater management activities.
The 1986 Arkansas River Flood was a first test of
the new stormwater management program. It also
served as a reminder of the finite protection of
Keystone Dam.
Between September and October 1986, Keystone
Reservoir filled to capacity, forcing the Corps to
release water at the rate of 310,000 cubic feet per
second. Downstream flooding was inevitable.
At Tulsa, a private westbank levee failed,
causing $1.3 million in damages to 64 buildings. The
city fielded its hazard-mitigation team and cleared 13
substantially damaged structures.
Institutionalization and acceptance came in the
1990s, after Tulsans approved a change in city
government from the mayor-commission to the
mayor-council form.
A new Department of Public Works consolidated
all publ~ic works services. Stormwater management
was reintegrated and finally institutionalized into the
city structure.
Today, storm drainage management is generally an
accepted part of the city’s services.
Tulsa’s system has not been tested by a
catastrophic rainfall since 1986, but the system has
handled smaller rains well. Leaders believe improved
maintenance, continuing capital projects, stringent
regulations, and aggressive citizen awareness
programs will reduce - but cannot entirely eliminate future flood losses.
The greatest testimony to the program is that, since
comprehensive regulations were adopted in 1977, the
city has no record of flood damages to any building
that complies with those regulations.
In the early 1990s, FEMA ranked Tulsa first in the

nation for its floodplain management program,
allowing Tulsans to enjoy the nation’s lowest flood
insurance rates. The program was also honored with
FEMA’s 1992 Outstanding Public Service Award; and
the Assocation of State Floodplain Managers has twice
given Tulsa its Local Award for Excellence.
Leaders consider the Tulsa program still in
progress. They know that much remains to be done,
"and that there is an inevitable next flood ahead. The
program continues to evolve.
The Watershed Era of Comprehensive Management
The Great Midwest Floods on the Mississippi and
other heartland rivers in 1993 caused more than $10
billion in damages to 72,000 structures and, in some
cases, entire communities.
The 1993 Midwest flood~.spurred natioiial leaders
to re-examine their programs. Although Tulsa was not
directly affected, local leaders also took advantage of
the lessons that the nation was learning.
The 1993 floods served as a catalyst to launch a
fourth era in the nation’s attempts to stem disaster
losses, according to Dr. Gilbert F. White, a leader in
national floodplain management for the past 50 years,
and Larry Larson, Executive Director of the
Assocation of State Floodplain Managers.
That new era looks above and beyond the floodplains, beyond response to a specific disaster, and
takes a longer and broader view.
"It examines in an integrated fashion the whole
regional floodplain environment," White says. "It is a
program which takes into account the human values,
the local resource decisions, the whole pattern of local
community management as it is related to floodhazard and the floodplain."
"Until this year," says Larson, "the government
mostly helped people rebuild at risk of the next flood.
A monumental change has occurred in federal
attitudes and programs that assist people and
communities in flood recovery. That change will result
in relocation of structures out of flood hazard areas or
elevation above flood levels with government

assistance."
This new direction- a comprehensive, regional
approach to long-term solutions, based on
collaborative partnerships - mirrors the best of Tulsa’s
local goals and priorities.
The long journey and hard lessons continue. In the
words of a former Tulsa mayor, "We’re all learningtogether."

~! .... : ~ .
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. :~,Creekbank maintenance trails
make excellent playgrounds...
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¯ Tulsa policies encourage use of stormwater as an amenity, as in this private project at Warren Place.

Policy Framework
Watershed Management
Tulsa’s program works because it is based on a
unified, logical philosophy.
The philosophy evolved as Tulsa realized that
management systems must take into account two key
factors: the timing of flood peaks and the availability of
flood storage. This awareness led Tulsa to its watershedwide management approach to time and space allocation
of stormwater.*
It is the foundation on which the program rests.
This section highlights excerpts from Tulsa’s floodplain and stormwater management philosophy and
policy framework.

PRINCIPLES
¯ 1 The urban environment and each watershed
within it form a single, interacting system.
Actions have consequences.
[] Floodplain and stormwater man, agement is a
matter of time and space allocation. Water
requires space and must be stored and conveyed,
in either appropriate or inappropriate places.
[] Floodplains and stormwater are resources. If they
can become recreation or beautification assets, so
much the better.

,~.,~’- ..

Floodplain and stormwater management
programs should include multiple purposes and
multiple means.
[] Changes in the natural balance require
compensations. Nature bats last.

¯ -
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"Tulsa’s policies were gleaned from the work of many others, including the
National Hood Insurance Program, Gilbert F. White, Jim Go:tdard, Jon Kusler,
Rutherford Platt, Jack Sheaffer, Ken Wright, and FEMA" s Unified National Program
for Floodplain Management.
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CORRECTIVE POLICIES
[] Flood control works include channel modifications and stormwater detention storage.
Under certain circumstances, structural projects
are necessary to correct past mistakes and
provide spot protection. But they must be
used with care, because they tend to transfer
problems elsewhere, create a false sense of
security, and encourage unwise use of the
floodplain.
Flood control projects should consider the
entire watershed, based on master drainage
plans.

Urbanized peak occurs higher
and sooner than natural

HYDROGRAPH AFTER
U R B A N I ZATIO N
£

-- Streamflow hydrograph
under natural conditions

¯ Detention storage, such as this Mingo
basin, can include amenities.

Proper, routine maintenance is essential to keep
the stormwater systems working.
[] Acquisition and relocation should be used to
reduce, over time, the occupancy and value of
exposed property in flood-hazard areas.

Time

Stormwater Runoff Rates Compared
Urbanization can significantly increase runoff because buildings, parking lots, and
other impervious areas reduce groundwater infiltration and natural surface storage.
Peak rates of flow increase as vegetation is removed an, d the natural landscape is
altered, replacing slowly draining wetlands, depressions, meanders, and gullies with
rapidly draining urban curbs, gutters, pipes, and straight channels.
The increased speed decreases the time for runoff to peak at a given location more water reaches a given point faster.
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"Any proposal for corrective actions should
include a careful analysis of acquisition and
relocation alternatives. The value of floodplain lands for urbanization should not be
used to justify structural projects. The value
of floodplain land for park, recreation and
open-space purposes and other natural
values should be used to evaluate
nonstructural alternatives.
Relocation may be more cost-effective after a
flood. Post-flood acquisition should be
evaluated and, if possible, pre-planned.
[] Other essential corrective measures include
flood insurance and floodproofing.

PREVENTIVE POLICIES

¯ Public facilities located in the floodplain

[] Public park, recreation, and open space use of
the floodplain is the best policy.
[] Regulatory systems are based on the "100-year
flood" under fully urbanized watershed
conditions,
[] Floodplain alterations should be avoided
unless they are based on a basin master
drainage plan and it can be shown that they
will not cause off-site problems.
¯ Regulation of floodplain uses is based on the
recognition that:
Flooding is a public threat,

-

Floodplain uses should be compatible with the
natural functions of conveyance and storage,
Floodplain uses should not reduce, restrict, or
impede channel conveyance capacity, or
increase downstream velocities.. ..; ~ ~ ~:

require special attention.
¯ Other preventive actions include:
Public acquisition of floodplain lands.
Disclosure of flood-hazard information to
purchasers and renters.
Flood alert, warning and emergency
management systems.
Public information, education and awareness
programs. _

Development of a post-flood recovery plan,
including acquisition of frequently damaged
properties; relocation of occupants from
floodprone areas; and preservation of
floodplain lands for park, recreation and
open-space purposes,

’tO

No changes can take place in the floodplain that
decrease or reduce storage. If filling is
allowed, compensatory storage must be
provided in the floodplain.
Development should be directed to areas free
from flooding.
All development within the regulatory flood-.
~
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¯ Stormwater runoff control is necessary
because development on higher ground can
increase flooding, siltation, and erosion.
Excess stormwater runoff caused by new
development should be detained and
released at a rate that will not increase peak
discharges above that which occurred before
development. Generally, regional detention
basins are more effective than on-site
facilities, unless a specific problem is being
addressed.

.

¯ Neighbors now stroll where
homes once flooded.
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Before (inset) and after flood channels and detention storage were added to McClure Park.

Rooftop to River
The Tulsa Program
Tulsa’s floodplain and stormwater program includes

.
"r."

.:.’ ". ....

three key goals:
[] Prevent new problems.
¯ Correct exis~ng problems.
[] Enhance the commufiity’s safety, environment, and
quality of life.
This section highlights major
program elements used to
achieve those goals.
~.~
TULSA REGULATORY FLOODPLAIN
urbanization)

In genera], Tulsa growth is
welcomed - so long as it will not
flood or cause flooding

HAZAF

elsewhere.
End of NFIP study

Beyond the ;lO0-year standard¯
National Flood Insurance

,¯

Program’s minimum standard is
insuffident for Tulsa. Therefore,

"-."¯ .~ -.

NFIP’s standard in several
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important ways, highlighted

REGUI~TOR¥
FLOODPLAIN

City of T.Isa .....
Flood Mapping/Regulation
(w~r, t~=ure ~asi~
ur~aniza[ion)

*Two terms need to be defined.
Base flood: The National Flood Insurance Program is based
on the so-called "100-year flood," which has a 1 percent chance
of occ’~g or being exceeded in any given year. This standard,
is also called the "base flood." It is based on watershed developmerit as it exists at the time of the mapping,
Regulatory flood: The city’s more extensive and restrictive
system is based on the "regulatory flood," a lO0-year flood calculated as it will occur when the basin is fully developed.

Example

Floodplain Maps
For greater protection, Tulsa’s regulatory
floodplains generally exceed those
mapped by the National Flood Insurance
Program. Tulsa’s broader floodplains are
based on full future urbanization of
watersheds.
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Ultimate watershed
urbanization. Runoff
generally becomes deeper and
|
no rise allowed)
faster, and floods become
more frequent, as watersheds
develop. Water that once
fingered in hollows,
]
NFIP allows fill
| | of floodplain and
I
I
meandered around oxbows,
[ ~ ~ NFIP
.
I I 1 foot rise of water
I
and soaked into the ground
I
I--FLOODWAY "~
[ [ surface elevation
now speeds downhill, shoots
through pipes, and sheets off
~’~/
rooftops and paving.
’
,~-~
Insurance purposes
¯":
require the NFIP floodplain
-"~ ...... ."
maps to be based on existing
watershed development.
But unless plans and
regulations are based on
[ (------- NFIP A-ZONE ~
[
future watershed
(Existing basin conditions; 1 foot rise,
fill
outside
floodway
allowed)
urbanization, development
permitted today may well
Regulatory Floodplains
flood tomorrow as uphill
Tulsa’s floodplain regulations are more stringent than the National Rood insurance Program’s,
urbanization increases runoff, because Tulsa regulations are based on full urbanization of the watershed and do not allow any rise in
Tulsa enforces the NFIP mini- the water surface elevation.
mum regulations and maps,
to retain eligibility for federal flood insurance,
basins throughout watersheds.
In addition, the city enforces its own more
New or substantially improved developments
extensive maps and regulations, which are based on
must detain the excess stormwater on site- unless
¯
ultimate watershed urbanization as forecast in the
they are exempted in master plans or allowed to pay a
’:"
.. ~.. ~
comprehensive plan.
fee in lieu of on-site detention. Water from detention
..... ¯ , ~ ’::’~,- ~
Watershed-wide regulation. Floodplains are only
basins is released slowly downstream.
part of flood-management considerations. Water
In-lieu fees are allocated for regional detention
I
i!’!!-’!i~ii~i i!i:".:i!:’::i~ii.-:~ ~{’i.gathers and drains throughout entire watersheds,
........
..........
facilities. In most instances, the city has found
from uplands to lowlands. Each watershed is an
regional detention basins to function more
:.
interactive element of the whole. A change at one
satisfactorily than smaller, scattered on-site facilities.
place can cause changes elsewhere, whether planned
Valley storage. Flood water cannot be compressed.
or inadvertent. Therefore, Tulsa goes above and
It requires space. Encroachrnents into a channel or
:ZI
beyond the floodplain in its regulatory program,
floodplain can dam, divert, or displace flood waters.
c~
extending its regulations watershed-wide.
So Tulsa requires compensatory excavation if a deve!~
Stormwater detention. One way to avoid
opment - including a flood control project- would
..~
increased flooding downstream from new
reduce valley storage. Preserving or recreating flood~
development is to provide stormwater detention
plain valley storage is a keystone of the city’s program.
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Freeboard. NFIP regulations require finished floors
of new development to be at or above the base flood
elevation, based on existing watershed conditions.
Tulsa includes freeboard as another margin of safety,
requiring finished floors to be at least 1 foot above the
regulatory flood elevation, based on ultimate
watershed urbanization.
Erosion and sedimentation. Erosion and
sedimentation rob hillsides of valuable topsoil, dam
lowlands, dog streams, and pollute rivers. Builders
must control site erosion from new development.
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Permits and performance standards
Tulsa requires a watershed development permit to
be issued before developing, redeveloping, building,
excavating, grading, regrading, paving, landfilling,
berming, or diking of any property within the city.
There are five types of watershed development
permits: floodway, floodplain, stormwater drainage,
stormwater connection, and earth change permits.
Individual residential lots outside the floodplain are
exempted.
Tulsa’s regulations are based on adopted floodplain maps (both Tulsa and NFIP), watershed-wide
master drainage plans, and development permits
based on specific performance standards.
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PLANNING AND CAPITAL PROJECTS
A decade ago, Tulsa faced up to its need for hal/a
billion dollars in corrective flood projects. The city had
been built, over decades, without much of a drainage
system, and the result was disastrous. The task
appeared overwhelming.
Since then, Tulsa has completed or under
construction more than $200 million in capital plans
and projects, including $80 million h~ federal funds,
The capital program includes structural,
nonstructural and multi-objective projects. By
combining techniques, flood hazards have been
reduced for thousands of Tulsans.
More than $300 million in flood-reduction projects
are still needed. Tulsa’s program is still under way,
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Mingo project~
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City projects
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¢~ tributaries
~ Expressways
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Major Capital Projects
Tulsa has under way or completed more than $200 million in flood
projects, most since 1984. They include structural and
nonstructural projects. This map generally shows only projects
costing more than $100.000.
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and will be for years, to correct drainage problems
that were created over many decades.
Planning
The backbone of Tulsa’s storrnwater management
system is its master drainage planning. The planning
process involves extensive dtizen partidpation,
including hundreds of public meetings over the past

master drainage plans for virtually all drainage basins.
Each plan is a comprehensive, watershed-wide study of a drainage basin that documents existing floodplain
information and recommends solutions for flooding
and drainage problems.
A typical master drainage plan is developed within
the context of the community, and so takes into
account community values, existing conditions, goals
and objectives, and future plans. The result is a plan
for actions and projects, including costs and benefits.
City-wide master plan. In !989, the city
synthesized its various master drainage plans into one
ally-wide document, The City of Tulsa Flood and
Stormwater Management Plan, 1990-2005. This city-wide
plan ranks and prioritizes hundreds of recommended
projects, to guide capital scheduling.

’
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Capital projects
~," :~": ......
. .~:
Priority-setting was challenging. Citizens in every
:.:,.._ ...... ,. ~ . ~ . : : ~. "7 .::,.~:,:-~,i ::.; watershed faced severe flooding problems. In general,
..
: .....
priorities are based on hazard, cost, benefit, and
~i: C’:: :;.: .i: =-, ’
" .....~:°~ ¯ ’: .
,i feasibility.
i . ::
Mingo Creek project. The 61-square-mile Mingo
watershed drains the eastern one-third of the city but
has accounted for two-thirds of Tulsa’s flood damages
in recent years. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the city worked together in the late 1970s to develop a
plan for Mingo flood control, which Congress
authorized for construction in 1986.
The Corps estimates that the completed $143
million project will prevent $32 million in average

16
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Channelization:
--- completed
--~ planned or
in construction

Detention sites:
~ c~rnpleter~
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MJngo Creek Flood Project
Most Tulsa damage has come along Mingo Creek in east Tulsa.
To curb Mingo flooding, the city and the Corps of Engineers are
building the $143 million Mingo project. It includes 23
st0rmwater detention basins and at)0ut 10 miles of channels, all
to be completed in 1996.

annual flood damages. With an average annual cost of
about $t6 million, the Mingo project has a benefit-tocost ratio of 2 to 1.
The local cooperation agreement signed by the dty
helped forge new legislation, written into the Water
Resources Development Act of 1986, which also gives
communities credit for past construction projects. The
. federal government recognized that before 1986 Tulsa
had constructed some Mingo channels and detention
basins that were compatible with the Corps project..
The federal government agreed to give the city credit
toward its local share plus reimbursement for the
federal share of prior expenditures that pertain to the
project. Tulsa has received $10 million in
reimbursements and expects to receive about $10
million more.
Acquisition and relocation. Over ~he past 15 years,
Tulsa has cleared more than 900 buildings from its
floodplains. The largest clearance came after the 1984
flood, when more than 300 single-family homes and
228 mobile homes pads were acquired and cleared.
The dty’s floodplain program is gradually
reducing its inventory of thousands of floodprone
buildings. The city is also updating its post-flood
mitigation plan to include acquisition and relocation
recommendations for before, during, and after a flood.
Small capital projects. Many flooding and
drainage projects throughout the city are localized but
troublesome. They are addressed through small
capital projects, generally less than $100,000 each.
Every year, $700,000 is allocated from the utility fee for
small projects. Some are also funded through longrange capital sources.
Floodproofing. In some instances flood damages to
existing structures can be averted by spot floodproofing, such as elevation of the existing structure on
site, shields for windows and doors, and ring levees.
Oklahoma law does not allow the city to spend public
funds to floodproof individual structures, so currently
the city’s role is limited to technical assistance to
private property owners.

STORMWAT]~R QUALITY
Stormwater quality is of growing concern in
municipal drainage management. Tulsa has geared up
to meet new federal requirements for stormwater
discharge NPDES permits (National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permits). Tulsa’s most
serious problem with runoff quality was found to be
sediment, which is being addressed through vigorous
regulation of erosion from construction projects.
The city is also emphasizing street sweeping,
environmental monitoring, and stormwater laboratory
services as part of its stormwater quality program.

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
.City leaders clearly saw the need for better
maintenance when the !984 flood swamped debrischoked creeks and channels, clogged and collapsed
sewers, and neglected pump stations. The resulting
public and private costs were enormous.
The flood triggered a search for stable, continual
maintenance funding. The answer came in 1986, when
city fathers approved a drainage utility fee. Now
maintenance is an essential element of Tulsa’s
program.
The contrast is telling:
[] In 1980, the city spent about $400,000 on
stormwater maintenance.
[] By comparison, in 1993, the city was able to
spend about $6 million on stormwater maintenance,
The difference was the stormwater utility fee.
The maintenance program’s first goal is to keep
systems operating at full capacity.
The system includes hundreds of miles of surface
channels and floodplains, thousands of miles of
underground sewers, public detention basins, pump
stations, roadside ditches, bridges, and the curbs and
inlets along the street system,
The list of duties continues to expand, extending
through turf control and tree planting, debris removal,
emergency response during storms, and management
of maintenance trails along drainageways,
18
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A Maintenance is a cornerstone 0t Tulsa’s program,
based on stable and on-g0ing funding by the
st0rmwater utility fee.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Capricious climate makes Tulsa vulnerable to
weather emergencies, particularly tornadoes, violent
thunderstorms, and floods.
Overall responsibility during emergencies lies with
the city-county Tulsa Area Emergency Management
Agency; but in flood management, TAEMA shares its
lead with Tulsa’s Public Works Department.

Tulsa’s emergency management goal is to reduce
hazard and damage before, during and after storms.
Forecasting and warning
Flash floods require the earliest possible warnings.
Tulsa’s system works in cooperation with the National
Weather Service, news media, TAEMA, and the City
of Tulsa. A computerized ALERT system includes 39
"rain, t9 stream, and seven detention gauges that
report changes as they happen. The system is based on
detailed basin inventories and includes a hydrologic
program that develops stream and flood forecasts, to
be released for appropriate action before flooding

:i

OCCUI’S.

Response
Emergency response is triggered by the possibility
of severe weather anywhere in the community.
Response teams are guided by detailed plans and
protocols - and their extensive field experience during
emergencies. The plans also identify critical facilities
with hazardous materials, vulnerable occupants, and
essential community functions.
Recovery and mitigation
Traditionally, recovery meant rebuilding as fast as
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reduce future losses. For example, hundreds of flooded homes have been relocated to dry sites. In addition,
the city is updating its flood-hazard mitigation plans,
to include actions to be taken before, during, and after
a flood.

PUBLIC AWARENESS
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possible. But recurring disasters have taught Tulsans
that rebuilding in kind can mean reinvesting in

rebuilding

The city pushes public information and involvement to keep dtizens aware that floods frequent Tulsa,
~equLffng prudent p~eparation.
Diverse information piece~ include flood maps,
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Operations
¯ Underground
collection system
[] Catch basins
¯ Pumps
¯ Water quality

Maintenance
¯ Open channel
maintenance
¯ Vegetation
management
¯ Detention basin
management
¯ Street sweeping

brochures, news releases, fact sheets, reports, slide
shows, videos, direct mailings, displays, speeches and
presentations, roadway signs, and individual contacts
- anything and everything possible to get out the
word.
For example, the city mails periodic notices to
floodplain occupants, warning them of hazards,
offering them flood preparedness tips, and urging
ithem to buy flood insurance,
Wulsa’s stormwater ordidances include
requirements that full information about flood hazards
must be provided by property sellers to prospective
buyers, and by landlords to tenants,

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER:

Flood Hazard
Information

ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE
’

After the 1984 flood, Tulsa leaders determined that
the city’s drainage program was scantily funded,
poorly coordinated, and largely neglected. They
termed stormwater the "forgotten utility."
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Services
¯ Regulations
¯ Development
services (plat reviews,
building permits)
¯ Floodplain information
¯ Emergency
operations
¯ Utility billin,g services

Development
¯ Fiscal services
¯ Intergovernmental
coordination
¯ Administrative
support services
[] Public awareness

Creating a comprehensive program was a daunting
challenge, beginning with the staff estimate that some
$500 million was needed for high-priority flood
control. As for the full range of maintenance and other
needs;, no one could hazard a guess.
By 1985, Tulsa had pulled all related functions
together into a new Department of Stormwater
Management. By 1986, the city had levied a new
stormwater utility fee to finance it.
In three successful votes in 1985,1987, and 1990,
voters" handily approved more than $135 million in
capital sales tax and bond funds - including local
match for the $143 million Corps of Engineers project
to tame Mingo Creek.
With a change in the form of city government in
1990, the stormwater program was merged into a new
Public Works Department.
Today, the program continues to progress,
institutionalized in Public Works, under the executive
wing of Mayor M. Susan Savage. Citizen advice is

provided by the Stormwater Drainage Advisory
Board, which was created after the 1984 flood. Tulsa’s
City Council is responsible for legislation, policy, and
budgets.
The fiscal foundation of Tulsa’s program is the
stormwater utility fee.
The fee was calculated by determining essential
.program requirements, then allocating the needed
charges equitably to all homes and businesses.
Residents of single-family homes pay $2.58 per month.
Business owners pay the same amount for every 2,650
square feet of impervious surface on their properties.
The charge is based on the theory that stormwater
runs off every property in the city; dwellers on both
hillside and lowland contribute runoff. Since
everybody helps create the need for a floodplain and
stormwater program, everybody helps pay for it.
The utility fee yields about $9 million annually. The
largest share goes to maintenance. The balance goes
toward management, planning, public education,
small capital projects, and other uses.
The utility fee is not used directly for major capital
projects. Major projects are financed, instead, by
general obligation bonds, sales tax revenues, and -

when available - federal funds. Similar sources are
used for master drainage planning. Other funds
include fees in lieu of detention and permit fees.

Stormwater Utility Fee
Most of the Stormwater Utility
Fee is budgeted for
operations.maintenance andln addition,
Tulsa spends about
$10 million per year in
local capital funds for
flood projects.

Operations & maintenance ............ $6,092,618
~ Small capital projects ....................... $700,000
Planning & engineering .................... $638,894
& regulation ........ $748,313
Indirect costs .................................... $604,080
Transfers to general fund .................. $471,0~
Administration .................................. $328,207
Total stormwater
expenditures, FY 94-95 ................$9,579,112
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¯ Once a shunned dump, Tulsa’s Arkansas River floodplain is now the city’s prized River Parks.

The View Ahead
Beyond the Ark
When a ~own like Tulsa is battered by unrelenting
disasters, the number one priority has t~ be public safety
and loss reduction.
But in time, after enough progress and a spell of gentle
weather, town leaders may be able to look beyond just
"building an ark" for protection.
They are begirming to see that stormwater and floodplains can be among their most important
communi .ty resources. They can become assets, not
enemies.
Tulsans are slowly rediscovering the graceful floodplain treatments that marked the city’s fine early
development.
Now, whenever possible, flood projects include active
and passive recreation and environmental
elements. In some cases, projects are incorporated into
existing parks. Elsewhere, acquisition areas, detention
basins, and floodplains include recreation.
Some projects have become small natur~ oases in the
urban area, used by migrating birds such as Canada
geese and other wildlife.
The city is converting some drainageways into
-":::~":"-

Tulsa Trails program is building paths for jogging,

:.~,!"L ....

..

Tulsa’s future may well go beyond the ark, to become
more than merely floodsafe.
Where once loomed death and destruction, Tulsa’s
future floodplains can hold strip parks, landscaped creek
banks, sporting fields, and reflecting pools, all in the
name of floodplain and stormwater management, for the
benefit of Tulsans for generations to come.
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~ Tulsa’s Woodward Park:
Water is an invaluable
community resource.
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¯ Tulsans cherish their River Parks along the Arkansas River floodplains.
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This manual defines the institutional and programmatic issues which are crucial to
the success of runoff control programs in already urbanized or .urbanizing areas.
These nontechnical factors are often decisive in determining the effectiveness and
success of such programs.
The manual describes strategies which local communities tanuse to develop the
institutional frameworks needed to implement runoff control programs. The
strategies are described in the program development section of the manual and in the
case studies presented.
Each community will have different urban runoff managemen~ needs, environmental
concerns and available resources. Yet, building an effective program requires cerlain
common key steps. This manual lays out the essential dements, which will also be
useful in preparing the management plans required’by;varioi~s Federal regulations
and programs. In addition, retrofitting for runoff control may’be necessary in some
urban areas to achieve the water quality improvements necessary under current
Federal and state mandates.
"
The Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 (CZARA), §6217,
required the development of the Guidance Specifying Management Measures for
Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters (USEPA, 199:3). States with coastal
~.one management programs are required to develop coastal nonpoint pollution
control programs consistent with these Management Measures. The "Existing
Development Management Measure" of Chapter Four (Urban Areas) requires
development and implementation of programs to reduce pollution from existing
development
The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Storm Water Permit
Program, established by ~402(p) of the Clean Water Act, requires permits for certain
municipal and industrial storm water discharges. In addition, this program requires
the development of storm water management plans for the areas covered by the
permit, which usually includes urbanized areas.
Both of these programs could involve the use of retrofits to achieve water quality
improvements. While program requirements may differ based on the specific
regulatory authority, the goals of these programs are complementary and many of
the same management practices are applicable and satisfy the requirements of both
programs. The case studies presented in this manual provide examples of the
innovative ways in which many local governments are meeting the requirements of
multiple programs to improve water quality. However, communities need to refer to
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applicable state and Federal regulations .to assure that they are in compliance with all
regulatory requirements.

¯

The manual describes ways that local governments can approach the issues
surrounding the implementation of urban runoff retrofit technology even when the
control options are limited. It reviews appropriate "ultra-urban" technologies for
situations where more conventional, land-intensive control practices are not feasible.
Spedfi¢ recommendations are summarized to help program implementation
personnel develop strong institutional frameworks and create effective urban runoff
control programs. The recommendations presented are largely based on the program
implementation experiences of the case study communities featured in the manual.
They include:
Problem Identification
¯

Identify problems dearly, at the outset

¯

Define runoff control program objectives, requirements, and penalties

Priority & Goal Setting

--

¯

Consider innovative and cost effective retrofit methods

¯

Prioritize retrofit alternatives and set realistic goals to implement

Adequate Funding
Identify stable and/or dedicated funding sources for urban runoff
management programs
¯

Utilize cost-share approaches among agencies

¯

Utilize economic incentives to reduce amounts of stormwater
discharges, e.g., utility fee reductions for reduced amounts of
impervious surface

¯

Identify opportunities for public/private partnerships to conduct
nonpoint source pollution control activities

¯

Obtain participation and support from private interests who will benefit
from urban runoff control programs
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DEFINING THE PROBLEM OF URBAN RUNOFF MANAGEMENT

Introduction
This manual recommends strategies for communities to use to develop the
institutional frameworks necessary for the successful implementation of urban runoff
control projects, including retrofit projects in developed areas. It provides practical
information for local government personnel who wish to develop such programs.
While each community will have different runoff management needs and available
resources, building an effective program requires certain common steps. This manual
describes the step-by-step procedures necessary to develop effective programs to
reduce nonpoint source pollution from urban runoff in developed areas.
Institutional factors have a significant-impact on the effectiveness of urban runoff
control programs. Because the development of institutional frameworks is vital to
effective program implementation, this manual emphasizes program development,
rather than specifying technical requirements for programs. (Technical manuals for
the implementation of urban runoff controls are listed in the Bibliography.) It
recommends strategies and outlines the step-by-step procedures which are necessary
to develop urban nonpoint source pollution control programs.
Finally, in the accompanying case studies, this manual describes some approaches
which local governments have successfully used to implement urban runoff control
programs.
Purpose and Intended Audience of this Manual
This manual provides specific guidance to help local governments implement urban
runoff programs. It does not track all regulatory requirements; these will differ by
state and locality. Rather, it addresses certain elements of urban runoff control
programs that are often problematic for municipalities considering program
implemention. It is designed to help them through the program development and
implementation process.
A local government wishing to develop an urban runoff control program for
developed areas needs to base its approach on local conditions. This manual
describes the basic issues in sufficient depth, with the use of examples, to enable a
local government to design an effective program based on its particular needs.
The audience for this manual includes public agencies such as local environmental
regulatory agencies; regional and local planning agencies; councils of governments;
planning commissions, departments of public works, soil and water conservation
4
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districts, and other agendes concerned withland us6~ development~ andurban runoff
management.
However, the general public also needs to be included along with interested
environmental groups and elected officials as part of the process of managing urban
runoff problems and issues; this manual seeks to impart a basic level of knowledge
about these issues to the nonprofessional ~r nontechnical person.:, ..... ~ The purpose of the case studies is to preserit alternatives for local governments to
consider in formulating solutions to urban Tunoff problems.’, They have been chosen
to provide examples of innovative and successful alternatives in the field. .... , ."
Brief History of Runoff Control °~-~ ’- -~-~--, ’.-~.~ ::~. ,~, ~,-~,- ~,~-~. ~ ~.-i~- ~..:-o :~.~ ,.
Urban rtmoff has not always been recognized as a major contributor of p~llut~mts. ~
Historically, urban nonpoint source pollution has been overlooked by surfacewater ~
regulation agencies at the local, state and federal levels:~Efforts-to’control,surface’- ’~
water quality degradation concentrated on point sources:,. Urban nonpoint source ’
pollution control focusdd on street s~eepin~, used motor oil recycling, and public
education. ~ In addition, local governments have historically been concerned mostly,
with urban runoff quantity control LWater quality concerns have now. become,.-~, ~
equally important for munidpalities because of federal and state mandates.
During the firSt-fifteen years of the national ]Sbog~am to abatd afidcontrolWate~ ::, .
pollution, EPA and the states have focused most of their water pollution cor~trol
activities on so-called "point sources," such as discharges through pipes from sewage
treatment plants and industrial facilities. These point sources have been regulated by
EPA and the states through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit program.established by Section 402 of the Clean Water Act.
Congress also amended the Clean Water Act in 1987 to require EPA to establish
phased N’PDES requirements for storm water discharges. Storm water discharge
permits will provide a mechanism for monitorin8 the discharge of pollutants to
waters of the United Sta’tes and for establishing appropriate controls.~
The attempts to control point source pollution have reduced pollutant loads and

~Murray, James, "Nonpoint Pollution: First Step in Control,"
in ~e.siqn of Urban Runoff Qual.it¥ Controls, Roesner et al, eds.
American Society of Civil Engineers (New York, 1989), p. 378
¯
2USEPA, "Overview of the Storm Water Program," Office of
Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance, Permits Division.
Washington, DC: March, 1993.
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considerable progress has been made in restoring and maintaining water qualify.
However, fhe abatement of point source pollution did not solve all water quality
problems. Recent studies and surveys by EPA and by state water qualify agencies
indicate fhat the majorify of the remaining water quality impairments in our nation’s
rivers, streams, lakes, estuaries, coastal waters, and wetlands result from nonpoint
source pollution and other nontraditional sources, such as urban storm water
discharges and combined sewer overflows.
Congress amended the Clean Water Act in 1987 to focus greater national efforts on
controlling nonpoint sources. Section 319 of the Act was enacted to establish a
nafional program to control nonpoint sources of water pollution. In addition,
Congress enacfed Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Acf Reauthorization Amendments
(CZARA) in 1990 to address the impact of nonpoint source pollution on coastal
waters.
In recent years EPA introduced the Watershed Protection Approach (WPA) as a
flexible framework for focusing and integrating current efforts and exploring
innovative methods for achieving environmental objectives. The WPA focuses on
four major elements: 1) identifying specific geographic locations; 2) integrating
available authorities to deal with all pollution sources; 3) involving all stakeholders in
analyzing and creating solutions; and 4) measuring effectiveness against dearly
established objectives. These key elements are derived from experience gained over
the past few years in many states and other EPA efforts such as the Clean Lakes and
National Estuaries Programs.
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How Urban Runoff Adversely Affects Water Resources " .:

-~

Urbanized areas and areas in which
development has altered the natural
hydrology and infiltration characteristics
of the land typically experience :.
increased surface runoff. Land ". ,
deve2opment alters ~2ae xmtural balance~
between runoff and natural absorption
areas by replacing them_ with greater
amounts of impervious surface, The
result is increased rates and volumes of

water quality has been,well-documented "
inca number0f.sfurces, including the, ’
Nationwide Urban
.
,.L~

//

:~~... -:O.,-. -:.

....... " ’

iri response to the requii’ements of §305Co) and §319 of the Clean Water Act.
example, the States report that urban runoff and storm sewers are the second leading.
source of water quality impairment 9f lakes and estuaries, and the third leading
source of water quality impairment of rivers in the United States?
As a consequence of the increased quantity and rate of runoff, greater amounts of
pollutants are carried into receiving waters, and water quality degradation increases.
Other negative impacts include the increased susceptibility of eroded land to
flooding, other hydrologic changes, and wildlife and in-stream !’mbitat degradation..
[See Box 1]
The Need for Urban Runoff Management

~

Many American cities contain areas in which buildings, parking facilities and urban
streets and walkways cover almost one hundred percent of the land surface. This
creates runoff conditions but offers no room for structural urban runoff quality
management facilities such as extended dry detention or wet ponds. Even when
redevelopment occurs within these areas, high land values usually require
replacement by similarly intense land uses in order to provide economic viability for
the project. Conventional best management practices (BMPs) are difficult, if not
~USEPA, The Quality of Our Nation’s Water: 1992, Office of
Water, EPA Document 841-S-94-002, March 1994, p. i0.
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impossible, to implement in this context.
In such situations, innovative BMP applications requiring little or no above ground
coverage are necessary in order to meet increasingly stringent Federal and state
urban runoff pollution control requirements. In highly urbanized areas, the use of
innovative urban quality control retrofitting is the primary option to improve the
water quality of surface waters which receive runoff discharges from older urbanized
areas.

8
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How urban runoff affects water resources.

R0013839

Retrofitting Developed Areas
As urbanization occurs, and areas of
impervious surface increase,
maintenance of water quality becomes

increasingly difficult. Retrofit of
structural controls is often the only
feasible alternative for improving water
quality in developed areas.
Ideally, as land is developed best
management practices would be
implemented to control present and
future urban runoff problems.
However, controlling pollutants in
runoff from new development alone will
not solve existing water quality
problems. Therefore, retrofitting is
necessary. It is also the primary option Impervious surfaces in developed
areas may cover 100% of the land
for developed areas to improve urban
surface.
runoff water quality,

Retrofitting is a process that involves the modification of existing surface water
runoff control structures or surface water runoff conveyance systems which were
designed to control flooding, so they will also serve a water quality improvement

function.
Retrofitting should also be considered as an opportunity to improve existing water
¯ -quality best management ’practices. Existing practices may be inadequate or
performing poorly, or they may simply lack the pollutant removal capability of
newer BMP designs. The least expensive and most practicable retrofit opportunities
often involve the improvement of existing urban BMPs. BIvIF retrofits are a widely
used technique. The opportunity to improve existing urban BMPs at modest cost, or
to convert older dry storm water detention ponds, for example, into more effident
wet extended detention ponds is afforded by a retrofit approach.
Factors such as the presence of existing development, or a community’s financial
constraints, may limit runoff management options; targeting may be necessary to
identify priority pollutants and select the most appropriate retrofit methods. This is
particularly true in highly urbanized areas where land is limited and the use of
conventional pond systems is restricted.
In highly urbanized areas, sand filters or water quality inlets with oil grit separators
10
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may be appropriate for retrofits because they do not limit land usage. ~Sand filters,
however, may be a better alternative for treating hydrocarbon runoff from small sites
than oil grit separators because sand is a superior filtering medium. Recent research
questions the effectiveness of oil grit separators at removing hydrocarbon pollutants.
Urban runoff retrofitting for nonpoint source poll~tioncontrol includes a broad xange
of~ different techniques which attempt to reduce the adverse impacts of urban runoff
oiz receiving waters. The types of retrofit techniques ~.differ de
" upon
where they are placed in the storm drainage network.

Local Governments’~ Compliance With Federal and State Regulati~ns,.~

~

ement ~ ...........
reqmT~.ements and drama~ze needs m ~;~’~ ,.~,
major population centers are significant.
¯ ........
EPA storm water permit regulations "-" :
require large (>250,000) and medium: :. ~ ~
(>100,000) size munJdpalities to have
storm water discharge permiits .for ~ ...... ¯~ ; :~ ...
discharges, from their storm sewer ,.~,,-~- ~,~.
.,,~,~.~. ~.,~.
systems under the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
storm water permit program. Largeand medium-size municipalities
nationwide are now applying for these
permits which will require
implementation of comprehensive storm
water mar~gement programs to control
storm water runoff.

"
~1 ....¯

In addition, Section 6217(g) of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments
(CZAR_A) of 1990 requires States to develop coastal nonpoint source pollution control
programs, including a manasement program to control runoff from existing
development. The new coastal zone requirements are o~y applicable, however, in
areas which are not subject to the NPDES storm water permi~ng regulations.

~ Schueler, Thomas R., "Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Urban
Landscape: Can They Be Controlled?" in Watershed Protection
Techniques. Volume I(I), February 1994, p. 3-5.
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The increasing stringency of federal, state and local regulations are all examples of
the emphasis being placed on minimizing both point and nonpoint source pollution
from urban runoff.
Summary of Selected Federal Water Quality Programs
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA)
¯

established a program to encourage states to develop comprehensive
programs to protect and manage coastal resources

Coastal Zone Act Reauthorizafion Amendments of 1990 (CZARA) §6217
¯

mandated state coastal programs to address nonpoint source pollution
affecting coastal water quality and required the development of the
Guidance Sped .fying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint
Pollution in Coastal Waters which states are to incorporate into their
coastal nonpoint source programs

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Storm Water Permit
Program
¯

established by §402(p) of the Clean Water Act; requires permits for
certain municipal and industrial storm water discharges

Clean Water Act §319: Nonpoint Source Control Program
¯

initiated a national program which resulted in state nonpoint source
management programs to control nonpoint sources of water pollution
and protect groundwater

Clean Water Act §320: National Estuary_ Program
¯

focused point and nonpoint pollution control on geographicallytargeted, high priority estuarine waters; controls are selected and
implemented on a watershed basis

EPA’s Watershed Protection Approach
¯

voluntary effort to align traditional regulatory and nonregulatory
programs to support watershed protection in an integrated, holistic
manner
12
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While program requirements may-differ

..~ ~ :~
.
based on the specific regulatory
authority, the goals of these programs
are complementary and many of the
: ~ ~: -. ~; ~, ¯
~ ......., ~ :~.,
same management practices are ~ -:~:..,
applicable and satisfy the requirements
of multiple programs. The case studies
presented in this manual provide
. ~ L~_.:.:__’ .... ~;~ ~ " _,
examples of the innovative ways in
¯ ........ ~.~:,
which many local governments are .-,~meeting the requirements of multiple ~., .....̄ , .~.;..
programs. This manual will help
communities develop and implement : -~ . ’ .~, , ~,:~.~on~ ~- -~,

programs to improve water quality. Hsweve~ c0mm-uni~i~-~d t6refer to

For example, some communities are not subject to I~IPD,_=ES_’~t ~equirgments
may be subject to requirements under the Coastal Zohe-A~t~ R~,~i~ithoriz~tion
Amendments of 1990 ("CZARA"), and vice versa. In addition, some states have
additional regulatory programs_" _t~m.~:_m_ay g0Ye.rn th.e ~g.ement.0f sto.rm. :wat~.
runoff in the absence of Federal requirements. Other or~irrithiiflesmayhot
subject to any regulatory requirements at this time, but the public is increasLugl~
aware of ~runoff problems and their causes and some control~of runoff i~.~,~ .,becoming
inevitable.
.
~
~
’ .- ~,.,- ,~ .~ :,
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BRIEF SURVEY OF CURRENT METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Types of Urban Runoff Retrofit Techniques5
Retrofit techniques can be differentiated depending upon where they are placed in
the storm drainage network. Some of these are described below:
¯

Source retrofit: Use of techniques that attenuate runoff and/or pollutant
generation before it enters a storm drain system, e.g., reducing
impervious areas, using pollution prevention practices

¯

Open channel retrofit: These are installed within an open channel
below a storm drain outfall, e.g., an extended detention shallow marsh
pond system.

¯

Natural channel retrofit: Depending on the size of the channel and the
area of the floodplain, a natural channel may provide several retrofit
options

¯

Off-lLne retrofit: Involves the use of a flow-splitter to divert the first
flush of runoff to a lower open area for treatment; used where land is
available for off-line treatment

¯

Existing BMP retrofit: The retrofit of an existing BMP to improve its
pollutant removal efficiency or capacity (ability to detain flow) or both.

¯

In-line retrofit: Used where there are space constraints that prevent the
use of diversions to treatment areas.

Urban runoff retr6fits involve a broad range of different techniques intended to
reduce the adverse impacts of urban runoff on receiving waters. [See Box 2] The
overall goal should be to achieve some reasonable degree of hydrologic control and
pollutant removal (in relation to cost-effectiveness) as a result of the retrofit.
Otherwise, the retrofit is not worth doing.

s as identified in MWCOG, Watershed Restoration Source Book,
p. 59.
14
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Technical factors affect the site-specific suitability of particular retrofit technologies.
A checklist of these factors includes:
~ ~-~: : : ~-.’:~~:" ,~.
.
:

~ ~Ianduse

¯

r.;..:-- .-..o

¯ size of drainage area

¯ space requirements
¯ depth to bedrock ~
¯ pollutants to be addressed
~_.i’; }:-, ~’e..’;

Nonstmctural Methods to Control Urban Runoff

,..,-~ .

Land contr be’a cost effective

maintenance cost/multiple use advantage o~er structural.BMPs
should be employed in redevelopment situations where appropriate. Furthermore,
land use controls may bene ,cessary along with StrUctural me~suresjn order ~or a
~urisdiction to’meet ]t~ wa~er qualitygoals.; :’"
Strategies for implementing land usecontrols may include limits on impervious
surfaces, encouragement for the preservation of open space, and promotion of cluster
development. The use of nonstructural and structural best management practices for
controlling urban nonpoint source pollution can .also be required as a condition of
development approval.
Zoning
Zoning is a powerful tool which communities can use to control the type of
development or redevelopment allowed within their boundaries. Following are some
examples of zoning controls that can be used to protect water resources:
¯

duster development: constructing dwellings dose together to preserve
open space

¯

down-zoning: changing an established zone to require a lower density

¯

conditional zoning: allowing certain activities only under specified
conditions that protect water resources
15
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¯

overlay zoning: placing additional zoning requirements on an area that
is already zoned for a specific activity or use; through the use of
resource overlay zoning, high pollution activities can be controlled in
sensitive areas

¯

open space preservation: protecting open space and buffer zones near
water bodies, e.g., greenways or riparian corridors

Structural Runoff Controls for Highly Urbanized Areas~

1. Innovative Practices
In areas where impervious materials cover almost one hundred percent of the
surface, conventional BMPs requiring large amounts of land and good soil conditions
are usually not feasible. These types-of BMPs include dry ponds, wet ponds,
constructed wetlands and various sorts of infiltration devices.
On sites where standard BMPs are not feasible, one should consider the use of
unconventional or innovative BMPs sometimes known as "ultra-urban" BMPs. These
systems are designed to function by gravity flow between the components. They
include: 1) sand filtration systems; 2) underground sand filters consisting of multiple
chambers; 3) surface sand filters such as double-trench systems; and 4) peat/sand
filtration systems.
Each is briefly described below:
Sand filtration systems: The City of Austin, Texas has developed a BMP which
consists of a sedimentation and filtration basin and is appropriate for use on
redevelopment sites where topography, space Hmitations and high value land do not
allow the use of traditional BMPs. These filtration systems are primary water quality
control structures. In order to ensure the long-term effectiveness of these systems, it
is necessary to protect the filter media from excessive sediment loading. A sediment
trapping structure is required to be located prior to the filtration basin. Austin sand
filter sytems are particularly well-suited to regional storm water control.
Under~round sand filters with multiple chambers: This is a system consisting of a
structure containing three chambers, one each for pre-treatment, filtration and
discharge. The first chamber is a pre-treatment facility performing the same function
as a water quality inlet, removing floating debris and material such as oil and grease.
~ A more detailed description of these controls and their
effectiveness is provided in the Alexandria Supplement to the
Northern Virainia BMP Handbook. [see Bibliography]
16
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The second chamber is afiltration device, while the third is’a~dear well discharging
directly o the storm sewer system. The District of Columbia uses underground sand
filters as in-line facilities for both storm water quality and peak flow attenuation.
One of the major advantages of the D.C. sand filter is that it does not take up any
space on the surface, allowing .full use of high-value urban land. This aspect makes
it particularly attractive to land developers. .~ ..... ¯~ ..~..... -.~ .: ..

Surface sand filter systems: This system is usually Teferred to as the Delaware.sand
filter because it was developed for use in Delaware. Unlike the other filters
described in this section, the surface sand filter system is intended to be an on-line
facility, processing all runoff leaving the site up to the point where the overflow limit
..:
is reached.’~ It’ consists of two parallel concrete trenches,~one for.sedimentation, the
other for filtration.’ A major advantage of this filter design is that it requires a depth ....
of only 30 inches from the ground surface to the bottom of the paved trench, making
i
it useful in areas with highwater tables.~ ’The simplidty of .hhe design also facilitates ,~._
maintenance.
"- "filfffition ~wstems: Peat/sand filtersare filtration systems which were first.
Peat{sand
developed as’alternative wastewater systems. Peat is an excellent natural filter of..~..many, typ~s.of!~ffitient~’and ~Ilutants and is just’beginnin~to, b~ U~sed.for urban ~i: ::..
runoff ~lu~lit~’m~n~gem~nt:~ A°peat/sand filter system should be considered for use: ~
on developments of several acres where the pollutant removal requirement is higher ~
than could be expected to be achieved through the use of other ultra-urban BMPs. In
addition, peat/sand filters require less site area than most conventional BMPs.
However, it should be noted that, under certain conditions, peat filters can become
net exporters of nutrients.
Use of Public Rights-of-Way
A retrofit technique which has been identified for use in a land-limited context is the
use of public rights-of-way as an opportunity for runoff controls such as wet ponds,
vegetated swales or meandering vegetated channels. This would include the use of
land under bridges and overpasses, the median strips of roads and highways, and the
exit ramp rights-of-way off major highways.

17
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2. Retrofit Capabili .ty of Selected BMPs’~

Extended Detention Ponds: Frequently used in retrofit applications, particularly
within dry storm water management ponds.
Wet Ponds: Occasionally used in retrofit situations, particularly within dry storm
water basins
Constructed Storm Water Wetlands: An effective retrofit technique. Can be achieved
by adding wetland features to dry storm water basins.
Infiltration Trenches: Limited by soil conditions.
Infiltration Basins: Not recommended for retrofit settings, especially in the coastal
zone.
Porous Pavement: Limited by soils which have been modified in most urbanized
watersheds and are not capable of providing adequate infiltration.
Sand/Peat Sand Filters: Designed as end-of-pipe retrofits in several applications. A
double-trench version has been designed for parking lot retrofits.
Grassed Swales: Although not suitable for ultra-urban areas because of the difficulty
of preventing erosion in highly impervious areas, retrofit option may involve
installing check dams to increase contact time in existing swales.
Filter Strips: Although the percentage of impervious surface in highly urbanized
areas limits the usefulness of this practice as a Water quality control device in ultraurban settings, this type Of retrofit is appropriate if enough land is available.
Water Quality Inlets: Although water-quality inlets are often used in ultra-urban
areas, their low pollutant removal capability limits their usefulness a.s a retrofit
technology.

v More detailed information on the retrofit capability of
these practices can be found in A Current Assessment of Urban
Best Manaqement Practices. [see Bibliography]
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DEVELOP~ & IMPLEMENTATION OF A2NT URBAN RUNOFF CONTROL
PROGRAM
While the program elements discussed in this section are considered ~important to
program development and success, they do not necessarily fulfiJI.all regulatory
r~lu~re_ments which may be applicable to a ~iven munic~pality~ Planners and
program managers should check on all relevant program requirements when
developing their programs.. , .,.
’v.: .. .. ,,~.,, - ..... .

-]
..~

Imporl~nt Program Elements
An urban runoff control and retrofit implementationprogr~tmi~colvesboth technical
and programmatic components, and should include the fo110W.ing elements:
¯

technical capability

.’~

¯ .... :.. implementation authorityTenabling legislation,, .~,~. -~ ;..~,
¯

:-i

funding mechanism Or resource commitment

* :o,.:; institutional~support structures .,~. ........: ... ,,. , ,,: .,~-.. ........
The case studies which are part of this manual demonlstrate that local motivation is
critical to the successful implementation of urban runoff controls. Also, successful
implementation will not occur without a strong local commitment of personnel and
resources. Regulations, ordinances, enabling legislation, design criteria, construction
specifications, inspections and enforcement, and operations and maintenance
procedures should all be clear and explicit. Appropriate technology for
implementing runoff control measures must exist-and must be at an affordable cost
to the agency. If the foregoing are not present, implementation or continued
successful program performance may not occur.

.
!,.
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Important Elements for Program~ Success
¯

Technical Capability

*

Design Criteria for Selection of Appropriate
Technology

¯

Implementation Authority/Enabling Legislation

¯

Dedicated Funding Mechanism

¯

Staffing/Training/Institutional Support/Operations
Maintenance

The box above depicts some of the key elements for developing and conducting a
successful urban runoff control program. All of them may significantly affect
program outcome:
¯

technical capability and the choice of an appropriate technical solution

*

implementation" authority and a dedicated funding mechanism

¯

the often-neglected elements of program staffing, proper training, strong
institutional support, and the proper operations and maintenance
procedures

2O
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Building a Strong Institutional Foundation
Urban runoff management program practitioners strongly support the view that the
success or failure of urban runoff control programs depends upon effective
institutional frameworks.~ The following elements are often dted as crucial to
program success:

"~ ,~" o

Programmati~
*
¯

~ ....
adequate problem assessment
BMP targeting and selection methodology (e.g., on-site vs. regional

¯
¯
¯

appropriate design criteria .......~ ......
adequate staffing and training
respons~ility for success of total program vested in a single agency
an appropriate level of authority

Funding/Implementation:
¯ :.~°~:dedlcated program funding, such as a storm waterutility fees,: ’
¯
:,::
ease of operation and maintenance procedures
¯
administrative mechanism to ensure 0 & M is performed
Each of these elements must receive adequate insti~tional support ff a successful
urban runoff control program is to be implemented. In order to develop the
necessary institutional frameworks, the local government should focus sustained
attention on the institutional aspects of program development. There should be a
recognition that developing an institutional framework is essential to support a
successful multi-agency, long-term urban nonpoint source runoff program.

21
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How can communities develop a
successful program?

Each local government may have
different tasks to complete to create a
successful program. However, certain
common threads run through all the case studies described in this manual and these
can be instructive in helping local governments to put together effective urban runoff
control programs.
A strong motivation to act is essential.
Frequently the strongest
motivation to act is economic. In the
Southeastern Massachusetts area case
study, the closure of thousands of ac~es of shellfish beds due to contamination by
storm water runoff resulted in millions of dollars of lost income to local residents and
serious disruption to local economies.
For other communities, such as Austin, TX, protection of drinking water supplies is a
high priority. Still others, such as Orlando, FL, are concerned about the water quality
of the hundreds of lakes within its metropolitan region.

Teamwork is essential to accomplish
Pick the right people and the right
your goals.
organizations. The experience gained
from the case studies proves that
teamwork is necessary to achieve the
desired results. The nature of the urban runoff problem means that any solution will
cut across departmental, bureaucratic and organizational boundaries. The high cost
of storm water control proiects, espedally retrofits, makes cost-sharing among
organizations particularly advisable. So identify the key players early and make
good working relationships a high priority. Don’t neglect the important role of
private organizations and interests.
The need for adequate staffing and
training should be recognized.
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Assessing Institutional Resources

¯

~’~’

: "~ ~ -’~ ~

developi~ ~ ~bhn ~ff con~ol
pro~am:

~ ~figate the urban runoff
w~ch it fac~

Implementation. ~rso~d should evaluate ~ ~0~o~ng facto~

Dete~~h
.key players
are ~ ~e relevant
agendes.
T~i~lly, ~ere
are four
major
p ~.~e
~volved
~ ~e ~fi~fioml
water quali~
de~ion-mak~g
process:
, ~ou~
1)
2)
3)
4)

le~sla~ve
re~lato~
co~ulfing prof~siom~
"users" such as developers, dien~, ci~e~ (also includes
enviro~ental advo~ groups)

~e pro~am manger should be aware ~t the ~pi~l bureaucra~c orga~afion of
~~o~ ~to branches, division, depa~ents, etc., ~n ~mper ~e ab~ of ~e
orga~za~on to ~ out i~ pro~am goals and ~nder pro~am effec~veness. ~e
most success~l pro~a~ find ways to break the bureaucratic lo~am.
*

Jden~ all relevant e~s~ng pro~ams and assess their effec~veness

~s may involve looking at an a~ay of water quali~ pro~ams sca~ered a~oss
different agendes and depar~ents. ~ok for oppor~es to modi~ ~ese
pro~a~ to rea~ the desired goals. Make sure t~t e~s~g gove~en~l
s~c~r~ are ~pable of implemen~ng proposed pro~a~. FisHy, iden~fy what
new pro~a~ are needed.
23
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¯

Determine the motivations and goals of the key agencies

They may be acting in response to a
perceived problem such as a health
hazard or to a water use impairment.
Remember lh~t not all organizations are
subiect to the same level of political
pressure.
¯

Determine whether
political support exists

This includes both established and grassroots structures. Political support for
environmental issues becomes especially significant in times of resource constraints
and competing interests.
¯

Identify appropriate pollution control techniques

Consult a BMP manual, such as those listed in the Bibliography, for the types of
control mechanisms appropriate to a particular site.
¯

Idenfi .fy funding options

This might include study of the feasibility of a dedicated funding source such as a
storm water utility and development of a fee structure.
¯

¯

Consider the limitations of available technology..

The potential for solving a problem may be limited by many factors over which the
implementing authority has no control. This includes performance limitations of
technology as well as any site-specific constraints.
Conclusion
The importance of developing institutional structures cannot be overstated. Effective
urban runoff management is greatly helped by the presence of strong institutional
mechanisms. Furthermore, the case studies support the conclusion that where urban
runoff quality control is institutionalized through dedicated funding mechanisms
such as storm water utilities, innovativ.e and comprehensive programs (including
retrofit activity) are the rule.
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Setting Priorities/Selecting Management Practices
~ .-~ : .%.’,:,

Urban nonpoint source runoff p.roblez~s may be numerous ~{ a given.area and the
solutions are often complex. Funding to solve these problems is ~asually limited, so it
is necessary to set priorities so that the worst problems can,b~.: ,targeted for attention.
A ranking methodology should be developed for a specific study area (e.g., a
watershed) in order to encokr~ge a phased approach and to allocate scarce resources
optimally. Once particular waterbodies and sources have been targeted for action,
the local government can then determine the most cost effective approach to solve the
problem.
The following factors should be considered in the ranking process:.
¯
¯
¯

. .

waterbody importance
~
e"
type of use (recreation/aquatic_lif.e/dr.ai_na__g).,.~_~7..,::.~;.:
.. ~t
status of use (impaired or denied uses)

The key point to be made about the ranking l~rocessis that_it s~9.uld reflect local
issues and concerns. The ranking factors can be assigned different de:ees of weight
In evaluating and selecting appropriate control practices, local governments should
consider:
¯

Does the practice selected meet any applicable regulatory requirements?

¯

Is the selected control buildable and effective?

Relying upon structural controls is different fron~ the use of source controls and
regulatory or non-structural controls. Complex structural controls pose both
construction and future maintenance challenges that should not be overlooked.
Use the following as a checklist of the tests which the proposed BMP should pass to
be considered for implementation:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Does it meet regulatory requirements?
Is it effective at pollutant removal?
Can it gain public acceptance?
Is it technically implementable/easily maintained?
What are the associated costs?
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The process of setting priorities and targeting urban runoff problems is a complex
process consisting of many factors and should be performed in a systematic manner.
How To Overcome Roadblocks to ImplementaHon
Two of the biggest "roadblocks" to implementation of urban runoff control retrofit
proiects are high cost and shortage of funding and the lack of available land in
urbanized areas. Many participants in the urban runoff management and planning
process describe the extreme difficulty of implementing urban runoff retrofits
because of the lack of available land at .highly urbanized sites and the lack of funding
for these typically expensive proiects. The most difficult sites are those where land
for siting control practices is severely constrained or non-existent. The high cost
assodated with retrofitting older urban storm drainage systems requires a careful
evaluation of pollutant reduction goals and the targeting of control practices.
Land Availability
In the urban context, land may be strictly limited and/or its value may be prohibitive
for some uses. Practices requiring large land areas are simply not feasible. The three
most used control devices for storm water quality management, viz., dry ponds, wet
ponds, and infiltration devices, are not always suitable for urban retrofit situations
because of space constraints or underlying soil conditions.
On sites where these types of conventional practices are not feasible, innovative and
experimental approaches should be tried. Newer ultra-urban technologies that hake
up little or no above-ground space should be used. Performance monitoring should
be done to verify effectiveness.

Cost of Implementation
The extremely high cost of retrofit projects - engineering studies, land acquisition,
and the actual construction costs - raises the question of how realistic these projects
are for many local governments to achieve. In addition to initial project cost, there is
also the continuing and long-term cost associated with operations and maintenance.
Some ways to reduce the high cost of these projects include:
¯

utilizing state or federal cost-share programs where available (e.g.
FEMA floodplain "buyout" or EPA nonpoint source grants)

¯

encouraging multi-jurisdictional efforts to spread the cost and benefits

¯

soliciting volunteers and in-kind contributions to reduce project cost
26
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¯

~eation of special districts or dedicat6d funds such as storm water
utilities

¯

low interest state revolvirig fund (SRF) loans for nonp0int source control
projects

The use of high" value urban:la~ is the biggest obstacle t6 implemehting retrofits for
many municipalities. Land which would ordinarily be-generating revenue ~for the
municipality is removed from- the° f~ix r61is. This is a dear inStituti0ru~I ~li~incentive to
implement retrofits inhighly urbanized areas. If a local governmerd~’¢onsiders water
quality ~’.nnprovement ,as a goal desired by the comi~uhity,, then the revenue loss~ ~
might l~ viewed differenfl~r by th~ ~Iic, a~ndwo~ldl~e ~e.~e~:to jU~tifyl~K)litically.

Localities are increasingly turning to methods of returning the costs o’f storm water
discharges to individual property owners, through mechanisms such as storm water
utility fees or~storm drainage and flood control fees. The goal of these programs is to

pr6vide 4cSno~,n2i.’ ~c,en~ivest,9"p’r~ .~’ow~9_ .4~s to reduce the amount of storm Water
~praetices, ~is~r611 as ’ to ,reduce the" burdens6me cost to already fiseally~strained

,~ ’..

. ,~’.

:,

..

: :-
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Increasing Public Awareness
To ensure adequate support for urban
runoff control programs, the public
needs to be educated about the nature
of urban nonpoint source pollution and
the benefits of controlling urban runoff.
These issues are not readily understood
by large segments of the public. The
need to heighten public awareness
cannot be overemphasized.

Urban runoff control programs must
have public backing and involvement to
succeed. There is broad general support
for environmental concerns and this
support can be translated into political
support for urban runoff control
programs. However, adequate funds must be devoted to public information and
education programs about the nature, causes and solutions of urban runoff and urban
nonpoint source pollution. The public must recognize the seriousness of urban
runoff pollution, and understand the importance of local commitment for a successful
urban runoff management or retrofit program.
Public education is an essential tool for
increasing public awareness and
generating political support.
Educational efforts typically include:
program meetings and
presentations
¯

program materials such as
newsletters, fact sheets,
brochures, and posters

¯

homeowner education programs

¯

media campaigns

¯

coordination with activist groups for program support

28
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Creating a Stable Funding Mechanism ..... . :.,
Runoff control programs are’u~ually ~.:
implemented at the Iocal level, Local
~mmunities generally have limited " ~ "
budgets and limited staffing which...,. ~,
impedes effective implementation..
:
Sources of funding at the Tederal and
state levels are also limited and
uncertain, and cannot be counted n
~
to provide total project funding.~, ¯

:..~ ;~

¯

.-~ ~-~’"~ ’~,~ .~ ~,
¯ .....
¯ .......... :

~ ~. :-3:
~

One suceesshzl institutional.response by
-.,. - ~;.,,a am::-.v,~,.,", J,~.,,..m.: ..... ~ t:;..
’’. .of~,urb~an~
jurisdictions
have usedhas
storm
water
to fund the.
basic-.water
’~ .Ym~’..dwa~
many municipalities
been
theutilities
establishment
of storm
utilities..~Some
runoff management, while others have included funding~for,_watemhed p . .lam?ing a~.~ d.q
retrofitting programs.

~ ..... -~ :

~"~

: ~-:: ,~:~..:..~.-.. :..~.~: ~, .~,-, :;~ ~; .....

Specia! taxing districts, such as a ,watershed improvement d~trict, can.le~vy taxes0ancl:~
borrow money to engage in a wide range of nonpoint source pollu~onocontrol
activities. A special taxing district is similar to a school district or a sanitary district
and functions as a special governmental unit in a particular area.-. Real estate within
its boundaries is appraised and taxed to fund program activities.
The purpose of a dedicated funding source such as a storm water utility or a special
taxing district is to provide a stable and reliable method of financing storm water
management programs. The development of comprehensive and effective programs
requires a secure funding base.
[More information on funding options is provide_d below.]
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Policies and Procedures vs. Programs and Institutional Frameworks.
Effective prevention and control of urban runoff pollution requires both defined
policies and procedures, and effective programs and institutional structures. Just
having policies on paper is no guarantee of an effective program. Institutions must
be organized in such a way as to implement the policies and carry out the
procedures.
Indeed, the implementation phase is just the final step in an often long process of
planning and preparation. It must be accompanied by a real institutional
committment to change ineffective and outmoded structures, to break through
political or bureaucratic impasse, and to see that programs function effectively.
The question for the local program manager is: Are the local government’s agencies
organized to efficiently and effectively" carry out runoff control activities? Are the
various agencies involved clear about their responsibilities? Responsibilities of each
involved party can become a major issue when urban nonpoint source control
projects involve multiple agencies, as they almost always do.
The responsibility of each agency
involved in an urban runoff control
project should be dearly spelled out.

The complexity of developing and
implementing urban runoff control
programs, including the special
considerations relative to retrofit
situations, means that the following
distinct phases should be well-known to the program manager:s
¯

planning phase: analyze, evaluate, plan

¯

preparation phase: prepare budget, allocate resources, and obtain
permits

¯

pilot project phase: test selected BMPs

¯

full-scale implementation: construct selected BMPs

¯

evaluation/documentation: evaluate program effectiveness

8 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Evaluating Nonpoint
Source Control Projects in an Urban Watershed, " in Nonpoint
Source Watershed Workshop. Seminar Publication # EPA/625/491/027.
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Funding Options/Alternative Funding Approaches

~~

Implem~ta~.~:~f urba~ runoff control programs at the lo~.hI le~ceI oft~r~ requires
non-Federal funding. Now that governments at all levels are facing fiscal constraints,
alternative funding sources are becoming increasingly important. Following is a
discussion of some of these approaches:
"Local governments with strong "
institutional frameworks have led th@ "
way in the~development of utilities
spedfically~designed to abate NPS
pollution or targeted at a.parti~lar type~ ,, ~, ~ ~d~
¯
¯

~..

::
Local governments are~ ~
using the utility concept to
" "~
develop institutional :,~t~
,,
"~.. ,~’,
~,~,~ _approaches incorporating
.... ho~’~6wffer resl~onsibility .............
,=o: ......~

management practices (e. g.’i ptic sfstemmaintenah , ma !.
construction grading and landscaping permits requiring best
management practices to control runoff)
¯

Storm water utilities are spreading all over the country as a way of
providing a dedicated funding source for urban runoff control projects;
a storm water utility is to storm water what a sewage utility is to
sewage and a water utility is to drinking water. It is a dedicated
funding source or "stand alone" service unit within the city government
which generates revenues through fees for service. It is responsible for
the operation, construction and maintenance of storm water
management devices and for storm water system planning.
’

State revolving loan funds were very successful in the early years of point source
pollution control and are now being adapted to nonpoint sources:
*

State revolving loan funds, originally established for states to upgrade
sewage treatment facilities through construction grants, may also be
used to fund a wide variety of nonpoint source control projects and best
management practices (BMPs)
31
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Special fees and taxes are another source of dedicated project funds for nonpoint
source pollution control:
¯

This approach involves the use of user fees/special taxes to fund
nonpoint source pollution projects and programs, such as special taxes
and fees on the sale of fertilizers and pesticides, waste disposal, and
underground storage tanks

Some innovative ap.proaches being used to fund urban nonpoint source pollution
control programs include:
¯

Special tax districts, such as watershed improvement districts, which can
be created to protect highly valued water bodies.

¯

Checkoff on tax forms to fund restoration and conservation programs.

¯

Revenue bonds, which are long-term municipal bonds guaranteed solely
by the dedication of project funds.

¯

Public/private partnerships can be used to pay for capital and/or
operating expenses for storm water facility projects when neither could
fund them alone.

¯

An annual nonpoint source pollution control tax based on property size
and land use (not on value) is being used in Puget Sound, Washington.

¯

The sale of special license plates in Maryland and Virginia has raised
substantial amounts of money to restore the Chesapeake Bay.

T_vpes of Funding Mechanisms Available to Local Governments
¯

General funds
The use of general funds may require the re-allocation of existing
revenues.

¯

Long-term borrowing
Large structural BMPs may require funding through bond issues.

32
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Elements of Successful Programs/Solutions
The case studies presented in this
manual were selected as examples of
exemplary local government initiatives
in the area of urban runoff control
and/or retrofit implementation. The
case studies included are all "success
stories," and they display certain
common elements. Among these are the
following:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

strong institutional motivation to act on problem
political and/or grassroots support for action
skilled personnel
knowledge of available technologies
dedicated funding source, such as a storm water utility fee
an environment of institutional cooperation and a long-term
commitment to work together
targeting strategy/process to maximize use of limited resources

Many communities are recognizing the benefit of preventing ecological and habitat
destruction to avoid the very high costs associated with the restoration of degraded
resources. The most successful communities take a pro-active stance with regard to
regulatory requirements, and use proper planning techniques to prevent degradation
of water resources. They are realizing the economic, environmental and social
benefits of protecting the existing ecosystem through land use controls, development
restrictions and urban best management practices.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Effective urban runoff control programs are built upon numerous institutional,
economic and technical factors. The most successful programs examined in this
project displayed a strong institutional or programmatic focus, in additional to having
a strong motivation (usually economic) to act on a problem. Furthermore, the case
study communities displayed strong political and/or grassroots support for
community action as well as skilled personnel.
Solutions must be tailored to each communities’ particular circumstances, but the
following recommendations may assist the interested community to more quickly
develop an urban runoff control or retrofit program for developed areas.
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Recommendations ..... --~ .~;-~ ........
,-, ~ . ~
~/.i.~¯~;.
¯ ....
~ dd~e ~d ob~ s~ble, ff ~ dealt@, ~g sour&~ for
¯ " " U~e ~St-s~re approach~ ~ong agend~ to
;’~ ~. ~pact and ob~ pa~dpa~on and sup~R ~om p~vate ~er~
’. b~efi~ng ~om ~ban ~noff con~ol proj~ ...... ~-: ., . _,~. ~ .
. Use t~m or m~ter~approa~es wherever ~ssible; ~ven
of urb~ ~ff problem, m~t ~lufio~ ~ n~ to ~t a~oss
b~u~afic~d or~fio~ ~~. ~ ~...~.., ....
¯

Fo~s effo~ ~fi on b~d~~fio~ s~r~ to
comprehe~ive ~ban ~noff cobol pro~

¯

Idenfi~~ ~ater qua~ pr~l~ ~d ~od~e r~ofit ~te~fiv~.

suppo~

,, J~enfi~ ~ e~g related proga~and asses the~ effecfiven~s and
modi~ where needed.
¯
,.

Co~ider i~ova~ve, cost eff~ve, and, en~o~enmlly r~no~lble
ways of re,offing ...., : . .~ ........ .~ ;

¯

Ufil~e economic incentives (such as mx or fee reduc~o~) to motivate
proper~ owners to employ ~noff con~ol and/or re~ofit s~ate~es.
Make re~ofit projec~ a condition of approval for redevelopment
projects.

¯

Create a s~gle ma~gement agen~ ~ged ~ overall res~ibili~
to plan and coordimte pro~am implemen~fion and conduct and/or
mo~tor operafio~ and maintemnce acfi~fies.

¯

Desig~te agen~ stuff to suppo~ implemen~on of proje~.

¯

Do adequate re~ofit pla~ng and realistic goal se~ng.

¯

Sele~ ~owledgeable con~a~qm or con~a~ors
in water quali~ and urban runoff con~ol proje~.
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¯

Supervise, even direct if necessary, the construction phase of all projects.

¯

Educate developers, consultants, contractors, politicians and the general
public about urban nonpoint source pollutions issues.

¯

Identify opportunities for public/private partnerships to conduct
nonpoint source pollution control activities.

36
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Introduction to the Case Studies
~" the
:" institutional,
" "~ " "
!’exemplify
:: " "~’" ....
The foII6~’i~g’c~se
studies
....
many of
regulatory, plan~g
and implementation issues discussed throughout this manual. "I~ey describe the
experiences o,f,seJected.,Iocal governments Jndealing with the problem of urban
z~noff managen~ent in "developed ~eas. _Ma~. ~y of the.approaches_described in the
case studies are highly innovative and Will bb useful guides for other Iocatities
considering the implementation of urban runoff control and/or retrofit programs.

"

This manual utilizes the case studies to illustrate some approaches which localities
are successfully using to manage urban runoff problems. It provides examples of
jurisdictions where institutioml frameworks have been successfully developed to
support urban runoff management and retrofit programs. Institutional issues are
given great emphasis in the case studies, as in the main narrative, because
institutional issues, rather than purely technical ones, are believed to be a common
obstacle to the successful implementation of urban runoff management projects.
The case studies demonstrate the many different ways communities have developed
and implemented urban runoff management programs. Each program is unique,
based on the magnitude and negative impact of that community’s urban runoff
problem, the available resources and existing pollution control programs, and the
existing regulatory context in which the local government is operating.
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Ci.ty of Alexandria, Virginia

Introduction
Municipalities are being confronted by increasingly stringent local, state, and Federal
environmental regulations. Complying with these regulations is a challenge. The
approach taken by the City of Alexandria, Virginia is a case study which illustrates
this point.
Alexandria is situated on the tidal Potomac River, across and down river from
Washington, DC. Because of its location, the City must comply with Virginia’s
"Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act." The Act’s implementing regulations required the
City to designate "Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas" within its boundaries. The
City as a whole was designated to be a preservation area. This designation means
that development and redevelopment of land in the City must achieve specified
storm water management criteria. For permitted development, nonpoint source
pollution loads cannot exceed pre-development loads based on average land cover
conditions. For redevelopment of land currently served by water quality best
management practices (BMPs), nonpoint source pollution in post-development runoff
cannot exceed the load existing prior to redevelopment. For redevelopment of land
not currently served by water quality BMPs, a ten percent reduction in nonpoint
source pollution in runoff must be achieved when compared to the load existing
prior to redevelopment.
Meeting these storm water management criteria in Alexandria has indeed been a
challenge. Implementing conventional water quality BMPs to control the quality of
storm water discharges is often either economically impractical or physically
impossible because of a number of factors such’as a lack of physical space, extremely
high land values, a high water table, or unsuitable soil conditions. The City has met
the challenge by adopting and adapting for local use a class of BMPs dubbed "ultraurban."
Ultra-urban BMPs are non-conventional BMPs that are particularly suited for use in
highly urbanized areas. They are based on sand filter technology and are currently
used in other parts of the United States. Alexandria has installed four of these ultraurban BMPs in intensely developed areas. In order to facilitate the use of sand filter
technology, the City has published design criteria for various ultra-urban BMPs in the
Alexandria Supplement to the Northern Virginia BMP Handbook.
The Alexandria Supplement states that the standard types of BMP facilities such as
dry ponds, wet ponds, and infiltration devices are not suitable for use in large areas
of Alexandria because of space limitations or poor soil conditions. The planner,
developer, or engineer is therefore urged to consider the use of unconventional or
38
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innovative BMPs. It should be noted that infiltration is not the preferred method in
Alexandria and will only be approved where it can be clearly demonstrated that it
will work. Most areas of Alexandria do not contain soils that are conducive to the
use of infiltration devices. (Marine clay is the prevalent soil type in Alexandria and
the region.)--~ ¯ ’ .......... ~-’. ~ -.’.~ -~ ’ -~ ~ .... ......... ~ ....... - - ,,-- ¯
To complicate the iproblem,.Alexandria, in common with many older cities developed
in previous centuries, has sections of combined sanitary and storm sewers. During
heavy or prolonged storm events, combined sewer overflows (CSOs) may
discharging directly into streams. Alexandria has applied for.an. 1XrPDES permit for
the csOs~ from the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality..,:~" " -

The development of design criteria .to guide local develot~ers,_culminating in the
Alexandria Supplement to the Northern Virginia BIVIP Handbook, resulted from the
City’s engineering staff consulting ~ith jurisdictions across the codn .tr~. w, here similar
ultra-urban technolggy is being,proposed or has .been implemented. ~ .- ~ ";
It should.be noted that the. City’s strategy of implementing ultra-urban. BMPs was
essentially driveh by the’lack of availhble land and .alternatives., Most other B.Mp.s,
"
" " : Available
"
space constraints.
~"
were fairly~easily
screened out beha~se of the severe"’
’
technology aside, the other principal strategy issue requires that opportunities be ~
seized as they arise, usually from redevelopment.
’
The general strategy employed in the implementation of these retrofits was one of ~
exploiting any available opportunities. Cooperation was solicited from developers.
The double trench Delaware sand filters which were implemented did not take up
any valuable land above-ground and this was a strong selling point for bottom-line
conscious developers. This allowed them full economic use of the land. The focus
has been on available sites. Parking lots have been the chief sites suitable for the
Delaware sand filters, and implementation has been limited to them.
One advantage of the Delaware sand filter for Alexandria is that it requires a total
depth of 30 inches from the ground surface to the bottom of the paved trench. This
is critical in portions of the city w.here the depth to groundwater is minimal. In
addition, the simplicity of the system and the ready accessibility of the chambers for
regular maintenance makes the Delaware-type filter very suitable for site conditions
which are typical in Alexandria. This type of system is appropriate for up to five
acres of 100% impervious cover.
Two [District of Columbia] underground vault sand filter systems were installed on a
3-acre townhouse development in the Winter/Spring of 1994. The principal
advantage of these systems is that they may be placed under streets, and in cells of
39
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parking garages, allowing full economic use of the surface areas.
Cos.__At
The cost of implementing sand filter technology varies due to site-specific conditions.
Most of the devices already implemented in Alexandria were prototypes, making
accurate cost estimates difficult. However, a range based on the characteristic design
of the Delaware, Austin, and District of Columbia designs can be estimated. The
costs of Austin sand filters, typically suitable for large-scale sites, range from $13,000
to $19,000 per impervious acre. The D.C. sand filter, which is characterized by an
underground vault with sediment and filtration chambers, originally cost around
$35,000 per unit, but through economies such as pre-cast concrete and standardized
design, costs have come down considerably to the $12,000 to $16,000 range. It should
be borne in mind that the early models of these systems are essentially prototypes
and that costs are highly variable. Economies of scale are likely to come about
through routine implementation. Th6 use of prefabrication and modular units may
further reduce costs in the future?
Effectiveness of Ultra-Urban BMPs compared with Conventional BMPs
Most of the (Delaware) double-trench sand filters implemented to date in Alexandria
have not been subjected to long-term monitoring and Delaware does not rate these
systems for nutrient removal efficiency. Based on long-term monitoring of sand
filtration systems done by Austin, Texas, the Delaware system is rated at 80%
suspended soIids removal rate. Alexandria, however, recognizes a TP (total
phosphorus) removal rate of 40%.~°
The Virginia Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department has provided a grant to
the City of Alexandria to monitor the performance of the first two Delaware sand
filters constructed in the city.
Other Institutional Issues
This case study illustrates the benefit of having a committed public official dedicated
to implementation of nonpoint source pollution control technology. The City
Engineer has implemented retrofits mostly on his own initiative, having had
relatively few bureaucratic obstacles to overcome.
9 Warren Bell, A Cataloq of Stormwater Quality Best
Manaqement Practices for Ultra-Urban Watersheds. Presented at
the Nationa! Conference on Urban Runoff Management in Chicago, IL
on April 2, 1993.
z0 Ibid.
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There are other programs described in case studies in this manual where institutional
support comes from the "grass roots." It is vital to have public support for pollution
control programs, but btfilding support for these programs may sometimes require
that public officials take the lead and steer programs past the numerous bureaucratic

For more h~ommfion on the City of Alexandrian’s program, call the Transp~, rtation
and Environmental Services Department at (703) 838-4320.: ":’ " : ’-’ ~!~ ’ ;’: ..’-o -
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Southeastern Massachusetts

This case study looks at storm water retrofit projects in the following areas of Cape
Cod:
¯

Buzzards Bay/Buttermilk Bay:
1)
2)
3)
4)

¯
¯

Spragues Cove Storm Water Remediation Project (Town of
Marion)
Broad Marsh River Storm Water Remediation Project (Town of
Wareham)
Electric Avenue Beach Storm Water Demonstration Project (Town
of Bourne)
Hen Cove NPS Pollution Mitigation Project (Town of Bourne)

Town of Yarmouth
Town of Orleans

Existing Nonpoint Pollution Problems .on Cape Cod
A Cape Cod Section 208 planning study identified the following pollutants in storm
water runoff from urban sources at various locations on the Cape:
Organics: Oil and grease (hydrocarbons), benzene, xylene, and toluene
from auto erniss[ons or atmospheric deposition. Runoff from roads into
Buzzards Bay is estimated to contribute 33,000 Ibs. of petroleum
hydrocarbons a year to the Bay.
Inorganics: Nitrates, phosphates, ammonia, chloride, sodium, caldum,
potassium, barium, iron, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, and zinc
have all been identified in runoff from a section of Route 28 near
Falmouth.
Biological: Bacteriological contaminants (mostly fecal coliform) in storm water
runoff were strongly implicated in the closure of shellfish beds in Buttermilk
Bay (Bourne).
I. Case Studies
Buzzards Bay Area
In Buzzards Bay, over 8,000 acres of shellfish beds are believed to be dosed as a
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direct result of storm water contamination. This represents an estimated economic
loss of $24 million to communitiesin the Buzzar~ls Bay area.~1 ~The Buzzards Bay’
Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan (CCMP) adopted in 1992 calls for the
prevention of new storm water discharges to the Bay, as well as the remediation of
existing discharges that pose a threat to wateb resources: The plan also calls for
towns to inventory and prioritize storm wat~ discharges for remediation. After
towns have evaluated ~heir storm water needs, they can proceed based on available
resources. Funding, however, is one of the most significant factors affecting the
ability of Southeastern Massachusetts:area tb~-ns to deal with their~urban runoff
problems.
~a
The development.of.the Buzzards Bay CC.M~. ~ ~esulted in.osome~ significant.
accomplishments for the Buzzards Ba~-~egi6~" ° "’ ¯ ~:" *’. ~-~’’~-, ~’~’’
¯

it established overlay district protection to limit n!~0~en inp~.uts to
marine waters of Buttermilk Bay (a first in the nation)’~

¯

strategies, approaches .and
enforceable mechanisms as part of the Massachusetts Coastal Zone

’ ’.~ ~ "~:: - ’~, ’ ’- " ’

1. Electric Avenue Beach "
Strategy_
and Rationa e -

-

An existing storm water system was retrofitted at Electric Avenue Beach in Bourne,
Massachusetts as a demonstration project as part of the Buzzards Bay Project (a joint
project of the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Program and the U.S.
Environmental Protection’ Agency). The project was undertaken in response to high
fecal coliform bacteria levels found in wet weather storm drain discharges to
Buttermilk Bay, a tidal embayment in the towns of Bourne and Wareham at the
northern end of Buzzards Bay. The Buzzards Bay Project funded the implementation
of a storm water infiltration system in order to test the effectiveness of these systems
in removing bacterial and nutrient contamination from the storm water runoff
entering Buttermilk Bay.
The storm water infiltration system was designed to intercept a one-year design
storm from the adjacent watershed and to avoid direct discharge of the first flush to
the Bay. Instead, the flow enters a settling tank for removal of solids and floatable
waste and is then discharged to infiltration galleys. The only flow which is
~ Buzza:rds Bay P~o~ec~c, "Bay ~at:ch, "
Sp~:±ng/Sunune~: 3_993 Vo:L. 7 (5), p. ~.
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discharged from the original outfall is from a one-year storm or better. Monitoring
provided by the Barnstable County Health Department has confirmed a reduction in
bacterial loading.
There are other points which make this project noteworthy:
the infiltration galleys are preceded by oil/grit chambers designed to
reduce clogging in the infiltration devices
¯

because the infiltration devices are very dose to the beach area, the
distance to groundwater is approximately two feet - groundwater
sampling has not shown any contamination, however

¯

a substantial reduction in construction costs was achieved by utilizing
personnel from the Town of Bourne’s Department of Public Works

One of the unique aspects of this demonstration project was that the EPA Region I
and Buzzards Bay Project oversight staff utilized the Department of Public Works
personnel from the Town of Bourne for construction of the storm water infiltration
system. The significant institutional consideration here is that the experience gained
by Town staff in the design of the demonstration project could be used for the
construction and maintenance of additional storm water infiltration systems. This
enhances the storm water quality control expertise of Town personnel and further
institutionalizes the process.
Effectiveness
o

At the Electric Avenue demonstration project site in Bourne, monitoring indicates that
the retrofit structures are removing over 95% of~ the fecal coliform from storm water
runoff.
2. Hen Cove Nonpoint Source Pollution Mitigation Project
Storm water runoff pollution was implicated in the closure of shellfish beds and a
swimming beach in Hen Cove. The Buzzards Bay Project assisted the Town of
Bourne in retrofitting the adjacent storm drain systems so that pollutants are not
discharged directly to the Cove.
Strategy and Rationale
The Hen Cove project targeted specific storm drain systems which currently allow
direct discharge of untreated storm water into the Cove. The mitigation project
incorporated the use of leaching chambers and the surrounding soil to treat the "first
flush." (During heavier or more severe storms, excessive runoff will overflow into the
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"" ’ ....
~
"’:’ plac~.d
were
conventional
storm ""~
drain
) Sev~’~l in~lividual leaching chambers
under the road sm’faee throughout the watershed (there are 13 so far). At each
location, runoff from the road will be diverted into a storm drain with a settling
basin to anow sediments and other solids to settle 6ut. From the storm drain iniet;
the storm water is then piped ~.mder the road surface into leaching charnbers. The
leaching ehambers~ m-e pre-cast; perforated ~:0n~e~e stmctuxeg~,~,y~eh:are surrounded
by m.tshed stone. Storm water is temiSo~aril~; stored~n the:d-i:4mbers"and in the
voids between the m~shed stone m’ttil it seeps into the surrounding soils.
Groundwater monitoring will determine ,the success of this approach’by determining
the amount and type of pollution attenuation m the surrounding ~solls. ’"
3. Spragues Cove Storm Water Remediation Proiect
The Buzzards Bay Project is working with the’Town ofMarion, Missachusetts, to
reduce:pollutants associated with sto_rm w~ter~runo~ ente ,ring Spragues Cove.
S~raguesiC~g.e .,~ .~,a small, sh~_,,ow embay~, ent on the ghore of S~ppw_.an I-Iartx~r. Curr.e~nfl.y.~ts ~@ee-acre area of valuable ~e.llfish beds ~s dosed forsheIi-fishing - ~o ....
The largest storm dra,m, sys.tem drams a.pproxu’nately. 64 acres 6f Wat~rghcid direc~l_,~i
in the C, ove.~The matigati.0n project ~ ~cqrpp~.r.a~te th~ dS6’~f ~i-constf’ul’te:d’~#efl~iri~t
d-

Strategy_ and Rationale
Several treatment ~lternatives for the storm water draining into Spragues Cove were
considered:
No action. The drainage system continues to function and shellfishing
areas remain dosed because of high fecal coliform counts
¯

Mechanical treatment methods such as chlorination, ultraviolet light,
ozone and reverse osmosis

¯

Physical methods of treatment such as infiltration, settling or
constructed wetlands

The Town of Marion reviewed the alternatives and decided that a constructed
wetland system met the objectives of the project. The system will include a settling
basin, rnarshland vegetation, and an open, deep water pool. The settling basin allows
for coarse sediments and particulates to settle out prior to entering the wetland
treatment system. In the wetland itself, physical and biological processes will treat
and remove pollutants from the water. The restored wetland system will have a
hydraulic detention time of over 14 days.
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The wetland system will be constructed where a salt marsh previously existed. The
site was filled decades earlier with dredge spoil from nearby Sippican Harbor. In
addition to providing water quality improvements, the restored wetlands system will
enhance the fish and wildlife habitat in the area. Currently the site has little habitat
value.
Effectiveness

Existing research on using wetlands to treat wastewater for fecal coliform indicates
that at least 95 percent or greater is typically removed. Fecal coliform counts
associated with storm water from the Sp.ragues Cove outfall are significantly lower
than previously recorded levels. The water quality monitoring plan will be part of
the quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) plan required by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
Costs and Funding
The Town of Marion and the Buzzards Bay Project obtained $25,000 through the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection’s 319 grant program..The
Town provided an in-kind match valued at $35,000 to cover the cost of construction,
equipment and labor. The Town also donated the land on which the wetland system
will be constructed (estimated value of $100,000 per acre). A total of two to three
acres of land will be utilized for the project at a total cost of $200,000 to $300,000.
Additionally, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service granted the Town $:[0,000 for the
project under the Wetland Restoration Program. Planning and technical assistance
will be provided by an interdisciplinary team from the Soil Conservation Service

(scs).
4. Broad Marsh River Storm Water Remediation Project
Broad Marsh River is a tributary to the Wareham River estuary. It is located in the
Town of Wareham in the northern part of Buzzards Bay. The entire Broad Marsh
River has been closed to shellfishing and some beaches dosed to swimming due to
high fecal coliform concentrations. The most significant source of pathogens and
fecal coliform pollution in the river is associated with storm water runoff from
discharges from adjacent storm drain systerns: Other potential sources, such as
migratory waterfowl and boats, have been deemed insignificant.
The primary objective of the storm water remediation project is to reduce the amount
of pollution (mostly fecal coliform) from storm water runoff entering Broad Marsh
River.
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~v~ ~te~fiv~ were ~idered for ~e ~ent of sto~ wat~ ~noff ~om
sto~ dr~ syste~ adjacent to ~e Broad M~h ~ve~
No a~om Fe~l ~hfo~ pollution wo~d con~ue u~bated
~ ~e con~nued ~os~e of she~g ~ andmany beach dos~es
~tended deten~on bas~, wet ~s or co~ed wefla~s wo~d
........ ~ to de~ ~e flint flush of ~off for at l~t 24 hours.
~a~on s~~ such as ~a~on bas~ at ~e ~d of
dr~n system, or a se~ of l~g c~m~ under ~e e~s~g road

16 det6~do~’~hsi~; a~ t~ would ’r6q~re th6 a~si~6fi 6f a large amount of land~5~
includi~ s~ dwelling/~S choice was not d~med feasible. I~il~afion basi~
l~c~ngc~ber op~on Was ~osen be~u~ l~g c~mbem placed ~der ~e
road surface would ~m~e ~e dNmpfion to ~e pr~ent dr~ge system and
would not require a large land co~i~ent.

~s pro~ect is not yet ~lly established. However, to demo~ate the effec~veness
the leacNng ~ambers, the pro~e~ will moNtor a miNmum o~ t~ee c~mbers.
Cos~ and Funding
~e Buzzards Bay Pro~ect was iN,ally u~ble to ~nd the Broad Ma~h ~ver pro~ect.
However, the Buz~rds Bay Pro~ect together ~ ~e To~ o~ Ware~m, requited
~nding ~der the Massa~use~ Depa~ent of Enviromen~l Protec~offs 319
(Nonpoint ~urce) Pro~am ~d su~ess~y seared ~nding in the amount
~8,~50 to help reduce pollution loadings ~rom sto~ water runoff.
5. Town of Ya~outh
In 1991, the Town of Ya~outh implemented ~e re~ofit of a drai~ge system to
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eliminate the direct discharge of storm water runoff containing high fecal coliform
counts to the Bass River. The drainage system was retrofitted to direct the flow into
a retention basin to allow storm water to percolate through a gravel bed. This design
also allowed for evaporation to remove pollutants. The retrofit substantially reduced
fecal coliform counts from pre-retrofit levels and improved the water quality in
several ways:
¯
¯

it has reduced velodty, encouraging infiltration
it further reduced the velocity through infiltration and
evaporation

¯

fecal coliform counts are lower even after similar pre-retrofit
rainfall events

Effectiveness
Water quality monitoring performed by the Bamstable County Department of Health
Laboratory both before the retention basin retrofit and afterward revealed
substantially reduced fecal coliform counts,v6. Town of Orleans
The Town of Orleans, Massachusetts is a community on Cape Cod which has
extensive coastal waters, including three estuaries. These waters contain important
commercial shellfishing areas. In 1988, several areas within the Town’s waters were
closed to shellfishing due to bacterial contamination. Through sampling of storm
drain outfalls and receiving waters, and from a -review of existing water quality data,
the Town identified storm water runoff as a significant source of contamination from
bacteria and other pollutants to its coastal waters.
Strategy and Rationale
Three drainage areas were targeted as having significant adverse impacts on water
quality in sensitive areas and in need of remediation. The Town’s strategy was to: 1)
identify the three high priority areas for development and implementation of
pollution control measures; 2) establish a storm water management committee; 3)
screen BMP alternatives to choose best available means to remove bacteria and solids;
and 4) appropriate funds for study of conceptual approaches and engineering designs
and for construction of the BMPs at the three high priority sites.
z= Town of Yarmouth, "EffeCts of Route 6 Storm Drainage
Improvements on Water Quality in Bass River," November ii, 1992.
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Prior t6 u~l~g th~ proj~K-~tsi which hre scheduled for completion in Ma9,1993,
the Town acted on the honsdltant’s recommendations and took the’followingactibns~J
o.

. ~" ¯ . ¯.

- ....

scoped potenti~] Solutib~s" ’ ..........
¯ ::’:- ~"
focus on BMPs for control of bacteria and solids
prior to choosing BMPs, Town conducted field investigations, which
:~ .....~ .....
included the :following steps: .....

¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

" ’" :- ~ ’
mapping drainage systems
analyzing pollution treatment alternatives
"
:"
sizing treatment "facilities
" ~’. ;
designing O & M programs

The BMP selection process ideniffied the most feasible and cost effective practices for
use in the three drainage systems which were to be retrofitted. In addition, the Town
of Orleans Storm Water Quality Task Force was set up to insure the project’s :~
techrd.,c~l quality and to address local conce~.
A range of BMI~s @~reconsidere~l for ~c6hti-ol of bacteria and ~olids and’~their~’~
associated nutrients. The following BMPs were considered for this project, because
they are targeted for the control of solids and bacteria:
¯

extended detention ponds
~’ .....
retention
" "basins"
"~ ~’~ .: ’" ::’~’~’~~:’::’~’~
." "~" .~-:-..:~. :r,~,i/~ .~:~.:~,..:v~’.’~
........
"::...’~,~roT
¯
* ....: Lnfiltration trehches (subsurface leaching gallies) "
""
¯ - ~: filtration beds ....... ~" ~.
~ ~;’o: ....
¯

~-’:"!

A system of sub-surface leaching gallies was used at three sites because of limited
land but suitable soil conditions; one site consisted of a detention basin upstream of
a filter bed structure because soil conditions were too poor to permit infiltration.
Institutional Issues
The Town’s principal institutional motivation for implementing the retrofit projects
was the adverse economic impact of closed shellfish beds. Abating and controlling
the bacterial contamination from storm water runoff was directly tied to economic
concerns and this was a very strongmotivation for the Town to organize a task force
and to act on the problem. The Town appropriated funds to develop conceptual
approaches and engineering designs, as well as for the construction of the necessary
BMPs.
II. Regional Cooperation: Role of the Cape Cod Commission
The Cape Cod Commission works with towns on Cape Cod on various matters
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including local transportation proiects. In Bamstable County, shellfish bed closures
were the principal motivation for the Commission to become involved with storm
water issues. The Commission trys to de-politicize issues and use all "levers"
available, including state environmental review processes, such as coastal zone
management consistency review, to affect outcomes.
Strategy.

The strategy employed by the Cape Cod Commission utilizes several different
components to maximize the leverage which the Commission can employ to facilitate
implementation of storm water retrofit projects on Cape Cod. They try to use all the
"levers" available, such as coastal zone management consistency review and the
implementation of the Buzzards Bay Management Plan as part of the National
Estuary Program (EPA). The Cape Cod Commission works as a coordinator [much
like MWCOG in Anacostia watershed restorations] with the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works (Mass D’PW) and local governments on storm water
remediation and retrofitting as part of local transportation projects.
The Cape Cod Commission (through the Cape Cod Marine Water Quality Task Force)
has developed a process for prioritizing storm water drainage mitigation projects.
This process includes the development of a numerical index to rank proposed
projects. The worksheet is keyed to the concerns of Barnstable County, viz., the
¯ safety and harvestability of shellfish beds, as well. as the safety of areas used for
swimming and recreation.
For more information...
Tor more information about the Buzzards Bay Project and other programs in
Southeastern Massachusetts, call the Buzzards Bay program office at (503) 748-3600.
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Ci.ty of Austin, Texas
Background

.

- ..’

~e Ci~ of A~ Texas, s~et~es ~om ~e Te~s
Plat~u, eas~d to ~e Bla~and Prairie and ~e Gulf Coas~l PIa~ A u~que
en~ro~ent ~ul~ ~om t~ rapid g~lo~c and ~olo~c
~e Colorado ~ver flows d~e~y ~ou~h
Tra~s, ~e A~ and To~ ~ke - are ~e ~ most do~em r~e~o~ o~ a
~n of res~o~ on ~e Colorado ~ver ~o~

r~e~oi~ are ~e Ci~s ma~ water supply/~ we~ ~:~g to~m
~other key water r~ce
on ~e western side of ~e Cir. ~e aq~f~
sev~ comm~fies ~uth 0f A~fim
~ese water r~o~s are ~tenfiafiy ~ten~ by,wat~ ~ufion ~~g ~om
sto~ wat~ ~off and o~er sourc~ of nonpo~t
t~eat, the Ci~ ~s developed one of the b~t watemhed protee~on:pro~ams re.the
count. ~e keystone of ~s pro~am is the Comprehe~ive
Development of the Comprehemive Watemheds ~d~nce
In order to protect water r~ources &om degradation due to urban nonpo~t source
pollution, the Ci~ e~cted several wate~hed prot~fion ordi~nces ~ 1988. ~ese
ord~nces were combined into a s~gle c~e w~ch appfies to the entire
i~ ex~ate~to~al ju~sdicfion. ~e Ci~ of Austin ~nd Developm~t Code and the
Enviro~ental C~tefia Manual provide ~idance for water quali~ ma~gement. ~e
1988 re~afiom became the basic building bloc~ of the Austin sto~ water
ma~gement and BMP implementation and re~ofit pro~am.
~e o~nal ca~lyst for the comolidafion of the existing watemhed prote~on
ordi~nces was the comprehemive pla~ng effoff ~o~ as "Austin Tomo~ow."
~s plan identified nonpoint source pollution as a ~tenfiaI ~eat to Austin’s
en~ro~en~l ~d economic we~-being.
Mo~tofing of Austin’s ~eeks and lakes followed ~s s~dy and in 1978 the ~ke
Aus~ Watemhed Ord~nce became the first water quafi~ related ordi~nce and
nonpo~t source ~llufion con~ol ordi~nce to be adopted
In 1981, ~e Ci~ of Austin joined the EPA-spo~ored Nationwide Urban Runoff
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Program (NURP) study and began monitoring its storm water sa-uctural controls in
1982. Subsequent watershed protection ordinances were passed from 1980-1984 to
cover additional environmentally-sensitive areas.

By 1986, the City of Austin had had eight years of experience with watershed
protection ordinances and appointed the Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance Task
Force to develop the consolidated ordinance and provide final review and
recommendations for implementing the consolidation of the numerous existing
ordinances.
Overview of the Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance
The Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance (CWO) was directed at preventing urban
runoff pollution by placing requirements on proposed new development with Austin
and its extraterritorial jurisdiction. A1. though the Comprehensive Watersheds
Ordinance originally existed as a stand-alone document, it has since been
incorporated into the City’s Land Development Code. In addition, there have been
several amendments to it since 1986 and more are anticipated in the future to better
protect various sensitive areas. Nevertheless, knowledge of the evolution of the
Ordinance is helpful to understanding Austin’s strategy for urban nonpoint source
pollution control.
Spedfic pollutants were not addressed in the Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance.
Control of specific pollutants was instituted only for the sensitive Barton Springs
Zone, which recharges the Edwards Aquifer. Several ordinances for the protection of ’
this sensitive area have been put in place over the last several years.
The Ordinance required a range of widely accepted and proven structural and
nonstructural nonpoint source pollution controls to be included in new development
projects. These controls included best management practices (BMPs) such as
impervious cover limitations, water quality buffer zones, protection of critical
environmental features, limitations on disturbance of the natural stream, erosion
control practices, sedimentation and filtration basins, and wastewater disposal
requirements. One significant aspect of the ordinance was the use of nonstructural
controls to prevent and mitigate nonpoint pollution associated with development.
The rationale behind this approach was that impervious cover limitations and buffer
zone requirements have been proven to maintain the basic hydrologic balance.
Protection of non-drinking water supply watersheds in the eastern side of Austin
were not given high priority. Downstream of Town Lake the Colorado River is not
used for drinking water supply. Furthermore, clay soils dominate on the eastern side
of the City; therefore, maintaining infiltration and recharge is not a critical goal in
these watersheds.
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~ Parrish, John H. and Stephen Stecher, "Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control in the City of Austin. " City of Austin,
Environmental and Conservation Services Department, March 1991,
po
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yet built.14
The Austin program has recognized that, in light of the growing trend toward
limiting building density and/or impervious cover as a means of nonpoint source
control in residential areas, there is a need to establish a dear linkage between
development density or impervious cover and pollutant loadings. In addition, the
city recognized that more study is needed on the effects of types of land use on the
quality of storm water runoff.
The City’s Storm Water Monitoring Program has provided the city an opportunity to
evaluate the effectiveness of its varied array of storm water quality controls, and also
to assess whether they are over- or under-designed relative to site conditions.
First Flush of Runoff and its Effects on Storm Water Control Structure Desi_~mis
Austin’s Environmental Resource Management Division published a report (1990)
showing that the first 1/2 inch of runoff did not necessarily carry the bulk of the
storm load. This was contrary to the prevailing assumption that the first 1/2 inch of
runoff in a storm washes off 90% of pollutants from the impervious cover. The
report suggested that for a development with 90% impervious cover, only 40% of the
total storm load would be washed off in the first 1/2 inch of runoff.
The implication of the report for control structure design was that a control structure
designed to capture and treat only the first 1/2 inch of runoff would only remove
about 40% of the total annual load. The bypass or untreated annual load could be
substantial. The report did not suggest an alternative structural control design; it
merely raised the issue of a substantial amount of pollutant load in excess flow from
a structure designed to capture and treat the first 1/2 inch. Changes to the City’s
Land Development Code in December 1993 resulted in the treatment volume
increasing with the amount of impervious area on the site, starting at .50 inch plus
.10 inch per 10% increase in impervious cover over 20% of the site.
However, urbanized watersheds should be targeted for priority control based on
other findings. Another Austin study confirms that storm water runoff pollutant
loads increase with watershed imperviousness, and that loading rates of urbanized

z4 Ibid., p. 15
z5 City of Austin, Environmental Resource Management
Division, "The First Flush of Runoff and Its Effects on Control
Structure Design." June, 1990.
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creek watersheds were significantly higher than those from small suburban sites.*~
~ .~’ .... ¯

Sand Filter Program

’ :,o

The City of Austin has developed a sand filtration best management practice for use
in storm water quality management. The sand filtration systems are the primary
water quality control structures.
:’.~ :::,~ .+:’,~;
The City had previously implemented a storm water monitoring program in 1984.
This study was conducted to determine annual removal effidencies of six storm
water quality control structures, including three filtration basins, one wet pond, one
sedimentation (dry) pond, and one retention/filtration basin system. The structures
were monitored between 1984 and 1989, and comparative measurements of inflows
and outflows were taken.to determine.concentrations qf.pollutants ....
Effectiveness of removal for the following pa.rameters was’measured: ::
¯ : Total suspended solids (TSS) ’:~ ’-" ~, " "~9o :, ~...;:-~,. o~,~,,
¯ ’; BOD/COD ~:: ~:’: ,-~,~-~:’ "*" "’. ’ ~’" -~ "-:,. ",’.~.’..t~. ~ ~;,~ ..... -.~. r~’¯
Phosphorus
¯ ¯ ~ ,Heavy metals ......
-~

:, ; ~ , ~:: .....~, ~::-~ ~~ :’,~, , :

~, o:’~ ~ .’.,.~,, ..:"~. -.;.-y ~ ~: .~ : : ~ ~i~ .~.,." ,., ~ .,~..

The study~7. concluded that the sand filtration basin is an effective structural control
measure for most of the described pollutant parameters. Sand filtration is a
demonstrated success in Austin, although officials concede that maintenance is
sometimes inadequate and sporadic.*~ There have also been some isolated technical
and/or design failures, such as slope erosion and construction failures which have
resulted in inadequately performing BMPs.

~City of Austin, Environmental Resource Management
Division, "Stormwater Pollutant Loading Characteristics for
Various Land Uses in the Austin Area." March, 1990.
~VCity of Austin, Environmental Resource Management
Division, "Removal Efficiencies of Stormwater Control
Structures." Final Report, May 1990, p. 16.
~Personal communication with Les Tull, Engineer, City of
Austin, Texas, May 25, 1993.
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Strategy_
The Austin sand filter program was implemented in response to regulatory
requirements, viz., the consolidation and enactment of several watershed protection
ordinances in 1988. In addition, political pressure to act came from citizens
demanding action to protect water quality. The City of Austin’s Land Development
Code and Environmental Criteria Manual provide documentation and guidelines for
the City’s water quality management efforts.
Prior to enactment of the watershed protection ordinances, the City implemented a
storm water monitoring program in 1984 to evaluate storm water control measures
and to develop a database to quantify the effects of impervious cover and land use
on water quality and also to evaluate the effectiveness of various structural storm
water control measures already in use.
The basic strategy and philosophy g~iding the Austin program has been to make
new development and redevelopment pay the costs attributable to its impact and to
mitigate all impacts of new development. While this has been the strategy, it has not
been possible to accomplish this for all aspects of the development process, such as
permits and review. In addition, the City assumes responsibility for maintaining
water quality controls for single-family development. This approach includes a
provision for payment of a fee in lieu of constructing BMPs so as not to restrict
development. "Fee in lieu of" funds are used for retrofit projects for existing
development, but only within the most highly urbanized and developed watersheds
classified as "urban" in the Land Development Code.19
There are many components to the Austin storm water management amd urban
nonpoint pollution control program. These include retrofit watershed master
planning, source control of pollutants, and public education. A current emphasis is
on the public education component, which includes videos and posters with the
theme of abating urban nonpoint source pollution.
Austin’s strategy sees the key to a successful nonpoint source control program as the
targeting of critical areas to achieve high pay-off returns. The City’s focus is on
potential deterioration of local water supplies, viz., Lake Travis, Lake Austin, Town
Lake and the Edwards Aquifer. The Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance requires
the strongest nonpoint source controls in those developments in watersheds which
contribute to the drinking water supply.
Targeting new development is seen as a cost effective method of preventing future
nonpoint source problems. Required controls which are prescribed in the Ordinance

Ibid.
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can be included in the initial land planning. Since the primary controls set forth in
the Ordinance are ’non-structural, raw land cost is the main cost for new development
associated with nonpoint source controls. However, structural controls are also used ,and these have a cos~t ’to the developer. Since impervious cover limitations are the’ ~.
most important .non-~at~’uctural control specified in the Ordinance, retrofitting existing
development has proven to be difficult. Retrofitting structural controls has also beendifficult, due to limited location and high land costs. -~:-~: "~"~ v-,~ ~ :~ ~..,~;-- .:,r~.~ ;:~)
The City’s ~etrofit program uses public education as its main tool to build and keep "
the necessary public support for storm water management programs through the use
of videos, posters, and other media. In addition, Austin has initiated a process of
storm water retrofit master planning as a way.of maximizing the scarce public ¯ ~
resources available for this purpose.
° ..~ ~.~ ~~- ~ -Developing a strategy for controlling nonpoint’source ’pollution from"urbanized- -watersheds is particularl~ difficult, ~_nd milchmore ~com~plex ~thah’pre~enting ~÷. ’~ ~
nonpoint ’source pollution f-~om dev~lopir~g" Whtersheds:’. Retnbfi~ing BMP~ in urban:-:~
areas S stilla~"pioneering"-hctivity and involves’considerable ~ .experimentation and:
cost. ~°.While there are an iiicreasing numSer of localities p~g retrofit strategies,
there is no broad national, experience @ith retrofit implementatior~y~>.9~. .i;~;ff.
BMP selecti0n’in retrofit situations is als0 pboblematic; ~or example, ~et pbnds are an ,
excellent BMP fo,r controlling nutrients,
yet they are often very. d’...~ff!cult t~ ~site under ,
~
retrofit conditions.
~’~- "~ ¯ ~ ;~: ~-’-’~ ’ ~’," "’~" "~ ~ ~ "~,
Non-degradation Strate _gya°

- :.’

,

,: ",::-

important area known as the Barton Springs Zone, which covers several watersheds.
The strategy is "design-based" rather than being entirely a technology- or
performance-based approach. The design-based approach requires that compliance
be designed into a project before it is built based-upon best available scientific and
engineering principles. This strategy includes a City-funded program for retrofitting
storm water controls.
Other elements of the non-degradatlon strategy include:
¯

strengthening existing regulations by limiting exemptions

¯

limiting impervious cover to levels at which generated pollutants can be

-

~°Parrish/Stecher, "Nonpoint Source Pollution Control in the
City of Austin, " March 1991., p. 12
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reduced to background levels by an array of storm water control
practices
Importance of Non-structural Controls in Austin’s Program
One of the distinctive features of Austin’s storm water management strategy is the
emphasis given to the use of non-structural controls. The basic assumptions of this
approach are the following:n
¯

structural controls alone cannot prevent an increase in pollutants from
high intensity development

¯

maintenance requirements are high for structural controls compared to
the maintenance needed for impervious cover limitations and buffer
zones

¯

sole dependence on structural controls is not wise for protecting the
City’s water resources; a combination of structural and non-structural
controls is the best strategy

Institutional Issues
Austin created a city department of environmental conservation, the Environmental
and Conservation Services Department, in 1987. Its central focus is resource
conservation and environmental protection, as distinct from public works. This
department is co-equal with other City departments. It oversees the work of public
and private agencies under its jurisdiction. This institutional arrangement is clearly
intended to provide support for effective environmental and regulatory (enforcement)
action.
The Environmental and Conservation Services Department and the Department of
Public Works "share" a drainage utility (storm water utility). Drainage projects are
funded with fees from the drainage utility. "Storm water" is not separately identified
on the utility bill, nor described as such officially.
Costs and Financing
Most storm water programs are funded by the drainage utility, or drainage fee.
Public works drainage projects in the Capital Improvements Program are paid for
with bond sales which are repaid with tax (general fund) revenues at this time.

2ZParrish/Stecher, "Nonpoint Source Pollution Control in the
City of Austin," p.6
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Development is expected to "pay for itself," that is, development must pay for the
cost of controls associated with that development. However, in realty, development
fees pay for approximately 30% of the land development review and permit
-programs. Nevertheless, the program’s emphasis on non-structural controls means
~d~at the cost for the City is considerably lower (because of less monitoring and
inspecti~0 than if.structural’controls were thesole, means Of c0ntr6L’;; ........ ~~
The Austin program also takes the view that preventing adverse water quality
impacts from nonpoint source pollution is much less expensive than trying to restore
water quality after it has been" degraded. One of the stated goals~gf.the " .
Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance is to avoid the cost of retrofitting ~xisting
develo ment ....: .... -,
. ..
.: ..... ~.... : ~v:~,~.~ .... ~.,:.~...
There are significant costs tl~oughout the institutional structure related °t~control of
nonpoint source pollution. Preventing NPS pollution can avoid or reduce’other costs
such as wastewater treatment, the need for dredging lakes a~,d waterways, and
health risks associatedwith toxics pollution. The Austin wew ~s thh~ the cost of
restoration, retrofitting, dredging, advanced types of water treatm _e_nt; development of
new water supplies, and lost recreational and econormc ~alues can easily "dwarf the
cost of prevention.=
~",-....
"
;’~
Other NPS Control Programs

- he of ated non-st c r and aa ; 6.i ent ......

controls to limit wapervious surface areas for storm water managemqnt purposes.
They have established acritical zone .in which no construction is_.allowed,’as well ~s a
transition zone where development is limited or not allowed in order to preserve
riparian areas.
Other programs which the City has instituted to control urban nonpoint source
pollution include the following pollution prevention and source control programs:
¯

household hazardous waste collectio~n: provides for safe disposal of
hazardous materials
street cleaning and litter collection program
xeriscape and integrated pest management (IPM) programs: minimizes
inputs to the environment from fertilizers and pesticides; both
approaches stress the minimal use of the least harmful substances to
control pests and weeds; IPM is encouraged in municipal operations

~=Parrish/Stecher, "Nonpoint Source Pollution Control in the
City of Austin, " p.7
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BMP Siting Considerations
There is a diversity of opinion as to whether it is better to construct large regional
BMPs or numerous smaller BMPs closer to pollutant sources. The preferred
approach in Austin is to construct numerous smaller BMPs and capture water as
close to the source as possible for the following reasons:
1)

need to capture less water to achieve the pollutant removal desired

2)

capital and maintenance costs are less if the BMPs are smaller

3)

maintaining the natural hydrology is easier with smaller BMPs - in
addition, the need for groundwater recharge is addressed, whereas if
channeling water further down the watershed was done, groundwater
recharge would not occur (or recharge of polluted water could occur
before the runoff reached the treatment device)

4)

protection of smaller waterways from pollution and channel erosion

Summary_ and Conclusion
.Austin has attempted to come to terms with its nonpoint source pollution problems
through implementation of the Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance and other
ordinances since 1986. The City recognizes the actual and potential costs of nonpoint
source pollution as it relates to safeguarding of drinking and groundwater supplies,
maintaining tourism and recreational opportunities, and protecting wildlife habitat, to
name a few.
Austin is "ahead of the curve" in terms of meeting EPA and state water quality goals.
These efforts will continue to pay benefits into the future. The development and
implementation of the Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance could be a model for
other local governments in their efforts to control nonpoint source pollution.
Relevance of Austin’s Watershed Approach for Other Jurisdictions
Austin’s Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance is easily transferable to other
jurisdictions and to other hydrogeologic conditions. The Texas Water Commission
cited Austin’s Ordinance as an example of the kinds of controls which local
governments in Texas could implement as part of the Nonpoint Source Management
Plan which the state submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

6O
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Because the Ordinance is based on BMPs instead of on design or performance’- standards, it is widely applicable to other situations and does not require spedaIized
staffs for its implementation. The Ordinance is accompanied by a technical manual
which spedfies the ted’mical~pects of~e c~ntrols~whieh it requires.

Numerous other jurisdictions in Tekas l~ve adopted watershed protection ordinances
based on the same framework as Austin’s. Governmental entities across the country
have requested copies of the Comprehensive Watersheds Ordinance for guidance on
how to protect their water resources and control no.nP0int source pgllution.

.:. .,
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Austin’s Program at a Glance

Steps to Implementation
1)

Comprehensive Planning Process: "Austin Tomorrow"

2)

Appointed Watershed Ordinance Task Force

3)

Consolidation of Watershed Protection Ordinances

4)

Passed Comprehensive Watershed Ordinance

5)

Targeting of Critical Areas: Austin’s strategy uses targeting of
critical areas to achieve cost effective control.
¯
¯

Controls for New Development
Identify Candidate Retrofit Sites

Retrofit Program
A strategy for controlling nonpoint source pollution from urbanized watersheds
involves considerable, coordination, experimentation and cost.
1)

Use Public Education to Build Support

2)

Use Retrofit Master Planning to Maximize Scarce Resources

For more information...
For more information about the City of Austin’s program, call the Environmental
and Conservation Services Department at (512) 499-2501.
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Ci~ of Orlandor Florida

The City of Orlando, Florida has taken a pione.ering role ~tryin6 to solve.its water
quality problems related to urban storm water runoff. Protection of ~ts numerous
lakes and wetlands has been a primary motivation for action....Within the corporate
limits of Orlando there are some 83 named lake~; ~hich lie within five major
drainage basins. The City has the distinction of ha.ving~been.desigr~_ted a ’¢National
Storm Water City of the Year" by the U..q. Environmental Protection’~Agency. It
earned this distinction because of its aggressive storm water management and retrofit
program.
Orlando include storm water wetlands, ~lum injection, exffltration, l~ke aeration,
sediment control devices, trash screens and shoreline and littoral zone vegetation. "
Some of e other approaches be

m Orlando are."-~ .;,~07~ ~,~ ~ ~" - .... - ~

storm drain retrofits and water qua.lity enhancements when performing
corrective maintenance (e.g., vertical volume recovery unit for drainage
¯~

exfiltration basin retrofits to existing city storm drains

¯

littoral zone enhancement and revegetation with native aquatic plants
creation of storm water wetlands for pre-treatment of runoff entering
lakes (e.g., Lake Lorna Doone)

¯

depressional landscaping to encourage runoff infiltration (e.g., Lake
Ivanhoe)

One of the many major retrofit pr~)jects in the Orlando area is the Lake Greenwood
urban wetland, which is a wetland and storm water management system in an urban
environment close to downtown Orlando.
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Evolution of the Florida Storm Water Program/Major Regulatory_ Components
The major components of Florida’s storm water program are three pieces of
legislation: the 1982 storm water permit requirements for new development; the 1987
Surface Water Improvement and Management Act (SWIM), which provided a
framework for watershed planning; and the 1989 storm water legislation, which
established program goals and extended program coverage to existing agricultural
and forestry sources.
The Surface Water Protection and Management section of the 1989 storm water
legislation provides the regulatory framework for the Florida storm water
management program, particularly the watershed approach. This program was
enacted by the Florida legislature to restore the state’s degraded water bodies and to
protect those still in good condition.
The landmark 1989 storm water legisI’ation was intended to integrate the various
existing storm water laws and programs into a comprehensive watershed
management program. Most importantly, the 1989 law emphasized the watershed
approach to correcting existing storm water deficiencies and it gave a regulatory
impetus to retrofitting. The 1989 law also established the State Storm Water
Demonstration Grant Program which provides matching grants for storm water
treatment projects undertaken by local governments which have implemented storm
water utilities. The grant program is clearly an inducement to Florida municipalities
to set up storm water utilities.
Lessons Learned in FIorida’s Storm Water Program
The Florida storm water program has been successful at minimizing storm water
problems associated with new growth, but it has been much less successful in
restoring water bodies degraded by storm water discharges. The piecemeal approach
cannot address one of the state’s largest problems, however, the problem of
retrofitting drainage systems, which includes:
¯

retrofitting of existing storm water drainage systems to reduce pollutant
discharges to state waters

¯

correcting storm water infrastructure deficiencies related to the state’s
rapid growth

Livingston stresses that the solution is comprehensive and coordinated work
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throughout the watgrshe-d.=3 Hi-~T~ph~g~ ~he~e~d to ad~s l~d use, water
r~ources, ~ ~~m pl~ng ~ a watched cont~t He ~ smt~
~t a d~i~t~ ~nding ~urce, such as a sto~ water u~/s ~ ~~t for
g
P ~ ......

~e ~lando e~fie~e sugg~ts ~t one of ~e r~em~ for ~s~
moff con~ol ~ re~fit proj~ ~ ~e ~~ of.con~ol of ~e proj~ ~ ~e
ne~ to ~te ve~ good spe~fiom so ~t wat~ qu~ goa~ ~ met.
and com~ ~y ~ve m ~no~c m~five to.d~i~ B~s=~ may not be

approa~ to prob~m sol~g ~d ~erefore adv~tea hy~c ~lufion
water quaI~ one m ~me i~n~. ~ey ~ow how to get ~e wat~ off-~te

~e best way for ~e ~plemen~g au~ofi~ to ~e ~s ~ ,~q~ ~ ~n~l
the project, to ~ow ~e solution that ,s nec~sa~, and ~en s~ t~t~,t ,s done
Greenwood Urban Wetland

,.

,: , ......

;. ;, ’" ,

~e Greenwood Urban Wetland ~ Orlando ~ a com~ct~ urb~ wetland lo~ted,
~t~n a 522-a~e drai~ge basin. Sto~ water runoff coH~ ~ ~e 5~-a~e
su~basin flows ~to ~ke. Gr~nwood, w~ch t~ at ~e low~t ~t ~ a 4.5 square
~le urba~ed area. ~e a~fidal wetland was built to ~e~ate flo~ing, to pr~
~eat sto~ water runoff prior to discharge into draimge wells (w~ch disc~rge
water to the up~r ~o~dan acquifer), and to r~use the stor~ water to i~gate an
adjacent cemete~ and park. Ci~-owned land wM~ was pre~o~ly vacant was
excavated to fo~ a series of ~nds and a b~ass s~ l~g to five drmge
~e sto~ water quali~ e~ncement component of the wetland plan came about as
a result of the Ci~’s concern for protecting i~ ~oundwater supply. Pro~ to
~oundwater is a p~me concern in most of Florida.
nLKvKn~ston, IrKc ~., "~essons Learned from a Decade
S~o~mwa~e~ Trea~en~ ~n FKo~da. " Bureau of Su~face
Ianagemen~, FKor~da Depar~en~ o£ Inv~ronmen~a~ ReguKa~Kon,
Undated.
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The storm water "treatment train" concept was incorporated into the Lake Greenwood
urban wetland. The BMPs included in this treatment train are: a sediment and trash
screening device; a littoral zone with vegetation; and aerators to increase
microbiological activity.
Effectiveness of the Greenwood Urban Wetland
Water quality monitoring of Lake Greenwood was begun in 1987 - one year prior to
the beginning of construction of the wetland. This was done to obtain a baseline
profile and to ascertain the trophic state of the lake. Both before and immediately
after construction, the lake exhibited eutrophic to hyper-eutrophic conditions. After
completion of the project, the lake’s trophic state indices were in the mesotrophic
range.
Prior to construction, the water quality of Lake Greenwood was not in compliance
with Florida Class III (recreation and wildlife propagation) water quality standards.
Since construction, there have been no water quality standards violations of any
parameters tested, including EPA-listed pesticides. Further monitoring of the storm
water treatment system is being planned for wet weather pollutant removal
efficiencies and further hydraulic analysis. An ongoing storm water monitoring
program was begun in 1991.
Based on the preliminary sampling data, it is clear that the Lake Greenwood urban
wetland storm water management system has enhanced water quality within the lake
and also the quality of the water discharged to the drainage wells (which discharge
to a major acquifer).
Development of Orlando;s Storm Water Utili _ty.
Storm water projects in Orlando have traditionally been financed out of general fund
revenues, as is common in most municipalities. In addition, Orlando has used
revenue from a state gasoline tax for projects which also have a road/transportation
component. Depending upon general fund revenues, however, often results in
projects being deferred to pay for more critical governmental functions such as police
and fire. The City has adopted an aggressive program of storm water system repair
and replacement, pollution control, and lake enhancement. This problem has been
funded in the past through the City’s general property tax budget, but this source is
no longer adequate for the scope of the problem today, particularly in view of
increasingly stringent state and Federal water pollution control requirements.
To provide for the effective management and financing of a storm water system
within the City of Orlando, the City established a storm water utility. The storm
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water utility generates its revenue through user fees. A storm water service charge is
levied on every parcel of land i~ the City. The fee is based on the amount of storm
water which a particular parcel passes on to the storm water drainage system.
The storm water utility is responsible for the operation, constru~tion:and maintenance
of storm water management devices, for storm water system planning and lake
management.
-.. .
. .: . ~ ~
:: . .... -,.. :_ ..
..
Packed Bed Storm Water Filter Artifi~iai Wetland2(: ’ .: ,.,.
One innovative project ;w~ch _w~ proposed by the City .and.‘ Lm. R!emented t~hr0ugh a
consultant was the "packed bed filter." This experimenfal storm Water BMP will be
used (just Coming on line in July 1993) to treat a small but highl3; urba~’dzed por~ign
of the drainage basin which flows into Clear Lake. The project was initially proposed
in response to concerns about th,e lake’s water quality.
~ ne c~ramage pasta zor ~.aear ~_~e consmts oz over mree square, rru~es ot Pa~nw - "
developed urban area. ThL4 retrofit technique became necessary because best ....
management practices (B.,M~),s) for. new’develop,m.ent are not approp.riate in the
urbanmed and compl.et~,.~’ .ui!t~ut, CIear Lak~ basra, ~ innovative method of
storm water treatment was selected l~otH for ~ts presume~I ~,- llutant removal .....
efficiency, as well as the necessity of using a BMP which could function within a
limited area where land utilization constraints exist.
The packed bed fil~eris ~n;~e ~f~6~hnoiogy tra~er-d 6.mm6n Wastewater .-v
treatment technique which has application to urban storm water pollution treatment.
The filter utilizes a treatment train of two components, one of which is a packed bed
filter system planted with wetland macrophytes for nutrient uptake. Put more
simply, the system is a packed-bed filter (similar to a trickling filter) with
hydroponically-growing aquatic plants. During dry weather or low flow conditions,
the device will treat water from Clear Lake using the continuous flow to maintain the
planted beds.
The device has a limited storage volume, so a decision was made that in order to
maximize the removal of the most pollutants, the goal would be to capture less than
the first one-half inch of runoff from a larger acreage than a greater amount from a
smaller acreage. It is hoped that this will result in the treatment of a dirtier waste
stream and reduce the amount of pollutants reaching the receiving waters of Clear
Lake.
~Dyer, Riddle, Mill~ & Precourt, Preliminary Enqineerinq
.Report: Packed Bed Filter. Prepared for the City of Orlando, FL,
April, 1991, p. 4-3.
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Pollutant Removal Efficiency Cosiderations for Packed Bed Filters

Although the packed bed filter implemented by the City of Orlando has only recently
been brought on line [July 1993], there are certain operational considerations for
packed bed filters as they relate to treating urban storm water runoff. Packed bed
systems intended to treat storm water do not have to meet the strict effluent quality
criteria that would be required for wastewater. Indeed, the concentration of
pollutants in storm water most closely resembles tertiary treated wastewater with the
exception of solids concentrations. This is one reason why the packed bed storm
water treatment system was designed to treat a larger flow with lesser removal
efficiency than a higher removal rate from a smaller flow.
The packed bed filter employs the concept of a "treatment train." The concept of a
treatment train of BMPs involves a series of unit operations designed to remove the
largest amount of contaminants from runoff, typically greater than the pollutant
removal achievable through individual unit operations.
The packed bed filter system is a new technology and a transfer of technology from
wastewater treatment systems to storm water management systems. As an
experimental practice for storm water treatment, many elements need to be
monitored for their relation to long-term effectiveness:
"

-

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

hydraulic residence time
bed media
plant materials for the packed beds
depth
travel length
velocity,
liners

Use of Alum for Treatment of Storm Water Runoff
One technology showing promise is the use of alum to treat storm water runoff.
Two lakes in Orlando, Lakes Dot and Lucerne, and one in suburban Winter Park,
Lake Osceola, are having their storm water inputs from large urbanized drainage
basins pre-treated with alum. The alum treatment concept was initially tested on
.Lake Ella in Tallahassee.
Alum treatment of storm water runoff was selected after an analysis of the pollution
abatement alternatives. Conventional storm water management techniques such as
retention, detention, or exfiltration were deemed not feasible due to space limitations,
or because of the poor infiltration capacities of watershed soils. The alum is injected
and mixes with the storm water in the storm sewer lines. Floc accumulation begins
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~immediately and the floc settles on the lake bottom.
Alum injection is wastewater treatment technology being adapted to storm water
quality control .There is still some question whether it can be considered a retrofits;._
technology,’but its use as~ pollution abatement alternative involves many of the..
hallmarks of a retrofit situation: ... , ~ , ~.,," - .~ .~ ¯ ,o’.:_~: .. L : -~, -~ ’:.. :
........ ~t~. ~,

¯
¯

,. ~’

’ ,~:’. " *~c’.

~.7_~;"" 7"~"~’~’~ .’~ ~:~Fi" °:.~"

. infeasibility of conventional storm water management techniques,such
as retention/detention
-. - ~- ." ..... ¯ " ..... . : ~,: "~
infeasibility of using exffltration systems due to limitations of available
~ ~ space and poor infiltration capacities.of watershed soils ’~ L ,.,:’ ,.~ :.~,:-’.,~

Another Case Study in Florida
Lake Jackson Regional Storm Wate~ Management System ,, ,,:: ~ ,:, ~7.’-_-~-,’,.~

Rapidly urbanizing areas in the Megginnis Arm wat6rshed Were caU~ingWat~r .: ¯
quality degradation in Lake ]ackson in Leon County near Tallahassee2;~A’ regional
storm water detention system was designed and constructed thrg.Ugh a .cooperative
effort of the Florida Deparla’nent of Environmental Regulation, the Northwest Florida
Water Management District, and with funding from EPA’s Clean Lakes Program and
the State of Florida. The facility consists of a wet detention pond with a heavy
sediment basin at the inflow, a sand filter system designed to filter particular
pollutants from storm water, and a three-cell constructed wetland designed to
remove dissolved pollutants such as nutrients.
Construction of the system was completed in 1983 at a cost $2,664,389. Maintenance
operations, which consist of sediment and clay removal from the top of the filter
fabric do not exceed $30,000 per year.
Effectiveness of the Lake Jackson facili .ty
Florida State University researchers conducted a long-term storm water sampling
program of the facility and its individual components. Overall, the facility has .
performed up to design specifications within the constraints of space and the
technical level of the equipment used. However, the increasing urbanization of hhe
watershed has resulted in larger volumes of storm water draining into the facility,
well beyond its design capadty. To overcome these deficiencies, the facility was
enlarged to provide longer detention of more storm water, allowing the facility to
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’
"!

detain larger storms and limiting the discharge of untreated storm water into Lake
Jackson.
Lessons learned from Lake ~ackson experience
Some of the lessons learned in the construction of the Lake Jackson regional storm
water management system include the following design considerations:
storage volume and the amount of water bypassing the system are
critical design elements; the system should be designed based on
maximum anticipated buildout in the watershed
¯

adequate funding must be provided to operate and maintain the system

¯

wetlands systems require some maintenance such as dredging to
remove accumulated sediments and organic matter; they will not work
indefinitely without maintenance

For more information:
For more information about the City of Orlando’s program, call the Storm Water
Utility Bureau at (407) 246-2370.
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Coun _ty of Fairfax, Virginia
"Regulatory_ Context

-. .__ ~:.. :.: .........

¯: .....

Fairfax County, Virginia is subject to the following Federal and State legislation and
: ’ ’ :--:- ~
: ,-.~-.
pr ograms
;
....
¯ " ’ Amendments to the 1987 Clean Water Act-requiring NPDES permits for
’ storm ivater discharges
¯

Virginia storm water management regulations(at local option)

¯

Erosion and Sediment Control Law

’. : : Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act ....
¯

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (wetlands protection)

¯
Water quality requirements under the Reauthorization of the Clean
~’-~:’;"Water Act pendin~ Congre~siomal’consid~ration in 1994
The County may also be subject to some requirements related to recent coastal zone
legislation to which Virginia as a coastal state would be subject. States must develop
a coastal nonpoint source pollution control program as a requirement of the Coastal
Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 (CZAR_A). The State programs must
be approved by EPA and NOA.A by 1995.
Background25
Fairfax County has been involved in storm water control for more than 30 years.
During the 1950s and 1960s, the emphasis was on storm water conveyance and
channelization, which included delineation of flood plains and implementation of
flood control projects. Beginning in 1972, on-site storm water detention was required
for all new development. In the 1980s, water quality BMPs were required for new
development in the southern areas of the County draining to the Occoquan reservoir,
the major source of drinking water for Fairfax County.
In addition to the Master Drainage Plans which were prepared ~or all watersheds in
~County of Fairfax, Virginia. Draft. National Pollutant
Discharqe Elimination System. Municipal Storm Water Discharqe
Permit Application~ Part 2.. November 1992.
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the County during the 1970s, a supplemental Regional Storm Water Management
Plan was prepared in 1988. This plan provides for regional storm water control
ponds to control both quantity and quality. Wherever opportunities exist, the County
intends to expand the implementation of regional storm water management ponds
from the current pilot project involving seven watersheds. Implementation of the
planned storm water control facilities over the past 20 years has resulted in
expenditures of approximately $60 million, financed primarily through storm bonds.
There are presently over 1,500 storm water management facilities located in the
County. In addition, there are 30 major lakes and over 100 smaller lakes and ponds
which function as BMPs and provide water quality benefits in Fairfax County.
In 1989, the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors adopted the "Regional Storm Water
Management Plan." The adoption of this plan marked a shift in philosophy on
implementing storm water management from reliance on on-site controls to what are
viewed as more effective regional controls.
Current Activities
The Fairfax County Department of Public Works is currently in the process of
obtaining various permits or implementing programs designed to provide water
quality improvements. These activities include:
obtaining an NPDES permit from the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality; part 2 of the application has been submitted
and the County is awaiting approval from the State
implementing on-site best management practice (BMP) requirements for
new developments in Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas to protect
water quality
implementing a regional storm water management program to provide
water quality improvements for both existing and new development,
and to protect downstream wetlands and habitat
¯

implementation of stream channel erosion protection projects
adopted a Water Supply Protection Overlay District requiring BMPs in
the watershed of the County’s water supply reservoir

¯

re-zoned much of the Occoquan watershed [water supply reservoir] to
Residential/Conservation District (R-C) with 5 acre minimum lots

¯

adoption of an Environmental Quality Corridor Policy to protect land
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¯

increased public awareness of the importance of clean storm water

The County recognizes that the proposed management program will require
additional County funds and is currently evaluating the feasibility of establishing a
storm water utility to provide a dedicated funding source for storm water
management.
The County will look for opportunities to retrofit storm water devices and to
implement additional regional ponds in all the County’s watersheds in existing
developed areas that are now without water quality controls. The County’s
Comprehensive Land Use Plan also encourages the retrofitting of existing storm
water management ponds to become more effective BMPs.
Regional Storm Water Management Plan
In 1989, the County Board of Supervisors adopted a "Regional Storm Water
Management Plan" which proposed 134 regional ponds in the most rapidly
developing watersheds in the County. The adoption of this plan marked a shift in
Fairfax County’s approach to implementing storm water management from onsite
controls to regional controls. This shift was based on the belief that regional controls
are more effective. Concerning the retrofit of existing facilities, proposed
development plans are reviewed by the Department of Public Works for
opportunities to implement regional storm water management to supplement the
pilot Regional Storm Water Management Plan for developing watersheds. In
addition, the feasibility of retrofitting existing or porposed flood management projects
to include water quality is evaluated.
Non-structural BMPs: Environmental Quali _ty Corridors
Environmental Quality Corridors (EQCs) are the primary non-structural best
management practice used by the County to protect water resources. Although the
core of the EQC system will be the County’s stream valleys, lands may be included
within the EQC system if they achieve any of the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

habitat quality
corridor-like quality
aesthetic quality
pollution reduction capability

The stream valley component of the EQC system includes the following:
¯
¯

100-year flood plains and flood plain soils
soils with development constraints adjacent to wetlands, streams, and
steep slopes
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¯

additional areas where above-described buffers are insufficient to
protect water resources
’":":;:~ " ’" ~" :;
" "’:: ’-

Current Funding/Future Funding of Water Quali _ty Programs~
General Fund. These programs are: .....
¯
¯
¯
¯

6nit0ri
ng 0grams ’

emergency response

:’~

. ....

’
"~ .... ,~

’T:~’*r,~ i’~ "~’’’~

":": "

." ~ :’-

" ~°"

public awareness
public facilities maintenance

The County’s NPDES perrmt application dearly states tlie-necesm, ty o~ deyelop,ng :new binding sources for implementation of capital :’%mprb~ent:p, ro~cts " for" water :’
The following point illustrates the tenuousness’of fund .rag water quality improvement
vroiects out of general or bond funds:~’The ~u:rehfly ’approved bbi:~d refei~.ndumo::
"Y~:.~)
t~ ~’
funds have almost been expended, and the latest storm bond ieferendum was
-:.,
defeated by votem’ln 1990: ’Neither tI’ie gener’aI’5~ storm I:~nd ftifids can be rehed
upon t~ provide stable funding for future storm ~water, quality capital improvement ....
~:l

Yet the County estimates that $11.79 million per year will be required to implement
regional storm water management over the next decade, and to provide for
maintenance of these facilities. County staff are determining the feasibility of
establishing a storm water utility to provide long term capital as well as maintenance
funds for the County’s storm water control facilities.
In the interim, two methods to fund capital construction of water quality control
improvements are being pursued. These are: usg of storm drainage pro rata share
program funds; and proffer agreements with developers. Both of these sources are
relatively insignificant at the present time, due to the downturn in economic activity.
For more information...
For more information about Fairfax County’s program, call the Storm Water
Management Branch at (703) 32~-5800.

Ibid.

~
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Cities of Eugene and Portland, Oregon

City of Eugene
Background
The City of Eugene developed its Comprehensive Storm Water Management Plan
(CSWMP) in response to Clean Water Act regulations requiring medium-size cities
and counties to improve and manage the quality of their storm water. The plan is a
model of a rational and comprehensive approach to dealing with the problem of
runoff from urbanized areas. From its beginning as a conventional program
emphasizing flood control and rapid conveyance of storm water runoff off-site, the
City has developed a plan which does not merely conform with, but exceeds, the
evolving Federal mandates for water quality management.
The prindpal motivation for initiating development of the Comprehensive Storm
Water Management Plan in 1991 was the imminent promulgation of a Federal
mandate (NPDES) requiring jurisdictions of medium size (between 100,000 and
250,000 population), to reduce discharges of pollutants to receiving waters from storm
water runoff.
The Comprehensive Storm Water Management Plan
The City’s storm water management program goes further than meeting Federal and
state water quality requirements. It has taken the problem of meeting its legal
requirements and turned it into an opportunity to offer a broad-based solution
through a multiple objective approach to protecting, enhancing and restoring the
City’s water quality.

The multiple objective approach of the Eugene plan includes storm water
management. Wetlands adjacent to Amazon Creek and other drainage channels are
considered to be hydrologicalIy connected to the City’s storm water conveyance
system. The plan recognizes the central role that wetlands play in storm water
management.
According to the plan, the five-year start-up phase of the storm water management
program includes major program activities such as planning and administration,
capital projects (including retrofitting), operations and maintenance, enforcement and
inspections, and public communications and outreach. The City has already
developed a storm water utility and user fee structure.
The City, however, did not have the necessary organizational structure and
programmatic resources in place to address the many issues involved in managing
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storm water quality. It determined that the proper-way to address the whole range
of storm water issues was within a coordinated, comprehensive framework. Among
4he factors which influenced its decision to develop a comprehensive strategy were.
~he following:
¯

commitments already made to implement the recently approved West
Eugene Wetlands Plan (s.ee below), as well.as ho~ the new mandates
could be incorporated into this Plan .:.~/~ -..- ........ _ ~ _

¯

a new’proposed plan, the Natural Resources Fur~cfi0nal~ Plan, aimed at
protecting the city’s riparian and waterways corridors; this plan calls for
the City’s urban runoff management plan to addr.ess tl?e.~relationship ’.
between riparian habitat, water quality and flood conveyance .

¯

implementation of other goals and policies contained in the city’s

The
courages this multi e o ves appro to storm water ....... ~ ,
management, including flood control, water quality treatment, ’ and natural resources
protection. In addition, ~t strengthens the existing ordinances and implemehtafi6rf

Amazon Creek is the central drainage feature of Eugene: The ~eliZ~t~on of ’
Amazon Creek (completed in 1959) significantly altered the hydrologic and hydraulic
conditions of the area. Although flood control benefitted the community and
allowed agriculture, commercial, and residential development to spread westward in
the city, it also had the unfortunate effect of hydrologically isolating surrounding
wetlands. This isolation and the subsequent draining of wetlands resulted in
environmental degradation.
Consequently, wetland restoration is a high priority for the City of Eugene. It
proposes to begin this process through a demonstration project called the Lower
~Amazon Creek Restoration Project which aims to restore the hydrologic interchange
with surrounding wetlands, and restore fish and wildlife habitat and other associated
water resource values. This will be accomplished through the removal of levees, in
whole or in part; through modifying culverts; and through breaching levees at
selected locations.
In addition to restoration of historic wetlands, the city is developing a program to use
constructed wetlands for storm water quality treatment. The City is interested in
using these constructed wetlands to control (pre-treat) pollutants in urban runoff
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which enters a natural wetland system in West Eugene.
This idea grew out of the preparation and planning to develop the West Eugene
Wetlands Plan (WEWP), with the goal being the preservation of the natural system
through the pre-treatment of runoff from areas of the City. Without such treatment,
the degradation of the remaining existing natural wetlands would be a virtual
certainty. Storm water management is seen as critical to the success of the WEWP,
and to the survival of the wetlands themselves.
The use of constructed wetlands as a treatment process for urban runoff is emerging
as an alternative to conventional processes. Some of the advantages to using
constructed wetlands to temporarily store or treat storm water include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

water quality improvement
flood, erosion and storm damage reduction
replenishing surface and~ ground water supply
provision of fish and wildlife habitat
aesthetic or amenity benefit~7

Regulatory_ Issues
There are numerous Federal laws and regulations, executive orders, as well as
-comparable state and local regulations and ordinances which regulate activity in
wetlands or potential wetland areas. Current Federal policy forbids the use or
modification of natural wetlands to treat storm water.
Nevertheless, the following points should be borne in mind:
¯

wetlands are functionally part of many municipal separate storm sewers

¯

wetlands in urban areas may be dependent on storm water for their
very existence

Therefore, the strict application of regulations which forbid the degradation of
wetlands can have unintended consequences in watershed and wetland planning.
The City of Eugene experience suggests that flexibility should be allowed when
determining the level of appropriate protection for wetlands and that this can be
accomplished through a planning process which involves the local community as
well as Federal and state agencies which regulate these resources.

2VCity of Eugene, OR. Conceptual Enqineerinq Desiqn for
Water Quality WorkshoD. Final Report. Department of Public
Works, City of Eugene, OR, undated.
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Eu_~ene’s Existing Storm Water Program
~e Ci~s ~ent sto~ water system ~s ~sto~lly ~ fo~M
flood con~ol se~i~s. Wi~ i~ emp~sis on sto~ water convey~ and flood..
con~ol, ~e ~~ pro~ was ~ co~ ~ F~eral "~da~ for ~r quaB~
m~gem~t. S~ce ~e m~ water q~ ~ent ~ste~, ~
ar~, wate~ay co~dom ~d wetlands ~ve ~n ~temivdy r~d ~.
convention, s~ral convey~ce fa~i~, ways n~d to be fo~d to not o~y st~
~e removal of m~r~ system, but ~ op~fi~ to p~e~e
~~ r~o~ ~s goal ~ ~te~at~ it ~to ~e pl~ .... ~. ~.~3
~e Ci~ ~ fac~ ~ sibilant and complex ~sues ~ it ~ to ~a~fo~
e~g sto~ water ma~g~ent pro~am to meet ~e ~e~e-of.~mpl~g
Federal mandates and heighten~ d~em’ ~pec~o~..~ &~work Of ~e~
~P ~ allow it to do ~ ~ a comprehem~ve ~a~ng’~nt~t.
~e ~ ~ay ~s a dedi~t~ rev~ue ~urce ~to’~d:~e~a:’~’~to~ se~er

capi~l proje~, ~e sto~ water u~ ~er fee. It ~ ~e ~jor ~venue so~ce for
~e ~s~ pro~am, ~ is ~p~te~ to ~ ~e p~pal revenue ~

expan~e~ pro~am. The Ci~ ~s re~we~ an~ ~yz~ ~ent ~ ~ Usht of

evokes ~e~eral water qu~ man~ates, ~ ~ re~ i~p:0~&’t6~da~ ~.~7
~t all use~ of me sto~ water system: c6nmbute ~td ~e fi~~
~e pro~am
~t proper~ o~ers be encouraged to inco~orate prac~ces beyond the
~mum required t~ough the use of fi~nciaI incenfiv~ such as fee
reduc~om, etc.
Reffofi~ng and Eugene’s Storm Water Ma~gement Plan
Eugene’s CS~P contaim a spe~fic capital fadli~es best ma~gement practice
(BMP) for re~ofitfing e~sfing fatigues, where feasible and appropriate, to ac~eve
water quaIi~ goals. These re~ofits may include the imtaHafion of ~-line sediment
~aps, deten~on/i~l~a~on fa~fies, wetlands or ~pa~an (re)vege~on, or s~ply
¯ e modification of flood con~ol fadlifies (i.e., sto~ dra~ ~e~, retention basim, or
drai~ge c~els) to function as water quali~ fadlifies.
Addi~o~lly, ~e ~pital facHi~ B~ directly addresses ~e ~DES requirement ~t
¯ e Ci~ assess the e~s~ng dra~ge and flood con~ol facilities in order to dete~ne
if re~ofit~ng them would impro~ water quali~.
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The capital facilities program includes retrofitting as one of the major activities
scheduled during the five-year start-up phase of the City’s comprehensive storm
water management program, with retrofit implementation commencing around 1996.
The activities conducted as part of the retrofitting component of the Plan, include:
¯

preparing a master list of existing facilities with relevant retrofit
considerations for each type

¯

conducting an inventory of existing flood control facilities that will
provide information necessary to determine whether retrofits of these
facilities are feasible or not

¯

reviewing inventory res,ults to select sites and facilities where retrofits
would be most appropriate

¯

developing a preliminary plan for retrofitting, with a schedule and
estimated costs

¯

developing funding plans for retrofits

Eugene’s Public Outreach Effort
An important feature in the evolution of the City’s program are the numerous
methods for disseminating information about the development of the storm water
management program. These methods range from neighborhood newspapers such as
the ..Eugene Storm Water Connections, with general information about the City’s
storm water management program, to more targeted information sheets, brochures,
and stickers, to community workshops to introduce citizens to storm water pollution
issues.

8O
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For more Information...
For more information about the City of Eugene’s storm water program, contact the
Storm Water Program Coordinator at (503) 683-68~9.
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City of Portland
Introduction
The City of Porgand, Oregon, has developed innovative and comprehensive urban
runoff control strategies to meet the water quality requirements of Federal and state
le~islatioru Its program encompasses a wide range of activities for controlling bo~h
point and nonpoint source pollution. The range of activities alone - from
transportation improvements to improved pesticides management - serves to
illustrate the diffuse nature of nonpoint source pollution.
Portland’s storm water management program has been designed to be a constantly
evolving program which implements the management practices that succeed,
modifies or eliminates those that do not, and seeks to develop the most efficient and
productive practices throughout the program’s life. Based on a balanced economic
and environmental approach, its goal is to develop and implement the most
successful municipal storm water permit program in the Pacific Northwest.
Storm Water Permit Program (NPDES~ Activities
The City of Portland, whose total population is roughly 450,000, has ’been classified as
a medium-size municipality for the purposes of the NPDES storm water permitting
program because less than 250,000 people are semzed by its municipal separate storm
sewer system. A significant portion of the city is served by combined storm and
Under Oregon state-wide land use planning law, each city must define an urban
growth boundary (UGB) within which urban development is confined. Once
approved, they have the force of law. Within Portland’s urban growth boundary, six
other agencies operate "municipal-like" separate storm water conveyance systems.
Together with the City, the six have become co-applicants for the Portland NPDES
storm water permit application. The co-applicar~ts include Multnomah County,
Multnomah Drainage District #1, Peninsula Drainage Districts #1 and #2, the Port of
Portland, and theOregon Department of Transportation.
!

Although the permit has not yet been issued, the seven co-applicants are currently
conducting a number of programs and practices that directly or indirectly improve
the quality of storm water. While the NPDES permit application is a joint effort of all
the co-applicants, each co-applicant has responsibility for implementation of their
individual storm water management plan.
Significantly, from an institutional point of view, the City’s NPDES program
implementation schedule has been developed to coincide with the majority of the co83
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applicants’ fiscal year budget schedules. The goal of this action is ease of
implementation, but it also represents a concrete and very sensible method for
facilitating institutional cooperation.
NPDES Program Implementation Strategy
Portland’s NPDES program strategy is to build on a foundation of existing urban
runoff control practices. The City developed existing management program (EMP)
fact sheets corresponding to each regulatory requirement. Portland’s proposed
NPDES management program emphasizes and builds upon existing storm water
controls and management practices. The program intends to limit the introduction of
new practices as much as possible, but where appropriate it will phase in new
practices during the life of the permit.
However, BMPs were developed to meet NPDES requirements not covered by
existing programs. The co-applicants have grouped BMPs into implementation
categories:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

public education and involvement
operations and maintenance procedures
industrial and commercial controls
illidt discharge controls
new development standards
structural controls
planning/system preservation and development

Nonpoint Source Program Activities - Some Examples
1.

Used Oil Recycling Program

The City has a comprehensive solid waste and recycling program, which includes
used oil curbside pickup that properly recycles used oil. Although many
jurisdictions maintain used oil recycling programs, few offer pickup of used motor oil
as in Portland. (The City also provides yard debris, cardboard, paper, newspaper,
and metals residential curbside pickup.)
2.

"Skinny Streets" Program

The City Office of Transportation has implemented new design standards for certain
street categories in an attempt to reduce environmental impacts, such as minimizing
the impervious area of new streets and preserving existing vegetation.
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3.

- -. ~- -~ ~.-.’~.

Snow and Ice Control

Sand and gravel materials are used at varying levels and picked up as soon as
-possible after a storm has passed, which may take a~.few days or several..W .eeks:~..__~y~
comparison, many jurisdictions remove these materials only after the winter has
passed, if they collect them at all.
~
4.

Pesticide/Herbicide Application

- ~.. -.

All applicators participate in an Integrated PestlVianagement (IPM). training~program..
In addition, the City Planning Bureau has landscape requirements which reduce the
need for pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizer through the use of native .plantings.
They are also developing an environmental seed mix.
:¯

~ ~.. "

’~

Approach to Institutional Issues .

~/. ~ .."~ , "

.: ~.:-~

:-=.~; ¯ ;a .... : ~-- , " ¯

’~

The process by which the Portland NPDES permit co-applicants put together their
storm water permit application reveals some of.the institutional ~issues ~,w~hich impact
upon the ability of a jurisdiction to carry out effective storm water~m~nagement. The
seven jurisdictions have different insti~tional, motivations and age,r~.,.as....and degrees
of political accountability and these factors affect how: they app,r~ach!~ deal acith
the problem of urban runoff management and control. ’ .:= ~ ~!9~z~.~.:~,~)~
For example, the Oregon Department of Transpoi"~ation (ODOT):.i0ne.,of%tl~ seven coapplicants in the permit process, has as its mission the building of roads, not
managing storm water. Nevertheless, the ODOT maintains hundreds of miles of
storm sewer pipes that collect and transport storm water surface runoff, in addition
to open ditches and dry wells. It also has responsibility for 14 major storm sewer
outfalls in Portland.
The ODOT, however, is not subject to the same direct political pressures to pursue its
storm water management goals as, for instance, the City of Portland. The same holds
for the special drainage districts, the Port of Portland and other co-applicants. This
presents the potential for different outcomes. Such a divergence of institutional
interests and objectives could potentially limit the effectiveness of the storm water
management program.
However, the Portland experience illustrates how potentially problematic institutional
issues can be dealt with early in the program planning process and the result is likely
to be a more effective urban runoff control program. In the process of developing
the storm water management plan, the City’s consultants worked with all the coapplicants to define and clarify issues related to their proposed BMPs. As part of this
process they considered:
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the department or division within the agency which would be affected
by or involved with the implementation of the BMP;
¯

the agency’s existing conditions related to the BMP, and the tasks
necessary to implement it;

¯

the degree to which the implementation of the BMP is likely to affect
existing staff and/or resources

The fact that the process used in Portland considers these sometimes subtle but
important institutional concerns increases the probability of a successful outcome. It
also points up the importance of "issue scoping" and framework development to
ensure program effectiveness.
program Funding

The City finances its storm water management activities through the levy. of a
drainage fee which is based on the amount of runoff allowed to flow into the storm
sewer system. In 1992, the City initiated a storm water drainage discount program.
Discounts in the drainage fee are given to propoerty owners who limit the quantity
of storm water discharged from their property. The discount may be as high as one
hundred percent.
Discounts for water quality are not cuurently included in this program, but the City
code permits the imposition of such a fee and discount program in the future. The
existing discount program is directed at sites with on-site disposal systems.
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Equitability - How are the costs and benefits of the BMP
distributed?
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Portland’s proposed NPDES stormwater management plan is innovative and
has the following components:

¯

It emphasizes non-structural source controls including education
and maintenance programs.

¯

It builds upon existing programs such as curbside recycling,
household hazardous waste collection, etc.

¯

It encourages regional efforts and programs.

¯

It emphasizes cooperation among its NPDES co-applicants to
improve water quality.

¯

It phases in management plans to allow for budgetary and
resource constraints.
,

Portland’s NPDES program highlights
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mrea

II

For more i~o~a~on...
For more i~o~agon about Poland’s urb~ runoff m~gement pro~am, please
call the Bureau of Env~omen~l ~ices at (503) 82~7236.
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Glossary

Best Management Practice (BMP): A
practice or combination of practices that
are determined to be the most effective
and practical (including technological,
economic, and institutional
considerations) means of controlling
point and nonpoint pollutant levels
compatible with environmental quality
goals.
Constructed urban runoff wetlands:
Those wetlands that are intentionally created on sites that are not wetlands for the
primary purpose of wastewater or urban runoff treatment and are managed as such.
Constructed wetlands are normally considered as part of the urban runoff collection
and treatment system.
¯

Drainage Basin: A geographic and hydrologic sub-unit of a watershed.
End of Pipe Control: Water quality control technologies suited for the control of
existing urban storm water at the point of storm sewer discharge to a stream. Due to
typical space constraints, these technologies are usually designed to provide water
quality control rather than quantity control.
First Flush: The delivery of a disproportionately large load of pollutants during the
early part of storms due to rapid runoff of accumulated pollutants. The first flush of
runoff has been defined several ways (e.g., one-half inch per impervious acre).
Impervious cover cap: A mechanism which establishes a Maximum Sustainable
Removal Rate for storm water control measures at 90%. The City of Austin, Texas
has incorporated this concept into its Land Development Code. It is designed to
avoid over-reliance on storm water control measures and recognizes their inherent
limitations and risk of failure due to lack of maintenance.
Impervious surface: A hard surface area that either prevents or retards the entry of
water into the soil mantle as under natural conditions prior to development and/or a
hard surface area that causes water to run off the surface in greater quantifies or at
an increased rate of flow from the flow present under natural conditions prior to
development. Common impervious surfaces include walkways, driveways, parking
lots, concrete or asphalt paving, etc.

9O
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Municipal separate storm sewer systems: Any conveyance or system of conveyances
(including roadswith drainage systems, munidpal streets, catch basins, curbs,
gutters, ditches, manmade channels, or storm drains) that is owned or operated by
,the State or local government entity, is" used for collecting or.conveying storm water,
and is not part of a publicly-owned trehtment works ff~DTW)... ¯ ~.~.~. :~;. .- .~.~-:
NPDES: National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, created by Section 402 of.
the Clean Water Act. " ..,
~-~.~,,,~e~: ...... .
Post-development ~eak runoff: Maximum instantaneous ~ate of flow during a
storm, after development is complete. , ° . :.: ...... ~,:.~...
Retr0fi~. The creation or modification of an urban runoff management system in a
previously developed area. This may include wet ponds, infiltration systems, ..
wetland plantings and other BMP techniques~for improving:~ater quaiity.:.A retrofit
can consist of the construction of a new BlVIp in a de,~oped:.a~.ea,~the enhancement ~
of an older urban runoff management structure, or a. combinati0ii 0f~imprbyement ¯ ~.
and new construction.
.~ ~)~" ,. ~.~
Ultra-urban: Non-conventional. BMPs~tha~ .are "p~articularly,. suited for use.in highly~,
urbaruzed areas; based on sand filter technolob,3r." .- ~i ~.~; ,~3 :~ . ’; . ~ ¯. " ,~ "
Urban runoff: That portion of precipitation that does.not naturally percolate into the
ground or evaporate, but flows wa overland:flow.. ~~,~I b::~.q~"~e~0.Jg~’~;~. ~: "-.::-~ ~ :
Watershed: A drainage area or basin in which all land and water areas drain or flow
toward a central collector such as a stream, river, or lake at a lower elevation. The
land area that drains into a receiving waterbody.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Urbanization and industrial activities around the country have significantly altered the natural landscape of our
Nation’s watersheds. This, in turn, has adversely affected both the quantity and the quality of storm water runoff
and has contributed to the chemical, physical, and biological impairment of receiving waters. Studies, such as the
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) study (EPA 1983), have shown that storm water from urban and
industrial areas is commonly contaminated by heavy metals, synthetic organics, pesticides, fuels, waste oils, and
pathogens.
Congress, recognizing the importance of controlling these discharges, passed amendments to the Clean Water Act
(CWA) in 1987 requiring that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issue regulations addressing
storm water discharges under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program.
Promulgated on November 16, !990, the NPDES regulations establish permit application requirements for
operators of certain municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4), as well as of storm water discharges
"associated with certain industrial activity." Regulated municipalities include those cities and counties operating
medium and large MS4s (serving a population of 100,000 or greater) and other MS4s specifically designated by the
permitting authority.
According to CWA mandate, municipalities regulated under the NPDES program must, at a minimum, achieve
technology-based requirements (i.e., must reduce pollutant loadings in MS4s to the "maximum extent practicable"
[MEP] and must effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges through their MS4s) as a first step toward
achieving loading reductions consistent with applicable water quality standards. While MEP was not explicitly
defined by Congress, EPA interpreted it to mean that municipalities will develop and implement comprehensive
storm water management programs. These programs, proposed by the regulated municipalities under Part 2 of the
permit application, are required to address a number of storm water control measures, including methods to detect
and remove illicit discharges entering municipal storm sewer systems, as well as appropriate best management
practices (BMPs) to address discharges from industrial, commercial, and development activities.
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Chapter One

Introduction

At this time, all regulated Phase I~ municipalities should have submitted both Parts I and 2 of the municipal storm
water permit application and will soon begin implementing the storm water management programs they have
proposed.
PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL
The purpose of this manual is to provide practical guidance for municipalities on how to best implement their
storm water management programs. As mentioned above, most municipalities have already proposed these
programs under Part 2 of the application. Upon approval by the permitting authority, these programs will then be
incorporated into the municipality’s permit and will serve as the blueprint for the municipality’s storm water
management activities. Permit conditions, however, cannot specify all the procedures necessary to put storm water
management programs into effect. It is suggested that municipalities may need to take steps to ensure that storm
water management programs are implemented in a practical, cost-effective manner. As noted throughout this
manual, the storm water program is a watershed-based stream protection program. Storm water sources include a
host of source categories, many of them associated with residential, commercial, and industrial land uses. This, a
host of controls is available for this diverse set of sources. An effective Storm Water Management Program
(SWMP) will consider all sources and will provide a framework for establishing control priorities on a holistic,
watershed basis.
This manual is intended to help municipalities through this implementation process for their storm water
management program. A basic seven-step planning process described in this chapter provides a framework for
effective decision-making and long-term planning. Municipalities are encourages to revisit decisions made during
Parts 1 and 2 of the permit application process to reassess their overall planning strategies, selected controls,
policies, and programmatic measures. In addition, this manual is intended to help municipalities transform their
storm water management program elements from words into action. For example, many municipalities pledged to
develop "public outreach programs" to promote awareness about the effects of storm water runoff. But how should
such programs be structured? What are the most cost-effective methods for educating community members? What
are the advantages of pursuing a public outreach program versus a public participation event? This manual will
help municipalities answer such questions and provide guidance on implementing storm water management
program activities into the furore.
Finally, this manual emphasizes a watershed protection approach, an integrated, holistic strategy for more
effectively restoring and protecting aquatic ecosystems and protecting human health. This approach represents a
renewed effort by EPA to focus on hydrologically defined drainage basins--watersheds--rather than on areas
defined solely by political boundaries. For a given watershed, regulated municipalities are encouraged to consider
not only the water resource (e.g., stream, lake, estuary, or aquafer) but all the land from which water drains to that
resource. As water drains offthe land, it carries with it the effects of human activities throughout the watershed.

~ Pursuant to Section 402(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act, Phase I of the storm water program covers the
following: A) a discharge with respect to which a permit has been issued under Section 402 before February 4,
1987. B) a discharge associated with industrial activity, C) a discharge from a municipal separate storm sewer
system serving a population of I00,000 or more, and D) a storm water discharge that the administrator or State
determines may be contributing to a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States. Phase II of the storm water program potentially could cover any sources
not covered under Phase I. A request for public comment on Phase II targeting and control options appeared in the
Federal Register on September 9, 1992.
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Chapter One

l,ntroduction .........

Consequently. to protect water resources. ,t.~s ,mportam to address the condition of la~d areas within the
watershed 8)" conccntraung on natural resources and systems, it is possible to detect and take remedial action for
such problems as dechnes m hslng resources and habitat loss. as well as to idenlify the mor~ commonly reco~aized
problems assoc,ated w,th elevalcd pollut~n! concentrations. This manual provides gmdance for mumcipalities to
,mplemem the,r storm s,ater management programs w, thm a walershed proll~Cllon fl"dA11ev.to14~.
INTENDED AUDIENCE
This manual ~s mended to pro~ Jde ~u,d~nce for regula[cd municipalities as ~hey begm ,mplemenung their storm
~*ater managemem programs Regulated mumc~palmes Include cilaes and counlaes ol~raung mumc,pa/separate
~torm se,ver s3.’stems thai serve popula~,ons of 100.000 or more. as well as ceruam muruc,palities specifically
des*.~,nated by the permm,,~g author, t\ lnd*v,duals from a vane~" of different municipal departments could
po, ent~ail_~ be mvot~ ec~ ~ tlh program development and ,mp~ementat,on aad will benefit from readmg this manual.
r.,ble I-] ,denuties the mun,c, pal agenc,es and personnel who may be evolved m ,mplementang the storm water
*nana~emenl program Th,s manual ,s also mtended for use by State and Federal employees ass,sung
mum~paht]es ~o meet the,r NPDES storm ~,ater program object,yes.
TABLE l-I. AGENCIES AND PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN Storm svater
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/IMPLEMENTATION
Municipal ..Agencies
Bmldmg Department
Civ,..tCounry Attorn~"s OtT, ce
Depanmem of Env, ronmemal
Managemcm
Eng,neenng Depanmem
F,rc Department
Health Departmem
Planmng Department
Pohcc Depananent
Public Works Department
Sile Plan R~new Deparu’nent
Water and Sewer D~partment
Zomng Depamment

City/Co,,hiF Personnel
Council members or other elec~ed
officials
Emergency response teams
Engmeers and en~.aronmental
planners
Financial officers
lnspeclors
Pubhc health officers
Public our.reach personnel
Public works dire’clots
Sit,building inspeclors
Site plan reviewers
Treatment works operators
ZomnE board members

Other Member~ of Cemm..~mlt/,
Commum~.’ represenua~ives
Educa,ors
Environmental advocates

ORGANIZATION OF THIS MANUAL
This manual, orgamzed m a two-volume set, provides specific guidance 6~ how to implement paruculax aspec~ of
the storm water management program. The manual does not track all requirements of the two-part permit
application: rather, it addresses certain elements of the storm water management program (developed under Part 2
of the application) that could be problemauc for mmucipalities to implement, such as illicit det~:tion and romoval
procedures, public education efforts, and ongoing mordtoring programs. Cas~ studies from municipalities around
the count~.’ have been provided at the end of each chapter. Wherever possible, work, she, eta, pictures, maps, and
chain have b~n included to help illustrate a particular process.
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Cha~ter One

Introduction

Chapters, m each volume, are organized as follows:
Volume l: (Planning and Administration)
Chapter i:

Provtdes an overview of the NPDES storm water program, reviews the topics addressed
b~ the manual, outlines the storm water management program planning process, and
examines the relatmnship between the NPDES program and other urban runoff
management programs.

¯

Chapter 2:

Helps muntcipalities establish priorities for storm water management activities to ensure
the greatest return on their investment. The chapter also provides methods for ranking
problems (~.e.. pollutant sources and receiving waters) and appropriate controls.

¯

Chapter 3: Offers hands-on guidance for fulfilling certain administrative requixemen~, including
procedures for developing effective public outreach/public participation programs,
financing the storm water management program, and completing requited annual
reports.
Chapter 4: Provides specific policy guidance on how municipalities may develop effective pro~z~ms
~o detect and remove illicit discharges into their MS4s.

Volume II: (Technical Approach)
¯

Chapter 5:

Updates gmdance on developing sampling and monitoring programs!procedures for the
detectton at" ilhctt entries into storm water drainage systems;

¯

Chapter 6:

Updates tnt’ormat,on on storage and!or treatment facilities for urban storm water~

Chapter 7:

Provides matr,ces of source control (or nonstructural) and structural BMPs indicating
apphcab,hty, effectiveness, advantages, and disadvantages of particular controls;

¯

Chapter 8: Compiles guidance on operation and maintenance required for strucna’al BMPs and
restduals management practices;
Chapter 9:

Develops methodology for evaluating and designing wetland systems for urban storm
water pollution control.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THIS MANUAL AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
A number of guidance materials address municipal storm water pemait application requirements and urban runoff
management as listed in this chapter references, including the following EPA publications:
¯

Gutdance Manual.for the Preparation of Part I of the NPDES Permit Application for Discharges
From Municuoal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (April 1991). (EPA 1991a)
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lntro~,uction

Chapter One

Gutdance ,~.lanual for the P~’eparatt on of Part 2 of the .VPDES Permtt ,4pphcatton for Dtscha~es
f:rom .~tun~c~pal Separate Storm Se~er Systems (Novem~r ~992~ (EPA 1992a~
Ylus manual d~ers from mos~ of~he other publi~uons ~me ra~er t~n f~usmg on comple~ng m~
permit appltcat~on requirements, tt provides ~i~nce on how to develop and implement a long-te~.
,~orm water m~agemenl program Specifically. th~s d~ument ~alI help munici~mes to sel pnor~u~ for
~uccessful program tmplemenml~on. While the m~l concen~ates on ~DES r~uiremen~, it
mumc~palmes Io consider a broad ~nge of related sto~ water/water~h~ ma~gement progm~ (e.g.. non~int
,ource programs or coastal zone non~tnt ~llut~on control programs). This holistic appr~c~ to sto~ water
management provtdes a framework tMt allows a mum~p~i~, to integ~te t~ slo~ water progr~ effe~vely
other watershed prote~on efforts at the l¢cal. State. and F~eml levels T~s manual is ~n ofa fa~ly of
hterature axadable from EPA. states, and other sources. Where info~at~on ts alr~dy provided in other
publtcal~ons, the manual will d~rect the reader to those d~menls
OVERVIEW OF PART I AND PART 2 PERMIT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Belbre outlimng the seven-step planning pr~ess of sto~ water management program development, ttts im~t
~o rev~cu briefly the mumc~pal ~t appl~cation requiremen~ at 40 C~ ~EPA 199 l b) Pa~ 122.26(d). The
"cuul;~l~O~s cs~b[~shed a t~o-pan application reqmrement for m~ic~pahues operating large or medmm MS4s.
Pan I of the apphcat~on required muatc~palit~es to ga~er i~or~uon about e~stmg watershed condt~ons ~d
stom~ water ~nagement act~vlttes. In add~uon, they were to ex~ne emsung leg~ au~ont~es to e~or~
s~o~ water ~gement prog~. Pan I ~ r~mr~ ~at field scr~nmg &major ouffalls be condu~ to
characterize sto~ water discharges and dete~ illicit ~ons in ~e ~o~ ~wer w~em. The d~in~ for
submitting P~ 1 ~t apph~tton for large municipal &stem (>250,000 ~pulation) ~d medium m~p~
~stem ( 10[).000 to 250.000 population) were Novem~r 18, 1991 and May 18, 1992, res~t~vely.
Pan 2 of the application reqmred mumctpali~es to ela~mte on t~o~at~on prodded in Pan 1. Appli~
~o es~bhsh adeq~te legal au~on~, prowde addi~onai i~o~auon on ~llumnt sources, colle~
t?om selected ~mpltng ~nts. and a~lyze fis~ n~ ve~ av~lable reso~s. Once emsung co,flora ~d
been assessed and momtonng ~m colle~ed, mum~p~ifies wer= r~red to pro~se a comprehensive ~o~ water
management pro~. The d~dlines for subbing P~ 2 ~t appIi~uon for l~ge mu~p~
me~ mu~p~ ~stem were Novem~r 16. 1992 ~d ~y 17, 1993, r~ely. Fi~e 1-1
k~" etemea~ tMt ~m~ for appli~oa ofP~ 1 ~d P~ 2 ao~ water ~t.
DEVELOP~G A WATER ~AGE~ENT PROG~: T~ ~N~G
As not~ a~ve, ~s ~1 delin~t~ a b~c ~en-~ p~ng p~ ~t ~li help m~fi~
cost~ff~ve ~d ~tbte ~o~ ~ter ~gement pm~. For m~p~ifies ~t Mve ~ co~l~
Pa~ 1 ~d 2 of ~e ~DES m~a~ ~I a~li~on, ~s p~ng pr~ ~y ~gg~ ~ys to i~ or
e~ce ~e pro~s~ ~o~ water ~ge~nt pm~. ~= flow c~ aping in Fi~
d~elo~ to ~’e m~p~io~ a ~ of how ~ch ~ in ~e p~ng pr~ io~ 1~ to
ultimately of how the pr~ess feeds back into i~ff. ~ere~ fo~ng a ~’cle
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Introduction

~hapter One

I
~

d~s~hsrges to me ~t~a

’

P~rt 2

~.

* ’,dcnx~fy mamr ouffalls ~nc

" :~cnt~/y add~tmnil ma~or

,~

~cd~cs, an~ ~scrme wascr ~

outtal;s ~:~r samphng

FIGURE I-1. PART [ AND PART 2 STORM WATER APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
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Introduction

Cha[~er One

~.fter the flow chart, abncf descnpuon of each p|anmng step ts provided. Other usef-u.I guidance materials ale lisled
under lhe Reference sectton at the end of this chapter
For detatled gutdance on Steps l and 2 (assessing extstmg conditions and setting goals), refer to Guidance
~ lanualfor the t~reparatton o.l’Part I of the .VPDES Permrt.4pplicattonfor SIorm water Discharges From
~lumctpal Separate Storm Sewer Systems I April 1991 ) and Gutdance .~.[anual for the Preparation of Parr
_" of’the Y,’DD£’S f~ermtf . I pphcaLton /br Storm water Dtscharges From AIuntcipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems ~ November 1992).
Steps 3 and 4, ~ h~ch describe methods for ranking pollutants sources and impaired watersheds and for
ran.king control measures, are addressed m Chapter 2.
~. v.tuch tdcrmfies storm water management program administrative requirements. ,s further
dtscussed ~n Chapter ~ Iguadance t’or developing pubhc outreach/public panic~pat~on programs) and
Chapter 4 ~gu~dance for d~’elopmg an tlliclt detection/removal programl.
~. ~vh,ch addresses data collect,on programs. ,s further discussed ~ta Chapter 5.
.~te_f.p__~. ~,h,ch addresses evaluating the effecuveness of the program. ~s elaborated upon at the end of
Chapter 3 Other useful gu,dance matermls are hsted under the Reference secuon at the end of this
chapter
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-~

_|atro~.~ctio~

,.

C~ha p~er One

S-~ep 1: Determine Existing Condition
Types ot’Co~di~or~
~io~ of ~ Wat~sh~ D~cnp~on
~¢p~on of a Recei~g Wa~r D~p~on
_

I ii

Step 3: ~s~ss Pottutant ~ur~ and Impacts on Receiving
Waters: Rank Problems
A. Problem Assessment C~e~ ~d Me~ods
B. How to Ra~ ~oble~
Chep~er

S¢ep 4:
A.
B.
C.

Screen, Ran~ ~od Sel~t Contro}s (BMPs)
T~s of Source and Trea~t BMPs
How Io Screen
How io R~ ~d Select

Step S:
A.
B.
C.

Implemen[ S~
A~mis~v~ Requ~emen~
Des~g~Com~c~on of Consols
~og~m to De~ct ~d Remove IHicit Di~g~

Step 6:
A.
B.
C.

Collect Storm Water Dam
Objectives ofDa~ Colle~on
Da~ Collection ~o~
Dam M~g~em ~d

Chapter

Step 7:
A.
B.
C.

Evaluate Effec~ven~ of S~
Eva~te Effec~veness of B~s
Evaluate Nonc~le Tre~
~uaI R~
_

Chapter 3

~

Ch~p{er
Cb~r
Chapter

F[GU~ I-Z. T~ SE~N STEP STO~ WATER ~AGE~NT PROG~ PL~N~G
PROCESS
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Introduction

-, Chapter One

THE SEVEN-STEP STOR.M WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM PLANNLNG PROCESS
Step I: Define Existing Conditions
Types of Conditions
The mumc~pahw must assess existing water r~source conditions to set its tnma! progran goals. Much of this
t~brmauon was collected dunng Pans I and 2 of the mumcipal permit applicauon Guidance on how to begin
to as.~ess existing condttlorts ma~ be found m the Guidance Alanua/ for the Preparation r~’Part 2 of the NPDES
Permit Ar~phcattons /’or Dtschar~es from A[untc~pal Set~arate Storm Sewer SAstem Existmg conditions that
should b~ assessed for the SWMP include those identified below
Pollutant Sources
.khmlcipahltes must ldentff’, areas or sources known or suspected Io contain significant concentrations of
pollutants, including industrial s~tes tthose reqmred to obtain permits under the NPDES program~, commercial
areas, residential areas, and construcuon aclaviues. In some cases, these areas of concern may be defined on
a categorical basts ~ e g. all set’x’~ce stations), while m other cases, the area of concern may be more site-specific
~e.g. a particular service stauonl A significant nonpotlutant source of concern ts excessively tugia flow. wtuch
results m bank erosion, channel scounng, and sediment deposmon.
Receiving 14/aters
Understanding the charac~ensncs of receiving waters ~s essential for storm water management program
development. Mumctpaltties should evaluate available data on the physical, chermcal, and biological
cond~taons of recesvmg ~aters--and examine existing uses versus designated uses for partt~tlar resources~to
determine which v,’atcrbodtes and which specific ,’u’eas demand highest prion~’ A wide range of ird’ormatlon
should bc avaqabte from State and Federal agencies and local umvers~ues. Simdarly. the planrung and public
v, orks department should ha,,e relevant mformauon on receiving waters m its possession.
Watershed Charac~erixtics
In addiraon to ~denttfy~ng pollutants sources and their impacts on receiving waters, municipalities should assess
other aspects of the watershed, such as land use and development patterns (e.g., general program, zoning,
subdivision reqmremen~s), physacal chacacteristdcs (e.g., soils, slope, subsurface conditions, cl’.hTaate), and
characteristics of the draanag¢ system (~.g., physical storm drain characleristics, bas~ flow characmri.sl~, and
x~at~r quality, objecwvesl. Again. such information should be available from existing sources, incltldillg local,
State, and Fecleml agencies.
ln~’titutional Considerations
[n Phase 1, mumcxpaltues have assessed their institutionaJ issues for developing and implementing a storm
water management program. However. the items to c~us~der in t_h.is phase axe funding mecha.nasms, available
staffing, legal authority Io carry out storm water management program actavities, and the institutional ability
in m,~shalling joint efforts for storm water management among different municipal agencies. Municipa/.ities
should cousider e.~sung mumc~pal programs that either affect storm water quality. (e.g., road maintenance) or
that may be expanded to address storm water concerns (e.g., pretreatment, fire inspections).
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Community Character

To ensure the pohucat ~d financm! support of SWMP acuvlues, mumc~palmes musl work m con~on ~
commum~’ members *o de~emune ~*~ ,~ me ,m~m 1o them and w~ch progra~ ~ey wo~d ~ l~¢ly
~o sup~ The factors ~o cons,tier include mumc,pal demograph, cs: W~s of co~umW org~om;
environmental land use. and aeslhcuc ,ssues: an~ the local business chmale
~ing ~ogra~ and ~’ontrois
Many crees and counues already have programs t~t. Io one degree or another, address ~o~ ~ter
management. The S~P w, ll ~ more cost~ffe~lve ,f mumc~paliues ~ inco~rate ~ e~ng
programmauc measures or comrols ,nto those now envis,oncd for ~ expanded comprehensave S~. ~
cx,s(mg programs to cons,tier include those tha~ cu~cmly manage pollutant sources and those thai ~¢ndy
manage other a~s rues of pan,es rcspons,ble Ibr potiu~nt sources
Preparation of a Watershed Description
Once mumc~palmes has e gathered ~ogether avmlable ~m abou~ sources of ~lluuon ~d ~e smms of~ei~ng
waters, these da~ need *o ~ orgamzed ~o facdt~tc dec,smnm~mg for slo~ walcr ~nagement a~’ities.
As d~sc~sed m EP ~’s Pa~ 2 gu,dance manual mumcipahues are r~u,~ to p~arc a map-breed wat¢rsh~
descnpuon Io ob~m a ~ ,sual sense of the to~graphy m their ctts drainage areas. !oca~ons of mdse. ~d
ex,stmg control m~sures and to pm~mt major sources of pollution Much of 1he da~ I~sted in Table 1-2.
~sh~ch mun,c,pahues are reqmred ~o collect under Pa~s 1 and 2 of the ~t apphcat~on ~n ~ plo~on a
b~ ~p to fo~ a watershed descnpuon
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TABLE I-2. TYPES OF DATA TYPICALLY INCLUDED IN A WATERSHED PROFILE
Potential Soarces/gxisting Structural Coati’ell

Environmental
¯

Topography
Land use
Recreational areas ~beachcs. boating areas)
Destgnated water uses
¯ Soils and surface/bedrock geotogy
Vegetauon
¯ Natural resources
Temperature
¯ Prectpttatlon
H,,drolozv

Landfills
. [lIicll connections
¯ Waste handling areas
¯ Salt storage facilities
Underground umks
¯ NPDES industrial activities
¯ Pollution control facilities
¯ Relentton/delentaon ponds
Flood control structures
Municipal

Infrastructure
Roads and h, ghways
Storm drainage systems
5amtat3’ sewer ~’stems
Treatment f, acilmes
¯ Other utllittes twater, elccmc, gasl

¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Population density and projected gro’,~lh
Zoning
Land ownership
Regulations
Ordinances
Mumctpal source controls (e.g., street sweeping,
catch basin cleaning)

For more =n.formauon about the sources of watershed mapping and data. as well as methods for analyzing
watershed data. refer to Urban Runoff Pollutmn Preventmn and Control Planning, EPA 1993a.
preparation of a Receis’ing Water Description
In addiuon to prepanng a watershed desenptiort, mttmcipalities are encouraged to assess receiving water
conditions. Effech-v¢ identiiieauon and use of exasting water resoarces data wii! reduce the schedule program
and cost. m some cases by. reducing the need for additional sampling and analysis. Municipalities should work
closely v, ath States and l~g~onal EPA offices to obtain available data on receiving waters m various States.
States must collect recernng water data as required by CWA § 304(1), 305(b), § 314, and § 319 repoRs. Data
should be available from various local departments (.g., planmng, public works, parks and rr.cnatioa) as well
as State and Federal departments (U.S. EPA, United States Geological Survey. ILrSGS], Fish and Wfldlif~
Service. U.S. Department of Agriculture). In some cases, State and Federal agenmes may have conducted
t ~:ensive s’m’ves"s of a particular watershed or sub-wate.~hed. Municipalities should contact the.s~ agenciesprior
to inttiating any dam collection efforts on their own or use field data as an imtial screening pro’pose. In
addition, voltmte~r stream monitoring and survey, for field vericication of s’cream conditions will be very
valuable to the prografa. Table 1-3 idenuties the data that should be collected to prepare a receiving water
descnpuon.
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TABLE 1-3. TYPES OF DATA TYPICALLY INCLUDED
IN A RECEIVING WATER PROFILE
Source Input
¯ CSO data
storm v.~ter data
Other NPS data
,

Chemical
¯
¯
¯

Water quali~" data
Sediment data
Btoconcentratton

Ph~sicab~ydrolo~ic

Physlograpbac and bathymettac data
Flow charactensucs
Tidal elevauon m coastal areas
Sediment data

Biological
¯ Fisheries
¯ Benthos data
Biomomtonn~; da~
Water Quality Standard~
State wate..r q.ualirv standards

For more mformauon about the sources or" ~tatershed mapping and data. as ~vell a~ methods for analyzing
’.~ atershed data. refer to t" "rh,m RunotfPollut~on Preventton and ( "ontrol Plann:n.~. EPA 1993a

Step 2:

Set Goals and Identify Problems and Oppertuuities:

The pramary goal of the Clean Water Act and the NPDES perrmttang program ts to protect the physical,
chemacal, and biological integrity of our Nation’s waters. Toward this end. mumcipalit~es are r~mired to
develop storm water management programs that vail control discharges through the=r storm sewer systems to
the"ma.,amume.’aent pra~mable" and toprobabtt non-storm waterd~scharg~stkrough their MS4s. Withinthis
statutoD" and reguaat~’ framework, regvAated mumctpaltttes ~ai[ define their o~n set of goals that address all
aspects of water qualt~’, including chemical water quahty (e.g.. toxac substances and conventaonal pollutants),
phystcaJ water quah~" (e.g., teml~rature, flow, and c~rculation), habitat quality. (e.g., channel morphology,
¢ompos=tion. and biotic commumties), and blodiversity (e.g, spoctes numl~r and range). Table 1-4 identifies
sample goals for a mumctpal storm water management program.
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TABLE 1-4. EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC WATER QUALITY. ECOLOGICAL. AND
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT GOALS
Parameter
ih,~.~oh’cd Ox",gen

~)~.~sohed uxsgen

Examples of Water Quali,ff Goals
Gual

.Re.fe.rence
At least I m~[ ~ all ttmes d~u~out ~e Che~ ~ay P~ ol q~t~ttve criteria
Dtssoh.ed oxygen mon~lv m~s concen~attons of at i~ ~mbhshed tbr dts~ived o~gen by
~e Che~e Bay Pro~
5 m~{ ~ ~l{ t,mcs ~ou~out the Che~e Bay. ~
the cxcc~(~o~ ol suh~rcn~hne walers ....
3 ~ m~l mmnnum ~br o~er ~ e~ly h/~ s~gcs~
EPA ~ater q~hty
~ ~. m~: nmumum Ivr e~l~ llt~ s~gcs
4 l) ~] ~I~I~U~

~.hds, ~ettleaole

5 t~ m~l ~dv average mtmmum
~ (~ m~l mmtm~
1.o~ enou~ to prevent nuance ~o~ ot algae. ~eeds.
~d shines
Scttleable ~d sus~nd~d sohds should not reduce ~e

Mercu~"

b~ more than 1o ~r~cnt lrom ~e seasonaJl~ cs~bhs~ed
f~o~ for aq~tlc ]tie
Less ~ 2 I pp~O 025 ppb

~u~ems

V~rgmm s~d~d
Pe~svh’ama
Disu~¢l of Columb,a ¢~d
M~ sl~,dard
S~c:fic oh~ectwe ander ~e Great
*[.~cs Water
EPA Waler Oaal:[s Cmena

Q~tt~t;ve water q~hty acute
cntenWc~omc criteria lbr pnon~
metal r EPA cnterta under
developm~t}
Preheat m~me water q~iu’
criteria under development by EPA

Poh~ucle~ Aromat:c
I{)dr~ns [P~t)

Less ~ 300 pp~
. ..
gx~mp~ offing Re~rre ~1~ ....

kVctlands
Wctl~:ds

Federal Pohz~
S~ctfic objectives set Ib~ m
California Co~ul Act

Watertbwl Habitat

No overall net loss
" dtkmg, tilling, or dredging in ex:stmg es~es ~d
wetl~ds s~l mmnmtn or e~ce &e l~cUonal capactn’
o[" Ole ~etl~d or eat~. /~v alterauon of
wetl~ds, sMIl ~ h~t~ to v~ mc:den~ pubh¢
13cfltt:es. restoraUve m~. m~ study, co~erc:al
fish~ t3c:liue: m B~ega Bay, md developer m
aR~dy develo~ ~ of ~oU~ S~ Diego Bay_ ."
Regm~ I~d ~msiOon ~ge~ ~t to meet go~s of ~

Shoreline A~e~

Subs~u~ly e~d ~o~ ~h a~

So. C~[~’s S~ Co~re~ve
Outd~r K~r~on Pro~

op~m~es. ~cul~ly ~tc~ble ~Idlife pro~

"Vision t~r ~e Fu~e"
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Step 3: Assess Poll,-"

Introduction

~ ..-c,-~ and Their Impacts on Reeei,;iug Water; Rauk Problems:

Once mumcip~
-~.d da~a ~o detenmne e~sUng coadiuons w~in their ]u~sd~ct~ons. ~ m~
dete~me the mo~
t I~ ~e ~s of sto~
~tuuon (and ~e~r sources) in
~ water resources. (3) mst~u~on~ n~ds and constrain~ in sol~ng
~llut~on sources ~e~
probl~, and ~) ~ ~g
"og~ goals ~e ~mg met. Finally. mumc~patmes shoed ~ m~s
to ~ ~eir pr~lems usm8
’~ng and analys~s me~s presented in Chapter 2. w~ch p~
addi~o~ ,~o~auon on th,s
Step 4: Sc~n. Rank. and Sel~! Con[roi~

.~fter mumc~pahUes have ra~ed and targ~.
’ ,*er ~noffproblems ~ie.. particular areas. ~urces. and
~*’ate~,es of concern ~. efforts can then be t~mc~ .. ~. ,~ ~g those problems m a cost~ffecttve ma~er. Fir~.
~he mumctpahB" should compdc readd~’ a~able hs~ o~ ~: .’**~, ;.n Fr~’entton and tr~tment pra~ces to ~s
~e,r relauve etTecuveness in mos~ c~es. more th~ one se~ or’ BN~s w~ti ~ salem,fled as feassble to adds
a ~tcul~ problem From the hst of feasible ~temauves. the mumctpahty will then ra~ and sele~
hs~ ofB~s. CMp~er 2 discusses ~h,s pr~ess of s~eemag, r~ag. and fimlly selecung appropriate B~s.
Step 5: Implement Slo~ Water Management Program:
Once pnonues have ~n an,cula~ed and a hst of B~s drawn up.
,s re~ible for moxang from plannmg to implemenmuon m s~n m MI leg~ reqmremen~ ~ in pla~.
D~ng ~s step. n~r- and long-~e~ progr~ m~nsib,lities must be cl~iy delin~led. All mvol~ ~sons
mum ~ fa~li~ x,ath, and accept the,r role m. implemen~ng and e~orcmg ~e program. Some of~ mo~
~m~t ~ of tmplemenung a s~o~ water management program mclude compleung a~uve
reqmremenm (di~s~ m Chapter 3). d~’elopmg a program Io detecl ~d remove dlic]l discharges (~
m Chapter 4). and knowmg exactly when ce~m BMPs would ~ effecuv~appropnate discussed in C~pter
Step fi: Coll~t Stow wa~er Que]i~v ~ata
.~*ho~ ~e mumc,pai~’ max
the iff~ of~e S~. %~en pro~smg
to ~ ,m~: d~mom a~ut
~t ~ter ~ll establish momtonng con~om for ~ch m~d~i~’s ~t. C~pter 7 pr~n~ d~l~
~ for d~elopmg m~p~ in-~ water q~i~ momto~g pro~.
Step 7: Evaluate Eff~tiveness of Stow Water M~agemeat P~r~
Th~ fi~ ~, ~mUng ~e eff~en~m of~¢ ~o~ water ~gemmt p~, en~g~s m~~
to ~ d~om p~omly ~de ~d. ff n~, to ~ ~tera~om in ~ pro~ pl~. ~ ~ of
t~s pr~. ~ ~DES re~lauons require that mumcip~i~es complete an annual r~oa ou~imng
eff~ven~ss of ~e,r prog~s oa
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DISCUSSION OF RELATED REGULATIONS/STATUTES AND PROGRAMS THAT
-~DDRESS MUNICWAL STORM WATER RUNOFF
%Vlulc flus manua[ focuses on provtdxng guidance {’or I~’PDES storm water program implementation, municipalities
,l~0u[d a~efu[[v constder other related ~atershed protectton programs. By mtegraung these programs into the storm
~a~cr programs, mumc~pahl:es ~dl enhance the overall effecuveness of the SVvr/vlP. A knowledge of such programs
:an sa~ e stanup costs le.g., b,s mm~m~zmg the need to collect data that may have prewously b~en collected for other
purposes~ and long-term costs c g, b~ p~g~’backing BM.P ptanntng and ~mplementation activities w~th other
~atcrshcd protection efforts) Furthermore. by working ~n conjunction wtlh other runoff management programs,
m~m~c~paln~es can tnore cPfic~cnti~ address a broad range of watersheds problc~ns concurrently. Listed below (’Table
I-~ and ~dcm~fied m ~hc foIlo~ng paragraphs are elated Federa| slatutes, regulauons, and programs thal address
mum¢~pal slorm \~a~cr n~noi’f, poilut~on prc~,ent~on, and control
TABLE I-5. RELATED FEDERAL STATUTES, REGULATIONS, AND PROGRAMS ADDRESSING
MUNICIPAL Storm water RUNOFF
Combined Sewer Overflow Poi~%’
Non~om! Source Program {CWA ~ ~19)
Coastal Zone N0npom! Source Pollution Control (CZAR.& ~ 6217)
Safe Dnnkmg Water Act
Clean Lakes Program (CWA .~ 314)
404 RegulaUonsiWeflands Program
National ~-smary Program
?’edera[ Emergent" Managemem Age~.’ P, egula~io~s
Poilut~on Prevcntlon Act or" 1990

Combined Sewer Overflow Polic+
Combined sewer ~’~ems are deszgned to carry, both storm water and samtary sewage. When wet weath~’l’lowsexce~d
the carrying capac~t’," of the ~’slem, the~ combined sys-tems discharge the excess flow through designated overflow
points. "Tins event ts known as a combined sewer overflow (CSO). Such combined sewer discharges, if not treated
before overflowing smo rece~wag watet~, can cause sigmficant water resource effects and threaten human health.
NPDES permits for CSOs include prohibition of CSOs d~mng dry-weather flow condiuons, compliance of a/l
wet-wcalher CSOs \~’tth the tecl~nology-base, d requirements of the CWA and applicable State water quality standards,
and rmmmlza~ion of water quality, impacts from wet-weather genemt~ overflows.
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Relationship to SWMP Implementation
Muntctpahues that or, an/operate both storm sewer wstems and combtned samtaryistorm sewer ~,stems are
required to comply v,~th many of the same NPDES pern’ut program requirements, tncluding the following:

¯

Recetvang ~vater quality assessment
Momtonng
Public education programs
Enforcement

(EPA 1994)
Nonpoint Source (NPS) Program (C\VA ~319)
Under § 319 states perform nonpoml source assessments of navtgablc waters of the Untted States. The, must identify
m~palred and threatened waters, the activities causing ~mpairment. and controls and programs necessary, to address
tmpairments In addtuon. States must develop Nonpomt Source Assessment Reports and Nonpoint Source
Management Programs that include an mventou" of Bh,~Ps. a schedule containing annual milestones for program
mlplementatton and certification of adequate legal authont3’ to be eligible for Federal funding. Under this program,
manx States have also ale’.eloped Statc Prtort~ P, at’tkmg Systems and urtdertaket~ n~omtonng programs to track
progress
Relationship to SWMP Implementation
Program tnformauon may be used by mumc~pahues compleung their storm water management programs for
the following purposes:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Assessing wetland b~undanes
Assesstrtg the x~ ater qualtty of receiving ~aters
Identifying major sources of tmpairment of recelwng waters
ldenufy, mg and lmplemenung effecuve controls
Pnonuzmg tmplementauon of SWM.P components
Identtfy Total Ma.x~mum Da~ly Loads (TMDLsL

{EPA 1989a and 1990a)
Coastal Zone Nonpoint Source Pollution Control fCZARA § 6217, EPA 1993b)
The Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 require States with existing coastal zone management
programs to establisla coastal NPS programs that must be approved by the Nauonal Oceamc and Atmosphenc
Adnumstrauon:NOAA) and U.S. EPA. This program is linuted to N’PS pollution control m coastal areas and the

conmbution of inland sources of pollution to degraded coastal water quality. To secure an approved coastal nonpomt
pro~am. States a_m required to do the following:

¯

Coordinate e~stmg State programs, including State and local water quality ptans and programs trader §
208. § 303, § 3t~. and § 320 of the CWA

¯

Subrmt State coastal zone boundaries and § 6217 management areas to NOAA for rewew and

modificauon, tf necessary
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Implement State NPS control programs in conformance s~’~th management measures defined under
CZARA § 6217(g) I referenced below) and addiuonal measures where coastal water quality remmns
i mpat red.
¯

Prowde techmcal and other asststance to local governments and the public t’or implemenung additional
management measures
Pro~’ide opportumtles for public panmipation m all aspects of’the programs and ensure that there will be
adn’umstrauve coordination among various State. regional, and local agencies
Develop erd’orceabte polictes and mechamsms to implement the Coastal Nonpomt Pollution Control
Program

Relationship to SWMP Implementation
There are many smulanues between nonpomt source program goals (under § 319 and CZARA § 6217) and
N"PDES program goa|s~ Both programs address storm water runoff from reas of industrial acuvt~’, as well
as new development, polluuon prw,’ennon, and watershed management. Hog, ever. these programs target
dtfferent classes and sources of discharges. For example, mumctpalitms subject to NPDES I~errmt applicauon
reqmrements are not subject to reqmrements under nonpomt source control programs, including CZARA §
6217: small mumc~pahues (under population 100,000) without N-PDES storm water perrmts are currently
covered under CZAKA § 6217 and § 314.
The distinction between point and nonpoint source programs becomes more problematic in relationship to
industrial activxies, While certain industrial act.wines are covered under the NPDES program (40 CFR
122.26(b)(14). many other activities fall under the pur~aew of CZARA § 6217. For example, construction
ac~t~,aW that disturbs f’we or more acres or t!’mt is pan of a larger common program of developmem or sale is
covered under the N’PDES program, whereas construction disturbing fewer than five acres is coveted trader

Safe Drlnldnl~ Water Act
The Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) outlines requirements for
watershed protectton of sin-face drinking water suppLies from urban runoff and nonpoint source politrtants.
Mumcipalities using maffa~ waters for drinking water supplies ~ required by U.S. EPA or the approved Seam agency
to develop a watershed protection program for such surface waters that hacludea the following: a watershed de~ril;rdon,
identification of physical watershed characteristics and a description of activities potentially affecting water quality,
a program to control pollutam sources (including implementation of appropriate BMPs), and an ongoing program to
conduct monitoring.
Relationship to SWMP Implementation
The NPDES storm water management program and the Safe Drinking Water Act have many. overlaying
requirements, and mumcipaLities are urged to m information between these two programs. Activities
common to both include:
¯
0

Identifying ctSticai areas and watersheds
Determining watershed ekaracteri.qtic~
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[denufy~ng actv.’~t,es detrimental to surface water quaht3.’
lmpl~menmtmn of coR~ol practxc¢s ~o address poltuuon sources

(EPA 1986 and 199(}b)

Clean Lak~ Program
The Clan ~ Program sc~ goals for defimng the ~use and extent ofpolluuon pr~lems m the I~es
Emphas~s ss placed on d~’elopmg ~alershed assessmenu and effecuve technol0D" that co~ders all ~mt and non~int
~ources t~t ~ l~e q~h~"

Relationship to SWMP Implementation
lnt~uon dexclo~d under th~s program that may be useful Io mun~c~palmcs ~mplcmcnung S~s mclud~
ldenu~ca1~on of ~nwronmen~i condittons
¯

D¢~npuon oflh~ l~c’s mu~ of ~lluuon and abalcm~m a~ons to reduc~ the polluoon caused by
MonRorlng dala on rccc~x lng

~lte~auv~ B~s for ~iluuon control,
(EPA 1993c)

40~ Re~lation~ellands Program
The A~y Co~s of Engineers and EPA jo~mly implement sccuon 404 of the CI~ Wa~¢r Act, which re,ares
d~scharg¢ of d~g~ and fill material ~nto waters of Ihe Umt~d States. ~nclu~ng most we~ands, and ¢~bl~s a
pc~1 prog~m to e~ure lhal such d~scharg~s comply ~ath enxnroamen~

Relatioaship to SWMP lmpl~entation
l~o~uoa avmlabl¢ ~rough ~s r~auon may ~st ~ m~p~" by helping
¯

lden~ w~ ~d d¢lin~te ~es. (Co~s of En~n~rs D¢lin~uon ~

¯

E~o~ S~ r~sm~ons oa ~ng fill ~t~

’ D~lop ~er q~i~’ ~ds ~ly for
(EPA 1989b. 1993c. and 1995)
National Esm~ Program (NEP}
Th~ Na~o~ E~ Pro~ ~P~ f~s on ~int ~d aon~mt ~lluuon in geograp~b’ ~g~ted.
¢st~n~ ~t~h~. Under t~s prog~. EPA ~sis~ State. repot, ~d l~ gov~nm m d~¢l~ing
cs~ua~’-s~cific comprehensive cons¢~auon and m~agement progr~ns ~at reco~nd co~uv~ a~o~
~d m~a ~ae water q~’ ~d to prot~ fish ~pulauo~ ~d o~r d~si~l~ ~ of~
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Relationship to SWMP Implementation
In.formation obtamcd u~tdcr thc N~P may be helpful to the municipalities in their efforts
¯
¯

Assess pollutant sourccs21oadmgs m parucular watersheds
Momtor trends m rece~vlng water quali~’
Implement pubhc outreach elements of ihe program.

(EPA 1992b)
Federal Emergency Management Altenc~ Rel~’ulations (FEMAI
FEMA ~orks closely with local communmcs to ~denU~’ flood I~rd areas and doodling risks Flood piton ~ps
also avaflabl~ through ~he agen=w
Relationship to SWMP Implementation
~lt~lClpal~tt~S dcxclopmg ston~ ~a~cr management programs ma) use th~s migration to

¯

~ff¢cuv¢ly place st~c~ural controls
Dete~ n¢ fio~plams boun~nes

(~MA 1992 ~d 1993)
Pollution Prevention Act of 1990
7h~ Pollutmn Preventmn Ac~ of [’39~) es~bhshed a nauonal ~li~" specifying thai pollutton
emph~z~d ovcr pollu~o~) control or tr~tm~nt. Wi~ ~is ~h~’. Congress d~fined a pollu~on prevcnuon ~erarchy
~o be followed by air ~lluuon ccd~on progr~:
¯

Pr~’~m or redu~ at ~ so~e wh~n~er

¯

~r¢ p~’enuon or r~cling ts not f~ible, ~t in ~ ea~ro~en~ly ~ m~r

Relatio~p to SW~ ~plementation
~gem~nt pracuccs set fo~ in EFA’s ~lluuon pr~endon ~li~ include ~blic ~u~o~ ho~old
m~ ~ ~mr~ or ~ ¢l,m~n~ of~ ~o~ water ~gement p~ ~d
implement~ m conj~c~on ~ one
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Cha~ter One

Introduction

SUMMARY
Chapter I pro~,adcd an o~-ersacs~’ of the NPDES storm water program and briefly summarized the remaining chapters.
In parttcular, this chapter introduced the storm ~ater management program planmng, a seven-step process that
revolves ¢stablislung goals, collecting data. ¢sbabltshlng pnontles, and implementing the program. This planmng
process incorporates ~he reqmremen~s oS" Pans I and 2 of 1he NPDES mun,c,pal slorrn \~ater permit appltcauon.
Ftnall.s. th,s chapter examined the relatmnsh,p between the NPDES program and programs addressing urban runoff
tnanagement.
Chapter 2 wall provide gmdance for mumc~paht~es as they attempt to estabbsh priorities for storm water rna.nagemen~
activities. The chapter x*~ll describe methods for rankang "problems" (i.e. pollutant sources and receiving waters)and
ranking apptopnale controls
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CHAPTER 2

ASSESSING STORM WATER RUNOFF PROBLEMS AND DEVELOPING
SOLUTIONS: HOW TO SET PRIORITIES
Step 3:

Assess Pollutant Sources and Impacts on Receiving Waters:
Rank Problems
A. Problem Assessment Criteria and Methods
B. How to Rank Problems

Step 4:

Screen, Rank, and Select Controls (BMPs)
A. How to Screen BMPs
B. How to Rank and Select BMPs

INTRODUCTION
The MPDES regulations require that municipalities develop storm water management programs to control storm sewer
system discharges to the maximum extent practicable. In order to develop an effective storm water implementation
program, the municipalities should know what their biggest storm water runoff problems are and which solutions are
most cost effective.
This chaptert is designed to help municipalities answer these questions by identifying sources of" information to
recognize the existing conditions of a watershed, suggesting ways to identify and prioritize sources of water quality
problems, and evaluating the effectiveness of potential control measures. Municipalities have already complied some
of" this information as part of" the application requirements. However, other watershed information was not included
in the applications and will involve additional data collection activities. Using information available on watershed
conditions will enable municipalities to set priorities for conducting storm water management activities. As
information is gathered and analyzed, a municipality may find it will need to modify SWMP planning and
implementation activities. This chapter also emphasizes the use of. water quality models to determine this information.
However, there are non-computer based methods for determining the benefits and impact of different pollution
prevention alternatives.

IChapter 2 has been adapted in part from U.S. EPA, Office of Research and Development. Urban Runoff
Pollution Prevention and Control Planning. September 1993a.
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Ranking Problems/Ranking Solutions

Chapter Two

This chapter consists of 3 primary sections. The first section addresses methods for assessing problems and ranking them
in order of importance. The second section of the chapter offers methods for evaluating and selecting controls to solve
these problems. The criteria used to assess problems (e.g., consideration of public opinion, costs, goals) will often be
similar, if not identical, to those used for selecting control measures. The third section includes case studies of
municipalities assessing storm water runoff problems and evaluating/selecting and evaluating/selecting appropriate BMPs.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Steps 1 and 2 (setting goals and assessing existing conditions) are not extensively discussed
in this manual because they were covered in the application guidance manuals; G,eidance Manual for the Preparation
of Part I of the NPDES Permit Application for Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (April 1991)
and Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges from Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (November 1992a). Readers should refer to these manuals for detail on Steps 1 and 2.
This chapter addresses Steps 3 and 4. Step 3, assessing receiving waters and sources of any impaired conditions, is
described below. Step 4 is discussed later in this chapter. Step 6, which addresses data collection programs, is discussed
in Chapter 5.

STEP 3: ASSESS POLLUTANT SOURCES AND IMPACTS ON RECEIVING WATERS: RANK
PROBLEMS
To determine the need for, and appropriate level of, pollution prevention and control measures under their SWMPs,
municipalities need to assess and rank existing watershed conditions. To as~sess watershed conditions, a municipality
must gather information concerning the physical, chemical, and biological integrity of the water bodies in its jurisdiction.
This type of information can be accessed through numerous sources, including Federal, State, and local sources. Some
of these sources are a biennial report (known as the Clean Water Act § 305(b) report) on water quality conditions; the
State’s listing of impaired water bodies (known as Clean Water Act § 304(I ) listings) prepared by the State for submittal
to EPA; State Nonpoint Source Assessments (known as Clean Water Act § 319 listings); State Water Quality Assessment
(known as Clean Water Act § 314 listings) Fish and Wildlife Service biological surveys; United States Geological Survey
(USGS) sources, including maps, water quality and quantity data, and aerial photographs; water quality data compiled
by State environmental agencies; Geographic Information System (GIS) data compiled by State or Federal agencies (e.g.,
EPA, Department of Agriculture, and Department of the Interior); as well as information available by local park
departments, health departments, public works departments, and local universities.
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Chapter

Ranking Problem~Rankin~ Solutions

Informatton concerning \~a~ershcd condmons Ihat may have been collected as part of the applicauon reqmrements
includes the fotlow~ng
Par~ I
¯

Pa r1__..~2

Major ouffalls and Industrial
contnbmsons to the .MS4

¯

Runoff sampling results

¯

Estimate of amaual and seasonal
pollutam loadings and event m~
concent~ttons

¯

Estimale of expected redu~on in
pollumm Ioadings,

To~g~ph~c map
~un and ~no~a’all data
¯

L~st of rece:vmg water ~tes. w~th a
descnpuon of ~valcr q~i~ty ~npacts

¯

Results of field scrcenln~ anal~
Existing slorm ~;ller n~anagcmcnt

Using lhe trfformauon collccted from the sources listed above, a muntc~pali~." must identify the watershed conditions
~n ttsjunsd~cuon When ldentff)mg the problems, a mumc:paliu must consider the chemical, physxcal, and biological
zondmons of a water body and determine the degree to which flow volumes and/or associated pollutants led 1o impaired
condmons. For e.,amaple. ~hcn euuoph~cauon occurs tn a lake. excess nutrients are of concern. The mumcipality, in
turn, nee.As to assess the problem, which m th~s case may be too much fertilizer reaching the water body through runoff.
-Xnother example may ~ nvolve storm water flow resulting ~n bank’ erosion and/or changing the strata of the su’eambed.
In large pan. the tradmonal ~a~er quahty program has focused on chemical tmpairments. However. m developing a
~torm water program, mumcxpahues wall also need to consider ph.vs~cal and biological impairments
Once the problems have been ~denufied. they need to be assessed. While man.-,, different types of problem assessments
may be conduc~e,d as pan of the storm water management program, m simplify the process this chapter focuses o~ fore
major
¯

Resource Assessments. Evaluaung the exaem to which the~ pollution sources adversely affect water
resources

¯

Pollutant Source Assessments: Assessing the sources ofurba~ runoffpolhition in the watershed
In~sutution&l. Assessments: Assessing existing BMPs, costs, public opinion, and technical feasibility

¯

Goals and Obiecuves Assessments: Evaluating whether program goals and objectives are being met.

Mumc~paliues may estabhsh criteria (such as those presented in Table 2-I) for assessing problems. Methods for
~ussessmg the problems can also b~ explored. A discussion ofth~ most commonly ttsed methods of problem as,~ssment
ts presented under each of the four headings. Finally, methods for ranking problems using both quantitative and
qualltauve measures are explained.
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Chapter Two

,

Rankinl~ Problems/Rankin~ Solutions

Once stor .... "moff problems have been fully assessed and ordered, mumcipalities wi|t begin to screen and select
BMPs (di~,
- ~cond se.~lon of thls chapter).

Resource

The cntacal element fo
ph.vs~cal, chemacal, and L
needed.

rm xs aler runoff problems ts assessing storm ~ater effects on receiving water
,.,nt~’ and determining locatmns where prevenuve and corrective measures are

Criteria To Consider
In assessing receiving ~s aters, mu
~uch tssues as aquattc habitat, rec
and the degree to which a resource

September !0, 1997

onsider the importance or value of a resource (with respect to
lic water suppties), the current and destred uses of a resource.
esource ~ alues are reflected in a State’s water quail .ty standards.
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R~nkin~ Problems/Rankin,~ Solutions

Chapter Two

TABLE 2-1. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING POLLUTION PROBLEMS

¯ E×tstmg use or" the affected resource (type. status, and level of use)
¯
Deslgnated use of receiving water
* Type and seventy of tmpatrment
Relanve value of resource affected
Pollutant Source
¯ Type of pollutant
¯
Pollutants .t2,,ptcally assocmted with the source
¯ Source magnttude.’pollutant loading
Transport mechamsms to water resource (direct ptpe. overland flow. or ground water)
[nstttut~onal
Avatlable resources and techno|ogles
¯
Problems and opportumttes
¯ Potential t’or solving ldennfied problems
¯ [mplementabdtty or’controls
-~.pphcable a~d adequate regulauons
Multt-agency responstbdmes
¯ Costs of controls and program tmplementatmn
¯
Funding sources and Im’utauons
¯ Public perceptaon
Goals and Ob_iecr~ves
Water resource goals Iwater use objectives)
¯
Technology-based goals
Land use ob~ecttves
,4dapted tn part]?om L; S. EP.4, 19870,

Mumctpalitaes should consider the followmg when evaluating which recetvmg waters need to be addressed by storm
water control acnvlties:
¯

Extent to which the waterbody ~s meenng ,its designated use

¯

Level of waterbody tmpatrment due to pollution (chemical integrity), loss of aquatic habitat, or riparian or
terresmal area modificanon ~physical inlegrtty)

¯

Relal~ve value of resource from functional perspective, for instance, for aquatic habitat (biological integrity),
recreation, and water supply

¯

Threat of waterbody impairment, habitat desu’uctiom or terrestrial area destruction if" no action is taken (i.e.,
new tmpam’nents are anticipated)

¯

Feasibility. of tmplementing corrective or protective !e.g., pollution preventative) measures and aehieviag
demonstrable results tn the v.’atershed
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Chap,let Two
¯

Avaflabihty of m.format~on necessary to target waterbodtes and watersheds and to develop and n’nplement
effectwe management strategies.

Methods for Assessing Water Resources and Receiving Waters
Water resource assessments adch’ess the effect of storm water flow and associated pollutants on the water bodies of
interest. Water resource assessments frequently revolve lakang the results of the pollutant source assessments described
m the following part of thls chapter and determining the effect of these pollutant sources on water resources. Water
resource assessments may include chemical water quahty assessments, as well as aquatic life assessments, sediment
quahty evaluations, and assessments of any other relevant condiuons, such as strearnbed slx-am. The methods to perform
water quahty assessments can range from stmple evaluauons, revolving the comparison of measured concentralaons ~o
x~ ater quahty standards, to detection modeling, to more complex, mathernalacally based computer models. [t ts more than
hkeiy that sufficient State and local data exist to assess the chermcal quality, of the waters. It is less likely that local,
State, and Federal agencles have data on the physical and biologlcal integrity of the water body of concern. Nonetheless,
the muructpahty should work ~,~th the perrmt writer to access any available mforrnataon. If necessary, mumcipa| staff,
perhaps w~th the assistance of local umversmes, can conduct b~olog~cal assessments. EPA (1989) has ~ssued a valuable
grade to b,olog,cat assessments enmled. R~o,d Bmo.ssessraen~ Protocol~ for Use m Streams ~nd Rivers (EPAI444/4-89.
O01 )
Some munlc~pahrtes may choose to use rece,vmg water models to assess existing water quality conditions and to simulate
thture condtuons of the water resource under va_nous po|lutaon prevenlaon and control scenarios. These models can also
be used to dtfferennate the impacts of sources from one another, thereby enabling the dectston maker to make decisions
concerning control opuons. Recmvmg water modets can also be used to assess the tmpacts ofalternanve BMPs. These
models recmve mput from runoff model results, field-measured parameters, and the values of parameters found in the
hterature. The level of complexxty of the recewtng water model chosen should parallel that of the model used to assess
urban runoff flows and loads. Some corm’nonly used recewmg water models include the following:
¯
¯

The Enhanced Stream Water Quahty Model (QUAL2E)
The Water Quahty Analys~s Strnulataon Program WASP4)
The Exposure Analys,s Modehng System 1I (EXAMSIIL

These models are available from U.S. EPA’s Center for Exposure Assessment Modeling, Environmemal Research
Laboratory, m At.hem, Georgta. For further mformatmn, refer to Urban Runoff Pollution Preventmn anal Controt
Planning, EPA. 1993a.

Pollutant Source A~e~smellt¢
Using the Federal Regional State, or local sources dascussed above, ~t can be determined which physical and chemical
condi~ons are threatening Iiae wa~er bodies and/or theu de, s~gnated uses. Previous studies on water quality have indicated
that certain pollutants are associated w~th a discrete number of sources. Some of these sources are more easily comrolled
at a local level fl:mn others. For example, controlling runoff from gas stations can be more practically controlled at the
local level than can atmosphetnc deposmon.
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INTRODUCTION
Urbanization and industrial activities around the country have significantly altered the mmrai landscape
of our Nation’s watersheds. Th~s, in ram, has adversely affected both the quantity and the quality of
storm water runoff and has contributed to the chemicad, physical, and biological impairment of receiving
waters. Studies, such as the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) study (EPA, 1983), have shown
that storm water from urban and industrial areas is commonly cor~mrn~rmted by heavy metals, synthetic
organics, pesticides, fuels, waste oils, and pathogens.

Congress, recognizing the importanc~ of controlling these discharges, passed amendments to the Clean
Water Act (CWA) in 1987 requiring that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issue
regulations addressing storm water discharges under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
0’,~PDES) program. Promulgated on November 16, 1990, the NPDES regulations establish permit
application requirements for operators of certain municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4), as well
as of storm water discharges "associated with industrial activity." Regulated municipalities include those
cities and counties operating medium and large MS4s (serving a population of 100,000 or greater) and
other MS4s specifically designated by the permitting authority.
According to CWA mandate, municipalities regulated under the NPDES progrm must, at a minimum,
achieve technology-based requirements (i.e., must reduc~ pollutant loadings in MS4s to the "maximum
extent practicable" [MEP] and must effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges through their MS4s)
as a first step toward achieving loading reductions consistent with applicable water quality standards.
While MEP was not explicitly defined by Congress, EPA interpreted it to mean that municipalities will
d~velop and implement comprehensive storm water management programs. These programs, proposed
by the regulated municipalities under Part 2 of the l~rmit application, are required to address a number
of storm water control me~’~-m’es, including m~thods to detect and remove illicit discharges entering
municipal storm sewer systems, as well as appropriate best management practices (BMPs) to address
discharge.s from industrial, commercial, and development activities.
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At this time, all regulated Phase II municipalities should have submitted both Parts 1 and 2 of the
municipal storm water permit application and will soon begin implementing the storm water management
programs they have proposed.
PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL
The purpose of this manual is to provide hands-on guidance for municipalities on how to best implement
their storm water managenmnt programs. As mentioned above, most municipalities have already
proposed these programs under Part 2 of the application. Upon approval by the permitting authority,
these programs will then be incorporated into the municipality’s permit and will serve as the blueprint
for the municipality’s storm water management activities. Permit requirements, however, cannot specify
all the procedures necessary to put storm water management programs into effect. Municipalities will
need to take steps to ensure that storm wamr management programs are implemented in a practical,
cost-effective manner. As noted throughout this manuel, the storm water program is a watershed
protection program. Storm water sources include a host of source categories, many of them associated
with r~sidential, commercial, and industrial land uses. Thus, a host of controls is available for this
diverse set of source.s. An effective Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP) program will consider all
sources and make decisions on establishing control priorities on an holistic, watershed basis.

This manual is intended to help municipalities through this implementation process. A basic seven-step
planning process described in this chapter provides a framework for effective decision-making and longterm planning. Municipalities are encouraged to revisit decisions made during Parts I and 2 of the permit
application process to reassess their overall planning strategies, selected controls, policies, and
programmatic measures. In addition, this manual is intended to help municipalities transform their storm
water management program elements from words into action. For example, many municipalities pledged
to develop "public outreach programs" to promote awareness about the effects of storm water runoff.
But how should such programs be structured? What are the most cost-effective methods for educating

tPursuant to Section 40"2(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act, Phase I of the storm water program covers
the following: A) a discharge with respect to which a permit has [men issued under Section 402 before
February 4, 1987, B) a discharge associated with industrial activity, C) a discharge from a municipal
separam storm sewer system serving a population of 100,000 or mor~, and D) a storm water discharge
that the administrator or State determines may be contributing to a violation of a water quality standard
or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United State.s. Phase II of the storm water
program potentially could cover any sources not covered under Phase I. A request for public comment
on Phase II targeting and control options appeared in the Federal Register on September 9, 1992.
August 17, 1994
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community members7 What are the advantages of pursffmg a public outreach program-versus a public
participation event? This manual will help municipalities answer such questions and provide guidance
on implementing storm water management program activities into the future.
Finally, this manual emphasizes a watershed protection approach, an integrated, holistic strategy for more
effectively restoring and protecting aquatic ecosystems and protecting human health. This approach
represents a renewed effort by EPA to focus on hydrologically defined drainage basim--watersheds-rather than on areas defined solely by political boundaries. For a given watershed, regulated
municipalities are encouraged to consider not only the water resource (e.g., stream, lake, estuary, or
aquifer) but all the land from which water drains to that resource. As water draim off the land, it carries
with it the effects of human activities throughout the watershed. Consequently, to protect water
resources, it is important to address the condition of land areas within the watershed. By concentrating
on natural resources and systems, it is possible to detect and take remedial action for such problems as
declines in living resources and habitat loss, as well as to identify the more commonly recognized
problems associated with elevated pollutant concentrations. This manual provides guidance for
municipalities to implement their storm water management programs within a watershed protection
framework.
INTENDED AUDIENCE
This manual is intended to provide guidance for regulated municipalities as they begin implementing their
storm water management programs. Regulated municipalities include cities and counties operating
municipal separate storm sewer systems that serve populations of 100,000 or more, as well as certain
municipalities specifically designated by the permitting authority. Individuals from a variety of different
municipal departments could potentially be involved with program development and implementation and
will benefit from reading this manual. Table 1-1 identifies the municipal agencies and personnel who
may be involved in implementing the storm water management program. This manual is also intended
for use by State and Federal employees administering the NPDES storm water program.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS MANUAL
This manual provides specific guidance on how to implement particular aspects of the storm water
management program. The manual does not track all requirements of the two-part permit application;
R00’13976
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TABLE 1-1. AGENCIES AND PERSONNEL-INVOLVED IN STORM WATER
MANAGEMF2VI’ PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/IMPLEMENTATION
Municipal Agencies
Building Depot
City/County Attorney’s Office
Department of Environmental
Management
Engineering Department
Fire Department
Health Department
Planning Depaztm~t
Police Department
Public Works Department
Site Plan Review Department
Water and Sewer Department
Zoning Department

City/County Personnel
Council members or other elected
officials
Emergency response teams
Engineers and environmental
planners
Financial officers
Im-pectors
Public health officers
Public ouu~.ach personnel
Public works directors
Site/building inspectors
Site plan reviewers
Treatm~t works operators

Other Members of Community
Community r~presentatives
Educators
Environmental advocates

rather, it addresses certain elements of the storm water management program (developed under Part 2
of the application) that could be problematic for municipalities to implement, such as illicit detection and
removal procedures, public education efforts, and ongoing monitoring programs. Case studies from
municipalities around the country have been provided at the end of each chapter. Wherever possible,
workshee~s, pictures, maps, and charts have been included to help illustrate a particular process.
Chapters are orgaxtized as follows:

¯

Chapter 1: Provides an overview of the NPDES storm water program, reviews the topics
addressed by the manual, outlines the storm water management program planning
process, and examines the relationship between the NPDES program and other
urban runoff management programs.

¯

Chapter 2: Helps municipalities establish priorities for storm water management activities to
ensure the greatest return on their investment. The chapter also provides
methods for ranking problems (i.e., pollutant sources and receiving waters) and
appropriate controls.

¯

Chapter 3: Offers hands-on guidance for fulfilling certain administrative requirements,
including procedures for developing effective public outreach/public participation
programs, financing the storm water management program, and completing
re.quired annual reports,

*

Chapter 4: Provides specifi~ guidance on how municipalities may develop effective programs
to deter and remove illicit discharges and illegal dumping into their MS4s.
R0013977
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¯

Chapter 5: Provides matrices of source control and structural BMPs indicating applicability,
effectiveness, advantages, and disadvantages of particular controls.

¯

Chapter 6: Provides guidance on operation and maintenance required for structural BMPs
and residuals management practices.
Chapter 7: Offers detailed guidz:nce on developing in-stream MS4 water quality monitoring
programs.

¯

Chapter 8: Presents appendices, including (A) BMP Fact Sheets, 03) Fact Sheets on Other
Federal Regulations Affecting Storm Water Management, (C) Case Studies, (D)
Storm Water Contacts Lists, (E) References, (’F) Glossary, (G) List of Hazardous
Substances and Reportable Quantities, (H) List of Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-know Act (EPCRA) Title IT[ Section 313 Water Priority
Chemicals.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ~ MANUAL AND O~ PUBLICATIONS
A number of guidance materials address municipal storm water permit application requirements and urban
runoff management (see Chapter I References), including the following EPA publications:

Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 1 of the NPDES Permit Application for
Discharges From Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (April 1991 ). EPA-505/8-91-002.
Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Application for
Discharges From Munidpal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (November 1992). EPA-833-B-92002.
This manual differs from most of the other publications bexause rather than focusing on completing
municipal permit application requirements, it provides guidance on how to plan and implement a longterm, cost-effective storm water management program. Specifically, the manual will help municipalities
set priorities for suecessfui program implementation. While the manual concentrates on NPDES
requirements, it also encourages municipalities to consider a broad range of related storm water/watershed
management programs (e.g., nonpoint source programs or coastal zone pollution control programs). This
holistie approach to storm water management provides a framework that allows a municipality to integrate
its storm water program effectively with other wamrshed protection efforts at the local, State, and Federal
levels. This manual is part of a family of literature available from EPA and other soure~. Where
information is already provided in other publications, the manual will dirtet the reader to those
documents.
R00’13978
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OVERVIEW OF PART 1 AND PART 2 PERMIT APPLICATION REQ~S
Before outlining the seven-step planning process of storm water management program development, it
is important to review briefly the municipal permit application requirements at 40 CFR Part 122.26(d).
The regulations established a two-part application requirement for municipalities operating large or
medium MS4s.
Part 1 of the application required municipalities to gather information about existing watershed conditions
and storm vater management activities. In addition, they were to examine existing legal authorities to
enforce their storm water management programs. Part 1 also required that field screening of major
out-falls be conducted to characterize storm water discharges and d~..et illicit cormections in the storm
sewer system.
¯ Part 2 of the application required municipalities to elaborate on information provided in Part 1.
Applicants wer~ to establish adequate legal authority, provide additional information on pollutant sources,
collect quantitative data from selected sampling points, and analyze fiscal needs versus available
resources. Once existing conditions had been assessed and monitoring data collected, municipalities were
rexluired to propose a comprehensive storm water management program.
Deadlines for submitting Parts 1 and 2 of the permit applications were as follows:
¯

Large Municipal Systems with a Population of 250,000 or More: Part 1 - November 18,
1991; Part 2 - November 16, 1992

¯

Medium Municipal Systems with a Population of 100,000 To 250,000; Part 1 - May 18, 1992;
Part 2 - May 17, 1993.

Figure I-1 briefly mmamariz~ the application requir~nents for Part 1 and Part 2.
DEVELOPING A WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM: THE PLANNING PROCESS
As noted above, this manual delineates a basic seven-step planning process that will help municipalities
design cost-effective and sensible storm water management programs. For municipalities that have
already completed Parts 1 and 2 of the NPDES municipal permit application, this planning process may
suggest ways to improve or enhance the proposed storm water management program. The flow c, hart
R00’13979
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appearing in Figure I-2 has been developed to give municipalities a sense of how each step in the
planning process logically leads to the next and ultimately of how the process feeds back into itself,
thereby forming a cycle.
After the flow chart, a brief description of each planning step is provided. Other useful guidance
materials are listed under the Reference section at the end of this chapter.

For detailed guidance on Steps 1 and 2 (setting goals and assessing existing conditions), refer
to Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part I of the NPDES Permit Application for Storm
Water Discharges From Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (April 1991) and Guidance
Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Application for Storm Water
Discharges From Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (November 1992).
¯

~, which describe methods for ranking pollutants sources and impaired watersheds
and for ranking control measures, are addressed in Chapter 2.

¯

Stev 5, which identifies storm water management program administrative requirements, is
further discussed in Chapter 3 (guidance for developing public outreach/public participation
programs) and Chapter 4 (guidance for developing an illicit detection/removal program).

¯

t~_ep..~, which addresses data collection programs, is further discussed in Chapter 7.

¯

Sty7, which addresses evaluating the effectiveness of the program, is elaborated upon at the
end of Chapter 3. Other useful guidance materials are listed under the Reference section at
the end of this chapter.
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TIIE SEVEN-STEP STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM PLANNING PROCESS
Step 1: Set Goals/Identify Problems and Opportunities
The primary goal of the Clean Water Act and the NPDES permitting program is to protect the physical,
chemical, and biological integrity of our Nation’s waters. Toward this end, municipalities are required
to develop storm water management programs that will control discharges through their storm sewer
systems to the "maximum extent practicable" and to prohibit non-storm water discharges through their
MS4s. Within this statutory and regulatory framework, regulated municipalities will define their own
set of goals that address all aspects of water quality, including chemical water quality (e.g., toxics and
conventional pollutants), physical water quality (e.g., temperature, flow, and circulation), habitat quality
(e.g., channel morphology, composition, and biotic communities), and biodiversity (e.g, species number
and range). Table 1-2 identifies sample goals for a municipal storm water management program.
I Step 2: De~ne ~ Conditions

........

I

Types of Conditions
Once initial program goals have b~n articulated, the municipality must assess cxistin~ water
resour~ conditions. Much of this information was collected during Parts 1 and :2 of the municipal
permit application. Guldan~ on ho_..~.~ to begin to assess existing conditions may be found in the
Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges
from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer b~ystem. Existing conditions that should be assessed for the
SWMP include those identified below..
Pollutant Sources
Municipalities must identify areas or sources known or suspected to contain significant
concentrations of pollutants, including indusUdal sites (those required to obtain permits under the
NPDES program), commercial areas, residential areas, and construction activities. In some eases,
these areas of concern may be deft.ned on a categorical basis (e.g., all service stations), while in
other eases, the area of concern may be more site-specific (e.g., a particular servie~ station). A
significant nonpollutant source of concern is excessively high flow, which results in bank erosion,
channel scouring, and sediment d~position.

Receiving Waters
Understanding the characteristics of receiving waters ".m essential for storm water management
program development. Municipalities should evaluate available data on the physical, eh~aical,
and biological conditions of receiving waters--and examine existing uses versus designated uses
for particular resources--to determine which waterbodies and which specific m d~aand highest
priority. A wide range of information should be available from State and Federal agencies and
local universities. Similarly, the planning and public works d~partment should have relevant
information on receiving waters in its possession.
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TABLE 1-2. EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC WATER QUALITY, ECOLOGICAL, AND
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT GOALS
Examples of Water Q~ity Goals
Parameter
Dissolved Oxygen

Dissolved Oxygen

Nutrients
Solids (settle.able
and suspended) and
Turbidity

Mer~try

Polynuclear Aromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAH)

Goal
At least 1 mg/l m all times throughout the
Ch~e Bay

Reference
Part of quantitative criteria established
for dissolved oxygen by the
Chesapeake Bay Program

Dissolved oxygen monthly means
concentrations of at least 5 rag/1 at all times
throughout the Chesapeake Bay, with the
exertion of subpycnocline waters
3.0 mg/l mininmm (for other than early life EPA water quality criteria

stages)

4.0 mg/l weekly average minimum
5.0 rag/1 minimum for early life stages
4.0 mg/l minimum
5.0 rag/1 daily average minimum
5.0 rag/1 minimum
Low enough to prevent nuisance growth of
alga~, weeds, and slimes
Settleable and suspended solids should not
reduce the depth of the compensation point
for photosynthetic a~ivity by more than I0
pere2~t from the seasonally established norm
for aquatic life
Less than 2.1 ppb/0.025 ppb

Less than 300 ppb/ND

Virginia stamiard
Petmsylvania criterion
District of Columbia standard
Maryland standard
Specific objective under the Great
Lakes Water Agreement
EPA Water Quality Criteria

Quantitative water quality a~dte
criteria]chronic criteria for priority
metal (EPA criteria under
development)
Preliminary marine water quality
criteria under development by EPA

Federal Poli~y
No overall net loss
Specific objectives set forth in the
%..diking, filling, or dredging in existing
estuaries and wetlands shall maintain or
California Coastal Act
enhance the f~mctional capacity of the
wetland or e~uary. Any altermion of coastal
wetlands...shall be limited to very incidental
public facilities, restorative measures, nature
study, commercial fishing facilities in Bodega
Bay, and development in already developed
parts of ~outh San Diego Bay..."
Waterfowl Habitat
Regional land acquisition targets set to meet U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
goals of the Migrating Bird Conservation Act priority list for land ac~isition
"
Examples of Quality of Life Goals
Shoreline Access
Substantially expand recreational beach
South Carolina’s State Comprebensive
Outdoor Recreation Plan
a~ess
Park and Recreation Increase urban wildlife programs and public U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Area
use of opportunities, particttlarly watchable
"Vision for the Future"
wilcllife progtmm
Wetlands
Wetlands
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Watershed Characteristics
In addition to identifying pollutants sources and their impacts on receiving waters, municipalities
should assess other aspects of the watvrsbed, such as land use and development patterns (e.g.,
general plan, zoning, subdivision requirements), physical characteristics (e.g., soils, slope,
subsurface conditions, climate), and characteristics of the drainage system (e.g., physical storm
drain characteristics, base flow characteristics, and water quality objectives). Again, such
information should be available from existing sources, including local, State, and Federal agencies.
Institutional Considerations
Municipalities must assess their institutional capabilities for developing and implementing a storm
water management program. The it~ns to consider are existing funding mechanisms, available
staffing, legal authority to carry out stormwater management program activities, and the
institutional interest in marshalling joint efforts for storm water management among different
municipal agencies. Municipalities should consider existing municipal programs that either affect
storm water quality (e.g., road maintenance) or that may be expanded to address storm water
concerns (e.g., pretrvatment, fire inspections).
Community Character
To ensure the political and financial support of SWMP activities, municipalities must work in
conjunction with community members to determine wha._._!t issues are important to them and which
programs they would be likely to support. The factors to consider include municipal

demographics; types of community organizations; environmental, land use, and aesthetic issues;
and the local business climate.
Existing Programs and Controls

Many cities and counties already have programs that, to one degree or another, address storm
water management. The SWlVlP will be more cost-ffective if municipalities can incorporate these
existing programmatic measures or controls into those now envisioned for an expanded
comprehensive SWMP. The existing programs to consider include those that currently manage
pollutant sources and those that currently manage other activities of parties responsible for
pollutant sources. Examples of such programs may be found on page 1-16.
Preparation of a Watershed Deserit~tion
Once municipalities have gathered together available data about sources of pollution and the status
of r~.civing waters, these data need to be organized to facilitate dccisionmaking for storm water
management activities. As discussed in EPA’s Part 2 guidance manual, municipalities are required
to prepare a map-based watershed description to obtain a visual sense of the topography in their
city, drainage areas, locations of industries, and existing control measures and to pinpoint major
sources of pollution. Much of the data listed in Table 1-3, which municipalities are required to
collect under Parts 1 and 2 of the permit application, can be plot’md on a base map to form a
watershed description.
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TABLE 1-3. TYPES OF DATA TYPICALLY INCLUDED IN A WATERSHF.J) PROFILE
Environmental
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Topography
Land use
R~n-eational areas (beaches, boating areas)
Designated water use~
Softs and surface/bedrock geology
Vegetation
Natural resources
Temperature
Precipitation
Hydrology

Potential Sources/Existing Structural Controls
¯
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Infmslamallre
¯ Roads and highways
¯ Storm drainage systems
¯ Sanitary sewer systems
¯ Treatment facilities
¯ Other utilities (water, electric, gas)

Landfills
Micit connections
Waste handling areas
Salt storage facilities
Underground tanks
NPDESindustrial ~’tivities
Pollution Control facilities
Retention/det~ntionponds
Flood control struerttms
Munidlml

*
*
*
*
¯
¯

Population ¢Lensity ~nd projected growth
Zoning
Land ownership
Regulations
Ordinances
Municipal source controls (e.g., street sweeping,
catch basin cleaning)

For more information about the sourc~ of watershed mapping and data, as well as methods for analyzing watershed
data, refer to Urban Runoff Pollu~on Preven~on and Confrol Pla~ng, EPA CERI, 1993.
Preparation of a Receivine Water Description
In addition to preparing a watershed description, municipalities are encouraged to assess receiving
water conditions. Effective identification and use of existing water resources data will reduce the
schedule program and cost, in some cases by reducing the need for additional sampling and
analysis. Municipalities should work closely with States and Regional EPA offices to obtain
available data on receiving waters in various States. States must collect receiving water data as
required by CWA sections 304(I), 305(b), and 319 reports. Data should be available from various
local departments (e.g., planning, public works, parks and recreation) as well as State and Federal
departments (U.S. EPA, United States Geological Survey [USGS], Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture). In some cases, State and Federal agencies may have conducted
intensive surveys of a particular watershed or sub-watershed. Municipalities should contact these
agencies prior to initiating any data collection efforts on their own. Table 1-4 identifies the data
that should be collected to prepare a receiving water description.

Once municipalities have gathered data to determine existing conditions within their jurisdictions,
they must determine the most critical problems. During this step, municipalities should consider
the following issues: (1) the types of storm water runoff pollution (and their sources) in the
watershed, (2) the extent to which these pollution sources affect the receiving water resources, (3)
institutional needs and conswaints in solving problems, and (4) the degree to which program goals
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TABLE 1-4. TYPES OF DATA TYPICALLY INCLUDED
IN A RECEIVING WATER PROFILE
Source Input
¯
¯
¯

Chemical
¯ Water quality data
* Sediment data
* Bioconcenu’ation

CSO data
Storm water data
Other NPS data
Physical/Hydrologic

¯
¯
¯
¯

Biological
* Fisheries
¯ B~nthos da~a
¯ Biomonitoring data

Physiographic and bathymer.ric da~
Flow chara~eristics
Tidal elevation in coas~l arras
S~dim~nt da~a

Water Quality Standards
¯ $~ wa~r quali~ ~ndards

For mor~ information about the sources of watershed mapping and data, as well as methods for analyzing watzrsh~d
da~a, rvfer to Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention and Comrol Planning, EPA CERI, 1993.
are being met. Finally, municipalities should take steps to rank their problems using the
decisionmaking and analysis methods presented in Chapter 2, which provides additional
information on this step.
Step 4: Screen, Rank, and Se.lect Controls (BMPs)

I

After municipalities have ranked and targeted storm water runoff problems (i.e., particular areas,
sources, and waterbodies of concern), efforts can then be focused on solving those problems ~ a
cost-ffective manner. First, the municipality should compile readily available lists of pollution
prevention and treatment practices to assess their relative effectiveness. In most cases, more than
one set of BMPs will be identified as feasible to address a particular problem. From the list of
feasible alternatives, the municipality will then rank and select its final list of BMPs. Chapter 2
discusses this process of screening, ranking, and finally selecting appropriate BMPs.

Step 5: Implement SWMP

~. .....

~

[

Once priorities have been articulated and a list of BMPs drawn up, the program team is responsible
for moving from planning to implementation. During ~ step, near- and long-term pro, gram
responsibilities must be clearly delineated. All involved persons must be familiar with, and accept
their role in, implementing and enforcing the plan. Some of the most important aspects of
implementing a storm water management program include completing administrative requirements
(discussed in Chapter 3), developing a program to detect and remove illicit discharges (discussed
in Chapter 4), and knowing exactly when certain BMPs would be effective/appropriate (discussed
in Chapter 5).
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I Step 6: Collect Storm Water Quality Data

~

Although the municipality may already have existing data, additional data will n~d to be gathered
as par~ of the NPDES permit application process and throughout the life of the SWMP. When
proposing their monitoring programs under the SWMP, municipalities will have to make important
d~isions about when, wh~re, and ho..w often to monitor their storm water. Ultimately, the l~rmit
writer will establish monitoring conditions for each municipality’s l~rrnit. Chapter 7 presents
derailed guidance for developing municipal in-s~rrmn water quality monitoring programs.

The final st~p, evaluating the effectiveness of the storm water manag~nent program, encourages
municipalities to re.assess d~isious previously made and, if n~ssary, to make alterations in the
program plan. As part of this process, the NPDES regulations r~uire that municipalities complete
an annual r~ort outlining the eff~’tiveness of their progran~ on an yearly basis (discussed in
Chapter 3).
DISCUSSION OF RELATED REGULATIONS/STATIYrES AND PROGRAMS TItAT
ADDRESS MUNICIPAL STORM WATER RUNOFF
While this manual focuses on providing guidan~ for NPDES storm wa~r program implementation,
municipalities should c~a~fully consider other related wa~rsh~d prot~xion programs. By integrating these
programs into the storm water programs, municipalities will enhance the overall eff~’.~iven~s of the
SWMP. A knowledge of such programs can save startup costs (e.g., by m~imizing the need to collar
data that may have previously b~n colle~ed for other purposes) and long-term costs (e.g., by
piggybacking BMP planning and implementation a~iviti~s with other watershed prot~’tion efforts).
Furthermore, by working in conjunction with other runoff management programs, municipalities can
more efficiently address a broad range of watersheds problem concurrently. Listed b~low (Table I-5)
and identified in the following paragraphs are related Federal stam~es, r~gulations, and programs that
address municipal storm water runoff, pollution prevention, and control.
Combined S~..wer O~erflow Poli~w
Combined sewer systems are designed to cm-ry both storm water ~md sanitary sewage. When wet weather
flows exc.~i the carrying capacity of the system, th~se combined systems discharge the excess flow
through designated overflow points. This event is known as a combined sewer overflow (CSO). Such
combined sewer discharges, if not u’~ed b~for~ overflowing imo r~..~iving warn-s, can caus~ significant
water resource eff~ts ~d threaten human h~lth. NPDES p~nnits for CSOs include prohibition of CSOs
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TABLE 1-5. RELATED FEDERAL STATUTES, REGULATIONS, AND PROGRAMS
ADDRESSING lVIUNICIPAL STORM WATER RUNOFF
¯ Combined Sewer Overflow Policy
¯ Nonpoint Source Program (CWA §319)
¯ Coastal Zone Norrpoint Source Pollution Control (CZARA §6217)
¯ Safe Drinking Water Act
¯ Clean Lakes Program (CWA 314)
¯ 404 Regulations/Wetlands Program
¯ National Estuary Program
¯ Federal Emergency Management Agency Regulations
¯ Pollution Prevemion Act of 1990
Chapt~" 8, Appendix B, pr~smts a summary fact sheet for each of these statutes, regulations, and programs, along
with a list of contact telephone numbers. Given below ar~ brief descriptions of programs that have components
related to the N’PDES municipal storm waLar program.

during dry-weather flow conditions, compliance of all wet-weather CSOs with the technology-based
requirements of the CWA and applicable State water quality standards, and minimi~,~tion of water quality
impacts from wet-weather generated overflows.
Relationship to SWMP Implementation

Municipalities that own/operate both storm sewer systems and combined sanitary/storm sewer
systems are required to comply with many of the same NPDES permit program requirements,
including the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Receiving water quality assessment
Monitoring
Public education programs
Enforcement.

SOURCE: Combined ~ewer Overflow Control Policy, 4/19/94

Nonpoint Source (NPS) Proeram (CWA ~319)
This program requires States to perform nonpoim source assessments of navigable waters of the United
States. They must identify impaired and threatened waters, the activities causing impairment, and
controls and programs n~.essary to address impairments. In addition, States must develop Nonpoint
Source Assessment Reports and Nonpoim Source Managemem Plans that include an inventory of BMPs,
a schedule containing annual milestones for program implementation, certification of adequate legal
authority, and available Federal and State funding sources to be used. Under this program, many States
August 17, 1994
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have also developed State Priority Ranking Systm’ns and undertaken monitoring prSgrams to track
progress.

Relationship to SWMP Implementation
Program information may be used by municipalities completing their storm water management
programs for the following purposes:
*
¯
¯
¯
¯

Assessing wetland boundaries
Assessing the water quality of receiving waters
Identifying major sources of impairment of receiving waters
Identifying and impl~menting effective controls
Prioritizlng implementation of SWMP components
Identify Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs).

SOURCE: Selecting Priority Nonpoint Source Projecta, EPA 506/2-89/003, pp. vi, 1, and
NATIONAL GUIDANCE, Wetlands and Nonpoint Source Control Programs, U.S. EPA Office of
Water Regulations and Standards, Office of Wetlands Protection, June 1990.

Coastal Zone Nonpoint Source Pollution Control (CZARA ~6217)
The Coastal Zone Act Re, authorization Amendments of 1990 require States with existing coastal zone
management programs to establish coastal NPS programs that must be approved by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and U.S. EPA. This program is limited to NPS pollution
control in coastal areas and the contribution of inland sources of pollution to degraded coastal water
quality. To secure an approved coastal nonpoint program, States are required to do the following:
¯

Coordinate with existing State programs, including State and local water quality plans and
programs under sections 208, 303, 319, and 320 of the CWA

¯

Submit State coastal zone boundaries and section 6217 management areas to NOAA for review
and modification, if necessary

¯

Implement management measures in conformity with section 621 7(g) of the guidance
(referenced below) and additional measures where coastal water quality remains impaired.

¯

Provide technical and other assistance to local governments and the public for implementing

additional management measur~
R0013990
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¯

Provide opporumities for public participation in all aspects of the programs and ensure that
there will be administrative coordination among various State, regional, and [-ocal agencies

¯

Develop enforceable policies and mechanisms to implement the Coastal Nonpoint Pollution
Control Program.

Relationship to SWMP Implementation

There are many similarities between nonpoint source program goals (under 319 and CZARA 6217) ’
and NPDES program goals. Both programs address storm water runoff from areas of industrial
activity, as well as new development, pollution prevention, and watershed management. However,
these programs target different classes of discharges. For example, municipalities subject to
NPDES permit application requirements are not subject to requirements under nonpoint source
control programs, including CZARA {}6217; small municipalities (under population I00,000) are
currently covered under CZARA §6217. However, pursuant to §122.26(b)(4)(iii), the permitting
authority is authorized to rexluir¢ an NPDES permit for any city under 100,000 that may currently
be covered by CZAR& §6217.

The distinction between point and nonpoint source programs becomes more problematic in
relationship to industrial activities. While certain industrial activities are covered under the
NPDES program (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), many other activities fall under the purview of CZARA
§6217. For example, construction activity that disturbs five or more acres or that is part of a
larger common plan of development or sale is covered under the NPDES program, whereas
construction disturbing fewer than five acres is covered under CZARA.
SOURCE: Guidance Spedfying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in
Coastal Waters, U.S. EPA, January 1993.
Safe Drinking Water Act
The Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) outlines
requirements for watershed protection of surface drinking water supplies from urban runoff and nonpoint
source pollutants. Municipalities using surface waters for drinking water supplies are required by U.S.
EPA or the approved State agency to develop a watershed protection plan for such surface waters that
includes the following: a watershed description, identification of physical watershed characteristics and
,,,
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a description of activities potentially affecting water quality, a program to control p~llutant sources
(including hnpl~mentation of appropriate BMPs), and an ongoing program to conduct monitoring.
Relationship to SWMP Implementation
The NPDES storm water management program and the Safe Drinking Water Act have many
overlapping requirements, and municipalities are urged to share information between these two
programs. Activities common to both include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Identifying critical areas and watersheds
Determining watershed characteristics
Identifying activities detrimental to surface water quality
Implementation of control practices to address pollution sources.

SOURCE: Surface Water Treatment Rule, EPA 570/9-91-300, June 1991, and Safe Drinking
Water Act 1986 Amendments, EPA 570/9-86-002.
Clean Lakes Proermn
The Clean Lakes Program sets goals for defining the cause and extent of pollution problems in the lakes
of each State. Emphasis is placed on developing watersheci assessments and effective technology that
considers all point and nonpoint sources that affect lake quality.

Relationship to SWMP Implementation
Information developed under this program that may be useful to municipalities implementing
SWMPs include:
¯

Identification of environmental conditions

¯

Description of the lake’s sources of pollution and abatement actions to reduce the pollution
caused by these sources
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¯

Monitoring data on receiving waters

¯

Alternative BMPs for pollution control.

SOURCE: A Commitment to Watershed Protection, A Review of the Clean Lakes Program, EPA
841-R-93-001.
404 Regulafions/VCetlands Proffram
The Army Corps of Engineers and EPA jointly implement section 404 of the Clean Water Act, which
regulates the discharge of dredged and f’fll material into waters of the United States, including most
wetlands, and establishes a permit program to ensure that such discharges comply with environmental
requirements.
Relationship to SWMP Implementation
Information available through this regulation may assist the municipality by helping to:
¯

Identify wedands and delineate boundaries (Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual,
1987)

¯

Enforce SWMP restrictions on discharging fill materials

¯

Develop water quality standards specifically for wetlands.

SOURCE: EPA ~S FACT SHEETS #7, #9, #13, and #24 and HIGHLIGHTS OF
SECTION 404, FEDERAL REGULATORY PROGRAM TO PROTECT WATERS OF THE UNITT.D
STATES, EPA Office of Wetland Protection, October 1989, and THE SECTION 404 PROGRAM,
EPA Office of Wetland Protection, 6-9/89.
National Estua~ Program (NEP)
The National Estuary Program (NEP) focuses on point and nonpoint pollution in geographically targeted,
high-priority, estuarine watersheds. Under this program, EPA assists State, regional, and local
governments in developing estuary-specific comprehensive couservation and management plans that
recommend corrective actions to restore and maintain estuarine water quality and to protect fish
populations and other designated uses of these targeted waters.
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Relationship to SWMP Implementation

-

Information obtained under the NEP may be helpful to the municipalities in their efforts to:
*
¯
¯

Assess pollutant sources/loadings in particular waxersheds
Monitor trends in receiving water quality
Implement public outreach elements of the program.

SOURCE: The National F.~tuary Program Afier Four Years, A Report to Congress, pp. 2-4, EPA
502/9-92/007, April 1992.
Federal Emergenc~ Mana~,ement Agenc~ Regulations (FEMA)
FEMA works closely with local communities to identify flood hazard areas and flooding risks. Flood
plain maps are also available through the agency.

Relationship to SWMP Implementation
Municipalities developing storm water management programs may use this information to:
¯
¯

Effectively place structural controls
Determine floodplains boundaries.

SOURCE: Disaster Assistance Programs - A Guide to Federal Aid in Disasters, Federal
Emergency Management Agency, DAP !9/July March 1993, and Answers to Questions About The
National Flood Insurance Program, Federal Emergency Management Agency, FIA-2/March 1992.

Pollution Prevention Act of !99q.
The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy specifying that pollution prevention
should be emphasized over pollution control or treatment. With this policy, Congress defined a pollution
prevention hierarchy to be followed by all pollution reduction programs:
¯

Prevent or reduc~ at the source whenever feasible

¯

Where prevention is unfeasible, re.cycle in an environmentally safe manner
R0013994
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¯

Where prevention or recycling is not feasible, treat in an environmentally safe manner

¯

As a last resor~, dispose of (or otherwise release to the environment) materials in an
environmentally safe manner.

Relationship to SWIVIP Implementation
Management practices set forth in EPA’s pollution prevention policy include public education,
household hazardous waste collection, location and elimination of illicit connections to separate
storm systems, reduction of roadway sanding and salting, and reduction of pesticide, herbicide,
and fertilizer use. Many of these measures are r~quired or suggested elements of the storm water
management program and can, therefore, be implemeated in conjunction with one another.
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SUMMARY

-

Chapter 1 provided an overview of the N-PDES storm water program and briefly summarized the
remaining chapters. In particular, this chapter introduced the storm water management program planning,
a seven-step process that involves establishing goals, collecting data, establishing priorities, and
implementing the program. This planning process incorporates the requirements of Parts 1 and 2 of the
NPDES municipal storm water p~rmit application. Finally, this chapter examined the relationship
between the NPDES program and programs addressing urban runoff management.
Chapter 2 will provide guidance for municipalities as they attempt to establish priorities for storm water
management activities. The chapter will describe methods for ranking "problems" (i.e., pollutant sources
and receiving waters) and ranking appropriate controls.
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CHAPTER 2
ASSESSING STORM WATER RUNOFF PROBLEMS AND DEVELOPING
SOLUTIONS: HOW TO SET PRIORITIES

:A. How to Screen BMPt ........ ¯ .... :-" ¯ ....
B. How m Rank and Seie~ BMPs

INTRODUCTION
The NPDES regalations require that municipalities develop storm water management programs to control
storm sewer system discharges to the maximum extent practicable. But how do municipalities know what
their biggest storm water runoff problems are? How do they know which solutions are most cost
effective?

This chapter~ is designed to help municipalities answer these questions by identifying sources of
information to recognize the existing conditions of a warn’shed, suggesting ways to identify and priorifize
sources of water quality problems, and evaluating the effectiveness of potential control measures.
Municipalities have already complied some of this information as part of the application requirements.
However, other watershed information was not included in the applications and will involve additional
data collection activities. Using information available on watershed conditions will enable municipalides
to set priorities for conducting storm water management activities. As information is gathered and
analyzed, a municipality may find it will need to modify SWMP planning ~ implementation a~tivities.
This chapter also emphasizes the use of wat~ quality models to determine this information. However,
there are non-computer based methods for determining the benefits and impa~ of different pollution
prevention alternatives.

aChapter 2 has been adapted in part from U.S. EPA, Office of P.~earch and Development. Urban
Runoff Pollution Prevert~on and Conn’ol Planning. September 1993.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTER
This chapter consists of 3 primary sections. The first section addresses nmhods for assessing problems
and ranking th~n in order of importance. The second section of the chapter offers methods for
evaluating and selecting controls to solve these problems. The criteria used to assess problems (e.g.,
consideration of public opinion, costs, goals) will of’~n be similar, ff not idemical, to those used for
selecting control measures. The third section includes case studies of municipalities assessing storm water
runoff problems and evaluating/selecting appropriate BMPs.
As ~mmtioned in Chapter 1, Steps I and 2 (setting goals and assessing existing conditions) are not
extensively discussed in this manual because t.bey were covered in the ~plicarion guidance manuals;
Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 1 of the NPDES Pern~ Applica~on for Discharges From
Munidpal Separate Storm Sewer b~ystem~ (April 1991) and Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Pan
2 of the NPDE$ Permit Applications for Discharges From Municipal Separate Storm Sewer ~ystems
(’November 1992). Readers should refer to these manuals for detail on Steps 1 and 2. This chapter
addresses Steps 3 and 4. Step 3, assessing receiving wa~’rs and sources of any impaired conditions, is
described below. Step 4 is discussed later in this chapter. Step 6, which addresses data collection
programs, is discussed in Chapter 7.
STEP 3: ASSF_~S POLLUTANT SOURCES AND IMPACTS ON P,F_,CEIVING WATERS:
RANK PROBLEMS
To determine the need for, and appropriate level of, pollution prevention and control measures under their
SWMPs, municipalities need to assess and rank existing watershed conditions. To assess watershed
conditions, a municipality must gather information concerning the physical, chemical, and biological
integrity of the water bodies in its jurisdiction. This type of information can be accessed through
numerous sources, including Federal, State, and local sources. Some of these sources are a biennial
report (known as the 305(’0) report) on water quality conditions; the State’s listing of impaired water
bodies (known as 304(1) listings) prepared by the State for submittal to EPA; State Nonpoint Source
Assessments; Fish and Wildlife Service biological surveys; United States Geological Survey (USGS)
sources, including maps, water quality and quantity data, and aerial photographs; water quality data
compiled by State environmemal agencies; Geographic Information System (GIS) data compiled by State
or Federal agencies (e.g., EPA, Deparunent of Agriculture, and Department of the Interior); as well as
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information available by local park deparm~ms, health deparrment~, public works deparnneats, and local
universities.

Information confining watershed conditions tha~ may have been colle~ed as part of the application
rexluirem~s includes the following:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

*
¯

Major outfalls and indusu~l
contributions to the MS4
Topographic map
Rain and snowfall dam
L~ of receiving water bodies, with
a description of wa~ quality

¯

Runoff sampling re~ts
Esfima~ of annual and seasonal
pollmam Ioadings and event m~an
~ons
Estimam of ~ reduction in
pollu~m~ Ioadings.

Results of field screening analysis
Existing storm wa~ manag~nent
activities.

Using the information collected from the sources li~ed above, a municipal~ mu~ identify the watzrsh~
conditions in its jurisdiction. Whe~ identifying the problems, a municipality nnm consider the chemical,
physical, and biological conditions of a wawr body and de~ennine the degree to which flow volumes
and/or associated pollumn~ led to impaired conditions. For example, when eturophicafion occurs in a
lake, excess nmriems are of concern. The municipality, in Utm, needs m assess the problem, which in
this case may be too much fertilizer reaching the water body through runoff. Another exan~ple may
involve storm water flow resulting in bank erosion and/or changing the su-a~ of the sU~unbed. In large
pan, the waditional wa~r quality program has focused on chemical impainnems. However, in developing
a storm water program, nnmicipalities will also need to consider physical impairments.
Once the probl~ns h~ve been ide~ified, they need ~o be assessed. While many diff~nf types of.problem
assessments may be conduct~l ~s part of tbe storm wawr manag~ program, to simplify the process
this chapter focuses on four major types:
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Resource Assessments: Evaluating the extent to which these pollution sources adversely affect
waIer r~ourc~s

-

¯

pollutant Source Assessments: Assessing the sources of urban runoff pollution in the
watershed

¯

Instimtioml Assessments: Assessing exist~g BMPs, costs, public opimon, and teclmical
fe~ibility

¯

Goals and Objectives Assessments: Evalu~ing whether progrem goals and objectives are
being met.

Municipalities may establish crim’ia (such as those presented in Table 2-I) for assessing problems.
Methods for assessing the problems can also be explored. A discussion of the most commonly used
methods of problem assessment is presented under each of the four headings. Finally, methods for
ranking problems using both quantitmive and quslitative m~mu-es are explaln~L
Once storm water runoff problems have been fully assessed and ordered, municipalities will begin to
s~en and select BMPs (discussed in the s~cond section of this ~r).

The critical element for ranking storm water runoff problems is assessing storm water effects on re.riving
water physical, clinical, and biological imegrity and ~ locations where preventive and
corr.’rive m~asures are ne~led.
Criteria To Co~sider
In assessing r~.~iving waters, municipalities need consider the importance or value of a resource (with
resp~t to such issues as ~luatic habitat, recreational use, and public water supplies), the current and
desired uses of a resource, and the degree to which a resource is impaired. Wa~r resource values are
refl=Xed in a State’s wat~ quality s~dards. Municipalities should consider the following when
evaluating which receiving waters n~l to be addressed by storm water control activities:
¯

~ to which the waterbody is meeting its desigmued use

¯

Level of waterbody imp~ due to pollution (ch~aical imegrity), loss of aquatic Imbitat,

or riparian or terrestrial area modification (physical integrity)
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TABLE 2-1. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING POLLUTION PROBLEMS
R~sourc¢
¯ Existing use of the re=letted resource (type, stares, and level of use)
¯ Designated use of receiving water
¯ Type and severity of impah-m~t
¯ Relative value of resource aff~-~d
P..oIlutant Source
¯ Type of pollumm
¯ Poliur~.s typically assorted with the source
¯ Source magnimde/pollutam loading
¯ Trauspon mcabanisms to wa~er resource (dirc~ pipe, overland flow, or ground
water)
Instimtiona!
¯ Available resources and technologies
¯ Problems and oppommities
¯ Pommial for solving identified problems
¯ Implm~.ability of comrols
¯ Applicable regulations
¯ Multi-agency responsibilities
¯ Costs of controls
¯ Funding sourc~ and limit~ions
¯ Public I~rccption
Goals and. Objectives
¯ Wa~-r resource goals (water use obj~’tiws)
¯ Technology-based goals
¯ Land use obje.~ives

¯

Relative value of resource from functionzd perspective, for instance, for aquatic habitat
(biological imegri~), recreation, and water ~pply

¯

Threat of waterbody impairmem, habitat destm~on, or ~ area de.ruction ff no action
is t~kvn (i.e., new impairm~.s are anficipat~l)

¯

Feasibility ofimplem~fing corre~ve or protective (~.g., polkrdon prerogative) measures and
achieving demonstrable results in the wa~rshed

¯

Availability of informafio~ neccs.~ to t~.rg~ wat~rbodi~ and wat~r~heds and to develop and
implem~t effective mamgem~t su’a~gies.
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Methods for Assessing Water Resources and Receiving Waters
Water resource assessments address the effect of storm water flow and assoc~ed pollutants on the water
bodies of interest. Water resource assessments frequently involve taking the results of the pollutant
source assessments described in the followin__g part of this chapter and determining the effect of these
pollutant sources on water resources. Water resource assessments may include chemical water quality
assessments, as well as aquatic life assessmems, sedimem quality evaluations, and assessments of any
other relevant conditions, such as stresmbed strata. The methods to perform water quality assessments
can range from simple evaluations, involving the comparison of measured concentrations to water quality
standards, to detection modeling, to more complex, mathematically based computer models. It is more
than likely that sufficient State and local data exist to assess the chemical quality of the waters. It is less
likely that State and Federal agencies have data on the physical and biological integrity of the water body
of concern. Nonetheless, the municipality should work with the permit writer to access any available
information. If necessary, municipal staff, perhaps with the assistance of local universities, can conduct
biological assessments. EPA has issued a valuable guide to biological assessments entitled, Rapid
Bioasseasment Protocols for Use in Streams and River~ (EPA/444/4-89-001) 1989.
Some municipalities may choose to use receiving water models to assess existing water quality conditions
and to simulate furore conditions of the water resource under various pollution prevention and control
scenarios. These models can also be used to differentiate the impacts of sources from one another,
thereby enabling the decisionmaker to make informal decisions concerning control options. Receiving
water models can also be used to assess the impacts of alternative BMPs. These models receive input
from runoff model results, field-measured parameters, and the values of parameters found in the
literature. The level of complexity of the receiving water model chosen should parallel that of the model
used to assess urban runoff flows and loads. Some commonly used receiving water models include the
following:
¯

The Enhanced Stream Water Quality Model (QUAL2E)

¯
¯

The Water Quality Analysis Sinmlation Program (WASP4)
The Exposure Analysis Modeling System II (EXAMSn).
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These models ass available from U.S. EPA’s Center for Exposure Assessm~m Modeling;- Environmental
Research Laboratory, in Ath~as, C~orgia. For fur~rr information, refer to Urban Runo~ Pollution
Prevention and Control Planning, EPA, 1993.
pollutant. Source Assessm ..e4rts.
Using the Federal, Regional, State, or local sources discussed above, it can be determined which physical
and chemical conditions are threatening the water bodies and/or their designated uses. Previous studies
on water quality have indicated that certain pollutants are associated with a discrete number of sources.
Some of these sources are more easily controlled at a local level than others. For example, controlling
runoff from gas stations can be more practically controlled at the local level than can atmospheric
deposition.
This section presupposes that municipalities are already aware, or can gain ready access to, information
identifying the polluta~ of concern. In still other cases, municipalities may be able to anticipate
pollutants that may be of concern in the years ahead based on, for exan~le, a knowledge of growth
patterns. The purpose of this section is to help mmficlpalities determine which sources they want to
control based on impacts to water bodies. In heavily ~ watersheds, for example,
municipalities may want to control industrial sources by using detention ponds to filter runoff. In
residential areas, municipalities may want to focus on non-strucntr’al measures, such as public education
campaigns encouraging used oil recycling. In choosing a source to focus on, municipalities n~d to
consider pollutant loading estimates for storm wamr runoff and to calculate such estimams on a subwatershed basis.

Criteria To Consider
To evaluate which sources should be addressed first, munJcipaiities will want to consider the range of
pollutant characteristics and sources, the size of each source, the distance between the source and the
receiving water, and the mode of pollutant transport. In keeping with the watershed approach, impacts
should not be confined to ~ of chemical criteria. Rather, flow impacts on the physical regime
and biological community swdcrare need also be considered. "I-Iigh-tech" tools useful in evaluating
criteria for assessing pollutant sources include geographic information systems (GIS) and urban nmoff
models. However, high-tech technologies are not essential to step 3. Hand-drawn maps. and desk top
R0014006
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calculators can be just as effective in problem assessment and solution identification. The criteria a
municipality would consider when determining which sources to address include an estimate-of pollutant
loadings from the source and an estimated impact of that source on water quality conditions. Sources can
be identified in an incremental fashion by targeting areas of the watershed first, then by further focusing
on individual sources or source categories (e.g., large parking lots, service stations) within the subwatershed. Other important criteria to consider include the use of environmental indicators. The
discussion below relates the goals of storm water management programs to the use of environmental
indicators to meet the goals.
t~nviro~ ~oals,and, Indicators [or,, ~torm Water Management Programs
The "s~ven-st~p" planning process for storm water management programs must identify both the overall
and project-specific environmental goals for the program. Overall environmental goals include those
identified in local watershed su’ategies, basin-wide plans, local ordinances, community local master plans,
and S~ate water quality standards, especially the narrative sr~m~e~. Proiect-svecific ~0als include
specific actions that will be talom to ensure that the environmental goals will be met. Such specific
actions can involve pollutant lcadings reductions, bank stabilization, ¯ "hmination of hydraulic disturbances,
increasing the effectiveness of buffers, and other common activities. Enviroranental indicators are used
to measure the progress in meeting the overall environmental goals. Tracking of the completion of the
project-specific goals must also be done.
EPA has identified four overall enviromnental goals and specific objectives for the nation’s surface and
ground waters (Table 2-2). The two ultimate overall environmental goals are to (1) Protect and Enhance
Human Health, and (2) Conserve and Eubance Ecosys~ms. These goals will be achieved by Improving
Ambient Conditions and Reducing Ponntant Loadings (Table 2-2). There are a variety of types of
indicators to consider which apply to all water management programs, including storm water, traditional
point sources, CSOs, and nonpoim sources. A source to ~ssist municipalities in targeting the use of
indicators for specific managezmmt actions is the Guidance for Spedfying Management Measures for
Sources of Non Point Pollution in Coastal Wmers (EPA 1993). Despite its tide, this document broadly
~ specific a~tions for al! types of storm water managemmat in freshwater.
The following discussion provides a summary of the types of indicators available to meet the overall
environmemal goals and the specific objectives. We are not suggesting that all of these indicators must
R0014007
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TABLE 2-2. EPA’s ENVIRO~AL GOALS, OBJECT/VES, AND INDICATORS
Euvironm~tal Goal
Protect ~nd ~n~nee Pubfic
Heath

Objective
Safe Drinking Wa~r
Safe Aquatic l~-~a~on

Indicator Type
Meet Public Watt" Supply
l~signate~ Use
-Beach Closums
M~ Swimming ~d Se~mdary

Safe Fish and Shcllfish
Consumption

Tissue Conc~nwmons

Conserve and Enlmnce
Ecosystems

Biologically Healthy Ws~"
Resources

Biological Diversity

Improve Ambient Conditions

~round Ws~er Prota~on

Ground Ws~’r Quality

Reduce Comaminated Salimems

Exta~ of Conmminar~
Sedin~mt

No Net Loss of Wetlands

Loss or Gain of Wetland

l~duce Convmfional Polluraa~

Ws~r/Effluent Chemisu’y

R~ix~e Toxic Pollmam

Water/Efl]ucm Chemisu’y

Reduce Polluum~ Losdings

Fish Advisories
Biologic~l Criteria

be measured. Indicators should be select~l based upon the overall and specific goals of the project. For
example, ff ~i,=t~ sediments is not suspect~i to be a problem, ~ there is no need to routinely
sample for sedim~n~ toxicity or clmnistry. However, sedimem toxicity and chemistry may need to be
sampled in the future to help diagnose a problem. The Intergov~ Task Force for Monitoring
Water Quality is recommending a core set of parameters be n~asured in all water managenm~t programs
followed by more detailed paramewrs to meet specific needs. Among those core paran~ers include basic
wa~er chcmisU’y and physical ~ (~, pH, nulriems, solids), biological community
m~mm~an~s (be~aic ma~roinv~-,~brates, fish, and/or alga~), and physical habitat.
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Human Health Indi~.ators
Indicators for human health protection are fairly swaighrforward. These would include the measures used
by the St~e to determine whether the designated use for public water supplies are met, as well as the
designated uses for swimming and secondary contact use. These would typically include beach closures,
if applicable.

"

Ecosystem Health Indi~ttors
Determining the biological health, or integrity, of the con~nmities inhabiting the surface wamrs requires
more than just chemical and physi~tl sampling. Even toxicological measures usually only account for
a portion of the conmmnity effe~s due to other potential impa~ such as habitat degradation, cumulative
and synergistic effe~s of toxicants, and the conventional and other non-toxic ponutants. Two categories
of indicators should be examined to measure progress towards meeting this goal: biological diversity and
biologicaJ ~iteria or condition. Biological diversity measures Usually are limited to dewrmining the
presence of threatened/endangered or rare species that may appear on State or Federal lists. Consultation
with the State regulatory and natural resource agencies, The Nature Conservancy, and the National
Biological Survey should reveal whether any "special status" species have been encountered in the area.
Correction of storm water impac~ could bridge important gaps in the natural range of special status

Biological criteria, or condition, is monitored and assessed by most State regulatory, or natural resource,
agencies. This process r~quires the coll~.~ion of at least two assemblages, such as fish and benthic
ma~roinvertebrates (and/or alga~) and the results are compared with reference conditions developed by
sampling least-impa~ted conditions within specific ecoregions, or by other n~ans available to State
biologists. States are working towards adoption of nnmeric biological ~’iteria into their State water
quality standard similar to that don~ by the State of Ohio, so ~ of the biological health of
the waters should be a standard part of the program.

Ambient Condition Indicators
Improvement of ambient conditions ~an be measured in a number of ways. Table 2-2 shows the types
of pollutants that could be monitored associated with various types of storm water management activities.
This table summarizes the information in EPA’s coastal zone guidan~ (EPA 1993), but for more detailed
information not in this text, we encourage you to refer to the original document. The traditional approar.h
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Pollutant Loading Indicators
This ~aapt~r addr~s~s n~hods for assessing polluta~ ~ourc~. It is important to document the
r~lu~tions in pollumm loadings due to management a~viti~s to b~ war~ t~ th~s¢ a~iviti~s r~suh~1 in
m~asurable progr~a towards n~ng the ultimate ~z~-’o~ goals. Th~ ~ or failur~ of th~se
activities can help us l~n more abom ~h¢ eff~ive~ss of best managemen~ pr~im.
Methods for Assessing Pollutant Sources
Onc~ ~ritm’ia have be~n developed to ~valua~ pollu1~nt sources-including ~onsiderafion of ~he type,
magnitude, and transport mod~ of the pollmants (vxisting or potential)--the municipality can assess these
sources. Pollutant assessments are frequently aimed at quantifying the source flows and pollutant loads
under various conditions. Many municipalities may have already ompleted this ~-p under their
municipal permit application. D~cribed below is on~ widely used as.~ssmem m~thod for pollutants

~;ource Determination and Data Evaluation
Urban runoff pollution sources can be defied by,completing a compre.hvnsive watershvd description that
includes the following: the type(s) of pollution affecting a wa~ r~source, the pollutant transport
m~uisms, the ~risfics of drainage pan,ms a~d drainage mu~u~s, a~d th~ land uses in the
program area. (Refer ~o C]~p~ I and th~ EPA Pan 2 NPDES Guidan~ Mmmal.)
Those acfiviti~ or land uses within a wat~-~he~! that am, or ~y could be, causing pollution
problems ~ to b~ id~ifi~d. Both point source and nonpoim ezmr~ di~harges should b~ considered.
Pollutant types found in th~ watersh~l can provide some clues r~garding the source(s) of the problems.
To isolate sources of pollution, it is helpful m divide the wa~-rsh~ into ~nallvr areas so that individual
pollution sources can be identified. Depending on the siz~ of the wawrshed, a drainage basin can first
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be divided into subbasins. If necessary, subbasins can then be divided into individual tributaries, pipe
systems, or drainage channels. Table 2-3 lists pollutant types typically associated with certain activities
or land uses. This information can be used to identify potential sources. Problem sources can also be
identified according to wa~er resource conditions, such as eutrophication of a water body resulting from
excessive mm-ients, or closures of shellfish beds because of high concentrations of bacteria. In addition,
sediments from aquatic systems and storm sewers can provide useful information for tracing and
identifying potential sources (Livingston, 1991).
Computer modeling is valuable in quantifying the flows and loads of pollutant sources needed for
pollution source assessme~s. Available models range from simple screening tools to numerical models
with varying levels of complexity based on the mnnber of processes incorporated and the level of detail
provided. The level of application of a given model may also vary depending on the objectives of the
analysis and available resources. Municipalities nmst keep in mind that modeling can be quite expensive
and should only be used when the potential benefits justify their use.
In addition to the magnitude of a pollutant load and the location of a pollution source with respect to its
receiving waters, the mode of transport to the receiving water and the degradation of the pol!utant should
also be considered. Sources with a clear path to a waterway, such as pipes, diw, h~, and gullies, often
cause more adverse effects in a receiving water than similar sources that must travel through natural
filters, such as forested or grassy areas, before entering a surface water body. Changes in loads, from
the initial source discharge to the point where they affect the receptor, occur because of such factors as
travel time, dilution, and decay. The fate and transport of pollutants can be modeled using hydrologic
~nd pollutant buildup-washoff models that a~,,ount for these favors. The more simple modeling methods
(i.e., unit load or statistical) can only empirically estimate these factors, and, thus, the level of uncertainty
and error is likely to be higher.
Models available for urban nmoff assessments vary widely in their levels of complexity, ranging from
simple ~n~ion t.~miques to sophisticated and expensive computer models. Simple methods are
compilations of expert judgement and empirical relationships between physiological ~tic~ of the
watershed and pollutant export that can be solved by a spreadsheet program or hand-held calculator.
These methods are often used when data limiL~tions, budget, and time constraints preclude the use of
more detailed models. Simple models frequently include information on land use, percent impervious
factors, runoff coefficients, size of the drainage area, pollutant loading values, and rainfall data. The
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Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has made great strides in researching pollutant loadings from
highway storm water discharges. FHWA ha~ a number of models and statistical methods that
municipalities may find useful in determining the benefits and impacts of various pollution prevention
altemati~’es.
Mid-range models, on the other hand, alzempt to compromise between the empiricism of the simpler
methods and the complexity of detailed models. Detailed models use storm event or continuous
simulation to develop historic time series of stormwater runoff and pollutant Ioadings and concentrations.
These models often consider, among other favors, soil type and percent imperviousness factors. To
select the model that will best achieve the project objectives, analysts need to consider the available
required input data, watershed pollutant characteristics, and time and resources available (Compendium
of Watershed-Scale Models for TMDL Development, June 1992).
Several models are available from EPA’s Center for Exposure Assessment Modeling in Athens, GA. For
more detailed information on urban and nonmban models, refer to the following publications:
¯

U.S. EPA, Office of Water. Compendium of Watershed-Scale Models for 7MDL
Development. EPA841-R-92-002. June 1992.

¯

U.S. EPA, Office of Resear~ and Developm~nt. UrbanRmu~Pollu~onPrevenrionPlanning
and Development. EPA/625/R-93/004. March 1993.

¯

U.S. E, PA. Gu~e to Nonpoin~ Source Pollution Control. 1987b.

Example Models
The following dh~ssion highlights a number of commonly used methods and focuses on models used

to predict ponution ~cs in an urban environment. The methods include constant conc~mtration
or unit load estimates, preliminary screening procednre, statistical method, rating curve or regression
approaches, and hydrologic and pollutant buildup-washoff models.
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Constant ~vent Mean Concentration or Unit Load Estimator
Constant ewnt m~an concentrations or unit pollutant loads can be used to estimate pollutant source loads.
They can be obtained from available data or estimamd according to the typ~ and siz~ of land uses in
the watershed. Constant event mean concentrations can be coupled with runoff volume estimates to
calculate runoff loads or can be used in hydrologic models to calculate time variable flows and loads.
The constant event mean ~tion or unit load m~thod is easy to use and can be helpful in idemifying
which areas within a watershed contribut~ the largest pollutant loads. Constant w~nt mean concentrations
or unit loads can also be ~dmated using a spr~adsh~t. W’hem local resoure~ allow, tl~se calculations
can be facilitamd using a GIS to kvep track of such information as pollutant concentrations from different
sources, land use or source boundaries, and quantities of flow produced in individual areas. However,
a GIS syst~n is not n~essary to pr~par~ load estimates, and municipalities without access to such systvms
should use other m~.hods.
Where ac~tal ~ are not available, input data can be tak~ from the literature. For example,
the U.S. EPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff Program provides a comprehensive study of storm water
runoff from resideutial, commercial, and light industrial arras throughout the United States and contains
a large data base of pollutant oncenn’afions and loads m~asured during various storm events from 1978
through 1983 (U.S. F_,PA, Results oftht Natiomvid~ Urban RzmaffProgram, 1983). The M~tropolitan
Washington Council of Govm-nmm~ts has published a manual entitled Controlling Urban Runa~: A
Practical Manual for Planning and Dtsigning Urban BMPs (1987). It r~xnnm~ds a simple m~,qhod for
calculating pollutant export from urban development sites. Included in this manual are r~co~ed
concentration values for phosphorus, nitrogen, COD, BODs, lead, zinc, and copper from new suburban
sites, older urban ar~as, and a central busin~s district.
Other data bases of storm wa~er polltuaut concentrations and loads include Driver and Tasker (1990),
Tasker and Driver (1988). The~ data can be used as inputs to sourc~ load e~imation techniques, such
as the constant conc~ttafion or unit load me~od.
Preliminary Screenin~ Procedure
Simple ~tuations can be used to estimate annual average loading contn’butions of urban runoff for BOD,
~ solids, volatile solids, total phosphate phosphorus, and total nitrogen. Pollutant loadings can
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be estimated based on the relative contribution of pollutants from each land use; however, the equations
arc not location-specific and ar~ only useful for screening purposes.
~razisrical Mefh(~l
The statistical method of modeling urban runoff assumes ttmt event nman concentrations (EMC) are distributed log-normally and ckmractm-izes EMCs by their medizn values and tlmir coefficients of variation.
The U.S. EPA’s statistical method (Driscoll et al., 1989) includes statistical prol~rties of rainfall, area,
runoff co~cients, median EMCs, and coefficients of variation of EMCs of various pollutants. The
FHWA has impl~n~med U.S. EPA’s statistical method for various locations in the United States
(Driscon, 1989, and Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1990).

R¢~,rexsion-Ratin~ Cur~e A~Droache~
Rating curve or r~gmssion models, such as the 31 Norm-runoff-load modds developed by the USGS for
m=~opolitan ar¢as throughout the Unimd States (Driver and Taskr, 1990, and T~slmr and Driver, 1988),
use site-specific rainfall, nmoff, and wamr quality data, such as the dam collect~l for U.$. EPA’s
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program and similar studies, to relam on~nrmfions and loads of pollumms
to flow rates and volumes (s~ Driver and Tasker, 1990).
ttvdrolo~ic ¢md .Pollutant ~uildup-Wa~hoff Model~
Hydrologic and pollmam buildup-washoff models address the accumulation of pollutants during dryweather p~riods and runoff of these pollutants during rainfall events. Of the many models available,
some of the more widely used models tl~ use a buildup-w~hoff mechanism include:
*

Hydrological Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) (U.S. EPA, 1981); also described in (U.S.
EPA 1991)

¯

Storm Water Managemen~ Model ($WMM) (U.s. EPA, 1988); also des~ibed in (U.S. EPA
~991)

¯

Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM) (Pitt, 1989).
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In ranking urban runoff related problems, it is also essemial to assess institutional consu’am~/capabilities
for the r~gula~ors, owners, and the public.
Criteria To Comider
To assess institutional constraints/capabilities, municipalities may want to consider the following:
applieable r¢gulatiom, pr¢ferenees of the local authorities and r¢gulatory agencies, funding sourc~ and
limitations, multi-agency respomibilities and overlaps, and public aeeeptan~ of the program. The critnria
a municipality would consider when considering which sources to ~’get or which r~.eiving waters m
addr~s include:
¯

Po~fial for solving the iden~fied problem

¯

I~gr~ to which existing resource, technology, or (municipal, Sta~, F~eral) programs could

¯

Potential for adverse effects due to a particular action

¯

Willingness of municipal agencies to take steps (use their tools and resources) to help address
this problem

¯

Potemial for combined action (involving government agencies, citizens, interest groups, or
nongovernmental organizations) in conducting storm water management activities

¯

Extent to which there are existing programs/activities to support m~asures required under the

¯

Implemen~ability of comrols in a particular area

¯

Level of public support for a) prot~ing a given resource, b) developing a particular program
me~su~, or ¢) funding recomme~ed controls

¯

Availability of funds to undertake a particular project

¯

Extem to which r~gulatorylpm~t requirements are satisfied.

Methods for Assessing Institutional Comtraims/Capabilities
The institutional issues of a program are assess~ by evaluating the program’s potential and limitations
and by reviewing the requirements of involved agencies and the public. One major institutional issue that
R0014017
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must be address~l by an urban runoff program is demminmg the responsibilities of ~ctrinvolv~d party.
This is especially true for programs involving multiple agencies. Interviews and me,tings with all
interestexi parties can be conducted to help develop institutional criteria. Questionnaires can be prrpared
and distributed to help identify concm’ns. Complaints, either filed with local authorities or available
through public interaction progrm~s, can help d~velop urban runoff pollution prevention and control
programs to be implemented later.

Issues rela~ed to the control of the program, such as enforcemaut, ~, Ire’mitring, and funding,
can affect the program’s emphasis and the selection of its corrective nmasur~s. Another institutional issue
involves the limitations of available technology. Implcm~nmbility of onu-ols m~y also be considered,
particularly in areas involving limited access to private properties. In m~Idition, the potential for
eliminating or reducing an urban runoff problem or improving affected water resources can be
considered. Public questions and concerns can be influential during the decision-making processes.
Applicable r~gulations and permit conditions may force the sequencing of corrective m~asures so ~
those addressing compliance with the mgulafious or l~’mit cox~litiom are implemented first.
Goals a~nd Objectives Assessments
Finally, municipalities should evaluate storm water runoff problems with respect to curr~nt and future
goals.
Criteria To Consider
Municipalities will generally wan~ to focus on those problems where preventive or corr~xive n~asures
would provide the greatest benefit. One goal, for example, might be to increase the use of public beaches
by decreasing bacteria coums and a~’th~,ic nuisances associated with s~orm water events. Application
of goals and objectives crim’ia could ida~ify where corrective measures would provide the greamst
benefit, perlmps at beachm only slightly degraded and needing only minimal cleanup before tbey ar~
r~ored, or at bmr.hes in Imvily populamd arms wh~e many people could bestir from restoration of
the wamr body. Crimria a municipality may omidcr wlmn considering which sources to target or which
receiving wamrs to addr~ include:
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Potemial for achieving water re.source goals as de.scribed in the water quality standard
Pot~’ntial for ~alizing short-term benefits, thereby building good will and commitment to longterm obj e..ctive.s
¯

Consistency with ottmr land use objectives

¯

Consistvncy with programmatic goals of SWMP

-

Oppornmity to maximize ~fforts by coordinating activities with other agvncivs.

Methods for Assessing Attainment of Goals and Objectives
The relativv importance of an urban runoff problem may be assess~ by comparing that problm’n to thv
program’s water resource and tvchnology-based goals and objectives. By considering pollution problems
in connection with the program’s goals and obj~:tiv~s, the program mare can identify and focus on the
urban runoff problems most important in attaining the overall aims of the program. The assessments
conducted on pollutant source, water resources, and institutional aspects provide input to these
detvrminations.
How to Rank Storm Water Runoff ProMemr
Municipal storm wat,r pollution problvms can be numerous, and funding to correct tlmse problems is
usually limited. It is desirable, therefore, that a priority list of sources or impacts be dw,loped to allow
for targeting of limit~l rmources. Ranking is a subjective process that requires the judgment of
de.cision-malmrs. A ranking m~thodology can range from simple, descriptive methods (qualitative) to
numerically complex (quantitative) methods, ~g on the requirvm~-nts of the urban runoff program
obj~ivvs and th, constraints of program funding. Ranking m,thods can be applivd to a vari,ty of
geographic ar=as, ranging from counties or communities with multiple watersheds or individual water
bodies or pollution sources.
A ranking m~.hodology is developed for a specific study arm to encourage a phase! approach and to
¯ nsur~ the optimal allocation of available msour~s. S~veral methodologies can i~ used to rank pollution
problems for control, dq~nding on the complexity of the watershed, water rmources, and their problems.
Crimria such as thos, presemed in Table 2-1 can be ustzl in probl=n ranking. Ranking should be
conducted following consultation with involved parties, including local, State, and Federal agvncies, local
environmmxal groups, and concerned citizens.
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Qualitative Rankings

-

The simplest approach is to use qualitative ~s, such as high, moderate, or low, to prioritiz¢
pollution problems. Table 2-4 provides an example of mmh a ranking system. The assigned ratings must
then be inmrpreted to determine which areas should receive the highest priority as appropriate controls
are developed. The use of rafi~ poin~ or categories can allow all the criteria to be evaluated on an
equivalent basis. For each problem, the ranking criteria can be assigned relative ratings of 1 to 10, with
a higher rating indicating a higher priority. In Table 2-4, the criteria used to gauge which area should
receive highest priority for storm wamr management include imperviousness of the site, land use, runoff
coefficient, annual runoff vohim¢.

~tir~rive Rankings
To perform numerical ranking, a rating is assi~ed m each ranking ~on for each problem. The
assigned ranking for a ~’iwrion can ~ be muRiplied by its relative weigh~ for each pollution problem.
All of the products (Criterion ~ × Relative Weigh0 should be summ~ for a given problem. This
procedure is th~n ~ for all problems being evaluated. The sums thus ~signed should be
compared, and the probl~ms wi~ the highest sums should receive the high~ priority during
implementation of urban runoff controls. An example of nm~-.rical ranking is given on page 2-23.
An important point for municipalities to consider when using the rankings is that the ultimate goal is to
address their specific water quality problems. For example, in a given nnmicipality, su’eam scouring may
be a bigger problem than ¢mrophication. In this case, the municipality would weigh runoff volume
h~avier tban nutriems in runoff.
STEP 4: SCREEN, RANK, AND SELECT CONTROLS
Once particular waterbodies and sources have been targeted for action (based on the criteria
in Sr~-p 3), the municipality’s ~ask is to determine the most cost-effective solutions to solve the identified
problems. This section discusses the t~ols needed to priori~ize and rank solutions or conn-ol measur~
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TABLE 2-4. ESTIMATED NONPOINT SOURCE LOADINGS USING CONSTANT CONCENTRATIONS
Amtual
i~OL

i .~: .

I

Coeff~ Volume n~x

8:5
50

Commercial’ 0.73
Commercial 0.45

2.7
15.7

(rank)
(rank)
1.7 (12) 14 (1 I)
9.8 (I) 82 (1)

60

Commercial

0.61

9.7

6.0 (3)

51 (4)

High

10

0.13

3.1

2.0(10)

24 (8)

Low

85

Multifamtly
Residential’
Industriale

0.73

80
20

Industrial
Commercial

0.69
0.21

5.4
4.3
3.4

2.8 (7)
2.2 (8)
2.1 (9)

28 (7)
23 (9)
18 (10)

Medium
Medium
Low

Single* and 0.21
Multifamily
Residential
Industrial 0.:53

9.1

5.9 (4)

73 (3)

High

9.1

4.7 (5)

48 (5)

High

Commercial

14.2

8.8 (2)

75 (2)

High

,
A
B
C
D

~

El

Main St and Freeport Outlet Stores

3.3
30.6

Commercial development at 1-95
Interchange, Main St, and Pine St
A portion of Freeport Crossing Outlets,
13.9
Main St, Varney Rd, and Kar Klean
Main St, Varney Rd, a portion of Linwood 21.0
Rd, and adjacent residential development
South LL Bean parking lot
6.:5

E2
F

Northern LL Bean parking lot
Indepe~enc~ Way, Eastland Shoe
warehouse, Horsefeathers Restaurant, and
Main St

G

Somerset Condominiums, Summer St,
38.0
20
Upper West St, and Freeport Place
Condominiums
Municipal Garage, Main St, and town
15.0
60
office parking lot
Commercial
Downtown Village area along Main St,
19.2
7:5
between Morse and West St, including Oak

H
1

5.5
14.1

Source: Metcalf & Eddy, 1992

~
~
o.

Abnuai

’ FCOL Cone. = 16,000 org/100 ml,
NO3-N Cone. = 0.63 mg/l
b FCOL Cone. ffi 17,000 org/lO0 ml, NO3-N Couc. = 0.96 mg/!
© FCOL Cone. -- 14,000 org/100 ml, NO3-N Cone. = 0.63 mg/I
d FCOL Cone. = 37,000 org/100 ml, NO3-N Cone. = 0.96 mg/I

0.65

Low
High

I~1
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The following is an example of a numerical ranking syst~n for prioriti~.i~g pollution sources. A
hypothetical application of this weighted ranking methodology uses the following criteria: water
body importance (as r~fl~"ted by stream or lake si~), type of use (ranging from urban drainage to
recreationaJ contact), status of use (impaired vvrsus denied), level of use (low, moderate, or high),
pollutant loads (not actual loads but estin~es for comparative purposes), and implen~ntability of
controls (based on institutional factors, existing ordinance, or technical considerations). The
criteria used for this example ar~ similar to those idemified in Table 2-1. Other criteria may be
just as valid. The relative impor, an~ of the ranking criteria is designated by assigning each
criterion a weight appropriate for the site-specific conditions of the watershed under consideration.
The sum of all weights used to rank the problems ~ 100. Next, for each probl~n, the criteria
are ranked using a suggested range of 1 to 9, with a higher numerical ranking indicating a higher
need for corrective action. This listing allows relative comparisons to be made among problems
with respect to a single criterion.
This numerical ranking method for prioritizing pollution problems is illustrated in the hypothetical
urban watershed 0aelow) which consists of three streams and several types of land use (Figure
2-1). Information descn’bing the system is presented in Tables 2-5 and 2-6. Typical sources for
these data include site-specific pollutant loading data, model results, and literature values from
such projects as the NURP ~dy. For this example, the three "use" criteria are clustered together
as subcriteria of a "beneficial use" criterion. There are, thus, fottr prioritizafion criteria of equal
weight: stream size, beneficial use, polltmmt load, and ability to implement (Table 2-7).

Ranking for "stream size" is determined according to the total drainage area of each of the three
streams. Consistent with the goals for the hypothetical warn, shed, Stream C is ranked highest
with respect to "type of use" because of its recreational uses in the ~ park, Stream B receives
the lowest ranking because it is used mainly as an urban drain, and Stream A is ranked between
the other two streams because it is used to support aquatic life. With respect to "stares of use,"
Stream A ranks highest because although somewhat impaired, it has the potential to be improved
by control of pollution sources. Stream B receives a low ranking for use status because its water
quality is poor and its ftmction as part of an urban drainage system has long been accepted.
Stream C also receives a low ranking for use status since the water is of high quality. Rankings
for "level of use" reflect the number of people using or affected by each stream.
Mass pollutant loadings are calculated based on runoff coefficients (functions of the amount of
impervious area), runoff concentrations of pollutants, and the amount of land use type in each
stream’s drainage area. Each stream is ranked based on the proportion of pollutant load from its
watershed (in this example, total suspended solids is used). The watershed of Stream B is judged
to be easiest to implement tom.is because it is predominantly industrial. Based on the method
presented in this example, the watershed of Stream C should receive priority during
implementation of comrois, followed by the watershed of Stream A and then that of Stream B.
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TABLE 2-$. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TARGETED AREAS AND ESTIMATED CONCENTRATION LOADS
¯ ¯ :~ ;

~.Aves’age Concentration In Runoff (m~l)

¯

Sus~ed mnd~phusphoru :Copper Stream A Stream B Stream C
Grease
.

~::
:- -

¯¯

i :~’:~-. ’:;, i,,-, | , ,,

Industrial
Commercial
Residential (High Density)
Residential (Low Density)
Open - Developing
Open - Urban Park
Total Urban Area
Upstream Drainage Area
Total Drainage Area

Drainage Area (acres)

;’,,: ...... |,,,,, ..... ’ .... ........

0.6
0.8
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1

Source: Woodward & Clyde, 1990

120
80
90
100
150
50

,,,,,,- .......

20
15
10
5
0
0

0.20
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.80

0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.01

:,,i,~, ¯

0
10
100
200
0
0
310
600
910

Totnl

, " ....

l~0""
80
100
0
0
0
330
0
330

0
110
50
200
150
50
580
20,000
20,560

150
200
250
400
150
50
!,200
20,600
21,800
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TABLE 2-6. ESFIMATED TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLID LOADS FOR TARGETED
AREAS
Total Suspended Solids Load
fibs !~" inch of rain)

:Land Use Category
Industrial
Commerc~
Residential (High Density)
Residemtial (low Density)
Open - Developing
Open - Urban Park
Wammhed Total
Watershed Rank Value

Stream A Stream B
0
150
10
80
100
100
200
0
0
O
0
0
1,870
4,431
1.7
4.1

Stream C
0
1,598
409
908
511
57
3,482
3.2

Urban Total
2,452
2,906
2,043
1,816
511
57
9,784
9.0

Source: Woodward & Clyde, 1990

TABLE 2-7. PRIORITIZATION ANALYSIS FOR URBAN AREA TARGETING

Weights
Warm’shed A
Watershed B
Watm~ed C
Total Urban Watershed

25
4
2
8
8

10
5
2
8
8

10
7
2
2
5

5
4
1
6
8

25
1.7
4.1
3.2
9.0

25
5
7
3
2

1(30
4.08
3.73
4.85
6.45

Target Score ffi Weighted Average of Rank Points = Sum(P,a~ Score * Weight)/Sum(Weights)
TSS: Total Suspended Solids
Source: Woodward & Clyde, 1990

Selecting BMPs for preventing and controlling storm water runoff pollution is a two-step prcr.ess. First,
a co~rehensive list of BMPs should be compiled and screened to eliminate those that are inappropriate
for the program. The appropriate BMPs are then assessed to select those that will ultimately be
implemenmd in the SWMP.
The construction of facilities to collect and ~reat urban runoff may be prohibitively expensive. Therefore,
the emphasis of storm water pollution control should be on developing a cog-effective approach that
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includes nonsrrucrural controls and low-cost su-ucrural controls, Nonsrracrural comro-ls include both
regulatory controls (e.g., pollution prevention measures and land use conrrols) and source controls {e.g..
controls that reduce pollutant buildup or lessen its availability for wash-off during rainfall). Low-cost
structural controls include the use of facilities that reduce pollutant loads through infiltration or biological
degradation. Given tmlow is a list of the types of comrols ~zi BMPs available to municipalities for
managing their storm water nmoff (discussed in derail in Clmpmr 5).
.EXAMPLES OF SOURCE CONTROL AND ,TREATMENT BMPs
Regulatory Controls
¯ Land use mgul~ons
¯ Comprehensiw runoff control regulations
¯ Lind ar.zluisition
¯
¯

New d~v¢Iopment controls
Illicit discharge ~zols

¯ Spill pmwmtion ~zl c,l¢anup
¯ Public ~ducation/pollution prevention
T~t Controls
¯ D~tention facilities
¯
¯

Vegetative pr’~tic~s
Filtration lrn’~c~s

¯

R¢trofitting existing flood control facilitim

How to ~reen BMPs
The goal of the BMP screening process is to reduce the list of BMPs to a more manageable number to
be considered for implementation. Because this is an initial step, the methods used are generally
qualitative and require that good engineering judgement be exercised.
For the purposes of screening, BMPs are divided into two general camgories: stmcnn’al and nonsrrucmml.
Structural BMPs, such ~s detention ponds and infiln-ation practices, are designed to address specific
pollutants from known sources. In comrast, nonsmu:mml BMPs, which include regulatory practices
(such as those that limit impervious areas or protect natural resources) and source controls (such as street
sweeping or solid waste management) are typically implemented throughout an entire community,
watershed, or special area to be protected. Municipal storm water management programs will, in most
cases, rely on a combination of both m’uctural and nommumn’ai practices. Methods for s.creening these
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two type.s of BMPs are outlined below. Chapters 5 and 6 present detailed guidance on implementing
structural and nonstructural BMPs.

Nonstrucmral BMPs are a good solution when limited funds are available. In addition, these BMPs can
perform an auxiliary role to a structural BMP. Many low-cost t~chniques can lead to significant
improv~mems in water quality. Urban storm water menagvment programs typically include a number
of nonstrucnn’al BMPs. For example, an urban runoff management plan for the Santa Clara Valley
identified more than I00 separam potential nonstrucun-al BMPs used throughout the county (WoodwardClyde, 1989). To reduce the large number of available BIVIPs, municipalities must screen these
regulatory and source control BMPs for their appropriamness to th~ watershed. The case study at the end
of Ch~mr 2 discusses the Santa Clara Vall~ program and the BMP scree~fing and sele~.ion m~hod.
One screening m~.hod involves ~plying scr~-zdag criwria to each nonsu-actu~ practice to determine its
applicability to the conditions in the watershed. The screening ~ will be specific to the watershed
and will d~pend on the goals of the program. Typical criteria include:
¯

Pollutant ~inOval: Differem regulations and sour~ control practices are designed to address
different pollutants and, ttm’efore, the program team should ~m~re that the screened list of
controls includes those practices designed to address the pollmants of primary concern.
Certain source control measures (e.g., development of a public information program) may not
be measured in terms of reduction in pollmmts loads. Therefore, municipalities may want to
use alternate measures, such as the level of public participation in recycling programs or the
number of community outreach activities completed.

¯

Existin~ Governs. e.nt Stl~ctufe: Some practices implemented throughout the country require
a specific government strucUn’e. For example, a strong county government may be important
for implementing a specific regulatory comrol. However, the role of county governments can
vary from one section of the counn’y to another. Practices requiring sp~ific government
structur~ that do not exist in the area of concern could, therefore, be eliminated from the list.

¯

Legal Authocity: For regulaWry comrols to be effective, municipalities must have the legal
authority to implemen[ and enforce regulations. Municipal boards and officials may lack this
authority and may be required to obtain it through local action.

¯

Public or Municival Acc~tance: It may be diffimlt to implemeat some practices because of
resistance from the public or an involved municipal ag~-y. An improved communications
strategy or other appropria~ messur~ may improve the perception of these practices.
R0014027
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¯

Tech~cal Pcasil;)ili~: Some of the municipal BMPs described may req~re lar~ expenditures,
extensive efforts, and long-term operation and mainteaance coszs. Therefore, they may not
be suitable for implementation in small municipalides tl~t lack the requir~ resources.

Additional screening criteria may also be used, as shown in the Santa Clara Valley case study at the end
of Chapter 2.

Another mmhod of screening involves the use of a comparative summary matrix, an ~xample of which
is presented in Figure 2-2. This matrix was developed for screening nonswactural control practices in
coastal areas; however, it is at least in part applicable to inland areas as well. In this matrix, various
regulatory and source control practices are listed and compared for their ability to meet various criteria.
The criteria listed generally include ability to remove specific pollutants, such as nutrients and sediments,
site requirements. Other ~iteria are also listed, and some of these are only applicable in coastal areas.
For each practice and criterion, an as,sessmem of effectiveness is indicated, with the solid circle indicating
high effecm’veness and the open ~rcles indicating low effectiveness. This type of matrix may provide a
basis for making an initial assessment of practices and their applic=bility to the program.
Struatwal Practices
Because structural pra~ices generally are more site-specific and have more restrimious on their use than
nonstructural practices, the initial screening step for these pra~s can be more precise than the initial
screening step for nonstructural pramices. Table 2-8 outlines some of the more important criteria for
screening structural BMPs, including their pollutant removal efficiencies, land requirements, the drainage

area that each BMP can effectively treat, the desired soil conditions (e.g., soils favorable for infiltration),

ground water elevation, and co~. By using these criteria and the information obtained in the data
collection and analysis and problem identification and ranking steps, the program team can narrow the
choice of BMPs to a list that can be further assessed in the BMP selection step.
The initial s~-eening criteria for strucua’al pra~ices include the following:

¯ Pollutant Removal: It is importam for the muni~ality to ensure that the BIVIPs selected
address the primary pollutants of concern to the level of removal desired.
’
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TABLE 2-8. STRUCTURAL BMP INITIAL SCREENING CRITERIA

i~xtettlkd Dett~iun

Medltt~.l~h

Low-Medium

Low-Medium

-

Low.Medium

Large

Medium-Large

Permeable

Below Facility

Wet Pe~ds

Mediunvltlgh

Low-Medium

Low-Medium

-

Low-Medium

1.urge

Medium-Lat’ge

Impermeable

Hear Surface

Comtn~ted Wedand~

Medimn-Hlgh

Low

Low-Medium

-

Medium-HIIh

Large

Larle

Impermeable

Near Surface

lnfiltrttion I~im*

Medium-Hi~h

Medium-High

MMium-High

Hi|h

MediunvHi~h

Large

Small-Medium

Permeable

Below Facility

Infiltration Tl~’nche~
I~y Welts*

Medlum-lligh

Medium-lli|h

Low-Medium

lli|h

Medium-lli|h

Small

Small

Permeable

Below Facilily

lligh

lligh

Medium

lll|h

Ilish

H/A

Small-Medium

Permeable

Below Facility

Medium

Low

Low

-

Low-Medium

Small

Small

N/A

N/A

Film Suip~

Medlum-lll|h

Medium-Hi|h

Medium-lligh

Medium

V~ie*

Small

N/A

N/A

Filtrutiun Basing

Medium-lligh

Low

Medium

Medlum-lllgh

Ltrge

Medium-Lar|e

Permeable

Below Facility

lligh

Low

-

Medium-lllgh

FI/A

Small-Medium

N/A

NIA

Low

Low

Low

Pavement

Vt,,~elaave
Orated Swale,

Sand Flltee*

Wa~" Quality ~ Low-Medium

(I) Low ,,, 0-30~; Medium -, 30-65~; lllgh ,= 65-100~
(2) Small ,,, 0-10 ac~; Medium - 10-40 acre*; Large ,- >40 acre,
H/A ,, No~ applicable
* Potentlel fb¢ failure high, especiully when not deal|ned and Installed properly.

N/A
Small
NIA
Sources: $cl~uelero 1987~ Woodward.Clyde, 1991.
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¯

Land Requirements: Large land re~fuirements for some of the above-ground structural BMPs
can often restrict their use in highly developed urban areas.

¯

~=I:~I]~g~AZ~.: The structural BMPs listed in Table 2-8 are used primarily to treat runoff
from watershe~is extending to 50 or 60 acres. Drainage ar~s above this size might have to
be rre.amd by locating BMPs in sub-wamrsheds.

¯

~oil ~naracteristics: Srrucnu-Rl BMPs have differing requimment.s for soil condkions.
Infiltration facilities generally re~j~tire Ir~’m~ble soils, while d~-~ntion BMPs g~nerally require
impermeable soils. The municipality must become fRmiliar with soil conditions in the
wamrsh~d.

¯

Ground Water Elevation: The ground wamr elevation in the watershed can be a limiting
factor in siting and impl~ structural BMPs. C.~aerally, high ground water elevation
can r~stric~ the use of infilu"~on facilities.

¯

public Acc~tanc¢: It may be difficult for a municipality to impl~n~nt a strucutml BMP that
meets with g~n~l public zpproval. Public accepmn~ of the BIVIP is an important
consideration in th~ scr~ning sty.

¯

Technical Feasibility: Some of the municipal BMPs dmcribed may require large expenditures,
extensive efforts, and long-term Ol~mfion and ~ costa. Therefore, they may not
be suitable for impl~ion in small nmnicipalities th~ lack the required resources.

Of the screening crimr~ listed, the pollumm removal, land requimnenm, and drainage area served are
usually absolute restrictions. Soil condition and ground water elevation, on the other band, impose
restrictions that can potm~tially be overcome by importing n~clvd soil or constructing facilities with clay
liners to restrict ground water inflow. These modifications, however, can add significantly to BMP costs.
BMP ~e.lection ~
Having scr~d the initial list of BMPs, municipalities can now rank and select a final s~ of BMPs using
the decision-making process (Figure 2-3) dmcribed below. This proc~s evaluams the r~lative merits of
each BMP or group of BMPs. B~ause of tbe complexity of urban runoff control probl~us, a numb~
of factors must be tak~ inIo account in assessing alternative plans. Thee ~’e pr~ented in Figure 2-3
as inputs to the decision process and include analysis tools and decision factors. The analysis tools are
those used to assess and rank the existing pollution problems (see beginning of Chapter 2). The decision
factors are the criteria used to compar~ the alternatives. All of these inputs are then used to evaluate the
alternatives using one or more decision analysis methods. The following discussion discusses each input
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to the decision analysis, then describes the various decision analysis methodologies that may be used to
select BMPs for ultimate inclusion in the SWIVfP.

FIGURE 2-~. CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM OF BMP ~ON METHOD
Analysis Tools
These tools were described in detail during the discussion of Step 3. They can consist of watershed
models, receiving water models, and ranking models. The analysis tools are used to project future
conditions, given the alternatives being investigated. For example, the total pollutant loads for each
alternative may be calculated (whether using a unit load method or complex models, such as SWMM).
This will serve as one item of input information as the alternatives are being compared. Similarly, the
impacts to re~iving ~ may be assessed using these tools, so that the impacts can be compared when
making a decision.
Criteria for Decisionmaking
An importa~ step in BMP plan selection is to ~ the decision factors of importance. The selection
of these criteria is site-specific and needs to be determined by the program team based on the
R0014033
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characteristics of the watershed and the financial and personnel resource~ available. Typical
de.cisionmaking criteria are discussed below. Note that they are similar to the problem assessment criteria
use in Step 3.

Institutional Considerations
To evaluate and select appropriate BMPs, municipalities may wan~ to consider a number of institutional
favors, includh~g existing governmental strucun’es, legal authority, and implementation responsibilities.
If the proper legal authority does not exist, an analysis for anaining this authority must be undertaken (as
required under Part 2 of the application). In addition to these considerations, the team should investigate
existing urban nmoff program~ in the community, region, or State. Often, cost savings are realized and
total program efforts reduced by taking advantage of material and data compiled from existing programs.
It should be noted that these decision factors are similar to the assessme~ criteria used to rank pollution
problems. Factors to consider when ranking BMPs are:
¯

Degree to whi~ ~g technologies or programs (municipal, State, Federal) could be used

¯

Availability of tools (technical methods and measures) to address adverse side effects of a
particular action

¯

Extent to which legal authority exists to implement the BMP.

~lic Accevr~¢e
In many instances, the public will be responsible for at least a portion of the funding required to
implement the recommended plan. Public reaction to aspects of the storm water management program
should, therefore, be assessed through the use of public meetings. Measuring public acceptance can be
difficult, but is ofwn importam to the overall success of a program. The main factors to consider are:
¯

Level of public support to address problems

.
¯

Level of public support for impl~ a particular BMP
Public perception of the value of the resource.
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,Technical Feasibility
Cost is one of the most important factors to consider when selecting BMPs. Municipalities should
consider the costs associated with both the development and impl~n~ntation of nonstructm-al BMPs and
the construction and operation of structural B1VH~s. Total costs should be reflected in addition to capital
and operation and maintenance costs for each alternative. The b~nefits associa~l with the implementation
of a control plan are usually more difficult to determine. For example, if an urban runoff control plan
is designed to r~duce the discharge of f~l coliform to a closed shellfish area, there will be monetary
benefits when these beds are reopened. These benefits are difficult to quantify but should not be
neglected when s~lecting BMPs. Th~ factors to consider are:
¯
¯
¯

Relative costs for a particular BMP
Availability of funds (capital) to initiate tbe project
Availability of funds to operate and maintain BMPs over time.

Construction [$$u~y
In ~valuating and selecting BM~s (particularly structu~ BMPs), municipalities should consider various
aspects of construction, including site r~lulr~n~’ th~ extent of disruption, and the d~’~ of
construction and future maintenance that n~ed to be overcome. Construction issues ar~ not as important
when assessing sourc~ control and r~gulatory control practices. However, for structural controls, they
can often be very important. The factors to consider include:
* Land requlremems
¯ Soil requirements
¯ Ground water elevation.
.Compliance With Re~__!~ory Reouiremenrs O1e the ~’WMP
BMPs should also be assessed on their capacity to meet the regulatory requirements of the SWMP. For
exan~le, as part of the SWMP, mxmicipalities must prevent illicit discharges from entering the storm
sewer system. In addition, they must control discharges into their storm sewer systems from industries.
BMPs that work toward achieving these p~ogrammatic requirements would be assigned higher priority
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than those that do not. Priority considerations and pollution sources should be the focus-of the selected
akemative. The factors to consider are:
¯
¯

Extent to which regulatory requirements are satisfied
Extent to which specific progranmmtic measures of the SWMP are satisfied.

~Environmental Effecr~
The implementation of pollution control measures for storm water runoff can affect the environment in
a number of ways. Wlmn evaluating various BMI~, municipalities should consider the potential
eff~,-’ts--both positive and negative--that may result from their impl~on. The many resources that
can be positively affeaed include w~r resources, aquatic animal and plant life, wildlife, and wetlands.
The negative environmemal effects, which can include aesthetic problems, cross-media contamination,
the loss of useable land, and wetlands impacts, may also be considered.
The importance of considering BMP side effects is becoming more widely recognized. Indeed, there is
a shift away from viewing BMPs simply in terms of their pollution control ability. Incorporating
structures into new developments or retrofitting them in existing areas can gain wider acceptance if
aesthetic qualities are considered. For example, tmvegetated above-ground infiltration basins or extended
detention basins a~ generally not attractive elements of the environment and may serve as iuse~t breeding
grounds. However, natural-looking wet ponds or vegetated wetlands ran be incorporated into the
environment and even improve aesthetics. These are issues that can greatly affect public acceptance.
The main factors to consider are:
¯

Potential for positive effects of BMP on the community (e.g., property value, aesthetics),
water resources, aquatic animal and plato life, wildlife, or wetlands

¯

Potential for negative effects due to BMP, such as aesthetic problems, cross-media
contamination, the loss of useable land, wetlands impacts, operation and maintenance costs to
the community (taxes).

Secondary environmental impacts from municipal BMPs most often affect wetlands because of the role
they play in storm water managemem. Wetlands are used in the treaunem of urban storm water
discharges within a storm water managemem program. The impa~ of urban storm water discharges on
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wetlands include degradation of wetland hydrology, wetland water quality, wetland soils, and wetland
plants and animals. As a result of urbanization, wetland hy~Irology is affected by the incre~ed quantit’y
and poor quality of the storm water discharges. The impacts to wetland hydrology include lower wetland
response tim=, change in water levels in the wetland, and a change in the wefland’s detemion time. The
changes in wetland water quality that restflt from urban storm water runoff are physical and chemical.
The physical changes occur in temperature, conductivity, and the level of suspended solids. The chemical
changes result from the increased levels of toxics, metals, and nutrients contained in the storm water
runoff, knpacts to wetland soils include changes in the pH and redox potential. The combined results
of the above impacts negatively affect plains and animals in the wetland. The increased levels of storm
water runoff can flood plants and the feeding and breeding groumls of many animals. Also, the toxicity
levels in storm water runoff may kill plants and other food for animals within the wetland habitat.

BMP E~ecriven~.
Estimating tbe effectiveness of a BMP is one of the most importam favors a municipality will consider
as part of the BMP selection process. In most cases, determining BMP effectiveness for structural
comrols is easier than for nonstmctural controls. Stnumu-al conn’ols (e.g., detention facilities and
infiltration basins) may be assessed in t~rms of their d~nonswated capacities to remove pollutants (see
Chapter 5), w]m’e.~ nonsmumL~ comrols (e.g., sn’eet sweeping, laud use regulations, and solid w~e
managem~m) may be evaluated according to indirea measures, such as the degree to which public
awareness is heightened or the number of communit7 outreach programs that are implemented.
Some municipalities may choose quamitative, decision analysis techniques to assess BMPs, whereas others
may prefer to use more basic qualitative assessments backed by basic statistics, such as cost-effective
data. While qualit~ive factors may be subjective by their very nature, the need for more quantitative,
decision analysis models may be mmecessary during the early steps of BMP selection.
One type of qualitative analysis involves a holistic approach, which relies on tbe use of certain basic facts,
intuition, and professional judgmm~. One key deciding factor (cost, for e.xan~le) can guide the process.
Given the inher~ complexity of assessing alternative urban runoff comrol plans and the large number
of available inputs to the d~ision, this approach is usually over-simplified. The selection of an
appropriate plan from the developed alternatives will generally require an assessment of multiple factors
and should be done in as qmnfitative a manner as is reasonably poss~le.
R00~4037
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Quamitativ¢ approacbes include such measures as cost-effectiveness analyses. A cost-effectiveness
analysis helps the municipality attain a predetermined goal with the least expensive method possible.
SUIV[MARY
The process of targeting storm water runoff problems and selecting BMPs to control those problems is
difficult and can best be performed by undertaking a ~stcmatic assessment process. Because of the
qualitative nature of some inputs to tbes¢ assessments and decisions, subjective comparisons among the
alternative plans will likely be necessary. Where cost-benefit issues n~d to be addressed, or where
technically complex eases are ¢ncounm’~d, more quantitatively b~sed, m~alytical tools may be necessary.
The process outlined in this chapter acts as a guide for decision making and cannot account for all of the
circumstances that might be encountered. Profcssioml judgmcn~ and care is needed ~t each step along
the way. Once tbese choices have been made and BMPs have been selected, the storm water mauagcmcnt.
program is ready to be impleancm~.
wo]~:~rs
The n~xt two pages con~in worksh~ts developed for the ~tme of Cal~ornia ,~orm Wmer Beat
Management Practice Handbook (Municipal). These worksbee= may be useful in se~ing priorities for
sel~Jng municipal source and u’eatm~ conn-ols.
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PollutantSof
Concern

BMPs

TREATMENT CONTROL BMP
Annual
Annual
Annual
Capital
Pollutants
ApplicationArea of
O&M ost~
Removed
Costst
($1Yr)
(Ac)
(Lb/Yr)
($/Yr)

Annual
Admin.
Costs
($1Yr)

Total Removal
Annual Cost~
Costs
($/Yr) ($/Lb)

Annual capital costs based on a 20-year design period.
Annual administration costs are best determined by a given community once a city-wide program is established.
Removal costs are in units ($/Yr)/(Lb/Yr) = $/Lb.
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CASE STUDIES

-

The following case studies provide examples of methods for both assessing storm water runoff problems
and evaluating/selecting appropriate BMPs to address those problems.
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TABLE 2-9. PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ACTIvI°I’tl~S*-

¯

A~ivi~tes
Prokn’am for Commercial and Rmidential Areas
Master Plan for N~w Development
o

1

Priorities

l~l~:~ of Compr~h~siw Plan

- Owl Cr~k W~h~l Pro~’~ion Program
- I~sig~ Guidelines
M~~ of Su’u~ural Conu’ols

ls~
2rid

M~in~mam~ of Su’u~u~s
R~mion/I~r~on Ponds
¯

O~Wa~r S~ar~ors
Volum~ Co~’ol BMPs
C~lver~Su’u~m~

1st

BMP R~a~pe~on Program
BMP Dam Base Expm~on

Ist
2nd

Pramices for O&M for Su’eets, Roads, and Highways

- Other Programs
* Flood Managem~t Procedures Assessment
¯ Pesticide, Herbicide. and Fertilizer Application

15t
1st

Training
¯

1st

Storm Water Master Plan Continuation
Plan Maimenam:e

¯

1st

Progrmn fer mictt Discharges and Improper I)tspmal
Implementation and Enforcement of Ordinance
Sites from Part 1 Investigation
New sites each year

lst
1st
2rid

*Taken verbaxim from the Part 2 NPDES Storm Water Permit Application prepan)d by the City of Virginia Bea=h,

virginia (1992).
R0014043
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TABLE 2-9. PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM Au-tlvl’l’tl~ (Co~tinued)

¯

Activities
!
Prierifies
Program for lllicit Discharges and Improper Disposal (Continued)
Storm Sewer Investigations
Mapping and Evaluation
-- Part 1 sites

1st

-- New sites

2rid

Field surveys
-

Part 1 si~es
New sites

Ist
2rid

Sour~ Icle~ifi~ion
Part 1 si~s
New sites
* Spill Response and ln~’pecfion Program
¯ Reporting of Illicit Discharges

2rid

¯

- Brochures, Cityline Message and Slide Show
- Hotline and main-in programs
Controls to Limit Infiltration
Program for Industrial Facilities
Mount Tra~h~re (Closed I.muifill)

¯

- Inspection/Maintenance of Park
- Monitoring Program for Two Lakes
I.~ndfill No. 2

¯

- Inspection
- Monitoring at One Site
Other l~a~ilities Data Evaluations

¯
¯
¯

Site Plan Review
inspection]Enforcement
Training Site Operato~

¯

2nd

1st
1st

2nd
2rid
Program for Construction Sites
1st
2nd

P,0014044
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FIGURE 2-4. CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA
PROPOSED STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM SCHEDUle*
*Taken verbatim from the Part 2 NPDES Storm Water Permit Application prepared by the City of Virginia Beach,
Virginia (1992)
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ACTIVITIES

1

Source Identification
Part 1 Sites
New Sites

YEAR OF FERMrI’
_4
2
3

$

30 sites
25 sites

25 sites

25 sites

25 sites

twice

twice

twice

twice

t~vice

4~
once

4~
once

4 tj.m~s
once

4 times
once

4 d.mes
once

once

on~

once

on~

once

O

once

once

once

once

Spill Response and Inspe~on Program
Reporting of l]lici~ Discharges
Brochure, Cityline Message, and Slide Shows
(O = developed)
Call-in and Mail-in (O = developed)
Prop~ Ma~ag~n~nt azu:I Disposal of Toxic
Materials
Support for Ongoing Programs
Brochure, Citylin~ Message, and Slide Show
(0 = d~veloped)
Controls to Limb Infiltr~on
INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

0
O

0

Mount Trashmom

Inspe~on/Mah~um~ of Park
Monitoring l~-ogram for Two I.akes
Landfill No. 2
Insp~on
Monitoring at a Sit~
Other Facilities Evaluations
Evalua~

Sit~ ~on of ~ Sit~
CONSTRUCTION SITES
Sit~ Plan R~vi~w

Insp~-tion/F.uforcen~nt
Training Site Op~’~ors (O ~ developed)

FIGURE 4-2. CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACII, VIRGINIA
PROPOSED STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM SCHEDULE (Continued)
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KING COUNTY’S BASIN PLANNING PROGRAM ESTABLISttXNG WATERSHED PRIORITIES

Fumr~ Problems

- ~ in Unincorpora~ King County
- Subdivision/PL~ Activity

Existing R~sourccs

- PermiUed Residential Units
- Stream Habitat

Urgc~’y/Tinv.line~

- Wetland Value
- Wetland Storage Po~ial
- Ws~’r Quality Potenti~l
- Other Ag~’y Interest

*Taken verbal~n from the Part 2 NPDES Storm Ws~’r Permit Application prepared by the King County
Surf~ Wa~-r Management Division (1992)
Problem counts for each c~egory wer~ gcnemed from the Technical Appendix of ~h Basin Reconnaissance r~port
(included with the Part I permit application). For ~I, for th~ l.,mdslides, Erosion/Sedin~ntafion, mul
Flooding c~egories, the following ratings were ~pplied: "0" - low (few problems), "I" - moderate (some
problems), and "2" - high (n~my problems). For other criteria, such as Wsler Quality msd SI~’eam Habitat, opposite

R00~4647
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scor~s were assigned: "0" - low quali~y (many problems), "I" - moderate (some problems), and "2"-~ high quality
(few problems).
Tables 2-11 through 2-14 show the final f~ores of each basin for each major category. Table 2-15 shows the
ranking of basins according to total scores. Thes~ mnkings form the basis of the proposed basin planning schedule
shown in Table 2-16.
By the end of 1992, the Coun~ will have completed, or will be ~mially underway, with basin plans for 12 of
th~ 37 basins in the surface water management sen, ice area. As expected from the ranking criteria, the first basins
selected for planning services were predominately rural watersheds. More recently, the Surface Water Management
Division has begun the basin planning process in urban or urbanizing basins, such as Miller Creek, Seola Creek,
and Salmon Creek. The plmming p~ for these b~in.~ will incorporate many of the same management straxegies
applied to rural basins and will be complemmted with nmv programs being developed and implemented as part of
the NPDES program (e.g., drahmge mapping, ilficit discharge surveys, and muroe control best management
prances).
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TABLE 2-11. BASIN PRIORITIZATION*
I. E~istin~ Problems (from Basin Reconnaissance)
Cr~ria
DraYage Basin
Landslide
Erosion/
McAIeer
Lyons
Swamp
Sammamish
North
Little B~ar
Big Bear
Thornton
Lk Washingxon
Juanita
Forbes
Evans
W Lk Sammamish
E Lk Sammami_ch
Coal
Tibbetts
May
N Fk Issaquah
E Fk Issaquah

Flooding

-

Shee~ 1 Total

I
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
I
I
I
I
2
I
0
0

1

2

4

1
I
2
0
I
2
0
2
2
I
2
2
2
I
I
2
I
I

2
2
l
0
I
I
I
I
2
I
I
I
I
I
I
2
I
1

3
3
5
0
2
3
I
3
5
2
4
4
4
3
4
5
2
2

Issaquah

~

2

0

~

Low~" ~
Duwami.ch

2
0

2
I

2
2

6
3

M~

0

2

2

4

1

2

1

4

0
0
0
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
1
2
l
2
1
1
1
2
1

2
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
I
2
2
1

3
3
0
4
5
3
5
3
2
3
4
2

Lower ~

!Soos
Jm~kins
I Covington
Middle ~
Bo~ing
Middle Puget
Lower Puget
Salmon
Miller
D= Moines
Hylebos
Whim

2

o

3

Not=: S~ narrative for e~planation of nu~g criteria.
*Tak~a verbatim from the Part 2 NFDES Storm W=er Pm’mit Applic=ion pr~=’ed by the King Coont7
Surfac~ Wat=r Matmgmzamt Division (1992)
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TABLE 2-12. BASIN PRIORITIZATION*

-

lI~" Future Problems
Drainage Barn
McAleer
Lyons
Swamp
~rnm:~mi.~h

Land in
Unineorp.

1982-I987
Subdivision/

Population

1
0
0

IUmg Co.

Growth

Permitted
Residential

Sheet 2 Total

1
1
1

0
0
1

1
2
2

3
3
4

Ptat Aetiv.

Units

1

2

2

I

6

North
Lit-de Bear
Big Bear
Thornton
Lk Washington
JuanJta
Forbes
Evans

0
0
1
1
0
2
1
2

2
1
1
0
2
2
2
2

1
2
2
0
1
2
1
2

2
0
2
0
1
2
2
1

5
3
6
!
4
8
6
7

W ~ S~mms~mi~h

0

2

l

2

5

E Lk S~mrn~mi.~h
Coal
Tibbetzs
May

2
l
1
1

2
!
!
0

2
2
1
1

2
0
0
1

8
4
3
3

,~ ~ ~t~

~

o

~

o

~

i E Fk Issaquah
lssaquah
Lower Cedar
Duwamish
Black
Mill
Lower Green
Soos
Jenkins
Covington
Middle Green
Boeing
Middle Puget
Lower Puget
Salmon
Miller
Des Moine~
Hylebos
White

1
2
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
1
0
2
0
1
2
2
2
2
0

0
0
I
0
1
0
2
2
1
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
I
0
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0

0
0
I
1
2
0
2
1
1
0
1
2
0
2
2
1
0
1
0

1
2
3
I
4
2
6
7
5
1
1
5
0
7
4
3
2
6
1

*Taken verbatim from the Pa~t 2 NPDES Storm Water Permit Application l~z~pared by the King County
Surface Water Management Division (1992)
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TABLE 2-13. BASIN PRIORITIZATION*

-

m. ~ Resom~s

VlcAleer
Lyons
Sw:,rr~.
.~mm~mi.~h
North
Little Bear
Big Bear
Thornton
I..k Washington
Juanita
Forbes
Evans
W Lk Sammamish

Stream
Habitat
0
0
l
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0

E ].,k S~mm~mi~b

1

Ikainage Basin

Criter~
Wetland
ln*SU-eam
Value
Resources
0
0
0
0
1
!
1
2
0
2
0
2
2
2
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
1

Wetland
Strg. Pot.
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
2
0

Water
Quality.
1
0
I
1
2
2
2
0
0
1
1
1
1

Sheet 3
Total
1
0
4,
5
5
5
9
0
2
~
5
7
2

|

2

2

I

7

0
0
1
1

1
1
1
1

3
4
6
5

Coal
Tibbeus
May
N Fk Issaquah

0
1
1
1

1
2
1
1

1
0
2
1

Issaquah
Lower Cedar
Duwamish
Blac~k
Mill
Lower Green
Soos
Jenkins
Covington
Middle Green

2
1
1
0
0
0
1
2
2
1

2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2

2
2
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

1
2
0
0
0
1
2
2
2
1

2
1
0
0
O
1
1
2
1
1

9
7
2
3
2
5
8
10
9
7

o

o

0

o

o

o

0
0
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
2
2

0
2
1
1
1
2
2

0
1
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
1
1

0
3
4
3
2
7
7

oetng
Middle Puget
Lower Puget
Salmon
Miller
Des Moines
Hylebos
White

*Taken verbatim from the Part 2 NPDES Storm Waxer Permit Applic~tion l~pared by the King County
Surfa~ Water Management Division (1992)
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TABLE 2-14. BASIN PRIoRrFIT.ATION*

-

. with Oth~

Sheet ~ Total

~cAlecr
Lyons
Swamp.
~mm.~mi.~h
North
Lirde Bear
Big Bear
Thornton
Lk W~i~on
~i~
l=orb~
Evans
W I.~ ~mi~h
ELk .~mm~mi~b
Coal
Tibbe~
May
N l~ Issaquah
E F~ Issaquah

1
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
!
1
!
2
0
2
2

0
1
0
l
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
2

1
2
1
1
0
0
4
1
0
0
0

Lower Cedar
Duwandsh
Black
Mill
Lower Green
Soos
~enkJ~s
Covingum
Middle Green
Boeing
Middle Puge~
Lower Puget
Salmon
Miller
Des Moines
Hylebos
Whit~

0
2
0
2
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
!
0

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
!
0
1
1
l

1
3
1
4
2
4
4
4
2
0
0
2
0
l

2
2
1
3
0
4
4

2

*’ralph verbafi~n from the Part 2 NPDES Storm Wa~r Permit Application pr=parcd by the King County
Suffa~ Wa~r Managem~m Division (1992)
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TABLE 2-1S. BASIN PR/ORIT/ZATION*

Drainage Basin
Big Bear
Jenkins
Soos

Summation She~:
Ranked According to Total S~ore
Existing
~Fnture
Existing
Problems
Probimns
Resources
3
6
9
3
5
I0
3
7
8

Urgmey/
T’tmeliness
4
~
~

-

Total Sum
22
22
22

4

8

7

2

21

Evans
Hylebos
Issaquah
Jmmita
Lower Cedar
Lower Green
Lower Puget
S~mm:~mi~h
Covington
I May
Middle Green
NFk~
Tibbetts
Forbes

4
4
3
5
6
4
5
5
0
5
4
2
4
2

7
6
2
8
3
6
7
6
1
3
1
3
3
6

7
7
9
4
7
5
3
5
9
6
7
5
4
5

W ~ S:~mrn~rni.~h

4

5

2

EFk~
Mill
Swamp
Bla~k
Coal
Salmon
White
Boeing
Des Moines
IArtle Bear
North
Duwamish
Lk Washington
M~Aleer
Mitler
Lyons
Middle Puget
Thornton

2
4
3
3
3
3
2
5
3
2
0
3
3
4
2
3
3
1

1
2
4
4
4
4
1
5
2
3
5
1
4
3
3
3
0
1

5
2
4
3
3
4
7
0
2
5
5
2
2
1
3
0
0
0

3
2
4
0
1
2
2
1
4
0
2
4
3
0
2
4
4
1
1
1
0
I
0
3
0
0
3
0
1
1
2
0
!

21
19
18
17
17
17
17
17
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
8
3
3

E Lk S~mm~mi~b

*Taken verbatim f~m the Part 2 NPDES Storm Water Permit Application prepar~ by the King County
Surface Water Management Division (1992)
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TABLE 2-16. PROPOSED BASIN PLANNING SCHEDULE 1992 -1997"
Carrem and
Fature
-Conditimm

:Draft ]~Bin
Plan

ELS/88
Issaquah/89
Cedar/91
May 2/92
Miller-SaLmon-Seola/92
Green/94
Duwamish-Black-Mi[l/94
S~lml’rt~rrli~h 94

--Ju/y 90
Sep~ 90
Oc~ 91
Jan 93
Aug 93
Oc~ 93
May 95
Feb 95
De~ 95

Nov 89
Dec 89
Feb 91
May 92
Nov 92
July 93
April 94
July 94
Feb 96
O~ 95
Sept 96

Boeing-Me,Jeer-Lyon-

Feb 96

Thornton/95
Juazdta, ELK Wa. 96
W. Lk. WA, W. Lk.

Apt 97
May 97

.Basin/StartYear
.~s/87
Bear/87
Hylebos-LPS/~8

~Capproved or
Executive

Expected
Adoption

July 90
May 91
Jttly 91
June 93
Sept 93
Sept 94
Nov 94
Feb 95
Dec 96
May 96
Apt 97

Jan 92
Oc~ 92
Jan 93
Sept 93
Jan 94
Jan 95
May 95
Aug 95
Jun 97
Nov 96
Oct 97

O= 96

May 97

Dec 77

Dec 97
Dec 97

Jul 98
Jul 98

Dec 98
Dec 98

Proposed

Nov 92
Apt 93
Jan 94

*Taken verbatim fi’om the Part 2 NPDHS Storm Water Pm’mit Applkmion ~ by the King County
Surface Water Managetmmt Division (1992)
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THE EIGHT-STEP BMP PLANNING PROCESS DEVELOPED BY CHARLO’I’FE, NORTH CAROLINA

BMP:
Criteria Description
+ 0 - Cemmems
1. i Human Risk, Public Safety and Potential Liability
2. Environmental Risk and Implications
3. Ability to Control Key Targeted Pollutants
4. Costs to Implement and Continuing Costs
5. Acceptability m the Public,Stake.holders, Staff and Political Leadership

Sustainability in Terms of Mainteamce or Program Management
Ability to be Applied Universally Throughout the Jurisdiction or, on a
Specific Watershed Basis
I0. "Fit with other Charlotte Operations and Programs
11. Relationship to other Federal, Siam, or Local Regulatory Requirements
12. Amenity or Multi-use Value
Totals

8.
!9.

*Excerpted verbatim from the Part 2 Storm Water Permit Application prepared by Charlotte, North Carolina
(1992)

~tep 2 -- Develou last of Pe~ible Control Measures ~BMP’s)
There ~ ~ ~ ~m n~ of ~ ~ ~~~, ~, ~d n~ BM~. A
b~o~ ~sio~. A ~~ ~ w~ ~ of ~ ~ ~ ~~g ~g~t ~ ~l~e
of w~ ~ w~ no~ ~mly f~ible. ~ ~l ~ ~ pm~ ~g ~ ~ ~
w~ ~bj~ m a ~ f~ ~~ ~ ~e ~le ~ s~ 1.
~ 3 -- Av~v ~e C~ ~ ~ ~e M~
~e ~ w~ g~y ~H~ (~ ~ ~~g ~g~) m ~t ~ pmbl~ ~ ~
~~ of pm~ ~. It ~ ~i~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ of ~ ~ B~,

Draft
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though a mo~ formal mc.hnical consideration of specific d~sign standards and incorporation imo Crmrlo~te d=sign
criteria was adopted as a program element.
Step 4 -- preliminarily Analyze a Practical S~t of Control Measure.
This shormned list was organized and ana]yz~ to determine how ear.h m~asure will function singularly and in
conjunction with other program elemm~ and how and by whom these elements will be implemented. Another pan
of this analysis is to demrmine ranges of BMP application to allow for developm~t of ahernaIive programs and to
get a feel for cost sensitivity wberr appropriate.
Step ~ -- Estimate Overall Program Costs and Pollution Reduction Effectiveness
In most ~ses, particularly for n~ BMPs, it was very difficult to assign pollution reduction numbers
without better data a~l information. In many cases it was inappropriate. Great car~ and engineering judgment must
then be exercised. The steps generally were to:
¯

Define such fairs as the control me~sa-es, phases of implementation, ranges of implementation,
eclttipme~t, and locations as necessary to define the program as fully as possible; consider pilot applications
and data monitoring feedback loops

¯

Make first order estimams of program ~Jts in each implementation stage or phase.

¯

Reatisticuflly alloc~ budgets to these programs over the fi~t 5-year permit period and at ultimate

¯

Make first ord~ estima~ of th~ program’s effectiveness by zelying on the experience of other ~ities.

~t¢p 6 -- Obtain Feedback and Revise Proeram Scope to Maximize Program Cost Ei~ectivene~There is a need in any comprehensive program development to go back and look at the whole assembled puzzle aher
suitable examination of each of the pieces and after preliminary coordination with the permit writer. Adjustments
were made to the program u~pe and r~edule.
Stev 7 -- Describe Roles and Responsibilities to...Implement the Program
ARer a preliminary SWQMP strategy was formulat~l, preliminary roles or responsibilities for each program elen~nt
were identified. The local org:mi~,~tlonal structure and current program msponsibilities were considered.
~tep 8 --Develop Schedule for Imvlementation Control Proeram Includine Manaeement and Feedback Loops
The end result of this step is the se.hedule ~nd budget for program implementation. It was considered important to
evaluate the ~ of the programs at every step and build into ear.h progr~n ways to measure thai success. This
may be through specially designed feecRmc.k from the persons implementing the program, through data collection

August 17, 1994
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EXAM]5~ METHOD FOR SELECTING SOURCE CONTROL BMPs

This section summarizes the State of Galifornia Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbook (Municipal),
Storm Water Quality T~ck Force, March 1993. The discussion provides a st~p-by-step plamaing example on how
to select potmatiaI source ecmtrol BMPs for inclusion in a mtmicipal Storm War~ Managm~a~nt Program. It assumes
that program goals and priofiti~ ~d e, xis~g conditions (Swps I-3) have been identified. This example illustrates
how sour~ control BMPs may be ~leaed using the Source Control Worksh~t #I.
Selection lh-~eess
The selection critm’ia and the r~,oring syste~ below are similar to other ~lezcion ~ d~veloped around
California. It is rec~omm~ded, however, that the criteria and/or the ~ormg be modified to suit the particular
community. Modification of tbe followiag s~l~’~.ion ~ ~zibut~ may be ¢xmsider~:
*

Criter~ -- Red~fi~ son~ of the criteria or ~Id/subtra~ crimria.

*

Scores -- Modify the r~oring to a simple +,0, ~ad -, or I, 2, ~md 3.

¯

Weighting -- Group the criteria into ti~s rallying thdr ~lative importm~ to specific SWMP goals.
By multiplying tlm ,:or~s of the high~ tier by ~m~ f’~’tor (e.g., x2), th~ first tier tcores could be
weighted mor~ heavily than the othet~ to ~flec:t this impormn~.

¯

Fat~I ll~w -- Pmvi~ for ~ f-nml flaw in ~oriag tbe BMPs (e.g., the BMP is illegal or its
implm~amtion is completely unacceptable to th~ public) tl~ would ~ impl~meatation impossible.
Scoring a fatal flaw as a 0 i~ ¢r~ way of higlxlighting tbe flaw. /my BMP ~ a 0 agaimt a criterion
would I~ dimina~ from consid~-aticra, t~ll~s of ~ ovmall rmld~.

In the following example, m~mieipality Aaytow~, Califorui~ is dtweloping a Storm W~mr Mmang~a~nt Program
that includes ma el~t for R~id~tial/Commereial Aetiviti~. By following the ~ below, the commtmity trees
Workshe~t I to rank the BMI~ aecordiag to their ability to ~ the ~l~’tioa criteria. The worksh~t shows the
initial r~sults of this hypoth~eal rmldag.
I. The selection pro~ss involves eonsi&-mtioa of following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Table 2-18, Applieatkra of BblPs to SWMP Program El~me-~ts
Discussion of sel~:tion crit~ia
Worksh~t I
Sourt~ Control BMI~.

2. A rtwiew of Table 2-18 show~ that for R~id~mial/~ A~iviti~s, th~ ¢~orm water mg-al~tiom ~
the SWMP to have ~a el~t ~klressing Rom~way t~l Drair~ge F~-ility Mnint~ma~. The program ~:~ivity
and e.l~m~nt ar~ ~ ~t th~ top of Worksh~t I.
3. Looking across th~ Roadway ~md Drainage F~ci!ity M~imen~nce row in Table 2-1B, two r, ttegori~ of source
control BMPs ~ply, Mam-ial Use Connml ~nd Stre~/$wrm Drain Main~mx~.
4. The Mawr~l Use Control category includ~ two types of BMPs, Housek~ Pr~--fices ~ S,~fer Alwrna~ive
Produ~. l"n~ ar~ ~ on Worksheet 1.

R0014057

WORKSHEET I*
SOURCE CONTROL BMP
"~ROGRAM A(,WIVI’I’IES: ResldentlallCommerclal
,,.pROGRA~I,., ELEMENTS: Roadway and Drainable Facility Maintenance
Mee/s
Effectiveness
Public
Regulatory
of Pollutant
BMPs
Acceptance
Requirements
Removal
(1 - 5)
(1 - $)
(1 - b’)
~IATERIAL USE CONTROL:
Housekeeping Practices
¯ Distribute Public Education Material
3
2
5
¯ Train City Employees Regarding
3
3
5
Chemical Use
Safer Alternative Products
¯ .Use Organic Soil Amendments
3
5
5
¯ Train City Employees Regarding
3
3
5
IPM
¯ Substitute IPM for Pesticides
3
5
5

Implementable Ir~tltutlonal Costs
Total
Constraints
(1 - 5)
(1
5)
{30
MAX)
~1 - 5)

5
4

4
4

5
5

24
24

3
4

5
4

2
5

23
24

2

5

5

25

Si’RI~I~i’ISTORI~ DRAIN

Street Cleaning
¯ Replace Mechanical Sweepers with
Vacuum
¯ Increase Frequency Two Times a
Week
¯ Maintain Equipment
¯ Maintain Operation Log
Storm Drain Flushing
¯ Flushing

3

3

5

3

3

I

18

3

2

5

3

4

2

19

3
3

2
1

5
5

5
5

5
5

4
5

24
24

3

4

4

2

0

4

17"

¯ Taken verbatim from the State of California Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbook, Storm Water Quality Task Force,

March 1993.

TABLE 2-18. APPLICATION OF BMPs TO SWMP PROGRAM ELEMENTS*

FOR ~IDE~A~CO~RCIAL
~A~~:
Roadway a~ d~a~ge facHi~ ~e
BMP pla~g for ~w ~veI~nt a~
Re,roguing ex~t~g or pr~d fl~r
c~ol pro~ w~ BM~

(See Page 3-9, Chapter 3)

o~rafio~

FOR IMPROP~ DISCH~GE
A~IVIT~:
~event~n, detrain, a~ re~val of illegal
co~t~ to sto~ dra~
Sp~ll prevent~n, c0~m~nt, a~ res~

"
"

R~e sto~ water conmm~t~ by

M~orhg of signi~m ~us~!
all-barges
FOR CONb-tRUutION ~ L~
DE~LO~ A~V~:
Water quali~ s~ BMP as~ss~n~ dur~g
Site ~s~ ~ enfor~nt pr~dures
Trah~g for develo~rs a~ conUacmrs
~Taten verbat~ r~o~ ~ State of ~l~o~ia ~ ~m ~

~nagem~m ~cO~, v~b~ ~ ~c~aO, Storn Water QUa ’ Task Force.
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6. Using the discussion of selection crim-~a, th~ BMPs am ranked against the selection criteria using the scale of
For the fi~t BMP, Dis~ibu~ PubLic Education Materials, the following scores are recorded:
Mere Regulatory Requirements ~ 3. Public education meets the in~m of the storm wa~er mgulatious.
Effectivmess of Pollutant Removal ~ 2. Eff~aive~s of sotuce comrol is high: however, insuffici~n~ dam
Public Acceptance = $. Anymwn believes that the public eduction ma~,dzls ~re available from other
municipalities and agencies to serve as models or m purch~e for use as is.
hnplemenmble = $. The existing department and staff may be used, ~nd public education materials are
available from other municipalities ~d agencies to serve as models or to purr.base for use as is.
Institutional Constraints -- 4. To provide a consistent message to the public, Anytown must coordinate its
public education program with the county, which already has in place a baz~Ious waste disposal program. The
county b~s indicated ~ it will coopera~ fully with Anytown to ensure that the public education matm-ial is
Costs = $. Given the ~vailability of materi~ to r, erve as models or to use directly, production should be
relatively he.xpeusive.
8. Addition of the criteria ~.ores ~m’oss ~ row produces a total e~re, which may be compared to the other
to~s.
9. The process is continued for e~h of the ~ource control BMP categories checked in Table 2-18.
As a result of this evaluation, Am!town, California, implemented all the BMPs in the I-Iou.wkeeping Practices md
Safer Aide Products categories, as well as the maintenance BMPs in the Su’eet!Storm Drain M~
c~egory. However, the r, cores for ~ other Su’eet/Storm Drain Maintenance BlVlPs indicated that further ~ w~
r,ec~ssary before their implementation could be proposed. Any~wn, California, also found that ~orm drain fl~hing
was not allowed by the local sewer agency, r,o this fatal flaw removed this BMP from further consideration.
/x Few Points to Remember
¯
¯
¯
*
¯

Have several people or on~ of the storm wa~r committees conduct the selection independently to get a
bro~d perspective on the relative merits of each BMP md to help re~h a on~usm.
Keep the selection ~stem as simple as possible and use best professional judgn~nt to interpret ~nd to
Remember that differences of a few points in the total ~ore are probably not significant.
Use ~ final rankings to pl~m and prioritiz~ the SWMP. For example, those BMPs with the kighe~ scores
may be implememed in the first year of the NPDES permit, while low scoring BMPs may need more ~
to develop, relegating their implemen~ion to the fiflh year or ~o further study.
Use the e~ercise of working through this selection to provide the neces,s~’y ~ to promote the program
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MAINE DEPARTIVfENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION BMP SELECTION MATRIX

To address storm water and nonpoint sourc~ pollution control in areas of new development, the Marne Department
of Environm~tal Protection (ME DEP) has developed a method to select BMPs. T~e method is based on the
following information:
¯

Development land use type and

¯
¯

Receiving water type (e.g., estuary, wetland, river, or stream)
Watersh~ priority (either priority or noopriority)

¯
¯
¯
¯

Erosion and sediment control target or "level to achieve"
Storm water quality control target or "level to achieve"
Erosion and sediment control options and "u’eatment level codes"
Storm wa~r quality control target or "tre.~m~t level codes."

To implement the BMP selection method, ME DEP has developed a series of eight matrices. There are two
matrices for each receiving water type (estuary, wetland, river, and stream). One matrix is applied to development
in designa~I priority wawrsheds, and the other is applied to development in nonpriority watersheds. A priority
wawrshed list has been developed by ME DF.P based on environm~tal sensitivity, local support for wa~-r quality,
and imponan~ of the watershed to the Sta~. F.xanq~le matricos for priority and nonpriority estuary watersheds are
shown in Tables 2-19 and 2-20.
Each roan’ix Ires two major component.s, which are broken down by land use type. The first is an erosion and
sedim~t control "level to achieve," and the second is a storm water quality "level to achieve." The "level to
achieve" for a given combination of land use and receiving vnaer category is a re.L~ive, qualitative measm’e of the
impa~t of storm runoff pollution. It ranges from I to 5, with I ~ the lowest impa~’t and 5 being the greatest
impa~. For example, a multi-homing development proposed for a priority estuary watershed is given an erosion
and sedim~t "level to achieve" of 2 and a water quality "level to achieve" of 3. By comparison, a small residential
development in the san~ priority watershed is given an erosion control "level to achieve" of I and a water quality
"level to achieve" of I. In all cases, the " levels to achieve" for priority watersheds ar~ grea~ than or equal to

thos~ for nonpriority watersheds.
F_,ach roan’ix also addresses the types of BMPs tha~ can be implemented for pollution control. ME DEP selected
a number of BMPs and assigned each a "tr~mem level code" based on the expected level of pollutant removal.
The "treammnt level code" is a relative, qualitative measure. It is designed to indicate the relative pollutant r~moval
e~ from various BMPs. "Treatment level codes" range from I to 3, with l providing the lowest level of
control and 3 providing the greatest level of control. The BMPs and thor treaunem level codes are shown in Table
2-21. As indicated, various designs for each BMP are given different tmatm~t level codes. For example, a
foot buffer is given a l~e.atment level code of I, a 125-foot buffer is given a treatment level code of 2, and a 200foot buffer is given a treatm~t level code of 3.
For a proposed developmmt to be approved, the sum of u~ment level codes for the proposed BMPs must be
greawr than or equal to the "level to achieve." For example, if a multi-homing trait development is proposed for
a priority estuary (zrosion "level to achieve" of 2 and water quality "level to achieve" of 3, the developer could
implement erosion and sedim~t controls (tr~tment level 2) and a combination of a swale (treammnt level I) and

an infiltration system (ire=mint level 2). Additioml combinations also could be implemented as long as the
"tre, atm~t level" provided is gr~a~’r ~ or ~ to the total "level to ar.hieve." ME DEP has also
that at least one vegetative BMP be implemented unless the site is already I00 percem impervious. The specified
vegetative BMPs ar~ buffers, grassed swales with level spreaders, and swales.
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TABLE 2-19. PRIORITY ESTUARY STORM WATER CONTROL MATRIX"

Land UseCategory
Low Density Residential
> 2 acres per lot
High Density Residential
<2 acres per lot

Comm~mial
< 1 a~e distributed
Commercial

F.a-o~ion ~nd
.Sediment
Level to
A~hieve
1
2

Erosion and
Water
Sediment
Quality Level
Controls
to Achieve
Erosion and
Sediment I
Erosion and
Sed.im~t 2

Erosion and
Sediment 1
Erosion and

1
I

1
3.

I
2

Buffer 1 or 2

2

Erosion and
Sediment 2

4

Intensive Use Open Space
(e.g., golf courses,
nurseries)

2

Erosion and
Sediment 2

5

Multi-housing Units

2

Erosion and
Sedime~ 2

3

.

I
2

Sediment I
~ Erosion and
Sediment 1
i Erosion and
Sediment 2

Buffer 1
Buffer l or 2
Wet Pond 2
Infiltration i or 2
I Created Wetland 2
Buffer I

~
>3 acres disntrbed

< I a~e disturbed
Industr~I
I-3 acres disturbed
Industrial
>3 a=res disturbed

Storm Water Controls

2
5

Swale 1
Buffer I or 2
Infiltration I or 2
Created Wetlmul 2
Wet Pond 2 or 3
Fertilizer Control 1
Shallow Impoundment 1
Buffer I or 2
Fe~iliz~r Control l
Pe=icid~ Control 1
Created Wetland 2 or 3
Wet Pond 2 or 3
Buffer I or 2
Fertilizer Control
Pesticide Control I
Created Wetland 2
Wet Pond 2
Infiltration 1 or 2
Swale I
Buffer I or 2
Swale l
Buffer I or 2
Swale 1
Cre.axed Wetland 2 or
Wet Pond 2 or 3

*Taken verbatim from Storm Water Best Management Prances--Second Draft, pr~ared by the
Department of Envimnm~tal Protection (1990)
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TABLE 2-20. NONPRIORITY ESTUARY STORM WATER CONTROL MATRIX*

Land Use ~tegory
Low Density Residential
> 2 ~ per lot
High Density Residential
<2 a~res per lot
Commercial
< I acre distributed

Eresion and
Sediment
Level to
&ehieve
1
2
I

Erosion and
Sediment
, Controls
Erosion and
Sediment 1
Erosion and
Sediment 2
Erosion and
Sediment 1

Water
Quality Level
to Achieve
1

Buffer 1

2

Buffer l or 2
Infdtration l
Buffer 1

1

2

Sediment I
Erosion and
Sediment 2

2

Intensive Use Open Space
(e.g., golf courses,
nurseries)

2

Erosion and
Sediment 2

3

Multi-housing Units

2

2

Industrial
< 1 am-e disturbed
Industrial
1-3 ames disturbed
Indusud.al
> 3 acrm disturbed

I

. Erosion and
Sedi~t 2
. Erosion and
Sediment 1
Erosion and
Sediment I
Erosion and
Sediment 2

1-3 a~es distribut~l
Commm’rial
> 3 ames disun’bed

1
2

Storm Water Controls

I
2
4

! Buffer 1 or 2
Infiltration 1
Swale 1
!Shallow Impoundment 1
Buffer 1 or 2
! Infiltration 1 or 2
Fertilizer Control 1
Created Wetland 2
Wet Pond2
Buffer 1 or 2
Infiltration 1
Buffer I
Swale 1
Buffer 1 or 2
Swale 1
Buffer 1 or 2
Swale 1 or 2
Creamd Wetland 2 or 3
Wet Pond 2 or 3

*Taken verbatim from 5torn Water Bcxt Ma~gemen: Prac~ces--Second Draft, pr~m~l by the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection (1990)
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TABLE 2-21. BMPs AND TREATMENT LEVEL, CODES*

BMPs
Level of Trm~n~
Erosion and Sodim~nt Conu-ol
¯ On~ line of erosion conu’ol
1
* Two lines of erosion conrail
2
Non-grassed Buffers
¯ 50 fes~
1
¯ 1~ f~’~
2
¯ 200 fee~
3
Swales
1
Shallow Iu~o~
1
Iufilu’~ion Syst=ms
¯ Single syst=m
1
¯ Mul~ple sys~ns
2
Wet Ponds
¯ Single pond syst~n holding 2.~ incus of runoff
2
¯ Double pond system ear.h pond holding 2.5 inches of runoff
Crea~d Wetlands
¯ Sizzle cz=a~l wedand
2
¯ Two creat=d wedends
3
Su.eet Cle=ning
Fertilizer Applic~.ion Conn’ol
I
l~-ticide U~ Conu-ol
1
~ Swales with Level Spreaders
1
Reverting Land (allowing land that is curr~tly impervious to become a vegetative
1
buffer)
Depanzn~t of Envimmz=n~ Pror=:tion (1990)

This BMP selection system is in hs early stages of implementation. Its success will depend on the ability to establish "levels to achieve" that will ad=luat=ly profit the water bodies in new developments. It will also depe~i on
the ability of u’~atzn~nt level cod= m quantify the effectiven=s of the identified control me~m~s. Thus, the syst=m
is a technology-based approa=h for erosion and ~lim~t =~rol, =s well =s for =orm wa=r pollution control.
Currently, this m=thod is oudin~ in a state-wide guidance docum~t ~ is not a regulatory ~. Municipal
officials can Jncorpora~ this process at their discr=ion in subdivision regulations. This method of BMP selection
mquir= ~iv¢ u~-front work to d~elop th~ man-ices and BMP levels of treal~leot. Oxid these are developed,
however, this method provides a simple and dim= t=chnology-bt~=d aR~roach to BMP ~lection. h h~ fl~ibility
in terms of th= range of BMPs th~ can be selected for given types of proposal development and given sit=
constraints.
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SANTA CLARA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, NONPOINT SOURCE CONTROL PROGRAM BMP
SCREENING AND SELECTION PROCEDURE

Background
In 1986, the San Francisco Regional Water Qualit3’ Control Board developed a Basin Plan for San Francisco Bay
that involved regulatory activities to control point and nonpomt sotu’= discharges. This was the driving force
behind initiating the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Program. This program involves a number of
local gov~ts and county agencies and is designed to address water quality problems in Lower South San
Francisco Bay. In conducting this project, a 12-step process that closely follows the process outlined in this manua]
was used. The 12 steps are as follows:
*
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Initiate Program
Determine Existing Conditions
Conduct Field Monitoring
Define Program Objectives
Develop Evaluation and Planning Criteria
Compile Inventory of Candidam Controls
Apply Criteria to Screen Candidate Controls
Apply Professional Judgment to Sele~ a Pra~i~al set of Conlrols
Estimate Overall Program Cost and Effectiveness
Revise the Previously Defined Control Programs to Balance Cost, P.~fectiveness, and Other Factors
Describe the Roles of Various Agen~es
Develop an Implementation Schedule.

Development of the Nonpoint Source Control Plan began in 1986 and has continued through various stages to initial
implementation and preliminary assessment of effec~veness.
Water~hed .])escrivtion
Santa Clsxa Cotmty, which incoxporazes the entire study area, is located at the ~outhern end of San Frm~.,-~’isco Bay
(see Figure 2-5). The wawrshed is approximately 690 u]uare miles and musists primarily of the relatively fiat Santa
Clara Valley. Land use in the wmershed is approximately 30 percent residential, 5 petcem industrial (predominantly
light industry associated with high technology ~), and 62 percent open space. Large cities, San Jose,
Sunnyvale, and Santa Clara, account for the majority of urban areas in the watershed.
Overyiew of Water Oualitv
To chara~erize existing water quality in Lower South San Francisco l~y, a comprehensive monitoring program was
undertaken. This program included hydrologic monitoring, w~t and dry w~ath~r walzr quality monhoring, sediment
monitoring, and biological monitoring. The monitoring was ~ Inimafily to determine the levels of toxic
pollutants, such as heavy metals and pesticides, as well as mm’ients and bacteria. Data obtained through this
¯ monitoring program were incorporated into data bases and used for developing computer models. Watershed loads
were estimated using the Storm Water Management Mod~l (SWMM), which was calibrated to the observed data
gathered in the monitoring program. The dam were tlm used to compm~ tl~ relative ~n~ritmtions of point (e.g.,
Water quality monitoring results indicated that heavy metal mnc~nrrmices in receiving wamrs increase during wet
weather due to contaminated runoff as well as msuspension of ~ntanfinated redirects. The metals primarily
regularly desexed at levels gtzater than the EPA aquatic life toxi~ ~riterion during wet weather. The ~iteria were
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only occasionally exceeded for c~Imium, lead, and zinc. Also, during wet weather, hydrocarbons and pesticides
were de~-’~ed in approximately 25 p~:~t of the samples collecte~i, while none was det~’~ed during dry we.a~er.
The limited bavaria dam gathered indica~[ increased levels (by a favor of about 10) of fec, al coliform bacteria
during wet weather as compared to dry weather conditions.
In comparing point ~ nonpoint sour~ contributions to wa~er quality problems in Lower South San Francisco Bay,
the monitoring r~ks showed that point sources account for approy.imawly 98 percent of the nurrien! load.
However, nonpoim sonrc~ a~:oun~l for 60 to 80 perc~t of the load for metals and about 98 percent of the total
suspended solids on a long-term basis.

Bccanse of the l~rge siz~ of th~ ~ and the variev~, of pollutants entering the Lower Sonth Sm Francisco Bay,
the emphasis of the nonpoint sourc~ ponution control program ~ on pollution pr~vemion me~’ures and
nonsmmural conn’ols ~ could be impl~n~nt~d across nmuicipal boundaries. Selection of ~ppropria~ pollution
con~’ols was ~:~:~m~pllshed through a process consisting of pre.llmin~y screening followed by final control me~’ure
s~le~ion (se~ Figure 2-6).
To scr~n the ext~sive list of potential pollution control pm:~, the program t~am first developed a lls[ of
impotent criteria for the sel~d conu’ol me~’ur~s. The cri~ria developed for this proje~ were:

--

*

Pollutsms Controlled: Emphasis is pla~l on conn.ols for nmals, pesticides, oil and grebe, hacm’ia, and
sedim~ms.

*

Effeetivmess: Each control me.~su~ should conn-ibu~ enough toward the overall program pollution
control to w~rrant ks in~lusion.

¯

RdlabiIlty/Susminabilfty: Comrol ~ should be effective over ~n ~ed period of ~ and be
able to be properly implemented over time.

¯

Implementation Cost: Emphasis was placed on conuol ~ with low pl~ning, design, land
ac.qulsidon, consmmion, ml equlpmont ~lulsition com.

*

Continuing Costs: Emplmis w~s pl~d on conu’ol n~asm~ with low opemion, maim~manc~, r~-pair,
support s~rvic~, mui ~qulpn~nt I~’place~m~nt costs.

¯

Equitability: Comrols wer~ evalua~l r~g,~ding the degree to which corn and beaefits would be
considered to be ~lultably distribu~d.

*

Universality: Controls ~ ~luaml in t~mns of how univ~,~lly they would have to be ~q~plied to be
effective.

*

Public ~lllty: Control me.asums were assmsed on the ¢xpeaed rmpom¢ of agencies rmpomible
for implcmemation.

*

Relationship to Rek, ulatory Requiremems: Control meastum w~m ~aluat=d on tbeir ¢omlsteacy with

*

Rlsk/Lt~ility: Control ~ w~e evaluz~d in m-ms of the risks or liabilities that m~! occur in

*

Eavironmem~l Implie~io~: Control measu~s ~ ~valuat~d ~gard~ the positive and negative

Once the control m~are crit~ia were ~ and ag~xl upon, the project t~m d~velop~l a comprehensive list of
pot~tial ¢xmtrol me~su~s for impl~’meztation. Tbe invmtov! of po~ntizl control m~sur~s was developed through
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a review of technical literature and other nonpoim source control progrm~. Iu addition, technical and managerial
personnel from other Sta~e agencies, county agencies, and city public works and planning agencies were interviewed.
This review r~sulwd in a list of mor~ than 120 s~parate control me~.va~s to be screened. This initial list was
d~veloped to be compr~bensive, and no consideration was given to the applicability of the measu~s. However, once
the list had been developed, obviously inappropriate control measures were eliminated. The control measures
eliminated from the list at this step were primarily those designed to addre~ specific situations that did not exist
in the watershed. This initial k-’-r~ing reduced the list of potential pollution comrols to 92.
This list of 92 conn’~l measm~ was then assessed qualitatively using the criteria developed earlier in the program.
This was conducted by as.signing each of the control measures a letter "grade" (A through F) for its ability to meet
the criteria. Those measures receiving an "A" were viewed to meet all or a large number of the asse~mem criteria,
while those receiving an "F" were viewed to meet none or very few of the a.~essmem criteria. In this way, each
of the potential control measures was assigned to a category. The control measures that fell into the category of
"F" were ~ly e "Ltminated from further consideration in the Sama Clara Valley watershed.
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WAUKEGAN RIVER RESTORATION, LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

The Waukegan River/Ravin~ system is the primary drainage for the urban areas of Waukegan. Significant point
and nonpoint source discharges of storm water runoff cr~at~ considerable water quality problems. Dir~’dy related
to these wawr quality concerns are significant erosion and siltation problems occurring in va~iou~ ~ of the
river/ravine system.
The Waukegan River/Ravine main chaff and u’ibutaries are approximately 12.5 miles. The watershed, primarily
in Waukegan, B approxima~ly 7,640 acres and receives storm water runoff from point and nonpomt discharges
from an urban area with 80,000 residents. Th~ river/ravine system has the highest popttlation density (8.0 people
per acre) of any fiver in Lake County. The Waukegau River discharges into Lake Michigan just east of the
downtown ar~ at a point 6,000 fee~ from the city’s fresh water intake.
The water quality problems identified ar~ siltation, suspended sedJn~-nts, pesticides, petroleum products, and solid
waste. In addition, tamable stream channels result in seve~ bank erosion, and damaged sewer lines along the
stream channel. Stream channel instability has already broken up small sewer lines that enter the main sewer
(buried in the floodplain along the stream).
In response to these problems, a number of implementation a~ivities have occurred. The Lake County Storm Water
Management Commission developed a model envimnnamtal storm water strategy and is implementing a nonpoint
source pollution aw~ project. This strategy is a watershed-based, multiobjective approach that considers all
the environnumtal values associazed with sttrfa~e warn-. This comprehensive swategy includes a complete
coordinated system addressing program operations, planning design, con.m’ucfion, finmu:~, maintenance, and
regulations. In addition, the straxegy addresses prevention, mnediation, and maintenance.
A specific program to n~store this area includes the restoration of urban ~ through the development of
tedmical and legal procedures for urban stream management and training of local government employees in the
bioengineering techniques of vegetative stream stabili~fion. Also, to improve water quality in the Waukegan River,
an aerator was installed and an Elicit connection program is proposed.
The purpose of the storm water pollution prevention awareness project is to increa~ the awareness of urban storm
water pollution problems in Lake County, illinois, through pollution prevention advertisements (e.g., messages,
graphics, and photographs) on billboards, buses, and bus mops. The advertiseme~ will address such urban runoff
issues as gasoline spills on pavements, storm drains clogged by d~bris, sediment runoff from construction sites,
erosion of urban me.am banks, and runoff of phosphaze detergents into storm draim. Preventive actions will include
storm drain stenciling programs and recycling of motor oil.
An intensive 10-year monitoring and evaluation program has be=~ implen~nted to demonswa~ and evaluate the
effectiveness of the storm water best mmagen~nt practices (BMPs) implemented in the Waakegan River watershed.
This monitoring effort focuses on the impacts of the storm water pollution control program on urban fisheries and
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LINCOLN CREEK SUBWAY, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Identification of Water Quality Problems
Physical Setting
Lincoln Cn~k is a 9 mile high gradiem warm water gream in the Milwaukee River South Watershed. The
Milwauke~ River ~ imo Lakv Michigan. The cr~k’s drainage ~’~a, the City of Milwaukee, is mostly

Lincoln Creek is the largest urban mbwa~-rshed in the Milwauke~ River South Wawf~ed, dminiag 12,600 acres.
This subwawrsh~d is e~h’ely urbm, although ther~ ar~ large areas of recr~fion~l and ope~ space land, including
a U.S. Army u--~t, th~ S~’s Hav~r~voods For~r Pr~s~w~ md Nature C~wr, the Milwaukee County Lincoln
Creek Parkway, and golf ~oune~ and mmi~pa/parks.
Residential ~ dominate the $ubwate~hed. High demity re~dential a~as cover 35 percem of the mbwatzr~d
and multifamily resid~mial areas cover an additional 15 per~m. Iaduslrial areas cover 12 per~m and commercial
are~ 7 perc~t of the ~tbw~. Most of the mbw~ is ccmtatn~ within the tic! of Milwmxkee.
However, a small portion i~ contained ~ the ~ity of Glendale and includes primarily ~ and multifamily
land use~.

The Lincoln Creek drainage area i~ about 20 square mile~ (12,600 acre~), and the entire area i~ ttrbanized. The
breakdown for some of the land use~ is high ~ r~d~tial (35~), mulfifamfly residential (15%), induswial
(15%), and co~ (7%).

Critical land use~ wer~ id~tfified using the Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM). Critical areas were
those tha~ had the highe~ annual loads of u~e~t and lead. Lead wa~ ~m~idered an indicator for other toxic
of the ~liment and lead loads. The Lincoln Creek drainage ar~a wa~ the mo~ important mur~e of toxic pollutants
in the Milwaukee South Wa~rshed. There ar~ 24,000 fee~ of erodi~ sm~mba~, which produc~ about 430 was
of ~ each year. Consmmion si~s ~ another critical sourc~ of
Water Resource Camdition
The low~r portion of Lincoln Cr~k has the po~Jal ~ suppo~ a warm wa~r spo~ fishery, while tl~ upper

However, non~ of the por~mial usm of th~ cze~k ar~ berg ~ined. Rece~ surveys of th~ creek bav~ found k to
b¢ highly d~grad~d. Only two fish ~ (fathe~ minnow and ~nfish) w~re found in
cr~k in 1992 and both species ar~ pollum~ tol~zam. Lincoln Cr~k should support ¯ div~rs~ fish community of

Channel modifications a~d fr~iue~ high storm wa~r flows comribu~ ~ ~ low biological activity observed in ~i~
cz~k.
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Levels of l~trol~tm aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), heavy metals; f~l coliform and suspended solids, and other
pollutants iztcre~ significantly during runoff evems. Sorer pollutants, like PAHs, reach levels high enough ~o
exc~l wawr quaIRy standards. Bas~ on EPA crimria, the bouom sedim~ts are mod~ramly or h~avily pollmed
with h~avy m~als and PAils.
Crayfish tissue is highly contaminated with PAI-Is. MonalRy was observed in fathead minnows exposed to Lincoln
Creek wamr for mor~ than 15 days. Tr~litional acmc and chronic bioassays did no~ indic.am m~y zoxicity.
Problrms in thc creek am c.ansed by poor habRat, increas~l flows, and high levels of pollumn~ loading.

BMPs, mw.h as wvI dcmntion basins, a~ proposed in the priority watm’sh~d plan to address thvs~ problrms.
Storm watt" pollmion rontml obj~tives for Lincoln Cme.k inc.lud¢:
I. Rcstor¢ the forage and sport f~h ¢ommuztirics by improving the lmbita~ and warm" quality.
2. Improve tl~ mc~atioaal uses.
3. Rcdn~ the loadings of pollmants to thv Milwauk~ River and Lalm Michigan.
Watershed Plan
The impl~on plan for I.im:oln Cr~.k is part of the Milwauk~ Rivrr South Priority Watm’sh~d PLan, whic.h
On~ of th¢ mcoaamedations in the wamrshed plan has linen impl~’amnmd--th~ preparation of a morro wamr
management plan. TI~ storm wamr mauagcmcnt plan pmvidm derailed information about the management
altrmatives for Lincoln Cr~e.k. Critical land uses ar~ id~ntiiied by scwcrshed instead of the whol~ drainage arra.
A major effort is put imo dcmrmining th~ fmsibility of iasmlling tl~ m, ta:an’al p,ta~ms rtcom,m,~,,~ in the
wamrsh~l plan and locazing sites for installing the w~t d~mntion basins.
Inventory Results
of pollutants ¢valuamd dm’ing the preparation of the priority watm’sh~ plan. The inwntory of the urban land uses
was designed to quantify th~ am~s and the d~ve.lopm~nt characteristics of ear.h land use. F.xisting land use
camgori~s wm’~ dvlinvamd on 1" ,ffi 400’ scal~, am’ial photographs ~ digitize, quantified, and mapped by the
Southeastern Wiscomin Regional Planning C.ommi~ion.
Annual pollutant loadings of aedinmm, phosphorus, and le.ad ~ caIculamd for ¢xisting and plann~l land tt~s by
rtmning SLAMM. Izgma paramvm~ for SLAMM includ~ the am’m of ~ land use am:l the d~’v~lopmcnt
.haractrfistics, sur.h as the lxrrmat vommcmdnms. SLAMM was also treed to ¢valuam the effectiv~ams of diffcmm
Lim:oln Creek receives an annual lind loading of abom 8,000 pounds. Major land uses ~ntributing to ttm cleated
lm£1 levels am: high d~mity rcsid~atial (3~%), iadustrial (32%), multifamily rmid~ttial (14%), and ~xmmm’cial
(14%). Future d~velopm~nt could ~ lead loads by 21 tm’r~. ~ ~m¢ land usm ~ ¢ontrilmm
mlative.ly large amoums of otlmr mxicams, mc.h as PAI-Is and h~avy nmals.
Runoff from mmstr,~ion tim and m’rambank m’osion azanmlly ~xmm’bum about 6,~0 tons of ~lim~t to the
re’tam. Sedimem loads ar~ ~ to d~.a~ as tl~ mmaiaing plam~ areas m d~ve.lop~l.
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Storm wa~-r flows have adverse effects on the creek. High flows cause flooding, bottom scour, and streambank
erosion. The Miiwauk~ Metropolitan Sewage District is evaluating alternative measures for reducing flows in the
creek.

Pollutant Reduction Goals
Pollutant reduction goals were based on the needs of the stream. A different approac~ was taken m establish the
reduction goals for each type of problem.
Sediment and Phosvhorus
An overatl 50 perce~t reduction in the existing sediment loading is needed to improve the habitat in the creek.
Implementazion of the storm wazer pollmion control program should regtu~ the sediment load from ¢on.su’u~on sites
by about 75 percem.
A high redu~on of phosphorus (50~ to 70%), is needed to redu~ the excessive aquatic plant growth in the
Milwaukee River and reduce the threat to Lake Michigan.
~torn] Water Pollutants
Lead is being used as an indicator pollmant for the other toxic pollutants. Altbough the Sine of Wisconsin does
not ~u-rently use numeric effluent limits to regulate santo wamr, the pollmant reduction goals for lead wer~ based
on meeting th~ chronic toxicity standards in the Wisconsin Administrative Code. The average annm~l concenuafion
of total lead in the Milwaak~ River ~ the chronic toxicity standard by 50 percent for surface waters. The
proposed pollutant load rechu:xion goal for lead in Lincoln Creeg is 50 perte~.
By combining the output of SLAMM with a Probabilisti~ Dilution Model for the creek, the frequency with which
the c, hroni¢ toxicity standard for a mnnber of pollutants is exceeded in Lin~in Creek. The models will assist in
dem’mining the amount of reduction needed to significantly lower the probability of exceeding the chronic toxicity
standards. The Prohabilisti~ Dilmion Model was developed by the EPA and is ¯ good technique for estimating the
mount of potlutam redumion needed.
Stream Flow
Specific goals witl be established by the Milw~ax~ Sewage Disu-ict; however, ther~ a~e three basic hydrologic goals
1. Maintain baseflow in tim creek as mu~h as possible.
2. Reduce stream flows to prcveat =xcambank erosion and bottom scour.
3. Maintain peak flow di.u:harge for 2-year 24-hour ~orm at predvvelopment conditions.

Bottom sediments are heavily polluted. Although a specifi~ reduction goal has not been demrmin~ for the bottom
sediments, the watershed project l~s ¯ gotl of reducing the levels of pollutant in the bottom ~¢diments.

Management Praettom
BMPs me those practices identified in the Wisconsin Administrative Code and are referemed in the Milwaukee
River South Wate~a~ Plan to be the most cost-effective controls for storm wazer pollutants. SLAMM was used
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w ewlua~ the effectiveness of wet de~ntion basins, in~lu-a~ion devices, su~et sweeping. ~nd roof top disconnection
for bo~h existing and fum~ urban ar~s. Pollu~ion prevention ~ wer~ ~lso sugg~ for conu-ollmg
consu~ction siw erosion ~i su~,~mbank ~rosion.
Following is a ~ of BMPs propose~ in the s~onn wa~r management plan.
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Institutional Roles and Responsibilities
Wisconsin Departmeat of Natural Resources
The Wiscc~in Departm~t of Natural Resources (WDNR) will have both admi~ist~ive and momtoring
responsibilities for th~ Lincoln Cr~k Evaluation Monitoring Project. The adminisu~ve role is d~fined as part of
the Deparune~’s rol~ in the Wisconsi~ Wawr Pollution Abatement Program.
Administration
Administration of the project began by following a selection process. After the project was selected, WDNR
worked with Wisconsin Department of Agricultur~ Tr’~dv and Consumer Protection, the cities, and counties to
pr~pa~ a wawrshed plan. Impl~nvntation of the plan is based on th~ guidanc~ in th~ plan.
The Department is working wi~h the Cities of Milwaak~ and Glendale to d~velop cost-shar~ agr~-ments for the
practices r~zm~rn~ted in the plan. Grant r~lUe~S will be r,~’vi~ved by the Depazun~nt. Interpret=ion of the Stat~

~, ~nci~ Smart
Financial support for impI~’m=~ion of watt’shed projects is provided by local assistance agr~em~n~ and a nonpoint
sourcv grant agrvem~t. The cost of impl~’menting all rural and urban practices in ~ Milwauke~ Riv~ South
Wat~’sh~d Project is between $89,000,000 ~nd $159,000,000. The Sta~ share is about $18,000,000. Installation
of the ~ l:n’z~c,~ in existing and fulm~ ar~s in Lincoln Cr~k will cost between $36,000,000 and
$74,000,000. The Sta~ shar~ of this cost is about $5,000,000. Total cost of strut sweeping each year would be
about $350,(~XL IX, velopme~ of storm water managemevt plans for Lincoln Creek cost abotn $1,000,000. Most
of the cost for the implementation of the wa~rshed plan is for the smu:mral pr’~:tic~. Slate funds a~ available
to cover the State’s sham of the cost.
Proiect Evalua~o~
Project evaluation will involve tl~ oll~’tion, analysis, and reporting of information needed to track the progress
of the project. The categories of evaluation includ~ administrativ~ accomplishments, pollu~nt r~uction, and water
quality improwme~ts. Th~ local units of government will r~ annually on the progress of vor~ and s~gn~nted

Th~ WDNR will provid~ technical assistance to the local units of gov~nm~t on tl~ d~sign and application of
BMPs.

Fish, habitat, and m~,uinver~ra~ ~mpling will be th~ n~ns~ility of tl~ D~pamnent. Field work will be done

by by it= Depanmeffi’s of
~,~keholde~’s
Local Units of Go~erume~t
Each Io~al u~it of govetnngnt will have a ~ of r~ponsibKitivs for the ~ and tegme~ed programs.
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University of Wisconsin Extension

-

Area exte~ion agents will provide support in developing and conducing a public information and education
program.

Sewage districts hav~ ~’~] the privileges and responsibilities of ~ities, villages, and counties where pa~icipating in the
program.
Landowners and Land Operators

All of the chemical and physical moniwring will be the responsibility of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Peter
Hughes witl be the proje~ manager for the USGS.
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U.S. EPA. Guidance Manual for the Preparation Of Part 2 of the NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges from
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems. 1992.
U.S. EPA. Guide to Nonpoint Source Pollution Control. 1987b.
U.S. EPA. ltydrological $imula~on Program--Fortran (HSPF). 1981.
U.S. EPA. Parpid Bioassessment 2~rorocols for Use in Streams and Rivers. 1989.
U.S. EPA. Results of the Natiomvide Urban Runoff Program, Volon~ 1, Final Report. Water Planning Division,
Washington, DC. 1983.
U.S. EPA. Storm Water Management Model (SWMM). 1988.
U.S. EPA, Office ofP, e~areh and D~v~lopmc~t. Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention and Control Planning. 1993.
U.S. EPA, Office of Wat~r. Compendium ofWmershed-~ca/e Modelsfor IT¢lDL~pment. EPA841-R-92-002.
Jon~ 1992.
U.S. EPA, Office of Warn- P~gulations and Standards. Setting Priorities: The Key to Nonpoint Source Control.
1987.
Waulmgan River Rtfmration, Lalm County, lllinois--A C.me Study.
Wdari, "lTaomas. Deve]oping the Watemhed Plan. U.S. ~ ofAgrieultur~Soil ~ation Service. Date
unknown.
Wesmm Aquatics, Inc., mad North Ctmlina Division of Envimmmntal Matmg~mnt. North Carolina’s Whol~Basin
Approach to Water Quality Management: Program Dedcriprion (Drtrfl). D~le unimown.
Wisconsin I)~mmmmt of Natural Resour~s. Wtmmsin Construaion Site Beat Manag~wnr Practice Handbook.
1989.
Woodward-Clyd, toss,rants. Santa Clara I/Mlty Nonpoint Source Control Program: Annual Report. 1992.
Woodward-Clyd~ Cotmultants. ~mta Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Control Program: Storm Water Management

Ptan (Draft). 1991.

Woodward-Clyd~ Cotmaltants. Urban Targ~ing andBMPSelection, an Informationand Caddance Manual for $tate
NP$ Program Staff Engineers and Managrrs, Final P.~’Imrt. 1990.
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CHAFrER 3
GUIDANCE ON COMPLETING ADMINISTRATIVE REQUHtEMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Chapters 1 and 2 ~ the municipal storm water mamgement program regulatow requirements
and guidan~ for municipal officials to rank storm water management activities for maximum cost
vffvctivcness. This chapter discusses the ~w r~luirements of a municipal storm water
management plan. These requirements include public information and participation campaigns, fiscal
resource, s, and annual assessment reports.
Public information and public participation programs are essential to the implementation of an effective
municipal storm water management plan. The key points to consider in developing this component of
the plan include creating appropriate goals and objectives, targeting the proper audience, explaining and
selling th~ program to the audience, and having the necessary equipment and stuff for proper program
implememation. The availability of fiscal resources is another ~senfial component of municipal storm
water management plans. Several funding options are available to municipalities: local funding
mechanisms, matching fund programs, and grant programs. In addition, ~o implement an effective plan,
an assessment of the plan must be (~eveloped annually and submitted to the permitting authority. This
assessment allows the permitting authority and municipality to ~ritiqu~ the effectiven~s of the plan and
to mak~ any n~essary changes.

~

PUBLIC INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS
DeveloDin~ Goals and Objectives
The program’s goals and objectives will form th~ fzam~worg for developing public information and
participation effo~,s. Program goals are usually general’ and should include the essence of a program’s
purpose. They should also include some measure of the expected oumome. An example goal might be
"to protect our watershed by linking and supporting citizens and organizations that are working locally
for prot~’fion of wetlands and water quality."
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Objectives are more specific and should identify actions or activities to be taken at the program-operations
level. They focus the broad vision of the goal to something that can be accomplished through
organizational resources. An example of an objective is "to publish and distribute four 12 to 16-page
wetland journals by June i, 1994."
To accomplish these goals and objectives, everyone involved in the program must be given the
opportunity to participate and contribute and agree on the ideas. To ensure cooperation, the benefits
should be explained. Otherwise, goals and objectives will not be important to the staff and will not be
considered seriously when implementing the program. Also, because people may interpret goals
differently, it is essential to develop the goals and objectives jointly with the staff through a meeting or
other forum that is appropriate in your organization and to make sure that everyone understands them.
Identifvin~ the Target Audience
When developing a public education campaign, it is critical to identify the target audience and develop
materials accordingly. Target audiences are groups that have common characteristics, such as age,
culture, socioeconomic background, language, and the educational level of the community or watershed.
Learning more about the target audience will assist the staff in developing an effective outreach program.
To reach the target audience, you must know specifically who it comprises and what common traits they
share. This involves breaking groups down into subgroups that exhibit similar characteristics or traits.
For example, construction contractors who are likely to have projects within your municipality or
residents who change their own oil can be targeted. Some likely target audiences include:
¯

Members of industrial categories (e.g., landfills)

¯

Developers

¯

Construction contractors

¯

Auto repair/gas station owners

¯

Environmental groups (e.g., Adopt-a-Stream, local chapters of Sierra Club, Audubon Society)

¯

Community groups (e.g., churches, Boy and Girl Scouts, Jaycee, s)

¯

Non-English speaking residents

¯

Outdoor recreation groups (fishermen, garden clubs)

¯

Homeowners

¯

Students.
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Identifying and learning about target audiences allows messages and programs to be developed in a way
that will reach and influence these subgroups. The following contacts can provide more information
about the target audiences in your community:
¯

Chamber of Commerce for information on the interests of local business people and what
types of materials are most useful to them
Other government agencies that imeract with groups similar to those you will target (e.g.,
planning department for a list of construction contractors who have received building permits
or an economic development departxnent to learn about certain industries)

*

Tax records or zoning records to find industrial and commercial facilities
Wastewater treatment plants for a list of industry types, facility sizes, and potential pollutant
sources

Board of Education to identify ongoing school programs and methods for contributing to
school programs and curricula
¯

Libraries to find local and State magazines and newsletmrs directed at specific audiences (e.g.,
environmental and outdoor recreation topics).

"S~_llirt~" the Storm Water Protwam
Educating the public about a new regulatory program and getting them involved with its implementation
are among the most important factors for ensuring program success. Issues such as regulatory deadlines
and implementation procedures all depend on educating both the regulated community and the public at
large. A key element of the municipal storm water management plan is to help communities understand
the importance of the storm water program and citizens’ participation in improving water quality.
When creating public outreach materials, the storm water managemem program goals must be clearly
communicated and the importance of accomplishing these goals explained. This is especially true in cases
where municipalities intend to impose a utility fee for the storm water program. Municipalities may
encounter opposition to a new fee if the benefits of the program are not understood. In such cases, it is
important to obtain public and political support for the program through education.
One of the biggest political obstacles that municipalities face is that the impacts of polluted storm water
runoff may not be obvious. For example, a water body that has been overloaded with sedimem from an
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upstream construction activity may ~ fine to the casual observer when, in fact, the fish and plant life
has been harmed significantly. Once an awareness of both the sources and impacts of water pollution
is created, educational programs can be developed to motivate the public to effect positive changes in
their daily activities, thereby reducing the addition of pollutants to receiving waters.
Information intended to educate the target audience should include solution~ .as well as explanations of
the issues. Simply providing people with information may not make them change their attitudes and
rarely makes them change their behavior. People need to know more about the solutions and action that
they can take. F_,ducation efforts, therefore, should present the reasons why the program is important and
focus on actions that citizens and businesses can take to prevent increases in pollution of storm water.
Examples of successful outreach materials that provide information and solutions are included at the end
of this chapter.

.Developing Outreach Materials
Specific education activities can include disseminating information through flyers included in residemial
utility bills; interactive methods, such as workshops; open houses at industrial facilities; school curricula
materials; or talks or slide shows for schools and community groups. Whichever activities you use,
communication should strive to be interactive and allow for feedback to those implementing the plan.
For example, written materials become interactive when a telephone number to receive further
information is provided. Keeping track of the number of callers and the questions they have also
provides a way to judge the effectiveness of the materials. Some examples of communication methods
that can be used to publicize public involvement are given in the following list:

*
¯
¯
¯
¯

TV public service announcement
TV news story
Radio public service announcement
Radio news story
Newspaper advertisement

¯ Newsletter
¯ Fact sheet
¯ Pamphlet
¯ Storm drain stencils (e.g., "Dump No
Waste, Drains To Lake")

August 17, 1994

* "Freebies (i.e., bumper stickers, magnets)
* T-shirts, hats, etc.
* Workshops
* Community meetings
¯ Church meetings
¯ School meetings
* One-on-one personal contact
* "Event" days
¯ Opinion leaders (i.e., community leaders,
parents, teachers)
R00~4083
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¯
¯
¯
¯

Magazines
Magazine advertisement
Magazine article
Billboard

¯ Fairs
¯ Libraries
* Books"
* Tramit cards (i.e., in buses).

Table 3-1 presents positive and negative characteristics of several outreach options.
Many outreach materials already exist that you may borrow ideas from or incorporate directly into your
storm water management program. One particularly good source of public education materials is a
guidance manual emifled, Urban Runoff Management Information/Education Products, developed by
EPA Region 5, Water Division, and EPA Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance, February,
1993. This doemnent describes specific materials (booklets, books, bumper stickers, catalogs, citizen
action guides, computer software, fact sheets, handbooks, newsletters, pamphlets, posters, slide shows,
student activities, and videos) and how to obtain them. It is available from the EPA Office of Water
Resources Center, (202) 260-7186.
Outreach materials should use clear, concrete language and, where possible, incorporate graphics. The
goal is to design effective materials that people pay attention to, remember, and use. Effective materials
should persuade people to behave in a more environmentally friendly manner and to influence others to
do the same. The ideas discussed below should help you create interesting materials that will attract
public attention, encourage community action, and ultimately make a positive impact on environmental
conditions in your area.
When crafting outreach materials, remember to use concrete language that helps people to understand,
visualize, and remember information. Hore are some tips:
¯

Do not use jargon or technical, scientific language.

¯

Use anecdotes and examples. Tell a story to draw you reader in and to add more "human
interest."

¯

Use analogies.

¯

Use descriptive adjectives and adverbs.
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TABLE 3-1. CIIARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED HEDIA
Media Format
Newsletters

Channel
Mail, handout

Pros

Cons

Can reach a large audience

Priming/mailing is costly

Can be more technical

Staff time
Passive, not participatory

Videotape

Workshops

Can reach a large audience

Relatively expensive

Mail

Visually pleasing

Must be done well

Cable TV

More participatory
Can show behavior

Public Servic~

TV

Free

: Som~im~s aired at night

Radio

Can reac~ a large audience

Competition for air ~

Can target audience

Very passive
Difficult to evaluate

Mass Media

TV

Can reach a lm’ge audience

Consn-~ned by time,

Radio

Good for raising awareness

Must be "newsworthy"

Newspapers

Usually cousidered credible

Cannot explain complex
issues
Bad for persuasion

~ Present.ions

Exhibits

Workshops

Can be participatory

Reach smaller audience

Conferences

Good for Ire’suasion

Staff time

Group m~tings

Can show b~avior

Can be too t~hnical

More p~rsonal

People may not attend

Libraries

Can re~h a large audi~nc~

Staff ~

Malls

Visually pleasing

Must be durable

Increas~ awareness

V~’y short m~ssage

Fairs
Fr~bies (i.e., bumper
stickers, buttons,
magnets, hats, etc.)

Fairs
"Event" days

i Inexp~siv¢

Weak on l~rsuasion

Easy to produce
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¯

Use active verbs.

¯

Try to visualize what you are saying.

¯

Use graphics to illustrate and highlight what you are saying.

¯

Describe consequences of action (o: no action) in terms of an individual, family, or business
rather than using a broader term, such as "the public."

The format and layout of the materials will also influence the readers reaction to the information.
Materials should be designed to help the reader find information quickly and easily. An audience that
is confused or overwhelmed will be less likely to read and r~m~rnber the message of the materials. Even
though you may have many important points to make, try to avoid crowded pages with small type and
little white space. Important information can be highlighted by using bullets, boxes, side-bars, or shading
to highlight it. For example, side-bars with the following heads will capture the reader’s attention:
"Things You Can Do To Help" or "Where to Get More Information." An appealing layout and easy-tore~td type will greatly increase the chances that your materials will be r~d. Special type fonts, bold,
italics, or colors can be used for titles, headings, or, occasionally, extra ~mphasis. A medium-weight
type that is large enough, usually 10 point and above, is more easily read. Selected examples of outreach
materials that are easy to read are included at the end of this chapter.
Graphics can entumce the program materials by capturing attention and providing a simple visual picture
of important information. A good rule of thumb is to keep graphics simple and portray images that the
reader shall remember. For example, to influence people to dispose of hazardous waste properly, a
person pouring oil down the storm sewer should not be used (even if the text is talking about the hazards
of doing so). A picture of a person taking the waste to a proper collection site would be more effective.
The following list provides further tips on using graphics effe~vely:
¯

Large illustrations are better than small ones.

*

Photographs are more effective than sketches.

¯

If sketches are used, simple, clear, realistic ones are better than cartoom or more abstract
drawings.

¯

A large photo at the beginning of an article draws the reader in.
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¯

Bright colors are useful because=they attract our attention.

¯

Pictures grouped together have greater interest than pictures scattered throughout an article.
They can also the be used to "t~ll a story."
Graphics are especially useful for showing "how to" type information.

Meetin~ Smffin2 and Equil~nent Needs
Consider the resources allocated to your storm water management program. What kind of budget do you
have to spend on production and distribution7 How much time do you have? How many staff people
are available and what are their skills and expertise? Is it possible to get help from citizen volunteers for
development and distribution of materials? Producing your communication materials may be a major cost
of your program. Make sure that you have enough resources to produc~ sufficient quantities of your
material and to distribute them in your community.

Consider the number of people that need to be reached as a function of the amount of available money.
A "cost-per-person" can be calculated by dividing the total cost of production by the number of people
being targeted. This will allow comparison of different communication strategies on a cost basis.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAMS
Public education and participation efforts often go hand-in-hand, but public participation may require
additional coordination efforts and can present unique challenges to those implementing the storm water
management program. The benefits of involving the public in the implementation of the storm water
program are many:

If the public is encouraged to participate in the decisionmaking process of the program, their
support for the program will likely increase.
¯

Large numbers of community members can watch ov~’r more of a watershed or municipality
than a handful of regulators.

¯

The public is often the primary sourc~ of r~ports of illicit connections and illegal dumping to
storm drains.
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¯

Only the homeowners and residents can implement pollution prevention practices on their
residential properties.

¯

Public volunteer efforts will save staff resources.

With proper training, citizens (e.g., community groups, local colleges, and high schools) can also be
included in field screening and sampling portions of the storm water management plan. This can possibly
reduce the labor required to perform a large-scale dry-weather screening program or at least locate more
discharges than could be done by staff alone. In addition, dischargers would be constantly reminded that
the public is watching and has access to the system, thereby encouraging compliance with the
municipality’s management plan. To take full advantage of the public participation watchfulness in dryweather screening programs, municipalities can develop reporting criteria and procedures for the public
to follow. The information needs to be clearly stated, public participation should be voluntary, and the
city should not be liable if someone is injured in attempting to collect information. The reporting
procedures can be similar to crime-watch or fraud-reporting programs and can even include a hotline for
the public to report illegal dumping.
Coordina~on and Integration
Many water quality programs already exist at the local, State, and Federal levels. It is essential,
therefore, that storm water management efforts be coordinated with these existing programs so that you
are not repeating efforts. By coordinating with other agencies, non-profit groups, industry associations,
chambers of commerce, and other citizen groups, you will not only save resources but will also build a
coalition of supporters for the program. It may even be possible for your agency to take the lead in
identifying all relevant programs and orchestrating them into an effective, comprehensive program with
a focus on water quality improvement.

Resources and existing programs do not need to be strictly environmental in foens. For example, in
Prince George’s County, Maryland, the Police Community Relations Program will incorporate water
pollution control information into their outreach program. In this way, the enforcement of water quality
regulations will be enhanced through integration between police and water quality specialists.
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Program Components
Public participation efforts contribute to the success of the storm water management program by educating
other citizens and promoting responsibility for, and interest in, the preservation of water quality. This,
in tam, will help generate public and political support for the storm water program. The municipality
staff may save certain resources, but will have the added responsibility of communicating with other
groups and programs, coordinating and training volunteers, and org~g public events. The following
efforts, among others, have contributed to the success of various public participation programs:
Partnerships with civic organizations, such as with the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts to stencil
storm drains
¯

Neighborhood representatives to educate their neighbors about the effects of household
chemicals, such as fertilizers, herbicides, and cleaners, and alternatives homeowners cart use
and proper disposal methods

¯

Citizen watch and reporting programs

¯

Citizen advisory groups to help create and establish local ordinances

¯

Household hazardous waste collection days

¯

Stream and lake cleanup campaigns.

CASE STUDIES
The following pages present ease studies of selected municipalities and their public information and public
participation programs.
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SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

The overall goal of Santa Clara County’s public OUtl~h effort is to educate its target audiences about the
significance of storm water pollution. The objectives of the program are to elicit public support through volunteer
efforts, to encourage changes in everyday chemical usage and disposal habits, and to generam political support for
the storm water management prog~’am in general. The target audiences include households, small businesses, large
industries, educational instimtious, private and public waste management programs and facilities, environmental
groups, community/neighborhood groups, and local goveramental offices. Specific education campaigns address:
*
*
¯
¯

Proper disposal of pollutants that would otherwise enter storm drains and channels
Control of leaks and spills fi’om automobiles, truck~, and sto~age tanks
The role of al~ospheric emisslolls in genei’ating nonpoint source pollution
The need to promote better site nmoff and sediment conu’ol.

Many of the objectives of the Santa Clara County public information and participation program will be achieved
through a combimtion of activities that are desigaed to address various interest groups. A number of activities and
coordination efforts have already ~ conducted, including the development of a public information participation
plan, the establishment of a public inform~ion subcommittee, the development of program logo and stationery, and
the development ~md distribution of a four-color general awa:~aess brochure. Santa Clara County has also
developed a storm dm~ stencil with instructions, a slide show, and poster and convened focus g~ups to coordinate
a nonpoint souree educafio~.l effort with existing educatioml programs. Specific action items include:
Distribution of a storm chain stencil and how-to pamphlet and slide show for me with volunteer groups
and general audiences
¯

Coordination with the Sama Clara County Household Hazardous Waste Program to develop and
distribute I) two pollutant-specific brochu~s ~ comme~’ial and industrial audiences and 2) information
guidebook for use by the jurisdictions

¯

Distribution a "how-to m~ual" expla~fing storm water management requh’ements and pollution
prevention opportunities at indu.ca’ial facilities

*

Development of educational curriculum to teach students about the impa~ of urban runoff and ways
to prevent pollution

¯

Development of media support and advertising to promote public awareness of municipal storm water
pollution and for the Santa Clara County storm water management program.
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CITYOF SEATI’LE, WASHINGTON

The city of Seattle has implemented an education and outreach plan designed for each watershed to inform and
educate the general public, businesses, and students about the fate of pollutants discharged to the storm drain system
and what individuals can do to reduce pollution. The following paragraphs briefly describe some of the major
components of the education program.
~chools Fvducation Proermn
Seattle’s extensive school education program includes field trips to an aquarium and a trout farm, videos and fdms,
guest speakers, teachers guides, aquarium displays, and training and equipment for raising salmon in classrooms
and releasing the fish into local receiving waters. Development of the program was enhanced by obtaining input
from both students and teachers about what kinds of materials would be most interesting and educational.
Consumer Education
The city of Seattle has recruited more than three dozen businesses in the Pipers Creek watershed to display
information about caring for the watershed and the proper use and disposal of household, yard, and automotive
products. Information is presented in a series of brochures that are displayed in a colorful holder depicting a typical
house and its connections to the water through the storm drain and saniuary sewer systems. Each business or service
that is hosting a display is given a plaque that they in turn can display to the public.
Ci~_n Water Business Partners
Businesses are mailed invitations to become clean water business parmers. To qualify, businesses must earn a
certain number of points based on their commitment to clean water. Points are earned by following sound
management practices to help protect clean water, hosting information displays, and promoting community activities
related to water quality. Each qualified business is presented with a plaque suitable for display certifying that they
are a Clean Water Business Partner and honoring their commitment to the environment. The city will bring
attention to these businesses through other educational promotions.
Storm Drain Stenciline
Volunteer school and community groups have been recruited to paint a pollution prevention message on a number
of Searde’s 30,000 storm drain inlets. The message reads "Dump No Waste - Drains to Stream" and other
variations depending on where the storm drain discharges. The program has been expanded through incorporation
into the school education program and will likely expand further into a new "Adopt-A-Su, eet" program. To date,
more than 5,000 storm drain inlets have been stenciled in Seattle.
Motor Oil Recvdin8
Motor Oil Recycling is a joint project of the Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility (DWU) and the Seattle Solid
Waste Utility. Waste oil collection tanks have been placed at 12 auto supply stores located throughout Seattle. The
program is publicized by the auto store (Shucks) and by the two utilities. Spin-off programs have been initiated by
other auto supply establishments in response to this program.
Waterfront Awareness Camuai~n
Seattle’s downtown waterfront is a major tourist and recreation destination. Litter is a major problem along the
waterfront, especially within the water itself. An association of waterfront businesses has initiated a cleanup
campaign aimed at improving the appearance of the waterfront. The DWU has joined this parmership and has
expanded the message to include the impact of litter and pollution on water quality. DWU recruited youth from
the recreation centers around Seattle to paint trash receptacles colorfully with clean water and anti-pollntion
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messages. Signs have been designed by Seattle Aquarium artists and placed along the waterfront reminding people
about the effect of their actions on aqu~ic habitat. Posters similar to the signs will be displayed in waterfront
businesses.
Bill Inserts and Cit3~ide Direct Mailines
Seattle utilities include education and public awareness information in their bimonthly billings, which are sent to
188,000 customers. DWU’s bill is shared with the Seattle Water Department and the Seat-de Solid Waste Utility.
The information is distributed on a variety of water quality subjects, including household hazardous waste, protection
of Elliott Bay and the Duwamish River, and the school education program. A brochure has been distributed to
every customer describing the storm water protection program and the role of the drainage and wastewater utility.
Television Public Service Announcements
Seattle has also developed four television public service announcements (PSAs) for broadcast on local television as
part of the education video project in the schools program. The PSAs address the importance of watersheds, the
difference betwee~ storm drains and sanitary sewers, nonpoint pollution, and pet waste.
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MITCHELL CREEK WATERSHED, GRAND TRAVERSE COUNTY, MICHIGAN

Grand Traverse County, Michigm, developed a storm water control ordinance in respome to the increase in
development the county was experiencing. The primary reason for creating a new ordinance, rather than relying
on the old system of Drain Commissioner review of drainage plans, was to establish clear, written guidelines for
developers to follow for storm water management.
In writing the ordinance, the Grand Traverse County Drain Commissioner form~ the Storm Water Management
Advisory Committee. The committee comprised of area engineers, ~oncemed citizem, and officials from the
township, county, md state. The committee was split into two subcommittees: a technical committe and a policy
committee. The technical committee wrote the techaical guidelines for the ordinance and then submitted them to
the policy committee for approval. The,policy committee made all the final decisions on the ordinance and were
assist~l by a county-funded environmental planner.
After the ordinance was approved by the commirme, the Drain Commissioner took the ordinance to each Township
Planing Commission and Town Board for comments and approval. The county then held public hearings,
particularly to communicate with som~ community m~mbe~ who thought the ordinance was tmuecessary. The
public hearings allowed the county to hear these skeptic’s concerns and, in ram, to educate them about the potential
impacts to the lake, s and streams from soil erosion and addhional storm wa~r runoff. The county is convinced that
the ~lajority of people now understand the need for this ordinance. Af-~r the public hearings, the County Board
of Commissioners approved the ordinance and it went into effect January 1992.
The ordinance went into effect with no mzjor problems and has become a~c~’ptable practice throughout the
community. Many developers are glad tha~ them ar~ fin~ly written guideline, which make project planning easier.
Neighboring counties have been intere~ed in adopting similar o~ in their communities.
Grand Traverse County also established a program to edur~e landowners about pollution control on their ~
and the availability of conservation easements and tax-deductible l~ud ~ through the Grand Traverse Regional
Land Couservancy. A citizen committee and the Conservancy assist landowners in permanently protecting the
wetlands, streamside greenbelts, and ground water upland rc~harge areas on their property. The county plans to
contact eve~, land owner within the critical areas of the wat~i’shed to discuss the various land protection programs
offered by the Conservancy. The Conservancy has put together a Mitchell Creek Wawrshed Landowner’s Handbook
which covers creek protection issues, watershed care, land protection regulations, and a Mitchell Creek Watershed
Map. There will also be a series of workshops to give property owners the clmuce to learn best management
techniques "hands-on."
The county has also targeted are~ with sll’e.ams ~g through the propel~, including an elementary school and
two golf courses. The county has worked with the Michigan Sta~ University Extension Service to assist the
landowners in creating buffer zones around the stream and to reduce the amount of fertilizers and pesticides used.
At the elementary school, students will participate in planting a buffer zone along the edge of the creek. Wbere
possible, financial ~ssistance is also provided either through public or private grants to cover the cost of planting
additional vegetation. These programs are intended to protect the quality of the streams but they also provide
education about storm water runoff and watershed protection.
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PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY, MARYLAND

The goal oftbe Prince George’s County progr’~m is to educate the public about water quality, focusi~, g. on.step.s that
people can take to improve water quality. The program will identify specific tasks for public paruclpauon m the
management of wa~r quality. Tailored to the specific community demogr~hics and types of land use, the program
may includ~ an array of educational programs dealing with the following topics: lawn care (proper fertilizer and
pesticide ~plicafion), car care (car washing tips proper disposal of oil and mtifreeze), recycling, composting of
yard wastes, reporting of poIlut~nt spills, landsczping to improve wildlife habitat and water quality, swimming pool
care, septic system overflows, use/storage/disposal of household hazardous wastes and toxic material, and animal
waste control.
The county has also proposed a number of public outreach programs to involve citizens and industries in watching
over their local water resources. Along with public education programs, public outreach programs will be important
in storm water pollution prevention efforts. To the extent possible, community ~-oups will be identified to conduct
and organize a number of volunteer activities, including tree planting, stream cleanups, mad cleanups, biological
monitoring, and environmental watch programs to report and stop illegal dumping activities. EnvironmmtaI activists
in communities, citizen groups and Citizen Advisory Committees, industrial coalitions, and schools will all be
targeted for v~ious programs, such as:
.
*
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Adopt-A-Stream and Adopt-A=Road projects
Water Quality Hotline
Water pollution contests and projects at area schools
R~cremional opportunities
Recycling
Coop for organic fertilizers
Wildlife sanctuary delineations
Wildlife corridors
Tree planting
Cleanups
Award programs
Household hazardous waste colieaion.

In addition, communities and public meetings will be held to encourage reporting of illegal dumping into storm
drains. The public will also be insu’umed to watch for industries or other ~ntifies that may be contributing
unlm’mitted, non-storm water discharges to the storm sewer. A Wamr Quality Hot.line number is planned that will
enable the public to talk to local officials about violations and other water quality problems. This information may
then be used in conjunction with local and Sta~ investigation and enforcement programs to control illicit discharges
to the county’s warm’ways.
Prince George’s County tins also planned a Community Liaison S~’vice to assist in implementing the storm water
mzmgement program. The program stresses non-enforcement methods to solve water pollution problems by
empowerment and cooperation. County officials will coordinate with various org,,,~t~ous, su~ as business
groups, community associations, environmental groups, Citizen Advisory Groups, schools, to enlist their help in
implementing the storm water management program. This coordination will entail notification of programs (stream
surveys, watershed surveys, complaints), u’alning of all people interested in any program, and recruitm~t of
volunt~rs for baseline water quality ~’~upling.
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You Can Make A Difference
Cleaning up after your pet can be as simple as taking a plastic bag or pooper scooper along on your next walk.
What should you do with the waste you pick up? No solution is perfect, but here are the choices:

0 Flush it down the toilet...

~ Bury it in the yard...

~) Put It in the trash...

The water from your toilet goes to a
septic system or sewage treatment
plant that removes most pollutants
before the water reaches a lake or
stream,

Dig a hole or u~nch that is:
: About 5 inches deep;
: Away from vegetable gardens;
: Away from any lake, stream,
ditch, or well.

This may be easy, but it is not the best
solution. Waste taken to a landt-dl or
incinerator can still cause pollution
problems.

To prevent plumbing problems, don’t
try to flush debris such as rocks,
sticks, or cat litter. Cat feces may be
scooped out and flushed down the
toilet, but used litter should be put in
a securely closed bag in the trash,

Microorganisms in the top layer of soil
will break down the waste and release
nutrients to fertilize nearby plants.
Be cautious. Keep pet waste away
from vegetable gardens and water supplies to prevem disease. Don’t add pet
waste to your compost pile. The pile
won’t get hot enough to kill disease
organisms in pet waste.

A Few Words of Caution
Around Your Home--If you leave pet waste to decay in
your yard, be sure it does not become a problem. To pre-

vent water pollution, clean up ar~s ~ wells, sewer inlets,
ditches, and waterways. Always remove waste from areas
where children play. They are the most frequent victims of
diseases from pet waste. Of course, the best protection for

children and adults is washing hands with soap and water,

A publication of the Univmlity of Wisconsin-Extens~xl, in cool:~lt~o~
with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Relource~ under funding
from the Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Water Pollu~on A~atemant Pro-

local pet waste laws.
This puDlicetion is available horn your Wisconsin county Extension
office or from CooperltJve Extension Publications. Room 245.30 N.
Murray Street, M~di~on, Wisconsin 537’15. Phone 608/262-3346.

~

Unn~’=ny of Wi=:onmn-Extenmon is an EEOIAff~rrnative Action ~ ~

~

GW~OO6 Pet W~te and Wtter Oualib/

Another option is to install an underground pet waste digester that works
like a small septic tank. Before buying one from a pet store, check local
laws that may restrict their use, design
or location.

In Your Community--Many communities have" pooper
scooper" laws that govern pe~ was= cleanup. Some of these
laws specifically .r~luire anyone who takes an animal off
their property to carry a bag, shovel, or pooper scooper.
Any waste left by the animal must be cleaned up immediately. Call your city or village clerk to find out more about

gram. Jennifer A. Hill, Intern and C~rolyn D. Johnson, Urban Water
Quality Educator, UWEX Southe~t Aru.
prov~e~ m:lUaJ o¢~:x~unit~e~ in employment and programming, ,nciuding Tdle
IX rm:luiremen~.

Check local ordinances. Putting pet
waste in the trash is against the law in
some communities.

I:~nnt~l on ~ ~
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YARD CARE AND. THE ENVIRONMENT

Practical Tlps for Home and Yard

A SERIES OF WATER CIUALITY FACT SHEETS FOR RESIDENTIAL AREAS

"~"

SIMPLE TIPS FOR CLEANER WATER"
It ready doesn’t matter whether you Live in the cky or the country.., whether your home is
large or small.., whether you have a lot of time and money to invest in your yard or just a
little. There is something you can do to improve water quality. The following sugg~dons are
ways that you can make a contribution to clean water and a healthy environment..
Around your home
¯ Mow often enough to leave grass clippings on the
lawn. Alternatively, use clippings as ~. mulch or
compost them along with leaves tha~ might otherwise "’fertilize" local waters.
¯ Keep fallen leaves out of the su’eetsid¢ gutter or
¯ tch, using them around the yard as practical,
Properly place the remainder near the curb (not
in the street) just before municipal collection.

* For waterfront property, grow a "buffer strip"
of dense, natural vegetation along the water’s edge
to filter pollutants and stabilize the shoreline.
¯ If using a sepdc tank system, maintain it properly
through regular ~o~s and licensed pumping
every two w three years.
¯ Monitor fuel use from any underground gas and
o~ [anks to make sure they are not leaking.

¯ Plant an extra tree for multiple environmental
benefits, especially where it becomes part of a
planting bed or "~" landscal~ area that
recycles leaves, twigs, and other yard "wasps."
¯ Seed bare soil and cover it with a mulch as soon
as possible to minimize erosion. Disturb no more
ground than necessary for a project, while preserving existing veg~.ta~.ion.
¯ Direct roof downspouts away from foundations
and driveways to planting beds or lawns where
using a rain barrel if pr~ .~:al.

/
:

¯ Use lawn and garden ch~zicaB carefully and sparingly. Pesticides, including weed killers, should be
considered a last resor~--other controls come first.
¯ Limit the use of toxic or hazardous products in
general. Keep them away from storm sewers, lakes,
and strcm~s.

runoff to stremns
and iakee
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PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND YARD CARE

" " ~~~

"

environm~mlly sound. As a shoner ve~-sion o~ the companion piece, R~hink’ing Yard Cure, it offers down-

to-ear~ tips for protecting water quality around
your home and in your community. Look
inside for information on home "hot spots"
for water quality.

series, environmentally sound yard care means:
¯ Thinking of environmental consequences in addition to
conveniences.

I

~
¯ Planning for greater harmony with natural surroundings.
II
¯ Being conservative and resourceful, rather than wasteful,
¯ Betieving tha~ small changes collectively make a his difference.
¯ Capitalizing on the time and ~-t-savings that r "ethinking yarct care can brin8.

~

I

t

! I:

[’’
t~I

Fact shee~ in the Yard Care and the Eaviromaeat series are designed to illustrate principles of environmentally ~
sound yard rare. They l~ovide specific information about pe~icides, fenifizen, landsca~in8, watering and related
topics. These and or.her publications can be obtained from your local UW-Ex~nsion office, usually located in the
coUIIty ~}urthotls~ or anof.he1" publiC ~. Help i~ a!so avltilab~ there, k’,~_ rdln.~ sol] teS1~Ig, ~ id~ll;he]carlol~

aw~aoa7 ~’n~ ~. ~ ,m.v,~e

P,..oe-e=-’mM-rm-s
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I

l, Gel in~l~. Each of us pollules
~round and surface waler. Each of us can
help ~ve it. Our contributions may seem
small, bul lhey joiu wilh those of others on
Ihe lake. Ilere are ni~ more ways you can
help keep Ihe lake clean,

5. Praclice Sensible Pest and Weed
Con~. Apply ~sticides and herbicides at
the labelled rate. Excessive amounls will
leach Ihrough the soil and can cause damage
Io crops and beneficial iu~cls. Make sure the
~slicide is labelled for the s.~cific weed or
insecl and Ihe crop to be treated. Do nol
apply in windy condilions, when rain is
forecast, or !o other ar~ as a "precaution."

2. Sa~ Wat~. Saving waler will help

6.Disuse of Pesticide Contain~

water quality by reducing the volume of
water going through septic tanks. A
dripping faucet wastes 20 eallons of
waler a day and a leaking loilel
wasles 2~ gallons. Use water
~paringly while brushing your
leelh, washing dishes, or shaving. Install a
water conse~ation shower head and take
shorl showers instead of baths. A bath uses
30-50 gallons of waler, a short shower only
i0.
3. Sog Test for F~ili~ Applicalion.
Many far~ners apply the ~me fertilizer at lhe
~me tale eve~ year. Excessive amounls of
nitrogen, phosphorus, or ~tassium Ihal are
uul used by the crop leach lhrough the soil
and conlaminale groundwater. Soil tesling
allows farmers to determine Ihe exact needs
of lheir fields. This insures optimum
yields, a clean groundwaler supply, and helps
farmers ~ money by using less fertilizer.
~. Con~l Soil Erosion.
Iltilize conse~ation practices such as
consolation tillage and strip cropping to
reduce soil erosion. Nutrients and ~slicides
~md wilh soil particles. When lhese parlicles
are er¢~ed into streams and rivers the
chemicals are carried with them. Use filter
strips near surface water areas and drainage
dilchcs Io hdp prcwnt wal~r conlaminalim~

~y. All pesticide :~
conlainers have a residue ~
of Ihe chemical stored in "~ ~ ~
them. Triple rinsing Ih.e containers ~
will remove over ~% of the residue.
Use this rin~te in your applicator and be sure
~o puncture all old containers Io pre~nt
re-use. Take lhe rinsed containers Io an
approved landfill for dis~sal. NEVER ~ur
rinsale on the groundl
7. ~tecl Four WellheadA~a.
Many farmers mix chemicals at or near a
wellhead. Any spills near a well ~n easily
contaminate the well water by flowing down
againsl the well casing to the water. Always
mix chemicals at least 100 feet from the well.
In hilly areas ~ke sure the mixing sile is
~low the wellhead. A concrele pad with low
curbs to catch any spills is an excellent
mixing site.
8. ~ana~e ~nd ~tili~ Animal Wastes
~d~. Concenlrated ani~l wastes can
chemically and biologically impair waler
supplies. Maintain lag~ns and mauure
slorage areas properly. Apply animal wasles
Io land to build up soil organics and lower
commercial fedilizer cosls. Incor~rale
applied wastes into the soil as soon as pussibl~

h~ ~blain Ihc g~cales! mdricnl benelil.
n~l apply wasles h~ s~rcam banks ~r crowding
areas.
9. Use Equipment Semite P~ucls Wisely.
Petroleum pr~duds, anlilrccze, and hallc~
acid conlaminale water supplies jusl as ~asily
as pesticides aud waslcs. Caplurc all nscd
mnlnr oil for disl~)sal or re-use in Inbricaling
chains or blades. I)ispuse ~;f nmlnr oil and
anlifreeze al recycling cenlers. Ih~ Imt use
gasoline as a parts cleaner or weed killer.
Never p(mr oil or gasuline nn Ihe ground!
l O. Disuse of Household ~ucls
Ca~fully. Many products under your
kilchen sink or in Ihc garbage can harm Ihe
water qualily. Never ~ur paints, pre~e~alives, brush cleaners, aud solveuls duwn a
drain. Sewers or seplic hmks do nol Ireal
these materials, and Ihey can enler Ihe
groundwaler uulrealed. Buy Ihe producl
wilh Ihe leasl amounl of Inxic malcrial. Ilsed
~ ~ turpcnlineand brud~cleaners
~~ ~au he filleted and reused.
~~ paint cans and ~lher cl~e~nical
~ coulainers wilh newspa~
pers before discardin~.

The I.u~e Buu,en IIIIA IY~e~’t i.~ u group
e~r~ of lu~’ul, siute, aml ~,derul ugemh,s.
~e I~$DA S~ii (~on.~en~tion
(.~(’S) i.~ u.~si~ned the ~,rug h,udcr.~hip
res~msibilit~ m~d Mso pruvides
us.~’~fmu’,, lu Im~d~ut,~lers. Finmuial
oist sharh~9 funds are pr~mided h.q the

I~DA, Agri~ulluraISlubilizati.. and
~ bn.wrv.tb,n .~’n,ke (AS~ :~L and
m~irmati~ni und edmatiu~i ass~shzme are
~~urdi~ah,d hq ("l,,msun
Ib~iv,’rsifq
"
’

Clean Water
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Household alternatives for source control of heavy metals.
ften it is impossible to tell whether a product
Ocontains
metals or not. Product ingredient lists

Laundry:

are incomplete for one reason or another. Gradually
this will change as the public demands "green" br
environmentally sensillve~products and more
complete labelling information. In the meantime,
research into the contents of household products is
continuing, locally and nationally,
Testing conducted by the Washington Toxics
Coalition of Seattle and other organizations has
shown that certain products contain lower levels of
metals than others. The information in this brochure
is only a partial listing of products and alternatives,
and will be updated and expanded from time to time.
And choices don’t have to be all or nothing,
Say for example that you have a favorite detergent
that contains heavy metals. Try a substitute every
second or fourth washload. You’ll still be reducing the
amount of metals by 25 to 50~--and eventually you
may choose to make the substitution completely.

Product

Oardel~g
Product

Alternative

Root Killer

~t
are flushed ’
down the
toilet to
control
the growth of roots in sewer lines may
contain copper. Mechanical removal
may be an-alternative.
.

Pesticides

Malt contain copper. Try attracting
birds or introduang lady bugs or
pra~ing mantis to your garden. For
snmll infestations, wipe leaves or use
a.high-pressure water sprayer and
plain soap.

Detergents

Bleach

Fabric
softeners

Start a backyard compost bin, or use
organic soil additives such as peat

R0014103

Alternative
In general,
phosphatefree liquid
l.aundry
deter~gents
~ l~owderedcontain
lower levels
of metals
thanLife
do
varieties.
Cheer
Ikluid,
Tree, Shaldee Liquid L, and White
King Soap contain the lowest metals
levels of products tested,

Sheets have lower metals levels than liquids. Or.add one cup vinegar or a quarter
cup baking soda during final rinse,

Hand-washing detergents have less
metals than machine dete~ents, but do
not use them as an alternative in the
machines.

Household Clean l :
Product
P~owdeUr~r

General
Purpose

Product

Alternative

~

Avoid oil-based
paints.Buy latex
or water-based
types. Estimate
quantity carefully.

Paint
removers

To remove paint from hands,
massage wiih margarine or a few
drops of baby oil. Wipe dry and then
wash with soap.

Non-chlorine liquid bleaches are lowest
in metals. Avoid bleaches containing
phosphates. Try less bleach per load,
with baking soda added, or presoak
heavily-soiled items for 30 minutes
in warm water with a half-cup
washing Soda.

Dlshwashing No difference between powder and
Detergents
liquid. An alternative is Sodium
hexametaphosphate, in same quantity
as detergent.

Weed control Pull by hand or cover area with
mulcli, fabric, or plastic,
Ferttlize~

Paints
Preegervat|v~,~:

To strip palnt, use a hook scraper, an
abrasive block or sandpa~per. Clean
brushes fight after u~. Never
gasoline. Soften hard paint brushes
~n hot vinegar and wash with soap
and water.
Preservatives Avoid products with copper, arseni.c,
creosote. Use decay-resistant wood
products such as redwood and cedar.
Stains

Automotive:
Product
Used
motor oil

Alternative
Dissolve baking
soda in water;, or
sprinkle on surface
to be cleaned or on a
sponge. Shaldee at
Ease]iquid and Soft
Scrub have lowest
metals levels of
products tested,
Liquids.are generally lower
in metals.

Use finishes derived from natural
sources, such as shellac, tung oil,
and linseed oil.

¯
,May contain metals; -[~l~i.’~=~.
never pour on land
or down a sewer
drain. San Jose and
other cities have
curbside recycling
pick-up; or check
with service stations/autocenlers.

Alternative

Also, try to buy recycled oil--even
for high performance autos.
Fluids

Spent antifreeze and brake fluid
should be stored properly until they
can be disposed of at a hazardou.q
waste collection event.

¯

Cultivate Clean Water!
Fertilizer runoff, erod~i ~ecllment~,
~eptic waste: and pe:ticicie
are leading cau:e~ of water pollution.
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FISCAL RESOURCES
The part 2 municipal permk application requires municipal permittees to demonstrate sufficient financial
resources to meet the costs of implementing conditions of the p~-mit. This section provides guidance on
some sources of revenue available to permit~ees.

Selection of one or more revenue source.s to fund a storm water management program depends on three
factors: (1) type of organization that is operating the storm water management program, (2) amount of
money that may be raised by various revenue options, and (3) political feasibility of the options.
The t-n’st consideration when choosing revenue options is to identify options that are legally authorized.
This will depend on the type of local government organization used to implement the storm water
program. Frequently, storm water programs are set up as storm water utilities and use a variety of
revenue options. A storm water utility is an independent government entity established to design,
construct, maintain, and operate a drainage system to control storm and surface water nmoff. Utilities
handle decisions concerning financing, personnel, and administration. These decisions are not delegated
to another governmental department.
Once the legally authorized revenue options have be~n identified, the second consideration is the amount
of money that may be raised and the activities that may be funded by each option. Each revenue source
should be examined to determine if the funding is exluitable to the consumers. It is critical that the
revenue options chosen are able to finance all aspects of the program.
Third, the revenue options must be politically feasible. A successful capital improvement plan will select
the revenue option, or package of options, that raises the required funding and is most politically feasible.
Revenue may be generated from the se~.’tors of society that will benefit most from the replacement and
expansion of the storm water infrastructure. Local governments may levy impact f~es on developments
for expansion and on redevelopments for upgrading the existing sysmm. Impact fees should not be used
for the replacement of facilities servicing eurr~nt users. Likewise, current users should not be responsible
for funding the expansion of an existing system. The revenue options chosen should be exluitable in
meeting the needs for replacement, upgrading, and expansion of the storm water system. Figure 3-1
R0014105
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I

Funding for ~e Implementation of ~he SWMP

l~veloprnent Impact F~..s
~ U~evel~ ~

[

J

U~ ~i~ for
~i~ ~j~

1
Redeveloped Prope~

Special
Ass~sm~mt
Districts

S~tic Land Uses

Utility
P~ues

Taxes

Fine.s, and
Penalties

FIGURE 3-1. STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN--HSCAL RF~OURCF_~*

*This seh~-matie is adapted from a figure in an article written by Douglas W. Ayres and Scott Thorpe tided,
"Fimmeing Capital Improvements," that was published in the American Water Works Journal, August 1991.
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illustrates the capital and financing process. The figure shows the process by which capital projects are
financed in relation to the benefits derived from the projects.

The following discussion provides an overview of the revenue options identified in Figure 3-1. In
choosing a series of options to finance a storm water prcgram, the fn’st step is to determine whether
funding is needed for replacing, upgrading, or expanding the system. If funds are needed to f’mance
growth and expansion onto previously undeveloped land, then the authority should assess development
impact fees. Development impact fees are assessed against private developers in compensation for the
new capacity requirements their projects impose on public facilities.
Development Impact Fees on Undeveloped Land
A significant part of the SWMP is dictated by private development of previously undeveloped property.
Additional homes and businesses require service that can only b~ supported by the construction of new
infrastructure (including storm water BMPs). Local governments can levy development impact fe~s to
defray the proportionate share of the infrastructure costs caused by and of b~nefit to the development.
The capital improvement plan should contain sufficient detail to validate such f~s.
Unfunded Liability for Capital Proiects
Development impact fees will help finance the growth of storm water infrastructure in new developments;
however, the upgrading and replacement of the system as it ages still needs to be financed. Local
governments need a mechanism to finance the unfunded liabilities, other than continually drawing upon
the historical funding sources. One way to help upgrade the storm water infrastructure is by including
development impact fees on in-fall!! use changes, and property redevelopment. The funds collected can
be used to help offset the cost of upgrading an existing system.

~In-ffll is the cumulative development of single lots scattered throughout the community or the redevelopment
of property that results in higher densities or increased demand on public facilities. In terms of storm wmer
management, it includes residential to commercial use changes and an increase in the amount of impervious sin-face
area.
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Development Impact Fees on Developed Land
Levying development impact fees on properties being redeveloped, in-fill c~eveloped, or under changed
use must be determined to assure current rmepayers that they are not subsidizing development. When
levying development impact fees, there should be a distinct division between replacement and expansion
of the system. The component of a project apportioned to replacement should be quantified. The
component required for system enhancement to service new customers should be attributed to
development impact fees. If the division is not made, current customers may pay for both replacing and
upgrading the storm water infrastructure.

Funding of Nondevelopment-Related Project Liab’flities
Portions of projects tl~ cannot be legally or accurately charged to development should be financed by
revenues paid by existing users of the capital projects. These projects may include the replacement of
existing facilities or portion of an upgrade or an expanded plant tl~ cannot be properly be apportioned
to development. For example, new customers should not be expected to pay for replacing a down stream
storm sewer line that has deteriorated as a result of age. Methods appropriate for use in financing storm
water capital expenditures include fees, charges, fines, and penalties; taxes; utility rates; Special
assessment dist~cts; debt financing (i.e., bonds and loans); and grants.
Fees, Charges, Fines, and Penalties
Municipal storm sewer operators have discovered that greater revenues may be secured with fewer
complaints by separating special services and charges from general services and billing full recovery costs
separately for these epecial operations. In addition, fines and penalties may be used to modify behavior.

Fees

Permit fees may be used to fund the portion of a storm water,program that regulates activities of
construction and development. Construction permits generate revenue, and they can be used to
standardize the construction of new facilities and promote the use of BMPs to limit construction site

runoff.
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Charges
Special services are those requested and received by a few ratepayers. Utility services for which special
fees should be charged include initiation of service, restoration of discominued service, detection and
repair of household leaks, line location, and review of construction plans.

Fines and Penalties
Fines and penalties are an important part of any effective enforcement program. These revenue sources
are better suited to modifying behavior than raising revenue. As enforcement improves and the number
of violations decrease, revenue from fines and penalties will decline. This is a reflection of an effective
program. In some cases, especially in the early years of the program, revenue from fines and penalties
are sizeable and may help to finance enforcement and related efforts.

Local governments may levy a variety of taxes to fund their programs. The sales tax, property tax,
business and occupation tax are the principal sources of revenue for most local govenm~nts. While all
these tax sources have the potential for financing storm water management programs, in reality, few
dollars are available for such programs for two primary reasons: (1) many local governments have
utilized all available taxing authority provided by the State and (2) it is difficult to obtain political support
to raise taxes in jurisdictions that have not exercised all of their legally authorized taxing power.
Many local governments have used all of their taxing authority and still have difficulty financing their
basic programs. In these cases, it is unlikely that local governments will be able to make tax dollars
available to fund storm water management programs. In jurisdictions where voters have a strong
preference for minimizing local taxes, raising taxes is politically difficult. Thus, while taxing authority
may be available, raising taxes to fund storm water management programs may not be a viable
alternative.
If taxes are involved, then a tax analysis of the community’s ability-to-pay should be performed. In such
cases, the jurisdiction that has the power to levy taxes must have a clear understanding of its current and
future tax sources. This will help quantify the nell in terms of ol~rational, subsidy, fixed-asset
R0014109
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replacement, or capital project purposes. With such information, specific tax sources may be identified
to finance capital projects, relate benefits to payments, and indicate ability-to-pay.
Utility Rates
Municipalities may choose to form a storm water utility that is funded based upon values of fees charged
to users of the storm sewer system. A storm water utility’s rate structure should finance the portions of
the capital improvement plan that are not the responsibility of new or in-fill development. The portions
of utility rates that will fund capital improvements are determined through detailed rate studies. Such
studies are conducted to assess the proper payment level for operations and maintenance, fixed asset
replacement, and system capital nem~is that cannot tm attributed to d~velopment.

Rates are an appropriate mechanism for raising revenue for programs where there is a defined population
being serviced. There are two types of rates: (1) unit charges and (2) service charges.
Unit Charges
Unit charges, the traditional types of rates, are calculated monthly and based on the quantity of a product
consumed. For example, wamr and electricity rates are unit rates based on consumption. Utilities have
traditionally levied rates in this form. Because it is difficult to measure the amount of storm water
discharged by each user, however, storm water managemem programs do not lend themselves to levying
rates based on unit charges. Increasingly, local governments turn to service charges to finance such
programs.

Service Charges
Service charges are attractive when users cannot be charged according to their level of use, and services
are difficult to price on a unit basis. Most service charges are structured to ~ administrative costs
and to ensure that payments approximate the distribution of benefits received. As such, they are viewed
as an equitable way to pay for services. Revenue from service charges is predictable and may be
substantial.
The storm water service charge is determined ’through three commonly used methods, each based on the
disruption of the natural drainage system. The first is an approximation of the percent impervious
surface. Percent impervious surface is a measure of the property that does not allow water to penetrate
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the ground. This includes roofs, parking lots, and sidewalk. A second method is a flat rate based on
the number of residents in a community. The third method assesses a service charge through a
combination of percent impervious surface, type of business (SIC classification), and size of the property.
Each business type is assigned a runoff factor that reflects the potential discharge of pollutants from the
property and a development factor that reflects the percent impervious surface. The product of these two
factors is then multiplied by the size of the property in 500 square foot increments. Once the rate is
calculated, a fixed fee is added to cover admires" tration costs. A municipality may use a combination of
these methods or develop an entirely different method that better suits the characteristics of the

An analysis of the service charge should be conducted annually to update needs, assure continued internal
equity, and update cash flows and reserve proj~ions. Computer models may be developed to provide
annual rate updates. This type of operating syst~n deflates potential political and financial problems by
small annual rate increases instead of less frequent and more dramatic rate increases.
Special Asse4sment District~
For services that cannot be categorized within a utility or fee schedules, a city, county, or utility district
with the legal authority may create a special assessment district. Special assessments are levied for
infrastructure installation or operations and maintenance. Normally, bonds are issued to finance capital
construction that is backed by special assessments levied on district members.
Debt Financing
Financing of capital projects through public utility debt has three major advantages: (1) once the money
is borrowed or a bond issued, a fixed interest rate and repayment schedule are established, and the debt
is repaid over the years with dollars that are cumulatively deflating in value; (2) individuals who require
and will use the facilities being built with the borrowed funds will pay for the facilities as they use them
throughout debt repayment; and (3) debt financing provides large sums of money up-front to finance the
capital expenditures.

Bond issues and loans are the two primary methods to acquire capital through debt financing, h is
important to note that because borrowed funds must be repaid, the ultimate source for repayment of bonds
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and loans is either taxes or raze revenue. Bonds are not suited to fund ongoing routine expenses, such
as the operation of a storm water management program.
Bonds
The two types of bonds commonly used to finance capital acquisitions are general obligation and revenue
bonds. General obligation bonds are backed by the full faith, credit, and taxing power of the local
government issuing the bond. While a particular revenue source may be earmarked for their repayment,
guarantee for repayment of the bonds is provided by the entire stream of tax revenues paid to the local
government. For this reason, general obligation bonds may be considered stronger guarantees of
repayment than revenue bonds.
Revenue bonds are backed by revenue from a dedicated source as a rate revenue. Because revenue bonds
have far fewer statutory constraints, they have replaced gen=eraI obligation bonds as the primary form of
municipal financing. In theory, because this form of debt has its own guarantee (the project revenues,
if any), it should not affect a locality’s credit rating. In practice, however, revenue debt represents an
indirect obligation of the issuing government. Because the lender has only the project revenues to depend
on for repayment, interest rates are generally.higher for revenue bonds than general obligation bonds.
In most cases, established utilities issuing bonds will issue revenue bonds. New utilities may not have
enough history to issue revenue bonds. In these cases, general obligation bonds are issued or,
alternatively, double-barreled bonds may be issued. These bonds are backed by both a dedicated revenue
source and the full faith and credit of the local government.

Many small communities are unable to enter the national bond market because of poor credit ratings, little
financial expertise, and relatively small capital needs. When access to the national bond market is
available, small communities usually pay very high interest rates. Some States have created bond banks
that enable small communities to issue bonds through the bank. This provides the small communities
access to the municipal bond market at lower interest rates and with lower issuance costs.

A common loan program available within most States is the State Revolving Fund (SRF) for water
pollution control planning. SRFs are intended to create a perpetual source of low cost financing. The
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funds invested in the capitalization of SRFs assist communities in meeting their needs by providing onetime loans or grants. Below mark=t interest rates are the single most important advantage to some
communities. This reduced capital cost decreased the level of user fees required to repay the project
debt. The CWA requires recipients of SRF assistance to provide a dedicated source of revenue to cover
loan payments. However, SRF assistance to storm water management programs is limited. To address
this concera, EPA has developed a case study guidebook that presents examples of how expanded use
activities can be funded under the SRF program. For more information on expanded uses, refer to EPA,
Office of Water, Funding of Expanded Use Activities by State Revolving Fund Programs: Examples and
Program Recommendations, August 1990, (EPA 43/09-90-006).
Most States have issued SRF loans at interest rates of 2 to 51h percent below market rates. With the
current interest rate being relatively low, the difference between State SRF loans and the market rate may
be minimal and, therefore, not as am-active to communities. Similar to the construction grants, some
States may require communities to provide a "match" prior to granting the loan. However, economically
distressed communities have indicated that they would be umble to pay back a loan even at a zero p~rcent
interest rate and must r~ly on grants for funding.
Grar~s and Matchin~ Programs
In addition to all the financial methods mentioned previously, States provide grants to communities for
their wastewater quality needs. Grants can be in many forms, with or without community matches or
use restrictions. Some States, for example, may provide grants to eommuttities to be used as the
prerequisite SRF match. Grants ar~ neither a constant or consistent revenue source and should not be
seen as an integral part of financing the daily ol~rations of the storm water program. Grants are more
likely to be issued for large one-time capital expenditures to assist in reducing the financial burden on
the local community.
Table 3-2 lists selm:ted Federal grant programs that can assist in the financing of storm water management
needs. The list does not include grant programs available at the Stat~ l~vel. The Catalog of Federal
Domestic contains a comprehensive list of Federal assistance prograxm.
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TABLE 3..2. SELECTED FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS

Program Name
1992 Catalog of Federal
Dom~tic Assismuce
Number
Admim’stering Office or
Agency
Legislative Authority
Obje~ives

Economic Developmmt--Grants for Public Works and
Development Facilities
11.300

Economic Development Administration, U.S. Deparunent of
Commerce
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, as amended
To promote long-term economic development and assist in the
construction of public works and development facilities neezied to
initiate and encourage the creation or retention of permanent jobs in
the private sector in areas experiencing severe economic distress.

Types of Assistance

The basic grant rate may be up to 50 percent of the project cost.
Severely depressed areas may receive supplementary grants to bring
the Federal contribution up to 80 percent of the project cost;
designated Native American Reservations may be eligible for up to
100-percent assistance. Additionally, redevelopment areas located
within designated Economic Development Districts may, subject to the
80-percent maximum Federal grant limit, be eligible for a 10-percent
bonus on grants for public works projects. On average, EDA grants
cover 50 percent of project costs.
Uses and Use Restrictions Grants can be used for public facilities, such as water and sewer
systems, and infrastructure improvements. Qualified projects must
fulfill a pressing nell for the area and must (1) tend to improve the
oppommities for the successful establishment or expansion of
industrial or commercial plants or facilities, (2) assist in the creation
of additional long-term employment oppommities, or (3) benefit the
long-term unemployed and members of low-income families. In
addition, proposed projects must be consistent with the currently
approved Overall Economic Development Program for the area and
for the Economic Development District, ff any, in which it will be
located and must have adequate local share of funds with evidence of
firm commitment and availability.
Eligible Applicants

Information Contacts

August 17, 1994

States, cities, counties, and other political subdivisions and private or
public nonprofit organizations or associations r~presenting a
redevelopment area or a designated Economic Development Center
are eligible to receive grams.
Director, Public Works Division, Economic Development
Administration, Room H7236, Herbert C. Hoover Building,
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230.
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TABLE 3-2. SELECTED FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS (Continued)
Program Name

Economic DeveloI~nent--Support for Planning Organizations

1992 Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance
Number

11.302

Administering Office or
Agency

Economic Development Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce

Legislative Authority

Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, as amended

Objectives

To assist in providing administrative aid to multi-county districts and
redevelopment areas economic development planning and
implementation capability and thereby promote effective utilization of
resources in the creation of full-time permanent jobs for the
unemployed and underemployed in high distress redevelopment areas.

Types of Assistance

A minimum of 25 percent must be obtained from nonfederal sources,
except for grants to Native American Tribes. This may be in the
form of cash and in-kind contributions. The Secretary is authorized
to fund up to I00 percent planning support grants to Native American
Tribes.

Uses and Use Restrictions

Grants are used to staff salazies and other planning and administrative
expenses of the economic development organization.

Eligible Applicants

(1) Public bodies and other nonprofit organizations representing
groups of State-delineated adjoining counties, which include at least
one area designated as a redevelopment area by the Secretary of
Commerce and one or more centers of growth not over 250,000
population, (2) Native American Tribes, and (3) counties designated
as redevelopment areas or nonprofit organizations representing
redevelopment areas or nonprofit organizations.

Information Contacts

Director, Planning Division, Economic Development Administration,
Room H7023, Herbert C. Hoover Building, Department of
Commerce, Washington, DC 20230.
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TABLE 3-2. SELECTED FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS (Continued)
- Program Name
1992 Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance
Number
~’xdministering Of-flee or
Agency
Legislative Authority
Objectives

Economic Development--Public Works Impact Projects
11.304

Economic Developmem Administration~ U.S. Departmem of
Commerce
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, as amended

To promote long-term economic development and assist in providing
immediate useful work (i.e., construction jobs) to unemployed and
underemployed in designated project areas.
Types of Assistance
The basic grant rate for Public Works Impact Program areas is 50
percent, except for Native American areas, where the rate can be I00
percent. Severely distressed areas may receive supplementary grant
assistance to bring the Federal contribution up to 80 percent. Local
matching share may be waived ff appropriate entity can demonstrate
that it has exhausted its effective taxing and/or borrowing capacity.
On average, EDA grants more than 50 percent of project costs.
Uses and Use Restrictions Renovation or construction of public works and development facilities
¯ . to provide immediate jobs to the unemployed and underemployed in

project areas.

Eligible Applicants

Information Contacts

Eligibility is based on designation of the county or city as a
redevelopment area according to the criteria under Section 401(a)(6)
of the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 (Public
Law 89-136).
Director, Public Works Division, Economic Development
Administration, Room H7236, Herbert C. Hoover Building,
Department of Commerce, Washington, DC 20230.
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TABLE 3-2. SELECTED FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS (Continued)

Program Name

Water ~ Management Planning 205(j)

1992 Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance
Number
Administering Office or
Agency
Legislative Authority

66.454

Objectives

To assist States (including territories and the District of Columbia),
Regional Public Comprehensive Planning Organizations, and Interstate

Office of Water, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Clean Water Act, Section 2050), as amended

Organizations in carrying out water quality management planning.

Types of Assistance

Formula Grants. Each fiscal year, the Administrator shall reserve
under Section 2050)(1) an amount not to exceed 1 percent of the
amount allotted and available for obligation or $100,000, whichever is
greater, for the purposes of malting grants to the States to carry out
water quality managem,at planning. Forty percent of the State’s
annual award must be allocated to Regional Public Comprehensive
Planning Organizations and Interstate Organizations, unless EPA
approves a lesser amount.

Uses and Use Restrictions

Section 2050)(1) and Section 604(b) funds are awarded under Section
205(j)(2), to the State water quality management agencies to carry out
water quality management planning. States are required to allocate 40
percent of the State’s annual award to Regional Public Comprehensive
Planning Organizations and Interstate Organizations. EPA may
approve a State’s re.quest to pass through less than 40 percent if, after
consultation with its Regional Public Comprehensive Planning
Organizations and Interstate Organizations, the Governor determines
that pass through of at least 40 percent will not (1) result in significant
participation by Regional Public Comprehensive Planning
Organizatiom and Interstate Organizations unless in water quality
management and (2) significantly assist in development and
implementation of the State’s water quality manag~’nent plan.

Eligible Applicants

State water quality management agencies.
Contact the appropriate EPA Regional Office.

Information Contacts
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ANNUAL REPORTS: ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE STORM WATER
PROGRAM
Purpose of Annual Reports
On the annual anniversary of permit issuance, the municipality is required to submit an annual report
discussing the progress made toward achieving the specified storm water management program goals.
As stated in Section 122.42(c) of the regulation:

40 CFR Part 122.42(c)(I)-(7)

The report shall include.
(1) Stares of implementing components of storm water management program that are
established as permit conditions;
(2) Proposed changes to store wamr management programs that are established as a permit

condition. Such changes shall be consistent with §122.26(d)(2)(iii) of this part; and
(3) Revisions, if necessary, to the assessment of controls and the fiscal analysis reported in the
permit application under §122.26(d)(2)(iv) and (d)(2)(v) of this part;

(4) Summary of data that is accumulated throughout the reporting year;
(b0 Annual expenditures and budget for the year following each annual report;
(6) A summary describing the number and nature of enforcement actions, inspections and
public education programs;
(’7) Identification of water quality improvements or degradation

In developing their Part 2 municipal permit applications, applicants should have considered their strategy
for preparing annual reports. While each municipality will take a different approach, in general,
strategies will include idemification of measures to track the long-term progress of their storm water
management program goals, discussion of the role of monitoring data in assessing program effectiveness,
and discussion of how the municipality plans to provide for future adjustment to this reporting strategy.
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The annual report will be used by the municipality to provide an assessment of the program
performance, and guidance in establi.~hing longer term assessment strategies.

The annual report will be used by the permitting authority to monitor program compliance, and
determine if the program is achieving the goal of improved storm water quality.

Benefits for Mtmicipality
Completing annual reports is an invaluable exercise for municipalities because it allows them to gather
all relevant information from the past year’s storm water management activities and to assess the
effectiveness of the program to date. If program goals are being met (or are in the process of being met),
then the municipality can feel confident that its storm water management program has been designed and
implemented in a relatively effective manner. If program goals are not being met, however, the
municipality can re.assess current program measures and make alterations if necessary. This annual
evaluation should help permitt~s gauge tangible and intangible measures of progress (e.g, pollutant
loadings or public awareness).
Benefits for State
Many municipalities are still in the early stages of developing storm water management programs suitable
for controlling pollutants in discharges under an NPDES permit; others have relatively sophisticated
programs in place. By reviewing the annual report, the State can determine whether various
municipalities are developing their program in a timely manner and can use information gathered in these
reports to assess aquatic conditions on the State level.
Wldle the annual report, may be used by the States to evaluate municipal compliance with permit
conditions, it also may indicate to the permitting authority where permit conditions need to be modified
to address specific problems. Access to monitoring data identifying water quality improvements or

degradation is important to the State for several reasons. First, it can be used to evaluate the success or

failure of a management program in reducing pollutants. Second, it provides the State with information
to use in a watershed data base. Third, the State can use the data to meet the informational requirements
of various Federal programs. Data drawn from the annual reports will be especially useful for programs
R0014119
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such as the Coastal Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program (CZARA), the Safe Drinking Water Act
Program, the Clam Lakes Program (CWA 314), and among others, which are identified in Section 1.3
of this document.

The annual report contains several requirements ~ at evaluating the accomplishments of the past year.
This information can be used to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the storm water management
program and to determine which elements should be continued or dropped from the plan. In some cases,
the review will indicate that new methods or measures should be tried. The next several sections appear
in the same order as in the permit; however, evaluating them in a slightly different order may be more
productive.

Status of Implementing Components of Storm Water Management Program
This section addresses the relative degree to which storm water management program elements have been
completed. Numerous approaches can be taken to accomplish this. You may want to begin by providing
an overview of the program approach and history. Then, using your permit requirements as a guide, look
at each component and decide whether it can be evaluated directly (e.g., pollutant removal) or indirectly
(e.g., the success of a public outreach program). To complete this section, you can refer to various
documents, including ordinances proposed or enacted, do~unentafion for design or completion of
structural controls, inspection reports, site assessments, and progress reports on cleanups. For
components that can be directly measured, an effective way to present the information is in a matrix
format, as shown in Figure 3-2.
Figure 3-2 shows activity goals versus activities accomplished. If the component you are addressing is
not directly measurable, a narrative description can be given to convey its status. For example, you
might describe the effectiveness of a public education program by discussing the number of meetings held
to generate community awareness, the results of a post-meeting survey, any foIlowup inquiries or letters
from the meetings, or by discussing the increase in the number of citizens reporting violatiom.

Once you have addressed the circumstances of each program component, the status of the SWMP as a
whole should be summarized.
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July 90
Cordrol Measure Des~cdptlon

Jan 91 July 91
1990-91

Jan 92 July 92 Jan 93 July 93 Jan 94 July 94 Jan 9S
1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

1994-95

sggremvs gekl program ,o ,e ..~ch for,
detect, and control lllk~ connecaone
with storm drains of sewers which
Ind~ wastewater.
PHot Sc~e lmplernantaUon
Evaluetion/~tlon
P-3 Develop and Implement an
mggrasslve flekl program to search for,
detect, and prevent dumping or
routinely dlscharglng pollutants Into
stan~ sewers and dmJnmge channels.

¯ Submlgal of annual report to RWQCB
NOTE: Schedules for tasks beyond the 1991 - 1992 fiscal year at projected on/y and will be re.avaluat..ed ~ rev~.sed annually as pad. of tho Annual
Repo,llng Provision In the Permit. Implementation of control measures Is contingent with rasuns o~ p,anmng, preparation, anu pilot testing
phases. Schedules for specific tasks may van/among the partidpants according to different conditions and considerations.
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Proposed Changes to SWMP Established in Permit Conditions
ARer reviewing the effectiveness of your program components over the last year, you can determine
which components require adjustments in order to meet long-term goals of water quality improvement.
Among the reasons for proposing a change are:
¯

The existing component is not cost-effective

¯

The existing component has not performed as anticipated

¯

Physical circumstances have changed (e.g., the addition of an ouffall or consolidation of
existing ones)

¯

New technologies are available that produce better results.

When municipalities make programmatic changes, the background information used to formulate original
decisions should be consulted. For example, you should be aware of the initial strategy used to develop
the component, such as ost or time constraims. Consider how the initial strategy may have influenced
component performance (e.g., lack of funding may have curtailed art activity before the end of the
period). The next step is to explain the reason for requesting the change. A detailed description of the
proposed component in terms of its impact on budget, schedule, and previously stated program goals
should also be provided. For example, Santa Clara Valley’s annual report included sections that
described successes and shortfalls and future changes as a result of these two areas. All changes must
be consistent with regulatory requirements in Section 122.26(d)(2)(iii). Requests for significant revisions
to the storm water management program may require municipalities to partially resubmit their storm
water permit application, as noted in Section 122.26(d)(2)(iv) and (d)(2)(v).
Revisions to the "Assessment of Controls/Fiscal Analysis" Sections of SWMP
/~ssessment o: Controls
As part of the Storm Water Management Program, municipalities are required to provide an annual
"assessment of controls," as well as a "fiscal analysis." This section should be completed only after you
have reviewed and ~ the data gathered throughout the year. The municipality will compare
the collected data and documented achievements of the program to the estimated data (e.g., reductions
in pollutant loading and other site-specific measurements included in Parts 1 and 2 of the permit).
Program components will not always meet the anticipated return value, and others may exceed
R0014122
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expectations. The effectiveness of controls should be modified based on the actual values from data
gathered throughout the past year.
A number of control measures cannot be evaluated in terms of direct measures, such as pollutants
removed, but instead must be evaluated in terms of indirect measures. Indirect measures can often be
very effective when direct measures are not appropriate or when they do not tell the whole story. For
example, public education campaigns generally cannot be assessed in terms of pollutant reduction. An
increase in the number of citizens participating in a cleanup program, however, would be a good indirect
indicator of program effectiveness. Sinfflarly, an increase in the rate of volttuteerism within the
community could indicate the relative success of a particular program. Another indirect measure might
be an increase in the volume of recycling materials collected. An indirect nmasure of success in lowering
pollutant loads would be a lowering in the number of beach closings or fishing restrictions. Be aware
of the possibility of these indirect indicators as you review your r~:ords.

Table 3-3 contains control activities and possible ways to indir~ly measure their effectiveness. Some
of these activities may be appropriate for your situation.
TABLE 3-3. SW’MP COMYONENTS AND SELECTED MEASI.VRF~

Classes/art or writing contests for school aged
childr~
Public hearingsldiscussionslscminm’s
Community cleanup programs or adopt-a-highway

Attendance r~cords, entries received

Public education/outreach programs (e.g., print,
video, audio)
Violations repormd by citizens
Public awareness

Numbrr of handouts disrribumd, malia spots, or
citiz~ response (e.g., phone calls or letmrs)
Number and type of violation
Letmrs, r~poned violations, court records indicating
citizen suits against specific facilities, or a rise in
recycling program participation
Number of gallons of hazardous wast~ or used oil

Household hazardous waste/used oil collection
Industry ou~re.ach programs

Attendance records
Number of volunt~rs or u’uckloads of ~rash collected

Increase in the number of permit applications or
articles in industry/local publications
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Fiscal Analysis
The fiscal analysis s~etion will also be updated based on actual figures for the year past. The information
to be updated will include the existing budget, estimated operation costs necessary for the storm water
management program during the term of the permit, capital available to meet these costs, and the list of
available sources of funding and legal restrictions on these sources. Information for this section and the
section on assessment of controls can be presented in a number of ways, including graphs, pie charts,
and matrices. When the projected and actual figures differ, the permittee should also include a narrative
explanation. For example, if the monitoring program exceeded its budget in a particular area, the
pvrmittee may indicate in the narrative that this was caused by the addition of several ouffalls that were
not included in the original list.
Summary of Data Gathered Throughout the Year
This section of your annual report is used to present an overview of the data gathered during the past year
and is an important step in evaluating the effectiveness of your program to date (e.g., data may indicate
that efforts to reduce a particular pollutant have been successful). This section should address, at a
minimum, the results of the storm water monitoring program and the seasonal pollutant load estimates
for each major ouffall identified in the application.
Your municipality was required to include, in the Part 2 permit application, a proposed monitoring
program for data collection from the separate storm sewer system. The permit issued to your
municipality should specify the required monitoring for the permit term. The amount, type, and schedule
for monitoring data collection will vary, depending on the proposed plan and on the permitting authorities
need to characterize the discharge from the separate storm sewer system. The annual report should
summarize the monitoring activities for the previous year indicating, at a minimum, the number of
out-falls or screening points sampled, the number of times each out’fall was sampled, and the location of
the ouffalls sampled. The annual report should also summarize the data collected in the monitoring
program. The monitoring data should be organiz~ by watershed. For example, the results of all
monitoring l~rformed on discharges to Smith Creek should be listed together in the same table. The
report should include the following information for each outfall sampled:
¯

The date the sample was collected

¯

The duration and depth (in inches) of the storm event that generated the discharge
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¯

The form of precipitation (rainfall or snow melt)

¯

The type of sample collected (grab, flow weighted composite, or time weighted composite)

¯

The results of the analysis performed on the samples (e.g., the concentratiom of the
pollutants).

Monitoring data are best presented in a table or matrix format. Monitoring data can also be given in line
graphs, bar charts, pie charts, or other easily understood forma~.
Municipalities are also required to submit in their Part 2 applications a schedule for providing estimates
of the seasonal pollutant loads and event mean concentration of any parameter detcc, ted in any sample
collected for the Part 2 application requirements. The proposed schedule will be reviewed by the
permitting authority and should be included in the permit conditions. The annual report should present
the estimates of pollutant loads and event mean concentrations in the years specified in the permit
schedule. The following information should be provided:

¯¯

¯

Location of the major outfall

¯

Estimates for four seasonal pollutant loads for each parameter

¯

Brief description of method used to estimate the pollutant load

¯

Estimate of the event mean concentration of each parameter for a representative event

¯

Brief description of the method used to estimate the event mean concentration.

The estimates of pollutant loads and event mean concentrations should be presented in tabular format by
watershed. The description of the calculation methods should indicate the extent to which the monitoring
data were used. You may also include a written evaluation addressing the results.
For instance, Santa Clara Valley has a 5-year monitoring plan. This plan contains 10 monitoring sites,
including 5 new sites--an industrial site, two tramportation corridors, and two ouffalls at a detention
basin. The obj~tives of the plan are to:
¯

Ccather data to determine long-term water quality trends

*

Assess impacts of toxicity in storm water runoff and determine the pollutants causing the
toxicity
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¯

Evaluate the appropriateness of the WQ0s in protection aquatic life

¯

Determine the treatmem effectiveness of an existing detention basin under different hydrologic
conditions

¯

Assess the role of stream sediments as pollutant sinks or sources

¯

Describe the management implications of the findings.

Annual Expenditures and Budget for the Upcoming Year
This section addresses the coming year’s proposed budget and the previous year’s expenditures. An
analysis of last year’s budget and actual expenditures is used to determine if targeted amounts in the new
budget will be adexluate. Note which of your program elements will be continued, which will be
dropped, and whether any new ones are to be added. Compare this list of proposed program changes
to your available budget to ensure adequate funding. Once you have listed the projected cost for each
item, note the source of funding and its approval stares. Tracking approval status of funding for planned
activities is important because the program may not be able to achieve its goals or permit compliance
without funding approval. For example, the Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD) is the managing
agency for the municipality’s budget. A managament committ~ is appointed to decide on budget matters.
The committee is chaired by the SCVWD Manager of Operations and Water Quality and includes
representatives from each of the 15 co-permitte¢ municipalities. The nonpoint source division’s program
manager is responsible for the administration and management of the budget program.
Summary Describing the Number and Nature of Enforcement Actions, Inspections, and Public
Education Programs
This section should describe each enforcement action, educational program, or inspection conducted
during the past year. This may include actions initiated by citizens, private industry, or the municipality.
Refer to legal notices, court records, and newspaper articles for this information. Permittees should note
the number and type of each action and, where appropriate, the number of participants or the number of
materials distributed (as in the case of educational programs). When addressing enforcement actions, it
may be useful to indicate the types of outcome (e.g., the names of offenders published in the local
newspapers, the number of fines levied and the amounts, or the number of closures or stop work orders
issued). The total number of inspections, the types of facilities impected, and the number of violations
cited due to these should also be indicatec~. It may be helpful to note the number of in-house training
prograx~ held for inspectors and the number of attendees. Public education programs may be assessed
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by noting the number of me~tings or classes, subject matter, attendance figures, the number and type of
media spots, printed materials distributed, etc. In evaluating program success, it may also be helpful to
use some indirect measures, such as a decrease in illegal storm drain dumping, which may be attributable
to storm drain stenciling. The key to Santa Clara Valley’s enforcemem program, for example, is the
o,-dinance regulating industrial or other polluting activities within the municipality. The ordinance to be
developed by Santa Clara Valley will include language addressing the following activities: controlling
non-storm water discharges to storm drains, watercourse protection, regulation of outdoor material
storage, control of improper grease disposal, and storm water management requirements for new
development and redevelopment. For more specific information on how the ordinance will affect these
areas, various subcommitt~s will develop guidance manuals on storm water controls.

Identification of Water Quality Improvements and Degradation
An important measure of the program effectiveness is the extent to which water quality has improved
during the past year. In particular, municipalities should examine the water quality of the receiving
waters to which the system discharges. This section should include such changes in receiving water
quality and cite the reasons for them.
Municipalities were required to provide information on receiving waters and watersheds in Part 1 of the
permit application. This information included a discussion of water bodies cited in State reports required
by CWA Sections 305(b), 304(1), and 314(a); the State Nonpoint Source Report; and other reports
identifying sensitive watersheds. To complete this section, you will need to review information gathered
for these State and Federal programs during the past year and data from the required monitoring program.
The municipality may have also gathered receiving water data as part of its strategy for continuing
program assessment. In addition, information may be available from other Federal programs, as noted
in Chapter 1. Be aware that numerical data are not the only way to determine water quality. One
criterion you may use when judging water quality is how well the body of water meets its designated uses
(e.g., recreational or industrial uses).
Once water quality improvement has been noted, the next step is to determine the cause for these
changes. For instance, if the annual monitoring data indicate that discharge water quality and receiving
water quality have improved proportionally, it may be attributable to the successful implementing of the
SWlVIP. If monitoring data indicate an improvement in discharge quality yet receiving water quality has
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degraded over the past year, you must try to fiud the reasons (e.g., unforeseen weather conditions, such
as flooding or drought, or sources upstream). Available computer water quality modeling programs may
be helpful in completing this section.

Sample Annual Reports
An excerpt from an annual report on the Santa Clara County program is given after the summary.
SUMMARY
This chapter discussed the procedures on implementing the specific administrative requirements, which
include public participation and public information programs, fiscal analysis, and annual reports. Each
of these components is essential to the successful implementation of a municipal storm water management
plan. Public participation and public information programs solicit public support by informing individuals
of the importan~ of good storm water managemem and its ffect on water quality. By conducting a
thorough fiscal analysis program, a municipality examines all of the available sources of funding and
selects the funding option(s) according to its specific needs. The annual report assesses the effectiveness
of the management plan and allows the municipality to revise the plan based on the results of the
assessment. The next cl~pter provides procedures for implementing an effective illicit connections
detection program as a key element in the municipal storm water management plan and provides examples
of programs from differem municipalities.
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SANTA CLARA COUNTY STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN
Public Information/Participation Prom~am
Provision 4b of Santa Clara County’s NPDES permit requires the individual co-permittees to
implement educational control measures to inform the public of and encourage participation in
nonpoint some2 pollution control activities. Educational control measures are being implemented
through a ,’mblic Itfformation and Participation (PI/P) program.
Overview and Objectives
The main objective of the PUP element ls to implement educational control m~sttres that provide
information to the public and inerea~ understanding of and participation in controlling nonpoint
soure~ pollution. The overall goals for FY 91-92 were to generate awareness of the program by
defining the problem, inform individuals on ways to participate in solutions to the problem, and
provide the me.am for participation. Specific indtL~tries were targeted for development of Best
Management Practice$ (BMP) manuals, brochures, and po~-rs. To aid in the development,
publication, storage, and distribution of educational materials, the program e~abli~hed a PI/P
Sutmomm~ttee in FT" 90-91 to have primary rt~mmibility for the implementation of this PI/P
element.
Program Activities Completed and In Progress
Tit, Subcommitt~ produced nine ~ of educational material during FY 91-92. ~ included
develupmem and dimibution of an Automotive Industry BMP manual and poster, a construction BMP
poster, a "Recycle Your Used Motor Oil" poster, brochur~ de~’ribing how to decre~e the u~ of
toxic chemicals in the honm, g~idebooks, and stencils. The storm drain stencil.~ developed in FY
90-91 wer~ made available to co-permitmes and volunteer groups to use during FY 91-92, and the
remaining brochur~ developed in FY 90-91 were distributed to the co-permitte~ as needed. The
co-permittees distribute them to the public through pr~ntations, event% dirt~ mailing, and billing
imem. In addition, the subcommittee distributes the materials to the public through presentations
and events and to schools, mac.her org~ons, and specific busines.~.a.
FY 92-93 Program Activities
The subcommittee will continue to be primarily responsible for implementation of this PI/P element,
and to a~t as the central development and distribution point for all materials. The sub~mmittee will
also be evaluating the effectiveness of the PUP element activities of the past 2 fiscal years and
developing recommendations for increasing the outreach effort. Activities planned for FY 92-93
include development of a program newsletter for nontechnical audiences with periodic distribution
and development of a brochure for homeowners to use when dealing with contractors who offer
potentiaJ~ly hazardous services (e.g., carpet cleaning, pest control). Other activities planned for FY
92-93 are creation and implementation of a distribution plan for program educational materials,
translation of one brochure into Spanish, reprinting of existing materials to keep distribution points
supplied, provision of funds to support other programs and for the purchase of educational materials
produced by other programs in the Nation, development of a strategy for a recog~xition program for
industry compliance efforts, and funding of the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge’s Alviso
Environmental Education Center.
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Co-Permittee Activities Completed and in Progress

The activities conducted by the subcommittee and the co-permittees for the PI/P element are
summarized below. The detailed reports submitted by the subcommittee and the ,o-permittees are
presented in the "Public Information/Participation" Program Element Report.
,IJz, l, crastrtlcD2r~

The funding, staffing, and organizational/institutional infrastructures established by the copermittees are summarized in Table 3-4. Of the 15 co-permittees, 6 relied wholly or partially on
their general fund for funding of PI/P element a~tivities in FY 91-92, and 10 acquired funding
through related program funds, fees, or utilities. Funding for the program element was sufficient
for 14 c,o-permittees in FY 91-92, and 1 reported that the budget was constrained. Staffing for the
PI/P clement was sufficient in FY 91-92 for nine co-tm’mittees and insufficient, overextended, or
limited for six co-permittees. A total of five of the six co-permittees reporting insufficient or
limited staff proposed changes to resolve the problem; one indicated no changes would be made
due to a hiring freeze. The 4 co-permittees who reported organizational limitations to
implementation of the PI/P element identified the problems as establishment of effective
communication among departments and difficulties in analysis of activities; 11 co-permittees
reported that there were no organizational limitations.
public I~f0rmaf!on a~d Particlvation Activities
The a~tivities conducted by the c.o-permittees to meet the objectives of the PUP element included
storm drain stenciling; publication of articles in newspapers, community reports and newsletters,
preparation of advertisements for radio and TV; direct mailing of brochures, and distribution
of billing inserts (Table 3-5). Brochures and posters were distributed at presentations and
special events and were made available at community centers and public office buildings. Some
c.o-permittees provide telephone and mail service to distribute materials on request. In FY 9192, more than 21,000 storm drains were stenciled, 76 articles and advertisements were
published, 238 presentations and events were presented or attended, and more than 77,000
brochures and posters and over 82,00 billing inserts were distributed. The city of San Jose took
the lead in producing bookmarks for the co-permittees to distribute to Iibraries for summer
reading programs. Copies of San Jose’s co-permittee PUP activities are attached.
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TABLE 3-4. PI/P PROGRAM ELEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
- Funding ~ ~.
Co-Permittee ~ :~: .....
¯ Source
. Amount
,ii~~ . ~.
, .....
~ ~
General Fund
Sufficient
Campbell

Overextended

Recruit volunteers

None

Cupertino

Environmental Bill

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

None

Los Altos

Sewer Enterprise
Fund

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

None

Los Altos Hills

General Fund

Constrained

Limited

Hire 1 staff

None

Los Gates

General Fund

Sufficient

Insufficient

Contract with WVSD

Reorganization of
departments

Staffing
Current

Organizational
Limitations

Proposed

Miipitas

~ Capital Improvement
Program

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

None

Monte Serene

General Fund

Sufficient

Limited

Recruit volunteers for
stenciling

None

Mountain View

Wastewater Enterprise
Fund

Sufficient

Limited

No changes due to
hiring freeze

Coordination between
divisions

Pale Alto

Storm Drain Utility

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

None

San Jose

Storm Drain User Fee

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

None

Santa Clara

Capital Improvement
Program

Sufficient

Limited

Hire labor as needed

None

Santa Clara Co. Existing Programs

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

Activity analysis difficult

SCVWD

Water UtilitylFlood
Control

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

Coordination due to
physical separation of
departments

Saratoga

City Budget

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

Hone

Sunnyvale

General Fund

Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

,,

Source: Santa Clara Valley Part II Municipal Permit Application
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TABLE 3-$. PUP PROGRAM ~ ACTIVITY SUMMARY
Goals FY 91192

Accomplished

Goals FY 92/93

Reasons ~
Not Met

200

200

Goal met

2

2

600
2

No goals established

2

No goals established

1,115

1,120

1,210

Not applicable
Goals met

All catch basins

Complete

Target b~sinesses

Goal met

2

2

1

Goals met

Articles in newsletters,
newspapers, billings

5

7

2

Goals met

Adopt-a-creek program

Implement program

No

Implement program
in 1992

R~
additional

As needed
4

Ongoing
3

Not applicable
Goals met

Ongoing (900 total)

200

Ongoing

Not reported

CATV announcements

10

6

12

Display period
too long

Advertisements in
newsletters, newspapers,
billings

12

17

16

Goals met

Co-Permittee/Activity
CAMPBELL
Storm drain stencils
Newsletter articles
Special events
: Brochures/poster distribution

Goal met

CUPERTINO
Storm drain sten~il
"IV programs

!Brochure/posters distribution No goals established
Special programs/events
4
LOS ALTOS
Storm drain stencils

New programs

1
Brochures/poster distribution No goals established

1

1

4,313

Ongoing

Goals met
No goals

Telephone service

500

32

Ongoing

No goals

Access activity

0

Implement

Aestheti~

LOS ALTOS HILLS
Storm drain stencils

alternatives
Brochure mailing

8,000

8,000

800

Goal met

Brochure distribution

8,000

8,000

Ongoing

Goal met

1

1

1

Goal met

Advertisement in newspaper

Source: Santa Clara Valley Part II Municipal Permit Application
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TABLE 3-$. PI/P PROGRAM ELEMENT ACTIVITY SUMMARY (Continued)
Goals ICy 91192

Accomplished

Goals FY 92/93

Reasons Goals
Not Met

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Activity under
consideration

6

Not reported

1 + article

Not reported

Brochure distribution

Not reported

90

Brochure mailing

Not reported

Brochure availability

Co-Permittee/Acttvity
LOS GATOS
Storm dxain sr.encils
News releases

0

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Storm drain stencils

1,500

2,700

3,047

Goal met

Mailings

12,000

0

12,000

Scheduled for
11/92

3

3

3

Goal met

Brochure/poster distribution

No goal established

Ongoing

No goal established

Not appIicable

Events/presentations

No goa! established

0

3

Not applicable

Storm drain stencils

100%

0

100%

Volunteer
program
unsuccessful

Presentations

25 %

0

25 %

Not reported

Video presentation CATV

100%

0

100%

Program did
not develop
video

Article in newsletter

100%

100%

100%

Goal met

1,555

1,127

600

Slowed to
involve
volunteer

MILPITAS

CATV advertisement

MONTE SERENO

MOUNTAIN VIEW
Storm drain stencils

group
Advertisements in
newsletters, newspapers
Brochure distribution

7

5

300

2,600

6
1,000

Short reporting
period
Goals met
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TABLE 35. PI/P PROGRAM ELEMENT ACTIVITY SUMMARY (Continued)
Goals ~ 91/92

Accomplished

Goals ~ 92/93

Reasons Goals
Not Met

100

750

2,000

GoaJ met

Brochures/poster distribution

4,400

4,600

6,240

Goals met

Billing ~erts

27,000

.~,000

54,000

Goals,met

1

0

1

Report space
restriction

3

2

5

Insufficient
staff time to
coordinate

4

6

13

One event
canceled due to
budget cuts

Storm drain stencils

19,345

15,537

3,808

Not reported

Phone/mail service

1,000

1,200

1,000

Goals met

Brochures/poster distribution

8,100

11,880

6,000

Goals met

Co-Permittee/Activlty
PALO ALTO
Storm drain stencils

Community report
Advertisements in
. newspaper, TV
Presentations/events

SAN JOSE

Advertisements in radio,
TV, newspaper, newsletters,
u-ansit

22

22

As needed

Goals met

14

14

As needed

Goal met

100% industrial

70% industrial

30% industrial

No reported

100% other

20% other

80% other

5

7

6

Goals met

Phone service

50

50

50% as needed

Goals met

Presentations/events

7

7

As available

Goals met

As needed

Ongoing

Not applicable

I Special events
SANTA CLARA
Storm drain stencils

Advertisements in "IV,
newspapers, newsletters

Broehures/poser distribution No goal established
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TABLE 3-5. PI/P PROGRAM ~ ACTIVITY SUMMARY (Continued)

Co-PermitteeiActivity

Goals FY 91/92

Accomplished

Goals FY 92/93

Reasons Goals
Not Met

Conducted pLlot

50 %

100%

Coal met

5
4,975 +

As needed
Ongoing

Not applicable
Not applicable

As needed

4

As needed

Not applicable

Complete pilot
program

8,800 door
hangers

Expand program

Goal met

No goals established

Not applicable

Develop industry

Not applicable

All at disu-ict

All inlets

No goal established

Goal met

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Storm drain stencils

Presentations/events
No goals established
As needed
Brochures/poster disn’ibution
Advertisements in
newspapen, newsletters
HHW pilot program
Mailings

mailing list

SCVWD
Storm drain snmcils

headquarters

Advertisement in newsletters

No goals established

3

4

Not applicable

Presentations/events

No goals established

187

As needed

Not applicable

Calendar distribution

No goals established

1,000

1,000

Not applicable

240

240

Goal met

28,000

30,000

Ongoing

Goals met

No goals established

4

As needed

Not applicable

3

3

3

Goals met

1,000

1,129

1,000

Goal met

No goal established

5,865

1,700

Not applicable

12

9

6

Events

Mailings/billing inserts

38,400

38,400

38,400

Goals met

Newslecwrs, quarterly

No goals established

1 report

1 report/as needed

Not applicable

SARATOGA
Storm drain stencils
Brochures/poster distribution
Presentation/display/events
Advertisem~ts in TV,
newspapers

Storm drain stencils
Brochures/poster distribution
Presentations/events

, 25
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TABLE 3-5, PUBLIC AGENCY CONTROL MEASURES ACTIVITY SUMMARY--PART A
Co-Permittee/Activtty

Goals FY 91/92

Accomplished

.Goals FT 92/93

Reasons Goals
Not Met

CITY OF CAMPBELL
Street sweeping

5 events/259 miles
per month

5 events/261
13 evems/326 miles
miles per month
per month

Goals met

Catch basin cleaning

As needed

Not r~aorted

284

Not applicable

Conveyance cleaning

As needed

Not reported

12.5 miles

Not applicable

CITY OF CUPERTINO
Street sweeping

6 events/628 miles
per month

6 events/628
8 events/628 miles
miles per month
per month

Goals met

Catch basin cleaning

1,420

2,840

2,840

Goals met

Conveyance cleaning

As needed

30 incidents

As needed

Not applicable

CITY OF LOS ALTOS
Street sweeping

5 events/291 miles
per month

7 events/332.5
7 events/332.5
miles per month miles per month

Goals met

Catch basin cleaning

900

900

900

Goals met

Conveyance cleaning

As needed

None

As needed

Not applicable

As needed

Not reported

No goals established

Catch basin cleaning

250

250

250

Not applicable
Goals met

Conveyance cleaning

5 miles

5 miles

5 miles

Goals met

TOWN OF LOS ALTOS HILLS
Street sweeping

TOWN OF LOS GATOS
Street sweeping

23 days/700 miles
per month

23 days/700
23 days/700 miles
miles per month
per month

Goals met

Catch basin cleaning

500

325

600

Limited staff

Conveyance cleaning

20

20

20

Goals met

CITY OF MILP1TAS
Street sweeping

20 events/390 miles 18 events/390 16 events/390 miles
miles per month
per month
per month

Goals met

Catch basin clewing

3000

2172

3000

Limited staff

Conveyance cleaning

85 miles

1.25 miles

4.5 miles

Limited staff
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CHAPTER 4
PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING A PROGRAM TO
IDENTIFY AND REMOVE ILLICIT AND/OR INAPPROPRIATE
DISCHARGES FROM STORM SEWER SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION
The previous chapters presented information on municipal storm water management program regulatory
requirements, guidance for municipal officials to rank storm water management activities for maximum
cost effectiveness, and detailed procedures on how to implement specific administrative requirements.
This chapter describes the procedures for identifying illicit discharges and implementing illicit discharge
programs. Specifically, it discusses the components of an effective illicit discharge detection program,
EPA’s method for identifying illicit discharges, and examples of illicit discharge programs that have been
or will be implemented in different municipalities.
Current interest in illicit or inappropriate connections to storm drainage systems is an outgrowth of
investigations into the larger problem of determining the role of urban storm water runoff as a contributor
to receiving water quality problems. Water discharge from storm water drainage systems often includes
waters from many non-storm water sources. A 1987 study in Sacramento, California, found that almost
half the water discharged from the storm water drainage system was not directly attributable to runoff.
Illicit and/or inappropriate entries to the storm drainage system are likely sources of this discharge and
can account for a siguifieant amount of the pollutants discharged from storm drainage systems.
Common sources of non-storm water entries include sanitary wastewatef, automobile maintenance and
operation waste products, laundry washwater, household toxic substance.s, accident and spill waste
streams, runoff from excess irrigation, and industrial sources of cooling waters, rinse water, and other
process wastewater. Although these sources can enter the storm drainage system various ways, they
generally result from either direct eounections (e.g., wastewater piping either mistakenly or deliberately
connected to the storm drains) or indirect connections (e.g., infiltration into the storm drain system or
spills collected by drain inlets). Sources can be further divided into those discharging continuously and
those discharging intermittently. Table 4-1, presented in Investigation oflnappropriate Pollutant Entries
Into Storm Drainage Systems, gives a simple overview of typical pollutant sources and their most likely
characteristics. The table lists the potential sources for inappropriate pollutant entries into the storm
sewer system from residential, commercial, and industrial areas.
R0014’139
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Illicit and/or Inappropriate Discharges
TABI~ 4-1. PO~ INAPPROPRIATE ~ INTO
STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
Storm Drain Entry Flow Characteristics
Direct

xadirm

Sanitary wastewater
Septic tank effluent

X

x
X

Household chemicals

x

Laundry wastewamr

X

Potential Source

Cotmnmm Immatttem

Contamination Category
"retie

Nutma~

X
X

x

Clear

Residential Areas
X

x

X

x

X

Excess landscaping watering

X

Leaking potable water pipes

X

X
X

¯X

X

x

x
X
x

X
X

X

Commea’ci~ Areas
Gasoline filling station

X

x

X

X

Vehicle maintenance/repair

X

x

X

X

Laundry wastewater

X

X

x

x

X

X

x

X

x

X

Leaking tanks and pipes

x

X

X

x

X

Miscellaneous process

X

x

X

x

X

Construction site
de -watering
Sanitary wast~wamr

X
X

X

Industrial Areas

Waters

x

x

Note: X: most likely condition
x: may occur
blank: not very likely

REQUIRED COMPONENTS OF AN ILLICIT AND/OR INAPPROPRIATE DISCHARGE
DETECTION AND REMOVAL PROGRAM
The regulations under 40 CFR 122.27 require that the Storm Water Management Plans include "a
description of a program.., to detect and remove.., illicit discharge and improper disposal into the
storm sewer." The regulations further require the following components be included in the program:
¯

Prohibition of illicit andJor inappropriate discharges

¯

Field scr~ning of ouffalls within the drainage area
1~00"14~40
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* ¯ Investigation of potential illicit and/or inappropriate discharges
¯

Spill response and prevention

¯

Public awareness and reporting program

¯

Control of infiltration of s~page from sanitary sewers to municipal separate storm sewer
systems (MS4s).

Prohibition of Illicit and!or Inappropriate Discharges
Applicants must develop and implement an effe~ive program to prohibit illicit and/or inappropriate
discharges from entering MS4s. This is accomplished through the implementation of inspection
procedures, local ordinances, and other legal authorities. In addition to adopting prohibition procedures,
a schedule of the implementation process ~should be developed, and sufficient staff and resources should
be allocated. The prohibition of illicit and/or inappropriate discharge.s should be link~d to legal authority
to ensure proper enforcement.
Field Screenine
Applicants must propose procedures for a continued ouffall field screeai~g program. They can use the
procedures from their Part 1 applications or use alternative methods. The field screening procedures in
the Part 2 application should identify target areas to be examined for continued field screening and the
reasons for selecting these areas. Also, any additional major out’falls recently idemified should be
included in the Part 2 field screening precis. Of particular centre are areas of older development,
areas with automobile-related industries, and areas with high concentrations of industrial facilities, among
¯.

others.

This section should provide a detailed summary of the departmental responsibility for field activities,
frequency of impeetions, inspection procedures, inspection ecluipment, and documentation procedures for
field activities.
Investi2atio, n of Potential Illicit and/or ,Inappropriate DB,,char~es
Applicants should propose criteria to. idemify the parts of the MS4 tha~ need investigation. Procedures
for investigating likely locations for illicit and/or inappropriate connections include an MS4 i~p~[i0n,r
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use of remote control cameras, onsite facility inspections and dye-testing, and additional monitoring to
pinpoint pollutant sources. To adequately address these procedures, a checklist should be developed to
ensure a comprehensive evaluation of the problem. The ebeeklist should emphasize the use of the easiest,
least expensive, and most effective methods for detecting iltieit and/or inappropriate discharges. EPA
suggests that a map be developed to supplement the investigation by identifying the illicit and/or
inappropriate discharge locations.
Spill Response and Prevention
~The purpose of spill response programs is to reduce the risk of spills to the public. These programs
usually require coordination among fire, police, health, and public works departments. The municipal
departments responsible for implementing the program should be identified and should address topics such
as employee training, reporting procedures, spill containment, storage and disposal activities,
documentation, and followup procedures. For each of these elements, particular attention should be given
to good housekeeping and materials management practices. Procedures can be implemented through
modification of the land use planning process and ordinance enforcement or through coordination with
existing spill prevention or spill containment progratm.

Public Awareness and Reportim! Prom’am
Applicants should promote, publicize, and facilitate public reporting of illicit and/or inappropriate
discharges or water quality impacts associated with discharges from MS4s. The public awareness
program should stress that the public is the beneficiary of this program. Typical public awareness and
reporting programs may include developing a hotline number, educating school students, using inserts
in utility bills, and media announcements. Effectively implementing these programs should lead to a
reduction in the residential discharges noted in Table 4-1.
Proper Management of Used Oil and Toxic Materials
This program component should facilitate the proper disposal of used oil and toxic materials from
households, industrial, and commercial users by establishing municipal collection sites or identifying
private collection sites. This program should also include any outreach plans for handlers of used oil,
as well as the general public.
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Control of Inf’dtration of Seepage
This program component should describe procedures that would control infiltration of seepage from
sanitary sewers to MS4s. Some controls to consider for limiting seepage include inspection programs,
preventive maintenance surveys, and ongoing infiltration and inflow programs for locating seepage sites.
Seepage from malfunctioning septic systems should also be controlled.
EPA’S SUGGESTED METHOD FOR DETECTING ILLICIT AND/OR INAPPROPRIATE
CONNECTIONS
EPA’s suggested method for detecting illicit and/or inappropriate discharge connections, developed by
the Office of Research and Development, is described in Investigation of Inappropriate Pollutant Entries
into Storm Drainage Systems (user’s guide), which is available from the Center for Environmental
Research Information, (513) 569-7562. This method focuses on data collection and quantitative analysis
to implement a proper illicit and/or inappropriate discharge connection program.
The user’s guide may be used as part of a comprehensive storm water management plan that addresses
all sources of storm water pollution. Correcting only the most obvious pollutant entries is unlikely to
significantly improve the quality of storm water discharges or receiving waters.
A municipality planning to investigate inappropriate entries to its storm drainage system needs to base
this on local conditions. This user’s guide describes the issues and provides examples to facilitate the
design of a local investigation.
All the applicable procedures described in the user’s guld~ may be used to successfully identify pollutant
sources. For example, attempting to reduce costs by only examining a certain class of outfalls or using
inappropriate testing procedures will significantly reduce the utility of the testing program and result in
inaccurate data. Cursory data analyses are also likely to result in inaccurate conclusions.

The methodology (appropriately modified) can also be applied to other types of sewerage systems, such
as combined and separate sanitary sewerage, to locate inappropriate entries (e.g., untreated or toxic
industrial wastewater/wastes and infiltration/inflow) into sanitary systems.
R0014143
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Figure 4-1 presents a simplified flow cha~ for the detailed methodology contained in the user’s guide.

HGURE 4-1. SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART SHOWING THE DETAILED METHODOLOGY
CONTAINED IN THE USER’S GUIDE
R00~4~44
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The initial phase of the investigative protocol includes initial mapping and surveys. These activities
require minimal effort and result in little chance of missing a seriously contaminated outfalI. More
detailed watershed surveys are then performed to locate and eorre.et the sources of the contamination in
the identified problem areas. After corrective action has been taken, repeated out-fall field surveys are
required to ensure that the ouffalls remain uncontaminated. Receiving water monitoring should also be
conducted to analyze water quality improv~aents. If expected improvements are not noted, then
additional contaminant sources are likely present, and additional outfall and watershed surveys are needed.
The user’s guide is designed to provide information and guidance to agencies planning or implementing
an investigation of illicit and/or inappropriate entries to a storm water or wastewater drainage system.
This is achieved by:
¯

Providing a methodology to identify and describe potential source.s of non-storm water
pollutant entries into the storm drainage system

¯

Describing an investigative procedure that will allow a user first to determine whether
significant non-storm water entries are present in a storm drain and then to identify the
potential type of industrial, residemial, or commercial soure~ responsible, as an aid to
determining the ultimate location of the soure~.

Procedure
The user’s guide describes the following investigation steps:
¯
¯

Drainage area mapping

¯

Field survey and data collection
Analyses of data eoll~zted
Categorization of out’falls

¯
¯
¯
¯

Tracer identification

Investigation and remediation
Pollution prevention program.
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The mapping exercise is carried out as both a desk’top operation by using existing information and with
field visits to collect further data and to confu-’m existing information. The maps should provide complete
descriptions of the drainage areas, including ouffall locations, watershed boundaries for each outfall,
critical land use areas (mostly commercial and indi, s.n-ial areas), permitted discharges to the storm
drainage system, city limits, major streets, and streams. The user’s guide discusses critical land use areas
and lists major industries and their potential to be non-storm water entry sources.

The drainage areas are ranked in the order of their potential to cause problems. This allows priorities
to be set for field investigation of the ouffalls. Note that all ouffalls will eventually require investigations,
and the mapping stage is important because the entire investigation is based on it.
Ge. ographical information systems (GIS) are computer-based tools that can be used to store, display, and
analyze geographical information; GIS can be used by municipalities when mapping their storm sewer
systems for the purpose of documenting illicit and/or inappropriate connections. The GIS system also
serves as a data base to store information about the illicit and/or inappropriate connections, such as field
screening and enforcement activities. If GIS is not being used or is not available to a municipality, then
zoning maps, marked with important features (e.g., identification of potential discharge points) can also
be used to target potential discharges for identification and further action, as necessary.

Tracer Identification
To detect and identify non-storm water entries, dry-weather out’fall discharges are analyzed for selected
tracers (e.g., ammonia, surfactant), which are found in the potential contaminating sources. Ideally, the
selected tracers should be unique for each potential non-storm water contaminating source and should
exhibit the following properties:
¯

Significant difference in concentrations between possible pollutant sources

¯

Small variations in concentrations within each likely pollutant source category

¯

A conservative behavior (i.e., no significant concentration change due to physical, chemical,
or biological processes)

¯

Ease of measurement with adequate detection limits, good sensitivity, and repeatability.
R0014146
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The user’s guide suggests tracers for common pollutant sources (e.g., sanitary wastewater, septic tank
effluent, laundry wastewater, and vehicle washwater, as well as potable water and "natural waters"). A
non-storm water entry investigation may need to select additional tracers specific to potential pollutant
sources, especially industries, in the study area (e.g., major ions, specific heavy metals). For each
selected tracer, the concentration means and standard deviations in all the potential source flows in the
drainage area are needed (use of dam from other drainage area investigations is not recommended).
Local data collected on tracers will be essential to identify the contamination sources in the outfall
discharge. It is important that the wacer dam be accurate. Guidance is provided in the user’s guide on
representative sampling and on the number of sample.s required for valid data.
Field Survey and Data Collection
Field investigations are used to locate and record all out’falls, including outfalls not previously identified
from the mapping exercise. During field investigations, outfags are physically inspected and samples are
taken of any dry-weather flow for analyses. The field survey should, at a minimum, include:
*

Accurately locating ouffalis and assigning ID numbers

¯

Photographing ouffalls

¯

Estimating ouffall discharge flow rate (or identifying likely intermittent discharge)

¯

Physically inspecting and recording ouffall characteristics, including discharge odor, color,
turbidity, floatable matter (e.g., solids, oil sheen), temperature, deposits, stains, vegetation
affected by pollutants, and damage to outfall structure

¯

Collecting dry-weather discharge samples for tracer analyses of specific conductivity (can be
field measured with temperature), fluorides, hardness, ammonia, potassium, surfactants,
fluoreseemce, and pH, as well as other samples, depending on industrial activities.

Intermittent flows will be more difficult to confirm and sample. Additional field visits, use of automatic
samplers, and flow damming techniques may prove successful for obtaining samples of intermittent flows.
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Clean water discharged through storm water ouffalls can originate from natural springs feeding urban
creeks that have been converted to storm drains, int"fltrating ground water, infiltrating domestic water
from watering leaks, etc.
9uffalls can be classified by comparing the collected dry-weather out’fall discharge data with potential
sources flow data. At the very least, ouffalls with major pollutant sources should be identified for
immediate remediation.
Investigation and Remediafion
Drainage area investigations to locate the source(s) of non-storm water entries can take a number of
forms:
-

*

In-depth watershed evaluation (e.g., evaluate whether sources are likely to be an individual
industry or an areawide problem, such as general failure of sanitary wastewater sewers)
Drainage system upstream surveys (e.g., tracer analyses, visual inspections, smoke and dye
tests, and TV surveys to trace the individual sources of the pollutant)

-

*

Industrial and commercial site studies (e.g., identify materials/chemicals used and/or produced
and whether the sites discharge to a storm drainage system).

PollutiQn Prevention Pro, ram
___

The goal of eliminating all non-storm water entries will probably not be achieved completely; however,
any action that prevents future entries should be promoted. Typical actions include educating the public
(industrial, cornmereial, residential, and governmental) and developing zoning and ordinances.
D~scusslon
In addition to these steps, the user’s guide provides baekgrotmd information in the form of discussions,
tables, and checklists to assist the user in identifying contaminated ouffall dischairges and potential sources
and in using the tracer data to estimate the proportion of each contaminating source flow in the outfall
flow.
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SUMMARY
This chapter discussed the components of an effective illicit and/or inappropriate discharge detection
program. The presence of illicit and/or inappropriate connections within a storm sewer system can
adversely affect water quality. By implementing an effective illicit and/or inappropriate discharge
detection program, a municipality can idemify the source(s) of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges and
take the action necessary to eliminate the discharges. Before the development of an adequate illicit and/or
inappropriate discharge detection program, however, municipalities must identify the available fiscal
resources, assess the public’s knowledge of water quality issues, and develop an SWMP that will
successfully complement the illicit and/or inappropriate discharge program. This chapter presented the
components of an effective program, EPA’s method of detecting illicit and/or inappropriate discharges,
and detailed examples of programs from various municipalities. The components of an effective program
include a mechanism for prohibiting illicit and/or inappropriate discharges, field screening, investigation
of potential illicit and/or inappropriate discharges, spill response and prevention procedures, public
awareness and reporting program, used oil/toxic materials management and disposal procedures, and
methods to control infiltration from sanitary sewers to storm sewers. Within these components, the use
of GIS for mapping illicit and/or inappropriate connections and for maintaining a data base of information
on illicit and/or inappropriate discharges throughout the municipality is essential. EPA’s method for
detecting illicit and/or inappropriate connections is discussed within the user’s guide. This method relies
on the quantitative analysis of dry weather flows to identify the pollutants within illicit and/or
imppropriate discharges. This information is then used to locate the potential source(s) of the discharges.
CASE STUDIES
The following case studies provide information on the various ways illicit and/or inappropri.’ate discharge
programs can be developed and implemented. These municipalities have incorporated the components
of an effective program in ways that are most effective to their specific needs.
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FORT WORTH, TEXAS

In 1985, the Fort Worth Public Health D~artment (I-lealth Department) developed and implemented ’a unique
program for detecting illicit and/or inappropriate discharge connections to its MS4s. The program, known as the
Drainage Water Pollution Control Program, focuses on m~owering people to take action against illicit and/or
inappropriate dischargers and places less emphasis on excessive data collection. As a result, Fort Worth’s program
is cost efficient and ~nsures corrective compliance. The four components of Fort Worth’s program are:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Problem detection
Source investigation
Correction of probl~ns
Prevention of problems.

Pl’oblem Detection
The Health D~artmrnt identified three means of detecting surface wamr contamination: (I) a drainage water
quality assessment and monitoring program, (2) a biotoxicity testing method, and (3) a program for determining the
concentrations of six metals in drainage sedim~m.
Assessment and Monitoring
The drainage water quality assessment and monitoring program examines the types of discharges entering a receiving
water body (Trinity River). To properly assess the affect these discharges have on the water body, the Health
Department thi,k~ it is essential to monitor the discharges over an extended period of time. The monitoring
technique used, however, is not one of quantitative analysis but relies mostly on visual observation of the ouffalls
or drainage ways. From its observations, the Health Department concluded that the presence or absence of
persistent features (e.g., vegetation, animal life) at an ouffali are directly related to wamr quality. Even though
persistent features are a direct indication of wamr quality, one has to know which features are associated with good
water quality and vice versa. One indication of a healthy waterway is the presence of a variety of plant and animal
life; unhealthy waterways have little or no plant and animal life.
The assessmrnt and monitoring phase of this program is based on detecting subtle changes in the waterways from
frequent observations and by the use of modified versions of conventional chemical tests. The Health Department’s
methodology does not readily utilize consulting firms or laboratories to determine if a problem exists; however, if
exac~ determinations are required, then the services of the aforementioned are solicited.
The Health Department chose 24 drainage outfalls and one control site for monthly water quality monitoring to
assess the presence or absence of the undesirable features in the ouffalls. Undesirable feann’es include filamentous
sewage bacteria, mosquito larvae, fish kills, water color, water odor, water clarity, water pH, oil sheen, floamble
solids, and positive water tests to Nessler reagent. The infozmation gathered from the monthly monitoring is
recorded on data sheets. The dam are compiled from all of the sites and displayed on a table with a 45-month
profile. The occurrence and persistence of undesirable features indicate the impac~ that ouffall drainage has on the
Trinity River and the effectiveness of correction and prevention measures within the program.
Biotoxicity Testing
The 24 drainage ouffalis are then subjected to biotoxicity testing. The purpose of the testing is to determine the
presence of toxins in the wamrway, the hazard level creamd by the toxins, and the source of the toxins. The object
of the test is not to define the properties of toxic substances. Instead of a laboratory biotoxicity test, the Health
Department conducts in-sire toxicity tests. Native aquatic species am used to assess the environmental affects of
the toxins on the waterway habitat. The use of native species is key because they are accustomed to the
environmental characteristics of the ecological region. To test these species, the Health Department used homemade
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minnow buckets, which m’~ floating, ventilated, transparent combiners used to hold test organisms. The test is also
ns~d to vxamine surfac~ water contamination.
Metal Testing
In addition to biotoxicity, the 24 sampling sites ar~ analyzed for 6 melals. Water and sedimem samples are collected
for the following metals: cadmium, chromium, copper, le~d, nickel, and zinc. To establish a basis for co~. parison,
thr~ nonpolluted background sampling sites were chosen to reflect the natural occurrence of these six metals within
the waterway. The samples are analyzed according to the protocol within Standard Methods for the Examination
of Wa~r and Wastewater.
Source. Investigation
After the detection of a drainage source of pollution, an investigation follows to determine whether the source of
the problem is known or unknown. If the source is known, then the responsible party is connected, and action is
taken to stop the discharge as soon as possible. The notification is done by a pollution control officer or other
designated official. Unknown sources are u-aced back from the detection point to the source. The Health
Department has a specially trained Storm Tunnel investigation Team to wace illicit and/or inappropriate discharges
through the sewer system to the source. The Health Department uses the following tools for sour~ investigation:
Storm Tunnel Investigation Team; a safety equipment Step Van; biotoxicity testing devices; fluorescent dyes and
smoke generators for obscure tunnels and leaks; water evaluation ec~ipment; Federal, State, and local regulations;
and drainage maps.
All investigative activities are documented with photographs, reports, and samples. Required sampling is done
according to Standard Methods and is handled through the chain of custody procedures specified by the legal
authority. Other important information recorded during the investigation include time and date of the violation and
investigation, location of the violation, location of the responsible party, name and telephone number of the
responsible party and witnesses, des~’iption and results of any tests conducted during the investigation, and the
name(s) of the investigator(s). All of this kLformation is recorded on a Discharge Report Form.
Correction of Problems
The Health Depanmem’s approach is to correct the problem at the source, instead of the typical "end-of-the-pipe"
treatmmm Correcting problems at the source is essential because the drainage way below the outfall improves and
the responsibility is placed on the pollution genezator and not the municipality. Fort Worth notifies the responsible
party, explains the violation(s) and the need to make corrections, issues time-dated notices on when to make
corrections, and checks the violator’s progress. If the pollution generator refuses to make corrections, then legal
enforcement agencies (e.g., EPA) are notified.
Prevention of Problems
In addition, the Health Department uses a strategy of "concentric containment." Concentric confinement includes
the recognition, containment, and resolution of existing illicit and/or inappropriate connections to prevent their
spread to other areas of the city. To achieve this, the Health Depot conducts weekly "roving patrols" of
various city sectors and critiques the developn~m plans of new indusu’ies and businesses. Public education
programs (e.g., videotapes, workshops) are also available to community groups, schools, and other regulatory
organizations.
To receive more information about Fort Worth’s program, contact Gene Rattan at (817) 871-5463.
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CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

In Charlotte, North Carolina, controlling illicit and/or inappropriat~ discharges is an important issue. In conjunction
with Mecldenburg County, Charlotte is in the process of developing an extensive program for detecting and
removing sources of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges. A discussion of the components of Charlotte’s illicit
and/or inappropriate connections program follows.
Ordi~anc~
Presently, Charlotte does not have an ordinance prohibiting illicit and/or inappropriate discharges into storm sewers
or surface waters. However, the city is proposing an ordinance that will prohibit plumbed-in connection,
intermittent discharges, and the dumping of trash and wastes (hazardous and nonhazardous) into surface waters.
Other aspects of the ordinance will define non2storm water discharges and addr~s the ~forcement process, penalties
for violation, and due process for appeals of violations. The development effort will be coordinated with
Mecklenburg County’s ordinance and will occur during the first y~ar of the permit. The cost is estimated to be
about $11,300.

Charlotte’s proposed field screening program will result in a on~-tim~ visual field screen of every ouffall in the city.
The program will specifically address improving the efficiency of field straining methodology; a one-time visual
screen of all ouffalls; field screening of problem area out-falls; continuation, support, and expansion of Mecklenburg
County’s Stream Walk program; and maintenance of a GIS storm water data base.
Field Sca’eening Methodology
To improve the efficiency of the field screening m~thodology, Charlotte takes a two-phased approach. Phase one
will utiliz~ the observation protocol used in the Part 1 application process. Observations will be made for the
pr~ence of ch’y weather flow, color, turbidity, and oil sheen. Phase two will identify ~ourc~ of the illicit and/or
inappropriate discharges and enstu¢ compliance with the illicit and/or inappropriate discharge ordinance. The cost
of this program is $10,000.
One-Time Visual Field Screen
Charlotte is in the process of developing a storm water utility, which includes a preventive maintenance program
for the storm sewer system infrasmmm~. The storm drainage system is currently being inventoried. As part of
this inventory, the city has initiated a 2-year, one-tim~ visual field s~’~en for dry weather flow of all outfalls. The
cost of the program is $8,000 per year.
Problem Area Outfalls
As part of field screening the problem areas, Charlotte and Mecklenburg County investigated known water quality
problems throughout the municipality. The city was broken down into polygons, which repr~ented neighborhoods,
land uses, and stream segment~. These polygons were then prioritized on the types and magnirud~ of the problems.
To address the problems identified in the investigation, the city will be divided into zones and each zone will be
assigned a zone team. This will be implemented in the second year of the permit a~l costs $130,000.
Mecklenburg County ~ Walk lh-ogram
The Mecklenburg County Departm~t of Environm~tal Protv~ion 0V[CDEP) sponsors a Stream Walk program.
The participants in the program a~ volunteers from the county, Charlotte, md other surrounding counties. The
volunteers are split into teams and assigned a resource person from the MCDEP staff. They walk streams that are
affected by point and nonpoint sour~ poilution and are responsible for investigating and d~ermining the pollutant
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source(s). The we.~knesses of the program, to be addressed by Charlotte and MCDEP, are available personnel,
volunt~r motivation, volunteer training, and public education. The program will cost approximately $36,000.
GIS Data Base Maintenance Program
A GIS data base will be used to track all field ~g activities. The results of initial and followup field
~g will be entered into the data base and used to identify the problem areas. The program is curremly in
use and the estimated cost is high.
Followup Investieation
The program tries to identify and remove all sources of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges by enhancing
MCDEP’s current program. The only two possible improvements to the program are to add more staff and to
computerize it. Charlotm will be:
¯
¯
¯
¯

D~veloping followup program procedures
Developing and implementing a training program
Implementing the followup procedures
MaiW~n~g a GIS data base.

Followup Procedures Development
The followup procedures will respond to the problems identified by the visual field screenings, MCDEP’s Steam
Walk, MCDEP’s monitoring programs, problem area investigations, and citizen complaints. The areas to be
addressed will be prioritized based on the urgency and magnitude of the problem. Teams will be assigned to the
problem areas and are responsible for the detmnination and cleon of pollutant sources. To accomplish this
task, the teams have to revi~v existing data on the area, perform field ~ce, ltmate and identify problem
sources, perform source identification tmethods (e.g., video, smoke, and dye testing), distribute violation notices,
perform other enforcement actions, and notify higher authorities when appropriate. The program will be
implemented during the first year and will cost $22,200.

The training program for the followup investigatiom team will be developed with the training programs for
industrial and relined facilities. Charlotte will also coordinate the development of this training with sutmrvisors of
MCDEP’s Stream Walk and Charlotte Mecklenburg Utility Department (CMUD). The training will address the
reconnaissance followup methods (e.g., observation techniques, chemical screening), detailed followup methods
(e.g., closed circuit television, dye and smoke testing), and enforcement methods. Training should begin in the
middle of the first y~ar and is estimated to cost $23,100 over the 5-year period.
Followup Procedures Implementation
During field investigations, the followup teams will identify sources of illicit and/or inappropriate connections using
the prioritization system and the followup procedures. This will begin in the second half of the first year and will
cost $50,000 annually.
GIS Data Base Maintenance
All of the information, including information on violations, received during the followup investigations will be

entered into a GI$ dam base. This d~a base will be used to u~k repeat offenders and to produce annual reports
to be pre~med to the State. The dam base will cost approximately $14,000 per y~r.
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¯ objective of the spill reaponse program is to prevent and respond to spills. The existing program is well
.’veloped; therefore, Charlotte will only e~aance the public education and awareness aspect of the program. In
Charlotte, the Fire Department is responsible for the spill response program and maintains a Hazardous Materials
(HAZMAT) mare. The city will review the types of spills and their causes in order to minimize the risk to storm
systems and surface waters. The public education and awareness component will educate people on the illicit and/or
inappropriam connections ordinance and encourage public reporting of spills. This program, which has an estimated
cost of $30,000, will begin immediately.
Public Revortin~ Pro~a~...
The objective of this program is to increase and improve public reporting of spills and improper disposal. The
program will focus on public education and information to inform the public of the importance of reporting spills
and iliicit and/or inapproprime discharges. This program will be coordinated with other public education programs
and will include information on:
*
¯
¯
*
¯

Charlotte’s overall storm water management program
The importance of the illicit and/or inappropriate connections component
Charlotte’s Rlicit and/or inappropriate connections ordinance
Proper disposal and recycling programs
The purpose of ste~iling catch basins.

In addition, the program will:
*
¯
¯

Publicize Charlotte’s storm water hotline
Encourage the public to readily report signs of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges
Urge the public to parti~pate in MCDEP’s Stream Walk.

Information will be disseminated through public speaking, distribution of written mmerials at civic functions,
participation of neighborhood groups and associations, and local media annooncements. This program will begin
immediately with an estimated cost of more than $70,000.
Used Oil/Household H~rdous Waste Program
The objective of this program is to properly dispose of and manage used oil and household hazardous waste.
Charlotte vail address this problem with public education and changes to existing programs. The program will
include used oil recycling, permanent household hazardous waste program, and a review of the current small
quantity generators.

Used Oil Recycttng I’rogrmn
The used oil program is currently based on extensive public education. The components to revise/expand thh
program include:
¯

Review of the public and private facilities that accept used off and a determination of additional facility
locations

¯

Review of the existing Mecklenburg County program to determine the feasibility of expanding the
program to include recycling other automotive parts
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¯

Review of the possibility of providing curb-side pick-up of nonhazardous mmerials

¯

luw~ntory of used oil recycling facilities and impl~nentation of a regular impection program to prevent
storm wazer poilution.

Household Hazardous Waste lh-ogram
The used oil public education program will provid~ information to the public and private s~ctors and will b~
coordinated with the household hazardous waste program. It will include education on:

¯

micit and/or inappropri~ counrctions ordinance

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Negative imparLs of dumping used oil into storm s~wrs
Smnclling of catr, h basins
Misconc~tion tl~ dumping in sanitary s~w~r is an almmative to the storm s~w~r
Education of OlX~ors of recycling facilities the pro~r handling proc~urm of martials
Economic incentives for privam companies to encourage participation in used oil program.

The dev¢lopm~m of this progr~n will b~gin imm~amly but will not b~ implmn~nt~d until the third year. ThE
estim~ed cost is $30,000 l~r y~ar.
Charlorm, in conjun~ion with M~cklenburg County, will d~velop a p~nmn~t household hazardous waste turn-in
program. The proposed m~thods of disposing of the wasms will include:
¯

Mpdular ~trucru~ ~Bare Bon~s): This is a continuous scrvic~ program in which the public would
bring their household Imzardous wastes to a permanent site for mmporary storage to b¢ removed lame
by a lic~sed conu-actor. Th~r~ is a minimllm ailoc~ion for storage spa~.
Modular Structures: This is the same program as above but it allows for morn storage spar~.

¯

Fixed Structure: A continuous s~rvic~ program tha~ will ~ similarly to the modular sU~-~mm
except tha~ it would b~ in a fixed pla~ and allow for nmximum storage.

¯

Independent Fixed Structure: This is the same as the fixed su’ucrure but would b¢ located al a she

¯

Mobile U~t: This is a continuous s~rvic~ program in which the public would bring their household
hazardous wasm to a mobile unit that would move from one place ~o another.

M~cklenburg County currentiy has ~m educational plan which utilizes videos and brochures. This plan will b¢
expanded by the use of utility bill insures and media announcements. The planning of the houschold hazardous wasm
program is in progr~s m~l will b~ implm~’nt~l in the scc, ond y~ar. ThE COSTS for the city and county am ~stim~ed
Review of Small Quantity G~rators
The purpose of the small quantity grab, razors review is m d~,’rmine wha~ is required of the paniclpanLs and how
they impa~ storm wamr runoff. The d~a bas~ of small quantity gc~-~ra~ors will b~ reviewed with HAZMAT and
MCDEP to d~clde if any spill-relamd probl~ms or cont~min~t~ sit~ runoff have occun~l in the past. As a result
of this r~view, these facilities may included in Clmrlor~’s iuspc~on program for industrial facilities. The review
program will b~gin immediamly with an ¢stim~ed cost of $1~,000.
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Infiltration and Seepage Prom’am
Sanitary Sewer Program
The object of this program is to reduce and eliminate sanitary sewer s~page into the storm sewer system. This
program should also increase city/county coordination in dealing with problems related to infdtration and seepage
from sanitary sewers and septic systems to storm sewers and surface waters. Charlotte curremly has city codes in
place that rextuim new and replacement sanitary and onsite waste disposal systems to be built to lessen or eliminate
leakage and infiltration of floodwmers into the system and discharge from the system into floodwaters. There is
also a code that allows the city to fix inoperative sanitary sewer lines on private property and requires payment from
the prolm’ty owner.
MCDEP responds to sanitary flow issues on a complaint basis. CMUD has a cross conn~tion program for the
sanitary s~wer that requires periodic inspection for leakage and ow’rflows. The Mecldenburg County Health

Department issues septic tank permits for the inspection of n~w and failed septic systems within Charlotte. The
Health Department also requires rcmediation of failed septic systems, which are usually reported by citizen
complaint, an MCDEP stream walker, or government inspector.

CIVIUD is curr~tly developing a dynamic ~nitary system model, along with a monitoring program for sanitary
system flows and rainfall. Charlotte’s role in the development of this program includes:
¯

Coordinating the preparation of ordinances to enforce the programs

¯

Ascertaining whether storm water detention facilities should continue to be built over sanitary sewer

¯

Ensuring that illicit and/or inappropriate disconnections from the storm sewer will not increase
connections to sanitary sewer

¯

Implementing a source control program that will limit the dumping of materials into the sanitary sewer

that a~ not treatable
¯

Developing public education and awareness programs.

The review and coordination of the infiltration and cross connection program with CMUD will begin immvdiately
with an estimated cost of $15,000.
Septic Tank Program
Charlotte, in conjunction with the Mecklenburg County Health Department, will r~view and revise the current septic
tank program. The weaknesses they will address include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Notification]inspection procedure
Lack of contractor supervision
Abandoned septic tanks not ~ to be sealed
Allowable consu’uction of septic tanks in sensitive areas.

The septic tank program will also include a public education component and a dam base of septic tank failures. The
review and revisions will begin immediately with an e.stimat~ cost of $15,000.
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SEATI"LE, WASHINGTON

The city of Seattle realizes the negative impacts of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges and currently operates a
program that detects and eFxminates such discharges. Public education and awareness is an important component
of this program, but emphasis is also placed on enforcement.
Ordinances
Seattle’s key ordinance to prevent illicit and/or inappropriate discharges is tLc Storm Water,°Grading and Drainage
Code. Other ordinances, with pollution prevention component-, include the Side Sewer Ordinance, the Street Use
Ordinance, and the Solid Waste Ordinance. The Storm Water, Grading and Drainage Code prohibits certain
discharges into the storm drainage system, requires existing disch~gers and land users to implement pollution
prevention practices to minimize the pollutants entering storm water discharges, requires the city to review plans
for drainage control and grading activity, regulates sediment and erosion controls for construction sites, designates
responsibility for maintenance of drainage control facilities and erosion practices, and establishes enforcement
procedures. The Storm Water, Grading and Drainage Control Code is enforced by the Department of Construction
and Land Use (DCLU), the Department of Engineering - Street Use Section, and the Department of Engineering
- Drainage and Wastewater Utility (DWU).
Metro’s Key Manhole Monitoring Program
The Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle t~Vletro) uses a manhole monitoring program to ascertain whether or not
illicit and/or inappropriate connections are present and, if so, to identify the sources. After the sources are
identified, compaaies are brought into compliance with Me~o’s discharge limits and pretre.atment standards. This
program also requires inspections of facilities that violate the permit requirements.
Field Screenin~
Searde DWU’s field screening program consists of responding to citizen complaints, responding to city employees
or other agency tails, and implementing source control programs and long-term monitoring of surface waters.
Seattle will rely on its ordinances, the erosion control program, citizen re~x3me, and field personnel to control
future illicit and/or inappropriate connections problems.
F011owu~ Investieation Prok, ntm
The objectives of Seattle’s Source Control Program are to eliminate cross connections, reduce spill-related risks,
promote better waste disposal, promote good housekeeping practices, provide educational materials on water quality,
and require routine maintenance of storm water control facilities where n~v storm drains will be consn-ucted to
reduce combined sewer overflows. This program is implemented on a watershed basis and responds to the unique
characteristics of that wate~hed. The Source Control Program is first implemented in watersheds identified by the
Department of Ecology as having surface waters of concern. These are areas of concern because they are u~ed for
recreation or as a f-~heries resource. The Source Control Program contains the following steps:
¯

Data Gathering: All the water and sedim~t quality data from the storm drainage system and all the
basin information (e.g., size, topography, industry type) are compiled. Drainage maps and side sewer
cards identify outfalls and sewer lines.

¯

Initial Investieatio~: Drainage basins are field checked. The sicl~ sewer cards are examined, industrial
sites are inspected, historical information from the owner is obtained, dye testing is performed to prove
connections, and a television impection is done when necessary. Seattle’s storm drain lines and catch
basin maintenance schedule is evaluated and when nece&~’y revised to improve water quality.
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¯

BusineSs l!~’pection and Education Program: Businesses with a high potential to pollute storm water
discharges are visited by Source Conu’ol Water Quality Investigators. During the visit, the operator
will receive a copy of the written inspection procedures. If ne~ssary, followup visits are conducted
to guarantee compliance. The operators ar~ encouraged to implement new BMPs or improve old ones
to ensure compliance. The facilities are also given information on current programs, including
enforcement inform~ion. Repeat offenders are refen-ed to the appropriate agency for enforcement
action.

¯

Educa~io~ and Outreach: Educational materials describing the negative impacts illicit and/or
inappropriate discharges have on the storm sewers and surface waters are distributed within watersheds
to the public and to industrial facilities. An incentive program is provided for businesses to encourage
participation.

The Source Control Program approach by watershed allows for ousite visits and for pipes to be checked for illicit
and/or inappropriate connections and has been very effective. Seattle also works with Metro’s Industrial Waste Staff
becaus~ of their authority to enforce pr,m~m~ent limits on discharges from industries.
Spill Prevention ~
As r~luired by the Source Control Program, site inspections are performed at industries identified as significant
polluters. The inspectors ensure that each facility has a spill prevention plan, including the n~terials to respond
to a spill. The Seattle Municipal Code requires all industrial facilities to develop and implement spill prevention
plans.
Seattle Fire Department - Hazardous Materials Unit
Within Seattle, the 1~ir~ Department is the main respondgr to spills within the city, as well as those to surface
wawrs. The Fire D~partment enforces s~dons of the Uniform Building Code that address buildings used for
storing, hazldling, or using hazardous wastes. F_,ach industry that uses or stores ~ amotmts of hazardous wastes
is re.~tired to obtain a permit from the Fire Department. Facilities are inspected when they apply for the permit
and are inspected each year after permit issuance.
Seattle Police Department - Harbor Patrol Unit
The Seattle Harbor Patrol is responsible for the enforcement of oil spill regulations within the Seattle Harbor Code.
The patrol investigates complaints received from a 24-hour hofline and reports from the Department of Ecology and
the U.S. Coast Guard. If a pollution problem exists, the source is traced and enforcement actions taken.
Trouble Call Network
Metro runs a Trouble Call Network for public use for handling potential water quality problems, including spills.
Seattle works with Metro on this project.
Public Reporting..Prom’am
DWU published literature with telephone numbers for citizen use when reporting water quality problems or for
requesting information on disposal of hazardous mat~als.
DWU recognizes the importance of public education in relation to protecting water quality and has taken an
approach that combines the following three components: public involvement, in-school education, and general
public outreach.
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Public Involvement
Citizen involvement was important in developing Seattle’s storm water program, and DWU involves citizens at
various levels of the decisionmaking process. The public involvement progran~ include the following:
*

Cov~prehvnsive Drainage Pla9 Citizens Advisory Coma~,rtee: Citizens were key in developing the
DWU. The DWU is charged with developing a Comprehensive Drainage Plan to determine which areas
would benefit the most from the new fees. A Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) was created to
represent the community interests. The Comprehensive Drainage Plan is the foundation of Seattle’s
water quality projects and will be updated in 5 yea~ with public involvement.
Drayage and Wastewater Uti]$tv Citizens Advisory Committee: The CAC is now the advisory
committee for the ongoing activity of the DWU. The Drainage and Wastewater Utility Citizens
Advisory Committee (DWUCAC) has expanded its membership to include minority communities and
industrial interests that are concerned about water quality and utility services.
Capita! Proieet Development: When plans for new capital facilities are developed, DWU involves the
public. The public interest usually focuses on the impacts of construction but may expand to include
water quality and environmental improvement.

*

Watershed P!anaiae: The Puget Sound Water Quality Authority and the Department of Ecology
~ter a program that addresses planning for the control of nonpoint source pollution within
watersheds. The watershed plans are developed by a Watershed Management Committee (WMC),
which comprises memben from community and business organizations and government agencies that
are interested in the watershed.

Schools Education Program
These educational programs emphasize respect for water resources ami encourage responsible behavior. DWU’s
schools program builds on existing environmental education and has reached 80 Seattle schools. The following list
describes several of these programs:
Salmon in the C].assroom: DWU has provided the training and equipment for teachers in schools to
raise salmon from egg to fry and then release the fry into local receiving waters. The salmon are raised
in aquariums that simulate spawning stream conditions. DWU trains the teachers participating in the
project and provides a manual for additional u’ain~g and lesson planning. DWU also sponsors two field
trips: one to obtain the eggs and the other to release the fry.
¯

Water Oualitv Field Trim DWU sponsors a field trip every year for fourth or fifth grade students to
the Seattle Aquarium to learn about aquatic species, their habitat, and the impacts of human activity on
their habitat. DWU also sponsors a fishing field trip to a trout farm. Students receive a tour and learn
about the impacts of nonpoiat source pollution.

¯

Middle School Water Ouality Education Video Prom’am: "Water You Doing?" is a 35-minute
educational video produced by DWU with a grant from the Department of Ecology. The video’s
audience is middle school ~lents and includes a teacher’s manual and field trip guide. Five video
segments addrer, s five different water quality issues. The manual describes lesson planning, is a
resource guide, and contains a field trip directory. DWU has given workshops on how to use the video
and has distributed it to every public middle ~hool in Seattle.
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¯

Speakers Bureau: DWU employees who work on water quality issues, community volunteers, and
others are part of DWU’s speakers bureau. The speakers give classroom presentations on water quality
education activities sponsored by the DWU.

¯

l~get Sound on Wheels: DWU is sponsoring the development of a mobile educational display by the
Seattle Aquarium. The display will include a truck outfitted with a walk-through exhibit describing the
Puget Sound water resource, habitat, and pollution isstms. The exhibit will be shown at schools and

¯

Education Coordination: Other educational efforts sponsored by DWU include a teachers advisory
committee that evaluates the water quaiity classroom and field trip activities to help DWU enhance its
programs; DWU participation on Seattle’s Environmental Education Committee and promotion of its
programs, as well as work with other org~i~tlons; and membership in the Washington Environn~ntal
Education Committee sponsored by the State Superintende~It for Public Instruction.

General Public Education Program
Many residents have an out-of-sight, out-of-mind attitude about their behaviors concerning water quality. Gem’ml
public education should change the negative everyday activities people perform on a r~gular basis. The following
DWU programs encourage appropriate behavior and community initiative to protect water quaiiw:
¯

Source Control Education: With a grant from the Department of Ecology, DWU has implemented a
program to conn, ol nonpoint source pollution at the source. DWU accomplishes this through a threepronged approach: Consumer F.,ducation, Clean Wamr Business Partners, and Targeted F_.ducation

¯

Watershed Educati0~: DWU currently sponsors two watershed action plans in Seattle. The WMC
re~onsible for developing the plans concluded that the people living and working within the water~heds
must be educated on water quality in order to prevent fu_nher degradation of the watersheds.

¯

Storm .Drain Stenciline: DWU uses volunteer school and community groups to paint a message on
Seattle’s storm drain inlets. With this program, DWU hopes to rid Seatzle of the out-of-sight,
out-of-mind attitude.

¯

Motor Oil Reevcline: DWU and the Seattle Solid Waste Utility coordinate a used oil recycling
program. Waste oil collection tanks are located at the 12 locations of an auto supply stor~ in Seattle.
The supply store, along with the utilities, publicizes the program.

¯

Waterfront Awareness Company: DWU and an association of waterfront businesses have initiated a
cleanup campaign for the waterfront. DWU has also added a pollution pr~vemiun message to the effort
and has recruited children to paint pollution prevention m~ssages on n, ash cans.

¯

Seattle Aquarium I~t~idal Exhibit: DWU has contributed to a new aquarium exhibit displaying an
intertidai ecosystem and explaining the potential negative impa~’ts of human aclivity on the ecosystem.

¯

]~ill Ipserts and Cit~wide Direct Mailines: DWU includes education and public awareness materials in
its bimonthly billings. Customers are also mailed brochures about water quality protection and storm
water managen~nt.

¯

Outreach to Non-English Speaking Communities: DWU is developing water quality messages in
different languages for publication in community n~vspapers.
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VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA

Virginia Bea~ presently facilitates or participates in existing programs that address illicit and/or inappropriate
discharges and other forms of pollution. The illicit and/or inappropriate discharge program described below will
supplement the current programs for detecting and ¢~g sources of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges.
Ordinances
The city of Virginia Beach has developed the Storm Sewer Discharge Ordinance, which authorizes the city to
regulate non-storm water discharges to storm sewers and surface waters. This ordinance will supplement other
codes currently in effect, specifically the building code, which requires sanitary and storm sewers of a building to
be kept separate. The Depa_nment of Public Works will be responsible for implementing and enforcing the
ordinance. The Storm Sewer Discharge Ordinance also grants inspection and monitoring authority, as necessary,
for administration and enforcement to the Department of Public Works. An existing program conducted by Public
Works through the Department of Permits and Inspections inspects construction sites for illicit and/or inappropriate
discharges. Other city agencies that perform inspections are to report violations to the Department of Public Works.
On~oim, Fidd Screenin~ Program
The pro’pose of this program is to test field screening points throughout the term of the permit for dry weather flows
and other indications of possible illicit and/or inappropriate discharges. The program will screen points identified
in the city’s Part 1 application and screen new points.
Part 1 Sites
Out of the 112 field screening points with dry weather flow identified in Part l, 30 sites were chosen for continued
dry weather monitoring. The sampling results are compiled and added to the existing GIS data base. If dry weather
flow continues at these sites, the possible source(s) will be investigated.
New Sites

New field screening sites will be chosen from areas with high concentrations of commercial, industrial, and older
residential areas and from major highways and roads that have automotive and commercial service areas. The final
selection of the new screening points will be determined by field impection. The chosen outfalls are examined for
dry weather flow. If flow is present, then a sample is taken. Twenty-five new field screening points will be
evaluated during each year of the permit. The sampling data for each site will be compiled and entered into the
GIS data base. If dry weather flow continues at these sites, the possible source(s) will be investigated.
~nvesti~ation of the Storm Sewer System
To locate the sources of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges, sections of the storm sewer will have to be
investigated. Investigations will be conducted based on analysis of the data received from field screening activities
and any other information the city receives concerning illicit and/or inappropriate connc~ions. This program will
emphasiz~ public reporting to aid investigations. Investigations will occur at the problem are~ and will involve
mapping and evaluation, field survey.~, and source identification.
Mapping and Evaluation
F~ch area to be investigau:d will be highlighted on the storm sewer map, and the drainage ~ea will be defined.
The types of land uses will also be evaluated to det~-rmine the types of residential, commercial, and industrial ar~s
th~ may be potemiai pollu~rs. Other areas that will receive Sl~cial at~ntion include sanitary, ~-ptic tanks, and
vehicle mzin~ activity sources.
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Field Surveys
The city will utilize the strategy of "halving-intervals" to locate the area of the source. This method will be applied
to the main trunk of the sewer system and branch lines as nec~sary. Investigations will occur halfway between
the field screening points and the upper most headwater locations. These investigations will use the same criteria
as the field screening, except ouly one site visit will be conducted. The Department of Public Works will perform
the field surveys.
Source Identification
After the area and the probable activity have been identified, field visits will be conducted to identify the source(s).
Five actions are taken to eliminat~ a source once it is identified: sending a letter with a questionnaire; site visit and
interview; dye tests or smoke teats, if needed; noncompliance nod_fication; and followup inspections.
I~etter with Questionnaire: The Department of Public Works will send a letter to the owner/operator
of the suspected source to advise the owner/operator of the problem and to request that the
owner/operator complete the attached questionnaire. The completed questionnaire should describe the
industrial activities and indicate the possible sources of non-storm water discharges.
Site Visit and Interview: After the questionnaire is received, a staff person from the Depm’tment of
Public Works will conduct a site visit and interview to further pinpoint the source.
¯

Dye. Tests ~d Smoke Tests: If the questionnaire, site visit, and interview do not support the field
screening data, then it is necessary to perform fluorometri¢ dye tes~ of plumbing fixtures and floor
drains. If several sources are suspected, a smoke test may be needed to limit the number of possible
sources and to =glow for a more detailed analysis. These tests will be performed by the Department
of Public Works.

¯

Notification of Ngocompliance: Once the suspected source is confirmed, the owner/operator will be
issued a notification of noncompliance with the Storm Sewer Discharge Ordinance and will be subject
to the penalties in the ordinance.

¯

Fgll~wuv In,mectior~: The Public Works staff will conduct followup inspections to ensure that corrective
action was taken and the illicit and/or inappropriate discharge has been elin~ated. If the negligent
violation continues, the Virginia Water Control Board (VWCB) and/or the news media will be notified.

Spills Prom-am
The spills program in Virginia Beach has two components: hazardous material spill response and inspection of sites
for proper compliance with State and Federal regulations for gas, oil, and hazardous chemicals.
Spill Response Program
The city will continue to implement its Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan through the Virginia Beach
Fire Departn~nt. The plan is smzcmred to comply with SARA Title III, Emergency Pla~ting and Commm3Jty
Right-to-Know legislation. The response plan details the proper procedures to be followed in the event of a
hazardous materials spill, which could affect persons, property, or the environment. The plan also describes the
roles and responsibilities of local government and private agencies when responding to hazardous materials
emergencies.
The Fize Depazzment is responsible for the command and control of activities during a spill event. The Fire
DepOt provides initial containment, fire suppression, rescue operations, and evacuation procedures. However,
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cleanup is the responsibility of the spiller, or owner/operator of the facility, with monkoring from the Fire
Department. When necessary, the Fire Department contacts local, State, and Federal goveram~nt offices. The
Department of Public Works will be notified if any spilis enter or have the potential to eater the storm sewer or
surface waters. Public Works will then assist the Fire Department with material and equipment to prevent the spill

from entering the storm sewer and/or to remove an existing spill from within the storm sewer.
Inspection Program
The VWCB is responsible for regulating waste materials for wastewater and petroleum products, and the Virginia
Department of Waste Management regulates solid and hazardous wastes. Under the Hazardous Waste Management
Regulations, the Virginia Department of Waste Management requires facilities that generate more than 1,000
kilograms per month of hazardous waste to develop a contingency plan and emergency procedures. The Federal
Government requires a spill prevention and containment countenneasures ($PCC) plan for facilities that have the
potential to discharge oil in reportable quantities to surface waters. VWCB requires facilities covered under an
SPCC to develop an oll discharge contingency plan for bulk storage of 25,000 gallons or more.
¯

The city has an inspection program that delineates the proper methods for the storage and handling of
hazardous wastes to prevent spills from entering the storm s~ver or surface waters. The Fire Marshal’s
office inspects atl commercial properties for compliance. Inspection frequency is based on the nature
of the p~rceived hazard. New buildings and construction sites are inspected by the Permits and
~ons Division of the I:~’paronent of Public Works to ensure compliance with State and Federal
regulations for gas, oil, and hazardous chemicals.

Reporting o1’ ][llictt and/or Inappropriate Discharees and Water Oualitv Imvacts
Virginia Beach has implemented various programs to address water quality issues. Public education programs in
relation to storm water are coordinated through the Public Information Office at Public Works. The city’s local
cable television channel has shown videos on water quality, litter control, sediment and erosion control, and storm
water management. The city has also distributed literature in the form of leaflets and brochures on similar topics.
On a regional level, storm water public iaformatioa programs are developed through the Hampton Roads Municipal
Communicators (HRMC). HMRC’s membership includes the cities/counties of Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Hampton,
Chesapeake, :lames City, Newport News, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and York. Upcoming projects include stenciling
storm drains and developing public service announcements for media broadcast.
Awareness and Reporting
The current programs increase public awareness of water quality issues and of potential impacts of illicit and/or
inappropriate discharges. The city would like the public to increase reporting of illicit and/or inappropriate
discharges. The Department of Planning within the Division of Environmmtal Management, along with other
depots, takes reports of odor, color, turbidity, and the presence of trash in storm sewers and waterways. The
following information programs will continue to increase public awareness and encourage the public to report signs
of illicit and/or inappropriate discharges. Thes~ informa~on pro. gran~ include a brochure, Cityline message, and
a slide show:
¯

Brochure: The brochure will address "what to look for" and "who to report to." The public will
receive discharges. The brochure will present the options of a hotline and a mailing address for
reporting. The Public Information Office will develop and distribute the brochure with funding from
Public Works. The brochure will be mailed with the water/sewer bill every 2 years and be distributed
to schools and community groups.
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¯

~: Virginia Besch has a public information service line called Cityline. A taped
message concerning illicit and!or inappropriam discharges will be developed for Citylme and will
include information similar to that in the brochure.

*

Slide Show: A slide show with accompanying mxt will be developed by the Public Information Office.
The target audience will be childre~ and community groups. The slide show will be presemed once a
year at elementary, middle, and high schools. A copy of the slide show will also be given to the

Virginia Matin~ Science Mus~’um.
Prolmr M~pa.~ement and Disposal of Used Oil and Toxic Materials
The City currently participates in programs that facilitate the proper disposal of used oil and toxic materials. The
Southeastern Public Service Authority (SPSA) has various recycling programs, including curbside collection and
drop-off centers. SPSA produces and distributes brochures explaining the recycling program and listing the
locations of the drop-off centers. Household hazardous wastes are accepted at the regional landfill and at seven
transfer stations free of charge to private citizens. The State of Virginia operates a used oil recycling program
through the Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy. This program recruits service stations to accept and
properly dispose of used oil. A toll free munber that gives the names and locations of the service stations is
available to the public.

¯ New Programs
The following new programs will be developed:
¯

Brochure: The Public Information Office will develop and distribute a brochure to promote and explain
all programs within the city that handle the proper managemexlt activities ofnsed oil and toxic materials.
The brochure will list the telephone numbers of the various agencies with such programs. The brochure
will be available at slide show presentations and mailed every 2 years with the water/sewer bill separate
from the illicit and/or inat~ropriate discharges brochure.

¯

.~J_~]JII.L~: A hyped message will be developed by the Public Information Office that will state
the major programs a~l information sources that deal with the management and disposal of used oil and
toxic materials.

¯

Slide.Show: A slide show will be developed on the proper management and disposal of used oil and
toxic materials. The slide show will be made available to schools, community groups, and the Virginia
Marine Science Museum.

Controls to l#’~ .t~nR Infiltration.. from Sanitary Sewers and Septic Systems

Sanitary Sewers
Problems with infiltration of seepage from sanitary sewers to storms sewers in Virginia Beach are ram because the
storm sewer is located under the curb and the sanitary sewer is in the middle of the road. The Sewer and Water
Standard Specifications and Detail.~ of the Deparnnent of Public Utilities requires consideration of design, pipe
depth, and alignment to avoid conflict between the two sewer systems and to facilitate maintenance. When a leak
or spLU does occur from the sanitary sewer to the storm sewer, the sewage is contained in the storm sewer and
pumped to the sanitary sewer or tanker trucks to prevent discharge to surface watezs. If the sewage cannot be
collected, Public Utilities will disinfect the site and obtain a special discharge permit from VWCB. Sanitary
overflows are reported to VWCB’s Tidewater Regional Office within 24 hours. A written report is also required
within 5 days. Public Utilities reports any overflows to Public Works.
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The Department of Public Utilities has an inspection program for locating defects within the sanitary sewer system.
Television inspections for im"thration problems are performed on 80,000 feet of sewer lines per year.
Septic Systems
Subdivision regulations require every subdivision to have an adequate sanitary sewerage system cohesive with the
type of development proposed. If public sewerage is not an option, then private septic tanks must be built. These
individual sewerage systems must be permitted by the Virginia Beach Health District in cooperation with the
Virginia State Health Department.
If the public health director determines that the area chosen for the septic system has poorly drained soils, then a
land management plan must be developed by the property owner and approved by the director. The plan must
contain the location of the septic tanks and a proposed drainage plan. The owner is also responsible for the
consu’uction, repair, maintenance, and operation of the system.
If septic tanks are located in the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area, the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area
Ordinance requires the property owner to provide a reserve sewage disposal drainfield site with a capacity at least
equal to the primary sewage disposal dminfield site. The same is true for septic, systems located in the Southern
Watersheds, as stipulated in the Southern Wat~-rsbeds Management Ordinance.
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Introduction

his manual departs from the ~’
traditional urban runoff

impacts that urban land uses have on our receiv-

ing systems.
After presenting the fundamentals of urban

management design manual--in

runoff hydrology and the impacts of urban land

addition to providing technical

use in Part !, Part II presents guidance on the various types of runoff control measures and practices available. In addition to the more traditional
structural measures, the manual also presents
nonstructural strategies and practices. These nonstructural practices, based largely on ordinary
common sense, can both enhance the performance and longevity of more complex structural
measures and, at times., even replace them. This
integrated presentation of structural and nonstructural practices is only one example of the dynamic, interactive approach to urban runoff
management the manual encourages.
But all these practices and best intentions
will not succeed unless we work to establish an
infrastructure that provides the overall framework
to implement programs. Because the programmatic considerations are as important as the
actual urban runoff management practices themselves, half of this manual is devoted to programrelated issues.
The manual’s recommendations are based
on the authors’ experience in the technical and
programmatic aspects of urban runoff management, with a strong interaction between research
and program implementation.
The manual is a summary of materials distributed at a workshop in Chicago in June 1992.
This information is valuable for individuals who
implement runoff requirements under the Nationai Pollutant Discharge Elimination System,
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments,
or section 319 of the Clean Water ACt. Any opinions rendered are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of either the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency or the Terrene
Institute.

information, the manual offers- an
in-depth discussion of institutional
issues,
Traditional urban runoff management design
manuals from states, regional authorities, and
local governments present best management
practices (BMPs) or pollution prevention practices. However, they normally offer little guidance on the institutional structure or framework
necessary to ensure that BMPs are implemented
and continue to function. In this manual--designed for program managers, engineers, technical staff, biologists, and others who have urban
runoff management responsibility--even the
technical chapters stress the program aspects of
urban runoff management,
To engender support from elected officials,
industry, and the general public, professionals
need background information on urban runoff
quantity, pollutant sources, and their associated
impacts. Professionals need to ensure that
decisionmakers understand the serious nature of
the urban runoff problem so that the problem receives the priority and attention it deserves.
Historically, our society has livt, d and
worked in a narrowly defined environment, o~ly
aware of relationships affecting us individually. In
today’s era of global communication and travel
and with our increased understanding of the irapacts of our activities, we can no longer ignore
our effect~ on aquatic and terrestrial resources,
Our awareness obligates~or should obligate--us
to address the problems our actions cause. Information in this manual is intended to explain the
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Since al/of us contribute to the decline in our natural resources, all will need to alter our daily hal>
its if we are to significantly improve our resource values. Native Americans demonstrate a reverence for
the land worthy of emulation if true resource protection efforts are to be successful. In Delaware. the
Nanticoke Indians demonstrate this reverence in their daily lives. The following quote shows how our attitudes must change if we are to succeed in addressing our environmental problems:
To the Native American people, Mother Earth is a living, breathing entity.
.. The rocks and coal in the soil are her bene.s.
The rivers and oceans are her blood.
The trees and plants are her hair, an~the wind is her breath.
All living creatures are her children, they are our brothers and sisters.
If we fail to protect our brothers and sisters, we do not respect our Mother Earth.
Each step upon the Earth is a sacred dance.
Charles C. "Little Owl" Clark, IV
Nanticoke Native American
Millsboro, Delaware

Richard R. Homer
Eric H. Livingston
H. Earl Shaver
joseph J. Skupien
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CHAPTER

Hydrologic Impacts of
Land Use Change
rban runoff is a by-product of l~e
land’s interaction with rainfall,
Since, by definition, urban runoff

remains on and moves along the land’s
surface, it is the most visible of the many
forms into which rainfall is converted,
This chapter provides the technical

fundamentals of the rainfall-runoff and
soil erosion processes’. It also describes
ways that land development alters these
processes and quantifies some of the

adverse impacts.
The amount or volume of runoff produced
by a rain event and the rates, depths, and velocities at which it flows during and after the event
depend on several factors. They include the
amount and rate of the rainfall and the amount of
other forms into which rain is converted. These
~conversions~ are related to several land characteristics, including depth, slope, and permeability
of both the surface and subsurface soils; the
extent and character of any surface vegetation;
and the degree of moisture already present in the
soil. Other important Pactors typically encountered when the land undergoes a use change, or
development, include the extent of impermeable
surfaces covering the soil and the presence and
efficiency of any conveyance system created
through natural processes or constructed through
human processes to drain runoff from the land.
Runoff directly affects the surface it flows
within and across. These effects are most readily
seen as erosion and sediment, as the forces created by runoff movin8 along the 8round surface-as well as the initial impact of the raindrops
themselves~dislodge and transport surface parti-

cles downstream to slower ve!ocity areas. When
runoff velocities can no longer transport the
heavy particles, they drop out of the flow and

back onto the surface.

Similar to the rainfall-to-runoff process, the
amount of erosion and the character of the eroded

material depend on several factors, including the
flow volume, rate, duration, and the character of
the surface material. Soil erosion has several
major consequences:
-- The original sites of the eroded material
are degraded, therefore, potential
productivity is lessened;

-. The sites of soil particle deposition are
altered physically, chemically, and
hydrologically; and
-- The chemical and physical nature of the
transporting water system is affected.
From this information, three key aspects of
urban runoff now come into focus:
i Since the amour~t and rate of urban runoff
from a given storm event depend not only on
the rainfall but also on the characteristics of
the land on which runoff fails, changing the
land characteristics can increase the runoff
amount and/or rate, sometimes with disastrous results.
"- An increase in runoffamount and rate can
also increase the erosion of land surfaces
and stream channels and change the quality
of the runoff.
I The fundamental characteristics of the
rainfall-runoff and erosion-sedimentation
processes are not mysterious. With the informarion and references presented in this
chapter and some logical thinking, those involved in developing urban runoff management programs at all levels can base their elforts on a sound understanding of the hydrologic processes at the co~e of the program.
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This first chapter will provide all readers--from novices to veterans of urban runoff management--fundamental technical information on
urban runoff, soil and channel erosion, and the
quantitative impacts of land development. The
chapter atsohighlights~bmeoftheunknownsand
uncertainties of both processes, to the extent of
our current understanding. It also discusses various computational met, hods and models typically
used to supply quantitative answers. The chapter
concludes with advice and insights into the technical aspects of developing a runoff management
program,
This broad approach will not only help the
reader understand the technically complex urban
runoff management topics presented in later
chapters, it will also help ensure that decisibns on
a specific runoff management program will be
founded on an informed understanding of runoff
fundamentals. The chapter also provides a list of
recommended textbooks and other references
from a large body of technical material currently
available. Because of the chapter’s broad scope
and focus on "learning the fundamentals first,"
readers should use the reference material to expand their knowledge beyond the manual’s
pages,
Throughout this chapter, the technical information regarding urban runoff hydrology is presented not as an end in itself but to assist in
developing urban runoff management programs,
This style, which varies somewhat from more traditional textbooks, should make the technical information more understandable to readers
unaccustomed to a traditional approach. In addition, the style also allows the more experienced
reader to view the technical aspects of urban runoff hydrology from a different perspective.
Finally, while melting snowfall also produces runoff, the complexities of the melting
process are beyond the technical scope of this
chapter. Therefore, discussion of runoff will be
limited to rain events,

Real Versus Design Conditions
In technical subject matter, important differences
exist between "real" and ~design" conditions.
This distinction is important when establishing a
technology-based regulatory program. The "real"
process that actually occurs during a storm event
can be extremely complex, not only in its physical or mechanical behavior, but also in the nu-
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merous and highly variable external factors and
conditions influencing it.
in the case of urban runoff hydrology, for example, the mechanics of evapotranspiration are
extremely complex. They are strongly influenced
by numerous external factors such as rainfall
amount and intensity, antecedent moisture conditions, the character and condition of the vegetation, ambient aj.’r temperature, humidity, and wind
speed~all of which can vary greatly from storm
to storm. This inherent complexity of the mechani~l~l processes--and the conditions under which
they function--makes it difficult to precisely cornpute the runoff volume from a real storm event.
Determining the exact level or value of all the influencing factors that exist when a storm event occurs is overwhelming.
On the surface, this inability to precisely analyze real storm events does not bode well for a
regulatory program intended to manage the resuiting runoff. Fortunately, differences can be predicted using simplifications between real and
"design" events~i.e., hypothetical or future
events. To deal with hypothetical events, we can
preset all the external factors and conditions that
will exist when the future storm event occurs. We
can even decide that certain factors have no significant effect. We can also assume that the actual
mechanical process will not be as complicated in
our design world as in the real world. These sireplifications will certainly make our analysis easier. But how can we be sure that it remains
accurate and workable?
To achieve simplicity, accuracy, and usable
design parameters, we must be able to make simplifying assumptions that are conservative or safe.
This means that the predicted results of these assumptions ~vill be on the safe side of the real answer, if we could compute it. For example,
SUl~:X:~e our regulatory program required temporary ~to~a~,e of increased runoff from a land develol~mem site, as many do. A safe assumption for
the value of any influencing factor would be one
that would compute a runoff volume greater than
what would actually occur. This will ensure that
the constructed runoff storage facility will be
lar~er and presumably safer than what will be required.
To consistently make safe assumptions, we
must understand, at least qualitatively, how the
real process works and what factors influence it. If
dense vegetation covering the ground results in
less runoff volume, then to be safe, our analysis
might assume that only a thin stand of vegetation
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exists. Or if the degree of soil moisture before the
storm event affects runoff volume, for safety we
might assume that this moisture level is greater

The Rainfall-Runoff Process

than averageconditions.

The Hydrologic Cycle

We cannot be sure that our assumptions--and,
therefore, our programs--are safe unless we understand the technical aspects of urban runoff hydrology well enough to identih/all pertinent factors and
understand.their effect. This is a sound argument for
learning the fundamentals first,
To gain a firm understanding of the fundamentals of urban runoff hydrology, we might ask,
"How safe is safe.~" and, perhaps more importantly, "How safe is too safe~’" As our theoret~al
knowledge and analytical abilities improve, we
may learn that the safe assumptions that simplifled our computations have resulted in conservatire program measures whose size, cost, or
management needs are impractical and/or unaffordable. Therefore, the urban runoff management benefits they provide may simply not be
worth the expense,
Those with a cursory knowledge of urban
runoff hydrology can, in time, learn to make unquestionably safe analytical assumptions. However, only those with an in-depth understanding
can consistently make program assumptions and
decisions with the right combination of safety,
cost, and practicality. To be truly effective, an
urban runoff management program must possess
large doses of all three,

As previously explained, runoff represents a byproduct of the land’s interaction with rainfall.
While appropriately describing an individual
storm event, this conversion process is only one of
:many that water goes through as it continually
moves over, through, or above the land. Therefore, the rainfall-runoff process is an integral part
of a cyclical process--the hydrologic cycle~that
the earth’s watersupplycontinuallyexperiences.
The hydrologic cycle shows the primary
components or forms that water can take (Figure
1.1). The figure represents the earth’~ entire surface and atmosphere, including various forms of
water that exist in the atmosphere such as water
vapor measured as humidity near the ground surface, clouds comprised of tiny droplets of water
condensed from that vapor, and forms of precipitation--created by large droplets too heavy to remain suspended in the clouds.
After arriving on the earth’s surface, water
follows one of several possible routes. It is
sorbed by surface soils, intercepted by vegetation,
directly impounded in numerous surface features
from small depressions to large lakes and oceans,
or infiltrated through the surface and subsurface
soils into the groundwater. Another route taken by
some water falling as precipitation is runoff.

Figure 1.1--.Hydrologic cycle.
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The hydrologic cycle has two important aspeck. First, the path of water movement is only
half the story. Water also moves from the earth to
the atmosphere, primarily through evaporation
from surface waterbodies such as the oceans and
evapotranspiration by vegetation, tn fact, the rates
of both movements over time are exactly equal. If
they were not, the skies would get very cloudy or
inland property owne=s would eventually have
ocean or lakeside views. Although we can, and
will in coming sections, focus on a single rain
storm as a localized, temporary imbalance in this
water transfer between the earth and its atmosphere, such a storm event is only one component
of a much larger and complex process continually
occurring around the planet,
Secon.d, the hydrologic cycle is not easily
broken into separate, discrete components. The
cyclical process demands that the places water
can be and the routes it takes between them are
interrelated. Depending on conditions, the water
that becomes part of the surface runoff from a
parking lot may join the elevated flow in a nearby
stream, or the moisture in the soil surrounding the
lot, or--if it moves vertically through the soil-the
groundwater moving below the lot. in fact, the
water that was originally parking lot runoff and
then became groundwater beneath it may eventually become streamflow, although well after the
initial flooding has passed,
How do we make enough sense of this very
common but complex cycle to develop a regulatory process to manage it? By defining the process
by (1) the location on the ground that we may offect; (2) the land size and characteristics from
which runoff will flow (or drain) to that location;
and (3) the time period for which we analyze the
continuously operating hydrologic cycle. To assist
us, we rely on simplified design conditions to
overcome unknowns or uncertainties in the real
process that we must quantify in some manner. Fiholly, we rely on our knowledge of hydrologic
fundamentals to ensure that our assumptions are
safe, reasonable, and affordable. The following
sections present details of these steps,

Runoff Est:imation--T)~pica] Parameters
In the previous description of routes that rainfall
may follow, runoff was listed last. That is because
runoff is the last form or by-product of precipitation used in most runoff estimation techniques for
ungaged drainage areas after all the other proc-

l
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esses--.infiltration by soil, interception by vegetation---have been quantified. That is, we often estimate runoff produced by a given amount of
rainfall by subtracting from the total rainfall those
portions or percentages likely to become something other than runoff. The remainder is the estimated runoff.
The preceding paragraph uses the term ~ungaged drain’age area" to qualify the statement
concerning runoff estimating techniques. If we
were fortunate enough to have some type of gage
or metering device to measure the actual runoff
over an extended time period, our computations
would be more direct and our interest in other aspects of the rainfall-runoff process, including rainfall itself, would be incidental at best. Using this
flow data and the knowledge that runoff, like rainfall, is a random event, we could use standardized
statistical and probability techniques to estimate
the runoff volume, peak rate, duration, and other
characteristics for runoff events of various
frequencies.
For example, individuals concerned with
flooding and flood plain delineation and management could choose a 100-year flood frequency event, technically defined as an event
with a 1 percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. Others concerned with
erosion could develop estimates of the two- or
five-year flood--having a 50 or 20 percent
chance, respectively. While the magnitudes are
not as great as the 100-year event, they possess
the right combination of frequency and magnitude to define natural channel banks and cause
considerable erosion. Finally, individuals concerned with urban runoff quality and the impacts
of nonpoint.source pollution would probably be
most interested in one-year and even more frequent events, since these have the most severe,
acute, and chronic water quality effects. A 2.5
year, 24-hour flood is the most frequently used
design.
However, while many streams and rivers
have been equipped with flow gages by local,
state, or federal agencies--including the U.5.
Geological Survey (USOS)---gages are primarily
meant to address flooding and water supply on a
large scale. In contrast, urban runoff management
must address localized issues such as construction site runoff and small stream erosion. Even if
flow gages were practical on a small scale, we
would need several years of actual runoff measurements before we could accurately predict future possibilities.
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The shear impracticality of installing, operat| Rainfall. As the most significant parameter in
any runoff estimation process, raini:all is the priing, and analyzing runoff gages at the scale remary input value. Actual rainfall amounts measquired for urban runoff management, in addition
to some inherent limitations of gaged flow analyured at gages in or near the drainage area are used
sis, means that instead of focusing on runoff dito analyze real or historic rainfall events. Hypothetical rainfall amounts and intensities are typirectly, we must focus on it indirectly by analyzing
the rainfall that creates it. We must study the raincally used for design or regulatory purposes. Data
fall-runoff process closely and use the runoff bycollected from an actual storm event of appropriproduct approach previously described.
,- ate magnitude, if available, can be used to check
the design or even serve as the design storm itself.
Most runoff estimation methods use some of
Finally, as computer and data resources increase,
the following factors or parameters. They each,
real, long-term data--considered the most accutherefore, require at least some quantitative estirate approach to estimating runoff--is increasmate of their effects on the final product--runoff,

Figure 1.2--.Rainfall intensity-duration--frequency curves for New Jersey.
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ingly being used and accepted in continuous rainfall-runoff simulation models.
Rainfall data for hypothetical or design
events is obtained from statistical compilations
and extrapolations of real data collected over a
statistically significant time period. Figures 1.2
and 1.3 present two such compilations. Figure
1.2 shows rainfall intensity-duration-frequency
curves developed from Bata collected over a 62year period at the rainfall gage in Trenton, New
Jersey. The curves predict the expected average
rainfall intensity for a given frequency storm event
over a user-selected time period. For example, the
expected five-year average rainfall intensity for a
hypothetical rainfall period lasting 30 minutes is
approximately 2.8 in (7.1 cm)" per hour. Thus, the
total rainfall during the half-hour period will be
1.4 in (3.6 cm).
The curves in Figure 1.3 also show rainfall
intensity-duration-frequency relationships, but
with some significant differences. Data is pre-
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sented for the entire United States east of the
Roc~ Mountains and is expressed for only one
duration (24 hours) and frequency (100 years).
The rainfall is expressed as a total amount over
the time period, rather than as an intensity or rate.
Using simple arithmetic, we can compute the average rainfall intensity over 24 hours. The curves
in Figure 1.3 are part of a lar~er set for numerous
StO~Tn frequencies and durations originally pubiished in Rainfal/-Frequency Atlas of the United
State~ (TP-40) by the (then) U.S. Weather Bureau.
Although TP-40 is out of print, the curves are reproduced in Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds (’rR..~), published by the USDA Soil
Conservation Service (USDA SCS). This publication has become a current standard for estimating
runoff. This chapter will provide additional informarion on TR-S5 and the USDA SCS hydrologic
methodology on which it is based.
To use rainfall data such as that shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3, the user must select not only the

¯ Note: Throughout this manual, English measurements are presented first with SI (metric) conversions
in parenthesis, except where dual measurements would be confusin8, inaccurate, or redundant or
where no comparable measurement exists.

Figure 1.3--100-year 24-hour rainfall (inches).

Source: U.S. Dep. Agric. 1986.
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reviewing discussionsofinitial abstraction, surface
rainfall frequency pertinent to the analysis but
depressions, and soil infiltration.
also the rainfall duration. The element of time or
duration i~s vital to any rainfall-runoff analysis and
| Time. The time element plays a critical role in
will be discussed in greater detail later. But for
both the real rainfall-runoff process and the methnow, the time runoff takes to collect and flow to
ods
used to e~timate the runoff. This is not surpristhe point of concern on the ground surface~ioing,
since gravitational, thermodynamic, and
cared at the lowest end of the area draining to that
other
natural forces involved in producing both
point--is key to selecting the appropriate rainfall
-precipitation
and runoff are intrinsically dynamic
duration’.
and constantly changing with, and therefore influRegarding the element of time, while the
enced by, time. This chapter presents a simplified
data in the figures and in similar charts are based
description of how time affects runoff estimates.
on real storm events, they are not meant to imply
The reader should further explore the time eleany total storm duration or amount. For example,
ment through the publications referenced here
while Figure 1.2 indicates that the five-year rainand the many other excellent ones available.
fall intensity, of 2.8 in (7.1 cm) per hour will last
Two fundamental measures or lengths of
for 30 minutes, it gives no indication of the actual
time are important when performing runoff estistorm length. Instead, Figure 1.2 shows a 20 permates, whether for an existing or future condition.
cent chance (the probability of a five-year event)
The first measure is the response ~ime of a drainexists that any rain event of at least 30 minutes
age area to a rainfall input. This response time inwill contain a 30-minute period that will produce
dicates how quickly runoff drains to the bottom of
1.4 in (3.6 cm) of rain--i.e., rain falling at an averthe watershed and how quickly the runoff rate,
age rate of 2.8 in (7.1 cm) per hour over a half- created by a certain rainfall, will change as the
hour period. The figures indicate nothing about
rainfall rate changes. To a lesser degree, this rehow the rain fell during the selected time pesponse time may also help determine the runoff
riod-they only indicate the total amount that fell.
volume produced by the rainfall.
That is why we use the word "average" whenever
Several terms and definitions quanti~ this rewe discuss rainfall rates,
sponse time; most are applicable to a particular
As analysts, we may be required to select
runoff estimating technique or method. The most
critical rainfall intensities and durations within an
common definition of watershed response is time
overall storm event. The specific runoff character- of concentration (TC), which the USDA SCS and
istic we seek (e.g., peak flow rate versus total volothers define as the time runoff-once it has
ume) will help determine whether or not we need
beguj~--takes to flow from the most distant point
to select a total storm event duration,
in the watershed to the point of interest at the bottom. Numerous procedures, equations, charts,
Our rainfall discussion would not be corn;
and graphs can help estimate TC, including those
plete without mentioning the rain that has fallen
presented in Chapter 3 of TR-.55.
during prior storms. While the runoff from this
Remember that TC or any other watershed
rain may have long since drained from the watershed, some may still be present as soil moisture or
response time definitions are only conceptual valstored in surface depressions. Referred to as anteues. A watershed’s actual response time is not
only affected by numerous and complex factors, it
cedent rainfall, runoff, or moisture condition, this
is also constantly changing in length throughout a
helps characterize a watershed’s potential to produce runoff from a new storm event by de~nbing storm. Therefore, any computed TC estimate is
only an estimate. The reason is not only because
how wet conditions are from previous s~owns,
we use simplified data and equations to compute
Antecedent runoff conditions are i~1~ularly
the TC, but also because we assume that a single
critical when recreating real or histo~: sm~n
time represents the watershed throughout the enevents and when analyzing real or hypothetical
tire storm event. This assumption is critical to
storms involving fairly small amounts of total rainremember when computing entire runoff
fall. For simplicity, many runoff estimating techhydrographs.
niques assume that average antecedent conditions
Regardless of the definition or estimating
are pre~nt in the watershed prior to the start of the
technique
adopted, the most important aspect of
storm in question. The more sophisticated techthe
watershed
response time is its direct effect on
niques allow the analyst to vary the input data to
the
rate
of
runoff
flow. Since response time deterreflect some other antecedent condition. Readers
mines
how
quickly
the runoff produced throughshould keep antecedent conditions in mind when
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out a watershed can flow ~o the bottom or outlet,
it determines how much time runoff will take to
concentrate at the bottom. Therefore, whether we
seek just the peak runoff rate from a storm event
or an estimate of" all the various runoff rates during
and after a storm period--known as a hydrograr,~h---we must compute a reasonable time estimate. In addition, the shorter the response time,
the greater the flow rate for a given runoff volume
amount. Or, we can analyze further to determine
how an existing runoff rate will be changed if the
watershed’s response time is altered. More informarion regarding the impacts of such alterations
from land development is presented later,
Since watershed response time also indicates
how quickly the runoff rate will change due to
changes in rainfall rate or intensity, response time
helps us determine the length of rainfall increments needed in a runoff analysis to assure accurate results. Or, stated differently, we learn how
short a time period is needed to safely assume an
average rainfall rate. For example, a watershed
whose outlet takes several hours to respond to the
rainfall within it will show little change in runoff
rate from a change in rainfall intensity lasting only
a few minutes. As a result, we would waste time
and effort if we based our analysis on rainfall increments of less than 15 minutes. This aspect of
watershed response time helps determine the appropriate time increment for other time-dependent runoff computations such as detention basin,
reservoir, and channel/flood plain routings. It can
also help us select appropriate sampling and recording intervals required for runoff field studies,
The second fundamental measure or length
of time in rainfall-runoff analyses is the total event
time. It not only includes the total time for rain to
fall, but it frequently includes the time required
after the rainfall for a watershed to fully respond,
For example, if we wished to compute the total
runoff volume from a certain frequency rainfall,
we would need to know both the average inteno
sity and total duration. This differs from the peak
rate example given in the preceding paragraph,
There, we only needed to know the rainfall that
fell during the time period, equal to the watershed
response time, that produced the peak rate. in addition, if we need this estimate of total runoff volume to design an urban runoff detention or other
storage facility at the watershed outlet, then we
must extend the total event time to include the additional time the facility prolongs or delays the
watershed’s response time. This additional time,
known as the "interevent dry period~ between
rain events (Wanielista and Yousef, 1993), has be.
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come increasingly important as the use of extended runoff storage times for urban runoff quality grows in popularity and the storage times
increase in length.
I Drainage Area. The drainage area or watershed concept is fundamental to any rainfall-runoff
analysis. As such, we must determine and evaluate several key..drainage area characteristics to
perform runoff estimates. The first and most obvious characteristic is the drainage area size. This is
us~’ily determined by using topographic or other
area maps upstream from the point of interest and
actual field reconnaissance to verify available
map data and supplement missing data.
Most runoff estimating techniques assume a
linear relationship between drainage area size
and runoff volume. Therefore, a 20 percent error
in estimating the drainage area size will, among
other impacts, result in a similar error in estimatin8 runoff volume. This’relationship is important
when determining the required accuracy of draina~e area computations and the amount of time
and effort to spend achieving it. The percent of a
particular drainage area that contributes runoff
during a storm event will vary by antecedent
moisture content, size of the storm event, and duration.
Two important drainage area characteristics,
particularly for estimating runoff rates, are the
shape of the drainage area and its various slopes.
The previous discussion of watershed response
time shows that a watershed with steep surfaces
and channels allows runoff to drain to its outlet
more quickly. This creates a greater peak flow
than a fiat watershed of similar total area.
lady, an elongated drainage area with a longer
distance from its upper reaches to its outlet may
have a longer response time than a rounded one
of equal size and, therefore, a lower peak runoff
rate.
The term "may~ conveys reservations about
over-generalizing drainage area shape and slope
and their effects on runoff rate, particularly for
complex watersheds with major branches or tributaries. Each drainage area or watershed has its
own unique shape, slope, and complexity, and
each factor has a direct effect on response time
and resultant runoff. Therefore, the representative
response time required by the selected runoff estimating method should be computed as accurately
as possible for each watershed under study and
should consider all these unique characteristics.
The slope of localized areas within a watershed, particularly those that create surface de-
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pressions and other low areas, can have a direct
effect on the watershed’s response time and volume of runoff, especially at the rainfall onset. If
the surface depressions are large relative to the
rainfall volume, they can capture and store the
beginning runoff, delaying its flow downstream,
This delay, combined with such effects as
soil infiltration and interception by vegetation,
helps pf’oduce the "initial abstractionS--the
amount of rainfall converted into something other
than runoff during the earliest part of the storm
event. In estimating runoff, the initial abstraction
is the amount of rain that must fall before r.~poff
begins. Depending on the watershed’s surface,
soils, and vegetation, and the amount of rainfall
analyzed, the initial abstraction can si~nificandy
affect the results. It should not be overlooked, particularty when analyzing small, frequent storm
events in largely pervious watersheds,

Hydrologic Impacts of Land Clse C~nge

the runoff estimating method, the data may need
some degree of field verification.
As in surface depressions, the delaying elfects of initial soil wetting and infiltration help to
produce initial abstraction. This can significantly
affect the rainfall-runoff analysis result and should
be considered, when analyzing small, frequent
storm events in pervious watersheds.
::

I Vegetative Cover. The vegetative cover directly affects the rainfall-runoff process and is an
important parameter in many runoff estimating
techniques. Vegetation characteristics include
various types, canopies, and densities; extent of
coverage; dezree of residue or natural litter at the
.. base; and degree of surface roughness. These
characteristics affect the amount of rainfall that
becomes runoff and the length of time the watershed takes to fully respond. For example, according to data in TR-SS, sheet flow-runoff that
1 $o~Ls. Since several soil characteristics in a waoccurs during the critical first stages of runoff
tershed have a direct effect on the rainfall-runoff
movementmhas an average velocity 10 times
process, they are included in most runoff estimatslower across a wooded area than it does across a
ing techniques. These include soil layer thickness,
comparable bare soil or asphalt-paved area.
permeability or infiltration rate, and the degree of
These effects must be considered in estimating
moisture in the soil before the rain event. The
peak runoff rates.
greater the soil permeability--the ability to infilVegetation data sources, frequently used in
trate rainfall to its lower strata--the less remains
combination,
include field reconnaissance and
to become runoff. The same can be said for soil
aerial
photographs
and satellite imagery, particuthickness, particularly above bedrock or an iralarly to study large watersheds using computerpermeable subsurface layer, and the degree of
ized geographic information systems
moisture present in the voids between the indivic~ual soil particles.
Vegetation’s delaying effects of rainfall interIf astor, rn occurs in an undeveloped waterception also help produce initial abstraction,
shed whose soil is saturated from previous rain- ~ which can significantly affect the results of a rainfalls and incapable of storing additional water, the
fall-runoff anal~/sis in largely pervious watersheds.
runoff amount could be the same as that produced in a watershed completely covered with
1 lrnperu~ous Coo~. Impervious cover means
impervious surfaces such as roofs, parking lots,
that virtually all rain will become runoff. Under
and roadways. This fact is particularly critical in
most conditions, impervious cover is the last facmany parts of the country in spring, when extor created in a watershed. As mentioned pretended wet weather and prolonged snowmelt
viously, the sheet flow velocity of runoff over a
keep soil levels nearly or completely saturated,
smooth, impervious surface such as a road or
This saturation causes a high threat of flooding,
parking lot is about 10 times faster than over a
since extreme flow rates and flood levels can
vegetated surface. These strong impacts on runoff
even be caused by small storms with high probavolume and rate make impervious cover the most
bilities or frequencies,
critical characteristic in most runoff estimating
Soil infiltration rate and thickness data is
techniques. In fact, the British Road Research Labfound in numerous sources, including laboratory
oratory (BRRL) Method considers only’ the impertests of soil samples taken from various watershed
vious portions of a watershed or drainage area.
locations, borings, and other subsurface samples,
Sources of impervious cover data required
USDA SCS county soil surveys are reliable
for rainfall-runoff analyses range from field reconsources for general soil information. Depending
naissance to aerial photographs to satellite imagon drainage area size, degree of accuracy reery, particular for C;IS-based studies.
quired, and importance of soil characteristics to
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Runoff E~timation--

of varying intensities in single or even multiple
storm events. This makes them more suitable to
Common Methods
compute event runoff volumes and hydrographs
In this manual, most techniques used to analyze
and more capable of accurately recreating runoff
the rainfall-runoff process and estimate runoffvol- from past or historic rainfall events. These methumes, peak rates, and hydrographs are classified
ods, then, can be more readily calibrated and vetinto two general types, distinguished by how each
ified, further improving their accuracy.
uses time in its computations.
Specific runoff estimating methods based
somewhat ~n variable state assumptions include
the USDA SC$ runoff equation, which assumes a
I Steadlt Sfat~ Methods. These methods assume that key parameters remain steady or conn~rdinear soil infiltration rate to estimate runoff
stant throughout the rainfall duration. Therefore,
volumes; and methods based on either unit
hydrograph theory, originally developed by L.K.
these methods use uniform rainfall intensities, soil
infiltration rates, and representative watershed reSherman in 1932 (Sherman, 1940), or the more
recent kinematic wave theory to distribute runoff
sponse times. Rather than merely a shortcut,
volume into runoff hydrographs.
steady state conditions are a reasonably accurate
way to estimate peak runoff rates from high to
in general, to consider variations in paramemoderate frequency storms in small watersheds
ters, the methods divide the rainfall event into
with relatively short response times. As a result,
small time periods and use separate estimates of
steady state techniques, such as the rational
each parameter sequentially during each time pemethod, are widely accepted for such waterriod. To be accurate, a variable state method
sheds. This relative accuracy may be caused by
should consider the effects of previous parameter
the short response time, resulting in a short time
values from preceding time periods in each curperiod over which steady or constant conditions
rent time period. Most standard methods currently
are assumed (’A/anielista and Yousef [1993] recavailable do so, at least for some parameters.
ommends limiting rational method use to drainIn using variable state methods, the closer reage areas with a maximum TC of 20 minutes),
semblance to the Nreal" rainfall-runoff process
Unfortunately, these same assumptions limit
and, consequently, the greater accuracy, broader
steady state methods, such as the rational
applicability’, and potentially greater benefits do
method, to computing peak runoff rates. They are
not come without additional cost. These methods
less effective in estimating total event runoff voineed more input data (e.g., an initial value for
umes and hydrographs,
each parameter and a technique for varying it
A modified form of the rational method estithroughout the event) and more computations.
mates runoff volumes from a series of hypothetiThis normally requires appropriatecomputer procal rainfall events of similar frequency bu’,
grams and more user knowledge and experience
dif’~erent duration. The method is primarily used
to maintain an acceptable leve~ of accuracy and
to design smaller runoff detention and other storsafety. These requirements can limit the use of
age facilities. Unfortunately, urban runoff mansome methbds and the effectiveness of the regulaagement is expanding beyond traditional flood
tory programs based on them.
control and drainage needs to address aspects
In developing or expanding an urban runoff
such as runoff quality, nonpoint source pollution,
management
program, we must batance ref~ulaand aquatic habitat management. These uses retory effectiveness and technical accuracy. But bequire more accurate estimates of total runoff volcause of the current demands to manage runoff
umes and hydrographs, in particular, than the
and
the continued growth of hydrologic tools and
methods using steady state assumptions can relitechniques,
all urban runoff management proably produce. I~,levertheless, their simplicity and
8rams
should
encourage technical growth and be
provenmif limited~accuracy means that steady
capable
of
updating
their own regulations.
state estimating still retains a firm position in
urban runoff" hydrolol~y.
I Variable State Methods. These methods
allow such parameters as rainfall intensity, soil infiltration, and watershed response time to vary
with time. As such, these methods can more accurateiycompute runoff characteristics from rainfalls

~"

Runoff Estimation-Computer Models
The amount and complexity, of the data and cornputations are overwhelming. And as the scope
and complexity’ of urban runoff management
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age, developed by the Hydrologic Engineering
grows, linking data and computed hydrologic reCenter (HEC) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
suits with hydraulic, structural, economic, and
(1990); USDA Technical Release 20 (TR-20), deeven demographic analyses is increasingly imporveloped by the USDA $C5 (1992); and the U~.
tant. As a result, we must have.quick computerEPA Stormwater Management Model (SWMM)
ized runoff models and other enhanced computa(Huber and Dickinson, 1988); along w=th numertional tools, particularly to study large, complex
ous others. The first two models can only be used
watersheds. Fortunately, numerous urban runoff
for estimating quantitative aspects of runoff such
management programs are available,
Th~ terms computer "program~ and "model" : as volumes, rates, and hydrographs. SWMM can
also be used to estimate runoff quality charactercan be confusing. The runoff models described
istics such as pollutant concentrations and
here are computer programs since they are writmasses. References at the end of the chapter proten in a computer language and are run (or exevide detailed descriptions of the models.
cuted) on a computer. However, the term "model"
implies a specialized type of computer program
l Continuous Modets. Unlike single rainfallthat simulates or models a physical process. The
runoff models, these models analyze the rainfalluser must both provide input data and make inrunoff process for a series of storm events over an
formed decisions about data values, such as soil
extended time period-several years or even decinfiltration rates or extent of vegetative cover,
ades. Models must account for changes in waterThe model differs, then, from a’simple comshed factors and parameters during the time
puter program, which may perform complex
between storms (interevent dry periods) as well as
arithmetic, but uses input data requiring little or
during storms. Such factors as temperature, relano user discretion; for example, a program that
rive humidity, surface evaporation and evapocomputes the mean or standard deviation or that
transpiration, and groundwater levels and
computes the closure error on a land survey. Acmovement, all of which may significantly affect
cording to this definition, various estimating techrunoff response to the next rainfall in the analysis
niques used in urban runoff management analyses
or simulation, must be considered. These factors
and labeled "methods" are also considered roodrequire a similar increase in data needs and user
els in scientific and engineering terms. We will,
knowledge and experience.
therefore, refer to the computerized versions of
The additional effort and expense are often
these methods as computer models,
well spent, particularly to analyze or design agricultural, urban runoff management, or water sup1 Single Event ModeLs. These models allow
ply facilities that respond slowly to rainfall and,
the user to analyze or simulate the rainfall-runoff
therefore, are influenced by a long series of storm
process during a single event. The user must not
events. Single event analyses are of limited value
only select the rainfall to analyze but also th~
for these facilities, since they are part of a larger,
conditions and factors in the watershed imrnedimore complex picture. Also of limited value are
ately prior to its onset. The models then estimate
such problems as long-term, cumulative pollutant
the resulting runoff characteristics such as volIoadings and their effects on streams, lakes, and
umes, peak rates, and entire hydrographs.
estuaries. These phenomena occur slowly and are
To develop and use a single event model, the
continuously influenced by rainfall events. Using
user need only know the initial values of the faccontinuous models may not only be justified, but
tors in the runoff" estimating method and how they
in many instances mandatory.
will change over time in response to the selected
One of the most familiar continuous models
rainfall. The user does not need to know how the
is Storage, Treatment, Overflow, and Runoff
factors will continue to change during any drying
Model (STORM), originally developed by the
period following the selected rainfall and precedArmy Corps of Engineers in 1974.
ing the next one, since the model is only intended
to analyze a single eveht. This makes these computer models ideally suited to analyze individual
Runoff Estimation-An Example
historic storm events and design urban runoff detention and other short-term urban runoff storage
To highlight the rainfall-runoff concepts, paramefacilities primarily influenced by individual
ters, and methods previously discussed, we have
selected a sample method of a single event prestorms,
sented in TR-55 to estimate runoff volumes, peak
Some popular sing, le event computer models
rates, and entire hydrographs. The methodology
available include HEC-1 Flood Hydrograph Pack-
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eliminates Ia as an independent variable in equafirst uses the USDA SCS runoff equation--a mathtion 1 and results in the following:
ematicai model of the real rainfall-runoff process--to estimate the runoff volume, expressed as a
(P - 0.2S)2
[2]
uniform depth in inches over the watershed, that
Q" (P ÷ 0.8S)
would result from a specified rainfall depth. We
assume that this rainfall depth falls over a 24-hour
The parameter S is a measure of how much
period in a hypothetical pattern developed by
r~infall the watershed soils and the materials COVo
USDA SCS from the rainfall depth-frequency-duering them c~n: potentially hold once the initial
ration data originally I~ublished in TP-40 (U.S.
abstraction is overcome and runoff begins. No
Dep. Commerce, 1961). The resultant runoff volmention is made of the rainfall amount required
ume is then distributed over time using a synthetic
to’reach this limit because S is related to the acunit hydrograph for the watershed to estimate the
tual soils and covers through a runoff curve numpeak runoff rate. If we desire, we can estimate the
bet (CN) by the equation
entire hydrograph that would result from the daylong rainfall. The synthetic unit hydrograph is
based on the principles and assumptions of unit
1ooo ..
[3]
hydrograph theory and, in part, on an estimate of
S - -~- - ~ u
the watershed’s TC.
This is a complicated mix of theories, asTR-b5 and NEH-4 have several tables of CNs
sumptions, and calculations. However, the USDA
for numerous ground covers and land uses in variSCS runoffequation, synthetic storm distributions,
ous hydrologic conditions, including lawns,
and synthetic unit hydrographs included in the
~ meadows, woodland, impervious surfaces such as
methodology are based on extensive field data,
roads and roofs, and even bare soil. These tables
research, and experience. They are, therefore,
present four CNs for each cover/use/condition.
consistent with the concepts and cautions disUSDA SCS has classified most soils into hydrocussed earlier for real versus design conditions. As
logic soil groups (HSG) basedon their minimum
a result, the USDA $C$ hydrologic methods, ininfiltration capabilities. Soils in HSG A have the
cluding those in TR-55, have gained widespread
highest infiltration rates, while HSG D soils have
acceptance among engineers, planners, and reguthe lowest. Conversely, HSG A soils have the Iowlators. Details regarding USDA SCS methodology
est runoff potential while HSG D soils have the
in the following example are in TR-55 as well as
highest. The recommended CNs in the TR-55 and
USDA SCS’s National Engineering Handbook
NEH-4 tables are also based on the assumption of
Section Fouro Hydrology (NEH-4) (U.S. Dep.
average antecedent runoff conditions at the start of
Agric. 1972).
rainfall.
As described in these publications, the
Graphic solutions to equation 2 (i.e., the
USDA SC5 runoff equation is
USDA SC$ runoff equation for l’a = 0.25) for a
range of CNs is presented from TR-55 in Figure
(P - Ia)~
[1 ]
1.4. A summary of recommended CNs for various
Q" (P - Ia) + S
land uses/covers, conditions, and hydrologic soil
groul~ taken from the extensive listings in TR-5S
where: Q = Runoff depth (inches)
Gables 2-2a and 2-2c) is presented in Table 1.1.
P = Rainfall depth (inches)
TR-$5 also contains rainfall depth-frequency-durat=on maps originally published in TP-40 to
S = Potential maximum retention
allow the user to select the appropriate 24-hour
once runoff begins (inches)
rainfall amount.
]a = Initial abstraction (inches)
For example, assume a wooded, 20-acre
As previously explained, the initial abstrac(8.1-ha) drainage area around Chicago with good
tion is the amount of rainfall that must fall before
leaf cover and other natural litter on the ground.
runoff begins and represents all other routes rain
Using the previous equations and the CNs from
can.take (e.g., infiltration into the soil) or forms it
Table 1.1, we can estimate the volume of runoff
¯ will assume (e.g., depression storage) during the
expected for a 2-year, lO-year, and 100-year
earliest part of the storm. While the actual initial
storm event lasting 24 hours. We will base the
abstraction can be highly variable, USDA SCS has
computations on two alternative soil types---HSG
developed the empirical equation Ia = 0.2S. This
B and D~and compare the results.
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Table 1.1mSummary of recommended $CS runoff curve number for average antecedent runoff conditions.
HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUP
COVER TYPFJLAND USE
Woods
Meadov~
Lawns/open space

I HYDROLOGIC CONDITION
Poor-no forest litter
Good-litter and brush
~
Good-full Brass cover

-" :

A

B

I

!

C

I

D

45
30

66
55

77
70

83
77

30

58

71

78

39

61

74

80

Bare soil

D

77

86

91

94

1/2 acre residential
(25% impervious)

m

54

70

80

85

Commercial/ousiness
(85% impervious)

--

89

92

94

95

Roofs/paved roads, drives,
and parkin8

m

98

98

98

98

Note: Summary values are presented for example only. Refer to complete SCS tables and texts for actual CN use.
Source: U.S. Dep. ABric. 1986.

Fisure 1.4~Gr=phic solution of Soil Conservation Service runoff equ=tion.
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From the descriptibn and information from
Table 1.1, we can safely assume that the wooded
area is in "good" hydrologic condition and a CN
of 55 can be used if the soils belong to HSG B.
Similarly, a CN of 77 is recommended if the soils
belong to HSG D. We can now perform some preliminary computations using these values, equation 3, and the USDA SCS assumption that Ia is
equal to 20 percent of’S:
PARAMETER

tually, these volumes are meant to represent average runoff depths over the entire drainage area
where the CN has been computed (the USDA SCS
runoff equation does not have an explicit term for
drainage-area size). To compute the various runoff volumes in more traditional measurement
units, we can multiply the average runoff depths
produced by equation 2 by the 20-acre drainage
area (makiri~ sure of our units~ to produce several
different versions of estimated volumes:

I SOILGROUPB I SOILGROUPD

55
! S (inches)

8.18

~roIt, M

2.99

1.64

Ia (inches)

ESTIMATED

77

0.60

From these computations, we can make
some comparisons between the two soils right
away, even before the rain begins. For instance,
we have estimated that a drainage area comprised
of HSG B soils can potentially retain 8.18 in (20.8
cm) of rainfall, once the initial abstraction of 1.64
in (4.2 cm) is used up and runoff begins. This is almost three times greater than if the drainage area
were comprised of HSC; D soils. In addition, the
HSC; B drainage area requires a greater amount of
rainfall to overcome the initial abstraction and for
runoff to begin than the HSC; D drainage area.
To complete the computations, we use 24hour rainfall values for the general Chicago area
for 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year storm events
from Figure 1.3 (from TR-SS, Appendix B: Figures
B-3, B-5, and B-8). Using these values, the preliminary computations, and equation 2, we can cornpure the following estimates of runoff volume:
ESTIMATED RUNOFF

STORM

24-HOUR

FREC~.

RAINFALL

(yell.s)

(inches)

8 SOIL

2

2.8

0.14

0.93

10

4.0

0.53

1.81

100

s.8

(inches)

1.40

I D SOiL

3.30

The estimated runoff volumes from equation
2 are expressed in inches, which does not exactly
meet the mathematical definition of volume. Ac-

FREQ.
(yea~)

ESTIMATED

RUNOFF

RUNOFF

(inches)

(~bi¢ feet)

ESTIMATED

RUNOFF

(acre-feet)

|

D

8

D

¯8

SOIL

SOIL

SOIL

SOIL

SOiL

D
SOIL

2

0.14

0.93

10,019

67,5181 0.23

1.55

10

0.53

1.81

38,333 131,551

0.88

3.02

100

1.40

3.30

101,495 239,580

2.33

5.50

All previous estimates for each storm frequency and HSG represent the same runoff
volume--they only represent different units. Referring to runoff volumes in inches of average
depth over the entire watershed or in units of
acre-feet is often easier than in cubic feet.
In comparing the two HSC;s, the HSC; D
drainage area would produce 2-year, 10-year, and
100-year runoff volumes that are 6.6, 3.4, and 2.4
times greater than those from the HSC; B drainage
area. This confirms our suspicions from the preliminary computations. While the HSC; D runoff
volumes are greater than those for HSC; B in all
storm frequencies analyzed, the percentage difference decreases as the storm frequency--or,
more precisely, the rainfall amounts--increases.
However, the USDA SCS runoff equation uses
both a fixed initial abstraction value for a given
CN (i.e., it does not vary with rainfall) and an exponential infiltration rate (note the squared numerator in equations 1 and 2). We will explore
this important aspect of urban runoff hydrology
later.
Some interesting relationships exist within
each HSG. For example, in the HSG B drainage
area, the estimated 2-year runoff volume represents only 5 percent of the total 2-year rainfall.
This percentage increases first to 13 percent and
then to 24 percent for the HSC; B drainage area as
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Assuming a Type II storm and an estimated
TC of 0.5 hours, we use Figure 1 ..5 to estimate the
various peak runoff rates for the different storm
frequencies and soil groups ~’R-55, Chapter 3,
contains one of the most complete and concise
presentations of both the concept and computation of TC presently available).
Figure 1 .S presents various values of the paESTI/v~t.TED
24RUNOFF AS PERCENT
*’rameter, unit peak discharge (qu), expressed in
STORM
HOUR
" RUNOFF
OF R~INFAII
units of cubic feet per second per square mile of
(inches)
FREQ. RAINFALL
drainage area per inch of runoff (csm/in), for variI
I
OUS drainage area TCs and Type II stormd~str~bu(years)
(inches)
B SOIL ! D SOIL
8 SOIL I D SOIL
,,
~,
tion. Multiplying the appropriate unit peak
0.14
0.93
5=/o
33%
2 ! 2.8
discharge value by the drainage-area size (expressed in square miles) and the estimated runoff
13%
45%
4.0
0.53
1._.81
10
volume (expressed in inches) will yield an estimate of peak runoff rate in units of cubic feet per
100
5.8
57%
1.40
3.30
24%
second (cfs). Figure 1.5 also contains one addi’
’
tional value, IaiP--the ratio of the drainage area’s
initial abstraction to the total storm rainfall--that
These relationships show the effects of both
must be determined before estimating a peak rate
the initial abstraction and nonlinear (i.e., expo(TR-Sb, Chapter 4, contains more instruction and
nential) infiltration rate assumptions from the
insight into estimating peak runoff rates).
USDA SCS runoff equation. The percentages also
Summaries of the resulting computations for
show the strong effect of soil characteristics on
the 20-acre (8.1 ha; 0.03 mi2) drainage area with
runoff volume from a given amount of rainfall,
a 0.5 hour TC for both HSGs follow:
The data show that a much greater percentage of
rain falling on the HSG D drainage area will likely
FOR HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUP B
become runoff than the percentage on the HSG B
drainage area. For example, while we estimate
~’rIMATED
that only S percent of the 2-year rainfall on the
PEAK
STORM ESTIMATED
qu DISCHARGE
FREQUENCY RUNOFF
HSG B drainage area will become runoff, 33 per(years)
cent of the same rain falling on the HSG D drainage area (with the same ground cover) will
0.14
0.59 230
1.0
2
become runoff. Therefore, this hypothetical
switching of HSGs clearly shows why soil charac5.6
10
0.53
0.41 340
teristics are Such an important parameter in runoff
computations. The remaining percentage of rain
19.7
100
1.40
0.2,8 450
that does not become runoff in either drainage
area represents the sum of all the other rainfall byFOR HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUP D
products.
the storm frequency/rainfall amount increases to
the 10-year and 100-year levels. A similar relationship between event frequencies exists for the
HSG D drainage area.
The following is a summary of the percentages for both HSGs:

We can extend this example to include estimates and comparisons of peak rates at which the
various runoff volumes might flow from each
drainage area. We will assume that the 24-hour
rainfall will fall throughout that 24-hour period in
accordance with a hypothetical USDA SCS storm
distribution known as Type II. This hypothetical or
"design~ storm is one of four 24-hour distributions
that USDASCS has developed for various parts of
the United States, with Type II recommended for
the Chicago area, the location of the 20-acre
drainage area in our example (’I’R-SS, Appendix
B, contains a detailed description of these distributions).

! ESTIMATED
1
, i’EAK
STORM
ES’rlMAI"EO
qu DISCHARGE
FREQUENCY RUNOFF
0’~=rs)
]
~
L
2
0.93
0.21I 470
13.7 "i
10

1.81

0.15 505

28.6

100

3.30

0.101 530

54.7

In the HSG B and D tables, we note that
while the estimated peak runoff rates for the HSC;
D drainage area are greater than those for the
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Figure 1.S---Unit peak discharge (qu) for Soil Conservation Service Type II storm.
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Source: U.S. Dep. Agric. 1986.

HSG B, the ratio or percentage difference between the peak rates is greater than between the
volumes. For example, the HSG D volume estimate for the 10-year frequency storm is 3.4 times
greater (1.81 inches divided by 0.53 inches) than
the HSG B volume. However, the HSG D peak
rate estimate for the same 10-year frequency
storm is 5.1 times greater (28.6 cfs divided by 5.6
ds) than the HSC; B peak rate. Similar increases
for the 2-year and 100-year events show the same
decreasing trend for increasing rainfall amounts,
This further difference between the two HSC;s is
the result of several factors. These include the
HSC; D soil’s lower initial abstraction; which resuits in an earlier start of runoff and has a lower
Ia/P ratio and higher qu value; the variable shape
of the Type II storm distribution, in which the most
intense rainfalls occurs near the middle of the 24hour duration; and the exponential character of
the USDA SCS runoff equation.
The examples confirm the following points.
First, the amount of runoff produced by rainfall
varies nonlinearly. Consequently, as the rainfall

"

~

amount increases, the amount of runoff volume
will increase even more. This relationship is also
true for peak runoff rates. Second, a change in
drainage area or watershed runoff characteristics,
as demonstrated by hypothetically varying the
soils from HSG B to HSG D, can complicate both
the runoff volume and rate. Finally, while we can
generalize on a drainage area’s rainfall/runoff relationship, we can only determine specific estimates of resultant runoff through mathematical
analysis based on sound assumptions and the appropriate amount and quality of data. We will explore these relationships and the effects of
drainage area changes in discussing hydrologic
impacts of land development.

The Soil Erosion Process
Concepts and Theories
As previously stated, both rainfall and the runoff it
producer,--or is converted int~affect and are af-
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and the shape, slope, and roughness of the varifected by the land surfaces they contact. For rainfall, this contact occurs only at the instant the
ous surfaces over which the runoff-borne sediment is moving. As previously explained, runoff
raindrops strike the ground. For runoff, the conmoving across the ground surface also further distact peric~l normally lasts considerably longer,
places soil particles by mobilizing previously atNevertheless, the forces exerted briefly by raintached
material. This runoff movement can create
drops and longer by runoff combine to dislodge
enormous
amounts of additional sediment, particand transport soil particles, commonly known as
ularty
in
highly
erodible stream channels.
sediment,
Chapter 2 discusses in detail the impacts of -- . The final stage of the soil erosion process is
t~e deposition stage, when the runoff can no
sediment on surface waterquality, biota, a.nd hablonger carry the sediment and deposits it back on
itat, presenting the theoretical and technical funthe ground some distance from where it origidamentals of the soil erosion process. A sound
hated. This can occur anywhere in the waterunderstanding of these fundamentals will prepare
shed--from bpland surfaces, to channels, to lake
readers for the more detailed presentations~ folbottoms. The watershed is then left with depleted
low and will enable them to better develop and
upper soil layers in some portions and new soil
manage a comprehensive urban runoff managelayers in others.
ment program. The soil erosion fundamentals are
The soil erosion process is extremely cornlargely based on Appendix A1 of the Standards for
plex and dynamic. All three stages can and do
5oil Erosion and Sediment Control in NewJersey
occur continually, to varying degrees, throughout
(1987). The publication is one of m~;ny excellent
the
rainfall/runoff event~which is also complex
sources for theoretical and practical information
and
dynamic. Since sediment produced by the
on soil erosion and i~s control,
soil erosion process can come from anywhere in
Soil erosion is a three-part process, beginthe watershed, we must carefully manage and
ning the instant raindrops strike the ground surprotect each portion and component.
face, sometimes at velocities up to 30 mi (48.3
km) an hour. The impact force is often sufficient to
Estimating Sheet and Rill Erosion
dislodge soil particles from bare ground surface
and begin their movement down slope. This iniDespite the complexities of measuring sediment,
tial stage of the soil erosion process primarily
research and experience have developed various
from raindrop impact is known as sheet erosion,
methods and techniques to estimate the amount
In the sheet erosion stage, significant quantities of
of soil loss from sheet and rill erosion. The Unisoil particles are mobilized from the enormous
versal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) is generally acnumber of raindrop impacts over an area.
cepted as the standard technique to estimate the
The exact amount of sediment produced
effectiveness of various erosion control practices
during sheet erosion depends on several factors,~
and measures. Appendix A of the Standards for
includin8 the size, mass, and texture of the soil
Soil Erosion and Sediment Control in New Jersey
particles; the size and slope of the ground surface;
(1987) contains a detailed presentation.
the type and degree of surface cover; and the inThe USLE is an empirical equation used to
tensity and duration of the rainfall. The shear
estimate the annual amount of soil lost by sheet
forces created by runoff flowing across the iraand rill erosion on a given parcel of land:
patted area from upslope portions of the drainage
[4]
E = (R)(K)(L)(C)(P)
area can also dislodge soil particles from the
ground surface. This increases the total quant=ty
where:
of sediment produced during sheet erosion,
Once the soil particles are detached flora the
E = Estimated Annual Soil Loss due to sheet
surface, runoff primarily keeps them mobilized
erosion (in tons/acreJyear).
during the next stage of soil erosion--downslope
R - Rainfall Factor or Rainfall Erosion
transport. During this stage, runoff transports the
Index----a measure of the erosive force
sediment across the ground surface, along small
of rainfall occurring over the study area
rills and gullies, and through larger swales and
during a normal year. Figure 1.6
channels. The extent of the sediment movement
presents typical values of R for various
also depends on a large number of factors, includportions of New Jersey.
ing the volume, rate, and duration of the runoff;
the size, mass, and shape of the displaced soil;
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Figure 1.6~Rainfall ero=ion index (R) for
New Jersey counties,
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K - Soil Erodibili~ Factor--.a measure of
the erodibility of soils in the study area
based on field tests of fallow ground
with standardized slope and length.
Table 1.2 presents ranges of K for
various soil erodibility classes.
L = Stope Length Factor--allows
adjustments to be made to K to account
foFthe actual slopes and lengths in the
study area that vary from the
standardized test values.
C = Cover Index--allows adjustments to be
made to K to account for the actual
8round cover in the study area other
than the standard fallow condition.
Table 1.3 present typical values of C for
various ground covers.
P = Erosion Control Practice Factor-.-a
relative measure of the effects of
various surface conditions in the study
area. Table 1.4 presents typical values
of P for various surface conditions
found particularly at construction sites.

Source: New Jersey Dep. Agric. 1987.

TABLE 1.2--Universal Soil Lou Equation =oil
erodibility (K) classes and ranges,
ERODIBILITY CLASS I
RANGE OF K
Low

0.17 - 0.24

Medium

0.28- 0.37

High
0.43 -0.49
,
,
Source: New Jersey Dep. Agric. 1987.

The USLE uses additional factors to produce
estimates for periods of time less than one year and
for individual storm events of specified frequency.
The USLE is a fairly simple mathematical
equation. The estimated soil loss is a function of
the erosive properties of a given soil (K), as determined through standardized tests, which are then
modified by a number of pertinent factors--such
as rainfall and ground slope, cover, and surface
charactermto reflect the actual conditions in
which the soil exists, in addition, the mathematical relationship between all input factors and the
final result-are linear---a certain percentage
change in any input variable results in an identical change in the result.
The actual sheet and rill erosion process,
however, is not simple and the various input factors do not behave in a simple, linear fashion. The
USLE’s apparent simplicity" masks the complexity
of the actual sheet erosion process and the difficulty of mathematical modeling. Users need to
exercise caution when applying the USLE and its
estimates.
The most important aspects of the USLE that
relate to urban runoff management programs are
the cover index (C) and the erosion control practice factor (P). These are the factors that designers,
constructors, and regulators can control. For example, placing straw mulch on bare ground at the
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Table 1.3--Universal Soil Loss Equation typical
cover index (C) values,
GiIOUND
COVER

APPLICATION
PATE
(tonda~)

None

~

Straw or I~ay

Crushed stone
(0.25-1.50")

SLOPE
(%)
All

1.00

1.0

0-10

0.20

1.5

0 - 10

0.12

2.0

0 - 10

0.06 ~’

2.0

11 - 15

0.07

135

0 - 15

240

0 - 15

....
Woodchips

TYPICAL C

7

I

.- .

Talkie 1.--Universal Soil Loss Equation typical
Practice Factor (P) values.
,
SURFACE CONDITION
TYPICAL P
WITH NO COVER
Compacted and smooth
Machine scraped along slope

1.3

0.05

Compacted and smooth
Machine raked along slope

1.2

0.02

Compacted and smooth
Machine scraped across slope

1.2

0 - 15 0.08

Compacted and smooth
Machine raked across slope

12

0- 15

0.05

25

0 - 15

0.O2

~

0.70

Loose and smooth
Deeper than 12 inches

~

0.20

Loose and rough
Deeper than 12 inches

Temporary
No mulch
seeding and
straw mulch
Mulch @ 1.0
(first 6 weeks)

Mulch @ 1.5 u

0.12

Mulch @ 2.0

0.06

~

No mulch

~

0.10

Mulch @ 1.0

m

0.07

Mulch @ 1.5

m

0.05

Mulch@2.0

--

0.05

--

--

0.01

Source: New )er-~,y D~p. A~’ic. 1987.

0.9
0.9

Rough and irregular
Random machine tracks

0.9
0.8
,

Source: New Jersey Dep. Agric. 1987.
The second aspect of the USLE and sheet
erosion is the time the erosive condition is allowed to exist in the field. Resardless of the
ground cover, surface conditions, or any other
USLE sheet erosion factor, limiting erosion to the
shortest practical exposure time attains the ]east
soil loss. Chapter 4 recommends techniques and
regulations to minimize losses.

,.,
Permanent
seeding
(after 2 year~)
and sod

rate of 1 ton per acre will resuh in an 80 percent
reduction of the C value in the USLE (in Table 1.3,
from 1.0 to 0.2). The USLE’s linear nature can produce a similar reduction in the estimated soil lost
through sheet erosion from those surfaces. Proper
surface conditions, demonstrated in the typical P
values in Table 1.4, can achieve more limited
results.

USDA is in the process of replacing the USLE
with the Water Erosion Prediction Program
(WEPP). Currently, the Revised Universal Soil
Loss Equation (RUSLE) is being adopted nationwide. RUSLE is based on updated rainfall cover
index and erosion control practice factors.

Estimating Channel Erosion
The sediment created by sheet erosion is only part
of the soil erosion process. Once the runoff across
the 8round surface exceeds a certain depth, gravity moves the runoff toward collection in progres-
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sively larger conveyance devices. These range
from small rills to large gullies and finally to
stream and river channels. As gravity forces runoff
to flow downsiope, it creates further erosion and
collects additional sediment from the soils on the
banks and bottoms.
Whether runoff causes such erosion and
how much sediment it creates depends on a number of interrelated and, dynamic factors. These indude the velocity and duration of flow; weight,
shal~e, and location of the soil particles; the degree of sediment already suspended in the runoff;
and the channel’s shape, length, slope, and irregularity.

Although estimating soil losses due to channel erosion is beyond the scope of this and most
similar manuals, the rate of channel erosion is
partly a function of the channel’s flow velocity,
While all velocities do not cause erosion, a channel is generally considered to be stable up to
some conceptual flow velocity, called the maximum permissible velocity. This flow velocity
should be thought of as the channel erosion
equivalent of time of concentration--that is, a
conceptualization that can be practically used.
Once this maximum permissible velocity is
exceeded, erosion of soil particles on the channel
banks and bottom will begin and continue as long
as the velocity is maintained. As the flow velocity
increases, the rate of erosion will also increase.
While we cannot determine an upper limit on the
erosion rate, the quantity of sediment produced
b.v channel erosion can be enormous, as an inspection of natural stream channels immediately
following a major flood event can show.

Impacts of Land Development
Impacts on Clrban Runoff
Typically, a land development project in a drainage area or watershed involves replacing or modif~,ing at least some of the existing surface cover
with roads, roofs, driveways, and other impervious material. Since the existing cover material is
usually more permeable, particularly if it existed
naturally, this change will result in a greater percentage of rainfall becoming runoff. We can use
the USDA SCS runoff equation (equation 2) and
the recommended runoff curve numbers (CNs)
from Table 1.1 to quantify this.
We will assume that the 20-acre (8.1-ha)
wooded drainage area in the earlier example has
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Table l~-,.Comparison of runoff volume between undeveloped
and developed conditions.
DEVELOPED
I UNDEVELOPED
CONDITIONS
PAR.~ETEIt
CONDITIONS
I
,
70
55
CN
S (inches)

8.18

4.29

Ia (inches)" :

1.64

0.86

~.

STORM

ESTIMATED RUNOFF
(inches)

24-HOUR
I~INFALL

FREQUENCY

I

(y~ar=)

!
I

(inches)

2.8

0.14

I

0.60

I
j

4.0

0.53

1.33-

5.8

1.40

I
t
I

2
10
100

Undeveloped

Developed

t

,

2.64

STORA4 24-HOUR ESTIMATED RUNOFF RUNOFF AS PERCENT ’

FREQUENCY IRAINFALL

(veto)
2

(incanes)
2.8

10

4.0

100

5.8

(in~"hes)
Undevel. I DeveL
0.14
0.60

OF RAINFALL

Undevel. ! Devel.

5%

21%

0.53

1.33

13%

33%

1.40

2.64

24%

46%

’

now been converted into half-acre residential lots
with an average impervious coverage of 25 percent and, for simplification, contains soils in HSG
B. According to values from Table 1.1, the CN
would increase from 55 in the wooded state to 70
when the homes, lots, and roads are constructed
and the lawns and other landscaped areas are
fully established. Equations 2 and 3 produce the
results shown in Table 1.5.
The increase in impervious coverage has reduced the drainage area’s initial abstraction by
nearly a half--from 1.64 in (4.2 cm) to 0.86 in
(2.2 crab--and less rainfall is needed to produce
runoff from the drainage area. This results in a
greater amount of runoff from storms that already
produced runoff from the drainage area and an increase in the total number of future runoff-producing storms. Among other impacts, this
increase in runoff means decreased amounts of
rain infiltrating into the soil. This can produce
lower groundwater levels and diminished or totally eliminated dry weather or base flows in
streams.
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These estimates indicate that the peak runoff
The increased impervious coverage further
increases runoff volume by increasing the runoff rates from the drainage area increase because of
development activity, with the estimated 2-year,
production rate once the initial abstraction is
10-year, and 100-year peak rates increasing by
overcome and runoff begins. We see this clearly
factors of approximately 10, .5, and 3, respecby comparing the estimated percentages of rainfall that becomes runoff in undeveloped and de- tively. The impacts of these peak flow increases
include increased depths in the streams and rivers
veloped conditions. The 2-year storm percentage
downstream, which can aggravate existing flood
increases fourfold--from .5 percent to 21 percent,
The lO-~ear and 100-year percentages also in- . problems and create new ones in previously safe
crease, with the 10-year nearly tripling and the " a"reas.
100-yP.ar almost doubling. This indicates, howAs shown in the previous chart, land develever, that land development impacts on runoff opment impacts on the rainfall-runoffprocesstypvolume will be more acute for the smaller, more
ically include an increase in the volume of urban
runoff created by a given amount of rain, a de.
frequent storm events--.a problem for ch~,nels
and streams, which are sensitive to these storm
crease in the time it takes for runoff to drain from
events,
the land, and consequently, an increase in peak
rate. These increases can produce more frequent
Another effect of land development is a deand deeper flood depths, threatening the safety
crease in the drainage area’s response time or TC.
and property of those residing and working downThis effect results from the faster flow of runoff
stream. In addition, the increased volume of runacross the impervious surfaces and .the installaoff typically means a decrease in groundwater
tion of more efficient (i.e., faster) conveyance
levels and base flows in the streams and rivers,
measures--gutters, storm sewers, and imperwhich
also threatens aquatic organisms and their
meably lined channels-replacing the natural
habitats
and water supply resources.
measures present prior to development. If these
measures resulted in a new TC for the 20-acre
(8.1-ha) drainage area of 0.25 hours, we can use
.Impacts on Soil Erosion
charts and data from TR-55 to estimate the following changes to the peak runoff rates from the
The impacts of land development activity on soil
drainage area:
erosion can be devastating. Soil erosion can accelerate to levels higher than geologic norms.
These impacts begin during the construction
UNDEVELOPED CONDITIONS
phase, primarily in the form of sheet erosion, and
Woods in Good Hydrologic Condition
often
persist after construction. Increases in sheet
ESTIMATED
erosion during construction are caused by removSTORM ESTIMATED
PEAK
ing natural vegetation during site clearing, expos!FREQUENCY RUNOFF
qu DISCHARGE
(c~)
in8 surface soils to the impacts from raindrops,
(year=)
(inche~)
Ia/P (=m/in)
and the shear forces of the resultant runoff.
2
0.14
0.59 230
1.0
For example, a typical C value for grass
5.6
cover ranges from approximately 0.10 for tempo10
0.53
0.41 340
raw grass cover after six weeks of growth to 0.01
for established grass cover or sod (Table 1.3).
100
1.40
0.28 450
19.7
However, the C value for bare ground is 1.00--1 0
to 100 times larger. Since the USLE considers the
DEVELOPED CONDITIONS
average annual soil loss (E) from an area linearly
Half-Acre Residential
related to C, the soil lost to sheet erosion during
ESTIMATED
construction can be as much as 100 times greater
STORM ESTIMATED
PEAK
than from the natural, undisturbed area. This
qu DISCHARGE
FREQUENCY IUNOff
makes up to 100 times more sediment available
(year=)
0n=be=)
(~-~)
WP (ore/in)
for runoff to transport into downstream waterways.
0.31 620
11.6
2
0.60
However, this estimate does not include the
10
1.33
0.22 660
27.4
effects of bare soil in increasing the volume and
rate of runoff that can dislodge and transport even
100
2.64
0.15 710 58.6.
more sediment. In Table 1.1, the CN for bare soil
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in HSC; B is 86, greater than the CN of 70 that refleets final developed conditions in the drainage
area. Therefore, the construction phase of land
deveioprnent not only increases the quantity of
erodible sediment but also the rate and volume of
runoff to transport it.
The increased rate and volume of runoff
from development activity can also aggravate existing or create new channel e~osion,~ initiating ¯
additional sediment ]oadings. For the more frequent 2-year and 10-year storms, greater impervious coverage and a shorter drainage area
response time produce peak runoff rates 5 to 10
times greater after development. These increased
peak runoff rates will, in turn, produce higher
peak runoff velocities in the downstream waterways. If these increased velocities exceed a cerrain critical level, channel erosion will likely
occur in previously stable, undisturbed channels,
For channels already experiencing erosion, these
increased velocities will increase the problem,
Sediment is typically deposited in a flatter,
slower reach of the waterway or at the bottom of a
wetland, lake, or estuary. Sediment recovery in
the lower reaches can also have devastating elfects. Chapter 2 discusses the qualitative effects of
the erosion and sedimentation process,

Summary and Conclusions
The chapter’s purpose is to enable those developing urban runoff management programs to make
informed decisions about their programs and in.
crease their effectiveness and applicability,

us to produce reasonable, practical, and
safe runoff and soil erosion estimates.
4. Everyone involved in developing an
urban runoff management program must
understand the fundamentals of urban
runoff hydrology. Experienced professionals in the field must be included in
the development process, particularly in
sele~Jhg technical standards, methodologles, and measures.
a, ,~. The growth of computer resources and
capabilities has increased the accuracy
and applicability of methods and models
and the effectiveness of urban runoff
management programs. However, the
need for more comprehensive data and
expanded user knowledge has increased
likewise, further highiightin8 the importance of technical knowledge and experience.
6. While general information can be a useful guide, the complexity of the hydrologic processes demands site-specific
data and methods to identify, define,
and/or address urban runoff management problems or concerns.
7. The interrelationships of the rainfallrunoff and soil erosion processes emphasize the need for a comprehensive, watershed approach to all aspects of urban
runoff management, ranging from individual site designs to comprehensive
regulatory programs.

The chapter’s key messages are
1. The rainfall-runoff and soil erosion processes are dynamic and complex. No per.
fect analytical models or methods can
exactly reproduce past runoff or erosion
events or predict future ones.
2. Because urban runoff management must
consider the quantitative impacts of land
development on runoff quality, it~ complexity significantly increases. These irapacts exacerbate any weaknesses or in.
accuracies in the analytical models and
methods.
3. Through research and a sound understanding of the fundamentals, we can
make simplifying assumptions about
these hydrologic processes that enable

Recommended Reading
The following publications were influential in devetol~r~ th=s chapter. We strongly recommend
them to readers wishing to expand their knowledge of the rainfall-runoff and soil erosion processes.
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CHAPTER 2

Water ualit " Impacts of
Qrban Land Jse
likely have a substrate of relatively large cobbles,
or even bedrock, and a low level of nutrition. The
variety of pollutants from diverse
aquatic biota evolve in direct response to the types
of habitats produced by the watershed conditions. "
and diffuse sources. Representing all
In this example, the biota will likely consist of diarecognized classes of water pollutants,
toms at low biomass levels among the attached
algae. Populations of invertebrates and fish,
these runoff contaminants originate not
though probably quite diverse, are likely to be relonly from land activities in the drainage
atively small in both numbers and sizes of the individual organisms. The dashed arrow at the top of
catchment where runoff is collected but
Figure 2.1 shows that living organisms do have
also from atmospheric deposition as
some ability to modify their environment.
either "dryf’all" or "wetfall." Moreover,
The lower portion of Figure 2.1 links watersheds in which humans are active to the systems
surface and groundwaters can
to which they drain. Numerous pollutants in the
exchange. This chapter focuses on water watershed, here represented by only two, can
stress organisms and interact to varying degrees.
quality by examining the characteristics,
This interaction can either reinforce or reduce the
sources, and patterns of urban runoff
stress of the participating agents. Water pollution
is not the only condition in the watershed that
pollutants and discusses assessment
causes stress. Chief among other stresses is moditechniques,
fled hydrology from increased wet weather flow
volumes and peak rates discharged from altered
Contaminants originating below ground
landscapes. Conversely, stress can come from de(e.8., landfill leachate, effluent from failing septic
creased dry weather base flows resulting from resystems) can enter surface runoff, while runoff
duced groundwater recharge in urban areas.
can enter groundwater through sinkholes or
In Figure 2.1, water pollutants 8o through
drainage wells. Pollutants originating on the survarious
kinds of processing before they create
face can also percolate through the soil and consome
effect
on an aquatic organism. During their
taminate groundwater,
transport on land and in water, losses such as sedThese general sources of urban runoff poiluimentation can reduce the total stress burden on
tion on, above, and below the surface represent a
water column organisms, although the reduction
complex set of watershed conditions. They determay not be permanent (e.g., sediments can resuso
mine the effects that drainage from the watershed
pend). Of course, organisms dwelling among the
will have on a natural receiving water, and repre- sediments often become more affected by these
sent a challenge for management. Figure 2.1 iilusprocesses. Physical, chemical, or biological proctrates the relationships between watershed activity
esses can also cause transformations to different
and its consequences in the receiving water. The
physical (particulate versus dissolved) or chemicomplex of watershed conditions determines the
cal forms. Transformation can cause enhanced or
characteristics of the habitats that will develop in
reduced stress potential.
the receiving waterbody. For example, if the base
Finally, the biota, or receptors, are affected
geological material is relatively insoluble and eroby the various stresses in whatever form they atsion resistant, a stream drainin8 that area will

rban runoff carries with it a wide
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Figure 2.1~Water,shed habitat*biological linkages in aquatic ecowsterns.

Wateml-,ed
Condihons

~
~

,

H~bi~at
C~eris~

~
~

Biota

Waterstms=Qua/itYl
t

_~.~ m
~ --i~

Receptor 1

Receptor 2

Water Quality
Stress I

Other Stress

Source: R.R. Homer.

particular event or action in the watershed is
rive. A receptor will have an easier time dealing
with a few rather than many stressors, especially
problematic. However, by carefully tracin8 the
progression of problems and their interrelationwhen they reinforce each other. Of course, popuships, we can make some judgments to improve
lations of aquatic organisms do not live in isolaour success in ecosystem protection. While this
tion but interact with other species, especially in
chapter focuses on water quality, Chapter 3 dispredator-prey relationships. This relationship is
cusses the water quality and hydrologic stresses
represented by the arrow linking the two recepthat disrupt habitats and harm aquatic life.
tors in the simple system. These interactions have
many implications for the ecosystem. ’For example, the loss of one species from a pollution problem w~l likely result in the decline or elimination
Characteristics of Qrban
of a major predator of that species.
This illustration sets the stage-for discussions
Rurloff Pollutants
in this chapter and in Chapter 3, Aquatic Biological Impacts of Urban Land Use. Substantial cornSubstances in Qrban Runoff
plexities exist at every level of the system from
pollutant generation to ultimate effects on aquatic Table 2.1 lists pollutant categories commonly
ecosystems. Therefore, predicting the result of a found in urban runoff that can harm receiving wa-
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ters and the specific measures that express them.
Pollutants other than solids and pathogens are
found in either a solid or dissolved state. In urban
runoff, most pollutants occur as solids or are associated with soil or other natural particulates. This
condition differs among the specific pollutants,
For example, depending on overall chemical conditions, each metal differs in solubility. For instance, lead (Pb) is relatively insoluble, while zinc
(Zn) is in solution form. The nutrients phosphorus
(P) and nitrogen (N) typically differ substantially
from one sample to another in dissolved and particulate forms.
~,
Table 2.1--.Urban runoff pollutants,
CATEGORY

Solids

SPECIFIC MEASURES

Settleable solids (55)
Total suspended solids.G’SS)
Turbidity (Turb)

Oxygen-

Biochemical oxygen demand

substances

Chemical oxygen demand (COD)
Total organic carbon (TOL-’~

demanding

(BOD)

Phosphorus (P) Total phosphorus (TP)
Soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP)
Biologically available phosphorus

(BAP)
Nitrogen (N)

Total nitrogen (TN)

Copper (Cu), lead (Pb), zinc {Zn),

make some metals more soluble. Anaerobic con-

silver (Ag)

Petroleum

hydrocarbons

salinity in estuarine and marine waters).

Ammonia-nitrogen (NH3-N)
Nitrate + nitrite-nitrogen
(NO3+NO2-N)
cadmium (Cd), arsenic (Ash
nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr),
mercury (Ha), selenium (Se),
Pathogens

current as a result of its total content of
dissolved substances (often expressed as

These characteristics affect pollutant behavior in several ways. Metals generally become
more soluble as pH drops below neutral and
hence more available--bioavailable---to harm organisms. Depleted dissolved oxygen can also

Total Kieldahl nitrogen (TKN)
(amrnonia+organic)

Metals

""

-- Temperature (Temp);
m pH---an expression of the relative
hydrogen ion concentration on a
logarithmic scale of 0-14, with 0-6.99
representing a preponderance of hydrogen
relative to hydroxyl ions (acidic conditions),
7.00 being neutral, and 7.01-14
representing a preponderance of hydroxyl
ions (basic conditions);
=- Dissolved oxygen (DO);
,,= Alkalinity (AIk)--the capacity of a
solution to neutralize acid of a standard pH,
usually the result of its carbonate and
bicarbonate ion content, but conventionally
expressed in terms of calcium carbonate
equivalents;
.- Hardness--an expression of the relative
concentration of divalent cations,
principally calcium (Ca) and magnesium
(J~,4g), also conventionally expressed in
terms of calcium carbonate equivaJents; and
I Conductivity (Cond~a measure of a
water’s ability to conduct an electrical

Fecal coliform bacteria (FC]
Enten:x:occus bacteria (Ent)
~ruses
Oil and grease (O ÷ G)

Total petroleum hydrocarbmts

(TPH)
Polynuclear
aromatic hydm¢.~l=o~
Synthetic
(PNAs)
or~nics,
Phthalates
Pesticides
Polychlorobiphenols (PCBs}
Solvents
Source: R.R. Homer.
Besides these pollutants, other water quality
characteristics affect the behavior and fate of rna.
terials in water. These characteristics include

ditions in the bottom of lakes release phosphorus
from sediments, as iron changes from the ferric to
the ferrous form. Elements creating hardness work
against the toxicity of many heavy metals. Water

quality standards take this relationship into account by varying the permitted level as a function
of hardness.

Quantifying Water Pollutants
Water pollutants are quantified by concentrations
and Ioadings. Concentration is the mass of poilutant per unit volume of water sample, usually expressed as mR/t. or i~R/t.. It is a measure of the
pollutant content at the instant the sample is
taken. If the pollutant level is higher than an
aquatic organism can tolerate, the concentration
represents an acute effect that could be lethal or
affect the performance of some physiological
function as long as the concentration persists. The
effects of pollutant concentrations have been
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established through bioassays exposing test organisms in standard laboratory procedures. However, these simple, static tests completely omit the
dynamic patterns and other complexities associated with urban runoff,
Loading is the mass of pollutants delivered
to a waterbody over a period of time and is usually given on an annual basis as kg/year (kS!Y) or
Ibdy. When ascribed to a particular land use,

Ioadingmsometimes termed yield or export~is
stated per unit area of the land use (kg/ha-y or
Ibs/acre-y). It represents the cumulative burden
over the extended period and hence the potential
chronic effects on receptor organisms. With few
exceptions (e.g., phosphorus loading to lakes),
~estin8 has not established the biological significance of Io.~di.ngs and the way they are delivered
to a waterbod’y. Thus, loading is mainly used to

Table 2.2--Pollutant concentration statistics for general t~l~an and highway runoff.

;

GENERAL URBAN RUNOFF HIGHWAYS RUNOFF
MEAN ! RANGE*
MEAN ! RANGE*
~
150
220~
14-522
2-2,890

CONSTITUENTS
SuspencJed Solids (m~JL)

65’
J 140~
34~
160~
0.7s

< 10-1,031
3’28,000
4-560
10-5,750
0.7-30

~

< ~0-110

12a
13~
"
¯

< 2-126
10-130
0"002"0"35a
0.06-160~

t Phenols (p.I~L)

¯

8-11S~

Total Nitrogen (rag/L-N)
I Total Phosphorus(rag/L)
t Alkalinity (rag/L)
{ pH

1.5’

! COD(m~/L)
Lead (1~8/I.)
Copper (1~8/I,)
I Zinc (I~8/L)
Cadmium (p.8/L)

Chromium (~)
Nickel (l~g/L)
Arsenic (P.8/L)
Organic Pesticides (g.8/L)
PhthaJate Esters (l~g/].)

I

i

i
J
j

j 0.3*20

0"33~ I 0.01-4,3
38.2~ J 5.5-87
¯
I 6.2"8.7=

1243
550]’
437
r380~
¯
I

¯

I 34-1,291
I’ 10-3,775

10 if background ~ 100 mg/L
10% of background if
background > 100 m~.
I
34
6.7
30
0.2

I 13-288 ....
I 4~-25,500
"
i

!

*
¯

I
I

j

"¯

’

¯

I
t
j

{

LIMITS FOR PROTECTION OF
AQUATIC LIFE’"

¯

2

¯

25
50

*
¯
¯
¯

2.72~J up to .4
0.5931 up to0.7
¯
°
I
¯
I 6.6-8.0u

4-DBP, 0.6-DEHP
0.2-all other
j

¯
0.005-0.015"°recommend ¯ 20
6.5-9.0

¯ No data reported.
¯ Range of actual values reported in literature from various studies unless otherwise indicated.
"" Maximum concentrations for the protection of freshwater aquatic life as reported in "Approved and
Working Criteria for Water Quality," British Columbia Ministry of Environment (1989), when the receiving
water hardness is 50 mg/L CaCO:) (average for Fraser River in Lower Mainland).
¯ "° For lakes with salmonids as predominant fish species.
t U.S. Nationwide Urban Runoff Program database.
~ U.S. EPA database.
] Median of U.S. Federal Highways Administration database.
~ Light Industrial Catchment in British Columbia.
s General Urban Catchment in’Philadelphia.
~ Highway runoff in England.
~ Highway runoff in Washington State.
= Data from Metro Seattle.
Source: British Columbia Re~. Com. 1992.
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However, the construction phase can promake relative comparisons, for example, of total
duce
far higher Ioadings of solids and pollutants
pollutant burden before and after development or
in soil, like phosphorus, than any finished land
with and without a certain control strategy,
Table 2.2 presents concentration statistics on
use. These data, however, were derived from 10several pollutants in general urban and highway year-old studies and should be used with caution.
For example, substantial evidence indicates that
runoff and water quality criteria to protect aquatic
the
values for lead have considerably declined in
life. While concentrations generally range widely,
urban
runoffwith the much reduced use of leaded
the mean values tend to be low. Highway runoff is
:gasoline.
similar td’urban drainage, but means and maxiMetals and synthetic organics are of particumums are generally higher. Urban runoff usually
lar interest because of their potential for toxicity
dQes not exceed water quality criteria with reato human consumers of water and to aquatic life.
sonable dilution in the receiving water, but it
They make up most of EPA’s priority pollutants
could. These criteria stem from laboratory t~ting
list. Table 2.4 lists the priority pollutants most freand represent continuous flow discharges, such as
quently" detected in samples collected during
industrial and municipal sewage treatment plant
EPA’s Nationwide Urban Runoff Program
effluents, better than runoff.
in the early 1980s. Three metals (lead, zinc, and
Table 2.3 presents typical Ioadings for a
copper) were found in almost all samples, and
number of pollutants and land uses. Although this
four additional metals were detected in approxitable presents no ranges or statistics on the possimately half. Phthalate, the most common syn¯ ble dispersion of these numbers when measurethetic organic, was found in only 22 percent of
ments are made, the variation is always
the samples. Present in 10 to 19 percent were
substantial from place-to-place in the same land
three chlorinated hydrocarbons (two pesticides
use and from year-to-year at the same place. The
and a wood preservative) and four polynuclear argeneral order of loading production, from highest
omatic hydrocarbons (PNAs).
to lowest is
Industrial and commercial > freeway >
higher-density residential > lower-density
residential > open land.

Table 2.3mTypical pollutant Ioadings (Ibs/acre-y) from urban land uses.
LAND USE

t "rP

Commercial

1,000

1.5

6.7

1.9

3.1

62

420

2.7

2.1

0.4

Parking lot

400

0.7

5.1

2.0

2.9

47

270

0.8

0.8

0.04

High~ensiW
residential

420

1.0

4.2

0.8

2.0

27

170

0.B

0.7

0.03

Medium*density
residential

190

0.5

2.5

0.5

1.4

13

72

0.2

0.2

0.14

Low*density
residential

10

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.1

NA

NA

0.01

0.04

0.01

Freeway

880

0.9

7.9

1 ..5

4.2

NA

NA

4~

2.1

0.37

Industrial

860

1.3

3.8

0.2

1.3

NA

NA

2.4

7.3

0.S0

0.03

1 -=,

NA

0.3

NA

2

0.005

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Park
Construction

3

60,000 80

TKN

{ NH3-N

NOz-N

BOO

COD

T.~

!

l~b

I Cu

t Zn

NA no( available.
~ource: Pitt, 1991 ; Homer and Mar, 1982.
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Table 2.4~Mo~t frequently detected priority poilurants in Nationwide Urban Runoff Program =ampies.
INOil, GANICS I

ORGANICS

,

,

DEI"[-CI~D IN 75% OR MORE

94% Lead
94% Zinc
91% Copper

None
DETECTED IN $0-74%

58% Chromium
52% Arsenic

None

PART I. Tee.hnl~a! Issues

in vehicle exhausts and lubricants and smokestack emissions. New chemic=is also form
through environmental reactions after the release
Of a material.
5tormwater management can also be the
source of pollutants. During large flows, poorly
maintained facilities--like catch basins, conveyance systems, sedimentation ponds, and belowground va~lt~-can release surges of sediments
trapped during small storm events. Galvanized
p=~ipes and other parts of drainage systems, com~only used to convey runoff, can also add zinc, a
ubiquitous metal in the environment.

DETECTED IN 20-49%

48% Cadmium
43% Nickel

22% Bis(2-ed~ylhexyl)phthalate
20=/o a-Hexachlon>-

cyclohexane

23% Cyanides

DETEC’I’ED IN 10-1=J%
13%Antimony
12% Beryllium
11% Selenium

19% cPEndosulfan
19% PentachlorophenoP
17% Chlordane=
15% Lind=he=
Pyreneb
14% Phenol
12% Phenanthreneb
11% Dichloromethane
10% 4-Nitrophenol
10% Chryseneb

10% Fluorantheneb
= Chlorinated hydrocarbon
b Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon
Source: U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1983.

,,,

Sources of C[rban
Runoff Pollutants
Table 2.5 summarizes urban runoff pollutant
sources and shows that most pollutant categories
have diverse sources. Likewise, the major sources
emit contaminants in most pollutant categories,
The atmosphere also contributes some pollution
to runoff. Thus, urban runoff" is a muitifaceted and
complex problem to manage,
Synthetic organics represents an exceptionally large and diverse category of chemicals. They
include hundreds of specialized products for industrial and commercial uses and compounds
produced incidentally through chemical re=ctions. Examples of the latter group are the PNAs,
by-products of fossil fuel combustion, that appear

Qrban Runoff Water

Quality Patterns
While pollutant magnitudes in urban runoff follow characteristic patterns over short and long
time spans, they vary greatly over space and time.
The short term spans a period of hours during one
or a sequence of storm events. Measurements at
discrete points through such a period often reveal
a pa~tern of pollutant concentration similar to that
illustrated in Figure 2.2. During the first minutes,
first flush of runoff contains a relatively high concentration of contaminants. The concentration

then drops substantially and fluctuates at a lower
level for the remainder of the runoff event. The
first flush sometimes does not appear, or is less
pronounced, when rainfall is not intense or follows soon after an earlier storm that cleans the
surfaces. A secondary spike can appear if a sudden burst of intense rain drives material off" surfaces not completely cleaned by the initial runoff.
Runoff concentrations assume an almost infinite
variety of patterns depending on rainfall intensity,
antecedent period length and conditions, deposition during the antecedent period, and surface
characteristics.
The event concentration-time graph (Figure
2.2) shows the stress created by a single pollutant
on a receptor organism.The concentrations represent a series of acute stresses, the most significant
of which is the maximum concentration often
reached during the first flush. Experts do not fully
understand the consequences of a short-duration
eleva,’ecl concentration, even one above water
quality criteria, and of the fluctuating stress-filled
environment of runoff receiving waters on their
resident organisms.
Because of the difficulty in characterizing
pollutant concentrations during dynamic flow
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CHAP’I’E~ 2
Table 2.5--Urban nmoff pollutant sources.
- I~OLLUTANT CATEGORY
SOU.RCE

SOUDS

DO
NUTRIENTS PATHOGENS DEMANDS

Soil erosion

X

X

X

Cleared vesetation

X

X

X

Human weste

X

X

X

X

Animal waste

X

X

X

X

Vehicle ~uels and fluids

X

X

X

METALS

SYNTHETIC
ORGANICS

X

X

X
X

Fuel combustion
Vehicle wear

X

Industrial and
household chemicals

X

Industrial processes

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Paints and preservatives
X

Pesticides
Stormwater facilities

OILS

X

X

;ource: R.R. Homer.

Fil;ure 2.2~Typical pollutant concentration pattern durin~ a storm event.

Source: R.R. Homer.

Time
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conditions, the expen.se of sampling, and the
analysis required to produce even a partial picture, the accepted practice is to determine an
event-mean concentration (EMC). This value is
found by analyzing a single sample composited
from a series of samples taken at points throughout the runoff event and combined in proportion
to the flow rate existing at the time of sampling
(termed a flow.proportional composite sample).
In addition to its exl~,diency, basing impact assessment on the EMC is justified fi’om a biological
standpoint. This will be further explored in Chapter 3.
The flow pattern of an event is customarily
pictured on a hydrograph~a graph ~f flow rate
(water volume per unit time) versus time. The integrated area under the curve is the total event
runoff volume; the product of volume and EMC is
the pollutant loading for the event. The sum of
Ioadings for all events in an interval (e.g., a year)
represents the cumulative pollutant burden during that time.
Analysis of climatological data in a number of U.S. locations reveals that most of the total annual runoff is produced by numerous small storms
and the initial runoff from large storms. For exampie, Livingston and Roesner (in press) used Cincinnati data to show that the first 0.5 in (1.27 cm)
of runoff from all storms represents more than 90
percent of the total annual runoff volume and encompasses all but four or five events in an average
year. Theoretical reasons and some empirical
demonstrations indicate that the majority of pollutant Ioadings is also generated by these smaller
flow volumes. Hydrologic criteria for runoff treatment system design are based on these patterns,
For example, a pond needs sufficient volume to
treat the first 0.5 or 1 in (1.27 or 2.54 cm) of runoff, or the runoff associated with the six-month return frequency, 24-hour duration precipitation
event,

C[rban Runoff Water
Quality Estimation
We need a quantitative estimate of water quality
to assess impacts from development actions or to
predict the benefits of a management plan. This
estimation process is called water quality modeling. although this term is sometimes restricted to
the more sophisticated approaches. Assessments
are based on annual pollutant loading estimates,
although short.term ioadings or concentrations

~

PART I. Technical Issues

are sometimes needed. Long-term ioadings tend
to diminish the large fluctuations to which shortterm phenomena, like instantaneous or eventmean concentrations, are subject. Therefore, we
can estimate iong-ten’n loading with more assurance than concentrations.

Estimating Concentrations
" ""
Since concentrations have a high variation level,
~i~ey must be estimated based on probability-i.e., the ability to state the probability of exceedin8 any selected concentration. Estimating the
probability of concentrations can theoretically be
used to estimate maximum (or any other level),
.but it is usually restricted to the E,V,C. To estimate
even the EMC, we need a large data set to establish the underlying probability distribution for the
locale or an assumption of the distribution and a
smaller local data set to fit the distribution.
NURP and other data conclusively demon-strated that urban runoff pollutant concentrations
fit a log-normal probability distribution---i.e
their logarithms are normally distributed. This is
the characteristic distribution of data like those in
Table 2.2, where the distribution range is much
higher than the mean, and most values are in the
lower portion. Figure 2.3, taken from highway
runoff data in Washington State, illustrates such a
distribution. It shows that the concentration of
total suspended solids (TSS EMC) reached as high
as 550 mg,/L, but exceeded 300 mg!L in less than
10 of more than 130 storms.
Figure 2.4 graphs a highway runoff lead distribution (untreated) on a log-probability plot. The
horizontal probability axis expresses the chance
of exceeding any concentration selected from the
vertical axis. For example, the probability of exceedin8 0.12 mg/L in untreated, undiluted runoff
ts $0 percent, and the chance of surpassing 0.24
mE/t,. ~s 10 percent. Treatment or dilution capable
ot reducing the concentration by 50 percent
would decrease the probability of exceeding 0.12
to 10 percent. Adding the water quality crite~,a permits performing the analysis from a regulatory perspective. For example, if the receiving
water is a drinking water source, the concentration must be reduced by 90 percent to have no
more than a 0.S percent chance of violating the
then current standard (the standard is lower now).
NURP produced graphs llke Figure 2.4 for
each pollutant to determine the E/vtCs at each site
and the E/vtC medians from all sites nationwide
(U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1983). These plots
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Figure 2.3--.Cumulative frequency di~ribution of TSS c.oncentrations in runoff from a Washington Slate interstate h~ghway
~ite.
~o

: Estimating Loadings

I

~0o

~

~

can help estimate concentration exceedance
probabilities at other locations. Such estimates
are best made with data from a site with climatological, land use, geological, and other characteristics similar to ",.hose of the location of interest.
Using ~e nationwide plot of median values is less
satisfactory.

~.

so

1. Using published yieJd values;
~7, . Using a simple empirical model;

~ ~o .....
l
~ ~o
~

3. Using published regression equations;
4.. Computing from site-specific or
modeled flow data and either local or
published concentrations; and

~0 ~
o

We can estimate cumulative (usualJy annual)
lutant Ioadin~ for a catchment in five ways, from
the least to the most complex method:

1oo

_
~oo ~oo ~oo
~ c,~r~mn (m~J
Source: Little et al, 1983.

soo

~o

5. Using a computerized, mechanistic
model.
| Method l--Published Yield Values. This
simple method is least likely to give accurate resuits because of the general lack of fit between the
catchment of interest and the data collection

Figure 2.4--.Lead concentratlon-probability distribution graph.
Aquatic Ufe Criterion/Total Hardne~ (mW1. as CaCO.1)
1.0

’

0.01
m.g9
~ F.mm~ (’/4
Source: Homer and M~r, 1982.
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cation(s). To apply this method, consult a reference like Table 2.3, sele~:t the areal loading rate
for each land use, multiply by the areas in each
use, and sum:

could change the conclusions. For example, uncertainty makes little difference in managin8 a
watershed if we are assessing to identify critical
pollutant source areas, and one or more clearly
stand out in magnitude.
[1]
Table 2.6 presents loading rate ranges compiled by Homer (1992). The author drew values
where: L = Total loading;
from the general literature and data collected in
a~ = Area in land use i;
the Pacific Nort.hwest. The regional data provided
1 i = Areal I~ading from land use i.
values for total phosphorus and total nitrogen for
most land uses and all pollutants in road runoff,
We can improve this method by producing
e~ept fecal coliforms. Accordingly, the regional
some measure of uncertainty or error in the estidata have narrower ranges than the remainder.
mates. To do so, we establish ranges of areal loadThis table should be as discriminately used as othings from the literature, estimate maximum and
ers, especially since most pollutants are generally
minimum and mean or median values of L, and
lower in Pacific Northwest runoff ~an elsewhere.
"then~valuat~ to determin~ if ur~certai~t’y ~-e~r~-----~orner found that ranges estimated from this table
Table 2.6--Pollutant loading rangesz for various land uses.

USE

!
Road

Commercial

I

Single family
density

Single iamily
high density
~ultifamily re’sidential

Forest

Grass

TSS
281
723
~02
242
1,369
805
60
200
97
547
322
133
755
444
26
146
86
80
588
346
103
583
343

TN

!

t
i
j
I
’

.. !
I

C.

0.18
0.45
0.31
1.70
4.90
3.30
0.07
0.20
0.13
0.11
0.33

0.03
0.09
0.06
1 .I0
3.20
2.10
0.09

7.1E÷07
2.8E÷08
1.8E÷08
1.7E+09
9.5E÷09
5.6E+09
2.8E+09

0.27
0.16
0.15
0.45

1.6E÷10
9.3E+09
4.5E+09
2.6E÷10

"’, 0.2210.30
0.17
i 0.17’
0.34
1 0.51
"0.34
0.51
,,}
0.01
0.02
t
0.03
I 0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.10
0.17
0.04
0.07
0.10
0.03
0.004
0.02
0.02
0.015
0.17 I 0.04
0.010
0.10 J 0.03

1.5E+10
’~.3E÷09
3.6E+10
2.1E÷10
1.2E+09
6.8E+09
4.0E+09

0.59
1.50
1.10
0.69
0.91
0.80

8.8
5.2

0.46
0.64
0.55
0.54
0.7~

3.3
4.7
4.0
4.0
5.6

0.6~
0.59
0.81
0.70
0.10

5.8t0.10’ 0.35
4.7
6.6
1.05
5.6
0.70
1.1
0.01

0.13
1 0.11
0.01

1.3
3.5
2.4
1.6

Z.

J

2.8
2.0
1.2
7.1

0.49
1.10
0.78
1.60
4.70
3.10
0.03
0.09
0.06
0.05
0.15

coo

4.8E+09
0.25
2.7E+10
0.13
4.2
1.6E+10
Pasture
0.01
1.2
4.8E+09
’ ’0.25
7.1
2.7E+10
0.13
4.2
1.6E÷10
¯ For each pollutant and land use, IoadinEs are listed as kE/ha-y (except noJha.y for FC) in the order
minimum, maximum, median,
NA Not available.
~ultiply Ioadings in kg,/ha by 0.89 to get ibs,/acre.

1~2
289
201
306
1,728
1,017
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100 "’
566
333
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Source: Homer, 1992.
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almost always bound estimates made independently by Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran
(HSPF) computer modeling (see Method 5).
I Method 2--Simple Empirical Model. The
best example of this method is Schueler’s Simple
Model (1987):
L~
where: L
0.23
P

= 0.23 ¯ P. Pj ¯ Rv. C. A

[2]

== Loading (Ibs);
= Conversion factor;
= Precipitation depth (inch) over
the desired time interval; a,
Pj ,- Factor that corrects for storms
................ that prod..uce no runo~;
Rv., Runoff coefficient;
C = Pollutant EMC;
A - Area of the contributing
catchment (acres).
For annual loading estimation, P is the area’s
average annual precipitation. Schueler recommends using 0.9 for Pj for annual and seasonal
loading calculations. He uses NURP and Washington, D.C., area data to derive a regression
equation (r2 == 0.71 ) for Rv:
Rv -. 0.05 + 0.009- I

[3]

where; [ = Percentage of the catchment area
that is impe ,ryious.
Relative to C, Schueler notes that N URP data
analysis finds no statistically significant differences in EMCs among sites and no correlations
between EMCs and storm volume or intensity, r
Therefore, for rough estimates, these national
NURP average EMCs can be used:
Total phosphorus
0.46 mg/L
Total soluble phosphorus
0.16 mg/L
Total nitrogen

estimates made by much more involved and expensive modeling procedures. Either approach
will produce the same management conclusions
(Chandler, 1993).
! Method 3--.Pu.bli3hed Regression Equa.
~ons. The regression method is best represented
by an extensive compilation made by the USGS
.using its own and NURP data (Driver and Tasker,
"19"90). This analysis produced multiple regression
equations for three national regions for runoff voiume and pollutant Ioadings and concentrations as
functions of several independent variables. Independent variables include various rneteorologicaJ, land use, and other characteristics. Standard
errors for the equations were provided as a measure of uncertainty. For a detailed reference, refer
to Driver and Tasker’s large and complex tables.
| Method 4--Site-Specific or Modeled Flow
Data. To use this method conveniently, arrange
the calculations on computerized spreadsheeLs.
Depending on local data, calculations can be performed in several ways. The best situation is to
have continuously recorded local flow data and a
series of representative local EMC readings. Assuming a log-normal distribution of EMCs, calculate the mean of the EMCs (a) using a statistical
equation appropriate for the distribution
(Marsalek, 1990). First, take the natural logs (In) of
the EMC values and compute the mean (1~) and
variance (s2) of the natural logs. Then

where: e = Base of natural Iogarith~ms.
Calculate the confidence interval (C.L) of the
mean EMC estimate using the following equation:

3.31 m8/1-

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen
2.35 m8/l.
Nitrate-nitrogen
0.96 m8/1.
Chemical oxygen demand 90.8 mg/L
Biochemical oxygen demand 11.9 mg/L
Zinc
0.176 mg/L
Lead
0.180 mg/L
Copper
0.047 ml;/t,
Of course, EMCs from local measurements
should yield superior estimates. Data from other
sources (like Table 2.2) can supplement this listing. A recent comparison of several West Coast
watersheds found that Simple Model loading estimates usually agreed, within a factor of two, with

[4]

a - e(~* =~)

C.I. =" a" ¯ = 0" [$2/. ÷ 2" (s2)]/(n-1)l0"s

where:

[5]

+

is used for upper confidence limit;
Is used for lower confidence limit;
= 1.96 for 95% confidence interval
and 1.69 for 90%;
n - Numberof EMC values used to
find l~-

Consult a flow record to obtain the total flow
volume for the loading estimate period. Multiply
that volume by the mean EMC to get the loading;
then multiply it by the upper and lower confidence limits to get the estimate bounds.
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Lacking a flow record, use a hydrologic
model to estimate (see Chapter 1 ). One option is
to use Schueler’s formula for the runoff coefficient, Pj = 0.9, and the average precipitation for
the period, demonstrated in Method 2. This
method can also be used with a flow record but
no local concentration data by using NURP or
other published average EMC values.

ment from personnel. Therefore, only agencies
prepared to commit the resources for database development and expertise should embark on using
these models. Agencies that need to estimate
urban runoff water quality should determine their
objectives and select the most appropriate
method.

I Method .~--Mechantsttc ModeL This me~hod
includes comprehensive computerized models
like the Storage, Treatment, Overflow, and Runoff
Model (STORM) created by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers; Storm Water /~anagement i~odel
(SW~/I~) and Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF), both sponsored by U.S. EPA; and
Illinois Urban Drainage Area Simulation
(ILLUDAS) developed by the Illinois State Water
Survey. Detailed coverage of these models is beyond this manual’s scope, but the manual does
describe their general elements. The models conrain hydrologic and water quality components
and have mathematical algorithms that represent
the mechanisms generating and transporting runoff and contaminants. The hydrologic componen~s of both SWMM and HSPF stem from the
Stanford Watershed Model, first introduced almost 25 years ago, and produce continuous
hydrograph simulations,
The models structure the water quality components on a mass balance framework that represends the rate of change in pollutant mass as the
difference between pollutant additions and
losses. Additions, considered to be pollutant deposition, are computed as a linear function of
time. Soil erosion is usually calculated according
to the Universal Soil Loss Equation (see Chapter
1). Losses are represented by a first-order washoff
function (i.e., loss rate is considered to be a function of pollutant mass present); other losses are
modeled in mathematically similar ways. For example, both organic matter decomposition and
bacterial die-off are considered first-order reactions,
Some models, like SWMM, have both a receiving water and ru.noff component. These models treat some of the transformation processes that
can occur in water (e.g., dissolved oxygen depletion according to the Streeter-Phelps equation),
However, no model can comprehensively represent these numerous and complex processes,
These models require substantial local data
to set variable parameters in the calibration step
and to verify them for the intended application,
They also require considerable skill and commit-

Aquatic Sediment Impacts
A~some point in their life cycle, many aquatic organisms have their principal habitat in, on, or
near sediment. Sediments also hold pollutants introduced by urban runoff. Pollutants enter sediments in several ways. The most direct path is the
settling of solids-this physically changes sediment quality and carries along other pollutants
that change sediment chemistry or biology. Dissolved pollutants also move out of solution and
into sediments by such mechanisms as adsorption
of metals and organics at the sediment suriace;
ion exchange of heavy metals in water with native
calcium, magnesium, and other minerals in sediments; and precipitation of phosphorus.
Most aquatic sediments have a large capacity to receive such contaminants through these
processes. Also, many of the pollutants are conservative---once in sediments, they do not decompose or significantly change form. These
conservative pollutants include refractory organic
chemicals relatively resistant to biodegradation
and all metals. Consequently, these types of poilurants progressively accumulate in sediments.
Over the long term, discharge of even modest
quantities of pollutants can result in sediment
concentrations several orders of magnitude
higher thap in the overlying water. These contaminant reservoirs can be toxic to aquatic life to
which they come in direct contact, and can also
contaminate reservoirs far beyond the benthic
(bottom-dwelling) organisms by biomagnification
through the food web.
Historically, water quality has received more
attention than sediment contamination, in the
past 10 to 15 years, this view has changed because of mounting evidence of environmental
degradation in areas that meet water quality criteria. However, sediment toxicity investigations
are limited because we do not understand the factors that control contaminant bioavailability and
we lack accepted testing methods. The result is an
approach that emphasizes bioassay exposure
techniques either in situ or in the laboratory along

Water Quality in,.pac~s of ~rban Land
with chemical analysis of the sediments, overlying water, and/or sediment interstitial water (see

Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER

Aquatic Biological Impacts
of Urban Land Use
wide array of pollutants entering
aquatic ecosystems along with
urban runoff causes numerous potential
biological effects. These substances
often change in transport. Othe~ stresses
often associated with hydrologic
changes also accompany urbanization.
These different stressors interact, and the
receptor organisms under stress can
interact with one another. How an
urban runoff discharge might affect the
biota in a receiving water is thus very
complex, imperfectly understood, and
hard to forecast with assurance.
This chapter focuses on the most numerous,
complex, and difficult-to-manage aquatic ecosystern impacts. Table 3.1 provides a general summary of impacts and their causes. The table shows
that impacts include chemical effects such as degraded water quality; physical effects such as altered hydrology, degraded habitat, and sediment
transport; and biological effects such as altered
biotic interactions and death of organisms,
Chapter 3 presents illustrations that cover
key issues and the complex, interdisciplinary hature of aquatic biological impacts. Subjects coyered include hydrologic and related physical
impacts, the role of urban runoff in lake eutrophication, metals and their effects on aquatic organisms, thermal impacts of urbanization and urban
runoff management, and fish habitat impacts and
managing for habitat protection.
Water quality criteria are a regulatory attempt
to avoid adverse impacts on aquatic systems by setting limits on concentrations of specific chemical

pollutants that can reach receiving waters. However, relying on these criteria to manage urban
runoff is often not an effective strategy, because hiological damage can occur even when chemical
water quality criteria have been met.
Several factors can explain this dilemma.
Based in conventional toxicity, criteria do not represent the variable exposure pattern related to
urban runoff or the cumulative effects of pollutant
Ioadings over time. They also cannot account for
transformations between release and the point of
impact or for the many potential interactions in an

ecosystem.
As previously noted, pollutant concentrations are often not high enough in urban runoff,
which is diluted in receiving waterbodies, to directly or rapidly harm aquatic organisms. However, continued runoff drainage with relatively
low contaminant levels can eventually cause biological damage in two ways:
== Cumulative water quality stress can
result in chronic effects; and
== Pollutant accumulations in aquatic
sediment can especially affect organisms
that inhabit or spend considerable time in
or on the streambed or lake bottom.
While this chapter does not cover sediment
toxicity and its effects, Chapter 5 discusses both
sediment monitoring and using monitoring results
to assess biological effects. In addition, Burton
(1991) has published an extensive review of information on assessing toxicity of freshwater sediments.

Hydrologic and Related

Physical Impacts
Although water quality deterioration from urban
runoff is often considered the leading cause of
ecological damage, this is not always true.
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Table 3.1--Environmental concerns and impacts associated with urban runoff.
RESOURCE/
WATER USE
Groundwater
Aquatic
Habitat

CONCERN

Fluctuating water
levels and velocities

Altered thermal and mixing characteristics
Reduced habitat diversity
Erosion
~’

Low dry-season base
flow

Elimination of spawning beds
Reduced habitat
Reduced dilution capacity

Low dry-season
groundwater reserves

Sedimentation

Smotherinl~ of bottom communities and
spawning beds
Filling of stormwater impoundments
Transport of particuta!e-.associated pollutants
Lower dissolved oxygen, reduced prey capture,
clogging of fish gills
Lethal and noniethal stress to aquatic organisms

Erosion
Suspended solids

Increased water
temperature

Bacteria
Eutrophication

Recreation and
Aesthetics

Lower dry-season
reserves
Turbidity
Metals, organic
contaminants,
nitrates, chloride
Bacteria
Flooding and erosion

Nature enjoyment
Bacteria

Agricultural,
Residential,
and industrial
Land Use

increased impervious
catchment surface area
Peak discharge, high
runoff volume
High peak discharges and
runoff volumes
Low dry-season
groundwater resenes

Lower dry-season base flow in watercour~
Lower drinking water reserves
Physical destruction of habitat

Low dissolved
oxygen
Metals, organic
contaminants,
chlorides

Wildlife
Habitat

CAUSE

Lower dry-season
reserves
Erosion

Turbidity

Public Water
Supply

POTENTIAL NEGATIVE IMPAC’r ON
RESOURCE/WATER USE

FIoodin8 and erosion

Lethal and nonlethal stress to fish and other
aquatic organisms in water column and
bottom sediments
Bioaccumulation of contaminants and related
food chain effects
Osmotic stress
Groundwater pollution
Lethal and nonlethal stress to sensitive cold
water aquatic organisms
Increased metal toxicity and hydrocarbon
solubility
Diseases of aquatic organisms
Shellfish contamination
Algae blooms and nuisance aquatic plant growth
Low dissolved ox~en
Odors
Reduced water supply

Suspended solids
Biodegradable organic
material
Urban pollution

Solar heating of urban
surfaces and stored
runoff water
Fecal contamination
Nutrient enrichment

Taste, appearance

Lower dry-season
groundwater reserves
Suspended solids

Taste, odor, public health

Urban pollution

Public health
Physical destruction of environment
Dewatering and flooding of key habitat areas at
critical times
Reduction in streambank cover vegetation
See Aquatic Habitat and Wildlife Habitat

Fecal contamination
High peak discharges and
runoff volumes
Sedimentation

Public health in body contact waters
Degradation of fisheries and shellfish beds
Public safety
Damages to crops and farmland
Dan-~ges to buildings and contents
Reduction of’ useable land area

See Aquatic Habitat and
Wildlife Habitat
Fecal contamination
High peak discharges and
runoff volumes
Sedimentation

5ource: British Columbia Res. Corp. 1992.
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creasing ~e ~am’s op~ni~ to dissipate ene~ wi~out flowing or da~ging the channei.
An e~ensive ~udy comparing an u~an and
a nonu~an ~ream in w~em W~hin~on 5~te
found ~at hydrologic chang~ ~m u~anization
were the principal reamns that the u~an stream
fail~ to match i~ nonu~an countema~ in diversi~ and size of ,Imonid fish ~pulations and
: other biological indices (Richey, 1982).
In ~e Pacific No~h~ the im~ance
hydrologic alteration and i~ e~e~ on s~eam
i~ and ~e .Imonid m~u~e is widely recogniz~. A significant share of ~e u~n
manage~nt ~on g~ into controlling ~noff
water quanti~ to a~empt to r~ain pr~elo~
ment hydrologic pa~erns. In most other U.5. urbaniz~ areas, wi~ r~to remume prote~ion,
I~s a~ention is paid to controlling quantity to
maintain s~eam channel int~ri~ and more is paid
to quality control. Yet, ~e ~me hydrologic m~ification problems have ~ not~ eise~ere;
e.g., Mississippi ~l~n, 1967), Long Island
(~aburn, 1959), and Ma~land (Hammer, 1972).
The many chang~ brought on by u~anization tend to alter stream flow pa~erns in cha~cteri~ic ways. Figure 3.1 iilu~rates ~pical
hydrographs (flow ra~ versus time) for a stream
~fore and a~er wate~h~ u~anization. The
hydrograph emphasizes ~e higher peak flow rate
of urbaniz~ se~ings compared to preu~an conditions. A two-to-five-fold increase is common
(L~ld, 19~8), al~ough ~me ~reams show
even greater ri~s, esp~ially in arid areas.
When the channel cannot contain the
greater flow, fl~in8 r~ul~. If the flow is la~ely

U~anization alte~ t~ hydrologic ~ime of
su~ce wate~ by changing be way water ~cl~
through a d~ainage basin. In a natural ~ing, pr~
cipita~on is inte~ept~ or ~lay~ by ~e fo~t
canopy and ground c~er. Vege~tion, depr~
sions on the land, and soils provide e~ensive ~orage ~paci~ for pr~ipi~tion. Water exc~ing
this ~paci~ t~vels via shallow su~u~ace flow
and grou6dwater and eventually discharges gradually to su~ace wate~ies. In a for~, undistu~ watersh~, dir~ su~ace runoff occu~
rarely or not at all b~au~ pr~ipitation intensities do not exc~ ~il infiit~tion rates. ~
U~nization eff~ am multifacet~. Tr~
removal ~uces or eliminates interception storage and the water ~oir in ~iis. Loss of veg~
tation and duff ~om the unde~to~ takes away
another ~o~ge re~oir. Regradin~ eliminates
natural depressions. Im~ious su~aces, of
coupe, stop any infiltration and pr~uce su~ace
runoff. Even when su~aces remain ~ious,
buiidingo~en remov~,er~es, orcompa~to~
soil. The ex~sed rail re~rds infiltration and offe~ much less storage capaci~. ~elopment
replaces natural drainage systems with hydraulically e~cient pi~ or ditch ne~or~ ~at shorten
the travel time of mnofftothe r~eiving water,
Adjacent to w=e~i~, fl~dplain encroach~nt eliminat~ another ~o~ge zone
needed to diminish high flows. Clearing bank
vegetation removes the w~ supply ~at helps
slow down the flow and oEen helps prevent ~
and bank erosion. Clearing aim eliminat~ shade,
refuge, and f~ supply. U~an ~iden~ and high
~ream fio~ remove remaining w~, fu~her d~

Figure 3.1--.Hydrograph patterns tTpical of developed and undeveloped watersheds.

"~.
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\
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contained, high flow rates within the ~ame area
increase velocities. This can cause large shear
stresses that erode streambeds and banks. Shear
stress roughly increases proportionately to the
square of the velocity (Hynes, 1970). The doubling of velocity" could, for example, increase the
erosion potential by approximately four. Loss of
the stabilizing wood previously in the channel
magnifies the effect of’flow magnitude,
The hydrograph also indicates the urban
stream’s faster response to precipitation. Less obvious is the greater total volume, represented by the
integrated area under the urban stream curve,
When watersheds urbanize, a common runoff volume increase for any given storm is at least 50 percent (Leopold, 1968). Thus, changes in watershed
hydrology not only create more friction on the
stream channel materials at any instant in time, but
that stress also exists for a longer period while the
greater volume passes downstream. Runoff quantity control efforts to hold total volumes within predevelopment levels can only be achieved with
infiltration equivalent to that in the undeveloped
watershed. If storage volume and outlet are sized
properly, detention can restrict peak flow rates to
those leve!s, but it will not maintain lower volumes without the needed infiltration. Therefore,
even the best quantity control programs often cannot avoid stream channel damage,
The left side of Figure 3.1 shows that while
urban streams usually have higher flows during
and following rain storms, they also commonly
have lower baseflows between storm events. In
urban landscapes, baseflow decrease is a consequence of water’s rapid transport downstream before it can recharge the groundwater that
supplements streams in dry’ periods. During
droughts, baseflow deficit can have an especially
severe ecological impact,
These are short-term hydrologic patterns. Urbanization impacts with longer time frames are
even more evident. The frequency of recorded
high f~ows increases even more than the flow levels. In one Washington State stream, the flow rate
that had been reached only once in 10 years on
average before development increased in frequency to about even/two years after urbanization (Scott, 1982).
A computer model capable of continuous
simulation was applied to another western Washington basin (Booth, 1991). It compared a fully
forested basin with a developed 40 percent irapervious area. The model predicted that the predevelopment discharge, which occurs only once
in five years, would occur in 39 of 40 years after
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development. Moreover, the model forecasted
that in an average year, this discharge level could
be reached five times, separated by less than one
month in the wet season. The model estimated
that the predeveiopment five-year discharge
could occur bimonthly following development.
This 60-fold frequency increase dwarfs the 3.5
times increase predicted for lO-year peak flow
rates.
~:
A Long island study revealed the extent of
seasonat hydrologic shifts in urban streams. In
s~eral predevelopment streams, baseflow constituted 95 percent of the annual discharge; tP.a.: proportion dropped to 20 percent after develooment
(Simmons and Richard, 1982).
Some studies have measured urbanization
levels that cause significant hydrologic changes.
In a study of several Man/land watersheds, Klein
(1979) found hydrologic alteration evident with
12 percent impervious area and severe with 30
percent.

Ecological Consequences
of Hydrologic Changes
Along with extensive hydrologic modifications,
the ecological effects of urbanization on water
quantity are also significant. These effects come
mostly from habitat damage accompanying bydrologic alteration.
The most basic change is from erosion of the
stream channel that sweeps away various habitats
and expands the channel, increasing both width
and depth. While these increases can be steady
and gradual, they frequently occur abruptly in response to particular storms (Hammer, 1972; Leopold, 1973; Booth, 1991 ). Even in areas where the
stream has’been stable for years, massive changes
in channel dimensions can occur in the first large
storm after urbanization, affecting the stream’s ent~re course and profile. The regular meander and
I:x:~-rtffle patterns of streams not in highly confin=ng substrates will be modified as erosion and deposmon increase in magnitude and speed.
Rapid, nearly uncontrolled downcutting,
known as incision, can be especially dramatic
(Booth, 1990). Incision results when increased
flow and loss of the woody debris that dissipates
energy occur in relatively steep chan=~els with an
easily erodible substrate. While all channel damage is ecologically harmful, incision is especially
problematic because it removes virtually all habitat and supplies great quantities of sediment that
do further damage downstream.
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Research in several humid locations suggests
that flows larger than the five-year frequency discharge are sufficient to create large-scale channel
disruption(Carling, 1988; $idle, 1988). More than
anything else, the greatly increased incidence of
these flows explains the ecological vulnerability
of urban streams,
Even without the spectacular phenomenon
of incision, habitats are still damaged by complex
physical effects from elevated urban stream flows.
Impacts can include the following:
m Sediment deposits on gravel substrates
where fish spawn and rear young and ~,
where algal and invertebrate food sources
live;
m Sediment that fills pools where fish feed,
take refuge from predators, and rest;
~ Direct effects of suspended sediment on
aquatic organisms, like abrading 8ills and
other sensitive tissues, reducing light for
photosynthesis, reducing visibility for
catching food and avoiding predators, and
transporting metallic, organic,
oxygen.demanding, bacterial, and nutrient
pollutants;
~ Loss of riparian vegetation, as banks
erode, along with the loss of shade and
refuge it provides; and
,=, Loss of the protective qualities of the
large woodydebris,
Reduced baseflow produces its own set of
impacts. Summer temperatures increase because r
less water absorbs heat, and dissolved oxygen declines from the lower oxygen solubility of warmer
water. Less dilution of pollutants results in higher
concentrations, and shallower flow can interfere
with fish migrations and localized movements.
In the Washington State comparison of urban
and nonurban streams, Kelsey Creek, an urban
stream, experienced twice the bed scour of its
nonurban counterpart, Bear Creek (Scott, 1982).
As a consequence, sediment transport was three
times as great in KelseyCreek (Richey, 1982), and
fines were twice as prevalent in its substrates
(Scott, 1982). The invertebrate communities in
different benthic locations produced 14to24taxa
in Bear Creek but only six to 14 in Kelsey Creek
(Pedersen, 1981 ; Richey, 1982).
Saimonid fish diversity also differed. Bear
Creek had four salmonid species of different age
classes, whereas Keisey Creek had only one nonanadromous specie~ mainly represented by the 0-

to 1-year age class (Scott, 1982; Steward,
While both creeks generally met water quality criteria that protect aquatic life from toxicity, difierences still occurred. Although we cannot
explicitly determine the relative roles of hydrology and water quality, much evidence shows that
hydrologic alteration and the related sediment
transport were most responsible for the biological
= effects (Richey, 1982).
King County (Washington) Surface Water
Management Division (unpublished data) has examined various aspects of urban hydrology’s
fluence on the valued salmon. Data show a
significant decrease in young salmon survival in
both large and small streams when events occur
that are equal to or larger than the five-year frequency discharge. Since the frequency of events
increases tremendously after urbanization, salmonids experience 8real difficulty even in relatively
clean urban streams.
The King County investigations also pointed
out the relationship between urbanization level
and biological integrity. The study rated channel
stability along numerous stream reaches and related it to the proportion of the watershed’s impervious areas. Stability was significantly lower with
more than 10 percent imperviousness (Booth and
Reinelt, 1993). The study rated habitat quality
along 87 miles (140 km) of streams in two basins
according to four standard measures. Marked
habitat degradation occurred at 8 to 10 percent
impervious area. Population data on cutthroat
trout and less tolerant coho salmon from streams
draining nine catchments did not show a distinct
threshold. They indicated, however, that population shifts are measurable with just a few percent
of impervious area and become substantial
yond 10 to 15 percent (Lucchetti and
Fuerstenber~, 1993).
King County also studied urbanization irapacts on freshwater wetlands. Cage readings determined mean water level fluctuations (WLR,
and a geographic information system related
them to various watershed variables. Biological
measures were analyzed using mean WLF. The
richness (species representation) of both plant~
and amphibians significantly decreased when
mean WLF exceeded 20 cm (7.8 in). WLF depends on various watershed and wetland morphologicai conditions, but typically surpar~es 20
cm when impervious are=~ are around 10 percent
(Taylor, 1
Information consistently indicates that placing impervious surface on some 10 percent of a
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watershed creates significantly negative hydrologic, habitat, and ecological responses. To cornplicate the picture, development located
immediately adjacent to rather than away from a
waterbody changes the circumstances. Nonetheless, information of this type provides a basis for
protective watershed management through planning and zoning.
"

Urban Runoff in Lake Eutrophication
Eutrophication is the process through which algal
biomass increases overall--especially during
~bioom" periods-from increased loading of the
nutrient that had previously been in shortest supply relative to need (limiting nutrient). The limiting
nutrient in lakes around the world is usually either
phosphorus or nitrogen, but is most often and
most consistently phosphorus (P) in freshwater
lakes, in addition to promoting larger quantities of
algae, enrichment typically changes the composition of the algal community. One-celled diatoms
give way to filamentous green forms, followed by
blue-green forms with a larger nutrient supply,
Eutrophication degrades lake ecosystems in
several way.~. The filamentous algae are poorer
food than diatoms to herbivores because of their
structure and, sometimes, bad taste and toxicity.
Filamentous algae clog water intakes and boat
propellers and form odorous masses when they
wash up on beaches. They also reduce water clarity, making swimming unpleasant. When a large
biomass dies at the end of the bloom, its decomposition by bacteria creates high oxygen demand.
In summer, eutrophic lakes that thermally stratify
usually have little or no oxygen in the bottom straturn of water,
As discussed in Chapter 2, urban areas have a
number of nutrient sources, and nutrient Ioadings
increase with the development level. The following hypothetical case study discusses the potential
of urbanization to change the trophic status of a
lake. It compares the lake’s trophic state at 10, 50,
and 75 percent watershed urbanization. The case
assumes the following conditions:
Lake area--100 ha (271.1 acres)
Lake mean depth--3 m (9.84 ft)
Lake water residence time--1 year
Watershed area--5 km2 (12.36 acres)
Walker (1987) developed a regression equation (r2 = 0.69, standard error = 24) from Minnesota watersheds relating P export to urbanization:
P export (kg,&m=) = 1.02 ¯ (percent urban) + 2.92

PART I. Tcc.hnical Issues
Although this equation is quite simplified
and omits impervious area and other specific~ of
the urbanization type, it gives a rough indication
of urbanization effects. This example refers to a
lake originally in an oligotrophic ~tate. Actual
lakes differ in their trophic gates even without anthropogenic effects.
The export for the different urbanization icyels can be e’stih~ated and expres~.=d in terms of its
distribution over the lake area, as summarized in
T~ie 3.2. Vollenweider and Dillon (1974) care8~rized trophic status using data from a number of
lakes. They found that boundaries between oligotrophic (relatively unenriched) and rnesotrophic
(moderately enriched) systems, and between
mesotrophic and eutrophic systems (highly enriched), could be drawn by considering the relationship between P loading over the lake area and
the ratio of mean depth/water residence time (Figure 3.2).
Table 3.2---Phosphorus Ioadin~ a~ociated with
hypothetical ~a=e study condition=.

% UP, BAN

XNNU~.
TOTAL
(k~/’y)

DISTRIBUTION OVER
tAKE ARF.A
(k~,t ¯ y)

10

50

o.s

50

250

2.5

75

375

3.75

The graph, tabulated data, and mean
depth/water residence time ratio of 3 can be used
to see that 10 percent urbanization, which would
be equival.ent to a few percent impervious area,
keeps the lake safely in the oligotrophic region.
Urbanization at the S0 percent level places the
lake in the mesotrophic zone. The highest level of
urbanization takes the lake into the eutrophic area.
The exercise can be extended to consider
how much P loading control would have to be
provided in some way to reach certain lake water
quality protection objectives. The typical P loading of a 75 percent urban watershed would need
to be reduced 47 percent to keep the lake from
passing from its position of 10 percent urban land
use into the mesotrophic zone. To keep it more
safely in the oligotrophic area--for example, at a
loading of 1.5 kg/ha ¯ y---a 60 percent reduction
would be needed. This efficiency is very hard to
achieve with urban runoff treatment practices (see
Chapter 8). Even with this level of control, how-
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Mean Dept~=er Residence Time (m/yr)
~urce: Vollenweider and Dillon, 1974.

ever, the loading would still be three times the
amount at 10 percent urbanization,
A version of this analysis was performed for
Lake Samrnamish, Washington, using pollutant
loading coefficients mostly derived from local
data instead of the regression equation. Also, a
model was developed to simulate the lake’s responge to P loading and calibrated with data
taken in the lake itself (Welch et al. 1985i Shuster
et al. 1986). Planning agencies estimated that urbanization would increase from 16 percent of the
watershed in 1975 to 46 percent in 2000, in the
form of single- and multiple-family residential
and commercial land uses. On the basis of median values of the loadin8 coefficients, P loading
per unit area of the lake surface was projected to
rise from 4.3 to 7.5 kg/ha- y in that time.--a 74
percent increase. These levels are higher than
those in the hypothetical case because the water-

shed of the main tributaryto Lake Sammamish has
relatively high natural soil sources of P. Nevertheless, the lake’s mean depth of 17.7 m (58.1 ft) and
water residence time of 1.8 years give it a ratio
sufficient to place it low in the mesotrophic zone
(Figure 3.2) in 1975. Increased urbanization
would send it into the eutrophic area. The projections were used to devise strategies for P source
control and runoff treatment.

The Effects of Ptetals on
Aquatic Organisms
Metals are the toxic contaminants most commonly
found in urban runoff. Because the exposure patterns of runoff differ from the standard laboratory
procedures traditionally used to gage toxicity,
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metals’ role in causingtoxic reactions in aquatic

TEM~’BATU~,E

t ~NIOW TROUT LCs0

]l

(’C~

ments are needed to develop a clearer picture
and, eventually, more appropriate water quality
criteria for waters affected by urban runoff.
For now, clues come from some completed
experiments. Davies (1986) summarized a series
of experiments with rainbow trout. Although the
focus was on mining’discharges, results provide
some useful insights to consider toxicity in urban
runoff. The fotlowing account of the findings conrains remarks on the significance for urban runoff,
which appear in ita[ics.
Note: LCs0 (96 h) means the
concentration lethal to 50 percent of the
test organisms in a 96.hour exposure.

~

6

0.83

10

0.41

15

0.24

Metals Toxicity to Fish
1. Increases in pH, alkalinity, and hardness decrease metal toxicity,
HARDNESS ALKALINITY
(m~. aS CaCO3) (m~/l. a~ CaCO3~
227
315

RAINBOW TROUT
LCS0 (~ h)
(m~ Z~/I.)
7.21

102

81

1.00

23

20

0.56

Hardness (Ca+2 and/vtg+2) antagonizes toxic
metal uptake at the gill surface by competing
for uptake sites. Alkalinity plays a role in
bioavailability by providing bicarbonate and
carbonate ligands under pH control to cornplex metals in either soluble or insoluble form,
removing them irom the toxic ionic state. In alkaline waters, metals are not acutely toxic
until enough are present to overwhelm the hicarbonate-carbonate buffering system that
precipitates lead carbonate complexes. Organic ligands may also form complexes of low
toxicity, a subject that has not been well studled. Particulate metals and those adsorbed to
particles are relatively nontoxic.
Therefore, runoff discharge to wellbuffered waters with most metals in the
solid state creates less toxic reactions
than dissolved metal discharge to soft
waters,

¯

I

organisms is unclear. Different Wpes of experi-

2. Metal toxicity generally increases as temperature increases because of increased chemical
activity and metabolism.
~

¯!

!

SOFT WATER (m~ Zn~)

Therefore, runoff discharge in the winter
and runoff to shaded orgroundwater-fed
waters inthan
the summer
create
less toxic
~’ reactions
into warm
waters.
3. Smaller, younger organisms are more sensitive
to metals, and fish are generally more sensitive
than macroinvertebrates.
Therefore, runoff discharge during
rearing periods creates more toxic
reactions than during adult stages.
4. If exposed during the embryonic stage in soft
water, fish can acclimate to metals and are less
sensitive to higher exposures later. Rainbow
trout were approximately four times more sensitive to both cadmium (Cd) and zinc (Zn)
when not exposed embryonically, compared
tO fish that were exposed (chronic effect/noeffect concentrations of approximately 1
Cd/L and 50 I~g Zn/L for unexposed fish. compared to approximately 4 and 200 for exposed
trout). Acclimation ability was confirmed by
two-week and one-year experiments in a zinccontaminated reservoir. However, acclimation
does not appear to occur with lead (Pb) and
silver FAg), nor in hard water.
Therefore, relatively lowcontinuous
exposures throughout life can somewhat
insulate fish from periodic elevated
expbsures in runoff.
5. Metal toxicity increases as exposure period
lengthens.
I
!
I

I

(DAYS)

I
I

RAINBOW TROUT LCso
SOFT WATER (m~

4

I

1.17

EXPOSURE

14

0.20

Therefore, fish can better tolerate a high
exposure for a short interval than
continuous delivery. This observation,
however, says nothing about the
potential reaction to repeated, periodic
exposures, as with urban runoff
discharge.
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6. The apparent mechanism of acute (one to four
days) metal toxicity in fish is gill irritation by
the ionic metal, causing mucus secretion and
internal destruction of gill epithelium, resulting in suffocation. Chronic (one-week to oneyear) toxicity can negatively affect reproduction, growth, physiological and behavioral
development, and/or cause death through the
breakd,Qwn in metabolic or other biochemical
functions,
7. :Free" metals include the most toxic ionic
forms, as well as other labile forms. Most or all
metals present can be ~ree in soft waters~ut
can be a small fraction of total metals in hard
waters, thus allowing fish in hard water~ to
withstand much higher total metals in acute
exposure. However, toxicity of free metals is
similar in soft and hard water.
HARDNESS
(mf,/f. as CaCO3)
290
385

P.AINBOWTROUT LCsO (96 h)
(m~ PE/L)
TOTAL
FREE
1
"
1.47
471
542

32

1.17

1.32
1.17

8. Chronic toxicity exhibits trends similar to
acute toxicity with respect to free and total
metals, but at much lower levels,
WATER

EFFECT/NO-EFFECT
PHYSIOLOGICAL A~NORMALrrY (~ rb~l.)
FREE
TOTAL

Hard

18.2-31.6

120.0--360.0

Soft

7.2-14.6

7.2- 14.6

9. Complexation, which reduces the more toxic
free metals, is not instant (e.g., two days fo¢
cadmium to come to equilibrium), and mo~ality increases in tests with unaged water.
Urban runoffdynamicsdonotailow
time to complete complexation, and
therefore buffering is a srnallerbenef’R
with intermittent than with continuous
releases,
10.’Toxic" concentrations are frequently measured in natural water samples, but fish still
live. This contradiction probably stems partly
from acclimation and partly from comparin8 a
standard meant for continuous exposure with

a condition that is only intermittent. However,
the contradiction is also a function of using
acid to preserve samples, which frees metals
from soils and other particles, and from using
the nonselective atomic absorption technique.
11.The use of a dissolved metals measurement
can only approximate the toxic forms because
some are solubilized over time. "Potentially
-" .-dissolved" metals can be determined in runoff
by waiting to filter for 8 to 96 hours after acidifying the sample, but this method has not been
well tested.
Realistic water quality criteria for waters
affemedby urban runoff require
considering duration and fi’equency of
exposures, chemical forms, and species.

Aquatic Invertebrate Response
to Zinc Exposure
Homer (in press) performed experiments with the
invertebrate amphipod Hyalella azteca that further clarify the observations in points 4 and 5,
summarized in Figure 3.3. Organisms were given
two types of zinc exposures--continuous and intermittent (three times for 24 hours each)~at the
same concentration. Total Ioadings were close
(122 mg with continuous and 90 mg with intermittent). The number of organisms in the continuously exposed community declined gradually at
first but stabilized by the end of the 18-day experiment, with a mean survival for individuals of 11.3
days. The concentration was lower than the
chronic aquatic life criterion. In contrast, the periodically exposed community declined in steps
with each exposure and went extinct by the end
(mean survival was 8.5 days).
The same type of experiment was run with a
higher loading level (approximately 210 mE) produced by either continuous exposure at 65 ~g/L or
intermittent exposure in the same pattern as the
first experiment at 350 I~,/L. The continuously ex~ community reacted much as in the first exI~riment, although the higher concentration
caused a more rapid initial die-off that reduced
mean survival to 9.6 days. Still, the surviving
number was about the same as in the first experiment, despite the higher concentration and loading. The intermittent exposure caused extinction
after the second treatment, and mean survival was
only 5.0 days.
These results clearly indicate that organisms
in the same species tolerate metal toxicity differently. Stronger organisms can survive continuous
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~igure 3.3-.-Re’d)onse~ of Hyalella azteca to constant and intermittent expo~ure= to zinc.
30Low Loading
20--

Controls

~
A. 30 I~/L (constant); 122 mg

10- ¯
Number of
Live
Amphipods

0
0-

0

~r

0

B

High Loading

Controls
C. 65 ~g/L (onstant); 214 mg
D. 0 or 3501~L (C) ); 209 mg
D

0
0

5

10
Day

15

2O
’

NOTE: Zinc exposures were delivered either at constant concentrations (given in the units lag/L) or intermittently for a
24.hour period on the day, indicated by the circular symbol. The mass values (given in the units rn8) represent the total

zinc Ioadings for the entire experimental period.
5ource: R.R. Homer.

exposure to concentrations that kill others. In the
first experiment, inability to tolerate the same concentration, if intermittent, suggests that, when a
threatening condition continues, acclimation delenses may develop over time. Once past the initial period, these defenses probably allow stronger
organisms to continue to survive and stabilize the
community. Response to the first intermittent exposure in the second experiment shows that, even
if the effect to some is severe, the remaining organisms can persist. However, they cannot withstand
a second episode of severe shock,
These experiments demonstrate that the irnportant factor is not necessarily pollutant loading
but how it is delivered. The findings have substantial implications for urban runoff management-criteria should specify both maximum
concentrations for several lengths of exposure, as
they do now, and maximum lower concentrations
not to be repeated more than once in certain intervals. However, much more work is needed to
arrive at the appropriate criteria. A second implication is that the common practice of managing
by trying to restrict loading increases may not be

successful if we do not develop and incorporate
our knowledge of how loading is generated.

Thermal impacts of
Orban Runoff
Aquatic life forms have characteristic temperature
preferences and tolerance limits. Fish of interest
to humans, like trout and salmon, and their preferred invertebrate food sources have lower
ranges and maximums than others. In summer,
urban runoff can warm receiving waters to the
detriment of these organisms because of lower
oxygen concentration in the water. The warmer
the water, the less dissolved oxygen can be absorbed by the water and be available to the fish.
Urban runoff management facilities can further
aggravate the situation when they hold water for
an extended time in hot weather. These conditions exist in most of the nation, excluding a narrow band along the Pacific coast west of the Sierra
and Cascade Mountains. The Metropolitan Wash-

J~J
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ington Counci[ of Governments (Galli, 1991) investigated the local thermal impacts of urban runoff and its management and reached the
following conclusions:
1. Air temperature was the strongest influence on
stream water temperature,
2. Average stream temperature increased linearly
with impervious area percentage,
3. Some temperaturecriteriaviolationsoccurred
with 12 percent impervious area; they increased in severity and frequency with more

imperviousness.

B

4. All structural treatment practices tested that
had a surface discharge caused some violations of temperature criteria under both
baseflow and storm runoff conditions,
5. The order of the practices in both.raising receiving water temperatures and causing violations, from least to most serious, was
Infiltration basins < extended-detention
wetlands < extended-detention dry
ponds < wet ponds,
6. Based on the findings from a literature review,
the investigators concluded that the thermal
conditions produced by urban runoff and
treatment facilities could cause algal succession from cold-water (mainly diatoms) to
warm-water filamentous green and blue-green
species, as well as severe impacts on coldwater invertebrates and fish, where they exist,
7. The findings have important implications for
facility selection and design, especially to
shade pools and outlets.
¯

The following case study illustrates points
two and three, summarizing habitat requiremen~
of trout and salmon and citing limits tolerated by
various organisms. While salmon are located in
only a small area of the nation, trout are prevalent
and valued throughout the northern portion and
higher altitude, cooler areas farther south. Protecting diversiW in aquatic systems requires
knowledge of the variation in species require~n~nts. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss causes of reduced diversity; other chapters deal with
strategies to overcome these problems (point 4).

Life Cycle Characteristics
/~4anagers must pay attention to organisms’ life cycles, which ca~ differ ~ignificantly even among
closely related species. Table :3.3 summarizes the
life-cycle characteristics of six ocean-going Pacific salmon species. Different fish carry out their
migrations, reproduction, and rearing at different
times and have freshwater stages of various
lengths. Management must ensure that the sensitive young fish have the conditions they need at
the right time and that barriers to migration do not
bar passage of either the returning adults or searunning young.
Habitat Requirements
Following is a summary of physical and chemical
requirements of various salmonid species and life
stages that define their habitat requirements,
drawn from Bjomn and Reiser (1991), except as
noted. As with life cycle characteristics, substantial differences exist among species.
For migration of anadromous adults
Temperature maximum: 15.6"C, except for
chinook (dependent on seasonal run--13-3"C

Fish Habitat Impacts and

spring, 20.0"Csummer, 19.4"Cfall).

Habitat Protection

(0.24 m).

Depth minimum: 0.18 m, except for chinook

Velocity maximum (sustainable for 5-8
minutes/sustainable in extended cruising,
both in meters/seconds) (after Kerr Wood
1. Settin8 clear objectives for the effort;
Leidai Associates Ltd. and D. B. Lister and
Associates Ltd., 1980):
2. Understanding what chemical and physical
Coho
3.2J2.7
(including habitat) characteristics organisms
Chinook(fail) 3.3/2.7
need to meet the objectives;
Sockeye
3.1/1.0
4.2/1.4
Steelhead
3. Understanding what can disrupt these characDissolved oxygen minimum: Reduced
teristics; and
performance when below saturation; sharply
¯ reduced when below 6.5-7.0 ms/L; lower
4. Understanding what can cause these disruptions and how to overcome the problems.
limit $.0 mg/L
Effective, comprehensive management of any natural resource has several prerequisites:
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Table 3.3-.-Life cycle characteristics of anadromous saimonid
FRESHWATER

ADULT

SPECIES

MIGRATION

SPAWNING

EMERGENCE ~l

JUVENILE

~’I’AGE

DIET

MIGRATION

SeptemberNovember

OctoberDecember

April-May

I year

Insects
Fish fry

May-June

Chinook (fall) SernemberOctober

OctoberNovember

March-April

2-3 months

insects

May-July

Sockeye

September-

April-May

I year (lake)

Zooplan~on

April--lune

Coho

AugustI" September

Pink

AugustSeptember

SeptemberOctober

April-May

None

In sea

April-May

Chum

SeptemberDecember

OctoberJanuary

Al3ril-May

None

In sea

April-May

Steelhead

All months

January-May

June-JuJy

2-3 years

Insects
Fish fry

April-June

Source: Kerr WOOd Leidal Assoc. and 13.B. Lister Assoc. 1980.

Barriers: ideal falls heisht to pool depth =
I :I .25; maximum fails height 2.1-2.4 m,
except for steelhead (3.4 m) (0.8 m for
nonanadromous brown trout).

For spawning adui~s
Stream flow: Weighted usable (spawning)
area (WUA) is a function of depth, velocity,
and substrate and is related to discharge by
In-stream Flow Incremental Methodology
(IFIM) species models,
Dissolved ox),~en minimum: 7 mE,/L (Welch
1980).
Temperature maximum:
Anadromous: coho and steelhead--9.4"C,
sockeye--12.2"C, chum and pink~l 2.8"C,
chinooks13.9’C,
Nonanadromous: brown trout~12.8"C,
cutthroat troutw17.2"C, rainbow
trout--20.0"C,

Velocity range:
Anadromous: generally 20-40 cm/s minimum
to approximately I m/s maximum.
Nonanadromous: cutthroat trout--t1-72
cm/s, brown trout~21-64 cm/s, rainbow

trout--48-91 cm/s.

Substrate size range:
Anadromous: 1.3-1 0.2 cm (except 0.6 cm
minimum for steelhead).
Nonanadromous: rainbow trout--5.2 cm
maximum, brown trout--?.6 cm maximum,
cutthroat troutwl0.2 cm maximum (0.6 cm
minimum in each case).
For egg incubation

Redd area/spawning pair: Dependent on
species and space availability; ranses from
order 0.1-1.0 m2 for nonanadromous trout, to
1-10 m2 for steelhead and smaller salmon, to
10-20 m2 for chinook,

Temperature maximum:
Anadromous: 13.3"C, except for chinook
(14.4"C~) (Welch, 1980, recommended 12.8"C
for all salmon and trout).
Substrate size minimum: Data show that
embryo survival declines from near 100
percent with near 0 percent fines < 6.35 mm,
to approximate 50 percent with 20-40 percent
fines (species dependent--order 20 percent
for cutthroat, 30 percent for rainbow, 40
percent for chinook and steelhead), to near 0
percent with > 50-60 percent fines.

Depth minimum:
Anadromous: sockeye and pink~15 cm,
coho and chum--18 cm, steelhead and
chinooks24 cm (except 30 cm for summer
chinook).
Nonanadromous: cutthroat trout---6 cm,
rainbow trout~l 8 cm, brown trout~24 cm.

Dissolved oxygen minimum: Percent survival
exhibits a linear relationship with DO for
some species (e.g., steelhead); percent
survival drops below 50 percent when
DO < 8-9 mg/L and low DO reduces size and
a threshold relationship for other~ (e.g., coho,
where the threshold is approximately 8-9 roB/L).
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CHAFTER 3
ForjuvenIle rearing
Temperature preferences:
Anadromous: 12-14"C, except for steelhead
(10-13"Q.
Nonanadromous: 14-16"C f or brook trout,
Dissolved oxygen minimum: Data show a
threshold relationship generally exists, with
the threshold at approximately 4 mE/]. and a
very rapid decline in survival below that level.
Space minimum: Depends on age and size;
anadromous fish with a short freshwater
rearin8 period need 0.01-0ol m2/fish and
those with an extended freshwater rearing
period need 0.5-5 m2/fish; nonanadromo~s
fish need 5-100 m2/fish.
Streamflow: IFIM models also exist for rearing.
Depth range: Highly variable; mostly in range
30-75 cm.
Velocity maximum: Variable with few data
showing preferences above 40 cm/s.
Substrate size minimum: Embedding large
substrate with fines ( < 6 ram) reduces
juvenile densities (faster in winter than in
summer); density decreased to about half of
maximum with about 30 percent
embeddedness in winter for steelhead and
chinook.
Cover: Cutthroat trout biomass exhibited an
exponential decline with cover loss in one
study; in another study steelhead and chinook
biomass was higher with more diversity in
cover types and benefited most with
increased amounts of side overhang and
brush,

Examples of Management Strategies
"1. Culverts are a common impediment to fish
movements. Considerations are depth, length
and veiociW in relation to the fish’s ability to
swim against the velocity long enough to pass
through the culvert, and vertical drop at the
downstream end. For example, smaller,
slower-swimmin8 .sockeye salmon adult migran~ would need a lower velocity and
smaller vertical jump than steelhead. Table 3.3
also shows that favorable conditions would
have to be maintained at different times (late
summer for sockeye and throughout the year
for steelhead).
2. A frequ’ent mistake in protecting and restoring
fisheries habitat is to underestimate the space
needed for a pair to spawn and each juvenile
to rear. Successful spawning for larger fish and
those with a longer residency requires that

AquaLic Biological impacts of fJrban Land ~se
substantial suitable bed space be created or
protected. For example, to provide for spawn.
ing and rearing of brown trout, 0.1-1.0 m" of
substrate with 0.6-7.6 cm material must be
provided for each spawnin8 pair. The water
should be no warmer than 12.8"C, at least 24
cm deep, and have at least 7 mg/L DO and reIocity in the range 21-64 cm/s. Each juvenile
= . would need much more space (5-100
however, at comparable conditions (except
lower velocity). Anadromous fish would ~eed
more territory for spawning but less for rearing.
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CHAPTER 4

Water Quality Monitoring
o obtain conclusive data on url~n
runoff and its effects on the
watershed is difficult and expensi~;e.
Therefore, monitoring programs that

collect data must be carefully de.signed
to be cost-effective. This chapter
suggests a general process for designing
water quality monitorin8 programs,

whether the monitoring subject is water
quality, sediments, or biological
organisms,
This process comes mainly from reseamh to
improve monitoring program design in urban runoff and other nonpoint source fields. Consult
Reinelt, Homer, and Castensson (1992); Reinelt,
Homer, and Mar (1988); Mar et al. (1986); and
other references and sources for more details,
Guidance on sediment and biological monitoring
programs follow in subsequent chapters,
The suggested analytical process has five
steps:
1. SpeciE/monitoring program objectives;
2. Determine the level of effort to devote
to the analysis;
3. Perform a systematic analysis
appropriate to the problem and
objectives;
4. Use the analysis results to tentatively
specify monitoring program elements;
and
.5. Evaluate the tentative monitoring
program for cost.effectiveness and
finalize according to evaluation results,

Monitoring Program
. Design Steps
1. Specify monitoring program

objectives
Establishing objectives is essential, even though
they cannot always be specified in great detail.
The most thoughtful statements, agreed upon by
all stakeholders, should guide the monitoring program design and conduct. Objectives stem from.
the nature of the problem or decisionmakin8 need
that requires data collection. Urban runoff management problems include the following:
m Defining the water quality status of a
discharge or waterbody;
m Identifying problem areas, their sources,
or both;
m Selecting locations to apply problem
abatement strategies;
" Evaluating alternative abatement
strategies both prior to and after
implementing control techniques;
I Calibrating and verifying runoff
simulation models; and
¯" Researching (e.g., to identify ways that
contaminants affect organisms).
Every monitoring program should, if possible, formulate objectives at two levels.--general
and specific. General objectives describe what
must be accomplished to solve the overall problem or meet the need. For example
" Obtaining a baseline definition of the
effect a proposed development will have on
water quality in a lake.
-, Determining long-term trends in
sediment accumulation of metals in a
poorly flushed bay.
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1 Finding the contamination source that
has closed a shellfish bed to harvesting,
Specific objectives relate directly to measurements and produce results to meet the general
objectives. Some examples related to the third
general objective--finding the contamination
source--are
I Determining t, be annual fecal coliform
Ioadings contributed by agricultural, septic
drain field, and urban runoff sources,
I Identifying the three largest sources of
fecal coliform loading to the shellfish bed
area.
These objectives can be stated in more detail
and more specificalJy, particularly regarding measurements (e.g., zinc and chromium as the specific
metals; percent Ephemeroptera [mayflies] +
Plecoptera [stoneflies] + Trichoptera [caddisflies]
as the macroinvertebrate measure) when step 3 of
the general design process is completed. Using

this process ensures careful decisionmaking at
each step and counters the tendency to use ageneric monitoring strategy that may not relate to the
program goals. Exercising discipline to make careful assessments is the best way to be cost-effective
in monitorin8.
2. Determine the level of effort
~ monitoring program can range from simple and
inexpensive to thorough and costly, depending on
the objectives for the particular program. The elfort expended depends on the quantity and type
of information available, the detail of additional
reformation needed, the resources of the designers, and the urgencyto begin monitoring.
Available information can help target new
monitoring and substantially reduce costs. Therefore, designers should incorporate this information in their analysis, using techniques in this
manual. Some problems may not be worth extensive effort, while others demand it. For example,
merely determining whether a problem exists at a
particular place is often straightforward and may
not need extensive analysis. On the other hand,
monitoring to allocate resources for solving problems in a large, complex watershed may require a
substantially greater level of analysis,
Even if little guidance information exists, and
the designer has limited time and resources, at
least the basic analytical process should be applied. After developing a preliminaw information
base, the designer can always review the system-
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atic analysis of the problem and objectives in
more detail later.
3. Perform a systematic analysis
As the core of the process, step 3 represents the
most effort. The analyst should give priority to key
factors causing the problem.
This syste, matic analysis is often referred to as
a watershed analysis. The term watershed broadly
signiiies an area, large or small, that drains a land
~’rface to a point of interest. While a watershed
can be a small catchment with a simple drainage
system, for now we will consider a watershed as a
landscape of some size and complexity draining
through a network of artificial and natural conveyances to a natural waterbody. Thus, the analysis involves surveying watershed characteristics,
identifying the most critical potential problems
and sources, and highlighting the most critical
places, times, and biological units that manifest
the problems.
A watershed inventory involves collecting
the appropriate level of data according to the
needs of the project. While the level of detail may
vary, your inventory should include developing a
basin map; identifyin8 such features as land uses,
soils, topographic information, and hydrologic
data; and identifying potentially critical problem
source locations (e.g., earth-moving activity, industrial areas, major traffic concentrations) or
areas potentially sensitive to problems (e.g., fisheries and other productive resource areas, rare or
endangered resources, stream reaches vulnerable
to major channel damage). Obtaining any available data on these features and field reconnaissance are key tasks in a watershed inventory.
Identifying critical problems and sources
should be a systematic process of formulating a
brc~ad list and then narrowing it by prioritizing
items, with the level of effort chosen in step 2 dictat,ng the scale of the analysis. For example, to
find the principal sources of water quality deterioration in a river draining a large watershed, we
may suspect that certain areas and activities need
our attention. However, this judgment should be
tested by some quantified, comparative estimates
of pollution quantities like those models suggested in Chapter 2. Although such a model may
be overly generalized, simplified, and not calibrated locally, its purpose is not to reach a final
decision, but to guide the design of a monitoring
program. Even with a small effort level, the sirepiest model can often bring objectivity and rigor
to the analysis.
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monthly). Natural phenomena do not occur at
Identifying critical places, times, and recepevenly spaced intervals, h~ost places, for examtor organisms presents a more difficult problem,
pie, have seasonal differences in the type,
We must at least conceptualize the relationship
amount, and/or intensity of precipitation. Accordbetween problem occurrence and timing and the
inRIy, stratify sampling to consider these events.
potential damage for habitats, species, and life
For instance, visits might be scheduled for times
stages. While models can sometimes help, they
of highest runoff when pollutant delivery is greatare usually too simple or inconvenient. Ideally,
est and at lowest flow when pollutants concenthe specialists (e.8., water quality engineer, by¯
o-tra.te
most. Transitional periods would get less
drologist)’will work closely with an ecologist f acoverage.
miliar with the waterbody, its ecology, and natural
How to sample is discussed in the guidance
history to judge these critical factors.
Reviewing the original objectives for their following step S.
continued appropriateness is a good praglice.
Objectives will likely need to be modified or
5. Evaluate the tentative monitoring
made more specific with the increased knowl-

edge.

program and finalize

Evaluate the step 4 tentative monitoring program
according to its number of samples. The sample
numbers and the analyses specified are factors
elements tentatively
that directly determine the program’s cost and
probable effectiveness. Monitoring programs freIf performed properly, the systematic analysis of
quently fail to provide the desired information,
step 3 will provide sufficient information to give
tentative shape to the monitoring program. In
even when performed flawlessly, because the
desiRninR the program, determine
samples are insufficient to achieve an accepted
level of statistical assurance. This failure results
¯ ,, What to sample;
from the high variability in runoff and natural
m Where to sample;
aquatic systems. For example, variability prevents
us from attaining a high level of statistical confi¯ ., When to sample;
dence that an average water quality condition
¯., How many samples to take on each
meets a criterion or that a new discharge creates a
occasion (replicates);
change in a biological community.
m How to sample; and
Sources of variability include spatial differences
in a landscape or waterbody, differences
m What to analyze in samples,
over time (temporal variability), and measurement error. Measurement errors can be reduced
The design should set objectives, identify
by usinR better techniques, if they exist. C)therpotentially critical problems, and target the moniwise, collecting replicate samples quantifies the
torinR program, considering cost-effectiveness,
measurement error component. Increasing samThus, the objectives and analytical findings
pie numbers can overcome natural spatial and
should dictate the media to be sampled, the Iocatemporal
variability, unless they are enormous;
tions and times of sampling, and the analyses to
but that strategy raises cost.
be performed. This philosophy rejects working
from prescribed sampling scopes and frequencies
The basic task is to determine the number of
and standard lists of analytical measures. It advosamples (stations, occasions, and replicates)
cates tailoring the program to a specifiC: level of
needed to meet the objectives, considering varieffort to meet stated objectives developed from a ability and budget limits. Using the optimal nurnsystematic analysis--all to advance program costbet of samples to reach a conclusion will produce
the maximum confidence level for a set budget, or
effectiveness. The tentative decisions on monitoring program design are further evaluated in step 5
a minimum cost for a set assurance level. These
before they are finalized,
options, representing two ways to maximize the
monitorin8 program’s cost-~..ffectiveness, can only
Decidin8 when to s~mple includes planninR
be applied if some data are already available to
and scheduling a number of visits to each samRive statistical measures of central tendency (e.8.,
plin8 location. Use careful judgment to select the
mean or median) and variance, in that case, statisinitial number of visits rather than automatically
specifyin8 periodic intervals (e.g., biweekly or ticai methods can be applied to the optimization

4. Specify monitoring program
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problem. Mar et ai. (1986) reviewed the following
appropriate methods for common situations in
monitoring program designs,
Determining a Mean Value
Determining a mean value applies, for example,
when an average water quality condition is compared to a reg~Jlatory criterion, in basic statistics,
t-distribution defines the confidence interval for
the mean of a normal population (set of values) as
estimated from a data seL The t-distribution is
used to determine sample numbers if the data are
demonstrated or assumed to have a normal probability distribution (Figure 4.1A), or if they can be
transformed (e.g., by taking their logarithms) to
yield a normal distribution,

difference in the estimated and actual mean (the
error that will be accepted) to the standard deviation (the variation or noise in the data). To use the
graph, the monitoring program designer consults
available data to get estimates of the mean and
standard deviation and decides on the acceptable
error and confidence level. For the case of an ¯cceptable error equal to the standard deviation
(precision =’-1 )-and an 80 percent confidence, four
samples are needed. But demanding a precision
of 0.1 requires hundreds of sampies.

Figure 4.2---Number of samples ve~m precision for three
fidence levels. Precision is the ratio of the allowable error to
the standard deviation of the population of measurements.

500

,

Figure 4.1~Hypothesis-testing fundamentals.
~I and ~2 are the means of two popuiabo~s of mear~Jmment~;

their diffece~ce re~’e~nts ¯ chan~e~deltz. Alpha and be~a am
the pm~bilil~ of the Type I and TypeIIerror, respecti,Rly.

A} TypeZ Error ///r~m

observed

100

j/ I
,u~

-

~

E) TypeZ E=1~ Error

80, 90,95% Confidence

= I0

,

C) Smoller /

o.I

o.~

~

Source: Mar et al. 1986.
L-- ~ .~=
Source: Mar et al01986.

l¯I

Figure 4.2 shows an analysis result based on
the t-distribution for three confidence levels. The
curves show the number of samples required as a
function of precision. Precision is the ratio of the

Detecting Change
Detecting change applies, for example, when the
size or composition of a biological community is
evaluated at two different points in time. Programs designed to detect change require different
statistics than those that simply identify means.
This type of problem is phrased as a statistical hy-
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rude of change to be detected (delta = I~ - I~:~ and
pothesis test in which the null hypothesis (Ho) is
the power. This plot shows that to detect changes
that the populations at the two times are from the
same distribution; the alternative hypothesis (H1) to less than 50 percent of the standard deviation,
the program requires a large number of samples.
is that they are from different distributions,
Figure 4.1 illus~ates terminology needed for
this type of evaluation. The shaded area of Figure
Monit.oHng Costs
4.1(A) represents the probability (alpha) of a Type
The statistical methods previously illustrated
I error (H0 was rejected when it was, in fact, true). : show how to measure the program effectiveness
Figure 4.1 (B) shows distributions at both points in
v;=iue of added information in the form of more
time, in which the difference in means represents samples. However, to optimize the program, cost
an apparent change of magnitude (delta-). The
estimation must accompany these methods.
hatched area represents the probability (beta) of a
Given the cost and value of added data, a tradeType II error (H0 was accepted when it was, in
off analysis can be performed to obtain the most
fact, false). The quantity (1-beta) is terme4, the
cost-effective program within the existing conpower of a statistical hypothesis test. Figure
straints. Costs are accounted as follows:
4.1 (C), in comparison to the other two graphs, illustrates the variation effect, as represented by the
[1 ]
TC - Co + T. Ct + S" T. C, + R" S" T. C,
standard deviation, on power. For a given change,
delta, the power increases as the standard deviawhere: TC = Total cost;
tion decreases.
Co = Fixed overhead cost;
Figure 4.3 provides a graphic way to estabCt - Fixed costforeach sampling
lish the number of samples needed to detect
occasion;
change. To use the graph, the monitoring program
Cost associated with visiting each
C=
designer consults any available data to estimate
sampling station;
the standard deviation and decides on the magniCr = Cost to collect and analyze each
sample;
T ,= Number of sampling occasions;
Figure 4.3.--Power curves relate number of =amples to change
S - Number of sampling stations; and
to be detected. Sigma is standard deviation.
R =, Number of replicates on each
occasion at each station.
50
Note that R. S ¯ T - the total number of sampies. For a given total, the three quantities can be
varied so long as their product remains the same.
I
40
If measurement error is larger than natural variation, then adding replicates would reduce uncertainty more than adding stations or occasions.
However, if spatial or temporal variation domi== :~0
nates, adding stations or occasions, respectively,
would be a better strategy’.

I

~

-~ 20
~

~=E
10 -0
0

.B
.6\’

~
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Soume: Mar et ai. 1986.
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Optimization Exampte
Suppose three variables--A, B, and C--are monitoted to establish their means with 90 percent
confidence. Table 4.1 gives the measurement and
variability costs of each. Considering three bases
to design the monitoring program illustrates optimizing for a given budget (Designs I and 2) and a
given level of assurance (Design 3):
! Design 1. Three samples will be collected for
each variable (fixed cost of $333). What is the
minimum error that can be attained in each case?
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| Design 2. Four samples will be collected for
each variable (fixed cost of $444). What is the
minimum error that can be attained in each case?

as shown by Design 3, allocating more samples to
the variable with the greatest variation, and where
the most improvement results per dollar spent,
provides a more cost-effective design.
In most actual cases, a simple analysis like
this is insufficient since uncertainties can result
from several factors, including measurement errots and sp.atia.I and temporal variability. Then, a
sensitivity analysis should be performed to investigate each cost and variance component and its
~ect on the design in order to allocate the effort
among sampling locations, occasions, and repiicares. Mar et al. (1986) gives an example of such
an analysis.

| Design .3. A fixed error of 24 percent of the
mean is required for each variable. What design
(sample numbers) provides this level of certainty
atthe minimum cost? :
Tabfe 4.1 summarizes the evaluation. Design
2, as compared to Design 1, indicates that an increased but equal number of samples would only
slightly improve the estimate of the mean for each
variable, and the estimate for variable B would
still be uncertain relative to the others. However,
Table 4.1--Monitoring program optimization example.
INPUT DATA

VARIABLE

Cost per sarnple

A

B

C

$100

$1

$10

100

20

Standard deviation (percent of mean)

10 -

DESIGN 1 (:3 samples of e~’h variable)
VARIABLE

!

COST

^

I

$300

C

I

]

30

TOTAL[

I

PRECISION"

I ERRORb (% OF MEAN)

I

2.4

i

f

2.4

[

48

$333

[

I

co~r

]

PRECISION"

I

$400

I

2.2

22

!
]

2.~2
2.2

22:’
44

DESIGN 2 (4 samples of each variable)
!

VARIABLE

i

^

t

B
C

]
TOTAL

4
40

I

$444

[

ERRORb (% OF MEAN)

I

DESIGN 3 (fixed allowable e~or of 24 percent of th~ mean fm each v~riable)
PRECISIONc

NO. SAMPLESa

COST

2.4

3

$300

24

1.2

S

50

24

0.24

56

VARIABLE

ERROR (% OF MEAN)

A

24

B
C

a From Figure 4,2 for 90 percent confidence.

TOTAL

¯ 56
$406

b Error,~ Precision X standard deviation.
Precision t Error/standard deviation.

Source: Mar et al. 1986.
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flow. Flow is measured manually or by continuAdditional Considerations
ously recording automatic instruments. Recording
Stratification of sampling, as discussed under step
instruments require a controlled section such as a
4, can help reduce the variability that complicates
pipe, weir, or flume (see following section).
monitoring. Values will fit in tighter bounds
within a single season if all values are lumped for
The common manual methods of flow measurement in uncontrolled channels are current
the entire year. The analysis can be performed
meter surveys, staff gages, and float and tracer
separately for the respective seasons and samsurveys
(U.S. Dep. Inter. 1977). The current meter
piing occasions allocated accordingly,
-"
: technique involves determining flow for a cross
If no data are available, monitoring program
section of the channel. Current velocity and depth
designers have.several choices. They can conduct
data from several points along the cross section
a pilot program to obtain a limited data set; howare summed to obtain total flow. A staff gage proever, this would require spending time and
rides an instant reading of water stage (i.e., level
money. A second choice is to use data from ~imof water surface relative to a known point or
liar location or estimate values using professional
datum). A stage-discharge curve must be deve!judgment. Either course has obvious drawbacks
oped to estimate flow from the staff gage reading.
in accuracy, but both may be superior to making
The curve is developed by correlating flows deteran educated guess of the sample number with
mined from current meter surveys with stages
qualitative, but no quantitative, analysis. Even
over a range of flow conditions. Estimating flow
that option is better, though, than blindly choosfrom timed float travel measurements can be inacing the number of sampling occasions without
curate. Using this method should be limited to
any analysis,
low or high flow conditions when the current
In some cases, uncontrollable natural varimeter cannot be employed. Tracers include bioability will be too great to achieve confidence in
degradable dyes and salts detectable by photosome program element with any feasible budget,
metric and conductometric measurements,
The designer must then either delete the element
respectively. Tracer surveys are less convenient
or reduce costs in other areas to direct resources
and more time consuming in natural waters than
to the element. The options, illustrated by the cost
current meter methods.
equation, are to reduce the number of sampling
stations, the analyses prescribed, the various cost
| Site Se[ec~on Cr~ter/a. Select a representafunctions representing program elements, or
tire location to establish a station for monitoring
some combination. This decision is often unpalatflow. Proper site selection improves the accuracy
able because it can demand, for example, cuttin8
of flow measurements at all discharge levels. Congeographic coverage or not analyzing for a water
sider the following criteria when establishing a
quality measure traditionally included. However,
discharge measurement station. However, all crithe designer must choose and target the program
teria listed can rarely be met. Be aware of the
according to objectives and circumstances, rather
site’s limitations and possible effects on measurethan conducting a program that gives inconclument.
sire or misleading answers.
The station should be located in a channel
reach (i.e., longitudinal section) with the followin8 characteristics:
Water Quality Monitoring
= The channel should be straight for 328 ~t
(1 oo m) upstream and downstream of the
Program Guidance
staff 8a8e station.

Flow Measurement
Measuring Fiow b’t Uncontrolled

= Flow should be confined to one channel
at all discharge stages (i.e., the channel
should contain no surface or subsurface

Open Channels

bypasses).

Flow, or discharge, is a basic hydraulic characteristic affecting morphological development of
stream channels, flooding behavior, bed and bank
erosion, and sediment deposition. A flow measurement is needed to estimate pollutant mass
flux--the product of pollutant concentration and

m The bed should be subject to minimal
scour and relatively free of plant growth.
m Banks should be stable, high enough to
contain maximum flowstobe measured,
and free of brush.
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1 The station should be located a sufficient
distance upstream so that flow from
tributaries and tides does not affect
stage/dischargemeasurements,

PART f. TemPI

¯ " The channel should be straight with
parallel banks,

4. Record the current velocity at each measuring
point. Horizontal (from left to right bank) and
vertical (top to bottom) variation of stream velocity may influence streamflow measurements. To correct for vertical differences, hydrologists have determined depths that can
yield acceptable estimates of the mean velocity
over a vertica~ profile. If the de~th exceeds 0.8
m (2.5 f~), yelocities should be measured at 20
percent and 80 percent of full depth and averaged to estimate mean velocity. In the depth
B range 0.1 to 0.8 m (0.3 to 2.5 ft), take the velocity at 60 percent of the full depth (measured
from the surface) as an estimate of the mean
over the profile. Measuring velocity in water
shallower than 0.1 m (0.3 ft) is difficult with
conventional current meters. If much of the
reach of interest is very shallow, or flow is too
slow for current meter measurement, consider
installing a control section and V-notch weir.

¯ " Depth and velocity must meet minimum
requirements ofthe method and
instruments used.

5. Calculate flow as a summation of flows in partial areas (Figure 4.4) using the following
equation:

m All discharge stages should be
measurable within the reach, but low and
high flows at the identical cross section
need not be mea~.ured,
,~ The site should be readily and safely
accessible,
The cross section in which a station is Iocared within a channel reach should have the following characteristics:
m Banks should be relatively high and
stable,

m The bed should be relatively uniform
with minimal boulders and without heavy
aquatic growth.
" Flow should be uniform and free of
eddies, slack water, and excessive
turbulence,
¯ " Sites should not be located downstream
of areas with ra~id changes in stage or
velocity.

Measurement Procedure
Clsing a Current Meter
1. Extend a measuring tape at right angles to the
direction of flow and measure the width of the
cross section. Record measurements on a data
sheet. Leave the tape strung across the stream,
2. Divide the width into segments using at least
20 points of measurement. If previous flow
measurements have shown uniform depth and
velocity, fewer points may be used; smaller
streams may also require fewer points. Measuring points should be closer together where
depths or velocities are more variable. Cross
sections with uniform depth and velocity can
have equal spacing,
3. Record the distance from the initial starting
bank and the depth,

- bn-1)
qn " vndn (br~l2

[2]

where:
= Distance from initial point to the
preceding point (m
bn÷l = Distance from initial point to the
following point (m [ft]);
d = Mean depth of partial area n
(rn
v = Average current velocity in
partial area n (m/sec [ft/sec]); and
q = Discharge in partial area n
(m3/sec [ft3/sec]).
bn.1

Measuring Flow in Controlled
Open Channels
An open channel is any conveyance where flow is
not constrained or under pressure. Therefore,
closed pipes and culverts can be open channels if
they are not flowing full, a normal situation in
runoff conveyance systems. When the channel
geometry is regular and absolutely stable, it is
termed controlled, as in pipes, culverts, many
lined ditches, and channels where a weir or flume
can be installed. In those situations, a recording
automatic flow meter can be used.
Flow meters measure in several different
ways. The most common way to measure runoff is
to sense flow depth and convert to flow rate by
some known relationship. Other techniques are
electronic and ultrasonic.
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Figure 4.4---Variables used to ~iculate ~ d~e using the ~t ~t~ ~.
. b4
b3

~

b

~
~
~

Among the most common means of sensing
depth is by releasing a regularly spac~ ~ream of
air bubbles at the channel inveff and dete~in8 the
back pr~su~ resisting ~e bubble releas~
run,ion of depth. The bubble tu~ must ~ installed exa~ly as the ~n~a~rer prescri~ to
get reliable measurement. How the depth measurement is conven~ ~ flow rate de~nds on the
conduit. Standa~ wei~ and flumes have well~stablish~ ~uations m simply compute flow rate
from 8~me~ and depth. Without a prima~ control device such ~ a weir or flume, flow rate mu~
either ~ ~lat~ to de~h through a calibration
using a cu~ent me~r or, more commonly, by the
standard ~uation of o~n channel flo~
Manning’s ~uation:
Q - A. R°’67. s°’Sln
~:

[3]

Q - Flow ~m (m~/s);
A - Chan~l ~ionai area (mZ);
R - Hydraulic ~dius (m)-~w~
~ri~ter;
s ~ Water~flaceslo~ (~m); and
n ~ ~nninB’s muBhn~ c~fficient
(dimensionl~).

In the English system of uni~, a multiplier of
1.49 on the right side of the ~uation gives Q in
~/s if g~met~ is in ~ and ~.
Becau~ of unceffainti~ in estimating slo~,
depth, and n~he laffer of which comes from ~ble~he accura~ obmin~ from using Manning’s ~uation is not ~ great as with a weir or
flume. When using the ~uation, place the depth
~n~r in the channel where
m The cross s~ion is unifo~;
m The slo~ and ~ghn~s ~ consent;
~ The channel is fr~ of rapids, ~nds,
ab~pt~lls, con~a~ions, ex~nsions, and
backwater; and
~ The channel is ~iEht for at le~t 2~ ~
(60 m) ups~am.
Modem ~o~ing aromatic flow mete~
can make depth-t~fl~ ~te conve~ions, accumulate a continues flow-rote ~o~, and pr~
vide the total flow ~iu~ ~r a ~ri~. ~e
o~ra~r programs ~e appropriate flow conversion ~uation in ~e mmer~sin~ a weir or flume
~uation, Manning~ ~uation, ~ a calibration
~uation deriv~ from empiri~l ~ta. T~e flow
mme~ ~n al~ control an amomaUc ~mpler to
coli~ fl~-pm~nional com~ite ~mpl~.
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Water Sampling

Guidelines

The essential tasks in sampling natural waters and
runoff are to obtain a sample that meets the program requirements and to prevent its deterioration and contamination before and during
analysis. Water can be collected either as discrete
or composite samples. Discrete samples are colletted at a specific point in time and space; cornposite samples are made by combining a number
of samples taken at different locations and/or different times. For flowing water sampling, flowproportional composited samples better represent
average water conditions than discrete samples or
multiple samples taken at different times and
composited without regard to flow.
Integrated samples refer to spatial composires. While composites can be taken over any dimension, compositing over depth is most
common. In variable-depth composites, a series
of grab samples are combined in proportion to
flow velocitiesoverthedepth profile,
Sampling can be performed manually or
with automatic collectors that collect a series of
discrete samples, time-proportional, or flow-proportional composites. Flow measurements, required to produce flow-proportional composites,
can be performed manually or with a continuously recording meter. Simple manual depth-integrating samplers approximately adjust for velocity
differences as the sampler is lifted through the
water column,

Manual Grab Sampling
The principal problem is obtaining a sample that
represents the conditions being investigated. The
guidelines for obtaining representative samples
differ for flowing and standing water. Further information concerning lake sampling is available
in Cooke et al. (1993) and Vollenweider (1974).

Water Sample Handling
To avoid mistakes, label a sample bottle with an
indelib!e marker before going into the field. Sampie la~ei= must include station designation, date,
collector’s name, and any preservative added.
The label can also include analyses to be performed and any pertinent remarks.
A tracking record for each sample registers
possession as the sample travels from collection
through analysis, making misplaced samples easier to find. Samples involved in litigation may require formal sample tracking, or chain-of-custody
records,

Samples must be preserved and analyzed
within a certain period to avoid deterioration.
Recommended preservation methods and holding times, given in Table 4.2 were derived from
American Public Health Association (APHA) and
U.S. EPA(1983).
¯

Water Qu.a/:ttg AnalgticaZ Methods
Analytical methods and detection limits for cornmonly analyzed variables are given in Table 4.3.
~enese methods are covered in both the American
Public Health Association (1992) and U.S. EPA
(1983) manuals. "
Select an analytical laboratory carefully. A"
good laboratory will advise and help with aspects
of the program beyond the analyses, such as sampie container preparation and labeling. If an accreditation program is in effect, use a laboratory
accredited for water analyses. Write detailed
specifications on sample handling procedures,
methods, detection limits, and quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) requirements,
using this chapter’s recommendations.
Quality Control
The effectiveness of any monitoring effort depends
on its quality control ((~L--’) program. The QC program provides quantitative measurements of the
"8oodness" of the data. For some variables, QC
involves calibrating instruments with known standards. To obtain accuracy and precision, QC also

further involves analyses of blanks, replicate sampies, control samples, and spiked samples. QC
definitions of terms are included in this chapter.
Table 4.4 gives QC guidelines. State specific
QC requirements explicitly in any contract, and
conduct discussions among project managers and
field and laboratory personnel concerning the QC
I=~’olect recluirements before a contract is signed.
Requirements differ among projects m a project
~rvolv=n8 enforcement actions or litigation can
have more stringent QC requirements than one
revolving routine ambient monitoring. More information is available in U.S. EPA (1979) and
American Public Health Association (1992).

Delinitions fJsed in QC Practice
| Field replicate=; Separate samples collected
simultaneously at the identical source location
and analyzed separately. Field replicates assess
total sample variability (i.e., field plus analytical
variability).
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Table 4.2--Recommended sample sizes, containers, preservation techniques, and holding times for measurement of water quality variables.

VARIABLE

MINIMUM
S~4PLE SIZE
(mL)"
CONTAIND!b

HOLDING TIME
PRESERVATION

Zeroe

Zeroe

28 days

28 days

Fix with reagents, store in
dark

8 hours

8 hours

P, G

None

Zeroe

Zeroe

Temperature

1,000d

P, G

None

Conductivity

1Q0

P, G

Cool, 4"C~

Dissolved oxygen

300

(3 (BOD
bottle)

pH

25=

RECOMMENDED I MAXIMUM

~.

~,

Alkalinity

100

P, (3

Cool, 4"Cf

24 hoursh

14 days

Total hardness

100’

P, G

HNO3 to pH < 2

6 months

~ months

1,000i

P, G

Cool, 4"Cf

7 days

7 days

Turbidity

100

P, G

Cool, 4"Cf

24 hours

48 hours

Ammonianitrogen

12=;

P, (3

H25C)4 to,oH < 2
Cool, 4"C-

24 hours

28 days

Nitrate + nitrite nitrogen

125

P, (3

H25C)4 to,pH < 2
Cool, 4"C

24 hours

28 days

Total phosphorus

50

P, G

H25C)4 to..pH < 2
Cool, 4"C-

48 hours

28 days

Orthophosphatephosphorus

50

P, G

Filter onsite
Cool, 4"Cf

24 hours

48 hours

P, Gk

Cool, 1 .-4"C~’

6 hours

30 hours

pm

High-purity
HNO3 to pH < 2

6 months

6 months

Total suspended
solids

Fecal coliform
bacteria
Metals

125
1

I

¯ Recommended field sample size for one laboratory analysis of the ltiven variable.
b p = polyethylene, polypropylene, or fluompolymer; G ,= 81ar~.
= Analyze within the recommended time if possible, but in all cases within the maximum. The holding times given
are for routine monitoring work.
~ Measuring directly in waterbody is preferred.
¯ Analyze immediately.
f Holding at4"C implies holding in the d~rk.
s Increase the volume to rinse the pH electrodes several times, esgecially in low.alkalinity waters.
h Some agencies pre~er to analyze low-alkalinity waters in the field, while the 8rearer analytical coetrol availible in
the laboratory is pr~erred in other agencies.
Volume given is the maximum needed to filter for analysis of low concentrations. A smaller quantity (100-250 mL)
is adequate for most samples.
If nitrate-nitrogen da~ are needed, a separate, nonacidified sample is required. The nonacidified sample must be
analyzed for nitrite-nitrogen within 48 hours. Nitrate-nitrogen is determined by subtracting nitrite-nitrogen from
nitrate + ni~ite~nitrogen.
= Container must be able to withstand autoclaving at 121 "C for 20 minutes.
= Depends off number of metals to be analyzed and the analytical method. 2 liters is sufficient to analyze all
EPA priority’ me~ls by atomic abso~tion (AA), while inductively coupled plasma (ICP) would require less.
m Fluoropolymer preferred.
Source: Tetra Tech et al. 1988.
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UN~

VARIAB~
Tem~ra~re

t "C

Conduct~vi~

gmh~cmb

pH
Alkalinity
Total hardn~s
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M~O~

LIM~

~emu~-fill~ the~o~ter, digi=t pm~

-1

Condu~ivi~ me~r

~

pH uni~
m~ as CaCO3
J m~ CaCO3

~

’

Elec~ome~ic

I

~trimet~c

1

EDTA ti~i~tric

~

~

Cravimetric

Total sus~nd~ miids

m~

Turbidi~

NTUc

Ammonia-nitmsen

~

10

Automat~ phenated

Nitrate + nitrite - nitrosen

~

10

Automat~ cadmium ~u~ion
Cadmium r~uctiond

Total phosphorus

~

5

~ Automated a~orbic acid,
Hetempoiy blue ascorbic acid
(followin8 ~ul~ate disestion)d

O~hophosphatephosphorus

H~

2

[ Automated a~orbic acid,
Hetero~ly blue ascorbic acidd

Fecal coliform ba~eria

colonie~ 00 mL ~

1

Membrane filter

Me=is

~

e

Inductively coupled ptasma,
Indu~ively coupl~ plasma-mass s~mscopy, J
Crap~ite {urnace atomic abso~tion,
~
Flame atomic abso~tion

1

Nephelometric

= Re~ resul~ ~iow the dete~ion limit ~ less than the det~t=on limit.
b Micr~ieman~cm (~cm) are u~ in t~ SI syst~. 1 ~mho = I ~.
NTU= Nephelometrictu~idi~ uni~.
d Both aut~at~ a~ ~nautomat~ ~ums are ~ommen~ for nutrient analy~ ~cause ~me l=~ratories
h~ve n~ ~n con~ff~ to auto~t~ technique.
= De~nds on meal and m~h~. New inclusively ~upi~ plasma-~ss s~m~py metes (ICP-~) ~ve
5ource: Tetra Tech m =1.1988.

I Laboratory replicates. Repeated analyses of
a variable performed on the contents of a single
sample. Laboratory replicates assess analytical

I Calibration samples. Samples from distilleddeionized water that contain a known concentration of a specific substance or will produce a

precision. Duplicate analyses usually suffice for

known instrument response. Calibration samples

well-proven procedures in the laboratory,

analyzed during an analytical run are often re-
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Table 4.4.--.Calibration and quality control ~uidelines for water quality variables.

Temperature

Check thermometer against a thermometer certified by American Society for Testing and
Materials or National Institute of" Standards and Technology.

Conductivityb

Calibrate in the laboratory with two standard KCI solutions representing the expected
conductivity range of the samples. Check calibration using one standard KCI solution
(with conductivity in the sample ra.~se.! per batch in the laboratory or whenever the
meter is set up in the field.

Dissolved oxygenb

For the azide-modified Winkler method, run one 1 O0 percent saturated calibration
sample/batch. For studies where low DO concentrations are expected, a calibration
sample containin8 zero DO may be used.
For the membranHlectro~e method, calibrate with a sample of known DO
concentration (determined using the azide-modified Winkler methodl and with a sample
containing zero DO. Calibration is required prior to the start of every series of
measurements and whenever the meter is moved or turned off.

pHb

Calibrate with two buffers and check with a third every three hours. Use neutral, acid,
and basic buffers (.e.g., pH 4.0, 7.0, and 10.0) prepared according to National Bureau of
Standards Special Publication 260-53.

Alkalinityb

Calibrate pH meter as above. Check titrant normality with self-prepared and U.S. EPA
standard solutions (one check/batch).

Total hardnessb

Check titrant molarity with self-prepared and U. S. EPA standard solutions (one check/
batch) and run one blank/batch. Run one spiked sampleJ’oatch if interference is
suspected.

Total suspended
solidsb
Turbidityb

Check balance calibration monthly and oven temperature daily. Balances should have
annual preventive maintenance checks.

Manual nutrientsb

Run calibration curve with a blank and standards at 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 cuc.
Entire range of sample concentrations must be included in the calibration curve. Run
control samples at 0.2 and 0.9 cu with each batch. Run two blanks/~tch and one spiked
sample!batch.

Automated
nutrientsb

Run calibration curve with a blank and standards at 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 cu. Entire range of
sample concentrations must be included in the calibration curve. Run control samples at
0.2 and 0.9 cu with each batch. Run two blanks/batch and one spiked sample/batch.

Fecal coliform
bacteria

Run a transport blank. Randomly split 10 percent of the samples for analysis at another
laboratory. Field and laboratory replicates should both be included at a frequency of 10
percent.

\

Calibrate with commercial standard in same range as samples. Recalibrate with every
range change.

= A batch is a group of no more than 20 samples.
b Field replicate samples should be collected and analyzed at a frequency of 5 to 10 percenL
Laboratory replicates should be analyzed at a frequency of 5 to 10 percent.
cu - Upper limit of expected concentration range.
Source: Tetra Techet al. 1988.

ferred to as control samples or check standards.
The distiiled-deionized water used in calibration
samples should meet Type 1 water quality criteria
specified by American Public Health Association
(1992) Method 107.4.

1 BZan/~ Samples prepared from distilled water,
perhaps with reagents added, to represent zero
concentration of a specific substance or to produce an instrument response indicating zero concentration.
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A transport blank is recluired for fecal coilform bacteria studies and may be useful in nutrient studies. A transport blank is transported to the
sampling location and treated like a sample thereafter,
| Spl/ced samples. Samples prepared by adding
known concentrations of a specific substance,
| Accuracg. The agreement between the measurement of a variable in a sample and its true
value. The term *error" is used when the discrepancy between the measured and true values is expressed in the units of the measured variable.
Relative error is when the error is expressed by the
percentage deviation fi’om the true value.
| Precislon. The agreement among replicate laboratory measurements. Precision is measured by
the standard deviation when using the units of the
measured variable. Relative standard deviation is
when the standard deviation is expressed as a percent of the mean of the replicate values.
Sample Container Cleaning
Avoiding sample contamination requires careful
cleaning of sample bottles and laboratory equipment. Some general guidelines for cleaning are
presented here. Additional requirements for
certain individual variables are covered in the
methods sections for those variables. The recommended procedures should be applied to sample
containers and all laboratory glassware and iraplements that will come into direct contact with
samples during collection, storage, or analysis.
Laboratory equipment should always be
washed with detergent, rinsed with tap water, and
rinsed an additional three times with ultrapure deionized water. Detergents must be selected considering the analyses to be performed (e.g., use
phosphorus-free detergent when performing
phosphorus analysis). An ultrasonic cleaner can
minimize the need for hand scrubbing. Following
the water rinses, perform acid washing with sulfuric acid on equipment involved with nutrient
analyses. After acid washing, rinse equipment
completely at least six times with ultrapure deionized water,
If QC criteria are not met, thoroughly review
the cleaning operation to determine if inadequate
cleaning procedures could be causing contamination.

PART I. Te©hnJca! issues
CrlteriaforAcceptanceofQCResult~
and CorrectlDe Actior~
While this chapter contains general guidelines for
accepting QC results and corrective actions, more
detailed information is available in U. S. EPA
(1979). Control limits for accuracy and precision
are established in every laboratory, and these liraits may vary among laboratories.
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Sediment Monitoring
Assessing intermittent, shock Ioadings of
pollutants;

~’
raditional point sources of
pollution typically discharge
effluents of uniform, known quality, at
continuous design flow, making them
relatively easy to assess, model, and

1

control. Point source assessments have

i Distinguishing actual or potential
problems from perceived problems; and

relied on water column chemistry
monitoring. However, urban runoff and
other nonpoint sources of pollution-because of their intermittent, diffuse,
land-use-specific nature--are highly
variable in effluent quality and
environmental effects. Of greatest
environmental concern is the
cumulative impact of runoff and

nonpoint sources (NPS) of pollution on a
waterbody within a watershed,
This chapter discusses sediment monitoring
and assessment---an area of monitoring that is
typically ignored yet is especially important in the
assessment and management of urban runoff and
other nonpoint sources. This chapter also rev~,w~
and discusses the activities undertaken in Florida
to develop and implement coastal sediment sampiing, analysis, and environmental assessment
techniques,
Water quality managers often do not understand or know how to cope with runoff and NPS
pollutton. Problems include
i Discriminating anthropogenic ioadings
from natural watershed Ioadings of metals
and nutrients;

1 Assessing cumulative impacts of
multiple sources;
,- Comparing waterbodies and establishing
priorities for management actions;

1 Establishing cost-effective ways to assess
pollution trends and understand overall
watershed pollution.
Most runoff pollutants accumulate over time
in sediments, not in the water column. Therefore,
assessing cumulative effects of watershed runoff
and NPS pollution sources on aquatic systems
should include evaluation of sediments and the
organisms that reside there. Alternative assessment methods are needed to determine the actual
environmental effects of runoff and to assess the
effectiveness of control measures. This manual
presents two alternative methods. Sediment monitoring is reviewed in this chapter and biological
monitoring in Chapter 6.

Assessing Sediments
Contamination
Traditionally, concerns about managing aquatic
resources have focused on water quality. However, recently we have become more aware of the
importance of sediments in determining the fate
and effects of numerous contaminants. While
evaluations of sediment quality are often used to
address site-specific management needs, sediment quality is also a sensitive indicator of overall
environmental quality.
Sediments influence the environmental fate
of many toxic and bioaccumulative substances in
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aquatic ecosystems. Specifically, sediment quality
is important because many toxic contaminants
found in only trace amounts in water can accumulate to elevated levels in sediments. As such,
sediments serve both as reservoirs and as potentiaJ contaminant sources to the water column.
Sediments tend to integrate contaminant concentrations over time and may represent long-term
sources of contamination. Sediment-associated
contaminants can also directly affect benthic and
other organisms. In addition to the physical and
chemical relationships between sediments and
contaminants, sediments provide benthic communities with suitable habitats for essential biological processes (e.g., spawning, incubation,
rearing),

The Florida Example
Haturai versus Anthropogenicaily
Enriched Sediments

Florida has an extensive coastline---approximately 11,000 mi (17,699 kin)--and an unusual
diversity of e4tu..arine types." Its many estuaw conditions range from nearly pristine to localized severe degradation. Metals are of particular concern
in protecting and rehabilitating estuaries because
o~Ptheir potential toxic effects and because
metal concentrations can signal the presence of
other pollution. Natural metal concentrations
vary widely among Florida estuaries, presenting
special difficulties in comparing estuarine systems
Sediments provide an essential link between
statewide and in making consistent, scientifically
chemical and biological processes. By under-- defensible management decisions.
standing this link, environmental scientists can
In the past, determining whether estuarine
develop assessment tools and conduct monitoring
and
coastal
sediments were anthropogenically
programs to more accurately evaluate the health
enriched
with
metals was a difficult process reof aquatic systems. Therefore, sediment quality
quiring
comprehensive
site.specific assessments.
data provide essential information for evaluating
However,
a
recently
developed practical apambient environmental quality conditions in waproach for assessing metals contamination in
ters. Additionally, information about the amount
coastal sediments relies on normalization of
and quality of sediments within runoff managemetal concentrations to a reference element.
ment systems, storm sewers, and other conveyFlorida, normalization of metai concentrations to
ances can help track pollution sources and
aluminum concentrations in estuarine sediments
prioritize areas for implementing control measprovided the most promising method of comparures.
ing metal levels regionally. In Florida and WashAssessment of sediments to determine
ington State, early research indicates that other
whether urban runoff pollutants are causing or
elements (e.g., lithium) may be an appropriate
contributing to ecological problems within a
reference element for assessing coastal sediwaterbody is increasingly performed. Conse"
ments.
quentiy, sediment monitoring and assessment
To understand this assessmenttooJ, one must
procedures are being developed. Before sedi- generally understand geochemical processes that
ments can be reliably used to assess the effects of
govern the behavior and fate of metals in estuaries
contaminants on aquatic systems, three issues
and marine waters. Natural estuarine sediments
must be addressed:
are predominantly composed of river-transported
debris from continental weathering. Acids formed
¯" Accurate, reliable sediment sampling
in the atmosphere or from the breakdown of orand laboratory analysis techniques;
ganic matter (e.g., carbonic, humic, fulvic acids)
mix with water and form leaching solutions.
=’ Interpretive techniques to determine
These leaching solutions break down rocks and
whether contaminants (especially metals)
carry away the products in solution or as solid defound in sediments are natural or from
bris. This debris is chiefly composed of chemihuman activity; and
cally resistant minerals, such as quartz and clay
minerals, which are the alteration products of
m Sediment quality assessment guidelines
other aluminosilicate minerals. The general forcorrelating sedimentcontaminant
mula M-AISiC)4 represents the aiuminosilicate
concentrations with biological effects,
day minerals
These guidlines assess whether amounts of
sediment likely to adversely affect water
¯ The mater/a/in ~/~ ,u~ ~he following two
quality and living resources could recycle
w~ adapted from FI~. Dep. Envif~.~. Pint. lgg&
to the water column or through food chains,
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where:

M = naturally occurring metal that
can substitute for aluminum in
thealuminosilicate structure
AI = aluminum
Si = silicon
O = oxygen
The metals are tightly bound within the aluminosilicate lattice,
",
The weathering solution also contains dissolved metals leached from the parent rock. Because of their low solubilities, however, the
transporting solution (e.g., rivers) contains low
amounts of metals. Most metals transported~y
rivers are tightly bound in the aluminosilicate
solid phases. As a consequence, weathering
causes little fractionation between the naturally
occurring metals and aluminum.
In general, when dissolved metals from natural or anthropogenic sources come in contact
with saline water, they quickly adsorb to particulate matter and go from the water column to bottom sediments. Thus, metals from both natural
and anthropogenic sources are ultimately concentrated in estuarine sediments, not the water
column. Since much of the natural component of
metals in estuarine sediments is chemically
bound in the aluminosilicate structure, the metals
are generally immobile; however, the adsorbed
anthropogenic or pollutant component is more
loosely’ bound, t~etals in the anthropogenic fraction, therefore, may be more available to estuarine biota and may be released to the water
column in altered forms when sediments are disturbed (e.g., by dredging or storms).
The tool for interpreting metal concentrations in estuarine sediments is based on demonstrated, naturally occurring relationships between
metals and aluminum. Specifically, natural
metal/aluminum concentration relationships
were used to develop guidelines to distinguish
natural from contaminated sediments for several
metals commonly released to the environment
from anthropogenic activities. Aluminum was
chosen as a reference element to normalize sediment metals concentrations for several reasons:
" After silicon, aluminum is the most
abundant naturally occurring metal;
" Aluminum is highly refractory;
i The proportions of metals and aluminum
in crustal materials are relatively constant;
and
I Aluminum concentration is rarely
influenced by anthropogenic sources,

So that the information used to develop the
interpretive tool represented diverse Florida sedimerits, uncontaminated sediments from around
the state were examined for their metal content,
and the natural variability of metal/aluminum relationships was statistically assessed (Fla. Dep. Environ. Prot. 1988). Sediment samples from 103
stations in uncontaminated estuarineJcoastal areas
were collected and analyzed for aluminum and
other environmentally and geochemically imporrant metals. The areas sampled encompassed various sediment types ranging from terrigenous,
aluminosilicate-rich sediments in northern Florida
to biogenic, carbonate-rich sediments in southern
Florida. These "clean" sites were selected subjectively, based on their remoteness from known or
suspected anthropogenicmetal sources.
To ensure that divers retrieved undisturbed
sediment samples at each station, they collected
sediments in cellulose-acetate-butyrate cores.
Sediment for metals analyses was taken from the
upper 5 cm (nearly 2 in) of each core. Duplicate
samples taken at each station were analyzed for
nine metals--aluminum, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead, zinc. Particular care was taken to ensure total digestion of
sediment samplesas required by the project quality assurance plan.
Simple linear regressions for each metal on
aluminum were performed on log-transformed
data and 95 percent prediction limits were calculated. Significant correlations were obtained for arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc.
The plotted regression lines and prediction limits
(Figures 5.1 to 5.7) form the basis for interpreting
metal concentrations in sediments. The results indicate that aluminosilicate minerals have a maior
influence on metal concentrations in Florida’s natural sediments. Furthermore, sediment metal/aluminum relationships provide a basis for
i~terpreting metals data from Florida coastal sediments. The effectiveness and utility of this sediment assessment tool has been tested in a varlet
of regional studies (Hanson and Evans, 1991;
Schropp el. al. 1989; Pardue et al. 1992).
To determine whether estuarine sediments
are enriched with metals, we calculate a mean
value of each metal (derived from replicate or triplicate samples) and plot points representing cormsponding metal and aluminum values. The
sediment is judged to be natural or metal enriched,
depending on where the points lie relative to the
regression lines and prediction limits. If a point
falls within t~e prediction limits, then the sediment
metal concentration is within the expected natural
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range. If a point falls above the upper prediction
limit, then the sediment.is considered to be metalenriched. Before we determine enrichment, we
should confirm the accuracy of the analytical resuits, since an unusual point can indicate procedural errors. Since the resuJts are interpreted with
respect to the 9S percent prediction limit, some
points from dean stations will lie outside the prethe greater the likelihood that the sample does indeed come from a metal-enriched sediment. The
greater the distance above the prediction limit, the
greater the degree of enrichment.
Figures 5.1 through 5.7 show the blank
metal/aluminum figures derived from the statisti-

PART 1. Technical ~ssues

Figure $.l..--Ar~eniC/aluminum regression line with 95 percent
prediction limit=.
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cal analyses of sediment samples from 103 sta-

tions in Florida’s uncontaminated estuarine/
coastal areas. Extrapolated portions of the lines.
are represented by dashed lines. Metals data can
be plotted on these figures to assess metals enrichment of estuarine sediments (Fla. Dep. Environ.
Prot. 1988).
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metals concentrations in coastal sediments.
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coastal sediments will vary dependinB on
many factors, including sediment grain size,
mineralogy, and anthropogenic metal

m, Comparing investigative results from different estuaries. By normalizin8 metal concentrations to aluminum, we can assess relative metal enrichment levels and rank
estuaries according to specific metal enrichment problems,
m Tracking the influence of a pollution
source. In some cases, we can determine the
extent of metal-enriched sediments. This de-
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The interpretive tool, using metal and aluminum
relationships, allows results of sediment chemical
analyses to be used for a variety of environmental
information needs, including
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Source: Figure~ ~.1 - $.7 from Fla. Dep. Environ. Prot.

19~.

$ineation focuses attention on real, rather
than perceived, problems.
m Monitoring trends in metal concentrations. By periodically examining sediments
at permanent sampling stations or along
known pollution gradients, the technique
may provide a much-needed device for costeffective monitoring of the overall estuary
pollution climate and the effectiveness of
watershed control measures.
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the water column or toxicity of metals in sealiments. This inte~retive tool can reduce the
time and cost of testing by screening sediments and selecting for further testing only
those whose metal concentrations exceed
expected natural ranges.

Figure S.3--Chromium/aluminum regression line with 95
percent prediction limits. -
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-. Determining procedural or laboratory
errors. The location of points on the
metal/aluminum figures can signal possible
errors, including sample contamination in
the field or laboratory and analytical or reporting errors,
~ Screening tool to promote cost-effective
use of tests. A variety of tests (e.g., elutriate,
bioassay) demonstrate potential release to

: This approach provides an interpretive tool to
evaluate metals concentrations in estuarine sediments. Funding limitations in Florida have prevented collecting and analyzing sediment
samples from freshwater systems to see if the tool
can be used in those aquatic systems. However,
such sampling is now being done in Washington
State and was completed in Illinois. Tool use requires knowing local conditions and applying
professional judgment and common sense. Consider the following points when using this toot:
1. The interpretive tool is useless without reliable
data; results from single, nonreplicated samples should never be used. Ideally, collect sediment samples in triplicate. If budget constraints dictate analysis of only duplicate
samples, archive the third sample. If a disparity
in the results of the replicate analyses occurs,
retrieve and analyze the archived sample to resolve the problem.
2. Carefully analyze sediment metals using techniques appropriate for saline conditions and
capable of providing adequate detection limits.
Because naturally occurring aluminum and
other metals are tightly bound within the
sediment’s crystalline structure, the metals
analyses methods must include complete sediment digestion. If aluminum is not completely
released by a thorough digestion, metal-to-aluminum ratios may appear to be unusually high.
Complete digestion requires the use of hydrofluoric (HF) acid during the digestion process.
3. ~ercury presents special problems, both in the
laboratory and in interpretating the results.
Since mercury is "~ore volatile than the other
metals, use a different digestion procedure eraploying a lower temperature. Natural mercury
concentrations are very near routine anal~ical
detection limits, reducing precision and accuracy. Furthermore, rnercury’s apparent weak inverse relationship with aluminum precludes
using aluminum as a reference element.
To analyze mercury, the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) assumed that
the maximum mercury value in the clean sedi-
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ment data set (0.21 ppm mercury) represents
the maximum mercury concentration found in
Florida’s natural sediments. To evaluate sediment samples, consider those containing less
than 0.21 ppm mercury as typical of clean sediments. Samples with greater than 0.21 ppm
mercury should be suspected as being enriched and should be interpreted similarly to
other metals that fall outside the 95 percent
prediction limits.

PART I. Teehni~l Issues
Figure 5.S--Nickel/aluminum re~.e~sion line with 95 percent
prediction limits.
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which these guidelineswere prepared ranged
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rine sediments will have aluminum concentraALUMINUM (ppm)
tions within this range. Some clay-ricl~
’sediments, especially in northwest Florida,
may contain aluminum concentrations exceeding 79,000 ppm. Kaolinite, illite (muscovite), montmorillonite, and chlorite--four
Figure 5.6---Lead/aluminum regression line with 95 percent
commonly occurring marine clays--contain
prediction limits.
aluminum concentrations of approximately 21
percent, 20 percent, 15 percent, and 10 percent, respectively.
Theoretically, the maximum aluminum con=.
~ = ~ ~;!.~
centration in a natural marine sediment is
about 210,000 ppm (21 percent) if the sedi.
ment is composed of pure kaolinite. Since sed~ 10.
iments are not pure clay, the aluminum concentration in estuarine sediment samples
should be considerably less than this theoreti-~
cal maximum; in only a few instances should
aluminum concentrations exceed 100,000
10
ppm (10 percent aluminum). Carefully exam! ~I i,~’
= ;’ II
,
I
ine any samples containing greater than
I
I
i111.1!
1
In-t
.
.......................
100,000 ppm aluminum for evidence of con10
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tamination or anal~ical error.
5. During the construction of ~e "trimmed
clean" data set, some points containing low
aluminum values were removed from the cadmium, lead, nickel, and zinc data. Since the
lowest overall aluminum value was 47 ppm,
the regression lines and prediction limits for
these four metals have been extrapolated
down to an aluminum value of 47 ppm.
6. At stations where a metal concentration exceeds the 95 percent prediction limit, the
metal must be considered enriched. We cannot immediately assume, however, that a find.
ing of enrichment indicates a problem. Some
samples from natural clean sediments may
contain metal concentrations that exceed the

95 percent prediction limit. Interpretation of
metal concentrations, using these metal-toaluminum relationships, must also consider
sediment grain size, mineralogy, coastal hydrography, and proximity to sources of metals.

Determining the Ecological
Significance of Enriched Sediments
Sediment chemistry data alone do not provide an
adequate basis to identifi/ or manage potential
sediment quality problems. After determinin8 that
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few regions of the country (i.e., Puget Sound is
using an apparent effects threshold approach), the
EPA Science Advisory Board (SAB) cautions
against using these guidelines outside the areas
for which they were developed (Sediment Criteria
Subcommittee, 1989). The SAg has also questioned the validity of the sediment quality criteria
that EPA is currently developing (i.e., using the
=eg. uilibrium partitioning approach). These SAg
e~,aluations suggest that SQAGs unde~ development in other jurisdictions will not likely address
Florida’s immediate requirement for sediment assessment tools.
Ideally, SQAGs should be developed from
dose-response data that describe acute and
chronic toxicity of individual contaminants to
10’
10’
10’
lo’
sensitive life stages of resident aquatic organisms.
ALUMINUM (ppm)
Ne~.~r 1==7
These data should be generated in controlled laboratory studies, where the influences of important
environmental variables--such as total organic
carbon (TOC), acid volatile sulfide (AVS), salinity,
sediments are anthropogenically enriched with
and others--are identified, quantified, and cornpollutants, we must next determine whether these
pared to the values predicted by appropriate modsediment-bound pollutants are harmful to the enels (e.8., EqP models). Finally, the results of these
vironment. Biologically-based sediment quality
studies should be validated in field trials to ensure
assessment guidelines (SQAGs) also ar~ required
that guidelines derived from these data will apply
to interpret the ecological significance of sedito a broad range of locations. Understanding the
ment chemistry data. Numerical SQAGs support
factors that influence toxicity also supports siteassessing the potential effects of sediment-associ~oecific sediment quality assessments by evaluatated contaminants.
ing and modifying the preliminary guidelines.
Various approaches help formulate sediment
Unfortunately, data are insufficient to derive
quality guidelines (SQGs) (Chapman, 1989; Pernumerical
SQAGs using the ideal approach. Cursaud et al. 1989; Beak, 1987 and 1988; U.S. Envirently, only a limited number of controlled laboraron. Prot. Agency, 1989a,b; Sediment Criteria
tory studies (i.e., spiked-sediment bioassays) have
Subcommittee, 1989 and 1990; and MacDonald
been conducted to assess the effects of sedimentet al. 1991). The major approaches by which
associated contaminants on estuarine and marine
SQGs are developed are
organisms. In spite of this limitation, other data
m Sediment background approach (SB/~);
are routinely collected that clarify the toxic effects
=’ Spiked sediment bioassay approach
of these contaminants. Specifically, a variety of
(SSBA);
whole sediment toxicity tests have assessed the
biological significance of contaminant concentram Equilibrium partitioning approach (EqPA);
tions in sediments from specific geographic Ioca=. Tissue residue approach (TRA);
tions. Toxicity tests were performed on benthic
organisms (e.g., bivalve mollusks, shrimp, amphi== Screening level concentration approach
pods, polychaetes, nematodes, chironomids and
(SLCA);
other arthropods) and on pelagic organisms (e.g.,
~ Sediment quality triad approach (SQTA);
Daphnia, oyster larvae, luminescent bacteria
~ Apparent effects threshold approach
[Microtox]). Numerous field studies also assessed
(AETA); and
the diversity and abundance of benthic infaunal
species (e.g., bivalve mollusks, arthropods, am’= National status and trends program
phipods) and epibenthic organisms (e.g., echinoapproach (NSTPA).
derms, crustaceans). Many’ of these studies
collected matching data on the contaminant conTo date, no effects-based SQAGs apply dicentrations in sediments. Studies that report
rectly to Florida conditions. While effects-based
matching sediment chemistry and biological
SQAGs have been developed specifically for a

Figure 5.TmZinr.,/aluminum regression line with 95 percent
prediction limits.
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effects data provide highly relevant information to
that can occur in Florida. In addition, they
the SQAC;s derivation process,
must be compatible with other tools, such as
the metals tools discussed previously. PotenA suitable strate~ for deriving 5QA(3s for
tial approaches should explicitly consider data
Florida recognizes the limitations of the existing
from Florida and elsewhere in the southeast.
database to evaluate the potential biological elem United States and provide a way to acfects of sediment-associated contaminants. In adcount for site-specific environmental condidition, the strategy must address the immediate
tions.
requirement for defensible SQAC;s and the longterm requirement for i~creased reliability and ap4. The inherent uncertainty associated with each
plicability of these guidelines (i.e., guidelines that
approach requires guidelines to support idenaccount for the environmental characteristics intifying ranges of contaminant concentrations
fluencin8 the bioavailabiliw of sediment-associthat may have high, moderate, and low probaated contaminants).
~’ bilities of adverse biological effects.
To provide Florida with a sediment assessS. SQAGs must address the specific needs of the
ment tool, the Florida DEP Contaminated Sediagencies that manage environmental quality.
ment Management Unit, in association with
For example, SQAGs should be relevant to the
MacDonald Environmental Sciences, reviewed
design,
implementation, and evaluation of enthe preceding approaches to identify those applivironmental
quality monitoring programs by
cable to Florida’s coastal conditions. Selecting an
identi~ing contaminants and sites likely to
appropriate procedure to derive guidelines for
cause adverse biological effects. This informaFlorida’s coastal waters necessitates evaluating
tion would help identify the need for further
each approach in light of the state’s specific
investigations at sites with specific contamineeds. As such, criteria were established to objecnant concentrations that exceed the
tively evaluate the approaches and select a roleGuidelines should also help identify areas that
vant strategy to derive these guidelines. The
need remediation; however, they would not
primary considerations in selecting a strategy
necessarily be used to establish clean-up levwere practicality, cost-effectiveness, scientific deels. Furthermore, guidelines should contribute
fensibility, and broad applicability to sediment
to regulatory programs by evaluating source
quality assessment. These include the following
control measures and/or the need for further
considerations:
biological and chemical testing to support regulatory decisions.
1. Practicality is a central consideration in developing S(~AGs. Numerical S(~AGs must be
Each approach has deficiencies that limit its
easy to use and understandable. The immedi,
direct application in Florida. For this reason, an
ate need for these assessment tools necessiintegrated strategy for deriving numerical SQAGs
tares selecting an approach that can be quickly
was recommended for the state of Florida (MacDimplemented,
onald, 1993). This strategy provides relevant nearterm assessment tools and a basis to refine these
2. As in most states, Florida has limited resources
guidelines as the necessary data become availto support SQAG development and implemenable.
ration. Financial and personnel limitations
Using the recommended approach, numerimake collecting significant quantities of addical SQAC;s were developed for 25 priority contional data improbable. Therefore, the approach must develop numerical SQAGs with
tammants in Florida coastal waters (MacDonald,
1993) using a modification of the National Status
the current data, and it must be amenable to
and
Trends Program approach (Long and Morgan,
reevaluation as new data become available,
1990). The guidelines, from numerous investiga3. For SQAGs to be effective in Florida, they
hons of sediment quality conducted throughout
must be effects-based (i.e., consider biological
North America, are based on a weight-of-evieffects) and scientifically defensible. Key evaldence linking contaminant concentrations and
uation criteria to assess various approaches inadverse biological effects. The guidelines repre.
ciude their potential to consider factors that
sent a cost-effective response to a practical need
control the bioavailability of sediment-associfor assessment tools. However, these guidelines
ated contaminants, to establish cause-andare preliminary and will likely be revised or re.
effect relationships, and to apply to all classes
fined with results from field validation and other
of chemicals and mixtures of contaminants
related studies conducted in Florida and else-
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required to determine the nature and extent of elwhere in North America. The guidelines should
fects that could be manifested.
be used with other interpretive tools to conduct
The possible effects range is the concentracomprehensive and reliable assessments.
tion
range
of a specific sediment contaminant
Effects-based SQAGs help assess the potenwith
uncertain
adverse biological effects (NOEL
tial for biological effects associated with various
possible
effects
range ,~ PEL). This range is I key
contaminant concentrations. MacDonald (1993)
to be dependent on factors, such as bioavaitabilderived no observed effects levels (NOELs) and ity, that may influence the toxicity of the
probable effects levels (PELs) to define three
-. substance. ~ediment-associated contaminants
ranges of contaminant concentrations:the probarepresent potential haza.rds to exposed organisms
hie effects range, the possible effects range, and
when concentrations fall within this range. Sedithe no effects range,
ments with contaminant concentrations within
The probable effects range is the range of
this range may require further assessment to deterspecific contaminant concentrations in sed~nent
mine the biological significance of the contamiwithin which biological effects are usually or alnation. In general, further assessment would be
ways observed (probable effects range =, PEL).
supported by biological tests designed to evaluate
Sediments with contaminant concentrations
the biological significance of sediment-associated
contaminants to key species of aquatic biota.
within the probable effects range represent significant and immediate hazards to exposed organThe no effects range is the range of sediment
isms. Sites with concentrations of one or more
contaminant concentrations where biological
contaminants that fall within the probable effects
fects are rarely or never observed (no effects range
range should be given the highest priority in ira,= NOEL). Sediments with concentrations of conpiementing sediment quality management optaminants within the no effects range are of actions. However, direct biological assessment is
ceptable quality for those contaminants, in
general, further investigations of sediment quality
conditions within the no effects range are relaFigure 5=.8--.Framework for conducting sitHpecific
tiveiy lower priority. However, biological testing
assessments of sediment quality,
may be required to validate the results of the initia[ potential assessment for adverse biological
,’ z~lop -- Edd~
/
fects, particularly in sediments with low levels of
! ~ Si=~ or~
TOC, AVS, and/or other variables that could influI
ence the bioavailability of sediment-associated
contaminants.
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MacDonald (1993) developed a framework (Figure 5.8) for the Florida DEP for future use of sedimerit quality assessment guidelines and related
tools. This framework identifies essential considerations to address in conducting site-specific
sediment quality assessment programs. The fol.
lowing elements comprise the framework:
I Collect historical land and water use
information;

!

I

~ Collect supplemental sediment
=" Conduct preliminary assessment of the
potential for biological effects of
sediment-associated contaminants;
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," Evaluate natural versus anthropogenic
sources of sediment-associated
contaminants;
m Conduct biological assessment of
sediment quality; and
¯ ,, Implement management of sediment
quality,
This framework consistently assesses sediment quality in marine and estuarine areas. However, the framework is not intended to replace
accepted sediment testing protocols, such as
those developed for the ocean disposal of
dredged material. Instead, it provides general
guidance to support the sediment quality assessment process,

Step I. Collect H~torical Land and
Water~/se/nformation
The first phase of a site-specific sediment quality
assessment involves collecting and reviewing the
site’s pertinent historical information. Information
required includes the types of industries and businesses that operate or have operated in the area,
the location of wastewater treatment plants, land
use patterns in upland areas, runoff management
systems, residential developments, and other historic, ongoing, and potential activities within the
area. These data help to identify sources that
could contaminate aquatic ecosystems. Information on the chemical composition of wastewater
effluent discharges, contaminants likely to be associated with nonpoint sources, and physical/chemical properties of those substances helps
to develop an initial list of chemical concerns,
Information should atso be collected that
helps define the site’s environmental management goals. Environmental management goals in
estuarine and marine systems may be based on
protecting the whole ecosystem, maintaining viahie populations of sport and commercial fish species, protecting human health (e.g., swimmable
and fishable), or a variety of other considerations
(e.8., seagrass restoration, reestablishment of
shellfish, regional runoff management). As such,
information on existing site uses helps make decisions on the level of investigations that should
be conducted,

Step 2. Collect and Evaluate Existing
Sediment Chemistry Data
Collecting and evaluating existing sediment
chemistry data is critical to the site-specific sedimerit quality assessment process. Sediment chem-

fstry data typically are generated under various
environmental programs. Collect relevant data to
support a preliminary assessment of sediment
quality. These data should be fully evaluated to
determine their applicability. This evaluation
should cover the overall quality of the data set
and the degree to which the data represent current site conditions.
Asses~m.ent of sediment quality also requires
~information that adequately represents the site’s
contemporary environmental conditions. Therefore, knowing the age of the chemistry data is eso
4~ential to determine the data’s applicabiliw.
Natural degradativeprocessesintheenvironment
can lead to reduced concentrations of sedimentassociated organic contaminants. Major events,
such as storms, can transport sediments between
sites, and industrial developments and/or regula-

tory activities can alter the sources and composition of contaminants released into the
environment. Thus, assessments of sediment quality should be undertaken with the most recent
data available.
In addition to temporal variability, the chemistry of bed sediments varies spatially as well.
Therefore, a single sample likely represents only a
small proportion of the geographic area. For this
reason, data from a number of stations are required to represent a site’s sediment quality conditions. The actual number of stations required
depends on the size of the area, the concentrations of sediment-associated contaminants, and
the variability of contaminant concentrations.
Another important factor to consider in evaluating existing sediment quality data is the variables analyzed. The list of analyses must reflect
potential contaminant sources from area land and
water use activities. For example, in harbors, variables such as pentachlorophenol (used to preserve
pilings), tributyltin (used in antifouling paints for
ships), and copper (used in antifouling paints for
pleasure crafts) should be measured. Similarly,
highly elevated concentrations of polycyclic aromarie hydrocarbons and lead are often associated
with urban runoff discharges. In agricultural areas,
persistent pesticides and nutrients should be considered in sediment quality assessments.
If the results of the data evaluation indicate
that sediment chemistry data are acceptable, we
can proceed with the preliminary assessment of

the potential for biological effects. However, if
the sediment chemistry data are of unacceptable
quality or do not adequately represent the site,
additional data may be required to complete the
assessment.
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evaluate sediment-associated metals, they should
Step 3. Collect Supplemental Sediment
not be used alone to evaluate the quality of maChemistry Data
fine
and estuarine sediments, instead, assessThe third silage in assessing sediment quality inments of sediment quality should evaluate the
volves generatingsupplernental sediment chemispotential for adverse biological effects and the detry data. Additional testing may be required when
data are insufficient to support the assessment of gree of anthropogenic enrichment. Using this
approach, metals concentrations would be consediment quality at a site. The initial list of chemisidered a serious concern when they exceed the
cal concerns provides a defensible way to identify
-~
potential’analyses for the sediment quality moni -" .biological effects-based guidelines and are anthropogenically enriched.
toting program,
In the past, determining whether estuarine
Sampling programs should delineate tempoand coastal sediments were anthropogenically
~al and spatial and vertical and horizontal varienriched with metals was difficult, requiring cornability in sediment contamination and ex~,icitly
prehensive, site-specific assessments. However,
identify quality assurance/quality control meaas
discussed previously under *Assessing Sedi*
sures to implement. Collection, handling, and
ments
Contamination," Florida has developed a
storage of sediment samples should follow estabpractical
approach to assess metals contaminalished protocols, and analytical methods and detion
in
coastalsediments.
This procedure relieson
tection limits should be appropriate. Total
normalization
of
metal
concentrations
to a referdigestion of sediment samples with a strong acid
ence
element
aluminum.
(e.g., hydrofluoric) is required. A focused, welldesigned monitoring program ensures that the resulting data will support a defensible sediment
Step 6. Conduct Biological Assessment
quality assessment,
of Sediment Quality
Step 4. Conduct Preliminary
Assessment o[the Potential [or

Biological Ef[ects of SedimentAssociated Contaminants
Sediment chemistry data alone are not adequate
to assess the hazards posed by sediment-associated contaminants to aquatic organisms. Interpretivetools can determine if these contaminants are
present at concentrations that could impair the
designated uses of the aquatic environment,
Effects-based guidelines to assess sediment quality provide a scientifically defensible way to evaluate the potential effects of sediment-associated
contaminants on aquatic organisms. The three
ranges of contaminant concentrations were discussed previously,

Step 5. Evaluate Natural Versus
Anthropogenic Sources of
Sediment-Associated ContaminanLs
Interpretation of environmental metals data is difficult because absolute metal concentrations in
coastal sediments are influenced by various factors, including sediment mineralogy, grain size,
organic content, and anthropogenic enrichment,
These factors result in metals levels that can vary
over several orders of magnitude at uncontaminated sites in Florida ISchropp et al. 1990). While
numerical, effects-based sediment quality assessment guidelines provide essential information to

BioJogical testing is essential in assessing sediment quality. The nature and extent of available
information creates significant uncertainty in predicting the biological significance of sedimentassociated contaminants (i.e., most of the data
used do not support a cause-and-effect relationship). Therefore, biological testingBgenerally a
suite of biological tests---is required to provide reliable information on the toxicity of bed sediments and to confirm the results of the
preliminary sedimentqualityassessment.
In Florida, further biological testing supports
three distinct aspects of sediment quality assessment. First, biological testing may assess sediment
toxicity at sites where the concentrations of one
or more contaminants fall within the probable
and possible effects range. Second, biological
testing may assess toxicity sediments likely to
contain unmeasured substances. Third, biological
data assess whether the recommended SQAGs
are applicable to Florida coastal waters. Addi.
tional biological testing determines the systematic
differences between the sensitivities of species
represented in the Biological Effects Data System
(BEDS) (MacDonald, 1993) compared to the sensitivities of species that reside in Florida coastal
waters. In addition, ancillary biological testing
determines the systematic differences between
the toxicity-.-as affected by bioavailability and
other factor,--of a substance in sediments represented in BEDS compared to Florida sediments. In
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some cases, biological testing will require sitespecific SQAGs to assess the potential effects of
sediment-associated qontaminants,
The biological testing program should address whole sediment toxicity, but it may also
consider potential effects in the water column.
Evaluation of whole sediment toxicity is a key
component of the sediment quality assessment
process in regulatory" and management applications. [3iological tests that assess potential water
column effects are generally more applicable, for
example, in programs concerned with regulating
disposal of dredged materials.
A numberoftestscanevaluatethebiological
significance of sediment contamination. These
tests may be as simple as short-term bioassays on
a single contaminant using a single species or as
complex as microcosm studies investigating the
long-term effects of contaminant mixtures on ecosystem dynamics. In addition, tests may be designed to assess the toxicity of whole sediments
(solid phase), suspended sediments, etutriates,
sediment extracts, or pore water. Organisms routinely tested include microorganisms, algae,
aquatic macrophytes, invertebrates, and fish.
Other biological information can assess sediment quality. For example, comparing biological
indicators, such as the diversity and abundance of
benthic invertebrate communities, at test sites and
appropriate ecoregion reference sites provides a
means of assessing the relative toxicity of test sediments. Various statistical procedures can help
identify contaminants associated with observed
biological effects using adequate sediment chemistry data. In addition, spiked-sediment bioassays
can establish cause-and-effect relationships for
specific substances or contaminant mixtures. Further, tests to evaluate pore water toxicity provide
information that can identify the toxic elements of
contaminated sediments. Information on contaminant level in aquatic biota and on bioaccumulation help determine contaminant levels in
sediments to protect the health of humans and of
wildlife that consume aquatic organisms,
Step 7. Implement Management of
Sediment Quality
The objective of the sediment quality assessment
process is to provide information that supports environmental quality management. Management
decisions will depend on various factors, inctudin8 the nature and severity of the contamination,
the potential for exposure of aquatic organisms,
management goals for the site, availability of re-
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mediation technology, costs associated with remediation, and public expectations. By integrating
information on these factors, managers and others
can make d~ensible decisions on remediating,
preventing, and monitoring contamination.
We can make several sediment quality management decisions using information available
from the environmental assessment. At some sites,
no additiorial.action is warranted. Other sites may
require monitoring for trends in sediment quality.
Seriously contaminated sites may require some
remedial action to achieve environmental man~gement goals. These remedial actions could inctude removing and treating toxic materials,
isolating or capping contaminated sediments, iraplementing source control measures, or no action
at all (i.e., permit natural degradation and sedimentation to mitigate contaminant effects).
MacDonald (1993) stresses the importance
of combining the effects-based guidelines and the
metals interpretive tool. MacDonald examines
data on levels of sediment-associated lead from
two geochemically distinct systems, Biscayne
Bay and Apalachicola Bay, to illustrate the integrated sediment quality assessment framework.
Figure 5.9 shows a summary of the available data
(Fla. Dep. Environ. Prot. 1993) on the levels of
sediment-associated lead in the Miami area. The
data, sorted by increasing concentration, were assigned sample numbers from 1 to 108. Evaluation
using the SQAGs suggests that approximately 1S
percent of the samples fall within the probable elfects concentration range (exceed the PEL of 160
mglkg)o Another 20 percent fall within the possihie effects range (between NOEL and PEL). Therefore, comparing sediment chemistry data with
numerical SQAGs suggests a relatively high probability of observing adverse biological effects.
Further examination of the data using the metals
interpretive tool (Figure 5.10) demonstrates that
sediments from this area are clearly anthropogenically-enriched with lead. Roughly 90
percent of the samples exceed the 95 percent prediction limits established for clean sites. Concordance between the effects-based and the
geochemically based tool suggests that the Miami
area should have priority in further investigations
to evaluate sediment toxicity.
In Apalachicola Bay, roughly 20 percent of
the samples had levels of lead that exceeded the
NOEL of 21 mg/kg (Figure S.11). Comparison of
the ambient lead levels in Apalachicola Bay with
SQAGs suggests possible adverse biological elfects at a significant number of sites. However, fur-
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Figure 5.9--Lead concentrations in sediments in Bisc~yne
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ther evaluation using the metals interpretive tool
indicates that aluminum-normalized lead level is
indicative of those measured in clean sediments in
Florida (Figure 5.12). While the effects-based tool
predicts the possibility, of adverse effects at some
sites, the geochemical tool demonstrates that lead
concentrations in Apalachicola Bay occur naturally and, as such, should not be considered hazardous to a=luatic organisms. This system does not
require further investigations to evaluate the extent
of sedirnent toxicity.
~,
Recommended Sediment
Assessment Approach Limitations
Sediment quality assessment guidelines using the
recommended approach are preliminary values
and should be refined as new information becomes available. This approach has several limirations and considerations:
= The approach determines the potential
for sediment-associated contaminants to induce biological effects. We cannot infer direct cause-and-effect relationships When
comparing chemical data to the recommended guidelines,
=’ The SQAGs apply to marine and estuarine waters only, not to freshwater systems.
== The SQA(3s are not expressed as factors
thought to control the bioavailability ofsediment-associated contaminants (i.e., total organic carbon for nonpolar organics and acid
volatile sulfide for divalent metals),
= The data used to derive the SQAGs consist primarily of acute toxicity study results.
Few data exist on the chronic responses of
aquatic organisms to contaminants associated with sediments,
I The recommended guidelines should be
used with other assessment tools and protocols, such as the Florida Department of Environmental Regulations metals interpretive
tool and the Green Book (U.S. Environ. Prot.
Agency and Army Corps Eng. 1991) to provide comprehensive evaluations of sediment
quality.
= The recommended guidelines were developed using information from various
North American locations. These data may
not represent Florida’s diverse sediment
types. For this reason, exercise caution in

using these guidelines, particularly in carbonate-dominated sediments.
Sediment Quality Assessment

Guideline Applications
The recommended sediment quality assessment
strategy should provide consistency in evaluating
FJor.ida’s sediment quality. While the SQAGs represent an integral element of this strategy, they
should be used with other assessment tools to efficiently and cost-effectively evaluate ambient sealiment quality conditions. In this context, these
SQAGs may be used to
I Interpret the results of sediment quality
monitorin8 data. SQAGs may assess the potential adverse biological effects of specific
concentrations of sediment-associated contaminants.
i Support the design of sediment quality
monitoring programs. SQAGs may evaluate
existing sediment chemistry data and rank
areas and chemicals of concern according to
their potential association with adverse biological effects. As such, monitoring priorities
may be more clearly and effectively identifled.
= Identify the need for site-specific investigations to support regulatory or watershed
management decisions, including source
controls and regional urban management
sites. SQAGs can evaluate existing data to
determine if additional testing (e.g., sediment toxicity bioassays) is needed.
! Evaluate the hazards associated with increased contaminant levels at specific sites.
SQAGs may act as early-warning tools for
watershed management or regulatory action
before contaminant levels become problematic.
= Support a preliminary assessment of the
applicability of EPA’s developing sediment
quality criteria. The SQAGs can assess the
protection level these criteria afford to
aquatic organisms.
= Facilitate multijurisdictional agreemen~
on sediment quality issues and concerns.
SQAGs can establish site-specific sediment
quality objectives to help define governmental responsibilities in preventing and remediating sediment contamination.
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These guidelines provide a consistent way to
evaluate sediment quality in Florida..However,
they are preliminary and their’application is liraited. Therefore, SQAGs should not be used
-’ In lieu of water quality criteria. However,
these guidelines may be used in regulatory
programs to evaluate effectiveness and identify the need for m~ore stringent regulations;
¯ " To define uniform values for sediment
quality statewide (i.e., they should not be
used as sediment quality criteria). Ambient
environmental conditions may influence the
applicability of these guidelines at specific
locations;
" As criteria to dispose of dredged material
or to replace formal assessment protocols established to dispose of dredged material; or
-’ Directly as numerical clean-up levels at
severely contaminated sites (e.g., Superfund
sites),
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CHAPTER 6

Biological Community Assessments
raditionally, monitoring surface~
waters to assess their health and
he effects of pollution discharges has
relied upon chemical and physical
measurements of the water column,
While this approach assesses the effects
Of continuous discharges--such as
wastewater treatment plants and
industrial sources--it cannot accurately
determine environmental impairments
from intermittent sources such as urban
runoff. This chapter discusses the
development and use of biological
community assessments to detect the
effect of nonpoint source pollution on

aquatic life.
Intermittent discharges create shock Ioadings
to a waterbody, and the ecological effects depend
on many variables and complex interactions,
Moreover, many runoff pollutants become attached to sediment particles or settle quickly, exerting detrimental effects over a long period,
Furthermore, urban runoff degrades habitat (e.g.,
channel and bank erosion) and causes tremendous siltation, neither of which are detected by
water chemistry sampling,
Monitoring biological communities is an additional approach that can enhance surface water
quality assessment and management. While
chemical data reflect short-term conditions that
exist when a particular sample is collected, biological communities accurately indicate overall
environmental health because they continuously
inhabit receiving waters and react to various longterm chemical and physical influences. Aquatic

organisms also integrate a variety of environmental influences--chemical, physical, and biological.
Biological assessment involves integrated
analyses of functional and structural components
of the aquatic communities. Bioassessments are
best used to detect aquatic life impairments and
assess their relative severity. Once an impairment
is detected, additional chemical and biological
toxicity testing can identify the causative agent
and its source. Both biological and chemical
methods are critical in successful pollution control and environmental management programs.
They are complementary, not mutually exclusive,
ways to enhance overall program effectiveness.
Some advantages of bioassessments are that
= Biological communities reflect overall
ecological integrity (chemical, physical,
and biological).
n Over time, biological communities
integrate the effects of different stressors,
providing a measure of fluctuating

environmental conditions.

.= By assessing the integrated response to
highly variable pollutant inputs, biological
communities provide a practical approach
for monitoring runoff source impacts and
the effectiveness of best management
practices.
== Routine monitoring of biological
communities can be relatively inexpensive,
particularly when compared to the cost of
assessing toxic substances.
~ The public is highly interested in the
status of biological communities as a
measure of environmental health.
m Biological communities offer a practical
way to evaluate habitat degradation
typically associated with urban runoff
discharges.
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"

Recent advances in computer technology
and, more important, in biological assessment
techniques make the current approach more
Karr et al. (1986) grouped environmental factors
practical. Advances include geographic informaaffecting most aquatic ecosystems into five major
tion systems and available digitized databases,
classes: chemical variables, biotic interactions,
refined laboratory and field methods, standard asflow regime, habitat structure, and energy source.
sessment techniques, a practical and useful deftThese factors interact to determine the integrity of
nation of biological integrity, and the regional
water resources reflect, ed by the resident aquatic
"
reference
si~ concept. These advance~ provide a
life (Figure 6.1 ). Alterations to the physical, chemframework
to incorporate biological community
ical, or biological processes can adversely affect
assessments
and "biocriteria" into sun=ace water
the aquatic biota and, therefore, the biological inmanagement programs.
tegrity of the waterbody. Efforts to protect and reAlthough the principal goal of the Clean
store waters by using only one or two of the five
factors will likely fail if other factors are involved
Water Act is to restore and maintain the chemical,
physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s
(Karr et al. 1986). Monitoring methods integrating
waters, difficulties in defining an ecological apall five classes are necessary to maintain and iraproach to assessing biotic integrity has led regulaprove surface water quality and aquatic life retory agencies to rely primarily on chemical
sources,

-Biological Integrity

Figure 6.1mlmportant chemical, physical, and biological factors that influence and determine biological
community performance in surface waters.
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CHAPTER 6

Biological Community Assessments

1 Compare ecological similarities and
measurements. However, Karr and Dudley (1981)
differences;
define biotic ~integrity as "the ability of an aquatic
ecosystem to support and maintain a balar~ced,
I Compare habitat similarities and
integrated, adaptive community of organisms
differences;
having a species composition, diversity and funcI Establish realistic, achievable chemical
tional organization comparable to that of the natand biological standards;
ural habitats within a region." This definition is
based on measurable characteristics of aquatic
1 Assess the effects of all pollution sources
communities and comparisons to a regiona! refer- = : within a watershed, especially intermittent
ence site.
discharges;
Despite the many recent advances in bio1 Predict the effectiveness of management
assessment techniques, state-specific ecoregions,
practices;
methods to delineate reference sites, and rapid
m
Prioritize assessment and management
bioassessment (RBA) methods are badly needed,
These techniques offer the best means of accuefforts;
rarely assessing the impacts of urban runoff and
m Locate monitoring and special study
other nonpoint sources of pollution. Conducting
sites; and
this essential development work requires special
"" Extrapolate site.specific information to
expertise, adequate funding, and time.
larger areas.
To date, ecoregion reference sites have been
selected and sampled, and RBA techniques have
Omernik (1987) proposed using spatial
been developed and refined only for riverine sysframeworks
based on ecological regions
terns. Work is just beginning to refine and test
(ecoregions) to assess the health of aquatic sysRBA methods for lakes, and little progress has
terns. Ecoregions reflect similarities in thetype,
been made on developing RBA methods for estuquality, and quantity of water resources and the
aries. These aquatic systems need standard assessconditions affecting them. Therefore, regional
ment techniques and quantitative biocommunity
patterns of environmental factors reflect regional
evaluation criteria,
patterns in surface water quality.
Using an ecoregionai framework, we can
sort out spatial variability in the environmental
Ecoregions and
characteristics that we wish to manage. Deiineating ecoregions requires collecting and examining
Reference Sites
reference material to understand the area. This inSpatial frameworks can profoundly influence the
cludes determining what the ecoregion looks like,
effectiveness of research, assessment, and manits dominant environmental features, the kinds of
agernent of many water resource problems, espenatural and human impacts influencing resource
cially those caused by urban runoff and nonpoint
quality, and the characteristics supporting the resources. Traditionally, we have relied on spatial
gional delineation. Different environmental leaframeworks based on political boundaries, water- " tures drive each ecoregion. In some parts of the
sheds, hydrologic units, or physiographic regions,
country, land-surface form dominates vegetation,
However, these areas do not correspond to patsoil formation, and land use; annual precipitation
terns in vegetation, soils, land surface form, land
more strongly affects these characteristics in other
use, climate, rainfall, or other characteristics that
areas.
control or reflect spatial variations in surface
Defining, delineating, describing, and dewater quality or aquatic organisms,
pitting ecoregions involves a systematic collecWater quality management isslowly moving
tion and analysis of diverse environmental
beyond the technology-based, uniform national
information (Figure 6.2). This process is described
standards approach that is point source oriented,
cornpletely in Regionalization as a Tool for tvla~
The new approach recognizes land/water interacagin~ Environmental Resources (U.S. Environ.
tions, nonpoint sources, and regional variations in
Prot. Agency, 1989a). Ecoregions are defined at
attaining water quality. Water quality assessments
hierarchical levels for the conterminous United
need a regional framework to
States (Figure 6.3). More detailed subregions have
I Compare regional land and water
been developed for Arkansas, Colorado, Minnesota, Ohio, and Oregon. Continued subregion
patterns;
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Figure 6.2--Steps to develop regionalization,
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biotic integrity, which compares site evaluations
to the aquatic community of "natural habitats
within a region." Ecoregion reference sites used in
water resources management must have two essential components: They must represent the
ecoregion and have ecological conditions reasonably attained, given current background conditions.
Select~ng:ecoregion reference sites allows us
tO approximate attainable quality by measuring
the physical, chemical, and biological quality of
streams draining watersheds that represent the
~gion’s natural environmental characteristics and
II~ve received the least amount of human influence. Select sites according to the following steps
(U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989a):
1. Specify environmental characteristics affecting water quality such as soil type;
vegetative cover; amount, intensiW, and
timing of annual or seasonal precipitation; topography and slope; and occurrence of natural geologic deposits.
2. Map areas that share similar characteristics.

D
Sketch and Refine Boundaries

3. Select watersheds from within those,
areas.

~
F"

I

4. Eliminate watersheds where access is
prohibited¯
Yes

~

¯

No
t
Complete Boundaries,

Or~ft Fin(3l MaD,
Compose Characterizations
for eocl~ Re~ion

Source: U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989a.

S. Eliminate watersheds affected by human
influence. Since this will likely leave an
, insufficient number of watersheds, add
those subject to the least anthropogenic
influences. Unfortunately, in many parts
of the country, pristine watersheds do
not exist. However, given regional land
use practices, the least affected watersheds should identify reasonable expectations in the region.

development is underway in Alabama, Florida,
and Appalachia. Additionally, subregions are
being planned in other states, largely because of
biological criteria development and enhanced assessment and management of nonpoint sources,

6. Verify the site’s suitability to ensure the
accuracy of mapped information and to
eliminate inappropriate watersheds. Site
visits are essential. Make use of local expert opinion.

Once ecoregions are delineated and field
verified, ecoregion reference sites should be selected. An essential component of the management framework, these sites allow us to evaluate
the environmental health of a locale by comparing it to a known reference site. This is a key concept in Karr and Dudley’s (1981) definition of

7. (.’ollect physical, chemical, and biologicol data to generate reference data that
define the range of regionally achievable
quality. Use this data to compare the
quality of other sites. The next section
discusses the type of and ways to collect
biological data.
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Figure 6.3---Ecoregions of the conterminous United States.

Source: U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989b.

Rapid Bioassessment

Protocols
In 1985, U.S. EPA conducted a survey to identify
states that routinely perform biological assessments and evaluate their field methods. A workgroup of state and EPA biologists reviewed
existing methods and refined protocols for monitoting benthic macroinvertebrates. Incorporating
comments from state and staff, EPA also developed a set of fish protocols. Rapid Bioassessment
Protocols for Use in Streams and Rivers (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989b) contains a more comprehensive discussion of this topic,
The rapid bioassessment protocols (RBPs)--also known as community bioassessment protoco!~advocate an integrated assessment,
comparing habitat (physical structure and flow regime) and biological measures with empirically
defined reference conditions (Figure 6.4). Reference conditions are established through system-

atic monitoring of actual sites (ecoregion reference sites) that represent the natural range of variation in "least disturbed" water chemistr3’, habitat,
and biological condition.
C)f these three components of ecological integrity, ambient water quality may be the most dif.ficult to characterize because of the complex
array of chemical constituents that affect it. Therefore, the implementation framework presented in
Figure 6.4 first describes the development of an
empirical relationship between habitat quality
and biological condition and then refines this relationship for a given region. As additional information is obtained from systematic monitoring of
potentially impacted and site-specific control
sites, the predictive power of the empirical rela.
tionship is enhanced. Once the relationship be.
tween habitat and biological potential is
understood, water quality impacts can be objectively discriminated from habitat effects, and
management efforts can focus on the most important source of impairment.
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Figure 6.4--8ioassessment decision matrix (numbers in parenthesis refer to numbered Explanatory Notes).
Assessment of
Impairment of Biological Integrity
(Not Human Health, Recre,.tion or Aesthetics)

Figure 6.4.-.Exp|anatoW Notes
1. The reference site (R5) should represent a database
consisting of the best attainable physiqal habitat,
water/sediment chemistry’, and biological parameters for specific environmental conditions. Acceptable ranges for the habitat and biological parameters of concern are based on this reference
database,
In the RBP assessment scheme, selected parameters
are integrated to define generic habitat categories
and bioclassifications. The integrated charactedza-

tions describe important attributes of the designated use and reDresent criteria for attainmentJnonattainment of the designated use. Figure 6.4 also
lustrates how designated uses and criteria may be
established or refined as ambient monitoring activities proceed and how new data are incorporated
into the reference database.
Considerable effort may be required initially to
identify reference sites and the habitat and biological characteristics of a specified aquatic life use.
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Figure 6.4--Explanatory Notes continued
biotic community and may be insensitive to
Alternatively, data required to define new or recertain subtle and/or threshold effects.
fined use characterizations and assessment
criteria could be collected through implemen6. If B(S equals BRS, no detectable impairment octation of an effective ambient monitoring procurs. This conclusion assumes no overriding
gram. However, when the initial reference
limitations on the biological potential oflS reladatabase includes a spectrum of" least disturbed
. tire to RS that are not accounted for by the pre"
h’=~bitats and concomitant biotic conditions, the
vious habitat coml~arison (see note 2). Factors
need for site-specific controls may be gPeatly rethat could uniquely affect IS are discussed in
duced. The value of a comprehensive reference
station siting. For example, stations P,5 and IS
database becomes more evident with progresmay be located on a first order stream with prision through the implementation framework,
mary o~anic inputs from a coniferous forest. In
this situation, certain characteristics of the ben2. The purpose of the habitat assessment is ~4~’deterthic community, such as taxa richness, may
mine whether the impaired site (IS) has the poter~
tually increase with organic enrichment from
tial to support a bioto~,cal community comparapoint source discha~es rather than decrease as
ble to that of the reference ~ note 6).
otherwise expected. This atypical situation
3. Applicable ranges for several important habitat
should be assessed as if HIS plus reversible
characteristics are generally incorporated into
habitat alterations) is less than HRS (note 7).
the habitat assessment field sheets, and the hal>
7. The HIS plus reversible habitat alterations veritat evaluation can be made quickly onsite.
sus HRS comparison amounts to a simplistic use
However, preliminary reconnaissance is espeattainability analysis (UAA) that only considers
cially helpful when impaired site habitat (HIS)
habitat. The comparison involves scaling up the
proves to be much lower in quality than referobserved habitat parameter values to the extent
ence habitat (HRS) and an evaluation of reversthat they might be feasibly improved. For examible habitat alterations (attainability) may also
pie, bank stability, bank vegetation, and
be necessary. Reconnaissance information alstreamside cover could be greatly enhanced by
lows planning for the additional work needed to
fencing a pasture and planting trees, whereas
characterize more appropriate reference sites,
other parameters may be unalterat~le. This mini4. In the early stages of’developing assessment criUAA can help to assess site-specific potential in
teria for a given aquatic life use, HIS may often
the determination of actual impairment. If HIS
appear degraded relative to the HRS database,
and HP~ are potentially equivalent, then use
The likelihood of such an outcome is proporimpairment can be appropriately assessed
tional to the richness of’ the initial HR5
garding resident biota. If HIS and HP,~ are not
database. As more potentially impacted stations
equivalent even when reversible habitat alterare assessed, however, certain stations will be
ations are considered, biological effects may
shown tosupport
not be independent of habitat constraints.
These potential scenarios are discussed in more
m, Biological communities equivalent to the
detail in the section on integration of habitat,
reference sites despite apparent habitat
sediment, water quality, and biological data.
deficiencies. Information from such sites will
enrich the reference database and broaden
the applicability of the use designation.
¯ - A relatively degraded communi~ hrn=ted
by intrinsic or irreversible habitat
In this case, the original use is not
and data collected from such a site
be used to revise the use designation.
5. The robustness of the comparison between the
biological condition at the impaired sate
and that at the reference (BRS) is limited by the
rigor of the assessment procedure used (e.g.,
many versus few replicates) and the scol:~e of
the overall assessment (i.e., the number of biological community sel~ments actually evaluated). The comparison of BI~ and BP,3 is useful
to detect or confirm appreciable impact to the
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The following are major steps in using EPA’s
rapid bioassessment protocols along with a brief
discussion of some key considerations:
1. Assessment of the structural/compositional
and functional characteristics of the benthic
macroinvertebrate community.
~
-, Seasonality for benthic collections,
Optimum biological sampling will
correspond to invertebrates recruitment
cycles, which vary with climate.
" Methods for benthic collection=,
Considerations include natural versus
artificial substrates; single versus multiple
habitat sampling; and sampling coarse
particulate organic material such as leaves,
twigs, and bark.
-- Benthic sample processing and
enumeration. Handling samples
consistently is important because detailed
comparisons are made among stations and
sites,
m Benthic environmental tolerance
characterizations. ,~ssessment of biological
condition is based on the calculation of
several metrics. Certain metrics rely on
classifying benthic taxa according to their
relative sensitivity to pollution. However,
the meaning of pollution tolerance varies
around the country, requirin8 each state to
adapt established tolerance classification
systems.
2. Assessment of the structural/compositional
and functional characteristics of the fish community,
~ Seasonality for fish collections. The
preferred sampling season is middle to late
summer, when stream flowsare less
variable and more moderate,
’- Methods for fish collections.
Electrofishing, seines, and rotenone are the
most commonly used collection methods,
Each has advantages and disadvantages,
~ Sampling representative habitats. The
sampling station should represent the
stream reach, incorporating at least one
riffle, run, and pool if these habitats are
typical. Sampling is most effective near
shore and cover, such as macrophytes,
boulders, snags, and brush,

PART I. Technics! Issues

m Fish sample processing and
enumeration. Standardized processing of
fish samples should include identification of
species, recording incidence of external
abnormalities, and weighing (if biomass
data are desired).
3. Assessment of the structural/compositional
and fu .nF’ti.onai characteristics of the algal
community’.
m Note: See Rapid Bioassessment Protocols
(U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989b) for a
~’ discussion of the advantages of using
benthic macroinvertebrates, fish, and algae.
4. Assessment of habitat type occurrence and
quality.
~ Habitat, as affected by in-stream and
surrounding topographical features. This
assessment largely determines aquatic
community potential. Both the habitat’s
quality and quantity affect the structure and
composition of its biological communities.
Consider both physical characteristics and
water quality parameters in assessing habitat.
~ Physical characteristics. These include
estimating watershed land uses and their
associated pollutant discharges/1oadings;
stream characteristics such as width, flow,
and depth (in riffles, runs, and pools);
substrate types; sediment odors, oils, and
extent of deposits; extent of canopy cover;
and human alterations such as dams,
channetization, bottom scouring, chanr~el
stability/erosion, or modified shorelines.
m Water quality observations. These
should include recent and current weather
conditions, temperature, dissolved oxygen,
pH, conductivity, turbidity, and water odors
or surface oils.
5. Integration of benthic macroinvertebrate,
fish, and habitat assessments using quantitative indices.
-" Species richness. This figure should
reflect the health of a community by
measuring the variety of organisms present
(total number of genera or species).
m Modified Hilsenhoff biotic index. This
index summarizes the overall pollution
tolerance of the benthic arthropod
community.
’- Scraper and filterin8 collector
functional group ratio. This ratio provides
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~6

i Develop a QA project plan. It should
describe the specific objectives,
procedures, and methods for all staff
working on the project.

insight into potential disturbance factors,
Predominance of a particular feeding type
may indicate an unbalanced community
responding to an overabundance of a
particular food source.
=,, EFT (Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera,
Trichoptera) and Chlronomidae abundance
ratio; The relative abundance of these four
major invertebrate groups is used as a
measure Of community balance,
== Percent contribution of the numerically
dominant taxon to the total number of
organisms. This indicates community ~’
balance at the lowest positive taxonomic
level,
m EFT index. This summarizes taxa
richness within the insect orders that are
generally pollution sensitive.
== Community similarity indices. These are
used to compare biological communities at
impacted sites and reference sites,
~= Ratio of shredder functional feeding
groupand total number of individuals
collected. This compares the shredder
community at an impacted site and at a
reference site.
~ Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI). This
broad index is grounded in fisheries
community ecology that incorporates
zoogeography, ecosystem, community,
population, and individual perspectives.
6. Careful choice of sampling locations to ensure that generally comparable habitats exist
at each station.
m Consider community differences,
Otherwise, differences a~tributable to a
degraded habitat will be difficult to separate
from those attributable to water quality
degradation,
m Avoid locally modified sites. These
include small impoundments and bridge
areas.
m Consider entering waters. Avoid
sampling near the mouths of tributaries
entering large waterbodies, since these

areas will have habitats more indicative of
larger waterbodies,
7. Use effective quality assurance and quality
control procedures to ensure the usefulness
of environmental monitoring data.

=;

,,= Trainin8. Train staff conducting the
assessments consistently to ensure complete
and standardized assessments.
I Achieve consistency. Each agency must
define its specific sampling methods,
laboratory procedures, and analytical and
validation techniques (e.g., replicate
samples).
m Consider subjective habitat
characterization. Take special care in
conducting the evaluation. Appropriate
training and periodic cross-checks are
essential.
== Routinely calibrate all field instruments.

EPA (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989b)
presents five rapid bioassessment protocols--three for benthic invertebrates and two for fish.
The appropriate bioassessment approach depends on the study objectives. RBPs I and IV are
screening tools to help determine if biological irapairment exists. Benthic RBP I and fish RBP V are
more rigorous and provide more objective and reproducible evaluations than RBPs I and IV. RBPs
I1, II1, and V are semiquantitative and use an integrated analysis technique to provide continuity in
evaluating impairment among sites and seasons.
Each of the RBPs is summarized briefly.
,,= Rapid Bioassessment Protocol I~Benthic
Macroinvertebrates and Rapid Bioassessment
Protocol IVmFish. These RBPs provide a screening mechanism to identify biological impairment.
They are not intended to quantify the degree of ira. pairment nor provide definitive data to establish
cause-and-effect relationships. They allow a cursory assessment, using cost and time efficiencies to
evaluate a large number of sites, identify major
water quality problems, and help plan and develop management strategies.
,-, Rapid Bioassessment Protocol il--Benthic

/vtacroinvertebrates. This RBP provides int~ormation to rank sites as severely or moderately

impaired so that additional study or reguJatory!
management action can be planned. Like RBP I,
this protocol can be used as a screening tool and
allows agencies to evaluate a large number of
sites with relatively little time and effort. The more
documented procedures and integrated metrics of
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RBP II promotes better consistency and allows
better comparison among sites,
i Rapid Bioassessment Protocol Ill---Benthic
Macroinvertebrates and Rapid Bioassessment
Protocol V~Fish. These two RBPs provide a consistent, well*documented biological assessment,
Like RBP II, they provide information for ranking
site impairment and a way to compare repeatable
results over time (trend monitoring). These RBPs
include taxonomic identifications to the lowest
practical level, thereby providing information on
population as well as community level effects.
They include an integrated assessment of metrics
and can be used to develop biocriteria,
’

Habitat, Sediment, Water
Quality, and Biological Data
Relationship between Habitat
Quality and Biological Condition
An overall assessment of ecological condition first
evaluates habitat quality, then analyzes the biological components in light of these data.* If adverse effects are likely, then sediment and water
chemistry sampling and evaluating potential polo
lution sources within the watershed should be
undertaken. As the principal determinant of biological potential, habitat sets the context for interpreting biosurvey results. Along with sediment
quality, habitat can be used as a general predictor
of biological condition. Routine water chemistry
can also help to characterize certain impacts.
In RBPs I and IV, which involve minimal biological sampling, habitat evaluation carries considerable weight in the final assessment,
However, in RBPs II, I!1, and V, the biological
evaluations are more rigorous and take precedence. The habitat assessment plays a supporting
role within these protocols. It identifies obvious
constraints on the site’s attainable potential, helps
select appropriate sampling stations, and provides
basic information for interpreting biosurvey resuits. Sediment assessment, as discussed in Chapter 5, should be added tothis methodology,
A site’s attainable biological potential is determined primarily by habitat quality. The relationship between habitat quality and biological
condition can be seen as a sigmoid curve (Figure
¯ ..
"~tateriai in this section was adapted from U..~. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989b.

P,~RT L T¢chnJca! issues

6.5), with community response varying with habitat quality, in the upper segment of the curve,
good quality habitat (supporting or comparable)
will often support high quality communities. Responses to minor alterations in habitat will be subtie and inconsequential. However, as habitat
quality declines, discernible biological impairment results. In the absence of confounding water
quality effects, this relationship is roughly linear.
In areas of severe habitat degradation, predicting the degree of biological impairment is
more difficult. Community structure depends less
~on habitat diversity, which is usually simplified by
degradation, and more on the opportunistic colonization strategies of a relatively few tolerant species. These opportunists have adapted to
environmental conditions unfavorable to most
other species. In the absence of competition, they
thrive--or at least survive--in these marginal conditions. Therefore, biological measures, particularly those used in the RBPs, are relatively
insensitive to habitat variations in this range. A
nonsupporting characterization may correspond
to either a moderately or severely impaired biological condition, depending on the specific site.
When habitat, sediment, and biological data
are systematically collected together, empirical
relationships can be quantified and subsequently
used for screening impact sites, scoping field activities, and discriminating water quality impacts
from habitat degradation. By acquiring a multipie-site database, confidence bounds can be established for the habitat/indigenous community
relationship.
A theoretical relationship of habitat quality
and biological condition as affected by water
quality problems (organic or toxic Ioadings) can
also be hypothesized (Figure 6.6). Curve II indicares the general relationship of biological condition to habitat quality in the absence of water
quality/sediment effects. Curve Ii may resemble a
sigmoid curve as illustrated in Figure 6.6. Curve
III represents a situation where organic pollution
or toxicants will adversely affect biological condition regardless of the habitat quality.
In areas of good or excellent habitat, biological communities reflect degraded conditions
when water quality/sediment effects are present.
However, as habitat degrades to a poor condition
from water quality/sediment problems, community response may be less dramatic because of the
presence of tolerant and generally opportunistic
species. Curve I represents a situation indicative
of nutrient enrichment, which will artificially sus-
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Figure 6.5---Relationship between habitat and biological condition.
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rain a more diverse fauna than dictated by the
habitat quality. However, at some point along the
curve as habitat degradation proceeds, nutrient
enrichment will no longer support a diverse com-

Figure 6.6-.-Relationship of habitat qualit3’ and biological
condition in the context of water quality.
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munity, resulting in a drastic decrease in biological condition.

Bioassessment Technique
Biological assessment components are evaluated
using eight metrics (measurements) for benthic
RBPs II and III and 12 metrics for fish RBP V. The
pollution sensitivity range exhibited by each metric differs among metrics (Figures 6.7 and 6.8).
Some are sensitive to a broad range of biological
conditions; others only to some conditions. Sensitivity of metrics may also vary depending on
whether organic or toxic impacts are being evaluated (Figure 6.7). The considerable overlap in the
sensitivity ranges helps reinforce final conclusions regarding biological condition, while metrics that can better differentiate responses at the
impairment range extremes enable a more complete bioassessmenL This integrated analysis approach thus allows a broader assessment of
condition than an analysis using any single metric. However, information from indi¢idual metrics
enhances overall data interpretation.
Certain metrics are designed to be better estimators of either organic or toxic effects. For exam-
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NI ~nthic ~trlcs in,~in~ biological condition in r~ponse to or~ni~ and toxi~n~.
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Figu~ 6.~an~e of ~itiviti~ of RBP V
metri~ in ~ing biological onditi~.

T¢xicsn~s

Source: ~.S. Environ. ProL
pie, the Hilsenhoff Biotic Index~a macroinvertebrate indexmuses a tolerance classification scheme based on organic pollution effects,
Functional group representation can be altered by
either organics or toxicants (Figure 6.7). Although
toxicants somewhat affect scrapers and filter/feeders, their ratio can best be used to assess organic
enrichment. A reduction in the value obtained for
scrapers and filter feeders can indicate a reduction in the quality of the periphyton as a food
source and/or an increase in the suspended fine
particulate organic matter (FPOM). Filter feeders
are also affected by FPOM contaminated by toxicants,
The relative abundance of shredders in the
benthic community is a good indicator of toxic
problems. Vegetation sprayed with pesticides
eventually becomes a coarse particulate organic
matter (’CPOM) food source for shredders. Therefore, depending on toxicant concentrations,
CPOM may affect shredders. The ratio of the
abundances of EPT taxa and chironomids may
also function as a toxicant indicator,
The 12 IBI metrics, used in fish protocol V,
also represent differing sensitivities (Figure 6.8).
For example, municipal wastewater discharges
typically affect total abundance and trophic strut-

Source: ~.S. Environ. Prom. ~Sency, 1989b.
ture (Karr et al. 1986), while unusually low total
abundance generally indicates a toxic effect.
However, some nutrient deficient environments
support a limited number of individuals, and an
increase in abundance may indicate organic enrichment. Bottom dwelling species that depend
on benthic habitats for feeding and reproduction
are particularly sensitive to the effects of siltation
and benthic oxygen depletion and are good indicators of habitat degradation.
For the benthic and fish biosurveys and habi.
tat assessment, scores are assigned to each metric
or parameter based on a decision matrix. For habitat assessment, parameter quality is evaluated
through visual observation. The score assigned to
each habitat parameter is a function of a range of
scores and is weighted by its contribution to the
total habitat quality. The scores assigned to the
benth,c and fish metrics are based on computed
values of the metrics and a station comparison,
where the regional or stream reference station
serves as the highest attainment criterion. Cornparing the total score computed for the metrics or
parameters with the reference station score prorides a judgment about impairment of biological
condition.
Effects indicated by the aquatic community
need to be evaluated in a habitat quality context.
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A poor habitat for riparian vegetation, bank stability, or stream substrate would not favorably
support a well-balanced community structure,
Habitat quality constraints may prohibit attaining
a higher quality biological condition.

Figure 6.9--Evaluation of habitat at a sitespecific control relative to that at a regional
reference.

An Integrated Assessment Approach
Assessing sediment, characterizing watersheds,
and maplSlng pollution sources can be used to determine potential hot spots in watersheds and subbasins. Bioassessment and water chemistry
sampling can then assess the aquatic system’s actual health in these locations. A bioassess~ent
should initially focus on habitat quality. Based on
a regional reference, the habitat at an impacted
site may be equal to or less than the desired quality for that particular system. If the habitat and reference are equal, then we can make a direct
comparison of biological conditions as discussed
in Figure 6.4. If the habitat is lower in quality than
the reference, the first step is to evaluate the habitat potential. A site-specific control may be more
appropriate than a regional reference for assessing an impact site. If so, select an appropriate sitespecific reference site to ensure that its habitat
and sediment characteristics represent the area.
Once the appropriate reference site type is determined, possible outcomes of the bioassessment
are
n

No biological effects;

-. Effects due to habitat degradation;
~ Effects due to sediment or water quality;
or
i= Effects due to a combination of
sediment, water quality, and habitat
degradation,
After habitat problems are identified, separating the impairment cause from sediment or
water quality problems is usually difficult. Figure
6.9 illustrates the approach to assessing biological
effects. Selecting an appropriate station of cornparison to evaluate biological impact begins with
an evaluation of habitat at the potential control
station. This comparison assumes that a regional
reference database is available for the site being
studied. Reference data used for comparison may
be obtained from a single reference site. However, a reference database derived from numerous
sites is much preferred and strongly recommended,
Scenario I depicts the situation where the
habitat quality at the control station (HC) is equiv-

¯

Key:
HC = Habitat quality at control station
HR = Regional reference
RHA = Reversible habitat alterations
Source: U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989b.

alent to that at the regional reference (HR). If the
control station habitat is degraded relative to that
at the reference site, it becomes necessary to consider the effect that reversible habitat alterations
(RHA) may have on habitat quality (Scenarios II
and III). Reversible habitat alterations are those
habitat parameters that can potentially be altered
by remedial action (i.e., bank stabilization, bank
vegetation, streamside cover).
If habitat quality at the control station (HC) is
equivalent to that at the regional reference station
(HR) as in Scenario 1, then a biological assessment
can be used to evaluate the potential water quality effects at the control site (Figure 6.10).
1. If impairment is not detected in a comparison
of biological condition at the control station
(BC) to biological condition at the reference
station (BR), then C should be included Jn the
R database; either C or R may be used as a telerence for biological assessment at the impact
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site (I). C would be the best indicator of a sitespecific situation and would be more appropriate for use in determining water quality elfects of point source pollutants, since it would
be located on the same waterbody and would
integrate all other background sources of impairment, other than the point source being
evaluated. The reference would be more appropriate in an assessment of intermittent or
nonpoint sources, since finding a nearby sitespecific control that would not be impacted by
the impact sources being assessed is virtually
impossible. If R is based on an extensive
database, then using R as a reference would
provide a better estimate of acceptable variation in a data set.

Figure 6.10.--Evaluation of water quality effects. (numbers in
parenthesis refer to points of di~cuuion in text).

HC-tHR
..

2. If biological impairment is detected at C relarive to R, the impairment may be attributed to
water quality or sediment effects. The use designation at C is probably appropriate, but R
should be used as the bioassessment reference
site because of the impairment at C.

.
SC-SR

Specific approaches to evaluate environmental health for differing combinations of habitat conditions, biological condition, water quality,
and sediment quality are discussed in section 8.3
of Rapid Bioassessment Protocols for Use in
Streams and Rivers (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency,
1989b).

To implement water quality standards under the
Clean Water Act, EPA requires states to include hiological criteria in addition to water chemistry
criteria. However, for various reasons, states have
relied primarily on surrogate chemical criteria
and narrative biological criteria (e.g., concentrations shall not cause imbalances of flora and
fauna) to measure the health of biological cornmunities. This situation is changing as EPA places
increased emphasis on more quantitative biological criteria and as states begin assessing and managing urban runoff and nonpoint sources.
Yoder (1991) emphasizes five major needs to
derive and establish scientifically defensible numeric biological criteria (biocriteria):
1. An operational definition of biological integrity. Karr and Dudley (1981) provide a workable, practical definition: "The ability of an
aquatic community to support and maintain a

.
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U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989b.

structural and functional performance compatable to the natural habitat of a region."
2. The establishment of ecoregions and ecoregion reference sites.
3. The development and refinement of multimetric community measures such as the index
of Biotic Integrity, the Index of Well-Being
(Iwb), and the Invertebrate Community Index
(ICl).
4. Standardized, thorough, and cost-effective hiological assessment techniques such as the
RBPs discussed !~reviously.
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the effect of stream size and sampling gear selectivity.
Ohio established ecoregional biocriteria for
the warmwater habitat class at the 25th percentile
value of the reference siredata for each ecoregion
index. It set criteria for the exceptional warmwater habitat class at the 7Sth percentile, based
on a statewide.~not ecoregion--assessment of
dat.a from reference streams, in addition, Ohio established modified warmwater habitat criteria for
some streams with physical habitat so altered ’chat
the expected warmwater habitat use could not be
realistically attained but could support some seeblance of a warmwater habitat community. The
Ohio derived numerical biocriteria for rivers two biocriteria (25th percentile values) estaband streams for three classes of waters--warmlished for this class were for sites in the Huron!Erie
Plain and for sites in the rest of the habitat.
water habitat, modified warmwater habitat, and
exceptional warmwater habitat--based on inOhio EPA also established a process to deterstream fish and macroinvertebrate communities.
mine the use attainment of Ohio’s Iotic surface
Sampling conducted at more than 300 ~least irawaters. Attainment is assessed primarily based on
patted" reference sites provided the ecoregiona~
biological monitoring and the ability to achieve
framework and established attainable, baseline
the use class biocriteria. Nonattainment depends
expectations for each region and for the individon the magnitude of departure from the ecoregioual use classes,
hal biocriteria (e.g., within four IBI units of the
ecoregion criteria) and the distance downstream
Ohio EPA used three biological indices~lBl,
over which the departure is sustained. Generally,
Iwb, and ICI--to establish its biocriteria. Criteria
attainment is achieved by meeting all three nufor each index are defined by organism group, himerit indices. Attainment is considered partial if
ological index, site type (fish), ecoregion, and
at least one organism group index does not meet
aquatic life use designation. Modified I~ and IBI
criteria were defined for each of the five Ohio expectations but is no lower than a fair narrative
rating, and the other organism group exhibits atecoregions for three site types: headwaters (drainage areas - 20 mi2 [51.8 km2]), wading sites
tainment. Nonattainmentoccurs if none of the indices meet ecoregional biocriteria or if one
(streams sampled with wading methods, usually
organism group gets a poor or very poor narrative
20-300 mi2 [51.8-777 km21) and boat sites
rating, cven if the other group exhibits attainment.
(streams sampled with boat methods, usually 2002
6,000 mi I518-15,540 km2]). The calibration of
EPA (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989a)
the indices and the resultant biocriteria consider
presents an example of how Ohio EPA uses these
biocriteria to assess waterbody impairment. A
warmwater habitat stream, located in the Erie/OnTable 6.1~Comparison of percent of stream segments attaining
"
ratio
Lake Plain ecoregion, receives point source
aquatic life uses, based on biosurvey and in-stream chemical data.
discharges. Each graph in Figure 6.11 indicates
various levels of attainment of each index, with
I BIOSURVEY A1"rAINMEI~I"
CHEMICAL [
A13"AINMENT
the lines tracing the longitudinal profile of the
TOTAL
NON
PARTIAL !
FULL
I
index values along the stream. In this case, above
52
17
17
18
the pollution sources, the stream attains its reFull
I
gional warmwater habitat biocriteria--40 for the
9
6
1
2
Partial
IBI, 8.0 for the Iwb, and 36 for the ICI). Each index
!
39
shows impairment below the discharges, fol28
4
6
Non
!
lowed by movement toward recovery. Each index
52
25
I
To~al
I
I
responds somewhat differently.
This biological assessment framework accuNote: Rows indicate full attainment, partial attainment, or nonattainment
based on in-stream water chemistry; columns indicate attainment based
rately assesses the environmental health of suron biosurveys,
face waters as seen by a comparison of Ohio’s use
attainment conclusions (Table 6.1 ).
Source: u.s. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989a.
5. Trained, experienced, and knowledgeable
staff,
In recentyears, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) incorporated biocriteria into
its water quality standards regulations. These
biocriteria are based on a system oftiered aquatic
life uses. The five classes include coldwater habitat., warmwater habitat, exceptional warmwater
habitat, moUified warmwater habitat, and limited
resource waters. Ohio has defined these designations qualitatively in ecological terms and established quantitative or narrative chemical criteria
for each.
~’

123
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Conclusions drawn from Table 6.1 include

Figure 6.11raThe C~io Environmental Protection Agency uses biocriteria to interpret the significance of environmental impacts. Pollution
discharges are indicated by the arrows at the
top of the figure; applicable bioc~iteria are indicoted by the dashed lines,

m Based on chemical data, 52 percent of
the segments fully attained aquatic life uses;
" Based on biosurvey data, only 23
percent achieved full attainment;
" Both assessments agreed on full
attainment in 17 percent of the cases, with
overalSagreement on 46 percent; and

10

~ In 35 percent of the cases, chemical data
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~
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indicated full attainment, but biosurvey data
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indicated partial or nonattainment. In nearly
half of these cases, impairments were due to
habitat, flow modifications, or siltation.
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Erosion Prevention and
Sediment Control
n considering urban runoff control
~’

during construction, erosion
prevention and sediment control must
be considered individually. However,
for effective site control, these efforts are
linked. Erosion prevention reduces the
amount of sediment generated from the
land. Once erosion occurs, sediment
control practices are necessary to limit
the downstream movement of the
sediment. This chapter examines
erosion prevention and sediment control

where sediment is being removed, the sediments
may need testing for toxicity. Consideration must
be given to where the spoil material can be safely
placed.
Visibility makes sediment more easily identifled than other pollutants. Visually inspecting
streams after a storm can easily document the
problem---water, by nature, is not brown. Sediments in streams, rivers, reservoirs, and estuaries
mostly result from accelerated erosion because of
societal impacts. Geologic erosion does occur,
but mostly in arid areas where vegetation strug81es to establish itself and survive. In areas with
rainfall adequate to maintain dense stands of vegetation, sediment in streams generally comes
from accelerated erosion resulting from lack of
effective ground cover.

and offers specific recommendations for

management.
For many years, erosion and sediment control during construction has been recognized as a
major component of an urban runoff management
program. Local sediment control programs 8enerally date back to the early 1970s. The USDA SCS
published an excellent pamphlet entitled "Conquest of the Land through 7,000 Years~ (U.S. Dep.
Agric. 1978). This document discusses the fall of
several civilizations as a result of poor soil stewardship.
The economic impacts of off-site sedimentation are defined by several barometers, including
dredging costs for local reservoirs or shipping
channels, drainage channel maintenance by local
departments of public works, cost of water treatment, and the cost to remove sediments from
water intake structures. Not only is the removal of
sediments expensive, but the transport and final
disposition may be the single most costly item of
the entire maintenance operation. Depending on
the land use of the watershed draining to the area

Design Considerations
Erosion Prevention
Erosion prevention requires reducing the amount
of land that is disturbed to decrease sediment
detachment and mobilization. Urban runoff management considerations reflect a similar philoso.phy to that contained in the Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments of 1990
and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) stormwater guidances. The first
consideration should be pollution prevention and
source reduction.
Soil should not be considered a waste product but rather a resource to be protected. Minimizing areas subject to disturbance reduces the
amount of work that the more traditional structural erosion and sediment controls must accomplish. Unless the land was actively engaged in
another use, the site’s native vegetation prior to
development probably provided more effective
8round cover than any proposed vegetation.
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When land is disturbed, phasing of construction proiects and rapid revegetatJon and stal0ilization of exposed areas must be considered,
Phasing of a proiect limits the area exposed at any
one time. It also assists the land developer in deretraining how to develop the site. Too often, an
entire site is disturbed and left unstabilized for a
¯
long period.

PART I. Technical Issues

C)nce an area ha.s I:~en disturbed, the single
most important erosion control practice is stabilization with t~e intended ground cover. When the
intended g~’ound cover cannot be immediately
provided, apply a temporary ground cover such
as seed and straw mulch.

mined by the practice’s holding capacity. Around
the country, most jurisdictions use .5 in (1.27 cm)
of runoff storage per acre draining to the practice.
These practices hold the sediment-laden water
long enough for the sediment to drop to the hottom and then discharge the runoff. The amount of
holding time depends on the discharge volume
(.5 in per acre) and sediment particle composition.
Sedim~n~ traps function for smaller drainage
areas, generally under .5 acres (2.02 ha). Traps are
simpler to design and construct, even through
their storage volumes are identical to sediment
~lesins. A failed trap generally has a minor impact.

Sediment Control

,

Even with effective, timely site stabilization, a
construction site generates sediments. Sediment
control functions primarily as perimeter control,
although interior site controls could also reduce
the work (trapping need) that perimeter controls
must perform. The type of runoff that is intercepted prior to sheet or concentrated flow dictates the type of sediment controls,

Historical Problem Areas

In sheet flow, the initial form that overland
flow takes, runoff" travels at a uniform depth over
the ground. Generally, sheet flow will exit from a
maximum slope length of about 100 ft (30.48 m).
C)nce flow exceeds that length, areas of concentrated flow form small rivulets and channels. Sediment control practices designed for areas of sheet
flow construct barriers so that water ponds or accumulates and filters through the barriers. Straw
bale dikes and silt fences, the two most commonly used sheet flow practices, are effective
only when sheet flow transports sediment,
C)nce flow is concentrated, sediment trapping practices are the only effective way to control sediment. These controls consist of two
elements: a means to convey or divert runoff such
as diversion berms or swales, and the actual trapping practice. Diversion dikes or swales travel
across slopes and direct sediment laden runoff
into trapping devices. Designs are cited in most
state and local sediment control handbooks. Trapping devices include sediment traps and basins,
The two practices function identically-their
main difference being the size of drainage area-relying exclusively on settling. Sediment traps are
used for smaller drainage areas. Sediment basins
are used for lar~er drainage areas and, as such,
must be designed and constructed to prevent
overtopping or failure. This could pose downstream safety hazards. Retention time is deter-

While most states have sediment control laws,
most laws are ineffective, weak, or for the most
part ignored. An effective program requires laws
that are equitable and consistently applied
throughout a jurisdiction. Programs not having
well-defined criteria and review and inspection
procedures will not be successful. A major problem, unique to erosion and sediment control, is
that control practices are temporary. Therefore, a
land developer may perceive that not implementing and maintaining needed practices saves
money.
That perception is not totally accurate. Accelerated soil erosion also incurs costs. Topsoil
loss requires fertilizers to stabilize the final site;
the loss of fill material on elevated sites, such as
highway embankments, requires replacement for
final site eievationDall at a cost.
Despite the economic tradeoffs, many land
developers fear that implementing good site sediment control practices are an economic burden
when they must compete with others who do not
implement such controls. Erosion and sediment
controls, uniformly mandated and enforced,
would place all developers on a equal footing.
Therefore, the driving mechanism for an elfective erosion and sediment control program is a
clearly defined uniform law defining responsibilities and enforcement options. The law should
mandate the review and approval requirements
before site clearing and enforcement options if
control measures are inadequate. These requirements must have a solid legal basis, as they will
surely be tested.
Another problem involves public construction. Public works agencies, highway agencies,
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limits should be set for previously approved projand other public construction programs are genects to be resubmitted for approval.
erally not required to meet the same restrictions
as private construction. When included, public
Inspection
construction frequently does not meet acceptable
levels of performance. Enforcement mechanisms
Inspectors are the backbone of any erosion and
such as stop work and civil or criminal penalties
sediment control program; regular inspection of
are not considered viable options because they
construction activities is the mark of a successful
lead to c~st overruns financed by the public. To " pf’ogram. A site review program ensures that conachieve an effective control program, all agencies trols are implemented and maintained. An inspecmust complywith the laws and regulations,
tor, who can normally inspect from three to five
Utility construction can also cause signifisites a day, should visit each site frequently
cant problems. A sewer, electric, cable, ga~, or
enough to ensure adequate site control throughother utility contractor may cut through diversion
out construction. To ensure proper site control,
Maryland and Delaware require that active condikes or other controls put in place by the general
struction sites be inspected about once every ~,o
contractor. In these situations, responsibility for
repair can be difficult to determine,
weeks. Rarely, however, does a local program
have adequate inspection staff even in states with
aggressive program implementation.
Plan Review
Inspectors should complete and provide to
Local agencies should require a plan review bethe owner/developer a site inspection form that
fore construction begins. Plans must define cridiscusses site conditions, details areas requiring
teria and standards before receiving final improvement, and establishes a time frame for
approval. On small sites, normally reviewed as a
corrective actions. Consistency and follow-up ingeneral permit, the land developer might agree to
spections are critical to good site control and
implement needed practices such as straw bales
maintenance. Failure to inspect the site for coror silt fences. Larger sites, where concentrated
rections at the appropriate time may cause the
runoff flow exists or is expected, need detailed incontractor to reduce efforts to control sediment or
dividual reviews to ensure that adequate practices
prevent erosion.
are included. Requiring a developer to have only
a pollution prevention plan on site, without a deImplementation
tailed plan review and approval procedure, will
not provide downstream resource protection.
The effectiveness of the initial implementation of
erosion and sediment control depends on the
From a staffing standpoint, the number of
contractor’s experience and the thoroughness of
plans estimated per year will determine how
many individuals are required for plan review, the approved plans. Plans should include adeThe average plan reviewer can review two to six quate legal authorization to stop work and apply
penalties if necessary. Site conditions often call for
plans a day, depending on the plan’s complexity,
control modifications. In highway construction,
The larger a site and the more movement of earth,
" for example, controls are often based on final site
the greater is the degree of review and the time reconditions rather than initial runoff patterns. Since
quired, in addition, the reviewer can expect over these controls may not function until the final
S0 percent of the original submissions to be instages of the project, interim plans and measures
complete or contain errors in the site control apare needed.
preach. This will require modifications and
another review. However, this number will deJ~aintenance
crease as the program grows and developers gain
experience. Each subsequent review takes time
Proper maintenance of erosion and sediment conand reduces the staff’s ability to tackle new projtrois is often difficult. While many contractors
ects.
may meet requirements to implement erosion and
The review and approval time frame is an- sediment controls, they often do not include the
costs of maintaining those controls in their initial
other area of confusion and controversy that lir~
bids. Because maintenance costs reduce a
its program success. In many areas, local
jurisdictions have approved development plans contractor’s profit, compliance after erosion and
sediment control facilities are installed requires
without requiring erosion and sediment conmore aggressive enforcement.
trols~often years before projects are built. Time
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Another problem occurs when a contractor
clears an entire site for grading and development,
leaving the site bare throughout construction. A
better practice is to phase clearing to maintain existin8 ground cover until disturbance is necessary,
Filled sediment traps or basins present another maintenance problem. Material removed
from periodic cleaning is often placed in an area
that lacks sediment control, inspections determine when sediment trapping devices s~,ou/d be
cleaned and where the spoil material should be
placed--generally upstream of the sediment
tr~ps.

JVteasuring Success
Measuring the success of any preventive program
is difficult since programs are based on preventing resource degradation rather than on measur~
able improvements. This is particularly true in
erosion and sediment control, where no practice
is 100 percent effective in totally preventing adverse impacts to downstream resources. Documented case studies have shown that miles of
stream reaches can be affected for years. Therefore, resource degradation should be limited to
the shortest possible time frame and the shortest
possible distance downstream,

Science
Many practices--such as temporary stabilization
and phasing of controls---are beneficial, but actual performance data are lacking. Other pracrices, such as sediment trapping devices, are
documented but more information is needed to
adequately predict expected performance. Other
controls recognized as being needed-phasing of
development, vegetative practices and temporary
stabilization~are qualitative in their design and
performance.
Controlling erosion and sediment in arid
areas is different from control in "water rich"
areas, and additional research on this subject is
needed. Once erosion and sediment control prac.
rices are installed, the character of sediment discharges changes dramatically. The offsite impact
of these practices has not been documented,

~ecommended Approach
Inadequate site control during construction can
devastate downstream resources more than any
action other than a release of chemicals. The extent of the devastation depends on the rainfall

PART i. Technical Issues

characteristics of a given area. Therefore, implementing a site control program is essential for an
overall program to succeed.
While the adverse impacts from land devetoping activities is well documented, our implementation of control programs is lacking. More
control programs must be developed to ensure
that all conltru..ction activities, private and public,
are required to implement control practices.

Erosion
~"

Control

A number of items could be established as erosion
control criteria:
I. Site phasing could be used to limit the total
area of bare soil that is exposed at any one
time. For example, Delaware sediment and
stormwater regulations permit no more than
20 acres (8 ha) of land to be cleared at a time.
Once land grading is initiated on that parcel, a
developer may remove stumps, roots, brush,
and organic material from a second 20-acre
parcel. Actual clearing or grading of that second parcel may not proceed, however, until
the first parcel has been either temporarily or
permanently stabilized.
Certain types of activities require flexibility to
clear land in excess of 20 acres. These activities include highway interchanges, shopping
malls, and other large projects. However, the
land developer should make a written request
stating why the 20-acre limit causes an undue
hardship.
The selection of 20 acres as a clearing limit is
arbitrary. Any reasonable limit can be used as
long as the land developer considers the site’s
development and limits soil exposure.
2. Revegetation must be required and its time
frame specified. In arid regions, revegetation
requirements should be related to predevelopm~nt geologic erosion rates or seasons.
Since rainfall patterns vary seasonably in
many areas, these variations should be considered in setting a revegetation timetable. For
example, seeding could be deferred until seasonal conditions allow for vegetative growth,
but mulching for temporary stabilization
would be required. Mulches can include organic materials such as straw or wood fiber,
stone, matting, or chemical stabilizers.
Policies for timing revegetation also vary. Deiaware selected a 14-day time frame based on
its ability to inspect sites approximately every
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two weeks and the frequency of expected rainfall. This policy requires the land developer to
pay prompt attention to stabilization once a
grading operation has been completed. Also, a
number of states, such as Maryland and Delaware, require temporary or permanent stabilization if an area remains exposed and no site
work is planned for a period of time.
"

Sediment Control
Several items could be considered for sediment
control:
~
1. While sediment control is less effective than
erosion control, it still must be considered to
deal with overland flow. Two common mechanisms used to remove a particle in suspension
are filtration and sedimentation. Practices elfective for sheet flow include filtration controls
such as straw bale dikes and silt fences. Effective lengths of slope prior to the onset of concentrated flow is approximately 100 ft (30.5
m). In general, flow lengths greater than 100 ft
should have sedimentation practices such as
sediment traps or basins.
2. Interior and perimeter controls are important
considerations for sediment controls. A number of jurisdictions will allow a reduction in
sizing of perimeter controls if interior controls,
such as temporary stabilization of selected
areas, traps, or filtration practices, are used.
However, since the effectiveness of sedimentation practices rely on detention time, undersizing perimeter sediment controls can prevent adequate functioning of the perimeter
trap or basin. These practices must be designed to handle the total expected flow. One
effective way to reduce their size is to divert
clean water away from the disturbed areas,
thereby reducing the expected flow to the con-

trol.

tice. This figure provides peak control of a
two, year storm for a disturbed site condition,
using predeveiopment considerations. It also
improves the sediment trapp!~g ability of the
control practice. The 3,600 ft per acre size is
not considered excessive for urban runoff
management regulations and has not proven
controversial. Other jurisdictions, like South
" ". Carolina, use an individual approach requiring hydrological analysis of each site to
achieve a specified treatment level.
Choosing one approach over another depends
on monitoring results and ease of implementation. in general, control strategies and practices should be kept simple--the more cornplex a program, the more potential for error.
4. When implementing erosion and sediment
control, consolidate efforts to reduce total
costs. Permanent runoff basins, for example,
can easily function to control sediment during
construction with several modifications to the
outlet structure. When the construction phase
is complete, follow these guidelines to ensure
an appropriate transition:
=. The sediment basin should be dewatered
and the accumulated material spread,
stabilized, or otherwise removed from site.
m The pond bottom should be regraded to
design requirements and the outlet structure
altered to meet the approved design.
m The pond area should be stabilized with
vegetation runoff. If the runoffpond is a
constructed wetland, the plants should be
placed after the entire construction site and
pond area are stabilizedto reduce turbidity
and prevent excessive sedimentation within
the basin or on the plant community.

Programmatic Considerations

3. The size of control practices depends somewhat on a region’s rainfall. However, most
Education
states use a simple method to compute trap or
Education may be the single most important probasin size-they are sized equally--based on
gram component, especially in light of limited rea set amount of storage per acre of drainage
sources. Education should be targeted to specific
entering the trap or basin. Since the early
audiences and prioritized, with initial efforts
1970s, Maryland’s Soil Conservation Service
rected toward the regulated community such as
has recommended a volume of 1,806 fi3 (51.2
m3) of storage per acre, based on a silt loam developers and contractors.
soil and a desire to reduce suspended solids by
Delaware and Maryland require contractors
70 percent,
to send a representative to a certification program. The three-and-a-half hour program eduDelaware uses a size criterion of 3,600 fi3
(102 m3) per acre draining to a control praccates contractors on the need for runoff
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management and their responsibilities under the
program. As of 1987, Maryland has certified over
10,000 individuals. Since Delaware’s program
began in 1991, over 2,000 individuals have been
certified. These programs continue to be popular
with contractors,
Educational efforts also should be directed at
plan designers and pl#n reviewers, inspectors,
and the general public. Educational programs increase the visibility of the sediment control program which, in turn, increases its acceptance by
the regulated community and the general public.
in a time of diminishing resources, public acceptance often translates into political support to
minimize funding reductions.

Staffing
The erosion and sedimentcontrol plan should be
implemented by a defined program staff. Relying
on building plan reviewers and building inspectots to implement the program reduces the
program’s effectiveness, with the inspection and
enforcement component suffering most. Delaware has implemented an innovative approach to
inspection and enforcement through its Certified
Construction Reviewer (CCR) program,
The state or local plan approval agency may
require that the developer provide a CCR to inspect the site weekly and submit an inspection
form to the developer, contractor, and the responsible inspection agency. To qualify, the CCR attends a 32-hour training course that covers such
topics as water quantity and quality, soils, vegetation, site inspection procedures, and laws and
regulations. Upon passing a final examination,
the individual receives certification. The CCR
must submit accurate, weekly reports but is not
required to initiate enforcement action. The public agency must still conduct periodic inspections
and initiate enforcement, but the CCR program
represents a means to reduce public inspection
requ i rements.

Consistency
A regulatory program requires consistency to be
successful. Submission requirements should be
based on site conditions, with basic standard
items required in every case. Inspection and enforcement requirements should mandate site control implementation and maintenance. Erosion
and sediment control requirements should be
supported through an effective and consistent enforcement mechanism. Helpful documentation
can include check lists for plan review and in-
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spection forms for site review. Above all, a coherent policy of progressive enforcement is essential.
Consistent policy is also necessary for public
agency compliance. Expect 8ovemmentai agencies to resist additional regulatory requirements. A
common response is compliance with the intent
of the law but not with submission and approval
requirements.. Field implementation and maintenance of controls will be poor unless all parties
agree to accept authority and commitment to iraplementation.
B

Recommended Reading
The following resources contain excellent information on erosion and sediment control processes and strategies. They will also provide
assistance to jurisdictions considering establishing a design or construction handbook. Most of
these documents must be purchased.
Erosion and Sediment Control Planning and
Design Manual
North Carolina Department of Natural Resources
and Community Development of Land Resources
Land Quality Section
P.O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC27611
State of Delaware, Delaware Erosion and
Sediment Control Handbook, 1989
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control
Division o~ Soil and Water Conservation
89 Kings Highway
P.O. BOx 1401
Dover, DE 19903
Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook
Rhode Island Resource Conservation and
Development Area
5586 Post Road, Box 6
Ea~ Greenwich, R102818
Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook,
3rd Ed., 1992
Vi~inia Department of Conservation and Recreation
Division of Soil and Water Conservation
203 Govemor Street, Suite206
Richmond, VA 23219-2094
Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget
Sound Ba$in(TechnicaiManual)
Department of Ecology
State of Washington
MaiIStooPV.11
Olyml~ia, WA98504-8711
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CHAPTER 8

Urban Runoff¯ Tre_.atment Practices
rban runoff management in its ~’

broadest and most comprehensive
form involves controlling both the
quantity and quality of runoff. Control
options are commonly called best
management practices (BMPs).
Quantity control practices regulate the peak
flow rate and sometimes the total volume from
precipitation. Water quality control practices prevent the initial release of pollutants into urban
runoff, or once they are released, reduce the
quantities that enter surface or groundwaters,
Completely recapturing released pollutants is impossible, and the expense increases for higher
and higher levels of recapture. Prevention is more
efficient and cost-effective. This chapter examines
the principles of runoff quantity and quality control and details a number of treatment practices,
Control practices are categorized in a humbet of ways. One system is as follows:
I Quantity control practices. Methods of
detaining runoff to regulate its rate of
release to receiving waters or to infiltrate
runoff into the ground so that it does not
become surface flow.
1 Management practices. Ways of doing
business to prevent pollutant releases.
=. Source control practices. Specific
actions taken at potential sources to prevent
pollutants from contacting precipitation or
runoff.
1 Erosion and sediment control practices.
A variety of techniques used to control
areas that have been bared from
construction in progress or have not been
revegetated after construction or other
activities,

i Treatment practices. Facilities that
remove pollutants already in runoff.
These practices are often divided into strutrural and nonstructural groups. Nonstructural
practices mainly embrace preventive actions that
do not require building anything, such as management and source control practices. Many erosion and sediment control practices are also
preventive, a~though some--like filter fabric
fences and sedimentation ponds---treat runoff
containing eroded sediments and involve construction or hardware installation. While quantity
control can be nonstructural (e.g., policies to rerain natural soil and vegetation cover), it generally
involves building a facility such as a detention
pond or an infiltration device. Treatment practices
are usually structural.
This chapter covers permanent structural
quantity control and treatment practices. Chapter
14 provides specific criteria for inspecting these
facilities after construction and periodically thereafter to determine maintenance needs. Chapter
12 covers management and source control pracrices. Erosion and sediment control practices are
covered in Chapter 7 and their inspection in
Chapter 14.
Structural quantity control and treatment
practices can also be grouped in various ways,
one of which is the following:
1 Storage practices
Ponds--wet ponds, extended-detention
dry ponds, and dry ponds
Vaults and tanks
Oil separators
1 Vegetative practices
Swaies
Filter strips
Wetlands--natural and constructed
Landscape management (i.e., urban
forestry)
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m Infiltration practices
Basins
Trenches
Perforated pipes
French drains
Porous pavements

storage of water and vegetative action. Also, most
ponds infiltrate some water unless they are lined.
The trend is to combine the capabilities of
two or more options by establishing "treatment
trains" arranged in series, a strategy discussed at
the end of this chapter.

’

Practice Selection

I Filtration practices
Sand fiJters
Leaf compostfihers
Catch basin filters (various media)

Success in applying any management practice
initially depends on selecting the appropriate option for the site’s control objectives ~.nd condit~ns. The objectives must be clearly delineated at
the outset and conditions investigated in enough
detail to match the practice to the site. C~bjectives
might include whether quantity" control, quality
control, or both are to be provided; what poilutents are to be treated; and what, if any, side benefits are to be produced. Conditions that determine
a practice’s relevance include service area, soils,
hydrogeologic conditions, and circumstances of
the receiving water and nearby properties.
The British Columbia Research Corporation
(1992) developed charts that incorporate these
considerations, adapting and extending earlier
work by Schueler (1987) and the Washington Depanment of Ecology (1992). Figures 8.1 and 8.2
and Tables 8.1 through 8.4 present these charts as
aids in practice screening.

The ponds, vaults, and tan~ under storage
practices can benefit quantity control, quality
control, or both. However, dry ponds drain too
quickly to provide any substantial runoff treatment. Enclosed vaults and tanks are limited in hi-"
o[ogical activity and are usually too small to
function well in water quality control. Therefore,
these devices are only effective for quantity control. Wetlands and all infiltration options can also
supply quantity and quality control. The remaining practices are largely treatment devices,
In a number of instances, one mode of operation (storage, vegetative treatment, or infiltration) predominates but the practice incorporates
other modes. For example, wetlands involve both

Figure 8.1---Applicability of treatment practices relative to catchment area.
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Figure 8.2--Applicability of treatment practices relative to soil type.
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Source: British C~umbia R~. Co~.

Table 8.1---Constra|nts on treatment practices.

i
BMP

SLOPE

HIGH
WATER
TABLE

MAXIMUM
DEPTH
LIMITATION

PROXIMITY
SPACE
CLOSE TO
TO
BEDROCK FOUNDATIONS CONSUMPTION

THERMAL
IMPACTS

t

0

0

t

¯

I

¯

1

I

¯

0

0

¯

¯

¯

¯

0

0

¯

I

0

0

¯

Infiltration trench

0

0

¯

0

0

¯

Porous pavement

0

0

0

0

0

Oil-water separator

¯

Extended detention
dry, basin

¯

¯

HIGH
SEDIMENT
INPUT

¯

¯

1

¯

0

¯

¯

I

Infiltration basin

Wet pond /
Constructed
wetland

L

0

Vegetated
Vegetated filter stril

I

I

!

1

¯

¯

¯ Generally not a restriction.
l Can be overcome with careful site design.
0 May preclude the use of a BMP.
Source: British Columbia Res. Corp. 1992.
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Table 8.2---Comparative quant[ty control benefits provided by water quality control practices.
2-YEAR
10-YEAR 100-YEAR
VOLUME
RECHARGE/LOW FLOW
EROSION
MAINTENANCE
CONTROL
STORM
CONTROL
’J PEAK
STORM DISCHARGE
STORM
iONTROL
i ~ GROUNDWATER t STREAMBANK

BMP

O,,.water. a,ato 1o

o Io!

,.o

o

i

o

Extended detention dry
basin

Vegetated swale/Filter t , t O
strip I U~ban forestry
Combined
infiltration-detention
basin

¯

Off-line infiltration
basin

0

0
"

" I
¯

¯

0

0

¯

O

l¯

l0

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

J

J

Full infiltration trench / I ¯
Porous Day¯merit

¯ Usually provided.
¯ Sometimes provided with careful design.
O Seldom or never provided.
Source: British Columbia Res. Corp. 1992.

Table 8.3--Potential pollutant removal effectiveness of treatment practices.
n

CONTAMINANT
BMP

TOTALI TOTAL I TOTAL
ZINC
PHOSPHORUS NITROGEN

SOLIDS
DEMAND
LEAD
SUSPENDED1
OXYGENI , TOTAL

Oil-water separator !

0

dry basin

J

Constructed

6 meter-wideturf
I filter strip

BACTERIA

¯

O"

O

0

!

¯

0

¯

i

O"

0

J

0

.

[

I

!

30 meter-wide
forested filter strip

¯

¯

¯

¯

Infiltration=a=ices

¯

¯

I ¯

[ ¯

,e. ¯

i

¯

i

O’"

¯

0

*

¯

¯

¯

l

¯

¯ High potenuai for removai.
m Moderate potential for removal.
O Low potential for removal.
¯ insufficient knowledge.
° May be subject to exports of nutrient-enriched and deoxygenated water.
Source: British Columbia Res. Com.
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Table 8A-..Potentiai auxilia~ benefits of treatment practices.
--

AQUATIC

WILDLIFE

HABITAT

HABITAT

BMP

CREATION

CREATION

Oil.water separator
Extended detention

O
O

O
¯

¯
¯

., ¯

¯

O

LANDSCAP~

NO

TEMPERATURE ENHANCEMENT RECREATIONAL
INCREASE

PUBLIC

COMMUNITY

.~AFETY

ACCEPTANCE

& AESTHETICS

|ENEFITS

O
¯

O
¯

¯
¯

¯
¯

:t.

¯

¯

¯

dry. basin

Wet pond

¯

¯

O

I

¯

[]

[]

Vegetated swale ¯
Vegetated filter strip
Infiltration basin

¯
0
O

¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

0
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

Infiltration trench

0

0

¯

0

0

¯

¯

0

0

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

Constructed wetland

Porous pavement

0

0

¯

Urban forestry

0

¯

¯

I
!

I

!

¯

¯ Usually provi,’led.
I Sometimes provided with design modifications.

0 SelHom provided.
Source: British Columbia Res. Corp. 1992.

in small-scale aquatic systems where much valuable habitat for fish and other biota is located. The
possible role of hydrologic changes in degrading
valued salmon resources and recent flooding
have stimulated efforts to improve quantity control programs and facilities, especially in the Pacific Northwest.
This chapter does not fully discuss design for
I Effectiveness in pollutant reduction;
quantiW control, but it does present the key prinI Public acceptance;
ciples that should be applied. These principles are
currently being integrated into some of the older
i Ability to be implemented;
runoff management manuals developed in the
I Institutional constraints; and
Northwest. New versions of manuals by Washington Department of Ecology (1992) and King
i Cost.
County Sun’ace Water Management Division
(1990) will likely integrate these principles. Sev.
The handbook recommends assigning a rank
eral texts present the current state of the art in
of 1 to 5 to each practice for each criterion. Each
some detail, including Bedient and Huber (1988),
criterion can be weighted differently by assigning
Urbonas and Stahre (1993), Wanielista (1990),
a weighting multiplier,
and Wanielista and Yousef (1993).
The goal of quantity control in runoff system
design is to maintain the predevelopment hydroPrinciples of Runoff
graph--the maximum runoff rate, dynamics, and
total volume--after a change in the watershed.
Quantity Control
This means replacing the depression and belowPurpose and Goals
ground storage removed or bypassed in development. Maintaining the predevelopment hydroControlling runoff quantities is important begraph requires replacing all of the lost depression
cause, as discussed in Chapter 3, hydrologic
and soil storage. This is done only through extensire new infiltration opportunities or with large
change can produce ~extensive ecological impacts
The recently issued California Storm Water
Best Management Practice Handbooks (Camp,
Dresser, McKee et el. 1993) refined the process of
practice selection further with several recommendations (Municipal Handbook, Section 3), one of
which was the following evaluation criteria:
l Ability to meet regulatory requirements;
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detention volumes that hold water while the slow
processes of evaporation and infiltration operate,
Matching predeveiopment peak rate alone means
recovering one-third to two-thirds of the lost storage. Even this less restrictive criterion generally
requires much larger detention volumes than
customarily demanded in existing regulations,

Analysis and Control
Effective runoff quantity control depends on substantial hydrologic analysis, only now being established. The analysis depends on
" Obtaining and properly using
precipitation records for the place and time
to be controlled;
,=, Good estimates of peak runoff flow rates
and volumes of critical conditions;
=’ Relating water movement through and
beyond the quantity control device with the
effect of temporary storage in the device
("routing’); and
m Using this information to set the size of
the storage volume and design theoutlet
structure, which controls the release rate.
The first two steps pose difficult problems,
Precipitation records generally lack geographic
coverage, length, frequency of recording, and accuracy. Two options to estimate peak runoff are to
use models based on selected precipitation events
(e.g., the 25-year frequency, 12-hour duration
rainfall) or a computerized continuous simulation
model,
Excluding the rational methodmwhich is
completely inadequate for this purpose--the most
common event-based models are the USDA SC$’
curve number method and its derivatives. These
models have several liabilities, such as the arbitrariness of the selected events. Because they
have no way to represent depression and soil storage of runoff, they tend to overpredict the peak
runoff rate before development occurs, when the
storage potential is significant. Consequently,
while the objective is to match the predeveiopment rate, the target is set too high. To compensate for this shortcoming, base the design on a
selection of events or apply a safety factor to flow
rate or storage volume size and discharge rate estimates,
Another problem with event-based models is
their inability to deal with unpredictable storm
dynamics, lf a second storrn arrives before the first
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one drains, the facility could overflow. To cornpensate for this fault, select as the basis events of
longer duration and some of the less frequent,
larger events. In the Pacific Northwest where winter rains are frequent and prolonged, the solution
is to use a seven-day event duration, which produces larger storage facilities.
Continuous simulation modeis--EPA’s Storm
Water Man_agement Model (SWMM) or Hydrologic Simu~ati’i0n Program-Fortran (HSPF)-.-have
some important advantages over event-based
models. These computer models consider such
complexities as soil storage and infiltration. Given
~fficient input data and proper use, they can sireulate a range of conditions spanning many
years--critical conditions like rain-on-snow and
closely spaced storms that could cause a basra to
overflow. On the other hand, these models require more and better precipitation data than are
often available; additional data to represent soils,
topography, and vegetation; and considerable expertise.
The Pacific Northwest is also developing
"runoff files~ for the HSPF model. Runoff files are
unit area hydrographs for limiting precipitation
conditions and site characteristics. The user
merely specifies those characteristics and the location. A routing routine provides pond size and
release rate.
Another Northwest strategy deals with the
potential impacts of greater total volumes caused
by development, even if peak rates do not increase. As pointed out previously, real volume
control can result onl ~ "-ore replacing lost depressior~and soil storage, r~owever, limiting peak flow
to a rate lower than before development can at
least partially compensate for the additional stress
on stream channels from extra volume. One possibility is to limit the two-year peak release rate
after development to half of the predevelopment
peak release rate a~sociated with the two-year,
24-hour event.

Treatrneat Practices
Pollution Removal Mechanisms
To properly specify, design, and operate treatment
practices, one needs to understand the mechanisms that can operate to prevent pollutants from
entering receiving waters. Table 8.5 lists all the
principal mechanisms that can capture, hold, and
transform various classes of contaminants in
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m Features that help achieve an), objective
urban runoff and the factors that promote the operation of each mechanism to improve water
Increasing h~/draulic residence time
quality. :
Low turbulence
Fine, dense herbaceous plants
A factor to consider in the ~unctioning of all
h~edium-fine textured soil
mechanisms is time. The effectiveness of settling a
solid particle is directly related to the time provided
-, Features that help achieve specific objectives
to complete sedimentation at the particle’s characPhosphorus control
teristic settling velocity, Time is also a crucial variable to determine the degree that chemical and : :
High soil exchangeable aluminum
biological mechanisms operate. Characteristic rates
and/or iron content
of chemical reactions and biologically mediated
Addition of precipitating agents
processes must be recognized to obtain treatment
Nitrogen control
benefits. For all of these reasons, water residence
Alternating aerobic and anaerobic
time is the most basic variable to apply effective
conditions
treatment practice technology.
Low toxicants
Circumneutral pH
The information in Table 8.5 can also be arranged by features that promote specific pollutant
== Metals control
control objectives. The following features fulfill
High soil organic content
the most common objectives:
Table 8.5--$umma~ of pollutant removal mechanisms.
MECHANISM

Physical sedimentation

I

POLLUTANTS AFFECTED

PROMOTED BY

I

j Solids, BOD, pathogens; particulate

Low turbulence

COD, P, N, metals, synthetic organics

Fine, dense herbaceous plants;
constructed filters
Medium-fine texture

Filtration

I Same as sedimentation

Soil incorporation

I All

Chemical precipitation

I High alkalinity
! Dissolved P, metals
High soil AI, Fe high soil organics (met.);
I Dissolved P, metals, synthetic organics

Adsorption

circumneutral pH

Ion exchange
Oxidation

COD, petroleum hydrocarbons,

synthetic organics
Photolysis

Volatilization

I Aerobic conditions
High light

I Same as oxidation

Volatile petroleum hydrocarbons and
synthetic organics

Biological microbial

BOD, COD, petroleum hydrocarbons,

decomposition
Plant uptake and
metabolism
Natural d~e-off

synthetic organics

Nitrification

High soil cation exchange capacity

I Dissolved metals

I High temperature and air movement

I

High plant surface area and soil organ.cs

I P, N, metals

High plant activity and surface area

i Pathogens

Plant excretions

NHz-N

Dissolved oxygen > 2 mg,/L,

low toxicants, temperature > 5-7"C,
circumneutral pH
Denitrification

NO3+NO2-N

Anaerobic, low toxicants,

temperature ¯ 15"C
Source: R.R. Homer.
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High soil cation exchange capacity
Circumneutral pH
--Organics control
Aerobic conditions
High light
High soil organic content
Low toxicants ~
Circumneutral pH
These features differ in what degree of cor~trol the treatment system designer and operator
have over the operation. Fortunately, several featuresthat promote all favorable mechanisms (possibly excluding the soil) are under a high degree
of control. Features that promote more specific
objectives require more intervention, such as developing some desired soil condition,

Sources of Detailed Information
The main treatment practices, the principles that
govern their operation, and the primary design
considerations are featured in a number of goveminent manuals and other texts. These sources
are valuable in planning, design, plan review,
construction, and operational activities. The primary reference, however, should be the manual
of the jurisdiction where the site is located. In addition to the material presented in this chapter
and the listed sources, Chapter 14 includes inspection checklists and diagrams that provide details on design configurations and operations,

Storage Practices
Wet Ponds
Ponds reduce runoff pollutants by settling solids
and allowing a variety of physical, chemical, and
biological mechanisms to capture or transform
dissolved pollutants. Settlement of fine solids and
the soluble pollutant removal mechanisms all require time in quiescent or pool storage~from several days to as many as three weeks for maximum
performance. Therefore, wet ponds, which have a
permanent storage pool, offer substantially
greater treatment advantages than ponds that dry
out between storms. Unless they are lined, most
ponds infiltrate some water to the soil and are
often referred to as retention/detention ponds.
Figure 14.9 illustrates a typical wet pond,
showing a number of the design recommendations
discussed in ~ne followin8 paragraphs.
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I Sfzlng Calculations and E~pec~d Performance. Unlike in the design of wastewater treatment plants, knowledge is insufficient as yet to
design runoff ponds to obtain a specific level of
treatment. However, EPA’s Nationwide Urban
Runoff Program (NURP) included a comprehensive investigation of pond design and associated
performance at 13 locations. The investigation
concluded t=hal, performance could best be related
statistically to the ~volume ratiof This is the ratio
of pool storage volume to "mean storm volume,"
a statistical measure expressing the runoff volume
~sociated with the long-term average rain storm
~uantity (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1986).
EPA produced total suspended solids remoral curves for different climatological regions.
Figure 8.3, for example, shows the curve for all of
the United States east of the 96th meridian,
proximately along the western Minnesota border.
Reductions of other pollutants were related to
total suspended solids (T$S), as illustrated in Figure 8.4. C;enerally, a volume ratio of about 2.5 is
necessary to ach;eve 75 percent TSS reduction,
where corresponding phosphorus removal is approximately 50 percent. Each incremental increase of the ratio above 2.S yields decreasing
benefits, reflecting the fact that the pollutants easlest to capture are removed first. The results indicare that pollutants with significant amounts in
dissolved forms cannot be reduced by more than
50 to 60 percent in a wet pond.
In the phosphorus example, reduction of 60
percent is approached only as the volume ratio
grows toward 5. Ponds of this size generally provide two to three weeks of pool storage hydraulic
residence time and consume 3 to 7 percent of the
contributing catchment, depending on impervious
area, slopes, rainfall characteristics, and other factors (Walker, 1987; Hartigan, 1989; Kulzero 1989).
Further improvement in phosphorus removal can
be achieved in several ways, although all have
practical limitations (Walker, 1987). They include
g Deepening the pond, although a
practical limit of perhaps 2.5 m (about 8 ft)
is impo~.’d by the possibility that the bottom
waters may become anaerobic;
i Infiltrating more water;
m Enhancing the plug-flow characteristics
by design features;
== Installing certain aquatic plants, perhaps
coupled with regular harvesting; or
=" Chemical treatment.
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FiEure 8.3--Totai suspended solids (T$S) reduction curves for wet ponds in the United States east of the
96th meridian.
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Figure 8.4--Reductions of lead (Pb), phosphorus (P), copper
(Cu), and zinc (Zn) in relation to total ~uspended solids (TSS)
reduction in wet pond.
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A number of agencies have adopt~ the
NURP pond guidelines as a design basis, including
the Metropolitan Washington Council of Govemmerits (Schueler, 1987), the Federal Highway Administration (Dorman et el. 1988), and the state of
California (Camp, Dresser, McKee et el. 1993).
The guidelines help set performance objectives for
pollutants of interest and calculate the pool storage volume from the graph and climatological statistics for the region to reach those objectives.
Other agencies have specified either a certain runoff quantity or a precipitation event as the
design basis. For example, treating the first 1 in
(2.5 cm) of runoff provides treatment to most
storms and total runoff volume in an average year.
The Washington Department of Ecology (1992)
the "water quality design storm." The treatment
system (the pool storage in a wet pond) should
provide sufficient volume to hold runoff from this
storm, in Seattle, this event produces about 1.2 in
(3.05 cm) of rain. With a mean rain storm of 0.48
in (1.22 cm) at this location, the NURP volume
ratio is thus approximately 2..5 for any runoff coefficient.
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| Design Recommendations. Better performance can be expected by enlarging the surface
area to gain volume as opposed to deepening the
pond. ,~ large surface area-to-volume ratio shortens the solids’ settling distance and allows better
aeration and light penetration to promote biological pollutant removal mechanisms.
Other design features are also important to
performance. Features that reduce the tendency
of water to short circuit, which raises actual bydraulic residence times toward the theoretical
values, inclucle the following ($chueler, 1987;
Horner etal. 1989; Kulzer, 1989):
== Two or more distinct cells to promote
plug flow;
m Effective length-to-width ratio of at least
5:1, preferably, and at least 3:1 at a
minimum;
m Inlet and outlet remote from each other
or shielded by baffling;
,=, Low inlet velocity;
¯ ’- Uniform flow distribution across the inlet
pond; and
-, Discharging water with minimum
turbulence from mid-depth rather than near
the bed or surface,
Other safety features that should be incorporated in wet pond designs include the following:
=" Side slopes of at least three horizontal to
one vertical;
¯ " An emergency overflow weir stabilized
to avoid erosion and possible failure during
high flow;
’- A shallow "safety bench" at least 10 ft
(3 m) wide at the toe of the slope
surrounding the perimeter;
l A buffer planted to discourage young
children from approaching the pond;
1 An outlet structure placed out of reach to
children; and
1 Fencing to protect children from any
remaining dangerous areas.
Ex.tended-Detention Dry Ponds
With insufficient time to operate dissolved pollutant removal mechanisms, sedimentation is the
main means to reduce pollutants in extendeddetention basins. This method is especially good
for capturing solids or other contaminants con-

PART I. Technics! Issues

netted with particulates. In fact, Kuo et al. (1988)
showed that extended detention was more costeffective compared to dry or wet ponds or infiltration. This practice can also be the best choice
where water is insufficient or too unreliable to
sustain a wet pond or constructed wetland.
| Sizing C~cul=t~ons and E~pected Per/on’n.
ance. Like-. wet ponds, extended-detention dry
ponds are usually sized to capture a particular
fraction of the runoff. In addition, this type of
pond drains within a set period when filled with
~t~e design runoff volume, typically 24 to 40
hours.
Four NURP extended-detention ponds in
Washington, D.C., with detention times of four to
18 hours offered at least 70 percent TSS removals
with at least six hours of detention, and long-term
total phosphorus reductions rangin8 from 13 to 56
percent (Schueler and Helfrich, 1989). Based on
these somewhat conflicting results, Schueler
(1987) estimated the upper limit of possible phosphorus reduction at 40 to 50 percent after 48
hours. Others, however, view the reliable efficiency to be much lower, perhaps 20 to 33 percent (C;ibb et al. 1991 ). Schueler et al. (1992) now
appear to agree with that assessment, quotin8 10
to 30 percent. Stahre and Urbonas (1990) analyzed the available estimates of long-term efficiencies for various pollutants with a 40-hour
detention time, as follows:
TSS
50 to 70%
chemical oxygen demand
20 to 40%
total phosphorus and
total nitrogen
10 to 20%
lead
75 to 90%
zinc
30 to 60%
hydrocarbons
50 to 70%
bacteria
50 to 90%
I DesLgn Recornrnend,~t~ons. Extended-detention pond performance generally benefits from
the same design feat~Jres as wet ponds to prevent
short circuiting. Schueler (1987) recommends incorporatin8 ’~e removal capabilities of plants by
managing part of the basin as a shallow wetland.
Schueler and Helfrich (1989) suggest an extendeddetention wet pond, with a relatively small permanent pool that expands temporarily.
Ol! Separators
Oil separators, devices that separate dispersed oil
and water, are limited to capturing free or unemulsified oil. The two basic types are the Ameri-
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2. Find depth (d, ft):
can Petroleum Institute (API) separator and the
[2]
coalescing plate (CP) separator. The API separator
d = (60 ¯ Q/2 ¯ Vh)°’5
is a baffled tank that separates large volumes of
free oil. The CP device separates free oil in much
where: Q = Design flow rate (cfs);
smaller volumes because it provides a large surVh = Horizontal velocity (3 ~min or
15 times Vp, whichever is
face area for oil collected by the corrugated plate
smaller; 0.5 ft/min is
pack. Various spill-control devices are sometimes
recommended if no other
included in this type of treatment practice. The
=:
information is availablel.
unit is used to catch small spills--it is not capable
Recommended
range = 2 to 8 ft.
of separating dispersed oil. Figure 8.14 illustrates
three oil separators.
3. Set width in the range 2 to 3.33 times the
depth.
API and CP separators were developed for
industrial wastewater treatment. This wastewater
Recommended range - 4 to 16 ft.
is generally much higher in oil than most u4~rban
4. Find length (L, ft):
runoff, flow rates are more uniform, and the unit
can get more operator attention. The separators
[3]
L ,= (d/Vp) ¯ Vh
are best used when discharge concentrations of
oil a~d grease are higher than usually measured in
where: Vp = 0.033 fi/min is recommended if
no other information is available.
general urban runoff. These concentrations are
usually below 20 rag/L---often far below, unless
5. Set baffle height-to-depth ratios at 0.85 for top
an oil spill has occurred. Even the best CP separabaffles and 0.2 for bottom baffles.
tors cannot reduce concentrations below 10
rag/L, however. Therefore, these devices should c’P ~PAJ~ATOR
be used mainly where petroleum products are
1. Find Vpas above.
handled, where vehicle traffic is heavy (e.g.,
trucking bases), and possibly where automobiles
2. Find effective separation area = Q/Vp.
frequently come and go (expanding and contract3. Select a unit from a manufacturer’s catalog
ing engine seals leak more oil than when engines
that provides at least the needed effective seprun continuously)¯ Otherwise, vegetated treataration area.
ments can handle the usual relatively low conA CP separator is theoretically capable of
centrations. Spill control units should be installed
capturing
free oil droplets dow~ to 5 !~m in diamanywhere slugs of oil could enter runoff, includeter,
although
that performance requires a large
ing residential areas where individual automotive
unit. in contrast, the API type is practically limited
maintenance is common¯
to removing drops with diameters no smaller than
150 l~m. How each reduces concentration dei SLzing Calculations and E~pected Per[ormpends on oil characteristics. CP separators can
ance. Following are procedures to size the two
generally produce an effluent in runoff having no
basic types of separators:
more than 10 mg/L oil and grease.
XFI SEPARATOR
1¯ Find oil drop rising velocity (Vp, crn/s):
Vp = (C;/18 ¯ 1~) "(dp- dc)D2
where:

[1 ]

I~ = Dynamic viscosity of oil at
coldest service temperature (use
0.015 poise at 5"C if no other
information is available);

dp -dc = Density difference between oil
and water (use 0.1 8/co if no
other information is available);
D = Oil drop diameter (use 0.006 cm
if no other information is
available),
Convert Vp to ft/s by dividing by 30¯48 crrVft,

| Design Recommendatior~s. A CP separator i.s
marketed both with plates horizontal and at an
angle. Angled plates are less prone to clogging by
solids. The normal placement is 45 to 60 degrees
from horizontal. Plates should be closely spaced to
minimize oil rise distance without confining the
flow so much as to raise velocity to a high level
and create excessive turbulence; 3/4 in (1.90 cm)
is a common spacing. Specific recommendations
to improve success with API and CP units are the
following:
,,- Exclude runoff from roofs and other
areas not likely to contain oil;
m Place any pump being used downstream
so as to prevent mechanical emulsification;
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I Avoid detergent use upstream to prevent
chemical emulsification;
" Provide a forebay sized at 20 ftz
(1.86 m2) of surface area per 10,000 ~tz
(929.0 mz) of drainage area; and

cal, soil, and pest conditions. Native plants generally combine the best properties. Plants serve
mainly as filters; pollutant uptake is not a very, imo
portant removal mechanism. Therefore, a number
of species and mixes appropriate to the area will
work equally well.

I Provide an a.fterbay in which to place
absorbents.
¯

I Sizing Calcu~lons and F-~TOeCt~d Perform.

Vegetative Practices
Swales and Filter Str~ps
Treatment practices that use terrestrial grasses and
other fine herbaceous plants are sometimes called
biofiltration. These plants =-an be installed in a
channel in which water flows at some depth..--a
swale--or on a broad surface area that has sheet
flow--a filter strip. Biofilters can also have wetland plants in areas with the hydrology to sustain "
them.
A vegetated treatment strives for a plant
stand that serves as a good filter. Ideal characteris. tics are dense, uniform growth of fine-stemmed
plants tolerant of the area’s water and climatologi-

ante. The r~sults of a performance investigation
of a grass sw’al~, recently completed in the Puget
Sound area of Washington (Municipality Metro.
Seattle, 1992), refined a previously developed deo
sign procedure and recommended design features
cSnsistent with good performance. The report details the full design procedure, criteria, and guidelines that are excerpted here.
Figure 8.5, which summarizes the performance results, shows that the swale was relatively
effective in capturing solids, oils, and the least
soluble metals. The swale was less effective for
more soluble metals, especially their dissolved
f~actions, and less yet for phosphorus. Nitrogen
(not shown) exhibited little if any removal; fecal
coliform’s capture was inconsistent. Therefore,
biofilters should generally be considered the sole

Figure 8.5--Average pollutant removal over six storms in a Era. swale with an average hydraulic
residence time of nine minutes.
13

?s
7o

lo

o

TPH ,, total petroleum hydrocarbons
T = total
BAP = bioloEicallY available phosphorus
Source: Municipality of Metro. ,~eattle, 1992.
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treatment only to reduce solids and oil. In fact,
they are a better choice than oil separators to remove low concentrations of oil and grease from
urban runoff. Vegetation can reduce concentrations to even lower levels, while no feasible separator can decrease them below 10 mg/L. The
vegetation option is also much cheaper. One theory suggests that biofilters reduce nutrients considerably-better if growth is carefully mowed and
removed before it dies and releases phosphorus
and nitrogen; however, that hypothesis is unproven.
The design procedure uses Manning’s equation of open channel flow to obtain a swale~idth
for a given flow and slope and selected water
depth. The velocit3, resulting in this size channel
is then compared to a criterion, and the length is
calculated using a hydraulic residence time criterion. A key study result is that a residence time of
nine minutes is needed to achieve the highest and
most reliable performance. Performance began to
deteriorate noticeably when residence time fell
belOW five minutes, recommended as the absolute minimum. ,=, filter strip design is handled in
the same general way but with a more shallow
flow depth. Steps are as follows:
1. Determine the design flow rate (Q, cfs) by appropriate hydrologic analysis. Use as a basis
continuous simulation with a computer
model, a design rainfall event (e.g., six-month,
24-hour storm), or a set fraction of total runoff
(e.g., first inch),

A = cross-sectional area (ft~);
R = Hydraulic radius (ft) = &/werted
perimeter;
n = k4anning’s roughness coefficient.
The Puget Sound study used experiments to
determine a value of n for flow below the full
height of a local common grass mix. The recommended values are, unless other informa¯ tion is available, 0.20 in (0.5 cm) for grass
biofiiters to be mowed regularly and those
with herbaceous wetland plants and 0.24 in
(0.6 cm) for infrequently mowed swales.
Solutions of Manning’s equation for two configurations follow:

where:

:

I"~I~OID~L b"~NALE
b = Q ¯ (n/1.49)- yl.67, s0.~ _ Z. y [5]
[6]

T = b + 2 ¯ y. Z
FILTER STRIP
T = Q" (n/1.49)" y1.6~, s0.~

[7]

T = Top width fit);
b = Bottom width (ft);
Z = Side slope (ft/ft; should be no
steeper than 3 horizontal to 1
vertical).
The bottom width of a swale should be no less
than 2 ft (0.61 m) if it will be mowed and no
more than 8 ft (2.44 m), unless it will be hand
finished to get a completely level bottom. If b
does not fit into this range, investigate how Q
can be reduced by splitting flow, or set b = 8 ft
(2.44 m) and proceed with the analysis, or
specie/hand finishing.

where:

2. Determine slope (s, ft/ft) and select vegetation,
design vegetation height, and shape if a swale,
Normally, swales are parabolic or trapezoidat
to avoid erosion in sharp corners of rectangular or V shapes. The trapezoidal shape is easier
5. Compute A for the configuration:
to construct and will tend to assume a parabolic shape over time.
TR~,PEZOIDAL SWALE
3. Set design flow depth (y, ft.). A grass swale’s
depth should not exceed one-third of the grass
height in infrequently mowed swales, or onehalf of the grass height in regularly mowed
swales, up to a maximum of 3 in (7.62 cm). In
swales with wetlands vegetation, the depth
should be at least 2 in (5.08 cm) below the
height of the shortest species. ,~ filter strip’s
depth should be no more than 0.5 in
(1.27 cm).
4. Solve ~anning’s equation for the width, using
the conditions established in steps I through 3.

Q = 1.49 ¯ ,~. R°’67" s°’S/n

[4]

A = b ¯ y + Z. y2

[8]

FILTER 5TRIP
A=T¯y

[9]

6. Find flow velocity (V, ft!s): V = Q/A. If v is
greater than 0.9 ftJs, which will knock over
most grass and reduce settling of finer particies, investigate how Q can be reduced, or
change the width and/or depth.
7. Compute length (L, ft):

L = V. t ¯ 60 s/rain

[10]
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= Hydraulic residence time (rain);
t should be at least nine rain,
preferably, and no less than five
rain.
For swales, L should be at least 100 ft (30.38
m), a length below which flow short circuiting
is more likely. If the length in a straight configuration cannot be fit to the site, investigate
using a wide-radius curved path, reducing Q
or changing the width and/or depth.

where:

t

8. if flows larger than Q can enter the biofilter,
the grass probably will be knocked over and
provide no treatment until it becomes upright
again. Therefore, flow regulation upstream or
a bypass are recommended. If one of these
measures is not provided, the ve}ocity and
depth with the largest flow rate must be calculated, if the velocity is above a level known to
be erosive, the facility must be enlarged to ac- "
commodate it (use 3 ft/s maximum, if other information is lacking). The calculation procedure is standard and covered in open channel
discussions in fluid mechanics texts, as well as
in the previously cited report.
9. If the biofilter is a swale, once the maximum
possible depth of flow is established, specify
the swale’s final depth. It should be at least 6 in
(1.5.24 cm) deeper than the maximum possible
flow depth,
| Design Recommendations. The following
features maximize the success in establishin8
biofilters and in their performance:
m Locate the biofilter away from buildin8
and tree shadows to avoid poor plant
growth from lack of sunlight.
m If the longitudinal slope is less than 2
percent or the water table can reach the
root zone of vegetation, plant
water-resistant vegetation to survive
standing water or install an underdrain
system to assist drainage. However,
underdrains may not be practical with a
large filter strip.
¯" If the longitudinal slope is in the 4 to 6
percent range, provide check dams
approximately every S0 to 100 ft (15.24 to
30.48 m) to reduce velocity. However,
check dams may not be practical on a larger
filter strip.
== If the slope on which a swale is installed
exceeds 6 percent, place swale to traverse
the slope so that no slopes reach more than
4 percent, or 6 percent with check dams.

PART I. Technical Issues

I Make the lateral slope entirely uniform
to avoid any tendency for the flow to
channelize.
-, Introduce the flow so that entrance
velocity is dissipated quickly, flow is
distributed uniformly, and erosion is
avoided (e.g., by using a riprap pad or some
means of level spreading).
="
Nat.ra[ Wetlands
Wetlands naturally regulate both water quality
a~d quantity. In recent years, natural wetlands
. have been used for both purposes, sometimes
with engineering changes such as modified inflow and outlet structures. This practice has been
legally uncertain, since wetlands are classified as
"waters of the United States~ under the Clean
Water Act (CWA). Using such waters to transport
and treat waste is generally prohibited. However,
some interpretations of the CVVA allow the pracrice under limited circumstances. EPA’s policy is
not to use natural wetlands to treat urban runoff.
Of course, wetlands treat water by default when
they happen to receive runoff from an urbanized
watershed.
Therefore, some attention has been paid to
managing wetlands receiving urban runoff to
learn how negative impacts can be avoided or
minimized. The Puget Sound Wetlands and
Stormwater Management Research Program is a
long-term (1986-1996) comprehensive effort to
follow ecological developments in wetlands
through the urbanization process and learn what
causes degradation and how it might be avoided.
The program has produced preliminary management guidelines (King County Resour. Plann. Sec.
1993), with continued refinement as more information becomes available. The following summary excerpts key guideline provisions. Specifics
pertain to freshwater.palustrine wetlands in the
Pacific Northwest, but these limits would likely
be appropriate in similar communities.
’ | Management Guidelines. Hallmarks are to
" Mana81~ on a watershed or subbasin
scale and context, so that the values of all
water resources are considered and all
alternatives for solving water quality and
quantity problems are evaluated.
m Emphasize practices, such as source
controls, that prevent the development of
problems. Back up those approaches with
measures that reduce the effects of
problems before wetlands or other water
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resources are involved, such as
pretrea.tments,
The guidelines are presented here as an example of a state strategy for managing wetlands.
The guidelines, consistent with legal interpretations made by EPA Region 10 and the Washington
Department of Ecology, state the conditions under
which na.t.ural wetlands can be used for improving
runoff quality:
= Situations must be analyzed case by case;
i Restoration or enhancement of a
previously degraded wetland is warrante~r,
and other wetland functions can be upgraded
along with benefiting runoff water quality;
,.. Source control and treatment practices are
applied in accordance with specific guideline
recommendations, and any prevailing water
quality standards are met; and
= The wetland is not one of certain rare or
otherwise valuable types---estuarine,
forested, peatland, or otherwise designated
by recognized heritage and preservation
programs--and does not provide habitat for
rare, threatened, or endangered species.
The law is even less clear about the status of
wetlands proposed for use only for runoff storage
or incidentally affected by urban runoff. Of
course, since all runoff contains contaminants,
any distinction is artificial. Still, potential hydrologic effects are distinct from water quality irapacts. In fact, the Puget Sound research has found
that hydrologic change has more implications
than water quality for wetland ecosystems where
runoff is relatively low in pollutants. This program
has devoted considerable effort to quantifying
these hydrologic impacts---keying especially on
plant and amphibian communities--and devising
guidelines to overcome them. The following; hydrologic guidelines specify limits on the wetland’s
hydroperiod--the depth (stage), frequency, duration, and pattern of inundation,

¯

1. Depth limits--all wetlands, all year
Limit postdevelopment increase in annual
maximum depth to 11.81 in {30 cm) (for 1.01to-100-year return interval rainfall events).
Limit postdevelopment average monthly
water level fluctuation (WLF) to
i An increase of 1.97 in (5 cm) if
predevelopment WLF is greater than or
equal to 5.9 in (15 cm);

Urban Runoff Treatment Practices

I A maximum of 7.9 in (20 cm) if
predevelopment WLF is less than 5.9 in
(15 cm).
Note: WLF = Maximum depth - averag, e
depth in a time period.
2. Frequency and duration iimll:s
These guidelines envision a fluctuating stage
: over time before development that could fluctuate more, both higher and lower; after development, these greater fluctuations are called
*excursions." The guidelines set limits on the
amount of the excursions and the total time,
over one or more episodes, that can occur in a
given period.
All wetlandr,---February 1 -May 31
i Limit postdevelopment stage
excursions of up to 3.14 in (8 cm) above
the predevelopment stage to a total
duration of 24 hours in any 30-day period.
All wetlands----June 1 - September 30
= Limit postdevelopment stage excursions
above or below the predevelopment stage
to no more than 11.81 in (30 cm).
! Limit postdevelopment stage
excursions of up to 5.9 in (15 cm) above or
below the predevelopment stage to a total
duration of 72 hours in any 30-day period.
i Limit postdevelopment increase or
decrease in dry period--when pools dry
down to the soil surface everywhere in
the wetlandmto two weeks.
Peat wetlands---bogs and fens (as more specifically defined by the Washington Department
of Ecology)
= Limit postdevelopment stage
excursions above the predevelopment
stage of any amount to no more than once
a year.
i Limit postdevelopment stage
excursions of up to 5.9 in (15 cm) above
or below the predevelopment stage to a
total durationof24 hours.
Forested wetlands and zones---wetlands or
zones with at least 30 percent cover of trees at
least20 ft(6.1 m) tall
= Limit postdevelopmen[ stage
excursions of up to 7.9 in (20 cm) above
the predevelopment stage to a total
duration of 48 hours in any seven-day
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period during March 1 to May 31 and to
96 hours over the full growing season,
March 1 to August 31.
m Avoid sediment accumulation of more
than 7.9 in (20 cm) in any year.
Sedge meadows--wetlands or zones with at
least 20 percent cover by Carex, Eleocharis,
5cirpus, and/or Di/ichium
m Avoid sediment accumulation of more
than 5.9 in (15 cm) in any year.
These guidelines are fairly complex to apply,
Establishing predevelopment conditions requires
either monitoring water levels or accurate hydrologic modeling. Postdevelopment conditions can
only be established by predictive modeling. Monitoring need not be done with continuously re-.
cording instruments; simple crest-stage and staff
gages are adequate. However, a continuous simulation by computer model is almost necessary for
postdevelopment analysis,
The guidelines are also difficult to observe;
peak runoff rate control alone is not enough, and
total runoff volumes must also be controlled to
prevent hydroperiod changes in a storage basin
like a wetland. As pointed out in the previous discussion of quantity control, volume control is accomplished only through infiltrating excess runoff
produced by urban landscapes.
Constructed Wetlands
Wetlands specifically constructed to capture pollutants from runoff draining urban and agricultural areas are gaining attention as versatile
treatment options. Several major works have recently covered constructed wetland treatment, ineluding Hammer (1989), Strecker et al. (1992),
Olson (1992), and Schueler (1992). Homer
(1992a) assembled a short course manual incorporating findings and recommendations from
these various sources. This discussion draws on
these resources and should provide a concise
summary of the current state of urban runoff treatment by constructed wetlands and how to proceed in developing projects,
From a legal and regulatory standpoint, constructed wetlands are designed, built, and continuously maintained to treat waste. Thus, under the
CWA they are not regarded as "waters of the
United States." While no regulations control
water quality within, discharge is regulated in the
same way as any treatment system,

This designation contrasts with wetlands
built for such purposes as mitigation of wetland
losses under L’WA section 404 or to develop wa.
terfowl habitat, known as "created wetlands."
These systems have the same legal protections as
natural wetlands, including prohibition against
conveying or treating waste. They usually have
multiple functions, with water quality improvement only -i~cidentai; entering water must be
" managed to prevent damage to intended functions. A constructed wetland also differs in putpose and legal status from a wetland restoration,
’~hich returns a degraded system with reduced
acreage or functional ability to the condition preceding its degradation. If the wetland is not cornpletely restored but one or more functions are
increased, it is termed an enhanced wetland. Restored and enhanced wetlands also have the same
legal protections as natural wetlands.
The principal advantages of constructed wetlands over other treatments are
m More diversity in structure, which offers
potential for relatively effective control of
most pollutants;
m Wider range of potential side benefits;
" Relatively low maintenance costs; and
m Wider applicability and more reliable
service than infiltration.
The disadvantages of constructed wetlands
include
~ Larger land requirements for equivalent
service than wet ponds and other systems,
especially if intended to ~rve quantity as
well asqualitycontrol purposes;
" Relatively high construction costs;
" Delayed efficiency until plants are well
.established;
’- Uncertainty in design, construction, and
ol~erating criteria is a drawback actually
Dlaguing competitive methods as well; and
m Publ~concern about nuisances that can
develop with runoff constructed wetlands if
care is not taken in siting, design,
construction, and operation.
II Sizing ~alculatior~ and Expected Performance. Strecker et al. (1992), in a full literature review of both natural and constructed wetlands to
control runoff pollution, considered more than
140 papers and reports and assembled detailed
information on 18 U.S. locations. Median poilu-
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rant re~vaJs in con~ru~ wetlands ~re 80.5
~rcent for total sus~nded ~lids ~SS), 44.5 ~rcent for ammonia-nitrogen (NH3-N), 58.0 ~ent
for total phosphorus ~P), 83.0 ~ent for lead
(Pb), and 42.0 ~rcent for zinc (Zn). C~cien~
of variation (ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean) for these contaminan~ ranged ~om 27.7 to
56.1 ~ent, showing ~th su~tantially higher
and iowe= ~ffo~ance than the median levels.
Pollutant r~u~ions in con~ruG~ wetlands
overall were higher ~an in natural ones, a~ri~
ut~ to the s~cific design features and more intensive management,
Schueler (1992) recommends wetland~esigns ba~d on the overall literature. He e~imates
the ~ffo~ance of wetlands designed as he recommends as shown in Table 8.6. He considers
these efficiencies to ~ provisional ~ndin8 monitoringofthe new systems.
Table 8.~roje~ long-term pollu~nt remo~l
r=tes for wetlands constm~ed.
EEMOVAL ~TE (%)a
POLLUTA~
’
,,
75
TS5
45b

TP
TN

25c

BOD, COD, T~

15

Pb

75

Zn

50

FC

2 orders of mag,nitude

a Lower by an unknown amount for ~cket wetlands.
b 65 ~ent in ~n~marsh s~tem.
c 40 ~ent in ~n~marsh system,
Source:Schueler, 1992.

Several ways to arrange constructed wetlands, based on runoff quali~ and quantiW control r~uiremen~, are to
= Place a runoff quanti~ control device
on-line and a constru~ed wetland off-line
to treat all runoff up to a certain volume;
= Constru~ a wetland with a permanent
pool zone for treatment and a flu~uating
storage zone and discha~e control sized for
~ak runoff rate control; and
= ConstruG a wetland only for treatment in
situations where quantity con~ol is not
require,

The first arrangement ~nefi~ from the fac~
that most ~llutant mass loading over time is
transposed by runoff from the more frequent,
smaller storms, and the first flush from the less frequent, ia~er storms. This a~ngement is recommended where runoff" ~uantity control is required
~cau~ (1) the relatively shallow depths n~ded
to maintain wetlands are ~mewhat inconsistent
=wi~h the ia~e storage volume n~ded for quantity
control, and (2) la~e su~es of water can damage
the wetland.
Basic sizing decisions involve the pool storage volume (Vp), surface area, depth contouring
(plus flu~uatin8 storage volume, if runoff quantity
con~ol will ~ provid~the ~me dimensions
~uimd in sizing a ~t ~nd. At this ~int, con~ed wetland mchnology has e~ablished no
p~ures to dete~ine volu~ based on desired
~fformance efficiencies and ~llutant removal
mechanisms. Accordingly, p~l ~orage volume
should be sized the ~me for wet ~nds (~ previous explanation).
Schueler (1992) illustrates four design concepts to configure constru~ed wetlands in the
Mid-Atlantic area. To establish the wetland surface area (Aw), sta~ by sele~in8 a trial mean
depth (D) from the following approximate ranges
(aher Schueler, 1992):
0.30-0.45 m
Shallow marsh
0.60-0.85 m
Pond/marsh
Extended-detention wetland
0.25-0.30
permanent ~1
1.0 m
extended-detention zone
0.15-0.40
Pocket wetland
Using the trial mean depth, calculate su~ace

by Aw = Vp~.
A~er determining satisfacto~ basic dimen. sions, allocate depths to the different wetland
zones according to the design concept. Schueler
(1992) recommends the following zones to obtain
diversity in structure and treatment capabilities:
area

~p areas ~30-180 cm d~p, no
emergent vegetatio~forebay,
micmpools, d~p water p~ls and
channels
Low marsh15-30 cm below normal ~ol
High marsh~-I S cm ~low normal
irregularly inundated zon~bove normal
p~l
Schueler also supplies approximate depth allocations for the various zones and design concep~.
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I Design Recommendations. Identify and
adopt a natural wetland that performs water c~uality control well and use it as a reference model.
Natural wetlands control water quality because of
their structure. Therefore, the elements of this natural structure must be recreated in a wetlands.
Natural wetlands tend to have a more complex
structure than do most runoff treatment systems.
This complexity allows a range of mechanisms to
operate and diverse pollutants to be treated. The
result is relatively high efficiencies, compared to
competing alternatives. Structural complexity can
be created with high marsh peninsulas and islands.
A structurally complex system is more expensive and difficult to construct than a simple
one. In some cases, we may need to dispense with
a few features of an ideal system, in addition, a
complex design may not be faithfully constructed-.
Therefore, design personnel should be in the field
to interpret the design and guide construction.
A constructed wetland must have enough
time to develop before it is put in full service. Attempts to short-circuit ecological processes by
over-managementwiil probably fail.

PART I. Technical

1. Site Selection
Evaluate a prospective site carefully before
making a selection. Table 8.7’ summarizes the
major considerations that should be analyzed.
While an analysis requires gathering significant data, it is essential.
A viable constructed wetlands depends on an
adequat~ and steady water supply. A water
budget should be carefully constructed to ensure that water is available and inputs at least
balance outputs throughout the year:
~’
I+P+D+$ >O+E+R
where:

[11]

I = Surface inflow;
P = Precipitation;
D ,, Groundwater discharge;
$ = Wetland storage at beginning of
calculation period;
C) = Surface outflow;
E = Evapotranspiration;and
R - Groundwater recharge.

(All units are in terms of volume or water
depth over the wetland surface.)

Table 8.7--Considerations in selecting constructed wetlands sites.
CATEGORY

Land use and
general

I

CONSIDEib~TIONS

Land availabiliW
Existing site use and value
~ Site problems (e.g., previous dumpin8, utilit~ lines)
Adjacent land use and value
Connection to wildlife corridors and potential for adjacent areas to be biological donors
Public opinion
AccessibiliW for construction and maintenance
Ability to control I~ublic access according to proiect objectives

Environmental and
regulatory

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations
Avoidance of archaelogical and cultural resources
Avoidance of critical wildlife habitat areas

Hydrology and
water quality

Water supply reliability
Low potential for disruptive flooding
Water supply of adequate quality to sustain biota
Low potential for adverse effects on downstream waterbodies and adjacent properties
and their water supplies
Need for lining to retain water or avoid groundwater contamination

Geology

Flat or gently siol:~H:l topography
Adequate soil development
Sufficient depth to bedrock
Soil characteristics consistent with pollution control objectives
Suitability of site materials for construction

Source: R.R. Homer.
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Estimate the water budget during site selection
and check it after the preliminary design. In
areas with pronounced seasonal drought (e.g.,
most of the western United States), calculate
the balance for the dry period. Groundwater
terms are difficult to establish, but a
hydrogeologist familiar with the location
should estimate them as closely as possible,
Since.natural wetlands often dry below the
soil surface, permanent standing water is not
necessarily needed to have a viable wetland,
Washington State research has found that
plant community richness declines substantially when drying extends longer thaH~two
months, compared to wetlands with shorter
dry periods (Azous, 1991). Hence, the water
balance should at least confirm that drying
will not exceed two months,
2. Vegetation
Experience with wetlands creation, restoration,
and construction projects shows that the plant
community.develops best when the soils harbor substantial vegetative roots, rhizomes, and
seed banks. Development is enhanced when
volunteer vegetation can enter from nearby
donor sites. However, volunteers cannot be relied upon completely and should be supplemented by transplanting. While vigorous
resident and volunteer stock may provide most
of the vegetation, transplanting is still a wise
strategy, as confirmed by most of the literature.
Hydric soils that contain vegetative plant material used to establish new wetlands are
called wetland mulch. Ample use of this
mulch enhances diversity and speeds plant establishment, but its content is somewhat unpredictable and donor sites are limited. Also,
guidelines for extracting, handling, and storinf~ the material are limited. In addition, exotic, opportunistic species might overtake
more desirable natives--watch for this pro~
lem when obtaining material.
Potential donor sites include wetland soils removed during maintenance of highway
ditches, swales, sedimentation ponds, retention/detention ponds, and clol~ged infiltration
basins; during dredging; or from natural wetlands scheduled to be filled under permit--although these soils are best used for mitigating
the loss. The upper 5.9 in (15 cm) of donor
soils are best obtained at the end of the growins season and should be kept moist until installation. Establishing repositories for mulch
reclaimed in maintenance operations is bein8

(.lrban Runoff Treatment Practices
explored. Despite the potential of wetland
mulch and volunteer recruitment, transplanting is still the most reliable method and provides instant partial cover.
Wetland plant nurseries have sprung up recently in many places in the nation to provide
material. The following list of general selection principles was compiled from C;arbisch’s
-" ¯ (1986) recommendations for creating wetlands and from the comprehensive constructed wetlands literature:
’=’ Base selections more on the prospects
for success than on specific pollutant
uptake capabilities. Plant uptake is an
important mechanism only for nutrients,
much of which are released upon the
plants’ death; nutrient removal is more the
result of chemical and microbial
processes than of plant uptake.
== Select native species; avoid natives
that invade vigorously.
== Use a minimum of species adaptable
to the various elevation zones;
diversification will occur naturally.
= Select mostly perennial species; give
priority to those that establish rapidly.
’~’ Select species that are adaptable to the
broadest ranges of depth, frequency, and
duration of inundation (hydroperiod).
=’ Match the environmental requirements
of plant selections to site conditions.
Consider especiallyhydroperiodand light
requirements.
= C;ive priority to species used
successfully in constructed wetlands and
commercially available species.
,~ Avoid specifying only species foraged
by wildlife expected to use the site.
== Establish woody species to follow
herbaceous species.
~’ Plant to achieve objectives other than
pollution control.
Although selection based on pollution control
capabilities is not recommended, considerable information on pollution control has
been compiled. Kulzer’s (1990) summary of
plant capabilities for pollutant removal suBBests that the most versatile genera, with species throughout the country, are Carex,
Scirpus, Juncus, Lernna, and Typha.
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Specific guidance for constructing wetlands is
contained in $chueler (’1992) and for creating
wetlands in Garbisch (1986). The course manual by Homer (1992a) also incorporates this
guidance on constructed wetlands,
3. Design Features
While size alone dpes not guarantee good performance, adequate size is necessary. If the
layout permit.~ water to traverse the wetland
too fast, th~ theoretical hydraulic residence
provided by the volume will not be achieved.
The following features will help keep the flow
from short circuiting the wetland.

--

PART I. Technical Issues

Shape and configuratiun
,,,, Create at least two distinct cells by
restricting the flow to a narrow
passageway between high marsh features."
m Make the wetland relatively wide at
the inlet to help distribute the flow.
m Maximize the distance between the
inlet and outlet.
m The effective length-to-width ratio
should preferably be 5,:1, and 3:1 at a
minimum.
-’ The longitudinal slope-parallel to the
flow path---should be less than 1 percent,
’- The wetland should be carefully
constructed to have no lateral
slope--perpendicular to the flow
path--to avoid concentrating the flow in
preferred channels, which reduces actual
residence time and risks erosion,
m Side slopes should be gradual (e.g., 5:1
to 12:1, horizontal to vertical) as in
natural wetlands. In no place should the
side slope be greater than 3:1.
Forebay
m Specify a relatively deep (3.93 to 5.9 ft/
1.2 to 1.8 m) zone placed where influent
water discharges. This forebay traps coarse
sediments, reduces incoming velocity, and
helps to distribute runoff evenly over the
marsh. The forebay should be a separate
cell set aside by high marsh features,
m Provide maintenance access for heavy
equipment (14.76 IV4.5 m wide and
maximum 5:1 slope) directly to the
forebay. The forebay bed should be
hardened to prevent disturbance during
clean out.

Flow channeling
" Create sheet flow to the maximum
extent possible.
m Where flow must be channeled, use
multiple, meandering channels rather
than a single straight one.
m Open water areas should be
interspersed with marsh rather than
connected along the flow path.
B

m Minimize velocity in channels to
prevent erosion.
Outlet area
" Place a micropool 3.93 to 5.9 f~ (1.2 to
1.8 m) deep at the outlet.
m Install a reverse-sloped pipe 11.81 in
(30 cm) below the permanent pool
elevation. This outlet design avoids the
clogging characteristic of constructed
wetlands (Schueler, 1992).
" Install a drain capable of dewatering
the wetland in 24 hours to allow for
maintenance. Control the drain with a
Iockable, adjustable gate valve. Place an
upward-facing inverted elbow on the end
of the drain to extend above the bottom
sediments.
Soils
m Medium-fine textures---such as Ioams
and silt Ioams--work best to establish
plants, capture pollutants, retain surface
water, and permit groundwater discharge.
m Circumneutral pH (approximately 6 to
8) works best to support microorganisms,
insects, and other aquatic animals.
m A relatively, high content of highly
decomposed organics (muck) is favorable
for plant and microorganism growth and
metal and organic pollutant adsorption.
Muck soils are better than peats (less
decon’~osed organics), which produce
somewhat acidic conditions, are low in
plant nutrients, and offer plants relatively
poor anchorin8 support.
.- Vegetation becomes established more
quickly and effectively in constructed
wetlands when soils contain seed banks
or rhizomes of obligate and facultative
wetland plants. Obtain soils that offer
these resources.
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I Soil characteristics recommended for
specific pollution control objectives are
Control ofme~a/s--high cation
exchange capacity; and
Control of phosphorus.-- high
exchangeable aluminum and/or iron.
Liner
1 An impermeable liner is required
when infiltration is too rapid to sustain
permanent soil saturation, when there is a
substantial potential of groundwater
being contaminated by percolating runoff,
or both. Infiltration losses are small at ~.
most sites with USDA SCS class B, C, and
D soils. Also, sediment deposition is likety
to seal the bottoms of constructed
wetlands. Therefore, a liner will likely be
needed only in class A soils,
Emergent3, spillway
m An emergency spillway is required
when the wetland will be used for runoff
quantity control and for any other
situation in which runoff might enter from
a larger storm than the largest storm the
facility is sized to handle,
Buffer
I A buffer should be provided around
the wetland both to separate the treatment
area and the human community and, if
wildlife habitat is an objective, to reduce
the animals’ exposure to light, humans,
pets, and other factors,
=’ The minimum buffer width should be
26.25 ft (8 rn), measured from the
maximum water surface elevation, plus
16.4 fi (.5 m) to the nearest structure,
1 If possible, preserve existing forest in
the buffer area. At least 75 percent of the
buffer should be forested to repel geese
and provide better protection and hab, tat.
Avoiding Problems
m Mosquitoes, a rare but potential
problem, can be prevented with diverse
habitats that support predatory insects,
Mosquitofish (Gambusia)can control
mosquitoes in permanent ponds, but use
caution in introducing the fish in
non-native areas. Check with the state fish
and wildlife agency before taking any
action,

=¯

I Avoid aesthetic problems by carefully,’
establishing construction and with
vegetation. The buffer and tall emergent
vegetation conceal water level
fluctuation, films on the water, and other
factors.
1 Constructed wetlands are inherently
safer than deep ponds, but deep zones
may still be a hazard to children. Avoid
this danger by creating gradual side
slopes, a shallow marsh safety bench
(16.4 ft/5 m wide) where the toe of the
side slope meets any deep pool,
concealing outlet piping and locking
access. Fencing should only be needed
on the embankment above large ouffalls.
m Discourage nuisance waterfowl by
maintaining the buffer largely in forest (at
least 75 percent) and avoiding turf grass
around the wetland. Maintain a variety of
depths, especially high marsh not favored
by geese and mallards, and educate
citizens by placing signs to discourage
feeding.
’~ Undesirable plant monocultures can
be limited through structural diversity and
a range of depths, especially in shallow
areas. Plant a diverse native selection
shortly after constructing the wetland.
1 Metals and organics in toxicant
accumulations are tightly bound in
sediments and do not become mobilized
over long periods. However, maintenance
creates the problem of spoils disposal.
Spoils that pass hazardous waste tests can
be safely land-applied or placed in a
landfill (Schueler, 1992). Applying spoils
on-site saves disposal costs.

Landscape/Vlanagernent
Landscape management (Schueler [1987] uses
the term urban forestry) signifies such practices as
preserving trees during construction, replanting
trees, and iandscapin8 helpful to urban runoff
management. One aspect of landscape management, maintaining vegetated buffers adjacent to
waterbodies, advances the principle of minirnizing the impervious area directly connected (by
~hard~ drainage facilities) to receiving waters.
Areas established using landscape management techniques can produce runoff volumes 30
to 50 percent less than conventionally developed
sites (Schueler, 1987). Evidence suggests that
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even low density residential development can
produce runoff rivaling impervious areas when
lawns replace natural vegetation and topsoil is removed close to relatively impermeable underlyinglayers,
. The effectiveness of vegetated areas in capturing pollutants depends on the water’s residence time before it enters the receiving water,
Buffers and other landscape management spaces
are often too small to provide the nine-minute residence time specified in the earlier discussion of
biofilters, considered a minimum for water quality control. Of course, landscape management
can still provide significant benefits, even without
the ideal residence time.
While a riparian buffer guidance handbook
by Heraty (1993) also provides recommendations
for landscape management forestry programs,
complete guidance is not yet available,

Infiltration Practices
Infiltration is the only structural technique that reduces both the peak runoff rates and runoff volumes from urban development. Infiltration
reduces contaminants in runoff when runoff percolates in a soil column in which physical and
chemical mechanisms operate. Infiltration devices that receive runoff at the surface also treat
water through plant uptake and processes in surface soils. Unfortunately, these practices have the
highest failure rates among all alternatives. Success requires great care in site selection, design,
operation, and maintenance. Types of infiltration
devices are
= Infiltration basins, also known as
retention pond.s;
=’ Infiltration trenches;
== Perforated pipes;
== French drains, also termed downspout
infiltration systems; and
== Porous pavements,
An infiltration basin (see Figure 14.10) impounds water in a surface pond until it infiltrates
the soil. Excess runoff discharges on the surface,
An infiltration trench receives runoff in a shallow
excavated trench that has been backfilled with
stone to form a below-grade reservoir. Water then
enters the underlying subsoil according to its infiltration rate. A perforated pipe, or underground
trench, distributes runoff into the subsoil. French
drains, consisting of pervious material such as

PART i. Technical issues

gravel, disseminate inflowing water into the surrounding soil. These drains are usually used in
small-scale applications, such as roof drains from
homes and other small buildings. Porous pavements permit precipitation to drain through
coarse-graded concrete, asphalt, or specially cast
paving blocks with a pervious opening. The
coarse-graded pavements can be used on roads,
although they. are subject to clogging; paving
blocks are appropriate only for paved areas with
very light or no traffic.
Recent studies and observations have documented extensive~’infiltration system failures.
Schueler et al. (1992), in reviewing Mid-Atlantic
region reports, found that 50 to 100 percent of infiltration basins had failed within five years of construction; up to 50 percent had failed almost
immediately. The five-year failure rates for
trenches and porous pavements were approximately 50 and 75 percent, respectively. Overwhelmingly, clogging by sediments brought in
with runoff caused the failure. Microorganism
growths in poorly drained soils and oils in runoff
can also cause failure (Homer and Homer, 1990).
This poor operating experience led Schueler et al.
(1992) to advise against using infiltration basins
and porous pavements and to use trenches only
with careful geotechnical investigations and aggressive pretreatment protection and maintenance.
A study in Washington’s Puget Sound found
that successful infiltration basins were built on
deep to excessively drained soils and not near seasonal high water tables or low spots in drainage
catchments (Klochak, 1992; Gaus, 1993; Hilding,
1993; ~acobson, 1993). However, these basins risk
groundwater contamination because metals retention was little to none in one soil type and incomplete in two others (Gaus, 1993). Most instances of
poor infiltration were caused by water tables rising
too near the surface. Vegetation was apparently
not associated with infiltration, although plants
can filter pollution, aerate soil, and improve the
appearance if maintained properly.
Soil is ~e most critical consideration in
specifying infiltration systems. Systems are generally built in the native soil; but when native soil is
inappropriate, a soil system can be constructed
with media like sand, peat, or a combination.
Infiltration systems normally convey most
runoff directly into the soil to eventually enter the
groundwater. However, an underdrain system can
be installed below the infiltration system to collect water that does not percolate well through a
restrictive subsoil layer. After being collected, the
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water can be widely distributed to increase the
percolation potential. If the grade permits, it can
be discharged on the surface, after being treated
while passing through the upper soils. Constructed soil systems usually require underdrains,
While these systems could be considered filtration practices, this guide considers them under infiltration, reserving the filtration category for units
constructed in boxes and generally having a conventional surface discharge,
The most crucial issues in using infiltration
devices, in addition to soil suitability, are avoiding clogging and the potential to contaminate
groundwater. Infiltration facilities should be construtted in medium textured soils. They are generally unsuitable for clay because of restricted
percolation and gravel and coarse sands because
of the risk of groundwater contamination, unless
effective pretreatment is provided. An impermeable soil layer close to the surface may need to be
penetrated. If the layer is too thick, underdrains,
and possibly imported soil to provide sufficient
treatment depth, may be required (Entranco Eng.
1989). As a minimum measure to prevent clogging, infiltration facilities should require a pretreatment device to settle larger solids and reject
runoff from eroding construction sites,
Among the various runoff treatment options,
only soil infiltration systems have been reliable in
removing soluble phosphorus (Minton, 1987).
This result likely applies to other relatively soluhie pollutants as well. Reduction depends principally on how effectively the system prevents
runoff from directly entering surface water. Reduction can be complete if surface effluent is ab-

sent and percolating water cannot get to surface
water through interflow in the unsaturated zone
or via rapid transit of groundwater in the saturated zone. In other circumstances, dissolved pollutant reduction is incomplete but is still higher
than with any other treatment method.
Expected Performance
:This manual classifies performance of soil infittration systems as follows:
-- Natural soil column infiltration basins,
trenches, and perforated pipes with and
witl~ut underdrains;
m Underdrained systems with selected
filtration mediamsand ~nd peat-sand; and
-. Porous pavements.
| N=tural Soil System=. In a natural system
without underdrains, the system’s hydrology (directness of connection with surface water) determines how much runoff is captured and how
efficient the treatment. Alternative design rules for
infiltration basins and their estimated runoff reductions and pollutant removals ($chueler, 1987)
are to store and infiltrate either (1) 0.5 in (1.27
cm) of runoff per impervious acre contributing, (2)
the runoff resulting from a 1-inch rainfall event, or
(3) the two-year frequency runoff volume. Table
8.8 estimates pollutant removals.
With the first rule, $chueler estimates that 40
to 50 percent of the runoff volume would be captured in the soil over the long term. This would rise
to 65 to 75 percent with the second rule, depending on the soil and the amount of impervious area
(the NURP database used to make the estimates

Table 8.8.--Estimated long-term pollutant removal rates (percent) for infiltration basins.
SIZED BASED ON
POLLUTANT

Total suspended solids

0.S-IN RUNOFF/1MPERV. ACRE i RUNOFF FROM l-IN RAIN t 2-YEAR STORM RUNOFF VOLU/~E

75

90

99

Total phosphorus

50-55

60-70

65-75

Total nitrogen

45-55

5.5-60

60-70

Metals

75-80

85-90

95-99

70

80

90

75

90

98

Biochemical oxygen

demand
Bacteria
Source: Schueler, 1987.
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represents catchments with 11 to 27 percent imperviousness). The third rule would likely raise the
degree of volume reduction to appropriately 90
percent. Schueler cites Maryland estimates that
widespread application of the first or second rule
would maintain summer baseflow levels within
about 90 percent of predevelopment conditions,
In developing a management plan for phosphorus-limited Lake ..Sammamish, Washington,
Entranco Engineers, Inc. (1989) estimated potential reduction of particulate phosphorus at 100
percent and soluble phosphorus in natural basins
at 75 to 90 percent. Estimates for an underdrained
system with 3 ft (0.91 m) of soil were 80 to 100
percent for total phosphorus and 50 to 85 percent
for soluble phosphorus. These estimates are uncertain because backup data was lacking,
| Underdralned Systems with Artificial
Media. A number of underdrained sand and
peat-sand media configurations installed and
tested differ in the layering of sand of various
grain sizes, peat, and gravel. Meyer (1985) also
proposes a layer of crushed limestone to precipitate phosphorus. Homer and Homer (1990) review design and performance considerations for a
side-wall filter (in contrast to a basin draining
through the bed) not yet built. These devices have
only been extensively employed in Austin, Texas.
Reported levels of pollutant reduction percentages were
Total suspended solids-.-60 to 80 percent;
Total pF~osphorus---20 to 90 percent, with
most reports above 60 percent;
Nitrogen, soluble phosphorus--inconsistent
in a sand-peat fiher to 96 percent in a
sand filter;
Metals---30 to 100 percent depending on
metal and medium;
Chemical oxygen demand--40 to 90
percent;
Organics--inconsistent, but approximately
85 percent when operating well; and
Bacteria---40 to 100 percent,
In Bell=v,je, Washington, a large soil filter
system draining to Lake Sammamish has recently
been constructed to serve a housing development. The system--which includes pretreatment
with catch basins, grass swales, oil/water separators, and detention--is expected to capture more
than 99 percent of the total suspended solids, 50
to 95 percent of the phosphorus, and 90 to 95 per.
cent of the copper in urban runoff from developed
portions of the site (Diessner et al. 1991). The
system’s performance is now being monitored,
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I Porou.$ Pavements. Schueler (1987) distinguishes between porous pavements providing full
and partial infiltration. The latter involves some
type of collection system to drain surface runoff
that cannot be infiltrated. Schueler estimates potential pollutant captures at 80 to 99 percent for
total suspended solids, total nitrogen, chemical
oxygen demand, zinc, and lead and 65 percent
for phosp.h.or.us, although the actual capture
would again depend on soil infiltration.
Denver’s Urban Drainage and Flood Control
District (1993) retmmmends only the modular
block type of porous pavement system. The design, consisting of perforated concrete slab units
underlain with gravel, is specified for use only in
low traffic areas like airports, parking lanes, and
driveways, and paved paths without traffic.
Site Selection, Sizing, and Design
Since all infiltration systems rely on the ability to
discharge water through the soil or an equivalent
artificial medium and have the same general
problems, most design aspects are similar, except
for media specifications for artificial systems. The
following guidance is applicable to all types, with
additional information on artificial media where
necessary. Reference sources provide more specific detail.
| Site Selectlon for Natural Soll Systems.
Needs differ, depending on whether the infiltration system is intended for quantity control alone
or for quality and quantity control. While quantity
con.trol is best achieved with a rapid percolation
rate, this rate could be too fast to provide sufficient contact with the soil for pollutant capture. If
the runoff is quite contaminated, if the groundwater table is relatively close to the surface, or
both, rapid percolation risks groundwater poilution. Therefore, the.safest practices are to
" Specify a maximum and a minimum
percolation rate to protect groundwater and
attain pollutant capture objectives, or
m Reo4~re runoff pretreatment to meet
water quality objectives before the
pretreatment effluent is infiltrated for
quantity control.
Infiltration authorities recommend the following criteria to reduce the substantial potential
for failure, safeguard groundwater, and achieve
the desired urban runoff management benefits:
m The bed of the infiltration facility should
be at least 3 to 5 ft (0.91 to 1.52 m) from the
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seasonal high water table, bedrock, or
relatively impermeable soil layer(S f t is
conservative and warranted, unless
seasonal water rise is carefully determined;
3 ft is minimum).
1 With any application, the percolation
rate should be at least 0.3 to 0.5 in/hr (0.76
to 1.27 cm/hr); 0.5 in/hr is conservative; 0.3
irt/hr’is minimum,
1 With any application, the soil should not
have more than 30 percent clay or more
than 40 percent clay and silt combined
(Wash. Dep. Ecol. 1992).
1 When the infiltration facility will provide
all runoff treatment (except perhaps ’
presettling of solids) and when it will drain
to groundwater (i.e., there are no
underdrains), the percolation rate should
not be greater than 2.4 in/hr (6.10 cm/hr)
(Wash. Dep. Ecol. 1992). This, and the
preceding guideline, effectively makes only
Ioams, sandy Ioams, and loamy sands
eligible for installing water quality infiltration systems,
1 The facility should not be constructed in
fill material or on a slope of greater than 15
percent.
1 Baseflows should not enter infiltration
facilities. The contributing catchment must
be relatively small, or any permanent or
intermittent flows must be diverted,
Schueler et al. (1992) recommends that
infiltration basins serve 2 to 15 acres (0.81
to 6.06 ha) and specified catchments be no
lar~er than 5 acres (2.02 ha) to drain to
trenches (Schueler, 1987).
Infiltration basins frequently lack good data
on the soils and associated hydrogeology
(Klochak, 1992; Gaus, 1993; Hilding, 1993;
Jacobson, 1993). Using regional soil survey data
is always very risky, and specific on-site roils investigation must be performed. Since infiltration
generally occurs below the preconstruction grade
level, soils and hydrogeologic observations and
tests must be performed at the final grade level,
Even measurement at a single location within the
prospective facility location can be inadequate to
characterize the soil and its new percolation rate.
Hence, measurements should be repeated at several points. Finally, techniques often used to establish percolation rates (e.g., single-ring infiltrometers) have been found lacking---a double-ring
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device is an improvement. Standard percolation
test~ should also be performed in excavated
holes.
I Sizing Calculations. Several possible bases
are used to size infiltration devices. One is to seiect one of $chueler’s (1987) sizing rules and a
maximum allowable drain time. Schueler recom.- mends a maximum of 72 hours, except for 48
hours in marginal soils. The Washington Department of Ecology (1992) adheres to the latter time.
Another way is an approach based on Darcy’s
law, whi~ expresses flow through a porous medium. The resulting equations for the surface area
(As) and infiltration system volume (Vi) are
[1
As = Vr/fd- i. t
Vi = Inflow rate- Outflow rate [13]
= Vr - fd" i ¯ As" t
where:

Vr = Design storm runoff volume
fd = Percolation rate (h/hour =
inch/hour/12);
i = Hydraulic gradient (ft/ft) =
(h + L)/L;
h = Height of water over infiltration
medium when full
L = Depth to water table or
impermeable layer from
infiltration medium surface (ft);
and
t = Time to drain from full condition
(hour).

The design runoff volume can be established
as discussed for wet ponds. With the difficulty in
getting good percolation rate values, the Washington Department of Ecology (1992) recommends a conservative approach of making several
on-site measurements at the infiltration medium
level, adopting the minimum of those rates, and
multiplying by a safety factor of 0.5. Better measuring techniques would allow dispensing with
such conservatism--or at least dropping the
safety factor.
| Design Recornrnendat~ons. The following
recommendations are important to avoid past failures of infiltration systems:
i Construction runoff should never be
allowed to enter an infiltration device.
= Banks and other areas must be
thoroughly stabilized to prevent erosion
into the device.
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I At a minimum, pretreatment should be
used to capture most of the runoff solids
directed to an infiltration device. A
recommended arbitrary removal criterion is
80 percent of total suspended solids.
m The facility should be at least 50 ft
(1.5.24 m)from any slope greater than 15
percent and at lea~t 100 ft (30.48 m)
upslope and 20 ft (6.1 m) downslope of any
building,
m The outlet orifice design must be
consistent with the infiltration capacity
(e.g., to avoid collecting more waterthan
can infiltrate in 48 hours),
m After final grading, the bed should be
deeply tilled to provide a well-aerated,
highly porous surface texture.
m Plant a basin with grasses appropriate for
conditions, and maintain the grass for both
performance and appearance.
m The guidelines for wet ponds--introduction of flow at low velocity and
with uniform distribution, side slopes, the
emergency overflow, and safety--also
apply to infiltration basins,
" Since constructed artificial soil systems
are in their infancy, the following guidelines
are subject to further testing (Homer and
Homer, 1990):
¯ A layered media structure seems to
perform best. Most common are three
layers, each about 1 to 2 ft (0.30 to
0.61 m) thick, separated by filter
fabric. The upper layers have
generally been various textures of
sand or peat-sand mixtures. A crushed
limestone layer has also been used for
phosphorus reduction and pH
adjustment,
¯ Fibric peat is preferred over sapric
peat because of the latter’s poor
hydraulic conductivity,
¯ Surround the underdrain pipe with
gravel or crushed rock.
Inspection and maintenance are also imporrant for failure-prone devices like infiltration systerns. Chapter 14 provides inspection checklists
and maintenance standards,

PART I. Technical Issues

Filtration Practices
Sand Filters
Sand filter chambers, similar to those used for
many years in potable water and industrial treatment, have recently been introduced in urban
runoff management. They differ from those described under infiltration practices by being in. stalled in a’box and having a sudace effluent,
instead of being a soil amendment with an underdrain system. These units are most appropriate in
less than 5-acre ~.02-ha), mostly impervious
catchments.
Figure 8.6 illustrates a design (Shaver, in
press) bPing installed in Delaware, Maryland, and
Virginia that consists of a sedimentation chamber
followed by a filtration chamber.
| S~zlng Caiculatlort= and E~pected Performance, Design criteria are still under development. Shaver (in press) recommends sizing the
sedimentation and filtration chambers each at
540 ft3 (15.29 m]) per contributing acre. He further recommends a surface area for each chamber
of 360 ftz (33.45 m]) per acre and a sand depth of
at least 18 in (45.72 cm).
Based on monitoring of three similar systems
in Austin, Texas, the following pollutant removal
efficiencies percentages are expected (Shaver, in
press):
Total suspended solids
75 to 87%
Total phosphorus
19 to 61%
Total nitrogen
31 to 44%
Ammonia-nitrogen
43 to 77%
Nitrate + nitrite-nitrogen
-79 to Lead
71 to 88%
Zinc
49 to 82%
Copper
33 to 60%
Chemical oxygen demand
45 to 68%
Fecal coliform
36 to 37%

I D~lgn Recommendations.

Shaver’s (in
p~t,~ additional recommendations are
m Restrict the drainage area for any one
filter to S acres (2.02 ha), which should
essentially all be impervious.
m Make the outfall pipe from the sane
chamber no larger than 6 in (15.24
outside diameter, so that a minimum of 12
in (30.48 cm) of sand covers it. If a larger
conveyance is needed, use more than one
pipe.
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Figure 8.6--Sand filter design.
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Z, eafCompost Fitters
W and H Pacific (1992) has developed and tested
a leaf compost filter in the Portland, Oregon, area.
Monitoring 13 storms showed influent event
mean concentrations to be reduced, on the average, by the following:
95%
Total suspended solids
84%
Turbidity
67%
Chemical oxygen demand
41%
Total phosphorus
S6%
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen

Nitrate-nitrogen

34%

42%
Ammonia-nitrogen
88%
Zinc
67%
Copper
87%
Total petroleum hydrocarbons
Soluble phosphorus consistently increased
across the filter. Work is now underway to iraprove the medium’s anionic exchange capability
(Stewart, pers. commun.). The device has not
been independently tested, nor have design criteria been published,
Catch Basin Filters
Fiberglass (~4acPherson, 1992) and activated carbon .(Hurter, pers. commun.) filters intended for

small-scale installations (e.g., catch basins) have
recently been introduced on the market. Neither
has been independently tested, but MacPherson
reported concentration reductions of 90 percent
for total suspended solids, 87 percent for lead, 77
percent for zinc, and 86 percent for copper. Specific design criteria have not been issued, but the
fiberglass filter has been tested in flows up to
1 cfs, and the activated carbon filter is specified
for use up to 0.13 cfs.

Series Treatment Combinations
Any treatment practices previously discussed can
be combined in series arrangements, or treatment
trains. This takes advantage of the capabilities of
each and creates redundancy to increase the
probability of capturing pollutants. The effectiveness of such systems will not be additive, however, because the first device in the series will trap
the fractions easiest to remove, making subsequent reduction harder. For example, if two practice~ can individually capture 50 percent of a
pollutant, leaving 50 percent present, the overall
efficiency of a series of the two is not likely to be
0.50 + 0.50 ¯ (1 - 0.50) = 0.75. Hornet (1992b)
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proposes an equation for the performance of a series of two devices:
Es = 1 - X- (1 - E~). (1 - E~)

[14]

Es == Series efficiency (fraction
pollutant remaining);
X = "Penalty" representing the
perfor.m, ante reduction in the
second’device because of its
harder removal task (X > 1 );
E~ =, Efficiency of first device if alone;
and
Ez = Efficiency of second device if
alone.
However, information was insufficient on sedes studies to establish X from actual data. Using
this equation and an assumed X =, 1.25, Es for the
previous example is 0.69 (69 percent) instead of
0.75.
The literature contained four performance
studies of treatment trains. In one report---phosphorus removal--Meyer(1985) describes an infiltration basin design with a sand/crushed
limestone underdrain filter coupled to a constructed wetland. He expected 90 percent removal of dissolved phosphorus, but no
performance data have been found. Oberts and
Osgood (1991) report on a detention pond that
discharges into a series of six constructed wetland
chambers. The system reduced total phosphorus
by 79 percent and dissolved phosphorus by 57
percent in the pond, and an additional 32 and 15
percent, respectively, in the wetland. Overall systern efficienciesm77 and 48 percent, respectively--were lower than the pond alone because
of flows to the wetland that did not pass through
the pond. The pond was believed to be so efficient because of well-distributed inflow, low-dissolved-to-total-phosphorus ratio, and phosphorus
complexation by organics.
where:

Wulliman et al. (1989) discusses a system
consisting of a pond, wetland, and infiltration
basin that was planned to split detention pond elftuent between the wetland and infiltration basin.
Modeling predicted overall 52 to 87 percent
phosphorus reduction, but performance data
have yet to be reported. Holler (1990) reports on a
wet pond-filter (soil, limestone, and sand) system.
The average wet pond reductions of both total
phosphorus and orthophosphate-phosphoru$
were 77 percent, while the filter yielded orthophosphate and further reduced total phosphorus
by only 16 percent, for an overall system total
phosphorus efficiency of 8.5 percent.
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CHAPTER 9

Industrial Activities
Runoff Management
everal federal programs provide a
basis for national urban runoff

management. They are briefly
summarized in the following paragraphs.

Clean Water Act
In 1972, amendments were made to the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, referred to as the
Clean Water Act (CWA). These amendments prohibited the discharge of any pollutant to navigable waters from a point source, unless the
discharge was authorized by a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit,
The program’s initial thrust was to treat discharges
of industrial process wastewater and municipal
sewage. These discharges were easily identified
and recognized as significant sources of receiving
system degradation. With control of these discharges, attention has turned to the problems of
other tess visible pollution sources,

National Qrban Runoff Program
From 1978 through 1983, EPA conducted a cornprehensive study of urban runoffmthe Nat~onwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP)m which
provided a better understanding of the nature of
urban pollutants from various urban land uses It
consisted of 28 projects conducted by local 8o~ernment agencies across the country under the review and coordination of EPA. NURP, a landmark
effort, developed quantitative data on levels of
pollutants generated from urban land uses. The
study focused primarily on monitoring runoff
from residential, commercial, and industrial land
and clearly presents information on the magnitude and spectrum of pollutants encountered in
thd urban environment. The NURP study results
are contained in three volumes; the executive

summary, volume 1) should be required reading
for individuals involved in stormwater management (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1983).

Water Quality Act of 1987
The 1987 amendments to the CWA, or the Water
Quality Act of 1987, contains provisions that significantly increase efforts to address water quality
in urban runoff. Section 319 created a state framework to address nonpoint source pollution not
covered by NPDES permits. Section 402(p) expanded the existing NPDES program to include
stormwater.
Section 402(p) lists five types of runoff discharges required to obtain a NPDES permit prior
to October 1, 1992 (CFR November 16, 1990,
issue):
m A discharge related to a permit issued
prior to February 4, 1987;
~ A discharge associated with industrial
activity;
¯ " A discharge from a municipal separate
storm sewer system serving a population of

2S0,000 or more;
" A discharge from a municipal separate
storm sewer system serving a population of
100,000 or more but less than 250,000; or
=m A discharge determined by the EPA
administrator or a state to violate a water
quality standard or significantly contribute
pollutants to U.S. waters.
in addition to these activities, the 1987 CWA
amendments require EPA to develop regulations
governing runofffrom additional sources. The five
listed items are commonly called Phase 1 of the
NPDES stormwater program. Additional sources
will be addressed under Phase 2, which have not
yet been finalized.
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Hovember 16, 1990, Rule
On November 16, 1990, EPA issued permit application requirements for storrnwater discharges
sociated with industrial activities. The regulations
identify 11 industrial categories (EPA Region 3
Pollution Prevention Plan Development Workshop) which include
~’ Heavy manufacturing
I Light manufacturing
1 Light indt~stries (only through exposure
of material or products to runoff’)
1 Recycling facilities
1 Transportation facilities (vehicle
maintenance, equipment cleaning, airport
deicing)
1 Construction projects (over 5 acres
[2.023 ha] in size)
1 Steam electric power generating stations
1 Hazardous waste treatment, storage, and
disposal facilities
1 Mining/oil and gas

Design Considerations
The industrial activity category excludes from
NPDES requirements runoff drained from areas
located on industrial lands that are separate from
the plant’s industrial activities, such as office
buildings and accompanyin8 parking lots, as long
as that drainage is not mixed with runof[ from industria! areas. Most older industrial sites, by the
nature of their drainage systems, will have mixed
runoff, industrial activity includes only runoff discharges from all areas where material handling
equipment or activities, raw materials, intermediate products, final products, waste materials, byproducts, or industrial machinery’ are exposed to
runoff.

Permit Application Requirements
To obtain an application for an NPDES permit required for industrial activities, the followin8 informarion must be prepared for individual permits.
Group applications or industry-specific general
permits may have different requirements. Contact
individual states or EPA regions for specific requirements.
= A site map indicatin8 drainage areas
served by outfalls, drainage and discharge
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structures, paved areas, buildings, storage
areas, structural control measures to reduce
pollutants, materials loading, and access
areas.
m An estimate oft he impervious surface
area, the total area drained by each outfall,
and materials treated within the last three
years.
i A certification that all outfalls that should
contain runoff discharges from industr,a:
activity have been tested or evaluated for
the presence c~nonstormwater discharges.
This can be accomplished through
¯ Visual inspection of storm drain inlets
and outfalls-.-flow observations,
stains, sludges, or other unexpected
conditions;
¯ Review and validation of pipe
locations, connections, and flow
directions from available construction
plans, which must be field verified;
¯ Dye tests to identify flow direction,
since many situations, particularly
older plants where drainage systems
have been gradually added or
replaced, will not have accurate plans
and storm drain inlets; and
¯ TV line surveys where illicit
connections are suspected but their
sources cannot be discovered.
=’ Existing information regarding significant
leaks or spills of toxic or hazardous
pollutants at the facility within the past
three years.
~ Quantitative data based on samples
collected during storm events including
¯ Total suspended solids
¯ Total dissolved solids
¯ COD
¯ BODs
¯ Oi, i~and grease
¯ Fecal coliform
¯ Fecal streptococcus
¯ pH
¯ Total Kjeldahl nitrogen
¯ Nitrate plus nitrite
= Dissolved phosphorus
¯ Total ammonia plus organic nitrogen
¯ Total phosphorus
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¯ Improperly maintained or overloaded
dry chemical conveying systems

Pollution Prevention Plan
A pollution prevention plan is required in EPA’s
stormwater general permits and has been incorporated within most state general permits. The
pollution prevention concept is also appropriate
for individual permits and can include efforts relating to all phases of site use. Essential components of-.a pollution prevention plan are as
follows:
m Reduction of pollutants at the source.
Areas that can be expected to generate waste
can include
¯ Vehicle or equipment fueling areas
¯ Vehicle and equipment maintenance
areas
. Painting operations
¯ Vehicle and equipment washing
¯ Loading and unloading areas
¯ Aboveground liquid storage tanks
¯ Industrial waste management areas
and outside manufacturing
¯ Outside storage of raw materials,
by-products, and others
¯ Salt storage facilities
These areas should be individually inspected
and considel:ed for actions or modifications
to existing plant operation to reduce their
pollutant contribution. An example of effecrive control of waste generation can be as
simple as covering the activity so the materia! does not mix with rainfall and run into
the storm drainage system. During an inspection, check the following items:
¯ Corroded drums or drums with plugs
or openings (potential to fill with rain
water and overflow)
¯ Corroded or damaged tanks, tank
supports, and tank drains
¯ Torn bags or bags exposed to rain
water
¯ Corroded or leaking pipes
¯ Leaking or improperly closed valves
and valve fittings
¯ Leaking pumps and hose connections
¯ Broken or cracked dikes, walls, or
other physical barriers designed to
prevent stormwater from reaching
stored materials
¯ Windblown dry chemicals

-- ¯

== Recycling. All of the following materials
may be recycled either at the industrial facility or sent off-site for recycling:
¯ Spent solvents
¯ Paint thinner
¯ Degreasers
¯ Used oil/oil filters
¯ Antifreeze
,,~Cleaning solutions
¯ Automotive batteries
¯ Hydraulic fluid
m Treatment of runoff. This category includes segregating the activity to prevent
runoff from draining untreated into a storm
drain inlet. Segregation may be accomplished by installing a berm to prevent untreated flow into a storm drain or divert the
flow into a runoff control practice. A berm
alone is not adequate, however, unless evaporation is greater than rainfall. CRherwise the
berrned area must have an outlet structure to
drain the accumulated runoff. In these situations, use visual and possibly chemical analysis to determine if a controlled release will
provide for water quality protection. The
specific industrial activity may require using
structura~ water quality controls. Controls
clude the following:
¯ Detention basins---extended
detention both dry and wet
¯ Infiltration practices wuse caution to
prevent groundwater contamination
¯ Filtration practices
m Disposal through approved method. Use
this category when other options are unavailable or impractical. For example, in an
area with water quality problems, dispose of
runoff through the sanitary system. However,
consider these points:
¯ Temporary storage of the runoff until
the sanitary system can accept the
flow;
¯ The nature of the pollutant being
discharged into the sanitary system;
and
¯ Whether the wastewater treatment
plant can accept and treat the
pollutant being discharged.
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Historical Problem Areas
Episodic Nature
The episodic nature of runoff presents a unique
problem in addressing water quality concerns
through the historic NPDES approach, in that program, ouffalls have a tontrolled rate of discharge
so monitoring and sample analysis is consistent.
Urban runoff is generated by rainfall, which is
variable in volume, time, intensity, duration, and
direction. The episodic nature of rainfall presents
problems in considering a specific site. The existing drainage system’s capacity may be limited for
° larger storms and may cause backed up runoff to
flow into an adjacent system or to flow overland
off-site. To determine the level of storm the system
can accommodate, the existing conveyance system must be evaluated.
Another problem with urban runoff versus
the historic NPDES program involves monitoring,
Because runoff does not always occur at a convenient time, collecting the samples at the appropriate time may be difficult. Results will also depend
on the dry period between storms when pollutants
accumulate. The longer a dry period lasts, the
greater the potential for water quality problems in
the initial runoff,

Other Pollutant Sources
The problems associated with historic point
source discharges are fairly well understood. Less
recognized is how pollutants from urban sources
affect the quality of urban runoff. Pollutants that
are generated from various land uses are described in Chapter 2.
One possible major source of pollutants is
atmospheric deposition from wind blown or
borne particulate or materials--often from adjacent properties. Another possible means of poilu,
tion mobilization is acid rain, which mobilizes’
metal contacts. One cf the studies referenced in
the NURP final report, the study on the Jones Falls
watershed in Baltimore, Maryland, documented
this concern. Watershed monitoring showed eterated levels of copper, possibly from copper
downspouts of most area homes mobilized by
acid rain. In Alexandria, Virginia, rain gages near
the Capitol Beltway demonstrated a linear relationship of high acidity from fossil fuel combustion by automobiles (Warren Bell, city engineer,
personal communication). In many areas of the
United States, nitrogen is a maior pollutant. Ex-
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cess nitrogen in rainfall contributes to elevated
levels of nitrates or runoff acidity.
Another pollutant source is from specific in.
dustrial activities. One electrical generating site in
Maryland currently uses fuel oil. The operation is
relatively clean; however, significant coal dust
covers the state from previous coal use. The runoff
pH is very acidic and can mobilize available pollutants (e.g:~ metals).
Another significant .oo|~ution source relates
to disturbed area~i;~r areas without ground cover.
Many industrial sites have large areas of bare dirt
caused by neglect or high traffic volume. This dirt
is transported in urban runoff. In one plant, suspended solid~ loading in monitored outfall was
due to general site instability from a lack of effectire ground cover.

Age of the System
In many older industrial sites, storm drain pipe
systems are undocumented, undersized, partially
crushed or rusted, have unknown gradients, or the
present plant staff is unaware of the system’s Iocation. Flow drainage areas, pipe capacities, and
runoff flow path that exceeds the existing pipe
system can all cause water quality problems.
In addition, the slope of overland flow may
not be in the same direction as pipe flow. Generally, the NPDES permit requirements do not consider the size and flow capacity of the runoff drain
system in conjunction with its drainage areas and
how Jrequent the system is bypassed by larger
runoff flows. This situation may result in significant discharges at locations where flow is not expected. Situations like these need to be carefully
examined f or modernization.

Lack of Site Space
Many small industri’al sites are surrounded by existing development that could limit structural
water quality control practices. These sites may
have difficulty installing structural controls. The
following se,~1~ion considers this problem. In many
industrial sitbs with limited space, existing storm
drains flow into or across the property from adjacent industrial sites. Runoff control problems are
compounded when extraneous flows with degraded water qualityareconsidered.

Recommended Approach
Many EPA documents discuss in detail individual
site analysis for pollution prevention and rank an
approach for dealing with a problem, regardless
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fore, a preliminary estimate of the type of practice
of size of the site. The individual industry also can
for a given area and a rough estimate of the pracadopt a proactive approach with master planning,
rice size can be developed and placed on the
This approach involves determining the system’s
master plan.
ability to convey runoff flows and its flow capacity. All [and areas contributing urban runoff
Areal extents of possible management areas
should be identified, including off-site areas
are important if futuresite expansion or modificadraining onto the property. An accurate site elevation is intended. Identify potential runoff managetion plan should be generated since visual inspecment areas to reserve in case future management
tion, ofie~ provided under the NPDES require- :measures are necessary. If those areas are not rements, may be inaccurate,
served through the master plan, the industry may
have difficulty complying with future regulatory
After completing the inventory of drainage
requirements. Master site planning also assists the
areas, identify the complete storm drain system
industry in making other land use decisions.
aion8 with pipe sizes, slopes, inverts, and inlet
.s,
sizes. Gathering this information often necessitares walking the entire site, since many older
sites have poor drainage system records.
Programmatic Considerations
The inventory should detail the existing land
use, including pervious areas along with their
Permits
cover conditions, identify soils through the appropriate USDA SCS soil survey and conduct a hyThe NPDES stormwater program for most nonstorm use discharges does not necessarily fit the
drologic study, using local rainfall data, to
determine the runoff rates and volumes for vari- traditional point source compliance approach.
ous storm conditions. Since storm drain systems
The nationwide approach has been to rely on
general permits so that permitting authorities can
are normally designed to handle peak runoff from
a 10-year storm, consider initial storms in the 2-,
handle the large number of additional permits neS-, and 10-year range to estimate storm drain cacessitated by the 1987 CWA amendments.
pability.
Issuing general permits is appropriate to initially implement the program and also can be part
Ideally, a geographic information system can
of municipal NPDES stormwater permits. But
incorporate information identified through these
initial steps and future site intentions or actual
states should recognize that this program requires
a long-term commitment. Eventually, state repremodifications. This allows the plan to evolve
sentatives should visit each site covered by an
along with site use. A CIS system is a valuable tool
NPDES stormwater permit, evaluate its approach
for any industry expanding or modifying a site,
to site control, and determine if the pollution presince alternative scenarios can be considered,
vention plan provides adequate site control.
After delineating existing site information,
Under permit authority and municipal stormwater
consider consolidating ouffalls to minimize moniregulations, industrial sites need to be visited initoring requirements. Older sites often allow outtially by technical staff, probably an engineer, to
fall consolidation with little site modification,
evaluate the pollution prevention plan’s technical
Available analytical techniques can compute typ.
merits. If the plan is adequate, an inspector can
ical pollutant Ioadings for similar urban areas to
make follow-up site visits. These inspections
ascertain expected pollutant types. This analysis,
should be conducted annually to ensure that conin addition to gaining information on potential
trol measures are a continual part of the site opersources of pollutant loads from the pollution preation. Permitting is not the end result of the
vention plan, is important if out’fall water quality
program---therefore, site monitoring is essential
sampling necessitates additional structural confor
program success.
trol practices,
With the final site plan and an estimate of
Enforcement
runoff rates, volumes, and quality at various outTo emphasize the program’s importance to the
fall points, alternative water quality control pracregulated community, enforcement mechanisms
rices can be considered, especially if monitoring
must be in place and functioning. Since the
data necessitates additional site control. Water
NPDES program relies on issuing permits, the regquality estimates and site characteristics provide
ulated community must recognize its responsibilisome guidance on the type of runoff practice appropriate for a specific drainage ouffall. There- ties under the law. Enforcement procedures must
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be developed, circulated to the regulated industries, and implemented,
These procedures should be simply stated
and have graduated, progressive enforcement,
They should spell out state and federal legal authorities and enforcement options, including penalties provided by theCWA,

sures that everyone involved understands the
program’s underlying rationale and uses acceptable approaches and design standards. Education
also ensures communication between industry
and the regulatory agencies and reduces the
we/they mindset. Education of adjacent property
owners may also improve communication and
awareness of pollution prevention activities that
an industry, is. undertaking. If resources are lira’
Staffing
¯ ited, educatio~ should be the single most impor.
The NPDES should have at least two, and ideally
rant function emphasized.
three, separate functions in addition to typically
regulatory functions (data entry, program man.~
r,
,
agement, support). Functions include technical
Example Site
assistance and runoff strategy review, periodic
inspections, and educating the regulated commuDelmarva Power and Light, an industrial site in
nity about pollution prevention strategies, apMaryland, determined that a runoff management
proaches, and practices. An understanding and
master
plan would assist its efforts to comply with
awareness of the types of practices will increase
NPDES requirements and in overall site develop
industry’s willingness to implement those pracment.
tices. Functions vary in their staffing needs, depending on the number of industries needing
The site, an existing electrical generating faNPDES permits. While many states have assigned
cility called the Vienna Power Plant, covered aponly one staff member to implement the entire
proximately 25 acres (10.11 ha) and had eight
program, that is not nearly adequate to ensure
large stormwater outfalls covered under NPDES
proper program implementation,
permits. Some 8 acres (3.24 ha) of bare soil contributed dramatically to the suspended solids
Technical assistance must be provided by
loading.
staff trained in runoff management and pollution
prevention. Ideally, assistance should come from
The site’s master plan presented expected
engineers trained to review and guide the industry
Ioadings for various pollutants under existing site
in the structural and hydrologic aspects of specific
conditions. New design plans reduced out’falls to
designs. The engineer must know pollution prefour. The plans also recommended site stabilizavention strategies, from source reduction and
tion and runoff managementpracticesfortheprorecycling to individual runoff management pracposed outfalls, in case pollutant discharges
rices, along with their strengths and limitations,
necessitated implementing practices. Pollutant
This professional should also conduct workshops
Ioadings with runoff management practices were
for industry representatives and design consulalso developed so that the site owners could unrants on effective on-site water quality control,
derstand the expectations of water quality control
Since the industw is not required to submit poiluversus existing conditions. Table 9.1 demonstrates
tion prevention plans for review, an engineer or the results.
technician should visit individual sites to ensure
Total output of’sediments is estimated at apthat the plans have been adequately developed
proximately 125,000 Ib (56,700 k8) per year. After
and implemented,
plamtng vegetation, the concentration of susOnce a pollution prevention plan is enl~mded sediments and the total amount of runoff
dorsed, an inspector can make subsequent inwas s=gnifica~tly reduced, resulting in an annual
spections. Again, the number of inspectors is
sediment load of approximately 29,000 Ib
determined by the number of sites to be visited.
(13,154 kg). Erosion from the site has thus been
Inspections made periodically ensure that the polreduced by about 96,000 Ib (43,54& k8) per year.
lution prevention plan is implemented and the
Implementation of on-site runoff controls could
structural controls are maintained and functionfurther reduce the suspended solids output by anin8. Periodic inspections remind the industry to
other 10,000 Ib (4,536 kg). Site stabilization from
operate the program as long as the site is being
permanent runoff quality controls represents a
used.
significant reduction in the site’s pollutant export.
Education, a factor frequently ignored, is iraThe outfall areas Were prioritized for runoff
portant to the program’s success. Education enquality control, with site stabilization the highest
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Table 9.1~Annual pollutant loads (in pounds).
TOTAL
EXISTING ~ITE OUTPUTS AFTER
CONDITIONS MANAGEMENT REDUCTIONS

Total P

84

63

21

PO4

48

33

15

Total N

478

NO3

610
¯
177

TKN

132
~
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priority. Individual ouffalls and the areas draining
to them were considered for additional runoff
management. One area that had consolidated
four original outfall points is being treated by a
constructed wetland to ensure reduced pollutant
discharge. Management controls have been designed for other outfall points in case monitoring
requires additional controls. While these practices may never be needed, the owner has set
aside areas for possible use as vegetated swaies,
infiltration trenches, or sand filter systems.
The master plan development cost $42,000,
including detailed design plans for the constructed wetland,
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CHAPTER 10

Governmental Strategies
for Urban Runoff
he first part of this manual
discusses urban runoff
management problems caused by
changes in land use. Problems include
changes in hydrology, erosion and
sedimentation processes, and the nature
and amount of materials that runoff
picks up from the land surface and
conveys downstream. State and local
governments have implemented a
variety of programs to address these
problems. Programs have traditionally
focused on preventing or minimizing
flooding to protect homes, buildings,
property, and lives of citizens.
Consequently, drainage ordinances and
programs have been established just
about everywhere,
Part II covers institutional approaches to prevent, mitigate, or correct runoff problems. No
single solution or institutional framework is recommended to solve runoff problems around the
country. Flexibility is needed to establish or refine
programs, based on the area’s existing legal authorities and institutional framework. However,
no matter what a state or local government
chooses to implement, it should consider certain
issues or program components. As runoff management program objectives are broadened beyond
the traditional drainage focul, to encompass water
quality protection, runoff reuse, and open
space/recreation, existing programs must evolve
and become more comprehensive,

EstabliShing Runoff
Management Strategies
Program Goals
The goals of a runoff management program must
be established when the program is initiated.
Until recently, this was easy since programs typically dealt only with runoff quantity problems.
Since the traditional focus has been on draining
runoff away from improved property as quickly as
possible, runoff management has been referred to
as ~drainage." The increasing awareness of runoff
quality problems by citizens and elected officials
and Clean Water Act requirements has forced
state and local governments to broaden runoff
goals. Today, program goals should include quantity, quality, erosion prevention and sediment
control, good aesthetic values, runoff reuse, and
open space/recreation.
Even the goals of runoff quantity management are changing. This broadening includes
control of both peak discharge rate and volume,
especially in closed basins and for discharges to
estuaries. Peak discharge control, which limits
postdevelopment discharges to predevelopment
levels, is evolving from control of a single design
storm to several design storms. To prevent stream
channel erosion, controlling the peak discharge
from a two-year, 24-hour design storm is becoming more common, along with controlling the
peak discharge for flood control purposes, usually
a 10-, 2.5-, or 100-year design storm. Some runoff
management entities, such as the Suwannee River
Water Management District and the Florida Department of Transportation, are requiring control
of the critical storm. This storm creates the biggest
difference between predevelopment and postdevelopment peak discharge rates and/or volume.
Analysis of design storms--ranging from a oneyear, one-hour storm to a 100-year, 24-hour
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design storm--is required to determine the critical storm,
Another consideration of a runoff managemerit program is whether it minimizes runoff
problems from new development, corrects runoff
problems caused by existing development and
land uses, or both. While most programs address
both goals, priority and allocation of resource decisions must be made to address each problem,
The program’s philosophy is determined by
which goals it addresses and in what priority. The
two basic philosophies of runoff management are
prevention and cure. Preventing runoff problems
rather than trying to cure them is easier, less expensive, and more effective. Unfortunately, runoff
frequently is the ~orphan infrastructure," and few
resources are devoted to runoff management until
some type of crisis~usually flooding with property damage and even injury or death.--occurs.
Even then, these problems often are corrected
with quick fixes that may actually contribute to or
worsen problems downstream. As a result, local
governments and other providers are spending
most of their efforts curing rather than preventing,
Chapters 11, 13, 15, and 16 discuss aspects of this
topic in more detail,

Program Tools
Urban runoff management uses many tools to prevent or correct problems. Additionally, its broadening objectives are producing new tools and
refining existing ones. The program’s goals play a
major role in selecting the appropriate tools.
Runoff tools can be separated into two
types---nonstructural and structural controls.
Nonstructural controls help prevent runoff problems, while structural controls help mitigate the
problems. Until now, most runoff programs have
focused on flood control and relied on structural
controls. Additionally, several nonstructurai controis require changes in property.--e.8., growth
management, land use planning, zoning--often a
controversial topic. Nonstructural controls include source controls that limit the types and
amounts of pollutants in runoff. Many of these involve controlling or modifying certain aspects of
human behavior such as using fertilizers, pesticides, or household cleaners. These controls, too,
are highly controversial,
In broadening runoff management goals,
structural controls often require reconsidering the
usual BMP design, less emphasis and use of cerrain practices, and changing preferred altema-
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tives. To improve pollutant removal, detention
ponds must be changed to increase residence
time and minimize short-circuiting, anc~ shallow
littoral zones planted with appropriate n:’.vewetland plants. Dry detention, used widely 7cr flood
control, provides little pollutant removal ~,e.nefits
because of its short detention time, bor’:- discharge control, and paved channels. In ’--.-~.. Iocations, c.odes require that street curbs an.,- : ;~ers
be used ~vi~h storm sewers to eliminar÷ .;noff
ponding, even for short time periods. Ma~ " -alities are eliminating this requirement to :: ’ -:ore
infiltration, decree runoff volume, ano =~ .~:ove
pollutant removal. Localities are promoting the
use of roadside vegetated swales, especially in
low-medium density residential areas.
Another consideration is how runoff controls
are combined and integrated into a development.
Increasing emphasis is being placed on the "treatment train" concept, in which several types of
runoff controls are used together and integrated
into a comprehensive management system. This is
especially true when a project uses a wet detention pond as the primary control but promotes it
as a visual and recreational amenity. To help prevent the wet pond from turning into an eyesore,
swales rather than storm sewers can be used, and
vegetated littoral zones added. Increasingly, small
off-line depressional storage areas are being integrated into site plans, usually as part of the site’s
required open space and landscaping. Chapters
7, 8, 12, and 14 discuss these topics in more detail.

Program Approaches
Runoff management hastwo primawapproaches:
m The on-site, piecemeal approach; and
=’ The comprehensive watershed approach.
.
Program goals determine which approach a
state or local government selects. Selectin8 an approach also depends on the types of tools to be
used to prevent or solve runoff problems. Finally,
selection d~ends on the political will of elected
officials and their financial commitment to the
program. The piecemeal approach, the most
widely used, is typically preferred when a program
m Is single-8oai oriented, especially if it
focuses on flood control;
" Is aimed at managing runoff from new
development;
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I is oriented primarily on structural
controls;
1 is preventable in nature, especially from
new development; or
1 Regarding the impacts of new
development, has limited financial
resources that prevent it from developing a
runoff’master plan.
The watershed approach, which is gaining
popularity, is preferred when a program
¯= Is multiple.goal oriented;
’= Is aimed at curing existing runoff
problems;
=’ Is oriented toward using nonstructural
controls; or
m Has adequate financial resources,
usually from a dedicated funding source
such as a runoff utility,
Many programs around the count.ry begin
with a piecemeal approach and evolve into a watershed approach. While reasons for this evolution vary tremendously, it is often related to
citizen pressure or changes in state or federal slatutory or regulatory requirements, such as
m increasing attention and pressureto
reduce the water quality impacts of runoff
discharges;
=" Downstream flooding caused by the
random location of numerous on-site
systems;
m Reducing costs by promoting the use of
nonstructural controls; or
~ Recognizing the relationship between
land use changes and stormwater problems.
Chapters11,12,13,15, and16 discuss these
topics in more depth,

Common Aspects of
a Runoff

Program

Establishing an urban runoff management program typically includes considering and resolving
a number of needs or program elements.

Governmental Strategies for Urban Runoff

all its tools. Runoff programs generally protect the
public’s health, safety, and welfare. However, authority is needed to create, adopt, and enforce ordinances and regulations. Provisions must be
made to establish performance standards and
sociated design criteria for various control measures. The state should grant statutory authority for
local entities to set up dedicated funding sources,
such as a runoff utility.

Administration
Administration is a major component of a runoff
program, with its organizational location a key
consideration. A number of other questions must
be answered. Will the program be part of the
state’s environmental or water agency!’Within the
agency, will the program be a distinct entity or
part of a larger program, such as wetland and
floodplain management? What relationship does
the runoff program have to the NPDES or the nonpoint source program? Locally, will the program
be a distinct entity or part of public works or
streets and drainage? Will its maintenance be the
responsibility of a runoff utility, public works,
streets and drainage, or parks and recreation~
Another administration consideration concerns the program’s function. Will the program
have separate administrative, planning, permitting, engineering, and operation/maintenance
groups? Who wile evaluate and monitor the
system’s performance? Who will manage program
finances and legal needs? Who will conduct public education programs?

Planning
Effective runoff services and infrastructure should
not be haphazard---often the normal method of
-operation. Planning is an essential program element to maximize cost-effectiveness and help
meet goals. A runoff master plan based on a
community’s land use plan should be developed
to provide a long-term map for capital improvement and operation/maintenance needs, particularly when addressing both runoff quantity and
quality. Typically, a runoff plan covers a 20-year
period and is broken down into five-year phases.
Developing a plan helps determine the capital
improvement costs, provides an implementation
schedule, and identifies funding needs.

Capital Improvements
Legal Authority
The program must have adequate state and local
legal authority to accomplish its mission and use

Designing and constructing runoff conveyances,
storage, and treatment facilities is expensive, especially without a long-term plan. Engineering
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expertise is essential. More and more frequently,
runoff programs have interdisciplinary staffs of
planners, modelers, biologists, and landscape architects. Decisions must be made about whether
to maintain this expertise in-house or rely on outside consultants. Regional facilities should meet
additional needs such as open space, recreation,
and public education,
%

-. .

Operation and Maintenance

Monitoring and Evaluation

For maximum benefits, structural controls must
be properly maintained and operated. Policy
questions include whether a local government
should accept ownership of runoff facilities, especially for residential development; which facilities
to own (e.g., those that provide service for both
private and public lands); and, if ownership is not
accepted, how to assure that systems are mairirained and operated properly. In deciding
whether to accept ownership of a runoff system, a
local government must consider the type of facility and its maintenance needs. Today, development projects often incorporate runoff systems as
green space or landscaping. Such areas need extensive, regular maintenance such as mowing to
keep them aesthetically pleasing. In such cases,
the local government must determine whether it
wants to be subject to citizen complaints about
the site’s appearance.
Another consideration is how to handle material removed from runoff conveyances, especially runoff treatment systems. One question is
whether such substances are considered hazardous or toxic waste. Tests performed on these materials generally indicate that they are not hazardous or toxic waste, so waste can be used for landfill cover. However, some very specialized runoff
controls, such as oil/grease separators, may conrain materials requiring special disposal,

Regulation

permit conditions are being met. Enforcement
must be a priority to assure that regulations are
followed. Enforcement can include many tools including stop work orders, administrative fines or
tickets, and even prison. Governments must detide if enforcement will be conducted by general
program staff or by specialized law enforcement
personnel.

Regular evaluatioi procedures help determine
whether the program is achieving its goals and
being administered in an efficient, cost-effective
manner. Procedures can include actual environmental monitoring such as water chemistry, biological communities, and sediment chemistry.
Monitoring program objectives must be clearly
decided when initiating the program. Decisions
must be made about whether monitorin8 will be
part of the runoff program or whether another
agency or 8overnment will perform these tasks.
Regular administration evaluations assure that
regulated parties are treated consistently, equitably, and efficiently.

Education Programs
Since everyone who lives or works in a watershed
contributes to its runoff problems, 8overnments
must undertake public education programs. Programs should be directed at the regulated cornmunityJto help it understand the regulations and
to increase compliance and efficiency in the permitring process. Plan reviewers, inspectors, designers, and contractors may need special
training, and even certification programs. Education programs can often be conducted with
professional associations such as the state engi.
neering society, state bar, or general contractors

association.

C;enerally, a runoff program includes regulations
and a permitting program. Local governments
must decide if the legal expertise recruited to develop, interpret, and enforce regulations should
exist within the program or in another area. Permitting programs require staff with good public
communication and interaction skills plus excellent, broad-based technical skills. Staff must apply
and interpret complex technical rules and review
site plans that will raise land use planning, bydrology, soils, geology, and engineering concerns.
The site must be inspected regularly to assure that

Educating the public about runoff programs,
their purposes, and how every citizen must be a
part of the s~lution is a crucial and continuing
need. Citizens must understand how everyday activities contribute to runoff problems. Simple
pamphlets inserted into utility bills, booklets, videos, and displays at local events have been used
successfully. Special programs such as "stream
(lake, bay) watch," "adopt-a-stream (take, bay),"
and "eco-neighborhoods" are provin8 successful
in encouragin8 citizens to buy into programs.
Youth group involvement in programs such as
storm sewer stenciling is also highly effective.
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env or sales taxes. Locally, runoff utilities are the
most widespread and equitable dedicated funding source. Additional funding sources can include permit, inspection, and impact fees.

Technical Assistance

Runoff and watershed management programs rely
on cooperation from many levels of government,
the private sector, and citizens. A.~ runoff pro,
grams become more comprehensive, new and
complex problems arise. States and local governOther Sources
ments need to provide technical assistance and
take advantage of technical assistance offered by "-U.~. Environmental Protection AgenW. 1992. State and
the federal government, other states, local SoyLocal Funding o~ Nonpoint Soun:e Control Proernments, or private ~oncerns. In many cases, a
grams. EPA B41-R-g2-003. Off. Water, Washinston,
problem or control technique has already been
DC.~
addressed.
~. 1994. A State and Local Government Cuide to
Environmental Program Funding Alternatives. EPA
841-K-94-001. Off’. Water, Washington, DC.

Good Science

.~

One of the inherent needs of a runoff or watershed management program is sound, scientifically defensible information. This information is
needed to develop regulations, BMP design criteria, accurate monitoring and evaluation techniques, and a better understanding of the
relationships between land use changes and impacts on aquatic resources. Unfortunately, budget
constraints at all levels of government have led to
decreases in funding for essential scientific studies and research. To solve runoff problems, especially those caused by existing drainage systems,
the nation must make a financial commitment to
develop new control technologies, refine existing
controls, and improve our understanding of the
actual effects of intermittent discharges on
aquatic systems and their biota.

Funding
As with any activity or program, adequate financial resources are essential to achieve program
objectives. Legislators and local governments can
enact the best laws and ordinances, but if resources are inadequate for implementation, legislation will not achieve the desired results. While
protecting the environment ranks high in citizen
polls, environmental programs do not fare well at
budget time. One reason, of course, is intense
competition for limited resources. Public health,
safety, and welfare concerns such as crime, medical care, and education receive priority over environmental programs. For this reason, innovative
alternative funding sources must be found for runoff and watershed management programs. State
dedicated funding sources might include special
fees on certain products such as cement, asphalt,
oil, fertilizer, pesticides, or water; additional documentary stamp fees; or even specialized prop-
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Regulatory Strategies for
New Development..
n overall governmental or
institutional strategy for effective
management must include several key

program components, including the
development, promulgation, and
enforcement of regulations. These
regulations are necessary to technically
define the goals of the runoff

management program and to insure that
they are achieved,
This chapter focuses on the regulations typically required to address the runoff management
impacts of new land development by implementing permanent structural facilities or control
measures. The chapter discusses key regulatory
needs or roles necessary to establish effective facility design, design review, and construction inspection programs for permanent runoff control
practices,
Finally, the chapter reviews the numerous
federal programs that directly and indirectly affect
a state or local runoff management program, reflecting the growing federal role in runoff. This
summary, which includes both positive and negatire aspects of the programs, can serve as a
reader’s guide to the extensive and confusing
array of federal programs that affect local runoff
management issues,

Facility Design
After establishing the goals of a runoff management program for new land development, strategies to achieve them must be defined. As
described in Chapter 8, strategies can use structural and nonstructural controls, either separately

or, preferably, in combination. Program regulations ensure that these strategies are properly irapiemented through specific r=gulatory needs or
roles. In using structural controls or facilities, regulations must ensure proper facility design. To
help achieve this, the following regulatory needs

should be addressed.

Performance and Safety Standards
The regulations must establish a facility’s performance and safety standards. Performance standards
involve the outflow characteristics required to
comply with the regulations---and achieve the
overall program goals. Examples of requirements
are (1) that the peak rate of runoff discharged by
the facility after site development should not exceed a certain level from a specified range of
storm events, and (2) that an extended detention
time must be established for frequent storms to
promote pollutant removal, with a specified removal rate.
The inherent risks of water impoundment by
structural facilities require that safety standards be
-established to ensure acceptable risks from the
facility’s presence and operation. Requirements
range from emergency spillways that safely convey the runoff from extreme storm events through
the facility to safety measures that facilitate both
normal and emergency maintenance activities.
The regulations should also address longterm maintenance by specifying who is legally
and physically responsible. The regulations
should also provide procedures to conduct periodic facility inspections and to notify the resoonsibte party of the maintenance need. They should
also provide enforcement powers to compel those
re:a~=itrants who ignore such notification. Finelly, the regulations must address the possibility
that the facility might not be maintained or be
abandoned and provide for the possibility of government ownership and maintenance.
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Because facility performance, safety standards, and regular maintenance are so vitally iraportant, regulations should be promulgated
through official and legally binding forms--laws,
ordinances, resolutions, and official regulations,
These avenues will ensure that the regulations are
not changed arbitrarily but only by informed consensus and official action.

Computational tethods
and Data Sources
Unlike performance and safety standards, the details necessary to design and construct structural
runoff management facilities are best promulgated in documents with flexible formats such as
handbooks, manuals, and guidelines. This flexibility is due to several factors:
" The site-specificnatureofrunoffandthe"
structural facilities used to manage it;
m The relative accuracy and varied
suitability of the computational methods
currently used (see runoff and soil erosion
estimating techniques in Chapter 1 ); and
" The constantly.evolving body of
knowledge and experience on all aspects of
structural runoff facilities,
Beneficial changes to the standard methods
and details can more easily be made in handbooks and manuals to respond to the specific
needs of the site and facility.. These informal publications also recognize the designer’s professional discretion and legal responsibility. In
addition, new and enhanced methodologies,
technologies, materials, and data can be incorporated into the facility design process, eliminating
the time-consuming and bureaucratic procedures
of modifying existing laws, resolutions, and ordinantes. In fact, these documents should acknowledge and encourage designers to develop and use
improved techniques and features.
Regulatory discretion for design aspects such
as computational methods and structural details
requires competent and responsible personnel to
design, oversee, and approve the facility. The next
section provides more information on facility design review.
Regulations are required so that runoff management program goa|s can be achieved by safety
constructing structural management facilities,
Those promulgating design regulations must distinguish between standards and requirements fundamental to the program’s goals and objectives
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and those that should be flexible to respond to scientific and practical improvements in runoff management. Regulations should not be subject to
change without informed and official deiiberations. In any case, competent and responsible personnel and an open attitude toward program
enhancement are vital.

Facility Design Review
The second role ~ runoff management regulations is to provide an objective and thorough design review process. This is particularly true if
discretion and flexibility have been incorporated
in the facility design standards. Since discretion
demands knowledge and responsibility, the program must include provisions for a timely, thorough, and objective design review prior to
construction. The following guidelines are recommended:

Legal Responsibilities
Before developing review procedures and requirements, the legal ramifications of the design
review process and implied by approval of the design should be addressed. In seeking the advice of
legal counsel, clearly state the objectives of the
review process. Make clear that, unless otherwise
stated, the facility’s designer is ultimately responsible for the performance, safety, and longevity of
the structural facilitymnot the design reviewer,
whos~ interests and authority are limited by the
overall runoff program.
Because of the liability issues, designs
should be supervised, approved, and certified by
a licensed professional such as an engineer or atchitect. Seek legal counsel in all legal aspects of a
runoff management program. Issues might include the extent of certification required on documents and computations submitted for approval,
the time limit of the approval, and the extent of
changes allowed before resubmission is required.
~

t~inimum and Recommended

Requirements
Regulations should establish both minimum and
recommended submittal requirements for faciliW
designs seeking approval. Minimum submittal requirements ensure that those conducting the design reviews have enough information to perform
their task. Minimum requirements also ensure
that the application process is fair and allow ap-
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plicants to accurately budget the time, effort, and
expertise needed for approval. This accuracy
helps establish fair and adequate review fees.
Recommended or optional submittal requirements can help more complicated projec~
or designs. Optional requirements include preapplication meetings between the designer and
reviewer during the design process to address
more c6mpiex project features. If used properly, =
these meetings can save considerable design and
review time and lead to more effective structural
facilities. This is particularly true if the preapplication meeting--and the entire design review procedure--operates in an open and cooperative
manner and all design aspects, including the need
for and type of facility selected, are objectively reviewed,
A comprehensive design review procedure
should include a process to review and appeal denials and reiections. This process should include
decision-review meetings between applicants,
designers, and reviewers. These meetings can
o~ten resolve problems promptly and efficiently;
save time, effort, and emotions; and preserve support for the runoff program.
Wherever feasible, regulations should establish maximum time limits for design reviews,
While time limits can sometimes be onerous to individual reviewers, developers, and applicants,
they allow both the reviewing agency and the applicant to better budget staff time and expenses,
Time limits also provide the reviewer an incentive
to obtain the required design information from the
applicant. Programs that establish maximum time
limits must also clearly define what constitutes a
complete submittal, and allow the reviewer adequate time to determine completeness. The program should also allocate adequate time for
logging, filing, notification, and other administra-"
tive procedures.

of the review process, the specific aspects of the
design being reviewed, and the implications of
design error and/or facility malfunction.

Self-Examination and Monitoring
This aspect of the design review process, including time spent by review personnel and the prol>
"4eros encountered, will help identifi/ shortcomings, inefficiencies, and deficiencies in the
process. This could include the extent of required
subm$ittal data, staff knowledge and training, and
various administrative procedures, in many instances, the self-monitoring process can be used
to identifi/deficiencies in the knowledge and/or
abilities of the applicant or designer. These deftciencies can then be addressed through techniques ranging from more descriptive application
forms and instructions to seminars and workshops
on design, submittal, and review procedures and
requirements.

Interaction ~,nd Dialogue
A truly effective design review process includes
some interaction and dialogue with the design
community that it oversees and facility construction and maintenance personnel. Such interaction~formally at regularly scheduled meetings
and workshops or informally through professional
or trade organizations---can help identify and correct review practices and specific facility requirements that are causing design, construction, or
maintenance difficulties. The complexity of runoff
processes and the growing scope of the programs
intended to manage it make such a proactive approach to problem identification and resolution
vital to the success of any regulatory program.
,,

Level of Revie~v

Facility Construction
Inspection

The design review process also entails deciding
the level of review to conduct. This could range
from a reviewer’s simple check of plans, data
sources, and computational arithmetic to a comprehensive and independent analysis of the proposed structural facility. Often, a combined
approach is best, with the reviewer making arithmetic checks of standard or less critical design
computations and independent computations of
more critical aspects. The proper mix of review
techniques depends on the legal responsibilities

Once the runoff facility design has been devetoped, reviewed, and approved, the facility must
actually be put into service through construction.
The importance of this point, however obvious or
simple, should not be overlooked. Until a structural control measure is constructed and begins
functioning, it has absolutely no effect on runoff
and solves no runoff need or problem. Too frequently, facility design or review procedures become ends in themselves. The program goals are
not realized by the production of a set of plans
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stamped "approved,~ but through construction
and operation. Therefore, not only should the regulatory aspects of structural runoff facilities be focused on producing an effective, safe, efficient,
and durable facility, they should also be focused
on getting it constructed.
The same is true for construction inspection
programs. The primary~focus must be on constructing effective, safe, and durable structural facility. The return on investment is not realized
until the project is constructed and functioning.

Legal Issues
in man.v ways. the regulatory needs of a construetion inspection program are similar to those for facility design review. Prior to program start-up, all
legal aspects and implications of the program
must be thoroughly reviewed and accepted. This
includes satisfactorily addressing the legal implications of the inspection process and the approvals it produces. All involved must understand that,
unless otherwise stated, the ultimate responsibility for safe and proper construction rests solely
with the builder, not with an inspector who has
limited program interests and authority.

Construction Inspection
and Reporting
A formal construction inspection and reporting
procedure includes provisions for preconstruction
and project start-up meetings, inspection schedules, documentation and dissemination of findings and observations, periodic progress and
problem solving meetings, and postconstruction
documentation and certification. As with preapplication meetings during the design review
process, preconstruction meetings can be key to
efficient and productive construction. These
meetings can provide all parties an opportunity to
familiarize themselves with the various procedures, personalities, and potential problems before construction begins and in the relatively calm
environs of a meeting room rather than the immediate and highly-charged atmosphere of a construction site.
The regulations should provide a clearly defined role by describing the construction
inspector’s responsibilities and authority and suggest periodic review meetings to address probterns and plan construction phases. The
regulations should also require that the as-built
drawings of the facility be subject to the review
and approval of the inspecting agency. Finally, the
regulations should provide certification proce-

dures to officially designate the project’s completion. This designation helps contractors and owners, who may need to terminate construction
performance bonds and other sureties, and design
review and construction inspection agencies.

Interaction
An effective oonstruction inspection program includes interaction and interchange among facility
designers, builders, and maintenance personnel.
This interaction can ~,t<e place formally at regulady scheduled meetings and workshops or informally through professional or trade organizations.
It allows difficulties in design, construction, or
maintenance to be identified and corrected. The
complexity of runoff processes and the growing
scope of manager~ent programs make proactive
problem identification and resolution vital to success.

Federal Programs Affecting
Runoff Management
Since passage of the 1972 Clean Water Act, a variety of agencies have introduced numerous federal programs to manage and protect water
resources. Many of these programs directly affect
runoff management by reducing its impact on
aquatic systems, not only at the federal level, but
also at state and local levels. Unfortunately, some
of these programs--especially older oneP--have
single focus goals and/or legal mandates. These
often conflict with the multifaceted environmental protection goals of more recent programs, particularly those that seek the holistic ecological
goals of watershed management. Attaining runoff
and watershed management goals will depend, in
part, on modernizing existing laws and programs
to make goals more consistent with those of more
recent taws emphasizing environmental protection. The success of this modernization process,
in turn, will de~end upon how well we can integrate existing laws into watershed-based runoff
management programs.
Before we can undertake such a process, we
must understand each of the various federal programs that affect the development of local, state,
and even federal runoff management programs
and regulations. The following section lists the
numerous federal programs that can affect, adversely or beneficially, the management of runoff
and other nonpoint sources of pollution.
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CI.S, Environmental
Protection Agency
Clean Water Act

Regulato~ Stratetlies for New Development

-Section 205(j)(1). Authorizes water quality
management planning programs by states. Eligible activities include identih/ing pollution control
methods to protect and restore waterbodies and
monitoring programs conducted statewide or in
targeted watersheds. Funded by a 1 percent setaside of the state’s Title II 8rant funds, it is being
replaced by section 604(b).

,- Section 104, Water Quality Cooperative
Agreement~. Supports programs and projects for
the prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution. Some eligible activities include special
water qhality studies, investigations of pollution -" m Section 303, Water Quality Standards and
plementation Plans. Requires states to develop,
control techniques, river corridor watershed manadop~end enforce water quality standards that are
agement planning, and pilot and demonstration
at least as stringent as those adopted by the EPA
projects. Special programs funded through Secand that will protect, maintain, and restore the
tion 104 include
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of all
¯ Near CoastalWater~. Improves the
waters. It requires the regular review and, if
needed, revision of water quality standards; the
environmental conditions of near coastal
waters through a watershed management
tablishment, allocation, and enforcement of total
approach. Eligible activities include
maximum daily loads for certain waterbodies; and
developing and implementing regional
a continuous state water planning process.
strategies in targeted areas.
m Section 304, Information and Guidelines. Requires EPA and the states to establish water quality
= State Wetlands Program. Increases. the
criteria and effluent guidelines for a wide variety
ability of state programs to protect
of substances, especially hazardous and toxic
wetland resources. Eligible activities
ones. It requires states to develop a list of waters
include developing new state wetland
needing control strategies for toxic and other polprotection programs or refining existing
lutants.
programs, watershed protection
demonstration projects, state wetland
-’ Section 305, Water Quality Inventory. Reconservation plans, and section 404
quires EPA to biennially report to Congress on the
program assumption assistance,
environmental quality of the nation’s water resources and identih/waters that do or do not meet
= Wetlands Protection Program. Receives
their designated uses~ States develop State Water
funding for activities in targeted
Quality Assessment reports (305 [b] reports) and
watersheds such as advance wetland
submit them to EPA, which uses the information
identification, public education, and
as the basis for its report.
enforcement,
¯ Assessment and Watershed Protection
Support. Provides very limited funding for
watershed planning priorities, regional
targeting, and monitoring in support of
section 305(b)reports.
¯ Section 104(g). Encourages the
establishment or enhancement of small
community outreach programs,
m Section 106, Water Pollution Control. Administers programs to prevent, reduce, and eliminate
water pollution. This is the primary federal grant
funding source for state water quality management programs. Eligible activities include nearly
all aspects of the prevention and abatement of
surface and groundwater pollution--planning;
monitoring; permitting; enforcement; and training, public education, and technical assistance,

-- Sectioh 314, Clean Lakes Program. Establishes
projects and programs to control pollution
sources to lakes and to protect and restore the
quality of lakes. Eligible activities include identification and classification surveys of all publicly
owned lakes, state lake water quality monitoring
and assessment, and public education. Lake restoration projects typically include three phases: a
diagnostic/feasibility study; a restoration/protection implementation program; and postrestoration
monitoring.
-’ Section 319, Nonpoint Source Program implementation. Supports activities that implement
the states’ EPA-approved nonpoint source management plans. These include basic program iraplementation tasks that help institutionalize the
program within a state; watershed nonpoint
source management program implementation
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within targeted watersheds; nonpoint source control practice installation at demonstration sites;
and groundwater nonpoint source assessment and
management programs,
1 Section 320, National Estuary Program. Authorizes development of comprehensive conserration and management plans, usually over a
five-year period, for sp.ecific legislatively desighated estuaries. It does not provide funding to iraplement approved plans, although other CWA
funds (e.g., 319, Title It and VI) may be used.
,- Section 402, National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System. Establishes regulatory programs for point sourc.e~ of pollution but exempts
most agricultural activities. This program was
originally designed to reduce pollution from point
sources such as domestic and industrial wastewater discharges. This program now includes cer- rain runoff discharges from specific industrial activities, including construction sites, and runoff
discharges operated by local governments with a
population over 100,000.
" Section 404, Permits for Dredged or Fill MateHaL Establishes a regulatory program to control
the discharge of dredged or fill material into navigable waters (wetlands). This program is administered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, using
permitting guidelines developed in coordination
with EPA. The section allows a state to administer
the program, with EPA having veto power.
" Section 604, Title VI Water Quality Management Planning. Requires each state to reserve 1
percent of the State Revolving Loan Fund grantfor
water quality management planning activities required by section 20S(j) and 303(e). Eligible activities include projects to determine the nature, extent, and causes of water quality problems; to
identify cost-effective and acceptable point and
nonpoint source controls; and to develop implementation plans,
Federal Sale Drinking WaterAct
~ Section 1443, Underground Injection Control. Establishes federal and state programs to protect groundwaters from these sources. It provides
grants to states to fund all types of related activities.
m Section 1442, Wellhead Protection. Provides
technical assistance and funding to states and
local governments designing and implementing
wellhead protection programs. Eligible activities
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include delineation of wellhead protection areas;
identification, mapping, and sampling of containination sources; public education; and development of ordinances.
~[.S. Department of Agriculture
m Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP).
Administered ~o~’the USDA Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASC$), ACP is designed to control erosion and sedimentation and
encourage voluntary, compliance with federal/state requiremen~ to solve point and nonpoint source pollution. It provides financial assistance to individuals in all U.S. counties to
implement conservation practices. Recently,
water quality improvement has receivec~ special
emphasis. However, allowable B/riPs ano funding
amounts are set by county and state committees,
which are usually dominated by agricultural interests.
=" Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). Administered by the USDA ASCS, CRP is intended to return certain agricultural lands---which are highly
erodible or otherwise critical in protecting and restoring water cluality--to a conservation use, typitally as grass or forests. Farmers receive payment
per acre to conserve these lands for a contracted
period, typically 10 years.
-’ Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP). Administered by the USDA ASC$, WRP is intended to restore and protect farmed or converted wetlands.
Farmers receive direct payments and conservation planning and technical assistance to install
necessary restoration practices on areas they
agree to maintain under a conservation easement.
m Resource Conservation and Development
Program (RC&D). Adm.inistered by the Soil Conservation Service, RC&D encourages and improves the capability of state and local entities in
designated rural areas to plan, develop, and iraplement programs, typically in targeted critical
areas.
’- ~oii and Water Conservation. Administered by
the USDA SCS, this program provides technical
assistance to the public through total resource
planning and management to improve water
quality and natural resources and reduce pollution sources. USDA SC$ also publishes detailed
soil surveys for each county and provides a variety of useful natural resources management informarion.
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m Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention
(Small Watershed Program, PL-566 Program).
Administered by the USDA SCS, it provides technical and financial assistance to state agencies
and local governments to develop and implement
plans that protect, develop, and use land and
water resources in small watersheds. Recently,
this program has been broadened to emphasize
protecting and restoring water quality, especially
from flc~ding, erosion, sedimentation, and
use/disposal of water problems,

Federal Highway Administration

~ Federal State Cooperative Program. Establishes a partnership for water resources investigations between the USGS and state and local agencies. This program is the foundation for much of
the planning, development, and management of
the nation’s water resources,

,- Small Flood Control Projects. Pursuant to section 205 of the Flood Control Act of 1948, the
Corps is authorized to reduce flood damages
through projects not specifically authorized by
Congress. However, the Corps is restricted to
making improvements to natural water courses-typically structural, such as bank hardening or
dredging---and cannot consider watershed runoff
improvements.

.,. Federal Aid Highway Program. Assists state
agencies in developing and improving an integrated, interconnected transportation system.
Funds may be used for planning, research and development (including BMPs), restoration, roadside beautification, and wetland mitigation. It
provides funding for erosion and sediment con"trois needed to minimize highway construction
impacts but not typically to treat and manage
highwal~, runoff. However, the Surface TransportaCI.S. Department of the Interior
tion Program authorizes funding for highway runoff quality controls and for mitigating damage to
ecosystems, habitat, and wildlife.
m National Water Quality Assessment Program.
Administered by the U.S. Geological Survey, it
addresses a wide range of major water quality isU,S. Army Corps of Engineers
sues, with special emphasis in the next few years
Civil works proiects are specific line-item conon pesticide impacts on water resources. The progressional appropriations in the biennial Water
gram will include nationwide surface and
Resources Developrnent Act. They provide help to
groundwater quality monitoring and assessment.
communities for a variety of water resource prob" Water Data Program. Administered by the
lems including flood control, coastal and shoreUSGS, it consists of four water quality monitoring
line erosion, environmental restoration, and water
networks, the most important of which is the Naquality management. Projects must include mititional Stream Quality Accounting Network
gallon of unavoidable environmental damages
(NASQAN). Data on stream flow and height, lake
and must also consider environmental restoration
stage and storage, groundwater levels, well and
through opportunities created with projects.
spring discharge, and the quality of surface and
The following programs have great potential
groundwaters is collected and stored in National
to adversely affect aquatic systems and impede
Water Data Storage and Retrieval System
runoff management to protect or restore water
(WATSTORE).
quality:

¯" Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection and
Restoration Program. Administered by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, it provides funds to acquire coastal lands or waters and to restore, enhance, or manage coastal wetland ecosystems,
Projects must provide for the long-term conservalion of these lands and waters,
-, Land and Water Conr.ervation Program. Administered by the National Park System, it was established to create and maintaina national legacy
of high quality recreation areas. It provides funding ~or federal acquisition of authorized national
park, conservation, and recreation areas and to
state and local governments to help acquire, develop, and improve outdoor recreation areas,

-- Snagging and Clearing for Flood Control. Pursuant to the Flood Control Act of 1937, it allows
the design and construction of flood control
measures that typically increase drainage and decrease water quality.

l~ationa] Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration
m The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
Allows states to prepare and implement comprehensive management programs for coastal reR0014334
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~ources that balance competing demands on resource protection, protection of public health and
safety, provision for public access, and economic
development. States with federally approved programs receive federal grant funds to develop and
implement a wide variety of coastal resource
management initiatives.
== Section 6217, Coastal Nonpoint Pollution
Control Program, Joir~ly administered with EPA,
which is responsible for establishing minimum
nonpoint source management measure.s. States
with federally approved coastal zone management programs must develop and implement nonpoint source control programs to restore and protect coastal waters and must comply with the
minimum nonpo.int source management measures.
== National Estuarine Resea.rch Reserve System.
Establishes and manages a national system of re-.
serves representing different coastal regions and
estuarine types. The reserves serve as field laboratories and public education centers.
¯ " National Marine Sanctuary Program. Identifies areas of the marine environment of special
significance and provides authority for comprehensive and coordinated conservation and management. It also provides for research and monitoring activities and public education.

Information Sources
Further information on these programs can be ohtained from Watershed Protection: Cata/og of
Federa/ Programs (EPA-841-B-93-002), a 1993
publication of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Office of Water, Washington, DC.
U.$. Environmental Protection Agency. 1991. Guidance
Manual for the Preparation of NPDES Permit Applications for Storm Water Discharges Associated with
Industrial Activity. EPA 505/8-91-002. Washington,
~. 1993. Guidance Specifying Management
Measures for So~rce~ of No.point Pollution in
Coastal Waters. EPA-840-B-92-O03. Off. Water.
Washington, DC.
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CHAPTER 12

Site Planning and Other
NonstructUral Management Practices
n the long run, preventing runoff

problems is easier and much less
expensive than correcting problems
later through expensive infrastructure
construction and resource restoration,
This chapter presents a variety of

effective management practices that can
be used to prevent runoff problems.
These preventive controls, called
nonstructural management practices or
best management practices, include
regulatory practices, such as buffer

limits on impervious areas, and
source controls, such as public
education, growth limitations, and
protection of sensitive areas to reduce
runoff pollution sources. Unlike
structural controls, which address runoff
zones or

problems on a particular site,
nonstructural controls are used

throughout an entire community,
watershed, or special protection zone.
Most nonstructural BMPs are associated elther with land use changes or with educating citizens to encourage a change in lifestyle activities,
Accordingly, local governments primarily develop
and implement nonstructural management practices and programs, although state and regional
agencies can join the implementation team. Recently, federal agencies and programs have begun
to emphasize pollution prevention activities,

The nonstructural management practices
tool box contains a large number and variety of
nonstructural BMPs. An urban runoff management plan for the Santa Clara Valley in California,
for example, includes more than 100 potential
nonstructural BMPs. Local governments and other
users of nonstructural measures should screen
B/riPs to determine those most appropriate for a

given area.

Historical Problem Areas
In most parts of the United States, many state and
local governments have been discouraged from
implementing programs to control or regulate
land use and development. This reluctance developed because of an abundance of easily developed land and a lack of understanding about the
negative impacts of growth and development on
natural resources. With real or perceived concerns about potential property rights questions
and sensitivity about restricting a person’s use of
private property, governments have proceeded
cautiously in establishing land use controls, setting specific development design or performance
requirements, or restricting citizen activities. Currently, eight states have implemented statewide
growth management programs, and many state
and local governments have instituted various
types of zoning, permitting, or other programs
that restrict activities or new development. However, developing and implementing these programs is frequently controversial.
Many source controls involve changing
citizens’ lifestyles or activities. Every citizen who
lives in, works in, or visits a watershed contributes
to urban runoff problems through everyday activities. Whether traveling in a motor vehicle on a
pavedor unpaved road, using fertilizers or pesticides, using household cleansers, or walking the
family dog, each individual contributes pollutants
to the watershed. Educating citizens to encourage
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a c~an~e in ~abit is di~icult. First, we mus~ convince citizens that runoff is a ~llution source,
that their eye,day activities contribute to this
~llution problem, and finally that chan~inB their
ways helps prevent pollution,

Site Planning and Other
onstmctura] B Ps
Institutional Framework

I Pollutant control ~nd effe~iven~ T~is
criterion should ~ from pollutants of prima~ concern or known ~llution =~oblems.
Consider mliabiliw and IonseviW o~ :he controis alon8 wi~ sitin~ and d~isn cons~ain~.
I Control acceptabJli~. Controls ~-,:.~d
accept~ by ~e public and by pur.. a=encies r~ppnsible for implementin8 art ~ain~ainin8 B~Ps.

1 Technical and economic feasibili~ ~ome
BMPs may ~uire considerable
ex~ise, sta~n8, and financial
Cost considerations should include plannins, desisn, constru~ion, o~ration, and
maintenance.

L~al 8overnments are ~pically the public enti~
responsible for reviewin8 and approvin8 develo~
ment plans. L~I 8overnmen~ influence and
8uide u~an development, de~ndin8 on state
laws and I~al ordinances, by identi~in~ where
1 L~ai authori~ and consideration=. L~al
and how development should ~cur~mush local
land development codes must provide adeland use plans and as~ciated ~licies. These
quate lesal authori~ to implement and enplans and policies am implement~ through s~force r~uiremen~. Evaluate risks or I~abilicific ordinances and mechanisms known as land
ties that may occur in implementin8 control
development c~es or resulations, which estabmeasures.
lish the lesal basis for reviewin8 and approvin8
development plans, monitorin8 implemen~tion,
1 Existln~ ~overnment framework. Gov~nd enforcement. Many nonstru~ural manaseernmen~ va~ 8reatly around the count~.
ment practice~limits on site clearin8 and im~rThe roles, ~wers, and duties of multiple levvious areas, landscapins, buffer zones, and
els of local and resional 8overnments 8reatly
influence the effectiveness of a potential
others~an be inco~orat~ into local land d~
velopment codes. (S~ Chapmr 11 for summa~ of
nonstru~ural BMP, es~cially one that relies
resulato~ prosrams.)
on widespread implementation.
Development plan review by local 8overnAlthouBh local 8overnmen~ have unique rement addresses a wide ranse of public ~licy conquiremen~ and steps in the development review
cerns includin8 traffic circulation, ~fety, health,
process, ce~ain elements common in most pr~elandscaping, tr~ protection, and public se~ices,
dures include
Plan review and approval prote~ natural remurces, especially water re~u~es, by addressin8
1 Comprehensive plan amendment. In
~tential water quality desradation ~urces such
most cases, proposals for land development
as constru~ion, ~no~, and septic tan~. Plan reshould confo~ to the I~al 8overnmen~s
view should al~ include pm~ation of critical
ado~t~ land ~ plan and map. If the pr~
areas and wildlife habitat. Local ~overnmen~
~ development is not consistent with the
can prevent problems and ~lve existin8 and ~
plan, an amendment to the local plan or map
tential problems by implementin8 a comprehenmay~necessa~.
sive site plan mvi~ pr~s. Effe~ive
development reviews lead to more e~cient use of
1 Rennin8. Once the development and
land, water, and cultural resourc~ and can help
local plans are consistent, an official chanse
eliminate or r~uce di~culties ex~rienc~ by
in the site’s desisnat~ zonin8 may be n~eslandowners.
sa~.
In developin8 =resulations, local 8overnmen~ n~ to scr~n various non~m~ural man1 Development plan review and approval.
a~ement pra~ic~ m demrmine ~o~ most
Throush this pr~s, plans for land im~ne~cial in a pa~icular area or situation. 5cr~npmvemen~, buildinBs, and mlat~ a~ivities
in8 meth~s should include criteria s~ific for
are review~ for compliance with I~ai land
the watersh~’s conditions and for the ~oals of the
develop~nt r~ulations. This revi~ can
watersh~ prosram. Typical criteria include
include multiple steps such as su~ivision
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approval (e.g., conceptual, preliminary, and
final plat). The process usually involves preparing a site plan, especially for commercial,
industrial, and multifamily developments,
¯., Engineering plan=. This step includes preparing and receiving final approval of designs for utilities, wastewater management,
runoff management (including erosion and
sedir~ent control), roads, and building construction.
1 Building permits and approvals. Necessary federal, state, regional, and local permits should be obtained before beginning
construction. In many areas, no land clearing is allowed until certain permits such as
clearing and grading, erosion]sediment controi, and runoff management are obtained,

Planning with t’tature
The United States’ rich and diverse environment
has a tremendous variety of natural systems, with
many well suited to urban development. However, many systems have low tolerances for intensive development and, if radically altered, can no
longer perform their basic functions..A main putpose of site planning is to encourage the use of
comprehensive design principles that preserve
the integrity of the natural environment. In this
sense, site planning is a preventive measure and,
frequently, a neglected etement of land development.
Natural systems provide unique and beautiful
environments that attract visitors and residents
alike. These systems also supply, transport,
cleanse, and store water; assimilate and filter
wastes; modify and moderate the climate; provide
storm protection and dampen floodwater; produce
food; oxygenate and purify the air; recharge aquilets; build land; and provide recreational and economic opportunities. Perhaps the greatest benefit
provided by natural systems is their self-maintaining capability. When used within their tolerance
levels, natural systems provide a variety of services
efficiently, dependably, and at no cost to humans.
This self-maintaining capability is in direct contrast to most constructed systems that require
money and energy to maintain. Like any other
complex system, natural systems can operate efficiently only as long as their ecological integrity is
maintained. If essential components are damaged
or destroyed, or if the system as a whole is overstressed, the natural biological processes will

break down and the system will fail. Therefore,
economic sense dictates that each system fulfill its
proper function and maintain peak efficiency by
thoughtful, insightful resources management.

Principles of Runoff Management
The following principles should be used to de=v~lop a site plan:
¯= Preventing problems is much more efficiLq’tt and cost-effective than attempting to
correct problems after the fact. 5ound land
use planning decisions based on the site
planning principles discussed later in this
- " chapter are essential as the first, and perhaps
the most important, step in managing runoff
problems. All new development plans (e.g.,
subdivisions, shopping centers, industrial
parks, office centers) and redevelopment
plans should incorporate nonstructural management practices, including source controis, along with a comprehensive runoff
management system.
1 Every piece of land is part of a lar~er watershed. Since we all live downstream, a runoff management system for each development project should be based on and
support a plan for the entire drainage basin.
1 The runoff management system should
mimic and use the features and functions of
the l~atural runoff system, which is largely
capital, energy, and maintenance cost free.
Every site contains natural features that contribute to runoff management under existing
conditions. Depending on the site, existing
features such as natural drainageways, depressions, wetlands, floodplains, highly per.
meable soils, and vegetation provide natural
infiltration, help control runoff velocity, extend the concentration time, filter sediments
and other pollutants, and recycle nutrients.
Each development plan should carefully
map and identify the existing natural system.
Use natural engineering techniques to preserve and enhance the natural features and
processes of a site and to maximize the economic and environmental benefits. Natural
engineerin8 is particularly effective when
the runoff system is integrated into a site’s
landscaping, open space and recreational
areas, or in "blue-green" developments
using permanent lakes and cluster tech-
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niques. Engineering design can and should
be used to improve the effectiveness of natural systems, rather than negate, replace, or
ignore them.
m The volume, rate, timing, and pollutant
load of runoff after development should
closely approximate the conditions before
development. To. accomplish these objectires, two overall concepts must be considered: (1) maintaining the perviousness of the
site to the greatest extent possible; and (2)
slowing the rate of runoff. Give preference to
runoff management systems that use BMPs to
maintain vegetative and porous land cover
and include on-site storage mechanisms,
These systems promote infiltration, thereby
reducing, filtering, and slowing runoff.
-,, Maximize on-site runoff storage. Storag~
provisions can reduce peak runoff rates; aid
in groundwater recharge; provide settling of
pollutants; lower the probability of downstream flooding, stream erosion, and sedimentation; and provide water for other beneficial uses. Where practical, the blue-green
development approach should be employed,
since it inherently provides storage, environmental protection, and enhanced community amenities,
-" Runoff should never be discharged directly into surface or groundwaters. Runoff
should be routed over a longer distance,
through grassed conveyances (swales), wet
ponds, vegetated buffers, and other practices
that increase overland sheet flow. These
practices increase infiltration and evaporation, allow suspended solidsto settle, and remove pollutants before they reach downstream receiving waters and groundwaters,
m Plan, construct, and stabilize runoff management systems, especially those emphasizing vegetative practices, before development,
This principle frequently is ignored, causing
unnecessary off-site problems, extra mainte~
nance, regradin8, revegetation of slopes and
grassed waterways, and extra expense to the
developer. Construct and stabilize the runoff
management system, including erosion and
sediment controls, at the start of site disturbance and construction activities,
m Design the runoff management system
beginning with the project’s outlet or point of
outflow. The downstream conveyance sys-
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tern should contain sufficient capacity to accept the discharge without adverse downstream impacts such as flooding, streambank
erosion, and habitat destruction. Downstream c~onveyance systems may need stabi.
lization, especially near the system outlet.
Another common problem is a restricted or
submer~ed outlet. This can cause runoff to
back ~ and exceed the storage capaciW of
the collection and treatment system, resulting in temporary upstream flooding. This situation may lead to hydraulic failure of the
runoff managL~nent system, causing resuspension of the pollutants and/or expensive
repairs to damaged structures or property. In
such circumstances, more than one outlet or
an increase in the on-site storage volume
may be needed.
== Whenever possible, follow the topography to construct the components of the runoff management system. This step will minimize erosion and stabilization problems
caused by excessive velocities and slow the
runoff, allowing for greater infiltration and
filtering.
m Runoff, a component of the total water resources, should not be casually discarded
but used to replenish those resources. Runoff
is a misplaced resource, with location and
timing determining whether it is a liability or
an asset. Given the water quantity and quality problems facing our nation, we must consider runoff an asset. Treated runoff can potentially provide many beneficial uses such
as irrigation of farms, lawns, parks, and golf
courses; recreational lakes; groundwater
recharge; industrial cooling and process
water; and other nonpotable domestic uses.
=- Whenever practical, integrate multipleuse temporary storage basins into the management system. Too often, planned facilities
are conventional, unimaginative, aesthetically u~leasing ponds. Recreational areas
(e.8., ballfields, tennis courts, volleyball
courts), greenbelts, neighborhood parks, and
even parking facilities provide excellent settings for temporary runoff storage. Such
areas are not usually used during precipitation, so runoff ponding for short durations
will not impede their primary functions.
m Design storage areas with sinuous shorelines. Curves increase the length of the
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shorel!ne and create greater development
opportunities, especially in using the bluegreen concept of permanent lakes. The increased shoreline also provides more space
for the growth of littoral vegetation to provide greater pollutant filtering, more diversifled aquatic habitat, and greater attractiveness(aquascaping),
..
m Retain vegetated buffer strips in their natural state or create strips along the banks of
all waterbodies. Vegetated buffers prevent
erosion, trap sediment, filter runoff, provide
public access, enhance the site amenities,
and function as a floodplain during high
water periods. They also provide a .pervious
strip along a shoreline to accept sheet flow
from developed areas and help minimize the
adverse impacts of untreated runoff,
¯- Maintain the runoff management system,
Failure to provide proper maintenance reduces the system’s pollutant remova} efficiency and hydraulic capacity. Lack of maintenance, especially to vegetative systems
requiring harvesting or revegetating, can increase the pollutant load of runoff discharges. The key to effective maintenance is
to assign responsibilities to an established
agency or organization, such as a local goveminent or homeowners association, and to
regularly inspect the system to determine
maintenance needs. An even better tactic is
to design a system that is simple, natural, and
as maintenance free as possible,

The Site Planning Process
Site planning requires determining specific uses
for definitive land areas and planning development to achieve a community character and an
amenable quality of life. To achieve this end. at,semble and analyze all pertinent site mformation--social, ecological, cultural, economic,
politicalwto determine the project’s ultimate design or feasibility,
Site planning can help preserve the site’s integrity and diverse natural systems. Assessing the
opportunities and constraints imposed by a site’s
features helps avoid or minimize potential problems and hazards, decrease construction and
maintenance costs, and attain a community characterthat produces an amenable quality of life.
Innovative development techniques, such as
planned unit or cluster developments, are ex-

tremely well-suited for site planning. Not only do
these techniques reduce costs, they also allow
greater flexibility and can incorporate natural and
cultural resources into the development plan.
These techniques foster a harmony between the
development and existing natural systems, creating opportunities for amenities such as open
space, recreation, and beauty not commonly
-.found in developments.
Site plan contents will vary, depending on
state requirements and local ordinances. However, ~e plans typically include a development
plan and a street and utility layout. Most imporrant, a site plan includes plans for grading, soil erosion and sediment control, runoff management,
and land~.ape. De~,~lopment and inf~structure
plans created in harmony with the site’s constraints and opportunities greatly influence their
effectiveness in protecting site and watershed resources. Coordinate these elements to assure a
logical sequencing of events. For example, a sediment basin in the erosion and sediment control
plan can become a permanent runoff detention
basin. Additionally, all initial and final elevations
in the grading plan should be consistent with facilities in both the erosion and sediment control plan
and the runoff management plan.
Developing a site plan requires a careful
step-by-step analytical approach, which often
cludes the following steps:
m Conduct a site evaluation. Assess existing
natural and cultural features and determine
suitability for the proposed development activity.
-= Develop site maps. These allow visual inspection and analysis of site features and
their relationship to the alternative site developmentplans.
m Collect additional information. This is
needed to finalize conceptual plans.
" Review site plan goals. Goals should
properly address requirements of state and
local laws, ordinances, permitting regulations, comprehensive plans, and land development codes.
m Develop and integrate the individual
components of the site plan. Each component should include goats, desired performance, design considerations for chosen
B/vtPs, operation and maintenance needs,
costs, and scheduling.
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Conducting a site evaluation is the heart of
the site planning process. It includes collecting
and analyzing the information to prepare a final
development plan in harmony with both the natural and cultural communities. The following section discusses this process in more detail.
~

Table 12.1mSite selection, analysis, and planning factors.
NATURAL FACTO~,S
I Solar orientation, wind, precipitation,
I
and humidity

Climate
Geology

Bedrock and surficial

Physiography

Geomorphology, relief, and

Hydrology

$~;rface and groundwater

Soils

Classification of types, limitations, and
cal~abilities

Vegetation and wildlife

Plant communities and habitats

Critical areas

Identification and protection

topography

Site Evaluation
Site selection is-the most critical stage of the development process. Developers must begin planning for a new project before the land is
purchased to evaluate the suitability of potential
sites. Usually a developer lacks the luxury of
choosing an ideal location but must rely on what
is available at a price that can return a reasonable
profit. Whether the project begins with a site or an
idea, the site’s physical characteristics and location in the community will determine the feasibility of the concept. Site selection and evaluation
. must consider two important factors:

CULTURAL FAL’TORS
Existin8 land use

Ownership of adjacent property and
off-site nuisances; projected future
land use of" site and adiacent property

m The opportunities and constraints the site
brings to the proposed development--.eievation, hazards, soil types, water table elevation, runoff management, and

Traffic and transit

Vehicular and pedestrian circulation
on or adjacent to site

Density and zoning
regulations

Legal and regulatory controls

== The community impact, especially in adjacent and downstream areas.

Socioeconomic
Utilities

Market analysis, suitability
’’
Wastewater, stormwater, water, gas,
steam, electricity, and telephone

Historical and
archaeological

Historic buildings, landmarks, and
archaeological sites

In analyzing the site and its surroundings, include all natural, cultural, and aesthetic features
that affect it and illustrate the information 8raphically (site maps). These features influence final
site selection and provide clues to site personality
that will help establish and select guidelines for
later development. The following steps are useful
in setectin8 a site or anaiyzin8 one already selected:

’
AESTHETIC FACTORS
Natural features
Spatial pattern

Location, protection, views
’

Views, spaces, and sequences

Source: Livingston et alo ! 988.

m Collect basic data for surface and subsurface features. Analyze and interpret aerial
photographs, maps or charts, previous environmental and cultural resource studies, and
field surveys. Much of this information can
be obtained from local planning departments as a result of local government cornprehensive plannin8 efforts,
== Organize and present the basic data
graphically. Recent advances in thetechnology and application of computerized geographic information systems facilitates mapping and analysis,

" Analy~ and interpret maps singly and in
combination. Identify critical areas needing
preservation or special treatment; evaluate
appropriate locations for buildings, roads,
and utilities; and prepare alternative conceptual development plans.
n Interpret maps for planning decisions.
Contact representatives of state and local
government agencies for various jurisdictional determinations where appropriate.
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m Prepare composites map. These illustrate
the general and specific development limitations and opportunities of the whole or part
of the selected site.
A number of important natural, cultural, and
aesthetic factors should be considered in site selection, analysis, and planning (’Table 12.1). The
remainder’of this chapter discusses each of these
factors, along with design or development guidelines,

Platural Factors"
C/irnat~
1 Planning Conslder~lon~ The chief climatic
control factors are latitude, physiography, temperature, and proximity to waterbodies. Climate is
usually characterized within well-established
probabilities. However, site planning must be
concerned with extremes as well as averages,
Roods, droughts, hurricanes, and coastal storm
surges should all be considered during the development planning phase. Precipitation and ternperature are major factors affecting vegetation,

:| .De.sign Guidelines
m Arrangements, materials, and conformation of site plans and structures should be des[~ed according to the climate and the site’s
microclimate-.-variations
the and
climate
to on-site factors such asto
water
trees.due
I Sites along lake shorelines and ocean
coastlines, especially along the Gulf of Mexico and the Southeast Atlantic, are vutnerable to storms---including hurricanes--with
high winds and storm surges. Coastal developrnents should preserve the remaining protective sand dunes, ensure that floor levels of
structures are above flood levels, and carefully consider the potential effects of an intense storm or hurricane to minimize properWdamage and personal injury.
I Use open patterns in hot and humid climates to take advantsge of prevailing summer wi nds.

Figure 12.1mSample summal~’ of site’s climatic data.
~ SPR~NG ~ SUMMER I FALL i WINTER I

I .....

Proper building orientation can ameliorate hot
and humid climates by taking advantage of shade
and prevailing breezes, in colder climates, building orientation and positioning help reduce cold
winds and provide solar reflection and heating. A
summary of a site’s climatic data (Figure 12.1 ) can
help plan an environment for living.

’ ’ ~ ’ ’ " ~ ’ ~ ° ’ " * ° ~ ’ ’ " I,,~.

-- Take advantage of the cooling provided
by waterbodies and shade trees when locating housing.
=’ Shield heat-prone paved surfaces, such as
streets or parking areas, in the shelter of
structures that provide shading.
I Sources o fin formation
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Source: Simonds, 1978.
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"= U.S. Department of Commerce, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Asheville, North Carolina. This agency collects and compiles climatological data for
many areas throughout the country. The
amount of information varies, but most stations record daily temperatures and precipitation. Some stations have detailed monthly
reports and an annual summary that tabulates records from stations statewide. Most

underlying rock structure is used much tess frequently than the surface soil layers, it is of critical
importance. Surveying and analyzing subsurface
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geological conditions provides essential information that might affect development. This is especially true for karst areas that have thick
formations of easily dissolved limestone, creating
a high number of sinkholes,
The subsurface geology is a source of raw
materials, a reservoir for water and waste disposal, and gives the land backbone---allowing it
to support heavy struOtures. It also contains iraportant mineral deposits. Improperly analyzing
and using this resource can result in jeopardized
water supplies, ineffective disposal systems, and
damaged buildings and roads. Knowledge of subsurface geology is also needed to answer questions about the weight-bearing capacity,
availability of potable water, physical limitations,
suitability of the site, and infiltration potential on
runoff control. An area’s surface physiography is &
direct result of its geology.

way construction, geologic hazards identifi.
cation, and mineral extraction. Many departments also publish numerous in-depth studies for small areas, but site-specific investigations may still be needed.
i Unive~itie~ Many universities have geology departments with studies useful to the
planner or developer.
~m U.~. G~ological Survey. This agency publishes many types of technical reports and
maps useful i~determining a site’s geologicol characteristics.
’= Well Lo~. These records, prepared by
well drilling contractors, identi~ the type of
material and depth of various subsurface formotions. Many states require these logs.

Physiography

| Planning Considerations. Physiography is
I Deuelopment Guidelines
the study and description of landforms or irregum Karst topography has important implicalarities of the earth’s surface. Knowing the original
topography, drainage, and vegetation of different
tions since sinkholes can form at any, time.
landforms is important to minimize potential deTherefore, geologic mapping and evaluation
completed prior to design should consider
veiopment problems and hazards in siting/design
all environmental factors that affect design
of building and grounds.
and construction. This preliminary feasibility
States generally have several major physiostudy should consider adverse geologic congraphic divisions, which can be further broken
ditions (i.e., location of sinkholes and other
down into major landforms. These landforms and
limestone formations)and the economics of
divisions are combined and described by the
grading and other land modifications.
USDA SCS’s major land resource areas (MLRAs).
An MLRA is a land area characterized by particu~ Potential sinkhole formation should be
lar soil patterns, including slope and erosion, clievaluated. Roadways, structures, sewage lamate, water resources, and land use. The
goons, landfills, and runoff systems should Agricultural Handbook (U.S. Dep. Agric. 1976)
not be located in areas likely to develop
describes each MLRA in the country.
sinkholes.
The most important physiographic etement to
the
developer
is site topography. Topographic in" Recent evidence indicates that vast denformation is critically important because hills and
dritic underwater networks connect many
valleys, plateaus andridges, height, and slope desinkholes, allowing rapid transmission of
gree all affect the area’s ecology and suitability for
pollutants through this underground river
development. Topography influences the type and
system. Extreme care is needed to prevent
cost of development, controls the direction and
introducing runoff/pollutants into groundrate of water runoff, influences the overall utility
water, a major source of fresh water,
layout, adds ~eriety to the landscape, intluences
the
weather and climate, and affects the types of
I Sources o[ln[orrnation
vegetation and wildlife. A slope analysis (Figure
1 Department or bureau of geology, Most
12.2) performed on hilly sites determines the best
states have a geology department or bureau
land uses for various portions. Moderately sloping
within a state resource management agency,
sites are preferable to steep or level land. ImproveThis department will often have environ- ment costs rise sharply on slopes over 10 percent,
mental geology maps and reports that prounless they are specially planned and treated. Previde basic data to create and execute sound serving the area’s natural amenities---trees, terrain,
programs for waste disposal, water resources
and views.--<:an significantly reduce development
and land management, building and highcosts.
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Figure 12.2~Siope analysis for hilly site.

[-~ 0-- 5% GRADE
~ 5-- "/% GRADE
E 3’-10% GRADE
~/~, 10--15% GRADE
[~ 15--20% GRADE
K20~’% GRADE

Source: Rubenstein, 1980.

Development Guidelines
=" Obtain a topographic site survey before
purchase. A thorough topographic survey
wilt provide such physio~;raphic data as the
elevation, amount, and direction of slope,
ridges, and valleys; location of rivers, lakes,
sinkholes, and wetlands; outline of wooded
areas, rocky areas, or outcroppings; and scenic vistas.
" Preserve the natural topographic features,
This step involves .preserving floodplains,
streams, sinkholes, and other waterbodies by
building well back from their edges, thereby
creating common open space along shorelines.
m Let the topography guide the land use plan.
A community designed in harmony with hature benefit~ from the services provided by hature, uses the natural landscape rather than
creating a new, anificia! landscape, and requires less time, effort, and expense,

m Control or prevent development on steep
slopes, highly erodible soils, and areas with
threatened or endangered species.
m Place roads paraltel to the contours on
ridges to minimize the need for cut and fill.
Stabilize cut and fill banks with minimum
maintenance materials to prevent continuing
erosion problems.
== Use cluster development when sites conrain steep slopes or other physiographic
characteristics that would increase develop
ment costs or disrupt the natural systems.
| Sources oflnforrnafion
m On-site inspection. This visit is the cheap
est, most thorough, and most reliable source
of information. However, the inspector must
be knowledgeable and experienced.
"= U.S. Geological Survey. Topographic
quadrangle maps are reliable for actual to-
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pography, but the scale and contour interval
are usually too large to be useful for smaller
properties. The maps also show location of
urban areas, constructed structures, highways, railroads, waterbodies, and other
physiographic features,
¯,. USDA ~35. Detailed soil surveys, which
include aerial p~.otographs, delineate yeneral slopes, wet areas, and other sensitive
.areas.
’-Aerial photographs. These photos can
help one get the feel of an area, although
thorough, accurate interpretation usually requires .the services of a professional. Aerial
photographs may be available from a state
transportation or revenue department, regional planning commission, county tax
assessor’s office, or private firms authorize~
to sell aerial photographs,
1 Local registered land surveyors. These
professionals can supply and interpret site
topographic maps.
Hydrology
1 Planning Considerations
1 General hydrolot,ry. This science explores
the behavior and properties of water in the
atmosphere and on and under the earth’s
surface. The movement and exchange of
water between the earth and atmosphere is
called the hydrologic cycle. Although most
areas receive adequate annual precipitation,
a large portion is returned to the atmosphere
by evaporation from land and water and by
transpiration from plants. Continued growth
and development create more impervious
surfaces, which increase urban runoff, much
of which is then discharged to surface waters
that ultimately now into the sea. This represents a tremendous loss of valuable fresh
water. To avoid water shortages and prevent
lowered water quality, water management
must become a primary factor in decisions
affecting land use, population distribution,
and the protection of our country’s natural
resources,
"= Surface waters. Surface runoff varies from
place to place, dependin8 on the timin8 and
amount of precipitation, soil, topography,
and nature of underlying rock formations
and on whether the waters are lakes, estuaries, or coastal. Stream density is low where

water, moving downward to the aquifer, is
enhanced by thin or porous soils overlying
the limestone. In other areas, stream density
is high. In some systems, especially broad
swamps or floodplains, the water moves
slowly in broad bands. Some streams are almost entirely spring-fed and have a well.sustained flow. The flow of other streams consists large.ly of runoff or groundwater inflow.
Flow varies greatly, with little or no flow durin8 dry periods and high flows and floods
during wet periods.
I Wetlands. One of the country’s most
valuable resources, wetlands provide.a natural way to manage and store water and maintain water quality. As extremely productive
ecosystems, wetlands are vital fish and wildlife habitats. They provide a variety of benefits---such as cleaning water to maintain
water quality, storing and dampening floodwater, recharging aquifers, modih/ing the climate, and providing recreational, educational, and aesthetic values--with no cost or
maintenance. Unfortunately, many wetlands
have been drained or altered so that they no
longer provide these benefits. Development
should not destroy or alter remaining wetlands; it should preserve or, where feasible,
restore them by using their services (e.g.,
wastewater treatment, runoff management).
1 Floodplains. Flooding is a natural characteristic of all rivers, but one of unknown
probability. Floodplains formed naturally as
waterbodies exceeded their normal levels
durin8 periods of high precipitation. Because floodplains provide a place for floodwater storage and detention and reduce
floodwater velocities, they function as
nature’s safety valve. Before humans
changed the landscape, there were floods
but no flooding problems. But since we
began to encroach upon floodplains, problems have occurred, waterbodies have become d~raded, and injuries and damages
have escalated. Floodplain planning and
management reduce these economic losses
and the need to build expensive structural
runoff management systems.
Floodplains also perform valuable environmental functions including wildlife habitat;
recreational, aesthetic, and scientific needs;
otoen space; groundwater recharge; water
quality maintenance; and sediment control.
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Development in floodplains usually reduces,
modifies, or eliminates their ecological runetions. It also places an economic burden on
the general public, which must reestablish
these functions through costly public works
projects and pollution abatement controls
such as runoff management systems,
m Grpundwater. This is one of the country’s
most ~,aluable, and in many places abundant, resources. Many areas are underlain by
¯ thick, porous, and permeable layers of sedimentary rock that serve as prolific groundwater resources and yield tremendous quantitles of fresh water. These underground
reservoirs are called aquifers. The two main
aquifer types depend on their geologic development condition. One type is the nonartesian or unconfined aquifer, not covered
by an impervious layer, the upper surface of
which is sometimes referred to as the water
table. Withdrawal requires pumping or directly using exposed surface water. This surface aquifer is usually recharged by local
precipitation and is vulnerable to contamination from overlying land uses.
The other type is the artesian aquifer, confined above by a less porous or impermeable
layer and under sufficient hydrostatic pressure to cause the water to rise over the conraining layer to outlets such as springs or
sinkholes. The potential for aquifer contamination is present where connections or inlets
are made from the land’s surface to the arte3ian aquifer, either naturally or artificially,
Because artesian aquifers supply many peopie with drinking water, sinkholes and other
inlets to the groundwater system must be
protected fro’n pollution. Many areas have
maps that depict the approximate altitude of
the top of the rock or sediment that cornposes a particular aquifer. These maps can
determine where the aquifer rock is exposed
at or near the land surface. Development in
such areas must be carefully planned to prevent aquifer contamination,
Many aquifers are recharged in areas where
the aquifer’s hydrostatic pressure head is
lower than the water table. These areas
should be protected by special development
review requirementslSUCh as the Wellhead
Protection Ordinance--to ensure that the
recharge potential is not diminished (i.e., by
"limiting impervious surface area) and that inappropriate land uses, which employ poten-

tially pollutin8 substances, are not allowed
within the area.
In coastal areas, special care must be taken
to prevent salt water intrusion into the aquifer. In these areas the aquifer’s permeable
limestone is shielded against upward intrusion of salt water by relatively impermeable
beds of clay and marl but not against lateral
= ". encroachment of seawater. Such encroachment can result from overdrainage by canals
or ~Lrom overpumping the aquifer. Proper
planning and water management are
coming increasingly important in protecting
our nation’s supply of potable groundwater.
I Genera~ Design Guidelines
1 Postdevelopment runoff from the site
should approximate the rate of flow, volume,
and timin8 of runoff that would have occurred following the same rainfall under predevelopment conditions to preserve riparian
areas and streambanks.
1 Thoroughly map all waterbodies,
recharge areas, and natural water retention/storage areas as part of the topographic
survey. This survey determines existing
drainage patterns, delineates wetlands protected by law, defines the area of floodplains
in which special building regulations may
apply, and identifies vital recharge areas.
Depending on the size and type of development, some delineation, description, and engineering evaluation of the surrounding watershed may be appropriate.
= Preserve the existing natural runoff management system. When incorporated into the
area’s overall runoff management plan, natural systems provide water quality and storage
benefits more efficiently and less expensively than a constructed system. The natural
runoff system components may also provide
open space and recreational opportunities.
i Restore and rehabilitate degraded wetlands. Reestablishing the natural hydrology
and integrating the wetlands into a final
component of the site’s runoff management
system realizes many natural benefits of wetlands, including runoff pollution removal
through retention and detention.
i Lands that contain waterbodies should be
developed using techniques such as planned
unit developments or clustering. In planned
communities, sensitive areas such as flood-
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plains and wetlands are preserved to provide
their natural functions, inciudin8 runoff pollution control. Additionally, planned developments can reduce site development costs
and provide residents with an enhanced
quality of life.

I Establish buffer zones, either fixed or variable---the size depends on soils, slopes, and
floodplain--alon8 all watefocx~ies. Buffer
zones protect adiacent developments from
the water and protec’~ the water from the deve!opments.

1 Preserve or restore natural shorelines and
stabilize shoreli~.e vegetation. In the natural
state, shorelines are relatively erosion-resisrant and represent an equilibrium of many
forces. The irregular convolutions fulfill iraportant functions such as holding soils, reducing surface runoff and erosion, percolation, filtering runoff, and providing food and
habitats for aquatic organisms,

" Vegetated filter strips that filter runoff before it reaches the water should be let~ in a
natural ~tate or reestablished if clearing has
occurred. Alternatively, a swale and berm
system can be set back from the shoreline.
This system sl~ws and filters runoff fromthe
development and can be used as a recreational area (e.g., jogging trail) during dry
riods.

1 Avoid alteration of natural stream chano
nels. Disturbances can devegetate and dest~bilize the stream channel and bank, causing
loss or alteration to the habitats of aquatic
animals,
i Plan water-related developments to maximize the land potential and still protect natural resources such as riparian habitat. In Figure 12.3, Plan B allows for scenic vistas from
the highway, maintains part of the shoreline
for public use, provides public and private
access, and increases property use, thereby
increasing the developer’s potential return,

1 Waterfront property frequently has steep
slopes as it descends to the water. Areas
without natural vegetation can be terraced,
increasing potential use and reducing runoff
and erosion. This is especially effective
when a swale and berm system is incorporated into the terrace system.
1 Do not remove shoreline vegetation to
create a sandy beach. Removing vegetation
destroys roots that stabilize soils and eliminares the natural filter and habitats for
aquatic animals. If shoreline vegetation has
already been removed, local native plant varieties suitable for the site conditions can be

Figure 12.3.~Plan to maximize land potential and protect natural resources.
PLAN A

L~H0 USE

PLAN B

LA~ USE
Cluster A
Cluste~
Cluster C

Legend:
10 O.U.
25 0.U. Local Road

1

Source: livingston et
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replanted, Access to water is best accornplished via boardwalks, decks, or pier structures. If a sandy beach is essential, remove
vegetation only on a small part of the shoreline--less than 20 percent or as allowed by
state or local regulations,

I ln~o~on
’-U.S. Geological Survey. With offices
throughout the country, the USGS maintains
a highly diversified database on water
sources, ranging from hydrologic record networks to interpretive investigations of water
resources.

-. To minimize maintenance and reduce nutrients, introduced into the waters, maximize : . " Slate departments or bureaus of geology.
the us~ of native plants in landscaping, espeThese agencies may publish the results of
local geological, hydrogeological, or water
cially those requiring little water (xeriscape).
res~Jrces investigations.
Avoid using introduced varieties and lawns
requiring fertilization, especially in water.-, Water management districts or boards.
front areas.
Some states have established regional water
management (watershed) districts or boards
I If on-site wastewater disposal systems are
with broad responsibilities to prote~ and
used on waterfront properties, place them as
manage water resources. They often conduct
far as possible from the water, preferably in
scientific investigations and administer cerfront yards. Base minimum setback requirerain types of water planning, management,
ments on soil, geology, hydrology, groundand regulatory programs.
water, and other characteristics that influenceenvironmental effectiveness and safety.
.-State environmental protection, water
Alternative on-site disposal systems, such as
quality, health, or natural resources agenaerobic units, may be required in some areas
cies. These agencies have a variety of resource management information and data,
to protect the environment from nutrient and
including pollution source permitting inforpathogen Ioadings. In other areas, site condimation. Agencies usually offer technical astions may make on-site systems unreliable
and likely to cause adverse health and envisistance, as well.
ronmental impacts.
" USDA SCS. With offices in nearly every
,- Groundwater recharge areas should have
low-density development with limited irapervious surface. To augment the recharge
ability of a developed area, retain runoff onsite and allow it to infiltrate. If possible,
treated wastewater should be recycled and
allowed to percolate into the soil (i.e., use
treated effluent to irrigate lawns, open
spaces, or golf courses),
¯ - In areas with high water tables, avoid
contaminating the groundwater. Use on-site
disposal systems only with 4 ft (1.22 m) of
suitable soil between the drainfield bottom
or; percolation pond and the water table to
ensure that the effluent is properly filtered,
-" Fill should not be placed within the 100year floodplain, as this increases flood
heights and velocities. It also moves sediment into receiving waters, causing associated problems. In addition, locate only lowintensity land uses (i.e., open space,
recreation, silviculture, and agriculture) with
appropriate best management practices
within the floodplain,

county, USDA SCS provides technical assistance, conservation planning, and implementation services to local landowners. It
also publishes detailed soil surveys that identiff/ soil types and locate vegetation and
waterbodies.
" Local governments. Many city and
county governments have water resources
departments with considerable knowledge
of local hydrology and water quality and
quantity conditions.
" Regional planning councils or councils of
governments. These agencies often review
and approval large developments and prepare and coordinate implementation of regional water management plans or programs. They usually serve as clearinghouses
for planning and technical information and
publications.
’- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
EPA regional nonpoint source coordinators
can provide resources and technical informarion. Regions work with state, federal, regional, and local agencies on pollution control efforts.
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| Pl:~nning Consid~erat~ons. In many instances, major soil-related problems are discovered after a site has been selected, with construction well under way or completed. These
problems can cause constru~ion delays and increase the project’s total cost. By consulting a soil
survey during the plannin8 process, alternative designs can be prepared’~nd sites selected. Knowing
soil types, topography, and surface drainage patterns is beneficial in planning and designing almost any type of land development project; it is
essential for erosion control planning.
With soil maps and accompanying supporting data in soil surveys, developers can determine
the soil conditions in proposed construction
areas. Modern soil surveys provide great savings
of time and money and result in improved de:
signs, more effective planning, and more accurate
preliminary cost estimates,
A USDA SCS detailed soil survey is eslaecially valuable in determining a site’s suitabiht~
for a particular land use. These surveys contain
aerial photographs that map soil classifications
and other information. Detailed soil surveys also
contain interpretations of soil characteristics, information on the soil suitability for selected urban
uses such as wastewater treatment, community
development, transportation facilities, recreation
development, and water management. However,
interpretations do not replace specific on-site investigations for engineering design and construction. Interpretations should be used primarily for
land planning, evaluating land use alternatives,
and planning site investigations prior to design
and construction, important soil properties and
characteristics include permeability, infiltration,
seasonal wetness and the water table, depth to
bedrock, texture, shrink-swell potential, erodibility, and slope. Variations in soil properties affect
the soil’s ability to support heavy loads, serve as a
medium for wastewater or solid waste disposal,
percolate rainwater, hold its shape and slope after
excavation, or grow vegetation,
Important soil characteristics needed for
planning include
,.= Erodibility. This is the major soil consideration for erosion and sediment control. An
erodibility factor (K) indicates the susceptibility of different soils to the forces of erosion. A soil survey report lists the K factor for
each soil type within the survey area. These
K factors are used in the Universal Soil Loss
Equation to determine soil loss from an area
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over a period of time due to splash, sheet,
and rill erosion. K factors can be grouped
into three general ranges:
0.23 and lower
low erodibility
moderate
erodibility
0.23 to 0.36
0.36 and up
high erodibility
Soil particle cohesiveness varies with different layers of the same soil, causing varying
degrees "of erodibility at different depths.
Therefore, excavation depth must be considered in determining soil erodibility on a construction site.
m Permeability¯ Permeability is a major factot influencing erosion. Soil permeability is
the quality that enables soil to transmit water
or air. Deep, permeable soils are less erodible simply because more rainfall soaks in,
reducing surface runoff. Permeability, which
varies with different layers, must be considered when excavating. Antecedent soil moisture conditions also affect soil permeability.
The hydrologic soil group (HSG) is a direct
indication of the soil’s infiltration rate. Soils
are grouped into four hydrologic soil groups,
according to their infiltration and transmission rates:
A. Soils with high infiltration rates even
when thoroughly wettedmlow runoff
potential.
B. Soils with moderate infiltration rates
when thoroughly wetted.
C. Soils with stow infiltration rates when
thoroughly wetted.
D. Soils with very slow infiltration rates
when thoroughly wettedmhigh runoff
potential.
=" Texture. Soil texture refers specifically to
the proportions of clay, silt, and sand smaller
than 2 mm (.08 in) in diameter contained in
a soil mass. Soil texture is a primary factor in
erodibiff[~, and is reflec~=d in the erodibility
factor. Erodibility increases with greater silt
and very fine sand content and decreases
with greater sand, clay, and organic matter
content. Soils with high clay content are generally more resistant to detachment; but
once detached, clay particles are easily
transported. These clays and silts are very
difficult to settle out once they get into the
water column, sometimes necessitating the
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use of coagulating agents to prevent their
discharge into conveyances or receiving waters.
" Shrink-swell potential. Certain soils have
clays that shrink when dry and swell when
wet. in this situation, special foundations are
required to allow for this variation. Identify
these soils by consulting the soil survey and
take the necessaW precautionary steps.
m Flood hazard. Although soil survey informarion does not replace hydrologic studies,
it does estimate where floods will likely
occur. The hazards of flooding and ponding
forvarious soil types are rated in soil surveys,
and flood-prone areas are shown on survey
maps.
m Soil reaction (pH). Soil survey information includes the pH of the individual soil
layers. This factor is used to plan vegetation
on disturbed areas, especially critical slopes.
" Wetness. Soil surveys have many types of
data available including natural soil drainage, depth-to-seasonal water table, and suitability of winter grading for various soils,
With this information, engineers can determine such things as seasonal limitations on
using heavy, earth-moving machinery and
estimating flood hazards or damage to underground structures due to soil wetness.
m Depth to bedrock. Soil surveys indicate
bedrock types and where bedrock will be
encountered at a depth of tess than 5 to 6 ft
(1.52 to 1.83 m). This information is helpful
in determining location, time, and cost of excavation,
m Slope. Soil surveys record slope ranges
and identify areas where cuts and fills are
needed. The longer and steeper the slope,
the greater is the potential for soil loss due to
increased velocity of surface runoff,
Soil surveys are also helpful in interpreting
the effect of soil properties on various land uses.
For example, an interpretation may determine
that soil can be used as topsoil, road fill for highway subgrade, or sand and gravel. The interpretations also show soil limitations for such purposes
as building foundations, highways, streets, roads,
parking lots, pipelines, underground utility lines,
and septic tank absorption fields,
Often the surveywill provide adequate informarion; sometimes it may only provide warnings
or indications of soil-related problems likely to be

encountered, in this case, a more in-depth, onsite investigation may be needed.
I Design Guidelines
m Use the detailed soil survey or map the
soils to help develop the land use plan.
Know~=dge about the location of wet soils,
high water tables, clay soils, erodibility, and
: : slope can help prevent many problems.
" Use USDA SCS and/or Soil and Water
Co~,servation District expertise to develop a
conservation ptan that minimizes erosion,
sedimentation, flooding, and nonpoint
source pollution. The USDA SC5 has soil,
plant, and water resource data; technical information; and standards and specifications
for BMPs that apply to most local areas.
m Follow the USDA SCS’s "seven principles
of erosion and sediment control’:
1. Plan the development to fit the site’s
topography, soils, drainage patterns,
and natural vegetation.
2. Minimize the extent and duration of the
area exposed at any one time.
3. Apply erosion prevention control
practices to minimize erosion and
on-site damage.
4. Apply perimeter control practices to
protect the disturbed area from off-site
runoff and to prevent sedimentation
damage to areas below the
development site.
5. Keep runoff velocities low and retain
maximum amount of runoff on-site.
6. Stabilize disturbed areas immediately
afterfinal grading.
7. Implement a thorough maintenance
and follow-up program.
| Information Sources
i USDA SCS and Soil and Water Conservation District. USDA SCS generally has a state
office along with regional and county/district
offices and detailed soil surveys for many
counties. It continues to map soils in those
areas without soil surveys. In addition, the
USDA SCS/district provides technical assistance in conservation planning and other
sues to local landowners. The state office
usually publishes a directory of USDA SCS
offices and staff.
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Vegetation and Wildlife
! Planning Cor~iderattor~s. As more people
become urbanites, the value of plants and anireals in a development increases. Aesthetically,
landscaping and its accompanying wildlife provides residents with a sense of well-being and enhances the quality of life. The living resources in a
well-planned development can effectively bridge
the gap between the created and the natural environment,
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Plants and animals also prevent and solve
environmental problems in a development. For
example, the variety and abundance of plants and
animals in an area are important indicators of natural conditions and can interpret a site’s constraints and opportunities (Table 12.2). Vegetation
and wildlife also provide many other benefits
(Table 12.3).
The importance of vegetation as an economic incentive has risen greatly in recent years.

Table 12.2mVegetation indicator~ of site conditions.
ABSENCE OF PLANT I SPARSE HERB AND I THICK HERB AND I BRUSH AND
BLADE AND
COVER
I SHRUB COVER i SHRUB COVER i SMALLTREES ’ REED PLANTS

HIGHLY LOCALIZED
TREE COVER

Bedrock at or
near surface

Bedrock near
surface

Recently logged
or burned-

Landslide/fire,I Organic soil,I Wet depression,
flash flood
standing
’t steel~, organic soil
water
scars

Active dunes

Recent, sterile
soils/dunes, fill

Too wet for trees

Old field or
woodlot
regmwth

Recent human
use, cultivation

Recently
disturbed (fire,
flood fallow)

Managed grazing Shale/clay
substrate

Recent fire

Active slope or
erosion

Organic soil

Organic soil

Old field
regrowth

Moisture
deficiency

Recent loss of
water, cover

High-ground
water table

SIo!~es in
agricultural areas

Springs,
seepage
zones

Flood-Drone areas

Source: Marsh, 1978.

Table 12.3mBenefits of plant~ and animals in a development.
j

VEGETATION

I

WILDLIFE

Recreation

Exercise trails
Nature trails
Tree climbing, swings

Bird watching
, Nature photography
Fishing

Environmental

Absorb cadoon dioxide
Produce oxygen
Protect watershed (filter runoff and
reduce runoff speed)
Screen wind, rain, sun
Cool air
Buffer noise
Wildlife habitats

~ Recycle and redistribute nutrients
~1 Propagate vegetation
Cont~ pest species
Preserve genetic stock

Aesthetic

Screen incompatible land use activities
Provide attractive, diverse scenery
Influence walkways

Provide enjoyment of wild animals

Source: Marsh, 1978.
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Table 12.4---Comparison of specific site effects.
6,0GO-ACRE PLANNED

YEGETATION AND WILDLIFE AREAS

Acres of semimature woodland developed1
Acres of mature woodland developed2
Miles of u’ee-lined roads incorporated into
developeo= areas
Miles of wee-lined roads widened
Acres of wildlife habitat developed
Number of interruptions in wildlife corridors

6,00G.ACRE UNPLANNED

DEVELOPMENT

DEYELOPMENT

8

35

35

90

: .

1.3

.9

0

1.3

10

235

0

4

1 Clearing semimature woodland at $650 per acre would cost $5,000 in the planned community
and $23,000 in the sprawl community.
2 Clearing mature woodland at $1,600 per acre would cost $56,000 in the planned community
and $144,000 in the sprawl community.
Source: Quennel, 1972.

More developers are incorporating existing vegeration into site plans because of the high costs of
land clearing and landscaping. The initial cost per
acre may be higher when working around trees
and other natural areas. However, because the
total number of acres cleared and the amount of
landscaping is smaller, the total cost is reduced,
Table 12.4 compares the cost of a planned and an
unplanned development,
Residential preference surveys identify parks
and green spaces as important reasons to choose
one neighborhood over another. Realtors have
found that wooded lots consistently bring higher
prices than those without vegetation. For exampie, in residential areas, a mature shade tree may
have an estimated value of $1,000 to $3,500;
other plantings may improve the real estate value
of an average lot by $3,000 to $7,000.
I Resource lnventorl/. The diversity in landforms and climate has produced a variety of habitat types that contain different combinatiOns of
plants and animals. Investigating a site’s biological communities is essential to understanding the
site’s importance to the integrity of the ecosystem,
Identifying and assessing plant and animal resources is an important part of site planning. Species could be identified and mapped, along with
other site inventories such as hydrologic, physiographic, geologic, and soil surveys. Ultimately,
these parameters must be considered together to
develop a land use plan that balances ecological
constraints and benefits with intended uses.

m Vegetation. Natural vegetation is an iraportant resource and habitat for wildlife. Inventory vegetation using a quality rating
scheme from aerial photos and/or data from
field surveys. Where the site is small (100
acres [40.47 ha] or less), interpreting photos
may be as time consuming as field surveys.
The following factors should be considered
in analyzing a site’s vegetation:
1. The number of distinct plant
communities and their distribution;
2. The uniqueness of each plant
community;
3. The presence of subareas that have
recently been disturbed (e.g., clear
cutting, cultivating, grazing, burning,
bulldozing);
4. Accessibility of the area; and
5. Correlation with the site’s
physiographic featdres.
The inventory is used to document what
plants occur naturally on the site, identi~
the forces and processes controlling their
distribution, and determine where to find
certain plants or plant groups. If the site has
been environmentally degraded or overtaken by exotic species, readily determining
the natural vegetation and environmental relationships may be impossible. Consult with
local botanists, state foresters, and other
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trained professionals or examine historical
records and photos to establish types and
distribution of native vegetation,
,,= Wildlife. Local wildlife can be inventoried directly by taking a population census or
indirectly by assessing the quality of local
habitats. Habitat analysis is the simpler approach, as the analysis can be performed
from secondary ~ources (e.g., aerial photography). Consider the following terrestrial
ecosystems factors in the analysis:
1. The number and types of plant
communities per unit area,
2. The number of forest or woodland
openings,
3. The presence of water,
4. The presence of movement corridors,
S. The size of the area, and
6. The variety of the wildlife appropriate
to the habitat,
The value of wetland areas that support a
rich variety of wildlife primarily depends on
water quality. As with terrestrial ecosystems,
perform separate habitat analysis for species
requiring differenthabitats.
To take a population census, seek the help of
trained wildlife observers. Census methods
range from direct observation to analysis of
indirect evidence. Regardless of the method,
survey wildlife populations at several points
in time to account for natural environmental
fluctuations,
Special consideration must be given to endangered species and their critical habitats,
Agencies such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Service, the State Department
of Natural Resources and the State Committee on Rare and Endangered Plants and Anireals list endangered species. However, state
statutes will usually specify which
organization’s list is officially recognized,
l Design Guidelines. The resource inventory
and site surveys should examine basic structural,
functional, and Iocational patterns. If the area is in
a natural state, these elements probably work effectively to support the living community. If the
area is a constructed landscape, the natural systerns may be degraded and work marginally, if at
all. In either case, the plan should aim for compatibility between natural and constructed environ-
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ments. Adegraded natural system can be strengthened or even fully restored by a carefully planned
development. For example, ditched and drained
wetlands can be revitalized by introducing pretreated runoff.
The following principles will help developers plan for wildlife and vegetation, in consultation with local biologists familiar with the areas:
-- Tr~nsition zones. This zone between two
habitats-such as the area between two forests or between a forest and a waterbody--is
extremely irr~:~rtant to wildlife. It supports
wildlife not found in either habitat. Often the
transition zone provides an exclusive habitat
for a very selective, sometimes endangered,
species or community of species.
m Water. Proximity to water enhances an
area’s ecological productivity. Swamps,
marshes, and bogs support a rich variety of
plants and animals--many of which are valued as game species. Saltwater wetlands are
important breeding grounds for fish and
crustaceans.
m Alternative habitats. Other habitats
where wildlife may relocate have potential
impacts, especially on endangered species.
~ Timing of construction. Construction
should be timed to avoid critical periods in
vegetation and wildlife reproduction, especially for threatened or endangered species.
~ Choice of plantings. Wildlife existence,
both in number and quantity of different species, depends on habitat availability. Choice
in planting or preserving specific habitats
can effectively encourage certain wildlife
species. When transplanting, include varying age classes of trees and shrubs. Select natire species, Especially those that require littie fertilization, pesticides, or water, instead
of troublesome exotic species.
-. Animal-plant interactions. Developments that reduce the wildlife that some
plants ’~epend on for reproduction may
eventually eliminate these plants. For exam°
pie, berry-producing plants depend on birds
for seed propagation, and furry mammals
often help distribute thorny seeds.
1 Exotics. Exotic species may compete with
native varieties and eventually become nuisances. Sites with communities of exotic species may be good areas to develop and reestablish r~ative communities.
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Table 12.5--Comparison of =ix community type~.
PffOTOTYPE l

COMMUNI:~ DESCRIPTION"

l IMPACTS TO V~GETATION AND WILDLIFE

20 percent of each of the following m
Type !:
Planned Mix single-family conventional, single-family
clustered, townhouses, walk-up apartments.
2,000 units of each type. Neighborhoods are
contiguous; large areas of open space are
,
-. .
preserved.

Less species disruption where significant tracts
of land are preserved as permanent open space.

50 percent planned unit developments with
Type I1:
Combination contiguous and related land uses; 50 percent
sprawl pattern. Housing mix same as Type I.
Mix

Greater disruption than in Type 1. Open areas
can be retained.

Type IIh
Sprawl Mix

Random, leapfrog development with many
small lots vacant. Housing mix same as Type I.

Sim~ar to Type 1. Leapfrog development pattern
bares only small pockets of undisturbed area.

75 percent of dwelling units single-family
Type IV:
Low Density clusters; 25 percent conventional, single family,
Planned
Contiguous neighborhoods, but low density
with vacant lots. Open spaces preserved, land
uses comprehensively designed,

Low density development decreases amount of
open land preserved in natural condition.
Careful planning can protect areas of special
significance as species habitats (i.e., woodland,
swamp).

Most prevalent form of current development.
Type V:
Low Density 75 percent of dwelling units are conventional
single-family; 25 percent are clustered
Sprawl
single-family dwellings. Small percentage of
passed-over land.

Virtually no land will be left totally
undisturbed, thus eliminating habitats and
causing a disruption in ecological balance.

Type Yi:
High
Density
Planned

10 percent of dwellings clustered single-family;
20 percent townhouses; 30 percent apartment;
40 percent high-rise apartments. Housing types
are mixed with contiguous neighborhoods,
Planned open spaces, related land uses.

Adverse effects lessened through careful
planning to conserve special habitats and
through high density development that
preserves large tracts of undisturbed land.

All communities contain 10,000 dwelling units
Source: Quennel, 1972.

" Fish. Fish population in lakes and
streams is closely tied to water quality and
habitat. A decrease in dissolved oxygen
concentration below 5 parts per million or
major changes in flow character--including temperature changes caused by removing shade trees---may eliminate valuabie
game fish. Excessive runoff Io~adings--.e g.
nutrients, metals, sediments---will increase
aquatic plant problems and eventualt~
cause fish populations to shift towar0s
more *trash" species,
== Coastal vegetation. Coastal vegetation
along sandy and estuarine beaches protec’a
inland areas against wind and waves. Dunes
and mangrove areas provide physical barriers against high tides, wind, and waves.
Marshes act as sponges, absorbing water
during storms and high tides,

-’ Natural ~ormwater systems. Modified
natural stormwater systems reduce habitat
for frogs, snakes, and salamanders. Preserve
and incorporate natural areas into a compre~
hensive runoff management plan. This plan
should incorporate a "treatment train" of
runoff management practices, along with
natural and landscaped areas, into a multipurpose amenity for the development plan.
" Compare planning approaches. Land development has often disturbed natural cycles
and flows of ~nergy, producing undesirable
economic and environmental effects. Table
12.5 describes six community development
prototypes.
| Structural Consideratiorts
" Runoff management areas should double
as open space, landscape, and wildlife habi-
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tats. Because edge conditions are important,
designs that maximize edges will be most
successful in drawing and keeping wildlife.
Plant native plants such as canes, marsh
grasses, and riparian shrubs around basin
edges./~any of these plants have beautiful
flowers, allowing a designer to aquascape
the shoreline to enhance visual amenities
and increase property values,
m Direct roads away from high quality natural habitat areas, especiail,/wetlands,
i Networks of waterways can be effective
in interweaving the constructed landscape
with wild areas,
l ~4aintain proper water level in wetlands
with spreader swales and outlet control
structures.
m Disturb the smallest area possible, retaining the maximum natural vegetation,
m Avoid clearing, scraping, leveling, and
constructing seawalls and buildings on
beaches anddunes,
m Construct observation blinds and interpretive nature trails through natural areas to
provide recreation and enjoyment of wildlife.
1 Honstructural Considerations
1 Confine planted lawns and grass mowing
to small areas to enhance seedling and wildflower growth and increase buffer effects.
1 Retain wildlife corridors that connect
habitats and water areas,
1 Help protect and maintain areas with rare
and unique natural features, including endangered species,
== Use open space, blue-green design
space, and green space. They serve as recreational areas, wildlife buffer zones, and increase the aesthetic appeal.
m Where large-scale planned development
is the predominant pattern, improved site design and landscaping makes it easier to retain the natural ground cover,
m Leave a buffer zone of vegetation in its
natural state along the shore of waterbodies
and adiace.ntto wetlands,

! in/’or~,~on
-, State game and fish commission. Informarion on various species and habitats is
usually available from state agencies. Agencies may have a special nongame wildlife
program to further wildlife conservation by
detecting and preventing population
clines in animal species before they reach
the ve’rg~ of extinction. Agencies usually
have information to assist the developer in
considering wildlife.
.- USDA SCS/District. The USDA SCS publishes lists and guides to native vegetation
species or those well adapted to local conditions. The USDA SC$ operates plant material
centers around the country to study plants to
determine suitability for conservation use
(e.g., erosion control).
m State universities. Frequently, a state designates a state agricultural school. The
school may have several agricultural and environmental resource programs and typically
will focus on three areas--teaching, research, and extension. Normally, a college
of agriculture and school of forestry conduct
university level instructional programs; the
Agricultural Experiment Center conducts
basic and applied research; and the Cooperative Extension Program disseminates information through extension directors in each
county. Numerous publications on successfully growing ptants are available from these
offices.
1 Natural Areas Inventory. This is a joint
project between a state agency (e.g., Department of Natural Resources) and The Nature
Conservancy to provide a detailed, computerized account of a state’s native flora and
fauna. The inventory could provide a planher or developer with information concerning natural communities for landscaping,
restoration, or preservation.
CHflcal Area Identification
and Protection
| Planning Cort~lderaflons. A primary objective in site planning is to identify and locate critical areas. Typically, these are environmentally
sensitive areas that, because of their inherent
characteristics or location, create certain constraints on development. These constraints usually include environmental concerns and often
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with adjacent property owners and local planning
department staff to discuss the future develop
ment under consideration and if it will conflic~
with uses on the proposed site.
Investigate off-site nuisances--i.e., visual,
noise, or odor~--and safew hazards. V~sually disruptive elements may include power lines, water
towers, industrial complexes, highways, and
:junkyards. Possible noise disturbances include
heavy automobile, rail or air traffic, or noise made
| De.sign GuldeZlnes. If possible, avoid develby stadium crowds. Objectionable odors may
originate in landfills, wastewater treatment facilioping critical areas. Use them instead as natural
areas, open spaces, and parts of the runoff system,
ties, an~olluted waters.
When designing guidelines for critical areas
In studying the site’s location in relation to
adjacent properties and the community, deter¯., Avoid alteration or construction within
mine and assess all existing linkages. Linkages innatural drainageways, stream corridors, wetvolve moving people, 8oods, communication, or
lands, floodplains, natural depressional storamenities through an area. Inventory community’
age areas, or on steep slopes,
facilities--shopping centers, schools, hospitals,
employment centers, residential areas and recrem Maintain and protect dense vegetation
ation--determine if they can adequately servethe
adjacent to waterbodies a~d wetlands to
site. If not, make plans to improve them through
serve as natural buffers and filter strips,
future development.
m Establish setbacks from all critical areas
Density--an important environmental, sociwhere no development is allowed.~
ological, and legal element in most types of development~influences privacy, freedom of
= Preserve or limit the clearing of shoreline
movement, and social contact among people.
vegetation, which helps to stabilize the
Local governments usually have zoning regulashoreline, filter pollutants, and provide habitions concerning density standards to help
tat for fish and wildlife,
maintain a certain quality of life. A project’s permitability by the state environmental agency may
== Preserve porous soils to take advantage of
also be related to density factors.
infiltration capacity,
include economic considerations. The site planning process creates a development plan that
minimizes disturbing critical areas and works
them into the plan as natural areas and other
amenities. Critical areas may include steep
slopes, highly eroclible soils, stream corridors,
shorelines, wetlands, floodplains, native forests,
karst geology, high groundwater tables, and other
similar areas.

m Avoid disturbing highly erodible or unstahie soils to minimize erosion and sedimentation potential.
m Preserve and incorporate the natural runoff management system.
" Protect and incorporate native forests to
provide shade and wildlife habitat,

Cultural Factors
A site’s suitability and a project’s success are
closely related to cultural factors that have a direct effect on future inhabitants. The following
factors are important in gaining public acceptahoe of proposed projects.

| Information Sources
" On-site inspection of the surrounding
area. Observation is the easiest way to determine the existing land use.
" Local government planning or zoning departments. Contact these agencies at the earliest planning stage to determine if the proposed development is acceptable. Many
potential conflicts and delays can be
avoided by discussing development plans
with local officials during the conceptual design phase. Review local comprehensive
plans and policies to ensure consistency
with theproposed development.

== Regional planning councils or councils of
governments, These agencies, frequently inE,v.~s~ingLand ~ise
volved with long-term land use planning,
should be contacted early in the develop| Planning Cons/deratlons. The pattern of exment process, especially for large projects or
isting area land uses should be investigated to ensure compatibility. The developer should meet ’ those of regional significance.
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Traffic and Transit
| Planning Considerations. If the type and
size of development is significant, investigate the
adequacy of existing transportation facilities,
This investigation should determine the relationship of traffic patterns, whether adequate roads
exist or must be supplemented, and whether public transportation is available. Large projects may
require a trip generation survey to determine the
proposed development’s effect on existing traffic
patteorns. The survey should consider traffic’s origin and destination, its purpose, the time of day,
and the traffic volume generated by inhabitants or
project users,
The conventional gridiron street pattern vroduces an unsafe, unpleasant circulation sys~tem
with arbitrary street dimensions, through traffic, visual monotony, and lack of neighborhood identity.,
A curvilinear pattern or clustering arrangement in
residential developments minimizes through traffic, disruption of the natural terrain and landscape,
and expenses associated with road construction
and other improvements. Well-planned curvilinear and cluster planning developments reduce the
length of roads, utility lines, and sewer and water
mains. Compared to conventional development,
clustering can reduce the total road and impervious surface area and the cost of roads by 14 percent and utilities by 33 percent.
| Information Sources
’- Local governments. Consult with local
authorities to determine any long-range
transportation plans and improvements. Ohtain copies of local land development regulations (e.g., subdivision, zoning, and land
development codes) that contain specifications for street rights-of-way and construetion. Some local governments will also have
traffic count information.
-’ State department of transportation. This
department schedules highway improvements and publishes them in a long-term
construction plan. it also conducts traffic
counts and analyzes the data.
Density and Zoning Regulations
| Planning Consideratlort$.
Communities
use planning and zoning to effectively balance
land uses such as recreation, conservation, residential, commercial, and industrial development,
Establishing appropriate development densities
and intensities--number of buildings per acre and
building bulk versus remaining land on the lot’--is
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a fundamental problem. As density and intensity
of development increase, so does the stress on
natural and financial resources. The goal of cornmunity planning and zonin8 is to minimize these
stresses and ensure that public facilities--such as
street, school, sewer, water, and runoff services-are adequate. Sound site selection and planning
principles are indispensable in achieving this
goal. Planning:and zoning regulations also benefit
the developer by protecting the housing market.
Some state legislatures have enacted local
government comprehensive planning and cleveloprnent acts~to assure responsible growth. These
regulations usually requires local governments to
develop comprehensive plans to address future
growth. Plans are =mplemented by adopting land
development regulations such as zoning ordinances and land development codes.
I Information Sources
" State land planning agency. This agency
implements the growth management program and works with local governments to
develop and approve local plans. Various
types of planning information and technical
assistance may be available.
m Regional planning councils or councils of
governments. These agencies may have regional policy plans that serve as a foundation
for local comprehensive plans and include
policies to minimize the regional impacts of
large developments.
’- I;ocal governments. Obtain specific regulations such as zoning ordinances, land development codes, local comprehensive
plans, subdivision regulations, and housing
codes before selecting a site and designing
the project.
Socioeconomic Factors
| Planning Considerations. To determine a
project’s feasibility, study the community and its
socioeconomic structure. Social factors broadly
affect commt~ity facilities and services. New facilities may displace homes, businesses, or cornmunity activities. A new highway may sever an
area’s cohesion by creating physical or visual barriers that affect business, property values, and
character. Stormwater facilities, especially regional systems, can be viewed as detrimental to
an area or neighborhood. Local governments
need to assure that such systems are attractive,
properly maintained, and well-designed to include recreational opportunities.
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A market analysis can determine the socioeconomic feasibility of a project. Such studies
help justi~ the need for the proposed development to local planning agencies. They also help
ensure the developer a return on his investment,
Generally, anticipate a building rate of 80 percent
in 10 years, phasing development as demand
warrants. Consider also the cost-effectiveness of
rehabilitating income-producing historic strut- ~ :
tures listed in the National Register of Historic
Places over new construction with the added benefit of investment tax credits.
(.Jt~I/t|es
| Planning Conslderatlor~. Every project
should include provisions for six essential service--water supply, sewage disposal, solid waste
collection, paved roads, runoff management, and
utilities (electricity, telephone, gas). These serv.
ices make a piece of raw land usable and shape its
future resale value. Contact utility companies
early in the site planning process to ensure that
project needs can be met. Just as important, plan
utility locations to minimize environmental disturbances on the site, and use appropriate erosion, sediment, and runoff controls during the
installation of utilities to minimize adverse effects,
m Potable water supply. Water is probably
the most critical basic need for community
growth. Ensuring a continued, safe, adequate supply requires special planning. In
addition to drinking water, most water systeens provide fire protection, which requires
high water pressure. If the area has no central water system, obtain information about
the water quality for individual wells, the elfect of many wells on the aquifer, and the potential for saltwater intrusion.
’~ Sewage treatment and disposal. In general, central wastewater treatment facilities
should be provided for all lots under onehalf acre (0.20 ha) and for any size lots not
suitable for on-site disposal systems, either
conventional or alternative designs such as
aerobic units. Septic tanks should be used
only on lots with proven adequate percolation rates, with slopes less than 12 percent,
with bedrock and seasonal high water tables
at least 4 fi (1.22 m) below the bottom of the
drainfield, and with a distance of at least 200
fi (60.96 m) from any surface waters. Consider specific setback requirements for developments near water since the potential of
these wastewater systems to degrade water

resources depends on many variable, sitespecific factors (e.g., soils, slopes, water
table, geology, relative location).
m ~olid waste collectlon. In rural areas,
homeowners usually take refuse to a sanitary
landfill or collection station. Urban subdivisions and commercial developments should
include provisions for an authorized agentto
collect solid waste to prevent litter and debris in runoff.
m Streets and roads. All roads should be
bul~ to county or municipal standards and
dedicated to the local government for maintenance. In most cases, residential roads
should be paved and include swales for runoff management. Storm sewers are needed
only on more intensively developed projects; even then, swales could be a valuable
component ofthetreatmenttrain.
m Runoff management. The project should
include a runoff management system that
protects against flooding and ensures the
water quality of receiving waterbodies. The
system should meet local requirements (i.e.,
design storm) usin8 the runoff management
principles presented earlier.

H~storic and Archaeological Resource~
| Planning Considerations. Thousands of recorded archaeological and historic sites, many
listed on the National Register of Historic Places,
demonstrate the nation’s rich cultural heritage
and colorful history. Many communities have historic structures of exceptional architectural quality and appeal. Many archaeological sites have
. high scientific and cultural value. As urban populations increase, so does the demand for more
comprehensive protection of historic and archaeological resources. This demand should be considered in land development decisions.
Include an inventory of all historic and archaeological elements in development planning.
Infrastructure planning is important because of
the special requirements for preserving older
buildings, streets, significant structures, and
unique landforms. Architecture, landscape, and
other design studies that affect the total environment should not conflict with existing cultural
themes. On the contrary, development projects
that blend into the cultural atmosphere can produce attractive and lucrative developments.
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Historic structures and archaeological sites
can have valuable and important community
uses, while preserving their cultural value. Urban
environments that are functional and offer a sense
of community identity have many benefits for the
developer, the residents, and the community.

PART lI. Instftutiona! issues

walls can screen objectionable odors, noises, or
visual elements such as billboards, power lines,
junkyards, or parking lots. Power lines can be
placed underground, and parking lots can be depressed below grade and heavily landscaped.

" I Information Sources

..

== Local governments. Consult [oca~ governments for assi~ance with identifying and
restoring culturally significant buildings and
other structtJres and sites. Many local governments have designated historic districts
that impose special development regulations. A comprehensive plan may also be a
valuable resource,
m~ State government. The state may have a
bureau of historic preservation that records"
all existing historic and archaeological sites.
It may also help evaluate an area’s historic/archaeological significance and the irapacts of development on significant sites.

Aesthetics
Aesthetic factors should also be analyzed on development sites. These factors can differentiate a
"typical" development from one with extraordinary appeal and intrinsic beauty and value. A
development with carefully considered and incorporated natural features and spatial patterns
will have a greater appeal because of its community character,

Natural Features
I Planning Considerations. The landscape
of the United States provides many sites with outstanding natural earth, water, and vegetation teatures. Incorporating mountains, rolling hills,
oceans, lakes, streams, wetlands, forests, sinkholes, and springs into the development accents
its architecture, reflecting the area’s natural character rather than competing with it.
SpatZal Patterns
I Planning Considerations. A site’s spatial
patterns include factors such as views or scenic
vistas. Views, pleasing or obiectionable, frequently bear heavily on a building’s orientation.
An outstanding view should be preserved or accentuated. Views must also be compatible with
proposed activities and their relation to each
other, because nuisances both on and off the site
may disrupt them. Vegetation, slope, fences, or

Other o..nstructural

Management Practices
Many of the varied nonstructurai management
practices and soue~e controls available are good
examples of common sense and a stewardship
ethic. Nearly any technique that reduces the potential adverse impacts of our daily activities on a
watershed’s natural resources can be considered a
nonstructural control. Following is a brief discussion of common nonstructural or source controls.
Many can be incorporated into local land devetopment codes, while others require a commitment of all residents for success.

Site Characteristic Practices
m Buffer zones or critical area zones. In
these areas, special design and pe~ormance
criteria may apply and a naturally vegetated
zone is maintained. Land development
codes often establish a minimum distance
that the zone must extend from a sensitive
feature, depending on a variety of site specificcharacteristics.
m~ Setbacks. Discrete distances--such as the
distance between a septic tank and a well,
shoreline, or stream---are established by
state or local regulations and used to protect
sensitive areas and meet environmental
goals. Both setbacks and buffer zones can be
protected by,a variety of legal mechanisms
including purchase, easements, orconservat,on easements.
" Minimum natural area. Some local codes
soecifyq~’ninimum portion (e.g., 20 percent)
to be maintained in its natural condition, unless the site is already degraded, to preserve
critical features and reduce overall development impacts.
1 Landscaping and tree proteOion, Local
codes often specify landscaping requirements (e.8., plant types and sizes)and protect certain trees, usually based on diameter
and species, to reduce clearing. This protec-
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tion reduces erosion, sediment, and runoff
problems. These requirements, together with
any requirements for minimum natural area,
must be carefully integrated to assure cornpatibility.
1 Shoreline vegetation management. Shoreline vegetation protects and enhances
wares’bodies. Clearing for waterfront development should be limited to a minimum,
Developers, waterfront property owners,
and local governments should practice
aquascaping by establishing diverse, aesthetically pleasing native aquatic plants
along shorelines of runoff ponds, lakes,
streams, and other waterbodies. Restoring
these watershed resources can reduce the
need for more expensive structural controls,
Characteristic Practices
of l~Iatural Runoff
Minimize Imper~>ious Surface Area
Limiting impervious area is the most effective way
to preserve a site’s predevelopment runoff characteristics. Local codes may speci6/the maximum
proportion of impervious cover allowed (e.g., 75
percent). Techniques include
m Reducing building setbacks, which reduces the lengths of driveways and entry
walk. This technique is most applicable
along low-use residential roads where traffic
noise is not a problem,
m Reducing street widths by eliminating onstreet parking or reducing lane width is most
applicable to residential neighborhood
roads,
m Reducing sidewalks to one side or cornbining them with bicycle trail~/walkways
that go through back yard easements or natural areas. Whenever possible, these trails
should be made of pervious materials,
m Using pervious pavement materials, such
as pervious asphalt or pervious concrete,
gravel, or combinations of geotextiles with
sand, gravel, and sod. Take care when using
pervious pavements to prevent clogging,
Special design, preparation, hatching, pouring, and finishing procedures, along with
long-term maintenance needs, require that
these pervious pavements be used appropriately,

1 Using alternative development designs,
such as cluster development, to reduce the
length of roads, sidewalks, and other impervious areas.
Preserve and Mimic the
Natural Runoff System
Traditionally, runoff systems were built solely to
-" convey runoff away from homes, buildings, and
developed areas as quickly as possible, with little
regard for its effect on downstream land or water
resources. Techniques that promote infiltration by
slowing~,nd filtering runoff include
I Routing roof runoff" to pervious areas,
such as lawns, grassy swales, or dep,essed
landscaped areas. Prohibit connecting
downspouts directly to storm sewers or discharging downspouts onto parking lots,
driveways, or other impervious areas.
I Protecting floodplains, wetlands, natural
depressionai storage areas, and highly pervious sites. Incorporate them into the final runoff management plan as part of the treatment
train.
m Using grassy swales instead of storm sewers as runoff conveyances, especially in residential developments. Swales, especially
those with check dams or raised driveway
culverts, encourage runoff capture and infiltration. Use public education to teach citizens that water s~anding in a swale for a day
is not bad and to prevent citizens from altering or using swaies to dispose of yard materials or other garbage.
m Using depressional landscaping techniques that allow small areas, including
landscaped islands within parking lots, to
provide some storage and infiltration.
i Placing storm sewer inlets in grassy areas
instead of paved areas. For example, a successful treatment train within a shopping
center parking lot consists of landscaped
areas around the perimeter that includes a
grassy swale adjacent to the curb line. Regularly spaced curb openings (curb cuts) allow
runoff to flow off the parking lot into the
swale. The swate conveys runoff toward a
storm sewer inlet, raised about 6 in (15.24
cm) above grade, and then to a wet detention basin. Depressed landscape islands with
curb cuts contain storm sewer inlets, also
raised 6 in.
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Good Housekeeping Practices
Practices that reduce sources of potential poilurants in runoff should be undertaken by all watershed residents. Public education is vital to
acceptance and use of these practices,
" Street or parking lot sweeping. Particles
that accumulate a~ong streets and on parking
lots should be removed before they enter the
runoff waste stream. Mechanical broom
sweepers effectively remove particles larger
than 400 ~m but cannot remove smaller particles that contain the maiority of street pollutants. Vacuum sweepers, more efficient in
removing smaller particles, are ineffective
on wet pavements. While street sweepers
undoubtedly remove large quantities of solids and other materi.als from streets and park-,
ing lots, their effectiveness depends on many
factors. Using street sweepers regularly in
highly impervious areas like central business
districts may be one of the only effective
BMPs for a highly developed area. Research
must determine if materials collected by
street sweepers pose any environmental
threats and how to dispose of this material,
-- Detecting and prohibiting illicit connections. Illicit connections of sanitary sewers,
industrial discharges, commercial floor
drains, sump pumps, and basement drains
greatly contribute to water quality problems
caused by runoff. These often serve as conduits that introduce solvents, oils, and even
toxic materials into runoff. Local governments should conduct regular investigations
(i.e., smoke tests, dye tests, dry weather flow
sampling) to detect and eliminate illicit discharges,
" Proper handling, use, and disposal of fertilizer$ and pesticides. Controlling the rate,
timing, and method of chemical applications
can minimize use and limit runoff contamination in a watershed. Many state agricultural agencies provide educational materials
on the proper type and amount of fertilizers
needed for a particular landscape. U.S. Department of Agriculture agencies provide fertilizer and pesticide management guidance
in selecting the most environmentally safe
chemical and minimum effective dosage,
m Proper handling, use, and disposal of
household chemicals. A wide variety of
cleansers, oils, solvents, paints, and other
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household materials pose certain risks to the
environmer~t. Some wastes are legally defined as hazardous or toxic and must be disposed of using stringent procedures imposed
by federal, state, or local laws. Some states
have established programs such as amnesty
days that encourage citizens to safely and
freely dispose of potentially hazardous
housel’Told wastes. Citizens need to know
how to safely use and dispose of many
household materials including antifreeze,
gasoline, was~ motor oil, car batteries, old
tires, floor or furniture polish, most cleaning
products, chlorine bleach, paints, paint thinhers, turpentine, mineral spirits, wood preservatives, weed killers, and roach and ant
killers.
m Proper solid waste management. Solid
wastes and litter that accumulate on the land
are easily transported by runoff. Properly
collecting and disposing of solid wastes-and recycling appropr,ate materials--can
greatly reduce runoff p~..~tant Ioadings. Litter laws, adopt-a-road or shore programs,
and econeighborhood programs are effective in encouraging citizens to "clean their
own nests.~
~ Proper disposal of pet wastes. Thewastes
our pets leave behind can be a major source
of bacterial loading to our waters. Requiring
owners to properly dispose of animal wastes
can help reduce these Ioadings and keep our
waters open to recreation.
m Recycling used waste oil. ~.lany gallons
of waste oil are dumped into s~orm sewers
for disposal. However, this oil can be recycled and used for many activities. Many
states, local g~vernments, and private companies have established used-oil recycling
programs and centers.
"" Organic debris disposal. As laws limiting
the lan~ll disposal of yard wastes become
more common, the proper management of
grass, leaves, pruned branches, and other
debris becomes increasingly important.
Composting by homeowners or at collection
centers reduces organic debris and associated pollutants from the runoff waste stream.
Additional benefits include increased soil organic matter, resulting in improved water
and nutrient holding capacity, and nutrients,
which reduce the need for fertilizers.
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m Roofing or otherwise enclosing areas,
Loading docks, storage areas for raw materials, wastes or final products, and ~uipment
maintenance and storage areas are likely
pollutant sources carried in runoff. Roofing
or enclosing these areas so they are no
longer exposed to rainfall or runoff will prevent oil, gasoline, fuels, solvents, hydraulic
fluids,: sediment, organics, nutrients, and
other pollutants from entering runoff. However, since roofing increases impervious
"area, this effect should be mitigated.
" Proper siting and storage of materials,
Many commonly purchased and used materials can contribute to runoff pollution. For
example, many businesses store and sell
bags of fertilizer and pesticides from pallets
in an open parking tot. These bags often tear
or rip, allowing material to spill onto the
paved surface. A storm sewer inlet directly
downstream provides a direct conduit to
transfer this material to a downstream waterbody. Such areas may need roofing..At a
minimum, storm drains should note be Iocared downstream. Aboveground storage
and secondary containment may be necessaw for materials and in locations vulnerable
to groundwater contamination.
== Waste reduction and prevention. Waste
reduction usually involves using several integrated techniques to eliminate or reduce
the amount of potentially hazardous materials used at a site. It may involve source reduction through good housekeeping, technology or process changes, or modification
of input materials; recycling, reclamation,
and reuse of materials; and treatment to reduce material toxicity,
== Proper spill prevention and containment,
Facilities that store or use certain types of potentiaily hazardous materials may be required to prepare a written plan outlining
their approach to preventing and containing
spills. These plans document the operational
procedures and management approaches.
Pollution prevention plans typically specify
procedures for preventing pollution caused
by storage and use areas, manufacturing
processes, treatment systems, or shipping
areas; emergency containment and cleanup
procedures to be used in case of spills, leaks,
or other discharges; inspection procedures
and schedules; and methods to maintain inventories of potentially hazardous materials

:¯

from the time the material is received or
manufactured until it is treated and discharged or shipped out.
m Storm sewer screens. Simple screens of
chain link fencing placed at the ouffall point
of storm sewers capture cups, leaves, and
other large debris. Of course, these screens
must be regularly inspected and cleaned.

Operation/.~,aintenance Practices
Unlike trlilitional drainage facilities, urban runoff
treatment systems are designed to capture and rerain pollutants, especially solids. The accumulation of these materials can seriously impair the
system’s operation and greatly reduce its effectiveness, resulting in pollutant discharge and possibly increased flooding. Therefore, the long-term
operation, maintenance and management requirements, and costs for a stormwater practice
should be important considerations in selecting
BMPs. Additionally, institutional frameworks must
be created to assure that runoff systems are regularly inspected and maintained.
StorrnwaterSystern
Operating PerrnlLs
One way local governments can reduce their liability for pollutants discharged from their runoff
system is to assure that discharges are already
properly managed. In states where new development must install on-site runoff management systerns, a stormwater operating permit system
implemented by the local 8overnment or
stormwater utility can ensure that runoff facilities
are maintained and operated properly. Operating
permit systems typically require annual inspections of privately owned runoff facilities and cenifications that all needed maintenance has been
performed. Additionally, local governments can
review the implementation of runoff pollution
prevention plans required for industrial runoff
sources discharging into the local system.
Storm Seu~er Inlet or
Catch Basin Cleaning
These inlet devices capture large debris, along
with smaller sediment and organic materials.
However, pollutants can be washed out if inlet
devices become too full and rainfall occurs. Regular inspection and periodic maintenance (i.e.,
general vacuum cleaning) is essential for maximum environmental benefits. More frequent
cleaning is required at certain times, such as
when leaves fall.
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Highu~ay and CJUlity
Right-of-Way Maintenance
These activities involve materials that add to runoff problems. Shoulders and roadside swale systerns should only be scraped or excavated if
necessary to maintain the integrity and safety of
roads. Vegetation should be mowed or maintained as necessary t~ keep areas stabilized and
the use of nutrients and pesticides should be reduced.
Winter RoadManagernent
in areas with snowfall and extended periods of
freezing temperatures, special maintenance activities are needed on roads and bridges to keep
them safely open to traffic. Since the late 1940s,
road salt has been one of the most popular road
deicers, with more than 11 million tons used an-.
nually. However, snow removal and storage along
with salt application and storage can corrode
bridges, roads, and vehicles and contribute to
several adverse environmental conditions, including damage to roadside vegetation, stratification of ponds and lakes, increased chloride levels
in surface and groundwaters and contamination
of water resources. These effects can be reduced
or prevented by
m Carefully siting snow storage areas. Runoff or seepage from the snow pile should not
go directly into surface or 8roundwaters.
Ideally, these areas will be served by BMPs
that capture pollutants attached to the snow
and soil particles,
= Minimizing or eliminating the use of salt
(sodium chloride). Determine and use
proper application amounts. Consider alternatives to salt, such as calcium magnesium
acetate (CMA), calcium chloride, urea, sand,
potassium chloride, magnesium chloride, or
other substances. Each has advantages and
disadvantages, both environmental and economic,
1 Proper salt gorage. Some 80 to 90 percent of environmental problems from salt
come from careless or improperstorage. Elements of a good salt storage policy include
1. ~,lot locating salt storage areas near
waterbodies or other sensitive features.
2. Storing salt in permanent roofed
structures. If sattcannotbestored
indoors, use an impervious liner and a
waterproof cover,

3. S~ring salt on an im~rmeabJe su~ace,
not bare ground.
4. Routing runoff ~rom the salt storage area
to an appropriate runoff management
system.

Public Ed.u.cation Practices
Many previously discussed structural practices--swales, retention areas, and detention lakes--require public eduL~tion programs to be readily
accepted and used. Programs concerning the following topics or activities have proven effective:
= Storm sewer stenciling. Stenciling storm
sewer inlets with messages such as "Dump
no wastes, drains to lake (bay, river)" can
greatly increase public understanding of the
relationship between pollution sources and
receiving waters. These programs often are
conducted by youth groups or civic associations.
i Econeighborhood programs. These programs designate econeighborhoods and secure residents’ commitments to follow good
housekeeping practices.
i Education displays, pamphlets, booklets,
and utility stufters. Educational materials
cover a wide variety of everyday citizen activities that can adversely affect water resources. Citizens need to understand how
their activities around the home and yard
can contribute to water quality problems.
l Public awareness. Public information and
education can reduce nonpoint source potlution by changing individual behavior and
lifestyles. An. information program that educares citizens can also encourage them to
become part of the solution. This chapter
and Appendix C provide numerous sources
of information for public awareness pro8rams.,~
II

Recommended Reading
Many excellent sources of information are available on the use of nonstructural runoff management practices. Numerous urban and planning
textbooks provide relevant material. Federal,
state, regional, and local agencies have produced
many helpful booklets and brochures on the cor-
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rect use of household and yard chemicals and
other materials---these are frequently available
from Agricultural Extension Service offices.
Many state, regional, and local governments
offer detailed best management practices manuals, several of which are referred to in other chapters. Additionally, local governments have model
land development ordinances and codes. Regional planning councils and councils of governments often have model land development
regulations.

-- .
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CHAPTER 13

Legal Authorities
good runoff management program
is founde~l on legal authority,
design and implementation criteria, and

adequate resources. This chapter is
mainly concerned with legal authority,
The evolution of sediment control and urban
runoff management programs has been gradual,
in attempting to address local problems and concerns, several areas of the country have provided
leadership. The runoff management issue has
emerged from concerns over flood damage and
public safety,
Historically, society has relied on water for
transportation and commerce, necessitating significant development in areas adjacent to waterways. Over the last 200 years, the frequency and
magnitude of flooding, the associated damages,
and the potential for loss of life have inspired public efforts to reduce the adverse impacts. These elforts have naturally evolved into considering
changes in upstream land use, since those
changes affect impact on downstream flooding
potential,
Early runoff management efforts relied on
channelizing streams and constructing large regional detention facilities to control upstream
peak discharge release rates and prevent increasing downstream flood frequency or elevation.
Most early ordinances only controlled peak discharge rates from new development activities.
Common criteria varied with policies to control
the postdevelopment 10-year storm to the predevelopment 10-year peak release rate, and other
similar variations.
Concerns about water quality and controlling sediment during construction were localized
and occurred only when the magnitude of land
development necessitated action. With the 1970s
and the first Earth Day, the public gradually be-

came aw, i,re, however grudgingly, of impacts beyond water quantity control. Approximately half
the states have some form of erosion and sedio
merit control laws, although few are aggressively
implementing a program. Fewer states have im-

plemented runoff management programs con-

cerned with water quality. The problem in
implementing comprehensive sediment control
and urban runoff management programs for new
development activities is not inadequate technolo
ogy--the problem is a lack of commitment.
While most jurisdictions are familiar with the
adage, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure, many implement sediment control and
runoff programs only after significant resource
damage has been done. Many areas should im°
plement effective programs now, before runoff
impacts become so great that solutions are limited
and costly. One major benefit of the 1987 amendments to the Clean Water ACt and section 621 7 of
the Coastal Zone ACt Reauthorization Amendment of 1990 is the increased national awareness
of sediment control and urban runoff management needs and requirements. Still, state and
local governments must recognize that these issues are important, even without federal initiatives. Efforts must be initiated to prevent existing
water quantity and quality problems from intensilying.

Program Considerations
Identifying and Documenting
the Problem
In initiating a sediment control and runoff management program, consideration must be given to
identifying and documenting the problem. The
impetus could be a water supply reservoir that is
becoming fouled with nutrients or other poilutants, makin8 drinkin8 water treatment expensive.
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Most water quality programs.--for example, Chesapeake Bay and Puget Sound--focus on downstream resource protection. The National Estuary
Programs, the Clean Lakes Programs, and others
provide examples of state, regional, and local
government responses to documented problems,
Problems must be clearly identified and documented. For example, a resource problem in
fisheries is a dramatid decline in clam landings
over the last’ 10 years; the cause, however, is increasing development in contributing drainage
areas. Another example is the dramatic decline in
stripped bass landings in the Chesapeake Bay. The
problem must be clearly defined before solutions
are considered,

Prelaw Educational Efforts
Education is the key to garnering the necessary
political support. To win support, the problem
must be clear to the average individual. Individuals must buy in to the need and the personal irapact of the proposal,
In Delaware, for example, individuals spent
approximately six months on problem identification before beginning the sediment and runoff
effort. The effort included documenting construetion and degraded stream system problems with
slides at public presentations to environmental
groups, municipal leagues, Kiwanis clubs, engineering societies, and the general public,
Education should include the components of
the proposal, the types of practices required, and
the industries impacted. Supporters must clearly
define the proposal and effectively respond to
concerns. The proposal should answer all concerns; if not, it must be modified or the provision
eliminated. A response should not transfer responsibility to another source or entity,
To succeed, the proposal and its components
must be important to the agency responsible for
its implementation. Reaching consensus before
the law is formally considered avoids adversarial ’
situations, which take an enormous amount of
time and negatively affect implementation.

Sediment and Runoff Law
The sediment and runoff law should provide a
framework for the overall program. The law
should have general design criteria or technical
considerations to avoid the need for future
amendments and political review by individuals
unfamiliar with the issues. Delaware’s law and
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regulations provide an example (Appendix A and
B). Components to be considered in developing a
statewide or regional program or law include the
following:
== A statement of policy followed by text
that provides a specific approach to implement the policy.
,,- Definition of important terms to avoid
misunderstanding in their use.
m Delineation of the types of activities regulated under ~ law. Clearly identify activities not intended for coverage to avoid confusion over their status. For example, if
agricultural land management activities are
not included, specie’ this exception.
= Outline of funding resources. If the program is funded through permit fees, define
the authority to collect fees. Discuss legal
mechanisms, such as a runoff management
utility, as a future option.
" Definition of agency responsibilities. If
the program is implemented at a state level,
define the role of the state agency in conjunction with those local agencies; if implemented at the local level, define responsibilities of other related local programs.
== Specification of the effective implementation date. Programs directed toward new development activities usually incorporate an
existing building permit process to ensure
plan design and approval. In addition, situations where plans have been approved but
not yet implemented must be defined and a
cutoff point specified for older plan retiesigns or reconsiderations in light of new requirements.
== Definition of responsibility for review of
state and fed.eral activities.
= Definition of enforcement procedures to
ensure consistency among projects and to
educate regulated individuals about their serious responsibilities under the law.
= OthLl~ local requirements, such as phasing the program into the region or watershed
or requiring educational assistance on program implementation. For example, both
Delaware and Maryland mandate education
by requiring contractors to certify that a responsible representative has taken a state
course inerosionandsedimentcontrol.
’= Definition of penalties and appeals procedures.
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Sediment and Runoff Regulations
As the law provides a broad paintbrush for an
overall program, regulations provide specific detail for day-to-day program implementation. Detailed regulations provide a means to implement
the law’s general requirements. Delaware’s sediment and runoff management regulations provide
an example of statewide regulations (see Appendix B). ~
Some components to consider in developing
statewide or regional regulations include the following:
m The scope of the regulations, mentioning
specific areasofadditionalemphasis,
== Term definitions. Give careful consideration to each, as they often determine policy
issues and answer numerous questions about
aspects initially given broad interpretation,
’= Specific exemptions, waivers, and variances. Variances are particularly important
where increased flexibility is needed to fit a
strategy to a specific site.
e= Details of the process of permit application and approval time frames and obiigations,
== Specific design criteria. Criteria should
address the level of control, preferences in
practices, and information required on each
project. Each application should include information, specified in the regulations, to enable the approval agency to make and defend its decision.
== Detailed construction inspection and enforcement requirements. Enforcement must
be progressive, not random.
m Definition of any appeals procedures or
hearing requirements,

Advice from Impacted Industries
A first step in developing and implementing a
sediment control and runoff management program is to open and maintain a dialogue with the
impacted industries. These include homebuilders,
contractors’ associations, developers, and consultants. Representatives must understand the program goals and their legal obligations. To ensure
industry involvement, the various entities should
be asked to assign a representative to attend meetings and r~view draft documents prior to public
release,

Another way to receive input is through required educational programs. Delaware requires
contractors and inspectors to receive training on
sediment control and runoff management. The
state has successfully received feedback from the
impacted industries in a nonadversarial forum
and has modified the program as a result.

-Detailed Design Guidance
The permit review process places consultants who
represent land developers in a difficult position.
To provide a cost estimate of their services, consultants r’~pst understand the system design obli8ations. This understanding can only be ensured
through a 8ood relationship and good design
guidance developed or accepted by the permitting
agency. Thorough guidance results in fewer problems with individual plan review, fewer submissions, and a greater assurance that the design
meets the best available standards for success.
The guidance should include all acceptable
options for sediment control and runoff management and contain illustrated details and case studies to explain design standards and procedures.
Legally, the regulations should refer to the design
guidance; guidance modification should include
public review and comment. A meaningful guidance document should be developed when the
program is implemented, not just adapted from
somewhere else--unless the document reflects a
clear understanding of the original principles.

Problem Areas
In areas with existing runoff management programs, more than one entity or agency involved in
policy may create a problem. Conflicts can be extremely frustrating and take time and resources
away from program implementation. However,
conflicts often come from a greater awareness of
linkages between two or more previously unrelated programs. While linkage often improves
program performance, conflicts can overshadow
this positive aspect, and both programs can suffer.
For example, conflicts can occur between emerging NPDES programs and traditional sediment
and runoff or nonpoint source control programs.
Conflicts can also exist when sediment, runoff,
and wetlands programs are linked with traditional
public works programs, planning agency responsibilities, and any number of other potentially
conflicting areas. All entities need to recognize
the compatibility of these programs and that overall goals can be enhanced through communication.
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A major problem can occur when sediment
control and runoff management responsibilities
are added to an existing building permit program,
Far from improvin8 both programs, experience
has shown that overlapping responsibilities can
reduce the emphasis on one program and weaken
the overall effort. Sediment and runoff" programs,
along with other programs, need individual attention to succeed. Individual identities must be defined within the organization, not just function as
an add-on. For example, a sediment and runoff
program added to a sewer line review and approval program can reduce the effectiveness of
both programs, especially in inspection and enforcement. Inspectors need a defined area of responsibi|ity, not a requirement to inspect a proiect
for multiple reasons,
Since the sediment and runoff program is a
regulatory program, enforcement action will oc-casionally be required. However, if permit or inspection agencies are reluctant to engage in
enforcement, the program’s credibility can be reduced. While most contractors and developers
willingly comply with laws and regulations, they
periodically challenge the requirement to implement an environmental control. Erosion and sediment control are seen as temporary practices, and
the industry sees avoiding these controls as a way
to cut costs. Providing an enforcement presence
and a willingness to take action improves the
chance of properly installing controls,
Implementing an effective sediment control
and runoff management program costs money. Few
programs are adequately staffed or funded. This is
especially true if the budget depends on permit fees
or if the program is part of an agency’s overall budget and must compete with other important areas. A
dedicated source of revenue should be developed
to maintain a sense of continuity,
Finally, a single individual cannot impiement a statewide sediment and runoff program,
even through a system of general permits. These
programs are important components of a whole
urban environment and must be treated on a level
equal to other urban programs.

Recommendations
Programs should be consolidated, or at least
closely coordinated, with existing related programs. In addition, communication must be established with other agencies (i.e., local land use,
public works, and building permit) and other envi-
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ronmental programs (i.e., wetlands, groundwater,
drainage, or others) that could affect the sediment
and runoff program. While agencies must be edu.
cated about the direction and importance of the
sediment and runoff program, program staff must
be sensitive to issues and priorities of these agencies--especially on the issue of wetlands and the
location of runoff management structures. Diverse
programs r]eed to work together, especially in
times of lim~te~ fiscal resources.
Education, a constant theme in this guide,
cannot be stressed enough. Educational efforts
and activities, which significantly enhance the
chances of legislative or regulatory approval,
must be continuous to remind people of the impor~ance of runoff control, both durin~ and after
construction projects.
Programs must be consistent in their implementation. Projects must be reviewed consistently, and any variation in review or approval
procedures should be documented to avoid challenges to the t~inal decision. Consistency must also
be applied to site review and enforcement procedures. Written enforcement procedures should be
developed and circulated to the impacted industry so that all concerned will understand enforcement steps to be taken if required controls are not
implemented. Enforcement procedures should be
progressive, with severity increasing as noncompliance continues. Steps could range from withholding occupancy permits until controls are
implemented to halting work until environmental
controls are correctly installed. Civil and/or crimihal penalties can also force site compliance.
A successful program requires an open line
of communication to the regulated community.
One vehicle, a regulatory advisory committee, is
important not only in program development but
also in day-to-day implementation and evolution.
Advisory committee meetings provide an interested and sympathetic forum to uncover design or
implementation problems. Regular meetings reduce the "we-they" syndrome.

Other A ’ai]able Sources
This guide refers to numerous localities and states
that have implemented programs. In addition,
case studies are presented in Chapter 16. Contact
individual agencies mentioned throughout the
guide for additional information.
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Inspection and Maintenance of
Runoff Control Practices
his chapter presents key elemen~
and characteristics of both a
comprehensive construction inspection
and a postconstruction maintenance
program, including preconstructlon
planning using postconstruction

standards,
Effective runoff management using structural
practices and facilities requires successful execution of all phases of development,
These phases include
~ Comprehensive analysis of site
conditions and potential adverse impacts
and problems during the project planning
phase;
-,. Accurate and intelligent design of
practices and facilities for convenient
maintenance that will prevent or minimize
adverse impacts and protect aquatic
resources during and after construction;
~ Competent and comprehensive review
of practices, facility designs, and plans
during thepermitappticationphase;
~ Proper construction and implementation
of the practices or facilities according to the
approved plans and applicable permit
conditions; and
1 Proper operation and thorough
maintenance of the practices or facilities
after installation,
All of these phases can benefit significantly
from increased understanding of the fundamentals of the runoff and soil erosion processes at the
heart of any runoff management program, and
from increased design, construction, and inspection skills and experience. Similarly, failure to

competently complete any of the phases can lead
to program failure and environmental damage.
Recent investigations and experience have
highlighted the serious adverse impacts of
inadequate planning, design, implementation,
construction, inspection, and postconstruction
maintenance. Correcting these weaknesses first requires comprehensive and aggressive inspection
programs while constructing land development
sites. These programs must do more than focus on
the proper construction of permanent structural facilities intende~ to provide long-term management of site runoff. They must also concentrate on
the proper installation and maintenance of the
site’s short-term erosion and sediment control
measures..Finally, continuing inspection and
maintenance programs are also needed to ensure
effective and safe operation of the structural facilities after site construction is completed.
Despite the importance of construction inspection and postconstruction maintenance programs, several factors complicate or hinder their
development. One is the legal authority to both
perform inspections and enforce facility maintenance requirements (see Chapter 13). Although
federal and state governments have begun devetoping inspection and maintenance standards,
land development’s diffuse nature and the
country’s long-standing tradition of local land use
control require that local governments acquire
legal authority. A second factor is the costs of
these programs and local government’s ability to
meet them. A third is the inherent institutional and
regulatory difficulty of adequately managing the
diversity of permanent runoff management facili.
ties and temporary soil erosion control practices
currently available.
Although the subject is complex, the benefits
of understanding how to develop a runoff management program are great. The chapter begins
with an overview of key elements of the inspection and maintenance program. It explores the
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interrelationship between construction inspection
and a facility’s early planning, design, and permit
phases, emphasizing the effect on long-term performance and maintenance. Much of this material
is based on the Stormwater Management Faci/ities Maintenance Manua/ developed by the New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
and Energy (1989).
The remainder c~. the chapter contains two
detailed presentations. One focuses on an inspection and maintenance program for construction
site erosion and sediment control practices. The
second focuses on permanent drainage and runoff
management facilities at a land development site.
It describes a program embracing both short-term
inspection when the facilities are constructed and
long-term inspection and maintenance to ensure
effective operation. Both presentations emphasize
inspector training and education, contain recommendations regarding program structure, and discuss key program elements. They also provide
examples of field inspection checks. These presenrations should give readers a head start in developing their own programs and, in particular, training
the staff charged with program performance,
The presentations were derived from two
courses at the University of Washington’s Center
for Urban Water Resources Management and Engineering Professional programs. Course manuals
are available for erosion and sediment control inspector training (Reinelt, 1991) and permanent
drainage system inspector training (Reinelt,
!992). Local governments and state agencies in
the Puget Sound area of Washington State have
worked actively to improve runoff management
through effective inspection and maintenance
and have contributed to these materials,

Inspection and J aintenance
Overview
An effective inspection and maintenance program
has a number of aspects. This overview discusses
the importance of the key program elements-construction inspection and maintenance; the numerous aspects of preconstruction activities;
enforcement options; funding techniques; and education and training,

Qnd.-.rstanding Key Program
F_.Jements
The overall success of any runoff management
program hinges on understanding each term.

PART 11. institutional Issues

However, this cannot be done by simply quoting
dictionary definitions because of the many aspects of land development involved in each. The
following detailed descriptions should aid understanding:
l Constru~t.ion lrtspect~on. This activity involves the careful field observation of construction activi~.ie.s and materials and their end
products or rn~asures. While construction activities.--complexity, duration, manpower, and hazard--and construction materials--character,
q~antity, and cost-can vary widely, runoff
agement categorizes them in two ways. The first
category includes activities and materials used to
construct temporary erosion and sediment control
(ESC) measures at land development sites. These
measures control the amount of soil lost from erosion and minimize the adverse downstream impacts of subsequent sedimentation during site
construction. The second category includes activities and materials used to construct permanent
runoff management and drainage facilities that
address both quantitative and qualitative effects
on runoff produced by the developed site.
The key distinction between the categories is
time. In the first, the effects of site development
on soil erosion and sedimentation are temporary
and limited to the construction period when soils
are exposed to rainfall and runoff’. As such, the
measures and materials used are temporary and
removed when the site is permanently stabilized.
These measures range from temporary seeding
and mulching of exposed soils to constructing
sediment basins and barriers.
The second category deals with the more
critical effects of the site’s development on urban
runoff quantitylVolume, rate, and timing--and
quality over the site’s postdevelopment life. These
measures, intended to minimize and mitigate development "effects, must last as long as the site is
used. Permanent measures include runoff detention and infiltration basins, storm sewer systems,
and swale/channel networks.
Regardless of the timing or duration of the
various measures, the construction program is responsible for ensuring that construction activity
adheres to approved plans, designs, standards,
and generally accepted construction techniques.
The importance of continuing ~nspections
cannot be overstated. After temporary measures
or permanent facilities are completed, continuing
inspections ensure that measures perform as intended and remain in sound, safe condition. Inspections of ESC measures normally take place
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along with general construction inspection of the
development site. Inspection of permanent facilities, however, must occur after site development
and construction are completed; it therefore requires that an inspector take separate action. Elfective inspections are usually combined with
permanent facilitymaintenance,
| Maint~ance. For both runoff facilities and
ESC measures, this activity involves repairing, replacing, restoring, or replenishing the various
components and materials of the measure or facility. Maintenance activities include preventive ~nd
corrective measures, with time the key distinction
between the two. Preventive maintenance requires replacing components or materials before
they cease to function adequately, often according to a schedule. Corrective maintenance is performed after failure or malfunction occurs, often
quickly in an emergency. Obviously, preventive
maintenance is preferred over corrective maintenance because of safety, time, cost, and overall elfectiveness,
Maintenance keeps both the temporary ESC
measure and the permanent facility functioning
safely and at optimum efficiency levels. Maintenance can also correct design or construction deficiencies, improve performance, and enhance
safety above constructed levels.

greater downstream flooding and damage than
would have occurred without the facility. This
threat may greatly outweighs all benefits.
Inspection is also key to a maintenance program. Whether preventative or corrective, mamtenance must be preceded by an inspection to
evaluate the required procedures, materials,
equipment, personnel, urgency, time, and cost.
"Effective and efficient inspection activities should
be F~erformed regularly and should emphasize
prevention rather than correction. In addition, inspectors must be highly knowledgeable and experienced and take responsibility for the results of
construction or maintenance. As such, inspector
training is a vital component of any runoff
management program. Training must be cumprehensive, covering all aspects of the runoff management and soil erosion processes, from theory
to practical applications.
Preconstruction stages and activities can
cause significant construction and maintenance
problems. Avoiding problems requires a close
look at all preconstruction stages, from the regu
tions that define the structural measure or facility,
through the technical planning and design stages,
to the permit stage, where construction is authorized.

| Regulatorg Aspects. Chapter 11 presented
the various regulatory needs of a comprehensi~e
runoff management program, including those for
and Maintenance
effective construction inspection and facility
maintenance programs. This section addresses inOnce the regulations have been satisfied on paper
spection and maintenance problems caused by
through planning, design, and permit stages, the
the very regulations that initially created these
project is ready for construction. The methods
programs.
and materials used in construction must be cornpetently inspected to ensure that the goals of the
While structural measures and facilities must
planning, design, and permit stages are met in the
be based on effective standards and accurate defield,
signs to achieve desired goals, the quality or level
of standards, designs, and objectives means nothESC measures and runoff facility mainteing unless the facility or measure is actually connance are vitally important. Structural facilities
structed. Unfortunately, in developing the various
cannot perform their duties and achieve their
regulations, the importance of construction is
goals without regular maintenance. Maintenance
sometimes lost or fo~otten. While considerable
is particularly acute for structural facilities used to
effort is devoted to goals and how to achieve
address runoff quality impacts. As particulate setthem, facility construction is sometimestreated as
tling and removal efficiency has increased, the
an afterthought or, even worse, a given or guaransediment and debris accumulation within runoff
teed end-product requiring little, if any, official atfacilities has increased the maintenance need.
tention.
Runoff facilities also must be maintained
The same is also true for facility maintestructurally to ensure their continued safety and
protect people and property. This is particularly
nance. Despite the importance of maintenance to
true of facilities and measures that impound runshort and long-term performance, regulat=ons reoff, even for a short period. Structural failure causquiring maintenance often lack purpose, effectiveness, or are simply nonexistent.
ing release of stored runoff will usually result in

Preconstruction Inspection
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Therefore, consider the following in developing runoff regulations:
= Recognize the fundamental need for facility construction and maintenance to truly
achieve program goals and objectives.
= Consider construction and maintenance
of equal importap, ce with planning, designing, and permitting. The regulations should
promote the importance of inspection and
maintenance at all stages and by all personnel.
= Regulations should officially designate a
responsible pa.m/, frequently the develo.~
ment site owner, to have ultimate responsibility for the proper construction and continued maintenance. This official designation
provides the opportunity for appropriate
preparation and budgeting prior to actually
assuming responsibilities. It also facilitates
enforcement or other legal remedies necess~ry to address compliance or performance
problems once the facility has construction
approval,
m Regulations should clearly state the inspection and maintenance requirements during and following construction and address
both temporary measures and permanent facilities. Construction requirements should be
based on many standard construction pracrices and specifications, promulgated byvarious private organizations and government
agencies, and fully comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws. Inspection
and maintenance requirements should also
comply with all applicable statutes and be
based on the needs and priorities of the individual measure or facility. A clear presentation will help owners and builders comply
and inspectors enforce requirements,
1 Regulations must contain comprehensive
requirements for documenting and detailing
construction and maintenance. For construetion, this includes detailed, well-researched
plans and specifications that fully describe
the facility’s construction. Plans and specifications should include pertinent information
on locations, dimensions, elevations, materials, processes, and times. Drawings should
be easy to use in the field under adverse
weather conditions. Regulations should also
require enough copies of plans and specifications to supply field and office personnel,

~.

builders, inspectors, and regulators. Provide
a dissemination procedure guaranteeing that
all involved have identical approved plans
and specifications.
Requirements are similar for maintenance. A
facility operation and maintenance manual
must be prepared containing accurate and
compr~ehensive drawings or plans of the
compi’et~d facility and detailed descriptions
and schedules of inspection and mainte.
nonce. An emergency action plan should
also be required for regional and other large
runoff impoundment facilities. This plan
should contain measures for various emergency conditions, such as structural failure,
neglect, vandalism, or accident. The plan
should also include the types and sources of
repair materials and a list of individuals,
agencies, and officials to be notified quickly
if the facility appears to or actually malfunctions or fails. This list might include local
and state government and public safety officials, downstream residents, and business
owners. The plan should also contain the
method of notification.
m The regulations should delineate the procedure for construction or maintenance noncompliance. This process should provide informal, discretionary measures to deal with
periodic, inadvertent noncompliance and
formal and severe measures to address
chronic noncompliance or performance
problems. In either case, the primary goal of
enforcement is to construct a safe and effective facility--the enforcement action should
not become an end in itself.
m Regulations must also address the possibility of total default by the owner or builder
by providing a way to complete construction
and continue maintenance. For example, the
public might assume construction and/or
maintenance responsibility. If so, the designoted public agency must be alerted and
possess the necessary staffing, equipment,
expertise, and funding to assume this responsibility. Default can be addressed through
bonds and other performance guarantees obrained before the project is approved and
construction begins. These bonds can then
be used to fund the necessary construction
or maintenance activities.
1 The regulations must recognize that odequote and secure funding is needed for all
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aspects of facility construction, inspection,
and maintenance and provide for such funding. In fact, the program goals or accomplishments might be limited to available
funding. Funding sources and techniques are
summarized later in the chapter,

Inspection an~ ~aintenanc~ of Runoff

ing, and reviewing runoff management and ESC
facilities and measures:

,,- To minimize overall inspection and maintenaace effort and expense, the regulations = .
should encourage and provide a way to
regionalize runoff facilities. Situations where
numerous independent on-site facilities are
replaced by one or several regional facilities
have been particularly effective for runoff
quantity control and flood prevention. Reg~onalization a~so results in overall savings
in planning, design, and construction efforts
and costs and requires less total land disturbance. Finally, designing and iml~lementing
regional facilities requires planners, designers, regulators, developers, and residents to
adopt a watershed approach to runoff. Such
a comprehensive approach should be prorooted at even, opportunity.
I Planning and Design Aspects. The efforts of
planners, designers, and those who review and
approve the final facility have a profound influence on inspection and maintenance activities,
This influence is particularly true for permanent
runoff" management and drainage facilities, which
are generally more complex and require greater
effortfrom these groups. Temporary ESC measures
may also be significantly affected, particularly regarding the measure selected and its location,
According to the New Jersey 5tormwater
Management Facilities Maintenance Manual
(1989), approximately t~vo-thirds of the maintenance problems encountered during a review of
51 constructed facilities were at least partly due to
a combination of inadequate and misguided planning, design, and review. The result was increased
maintenance effort and cost, reduced facility ~erformance, and increased safety threats to bo(h
residents and maintenance personnel,
Fortunately, enlightened and focused planning, design, and review can improve insl~-t=on
efficiency and effectiveness and reduce maturenance effort and expense. Therefore, inspection
and maintenance should be a primary consideration throughout the entire planning, design, and
review process, equal in importance to achieving
required performance andsafety.
The following inspection and maintenance
issues should be addressed in planning, design-

m Durability. The use of strong, durable
materials, components, and fasteners will
greatly reduce the maintenance required.
These savings normally more than justify any
additional expense incurred. Durability extends across the entire range of facility cornponents--from basin and pond outlet structures where reinforced concrete remains the
material of choice, to vegetative covers and
landscaping where durability is defined by
hardiness and suitability to local conditions.
m Constructability. "The road to maintenance headaches is paved with good planning and design intentions that somehow
went awry" (New jersey Dep. Environ. Prot.
Ener. 1989). All concerned must remember
that the structural measure or facility must be
safely and properly constructed before it can
provide any runoff management benefits.
Therefore, runoff program goals and the
ideas of those seeking to .fulfill them must,
within reasonable effort and expense, be
constructable in the field.
Required materials must be available and
construction techniques feasible. Construction plans and specifications--the builder
and inspector’s instruction manualmmust be
clear, informative, and contain all necessary
information presented in a format that assists, not impedes, field use. Anyone who
has struggled in the field with construction
plans on a cold, windy day knows that construction details and notes are easier handled on the same sheet than scattered
randomly throughout the entire set of plans.
m Maintainability. Throughout the planning, design, and review or permit process,
every attempt should be made to eliminate
or facilitate maintenance, whether selectin8
facility goals or materials. This applies to the
facility’s location, materials, configuration,
and the techniques and equipment necessary to construct and maintain it.
Questions of maintainability should be
raised about the vegetation used and the
habitats or ecosystems created by and within
a runoff facility. How complex are these systerns? How difficult will they be to manage?
Will those responsible for overall facility
maintenance be able to do it themselves,
know where to find help, and be able to af-
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cility begins operation? What regular maintenance tasks must be performed? What
emergency measures may have to be taken?
What kind of material or equipment will be
required?

ford it? If the answer to any of these questions is no, the runoff facility may wind up
harming rather than protecting the environmerit.
1 Accessibility. Small oversights in planning, designing, and reviewing a runoff facility or measure can result in big inspection
and maintenanc.e problems. To perform inspection and maintenance tasks, personnel
must have access to the facility and be able
to bring the materials and equipment with
them. Access can be as simple as hatches in
gratings and gates on fences or as complex
as access easements across private property,
The best intentions of the most dedic--.ted inspector or maintenance worker will go unfulfilled if they or their equipment cannot get
to the facility to inspect, clean, repair, or replace,
Efforts to facilitate access and enhance safety
can often yield significant savings in inspection and maintenance. For example, mosquito control personnel are considerably
more efficient if they can drive by a runoff facility and check for unintended standing
water rather than parking, locking the vehicle, and walking several hundred feet or
yards. This is particularly true when their inspection route includes tens or even hundreds of facilities---not uncommon in
densely developed areas. Therefore, addressing accessibility simply by locating the
facility to be viewed from the roadway can
greatly reduce inspection efforts and expense,
To further fulfill inspection and maintenance
needs, planners, designers, and reviewers periodically ask themselves the following series of questions:
-" Who will perform inspection and maintenance? Arrangements should be made during the preconstruction, not postconstruction, stage to identify, train, equip, and fund
the required personnel. If not, one of the
postconstruction stages may be ~facility failure."
’= What must be done? What construction
activities need to be monitored? What intermediate or final conditions need to be inspected? Will the inspector require a level or
other surveying equipment? What facility
components will require periodic inspection
once construction is completed and the fa-

~’

1 When will inspection and maintenance
be required? Certain maintenance tasks,
such as grass mowing, may need to be performed regularly during spring and summer
but not at all in winter. During the wet season, can muddy, saturated slopes be accessed? Will equipment be available for
slopes? Are roads and paths wide enough to
provide access? Dams and embankments
may require annual or biannual inspections
for structural integrity, while trash racks may
need to be inspected after every rain. And,
although all inspections cannot be scheduled in advance--a fact that upsets managers and financial staff--they are certainly advisable after a major storm or flood.
m Where will the inspection or maintenance be performed? Do those responsible
have both legal and physical access to the facility or measure? Where will the equipment
and materials be staged or stored? Where
will the grass clippings, sediment, trash, and
debris be deposited? Locate these places
prior to construction rather thaq during or,
even worse, after construction is completed.

Structural ESC and runoff management
measures and facilities require competent inspection and regular maintenance to perform as required and provide safety to workers and
residents. The efforts of planners, designers, and
reviewers directly affect the need for and complexity of "such inspection and maintenance. Enlightened planning, design, and review that
recognizes and seeks to improve this relationship
can significantly reduce inspection and maintenance costs and increase their effectiveness.

Enforcement Options
A public agency will sometimes need to compel
those responsible for facility construction or
maintenance to fulfill their obligations. Therefore,
the inspection program must have enforcement
options for quick corrective action. Rather than a
single enforcement measure, the program should
have a variety of techniques, each with its own
degree of formality and legal weight. The inspec-
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tion program should provide for nonconforming maintenance of existing runoff and drainage ~acilities. The benefits and protection to the public
performance and even default and contain suitfrom continued safe and effective operation of the
able means to address all stages,
facility justifies using revenues from general or
To avoid the need for enforcement measures,
specialized taxes. However, using these funds to
a spirit of cooperation should begin during the
inspect the construction or installation and mainproiect’s design review and permit stages by deve!rain
ESC measures at land development sites is
oping facility designs suitable to all parties. Educamore
difficult to justify.
tion and training efforts and predesign or preapplicatio’h meetings can develop and promote = : To use tax revenues, particularly from a 8eneral fund, the inspection and maintenance prosuch cooperation and allow each party to familiargram must annually compete with all other
ize itself with the needs and interests of others,
Prior to receivin8 construction approval, the programs included in the government’s annual
developer or builder should provide performance operating budget. This inconsistent and unreliable funding makes securing a long-term finanguarantees. The public agency overseeing the
cial commitment to inspection and maintenance
construction can use these guarantees, usually a
ditl"ricuIt and subject to political pressures. Neverpedormance bond or other surety in an amount
theless, tax revenues remain a popular funding
equal to the facility’s construction cost, to fund
source because the collection and disbursement
construction in case the builder defaults. As desystem is already in place and familiar. In fact, this
scribed under the next section, the developer or
established and well-known system is o~ten the
builder should provide sufficient funds to finance
first funding choice.
the construction inspection before the project beTurning instead to revenues from specialized
gins. The dedicated inspection funds and the pertaxes helps overcome some difficulties inherent in
formance bond insure that construction can be
using general tax revenues. Relating the specialcompleted regardless of the builder’s ability or
ized tax program to runoff management and/or
willingness,
erosion and sediment control provides the necesOnce construction has begun, the responsisaw link between the revenue source and use.
hie public agency can issue a stop work order to
This method also avoids competing with other
compel the builder or developer to comply with
programs for general tax revenues. However, speproject specifications and other requirements,
cialized tax programs must receive public and
Other techniques include withholding certificates
litical support and legal authorization.
of occupancy for completed portions of the development and formal civil or criminal action. IdeUtility Charges
ally, the cooperative attitude developed during
Using utility charges to fund inspection and mainpreconstruction will continue through the contenance is a somewhatrecent application of an atstruction period. This attitude, promoted through
ready established financing technique. As noted
comprehensive preconstruction meetings and
regular and informal progress and problem-solv- in the 5tormwater Management Facilities Maintenance Manual (1989), New Jersey began creating
ing meetings, can help avoid the need for formal
utility authorities and using charges collected
and severe enforcementactions,
within its service area to finance publicly owned
water and sanitary sewerage systems in the early
Public Funding Techniques
1900s. Today, utility charges remain a popular
Funding techniques are critical to an effective mfinancing technique in many New Jersey municlspection and maintenance program. The followpalities and counties. In addition, several municiing paragraphs discuss four general technIques,
palities and counties throughout the country have
each applying to specific inspection and mainterunoff management, drainage, and flood control
nance efforts. The information is based largely on
authorities or districts to provide residents with
Chapter 6 of the Stormwater Management Faci/irunoff-related services.
ties Maintenance Manual (New Jersey Dep. EnviUsing utility charge financing has several adron. Prot. Ener. 1989). (See Other Sources for
vantages. By addressing only runoff needs and
additional information on funding.)
benefits, utility fundin8 avoids competin8 with
other programs and needs. Utility funding also
Tax. Revenues
demonstrates a direct link between the funding
Tax revenues are an obvious source of funding, and the services it provides. This approach does,
particularly for the long-term inspection and
however, require an entirely new operating sys-
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tern and organization that r~eeds legal authorization to exist, operate, and assess charges. The elfort required to create such an entity can deter
many, although the continued success of established authorities and growth of new ones have
done much to allay concerns over the effort required.
In a runoff utility,, the user char~es are often
based on the need f6r services rather than the
benefits derived from them. While charges are
based on actual costs to inspect and maintain runoff facilities and measures within the service area,
the assessed rate structure should relate to site
characteristics. These include property area size,
extent of impervious coverage, and other factors
with a direct and demonstrable effect on runoff,
To be fair, the rate structure should also remain
simple and understandable to the rate payer,

estimate made prior to construction. Throughout
construction, inspector time sheets and expense
reports monitor and record actual costs; additional funds are obtained as necessary. When
construction is complete, any unspent balance is
returned to the developer.
Other public agencies have used developer
contributions to fund long-term facility maintenance. Thi~ a!~proach is particularly appropriate
in single family residential subdivisions, where
numerous individual property owners served by a
~l~ngle runoff facility can result in confusion over
who has maintenance responsibility.
The exact funding technique depends on
many f3ctors, including community attitude and
knowledge, economic and political viability, and
program needs and costs. Some techniques, including permit fees and dedicated contributions,
may be more appropriate for short-term activities,
Permit Fees
such as construction inspection. Others--utility
Collecting permit fees to finance runoff inspection
charges and specialized tax revenues--may apply
and maintenance is a long-standing funding proto all phases of an inspection and maintenance
cedure. Most governmental entitie~local, ~ program but require considerable effort and specounty, and state--can establish and collect fees
cial legal authorization to operate.
and other charges to obtain operating funds for
programs and services. Many inspection services,
Education and Training
most notably the construction inspection of both
ESC measures and permanent drainage and runoff An important key to a successful inspection and
maintenance program is the level of understandmanagement facilities, are financed at least in
part through fees collected by permitting agening and knowledge held by those affected. This
includes the builders and inspectors who create
ties. Unlike taxes or some utility charges, inspecor install the measure or facility; the planners,
tion costs are borne by those who need them.
designers, and reviewers who use sound preThe permit fee collection program should
construction techniques; and the public and its
have a demonstrable link to the runoff manageelected leaders who provide the necessary fundment or drainage systems. The public agency
ins"
should demonstrate a direct link between the permit fees collected and the permitted project--one
As such, a comprehensive and effective edumethod is using dedicated accounts for individual
cation and training effort must be part of any inproiects and facilities. Finally, the rate structure
spection and maintenance program. Details of
should reflect site characteristics--such as area
such training efforts are highlighted in the followsize or imperviousness--that directly relate to the
ing sections, which detail key elements of promeasure or facility by affecting runoff or erosion,
grams for erosion and sediment control measures
at construction sites and permanent runoff manDedicated Contributions
agement and drainage facilities.
Like permit fees, dedicated contributions require
those creating the need to bear the cost. Under
this system, land developers must provide the
E:ros|on and Sediment Control
necessary funding for inspection or maintenance
before receiving construction approval. Funds are
|nspection Programs
deposited in a dedicated account controlled by
the responsible public agency. In some New JerA comprehensive construction site erosion and
sey jurisdictions, developers ~und construction insediment control program consists of several etespection of the ESC and permanent drainage and
ments---erosion and sediment control planning,
runoff management facilities as part of the land
plan review, contractor education, and inspection
development. The contribution is based on a cost
and enforcement.
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Acquirin8 the familiarity with the site and
The followin8 sections cover ESC plannin8
and inspection and enforcement, and provide exproposed construction necessary to execute the
amples of inspection guidelines for common
E$C plan is an exercise in data collection and
practices,
analysis. Information should be cataloged before
laying out the ESC plan. Table 14.1 lists the data
ESC Planning
to be collected and the information to be catalobed.
ESC planning is an absolute prerequisite for an elAn ESC plan consists of a narrative and site
receive pr98ram (see Chapter 12 for more details).
=pl;ans.
It is the key element for implementing a
A careful site analysis should produce a standcomprehensive control program. Site plans are
alone plan devoted exclusively to this aspect of
maps and engineering plans illustratin8 and specthe project and executed with the same thoroughifying the project location, existin8 and modified
ness and care as any other plan in the overall ~ojsite conditions, end BMPs. BMPs are usually specect.
Table 14.1~reliminary information needed for ESC planning.
DATA TO BE COLLECTED

INFOR/~IATION TO BE CATALOGED

¯ Soils
¯ Topographic changes

¯ Vegetation
¯ Topography
¯ Groundwater table

¯ Drainage changes

¯ Neighboring waterbodies

¯ Materials to be used

¯ Adiacent properties

¯ Locations of use and storage

¯ Drainage routes and patterns (define subbasins)

i Access points

¯ Downstream channels and capacities
1 Potential areas of serious erosion problems
. ¯ Existing development, utilities, and dump sites

Table 14.2~Components of an ESC plan.

¯ Project description
¯ Existing and modified site conditions

I ¯ Data collection worksheet--shows topography, soils, and
vegetation
¯
t Data analysis worksheet~indicates drainage subbasins and
t primary drainage courses

¯ Descriptions of ESC BMPs

¯ Site plan development worksheet---~hows existing and finished
contours, roadways, and permanent runoff facilities

¯ Descriptions of BMPs for pollutants
other than sediments

¯ Erosion control plan--shows BMP locations

¯ Plans for permanent stabilization

¯ Diagrams of representative BMPs---shows appropriate BMPs

¯ Calculations

¯ BMP operating procedures and maintenance schedules

¯ Provisions for inspection and
maintenance
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ified using a system of symbols defined in a legend. Table 14.2 lists the various elements of the
ESC plan narrative and site plan.

The enforcement authority and system must
be obtained, defined, and clarified to the regulated parties. A three-step system is successfully
used by the city of Bellevue:

Inspection and Enforcement
The most important needs of this program are
dedicated staff, specifi~c staff training, and administrative support. A dedicated revenue source,
such as a runoff utility assessment, can best provide these needs. Staff should not have unrelated
and distracting duties, like inspecting other facets
of construction. Training should offer a background in legal and regulatory requirements,
water quaiity, hydrology, soils, vegetation, and
other related issues. Training should also provide
detailed coverage of Bk~P requirements (see following section). Administrators must provide
strong backing to staff filling a relatively new
function that is sometimes unpopular with economic interests,
During program development, some additional issues must be clarified and incorporated as~
formal program elements. Recommendations are
drawn from experience in the Puget Sound region, especially in King County and the cities of
Bellevue and Redmond in Washington State. One
issue is how to respond when measures in an ap.
proved ESC plan prove to be inadequate. Strong
permit review should normally limit these instances, but unforeseen circumstances can arise,
The jurisdiction should retain the authority to require additional measures if needed and note this
o~)tion on each ESCplan.
~,nother issue is handling field change orders. Plan change requests should receive careful
but expeditious consideration, generally after
consulting plan review personnel. Variances from
code requirements should be granted only under
strict and specific conditions:
m The result should at least be comparable
to the expected outcome with the approved
method,
== Sufficient background information and
justification should be presented to
adequately assess the alternative,
’- The variance should retain the ability to
meet safe~, function, appearance,
environmental protection, and maintenance
objectives, based on sound engineering
judgment.
= The variance should be in the public
interest,

IA

verbal warning, with a correction
deadline;

..
m A co~ection notice, with specifications
of corrections, a deadline, and a warning of
noncompliance consequences; and
D
m A stop work order, with warning of
noncompliance consequences.

ESC Practices and Inspections
The numerous ESC practices can be categorized
in various ways. The most basic division is between erosion control practices, which prevent or
minimize erosion, and sediment control practices, which attempt to recapture soil that has
been released through erosion. Several categories
represent general strategies for achieving either
erosion or sediment control. Construction sites
can also generate many other pollutants~petroleum products, solvents, paints, sanding dusts,
pesticides, and fertilizers. These materials can
o~ten be efficiently managed in concert with sediments and inspected simultaneously with ESC inspection. Therefore, these practices represent
another basic division.
Table 14.3 provides a listing of the most
widely recognized and used practices (Reinelt,
1991). All but the sediment trapping techniques
are preventive and are thus the most cost-effective
options. However, the straw bale and filter fabric
fences arid sedimentation ponds among the trapDrag techniques are most commonly seen.
The following are inspection checklists for
ezample practices, generally the most common,
m each category and subcategory. The checklists
md~cate checks for installation and checks for follow-up visits to determine maintenance or replacement needs.
While an inspector performs much work in
the field, some background work must be done in
the office before going out to inspect an installation. This work consists mainly of consulting the
ESC plan to determine the specifications. The
plan should be retained on the construction site
so the inspector or construction personnel can reference it.
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Table 14.3--.Commonly used erosion and sediment control practices.
PRACTICES
Erosion Control

CATEGORIES
Natural vegetative cover

Phasing construction

Temporary cover

Temporary seeding
Straw mulch
Wood fiber mulch
Excelsior
Mats and blankets

.,

Sediment Trapping Techniques

~rTHODS

::
Permanent vegetation establishment

Permanent seeding
Sodding

Stabilized construction entrance
and road~

Quarry spalls

Runoff’ control

Pipe slope drain
Surface roughening
Interceptor dikes or swales

Sediment barriers

Filter fabric fence
Straw bale fence
Brush fences
Gravel barriers

Settling ponds

Sediment basin
Sediment tra~o
Permanent pond

Management of Other Construction
Site Pollutants

A. Erosion Control
Hafura! Vegetative Cover
I Phasing Construction. Clearing operations
are done in stages to take advantage of existing
cover before construction.
" Installation checks
1. Are areas not to be cleared set off with
plainly visible fencing?
2. Is plainly visible flagging placed at the
drip line of trees to be protected (Figure
14.1)?
3. Are fills and cuts near protected trees
treated as shown in Figure 14.1 ?
4. Is final vegetation established as soon as
portions of the site can be made ready?
" Maintenance checks
1. Dofencing and flagging need repairor
replacement so personnel can see them
well?

Cement and concrete handling
Material storage and handling
Spill containment
Waste management

2. Do exposed or injured roots of
protected trees need covering or
dressin8~

Temporary Cover
Portions of most construction sites often remain
unworked for months at a time. During that time
large amounts of soil could erode unless the areas
are stabilized by temporary seeding, various kinds
of slope coverings, or both. Slope coverings include mulches and commercial mats and blankets. Applying temporary cover to different areas
several times during construction is often nece~
sary.
Mulches, mats, and b~ankets serve several
purposes in erosion control. They cover the slope
temporarily to prevent erosion by raindrop impact
and runoff friction, hold water to aid grass growth,
protect grass seedlings from heat, and enrich the
soil. Straw, hay, wood fiber, wood chips, and
other natural organic materials can serve as
mulches. Mats and blankets are manufactured
from both natural and synthetic materials.
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Potential Problems

Source: Wishington Dep. Ecol. 1992.
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I Ternporarg S~eding
I Installation checks
1. is the soil stabilized within the period
specified by regulation? This period
varies from place to place depending
on climate patterns, in the Puget Sound
area of Washington State, which
re.ceives most of its rainfall in the
winter, the specified period~ are within
two days ~rom October to April and
within seven days from May to
September.
¯,
2. If used without slope covering
Ioractices, is temporary seeding limited
to slopes less than 10 percent and 100 ft
(30.48 m) in length? If the slope
exceeds either limit, is a mulch or mat
slope covering used?
3. Has the seedbed been prepared with 2
to 4 in (5.08 to 10.16 cm) of tilled
topsoil?
4. Is fertilizer use limited as much as
possible? If used, is it applied in
amounts limited to grass needs for the
prevailing soil conditions?
5. Is mulch applied to newly seeded areas
that can be subject to high temperatures
and runoff before the grass is well
established ?
6. Is irrigation provided for seeded areas
that might have insufficient rainfall for
good establishment?
I Maintenance chec~
1. Is irrigation and/or reseeding necessary?
| Strau~ l~uich. Straw mulch can be used without seeding or, for better erosion control, with
seeding.
i Installation checks

In~pecldon and Maintenance of Runoff Control Practices
1 Maintenance checks
1. Should mulch be replaced because it
blew away or decomposed over time?
2. Should mulch be moistened to
eliminate a fire hazard?
1 Wood Fiber hfuich. Wood fiber mulch
should only be used with seeding and generally
with a soil bonding agent.
"
I Installation checks
1. Is extensive runoff expected before
good grass growth will occur? If so, is
an extra coarse grade el: wood fiber
mulch applied?
2. Is the mulch used with seeding and a
soil bonding agent? Were the
application guidelines followed?
3. Has wood fiber been applied to cover the
soil completely, allowing no bare soil to
show through? This amount corresponds
to about 1 ton per acre (2.24 Mg/ha) and
isadequate for most circumstances. Do
special circumstances, such as seeding
during hot weather, require increasing the
amount by about 50 percent?
i Maintenance checks
1. Is replacement needed as a result of loss
over time?
I Excelsior. Excelsior is made of fine wood shayings in a helical form. Because this form does not
allow excelsior to lie in close contact with the
soil, runoff drains beneath it and causes erosion.
Therefore, it should be used only with seeding
when needed to hold moisture and provide protection from direct sun in hot periods. Suppliers
generally market several grades for sheet and
channelized flow and different velocities.
= Installation checks
1. Is excelsior used only with seeding?
2. Was an appropriate material selected,
placed, and stapled according to
manufacturer’s recommendations?

1. Is the straw spread a minimum of 2 in
(5.08 cm) deep (corresponding to 2 to 3
tons [4.47 to 6.72 Ms/hal per acre), and
deeper on very steep slopes, adjacent to
sensitive areas, and where concentrated
flow passes over the slope?

3. On slopes, was excelsior placed 3 ft
(0.91 m) over the crest or in an anchor
ditch?

2. Is the mulch anchored as needed by
crimping, disking, rolling, or punching
into soil or by moistening, tacki~ing, or
nettingS’

4. In ditches, was excelsior placed in the
direction of water flow, with any seams
offset 6 in (15.24 cm) from the ditch
centerline~
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I Maintenance checks
1. Is replacement needed as a result of
damage or loss over time?
I Mats and Blankets. Examples of materials
produced in mat or blanket form are jute, woven
straw, and synthetics. Mats can be used without
seeding or with seeding for better erosion control.
As with excelsior, suppliers generally market several grades for sheet and channelized flow and
different velocities.
I Installation checks
1. Was an appropriate material selected,
placed, and stapled according to
manufacturer’s recommendatwns?
2. Was the material placed in the direction
of water flow, in full contact with the
soil but not tightly stretched?

high or runoff is likely to occur before
the grass is well established?
4. Is irrigation provided for seeded areas if
rainfall is insufficient for good
establishment?
1 Maintenance checks
1. Is ~vatering and/or reseeding necessa~?
I Sodding
i Installation checks
~’
1. Is the .sod placed beginning in the lowest
area and perpendicular to water flow?
2. Are sod strips wedged tightly together
and joints staggered at least 12 in
(30.48 cm)?
3. On a steep slope, is the sod stapled?

1 Maintenance checks
1. Is replacement needed as a result of
damage or loss Over time?

Permanent Vegetation Establishment
Permanent vegetation should be established in
each segment of the site as soon as possible after
construction is completed. Grass can be established by seeding or sodding. Seeding is generally
preferred, because of lower cost and greater flexibility in selecting grass species. Sod is often available only in limited varieties that may not be
suitable for erosion control and other purposes,
unless grown to order. Overseeding with preferred species can be pert:ormed in the spring,
while grass establishment must be done with sod
in the winter. Species should be selected based on
local climate and soil conditions, using regional
guides and consulting with regional experts.
! Permanent Seeding
i Installation checks
1. Has the seedbed been prepared by
loosening with a plow if subsoils are
highly compacted, spreading2 to 6 in
(5.08 to 15.24 cm) of topsoil, and
lightly rolling?

i Maintenance checks
1. Is overseeding needed, either to repair
damage or to install a preferred grass

species?
StaJ~ilized Construction
Entrance and Roads
The entrance is the most important access route to
stabilize, since it is the last point at which tracking
sediment off-site can be stopped. If equipment
travels extensively on unstabilized roads on the
site, install a tire and vehicle undercarriage wash
near the entrance on crushed rock. Treat wash
water in a sediment pond or trap (Figure 14.2).
I Stabilized Construction Entrance
1 inttallation checks
1. Is the entrance constructed with
crushed rock 4 to 8 in (10.16 to 20.32
cm) in size and at least 12 in (30.48 cm)
thick?
2. Is the stabilized entrance 50 ft (15.24 m)
in length for sites up to 1 acre (0.4 ha)
and 100 fi (30.48 m) for larger sites?

2. is fertilizer use limited? If used, is it
applied in amounts no greater than
needed for the prevailing soil conditions?

3. Is the stabilized entrance at least 20 ft
(6.10 m) wide with enlargement to the
street at a 2.5 ft (7.62 m) minimum
radius curve?

3. Is mulch applied for protection if areas
are seeded when temperatures can be

4. If the entrance sits on a slope, is a filter
fabric fence located down grade?
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Figure 14.2uSt~bilized construction entrance.

12" rain.

provide ~ull widl~ of ’
ingrlll/l~rlll Irll
Source: Was~linSton Dep. Fcol. ~ 992.

I Maintenance checks
1. Is the entrance clogged with sediments,
requiring top dressing the pad with 2 in
(5 cm) of clean rock?
2. Must any sediments carried from the
site onto the street be cleaned up?

Runoff Control
Runoff control represents various practices designed to keep water from contacting bare soil or,
if so, controlling its velocity. Runoff control includes drains for surface and subsurface water,
dikes and swales placed across slopes to interrupt
and divert runoff, and roughness created on the
surface to reduce velocity (Figures 14.3 and 144:
see Chapter 11).
l Pipe Slope Drain. A temporary pipe slooe
drain is effective in preventing runoff erosion on a
slope from a higher elevation. Upstope runoff
needs to be collected and directed into the drain
and then discharged in a controlled way to prevent erosion at the slope bottom.

2. Was a minimum 6 in (1.5.24 cm) metal
toe plate placed at the entrance to
prevent undercutting?
3. Is runoff directed into the pipe with
interceptor dikes at least 12 in (30.48
cm) higher at all points than the top of
the pipe?
4. Is the s~ope toward the pipe on a grade
of at least 3 percent at the inlet.~
5. If the pipe is 12 in (30.48 era) in
diameter or larger, was a flared entrance
section installed and connected securely
to the drain with watertight connecting
bands?
6. Was the soil thoroughly compacted at
the entrance and under the pipe?
7. Were gasketed, watertight fittings
placed between pipe sections?Were
the sections securely fastened and the
drain anchored to the soil?

,- Installation checks

8. Was the area below the outlet stabilized
with a riprap apron?

1. Are no more than 10 acres (4.05 ha)
drained into a single pipe slope dr~ini~

9. If the drainage can carry sediment, is it
treated in a sediment pond or trap?
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Figure 14.3---Pipe dope drain details.

Figure 14.4---~aintenance standards for catch
basins.

-- Maintenance checks
1. Is runoff undercutting or bypassing the
inlet, requiring reinforcing of the
headwall with compacted earth or
sandbags?

,m

~

2. Is erosion occurring at the outlet,
necessitating rebuilding the apron.~
n Sur[ace Roughening. A roughened surface is
an easy and che~p way to reduce runoff velocity,
establish vegetation, increase infiltration, and trap
sediment. The practice is not effective enough to
be used atone~diversion is often necessary--but
it can reduce the load on sediment trapping practices downstream. Roughening is best used on a
slope with a horizontal-to-vertical ratio steeper
than 3-to-1 that does not require mowing. The
methods of roughening a surface all involve formi ng horizontal depressions with equipment. Methods include tracking perpendicular to the slope
direction, driving treaded equipment along the
slope direction to get grooves perpendicular to
the slope, or tilling---preferred because it avoids
compaction. On slopes with a ratio steeper than
2-to-1, a stair-step pattern should be formed.
¯" Installation checks

¯,,~’"
z’,,,," ~ ~ ,’’

1. Have all exposed slopes with a
Source: Washington Dep. Ecol. 1992.

horizontal-to-vertical ratio steeper than

n,,

3-to-1 been roughened, with 40 to 50 in
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(1.02 to 1.27 m) stair-steps on slopes
steeper than 2-to-17
2. Was the soil scarified if heavily
compacted by the roughening?
3. Was the area seeded as quickly as
possible?
i Maintenance checks
:
1. Have rills, gullies, or slumps appeared
that should be regraded and reseeded?

B. Sediment Trapping TechniqueS’
Trapping sediments once they are released requires slowing the transport velocity sufficiently
so soil particles can settle. This means reducing
the velocity below the settling velocity of the partictes. Soil particles range in size from small clays
to large sands. Settling velocity is related to the
square of the particle diametermhalving the diameter approximately quadruples the time
needed for settlement. Therefore, as particle sizes
Figure 14.5--.Fiiterfab¢icfencedetaii.
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decrease, they become increasingly difficult to
remove from a runoff stream. Thus, preventive
techniques, more cost-effective than sediment
trapping practices, are strongly preferred.
The two basic types of sediment trapping
techniques are sediment barriers and settling
ponds. Sediment barriers include the commonly
used filter fabric and straw bale fences, brush
:re.rices, and barriers constructed of gravel Both
types trap sediments by ponding water. Although
ponding is more obvious in ponds than in barriers, barriers have little ability to filter and can only
slow the water long enough for some particles to
settle. Thus, they can only trap relatively large
particles, generally the larger silts and sands. The
trapping ability of settling ponds depends on size.
While ponds can theoretically be made large
enough to trap any size particle, practical sizes
generally limit efficient removal to medium and
larger silts.

Sedlrrtet~tBarriers
Several principles apply to the various types of
sediment barriers. Maximizing a sediment barrier’s ponding volume maximizes the sediment
trapped. Therefore, barriers should be placed
away from the immediate toe of slopes to increase
the ponding area. Sediment barriers must be
aligned on the contour, not up and down slopes.
This alignment places them at a right angle to flow
paths and increases ponding volume. Slopes
draining to sediment barriers generally should not
be more than 100 ft (30.48 m) long. Sediment barriers must be trenched in and staked to hold up
under the pressure of the wall of water they will
dam. Finally, sediment barriers do not provide effective sediment removal from concentrated
flows. While straw bales are sometimes used in
ditches, rock check dams are a better alternative
for decreasing velocity in channels. Filter fabric
and straw bale fences are illustrated in Figures
14.5 and 14.6.
I Filter Fabric Fence
m Installation checks

"’~’
~,’.-- ""~"~
~,-,--~
=’~ ~"’~ ~"’~"="!
~-~,z-,,.,.,,,..,,,,~,,,,
"’"
Source: Washington Dep. Ecol. 1992.

t
~"~’"

~

1. Are filter fabric fences used only in
applications where
¯ Maximum of 1 acre (0.405 ha) is
served by a single fence?
¯ Maximum gradient is 1-to-1 and slope
length is ,~ 100 ft (30.48 m)?
¯ Situation is sheet flow, never
concentrated flow?
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Figure 14.6---Proper installation of straw bale fences.

1.

Z. Place and stake straw bales.

~xcavate the trench.

width

e

4. Backfill and compact the
excavated soil.

Wedge loose straw between
bales,

CONSTRUCTIO)4 OF A STRAW BALE BARRIER

A
B

Points A should be higher than point

PROPER PLACEMENT OF STRAW BALE BARRIERIN DRAINAGE WAY
Source: Washington Dep. Ecol. 1992.
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Is the fence aligned as closely as
possible to slope contours?

Inspec~on and/~ain~.enance of R~aoff Ccnfro[ Pr:~i~es

¯ Maximum slope gradient is 2-to-1 and
slope length is 100 ft (30.48 m)?

3. Is the fence height above the soil no
more than 3 ft (0.91 m)?

2. Is the fence aligned as closely as
possible to slope contours?

4. Are wooden posts 2 by 4 in (5.08 by
10.16 cm), and steel posts 1.33 Ib/ft
(1.98 kg/m), or the equivalent?

3. Are the bales bound with wire or
alternatively with string placed around
the sides, parallel to the ground?

.5. Are posts buried 2.5 ft (0.76 m) deep
whenever possible and spaced no more
than 6 ft (1.83 m) apart?

4. Are bales installed in a 4 in (10.16 cm)
trench as in Figure 14.6 and backfilled
with 4 in (10.16 cm) of soil on the
upslope side?

6. Is fabric attached on the upslope sid~
with staples of at least 1 in (2.54 cm), tie
wires, or hog rings?
7. Is the end of the fabric buried in a
trench sized as shown in Figure 14.5
and backfilled on both the upslope and
downslope sides?
8. Is splicing avoided? If unavoidable, is
splicing done only at posts and
overlapped at least 6 in (15.24 cm)?
9. Woven monofilament materials have
the best properties for silt fencing. If a
woven slit-film fabric is used, is
14-gauge reinforcing wire mesh with
openings no larger than 6 in (15.24 cm)
placed on the upslope side and fastened
the same as the fabric?
¯= Maintenance checks
1. Does the fence need restaking,
reattaching, or replacing to maintain all
previously cited conditions?
2. Is sediment removal needed before
sediment reaches one-third fence
height?
| Straw Bale Fence. Straw bale fences, which
tend to swell when wet, require frequent maintenance. Users should gain local experience on the
expected service life of bales and replace them
before they become ineffective. While not highly
recommended, these fences could be somewhat
effective if used according t.o the following guidelines:
m Installation checks
1. Are straw bale fences used only in
applications where
¯ Maximum of 1/4 acre (0.1 ha) is
served per 1 O0 ft (30.48 m) of fence
length?

S. Are the bales forced tightly together and
anchored with at least two stakes or
rebars per bale, driven toward the
previous bale, and flush to the top of
the bale?
6. Are gaps wedged with straw spread on
the upslope side?
7. Are straw bale fences used in channels
with concentrated flow only when
velocities are low, placed
perpendicular to flow, and extended at
least one bale length above the
mid-channel bale (see Figure 14.6)?
" Maintenance checks
1. Must the fence be replaced to maintain
all of the previously stated conditions?
2. Is removal needed before sediment
reaches one-half the fence height?
Settling Ponds
Settling ponds have several advantages. They can
function through all construction phases and have
relatively low maintenance requirements if preventive erosion control is effective. Settling ponds
can also be located to intercept runoff before and
after the on-site drainage system is developed.
The three types of settling ponds differ in the
their outlet structure. The term sediment basin is
used for a settling pond with a pipe outlet that
generally serves a drainage area of 3 to 10 acres
(1.22 to 4.05 ha). A sediment trap is a settling
pond with a stable spillway outlet and smaller
service area. The third type is a permanent water
quantity control pond used temporarily during
construction. Used permanently, this pond could
be designed to drain completely between storms.
This operating mode is not effective for erosion
and sediment control~residence time is too short
for good particle trapping, and settled material
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Figure 14.7~Typical sediment basin.
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pond length ~: 3x po~d wid~

inflow

o

becomes resuspended during draining. Therefore,
a temporary riser outlet must to be installed for
construction use.
In designing and constructing a settling
pond, avoid allowing water to short circuit. Short
circuiting can cut the actual residence time far
below the theoretical v.~lue and harm performonce. Therefore, divide the pond into two or
more cells, locate the inlet and outlet far apart,
and install baffling to increase the flow path. Figure 14.7 illustrates a typical sediment basin,

I Sediment Basin
" Installation checks
1. Is the bottom graded level?
2. Is the pond no deeper than 7 ft (2.13 m)
plus 1 ft(0.31 re)of freeboard?
3. Are side slopes no steeper than ~horizontal-to-vertical ratio of 3-to-1?
4. Does the pond have an emergency
spillway 1 ft (0.31 m) deep, a width two
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to three times the number of acres
se~ed by the pond, and is the pond
lined with 2 to 4 in (5.1 to 10.16 cm) of
rocks?
5. Does the pond discharge through a riser
pipe having multiple orifices at the top
of the sediment storage zone?
6. ,~re inlet and outlet areas protected
from erosion with riprap?
7. Is baffling installed if the length-towidth ratio is less than 6 or if the ~,
entrance velocity is high?
8. A two-celled pond, preferably with cells
divided by sandbags or a rock berm and
connected by a riser pipe like the
outlet, can prevent shon circuiting of
flow. A less desirable arrange~nent is to
divide the pond with a filter fabric
fence. Is the more effective feature
installed if specified in the design?
9. ~an the pond be easily accessed toremove sediment? Is there a plan to safely
dispose of sediment or use it forfill?
10. Is the pond fenced if it presents any
safeW hazard to children?
=" Maintenance checks
1. Is sediment removal needed before 1.5
ft (0.46 m) accumulates?
2. Are any outlet orifices clogged and in
need of cleaning?
3. Are any embankments damaged and in
need of compaction or rebuilding?
4. Has riprap or spillway lining materiat
been lost and need replacing?
5. Do signs of excessive drainage to the
pond require rerouting or pond
enlargement?
6. Do signs of excessive sediment loading
to the pond require stabilizing the
drainage area;~
7. Is sediment being disposed of in a
¯ conscientious manner?

C. JVtanagernent of Other

Site Pollutants
Construction sites can create pollution problems
over and above erosion and sediments through
paving operations, handling and storage of vari-

Inspec’don and J~ai~tenance ut" Runoff
ous materials, spills, and waste handling. Inspectors should also be aware of the potential for runoff contamination from these sources and inspec’~
the site according to the following guidelines:
| Cement and Concrete Handling
g Inspection checks
= : 1. Do concrete trucks have a designated
wash-out area with a sediment trap?
2. Is exposed-aggregate driveway wash
water drained toward a collection point
at the side or into a sediment trap where
it cannot enter a street drainage system?
| Mate~al SLorage and Handling
,,,, Inspection checks
1. Are weather-resistant enclosures used
to store and handle materials like
paints, coatings, wood preservatives,
pesticides, fuels, lubricants, and
solvents, and for potentially polluting
wastes?
2. Are procedures for handling materials
and wastes and washing containers
designated and clearly communicated?
3. Is a chemical inventow maintained,
including material safety data sheets?
4. Are containers and enclosures
inspected periodically for leakage?
5. What is the fueling process? Are
overflow prevention methods used?
| Spill Containment
" Inspection checks
1. Has a spill control plan been developed
and have supplies been obtained to
implement it? Does the plan include
¯ Who to notify ira spill occurs?
¯ Specific instructions for different
products?
¯ Who is in,charge?
¯ Spill containment procedures.~
¯ Easy to find and use spill clean-up kits?
¯ How a spill will be prevented from
getting into a drainage system--for
example, valving, diversion,
absorption?
¯ Adisposal plan?
¯ A workereducation program?
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m A tracking system

m Inspection checks

-, An inspection schedule

1. Have waste reduction practices been
instituted--for example, reusing
solvents, substituting for toxic products,
minimizing quantities of materials used?

m A maintenance schedule

2. Have recycli.qg practices been
instituted--for example, waste
separation for recycling, purchasing
recycled materials?
3. Are hazardous and nonhazardous
wastes separated and each disposed of
properly and promptly?

m A safety program
m A citizen response program
m Pro.L>er.waste disposal practices
m Maintenance contractor education
The following information principally draws
~ experience in King County, Bellevue, Olympia, and elsewhere in the Puget Sound region of
Washington State.

4. Is them an employee education
program on waste management?

| Public us Priuate Re.sponsib~lltdes. While
inspection is usually a public function, who is responsible for upkeep of privately owned facilities?
,
One model establishes a multiyear bonding
riod, during which the developer has all responsiComprehensive Inspection
bility. After this period and a demonstration of
Program for Permanent
effective operation, the government agency responsible for runoff takes over operation and
Drainage
maintenance.
As previously discussed, a comprehensive inspecA second model leaves maintenance as a prition program for permanent drainage practices
vate function---by a commercial property owner
and facilities should contain the following eleor homeowners’ association--with inspection by
ments:
the public agency. If the private party does not
meet the responsibility, the government assumes
’- Runoff management planning
the responsibility and charges the costs. This stratm Plan review
egy requires access to private maintenance conm Construction inspection and enforcement
tractors who are competent in performing the
needed work. The frequent lack of qualified con" Follow-up inspection and long-term
tractors requires government agencies to consider
maintenance
training and certifying them.
Runoff management planning ensures that
each site entering the permit process is comprehenslvely analyzed. Chapter 12 contains a discussion of
the extensive considerations of plan review. Inspect=on of completed runoff" management facilities determines that they have been installed consistently
with the approved plans. The next section covers
programmatic aspects of follow-up inspection and
long-term maintenance, which ensures that sites
con~inue to operate properly,

Follow-Qp Inspection and
Long-Term h’taintenance

! Tracking System. King County offers a goo~
tracking system model to organize tong-term inspections and maintenance using a computerized
information system. Each inspector is assigned an
inventory of facilities to inspect for specific maintenance and receives a laptop computer for field
use. The information system contains an identification number for each facility, its type (e. g., wet
pond, infiltration basin), location, any special
needs, and data on previous experiences. PJter
each visit, the inspector enters a maintenance
needs assessment in the computer database. The
computer then generates a maintenance work
order.

An effective program should have the following
features:
| Sa[ety. Safety is a major consideration because
m An ordinancedesignatingpublic
of potentially harmful atmospheres in belowauthority and public and private
ground spaces, corroded supports, traffic, falling
responsibilities
objects, sharp edges, poisonous plants and in-
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insects, and lifting. A tester should check all conditions and test all enclosed spaces before entering. The safety portion of an inspection and
maintenance program should include the following:
m Testing instruments for harmful
atmospheres---e.g., explosive, containing
hydrqgen sulfide, lacking in oxygen

Table 14.4--Pern~nent drainage practices.
~

CATEGORIES

PRACTICES
Oil/water separators
Pipes and culverts
Catch basins

I Stormwater devices
Detention facilities

Wet ponds
Extended/detention dry
ponds
Vaults and tanks

Infiltration facilities

Infiltration basins
Infiltration trenches
Porous pavements

]:

¯ ,- ’ventilating equipment
-. Checking structura~ soundness before
B
entering a manhole

Biofilters

== Traffic warning devices
m Ladders, safety harnesses, and hard hats

Vegetated swales
Constructed wetlands
Filter strips

" Removing poisonous plants and insect
nest~
"" Adequate personnel
-" Safety trainin8
I Waste Handling. Major maintenance on large
facilities should be scheduled when the least runoff is expected. Inspectors should require ESC
practices like filter-fabric fences, sandbags,
grassed drainage areas, and revegetation to prevent sediment escape during maintenance,
The vactor truck--which vacuums out storm
sewers, drains, and inlets--is the maintenance
workhorse. A problem with vactor trucks is the
mixing of relatively clean and very dirty waste. A
solution, but an expensive one, is to have "clean"
and "dirty" trucks. Another issue is the disposal of
both solids and separated "decant" water picked
up by vactor trucks.
The best solution is to discharge decant
water to a special station with sediment and oil
separation equipmentbeforethewaterdischarges
to a sanitary sewer. However, oil separators
should not be cleaned at the same time as sediment accumulation chambers. Few such stations
exist now, and most vactor waste is discharged directly into the sanitary sewer. This practice can resuit in pollutants entering surface waters because
of inadequate treatment at the municipal
wastewater plant and in toxic materials that can
upset biological processes at the treatment plant,
Guidelines, while needed, generally do not exist
for disposing of solids. The best programs now
send solids to a lined municipal landfill, unless
they fail a "looks bad and smells bad" test. In that
case, they are treated as hazardous waste,

Permanent Drainage Practices

and Facilities Inspection
Table 14.4 provides a listing of practices (Reinelt,
1992). The practices include some variations on
common devices, depending on their intended
function as specified by the Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (Washington Dep. Ecol. 1992). For example, detention
facilities include wet ponds, which have a quantity control function, and water quality wet ponds.
which are treatment devices.
The following are inspection checklists for
the most common practices and facilities in each
category. While brief descriptions are presented
here, runoff management manuals or textbooks
can provide detailed descriptions.
As previously suggested, inspectors must perform background work--consulting the design
plans to determine the specifications before going
out to inspect an installation. Infrequent inspection
and maintenance is a main reason for poor
performance by runoff facilities. The frequency of
follow-up inspections varies with the type of device
and the installation circumstances. Each installation should have an inspection and maintenance
plan developed before it goes into service. As a
general rule, surface facilities should receive a
drive-by inspection at least monthly and after any
rain totaling 0.S in (1.27 cm) or more in 24 hours.

Stormwater Devlces
These devices are used to collect and convey runoff and as special-purpose facilities. Within the
category are catch basins, pipes and culverts, and
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3. Are absorbents replaced as needed--at
least at the beginnin8 and end of the
main runoff season?

oil/water separators. Inspection guidelines are
provided for oil/water separators and tables of
maintenance standards are included for the other
types of facilities.
| Oll/Water~par~tor$. Figure 14.8 illustrates
the three basic types of oil/water separators. The
spill control unit (14.8A) catches small spills; it is
not capable of separating dispersed oil. The
American Petroleum Institute (API) separator
(14.8B) is a baffled tank that can separate "free"
(unemulsified) oil but requires a relatively large
volume for effectiveness. The coalescing plate
(CP) separator (14.8C) can separate free oil in a
much smaller volume because of the large surface
area provided by the corrugated plate pack. The
following guidelines generally apply to all types,
except as noted.
== Installation checks
1. Is the type appropriate for the service?
2. Is the unit sized and installed as
specified in the plans?
3. Are adequate removable covers
provided for observation and
maintenance?
4. Is runoff excluded from roofs and other
areas not likelyto contain oil?
5. Is any pump being used placed
downstream in order to prevent
mechanical emulsification?
6. Is detergent use avoided upstream to
prevent chemical emulsification?
7. For API and CP types, is a forebay
provided and sized at 20 ft2 (1.86 m2)
of surface area per 10,000 ft2 (929 m2)
of drainage area?
8. For API and CP types, is an afterbay
provided to place absorbents?

4. Is the effluent shutoff valve operational
for closure during cleaning?
.5.

Are waste oil and solids disposed of as
specified by regulations?
~- ¯
6. Is any standing water that is removed
discharged to the sanitary sewer and
then replaced with clean water?
~’

I Pipesand CulverLs. Table 14.5 contains a
summary of maintenance standards for conveyance facilities.
I Catch Baslns. Catch basins are routinely
placed between drain inlets in streets and parking
lots and the conveyances that transport water
away to settle large solids. Table 14.6 contains a
summary of maintenance standards.
| Wet Ponds. A typical wet pond has a "dead
storage" permanent or semipermanent pool and a
"live storage" zone that fills during runoff events
and then drains fairly quickly (see Figure 14.9).
Designs differ depending on the purpose~quantity control, quality control, or both--but the
checks made at installation and later during operation are generally the same, with the few exceptions noted.
= Installation checks
1. Does construction comply w;th local
requirements for earthwork, concrete,
other masonry, reinforcing steel, pipe,
water gates, metal work, and
w.oodwork?
2. Are all dimensions as specified in the
approved plan?

9. For the CP type, are the plates no more
than 3/4 in (1.91 cm) apart and at 45 to
60 degrees from horizontal ?

3. Are interior side slopes no steeper than
a horizontal-to-vertical ratio of 3-to-1
and exterior side slopes no steeper than
2-to-1 ?

1 M~intenance checks

4. Is the bottom level?

1. Does the owner perform weekly
inspections?

5. Are the spillways--between cells, if
any, and the emergency outlet
spillwaywsized and reinforced as
specified in the approved plan?

2. Are oil and any solids removed
frequently enough--at least just before
the main runoff period and after the first
major runoff event?

6. Can the drain empty the dead storage
zone within four hours?
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Figure 14.B---Types of oil/water separators.

Source: Washington Dep. Ecol. 1992.
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Table 14.S--~intenance standar~ for pipes and culverts.
DEFECT

CONDITIONS WHEN MAINTENANCE NEEDEDl

MAINTENANCE RESULTS

Sediment and debris

Accumulated sediment that exceeds 20
percent of the pipe diameter

Pipe cleaned of all sediment and
debris

Vegetation

Vegetation that reduces free movement of
water through pipes

All vegetation removed so water
flows freely through pil:~es

Damaged

""

Protective coating is damaged; rust is causing"
more than S0 percent of deterioration to any
pa;t of pipe
Any dent that decreases the end area of pipe
by more than 20 percent
~’

¯ Pipe repaired or replaced

Debris barriers

Trash or debris plugging more than 20 percent
of the barrier openings

Barrier clear to receive capacity
flow

Damaged/missing bars

Bars are bent out of shape more than 3 in
(7.62 cm)

Bars in place with no bends > 3/4
in (1.91 cm)

Bars are missing or entire barrier missing

Bars in place accordin8 to design

Bars are loose and rust is causing S0 percent
deterioration to any part of barrier

Repair or replace barrier to design
standards

. Source: Adapted from Reinel=t, 1992.
Figure 14.9--Typical wet pond.

::

Source: Washington Dep. Ecol. 1992.
II
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Table 14.6---Maintenance standards for catch basins.
DEFECT

! CONDITIONS WHEN MAINTENANCE NEEDED I

Trash and debris
(including sediment)

~

MAINTENANCE RESULTS

Trash or debris of more than 1/2 ft:~
(14.16 dm~) located in front of the catch basin
openin8 or blocking capacity of basin by ¯ 10
percent

No trash or debris located
immediately in front of catch basin
opening

Trash or debris in the basin that exceeds 1/~ to
1/2 the depth from the bottom c~" basin to
invert of the lowest pipe into or out of the
basin

No trash or debris in catch basin

Trash or debris in any~j~let or outlet pipe
blocking more than 1/3 of the height

Inlet and outlet pipes free of trash
or debris

Dead animals or debris that could generate
odors that wou!d cause complaints or
dangerous gases

No dead animals or vegetation
present

Deposits of garbage exceeding 1 ~
(28.32 dm3) in ~,olume

No trash or debris in catch basin

Frame is even with curb
Corner of frame extends more than 3/4 in
(1.91 cm) past curb face into the street (if
applicable)
Top slab has holes larger than 2. in2 (12.9 cm~’) Top slab is free of holes and cracks
or cracks wider than 1/4 in (1.61 cm) (to
ensure that all materials run into basin)

Structural damage to
frame andJor top slab

Frame not sitting flush on top slab--i.e.,
separation of ¯ 3/4 in (1.91 cm) of the frame
from top of stab

Frame is sitting flush on top of slab

Cracks wider than 1/2 in (3.23 cm) and longer Basin replaced or repaired to
design standards
than 3 ft (0.91 m), an~/evidence of soil
particles entering catch basin through cracks,
or structure is unsound

Cracks in basin walls or
bottom

Cracks wider than 1/2 in (3.23 cm) and longer No cracks more than 1/4 in
(1.61 cm) wide at joint of
than 1 ft (0.305 m) at the joint of any
inlet/outlet pipe
inlet/outlet pipe or any evidence of soil
particles entering catch basin through crack
SettlementJmisalignment Basin has settled more than I in (2.54 cm) or
has rotated more than 2 in (5.0B cm) out of
alignment

Basin replaced or repaired to
design standard
¯

Fire hazard

No flammable chemicals present

I Presence of chemicals such as natural gas, oil,
and gasoline

)

Vegetation

Pollution

Vegetation growing across and blocking more
than 10 percent of basin

No vegetation blocking opening to
basin

Vegetation (or roots) growing in inlet!outlet
pipe joints > 6 in (15.24 cm) tall and < 6 in
(15.24 cm) apart

No vegetation or root growth
present

I Nonflammable
chemicals of > I/2 fl3
(14.16 dm3) per 3 ft (0.91 m) of basin length

I

No pollution present other than
surface film

Source: Adapted from Reinelt, 1992.
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7. Are inlet and outlet areas stabilized to
avoid erosion?
8. Are safety features provided such as a
shallow bench surrounding the pond
edge, barrier plantings to discourage
approach by children, and/or fencing
tunnecessary if sloped as recommended
and other safety features provided)?
9. For a water q~Jality pond, is the effective
length-to-width ratio at least 3-to-1 and
preferably 5-to-1 ? Are the inlet and
outlet separated as widely as possible?
¯ ,, Maintenance checks
1. Has a maintenance plan and schedule
been developed?
2. Table 14.7 contains specific checks and
maintenance standards, which also
apply to other types of ponds,
I Vaults ancl Tanks. Refer to Table 14.8 for a
summary of maintenance standards for closed detention systems.
Infiltration Facilifie$
Infiltration facilities discharge most of the entering
water into the ground. They include surface basins and trenches, below-ground perforated
pipes, roof drain systems, and porous pavements.
Inspection guidelines are given for infiltration hasins in Figure 14.10 and a table Of maintenance
standards is included for infiltration trenches as
well (Figure 14.9).
| lnf!ltrafion Basins
" Installation checks
1. Does construction comply with local
requirements for earthwork, concrete,
other masonry, reinforcing steel, pipe,
water gates, metal work, and
woodwork?
2. Are all dimensions as specified in the
approved plan?
3. Does the timing of basin construction
avoid any runoff containing sediment
from elsewhere on the site?
4. Is the basin preceded by a pretreatment
device--- presettling basin or
biofilter--to prevent failure caused by
siltation?

PART IL Institutional Issues

5. Is the basin at least 50 ft (15.24 m) ¢rom
any slope greater than 15 percent and at
least 1 O0 ft (30.48 m) upslope and 20 ~t
(6.1 m) downslope of any building?
6. Is the outlet orifice design consistent
with the facility’s infiltration capacity-e.g., to avoid the collection of more
water than can infiltrate in 48 hours?
’ 7. Are the spillways--between cells, if
any, and the emergency outlet
spillway--sized and reinforced as
specified in the approved plan?
~
8. Are all disturbed areas stabilized to
prevent erosion ?
9. After final grading, has the bed been
deeply tilled to provide a well-aerated,
highly porous surface texture?
m Maintenance checks
1. Has a maintenance plan and schedule
been developed?
2. Table 14.9 contains specific checks and
maintenance standards.
3. Is tilling necessary to restore infiltration
capacity (regular annual tilling is
recommended)?
| Infiltration Trenches. Table 14.10 contains a
summary of maintenance standards for infiltration
trenches.
Biofilters
Biofilters, or vegetated land treatment systems,
can be vegetated swales where water flows at
some measurable depth. Biofilters can also be
broad surface areas where water flows in a thin
sheet, sor~etimes called filter strips. Constructed
wetlands are also sometimes put in this category.
The following guidelines generally pertain to
swales and filter strips, although some exceptions
are noted. To inspect constructed wetlands, refer
to both these guidelines and those given previously for wet ponds.
| Bioflltratlon Swales and Filter Strips
-. Installation checks
1. Are the dimensions and plantings as
specified in the approved plan?
2. Is the vegetation cover dense and
uniform?
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Figure 14.1 O--Typical in~ltration basin.

Source: Washington Dep. Ecol. 1992.
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Table 14.7--/~intenance standards for detention facilities.
DEFECT

Poisonous

"i CONDITIONS WHEN ~L~INTENANCE NEEDED

MAINTENANCE RESULTS

Presence of any poisonous vegetation that
No evidence of/x>isonous
constitutes a hazard to maintenance personoel J vegetation; coordinate with local
Ornettles,the publiCdevils(e.g.,ciub)tansy, poisoh oak, stinging : health department

Pollution

One gallon or more of oil, gas, or
contaminants, or any amount th~ could (1)
cause damage to plant, animal, or aquatic life;
(2) constitute a fire hazard; (3) be flushed
downstream during storms; or (4) contaminate
groundwater

No contaminants present other
than a surface film; coordinate with
local health department

Unmowed grass/
ground cover

In residential areas, mowing is needed when
the cover exceeds 18 in (.46 m) in height;
otherwise, match facility cover with adjacent
ground cover and terrain as long as facility
function does not decrease

Grass/ground cover should be
mowed to 2 in (5.08 cm); maintain
dense cover on slopes and in
bottom of dry ponds

Rodent holes

Any evidence of rodent holes if facility is
acting as a dam or berm, or any evidence of
water piping through dam or berm via rodent
holes

Rodents destroyed and dam or
berm repaired; coordinate with
local county health department

insects

When insects such as wasps or hornets
interfere with maintenance activities

Insects destroyed or removed from
site; coordinate with people who
remove wasps for antivenom
protection

Tree growth

Does not allow maintenance access or
interferes with maintenance activity; if trees
are not interfering with access, leav.e alone

Trees do not hinder maintenance
activities

Eros=on of Dond side
slopes

Eroded damage > 2 in (5.08 cm) deep where
cause of damage is still present or potential for
continued erosion exists

Slopes stabilized with appropriate
erosion control BMPs (e.g.,
seeding, mats, riDrap)

Sed=ment accumulation
m forebayipond

Accumulated sediment that exceeds 10
percent of the design forebay/pond depth,’or
every 3 years

Sediment cleaned out to design
depth; reseed if necessary for
erosion control

Dike settling

Any part of dike that has settled more than 4
in (10.16 cm)

Dike is rebuilt to design elevation

Rocks missing from
overflow spillway

Only one layer of rock above natwe soil in an
area of 5 ft2 (0.47 m2) or greater, or any
exposed soil

Rock replaced to design standard

Inadequate spillway sizet Emergency overflow or spillway not large
I enough to handle flows from large storm
I events

Increase capacity of spillway to
current design standards

continued on next page
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Table 14.7---continued
Missing, broken, or
damaged fencing

Any defect in fencing that permits easy
entrance to the pond

Fencing repaired to prevent
entrance

Damaged fencing including posts out of
Fencing parts that have a rusting or
plumb by > 6 in (15.24 cm), top rails bent > scaling condition affecting
6 in (15.24 cm), missing or loose tension wire, structural adequacy
missing or sagging barbed wire,.missing or
bent extension arms
""
Opening in fencing that allows passage of an
8 in diameter ball

"

No opening in fence

Erosion under fencing

Erosion 4 in (10.16 cm) deep and 12 to 18 in
(.31 to .46 cm) wide permitting an opening
under fence

No opening under fence > 4 in
(10.16 cm)

Missing or damaged
gates

Missing or damage gate, locking device, or
hinges

Gates, locking devices, and hinges
repaired

Gate is out of plumb by > 6 in (1S.24 cm) and
> 1 ft (.31 m) out of design alignment

Gate is aligned and vert=cal

Missing stretcher bar, bands, or ties

Stretcher bar, bands, and ties in
place

Debris that could damage vehicle tires

Roadway free of debris

Obstructions that reduce c~earance above
road surface to < 14 ft (4.27 m) (e.8., tree
branches, wires)

Roadway clear overhead to 14 ft
(4.27 m)

Any obstructions restricting access to a 10 to
12 ft (3.05 to 3.66 m) width for a distance of >
12 ft (3.66 m), or any point restricting access
to a width of < 10 ft (3.05 m)

Obstructions moved to allow at
least a 12 ft (3.66 m) access route

Any road settlement, potholes, mushy spots,
or ruts that prevent or hinder maintenance

Road surface repaired and smooth

Blocked or damaged
access roads

access

Weeds or brush on or near road surface that
hinder access, or are > 6 in (15.24 cm) tall
and < 6 in (15.24 cm) apart within a 400 ft2
(37.16 m2) area

Weeds and brush on or near road
surface cut to 2 in (5.08 cm)

Erosion within 1 ft(.31 m) of the roadway > i Shoulder and road free of erosion
8 in (20.32 cm) wide and 6 in (15.24 cm) deep
Source: Adapted from Reinelt, 1992.
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Table 14.8--~intenance standards for closed detention systems.
DEFECT

CONDITIONS WHEN/VIAINTENANCE NEEDED

I

MAINTI~NANCE RF~ULTS

Plugged air vents

Half of the end area of a vent is blocked at any I Vents free of debris and sediment
point with debris apd sediment

Debris and sediment in
storage area

Accumulated sediment depth is > 10 percent
of the diameter of the storage area for 1/2 the
length of storage vault or any point exceeds
percent of the diameter; for example, 72-in
(1.83-m) storage tank would require cleaning
when sediment reaches a depth of 7 in (17.78
cm) for more than 1/2 the tank le__ngth

All sediment and debris removed
from storage area

Cracks in joints between
tank/pipe sections

Any crack allowing material to be transported
into the facility

All joints between tanks/pipe
sections are sealed

Problems with manhole
cover

Cover is missing or only partially in place; any
open manhole requires maintenance

Manhole is closed and secured

Locking mechanisms cannot be opened by
one maintenance person with proper tools;
bolts into frame have < I/2 in (3.23 cm) of
thread (may not apply to selflocking lids)

Mechanism is repaired or replaced
so it fianctions properly

Cover difficult to remove by one maintenance
person applying 80 Ibs (36.29 kg) of lift

Cover can be removed and
reinstalled by one maintenance
person

Local government safety officer or
maintenance person judges that ladder is
unsafe due to missing tunics, misalignment,
rust, or cracks

Ladder meets design standards and
allows for maintenance access

,.

Ladder rungs of
manhole unsafe

Catch basins

i See Table 14.6

! See Table 14.6

Source: Adapted from Rmnelt, 1992.

Table 14.9~Maintenance standards for infiltration basins.
DEFECT

{ CONDITIONS WHEN MAINTENANCE NEEDED

MAINTENANCE RESULTS

Sediment buildup in
system

Soil texture test indicates facility is not
functioning as designed

Sediment is removed and/or facility
is cleaned so that system works
according to design; a forepay or
presetting basin is installed to
reduce sediment transport to facility

Poor facility drainage
(more than 48 hours)

Soil texture test indicates facility fs not
functioning as designed

Additional volume added through
excavation to provide needed
storage; soil aerated and rototilled
to improve drainage

Sediment trapping area

Sediment and debris fill more than 10 percent
of sediment trapping facility or sump

....No sediment trapping
facility

Runoff e~ters infiltration area without
pretreatment

Sediment trapping facility or sump
cleaned of accumulated sediment
I’ Add a trapping facility (presettling
basin, detention pond, biofilter)
before infiltration facility

Source: Adapted from Reinelt, 1992.
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Table 14,10--~4aintenance standards for infiltration trenches,
I CONDITIONS WHEN ~,INTENANC~ NEEDEDI

~INTENANCE RESULTS

Sediment and debris
buildup in trench

By visual inspection, little or no water flows
through the trench during large storms

Debris blockinginfiltration trench
removed; gravel in infiltration
trench replaced or cleaned

Observation well
,

Observation well buried, covered, or
inaccessible
~

DEFECT

The observation well/cap is
accessible to the inspector for
openin8 and inspection
Water percolates up
Trench water or water with dye percolating to Gravel and filter fabric in
from trench
surface
infiltration trench replaced or
cleaned; trench functions
B
according to design standards
I Filter fabric is replaced or repaired
Filter fabric exposed
Filter fabric is exposed or damaged
a nd covered with proper
material
Source: Adapted from Reinelt, 1992.

I

3. If the biofilter is a swale, is it parabolic
or trapezoidal in shape, with side slopes
no steeper than a horizontal-to-ver!.ical
ratio of 3-to-1 ?
4. Is the biofilter placed near buildings
and trees so that no portion will be
shaded throughout the day and possibly
experience poor plant growth?
.5.

If the longitudinal slope is less than 2
percent or if the water table can reach
the root zone of vegetation, is
water-resistant vegetation planted to
survive a standing water condition? Is
an underdrain system installed to assist
drainage (underdrains may not be
practical with a la.rge filter strip)?

6. If the longitudinal slope is in the 4 to 6
percent range, are check dams
provided approximately every 50 to
100 ft (15.24 to 30.48 m) to reduce
velocity (check dams may not be
practical on a larger filter strip)?
7. If a swale is installed on a slope that
exceeds 6 percent, does it traverse the
slope so that no reach slopes more than
4 percent, or 6 percent with check

dams?

8. Is the lateral slope entirely uniform to
avoid any tendency for the flow to
channelize.~
9. Is flow introduced so that entrance
velocity is dissipated quickly, flow is

distributed uniformly, and erosion is
avoided (e. g., by usin8 a riprap pad or
some means of level spreading)?
10. Was construction-phase runoff
excluded or was the biofilter
reestablished after construction? Are
upslope areas stabilized to avoid
erosion into the biofilter?
11. Is a bypass in place for flows larger than
the flow rate the biofilter was designed
to treat? Is the facility sufficiently large
to at least pass the 100-year, 24-hour
storm without eroding (a bypass is
preferred to maintain treatment and
prevent resuspension of settled
material).~
i Maintenance check=
1. Has a maintenance plan and schedule
been developed?
2. Table 14.11 contains specific checks
and maintenance standards.
,,
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Fundamentals of Urban Runoff Management
~ab|e 14.1 l~Maintenance standards fo~ b[ofilters.
DEFECT

CONDITIONS WHEN MAINTENANC~ NEEDED

MAINTENANCE RESULTS

Dumping of yard wastes; accumulation of
nondegradable materials

Remove degradable wastes and
compost; recycle other waste when
possible

Accumulation exceeds 20 percent of design
depth
-.

Cleaned or flushed to match
design; vegetation restored as
necessary

Poor vegetation cover

Vegetation sparse and/or weedy; overgrown
with woody vegetation

Aerate soil and plant; remove
woody growth and replace

Erosion damage to
slopes

Erosion > 2 in (5.08 cm) deep where cause
still present, or potential for continued erosion

Find cause and eliminate; stabilize
with appropriate erosion controls
(e.g., seeding, mat, mulch)

Conversion to use
incompatible with
water quality control

Filled or planted inappropriately, or blocked

Discuss with nearby property
owners and specify corrections to
be made

Poor drainage

Water stands in swale

Determine cause; if high water
table, consider rebuilding with liner
or underdrain; if slope < 1 percent,
use underdrain

Trash and debris

Sediment buildup
¯

Source: Adapted from Remelt, 1992.
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CHAPTER

Watershed Management
unoff management and nonpoi~t

pollution present many
complex challenges to the water
resources manager. This chapter
source

discusses how to meet these challenges

by using a watershed management
approach to integrate land planning and
other resources within the watershed.
The challenges, quite different from those
encountered when managing traditional point
sources of pollution, include
"" Integrating land use management, since
the change in land use creates the runoff
problem;
¯ " Educating the public about how even/day
activities contribute to the runoff problem
and how they must be part of the solution;
’- Developing a management framework
given that we all live downstream and that
runoff flows are not constrained by political
boundary lines;
~’ Obtaining the cooperation and coordinalion of neighboring political entities within a
watershed;
-. Managing runoff from new development
and retrofitting the existing drainage sys~m
built solely to convey runoff away from developed lands to the nearest waterbody as
quickly as possible,
-’ Coordinating point and nonpoint source
runoff strategies and activities,
Additionally, constraints imposed by current
runoff treatment technology--~uch as treatment

efficiency, land needs, and maintenance needs-and by the costs of assessing and solving existing
runoff/nonpoint source pollution problems call
for a cooperative regional framework. Finally. a
watershed management approach includes planning efforts to prevent problems and traditional
regulatory efforts to mitigate adverse effects
caused by land alterations and changes in land
use. This approach permits extensive use of inexpensive nonstructural management practices.

Definition and Rationale
What is a Watershed?
The term watershed refers to a geographical area
in which water, sediments, and other materials
drain to a common outlet such as a stream, lake,
or estuary. This area is also called the drainage
basin of a receiving waterbody. When a raindrop
falls in this area, it flows until it reaches the downstream receiving waterbody.
Watershed dimensions depend on the waterbody. A large river’s watershed may cover thousands of square miles, while each of its tributaries
has a smaller watershed. The U.S. Geological Survey has segmented the nation into hydrological
units, a standard way to define the many
subbasins or small watersheds that combine to
make up large watersheds.

What is Watershed Management?
Watershed management is a flexible framework
for integrating the management of all resources-land, biological, water, infrastructure, human,
economicmwithin a watershed. Human activities
are managed so they cause the least disruption to
our natural systems and native flora and fauna.
The crucial factor in managing runoff and nonpoint sources is integrating land use, water/runoff,
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and infrastructure management. Watershed management includes numerous facets---planning,
education, regulation, monitoring, and enforcement. These facets should be accomplished on a
watershed basis and involve a diverse set of stakeholders in the process,
Selection of watershed size depends on
many factors---watershed ecological systems,
groundwater hydrologic influences, type and
scope of resource management problems and
goals, and level of available resources. The institutional framework also varies greatly, depending
on the legal framework established by state laws
and local ordinances.
Why Watershed Management?
5olving our nation’s runoff problems, especially
retrofitting existing drainage systems to reduce
pollutant loads discharged to receiving waters,
presents many complex challenges. Correcting
¯ these problems is expensive, technically difficult,
and requires a long time period. ~.ccordingly, we
need to reevaluate our current approach to runoff
management and shift the emphasis toward more
comprehensive, prevention-oriented strategies
such as watershed management,

PART 11. insLitutJonal Issues

While the usual approach to urban runoff
management is relatively easy to administer it has
several disadvantages. The risk of negative ~-~e~-’~,
particularly in watersheds that cover seveF, ,..’r~sdictions, is greater. The failure to consider aownstream impacts in selecting runoff management
facilities causes ineffective runoff control
throughout the watershed. This approach recurs
relatively hi.Bh, local costs for faciHW maintenance. In addition, unnecessaw costs are used for
small-scale structural solutions rather than using
large-scale nonstructural solutions, which are typi~lly much cheaper.
Other negative effects of piecemeal runoff
management are the following:
l It

only partially solves major flooding
problem(s).

i It solves flooding problems in the upstream jurisdiction, but may create flooding
problems downstream.
m Randomly locating detention basins may
actually increase downstream peak flows.
i Maintenance needs and costs associated
with numerous on-site runoff controls are
ver~ high.

The following comparison illustrates the
differences between the traditional, piecemeal
approach to runoff management and a comprehensive watershed approach (Camp, Dresser,
McKee, 1985).

m Significant capital and operation/maintenance expenditures may be wasted.

’

m Other watershed management changes in
the hydrolic regime or in stream temperature
may not be considered.

The Traditional Versus the
Watershed Approach

m Remedial structural solutions cost more
than implementing proper management programs in the first place.

The Piecemeal Approach

The Wa~rshed Approach

The traditional approach for existing urban development is to address local runoff problems without evaluating the potential for the control
measure to adversely affect downstream areas
(see Chapter 10). In new urban development, runof~ management responsibilities are delegated to
local land developers, with each responsible for
constructing runoff management facilities on the
development site. Their goal is to control runoff
from the development site with little regard to
how the discharges affect the system as a whole or
the effects on the local government infrastructure,
This is a piecemeal or individual site approach to
runoff managemen.t,

The watershed approach develops a comprehensire watershed plan.--a runoff master plan--to
identi@ the most appropriate control measures
and the optimum locations to control watershedwide activities. The watershed approach typically
results in the following combinations:
-’ Reviewing watershed and its characteristics overall to assess problems and potential
solutions.
i Using regional systems where appropriate.
o " Providing runoff conveyance improvements where necessaW.
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=" Developing nonstructural measures
throughout the watershed, such as acquiring
floodplains, wetlands, and natural runoff depressional storage areas, limiting the amount
of imperviousness, requiring grassed swales
rather than storm sewers, and directing roof
runoff to pervious areas,
== Co~ordinating point and nonpoint source
program implementation.
" Watershed master planning offers significant
advantages over the piecemeal approach, l~’educes capital and operation/maintenance costs
and the risk of downstream flooding and erosion,
particularly in multijurisdictional watersheds. It
offers better opportunities to manage existing runoff problems and to consider and use nonstructural controls. Other benefits include.increased
opportunities for recreational uses of runoff controis, potential contributions to local land use
planning, enhanced opportunities for runoff
reuse, and popularity among land developers,
The major disadvantages of the watershedlevel runoff master plan include
" Local governments must conduct advanced studies to locate and develop preliminary designs for integrated management facilities without fully knowing local plans,
I Local governments must develop and adhere to a future land use plan and properly
design an effective mix of local and regional
controls to capture runoff from present and
future development and impervious surfaces,
’=’ Local governments must often finance,
design, and construct the regional runoff
management facilities before most development occurs and provide for reimbursement
by developers over a build-out period that
can be many years long.
== In some cases, local governments may
need to conduct expensive maintenance activities for regional facilities that the public
views as primarily recreational,
However, another advantage of watershed
management is that resource management goals
can be resource oriented. This approach s~,rcsses
prevention practices and programs to protect natural systems and beneficial uses of our waterbodies. These practices and programs are typically

Watershed Management

more cost-effective than trying to restore natural
systems after they have been adversely affected
by human activities.
Watershed management allows coordination of infrastructure improvements with point
and nonpoint source management programs and,
most importantly, provides a vital link between
land use and water resources management.
==

Watershed Management
Framework
Until recently, watershed management has faced
many deterrents. Initially, the goal of a runoff
management program was drainage.--preventing
flooding by quickly conveying runoff away from
buildings and other developed areas, typically to
the nearest waterbody. Restricting the use of private property through growth management/land
use planning programs and regulations---the most
cost-effective management option--has not been
effective until recently. Little thought was given to
the potential impacts of a land use change on the
local drainage system or on the community at
large. The generally accepted tenet was that development was good for the community, helped
increase the tax base, and stimulated the economy~i.e., "growth pays for itself.~
Other major deterrents to establishing comprehensive, integrated watershed management
programs have been prevailing attitudes that loster turf wars and a lack of cooperation between
state and local governments and, more important,
between cities and counties. Each political entity
believes it is an island unto itself. Far too little attention has been paid to intergovernmental cootdination and cooperation.
Implementing watershed management programs requires a long-term commitment of time,
energy, and money. Elected officials, responding
to the citizens’ cries to be frugal with their tax dollars, are reluctant to spend money on the planning
studies required to implement watershed management programs. In only a few locations have
elected officials recognized the long-term benefits
and cost savings that can accrue by implementing
comprehensive land use plans and runoff master
plans.

Establishing a Framework
No single approach or institutional framework is
available to establish a watershed management
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program. Establishing an institutional and legal
framework would be easy if we could start with a
dean slate. However, each state, county, and city
has an existing legal framework and most differ
greatly. Some states have comprehensive laws,
rules, and programs. Other states do not have an
adequate statutory or regulatory framework to
form a foundation for watershed management
programs. Therefore, &.key to opening the watershed management door is flexibility. In some
cases, the focus will be on enact!ng new laws; in
other cases, the’focus is on revising existing laws
or ordinances to better integrate and coordinate
programs and objectives.
Another key to a watershed management
framework is patience. Enacting or modi.~ing
state laws or local ordinances is not an easy process. A long-term game plan must be developed
and pursued with diligence. Each component of a
watershed management program has its own controversies, assuring that public debate on many issues will be vociferous. Therefore, priorities must
be established. Typically,. priority setting depends
on state resource problems and needs, public sentiment, and whether an issue becomes ~sexy,"
thereby receiving coverage by the news media, in
many cases, a particular piece of legislation will
take several years to pass or revise,
To succeed, educating elected officials, state
agency managers, and the public is a priority,
Public participation and support are essential to
build consensus. Many issues addressed by watershed management programs are complex and not
easily demonstrated. Managers of runoff and
other nonpoint sources of pollution, unlike the
managers of traditional point sources, cannot
point to pipes that continuously discharge
effluents. Therefore, promoting watershed management programs requires multimedia presentations, not only to educate but also to entertain,
You must sell the need for watershed management.
Taking advantage of opportunities that arise
is another key to success. Unfortunately, opportunities often occur after a natural disaster that resuits in lost property or lives. After hurricanes
Frederick and Andrew struck South Carolina and
South Florida respectively, considerable public
debate arose. Issues included building codes,
land uses, and development within sensitive and
susceptible coastal areas; whether to allow rebuilding in these areas; and whether public programs such as the National Flood Insurance
Program should subsidize development. These
debates, especially on costs and benefits, can

PART I1. In=ututionaI l~.~ues

help build support for growth management and
land acquisition programs. Furthermore, flood.
ing---and in a few locales, water qualiW problems---can be used to break the "hydro.illogical
cycle" and gain support for runoff management
programs and local runoff utilities.
In building a watershed management framework, establishing clear goals for the overall program should.in.clude
,= Providing opportunities for preventive
nonstructural controls, in addition to structural controls, to mitigate the impacts of
~’ human activities.
m Establishing clearly defined, holistic naturai resource managementgoals.
m Setting priorities for a long-term legislatire agenda.
== Encouraging public participation so that
all parties buy in and feel a part of the solulion.
=’ Integrating all available tools and resources into a coordinated, cost-effective,
cooperative approach (i.e., integrate point
and nonpoint source programs).
== Finding dedicated funding sources outside the main funding stream (general revenues) so that the watershed management
programs do not compete against law enforcement, education, and other high priority societal needs.
In developing, selling, establishing, and implementing a watershed management framework
and associated programs, keep in mind the folI°wing"bigCs"°fwatershedmanagement:
" ComDrehen$ive management of people,
land use, natural resources, water resources,
and infrastructure throughout a watershed.
~ Continuity of runoff/watershed management programs over a long time period to
correct existing problems and prevent future
ones.
" Cooperation between federal, state, and
local governments; cities and counties; the
public and private sectors; and among all citizens.
" Communication to educate ourselves and
elected officials about how everyone is part
of the problem and must be part of the solution.
m Coordination of runoff retrofitting to reduce pollutant loading and other natural sys-
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terns restoration activities; includes compleTypically, these programs are implemented
mentary infrastructure improvements (e.g.,
after a state law is enacted and a state agency is
road projects) or development/redevelop- set up to address a specific concern. A legislatwe
ment projects to maximize benefits and costmandate usually ensures that a program has adeeffectiveness,
quate legal authority, staffing, and funding sup~
port. Programs have been established by a state
E Creativity in best management practices,
agency using its general legislative powers to pass
technology, funding sources, and apa
rule--for example, programs for pubic educaproaches to solve these complex, costly
=tiqn,
pollution prevention, and monitorin8 and
probE~ms.
prioritizing target watersheds. Given the current
scientific data on runoff pollutants, erosion and
== Consistency in implementing laws, rules,
sediment control and even runoff treatment proand programs nationally and statewide to asgrams can be established using general water
sure equity and fairness,
ae
pollution control authorities. However, these pro~ Cash in large amounts and over a long
grams are staff and resource intensive and, at a
time period to correct existing problems and
minimum, require legislative approval of budget
prevent future ones.
requests.
Common watershed management programs
=, Commitment to solve our current probinclude
both planning and regulation. While the
lems and prevent future ones to ensure that
difference
between comprehensive planning and
our children have a bright futur~a willingpermitting
are
important, both are needed to man.
hess to put our money where our mouths
age
growth
effectively
and protect the quality of
are.
our environment and the lives of our citizens.

Program Components and
Legislative Heeds

I Comprehensive Planning. Planning allows a

Watershed management integrates management
programs that address the many differing human
activities within a watershed. The following brief
discussion of components and programs that are
part of watershed management is not all inclusive--other programs address specific state or regional needs. In developing or implementing
programs, take advantage of information and
technology transfer clearinghouses and communicate with people in other jurisdictions that have
implemented similar programs,
Watershed management programs include
common aspects, such as planning, hotistic goals,
scientific/technical support, and imptementation--regulatory and nonregulatory approaches,
Extensive public participation is also needed in all
aspects of the program~planning, developing
and adopting rules, permitting, and inspecting
and enforcing. Programs must also address ohraining adequate funding and staffing; training
staff and the public, especially the regulated community; assuring inspection and compliance; and
assuring !ong-term operation and maintenance of
structural .controls. Finally, programs must be
evaluated regularly to optimize their environmental effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and service
efficiency. This evaluation requires a commitment
to monitoring programs that can actually ascertain if the program’s goals are being met.

| Permitting. Permitting is site-specific and
seeks only to mitigate the impacts of the land use
decision. It asks: How can we do the best job with
this development on this particular site? Any regulatory program has inherent limitations that
comprehensive planning can help overcome.
Principal among these limitations is that permitring is piecemeal and does not consider cumutatire effects. Therefore, regulation and permitting
cannot substitute for planning.
Watershed planning and management programs must include two equal components: the
land planning framework and the water planning
framework (Figure 15.1 ).

community to make decisions about how and
where growth will occur in the future. Comprehensive planning asks several questions: Is this
the right location? Is this the right tirne.~ Is this the
right intensity for the proposed land use? Comprehensive planning seeks to prevent problems~
social, economic, environmental--before developmentoccurs.

The Planning Framework
A watershed management framework can be divided into three categories:
== Land planning and management
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Figure 15.1.~The land planning and water planning framewori~.

Water

Lo Regulations
cal Comprehensive

Regional Policy Plans

.
,,

State Water
Management Plans

/~

State Water Policy

State Comprehensive Plan

Land Planning Framework

m Water planning and management
m General resources planning and
management

Land Planning and
Management Programs
Land planning and management programs are
often called growth management programs. However, growth management, comprehensive planning, and land and environmental regulations are
clearly distinct,
Growth management looks at broad issues
and the interrelationship of systems--natural systerns, infrastructure, land use, and people. It assesses our past success in providing for citizens’
needs and determines the needs of new arrivals
and how to meet them. Growth management encompasses comprehensive planning, natural resource management, public facilities planning,
housing, recreation, economic development, and
intergovernmental coordination,
Comprehensive planning is a governmental
process to inventory resources, establish priorities
and a vision of where the community wants to go,
and determine how to get there. It is a systematic
way of looking at the different components of a
community, county, region, and state,

Water Planning Framework

Regulations are the specific controls applied
to different types of development activities to regulate and minimize their negative impacts. Typically, regulations are administered by all levels of
government--federal, state, and local. Locally,
land development regulations are the ordinances
that implement the local comprehensive plan.
State Comprehensive Plan
A state comprehensive plan serves as the base of
the land and water planning pyramids (Figure
1.5.1). A state comprehensive planning act establishes goals and policies for each of the plan’s elements and requires the state land planning agency
to prepare’a general state comprehensive plan.
Elements of a plan usually include water resource~, natural systems, air quality, coastal and
mar, he resources, land and wildlife resources,
wa~e management, public facilities (infrastructure), transportation, mining, agriculture, education, and economic development. If the state’s
land planning framework includes regional planning councils or council of governments, those
agencies would develop a regional plan.
Both the state and regional plans should be
consistent with the goals and policies stated in the
state comprehensive’ planning act. These goals
and policies, set by the legislature, provide guidance to state, regional, and local governments in
developing and implementing programs, rules, or
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ordinances. The planning pyramid should I~ consistent ~om i~ base to i~ a~x. To ensure consi~
tency and integrate agency implementation
programs with the la~s goals and ~licies, the
law can ~uire state agency fun~ional plans,
Thee plans fo~ the basis for agency budget r~
quest, which are related to the 8oals and ~licies
of the comprehensive plan.

m D~s the plan limit the num~r and ty~
of amendment, the fr~uen~, or the
amendment process~

W~[~ ~d ~o~p[a~ P~c~o~
Wetlands and fl~plains provide storage and
tmat~nt for watersh~s. They provide a wide
ranBe of irreplaceable ~ices at no cost, includin8 maintenance and improvement of water quali~; fl~water conveyance and storage; shoreline
Rabilization; water recha~e and supply; sediment con~ol; aquatic pr~u~ivi~; spawning and
~u~ ~rounds; habi~t for shellfish, fish, waterfowl, endanger~ s~cies, and other wildlife; and
open space and recreation.
Unfortunately, the benefi~ provided by wetlands and fio~plains am not fully appreciated.
In~ead, ~e~ areas are ~n as unpr~u~ive,
snake investS, mosquito havens with no socially
accepted red,rain8 value. Consequently, only
a~ut 40 ~rcent of our nation’s original 215 raillion acres (87 million ha) of wetlands in the 48
contiguous states remain, largely the result of the
conversion of wetlands and fl~dplains to agricultural lands.
’ SeGion 404 of the Federal Clean Wa~er
established a wetlands program to maintain, proteG, and restore our nation’s wetlands. However,
nationwide general permits to conduct a~ivities
in wetlands are easy to obtain. In addition, agricultural and silvicultural a~ivities am la~ely exerupt. Another problem hinderin~ the
environmental effectiveness of this federal program is a lack of national consistency. Fu~hermore, other federal programs (e.g., se~ion 205 of
the 1948 FIo~ Control Act, National Fl~d Insurance Program) direGly conflict with wetland and
water quality pmmction effo~ by promotin~
. teration and development of the~ sensitive lands.
A s=te wetlands pmte~ion act can be an impo~ant addition to a state’s watershed management arsenal to fill the gaps in ~e f~eral program
or expand the pmteGion of wetlands and fIgplains. A stare wmlands protection program
should integrate wi~h, nor duplicate, existing
eral programs. Since the currant f~eral wetlands
pe~iRing program is administered by the Army
Corps of Engin~rs and U.S. EPA, ~e s~te water
quality/environmental management agency Wpically implemen~ the program at the st=e level.
Fr~uently, the wetlands pmteGion a~ is simply a
new ~ction within a state’s existing environmental laws.
Com~nen~ that should be addres~ by a
~ate wetland~l~plain proteGion aG include

~ D~s the plan provide for regular u~ates
and imple~n=tion apprai~ls and their fr~
quen~

m Es~blishin8 wetland prot~ion/management ~oals and policies as the b~is for wetland regulations and ~iRin8 criteria.

G~h ~anagemen~ and ~nd
~elopmen~ Regulation
The Local Government Comprehensive Planning
Act (LGCPA), o~en referr~ to as the Broth mana~ement act, establishes the key piece of the ~ural resources jigsaw pu~le. It provides the dire~
conneGion be~een land use management and
wamr/natural systems management. Eight s=te~
Oregon, Florida, New Jersey, Maine, Vermont,
Rh~e Island, G~ia, and Washin~o~have
implemented state 8m~h managementpmgrams
(Gale, 1992). While these programs have etements in common, each state has different implementation requirement. Some states "r~uire"
while other states "recommend" local plans, consistency, or compliance. A LGCPA should ad.
dress, at a minimum, the following questions
common to the existing s~m gro~h management
Programs:
m What is the legislative authori~ and inmnt~
= Are local comprehensive plans r~uired
or volunta~? Do they require a schedule or
plannin8 ~riod~ Do they require s~cific or
minimum element?
~ Are plan implememation, site plannin8,
or land development regulations required?
~ ~ust plan ~ consistent with state goals
and ~licies? Am monitoring and enfo~ement require?
m Am state review and approval r~uimd?
From which agencies or adminis~ative pr~ess~
m Is compliance or monitorin~ mquir~
D~s the plan provide incentives, disincentires, or citizen enfo~ement~
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I Initiating goals and policies that foster
cost-effective pollution prevention by stressing wetland avoidance rather than mitigation.
1 Precisely defining a wedand. A wetland
should be defined by three characteristics-the elevation and duration of flooding, the
presence of certain wetland-specific plants,
and hydric soil conditions. The law should
clearly state that wetlands are ~waters" samliar to a river, lake, or estuary,
1 Establishing a standard method to delineate wetlands. Wetlands represent the transitional edge between waters and uplands,
Determining where a wetland and an upland
begins is not easy--and is frequentlycontroversia]. Wetland scientists should be allowed
to establishDthrough combinations of hydrologic0 vegetation, and soil indicators--a
process to "draw the wetland line."
1 Requiring consistent statewide application of the definition and wetland jurisdictional delineation method by all government
levels.
-, Requiring or encouraging regional millgallon banks rather than on-site mitigation,
m Establishing a fair permitting process that
assures public participation, equity, an appeals process, and decisions based on scientific and technical merit,
m Allowing, with strict pretreatment requirements, incorporation of certain wetlands into domestic wastewater and runoff
management and reuse systems, provided
the ecological characteristics of the wetland
are protected, restored, or enhanced.
" Requiring the annual tracking of wetland
losses and mitigation efforts, successes, and
failures,
=, Providing for state assumption of the federa] section 404 wetlands program,
State and Loca! Land Preservation

and Acquisition
Regulating and restricting the use of private property is controversial. However, the U.S. Supreme
Court has ruled several times that state and tocal
governments have that legal authority. In fact, the
government is responsible for ensuring the health,

~

safety, and welfare of the public. Restricting what
can and cannot be done on a piece of property
helps maintain property values and prevent contamination of air, land, water, and human resources. However, care must be exercised to
avoid the taking of property. Land acquisition programs help ensure that this goal is met and that
extremely crucial or sensitive lands within a watershed are.preserved.
The federal 8overnment has set up several
types of land ac~cluisition programs to preserve
s~j;~sitive lands, protect vital wildlife habitats, and
establish recreational lands, such as national
parks and wildlife refuges. However, federal
budget problems and intense competition makes
obtaining limited federal land acauisition funds
difficult, especially for properties without national--or at least regional--significance. Additionally, federal programs generally require
matching funds from state and/or local governments. Therefore, establishing state and local land
acquisition programs can greatly increase the
ability to purchase and protect sensitive lands
and, equally importantly, capture limited federal
funds.
State or local land acquisition programs require extensive citizen participation and support.
They require asking individuals to tax themselves
to raise money to purchase lands, preserve them,
and provide recreational opportunities. Catchy
phrases and acronyms are helpful to "sell" the
program. Citizens must be convinced that they
and their children will benefit and that funds will
be spent wisely and cost-effectively. Land acquisilion programs must avoid conflicts of interest and
be administered with integrity and openness.
A state and local land preservation and acquisition act should contain the following components and considerations:
,- Clearly defined program goals and pollcies. Such policies form a foundation to determine the types of properties to be purchased and how to establish purchasing
priorities. The program’s 8oals and policies
should advocate preservin8 and restoring
lands that contribute nonstructural environmental benefits. Additional resource management factors to consider in purchasing
lands inciudes open space, recreational, and
wildlife benefits.
=’= integrated and coordinated federal, state,
local, and private land preservation and acquisition programs. This component maxi-
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mizes the ability to leverage funds from various sources. Establishing interconnected
wildlife corridors and greenways should be a
priority goal.
-"

-, Extensive participation by citizens, prirate conservation groups, and state and ~ocal
governments to establish program regulations, edministrative procedures, and---most
importantwland buying priorities,
-, Long-term ownership and active land
management once the property is p_ur.
chased. The act should specify wh~h
agency will be in charge--an environmental
agenc’~; a parks and recreation agency, a
fisheries or wildlife agency, or a private organization (e.g., Trust for Public Land). The act
should determine if a land management plan
must be developed and how land ?nanagement will be funded,

~-

m Dedicated funding sources. Purchasing
and managing sizable amounts of land, especially with public access and use, requires
large sums of money over a long time period,
To obtain sufficient funds, a state or local
government might choose to sell bonds,
which allow it to raise large amounts at one
time and pay bonds off like a mortgage,
However, this decision requires a stable and
predictable funding source over the life of
the bond. Fees on real estate transactions,
such as documentary stamps, and local option sales taxes have been used extensively.
Water Resources Planning and

Management Programs
The United States is generally blessed with an
abundance of clean water resources. Water is
available whenever we want it, in whatever quantity we desire, and at a vew low cost. Consequently, we have placed less attention and eraphasis on water resources planning= and
management, especially from a holistic approach.
In the past, water planning and management programs were implemented to address a crisis. However, our population’s continuing growth exerts
ever expanding demands on our vulnerable and
limited water resources. Additionally, to manage
unconventional pollution sources, such as runoff
and other nonpoint ~ources, we need to reevaluate the way we manage water. Accordingly, water
resource planning and management programs are
receiving increased attention and evaluation,

Watershed ,¥~,nagement

Watershed management programs include
water quantity and quality programs to protec~
and manage surface and groundwaters and general environmental protection programs. These
programs usually contain pollution prevention
and treatment aspects.
Ertvirortmertl;alProt~ct.lon
Most states have enacted some type of state environmental protection act to control traditional
point source pollution. These laws, generally patterned after the federal Clean Water Act, are frequently revised as a new state environmental
crisis or concern arises or as Congress amends the
Clean Water Act. The Clean Water Act shows
how, over a long period, laws can be revised to
establish or refine existing or new environmental
requirements or programs.
While state environmental protection laws
include many similar requirements and mandates, they vary considerably because states approach the same problem differently. For
example, some states enact separate erosion and
sediment control and runoff management acts;
other states combine these important watershed
management components. In some states, the law
8overnin8 the siting and use of on-site wastewater
disposal systems is found within a state’s general
health code law; in other states, the law is within
the environmental law. These watershed management components are discussed separately, even
though their legislative authority is often integrated into a state’s environmental laws.
State environmental protection laws gener= ally contain components and considerations that
establish
=m The state environmental agency, its legal
authority, and its powers and responsibilities.
== An environmental regulation commission
generally composed of citizens appointed by
a political body (e.8., the governor) that
holds public workshops and adopts environmental regulations and standards.
I Permit evaluation criteria, permit fees,
and administrative procedures, which include a legal administrative hearing process
to appeal permitting decisions.
.., Programs~with adequate legal authority,
direction, and resources (i.e., ~affing and
funding)---to address general environmental
protection and management of air, land, and
water resources such as surface and groundwater.
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m Programs--with adequate legal authority,
direction, and resources--to minimize the
impacts of specific pollution sources such as
wastewater and industrial discharges, solid
wastes, hazardous wastes, and toxic wastes,
m Pollution prevention programs such as
"amnesty days" that allow citizens to safely
dispose of hazardous or toxic household
wastes, used-oil recycling centers, waste reduction and assistance programs for industry, adopt-a-road (stream, lake, bay, shoreline), recycling, and farmstead assistance
(Farm*A*Syst).
m Programs to restore environmentally
damaged lands and waters, especially critical areas such as wetlands, floodplains,
steep slopes, and eroding lands,
¯- Programs to monitor the environmental
health and assess the effectiveness of watershed management programs. Monitoring
programs should include sampling the water
column, sediment, and biological community. Programs must provide information
concerning long-term trends in environmental health and the health of selected
waterbodies or natural systems,
Water Resources Planning
and Management
Many states have enacted a water resources act
distinct and separate from the state environmental
protection act. States are recognizing that planning and managing water resources are essential
to the continued survival of life on the planet and
that water is a major determinant of economic development and quality of life. Water resources
planning and management must consider both
water quantity (i.e., supply, allocation, flooding)
and quality. An effective state water resources act
must be fully integrated with the state environmental protection act. State environmental protection and state/regional water resources
programs must be coordinated, consistent, and
complementary,
A state water resources act creates the framework for water resources planning and management programs by state, regional, and local
governments (see Figure 15.1 ). Usin8 goals and
policies of the state comprehensive planning act,
the environmental regulation commission adopts
a regulation, or state water policy. This regulation
contains general ’policy statements addressing a

PART 11. InstJtuldonal Issues
myriad of water resource topics, such as water
supply and conservation, surface water preservation and management, and natural systems preservation and management. It guides the
implementation of all water resource programs
and regulations, whether by a state, regional, or
local entity. The act could establish regional watershed management districts, set up by watershed boundaries. The districts conduct regional
watershed planning, coordinate water management efforts undertaken by local agencies to ensure that watershed goals are cooperatively met,
a~d operate regulatory and research programs.
A state water resources act should include
-, Establishing watershed management districts to administer special regional (watershed) water planning and management programs and providing statutory authorities
and responsibilities to give them broad powers to protect, manage, and restore surface
and groundwater resources.
m Setting the institutional relationships between the state environmental agency, regional water management districts, and local
governments. Strong oversight of programs,
especially regulatory ones, implemented
downwards is essential for program consistency.
m Developing a state water policy (SWP) to
guide all state water programs and regulations and adopt them as part of the state’s environmental regulation code.
--. Basing the SWP on the goals and policies
of the state planning act and ensuring that
state, regional, and local water regulations
and programs are consistent. Goals and policies of the local comprehensive plan should
also Be consistent with SWP.
m Providing the districts with dedicated
sources of revenue to ensure long-term, adequate funding of all necessary water resource management programs. Sources used
include ad valorem assessments (property
taxes), fees on water use, permitting fees,
and special assessments.
SupplernentaI Surface Water and
Environmental Protection Programs
Several watershed management components can
be included in the state env,rP.nmental protection
or water re"~ources act or estaa,=shed in a separate
statute.
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the design and performance of OSDS ~i.e.,
secondary treatment or nitrates less than 10
rag/l_); whether surface discharges will be allowed and under what conditions; inspections during construction and throughout the
use of the system;and maintenance,
m Regular inspection (every two to three
years) and maintenance (e.g., pump out,
drain~ield) to help ensure that OSDS continue to function properly. One mechanism
is to establish OSDS management districts
with defined service areas, funding sources,
and legal authorities,
m Another method to assure that OSDS continue to function properly is to require inspections, upgrading, and maintenance of
systems when a property is sold.

General Resources Planning
and J~anagement
One complication in implementing watershed
management frameworks and programs is their
complex, interwoven nature. Many aspects ofwatershed management transcend the simple classification scheme outlined in Figure 15.1. These
include the need for broad-based natural resource
management programs and environmental education programs. Many states have established
separate agencies responsible for management of
land, fish and wildlife, agriculture, mining, and
for providing parks and recreation. Often a state
forestry department is responsible for acquiring
and managing state forest lands. These activities
and programs typically are essential to watershed
management. Close coordination and cooperation between these agencies and the other primary natural resources management agencies
ensure that programs do not conflict and maximizethe benefits and cost-effectiveness of all programs,
Additionally, while nearly every natural resource management agency has some type of environmental education program, these programs
are often narrowly focused. The growing importance of nontraditional pollution sources such as
runoff and nonpoint sources requires developing
and implementing a broad-based environmental
curriculum that begins teaching children in kindergarten and continues all the way through
senior high school. Each individual must understand the basic interrelationships of air, land, and
water and how everyday activities degrade our
natural systems. The best way to establish the
ethic of stewardship is by educating our youth,

State Watershed
Management Initiatives
Several states have developed and implemented
some or many of the watershed management
components previously discussed. In recent
years, states have begun integrating ongoing pro"~rams into a comprehensive watershed management framework. Chapter ]6 provides case
histories from the states of Florida, Delaware, and
New Jersey. The Puget Sound Management Program in Washington State and the Priority Watershed Program in Wisconsin are also good
examples of watershed management initiatives.
North Carolina’s ongoing efforts demonstrate
one way that existing programs, especially planning and regulatory, can evolve into an integrated
watershed approach. The North Carolina Division
of Environmental Management (NCDEM) has developed a plan in which basins.~not stream
reaches.--are the basic unit of water quality management. According to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (1991), the obiectives of North
Carolina’s Basinwide Water Quality Management
Initiative include
~ identifying priority problem areas and
pollution sources that merit particular poilutant control, using modifications of rules
(e.g., basin criteria) and increased enforcement.
i Determining the optimum water quality
management strategy and distribution of assimilative capacity for each of the 17 major
river basins within the state.
~ Preparing, in cooperation with local governments and citizens, comprehensive
basinwide management plans that set forth
the rationale, approaches, and long-term
management goals and strategies for each
basin.
" Implementing innovative management
approaches that protect the state’s surface
water quality, encourage the equitable distribution of assimilative capacity, and allow for
sound economic planning and growth.
The whole-basin initiative is a fully integrated approach to water quality assessment and
management. It integrates planning, monitoring,
modeling, point source permitting and control,
nonpoint source control, and enforcement within
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1 A state training and certification program
for plan reviewers, inspectors, and contractors is highly recommended since public
agencies will not likely obtain sufficient
staffing to conduct regular inspections of
runoff systems during or after construction,
These programs can be integrated with the
similar erosion and sediment control pro’
grams.
i Integrating the state runoff management
program with the erosion and sediment control program and the new federal NPDES
permitting program,
1 Establishing a mechanism, such as runoff
operating permits, to ensure at least annual
runoff management system inspections. Inspections determine maintenance needs and
ensure that systems are maintained and operated properly. This system could be operated by a local runoff utility and provide the
owner of a properly maintained and operated system a utility fee credit as an economic incentive,
i Providing statutory authority to establish
dedicated state and local funding sources for
runoff management programs. State sources
could include small fees on concrete, asphalt, fertilizer, or pesticides. Communities
nationwide use runoff utilities with great
success,
I Watershed Priorltlzation and Targeting
Act~Program. The growing number of water resource problems and the financial constraints
faced by all levels of government strongly suggest
a need to establish watershed prioritization and
targeting programs. Many states have set up such
programs, often as part of their runoff/nonpoint
source management programs.
Considerations and components of a state
watershed prioritization and targeting act/program include
i Clearly identifying which state, regional,
and local agencies are involved in establishing priority watersheds. Public participation
is essential to ensure citizen cooperation and
buy in around the state and within the targeted watershed..Cooperation and joint ventures with private land conservation groups
should be encouraged,
== Providing guidance on factors to consider
in the prioritization process. These factors
may include requiring that waterbodies be

state or regionally significant or at a certain
degradation level; a specific level of local
government and citizen support, especially
from land owners who need to install management practices; and the availability of
local matching funds. Pristine waterbodies
may also be given priority.

B

I Pro¥id!ng a legal mechanism for the appropriate state, regional, or local agency to
adopt the priority list; ensuring that the list is
reviewed regularly and updated or refined as
needed.
l Providing a dedicated source of state, regional, or local funds to develop and implement a watershed management plan within a
realistic time schedule.

1 On-Site Wxstewater Management Act/~rogram. The nation’s rapid population growth and
accompanying migration to the suburbs and heyond has led to a tremendous proliferation in onsite wastewater disposal systems (OSDS). Often
considered an inexpensive alternative to centralized wastewater collection and treatment systerns, C)SDS can cause or contribute to health and
environmental resource problems that are difficult and expensive to solve. Like many areas of
nonpoint source management, OSDS programs
should stress prevention and correct problems
caused by past use and misuse. Traditionally,
state, county, and local health departments, rather
than environmental or water resources agencies,
have administered OSDS programs. However,
OSDS are increasingly considered major contributors to impairment of aquatic systems.
A state on-site wastewater management
act!program should include the following components and considerations:
= Cleady defined legal authority, goals and
performance standards, and responsibilities
of the state, regional, or local entities
charged with implementing the program.
= Goals and performance standards that address traditional health concerns and consider the potential environmental effects of
OSDS.
i Provisions to adopt regulations that govern the types of OSDS systems (i.e., drainfields, mound systems, aerobic units); the siting of systems (i.e., water table elevation,
soil types, setbacks from wetlands/waters);
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Runoff/Watershed Management
Case Histories
his chapter presents several casL~

histories that include important
components of watershed managernent
programs,
,

Florida’s Watershed
JVianagemenl: Program
Florida is blessed with a multitude of natural systems---Iongl~af pine-wiregrass hills of the panhandle, sinkhole and sand ridge lakes of the
central ridge, the Everglades ~RiverofC;rass,N and
the coral reefs of the keys. Abundant surface
water resources include over 20 major rivers and
estuaries and nearly 8,000 lakes. Plentiful
groundwater aquifers provide over 90 percent of
the state’s residents with drinkin8 water. This,
along with the state’s favorable climate, explains
why many consider the Sunshine State a favored
vacation destination and why Florida has experienced phenomenal growth since the 1970~.
Today, Florida is the fourth most populous state
and still 8rowin8 rapidly, although not at the rate
of 900 people per day (300,000 per year) that oco
curred throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
However, Florida’s natural systems-especially its surface and groundwater resoun:es~are
extremely vulnerable and easily damaged. This is
partially the result of the state’s sandy porous
soils, karst geology, and abundant rainfall. Florida experienced the negative impacts of unplanned growth as early’ as the 1930s. The
southeast coastal water supply was threatened by
saltwater intruding into the fragile freshwater
aquifer that supplied most of the potable water
for a rapidly expanding population. By the
1970s, unplanned land use, development, and
water use decisions were clearly altering the
state, if left unchecked, this development could

have led to profound, irretrievable loss of the very
natural beauty that brought residents and tourists

to Florida. Extensive destruction of wetlands, bull.

dozing of beach and dune systems, continued
saltwater intrusion into freshwater aquifers, and
extensive pollution of the state’s rivers, lakes, and
estuaries were only some of the negative impac’.s
of this rapid growth.
Fortunately, Florida’s citizens and elected officials educated themselves and began deveioping programs to protect and manage the state’s
natural resources. Florida’s serious and comprehensive efforts to manage its land, water
resources, and growth coincided with the increasin8 strength of the national environmental movement of the early 1970s. Florida’s natural
resources management programs, consisting of 25
individual laws and programs enacted over a 20year peric~, make up Florida’s watershed management program. In many cases, these laws have
been integrated into existing laws or adopted as
regulations by various state, regional, or local
agencies.
The evolution of Florida’s watershed management program has followed a typical sequence. Concern about a specific pollutant or
problem creates a resource/environmental management program that usually begins by focusin8
on new sources (site basis). Over time, as new
sources are controlled and the program administration and effectiveness increase, the focus shifts
to cleaning up older sources (watershed or re8ional basis). The focus then shifts to integrating
the program with similar ones to eliminate any
duplication and improve efficiency and effective~
ness. Figure 16.1 provides an overview of the interrelationships among the various programs and
regulations outlined in the next section.
Following is a chronology of how Florida
statutes and programs, the cornerstones of its
overall watershed management efforts, were e~tablished and revised.
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a basin. NCDEM has rescheduled its NPDES permit activities to occur simultaneously with permit
renewals, which are repeated at five-year intervais within a given basin,
Difficulties in implementing a basinwide ap
proach include setting priorities, establishing a rotating schedule among the basins, and correlating
management needs (e.g., monitoring, planning,
permitting, and enforcement) with staff and resource allocations. North Carolina prioritized and
scheduled its 17 basins by considering the nature
and extent of known problems, the basin’s importent human use, data availabiliw, and balancing
staff workload,
North Carolina will perform a 15-step process for each basin as follows:
1. Compile all existing relevant
information on basin characteristics
and water quality.
2. Define the water quality goals and
objectives for waterbodies within the
basin; revise as more data are obtained.
3. Identi~ the critical issues (e.g., water
supply protection, shellfish harvesting)
and current water qualiW problems
within the basin; determine the major
factors and sources (i.e., point,
nonpoint, habitat degradation) that
contribute to the problems,
4. Prioritize the basin’s water quality
concerns and critical issues; ensure
public participation and input from
other government agencies and
nongovernment groups.
5. Define the subbasin management units
using basin hydrology, physiographic
boundaries, problem areas, and critical
issues.

P~P.T [I. lns~ttutiona! Issues
11. Complete the draft Whole-Basin
Management Plan; perform additional
modeling and other analyses to finalize
wasteload allocations.
12. Distribute the draft plan for review and
comment and conduct public hearings.
13. Revise the plan as appropriate in
reslaoqse to comments; facilitate
adoption by the Environmental
Management Commission.
~, 14. implement the management
approaches, including point and
nonpoint source controls.
15. k~onitor the program’s success, and
update the plan every five years.

Recommended Reading
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6. Identi~ the need for additional
information.
7. Collect additional information.
8. Analyze, integrate, and interpret the
information collected; revisit steps 2
through 5 in light of new information.
9. Determine and evaluate the
management options for each
management unit in the basin.
10. Select final management approaches
for the basin and targeted subbasins.
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1973
m Chapter 403, F.S. The Florida Environ~n~l
Prote~ion A~ renam~ the Depa~ent of Poilution Control as the Debarment of Environ~n~l
Regulation (DER) and broadened i~ ~wers, duties, and programs. This law, ~e ~ate’s general
environ~n~l prote~ion a~, is amended almost
annually ~s new environmen~l concerns and
n~s ari~ and existing programs evolve,
~975
~ Chapter 163, F.S. The Local Government ~omprehensive Planning A~ (LGCPA), the state’s fi~t
gro~h management legislation, was recommended by the fi~t Environmental Land Management Study Commiff~ (ELMS I). The law r~uired
all cities and counties to prepare a comprehensive plan and submit it to the state’s lan~ planning
agency, the Depaffment of CommuniW Affairs, for
review. This agency sends the plans to other state
agencies for review and comment. However, the
LGCPA contains no t~t~l~al governmen~ are
under no statutow requirement to revise their
plans by incor~rating comments and recommendations made by reviewing agencies. Fuffhermore, localities are not required to pass land development regulations to implement their plans,
1976
~ Implemen~tion by EPA of ~ion 208 of the
1972 Clean Water A~ r~uired development of
areawide water qualiW management plans. This
was the first national program to assess and control nonpoint sources of pollution. In Florida, raillions of federal grant dollars allow the DEE and 12
designated area agencies to unde~ke e~ensive
research on non~int souse impacts, sources,
controls, control effe~iveness, and cos~ This
data provided the ~ientific basis to develop and
implement a s~tewide rule in 1982 that r~uires
runoff treatment for new development and r~
velopmentproje~,
~978
~ Chapter 380, F.S. This added Paff II to the Florida Coas~l Manage~nt A~, which r~uired establishing a program ~d on existing ~atutes
and rules to r~eive f~eral approval under the
f~eral Coas~l Zone Management A~ of 1972.
A~er approval of the program, NO~-Office of
Coas~l Zone Manage~nt f~eral gran~ fund~
many initiativ~ to beffer prote~ and manage

Runoff and Watershed ~anagement Case HL~tor~
coas~l r~urces. One e~ablished an estuarine
wate~hed management program that emphasiz~ ~iment mapping. This I~ to the develo~
merit of innovative, reliable coastal ~diment
sampling, anal~ical, and as~sment techniques.
1979
.m First componen~ of the s~te’s areawide water
q~ality management plan, the agriculture non~int souse plan, and the silviculture nonpoint
~urce plan were submiff~ to and approved by
U.S. EPA. These call~ for a nonregulatow a~
proach, with a regulato~ bac~top, if ~st management pra~ices r~uir~ by fa~ con~ation
plans were not implemented or if the forest~
BMPs r~uired by the s~te’s adopted silviculture
BMP manual were not follow~.
~ Chapter 17~.248, Florida Administrative
(FAC). The ~ate’s first ~o~water rule, adopt~ by
the state Environmental Regulation Commission
(ERQ as a rule of the DER, was a tem~raw r~u
tion until ongoing rehash on BMP design and
f~iven~s was compimed. The rule’s adoption
was con~oversial, but data colle~ed during section 208 prog~m studies conclusively showed
that runoff, ~cially from urban land u~ and
highways, is a ~llutant and therefore should ~
controlled. Florida’s continuing rapid gro~
made treatment of runoff im~rative, with BMPs
required for new ~noff discharges that would ~
"a significant source of ~llution."
~ Chapter 253, F.S. This was a~nded to esta~
lish the Conse~ation and Recreation Land (CARL)
Trust Fund, which provided additional funding to
purchase environmentally endanger~ lands and
other lands d~med appropriate and in the public
interest by the governor and ~binet.
]98~
~ Through a~ion taken by the governor and ca~
inet, the Save Our Coas~ land acquisition pr~
gram was es~blish~. The program pro~
spending $200 million over 10 yea~ to purcha~
coas~l lands such ~ ~aches, shorelines, and
sensitive areas. Funding was provid~ by ~e ~le
of state bonds back~ by d~umentaw stam~
authoriz~ in Chapter 375, ES., which se~ ~li~
on h~ ~e Land Acquisition Trust Fund w~ to
administerS.
i Chapter 373, F.S. This was amended with the
creation of the Save Our Rivers land acquisition
program. Admini~er~ ~ the WMDs, this pr~
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Evolution of Florida’s Watershed
Management Program
1970
m Chapter 370, Florida Statutes (F.S.). Created the
Coastal Coordinating Council, the first state effo .rt
at integrating state and regional programs in protecting and using coastal resources. Initial efforts
from 1970 to 1975 focused on a comprehensive
resource-based coastal protection program.
1972
" Package of land and water planning, regulation, and acquisition programs.
¯ Chapter 380, F.S. Created the
Developments of Regional Impact (DRI)
and Areas of Critical State Concern
(ACSC) land planning and management
programs,

¯ Chapter 373, F.S. The Florida Water
Resources Act established five regional
water management districts (WMD);
designated the Department of Pollution
Control as the oversight agency for the
WMDs; required the development of a
state water plan; and allowed for the
regulation of the water resource. WMDs,
financed by ad valorem property taxing
authority of up to 1 mil ($1/$1,000 value),
set in the Florida constitution. The
Northwest Florida WMD millage capped
at .05 rail.
¯ Chapter 259, F.S. The Land Conservation
Act established a program, commonly
known as the Environmentally’
Endangered Lands Program, which
authorizes the state to purchase critical
and sensitive lands. It was envisioned as a
10-year program, investing $200 million,
and funded by the sale of state bonds.
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Important minimum treatment performance
standards included
¯ 80 percent average annual load
reduction for new runoff:discharges to
most waterbodies.
¯ 95 percent average annual load
reduction for new stormwater
discharges to "outstanding Florida
"waters," a special class of
exceptionally high quality
waterbodies,
¯ Reducing, on a watershed basis, the
pollutant loading from older runof~
systems to protect, maintain, or
restore the beneficial uses of the
receiving waterbody, according to the
pollutant load reduction goal.
=,, Chapter 375, F.S. This section was amended
with the creation of Preservation 2000, a 10-year
land acquisition program with a goal of spending
$300 million per year. The legislation divided
available annual funding among seven programs:
CARL, Save Our Rivers, Florida Communities
Trust, State Parks, State Forests, State Wildlife
Areas, and Rails to Trails. Although the program
was funded the first year by state bonds backed by
an increase in the documentary stamp fee, the provision did not identify a long-term dedicated funding source. It made the program subject to annual
legislative appropriations. Between 1972 and
1991, the state’s land acquisition programs invested more than $1 .S billion to buy over 1.2 raillion acres (485,640 ha). Equally important, as a resuit of the state land acquisition programs, 14
Florida counties have created programs that currently commit up to $600 million for land conservation. Revenue sources for these local land acquisition programs include local option sales tax,
impact fees, added property taxes, and local
bonds,
1991
=, Chapter 40C-42, FAC. The St. Johns River
WMD completely revised this provision to modify
the design criteria for runoff treatment BMPs so
they will achieve the minimum treatment levels
set in the state water policy. Runoff reuse became
essential for developments discharging to outstanding Florida waters,
m Chapter 40C-44, FAC. The St. Johns River
WMD adopted this provision to regulate certain
agricultural pumped discharges (formerly regu-

lated as industrial wastewater) and established
design and performance criteria for these agricu]tural runoff management systems.
,,, The Southwest Florida WMD initiated developrnent of an agricultural runoff: management
program for certain types of agricultural activities,
including row crops and citrus. The program in..cl.uded regulatory incentives to obtain technical
assistance from USDA SCS or other qualified individuals to prepare and implement a farm-specific
resource management plan that contains certain
required BMPs.
1992
~= DER and the WMDs, in response to increasing
demands on state waters and the increasing number of water quantity and quality problems, began
developing district water management plans. Collectively, these district plans, together with the
DER’s plan, will create the state water management plan. These plans are based on the goals and
policies set in state water policy and in the state
comprehensive plan. For each of four major
areas--water supply, water quality, flood protection, and natural systems protection--four key
planning steps should occur: assess resources to
identify current or anticipated problems, examine
options, declare policy, and designate implementation strategies.
~’ Section 314, Federal Clean Lake Program Lake
Assessment Grant. This grant was obtained to delineate lake ecoregions, select lake ecoregion telerence sites, and test/validate lake bioassessment
sampling protocols and metrics.

1993
,= Chapters 373 and 403, F.S. These chapters
were revised extensively and merge the Department of Environmental Regulation and Department of Natural Resources to create the Depart.
ment of Environmental Protection (DEP), as a part
oftheEnvironmental Permit Streamlining bill. The
goals of the streamlining bill were to eliminate
duplication, especially in permitting; increase administrative and environmental effectiveness by
increasing delegation of programs from DEP to
the WMDs; and ensure greater program consistency and integration.
Key specific actions of the bill included
¯ Moving the Wetlands Protection Act
from Chapter 403 to Chapter 373, F.S.
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gram proposed spending $320 million over 10
years to purchase wetlands, floodplains, and
other lands necessary for water management,
water supply, and the conservation and protection
of water resources.
1982
== Chapter 17-25, FAC: This policy was adopted
by the ERC after two years of rule adoption workshops and 29 official rule drafts. The rule was
technology rather than water-quality based, although the state’s water quality standards remain
as a backstop, should a runoff discharge cause violations. A performance standard of 80 percent
average annual load reduction is recommended
based on BMP effectiveness and cost data and to
establish equity with the minimum treatment leveis for point source discharges. The rule created
design criteria for various types of BMPs, including retention, detention with filtration, and wet
detention. The rule also created general permits
for certain types of BMPs (e.g., retention, detention with filtration) built to the design criteria. The
South Florida WMD implemented the rule allowing runoff treatment requirements to be merged
with runoff quantity (flood control) requirements
in onepermit,
1984
m Chapter 403, F.S. Revised to create section IX,
known as the Henderson Wetlands Protection
Act. This legislation expanded the authority of the
DER to protect wetlands; established administrative procedures to allow landowners to obtain legaily binding "wetland lines"; allowed DER to
consider fish and wildlife habitat, endangered
species, historic and archaeological resource, and
other relevant concerns in wetland permitting; allowed certain wetlands to be incorporated into
domestic wastewater and runoff management systems; transferred wetland regulation for agriculture and forestry activities to the WMDs; and required the WMDs to protect isolated wetlands
and consider fish and wildlife habitat requirements.
=- The Southwest Florida WMD receives delegation of the stormwater quality permitting program
from DER, thereby integrating these permits into
the district’s existing stormwater quality permitting program.
= In the late 1970s and early 1980s, an extensive
appraisal of Florida’s growth management system

concluded that the existing system was not working. Shaped by the Final Report of the Governor’s
Task Force on Resource Management (1980) and
the second Environmental Land Management
Study Committee (ELMS I1), a totally new blueprint for managing growth emerged. The ELMS II
Commi~ee recommended a package of integrated state, regional, and local comprehensive
planning; r~forms to th~ Developments of I~egional Impact law; and coastal protection iraprovements~ The legislature responded by enact-.
ir~severai laws between 1984 and 1986.
m Chapter 186, F.S. The State and Regional Plannine Act mandated the governor’s office to prepare and present a state comprehensive p!an to
the 1985 legislature. It also required the state’s 11
regional planning councils to prepare regional
plans and provided $500,000 for plan preparation.
!985
m Chapter 187, F.S. The State Comprehensive
Plan was envisioned to be a leadership document
~the foundation of the entire planning process-with strong, measurable, strategic goals that
would set the course for Florida’s growth over the
next 10 years. Each state agency was to prepare a
functional plan, based on the state plan, upon
which its budget appropriations would be made.
Unfortunately, one of the most important elements of the state plan, the development and
adoption of a capital plan and budget, was never
prepared. However, the plan contained important
goals and policies in 25 different areas, including
water resources, coastal and marine resources,
natural systems and recreation, air quality, waste
management, land use, mining, agriculture, publicfacilities, and transportation.
Important and relevant goals included
= Ensuring the availability of adequate
water supply;
¯ Maintaining functions of natural
systems, and
¯ Maintaining/enhancing present
surface and groundwater quality.
Important and relevant policies included
¯ Eliminating the discharge of
inadequately treated wastewater and
runoff;
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This move delegated the wetland
resource permits to the WMDs, except
for certain projects that require other
types of DEP permits.
¯ Merging the existing surface
water/runoff management permit with
the wetland resource permit to create
an environmental resource permit,
¯ Redefining wetlands based on their
hydrology, vegetation, and soils, and
requiring the development of a single
wetland delineation method to be
used by I~EP, WMDs, and local
governments.
,= Recommendations of" the third Environmental
Lands Management Study Committee (ELMS 111)
were enacted into law, thereby amending several
state laws. The act strengthens the state planning,
process by
¯ Requiring the governor to biannually
review and analyze the state
comprehensive plan and recommend
any necessary revisions,
¯ Requiring the governor to prepare a
new growth management portion of
the state comprehensive plan. It will
provide a more detailed and strategic
state policy guidance for state,
regional, and local governments to
identify urban growth centers, set
strategies to protect identified areas of
state and regional environmental
importance, and provide guidelines to
determine where urban growth is
appropriate and should be
encouraged,
The governor’s growth management document must be adopted by the legislature. However, to what extent local comprehensive plans,
state agency strategic plans, and regional policy
plans must be consistent with the state plan is unknown. The document is to be recommended by
the governor and adopted as law by the 1994 legislature,
The act also provided greater flexibility and
less requirements in local comprehensive plans
for small cities and counties (less than 50,000);
streamlined the plan amendment process by limiting the types of revisions requiring state review
and approval; strengthened the local plan evaluation and appraisal process; terminated or made
optional the DRI process in certain areas and re-
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vised the DRI process in other areas; and authorized a local option gas tax of up to S cents.

Recommendations
Florida has established a wide variety of laws,
regulations, and programs at the state, regional,
and local level. These are designed to protect,
manage, arid restore the state’s incredibly valuable yet vu~’n~rabte natural resources, especially
its water resources. Although these programs have
helped reduce adverse impacts on natural resources resulting from the ~tate’s rapid and continu~8 growth over the past 20 years, many of
Florida’s natural resources have still been strained
or degraded.
Some adverse effects were caused by activities that occurred before modem watershed
management programs began, such as the channelization of the Kissimmee River and the creation of the vast drainage canal network south of
Lake Okeechobee. Both of these conditions are
contributing to the decline of Lake Okeechobee,
the Everglades, and Florida Bay. Other adverse
impacts directly related to 20 years of rapid
growth and development are water supply and
quality problems, declining habitat, and impacts
on endangered species such as the manatee and
the Florida panther.
Why are these adverse impacts still occurring, given the wide range of watershed management programs implemented in Florida? What
can be done to reduce these effects and possibly
restore already degraded areas? Following is a list
of program deficiencies and recommendations to
correct them:
1. While the statutes enacted by the legislature may be sound, governmental entities
have insufficient resources to implement
programs. The state’s reliance on sales
tax as a primary means to raise general
revenues means that state revenues are
t~ed closely to economic conditions. Relying on such sources during a recession,
especially when the population is still
growing, means that the state budget is
nearly always in crisis. To compete for
limited state resources and have adequate resources to achieve intended benefits, watershed management programs
need dedicated sources of funding.
2. The statutes and programs are not fully
integrated~ leaving gaps in both land and
water planning programs. In particular,
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plans to assure some consistency, and establishing administrative processes to develop and adopt
SWIM plans by the WMDs and submitting them
to DER for review and approval,
¯" The State Nonpoint Source Assessment and
Management Plan, prepared under section 319 of
the Clean Water Act, was submitted to EPA and
approved. This qualified the state for section 319
nonpoint source implementation grants for BMP
demonstration projects and to refine existing nonpoint source management programs. This plan
delineates the state’s ecoregions based on river
systems, selects ecoregion reference sites, and
modifies EPA’s Rapid Bioassessment Protocols
:rid metrics for use in Florida.
1989
" Chapters 373 and 403, F.S. These provisions,
revised as part of the 1989 stormwater legislation,
accomplished thefollowing:
¯ Clarified the stormwater program’s
multiple goa~s and objectives;
¯ Set forth the institutional framework
that involves a partnership among
DER, the WMDs, and local
governments;
¯ Defined the responsibilities of each
entity;
¯ Addressed the need to treat
agricultural runoff by amending
Chapter 187, F.S., to add a policy in
the agriculture element to "eliminate
the discharge of inadequately treated
agricultural wastewater and
stormwater";
¯ Further promoted the watershed
approach being used by the SWIM
program;
¯ Unsuccessfully attempted to integrate
the runoff program, SWIM program,
and local comprehensive planning
program;
¯ Estabhshed State Water Policy, an
existing but little used DER rule, as the
primary implementation guidance
document for stormwater and all
water resources management
programs; and
¯ Created the State Stormwater
Demonstration Grant Fund and
provided $2 million as an incentive to
local governments to implement
runoff utilities,
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1990
m Chapter 17-40, FAC. State Water Policy underwent a total revision and reorganization to be
used as a guide by all entities implementing water
resource management programs and regulations.
Section 17-40.420 included the goals, policies,
and institutional framework for the state’s runoff"
managememt program.
" DER was designated as the lead agency with
responsibility for setting program goals, providing
cm~erail program guidance, overseeing implemenration of the program by the WMDs, and coordihating with EPA, especially the new NPDES runoff
permitting program.
I WMDs were named the chief administrators of
the runoff regulatory program (i.e., quantity and
quality). They prepare SWIM watershed management plans, which include establishing runoff
pollutant load reduction goals, and provide technical assistance to local governments, especially
in basin planning and developing runoff master
plans.
-’ Local governments were designated the front
lines in the watershed management program
since they determine land use and provide runoff
facilities and other infrastructure. Under the policy, they are encouraged, but not required, to set
up runoff utilities to provide a dedicated funding
source for their programs. Their runoff responsibilities include preparing a runoff master plan to
address needs imposed by existing land uses and
needs created by future growth; operation and
maintenance activities; capital improvements of
infrastructure; and public education. They are encouraged to set up an operating permit system to
annually inspect runoff systems to ensure that
needed maintenance is performed.
Important goals included
¯ Preventing stormwater problems from
new land use changes and restoring
degraded waterbodies by reducing the
pollution contributions from older
runoff systems.
¯ Retaining sediment on-site during
construction.
¯ Tryin8 to assure that the runoff peak
discharge rate, volume, and pollutant
loading are no greater after a site is
developed than before.
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water and land planning and regulatory
programs need better integration. The
local government growth management
program needs a close connection to
state and regional water management
programs. The requirements set forth in
the state water policy and the districtJstate water management plans need
te be incorporated by local governments
in their land use planning programs.
Local plans need to be consistent among
all levels.
3. Greater emphasis must be placed o~the
long-term maintenance and operation of
runoff management systems. Since these
systems are part of the local infrastructure, local government must take a more
active role. Establishing runoff operation
permits as part of a runoff utility funded
program is an excellent way of providing
an economic incentive to a land owner
to properly maintain and operate an onsite management system,
4. Greater emphasis must be placed on
erosion and sediment control for construction sites and utility installation
projects.,~ssuring the regular inspection
of erosion prevention and sediment control practices is a major deficiency. A
training and certification program for inspectors and contractor supervisors, sireliar to the Certified Construction Reviewer Program in Delaware, is needed,
5. Retrofitting existing drainage systems to
reduce their pollutant loading is one of
the biggest, most difficult, and most expensive challenges the state has faced,
The state must develop new runoff treatment techniques that are not land intensive and fund demonstration projects to
research new techniques,
"

6. While Floridians are among the nation’s
most educated citizens in water resources and runoff management issues,
they need more education to provide
support for watershed management programs. The state’s environmental education program should establish a comprehensive natural resources management
curriculum, beginning in kindergarten
and continuing through high school. Additionally, because of the large number
of people--especially retirees--moving

to Florida, citizens need continuous education programs about the vulnerability.
and importance of Florida’s natural resources.
,

Delaware’s Sediment Control
and Runoff/Vtanagement
Program
Prior to submitting any proposed legislat~n regarding runoff management or sediment control,
representatives of the Delaware Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Control
(DNREC) conducted an extensive educational
program to document the serious nature of statewide water quantity and quality problems. This
educational program was successful in that
elected officials, impacted industries, and the
general public acknowledged the need for a cornprehensive approach to sediment control and runoff management. Statewide legislation was
unanimously approved in four legislative commit-.
tees and on the floor of both the state senate and
house of representatives, due somewhat to i~ sup
port by local conservation districts, in addition,
the regulations providing the program details
were approved with the assistance of a regulaton/
advisory committee after an extensive process
and a public hearing with no negative comments.
The program’s basic premise is that sediment
control during construction and postconstruction,
runoff quantity, and water quality control are
components of an overall runoff management
program that functions from the time that construction begins through the project’s lifespan.
The initial emphasis of the program, which began
on July 1, 1991, was to prevent existing flooding
or water quality from worsening. The intent is to
"limit further degradation until more comprehensire watershed approaches, as detailed in the
state legislation and regulations, are adopted.

Program Structure
The structure of the sediment and runoff management program is based on the premise that ultimate program responsibility must rest with the
state. In Delaware, DNREC is responsible for program implementation and is the ultimate approval
authority. A local conservation district or other
agency, such as a public works department, may
request delegation of various program components, depending on its ability to implement
them.
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Four program components may be delegated:
" Sediment control and runoff"
management plan approval
-’ Inspection during construction
m Postconstruction inspection of
permanent runoff facilities
""
== Education and training
Individual conservation districts receive
preference for program components because of
their historic involvement in conservation. Essential program components must be in place before
any agency is awarded delegation. Delegation is
awarded for a maximum of three years. During
that time, the state formally reviews the program
to determine whether to award delegation for an-.
other three years,
Before a local building or gradin8 permit is
issued, the sediment contro{ and runoff management plan review and approval process must be
completed. State regulations contain criteria for
plan review and approval, and DNREC has developed or approved design aids and handbooks,
The delegated local agency handles day-to-day
inspection responsibilities. If proiects do not cornply with the plan, responsibility is transferred to
the state, which carries out progressive aggressive
enforcement. Enforcement options include civil
and criminal penalties,

Control Practices
Site control practices are grouped into two caregories--temporary practices during construction
and permanent practices for postconstruction
runoff. Sediment control practices designed for
temporary site control must comply with the Delaware Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook.
This handbook details numerous practices available, depending on their applicability. The plan
review process ensures that the sediment control
practices are appropriately located.
In addition to the traditional structural controis, several requirements in the handbook are
important in providing overall site control. Sites
must be stabilized if the disturbed areas are not
actively worked for more than 14 days. To facilirate project phasing, no more than 20 acres may
be disturbed at any one time. This provision can
be modified for a specific type of proiect,
Water quality regulations require that 80 percent of suspended solids be removed. Permanent
runoff management control requires a pond with
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a permanent pool of water. Wet ponds also have
an extended detention requirement~the first inch
of runoff to be released over a 24-hour period~in
addition to controlling peak flows from [ar~er
storms. Ponds with a normal pool are preferred
over either normally dry extended detention
pond~ or infiltration practices because they have
documented performance records and can better
reduce downstream nutrient Ioadings. If properly
designed, wet ponds can also be a community
amenity. Constructed wetlands are also considered a primary runoff treatment system in upland
a~eas. However, Delaware does not encourage
using existing natural wetlands for runoff treatment.
Another site control option is using infiltration practices. These practices are allowed but
not encouraged because of their potential to clog
and pollute groundwater. On sites that use infiltration practices, upslope and downslope impacts
must be carefully considered during the plan review process. Because it has many benefits, runoff infiltration is a necessary component of a
runoff management program. However, the design must include critical safeguards for filtering
runoff to prevent groundwater pollution.
Runoff filtration must also be a program
component, either as a single practice or cornbined with other practices, primarily infiltration.
Common filtration generally consists of vegetative
filtering over filter strips or through swale systems.
On highly impervious sites, vegetative filters are
often impossible. In these situations, a sand filter
can provide initial water quality treatment. A
number of sand filter design variations may beapplicable from site to site, but the design must adhere to specific criteria for the system to
effectively remove pollutants.
(Jnique

Features

The Delaware program has a number of unique
features compared to other state and local programs. The regulations require that, after development, runoff management practices must reduce
the suspended solid load by 80 percent. Florida is
the only other state to require a similar performance criteria. Delaware defined this reduction criteria after reviewing nationwide performance
practice. While that performance level can be
achieved with present technology application,
long-term removal rates that exceed 80 percent
may require extraordinary measures, such as
water reuse. This measure could be required Iocally, but it is not practical statewide.
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The concept of delegating program components is fairly unusual. Delaware can delegate
each aspect Of program implementation, with
DNREC acting as a safety net in case a conservation district or a local government fails to adequately implement its part of the program. The
initial delegation concept was developed in
Maryland to inspect sediment control. Delaware
law and regulations expanded that concept to encompass all aspects of program implementation,
The state interaction with local programs has
quickly become a partnership, with the state proriding technical expertise and educational training and the conservation districts and io~1
governments managing the program,
The Delaware program is-unique in its use of
private inspectors. Land developers are required
to provide inspections on projects over 50 acres
or as required by the state or delegated inspection
agency to assist the governmental inspection
agency. Inspectors must attend and pass an inspection course, inspect active construction sites
at least weekly, and submit a report of findings
and recommendations to the developer/contractot and the inspection agency. Approximately 170
individuals had been approved as of March 1993.
The inspection agency must still inspect the site
periodically to ensure the adequacy of site controis, but private inspectors reduce the need for
frequent oversight. If the private inspector fails to
accurately record site conditions or notify the
contractor/developer or inspection agency of deficiencies, the inspector’s certification could be
jeopardized and enforcement action taken
against the contractor/developer,
Another increasingly popular requirement in
state sediment control programs is that contractors must have one or more responsible individuals certified as having attended a sediment control
and runoff management course. The four-hour
Delaware course acquaints contractors with the
importance of good site erosion and sediment
control and runoff management and their legal responsibilities. The certification program is extremely popular with contractors and reduces the
~we-they" problems of many regulatory programs. Over 2,000 individuals had been certified
in Delaware as of December 1993.

Evolution
The next phase of the Delaware program addresses runoff management from awatershed perspective. The regu~ation’s designated watershed
concept, when coupled with land use planning,

Runoff and W;.t=,’sh~d

wetland restoration, and other nonstructural practices, reduces existing flooding problems and iraproves water quality. Under the concept, one
watershed in each county is designated as a
model. Various aspects of this watershed are studled, including hydrology, water quality, and
stream habitat and diversity. The study also considers alternative land uses and runoff controls
and. their impact on water quality. From this
watershed study, the state and local government
recommend a watershed protection approach---a
blueprint for future resource protection--in designated watersheds. As of 1993, one Delaware watershed had been designated for additional
resource protection efforts.
To expand the initial program, funding must
also be addressed. The Delaware law and regulations provide a framework to expand traditional
mechanisms with more innovative funding. The
regulations contain significant information on
using runoff utilities (user fees) as an alternative to
permit fees or general funding. The runoff utility
complements the designated watershed concept
as a way to fund watershed studies; plan, design,
and implement practices; and maintain cornpleted structures.
While maintaining commercial structures is
not a significant problem, since one entity is generally responsible for overall site maintenance,
the maintenance of residential structures has not
been satisfactorily addressed. Residential maintenance is generally the responsibility of a community association; however, the responsibility must
become public to ensure proper maintenance.
Shifting that responsibility requires implementing
a dedicated funding source, such as a runoff utility.
To ensure resource protection, the issue of
land use and its relationship to water quantity and
quality must evolve. Significant effort must be expended to educate local government officials
about the importance of wetlands, open space,
greenways, cluster development, and other options to conventional "cookie cutter~ zoning. The
designated watershed approach provides specific
details on the benefits of alternative land use approaches and their impacts on water quality and
aquatic resources.
An effective runoff management program
must have a multifaceted approach and implementation, it must also dispel the erroneous
assumption that total resource protection is
achieved through structural controls implemented after the entire site has been developed.
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Land uselimitations, dedicated open space, vegetared buffer areas, and reduced impervious areas
are all components of an overall resource protection strategy---a structural control strategy alone
will only reduce the rate of resource decline,
Structural controls should be implemented as a
first step, but continued evolution is vital to
achieve true resource protection,
-.

Hew Jersey’s Runoff
Management and Soil
Erosion/Sediment Control
One of the most densely populated states, New
Jersey has developed its runoff management and
soil erosion/sediment control programs over several decades. These programs, which are some of.
the most comprehensive in the country, are the resuit of a continuing effort by the state government
to address a range of flooding and other runoff
problems. Due to the state’s density, these problems have occurred earlier and with greater severiW than in other less developed states. The
programs’ development has come mainly from instate concerns and interests.
Programs are administered by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), formerly the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection and Energy. An active
program of public education and information,
which the NJDEP recognizes as key to developing
a successful program, is included.
Much of New Jersey’s dense development
lies within a broad corridor between the New
York City and Philadelphia metropolitan areas,
Outside this corridor, particularly in the state’s
northwest and extreme southern portions, development levels are significantly less. Much undisturbed land remains. Other extensive areas are
devoted to agriculture, the source of the state’s
designation as the Garden State. However, intensire development pressures are caused by the
state’s attempt to produce housing and jobs for a
growing population.
New Jersey is composed of 567 municipalities--grouped into 21 counties-which exercise
land use planning authority. This municipal authority has evolved gradually since World War II
and was formalized in the 1975 Municipal Land
Use Law (MLUL). This state law requires each municipality to develop a land use master plan to be
implemented, in part, through its planning board

and zoning board of adjustment. These two
boards, following municipal zoning and land development ordinances, review and approve virtually all land development activity within the
municipality. The MLUL requires that all municipal master plans be updated and readopted every
six years. County govomments also exercise some
degree of approval authority over land development through ~ate enabling legislation that predates the MLUL by some 20 years. This legislation
grants counties the power to regulate proposed
land development that affects county roads or

drainage facilities.

B In recent years, the state has attained some
land use authorib/, either directly or through regional agencies created by the state legislature.
These agencies include the Hackensack
Meadowtands Development Commission in the
northeast, the Pinelands commission in the southeast, and the Delaware and Raritan Canal Cornmission in central New Jersey. Other state laws,
including the Coastal Area Facility Review Act
(C~,FI~), the Wetlands Act of 1970 (pertaining to
coastal wetlands), the Water~ront Development
Law, the Flood Hazard Area Control Act (described as follows), and the Freshwater Wetlands
Protection Act have also allowed state government to regulate either the extent or details of
land-development along the coast and within
floodplains, coastal and inland wetlands, and
other environmentally sensitive areas.

Floodplain Management Programs
One of the earliest efforts by the state government
to address runoff quantity problems was a 1929
law that prohibited the construction of any
bridge, culvert, wall, building, or similar structure
within "the natural and ordinary high water mark
of any stream" without receiving prior state approval. By "preserving the channel and providing
for the flow of waters," this legislation would
"safeguard the public against danger from the waters impounded or affected by such structure.~
The state expanded its authority over the years by
passing additional laws, including chapter 19,
Public Law 1962, which authorized the state to
delineate and otherwise identify floodplains and
flood hazard areas to minimize flood damage
through improper development. The state gained
more authority in 1972 when it was empowered
to regulate virtually all land development acdvity
within the delineated floodways of streams and
assist municipalities with similar efforts within
contiguous flood fringe areas.
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The 1978 Flood Hazard Area Control Act
granted further review authority to the state and
municipalities, while also coordinating the state’s
floodplain management activities with those of
the federal Flood insurance Program. This law,
applied through the state’s Flood Hazard Area
Regulations, requires strict environmental constraints regarding site discharges, ground disturbance, and loss of floodplain storage through the
NJDEP’s Stream Encroachment Permit process. A
direct effect of the restrictions on filling floodplains is that natural stream corridors and even
entire floodplains have been increasingly preserved. This preservation, further enhanced b~[he
1987 Freshwater Wetlands Protection Act, maintains flood storage capabilities, habitats, and
other environmental benefits. The Stream Encroachment Permit process has given the NJDEP
procedural and technical expertise in runoff reguiations and, indirectly, is an effective public informarion and education program,

Soil Erosion and Sediment
Control Programs
New Jersey’s soil erosion and sediment control
program has been in effect since the 1970s. The
1975 Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Act
(c. 251, RL. 1975) was based on the legislative
finding that "sediment is a source of pollution and
that soil erosion continues to be a serious problem
throughout the state." The legislation also noted
that ~rapid shifts in land use from agricultural and
rural to nonagricultural and urbanizing uses, construction of housing, industrial and commercial
developments, and other land disturbing activities
have accelerated the process of soil erosion and
sediment deposition, resulting in pollution of the
waters of the State and damage to domestic, agricultural, industrial, recreational, fish and wildlife,
and other resource uses."
In response to these problems, the act required the state Soil Conservation Committee--a
division of the New Jersey Department of Agriculo
ture--and the state’s 16 soil conservation districts
(SCDs) to develop and implement a "statewide
comprehensive and coordinated erosion and sediment control program to reduce the danger from
stormwater runoff, to retard nonpoint pollution
from sediment, and to conserve and protect the
land, water, air and other environmental re.
sources of the State." The program requires virtually all proposed land developments that disturb
more than 5,000 SOl ft (0.046 ha),of land to prepare and submit a Soil Erosion and Sediment Con-

trot Plan to the SCD for review and certification.
Regulated land development activities include
"= Any construction that requires a.
construction permit under the State’s
Uniform Construction Code (excluding the
construction of a single residence not part
of a lar~er subdivision);
= . =m Demolition of one or more structures;
.- Construction of a parking lot;
=" Construction of a public facility;
=’ Operation of any mining or quarrying
facility; and
m Clearing or grading land for other than
agricultural or horticultural purposes.
The Soil Erosion and Sediment Control plans
must be developed as required in the Standards
for $oi/Erosion andSeclirnent Contro/in New Jetsey, a detailed technical manual published by the
State Soil Conservation Committee (New Jersey
Dep. Agric. 1987). Following certification of the
plan, the SCD is further empowered to conduct
necessary field inspections during site construetion to ensure that all erosion and sediment control measures are properly installed and
adequately maintained.
If the site fails to complywith the plan during
construction, the SCD municipality can issue a
stop-work order. After construction is complete, a
certificate of occupancy can be withheld until the
project achieves full compliance. Separate state
legislation specifies that the "Attorney General,
on his own initiative or the respective county
counsel, with the approval of the [county] board
of chosen freeholders, may provide any and all
legal services to any district" (NJSA 4’.24-17.7)
The act also authorizes SCDs to "adopt a fee
.schedule and collect fees from applicants for the
certification of plans and for on-site inspections of
the execution of certified plans" provided that
such fees "bear a reasonable relationship to the
cost of rendering such services."
The soil erosion and sediment control program has been highly successful. The 20-year-old
program has enabled New Jersey to fully comply
with the NPDES requirements of the 1987 Clean
Water Act pertaining to construction and mining
activities with little if any modification. The
program’s success is due, in part, to the original
enabling legislation, which established a highly
effective regulatory threshold (i.e., 5,000 sq ft
[0.046 ha] of disturbance). It also provided the
local SCDs with sufficient technical support
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through the Soil Erosion and Sediment Control
Standards, legal support through the stop-work
order and certificate-of-occupancy authority, and
financial support through the fee schedule authorization. Including construction inspection costs
in the fee schedule has been particularly effective
in insuring that necessary soil erosion and sediment control measures are properly installed and
"maintained.
Runoff Management Programs
While its development began more recently, New
Jersey’s program to address the quantitative and
qualitative aspects of runoff has built upon the
success of the state’s earlier floodplain management and soil erosion/sediment control efforts.
The program began with the 1981 Storm Water
Management Act (c. 32, P.L. 1981). This act and "
subsequent regulations directed municipalities,
counties, and the NJDEP to address runoff impacts
in several ways.
The legislation requires the state’s municipalities to develop comprehensive runoff management plans for new land development within
their borders. Such plans are to be designed to

~-.

I Reduce artificially induced flood
damage;
¯- Minimize increased runoff from any new
land development where such runoff will
increase flood damage;
-, Maintain existing and proposed culverts,
bridges, dams, and other structures;
= Induce water recharge, where practical,
where natural storage and geologically
favorable conditions exist;
== Prevent, to the greatest extent feasible,
an increase in nonpoint source pollution
that would otherwise degrade water qual
and render it unfit for human consumption
and detrimental to stream biota;
== Maintain the integrity of stream channels
for their biological, drainage, and other
functions;
¯ " Reduce the impact of land development
on stream erosion;
,,= Reduce soil erosion from construction
sites; and
-, Preserve and protect water supply
facilities and otherwater resources.

PART IL Institutional Issues
This comprehensive plan is to be developed
in two phases. The municipality should incorporate a Phase I Stormwater Management Plan into
its overal! land use master plan. It should be implemented through municipal ordinances applied
to new land developments by the Planning Board
and Zoning Board of Adjustment approval process according to the Municipal Land Use Law. A
Phase I plan’~nust be based, in part, on an assessment of the municipality’s environmental, technical, arid institutional needs and be consistent with
existing county, regional, and state plans and req~li~ements. It must address the runoff impacts of
major developments within the municipality by
requiring, with certain exceptions, that the lotlowing performance standards be met:
.,, Runoff quantity. Reduction of the peak
2, 10, and 100-year discharge rates from the
site after development to predevelopment
levels.
m Runoff quality. Extended detention of the
runoff from either a 1.2S inch (3.175 cm)/
2-hour or 1-year/24-hour storm event so
that at least 10 percent of the total runoff
volume from the site still remains in the
extended detention basin after 18 hours for
single family residential developments or
36 hours for all others.
According to the regulations, the following
are considered to be major developments and,
therefore, subject to the previously stated performance standards:
= Any site plan or subdivision that will
ultimately create at least 1 acre (0.41 ha) of
impervious surface.
’-" Feeding and holding areas for specified
numbers of farm animals.
== Petroleum or chemical pipelines,
storage, or distribution facilities.
== Solid waste storage, disposition,
incineration, or landfill.
= Storage, distribution, or treatment of
liquid or radioactive wastes.
,-, Quarries, mines, and borrow pits.
.., Land application of sewage sludge
effluents.
The NJDEP is currently developing technical revisions to the Phase I plan requirements, in
part to better match current Clean Water and
Coastal Zone Management Acts. Phase I plans
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address the runoff impacts of new or future developments. Under Phase II, both existing and future
developments_ and impacts are to be addressed
through ~a detailed analysis of alternative stormwater management approaches on an integrated
or regional basis. The plan will consist of a system
of nonstructural and/or structural stormwater
management programs to mitigate flooding and
nonpoint s~urce pollution." Unlike Phase 1, Phase
II plans are to be developed by counties and municipalities at their own discretion based on needs
and resources. As of 1993, seven Phase II plans
had been or were being completed by various
counties and funded, in part, by grants frorn~he
NJDEP. Two additional Phase II plans have been
developed cooperatively by the NIDEP and
USDA SCS.
Another important aspect of the Storm Water
Management Act regulations is the attention to
runoff facility inspection and maintenance. According to the regulations, all municipal runoff
management plans should provide for facility inspection and maintenance, either privately or
publicly. In the case of private responsibility, the
plans must provide the means for public agencies
to perform emergency maintenance in case the
owner defaults or chronically neglects the site. To
help municipalities address inspection and maintenance, the NJDEP prepared and published the
Stormwater Management Faci/ities Maintenance
Manual (1989). This manual, as previously discussed, was developed as part of a demonstration
study with Ocean County, New Jersey, and contains detailed information on ownership, planning and design, regulatory, and financial aspects
of runoff management facility maintenance,
In addition, the I~JDEP and the New Jersey
Department of Agriculture are publishing a new
best management practices manual for stormwater management and nonpoint source poilution control (in prep.). This manual provides more
comprehensive guidance than has been practiced
statewide in the past. The manual is based on the
importance of addressing stormwater and nonpoint source control at the start of the land development process to develop the most effective and
efficient solutions. The manual stresses integrat.
ing preventative practices---such as land use
planning, density controls, innovative site design,
pollutant source controls, and waste minimizatio~with more traditional structural measures in
a sys~ms approach. In addition, the manual emphasizes the need for this integrated management
system to be applied on a regional or watershed
basis, and not merely site by site.

Runoff and I~’atersh-..~ J~anaE~.’nent Ce.se Histories

The NJDEP is also developing a stormwater
management and nonpoint source guidance document for local governments. It is intended to
introduce citizens and local officials to the scientific, technical, and legal aspects of stormwater,
nonpoint source, and sediment control to increase their knowledge and ability to develop
more effective local programs.
= " In recent years, the NJDEP has expanded the
scope of the state’s programs in response to internal concerns, citizen interest, and federal laws
and regulations. In particular, the state developed
the Industrial Stormwater Permitting Program to
address the permitting requirements for such activities in the 1987 Clean Water ACt. At the present time, a general stormwater discha.rge permit is
available to eligible industries in addition to individual permits.
In August 1988, the New jersey legislature
adopted the Sewage Infrastructure Improvement
Act (NJSA 58:25-23, et seq.), an initiative designed to further address stormwater and nonpoint source pollution problems. The act provides
the means for municipalities and other public entitles to survey, locate, and eliminate sources of
pollutants entering storm sewers, waterways, and
waterbodies. Under the act, 94 municipalities in
four counties atong and near the Atlantic coast are
required to map their stormwater and sanitary
sewer systems, locate and correct any interconnections, perform quarterly monitoring of outfalls
to saltwater bodies, and abate nonpoint source
pollution. Approximately $10 million has been
located by the legislature to assist municipalities
in meeting the act’s goals.
Finally, the NJDEP has undertaken numerous
demonstration and public outreach projects
throughqut the state, primarily through the Clean
Water Act’s section 319 program. These projects
i~clude the following:
=" Barnegat Bay Watershed Management
Plan
’=’ New Jersey Water Watch Program
== Musconetcong Watershed Nonpoint
Source Demonstration Project
== Barnegat Bay Watershed Intensive
Monitoring Project
m Whippany River Watershed
Management Plan
" Clean Water Information Series
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Delaware’s Erosion and
Sedimentation Control and
torrnwater Managernent Law

Chapter 40, Title 7,
Delaware Code
§4001. LEGISLATIVE FIHDIN(3S
AND STATF_~EHT OF POLICY
(a) Legislative Findings. The General Assembly
finds that erosion and sedimentation continue
to present serious problems throughout the
State, and that the removal of a stable ground
cover in conjunction with the decrease in the
infiltration capability of soils resulting from
the creation of additional impervious areas
such as roads and parking lots has acceterated the process of soil erosion and sediment
deposition resulting in pollution of the waters
of the State. This loss damages domestic, agricultural, industrial, recreational, fish and
wildlife and other resource uses. The General
Assembly further finds that accelerated
stormwater runoff increases flood flows and
velocities, contributes to erosion, sedimentation, and degradation of water quality, overtaxes the carn/ing capacity of streams and
storm sewers, greatly increases the costs of
public facilities in carrying and controlling
stormwater, undermines flood plain management and flood control efforts in downstream
communities, reduces groundwater recharge,
and threatens public health, welfare, and
safety,
(b) Statement of Policy. in consideration of these
legislative findings, it is declared to be the
policy of this Chapter to strengthen and extend the present erosion and sediment control
activities and programs of this State for both
rural and urban lands and to provide for the
control and management of stormwater run-

off consistent with sound water and land use
practices. These activities will reduce to the
extent possible any adverse effects of"
stormwater runoff on the water and lands of
the State. This policy, to be carried out by establishing and implementing through the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, hereinafter referred to as the
"Department," in cooperation with conservation districts, counties, municipalities and
other local governments and sul:~ivisions of
this State, and other public and private entities, a statewide comprehensive and coordihated erosion and sediment control and
stormwater management program to conserve and protect land, water, air and other
resources of the State. This program shall be
consistent with, and coordinated with other
environmental programs implemented by the
Department such as wetlands protection and
groundwater protection.
. §4002.

DE.F1NITIOHS

The following words, terms and phrases, when
used in this Chapter, shall have the meaning
cribed to them in this Section, except where the
context clearly indicates a different meaning:
(1) "Certified Construction Reviewer" means an
individual who has passed a departmental
sponsored or approved training course and
who provides on-site construction review for
sediment control and stormwater management in accordance with regulations promulgated under this Chapter.
(2) "Designated Watershed or Subwatershed"
means a watershed or subwatershed proposed by a conservation district, county, municipality, or State agency and approved by
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the Department. The Department may establish additional requirements due to existing
water quantity or water quality problems,
These requirements shall be implemented on
an overall watershed or subwatershed master
plan developed for water quality and/or water
quantity protection.
(3) "Land Disturbing.Activity" means any land
change or construction activity for residential, commercial, silvicultural, industrial, and
institutional land use which may result in soil
erosion from water or wind or movement of
sediments or pollutants into State waters or
onto lands in the State, or which may result in
accelerated stormwater runoff, including, but
not limited to, clearing, grading, excavating,
transporting and filling of land.
(4) ~Person" means any State or federal agency,
individual, partnership, firm, association,
joint venture, public or private corporation,
trust, estate, commission board, public or private institution, utility, cooperative, municipality or other political subdivision of this
State, any interstate body, or any other legal
entity.
(5) "Responsible Personnel~ means any foreman
or superintendent who is in charge of on-site
clearing and land disturbing activities for sediment and stormwater control associated with
a constructionproject,
(6) ~Sediment and Stormwater Management Plan"
or "plan" means a plan for the control of soil
erosion, sedimentation, stormwater quantity,
and water quality impacts which may result
from any land disturbing activity,
(7) "State Waters" means any and all waters,
public or private, on the surface of the earth
which are contained within, flow through or
border upon the State of Delaware or any portion thereof.
(8) ~Stormwater" means the runoff of water from
the surface of the land resulting from any
form of precipitation and including snow or
ice melt.
(9) "Stormwater Management" means:
(a) for water quantity control, a system of
vegetative, stru~ural, and other measures that controls the volume and rate of
stormwater runoff which may be caused
by land disturbing activities or activities
upon the land; and
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(b) for water quality control, a system ofvegetative, structural and other measures
that controls adverse effects on water
quality that may be caused by land disturbing activities or activities upon the
land.
(10) "Stormwater Utility" means the establishment
of an ~d.ministrative organization that has
been creaied for the purposes of funding sediment control, stormwater management or
~, flood control planning, design, construction,
maintenance, and overall resource needs by
authorized and imposed charges.

§4003. D~3TIES OF PERSONS

E] GAGED IN LAND DIST JRE ING
ACTIVITIES
(a) After July 1, 1991, unless exempted, no person shall engage in land disturbing activities
without submitting a sediment and stormwater management plan to the appropriate
plan approval authority and obtaining a permit to proceed.
(b) Projects which do not alter stormwater runoff
characteristics may be required to provide
water quality enhancement even if the predevelopment runoff characteristics are unchanged. Criteria will be detailed in the regulations regarding level of water quality
control and variance procedures.
(c) Each land developer shall certi~, on the sediment and stormwater management plan submitted for approval, that all land clearing,
construction, development, and drainage will
be done according to the approved plan.
(d) All approved land disturbing activities shall
have associated therein at least one individual who functions as responsible personnel.

§4004. APPLICABILITY
(a) The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply
to agricultural land management practices
unless the conservation district or the Department determines that the land requires a new
or updated soil and water conservation plan,
and the owner or operator of the land has refused either to apply to a conservation district
for the development of such a plan, or to iraplement a plan developed by a conservation
district.
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(b) Unless a waiver is granted the construction of
agricultural structures such as broiler houses,
machine sheds, repair shops, and other major
buildings shall require approval of a sediment
and stormwater management plan, by the appropriate plan approval agency, prior to the
initiation of construction,
(c) Utility, projects that disturb less than 5,000
square feet are not subject to the provisions of
this Chapter.

~.

§4005. PROGRPJ~ F~NDIN(3 AND
FII"tAHCI,~L ASSISTAHCE
(a) The Department, conservation districts,
counties, or municipalities are authorized to
receive from federal, State, or other public or
private sources financial, technical or other
assistance for use in accomplishing the putposes of this Chapter. The Department may
allocate, as necessary or desirable, any funds
received to conservation districts, counties,
or municipalities for the purpose of effectuatin8 this Chapter.
(b) The conservation districts, counties, and municipalities shall have authority to adopt a fee
system to help fund program implementation,
That fee system shall be implemented by the
designated plan approval agency to fund
overall program management, plan review,
construction review, enforcement needs, and
maintenance responsibilities, in those situations where the Department becomes the
designated plan approval agency, the Department may assess a plan review and inspection fee. That fee shall not exceed $80.00 per
disturbed acre per project. There shall be no
duplication of fees by the various implementing agencies for an individual land disturbing
activity and the fee schedule shall be based
upon the costs to the Department, conservation districts, counties, or municipalities to
implement and administer the program,
(C) Authority is also granted to the Department,
conservation districts, counties or municipalities to establish a stormwater utility as an
alternative to total funding under the fee systern. The storrnwater utility shall be developed for the designated watersheds and may
fund such activities as long range watershed
master planning, watershed retrofitting, and
facility maintenance. This fee system shall be
reasonable and equitable so that each con-

tributor of runoff to the system, including
State agencies, shall pay to the extent to
which runoff is contributed. Criteria for the
implementation of the stormwater utility shall
be established in regulations promulgated
under this Chapter. The implementation of a
stormwater utility will necessitate the development of a local utility ordinance prior to its
"- = implementation.

§4006. STATE MAHA~EMENT

PROGPJ~
(a) The Department shall, in cooperation with
appropriate State and federal agencies, conservation districts, other 8overnmental subdivisions of the State, and the regulated
community develop a State Stormwater tv*.anagement Program. This program shall take
into consideration both quantity and quality
of water, and shall be integrated with, and
made a part of the amended State Erosion and
Sediment Control Program to create a Sediment and Stormwater Program.
(b) in carrying out this Act, the Department shall
have the authority to
(1) Provide technical and other assistance to
districts, counties, municipalities, and
State agencies in implementing this
Chapter;
(2) Develop and publish, as regulation cornponents, minimum standards, guidelines
and criteria for delegation of sediment
and stormwater program components,
and model sediment and stormwater ordinances for use by districts, counties,
and municipalities;
(3) Review the implementation of all components of the statewide sediment and
stormwater program that have been delegated to either the conservation districts,
counties, municipalities, or other State
agencies in reviews to be accomplished
at least once every three (3) years;
(4) Require that appropriate sediment and
stormwater management provisions be
included in all new erosion and sediment
control plans developed pursuant to this
Chapter;
(5) Cooperate with appropriate agencies of
the United States or other states or any interstate agency with respect to sediment
control and stormwater management;
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(fi) Conduct studies and research regarding
(6) Criteria for implementation of a stormthe causes, effects and hazards of
water runoff utility;
stormwater and methods to control
(7) Specific design criteria and minimum
stormwaterrunoff;
standards and specifications;
(7) Conduct and supervise educational pro(8) Permit application and approval requiregrams with respect to sediment control
ments;
and stormwater management;
(8) Require the ~ubmission to the Department of records and periodic reports by
conservation districts, tax ditch organizations, county and municipal agencies as
may be necessary to carry out this Act;

~

(9) Review and approve designated watersheds for the purpose of this Act;
(10)Establish a maximum life of three years
for the validation of approved plans. The
regulations shall specify variances ~vhich
expand this time limitation in specific situations; and
(11)Establish a means of communication,
such as a newsletter, so that information
regarding program development and irnplementation can be distributed to interested individuals,

¯"
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(9) Cri.teria for approval of designated watershe~Jsi"
(10) Criteria regarding attendance and completion of departmental sponsored or approved trainin8 courses in sediment and
stormwater control that will be required
of certified construction reviewers and
responsible personnel;
(11) Construction review; and
(12)Maintenance requirements for sediment
control during construction and stormwater management structures after construction is completed.
(d) The Department may adopt, amend, modifi/,
or repeal rules or regulations after public
hearing to effectuate the policy and purposes
of this Chapter. The conduct of all hearings
conducted pursuant to this Chapter and the
promulgation process shall be in accordance
with the relevant provisions of Chapter 60 of
this Title.

(c) The Department shall develop such regulations in conjunction with and with substantial
concurrence of a regulatory advisory committee, appointed by the Secretary, which shall
include representatives of the regulated com.
munity and others affected by this Act. The
§4007.
LOCALPROGR/U4S
SED~ AND
recommendations of this committee shall be
STOR/VtWATER
presented at all public workshops and hearings related to the adoption of the regulations
(a) Pursuant to regulations promulgated by the
implementing this Act. Prior to final promuiDepartment, each conservation district,
gation of regulations under this Act, the Seccounty,
municipality, or State agency may
retary shall explain, in writing, any differadopt,
and
submit to the Department for apences between the advisory committee
provai,
one
or more components
a sedirecommendations and the final regulations,
ment and stormwater
program forofthe
area
The regulations may include, but are not lirawithin its jurisdiction.
ited to, the following items:
(b) Requests for delegation of program elements
(1) Criteria for the delegation of program eleshall be submitted within six months of the
ments;
promulgation of State regulations, and by Jan(2) Types of activities that require a sediment
uary 1 of subsequent years if delegation is deand stormwater management permit;
sired at a future date. The Secretary shall
8rant or deny such a request on or before
(3) Waivers, exemptions, and variances;
April 1 of the year for which delegation is
(4) Sediment and stormwater plan approval
sought.
fees and performance bonds;
(c) Delegation, once applied for, shall become
(5) Criteria for distribution of funds collected
effective on July 1 and shall not exceed three
by sediment and stormwater plan ap(3) years, at which time delegation renewal is
proval fees;
required.
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(d) A district, county, municipality, or State
agency may develop the program in cooperation with any other governmental subdivisions.
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ment may suspend or revoke the delegated
authority.
(d) If at any time, a program element delegation
is being considered for suspension or revocation, an opportunity for a hearing before the
Secretary or his designee shall be provided
prior to such suspension or revocation.

(e) Initial consideration regarding delegation of
program elements shall be given to the conservation districts, since the conservation districts., having unique capabilities and areawide responsibilities, are in an ideal position = :
§40|0. STATF" AND
to coordinate and implement local sediment
and stormwater programs.
FEDERAL PROJECTS

§4008. INTERIM PROGRA~
(a) Prior to July 1, 1991, requirements for sediment control shall be as provided in existing
erosion and sediment control regulations
promulgated September 26, 1980. Also, until
July 1, 1991, any State or locally developed
regulation or criterion for stormwater management shall remain in effect at the discretion of the implementing authority.
(b) Projects approved prior to July 1, 11991, but
which are under construction after July 1,
1991, shall be subject to the penalty provisions contained in Section 4015 of this Chapter.

After July 1, 1991, a State or federal agency may
not undertake any land clearing, soil movement,
or construction activity unless the agency has
submitted a sediment and stormwater management plan to the Department and received its approval. The only variation to this requirement
shall be when delegation of the plan approval
process has been 8ranted by the Department to a
specific State or federal agency.

§4011. DESIGNATED
WATERSHEDS OR
SUBWATERSHEDS

~

(a) Watersheds or subwatersheds approved as
designated watersheds or subwatersheds by
the Department shall have the regulatory requirements clearly specified through a water§4009. FAILURE OF
shed approach to nonpoint pollution control
CONSERVATION DISTRICTS,
or flood control. The watershed approach
COUNTIES, MUNICIPALITIES, OR
shall result in a specific plan, developed or
STATE AGENCIES TO IMPLF_~EI’G"
approved by, the Department, for the designated watershed or subwatershed that conDELEGATED PROGR,iJ~ ELEMENTS
tains the following information:
(a) If, at any time, the Department finds that a
(1) Stormwater quantity or quality problem
conservation district, county, municipality, or
identification;
State agency has failed to implement program
elements that the Department has delegated,
(2) The overall needs of the watershed, not
just the additional impacts of new develthe Department shall provide written notice
opmentactivities;
of violation to the conservation district,
county, municipality or State agency.
(3) Alternative approaches to address the existing and future problems;
(b) Within 60 days of receipt of the notice of riolation, the conservation district, county, mu(4) A defined approach which includes the
nicipality or State agency shall report to the
overall costs and benefits;
Department the action which it has taken to
(S) A schedule for implementation;
comply with the requirements set forth in the
(6) Funding sources and amounts; and
violation notice.
(7) A public hearing process prior to Depart.
(c) If after 120 days of receipt of the notice of riomental approval
lation, the conservation district, county, municipality, or State agency has failed to corn(b) Upon approval of the designated watershed
ply satisfactorily with the requirements set
or subwatershed plan, all projects undertaken
forth in the notice of violation, the Departin that wat~shed or subwatershed shall have
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stormwater requirements placed upon them
that are consistent with the designated watershed or subwatershed plan.

(2) The Department may request that the appropriate plan approval agency refrain
from issuing any further buildin8 or grad-

ing permits to the person having out--"
standing violations until those ~lioiations

§4012. CONSTRUCTION R£VIEW

have been remedied.

AND ENFORCEMENT
~al With res~ to "~pproved sediment and §4013. APPROVAL. Ol=
CONSTRUC.-~TION R~v’II~h’F’RS~:~
stormwater plans, the agency responsible for
"~
construction review during and after con(a) Based on criteria established by t~e~artstruction completion shall ensure that peri~ment through regulation and any ~ditional
odic reviews are undertaken, implementation
criteria established by the agency implementis accomplished in accordance with the aping the plan review and construction eteproved plans, and the required measures are
merits of the sediment and storrnwater profunctioning in an effective manner. Notice of
gram, the person engaged in a land disturbing
such right of construction review shall be inactivity may be required to provide for ~oneluded in the sediment and stormwater manstruction review by a certified constr~Etion
a~ement plan certification. The agency rereviewer.
sponsible for construction review may, in
addition to local enforcement options, refer a
(b) Individuals functioning as certified construcsite violation to the Department for additional
tion reviewers must attend and pass a d~partmental sponsored or approved constrai:tion
action,
review training course. The Department will
(b) Referral of a site violation to the Department
establish, through regulation, the length of
may initiate a departmental construction retime for which the certification will I~ and
view of the site to verify site conditions. That
procedures for renewal. The construction re.
construction review may result in the followviewers shall also function under the~recing actions:
tion of a registered professional engineer licensed to practice engineenng m the S.~te of
(1) Notification through appropriate means
Delaware.
to the person engaged in a land disturbing activity and the contractor to comply
(c) The responsibility of the certified construcwith the approved plan within a specified
tion rev.iewer will be to ensure the adequacy
time frame,
of construction pursuant to the approv~ sediment and stormwater management plan.
(2) Notification of plan inadequacy, with a
time frame for the person engaged in a
(d) The certified construction reviewer shall be
land disturbing activity to submit a reresponsible for the following items:
vised sediment and stormwater plan to
(1) Provision of a construction review of acthe appropriate plan approval agency
rive construction sites on at.i’least a
and to receive its approval with respect
weekly basis, as determined on a case- ., ~...
thereto,
by-case basis by the plan review and
(c) Failure of the person engaged in the land disconstruction review agencies, or.~ re.
turbing activity or the contractor to comply
quoted by regulations promulgated~grsuwith departmental requirements may result in
ant to this Chapter;
om.,the following actions in addition to other pen(2)
Within
five
calendar
days,
info
.r~i~ng
the
alties as provided in this Chapter.
person engaged in the land disturbing activity, and the contractor, by ~awritten
(I) The Department shall have the power to
construction review report of a~ viola- "
issue a cease and desist order to any pertions of the approved plan or irtadequason violating any provision of this Chapter by ordering such person to cease and
cies of the plan. The plan approval
desist from any site work activity other
agency shall be informed, if the approved
than those actions necessary to achieve
plan is inadequate, within five Working
compliance with any administrative
days. In addition, the appropriate construction review agency shall receive
order,
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copies of all construction review reports;
and :
(3) Referral of the project to the Department
for appropriate enforcement action if the
person engaged in the land disturbing activity fails to address the items contained
in the written construction review report,
Verbal notice shall be made to the Department within two working days and
written notice shall be provided to the
Department within five working days.
~’
(e) If the Secretary or his designee determines

Chapter 40, Title 7, "Delaware Code
or other provision of this Chapter shall be
fined not Jess than $200 or more than $2,000
for each offense. Each day that the violation
continues shall constitute a separate offense.
The Justice of the Peace Courts shall have jurisdiction of offenses brought under this subsection.

:(b) Any per~n who intentionally, knowingly,
and after written notice to comply, violates or
refuses to comply with any notice issued pursuant to Section 4013(2) of this Chapter shall
be fined not less than $500 or more than
$10,000 for each offense. Each day the violathat a certified construction reviewer is not
tion continues shall constitute a separate
providing adequate site control or is not referoffense. The Superior Court shall have jurisring problem situations to the Department,
diction of offenses brought under this subsecthe Secretary or his designee may suspend or
tion.
revoke the certification of the construction reviewer.
§40 ] 6, |NJUN(~T]ONS
(f) In any situation where a certified construction
reviewer’s approval is being suspended or re- The Court of Chancery shall have iurisdiction to
yoked, an opportunity for hearing before the
enjoin violations of this Chapter. The appropriate
Secretary or his designee shall be provided,
program element authority, the Department, or
During any suspension or revocation/the cerany aggrieved person who suffers damage or is
tiffed construction reviewer shall not be allikely to suffer damage because of a violation or
lowed to provide construction reviews pursuthreatened violation of this Chapter may apply to
ant to this Chapter.
the Chancery Court for injunctive relief. Among
any other appropriate forms of relief, the Chan(g) The failure to assign a Departmental apcery
Court may direct the violator to restore the
proved certified construction reviewer to a
affected
land or water impacted area to its origiland disturbing activity, when required by the
nal condition.
approved plan, will place that project in violation of this Chapter and result in appropriate administrative and/or enforcement action.

§4014. TRAINING OF

RESPONSIBLE PERSONNEL
After July 1, 1991, any applicant seeking sediment and stormwater plan approval shall certify
to the appropriate approval agency that all responsible I:~rsonnel involved in the construction
project will have a certificate of attendance at a
departmentally sponsored or approved training
course for the control of sediment and stormwater
before initiation of any land disturbing activity.
The certificate of attendance shall be valid until
the Department notifies the individual or announces in local newspapers that recertification is
required due to a change in course content.

§4015. PENALTIES
(a) Any person who violates any rule, regulation,
order, condition imposed in an approved plan
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FundamentaLs o! Qrban Runoff Management

Section I m Scope
1. Stormwater runoff may" reasonably be expected to be a source of pollution to waters of
the State, and may add to existing flooding
problems. The implementation of a statewide
sediment and stormwater program will prevent existing water quantity and water quality
problems from becoming worse, and in some
cases, reduce existih’g problems.
2. Sediment and stormwater approvals are required for land changes or construction activities for residential, commercial, silvicultural,
industrial, or institutional land use which are
not exempted or waived by these Regulatlons. Requirements under these ReguJations
do not apply to agricultural land management
practices unless the Conservation District or
the Department determines that the land requires a soil and water conservation plan,
and the owner or operator of the land has refused either to apply to a Conservation District for the development of such a plan, or to
implement a plan developed by a Conservation District.
3. The Department intends that, to the extent
possible, the provisions of these Regulations
¯ -be delegated to either the Conservation Districts, local governments, or other State agencies. Those program provisions which are
subject to delegation include sediment and
¯
stormwater management plan approval, inspection during construction, post-construe-,
~.
tion inspection, and education and training,
Initial consideration regarding delegation of
program components shall be given to the
Conservation Districts.
4. The implementation of a storrnwater utility
represents a comprehensive approach to program funding and implementation. Theactivities which may be undertaken by a stormwater utility include not only assessment,
collection, and funding activities, but also carrying out provisions of adopted stormwater
management plans. These provisions may include contracting for such services as project
construction, project maintenance, proje~:t inspection, and enforcement of installation and
maintenance requirements imposed with respect to approved land disturbingactivities,

Section 2 -- Definitions
As used in these regulations, the following terms
shall havethe meanings indicated below:
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1. "Adverse Impact" means a negative impact to
land or waters resulting from a construction
or development activity. The negative impact
includes increased risk of flooding; degradation of water quality; increased sedimentation; reduced groundwater recharge; negative
impacts on aquatic organisms; negative irapacts on wildlife and other resources, and
threatened public health.
"- ¯
2. "Agricultural Land Management Practices"
means those methods and procedures generall~ accepted by the Conservation Districts
and used in the cultivation of land in order to
further crop and livestock production and
conservation of related soil and water resources.
3. "Applicant" means a person, firm, or governmental agency who executes the necessary
forms to obtain approval or a permit for a land
disturbing activity.
4. "Appropriate Plan Approval Agency" means
the Department, Conservation District,
county, municipality, or State agency that is
responsible in a jurisdiction for review and
approval of sediment and stormwater management plans.
S. "As-Built Plans or Record Documents" means
a set of engineering or site drawings that delineate the specific permitted stormwater
management facility as actually constructed.
6. "Certified. Construction Reviewer" means
those individuals, having passed a Departmental sponsored or approved training
course, who provide on-site inspection for
sediment control and stormwater management in accordance with these regulations.
7. "Delegation" means the acceptance of
sponsibility by a Conservation District,
county, municipality, or State agency for the
implementation of one or more elements of
the statewide sediment and stormwater management program.
8. "Depanment" means the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
9. "Designated Watershed or SubwatershedM
means a watershed or subwatershed proposed by a Conservation District, county, municipality, or State agency and approved by
the Department. The Department may establish additional requirements in these watersheds and subwatersheds due to existing
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water quantity or water quality problems,
These requirements shall be implemented on
an overall watershed or subwatershed master
plan that is developed for water quality
o and/or water quantity protection,
10. ’~Detention Structure" means a permanent
storrnwater management structure whose primary purpose is to temporarily storestormwateP’runoff and release the stored runoff at
controlled rates,
11; "Develop Land" means to change the r~l~off
characteristics of a parcel of land in conjunction with residential, commercial, industrial,
or institutional construction or alteration,
12. "Developer" means a person undertaking, or
for whose benefit, activities covered by these
regulations are commenced and/or carried
out.
13. "Drainage Area" means that area contributing
runoff to a single point measured in a horizontal plane, which is enclosed by a ridge
~
line.
14. "Easement" means a grant or reservation by
the owner of land for the use of such land by
others for a specific purpose or purposes, and
which must be included in the conveyance of
land affected by such easement,
15. "Erosion and Sediment Control" means the
control of solid material, both mineral and organic, during a land disturbing activity, to
prevent its transport out of the disturbed area
by means of air, water, gravity, or ice.
16. "Exemption" means those land development
activities that are not subiect to the sediment
and stormwater requirements contained in
these regulations,
17. "Grading" means excavating, filling (including hydraulic fill) or stockpiling of earth materials, or any combination thereof, includm$
the land in its excavated or filled condition.
18. "Infiltration" means the passage or movement
of water through the soil profile,
19. "Land Disturbing Activity" means a land
change or construction activity for residential, commercial, silvicultural, industrial, and
institutional land use that can result in soil
erosion from water or wind or movement of
sediments or pollutants into State waters or
onto lands in the State, or in accelerated
stormwater runoff. These activities include
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but are not limited to clearing, grading, excavating, transporting and filling of land.
20. "Off-site Stormwater Management" means
the design and construction of a stormwater
management facility that is necessary to control stormwater from more than one land disturbing activity.
:2t. "On-site Stormwater Management" means
the design and construction of stormwater
management practices that are required for a
specific land disturbing activity.
22. "Person" means any State or federal agency,
individual, pannership, firm, association,
joim venture, public or private corporation,
trust, estate, commission, board, public or
private institution, utility, cooperative, municipality or other political subdivision of this
State, any interstate body or any other legal
entity.
23. "Redevelopment" means a land disturbance
activity that alters the use of land but does not
necessarily alter the predevelopment runoff
characteristics.
24. "Responsible Personnel" means a foreman or
superintendent who is in charge of on-site
clearing and land disturbing activities for sediment and stormwater control associated with
a construction project.
25. "Sediment" means soils or other superficial
materials transported and/or deposited by the
action of wind, water, ice or gravity as a product of erosion.
26. "Sediment and Stormwater Management
Plan" means a plan for the control of soil erosion, sedimentation, stormwater quantity, and
water quality impacts resulting from any land
disturbing activity.
27. "Stabilization" means the prevention of
erosion by surface runoff or wind through the
establishment of a soil cover through the iraplementation of vegetative or structural measures. Examples include, but are not limited to,
straw mulch with temporary or permanent
vegetation, wood chips, and stone or gravel
ground cover.
28. "State Waters" means any and all waters,
public or private, on the surface of the earth
which are contained within, flow through or
border upon the State or any portion thereof.
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28. "Stormwater~ means the runoff of water from
the surface of the land resulting from precipiration or snow or ice melt.
29. "Stormwater Management" means:
A. for water quantity control, a system of
vegetative, structural, and other measures that may control the volume and rate
of stormwateP, runoff which may be
caused by land disturbing activities or activities upon the land; and
t~. for water quality control, a system ofve8etative, structural, and other measures
that control adverse effects on water
quality that may be caused by land disturbin8 activities or activities upon the
land.
3{). "Stormwater Utility~ means an administrative
organization that has been established for the
purposes of funding sediment control,
stormwater management or flood control
planning, design, construction, maintenance,
and overall resource needs by authorized and
imposed charges,
31. "Tidewater" means waterthat alternately rises
and falls due to the gravitational attraction of
the moon and sun and is under the regulatory
authority of Delaware Code, Title 7, Chapter
72. Examples of tidewaters include the Atlantic C)cean, the Delaware Bay, and the Delaware Inland Bays.
32. "Variance" means the modification of the
minimum sediment and stormwater management requirements for specific circumstances
where strict adherence of the requirements
would result in unnecessary hardship and not
fulfill the intent of these regulations,
33. "Waiver" means the relinquishment from sediment and stormwater management requirements by the appropriate plan approval authority for a specific development on a
case-by-case review basis,
34. "Water Quality~ means those characteristics
of stormwater runoff from a land disturbing
activity that relate to the chemical, physical,
biological, or radiological integrity of water,
35. "Water Quantity" means those characteristics
of stormwater runoffthat relate to the rate and
volume of the stormwater runoff to downstream areas resulting from land disturbing
activities,
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36. "Water~hed" means the total or partial drainage area contributing stormwater runoff" to a
single point.

Sect|oft 3 -- Exemptions, Waivers,
and Variances
1. The follow~g activities are exempt from both
sediment control and stormwater management requirements established by these regulations:
~,
A. Agricultural land management practices,
unless the local Conservation District or
the Department determines that the land
.requires a new or updated soil and water
conservation plan, and the owner or operator of the land has refused either to
apply to a Conservation District for the
development of such a plan, or to implement a plan developed by a Conservation
District;
" B. Developments or construction that disturb less than 5,000 square feet;
C. Land development activities which are
regulated under specific State or federal
laws which provide for managing sediment control and stormwater runoff. An
example of this exemption would be specific permits required under the l~lational
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
when discharges are a combination of
stormwater and industria! or domestic
wastewater or which must comply with
Parts 122, 123, and 124 of Titte 40 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. The Department shall ensure that all land developments which are regulated under specific
State or federal laws are coordinated with
delegated plan approval agencies to ensure compatibility of requirements;
D. Projects that are emergency in nature and
necessary to protect life or property such
as bridge, culvert, or pipe repairs and
aboveground or underground electric
and gas utilities or public utility restoration. The emergency nature of a project
may preclude prior plan review and approval, but subsequent inspection may
necessitate sediment control or site stabilization in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter. The appropriate plan
approval agency shall be notified orally
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or in writing within 48 hour~ of the initiation of such emergency activity,
The appropriate plan approval agency
shall determine and approve of the emergency nature of a proiect. If the nature of
the emergency will require more than
120 days to accomplish construction, forreal approval shall be obtained for sedi~nent control and stormwater manage- "* ¯
ment. These activities mu~t still comply
with other State, federal, and local requirements,
~’
2. Appropriate Plan Approval Agencies may
grant waivers from the stormwater management requirements of these regulations for individual developments provided that a written request is submitted by the applicant
containing descriptions, drawings, and any
other information that is necessary to evaluate the proposed development. A separate
written waiver request shall be required if
there are subsequent additions, extensions, or
modifications that would alter the approved
stormwater runoff characteristics to a development receiving a waiver,
A. A project may be eligible for a waiver of
stormwater management for both quantitative and qualitative control if the applicant can demonstrate that
(1) The proposed project will return the
disturbed area to a predevelopment
runoff condition and the predevelopment land use is unchanged at the
conclusion of the project; or
(2) The proposed project consists of a
linear disturbance of less than six (6)
feet in width; or
(3) The project is for an individual residential detached unit or agricultural
structure, and the total disturbed area
of the site is lessthan one acre; or
(4) The proposed project is for agricultural structures in locations included
in current soil and water conservation plans that have been approved
by the appropriate Conservation DistricL
B. A project may be eligible for a waiver or
variance of stormwater management for
water quantity control if the applicant
can demonstrate that

(1) The proposed project will not generate an increase in the 2-year postdevelopment peak discharge rate of
more than ten (10) percent above the
2-year predeveiopment peal< discharge rate and will have no adverse
impact on the receiving wetland,
watercourse, or waterway; or
(2) Provisions will be made or exist for a
nonerosive conveyance system to
tidewater by either a closed drainage
system or by open channel flow that
has adequate capacity to contain the
runoff events being considered as a
requirement of these regulations; or
(3) The location of a project within a
watershed would aggravate downstream flooding by the imposition of
peak control requirements.
(4) The plan approval agency may grant
a written variance from any requirement of these regulations if there are
exceptional circumstances applicable to the site such that strict adherence to the provisions of these regulations will result in unnecessary
hardship and not fulfill the intent of
these regulations. A written request
for variance shall be provided to the
plan approval agency and shall state
the specific variances sought and the
reasons for their granting. The plan
approval agency shall not grant a
variance unless and until sufficient
specific reasons justifl/ing the variance are provided by the applicant.

. Section 4 -- Departmental

Responsibilities
1. The Department is responsible for the implementation and supervision of the sediment
and stormwater program established by
Chapter 40, Title 7, Delaware Code. This responsibility shall include, but not be limited
to, authority for the following actions:
A. Provide technical and other assistance to
Conservation Districts, counties, muni¢ipalities, federal, and State agencies in implementing this Chapter;
B. Develop and publish, as regulation corn-’
ponents, minimum standards, guidelines
and criteria for delegation of sediment
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and stormwater program components,
and model sediment and stormwater ordinances for use by Conservation Districts, counties, State agencies, and municipalities;
C. Review the implementation of all comlxP
nents of the statewide sediment and
stormwater management program that
have been delegated to either the Conserration Districts, counties, municipalities,
or other State agencies in reviews to be
accomplished at least once every three
years;
D. Require that appropriate sediment and
stormwater management provisions be
included in all new erosion and sediment
control plans developed pursuant to
these regulations;
E. Cooperate with appropriate agencies of
the United States or other states or any interstate agency with respect to sediment
control and stormwater management;
F. Conduct studies and research regarding
the causes, effects, and hazards of stormwater and methods to control stormwater
runoff;
G. Conduct and supervise educational programs with respect to sediment control
and stormwater management;
H. Require the submission to the Department of records and periodic reports by
Conservation Districts, tax ditch organizations, county, and municipal agencies
as may be necessary to carry out these
regulations;
I. Review and approve designated watersheds;
J. Establish a maximum life of three years
for the validation of approved plans,
These regulations shall specify variances
which expand this time limitation in Speo
cific situations; and
K. Establish a means of communication,
such as a newsletter, so that information
regarding program development and iraplementation can be distributed to interested individuals,
2. Matters of policy, procedures, standards, criteria, approvals, inspection, or enforcement
relating to the Sediment and Stormwater
Chapter shall be established by the Department subject to the jurisdiction of the Secre-
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tary of the Depart~nent. Sediment and
stormwater programs or portions of programs
which are delegated to the Conservation Districts, counties, municipalities, or State agencies shall include sediment and stormwater
criteria consistent with the standards, procedures, and regulations of the Department.
A variation of requirements by the delegated
agency’on, a specific watershed will not be
valid unless approved by the Department. All
State and federal development in the water,l~.shed shall be reviewed subject to the same
variations and requirements by the delegated
State agency or Department as appropriate.
In situations where public notification and
comment are required before an action is
taken by the Department, the Regulatory Advisory Committee shall have an opportunity
to review the proposed Departmental action
and provide input to the Department regarding the action.

Section 5 -- Criteria for Delegation
of Program Elements
1. Conservation Districts, counties, municipalities, and State agencies may seek delegation
of four program elements relatin8 to the iraplementation of the statewide sediment and
stormwater program. Delegation may be
8ranted by the Secretary for review and approval of sediment.and stormwater management plans, inspection during construction,
subsequent maintenance inspection, and education and trainin8. Program elements that
are delegated shall be implemented according to Chapter 40 and these regulations.
2. The Secretary, or his designee, shall grant detegation of one or more program elements to
any Conservation District, county, municipality, or State agency seeking delegation that is
found capable of providing compliance with
Chapter 40 and these regulations. The final
decision regardin8 delegation shall be made
only after an opportunity has been provided
for public review and comment. Initial consideration regarding delegation of program
elements shall be given to the Conservation
Districts. The Conservation Districts, having
unique capabilities and areawide responsibilities are in ideal positions to coordinate and
implement local sediment and stormwater
programs.
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Requests for delegation of more than one program element may be accomplished by the
submission of one request for all the elements
requested. A concern by the Department over
one element will not jeopardize delegation of
other requested program elements.
To be considered capable of providing cornpliance with Chapter 40 and these regulations,~,pplications for delegation of program
elements shall contain the following requisite
items,
~
A. Requests for delegation of plan approval
responsibility shall include the following
information:
(1) Ordinance or program information
detailing the plan approval process,
(2) Plan review check lists and plan submission requirements,
(3) Sediment and stormwater criteria, including waiver and variance procedures, that meet minimum standards
established by these regulations,
(4) Adequate personnel allocations and
expected time frames for plan review
which meet the requirements of Section 8(9), and
(5) Assurance that plan reviewers will attend Departrnenta~ training programs
in related fields such as wetlands
identification, subaqueous permits
requirements, etc.
B. Requests for delegationofinspectiondur,
ing construction shall include the following information:
(1) Inspection and referral procedures,
(2) Time frames for inspection of active
land disturbing activities,
(3) Inspection forms,
(4) Assurance of adequate personnel allocations or a timetable to obtain adequate personnel,
(5) Criteria for the Certified Construction
Reviewer if utilized, and
(6) Procedures and time frames for processing complaints,
C. Requests for delegation of mairttenance
inspection responsibility shall include
the following information:
(1) Inspection and referral procedures,

(2) insl:~"tion forms,
(3) Time frames, not exceeding one year,
for inspection of completed stormwater management structures, and
(4) Assurance of adequate personnel allocation or a timetable to obtain adequate personnel.
: . D. Requests for delegation of education and
training responsibility shall include the
following information:
(1) Types of educationa~ and training activities to be accomplished,
(2) Frequency of activities,
(3) Names and backgrounds of those individuals conducting the training,
and
(4) Procedures and timetables to notify
the Department of educational programs.
5. A Conservation District, county, municipality,
or State agency which has been granted delegation of one or more program elements may
establish alternative requirements which are
compatible with or are more stringent than
Departmental requirements. These alternatire requirements may be implemented only
when prior Departmental approval has been
granted. These alternative requirements shai~
apply in lieu oftheprovisionsoftheseregulations in the specific program element that has
been delegated. Alternative requirements
shall be implemented only after public notice
has been provided which would allow for
public review and comment prior to Departmental approval.
o 6.

Delegation of authority for one or more program elements may be granted for a maximum time frame of three years. After three
years a new application to the Department
must be made. Over the time frame for which
delegation has been 8ranted, the Department
will evaluate delegation implementation, coordinate review findings with the delegated
authority, and determine if the new delega.
tion should be 8ranted.

7. A Conservation District, county, municipality,
or State agency requesting or renewing dele8ation shall submit a written request to the
Secretary on or before January 1 of the year
immediately preceding the fiscal year for
which delegation or renewal of delegation is
sought.
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8. The Secretary shall, in writing, grant or deny
delegation on or before April 1 of the year
during which delegation is sought. The Secretary may not deny a r~quested delegation unless opportunity has been afforded to the appropriate officials to present arguments,
Delegation shall be effective July 1 of that
year and extend no more than three years, unless renewed. In the event that the Department does not act on the renewal request by
April 1, the delegated authority submitting
the request would be entitled to continue operating for a subsequent three year time period unless action is taken by the Department
to suspend the program,
9. If the Secretary determines that a delegated
program falls below acceptable standards established by these regulations, delegation
may be suspended after opportunity is afforded for a hearing. During a period of suspension, the program element shall revert to
the Department for implementation. Funds
set aside by a delegated agency, that were
collected through fees established by the plan
approval agency, shall be transferred to the
Department for use if delegation is suspended,

¯-

10. A delegated authority may subdelegate pro8ram elements, with Departmental concurfence, to a stormwater utility or other responsibte entity or agency,
1I. The Department shall maintain, and make
available upon request, a listing ofthe current
status of delegation for all jurisdictions within
the State.

Section 6 -- Permit Fees,

hlaintenance Fees, and
Performance Bonds
I. The establishment of permit fees, not involving stormwater utilities, shall be in accordance with the following items:
A. Delegation of program elements will depend, to a large extent, on funding and
personnel commitments. If the delegated
jurisdiction has a source of funding that is
provided through State General or local
revenues, then the implementation of the
delegated component will not necessitate
the imposition of a permit fee to cover the
cost of the delegated program component.

B. In the event that one component of an
overall sediment and stormwater management program is not funded through
the use of general or special funds, a nonrefundable permit fee will be collected at
the time that the sediment and stormwater management plan or application
for waiver or variance is submitted or appro.v,e~.. The permit fee will provide for
the unfunded costs of plan review, administration and management of the permitring office, construction review, maintenance inspection, anc education and
~’ training. The plan review’ or permit approvat agency, whether delegated or the
Department, shall be responsible for the
collection of the permit tee.
Unless all program elements in a county
or municipality have been delegated to a
single agency, the funds collected not
supporting the plan review function shall
be distributed to the appropriate agencies.
C. The number of needed personnel and the
direct and indirect expenses associated
with those personnel shall be developed
by the agencies requesting delegation in
a specific jurisdiction in conjunction with
and with the concurrence of the Department. Those expenses will then form the
basis for determining unit plan approval
costs.
D. Prior to plan approval, a fee may be assessed by the appropriate plan approval
agency for those activities approved prior
to July I, 1991, for which construction
will initiate after July 1, 1991.
Eo Where the Department becomes the designated plan approval agency, the Department may assess a plan review and
construction review fee. That fee shall
not exceed $80.00 per disturbed acre per
prolect.
F

The use of Certified Construction Reviewers for sediment control and the submission of "As Built or Record Document~ certification regarding stormwater
management construction may reduce
the inspection requirements for the delegated agency but may not eliminate that
inspection requirement. Periodic overview inspections will still be necessary to
ensure construction management.
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2. The imposition of a financial guarantee,
based on existing local authority, may be required by the plan approval agency to ensure
that construction of the stormwater managernent practices was accomplished according
to the approved sediment and stormwater
management plan. The developer, wfien required, shall submit to the plan approval
agenc~ a surety or cash bond, or irrevocable
letter of credit prior to the issuance of any
building or grading permit for construction of
any land disturbing activity that requires a
stormwater management facility. The al~’ount
of the security shall not exceed 150 percent of
the total estimated construction cost of the
ston’nwater management facility. The financial guarantee so required shall include provisions relative to forfeiture for failure to complete work specified in the approved
stormwater management plan, compliance
with all the provisions of these regulations,
and other applicable laws and regulations,
and any time limitations. The financial guarantee, fully or partially, shall not be released
without a final inspection of the completed
work and, when required, after submission of
uAs Built or Record Document~ plans, and
after written confirmation by the design engineer that construction was accomplished according to the approved plans. A partial release of the financial guarantee shall be
allowed only to the extent that the work already accomplished would warrant such re.
lease.
3. A maintenance fee may be required on approvals granted for stormwater management
structures that will be maintained by a Conservation District, county, or municipality. A
fee mechanism shall be established prior to
the final release of any required financial
guarantee or final approval of the completed
stormwater management structure by the designated construction review agency,

Section 7---Criteria for
Implementation of a
Stormwater Cltllity
The implementation of a stormwater utility will
necessitate the development of a local utility ordinance prior to its implementation. There are essential components that an ordinance must
contain to function as a funding mechanism for
stormwater management and those components
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shall include, but not be limited to, the following
items:
1. The financing of a stormwater utility with a
user charge system must be reasonable and
equitable so that each user of the stormwater
system pays to the extent to which the user
contributes to the need for the stormwater
system, and that the charges bear a substan..
: tial relationship to the cost of the service. The
use of county and municipal taxpayer rolls
and accounting systems are allowed for the
assessment and collection of fees.
2. The intent of the utility must be clearly defined regarding program components that are
to be funded through the utility. Those components may include but not be limited to the
following activities:.
A. Preparation of long range watershed master plans for stormwater management,
B. Annual inspections of all stormwater
management facilities, both public and
private,
C. Undertaking regular maintenance,
through contracting or other means, of
stormwater management structures that
have been accepted for maintenance,
D. Plan review and inspection of sediment
control and stormwater management
plans and practices, and
E. Retrofitting designated watersheds,
through contracting or other means, to
reduce existing flooding problems or to
improve water quality.
3. The authority for the creation of the storrnwater utility and the imposition of charges to
finance sediment and stormwater activities is
conferred in Chapter 40, Title 7, Delaware
Code. The application of a stormwater utility
by means of a local ordinance shall not be
deemed a limitation or repeal of any other
powers granted by State statute.
4. The creation of a stormwater utility shall include the following components:
A. The boundaries of the utility, such as
watersheds or jurisdictional boundaries
as identified by the local governing body,
B. The creation of a management entity,
C. Identification ofstormwater problems,
D. Method for determining utility charges,
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E. Procedures for investment and reinvestment of funds collected, and
F. An appeals or petition process,
5. As established by local ordinance, the local
governing agency shall have responsibility for
implementing all aspects of the utility including long range planning, plan implementation, capital improvements, maintenance of
stormwater facilities, determination of
charges, billing, and hearing of appeals and
petitions. The local agency al~o will have responsibility for providing staff support for utility implementation,
In the event that an agency or depart~nent
other than the one in which the utility is Iocated is best equipped to undertake a particular task, the local governing agency shall ensure that appropriate interagency charges are
determined such that all costs of stormwater
management are reflected in the utility budget and that utility charges finance al~ aspects
of stormwatermanagement,
6. With respect to new storrnwater management
facilities constructed by private developers,
the local governing agency shall develop criteria for use in determining whether these will
be maintained by the utility or by the facility
owner. Such criteria may include whether the
facility has been designed primarily to serve
residential users and whether it has been designed primarily for purposes of stormwater
management. In situations where it is determined that public maintenance is not preferahie, standards shall be developed to ensure
that inspection of facilities occurs annually
and that facilities are maintained as needed.
7. The use of charges is limited to those purposes
for which the utility has been established, including but not limited to: planning; acquisition of interests in land including easements;
design and construction of facilities; maintenance of the stormwater system; billing and
administration; and water quantity and water
quality management, including monitoring,
surveillance, private maintenance inspection,
construction inspection, and other activities
which are reasonably required,
Section 8 -- Permit Application

and Approval Process
1. After July 1, 1991, unless a particular activity
is exempted by these regulations, a person
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may not disturb land without an approved
sediment and stormwater management plan
from the appropriate plan approval agency. A
grading or building permit may not be issued
for a property unless a sediment and
stormwater management plan has been approved that is consistent with the following
items:
A. ChEpter 40, Title 7, Delaware Code, relating, to erosion and sediment control
and stormwater management, and
~. These regulations, or duly adopted
county or municipal ordinances that are
adopted as a part of the delegation process and relate to the intent of these regulations.
2. A sediment and stormwater management
plan or an application for a waiver shail be
submitted to the appropriate plan approval
agency by the develope, for review and approval for a land disturbing activity, unless
otherwise exempted. The sediment and
stormwater management plan shall contain
supporting computations, drawings, and sufficient information describing the manner, Iocation, and type of measures in which
stormwater runoff" will be managed from the
entire development. The appropriate plan approval agency shall review the plan to determine compliance with the requirements of
these regulations prior to approval. The approved sediment and stormwater management plan shall serve as the basis for water
quantity and water quality control on all subsequent construction.
3. The sediment and stormwater management
plan shall not be considered approved without the inclusion of an approval stamp with
signature and date, on the plans by the appropriate plan approval agency.
4. All sediment and stormwater management
plans submitted for approval shall contain
certification by the owner or developer that
clearing, grading, construction, or development will be accomplished pursuant to the
plan and that responsible personnel involved
in the land disturbance will have a Certification of Training at a Departmental sponsored
or approved training program for the control
of erosion and sediment control before initiation of the project. The Certification of Training for responsible personnel requirement
may be waived by the appropriate plan ap-
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proval agency on any proiect involving siiviculture or fewer than four residential homes,
5. All sediment and stormwater management
plans shall contain certification by the owner
or developer of the right of the Department or
delegated inspection agency to conduct onsite inspections,
6. A grading or building permit issued by a local
jurisdiction may be suspended or revoked
after written notice is given to the permittee
~by the responsible delegated agency oral,he
Department for any of the following masons:
A. Violations of the conditions of the sediment and stormwater management plan
approval;
B. Changes in site runoff characteristics
upon which a waiver was granted;
C. Construction not in accordance with the
approved plans;
D. Noncompliance with correction notice
or stop work order issued for the construction of the sediment control "pracrices or the stormwater management facilities;
E. An immediate danger exists in a downstream area in the opinion of the appropriate plan approval or inspection
agency, or the Department; or
F. Failure to submit stormwater management "As Built or Record Document~
plans, when required, at the completion
of the project,
7. Approved plans remain valid for 3 years from
the date of an approval, unless specifically
extended or renewed by the appropriate plan
approval agency. The basis for extension or
renewal may include, but not limited to, the
following items:
A. Failure to initiate the approved project for
reasons acceptable to the appropriate
plan approval agency" such as funding or
other agency permit delays; or
B. Time duration for a type of activity that
typically exceeds three years,
8. Projects which have been approved prior to
July 1, 1991, and where site clearing has not
been initiated on the project within two
years, shall be resubmitted to the appropriate
plan approval agency for review and approval sub)ect to the requirements of these
regulations,

9. Upon receipt of a completed application for
sediment and ~tormwater management, the
appropriate plan approval agency shall accomplish its review within 30 calendar days,
and have either the approval or review cornments transmitted to the applicant. If that 30
day time frame cannot be met, the appropriate plan approval agency shall notify the ap.. plicant of th~ masons for delay, and an ex:pected time frame not to exceed an
additional 30 days, when that review will be
accomplished.

Section 9 m Criteria for
Designated Watersheds
The concept of designated watersheds is intended, not only to prevent existing water quantity and water quality problems from getting
worse, but also to reduce existing fioodin8 problems and to improve existing water quality or
meet State Water Quality Standards in selected
watersheds. Criteria is established for designated
watersheds and that criteria will depend on
whether the specific problems of the watershed
are water quantity or water quality oriented.
Water quantity and water quality concerns will be
considered in all designated watersheds, but the
overall emphasis for each designated watershed
will depend on its existing and anticipated problems.
1. To initiate consideration of a watershed for
Designated Watershed or Subwatershed status, a watershed shall be recommended by a
Conservation District, county, municipality,
or State agency, to the Department. Upon recommendation to the Department, all involved agencies at the local level will be contacted and their input received prior to any
watershed study being initiated.
2. Included with the recommendation of a watershed for Designated Watershed or Subwatershed status to the Department shall be
an identification of the specific problems that
exist in the watershed so that the pursuit of a
watershed study is warranted. Inclusion in
these regulations as a Designated Watershed
or Subwatershed requires approval by the
Department that a significant water quantity
or water quality problem exists that would
necessitate this joint State, District, and local
government involvement. Also, inclusion of a
watershed as a Designated Watershed or Subwatershed will necessitate a public hearing
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process. The process of problem identification shall be based on the following information:
A. To initiate a watershed study based on
water quality considerations the following information must be submitted:
(1) Existing water quality data that has
been colle~cted as a result of the overall statewide water quality inventory.
process, or
(2) Other water quality data collected
through specific sampling that was
accomplished in the watershed, or
(3) Submission of a water quality assessment that was accomplished using a
qualitative collection method of benthic macroinvertebrates.
B. To initiate a watershed study based on
flooding or water quantity considerations
the following information must be submitred:
(1) Estimated annual flood damage to elther private, residential, commercial,
industrial, or public properties, or
C2) Number of residences or industries in
the floodplain, or

~"

(3) The history of flooding in the watershed, or
(4) Measures already taken to minimize
or reduce flooding, or
(5) Dangers to public health and welfare.
3. Upon modification of these regulations to include a watershed as a Designated Watershed
or Subwatershed an advisory group will be
established that will guide the overall watershed study. The advisory group will be appointed by the Secretary and will include
State, District, and local representatives in addition to representatives of the regulated
community and others affected by the results
or:the study.
4. The general components contained in the actual watershed studies shall be the following
items:
A. Stormwater qiJantity or water quality
problem iden~.ification,
B. The overall needs of the watershed including the additional impacts of new development activities,
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C. Alternative approaches to address the existing and future problems,
D. A selected approach that includes the
overall costs and benefits,
E. Schedule for implementation,
F.

Funding sources that are available for the
actual implementation of study recomme~dations, and

G. A public hearing process prior ’,o final
Departmental approval.
5.~,The following goals are to be obtained
through the implementation of the Designated Watershed or Subwatershed program:
A. Reduction of existing flooding or water
quality impacts,
B. Prevention of future flooding or water
quality impacts, and
C. Minimization of economic and social
losses.
6. Specific plan components of a water quality
watershed study shall include, but not be liraited to, the following items:
A. The limits of the watershed,
B. An inventory of existing water quality
data,
C. An inventory of areas having significant
natural resource value as defined in existing State or local studies as they may be
impacted by the construction or location
of stormwatercontrol structures,
D. An inventory of areas of historical and archaeological value identified in existing
State or local studies as they may be impacted by the construction or location of
stormwater control structures,
E. A map or series of maps of the watershed
showing the following information:
(1) Watershed topography,
(2) Significant geologic formations,
(3) Soils information,
(4) Existing land use based on existing
zoning,
(.5) Proposed land use based on expected zoning or comprehensive
plans,
(6) Location of tidal and nontidal wetlands, and
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(7) Locations where water quality data
were obtained,
F. An evaluation of water quantity concerns
so that flooding does not become a prob.
tern in the watershed.
7. Specific components of a water quantity
based study shall include, but not be limited
to, the. following items:
.~. The limits of the watershed,
B. An inventory of historic flood damage
sites, including frequency and dallmage
estimates,
C. An inventory of areas of significant naturaI resource value as noted in existing
State and local studies as they may be irapacted by the construction or location of
stormwater control structures,
D. An inventory of areas of historical and archaeological value identified in existing
State and local studies as they may be irapacted by the construction or location of
stormwatercontrol structures,
E. ,~ map or series of maps of the watershed
showing the following information:
(1) Watershed topography,
(2) Soils information,
(3) Existing land use based on existing
zoning,
(4) Proposed land use based on expected zoning or comprehensive

plans,

(5) Locations of tidal and nontidal wetlands,
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9. The Department is designated as the agency
responsible for administering designated
watershed or subwatershed studies with the
advice of the advisory group appointed by the
Secretary. Recommendations based on the resuits of the watershed study will only be
made with the overall consent of the advisory
group.
"10. The formal results of the Designated Watershed or Subwatershed study will require formal acceptance by the local Conservation
District Board of Supervisors and the local
governing body of the appropriate county or
municipality.
11. Implementation of the results of the Designated Watershed or Subwatershed study will
necessitate the development and implementation of a dedicated funding source such as a
stormwater utility to ensure design, construction, and maintenance of needed structures is
accomplished.
12. Those watersheds or subwatersheds designated due to existing water quantity or water
quality problems include the following:
A. Dover/Silver Lake/St. Jones River and all
drainage areas upstream of the Silver
Lake dam.
Section 10- Specific Design

Criteria and J~inirnurn Standards
and Specifications
1. General submission requirements for all proiects requiring sediment and stormwater management approval include the following information:

(6) Locations of existing flooding problems including floor and corner elerations of structures already impacted, and
A. A standard application form,
(7) 100-year floodplain delineat=ons,
water surface profiles, and storm
hydrographs at selected watershed
location.
F. An evaluation of water quality concerns
so that water cluality degradation does
not become a problem in the watershed.
8. The initiation of studies for Designated Watersheds or Subwatersheds depends on the availability of funding for the study. Once a watershed has been designated, the Department
will make every effort to secure funding
through federal, State, or local means.

B. A vicinity map indicating north arrow,
scale, and other information necessary to
locate the property or tax parcel,
C. A plan at an appropriate scale accompanied by a design report and indicating at
least:
(1) Name and address of
(a) The owner of the property where
the project is proposed;
(b) The iand deveioper;and
(c) The applicant.
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(2) The existing and proposed topogra- ¯
phy, as required on a case-by-case
basis.
(3) The proposed grading and earth disturbance including:
(a) Surface area involved; and
(b) Limits of grading including limitation of~mass clearing and grading
whenever possible,
(4) Stormwater management and stormwater drainage computations, including:
(a) Pre- and postdevelopment velocities, peak rates of discharge, and
inflow and out~low hydrographs
of stormwater runoff at all existing and proposed points of discharge from the site,
(b) Site conditions around points of
all surface water discharge including vegetation and method of
flow conveyance from the land
disturbing activity, and
(c) Design details for structural controis.
(5) Erosion, sediment control, and
stormwater management provisions
including:
(a) Provisions to preserve top soil
and limit disturbance;
(b) Details of site grading, and;
(c) Design details for structural controis which includes diversions
and swales,
D. Federal Emergency Management Agency
flood maps and federal and State protected wetlands, where appropriate.
E. The appropriate plan approval agency
shall require that plans and design reports
be sealed by a qualified design professional that the plans have been designed
in accordance with approved sediment
and stormwater ordinances, regulations,
standards and criteria. The appropriate
plan approval agency may waive this requirement on a case-by-case basis,
F. Additional information necessary for a
complete project review may be required
by the appropriate plan approval agency
as deemed appropriate. This additional
information may include items such as
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public sewers, water lines, septic fields,
wells, etc.
2. Specific requirements for the erosion and sediment control portion of the sediment and
stormwater management plan approval process include, but are not limited to, the following items. The appropriate plan approval
agency may modify the following items for a
specific=project or type of project. N~odification for a specific type of project will require
the concurrence of the Department before
~that modification may be applied and that
modification shall be subject to public review
and comment prior to adoption.
A. All plans shall include details of temporary and permanent stabilization measures including placement of the followin8 statement on all plans submitted for
approval. Following soil disturbance or
redisturbance, permanent or temporar3,
stabilization shall be completed within
14 calendar days as to the sun:ace of all
perimeter sediment controls, topsoil
stockpiles, and all other disturbed or
graded areas on the project site.
These requirements do not apply to those
areas which are shown on the plan and
are currently being used for material storage, or for those areas on which actual
earth moving activities are currently
being performed.
B. All erosion and sediment control plans
shall comply with the Delaware Erosion
and Sediment Control Handbook, dated
1989 and approved supplements. The
supplements shall be subject to public review and comment prior to their incorpo.
ration in the Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook.
C. A sequence of construction shall be contained on all plans describing the relationship between the implementation
and maintenance of sediment controls,
including permanent and temporary stabilization and the various stages or
phases of earth disturbance and con~truction. The sequence of construction shall,
at a minimum, include the following activities:
(1) Clearing and grubbing for those areas
necessary for installation of perimetercontrois;
(2) Construction of perimeter controls;
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(3) Remaining clearing and grubbing;
(4) Road grading;
(5) Grading for the remainder of the site;
(6) Utility installation and whether storm
drains will be used or blocked until
after completion of construction;
(7) Final grading, landscaping, or stabili" zation; and
(8) Removal ofsedimentcontrols,
= D. The plans shall contain a descript~ of
the predominant soil types on the site, as
described by the appropriate soil survey
information available through the local
Conservation District.
E. Unless an exception is approved on a
case-by-case basis or an exception is approved for a specific type of activity by
the appropriate plan approval agency,
not more than 20 acres may be cleared at
any one time. Once grading is initiated in
one 20-acre section, a second 20-acre
section may have stumps, roots, brush,
and organic material removed. This will
necessitate the phasing of construction
on sites in excess of 20 acres to minimize
areas exposed of ground cover and reduce erosion rates. Grading of the second
20-acre section may not proceed until
temporary or permanent stabilization of
the first 20-acre section is accomplished,

"
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3. Specific requirements for the permanent
stormwater management portion of the sediment and stormwater management plan approval process include, but are not limited to,
the following items. The appropriate plan approval agency may modify the following
items for a specific project or type of project,
Modification for a specific type of project will
require the concurrence of the Department
before the modification may be applied and
the modification for a type of project shall be
subiect to public review and comment.
A. It is the overall goal of the Department to
address stormwater management on a
watershed by watershed basis to provide
a cost effective water quantity and water
quality solution to the specific watershed
problems. These regulations will provide
~
general design requirements that must be
adhered to in the absence of Designated
Watershed or Subwatershed specific criteria,

B. All hydrologic computations shall be accompiished using the most recent USD~,
Soil Conservation Service Technical Releases 20 or 55. The storm duration for
computational purposes shall be the 24hour rainfall event. For projects south of
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, the
Deimarva Unit Hydrograph shall be
corporated into the design procedure.
= :
C. Stormwater management requirements
for a specific project shall be based on
the entire area to be developed, or if
phased, the initial submittal shall control
that area proposed in the initial phase
and establish a procedure and obligation
for total site control.
D. Water quantity control is anintegral como
ponent of overall stormwater management. Control of peak discharges will, to
some extent, prevent increases in flooding. The following design criteria for peak
flow control is established for water
quantity control purposes, unless a
waiver is granted based on a case-bycase basis:
(1) Projects in New Castle County that
are located north of the Chesapeake
and Delaware Canal shall not exceed
the post-development peak discharge for the 2, 10, and 100-year
frequency storm events at the predevelopment peak discharge rates for
the 2, 10, and 100-year frequency
storm events.
(2) Projects in New Castle County that
are located south of the Chesapeake
and Delaware Canal, Kent County,
and Sussex County shall not exceed
the postdevelopment peak discharge
for the 2 and 10-year frequency
storm events at the predevelopment
peak discharge rates for the 2 and 10year frequency storm events.
(3) Watersheds, other than Designated
Watersheds or Subwatersheds, that
have well documented water quantity problems may have more stringent, or modified, design criteria that
is responsive to the specific needs of
that watershed. Modified criteria for
that watershed must receive Departmental approval, and all projects reviewed and approved by the appropriate plan approval agency shall
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meet or exceed the modified criteria,
Proposed modification of criteria for
a watershed shall be subject to public review and comment prior to iraptementation,
E. Water quality control is also an integral
component of stormwater management,
Control of water quality on-site will prevent further d~gradation of downstream
water quality. The following design criteria are established for water quality protection unless a waiver or variance is
8ranted on a case-by-case basis,
(1) In general, the preferred option for
water quality protection shall be
ponds. Ponds having a permanent
pool of water must be considered before a pond having no permanent
pool. Infiltration practices shall be
considered only after ponds have
been eliminated for engineering or
hardship reasons as approved by the
appropriate plan approval agency,
(2) Water quality ponds having a permanent pool shall be designed to release the first 1/2 inch of runoff from
the site over a 24-hour period. The
storage volume of the normal pool
shall be designed to accommodate,
at least, 1/2 inch of runoff from the
entire site.
(3) Water quality ponds, not having a
normal pool, shall be designed to re!ease the first inch of runoff from the
site over a 24-hour period,
(4) Infiltration practices, when used,
shall be designed to accept, at least,
the first inch of runoff from all streets,
roadways, and parking lots.
(S) Other practices may be acceptable to
the appropriate plan approval
agency if they achieve an equivalent
removal efficiency of 80 percent for
suspended solids,
F. All ponds that are constructed for
stormwater management shall be designed and constructed in accordance
with the USDA Soil Conservation Service
Small Pond Code 378, dated September
1990, as approved for use in Delaware.
(3. Any pond utilized for water supply purposes, or for irrigation, must obtain ap-

proval from the Department for that use
pursuant to Chapter 60.
H. Where ponds are the proposed method of
control, the developer shall submit to the
approving agency, when required, an
analysis of the impacts of storrnwater
flows downstream in the watershed for
the 100-year frequency storm event.
The"an’~lysis shall include hydrologic and
hydraulic calculations necessary todetermine the impact of hydrograph timing
~’ modifications of the proposed development, with and without the pond, on
downstream dams, highways, structures,
or natural points of constricted streamflows past which the timing effects would
be considered negligible. The results of
the analysis will determine the need to
modify the pond design or to eliminate
the pond requirement. Lacking a clearly
defined downstream point of constriction, the downstream impacts shall be established, with the concurrence of the
approving agency, downstream of a tributary of the following size:
(1) The first downstream tributary whose
drainage area equals or exceeds the
contributing area to the pond; or
(2) The first downstream tributary whose
peak discharge exceeds the largest
designed release rate of the pond.
I. Where existing wetlands are intended as
a component of an overall stormwater
management system, the following criteria shall apply:
(1) The only disturbance to the wetland,
for the purposes of these regulations,
shall be that disturbance caused by
the stormwatef management pond
embankment placement and construction;or
(2) The applicant can demonstrate that
the intended or functional aspects of
the stormwater management facility
and wetlands are maintained or enhanced, or the construction in the
wetland for stormwater management
is the only reasonable alternative.
(3) All other necessary State and federal
permits can be obtained.
J.

Designs shall be in accordance with
standards developed or approved by the
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Department, which are subject to public
review and comment,
K. Ease of maintenance mUstrbe considered
as a site design componenL Access to the
stormwater management structure must
be provided for in the design, and land
area adjacent to the structure must be set
aside for disposal of sediments removed
frown the struc~Jre when maintenance is
performed. The land set aside for pond
maintenance shall be sized as follows:
(1) The, set aside area shall accommodate at least 2 percent of the
stormwater management basin volume to the elevation of the 2-year
storage volume elevation;
{2) The maximum depth of the set aside
volume shall be one foot;
(3) The slope of the set aside area shall
not exceed 5 percent; and
(4) The area and slope of the set aside
area may be modified if an~altematire area or method of disposal is approved by the appropriate plan approval agency,
L. A clear statement of defined maintenance
responsibility shall be established during
the plan review and approval process.
M. All ponds shall have a forebay or other
design feature to act as a sediment trap. A
reverse slope bench must be provided
one foot above the normal pool elevation
fc~r safety purposes and all embankment
ponds, having a normal pool, shall have
a drain installed to facilitate maintenance.
N. The use of infiltration practices for the
disposal of stormwater runoff is classified
by the U.S. EPA as an underground inlettion control practice, class V injection
well. The appropriate plan approval
agency shall forward a copy of all such
approvals and the results of all construe,
tion inspections to the Department’s Underground Injection Control program
manager,
O. Infiltration practices have certain limita,
tions on their use on certain sites. These
limitations include the following items:
(1) Areas draining to these practices
must be stabilized and vegetative illters established prior to runoff enter-
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ing the system. Infiltration practices
shall not be used if a suspended solids filter system does not accompany
the practice. If vegetation is the intended filter, there shall be, at least, a
20-foot length of vegetative filter
prior to stormwater runoff enterinl~
the infiltration practice;
(2) The bottom of the infiltration pracrice shall be at least three feet above
the seasonal high water table,
whether perched or regional, determined by direct piezometer measurements which can be demonstrated to be representative of the
maximum height of the water tabic
on an annual basis during years of
normal precipitation, or by the depth
in the soil at which mottling first occurs;
(3) The infiltration practice shall be designed to completely drain of water
within 48 hours.
(4) Soils must have adequate permeability to allow water to infiltrate, infiltration practices are limited to soils having an infiltration rate of at least 1.02
inches per hour.
Initial consideration will be based on a
review of the appropriate soil survey, and
the survey may serve as a basis for rejection. On-site soil borings and textural
classifications must be accomplished to
verify the actual site and seasonal high
water table conditions when infiltration is
to beutilized.
(5) Infiltration practices greater than
three feet deep shall be located at
least 20 feet from basement walls;
(6) Infiltration practices designed to handie runoff from impervious parking
lots or driveways shall be a minimum
of 150 feet from any public or private
water supply well;
(7) The design of an infiltration practice
shall provide an ove~ow system
with measures to provide a noneroslye velocity of flow along its length
and at the ouffall; and
(8) The slope of the bottom of the infiltration practice shall not exceed 5
percent. Also, the practice shall not
be installed in fill material as piping
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along the fill/natural ground interface
may cause slope failure,
(9) Unless allowed on a specific project,
infiltration practices will be used primarily for water quality enhancement only.
(10)An infiltration practice shall not be
installed on or atop a slope whose
natural angle of incline exceeds 20
percent,
P. A regional approach to stormwater management is an acceptable alternative to
site specific requirements. As a substitute
contro! practice, regional stormwater
management structures shall be required
to meet the following items:
(1) They shall have a contributory drainage area not in excess of 400 acres
unless, on a case-by-case basis, a
larger drainage area is approved by
the appropriate plan approval
agency;
(2) They shall have a permanent pool of
water and provide for 24-hour detention of the first inch of stormwater
runoff from the entire upstream
watershed; and
(3) All other necessary approvals have
been obtained that could be cause
for site rejection,
Q. The predevelopment peak discharge rate
shall be computed assuming that all land
uses in the site to be developed are in
good hydrologic condition,
Section 1 1

1

General

Permit Criteria
1. A general permit involves completion and
submission of a form by a land owner, developer, or agent to the appropriate plan approval agency for signature. The minimum
criteria for the form will be developed by the
Department, and may be expanded upon by
the appropriate plan approval agency. The
form will contain standard conditions for erosion and sediment con*,rol that must be implemented on sites where a specific control plan
is not required. The appropriate plan approval agency shall approve general permit
requests within 5 calendar days of receipt,
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2. The inclusion of an activity into the general
permit classification does not relinquish that
activity from the requirements of Chapter 40.
Rather, the general permit precludes that activity from the necessity of a specific plan review f or each individual project.
3. Approval of a general permit does not relieve
the applicant from the conditions that are a
part of’~he-general permit approval regarding
the implementation of control practices as required by the general permit. Failure to im~’ plement control practices pursuant to conditions included in the general permit may
necessitate appropriate enforcement action
as provided in Chapter 40 and these regutations.
4. Those activities eligible for general permits
include the following:
A. Individual detached residential home or
agricultural structure construction where
the disturbed area for construction will
be less than one acre in size. Two or more
contiguous lots being developed concurrently by the same land developer will
not be eligible for the general permit.
B. Forest harvest operations.
C. Highway shoulder and side swale maintenance.
D. The repair, maintenance, and installation
of above and underground utilities.
E. Commercial and industrial projects for
erosion and sediment control only when
the total disturbed area of the project is
less than 1/2 acre in size.
F. Modification or reconstruction of a tax
ditch by a tax ditch organization when
that tax ditch is not intended to serve new
development, and which will not increase water quantity or adversely impact
water quality, or change points of discharge so as to adver~iy affect the waters
of the State.
5. The appropriate plan approval agency may
place more restrictive conditions upon the
general permits approval including the requirement for site specific plans for any general permits category. The imposition of more
specific requirements for categories of projects shall be approved by the Department,
and shall be subject to public review and
comment prior to their imposition.
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Section 12 --- Certified

7. The certified construction reviewer shall be
responsible for the following items:

Construction Reviewer Requirements
1. Projects reviewed and approved by the Department for sediment control and stormwater management, in general, shall have a
certified construction reviewer when the disturbed area of the project is in excess of .SO
acres~ In addition any project, regardless of its -.
size, may be required by the Department, or
the appropriate plan approval agency, to
have a certified construction reviewer on a
~.
case-by-case basis.
2. The Department or the appropriate inspection agency may require that any project, already under construction, have on site a certifled construction reviewer if, on that project,
significant sediment control or stormwater
management problems necessitate more frequent inspections,
3. The. certified construction reviewer shall
function under the direction of a registered
professional engineer licensed to practice en8ineering in the State of Delaware. ~
4. Individuals designated as certified construction reviewers shall attend and pass a Departmental sponsored or approved construction
review training course. The course content
will contain, at a minimum, information regarding the following items:
A. Basic hydrology and hydraulics;
B. Soils information including texture, limirations, erodibility, and classifications;
C. Types of vegetation, growing times, and
suitability;
D. Erosion, sediment control, and stormwater management practices;
E. Inspection and problem referral procedures;
R Aspects of~ State law, regulations, local ordinances, and approval procedures;and
C;. Sediment and stormwater management
plan content.
5. The time frame for certification shall not exceed five years unless extended by the Department.
6. The responsibility of the certified construction reviewer will be to ensure the adequacy
of construction pursuant to the approved sediment and stormwater management plan.

A. Provision of a construction review of
tive construction sites on at least a
weekly basis;
B. Within five calendar days, informing the
person engaged in the land disturbing activity, and the contractor, by a written
construction review report of any violations of the approved plan or inadeciuacies of" the plan. The plan approval
agency shall be informed, if the approved
plan is inadequate, within five working
days. In addition, the appropriate construction review agency shall receive
copies of all construction review reports;
and
C. Referral of the project through the delegated inspection agency to the Department for appropriate enforcement action
if the person engaged in the land disturbing activity fails to address the items conrained in the written construction review
report. Verbal notice shall be made to the
Department within two working days and
written notice shall be provided to the
Department within five working days.

8. If the Secretary or his designee determines
that a certified construction reviewer is not
providing adequate site control or is not referring problem situations to the Department~
the Secretary or his designee may suspend or
revoke the certification of the construction reviewer.
9. In any situation where a certified construction
reviewer’s approval is being suspended or reyoked, an opportunity for hearing before the
Secretary or his designee shall be provided.
During any suspension or revocation, the certiffed construction reviewer shall not be allowed to provide construction reviews pursuant to these regulations. The minimum time
of suspension or revocation shall be 6
months.

Section 13 -- Contractor
Certification Program
1. The Department shall require certification of
responsible personnel for any foreman or superintendent who is in charge of on-site clearing and land disturbing activities for sediment
and stormwater control associated with a
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construction project. Responsible personnel
are not required on any project involving silviculture or fewer than four residential
homes. Responsible personnel shall obtain
certification by completing a Depam’nent
sponsored or approved training program. Enrollment of existing and future responsible
personnel is the responsibilit3, of employers,
Response to a Dep~rtment notice of training
and certification in accordance with the provisions of item 3 of this section shall serve as
an application for training. The Department
shall notify employers of responsible personnel as to the date and location of training programs for attgndance by responsible personnet and other interested persons.
2. After July 1, 1991, any applicant seeking sediment and stormwater plan approval shall certify to the appropriate plan approval agency
that all responsible personnel involved in the
construction project will have a certificate of
attendance at a Departmental sponsored or
approved training course for the control of
sediment and stormwater before initiation of
any land disturbing activity. The certificate of
attendance shall be valid until the Department notifies the individual or announces in
local newspapers that recertification is required due to a change in course content.
3. After July 1, 1991, employers of responsible
personnel may receive interim certification
for responsible personnel during the period
before attendance at a Departmental sponsored or approved training course by submitring an enrollment form to the Department.
interim certification shall be valid until the
scheduled date of attendance for training of
responsible personnel. These enrollment
forms are available from the Department and
the Conservation Districts.
Section 1 4 ~ Construction Review

and Enforcement Requirements
I. The land developer shall request, at least 24
hours ahead of time, that the appropriate inspection agency approve work completed at
the stages of construction outlined in the sequence of construction contained on the approved plans. Any portion of the work which
does not comply will be promptly corrected
by the developer after written notice by the
appropriate inspection agency. The notice
shall set forth the nature of corrections re-

quired and the time frame within which correc~ions must be made.
2. The land developer shall notify the appropriate inspection agency before initiation of
construction and upon project completion
when a final inspection will be conducted to
ensure compliance with the approved sediment and stormwater management plan.
3. The res!~r~ible inspection agency shall, for
inspection purposes, do all of the following
~tems:
A. Ensure that the approved sediment and
stormwater management plans are on the
project site and are complied with;
Ensure that every active site is inspected
for compliance with the approved plan
on a regular basis;
C. Prepare and leave on site, or forward to
the contractor, a written report after every
inspection that describes:
(1) The date and location of the site inspection;
(2) Whether the approved plan has been
properly implemented and mainrained;
(3) Approved plan or practice deficiencies; and
(4) The action taken.
D. Notification of on-site personnel or the
owner/developer in writing when viola°
tions are observed, describing the
(1) Nature of the violation;
(2) Required corrective action; and
(3) Time period for violation correction.
4. The Department may investigate complaints
or refer any complaint received to the local
inspection agency if the activity is located in
a jurisdiction that has received delegation of
sediment and stormwater management inspection. In conjunction with a referral, the
Department may also initiate an on-site investigation after notification of the local inspection agency in order to properly evaluate
the complaint. The Department shall take enforcement action when appropriate, and notify the local inspection agency in a timely
manner of any enforcement actions taken.
5. The Department, at its discretion and upon
notification to either the owner, developer, or
contractor, may visit any site to determine the
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adequacy of sediment and stormwater management practices. In the event that the Department conducts site inspections, the appropriate inspection agency shall be notified
prior to the initiation of any enforcement action. The appropriate inspection agency shall
establish a time frame to obtain site compliance. This notification shall, in no way limit
the dght to the Department to take action ~ ¯
subsequent to any provision of these regula,
tions or Chapter. Formal procedures for interaction between the Department and the appropriate inspection agency one, site
inspection and referral will be developed on
an individual basis.
6. The appropriate plan approval agency may
require a revision to the approved plans as
necessary due to differing site conditions. The
appropriate plan approval agency shall establish guidelines to facilitate the processing of
revised plans where field conditions necessitare plan modification. Where changes to the
approved plan are necessary those changes
shall be in accordance to the following:
A. Major changes to approved sediment and
stormwater management plans, such as
the addition or deletion of a sediment
basin, shall be submitted by the owner/
developer to the appropriate plan approval agency for review and approval.
B. Minor changes to sediment and stormwater management plans may be made
in the field if approved by the construction reviewer and documented in the
field review report. The appropriate inspection agency shall develop a list of alIowable field modifications for use by the
construction reviewer,
7. Stormwater management construction shall
have inspections accomplished at the following stages:
A. Infiltration practices shall be inspected at
the commencement, during, and upon
completion of construction;
’

B. All ponds shall be inspected at the following stages:
(1) Upon completion of" excavation to
sub-foundation and where required,
installation of structural supports or
reinforcement for structures, including, but not limited to

(a) Core trenches for structural embankments,
(b) Inlet-outlet structures and antiseep structures, watertight connectors on pipes, and
(c) Trenches for enclosed storm
drainage facilities.
(2) During placement of structural fill,
concrete, and installation of piping
and catch basins;
(3) During backfill of foundations and
trenches;
(4) During embankment construction;
and
(5) Upon completion of final grading
and establishment of permanent vegetation.

8. The agency responsible for construction review may, in addition to local enforcement
options, refer a site violation to the Department for additional enforcement action.
9. Referral of a site violation to the Department
may initiate a Departmental construction review of the site to verifi/site conditions. That
construction review may result in the following actions:
A. Notification through appropriate means
to the person engaged in a land disturbing activity and the contractor to comply
with the approved plan within a specified
time frame; and
B. Notification of plan inadequacy, with a
time frame for the person engaged in a
land disturbing activity to submit a revised sediment and stormwater plan to
the appropriate plan approval agency
and to receive its approval with respect
thereto.
The Department shall noti~ the local inspection agency in a timely manner of
what enforcement action is taken on the
site.
10. Failure of the person engaged in the land disturbing activity or the contractor to comply
with Departmental requirements may resutt
in the following actions in addition to other
penalties as provided in Chapter 40.
A. The Department shall have the power to
issue a cease and desist order to any person violating any provision of Chapter 40
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and these regulations by ordering such
person to cease and desist from any site
work activity other than those actions
necessary to achieve compliance with
any administrative order,
B. The Department may request that the appropriate plan approval agency! refrain
from issuing any further building or grading permits to’the person having outstanding violations until those violations
have been remedied.

Section 15 m Maintenance
Requirements
1. For erosion and sediment control, all practices shall be maintained in accordance with
requirements specified in the Delaware Sediment and Erosion Control Handbook dated
1989 or as directed by the construction reviewer,
2. Prior to the issuance of any building or grading permit for which stormwatermanagement
is required, the responsible plan approval
agency shall require the applicant or owner
to execute an inspection and maintenance
agreement binding on all subsequent owners
of land served by the private stormwater management facility. Such agreement shall provide for access to the facility at reasonable
times for regular inspection by an inspection
agency and for an assessment of property
owners to ensure that the stormwater management structure is maintained in proper design working condition,
3. The Department encourages, and will provide technical assistance to, any Conservation District or local jurisdiction who chooses
to assume the maintenance responsibility for
stormwater management structures on, at
least, residential lands. Public maintenance
provides a reasonable assurance that maintenance will be accomplished on a regular
basis,
4. The owner or person responsible sSall perform or cause to be per~;ormed preventive
maintenance of all completed stormwater
management practices to ensure proper functioning. The responsible inspection agency
shall ensure preventive maintenance through
inspection of all stormwater management
practices. The inspections shall occur at least
once each year.

PART In. Appendixes
5. Inspection reports shall be maintained by the
responsible inspection agency on all detention and retention structures and those inspection reports shall include the following
items:
A. The date of inspection;
B. The name of the inspector;
C. The =or~dition of
(1) Vegetation,
~.

(2) Fences,
(3) Spillways,

(4) Embankments,
(5) Reservoir area,
(6) Outlet channels,
(7) Underground drainage,
(8) Sediment load, or
(9) Other items which could effect the
proper function of the structure.
D. Description of needed maintenance.
6. Responsible inspection agencies shall provide procedures to ensure that deficiencies
indicated by inspections are rectified. The
procedures shall include the following:
A. Notification to the person responsible for
maintenance of deficiencies including a
time frame for repairs;
B. Subsequent inspection to ensure completion of repairs; and
C. Effective enforcement procedures or procedures to refer projects to the Department if repairs are not undertaken or are
not done properly.

Section ! 6 m Penalties
1. Any person who violates any rule, order, condition imposed in an approved plan or other
provision of these regulations shall be fined
not less than $200 or more than $2,000 for
each offense. Each day that the violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. The
Justice of the Peace Courts shall havejurisdiction of offenses brought under this subsection.
2. Any person who intentionally, knowingly,
and after written notice to comply, violates or
refuses to comply with any notice issued pursuant to these regulations shall be fined not
less than $500 or more than $10,000 for each
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offend. Each day the violation continues
shall constitute a separate o~en~. The Su~rior Cou~ shall have jurisdi~ion of offends
brought under ~is subse~ion.

Section 17 -- Hearings
The conduct of all hearings conducte~ pursuant
to these regulations shall be in accordance with "- the relevant provisions of Delaware Code, Title 7,
Chapter 60.

Section 18 n Severability
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause,
phrase, or portion of these regulations are for any’
mason held invalid or unconstitutional by any
court or competent jurisdiction, such provision
and such holding shall not affect the validity of
the remaining portions of these regulations.
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APPENDIX C

Additional Resources

American Society of Civil Engineers
345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017-2398
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and ¯
Environmental Control
Division of Soil and Water Conservation
89 Kings Highway
RO. Box 1401
Dover, DE 19903
King County Resource Planning Section
3600 136th Place, SE, 4th Floor
Bellevue, WA 98006-1400
King County Surface Water Management Division
400 Yesler Way, 4th Floor
Seattle, WA 98104
Metropolitan Washington Council of’ Governments
Department of Environmental Programs
777 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 300
Washinl~on, DC 20002
Municipality of" Metropolitan Seattle
Water Resources, 8th Floor Exchange Building
821 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
New Jersey Depa~l~nent of Environmental Protection
(formerly New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection and Energy)
Office of" land and Water Planning, CN 423
Trenton, NJ 08625
North Carolina Depa~nent of Natural Resources and
Community Development of Land Resources
Land Quality Section
RO. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611

Puget Sound Estuaw Program
U.S. Environmenta~ Protection Agency, Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
Puget Sound Water C~JaliW Authority
217 Pine Su’eet, Suite 1100
Seattle, WA 98101
Rhode Island Resource Conservation and
Development Area
5586 Post Road, Box 6
East Greenwich, RI 02818
Technical Services Section
Municipal Liquid and Industrial Waste
Management Branch
Ministry of the Environment
777 Broughton Street, 2nd Floor
Victoria, BC VgV 1X5, Canada
Terrene Institute
1717 K Street, NW
Suite 801
Washington, DC 20006
University of Washington
Engineering Professional Programs, XD-1S
Seattle, WA 98195
U~an Drainage and Flood Control District
2480 West 26th Avenue, Suite 1S6B
Denver, CO 80211 -SS00
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Assessment Branch
Environmental Research Laboratory
Athens, GA 30613
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Fund~rn~nt~l~ ~ ~Jr~n
~inia ~pa~ent of Con~tion a~ R~mation
Division of $oil and Wamr Con~ati~

U.S. Environmental Prot~ti~ Age~
~s~nt a~ Wate~ Pint, ion Division
Wat~sh~ Branch
~H-553)
401 M Strut. ~
W~hin~on, OC 2~60
U.S. Envimn~ntal Pint,ion Agecny
Pe~i~ Division
NPDE5 Pr~ram 8ran~
401 M Str~ ~
Washin~on, DC 2~60

Richm~d, VA 23219-209~
W~hin~on ~pa~ent of Ecolo~, ~-1
U~an Non~int Soume Unit
Olympia, WA 985~
~.

U.S. C~logical Su~w
B~s a~ O~n File Re~
Fe~ral C~r, Box 25425
Den~r, CO 80225
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APPENDIX D

Abbreviations
ACP
AETA
APHA
API
ASCS
AVS
BMP
BRRL
CN
CP
CRP
CWA
EMC
EqPA
ESC
GIS
HEC
HSG
HSPF
IBI
ICI
ILLUDAS
1~
LGCPA
MLRA
NA~QAN
NEH
NOEL
NPDES
NPS
NSTPA
NURP
OSDS

Agricultural Conservation Program
apparent effects threshold approach
American Public Health Association
American Petroleum Institute
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
acid volatile sulfide
best management practice
British Road Research Laboratory
curve number
coalescing plate
Conservation Reserve Program
Clean Water Act
event-mean concentration
equilibrium partitioning approach
erosion and sediment control
geographic information system
Hydrologic Engineering Center
hydrologic soil groups
Hydrologic Simulation ProgrammFortran
Index of Biotic Integrity
Invertebrate Community Index
Illinois Urban Drainage Area Simulation
Index of Well-Being
Local Government Comprehensi~,e Planning Act
major land resource area
National Stream Quality Accounting Network
National Engineering Handbook
no observed effects level
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
nonp0int source
national status and trends program approach
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program
onsite wastewater disposal system

PEL

probable effects level

PNA
QC
RC&D

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
quality control
Resource Conservation and Development Program
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rapid bioassessment protocol
RBP
Science Advisory Board
SAB
sediment background approach
SBA
Soil Conservation Service
SCS
screening level concentration approach
SLCA
sediment quality assessment guideline
SQAC;
sediment quality triad approach .
SQTA
~ spiked sediment bioassay approach
"- :
SSBA
Storage, Treatment, Overflow, and Runoff Model
STORM
Stormwater Management Model ~
SWMM
state water policy
SWP
TC
time of concentration
total nitrogen
TN
total organic carbon
TOC
TP
total phosphorus
tissue residue approach
TRA
total suspended solids
TSS
U.S. Department of Agriculture
USDA
U.S. Geological Survey
USGS
Universal Soil Loss Equation
USLE
WATSTORE National Water Data Storage and Retrieval System
water level fluctuation
WLF
Wetlands Reserve Program
WRP
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United States
Environmental Protection
Agency

."~EPA

Enforcement And
Compliance Assurance
(~3A)

EPA 300-B-94-014
September 1994

NPDES
Compliance Inspection
Manual
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NPDES Compliance Inspection Manuals.
Thanks to all of you who have "volunteered" to help with training development.
I have a small inventory of the attached manuals available now, let me know if you need
more for your region. I will have more copies made if necessary.
I also have one copy of 0SEPA’s training modules for NPE)ES inspectors. I am getting one
copy made for each Region, which I will send to you ASAP. After your review, I will
make additional copies if requested.
Margie Youngs
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Outline

Inspections ..................................

(Focus on Compliance
Sampling)

Why inspect a site?
¯ To gather or verify information

received in a ROWD
¯ To gain better understanding of
treatment system & its
operation
¯ To establish a relationship with
the Discharger
¯ TO meet workplan commitments
¯ To assess compliance w/permit

What tasks should you
do?
¯ Prep. Work
¯ Review file
¯ Prepare supplies
¯ Fieldwork
¯ Setup ISCO automatic sampler
¯ Prepare samples & deliver to DHS lab
¯ Documentation/field notebook
¯ Follow-up office Work
¯ Write up report
¯ Review lab results

¯ Why inspect?
¯ What type of inspection should
you do?
¯ What tasks:should be done in
the field?
¯ How do you~set up an ISCO?
¯ How do you~ composite a
sample?

What type of inspection
should you do?
¯ Level A - Intense
. Required for major permits IX/year
- 2 day task if involves sampling

¯ Level B - Not as intense
¯ Required for major & minor permits 1X]
year

¯ I clay task
¯ Consult your Admin|sb’alJve Procedures Manual for more Irrro.

Example - POTW
¯ Camadllo Sanitation District WRP
¯ Design flow 6.75 MGD
¯ Treatment: comminution, lry
sedimentation, activated sludge~ 2ry
clariflcation~ chlorination &
dechlorination (No flow equalization)
¯ Sludge is dried in beds & hauled
away for land application or to
landfill
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Discharges to Conejo
Creek

Fieldwork- Day 1
¯ Entrance Interview
¯ Setting up ISCO
Sampler
¯ Tour the facility
¯ Question/Answer

Session

ISCO Wastewater
Sampler

ISCO Self-prompting
keypad

How do you set up an

How do you set up an

ISCO?

ISCO?

(!)Plug in ISCO and press "ON" key
®Press "PROGRAM/STEP
PROGRAM" key
®Enter value on numeric keypad
(read it on LCD)
®Press "ENTER VALUE" key
®Press "PROGRAM/STEP
PROGRAM" key

®Repeat steps 3~ 4 & 5 until all
program quantities are set
~)Press "START PROGRAM/
RESET DISTRIBUTION" key to
start sampling program
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Fieldwork - Day 2

¯ Gather the flow data from the POTW ;
¯ IdentN’~ the hour during the max.

¯ Disconnect ISCO
¯ Composite
sample
¯ Deliver samples
to DHS lab

How do you composite a
sample?

flow;,
¯ Calculate volume ~’actions;
¯ Shake bottle & pour respective
volume fractlons from 24 bottles into
5 gal. Containe~

¯ Clean equipment

Follow-up
¯ Review lab results;
eWrite inspection report;
¯ Distribute copies to EO & IT
Unit; and~
¯ File original in file.

¯ Mix contents of 5 gal. Containe~ and,
¯ Fill sample bottles.

Conclusion
¯ Why inspect?
¯ What type of
inspection should you
do?
¯ What tasks should be
done in the field?
¯ How do you set up an
ISCO?
¯ How do you composite
a sample?

, . ,
-"/~L~ ~
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NPDES COMPLIANCE
INSPECTION MANUAL

September 1994

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460

Rec’y©led/Recy¢l~ble ¯ Printed with Vegetable Ba=~l Ink= on Recycled.Paper (20% Postcon~umer)
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TRANSMITTAL MEMORANDUM
The National Pollutant Disch.arge Elimination System (NPDES) Compliance Inspection
Manual has been developed to support wastewater inspection personnel in conducting field
inspections fundamental to the NPDES compliance program and to provide inspectors with
standardized procedures for conducting complete, accurate inspections.
This manual is an update of the 1988 NPDES Compliance Inspection Manual. The
modifications include recent changes to the regulations and citations. Authority for the
NPDES Program is found in Section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
(FWPCA).
EPA’s approach to performing compliance inspections is currently in transition. The
expansion of this manual reflects EPA’s desire to pursue a consolidated inspection
approach where inspectors look beyond statute-specific guidance to carry out their
mission. The Office of Compliance within the recently reorganized Office of Enforcement
and Compliance Assurance is organized on a sector basis which enables the Agency to
promote compliance with all environmental statutes that apply to each sector. New
chapters of this manual covering pollution prevention and multi-media concerns support
this transition to a whole sector approach to compliance improvement.
The information presented in the manual will guide a qualified inspector in conducting an
adequate inspection. The manuai presents standard procedures for inspection; it is
assumed the inspector has a working knowledge of wastewater and related problems,
regulations, and control technologies. The manual will serve the experienced inspector as
a flexible and easy reference. New inspection personnel will find support in the orderly and
detailed presentation of the material.
Regional and State personnel are encouraged to provide U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) Headquarters with changes or information that would improve the manual.
Comments, information, and suggestions should be addressed to:
Chief, Energy and Transportation Branch (2223A)
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460
The information contained in this manual is comprehensive and designed to address a wide
range of activities. Since each inspection may not involve all activities, the inspector
should refer to those parts applicable to the particular inspection. Although the information
is presented from the viewpoint of EPA, it is applicable to NPDES State inspectors and
other regulatory authorities or their authorized representatives.

Manual Organization
The manual is organized into two parts. The first part, on basic inspection components,
consists of seven chapters. The second part includes information on specific types of
inspections.
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Basic Inspection Component-~
¯ Chapter One, "Introduction," describes the NPDES program and provides general
information relating to legal authority and inspector responsibilities.
¯ Chapter Two, "Inspection Procedures," discusses general procedures common to all
NPDES inspections, including pre-inspection preparation, entry, opening conference,
documentation, closing conference, and inspection report.
¯ Chapters Three through Seven provide the specific technical information necessary
to conduct the full range of NPDES compliance inspection activities. Each chapter
describes procedures for the major technical activities involved in compliance
inspections:
Chapter Three, Documentation/Recordkeeping. and Reporting
Chapter Four, Facility Site Review ""
Chapter Five, Sampling
- Chapter Six, Flow Measurement
-" Chapter Seven, Laboratory Procedures and Quality Assurance.
Specific Information
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Chapter Eight, Toxicity ~.
Chapter Nine, Pretreatment
Chapter Ten, Sewage Sludge
Chapter Eleven, Storm Water "
Chapter Twelve, Combined Sewer Overflows
Chapter Thirteen, Pollution Prevention
Chapter Fourteen, Multi-Media Concerns

Within each chapter, tables illustrate the topics discussed in the text. These are located at
the end of the chapter subsection in which they are referenced. Additional information and
figures are also included in the appendices to the manual. As appropriate, references and
checklists are provided at the end of the chapter. The checklists presented in this manual
are intended as guidance. They can be used as presented or modified to address the
needs of the inspection authority. (More detailed checklists for any individual inspection
type may have also been developed by EPA or State agencies and are presented in the
guidance materials specific to that type of inspection.)
It should be noted that the text often is written from the perspective of the Federal Clean
Water Act requirements. State NPDES inspectors using this manual may find that State
rules and procedures on such topics as notice to the permittees vary to some degree from
the material found in this manual. The technical material will, we hope, prove to be useful
to all NPDES inspectors.

ii
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A. Purpose and Objectives
Under 40 Code of Regulations (CFR) 123.26 (relating to State programs), three objectives
should be met during a routine compliance inspection. According to this section, the
inspection should be performed in a manner designed to:
¯ Determine compliance status with permit conditions a.nd other program requirements
¯ Verify the accuracy of information submitted by permittees
¯ V.erify the adequacy of sampling and monitoring conducted by the permittee.
~ther purposes of compliance inspections include:
¯ Gathering evidence to support enforcement actions
¯ Obtaining information that supports the permitting process
¯ Assessing compliance with orders or consent decrees.

Inspection Types
This manual provides guidance applicable to each type of inspection a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) inspector may be required to conduct at an NPDES
permitted facility. The different types of inspections are described below.
Compliance Evaluation Inspection (CEI)
The CEI is a nonsampling inspection designed to verify permittee compliance with applicable
permit self-monitoring requirements, effluent limits, and compliance schedules. This
inspection involves records reviews, visual observations, and evaluations of the treatment
facilities, laboratories, effluents, receiving waters, etc. The CEi examines both chemical and
biological self-monitoring and forms the basis for all other inspection types except the
Reconnaissance Inspection.
Compliance Sampling Inspection (CSI)
During the CSI, representative samples required by the permit are obtained. Chemical and
bacteriological analyses are performed, and the results are used to verify the accuracy of the
permittee’s self-monitoring program and reports; determine compliance with discharge
limitations; determine the quantity and quality of effluents; develop permits; and provide
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evidence for enforcement proceedings where appropriate. In addition, the CSI includes the
same objectives and tasks as a CEI.

Performance Audit Inspection (PAl)
The PAl is used to evaluate the permittee’s self-monitoring program. As with a CEi, the PAl is
used to verify the permittee’s reported data and compliance through a records check.
However, the PAl provides a more resource-intensive review of the permittee’s self-monitoring
program and evaluates the permittee’s procedures for sample collection, flow measurement,
chain-of-custody, laboratory analyses, data compilation, reporting, and other areas related to
the self-monitoring program. In a CEI, the inspector makes a cursory visual observation of the
treatment facility, laboratory, effluents, and receiving watt~rs. In a PAl, the inspector actually
observes the permittee performing the self-monitoring process from sample collection and flow
measurement through laboratory analyses, data workup, and reporting. The PAl does not
include the collection of samples by the inspector. However, the inspector may require the
permittee to analyze performance samples for laboratory evaluation purposes.
Compliance Biomonitorin.q Inspection (CBI)
This inspection includes the same objectives and tasks as a CSI. A CBI reviews a permittee’s
toxicity bioassay techniques andrecords maintenance to evaluate compliance with the
biomonitoring terms of the NPDES permit and to determine whether the permittee’s effluent is
toxic. The CBI also includes the collection of effluent samples by the inspector to conduct
acute and chronic toxicity testing to evaluate the biological effect of a permittee’s effluent
discharge(s) on test organisms.

Toxics Samplin.q Inspection (XSI)
The XSI has the same objectives as a conventional CSI. However, it places increased
emphasis on toxic substances regulated by the NPDES permit. The XSI covers priority
pollutants other than heavy metals, phenols, and cyanide, which are typically included in a
CSI (if regulated by the NPDES permit). An XSi uses more resources than a CSI because
highly sophisticated techniques are required to sample and analyze toxic pollutants. An XSI
may also evaluate raw materials, process operatmns, and treatment facilities to identify toxic
substances requiring controls.
Diaqnostic Inspection (DI)
The DI primarily focuses on Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) that have not
achieved permit compliance. POTWs who are having difficulty diagnosing their problems are
targeted. The purposes of the DI are to identify the causes of noncompliance, suggest
immediate remedies that will help the POTW achieve compliance, and support current or
future enforcement action. Once the cause of noncompliance is defined, an administrative
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order is usually issued that requires the permittee to conduct a detailed analysis and develop
a composite correction plan.

Reconnaissance Inspection
The RI is used to obtain a preliminary overview of a permittee’s compliance program. The
inspector performs a brief visual inspection of the permittee’s treatment facility, effluents, and
receiving waters. The RI uses the inspector’s experience and judgment to summarize quickly
any potential compliance problems. The objective of the RI is to expand inspection coverage
without increasing inspection resources. The RI is the briefest and least resource intensive of
all NPDES inspections.
Pretreatment Compliance Inspection (PCl)
The PCl evaluates the POTW’s implementation of its approved pretreatment program. It
includes a review of the POTW’s records on monitoring, inspections, and enforcement
activities for its industrial users (IUs). The PCl may be supplemented with IU inspections. An
IU inspection is an inspection of any significant IU that discharges to the POTW. The
inspection can include sampling or not, depending on the reason for the inspection. If
feasible, inspectors should conduct the PCl concurrently with another NPDES inspection of
the POTW. Additional guidance.is available in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Guidance for Conducting a Pretreatment Compliance Inspection (September, 1991).
It should be noted that a related type of review procedure, the pretreatment audit, is also
performed by Approval Authorities. The pretreatment audit is not treated in depth in this
manual because it is not regarded as a true NPDES compliance inspection. The pretreatment
audit is defined and discussed in Section 1.2, page 1-1, of the U.S. EPA guidance manual
Pretreatment Compliance Inspection and Audit Manual for Approval Authorities (July, 1986)
and the Control Authority Pretreatment Audit Checklist and Instructions (May 1992).
Le,qal Support Inspection (LSI)
The LSI is a resource intensive inspection conducted when an enforcement problem is
identified as a result of a routine inspection or a complaint. For an LSI, the appropriate
resources are assembled to deal effectively with a specific enforcement problem.
Summary
Table 1-1 matches minimum inspection activities with each of the inspection types. The given
activities are only minimum requirements, and an inspector is not limited to the stated
activitie.s; additional activities may be conducted, depending upon the focus of the inspection.
The inspector should plan all activities and coordinate with compliance personnel before the
inspection. The minimum requirements may serve as a basis for deciding what activities will
be conducted onsite and for determining what additional information is to be gathered or
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verified during the inspection. Compliance personnel should choose the type of inspection to
be conducted based on the compliance status of the facility, the information needed from the
facility, and the type of facility involved.
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Table 1-1
Comparison of Inspection Activities With Inspection Types
Activity Description
Pre-lnspection
Review of Facility Background
Development of an I~spection Plan
Notification of the Facility
Entry Onsite
Entry Procedures
Opening Conference
Recordkeeping and Reporting
Permit Information Verification
Evaluation Procedures
Compliance Schedule Status Review
Pretreatment Record Review
Facility Site Review
Physical Inspection
Operation Evaluation
Maintenance Evaluation
Sa.mpling
Evaluation of Perrnittee Program
Inspector’s Compliance Sampling
Flow Measurement
Evaluation of Permittee Flow
Measurement
Verification of Flow Measurements
Biomonitodng
Evaluation of Permittee Self-Monitoring
Program
Compliance Biomonitoring
Laboratory Quality Assurance
Sampling Techniques Evaluation
Analyses Techniques Evaluation
Laboratory Quality Assurance
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Table 1-1
Comparison of Inspection Activities With Inspection Types
(Continued)
Activity Description

Inspection Types
CEI CSI PAl CBI XSl DI

RI PCI

Other Site Activities
Inspection of Industrial Discharges to
POTWs

O

Documentation of Hazardous Waste
Storage and Disposal
Documentation of Air Pollution Releases
Sludge Management Releases
Documentation
Field Notes and Statements
Photographs, Drawings, and Maps
Copies of Facility Records
Closing Procedures
Closing Conference
Notice of Deficiency
Follow-Up
Inspection Form
Narrative Comments/Checklists
Input on PCS

-

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
C

O
C

O
C

O
C

O
C

O

O
C

I
C

I

I
O
O

I
O
O

I
I
I

I
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O
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I
O
O

O

O
O

I
O

I
O

I
O

I
O

I
O

I
O

I
O

I
O

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I

LEGEND
I - Activity is conducted in an ~ manner.
C - Activity is conducted in a cursory_ manner.
O - Activity is ~, but may be recommended by Regional or State policy.
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B. Legal Authority for NPDES
Inspections
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, as amended by the Clean Water Act (CWA
or the Act) of 1977 and the Water Quality Act of 1987, gives the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) the authority to regulate the discharge of pollutants to waters of the United
States. The Act provides broadly defined authority to establish the NPDES Permit Program,
define pollution control technologies, establish effluent limitations, obtain information through
reporting and compliance inspections, and take enforcement actions (both civil and criminal)
when violations of the Act occur. Table 1-2 provides a listing of applicable NPDES statutes
and re~L~lations.

Inspection Authority
Under Section 402 of the Act, point source dischargers of pollutants (e.g., municipal
wastewater treatment plants, industries, animal feedlots, aquatic animal production facilities,
and mining operations) are issued permits that set specific limits and operating conditions to
be met by the permittee. Section 308 authorizes inspections and monitoring to determine
whether NPDES permit conditions are being met. This section provides for two types of
monitoring:
’¯ Self-monitoring, where the facility must monitor itself
¯ Monitoring by the permit-issuing agency (EPA or State), a process that may include the
agency’s evaluating the self-monitoring and/or conducting its own monitoring.
According to the Act, EPA may conduct an inspection, including storm water, sludge,
combined sewer overflows, and pretreatment, wherever there is an existing NPDES permit.
Inspections may also be conducted where a discharge exists or is likely to exist and no permit
has been issued.

State Program Authority
Much of the compliance with the NPDES program is monitored by the State. Sections 308 and
402 of the Act provide for the transfer of Federal program authority to States to conduct
NPDES permit compliance monitoring. EPA Regional Administrators and some State water
pollution control agencies have signed formal cooperative agreements that ensure timely,
accurate monitdring of compliance with permit conditions. States may implement
requirements and regulations that are more stringent than those under the CWA.
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Table 1-2
NPDES-Related Statutes and Regulations
Topic

I

Reference
CWA1

Inspsction Authority
Self-Monitoring and Recordkeeping Authority
Confidential Information
Emergency Authority
Employee Protection
Permits
EPA Permitting Procedures
Technical Requirements
Best Management Practices.(BMP)
Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan Waivers
Effluent Guidelines
Pretreatment Standards
Sludge

§308
§308
§308(b)
§504
.. §507
§402

40 CFR~
122.41 (i), 123.26
122.41(h), (j), and (I), 122.48
2.201, 2.215, 2.302, 122.7
123.27

§402

122, 123.25
124

§§301,304,307

129, 133, 136

§304(e)
§311

125
112

§301
§304

125, 230
405-471

§§307, 402
§405

122.21,403, and 405-471
60, 61, 123, 258, 501, and
5O3

1 Clean Water Act
2 Code of Federal Regulations, Revised as of July 1, 1994
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C. Responsibilities of the NPDES
Inspector
The primary role of a NPDES inspector is to gather information that can be used to determine
the reliability of the permittee’s self-monitoring data and evaluate compliance with permit
conditions, applicable regulations, and other requirements. The NPDES inspector also plays
an important role in enforcement case development and support, and in permit development.
To fulfill these roles, inspectors are required to know and abide by applicable regulations,
permits, policies, and procedures; legal requirements concerning inspections; procedures for
effective inspection and evidence collection; accepted safety practices; and quality assurance
standards.

Legal Responsibilities
Inspectors must conduct all inspection activities within the legal framework established by the
Act, including:
¯ Presenting proper credentials
¯ Properly handling confidential business information.
Inspectors also must be familiar with the conditions of the specific permit and with all
applicable statutes and regulations.

Procedural Responsibilities
Inspectors must be familiar with general inspection procedures and evidence collection
techniques to ensure adequate inspections and to avoid endangering potential legal
proceedings on procedural grounds.
Inspection Procedures
Inspectors should observe standard procedures for conducting each inspection element. The
elements of the inspection process listed in Table 1-3 are common to most NPDES
compliance inspections. They are grouped by the major inspection activities:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Pre-lnspection Preparation
Entry
Opening Conference
Facility Inspection
1-9
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¯ Closing Conference
¯ Inspection Report.
While the emphasis given to each element may vary among facilities, the inspector’s
procedural responsibilities remain as listed.
Evidence Collection
Inspectors must be familiar with general evidence-gathering techniques. Because the
Government’s case in a civil, criminal, or administrative prosecution depends on the evidence
they have gathered, inspectors must keep detailed records of each inspection. These data will
be used for preparing the inspection report, determining the appropriate enforcement
response, and giving testimony in an enforcement case.
In p~rticular, inspectors must know how to:
¯ Substantiate facts with items of evidence, including samples, photographs, document
copies, statements from witnesses, and personal observations
¯ Evaluate what evidence is necessary (routine inspections)
¯ Abide by chain-of-custody procedures
¯ Collect and preserve evidence in a manner that will be incontestable in legal
proceedings
¯ Write clear, objective, and informative inspection reports
¯ Testify in court and administrative hearings.
Inspection procedures are discussed in detail in Chapter Two of this manual.

Safety Responsibilities
The inspection of wastewater and other environmental pollution control facilities always poses
a certain degree of health and safety risk. To avoid unnecessary risks,-the inspector should be
familiar with all safety obligations and practices, including Regional or State policy and
requirements. The safety equipment and procedures required for a facility will be based on
either standard safety procedures or the response to the 308 (inspection notification) Letter.
Inspectors should do the following:
¯ Use safety equipment in accordance with available guidance and labeling instructions.
¯ Maintain safety equipment in good condition and proper working order.
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¯ Dress appropriately for the particular activity and wear appropriate protective clothing.
For example, gloves should be worn during sample collection to protect the inspector
and to prevent the potential for sample contamination.
¯ Use any safety equipment customary in the establishment being inspected (e.g., hard
hat or safety glasses).
¯ Never enter confined spaces unless properly trained, equipped, and permitted (if
applicable).
For any safety-related questions not covered in this manual, consult the current approved
safety manual for greater detail. Appendix A contains EPA’s Order 1440.2, Health and Safety
Requirements for Employees Engaged in Field Activities.

Professional Responsibilities
Inspectors are expected to perform their duties with the highest degree of professionalism.
Procedures and requirements ensuring ethical actions have been established through many
years of Government inspection experience. The procedures and standards of conduct listed
below have evolved for the protection of the individual and EPA, as well as industry.
¯ All inspections are to be c0~ducted within the framework of the United States
Constitution and with due regard for individual rights regardless of race, sex, creed, or
national origin.
¯ Inspectors are to conduct themselves at all times in accordance with the regulations
prescribing employee responsibilities and conduct.
¯ The facts of an inspection are to be noted and reported completely, accurately, and
objectively.
¯ In the course of an inspection, any act or failure to act motivated by reason of private
gain is illegal. Actions that could be construed as such should be scrupulously avoided.
¯ A continuing effort should be made to improve professional knowledge and technical
skill in the inspection field.
Professional Attitude
The inspector is a representative of EPA and is often the initial or only contact between EPA
and the permittees. In dealing with facility representatives and employees, inspectors must be
professional, tactful, courteous, and diplomatic. A firm but responsive attitude will encourage
cooperation and initiate good working relations. Inspectors should not speak derogatorily of
any product, manufacturer, or person.
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Attir___.~e
Inspectors should dress appropriately, including weadng protective clothing or equipment, for
the activity in which they are engaged.
Gifts, Favors, Luncheons
Inspectors should not accept favors, benefits, or job offers under circumstances that might be
construed as influencing the performance of governmental duties. If offered a bribe, the
inspector should:
¯ Ask what the offer is for
¯ Explain, if the offer is repeated, that both "parties to such transactions may be guilty of
violating Federal statutes
¯ Not accept any money or goods
¯ Report the incident in detail to supervisor.
Employees are not authorized to accept business luncheons; they must pick up their own
checks. (See page 20, U.S. EPA Guidance on Ethics and Conflict of Interest, February 1984,
and 5 CFR 2635, Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch,
August 7, 1992.) If ethics issues arise, the inspector should contact the proper EPA or State
official.
R..equests for Information
EPA has an "open-door" policy on releasing information to the public¯ This policy is to make
information concerning EPA and its work freely and equally available to all interested
individuals, groups, and organizations. In fact, EPA employees have both a legal and
traditional responsibility for making useful educational and safety information available to the
public. This policy, however, does not extend to information about a suspected ~iolation,
evidence of possible misconduct, or confidential business information. The disclosure of
information is discussed further in Chapter Two, Disclosure of Official Information.

Quality Assurance Responsibilities
The inspector must assume primary responsibility for ensuring the quality and accuracy of
compliance inspection and analytical data. While other organizational elements play an
important role in quality assurance, it is the inspector who must ensure that all data introduced
into an inspection file are complete, accurate, and representative of existing conditions. To
help the inspector meet this responsibility, Regional Offices have established quality
assurance plans that identify individual responsibilities and document detailed procedures.
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The objective of a quality assurance plan is to establish standards that will guarantee that
inspection and analytical data meet the requirements of all users. Many elements of quality
assurance plans are incorporated directly into the basic inspection procedures and may not be
specifically identified as quality assurance techniques.
The inspector must be aware that following established inspection procedures is cdtical to the
inspection program. These procedures have been developed to reflect the following quality
assurance elements:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Valid data collection
Approved standard methods
Control of service, equipment, and supplies
Standard data handling and reporting.
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Table 1-3

Inspector’s Responsibilities
Pre-lnspection Preparation. Ensure effective use of inspection resources.
¯ Notify facility, if applicable.
¯ Establish purpose and scope of inspection.
¯ Review background information and EPA records, including permit and permittee
compliance file.
¯ Contact appropriate staff personnel responsible for the permittee: compliance
personnel, pretreatment coordinator, etc.
¯ Develop plan for inspection.
¯ Prepare documents and equipment, including appro.pdate safety equipment.
¯ Coordinate schedule with laboratory if samples are to be collected.
¯ Coordinate schedule with other appropriate regulatory authorities.
¯ Contact party responsible for sample transportation, for packing/shipping
requirements.
Entry. Establish legal entry to facility.
¯ Present official credentials.
¯ Manage denial of entry if necessary.
Openin.q Conference. Orient facility officials to inspection plan.
¯ Discuss inspection objectives and scope.
¯ Establish working relationship with facility officials.
Facility Inspection. Determine compliance with permit conditions; collect evidence of
violations.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Conduct visual inspection of facility.
Review facility records.
Inspect monitoring location, equipment, and operations.
Collect samples, if appropriate.
Review laboratory records for QA/QC.
Review laboratory procedures to verify use of approved methods.
Document inspection activities.

Closinq Conference. Conclude inspection.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Collect missing or additional information.
Clarify questions with facility officials.
Prepare necessary receipts.
Review inspection findings and inform officials of follow-up procedures.
Issue deficiency notice, if appropriate.

Inspection Report. Organize inspection findings in a report so as to be useful in the
development and support of evidence for potential enforcement action.
¯ Complet~ NPDES Compliance Inspection Report Form 3560.
¯ Prepare narrative report, checklists, and documentary information as appropriate.
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A. Pre-lnspection Preparation
Pre-planning is necessary to ensure that the inspection is focused properly and is conducted
smoothly and efficiently. It involves:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Review of facility background information
Development of an inspection plan
Notification of the facility, if applicable
State notification of Federal inspection
Equipment preparation.

Review of Facility Background Information
Collection and analysis of available background information on the candidate facility are
essential to the effective planning and overall success of a compliance inspection. Materials
obtained from files of Federal, State, and local agencies, technical libraries, and other
information sources will enable inspectors to familiarize themselves with facility operations;
conduct a timely inspection; minimize inconvenience to the facility by not requesting data
previously provided to the Federal, State, and/or local agencies; conduct a thorough and
efficient inspection; clarify technical and legal issues before entry; and develop a sound and
factual inspection report. The types of information that may be available for review are listed
below. The inspector must determine the amount of background information necessary for the
inspection and in collecting this information, should focus on the characteristics unique to the
permittee: design, historical practices, legal requirements, etc.
General Facility Information¯ Maps showing facility location, plumbing including wastewater discharge pipes,
sampling points, overflow and bypass points, and geographic features
¯ Plant layout and process flow diagram
¯ Names, titles, and telephone numbers of responsible facility officials
¯ Any special entry requirements
¯ Any safety requirements
¯ Description of processing operations and wastewater discharges
¯ Production levels---past, present, and future
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¯ Hydrological data
¯ Geology/hydrogeology of the area
¯ Changes in facility conditions since previous inspection/permit application
¯ - Available aerial photographs.
Requirements, Regulations, and Limitations
¯ Copies of Federal, State, and local existir~g permits, regulations, and requirements and
restrictions placed on permittee discharges in the for.m of standards and compliance
schedules
..
¯ Monitoring and reporting requirements and available monitoring stations
¯ Special exemptions and waivers, if any
¯ Receiving stream water quality standards
¯ Information concerning sludge, air, solid, and hazardous waste, treatment and disposal.
Facility Compliance and Enforcement History
¯ Previous inspection reports
¯ Correspondence among facility, local, State, and Federal agencies
¯ Complaints and reports, follow-up studies, findings, and remedial action
¯ Documentation on past compliance violations, exceedences, status of requested
regulatory corrective action, if any
¯ Enforcement actions such as compliance schedules and consent orders
¯ Status of current and pending litigation against facility
¯ Self-monitoring data and reports
¯ Previous Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), State, or consultant studies and
reports
¯ Previous deficiency notices issued to facility
¯ Laboratory capabilities and analytical methods used by the facility
¯ Name(s) of contract laboratories, if applicable
2-2
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¯ Previous Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR)~uality Assurance (QA) files and
reports
¯ Permit Compliance System (PCS) information
¯ Reports from special studies (e.g., stream monitoring, internal audits) or compliance
schedules.
Pollution Control and Treatment Systems
¯ Description and design data for pollution control system and process operation, if
available
..
¯ Sources and characterization of discharge
¯ Type and amount of wastes discharged
¯ Spill prevention contingency plans, if available
¯ Available bypasses or diversions and spill containment facilities
¯ Pollution control units, treatment methods, and monitoring systems.
Pretreatment Information
¯ Information concerning compliance schedule to install technologies (industrial facilities)
or develop a pretreatment program (Publicly Owned Treatment Works [POTWs])
¯

Pretreatment reports as required by the General Pretreatment Regulations, regional,
State, or local requirements

¯ The POTW’s enforcement response plan and sewer use ordinance, including local
discharge limits
¯ Information concerning industrial discharges to POTWs, such as:
- Industrial monitoring and reporting requirements
- POTW monitoring and inspection program
- Waste contribution to the POTW
- Compliance status of industry with pretreatment requirements
- POTW enforcement initiatives.
Chapter 9 of this manual discusses pretreatment program requirements in greater detail.
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Sources of Facility Background Information
Previous Inspections
Previous inspection reports can provide general facility information, as well as problems or
concerns noted in previous inspections. Inspectors who have visited the facility for National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), pretreatment, or other regulatory programs
may also provide information on the facility.
Laws and Requlations
The Clean Water Act (CWA) and related NPDES regulations establish procedures, controls,
and other requirements applicable to a facility. In addition, State laws and regulations, and
sometimes even local ordinances, are applicable to the same facility. Refer to Table 1-2 for a
list of applicable NPDES-related statutes and regulations.
Permits and Permit Applications
Permits provide information on the limitations, requirements, and restrictions applicable to
discharges; compliance schedules; and monitoring, analytical, and reporting requirements.
Permit applications provide technical information on facility size, layout, and location of
pollutant sources; treatment and control practices; contingency plans and emergency
procedures; and pollutant characterization--types, amounts, applicability of effluent guidelines,
and points/locations of discharge. Permit applications for air, solid, and hazardous waste
treatment and disposal permits may provide additional information to the inspector that is not
available elsewhere.

Re.qional and State Files and Personnel
Files or Regional and State personnel often can provide correspondence; facility selfmonitoring data; inspection, Quarterly Noncompliance Report (QNCR), and DMR QA reports;
and permits and permit applications applicable to individual facilities. They can provide
compliance, enforcement, and litigation history; special exemptions and waivers applied for
and granted or denied; citizen complaints and action taken; process operational problems/
solutions; pollution problems/solutions; laboratory capabilities or inabilities; and other proposed
or historical remedial actions. This information can provide design and operation data,
recommendations for process controls, identification of pollutant sources, treatment/control
systems improvement, and remedial measures.
Technical Reports, Documents, and References
These information sources provide generic information on waste loads and characterization,
industrial proce.ss operations, and pertinent specific data on available treatment/control
techniques, such as their advantages or disadvantages and limits of application and pollutant
removal efficiencies. Such sources include Development Documents for Effluent Standards
and Guidelines.
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Other Statutory Requirements
Facility files maintained by EPA and the State pursuant to other statutes (e.g., Toxic
Substances Control Act [’rSCA]; Resource Conservation and Recovery Act [RCRA];
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act [CERCLA]; Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act [FIFR~.]; Clean Air Act [CAA]) may also contain
information useful to the NPDES inspection.

Development of an Inspection Plan
Plans are helpful tools in organizing and conducting compliance inspections. A plan is,
therefore, recommended to effectively conduct a.compliance inspection. After reviewing the
available background information, the inspector prepares a comprehensive plan to define
inspection objectives, tasks and procedures, resources required to fulfill the objectives,
inspection schedule, and when findings and conclusions on the work will be reported. At least
the following items need to be considered:
¯ Objectives
What is the purpose of the inspection?
What is to be accomplished?
¯ Tasks
- What tasks are to be conducted?
- What information must be collected?
What records will be reviewed?
¯ Procedures
- What procedures are to be used?
- Will the inspection require special procedures?
¯ Resources
- What personnel will be required?
- What equipment will be required?
¯ Schedule
What will be the time requirements and order of inspection activities?
What will be the milestones?
¯ Coordination
What coordination with laboratories or other regulatory agencies will be required?
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An outline of tentative inspection objectives, meetings to be held, and records that will be
reviewed can be prepared and ~resented to the facility officials during the opening conference.

Notification of the Facility
With regard to the E~A-administered NPDES program, the permittee is sometimes notified by
a Section 308 Letter or "308 Letter" that the facility is scheduled for an inspection. (Appendix
B is an example of a typical 308 Letter.) The signature authority for a 308 Letter may be
delegated to a section chief. The 308 Letter advises the permittee that an inspection is
imminent and usually requests information regarding on-site safety regulations to avoid
problems concerning safety equipment at the time of inspection. The inspector may wish to
facilitate the inspection process by suggesting th..at the permittee send general information to
the inspector before the site visit. This information may include such items as names,
addresses, and updated process information. The 308 Letter may specify the exact date of
inspection, if coordination with the permittee is required. The 308 Letter also is used to inform
the perr~ittee of the right to assert a claim of confidentiality. Depending on the type of
inspection, the permittee may be notified by telephone that an inspection is imminent.
However, inspections are usually done without any pre-notification of the exact date.
Notification is not recommended when illegal discharges or emissions or improper records are
suspected, The concern that physical conditions may be altered before the inspection or that
records will be destroyed justifies an unannounced inspection. A written notification including
information on the right to assert a claim of confidentiality can be presented at the time of the
unannounced inspection.

State Notification of Federal Inspection
The inspector must be certain that the appropriate State regulatory agency is notified in a
timely manner of inspections to be conducted in its jurisdiction. The State should be notified
of all Federal inspections unless disclosing inspection information would jeopardize an
unannounced inspection.

Preparation of Equipment and Supplies
If sampling is to be performed, part of the pre-mspection process involves obtaining and
preparing sampling equipment. The type of equipment may vary according to the facility
inspected and the type of inspection. Table 2-1 includes a list of field sampling equipment
that may be needed. All equipment must be checked, calibrated, and tested before use. The
inspector also must ensure that all materials necessary to complete an inspection are taken to
the inspection site. The inspector is responsible for maintaining the equipment properly, in
accordance with operating instructions.
Safety equipment and procedures required for a facility will be based on the response to the
notification or 308 Letter and standard safety procedures. Safety requirements must be met,
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not only for safety reasons, but to ensure that the inspector is not denied entry to the facility
or parts of it.
Photocopies of appropriate checklists to be used during the inspection should be obtained
during the pre-inspection preparation.
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Table 2-1
List of Field Sampling Equipment
Field Equipment
Documents and Recordkeeping Tools
Protective Clothing
¯
File
¯
Hard hat
¯
Checklists
¯
Hearing protection
¯
Log book
¯
Safety shoes
¯
Shipping labels
¯
Gloves
¯
Analysis request forms
¯
Coveralls
¯
Waterproof pen
¯
Reflective safety vest
¯
¯
Calculator
Safety
glasses/goggles
..
¯
Sampling Materials
Rainwear
¯
Automatic samplers
Safety Equipment
¯
Tubing
¯
First-aid kit
¯
Sample containers, including extras
¯
Meters (oxygen content, explosivity,
¯
Batteries
and toxic gas
¯
Desiccant
¯
Safety harness and retrieval system
¯
Sample bottle labels/sample seals
¯
Ventilation equipment
¯
Plastic secudty tape
¯
,,
Respirator
¯
Chain-of-custody forms
¯
Filter cartridges
¯
Dissolved oxygen meters
¯
Self-contained breathing apparatus (if
¯
pH meter
appropriate)
¯
TRC meter
Tools
¯
pH buffer
¯
Multi-tooled jack knife (Swiss Army type)
¯
Deionized water
¯
Electrical and duct tape
¯
Chart paper
¯
Tape measure
¯
Thermometer
¯
Hand-held range finder and level
¯
¯
Coolers/ice
Camera/film
¯
Preservatives
¯
Flashlight
¯
Sample Transportation Materials
Screwdriver
¯
Bubble pack matedal
¯
Adjustable wrench and vise grips
¯
Filament tape
¯
Bucket (plastic or stainless steel, as
¯
Airbill/bill of lading
appropriate)
¯
Flow Measurement Devices
Nylon cord
¯
Measurement devices (e.g., flumes,
weirs, portable ultrasound or bubble
systems)
¯
Flow discharge tables
¯
Level
¯
Ruler
o,
Stopwatch or watch with second
hand
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B. Entry
Entry Procedures
Authority
The basic authority for entry into a wastewater facility is §308(a)(4)(B) of the CWA which
states:
the Administrator or his authorized representative, upon presentation of his
credentials shall have a right of entry to, upon, or through any premises in which an
effluent source is located or in which any records are required to be maintained...
and may at reasonable times have access to and copy any records, inspect any
monitoring equipment or method.., and sample any effluents which the owner or
operator of such source is required to sample.
In addition, NPDES permits contain inspection authority provisions.
Ardval

Arrival at the facility and the facility inspection should occur during normal working hours. The
facility owner or agent in charge should be located as soon as the inspector arrives on the
premises. Prior to entering a facility, inspectors should observe it as thoroughly as possible
from public grounds.
Credentials
When the proper facility officials have been located, the inspector must introduce himself or
herself as an EPA/State inspector and present the proper EPA/State credentials. These
credentials indicate that the holder is a lawful representative of the regulatory agency and is
authorized to perform NPDES inspections. The credentials must be presented whether or not
identification is requested.
After facility officials have reviewed the credentials, the officials may telephone the appropriate
State or EPA Regional Office for verification of the inspector’s identification. Credentials
should never leave the sight of the inspector.
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Consent.
Consent to inspect the premises must be given by the owner or operator at the time of the
inspection. As long as the inspector is allowed to enter, entry is considered voluntary and
consensual, unless the inspector is expressly told to leave the premises. Expressed consent
is not necessary; absence of an expressed denial constitutes consent.
Reluctance to Give Consent. The receptiveness of facility officials toward inspectors is likely
to vary among facilities. Most inspections will proceed without difficulty. If consent to enter is
flatly denied, the inspector should follow denial of entry procedures. In other cases, officials
may be reluctant to give entry consent because of misunderstood responsibilities,
inconvenience to a firm’s schedule, or other reasons that may be overcome by diplomacy and
discussion.
..
Whenever there is a difficulty in gaining consent to enter, inspectors should tactfully probe the
reasons and work with officials to overcome the problems. Care should be taken, however, to
avoid threats of any kind, inflammatory discussions, or deepening of misunderstandings. If
the situation is beyond the authority or ability of the inspector to manage, the regulatory office
should be contacted for guidance.
Claims of Confidentiality
The inspector should explain the permittee’s right to claim material as confidential and that the
inspector may examine areas related to effluent production or storage even if the permittee
has asserted claims of confidentiality. Confidential information is discussed in greater detail
later in this chapter.
Uncredentialed Persons Accompanyin,q an Inspector. The consent of the owner or agent in
charge must be obtained for persons accompanying an inspector to enter a site if they do not
have specific authorization. If consent is not given, these persons may not enter the
premises. If consent is given, they may not view confidential business information unless
officially authorized for access.
Waivers, Releases, and Si,qn-ln Lo,q,~
When the facility provides a blank sign-in sheet, log, or visitor register, it is acceptable for
inspectors to sign it. However, EPA employees must not sign any type of "waiver" or "visitor
release" that would relieve the. facility of responsibility for injury or that would limit the rights of
EPA to use data obtained from the facility. The inspector must not agree to any such
unwarranted, restrictive conditions.
If such a waiver or release is presented, the inspectors should politely explain that they cannot
sign and request a blank sign-in sheet. If the inspectors are refused entry because they do
not sign the release, they should leave and immediately report all pertinent facts to the
appropriate supervisory and/or legal staff. All events surrounding the refused entry should be
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fully documented. Problems should be discussed cordially and professionally. Facility officials
must not be subjected to intimidation by the Federal/State inspectors.

Problems With Entry or Consent
Because inspections may be considered adv~rsarial proceedings, the legal authority,
techniques, and competency of inspectors may be challenged. Facility officials also may
display antagonism toward EPA personnel. In all cases, inspectors must cordially explain the
authorities and reasons for the protocols followed. If explanations are not satisfactory or
disagreements cannot be resolved, the inspectors should leave and obtain further direction
from the appropriate EPA supervisory or legal staff. Professionalism and politeness must
prevail at all times. Appendix C contains EPA’s Memorandgm on Entry Procedures.
Denial of Entry
If .an inspector is refused entry into a facility for the purpose of an inspection under the CWA,
certain procedural steps must be followed. The procedures have been developed in
accordance with the 1978 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Marshal v. Barlow’sT Inc.
¯ Ensure that all credentials and notices are presented properly to the facility owner or
agent in charge.
¯ If entry is not granted, ask why. Tactfully probe the reason for the denial to see if
obstacles (such as misunderstandings) can be cleared. If resolution is beyond the
authority of the inspector, he or she may suggest that the officials seek advice from
their attorneys to cladfy EPA’s inspection authority under Section 308 of the CWA.
:. If entry is still denied, the inspector should withdraw from the premises and contact his
or her supervisor. The supervisor will confer with attorneys to discuss the desirability
of obtaining an administrative warrant.
¯ All observations pertaining to the denial are to be carefully noted in the field notebook
and inspection report. Include such information as the facility name and exact
address, name and title of person(s) approached, authority of person(s) who refused
entry, date and time of denial, detailed reasons for denial, facility appearance, and any
reasonable suspicions that refusal was based on a desire to cover up regulatory
violations. All such information will be ~mportant should a warrant be sought.
ImPortant Considerations
¯ Under no circumstances should the inspector discuss potential penalties or do anything
that may be construed as coercive or threatening.
¯ Inspectors should use discretion and avoid potentially threatening or inflammatory
situations. If a threatening confrontation occurs, the inspector should document it and
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then report it immediately to the staff attorney. If feasible, statements from witnesses
should be obtained and included in the documentation.
Withdrawal of Consent Durin,q Inspection
If the facility representative asks the inspector to leave the premises after the inspection has
begun, the inspector should leave as quickly as possible following the procedures discussed
previously for denial of entry. All activities and evidence obtained before the withdrawal of
consent are valid. The inspector should ensure that all personal and government equipment
is removed from the facility.
Denial of Access to Some Areas of the Facility
If, during the course of the inspection, access to some parts of the facility is denied, the
inspector should make a notation of the circumstances surrounding the denial of access and
of the portion of the inspection that could not be completed. He or she then should proceed
with the rest of the inspection. After leaving the facility, the inspector should contact his or her
supervisor and staff attorney at the Regional Office to determine whether a warrant should be
obtained to complete the inspection.

Warrants
The inspector may be instructed by EPA attorneys, under certain circumstances, to conduct
an inspection under search warrant. A warrant is a judicial authorization for appropriate
persons to enter specifically described locations to inspect specific functions. A pre-inspection
warrant possibly could be obtained where there is reason to believe that entry will be denied
when the inspector arrives at the facility or when the inspector anticipates violations that could
be hidden during the time required to obtain a search warrant.
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C. Opening Conference
Once credentials have been presented and legal entry has been established, the inspector
can proceed to outline inspection plans with facility officials. At the opening conference, the
inspector provides names of the inspectors, the purpose of the inspection, authorities under
which the inspection is being conducted, and procedures to be followed. EPA encourages
cooperation between the inspectors and the facility officials in order to facilitate assignments
and ensure the success of the inspection.

Considerations
!nspecti0n Obiectives
An outline of inspection objectives will inform facility officials of the purpose and scope of the
inspection and may help avoid misunderstandings.
Order of Inspection

A discussion of the order in which the inspection will be conducted will help eliminate wasted
time by allowing officials time to make records available and start up intermittent operations.
Meeti~q Schedules
A schedule of meetings with key personnel will allow facility officials adequate time to spend
with the inspector.

List of Records
A list of facility records that will need to be reviewed as part of the inspection should be
provided to facility officials. This will allow the officials adequate time to gather the records
and make them available for the inspector.

Accompaniment
It is important that a facility official accompany the inspector during the inspection not only to
answer questions-and describe the plant and its principal operating characteristics, but also for
safety and liability considerations. Discussion of such needs with facility officials will provide
them the opportunity to allocate personnel for this purpose. It is also advisable that the
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inspector talk to tl~e personnel actually responsible for performing sample collection and
analysis to gather specific information on these procedures.
Permit Verification
The inspector should verify pertinent information included in the permit, such as facility name
and address, receiving waters, and discharge points.
.Safety Requirements
The inspector should reaffirm which Occupational Safety a.nd Health Administration (OSHA)
and facility safety regulations will be involved in the inspection and should determine whether
preparations were adequate.
Closin.q Conference
A post-inspection meeting st~ould be scheduled with appropriate officials to provide a final
opportunity to gather information, answer questions, present findings and deficiencies, and
complete administrative duties.
New Requirements
The inspector should discuss and answer questions pertaining to any new rules and
regulations that might affect the facility. If the inspector is aware of proposed rules that might
affect the facility, he or she may wish to encourage facility officials to obtain a copy.
Split Samples
Facility officials should be informed during the opening conference of their right to receive a
split or duplicate of any physical sample collected for laboratory analysis if sufficient sample
volume is collected. Officials should indicate at this point their desire to receive split and
duplicate samples so that arrangements can be made to secure the samples during
inspection.
Photoqraphs
Photographs can be used to prepare a more thorough and accurate inspection report, as
evidence in enforcement proceedings, and to explain better conditions found at the plant. The
facility officials, however, may object to the use of cameras on their property. If a mutually
acceptable solution cannot be reached and photographs are considered essential to the
inspection, EPA supervisory and legal staff should be contacted for advice.
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Facility personnel also may request that any photographs taken dudng the visit be considered
confidential. EPA is obliged to comply with this request pending further legal determination.
Facility officials may refuse permission to take photographs unless they can see the finished
print. Self-developing film, although of lower quality, is useful in certain situations. Duplicate
photographs (one for the inspector and the other for the facility) should also satisfy this need.
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*** NOTES ***
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D. Documentation
Providing strong documentary support of discrepancies discovered in an inspection is an
inspector’s basic responsibility. Documentation serves to "freeze" the actual conditions
existing at the time of inspection so that evidence can be examined objectively by compliance
personnel.
Documentation is a general term referring to all printed information and mechanical media
produced, copied, or taken by an inspector to provide evidence of suspected violations. Some
types are the field notebook, statements, photographs, videotapes, drawings, maps, printed
matter, mechanical recordings, and copies of records.

Inspector’s Field Notebook
The core of all documentation relating to an inspection is the field notebook, which provides
accurate and inclusive documentation of all inspection activities. A bound notebook should be
used, and entries should be made in permanent ink. The notebook will form the basis for
written reports and should contain only facts and pertinent observations.
The date and time of arrivals and departures should be noted each day. Language should be
objective, factual, and free of personal feelings or terminology that might prove inappropriate.
Any. errors in the notebook should be crossed out and initialed. The field notebook should
never leave the inspector’s possession during the inspection, and a facility should generally
not be allowed to copy the field notebook. Notebooks become an important part of the
evidence package and can be entered in court. The field notebook is a part of EPA’s files
and is not to be considered the inspector’s personal record. Notebooks are held indefinitely
pending disposition instructions.
I .nspeciion Notes
Since an inspector may be called to testify in an enforcement proceeding, it is imperative that
each inspector keep detailed records of inspections, investigations, samples collected, and
related inspection functions. Types of information that should be entered into the field
notebook include the following:
Observations. All conditions, practices, and other observations that will be useful in preparing
the inspection report or that will validate evidence should be recorded.
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Documents and Photographs. All documents taken or prepared by the inspector such as the
completed checklists for the inspec{ion report should be noted and related to specific
inspection activities. (Photographs taken at a sampling site should be listed and described.)
Unusual Conditions and Problems. Unusual conditions and problems should be noted and
described in detail.
General Information. Names and titles of facility personnel and the activities they perform
should be listed along with statements they have made and other general information.
Weather conditions should be recorded. Information about a facility’s recordkeeping
procedures may also be useful in later inspections.

Samples
For the analysis of a sample to be admissible as evidence, a logical and documented
connection must be shown between samples taken and analytical results reported. This
connection is shown by using a chain-of-custody system that identifies and accompanies a
sample between the time it is collected and the time it is analyzed. Sampling techniques and
procedures are discussed in detail in Chapter Five, "Sampling."
Statements
Inspectors can attempt to obtain a formal statement from a person who has personal,
firsthand knowledge of facts pertinent to a potential violation. This statement of facts is signed
and dated by the person who can testify to the facts in court, and it may be admissible as
evidence.
The principal objective of obtaining a statement is to record in writing, clearly and concisely,
relevant factual information so that it can be used to document an alleged violation.
Procedures and Considerations
¯ Determine the need for a statement. Will it provide useful information? Is the person
making the statement qualified to do so by personal knowledge?
¯ Ascertain all the facts. Make sure all information is factual and firsthand. Record
those that are relevant and that the person can verify in court. Avoid taking statements
that cannot be personally verified.
¯ In preparing a statement, use simple narrative style; avoid stilted language.
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Narrate the facts in the words of the person making the statement.

-

Use the first-person singular ("1 am manager of...").
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Present the facts in chronological order (unless the situation calls for another
arrangement).
¯ Positively identify the person making the statement (name, address, position).
¯ Show why the person is qualified to make the statement.
¯ Present the pertinent facts.
¯ Have the person read the statement and make any necessary corrections before
signing. If necessary, read the statement to the person in the presence of a witness.
All mistakes that are corrected must be initialed by.the person making the
statement.
¯ Ask the person making the statement to write a brief concluding paragraph indicating
that he or she read and understood the statement. This safeguard will counter a later
claim that the person did not know what he or she was signing.
¯ Have the person making the statement sign it.
¯ If he or she refuses to sign the statement, elicit an acknowledgment that it is true and
correct. Ask for a statement in his or her own hand ("1 have read this statement and it
is true, but I am not signing it because..."). Failing that, declare at the bottom of the
statement that the facts were recorded as revealed and that the person read the
statement and avowed it to be true. Attempt to have any witness to the statement sign
the statement including the witness’ name and address.
¯ Provide a copy of the statement to the signer if requested.

Photographs
The documentary value of photographs ranks high as admissible evidence. Clear
photographs of relevant subjects provide an objective record of conditions at the time of
inspection. If possible, keep "sensitive" operations out of the photographed background.
Photographs showing confidential operations .or information must be handled as confidential
information.

When a situation dictates the use of photographs, the inspector should obtain the permittee’s
approval before taking them. The inspector should be tactful in handling any concerns or
objections a permittee may have about the use of a camera. In some cases, the inspector
may explain to the permittee’s representative that wastestreams, receiving waters, and
wastewater treatment facilities are public information, not trade secrets. In the event the
permittee’s representative still refuses to allow photographs and the inspector believes the
photographs will have a substantial impact on future enforcement proceedings, Regional
enforcement attorneys should be consulted for further instructions.
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At all times, the inspector is to avoid confrontations that might jeopardize the completion of the
inspection. (Photographs always may be taken from areas of public access [e.g., across a
stream, from a parking lot].)
Equipment
A single-lens reflex camera should be used whenever one is available. This type of camera
will take high-quality photographs, enable the inspector to use a variety of film speeds, and
allow the use of appropriate lenses. Fully automatic 35-mm and pocket cameras can also be
used for routine inspections to record the conditions of the facility during the inspection.
All photographs should be made with color pdnt film because.additional equipment, such as a
projector and screen, is not needed to review thegn. Also, the negatives from color print film
are easily duplicated and the pdnts can be enlarged and distributed as needed.
Scale, Location, and Direction
It is sometimes useful to photograph a subject from a point that will indicate the location and
direction of the subject. The inclusion in the photograph of an object of known size (e.g., a
person or an auto) will help indicate the approximate size of the subject.
Safety_
In areas where there is a danger of explosion, flash photographs should not be taken. If there
is a danger of electrical shock, photographs should be taken from a distance known to be
safe.
Documentation

Photographs taken during an inspection are used to supplement the testimony of the inspector
as a witness during a court proceeding. The photographs are not intended to refute testimony
but rather to aid the witness in recalling actual conditions on-site.
A photographic log should be maintained in the inspector’s field notebook for all photographs
taken during an inspection; the entdes should be made at the time the photograph is taken.
These entries are to be numerically identified so that, after the film is developed, the prints can
be serially numbered to correspond with the logbook descriptions and, if necessary, pertinent
information can be easily transferred to the back of the photograph. The log entdes should
include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Name and signature of the photographer a~d witness
Time of day, weather conditions
Date
Location
Brief description of each subject being photographed.
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Date-back cameras that place the date and time on the photograph are useful. Some Regions
use special stick-on labels to document photographs. These are useful only if they are
prepared objectively and are completely filled in.

Videotapes
Videotapes can provide an objective means of documenting subjects of interest in an
inspection. As with any photographed site or equipment, permission from the permittee to
produce a videotape should be obtained, and the same precautions as those for photographs
(previous section) should be taken for sensitive material. Additionally, sound videos can be
produced, whereby a narrative to the tape can quickly record much of the information needed
to complete an inspection report. As with written notes, the narrative description should be
neutral and should not include personal comments’ or opinions. Written notes should be
prepared during the site visit as a backup to the videotape in case mechanical problems occur
with the recording. If necessary, color photographs can be made later by stopping the
televised video at frames of interest and photographing the picture.

Drawings and Maps
Schematic drawings, maps, charts, "and other graphic records can be useful in supporting
violation documentation. They can provide graphic clarification of site location relative to the
overall facility, relative height and size of objects, and other information which, in combination
with samples, photographs, and other documentation, can produce an accurate, complete
evidence package.
Drawings and maps should be simple and free of extraneous details. Basic measurements
and compass points should be included to provide a scale for interpretation. Drawings and
maps should be identified by source and inspector’s initials and should be dated.

Printed Matter

.

Brochures, literature, labels, and other printed matter may provide important information
regarding a facility’s conditions and operations.
These materials may be collected as documentation ~f, in the inspector’s judgment, they are
relevant. All printed matter should be identified w~th date, inspector’s initials, and origin.
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Mechanical Recordings
Electronic records can be entered as evidence if properly dated and signed. Charts, graphs,
and other hard copy documents produced from computer output should be treated as
documentation and handled accordingly.

Copies of Records
Records may be stored in a variety of information retrieval systems, including written or pdnted
materials, computer or electronic systems, or visual systems such as microfilm and microfiche.
Obtaining Copies of Necessary Records
When copies of records are necessary for an inspection report, storage and retrieval methods
-must be considered.
¯ Wdtten or printed records generally can be photocopied on-site. Portable photocopy
machines may be available to inspectors through the Regional Office. When
necessary, inspectors are. authorized to pay a facility a "reasonable" price for the use of
facility copying equipment. If the facility does not have a photocopier and a portable
photocopier is not available, a photocopy machine is usually accessible at a nearby site
(e.g., post office, convenience store). However, inspectors must obtain permission
from the permittee prior to taking records offsite for copying.
At a minimum, all copies made for or by the inspector should be initialed and dated
for identification purposes. (See identification details below.)
When photocopying is impossible or impractical, closeup photographs or videotape
may be taken to provide suitable copies.
¯ Computer or electronic records may require the generation of hard copies for
inspection purposes. Arrangements should be made during the opening conference, if
possible, for these copies.
Photographs of computer screens possibly may provide adequate copies of records
if other means are not exist.
¯ Visual systems (microfilm, microfiche) may have photocopying capacity built into the
viewing machine, which can be used to generate copies. Photographs of the viewing
screen may provide adequate copies if hard copies cannot be generated.
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Identification Procedures

Immediate and adequate identification of records reviewed is essential to ensure the
identification of records throughout the EPA custody process and their admissibility in court.
When inspectors are called to testify, they must be able to identify positively each particular
document and state its source and the reason for its collection.
Initial, date, number, and enter the facility’s name on each record, and log these items into the
field notebook.
Initialinq/Datin.q. Each inspector should develop a unique system for initialing (or coding) and
dating records and copies of records so that he or she can easily verify their validity. This can
be done by initialing each document in a similar position, or by another method, at the time of
collection. All record identification notations should’be made on the back of the document.
The inspector must be able to identify positively that he or she so marked the document.
Numbering. Each document or set of documents substantiating a suspected violation(s)
should be assigned an identifying number unique to that document. The number should be
recorded on each document and in the field notebook.
Lo_~in.q. Documents obtained during the inspection should be entered in the field notebook
by a logging or coding system. The. system should include the identifying number, date, and
other relevant information:

¯ The reason for copying the material (i.e., the nature of the suspected violation or
discrepancy)
¯ The source of the record (i.e., type of file, individual who supplied record)
¯ ’The manner of collection (i.e., photocopy, other arrangements).

General Considerations
¯ Originals must be returned to the proper person or to their correct location
¯ Related records should be grouped together
¯ Confidential business records should be handled according to the special confidential
provisions discussed below.
Routine Records

The inspector may find it convenient to make copies of some records, such as laboratory
analysis sheets and data summaries, to refresh his or her memory when preparing the
inspection report. It is not always necessary to follow the formal identification and logging
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requirements when such records are obtained for general information purposes or to aid in the
preparation of routine inspection reports.

Confidential Information
Disclosure of Official Information
Inspectors may give general information about EPA programs and activities and describe what
they are doing, but they should be cautious abou.t divulging specific information regarding an
inspection. It is permissible to discuss with the permittee’s representative deficiencies
encountered during an evaluation of self-monitoring procedures and the action required to
correct these deficiencies. However, it is gener~ly not advisable to discuss information
collected during the course of an inspection that may indicate the occurrence of a criminal or
civil violation. Therefore, when an inspector has reason to believe that an enforcement action
may be required, no information should be disclosed before consulting with the attorney in the
Regional Office. Caution should be exercised in disclosing findings, and the inspector should
not speculate on the type of action EPA may choose to take.
Trade Secrets and Confidential Business Information
Trade secrets and confidential business information are protected from public disclosure by
Section 308(b)(2) of the CWA. The type of information that may be considered confidential
business information is defined in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 2 (40 CFR Part

2).
Section 308(a)(4) of the CWA states that an inspector may sample an effluent, request
information, have access to the location of the effluent, and inspect any monitoring equipment.
The information that is collected is available to the public. If a permittee does not want
inspection information to be available to the public, he or she must request that the EPA
A~lministrator consider the information confidential. Confidential information includes trade
secrets, such as chemical identity, processes, or formulae. The permittee must show that the
information, if made available, would divulge trade secrets. The information the~ may be
classified confidential, but still may be disclosed to authorized representatives of EPA
concerned with enforcing the Act.
Therefore, a business is entitled to a claim of confidentiality for al_JI information that an inspector
requests or has access to; however, a business may not refuse to release information
requested by the inspector under the authority of Section 308 of the Act on the grounds that
the information is considered confidential or a trade secret. The claim of confidentiality relates
only to the public availability of such data and cannot be used to deny access to a facility to
EPA inspectors performing duties under Section 308 of the Act. A claim of confidentiality may
be made at the time of the inspection or at any time subsequent to the inspection. Claims
must be made in writing and signed by a responsible company official. Information claimed as
confidential can be later reviewed to determine whether the claim is valid.
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Handlin,q Confidential Business Information
Routine security measures will help ensure that reasonable precautions are taken to prevent
unauthorized persons from viewing confidential information. When practical circumstances
prohibit the inspector from following the procedures exactly, he or she should take steps to
protect the information. All confidential information received must be marked as such and
placed in a locked filing cabinet or a safe immediately after the inspection is completed. A
chain-of-custody record must be maintained for all confidential information. Since confidential
information requires special handling procedures, it may be useful to keep it in a separate
notebook. By doing this, only the confidential material, and not the entire notebook of
inspection findings, would have to be kept in a locked filing cabinet.
While Traveling. The inspector may be on the road for several days while conducting
inspections. The inspector is responsible for. ensuring that the information collected is
handled securely.
¯ D.ocuments and field notes are considered secure if they are in the physical possession
of the inspector and are not visible to others while in use.
¯ Inspection documents contain sensitive information and should be kept in a locked
briefcase. If it is impractical to carry the briefcase, the briefcase may be stored in a
locked area, such as the trunk of a motor vehicle.
¯ Physical samples should be placed in locked containers and stored in a locked portion
of a motor vehicle. The chain-of-custody procedures provide further protection for
ensuring the integrity of the sample.
In the Office. Only personnel authorized by the Regional Administrator, Division Director,
or Branch Chief will be allowed access to the file. An access log should be maintained
for all transactions. Copies should not be made of information marked "trade secret" and/
or "confidential" unless written authorization has been obtained from the Regional
Administrator, Division Director, or Branch Chief. Requests for access to confidential
information by any member of the public, or by an employee of a Federal, State, or local
agency, must be handled according to the procedures contained in the Freedom of
Information Act regulations (40 CFR Part 2). All such requests should be referred to the
responsible Regional organizational unit.
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E. Closing Conference
To achieve the most effective results from compliance inspections, the inspector must
communicate results promptly to the facility management and/or operating personnel.
However, the inspector’s discussion should .be limited to specific findings of the visit and the
inspector should make it clear that all the findings may not be presented during the
conference. If appropriate, findings should be compared with the permittee’s NPDES permit.
requirements, consent decrees, administrative orders, and other enforcement actions.

Precautions and Guidelines
Although a discussion of the inspection results is important, certain precautions are essential:

¯ The inspector should generally not discuss compliance status or any legal effects or
enforcement consequences with the permittee’s representative or with facility operating
personnel.
¯ The inspector should refrain from recommending a particular consultant or consulting
firm, even if asked to do so. Inspectors should tell the permittee’s representative to
contact a professional society or approved listing for advice concerning this matter.
These guidelines are subject to rules promulgated by the Regional Administrator or State
Director regarding permittee contacts in the Region/State.

Deficiency Notice
The inspector may issue a Deficiency Notice that specifies existing or potential problems in a
permittee’s self-monitoring program. Issuing a Deficiency Notice on-site or after the site visit
provides a swift and simple method for improving the quality of data from NPDES selfmonitoring activities. An example Deficiency Notice and EPA’s memorandum on Deficiency
Notice Guidance are provided in Appendix D. Notices allow the inspector formally to assign
responsibility to the permittee and to track each step of the compliance/enforcement process.
The Deficiency Notice also helps the permittee to comply with the self-monitoring requirements
of the permit.

This tool should be used in conjunction with any type of NPDES compliance inspection during
which the inspector identifies problems with the permittee’s self-monitoring activities. It is to
be used by the inspector only to alert permittees to deficiencies in their self-monitoring
activities. The enforcement office of the regulatory authority, not the inspector, handles
effluent .violations. (Under the proposed amendments to the CWA, inspectors may be able to
issue field citations.)
R0014530
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Inspectors can issue the Deficiency Notice to a permittee immediately following a compliance
inspection, or after the site visit is completed, if they discover any permit deficiencies in the
following seven categories that the Notice addresses:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Monitoring location
Flow measurement
Sample collection/holding time
Sample preservation
Test procedures, Section 304(h), 40 CFR Part 136
Recordkeeping
Other self-monitoring deficiencies.
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F. Inspection Report
The adequacy of compliance follow-up to correct problems or deficiencies noted during
inspection greatly depends on the report prepared by the inspector. The sections of this
chapter detail procedures for collecting and substantiating the information used to prepare this
report. Once collected, however, the material must be organized and arranged so that
compliance personnel can make maximum use of it. The information presented in this section
provides general guidelines for organizing evidence and preparing an inspection report.

Objective of the NPDES Inspection Report
The objective of an NPDES inspection report is to organize and coordinate all inspection
information and evidence into a comprehensive, usable document. To meet this objective,
information in an inspection report must be presented in a clear, well-organized manner. The
information should be objective an~l factual; the report must not speculate on the ultimate
result of the inspection findings. Of particular importance are the following:
¯ Only accurate information may be included in the report. It should be factual and
based on sound inspection practices. Observations should be the verifiable result of
firsthand knowledge. Compliance personnel must be able to depend on the accuracy
of all information.
¯ Information in an inspection report should be relevant to the subject of the report.
Irrelevant facts and data will clutter a report and may reduce its clarity and usefulness.
Personal comments and opinions should be avoided.
¯ Suspected violation(s) should be substantiated by as much factual, relevant information
as is feasible to gather. All information pertinent to the subject should be organized
into a complete package. Documentary support (e.g., photographs, statements,
sample documentation) accompanying the report should be referenced clearly so that
anyone reading the report will get a complete, clear overview of the situation. The
more comprehensive the evidence is, the better and easier the prosecution’s task will
be.

Elements of a Report
Although specific information requirements for an inspection report will vary, most reports will
contain the same basic elements:
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NPDES Compliance Inspection Report Form
Supplementary narrative information
Copies of completed checklists
Documentary support.

NPDES Compliance Inspection Report Form
The inspector is responsible for reporting all compliance inspection activities by completing the
current Compliance Inspection Report Form 3560-3 as soon as possible after the inspection.
A copy of the form is included as Appendix E. The Federal or State compliance office should
forward the inspection report form to the regulatory authority no later than 30 days after
completion of the inspection. Copies should be sent to the permittee in a timely manner
(generally within 30 days of inspection date) except when formal enforcement procedures are
under way. In this instance, the case attorney will direct any disclosure of data.
Supplementary Narrative Information
Supplementary narrative information could be a memorandum in the case of routine
inspections or a narrative report when major violations are detected. When a narrative report
is necessary to describe fully a compliance inspection, the contents of the report should focus
on supporting or explaining the infor~nation provided in the Compliance Inspection Report
Form.
The narrative report should be a concise, factual summary of observations and activities,
organized logically and legibly, and supported by specific references to accompanying
----.documentary support.
A work plan will simplify preparation and will help ensure that information is organized in a
usable form. Basic steps in writing the narrative report include the following:
Re~iewinq the Information. The first step in preparing the narrative is to collect all information
gathered during the inspection. The inspector’s field notebook should be reviewed in detail.
All evidence should be reviewed for relevance and completeness. A telephone call or, in
unusual circumstances, a follow-up visit may be needed to obtain additional or supplementary
information.
Organizing the Material. The information may be organized according to need, but it should
be presented logically and comprehensively. The narrative should be organized so that it is
understood easily.
Referencin.q Accompanyinq Material. All documentary support accompanying a narrative
report should be referenced clearly so that the reader will be able to locate the items easily.
The "Documentation" section in this chapter provides details on document identification. The
inspector should check all’documentary support for clarity before wdting the report.
Writinq the Narrative Report. Once the matedal collected by the inspector has been reviewed,
organized, and referenced, the narrative can be written. The purpose of the narrative is to
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record factually the procedures used in, and findings resulting from, the evidence-gathering
process. The inspector should refer to routine procedures and practices used during the
inspection, but should detail facts relating to potential violations and discrepancies. The field
notebook is a guide for preparing the narrative report.
If the inspector has followed the steps presented in this manual, the report will develop
logically from the organizational framework of the inspection. In preparing the narrative, the
inspector should make simplicity paramount.
¯ Write simply; avoid stilted language.
¯ Use the active, not passive, voice: (e.g., "He said that..." rather than "It was said that
¯ Keep paragraphs brief and to the point.
¯ Avoid repetition.
¯ Proofread the narrative carefully.
Copies of Completed Checklists
Comprehensive checklists are included in the technical chapters of this manual. When
appropriate, these checklists may be used by the inspector to collect information during the
inspection or they may be modified by the Region or State to address additional specific
concerns. Copies of all completed checklists should be included in the inspection report.
Documentary Support
All documentation produced or collected by the inspector to provide evidence of suspected
violations should be included in the inspection report. The "Documentation" section in this
chapter provides details on obtaining and organizing this material.

The Permit Compliance System (PCS)
The inspection office should ensure that all data listed in Section A of the NPDES Compliance
Inspection Report Form 3560-3 are entered into the PCS, which is used for national tracking of
NPDES permit information. An inspection is not credited to the inspection program office until
it has been coded into the PCS. Therefore, timely completion of reports and data entry into
PCS is essential to follow up effectively a compliance inspection. Every effort should be made
to ensure that data are entered no later than 30 days after the inspection is completed.
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A. Inspection Authority and
Objectives
Authority and Objectives
Statutory Recordkeeping Authority:
Regulatory Requirements:
Inspection Authority:

Clean Water Act (CWA) §308 and §402
40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
Parts 122, 401,403, 405-471, and 503, as
applicable
CWA §308

The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit system requires
permittees to maintain records and report periodically on the amount and nature of discharged
effluent waste components. The permit stipulates recordkeeping and reporting conditions.
Evaluations are conducted at selected permittee facilities to determine compliance with permit
requirements. The procedures listed below should be used for these routine inspections. If
suspected violations are disclosed during the routine evaluation, a more intensive investigation
should be conducted.
A review of facility records should determine that recordkeeping requirements ai’e being met.
The following questions should be answered in particular:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Is all required information available?
Is the information current?
Is the information being maintained for the required time period?
Do the records reviewed indicate areas needing further investigations?
Are the records organized?
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B. Evaluation Procedures
Verification, Recordkeeping, and Reporting Evaluation Proce~lures
During the facility site inspection, the inspector should verify the following requirements of the
permit:
¯ That the number and location of discharges are as described in the permit
¯ That all discharges are in accordance with the general provisions of the permit, such
as no noxious odors, no discharge, no visible entrained solids in discharge, no
deposits at or downstream of the outfall, no color change in the receiving stream, and
no fish or vegetation kills near the outfalls.
The inspector should review the permit to determine recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Throughout the inspection, the facility’s operations should be compared with
the permit to verify that required permit activities are correct, current, and complete. Some of
the information needed to verify the permit can be obtained during the opening conference
and.compared with the facility permit. This information includes:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Correct name and address of facility
Correct name and location of receiving waters
Number and location of discharge points
Principal products and production rates (where appropriate).

The inspector should check for records that will verify that notification has been made to
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or to the State when (1) discharges differ from those ,
stated in the permit, (2) a permit violation has occurred, and (3) bypassing has occurred. The
inspector should also check to ensure that the appropriate records are maintained for a
minimum of 3 years. These records may include the following:
¯ Sampling and Analysis Data
-

Dates, times, and locations of sampling
Sample types collected
Analytical methods and techniques
Results of analyses
Dates and times of analyses
Name(s) of analytical and sampling personnel.
R0014540
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¯ Monitoring Records
Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs), including information on flow, pH, Dissolved
Oxygen (DO), etc., as required by permit
Original charts from continuous monitoring instrumentation.
¯ Laboratory Records
- Calibration and maintenance of equipment
- Calculations (i.e., on bench sheets or books)
- Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QNQC) analysisdata.
oo

¯ Facility Operating Records
Daily operating log
Summary of all laboratory tests run and other required measurements, including
reference test method used (general reference to Standard Methods or 40 CFR Part
136 methods is not adequate)
Chemicals used (pounds of chlorine per day, etc.)
Weather conditions (temperature, precipitation, etc.)
Equipment maintenance completed and scheduled
Spare parts inventory
Flowmeter and pH meter calibration records.
¯ Treatment Plant Records (required as part of the Federal Construction Grants
program)
-

Plant Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Manual
Percent removal records
"As built" engineering drawings
Copy of construction specifications
Equipment supplier manual
Data cards on all equipment.

¯ Management Records
Average monthly operating records
Annual reports
Emergency conditions (power failures, bypass, and chlorine failure reports, etc.).
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¯ Pretreatment Records
Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) and industrial monitoring and reporting
requirements
-

Industrial user discharge data

- Compliance status records
-

POTW enforcement initiatives.

¯ Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan
When required, a properly completed SP.CC Plan should be available. The inspector
also may gather information on the SPCC and forward this information to the
appropriate program office for follow-up action.
¯ "Best Management Practices (where required)
Two types of Best Management Practice (BMP) plans are included in NPDES permits:
BMP plans to minimize or prevent release of significant amounts of any toxic or
hazardous pollutants to public waters. The plans may discuss general operations
and maintenance of the plant, good housekeeping procedures on the facility
grounds, and other plans and procedures specific to best management of the
facility.
Site-specific BMP plans to address particular toxic or hazardous chemicals or other
conditions particular to the facility. Site-specific BMP may include procedures,
monitoring requirements, construction of barriers such as dikes and berms, or other
appropriate measures for solving specific problems.
In addition, inspectors should ensure that sludge records to verify compliance with 40 CFR
Part 503 are maintained for a minimum of 5 years. Certain records that need to be reviewed
(such as sludge records and laboratory records) may be kept offsite.
The inspector should document all inspection activities (see Chapter Two, Section D).
Inadequacies, discrepancies, or other problems disclosed during this review may warrant more
intensive investigation.

Compliance Schedule Status Review
If the permit contains a compliance schedule or if the facility is under an enforcement action
with a compliance schedule, a status review should be conducted to determine:
¯ Whether the permittee is conforming to the compliance schedule and, if not, whether
final requirements will be achieved on time
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¯ The accuracy of reports relating to compliance schedules
¯ The length of delay associated with a particular construction violation
¯ Whether any schedule violations are beyond the control of the discharger
¯ Whether requests for permit modifications are valid.
If the permit contains a compliance schedule for actions such as beginning new construction,
contract and equipment orders, authorization and financing arrangements, and/or attainment
of operational status, the schedule should be addressed in detail only if the need becomes
apparent during records review and preparation of the inspection plan. The specific
compliance schedule actions are described below.

Construction Proqress
The inspector must know whether contracts for labor and material have been fulfilled and
wh~ther the permittee or the permittee’s engineering consultant is monitoring progress. These
aspects are extremely important, particularly in plants where numerous contracts are likely for
labor and equipment.
If the permittee or the engineering consultant reports that construction or acquisition of
equipment is behind schedule, the inspector should:
¯ Ask to see the permittee’s or the resident engineer’s progress report and determine
whether the report indicates that the final compliance schedule required by the permit
can be met.
¯ If the report indicates that the final date will not be met, advise the permittee that the
’compliance schedule of the NPDES permit requires the permittee to notify the permitissuing authority promptly of any possible delay in achieving compliance and of
measures taken to minimize the delay.
¯ Inquire whether the facility superintendent or chief operator and operating personnel
are receiving adequate training concerning the operational aspects of the new
treatment unit while construction is under way. They must be prepared to perform the
essential operating functions when the facility is placed in service.

Construction Contracts and Equipment Orders
The inspector should review the appropriate documents to determine whether the permittee
has obtained the necessary approval to begin construction. The inspector should note the
start and completion dates (or scheduled delivery dates in service or equipment contracts).
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Authorization and Financing
If construction is incomplete, the inspector should determine whether the permittee has the
authority and financial capability (mortgage commitments, corporate resolution, etc.) to
complete the required structures.
Attainment of Operational Status
If construction has been completed but the facility is not yet operational, the inspector should
determine whether appropriate procedures are being used to ensure attainment of working
status at the earliest possible time. The inspector should verify the following:
¯ Adequate self-monitoring procedures have. been initiated. It is especially important that
the result of operational and effluent quality monitoring be reviewed to determine
whether progress is being made toward optimum efficiency in each treatment unit and
in the entire plant.
¯ Adequate recordkeeping procedures have been established or initiated.

_

¯ Adequate work schedules and assignments have been established. (For municipal
facilities, the O&M Manual should provide essential guidance.)

POTW Pretreatment Requirements Review
The inspector must collect specific information to evaluate compliance with pretreatment
requirements. The procedures developed to collect this information are summarized below
and discussed in greater detail in Chapter Nine, "Pretreatment."
As part of the inspection, the inspector must collect information about the POTW’s compliance
with its approved pretreatment program and applicable regulations as well as the compliance
status of its industrial users with categorical pretreatment standards or locally developed
discharge limitations. The inspector should review POTW records to determine the following:
¯ Number of contributing industries, including the number of significant industrial users.
¯ Whether all industries are properly identified and classified.
¯ Whether industries have submitted required reports and notifications to the POTW.
These include baseline monitoring reports, 90-day compliance reports, periodic
compliance reports, notifications of changed discharge, potential problem discharges,
violation and resampling, and hazardous waste discharge.
¯ Number of contributing industries in compliance with applicable standards.
¯ Whether permits containing all required elements have been issued to significant
industrial users in a timely manner.
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¯ Whether inspections and sampling (including evaluation of the need for slug control
plans) of significant industrial users are conducted at the required frequency.
¯ Whether the POTW has notified all affected users of classification and applicable
standards and requirements, including Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) obligations.
¯ Whether appropriate enforcement actions have been taken against all noncompliant
industries and whether the names of all users in significant noncompliance are
published at least annually.
¯ Whether contributing industries with compliance schedules are meeting applicable
schedule deadlines and compliance schedule reporting requirements.

Indepth Investigations
An indepth inspection of a permittee’s records and reports will be conducted when necessary
to substantiate a suspected violation, to vedfy self-monitoring data that may be used as
corroborative evidence in an enforcement action, or to confirm apparent sampling, analysis, or
reporting discrepancies discovered dudng the limited inspection. Discrepancies warrant an
indepth review if, for example:
¯ The discharge does not meet required standards and no definite operational problems
have been established
¯ Self-reported data are suspected of being grossly inaccurate and the problem appears
to be with recordkeeping procedures and/or the filing of reports
¯ The cursory review indicates omissions or laxity in the preparation of records
¯ There is evidence of falsification of records.
If more guidance or assistance is needed in performing an indepth investigation, the inspector
should confer with his or her supervisor.
Indepth Investiqation Procedures
The following procedures should guide the inspector in conducting an indepth investigation:
¯ Determine Investiqation Obiectiw. What is the specific purpose of the investigation?
¯ Determine Information Needed. What specific data will substantiate a violation or
respond to the investigation objective?
¯ Determine Data Source. What records will contain these required data?
¯ Review Inspection Authority. Authority to inspect under Section 308 is limited to those
3-8
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records required by the permit. Specific authority may be necessary to inspect other
documents.
¯ Inspect Direct and Indirect Data Sources. Examine records likely to provide the
required data directly. In the absence of direct data, indirect sources of information
can be used to develop a network of information relevant to the data being sought.
¯ Take Statements From Qualified Facility Personnel. See Chapter Two, Section D, for
procedures.
¯ Prepare Documentation. Copy and identify all records relevant to the information being
sought; see Chapter Two, Section D, for specific procedures.
¯ Follow Confidentiality Procedures. Any. record insl:;ected may be claimed by the facility
as confidential. Such records must be treated in accordance with EPA procedures;
see Chapter Two, Section D, the discussion on Confidential Business Information.
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C. Verification, Recordkeeping, .and
Reporting Evaluation Checklist
VERIFICATION, RECORDKEEPING, AND REPORTING EVALUATION CHECKLIST
A. PERMIT VERIFICATION
Mailing Address:

Brief Facility Description:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inspection observations verify information contained in permit.
Current copy of permit is onsite.
Name and mailing address of permittee are correct.
Facility is as described in permit.
Notification was given to EPA/State of new, different, or increased
discharges.
6. Accurate records of influent volume maintained, when appropriate.
i7.
Number and location of discharge points are as described in permit.
’8. Name and location of receiving waters are correct.
9. All discharges are permitted.
10. Federal Construction Grant funds were used to build plant.
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VERIFICATION~ RECORDKEEPING~ AND REPORTING EVALUATION CHECKLIST

B. RECORDKEEPING AND REPORTING EVALUATION
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.
2.
!3.
4.

Yes

No N/A

5.
6.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Records and reports are maintained as required by permit.
All required information is available, complete, and current.
Information is maintained for 3 years.
If the facility monitors more frequently than required by permit
(using approved methods), these are results reported.
Analytical results are consistent with data reported on DMRs.

Sampling and analyses data are .adequate and include:
a.
Dates, times, and location of sampling
b.
Name of individual performing sampling
Analytical methods and techniques
c.
d.
Results of analyses and calibration
Dates of analyses
e.
f.
Name of person performing analyses
g.
Instantaneous flow at grab sample stations.
7. Monitor!ng records are adequate and include:
Flow, pH, DO, etc., as required by permit
a.
b.
Monitoring charts kept for 3 years
Flowmeter calibration records kept.
c.
8. Laboratory equipment calibration and maintenance records are adequate.
9. Plant records* are adequate and include:
a.
O&M Manual
b.
"As-built" engineering drawings
c.
Schedules and dates of equipment maintenance repairs
Equipment supplies manual
d.
e.
Equipment data cards.
* Required only for facilities built with Federal construction grant funds.
10. Pretreatment records are adequate and contain inventory of industrial
waste contributors, including:
a.
Monitoring data
b.
Inspection reports
c.
Compliance status records
d.
Enforcement actions.
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VERIFICATION, RECORDKEEPING, AND REPORTING EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A

C. COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE STATUS REVIEW
1. Permittee is meeting compliance schedule.
2. Permittee has obtained necessary approvals to begin construction.
3. Financing arrangements are complete.
4. Contracts for engineering services have been executed.
5. Design plans and specifications are completed.
6. Construction has begun.
7. Construction is on schedule.
8. Equipment acquisition is dn schedule.
9. Construction has been completed.
10. Startup has begun.
11. Permittee has requested an extension of time.
12. Permittee has met compliance schedule.

D. POTW PRETREATMENT REQUIREMENTS REVIEW
Yes No N/A I THE FACILITY IS SUBJECT TO PRETREATMENT REQUIREMENTS
1. Status of POTW pretreatment program
Yes No N/A
a. The POTW pretreatment program has been approved by EPA. (If
not, is approval in progress?)
Yes No N/,a
The POTW is in compliance with the pretreatment program
b.
compliance schedule. (If not, note why, what is due, and intent of
the POTW to remedy.)
....
2. Status of Compliance with Categorical Pretreatment Standards.
a.
How many industrial users of the POTW are subject to Federal or
State pretreatment standards?
Yes No N/A
b.
Are these industries aware of their responsibility to comply with
applicable standards?
Yes No N/,~
c.
Have baseline monitoring reports (403.12) been submitted for these
industries?
Yes No N/A
i. Have categorical industries in noncompliance (on BMR reports)
submitted compliance schedules?
ii. How many categorical industries on compliance schedules are
meeting the schedule deadlines?
Yes No N/A
d.
If the compliance deadline has passed, have all industries submitted
90-day compliance reports?
Yes No N/A
e.
Are all categorical industries submitting the required semiannual
report?
Yes No N/A
f.
Are all new industrial discharges in compliance with new source
pretreatment standards?
Yes No N/A
g. Has the POTW submitted an annual pretreatment report?
Yes No N/A
h.
Has the POTW taken enforcement action against noncomplying
industrial users?
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VERIFICATION, RECORDKEEPING, AND REPORTING EVALUATION CHECKLIST
(Continued)
Yes No N/A

II

Yes No N/A

3.

i.

Is the POTW conducting inspections of industrial
contributors?
Are the industrial users subject to Prohibited Limits (403.5) and
Local Limits more stringent than EPA in compliance? (If not,
explain why, including need for revision of limits.)

oo
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C. Verification, Recordkeeping, and
Reporting Evaluation Checklist

A. PERMIT VERIFICATION
Mailing Address:

Brief Facility Description:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A.
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.
2.
3.

Inspection observations verify information contained in permit.
Current copy of permit is onsite.
Name and mailing address of permittee are correct.
,4. Facility is as described in permit.
5. Notification was given to EPA/State of new, different, or increased
discharges.
6. Accurate records of influent volume maintained, when appropriate.
7. Number and location of discharge points are as described in permit.
8. Name and location of receiving waters are correct.
9. All discharges are permitted.
10. Federal Construction Grant funds were used to build plant.
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4. FACILITY SITE REVIEW

B. Physical Inspection of the Facility
During the "walk-through" of the facility, the inspector should consider the operational factors
listed below. The physical inspection should be carefully documented. Areas that should be
covered are the following:
¯ Influent characteristics, including:
- Appearance (color, odor, etc.)
- Combined sewer loads
- Infiltration/inflow
- Industrial contributions
- Diurnal/seasonal loading variations
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Process control
Unit operations including supply of treatment chemicals
Equipment condition
Maintenance and operation staff
Safety controls and equipment
Effluent characteristics, including:
Appearance of outfall
Receiving stream appearance including any staining or deposits
Evidence of toxicity of the discharge

¯ Other conditions particular to the plant.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Field Manual for Performance Evaluation and
Trouble Shooting at Municipal Wastewater Facilities (USEPA 1978), published by the
Municipal Operations Branch of EPA, is a good reference for operational characteristics of
plants.
The physical inspection may lead the inspector to determine:
¯ Whether a major facility design problem may require an engineering solution
¯ Whether problems can be solved through proper operation and maintenance of the
treatment facilities
¯ Whether periodic equipment malfunctions need to be addressed by complete overhaul
or replacement of equipment.
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If a facility design problem exists, one of the recommendations will be to develop engineering
solutions. In this case, the inspector must evaluate the operation and maintenance
procedures from the viewpoint of what can be done to simplify the solution. When the
inspection findings indicate that specific practices of the facility contribute to or cause
problems, the inspector should detail the problems. When possible, the inspector should use
the information to evaluate the operation and maintenance procedures.
When conducting the walk-through, the inspector should be aware of and look for physical
conditions that indicate past, existing, or potential problems. The presence of these conditions
will give the inspector an idea of the types of problems present, the parts of the treatment
process causing the problems, and the potential solution to existing problems. Conditions to
look for in the plant generally and in specific processes are listed in the following sections.

General Conditions in Overall Plant
General" Indicators
¯ Excessive scum buildup; grease, foam, or floating sludge in clarifiers.
¯ Hydraulic overload caused by storms or discharges of cooling water.
¯ Noxious odors in wet wells and grit chambers and around aerobic and anaerobic
biological units, scum removal devices, and sludge handling facilities.
¯ Evidence of severe corrosion at the treatment plant and in the collection system.
¯ Discoloration of the ground or a strong chemical smell may indicate past spills at the
plant; further investigation of spills may be warranted.
¯ Vital treatment units out of service for repairs. Determine when the units went out of
service, the type of failure, and when they will be put back in service.
o Excessive noise from process or treatment.
¯ Any unusual equipment intended to correct operation problems (e.g., special pumps,
floating aerators in diffused air systems, chemical feeders, temporary construction or
structures, or any improvised system).
¯ Ruptures in chemical feed lines.
Flow Indicators
¯ Surcharging of influent lines, overflow weirs, and other structures.
¯ Flowthrough bypass channels.
¯ Overflows at alternative discharge points, channels, or other areas.
4-4
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¯ Excessive septage dumping by septic tank pumpers.
¯ Flow from unknown source or origin
¯ Open-ended pipes that appear to originate in a process or storage area and
periodically contain flows to the ground or to surface water. Although these pipes have
been disconnected from a closed system or otherwise removed from service, they can
still be connected to a discharge source.
Unusual Wastes Indicators
¯ Collected screenings, slurries, sludges, waste piles, .orby-products of treatment. Their
disposal, including runoff of any water, must be such that none enters navigable waters
or their tributaries.
¯ Improper or lack of recycling of filtrates and supernatants from sludge beds.

¯ Improper storage of chemicals and hazardous substances with particular attention to
the proper diking of chemicals and hazardous substances and segregation of
incompatible chemicals. Generally, spill containment should be such that the dike
could contain the contents of the largest tank.
¯ Spills or mishandling of chemicals.

Preliminary Treatment
Screeninq
¯ Excessive screen clogging
’ - Oil and grease buildup
¯ Disposal of screenings.

Shreddinq/Grindinq
¯ Excessive buildup of debris against screen
¯ Grit chamber clogged or subject to odors.
Gdt Removal
¯ Excessive organic content of grit
¯ Wear of grit removal/handling equipment
¯ Excessive odors in grit removal area.
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Flow Equalization
¯ Excessive odors
¯ Inoperable aerators, if aerated
¯ Ability to bypass directly to surface water.

Primary Clarifier
General Indicators
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Excessive gas bubbles or grease on surface
Black and odorous wastewater
Poor suspended solids removal in prima~ clarifier
Excessive buildup of solids in center well of circular clarifier
Unlevel discharge weirs
Fouling of overflow weirs
Evidence of short circuiting
Ineffective scum rake
Scum overflow or lack of adequate scum disposal, full scum pit
Excessive floating sludge
Excessive sludge on bottom, inadequate sludge removal
Noisy sludge scraper drive
Broken sludge scraper.

Secondary Biological Treatment Units
Tricklinq Filter
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Trickling filter ponding (indicating clogged media)
Leak at center column of trickling filter’s distribution arms
Uneven distribution of flow on trickling filter surface
Uneven or discolored growth
Excessive sloughing of growth
Odor
Clogging of trickling filter’s distribution arm orifices
Restricted rotation of distribution arms
Filter flies, worms, or snails
Ice buildup on trickling filter media or distribution arms.

Rotating Biolo.qical Contactors
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
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Development of white biomass on rotating biological contactor (RBC) media
Excessive sloughing of growth
Excessive breakage of rotating disks or shafts in RBC units
Excessive breakage of paddles on brush aerators
Shaft, bearing, drive gear, or motor failure on disk or brush aerators.
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Activated Slud,qe Tanks
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Dead spots in aeration tanks; dark foam or bad odor in aeration tanks
Failure of surface aerators
Inoperative air compressors
Air rising unevenly
Excessive air leaks in compressed air piping
Dark mixed liquor in aeration tank
Dark foam or bad odor on aeration tanks
Stable dark tan foam on aeration tanks that sprays cannot break up
Thick billows of white, sudsy foam on aeration tank
Low Dissolved Oxygen (DO, < 1.0 mg/I) in aeration tank.
oo

Stabilization Ponds/Laqoons
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Erosion of stabilization pond bank or dike
Excessive foliage or animal burrows in pond bank or dike
Excessive weeds in stabilization ponds
Foaming and spray in aerated lagoon
Dead fish or aquatic organisms
Buildup of solids around influent pipe
Excessive scum on surface.

Secondary Clarifier
General Indicators
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Excessive gas bubbles on surface
Fouling of overflow weirs
Unlevel overflow weirs
Evidence of short circuiting
Excessive buildup of solids in center well of circular clarifier
Deflocculation in clarifier
Pin floc in overflow
Ineffective scum rake
Floating sludge on surface
Billowing sludge
Excessively high sludge blanket
Clogged sludge withdrawal ports on secondary clarifier.
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Advanced Physical Treatment Units
Filtration
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Filter surface clogging
Short filter run
Gravel displacement of filter media
Formation of mud balls in filter media
Air binding of filter media
Loss of filter media dudng backwashing
Recycled filter backwash water in excess of 5 percent.

Microscreenin,q

-

¯ Erratic rotation of microscreen drums.
Activated Carbon Adsorption
¯
¯
¯
¯

Excessive biological growth resulting in strong odor
pH above 9.0 S.U.
Plugged carbon pores
Presence of carbon fines (dust) in effluent.

Nitrification
¯ Hydraulic overload.
Denitrification
¯ Temperature below 15°C
¯ pH below 6.0 S.U. or above 8.0 S.U.
¯ Excessive methanol.
Ammonia Strippin.q
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Excessive hydraulic loading rate
Tower packing coated with calcium carbonate
pH below 10.8 S.U.
Inadequate tower packing depth
Air temperature below 65°F.
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Chlorination and Dechlorination Units
Chlorination
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Sludge buildup in contact chamber
Gas bubbles
Inadequate retention time
Floating scum and/or solids
Evidence of short circuiting
Inadequate ventilation of chlorine feeding room and storage area
High temperatures in chlorination rooms
Improper operation of automatic feed or feedback control
Excessive foaming downstream
Evidence of toxicity downstream (dead fish, other dead organisms)
Improper chlorine feed, storage, and reserve supply.

Dechlorination
¯ Improper storage of sulfur dioxide cylinders
¯ Inadequate ventilation of sulfur dioxide feeding room
¯ Automatic sulfur dioxide feed or feedback control not operating propedy
¯ Depressed DO after dechlorination
¯ Proper storage and mixture of sodium metabisulfite containers
¯ Reduced efficiency of activated carbon dechlorination units because of organic and
inorganic compound interference.

Sludge Handling
General Indicators
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Inadequate sludge removal from clarifiers or thickeners
Poor dewatering characteristics of thermal treated sludge
Thickened sludge too thin
Fouling of overflow weirs on gravity thickeners
Air flotation skimmer blade binding on beaching plate
Substantial down time of sludge treatment units
Sludge disposal inadequate to keep treatment system in balance
Sludge decant or return flows high in solids.
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Slud,qe Anaerobic Diqestion
,¯ Inoperative mechanical or gas mixers
¯ Inoperative sludge heater
¯ Floating cover of anaerobic digester tilting
¯ Inadequate gas production
¯ Gas burner not burning or inoperative
¯ Supernatant exuding a sour odor from either primary or..secondary anaerobic digester
¯ Excessive suspended solids in supematant’"
¯ Supernatant recycle overloading the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
¯ pH problems from industrial wastewaters with high sugar content.
Slud.qe Aerobic Diqestion
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Excessive foaming in tank
Objectionable odor in aerobically digested sludge
Insufficient dissolved oxygen in digester
Digester overloaded
Clogging of diffusers in digester
Mechanical aerator failure in digester
Inadequate supernatant removal from sludge lagoons.

Slud,qe Dryinq/Filterinq
Drying beds
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Poor sludge distribution on drying beds
Vegetation in drying beds (unless reed design)
Dry sludge remaining in drying beds
Inadequate drying time on drying beds
Some unused drying beds
Dry sludge stacked around drying beds where runoff may enter navigable waters
Filtrate from sludge drying beds returned to front of plant.

Centrifuge
¯ Excessive solids in fluid phase of sample after centrifugation
¯ Inadequate dryness of centrifugal sludge cake.
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Filter Press
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

High level of solids in filtrate from filter presses or vacuum filters
Thin filter cake caused by poor dewatering
Vacuum filter cloth binding
Low vacuum on filter
Improperly cleaned vacuum filter media
Sludge buildup on belts and/or rollers of filter press
Excessive moisture in belt filter press sludge cake
Difficult cake discharge from filter presses
Filter cake sticks to solids-conveying equipment of filter press
Frequent media binding of filter press
Sludge blowing out of filter press
Insufficient run time of sludge dewatering ~quipment.

Lagoon
¯
¯
¯
¯

Objectionable odor from sludge lagoon
Broken dikes between sludge drying lagoons
Unlined sludge lagoons
Sludge lagoons full, overflowing sludge back to plant or to natural drainage.

Composting
¯ Piles that give off foul odor
¯ Inoperable blower
¯ Temperature does not reach 122-140°F (50-60°C).
Slud.qe Disposa..!
¯ Sludge constituents not analyzed before disposal
¯ Sludge not transported in appropriate and approved vehicle
¯ Surface runoff of sludge at land application site
¯ Liquid sludge (i.e., less than 10 percent solids) applied to landfill site
¯ Inadequate coverage of sludge in subsurface plow injection system
¯ Malodors generated at land application site
¯ Slow drying of soil-sludge mixture in subsurface injection system
¯ Sludge ponding at land application sites
¯ Flies breeding and/or odors at landfill site
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¯ Inadequate burial of sludge at landfill site
¯ Excessive erosion at sludge sites
¯ Waste sludges disposed of onsite in nonpermitted sites or in landfills, surface
impoundments, or land application units not according to Federal, ,State, or local
regulations
¯ Inadequate runoff control at landfill or land application sites.

Polishing Ponds or Tanks
¯ Objectionable odor, excessive foam, floating solids, or oil sheens in polishing ponds or
tanks
¯ Solids or scum accumulations in tank or at side of pond
¯ Evidence of bypassed polishing ponds or tanks because of low capacity.

Plant Effluent
¯ Excessive suspended solids, turbidity, foam, grease, scum, color, and other
macroscopic particulate matter present
¯ Potential toxicity (dead fish, dead plants at discharge)
~ Stained sediments in receiving waters.

Flow Measurement
¯ Improper placement of flow measurement device
¯ Flow totalizer not calibrated
¯ Buildup of solids in flume or weir
¯ Broken or cracked flume or weir
¯ Improperly functioning magnetic flowmeter
¯ Clogged or broken stilling wells
¯ Weir plate edge corroded or damaged, not sharp edged (< 1/8"), or not level
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¯ System not capable of measuring maximum flow
¯ Sizing of system adequate to handle flow range
¯ Flow measurement error greater than + 10%
¯ Flow measurement that includes all wastewater discharged and does not include
wastestreams that are recirculated back to the treatment plant.

Chemical Treatment Units
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Evident heavy corrosion
..
No portion-measuring device at feed unit
pH measuring not evident at pH adjustment tank
Chemicals left in open atmosphere
"Chemicals outdated
Chemical containers stored improperly or hazardously
Inappropriately stored, moved, or handled chemical tanks cars (trucks or train)
Spilled dry chemicals on floor between storage area and feed units
Improperly disposed of empty chemical containers
Large containers handled improperly, container transfer equipment not maintained
No appropriate sized berms or dikes at liquid chemical feed units
Inadequate supply of chemicals
Chemical dust covering feed unit area or storage and transfer areas
Use of an inappropriate coagulant
Improperly stored or handled.glass carboys (acid storage).

General Housekeeping
¯ Facility control panel in disrepair or not in use
¯ Wastewater pipelines not clearly distinguished from product pipelines
¯ Spills or leaks in dry areas not remediated in a timely manner.

Production Changes
Industries frequently make production changes because of advances in technology and
availability of new products. Therefore, during the tour of an industrial facility, the inspector
also should inquire about the following:
¯ Whether a permittee has made any changes to:
Pro~luction processes
Raw materials
Amount of finished product
4-13
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Water use
Water reuse or recycling
Waste treatment processes
Other such changes
¯ Whether the permittee has modified any production process that would change the
pollutant types or Ioadings
¯ Whether the regulatory agency (EPA, State, or local municipality as appropriate) was
notified of such changes
¯ What changes will need to be reflected in any National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) or local permit modifications.
The inspector should verifij any changes and include the results of the findings and other
pertinent information in the Compliance Inspection Report. Changes in the loading to Publicly
Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) by the addition of a significant industrial discharger or
large population growth also should be ascertained and reported.
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C. Operation and Maintenance
Evaluation
Operation Evaluation
Operating factors affecting plant performance range from qualitative factors such as the skills
and aptitudes of operators (e.g., process knowledge and general aptitude), to physical
deficiencies in laboratory equipment or a lack of flexibility in process equipment. The
evaluation of operation functions must focus on wastewater treatment, sludge treatment/
disposal, and laboratory analysis. The evaluation should be based on the following topics:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Policies and procedures
Organization
Staffing
Planning
Management controls.

~.

Table 4-1 presents the basic review questions that an inspector should ask in evaluating
operation functions. Although each of the preceding evaluation topics must be covered in the
review of operation functions, the four areas discussed in the following paragraphs should
particularly concern the inspector:
Policies and Procedures

Written operating procedures and standard reference texts enable the operator to achieve
efficient plant operation. The operations manual prepared for the facility is the most important
reference that an inspector should review when evaluating plant policies and procedures.
Other reference materials relating to operations that should be available to the operator
include manufacturers’ literature, publications by professional organizations (e.g., the Water
Environment Federation), and EPA publications.
Staffinq
Even the best engineered facility cannot perform to its potential without a sufficient number of
capable and qualified staff. The inspector must consider the abilities and limitations of the
operating staff. Staff interviews may include the individual in charge of overall operation, the
chief operator, specific unit process operators, and laboratory staff.

R0014568
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Health and Safety
At all times, safe operating procedures should be followed. Employees must be trained in
emergency shut-down, fire control, and spill response procedures, as well as in the use of
safety equipment, safe sampling techniques, and safe handling of chemicals and wastes.
Employees also should not enter confined spaces unless properly trained and equipped.
Managers must be aware of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
Right-to-Know laws regarding potentially dangerous chemicals in the workplace. This law
specifically requires a written hazard communication program, labeling of chemicals, and the
availability of material safety data sheets to employees upon request.
Manaqement Controls
Monitoring practices are a good indicator of botl~’the emphasis placed on operations and the
operator’s understanding of process controls. Factors affecting a facility’s monitoring
capabilities are:
¯
¯
¯
¯

The sampling program
Performance testing
Analytical capabilities
Recordkeeping practices.

An effective process control program is essential to a treatment facility’s optimal performance.
However, process control cannot be easily quantified by the inspector. In most cases, the
inspector must rely on discussions with the plant superintendent and/or operators to
supplement available records and the technical evaluation. The key considerations for
effective process controls are:
¯ Process control data
"¯ Process knowledge of the operators
¯ The basis for the control practices
¯ Implementation of the control practices
¯ Past performance
¯ Operator emphasis on controls
¯ Recordkeeping.

Maintenance Evaluation

Facility maintenance directly affects the ability of the facility to run efficiently and to comply
with its NPDES permit. The two types of facility maintenance are preventive maintenance and
corrective maintenance:
¯ Preventive maintenance
Reduces facility operating costs by eliminating breakdowns and the need for
corrective maintenance
4-16
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-

Improves the facility’s reliability by minimizing the time equipment is out of service

-

Increases the useful life of equipment, thus avoiding costly premature replacement
Avoids possible compliance violations.

¯ Corrective maintenance
Returns malfunctioning equipment to operation
Avoids or minimizes possible compliance violations.
Evaluation of the maintenance function must focus on the ability to maintain process
equipment, supply of treatment chemicals, vehicles, and building and grounds. Although each
of the five evaluation topics (policies and procedures, organization, staffing, planning, and
management controls) must be covered for each facility inspected, the principal areas of
concern in the operations evaluation are the same in the maintenance function:
¯ Staffing and training
¯ Planning and scheduling
¯ Management control--records systems and inventory control.
Only well-trained, competent plant staff can be expected to perform adequate physical
inspections, repairs, and preventive maintenance. Wastewater facility maintenance is complex
and requires a variety of skills. Because many of these skills are not readily available, an
ongoing trainin.q pro.qram is essential.
Maintenance plannin.q and scheduling are essential to effective corrective and preventive
maintenance. The maintenance supervisor must prepare work schedules listing job priorities,
work assignments, available personnel, and timing.
A detailed records system is the basis of any maintenance program. Records are used to
establish maintenance histories on equipment, diagnose problems, and anticipate--and
thereby avoid--equipment failure, making records an effective tool for preventive
maintenance.
A central inventory of spare parts, equipment, and supplies must be maintained and
controlled. The basis for the inventory should be the equipment manufacturer’s
recommendations, supplemented by specific, historical experience with maintenance problems
and requirements. Inventoried supplies must be kept at levels sufficient to avoid process
interruptions.
A maintenance cost control system should be an integral part of every wastewater facility.
Budgets must be developed from past cost records and usually are categorized according to
preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, and projected and actual major repair
requirements. Annual costs must be compared to the budget periodically to control
maintenance expenditures. Evaluating costs this way serves to control expenditures and
provides a baseline for future budgets.
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The basic concerns that need to be addressed and evaluated during the inspector’s
maintenance program review are presented in Table 4-1. These questions may help identify
the causes of a facility’s operation and maintenance problems.
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Table 4-1
Operation and Maintenance Function Evaluation Questions
Policies and Procedures
¯ Is there a formal or informal set of policies for facility operations?
¯ Do policies address:
- Remaining in compliance?
- Maintaining process controls?
- Quality control?
- Preventive maintenance?
¯ Is there a set of standard procedures’ to implement these policies?
¯ Are the procedures written or informal?
¯ Do the procedures consider the following areas?
- Safety
- Emergency
- Laboratory
- Process control
- Operating procedures
- Monitoring
- Labor relations
- Energy conservation
- Treatment chemical supply

- Collection system
- Pumping stations
- Treatment process
- Sludge disposal
- Equipment record system
- Maintenance planning and
scheduling
- Work orders
- Inventory management

¯ Are the procedures followed?
Or,qanization
¯ Is there an Organizational Plan (or Chart) for operations?
¯ Does the Plan include:
Delegation of responsibility and authority
Job descriptions
Interaction with other functions (such as maintenance)?
¯ Is the Plan formal or informal?
¯ Is the Plan available to and understood by the staff?
¯ Is the Plan followed?
¯ Is the Plan consistent with policies and procedures?
¯ Is the Plan flexible? Can it handle emergency situations?
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Table 4-1
Operations and Maintenance Function Evaluation Questions
(Continued)
¯ Does the Plan clearly define lines of authority and responsibility in the following
subfunctional areas?
- Laboratory
- Process control
- Instrumentation
- Sludge disposal
- Collection system
- Pumping stations

- Monitoring practices
- Mechanical
- Electrical
- Buildings and grounds
- Automotive
- Supplies a~d.spare parts?

Staffin,q
¯ Is there an adequate number of staff to achieve policies and procedures?
¯ Are staff members adequately qualified for their duties and responsibilities by
demonstrating the following:
- Certification
- Qualifications
- Ability
- Job performance
- Understanding of treatment processes
¯ Is staff effectively used?
¯ Has the potential for borrowing personnel been considered?
¯ Are training procedures followed for:
-

Orientation of new staff?
Training new operators?
Training new supervisors?
Continuing training of existing staff?
Cross training?

¯ Which of the following training procedures are used?
-

Formal classroom
Home study
On-the-job training
Participation in professional organization
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Table 4-1
Operations and Maintenance Function Evaluation Questions
(Continued)
¯ Does the training program provide specific instruction for the following operations and
maintenance activities?
- Safety
- Laboratory procedures
- Treatment processes
- Instrumentation
- Equipment troubleshooting
- Handling personnel problems
- Monitoring practices

- Emergency procedures
- Mechanical
- Electrical
- Automotive
- Building maintenance
- Inventory control
..

¯ Does management encourage staff motivation?
¯ Does management support its first-line supervisors?
¯ Is staff motivation maintained through any of the following tools?
- Encouragement for training
- Job recognition
- Promotional opportunities

- Salary incentives
- Job security
- Working environment

Operations
¯ How are operating schedules established?
¯ Do schedules attempt to attain optimum staff utilization?
¯ Are line supervisors included in manpower scheduling?
¯ Are staff involved in and/or informed of manpower planning?
¯ Is there sufficient long-term planning for staff replacement and system changes?
¯ Are there procedures in manpower staffing for emergency situations?
¯ How are process control changes initiated?
¯ How do process control changes interact with management controls?
¯ How effectively are laboratory results used in process control?
¯ Are there emergency plans for treatment control?
¯ Is there an effective energy management plan? Is the plan used?
¯ To what extent are operations personnel involved in the budget process?
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Table 4-1
Operations and Maintenance Function Evaluation Questions
(Continued)
¯ Do budgets adequately identify and justify the cost components of operations?
¯ Are future budgets based on current and anticipated operating conditions?
¯ Do operating and capital budget limits constrain operations?
¯ Can budget line items be adjusted to reflect actual operating conditions?
Maintenance
¯ Are maintenance activities planned? Is the planning formal or informal?
¯ Does the facility have sufficient management controls to affect realistic planning and
scheduling? If the controls exist, are they used?
¯ Are operating variables exploited to simplify maintenance efforts?
¯ To what extent are the supply and spare part inventories planned in conjunction with
maintenance activities?
¯ Have minimum and maximum levels been established for all inventory items?
¯ Does the facility have a maintenance emergency plan?
¯ Is the maintenance emergency plan current? Is the staff knowledgeable about
emergency procedures?
¯ Does a plan exist for returning to the preventive maintenance mode following an
emergency?
¯ Are preventive maintenance tasks scheduled in accordance with manufacturers’
recommendations?
¯ Is adequate time allowed for corrective maintenance?
¯ Are basic maintenance practices (preventive and corrective) and frequencies
reviewed for cost-effectiveness?
¯ Do the management controls provide sufficient information for accurate budget
preparation?
¯ Does the maintenance department receive feedback on cost performance to facilitate
future budget preparation?
¯ To what extent are maintenance personnel involved in the budget process?
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Table 4-1
Operations and Maintenance Function Evaluation Questions
(Continued)
¯ Do budgets adequately identify and justify the cost components of maintenance?
¯ Are future budgets based on current and anticipated operating and maintenance
conditions?
¯ Do maintenance and capital budget limits constrain preventive maintenance
(equipment replacement and improvements)?
¯ Does the maintenance department receive adequate feedback on cost performance?.
¯ Can budget line items be adjusted to reflect actual maintenance conditions?
Mana,qement Controls
¯ Are current versions of the following documents maintained?
-

Operating reports
Work schedules
Activity reports
Performance reports (labor, supplies, energy)
Expenditure reports (labor, supplies, energy)
Cost analysis reports
Emergency and complaint calls
Process control data, including effluent quality

¯ Do the reports contain sufficient information to support their intended purpose?
¯ Are the re 3orts usable and accepted by the staff?
¯ Are the re ~orts being completed as required?
¯ Are the re3orts consistent among themselves?
¯ Are the re 3orts used directly in process control?
¯ Are the re 3orts reviewed and discussed with operating staff?
¯ What type of summary reports are required?
¯ To whom are reports distributed and when?
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Table 4-1
Operations and Maintenance Function Evaluation Questions
(Continued)
I Mana,qement Controls (Maintenance)
¯ Does a maintenance record system exist? Does it include the following?
-

As-built drawings
Shop drawings
Construction specifications
Capital and equipment inventory
Maintenance history (preventive and corrective)
Maintenance costs

. ..

oo

¯ Is the base record system kept current as part of daily maintenance practices?
¯ Is there a work order system for scheduling maintenance? Is it explicit or implicit?
¯ Which of the following do work orders contain?
- Date
- Location
- Work requirements
- Assigned personnel
- Work order number
- Nature of problem
- Time requirements
- Space for reporting work performed, required supplies, time required, and cost
summary
- Responsible staff member and supervisory signature requirements
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Table 4-1
Operations and Maintenance Function Evaluation Questions
(Continued)
¯ When emergency work must be performed without a work order, is one completed
afterward?
¯ Are work orders usable and acceptable by staff as essential to the maintenance
program? Are they actually completed?
¯ Is work order information transferred to ~ maintenance record system?
¯ Does a catalog or index system exist for..controlling ’items in inventory?
¯ Are withdrawal tickets used for obtaining supplies from inventory?
¯ Do the tickets contain cost information and interact well with inventory controls and
the work order system?
¯ Is the cost and activity information from work orders aggregated to provide
management reports? Is this information also used for budget preparation?
¯ Is the maintenance performance discussed regularly with staff?
¯ How is the cost of contract maintenance or the use of specialized assistance
recorded?
¯ Are safeguards and penalties adequate to prevent maintenance cards from being
returned without the work being done?
¯ Is the preventive maintenance record checked after an emergency equipment
failure?
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D. References and Facility Site Review
Checklist
References
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1973. Maintenat~ce Management Systems for
Municipal Wastewater Facilities. EPA 430/9-74:004.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1978. Field Manual for Performance Evaluation and
Troubleshooting at Municipal Wastewater Treatment Facilities. MO No. 16, EPA
430/9-78-001.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1979. Inspector’s Guide for Evaluation of Municipal
Wastewater Treatment Plants. EPA 430/9-79-010.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1982. Comprehensive Diagnostic Evaluation and
Selected Management Issues. EPA 430/9-82-003.
Water Pollution Control Federation (WPCF). 1990. Operation of Wastewater Treatment
Plants. MOP No. 11, WPCF, 1990.
Water Environment Federation (WEF). 1992. Wastewater Treatment Plant Design. MOP No.
8, WEF, 1992.
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FACILITY SITE REVIEW CHECKLIST
A. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE EVALUATION
Yes
Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A
No N/A

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N//~
Yes

No N/,~

Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes "
Yes
Ye~

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

N/,a
N/A
N//~
N/,~
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N//~
N/,~
N/A

’Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes

No N/A~
No N/A
No N/A

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A

1. Treatment units are properly operated and maintained.
2. Standby power or other equivalent provision is provided.
3. Adequate alarm system for power or equipment failures is available.
4.
Sludge disposal procedures are appropriate:
a. Disposal of sludge according to regulations
b. State approval for-sludge disposal received.
5. All treatment units, other than backup units, are in service.
6. Procedures for facility operation and maintenance are followed.
7. Sufficient sludge is disposed of to maintain treatment process
equilibrium.
8. Organizational Plan (chart) for operation and maintenance is
provided.’
9. Operating schedules are established.
10. Emergency plan for treatment control established.
11. Maintenance record system exists and includes:
a. As’built drawings
b, Shop drawings
c.
Construction specifications
d. Maintenance history
e. Maintenance costs
f.
Repair history
g. Records of equipment repair and timely return to service.
12. Adequate number of qualified operators on-hand.
13. Established procedures are available for training new operators.
14. Adequate spare parts and supplies inventory are maintained.
15. Instruction files are kept for operation and maintenance of each
item of major equipment.
16. Operation and maintenance manual is available.
17. Regulatory agency is notified of any bypassing.
(Dates
)
18. a.
Hydraulic overflows and/or organic overloads are
experienced.
b. Untreated bypass discharge occurs during power failure.
c.
Untreated overflows occurred since last inspection.
Reason:
d. Flows were observed in overflow or bypass channels.
e. Checking for overflows is performed routinely.
f.
Overflows are reported to EPA or to the appropriate State
agency as specified in the permit.
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FACILITY SITE REVIEW CHECKLIST
(Continued)
B. SAFETY EVALUATION
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A

1.
2.
3.
4.

Undiked oil/chemical storage tanks are used at facility.
Up-to-date equipment repair records ARE maintained.
Dated tags show out-of-service equipment.
Routine and preventive maintenance is scheduled/performed on
time.
Yes No N/A
5. Personal protective clothing isprovided (safety helmets, ear
protectors, goggles; gloves, rubber boots with steel toes,
eyewashes in labs).
6. Safety devices are readily available:
Yes No N/A
a. Fire extinguishers
Yes No N/A
b. Oxygen deficiency/explosive gas indicator
Yes No N/A
c. Self-contained breathing apparatus near entrance to chlorine
Yes No N/A
room
Yes No N/A
d. Safety hamess
Yes No N/A
e. First aid kits
f. .. Ladders to enter manholes or wetwells (fiberglass or
Yes No N/A
wooden for electrical work)
Yes No N/,~
g. Traffic control cones
Yes No N/A
h. Safety buoy at activated sludge plants
Yes No N/A
i.
Life preservers for lagoons
Yes No N/A
j.
Fiberglass or wooden ladder for electrical work
k.
Portable crane/hoist.
Yes No N/A 7. Plant has general safety structures such as rails around or covers
over tanks, pits, or wells.
Yes No N/A
8. Emergency phone numbers are listed, including EPA and State.
Yes No N/A
9. Plant is generally clean, free from open trash areas.
Yes No N/A
10. Portable hoists, for equipment removal, are available.
Yes No N/A
11. All plant personnel are immunized for typhoid and tetanus.
Yes No N/A
12. No cross connections exist between a potable water supply and
nonpotable source.
Yes No N/A
3. Gas/explosion controls such as pressure-vacuum relief values, no
smoking signs, explosimeters, and drip traps are present near
anaerobic digesters, enclosed screening or degritting chambers,
and sludge-piping or gas-piping structures.
Yes No N/A
14. All electrical circuitry is enclosed and identified.
Yes No N/A
15. Personnel are trained in electrical work to be performed as well as
safety procedures.
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FACILITY SITE REVIEW CHECKLIST
(Continued)
B. SAFETY EVALUATION (Continued)
16. Chlorine safety precautions are followed:
a. NIOSH-approved 30-minute air pack
b. All standing chlorine cylinders chained in place
c. All personnel trained in the use of chlorine
d. Chlodne repair kit available
e. Chlorine leak detector tied into plant alarm system
f.
Chlorine cylinders stored in adequately ventilated areas?
g. Ventilation fan with an outside switch
h. Posted safety precautions.
Yes No N/A 17. Facility has complied with the six employer responsibilities for the
Worker Right-to-Know Law (P.A. 83-240)
18. Emergency Action Plan on file with local fire department and
Yes No N/A
appropriate emergency agency.
19.
Laboratory
safety devices (eyewash and shower, fume hood,
Yes No N/A
proper labeling and storage, pipette suction bulbs) available.
Yes No N/A
20. Waming signs (no smoking, high voltage, non potable water,
chlorine hazard, watch-your-step, and exit) posted.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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A. Evaluation of Permittee Sampling
Program and Compliance Sampling
Wastewater sampling/analysis is an integral ~art of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Compliance Monitoring Program. NPDES permits contain
specific and legally enforceable effluent limitations and r’nonitoring requirements.

Objectives and Requirements
When evaluating the permittee sampling program, the inspector should:
¯ Verify that the permittee’s sampling program complies with the permit
¯ Verify that the permittee’s sampling program complies with 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Parts 136.1 to 136.5 and Appendices A, B, and C (Guidelines for
Establishing Test Procedures for the Analysis of Pollutants)
¯ Document violations to support enforcement action.
In addition,, specific objectives of the sampling conducted by inspectors include the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Verify compliance with daily maximum effluent limitations
Verify accuracy of reports and program self-monitoring
Support enforcement action
Support permit development reissuance and/or revision
Determine the quantity and quality of effluent.

Sampling, analysis, preservation technique, sample holding time, and sample container
requirements are provided under 40 CFR Part 136 as authorized by Section 304(h) of the
Clean Water Act (CWA). More information on required analytical procedures can be found
under "Laboratory Analyses Techniques Evaluation" in Chapter Seven. A checklist for use in
evaluating the permittee’s sampling program is located at the end of this chapter.
For all NPDES permittees, an evaluation of the permittee sampling program should include a
review of sampling procedures used by the facility and of quality control measures used to
ensure the integrity of sample data.
Evaluation of sampling procedures should include an assessment of the following six areas:
¯ Sample collection techniques
¯ Sample identification
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¯
¯
¯
¯

Sampling

Sample preservation and holding time
Transfer of custody and shipment of samples
Quality control
Data handling and reporting.

"

Significant Industrial User Monitoring Program
It is the responsibility of the permitted Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) with a
pretreatment program to oversee sampling procedures of industrial users and to conduct
compliance monitoring of its own. Therefore, during a Pretreatment Compliance Inspection
(PCI) or audit, the inspector may also need to evaluate POTW sampling procedures for
significant industrial users who discharge to the P.OTW in addition to evaluating the sampling
procedures of any permitted POTW. According to the General Pretreatment Regulations, 40
CFR 403.12(o), industrial users and POTWs subject to 40 CFR 403.12 reporting requirements
must maintain the following monitoring records:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Date, exact place, method and time of sampling, and name of sampler
Date of analysis
Name of analyst
Analytical techniques/methods used
Analytical results.

During a PCI or an audit, the inspector evaluates the POTW industrial user monitoring
program with respect to the criteria specified in the POTW pretreatment program. Elements of
the sampling scheme will include the six areas addressed above and any other areas
specifically addressed in the particular pretreatment program. Chapter Nine, "Pretreatment,"
discusses the focus of this evaluation in greater detail.
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B. Sampling Procedures and
Techniques
Whether an inspector is evaluating a permittee’s sampling program or conducting compliance
sampling on the permittee’s effluent, that inspector must be familiar with the procedures and
techniques necessary for accurate sampling of wastewaters. The following discussion details
the procedures for sample collection, preserv~.tion, transfer, quality control, and data handling.

Sample Collection Techniques
Sample collection is an important part of the compliance monitoring program. Without proper
sample collection procedures, the results of such monitoring programs are neither useful nor
valid, even with the most precise and accurate analytical measurements.
Selection of Representative Samplin,q Sites
Samples should be collected at the location specified in the permit. In some instances, the
sampling location specified in the permit or the location chosen by the permittee may not be
adequate for the collection of a representative sample. In that case, the inspector should
determine the most representative sampling point available and collect a sample at both
locations. The reason for the conflict must be documented for later resolution by the
permitting authority.
Influent Samples. These samples should be taken at points of high turbulence flow to ensure
good mixing. In some instances, the most desirable location may not be accessible.
Sampling points always should be above plant return lines, and sampling equipment should
be placed so that it does not interfere with flow measuring devices. The preferred sampling
points for raw wastewater are:
¯ Waste flowing from last process in a manufacturing operation
¯ Pump wet well (if turbulent)
¯ Upstream collection lines, tank, or distribution box following pumping from the wet well
or sump
¯ Flume throat
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¯ Aerated grit chamber
¯ Upstream siphon following the comminutor (in absence of grit chamber).
If it is not possible to sample at a preferred point, an alternative location should be chosen
and the basis for choosing that location must be documented.
Effluent Samples. These samples should be collected at the site specified in the permit or, if
no site is specified in the permit, at the most representative site downstream from all entering
wastestreams before they enter the receiving waters. For most municipal plants, samples
should be collected after chlorination. Occasionally, municipal plant permits may specify
sampling prior to chlorination. For these plants, all parameters can be monitored at the
upstream location except fecal coliforms, pH, and total residual.chlorine. Wastewater for use
in bioassays should be collected at the location specified in the facility’s NPDES permit.
Samples can be collected either manually (grab or composite) or with automatic samplers
(continuous or composite). The following general guidelines apply when taking samples:
¯ Take samples at a site specified in the NPDES permit and/or at a site selected to yield
a representative sample.
¯ Use a sampling method (grab, composite, continuous) as required in the permit. Some
parameters that are not to be collected by automatic samplers, but must be hand
collected are dissolved oxygen, total residual chlorine, oil and grease, coliforms,
purgeable organics, sulfides, cyanide, and total phenols.
¯ Avoid collecting large nonhomogeneous particles and objects.
¯ Collect the sample facing upstream to avoid contamination.
¯ Do not rinse sample container with sample when collecting oil and grease and
microbiological samples, but fill it directly to within 2.5 to 5 cm from the top.
¯ Fill the container completely if the sample is to be analyzed for purgeable organics,
oxygen, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, free chlorine, pH, hardness, sulfite, ammonium,
ferrous iron, acidity, or alkalinity.
¯ Collect sufficient volume to allow for quality assurance testing. (Table 5-1 provides a
guide to numerous sample volumes, but additional volumes may be necessary for
quality assurance testing.)
S.am.. pie Types
Two types of sample techniques are used: grab and composite. For many monitoring
procedures, the sample type is not specified in 40 CFR Part 136. For these procedures, the
NPDES permit writer determines the appropriate sample type and specifies them in the
NPDES permit.
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Grab Samples. Grab samples are individual samples collected over a period of time not
exceeding 15 minutes and are representative of conditions at the time the sample is collected.
The sample volume depends on the type and number of analyses to be performed. The
collection of a grab sample is appropriate when a sample is needed to:
¯ Sample an effluent discharge that is not on a continuous basis
¯ Provide information about instantaneous concentrations of pollutants at a specific time
¯ Allow collection of a variable sample volume
¯ Corroborate composite samples
¯ Monitor parameters not amenable to compositing (e.g., pH, temperature, dissolved
oxygen, chlorine, purgeable organics, oil and grease, coliform bacteria, and others
specified by the NPDES permit, which may include phenols, sulfites, and hexavalent
chromium). Volatile organics, sulfides, phenols, and phosphorus samples can be
composited but require special handling procedures.
Composite Samples. These samples are collected over time, either by continuous sampling
or by mixing discrete samples, and represent the average characteristics of the wastestream
during the compositing period. Composite samples are used when stipulated in a permit and
when:
¯ Average pollutant concentration during the compositing period is determined
¯ Mass per unit time Ioadings is calculated
¯ Wastewater characteristics are highly variable.
Various methods for compositing samples are available and are based on either time or flow
proportioning. Table 5-2 lists the advantages and disadvantages of various methods. The
permit may specify which type of composite sample to use. Composite samples can be
collected either manually or with automatic samplers. Inspectors should consider variability in
’ wastestream flow rate and parameter concentrations carefully when choosing compositing
methods, sampling equipment (tubing and containers), and quality assurance procedures.
The compositing methods are as follows:
¯ Time Composite Sample~This method requires discrete sample aliquots collected in
one container at constant time intervals. This method is appropriate when the flow of
the sampled stream is constant (flow rate does not vary more than +10 percent of the
average flow rate) or when flow monitoring equipment is not available.
¯ Flow-Proportional Composite Sample--There are two methods used for this type of
sample. One method collects a constant sample volume at varying time intervals
proportional to stream flow (e.g., 200 milliliters sample collected for every 5,000 gallons
of flow). In the other method, the sample is collected by increasing the volume of each
aliquot as the flow increases, while maintaining a constant time interval between the
aliquots.
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¯ Sequential Composite Sample--This method requires discrete samples collected in
individual containers at constant time intervals or discharge increments--for example,
samples collected every 15 minutes, composited into separate containers each hour.
The discrete samples can then be manually flow-proportioned to form the composite
sample. Alternatively, a constant sample volume is taken at constant discharge
increments, as measured with a totalizer.
¯ Continuous Composite Sample--This example must be collected continuously from the
wastestream. The sample may be constant volume, or the volume may vary in
proportion to the flow rate of the wastestream.
Sample Volume

..

The volume of samples collected depends on the type and number of analyses needed, as
reflected in the parameters to be measured. The volume of the sample obtained should be
sufficien.t for all the required analyses plus an additional amount to provide for any split
samples or repeat analyses. Table 5-1 provides a guide to sample volumes required for
determining the constituents in wastewater. The laboratory receiving the sample should be
consulted for any specific volume required. Specific recommended minimum sample volumes
for different pollutant parameters can be found in EPA’s Methods for Chemical Analysis of
Water and Wastes (USEPA 1979b) and Handbook for Sampling and Sample Preservation of
Water and Wastewater (USEPA 1982), and the current Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA)-approved edition of Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater
[American Public Health Association (APHA), American Water Works Association (AWWA),
and Water Environment Federation (WEF)].
Sample Containers
Required sample containers, sample preservation, and sample holding time are described in
40 CFR Part 136. Table 5-3 includes this material. It is essential that the sample containers
be made of chemically resistant material unaffected by the concentrations of the pollutants
measured. In addition, sample containers must have a closure that will protect the sample
from contamination. Wastewater samples for chemical analysis generally are collected in
plastic (polyethylene) containers. Exceptions to this general rule are oil and grease samples,
pesticides, phenols, Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), and other organic pollutant samples.
These are collected in properly cleaned glass jars or bottles and sealed. Bacteriological
samples always are collected in properly sterilized plastic or glass containers. Samples that
contain constituents that will oxidize when exposed to sunlight (such as iron cyanide
complexes) should be collected in dark containers.
Sample containers should be clean and uncontaminated. Some analytical procedures specify
container cleaning procedures to be followed. Precleaned and sterilized disposable containers
can be used (e.g., polyethylene cubitainers). If these are not used or if the analytical method
does not specify procedures, the following procedures for cleaning sample containers can
generally be used:
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¯ Wash with hot water and detergent.
¯ Rinse with acid (e.g., nitric for metals).
¯ Rinse with tap water, then rinse three or more times with organic-free water.
¯ Rinse glass containers with an interference-free, redistilled solvent (such as acetone or
methylene chloride for extractable organics).
¯ Dry in contaminant-free area.

EPA Sample Identification Methods
Each sample must be accurately and completely identified. Any label or tag used to identify
the sample must be moisture-resistant and able to withstand field conditions. A waterproof
pen should be used to complete the labels or tags. A numbered label or tag associated with
a field sample data sheet containing detailed information on the sample is preferable to using
only a label or tag for information. The information provided for each sample should include
the following:
¯ Facility name/location
¯ Sample site location
¯ Sample number
¯ Name of sample collector
¯ Date and time of collection
¯ Indication of grab or composite sample with appropriate time and volume information
¯ Identification of parameter to be analyzed
¯ Preservative used.

Sample Preservation and Holding Time
In most cases, wastewater samples contain one or more unstable pollutants that require
immediate preservation and/or analysis. Appropriate chemical preservation should be
provided before samples are transferred to the laboratory. Procedures used to preserve
samples include cooling, pH adjustment, and chemical treatment. For some parameters such
as cyanide and phenols, preservatives must be added to sample bottles prior to or
immediately following sample collection. For many samples, if preservatives are not
appropriately used, bacteria can quickly degrade certain constituents (such as phenols and
phosphorus). Other constituents may volatilize (such as volatile organics and sulfides) or may
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react to form different chemical species (hexavalent chromium, for example). Proper
preservation and holding times are essential to ensure sample integrity. (See Table 5-3 and
refer to 40 CFR Part 136.)
Prompt analysis is the most positive assurance against error from sample deterioration, but
prompt analysis is not feasible for composite samples in which portions may be stored for as
long as 24 hours. Where possible, sample preservation must be provided during compositing,
usually by refrigeration to 4°C (or icing). If an automatic sampler is used with ice, the ice
must be replaced as necessary to maintain low temperatures. This is a particular limitation of
automatic samplers used during the summer when ice must be frequently replaced.
Maximum sample holding times are also indicated in 40 CFR Part 136. Times listed are the
maximum holding times between sample collection and analysis that are allowed for the
sample to be considered valid. Typically, the holding.time limitations begin upon combination
of the last aliquot in a sample.

Transfer of Custody and Shipment of Samples
To ensure the validity of the permit compliance sampling data in court, written records must
accurately trace the custody of each sample through all phases of the monitoring program.
The primary objective of this chain-of-custody is to create an accurate written record (see
Appendix F, an example chain-of-custody form) that can be used to trace the possession and
handling of the sample from the moment of its collection through its analysis and introduction
as evidence.

¯ Sample seals should be used to protect the sample’s integrity from the time it is
collected to the time it is opened in the laboratory. The seal should indicate the
collector’s name, the date and time of sample collection, and sample identification
number.
¯ Samples should be packed properly to prevent breakage. The shipping container
~hould be sealed or locked so that any evidence of tampering can be readily detected.
Use of tamperproof evidence tape is recommended.
¯ Samples should be placed on ice or synthetic ice substitute that will maintain sample
temperature at 4°C throughout shipment.
¯ Every sample must be accompanied by a sample tag and a chain-of-custody record
that has been completed, signed, and dated. The chain-of-custody record should
include the names of sample collectors, sample identification numbers, date and time
of sample collection, location of sample collection, and names and signatures of all
persons handling the sample in the field and in the laboratory.
¯ The responsibility for proper packaging, labeling, and transferring of possession of the
sample lies with the person taking it.
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¯ All sample shipments must be accompanied by the chain-of-custody record and other
pertinent forms. A copy of these forms should be retained by the originator. Also, all
receipts associated with the shipment should be retained.
¯ When transferring possession of samples, the transferee must sign and record the date
and time on the chain-of-custody record (use the currently approved record). In
general, custody transfers are made for each sample, although samples may be
transferred as a group, if desired. Each person who takes custody must fill in the
appropriate section of the chain-of-custody record.

Quality Control
Control checks should be conducted during the "actual sample collection to determine the
performance of sample collection techniques. In general, the most common monitoring errors
usually are caused by improper sampling, improper preservation, inadequate mixing during
compositing and splitting, and excessive sample holding time. In addition, the following
samples should be collected and analyzed to check sample collection techniques:
¯ Duplicate samples are separate samples taken from the same source at the same
time. These samples provide a check on sampling equipment and precision
techniques.
¯ Split samples are samples that have been divided into two containers for analysis by
separate laboratories. These samples provide an excellent means of identifying
discrepancies in the permittee’s analytical techniques and procedures.
The laboratories performing the sample analyses should also use the following quality control
measures:
¯ Spiked samples are samples to which a known quantity of substance has been added.
They provide a way to verify the accuracy of the analytical procedures.
¯ Sample preservative blanks are samples of distilled water to which a known quantity of
preservative is added. They are analyzed to determine the effectiveness of the
preservative, providing a check on the contamination of chemical preservatives.
Table 5-4 indicates quality control procedures for field analyses and equipment. Quality
control is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Seven of this manual and EPA’s NPDES
Compliance Inspector Training Laboratory Analyses Manual April 1990.

Data Handling and Reporting
Verified analytical results are normally entered into a laboratory data management system of
some type. T-he system should contain the sampling data, including time and exact location,
analysis dates and times, names of analysts, analytical methods/techniques used, and
analytical results. Data are then reported to the project officer (inspector) for inclusion into the
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compliance report. The quality assurance manual by EPA (Handbook for Analytical Quality
Control in Water and Wastewater Laboratories, USEPA 1979) and the article by J.J. Delfino
("Quality Assurance In Water and Wastewater Analysis Laboratories," Delfino 1977) provide
useful information to the inspector on a number of data management techniques.
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Table 5-1

Test_..._~s

Volume of Sample Required for Determination of
the Various Constituents of Industrial Wastewater
(Associated Water and Air Resource Engineers, Inc. 1973
Handbook for Monitoring Industrial Wastewater.
USEPA Technology Transfer.)
Volume of Samplez.(1) ml

PHYSICAL
Color and Odor(2) ............................................
Corrosivity(2) ...............................................
Electrical conductivity(2) ...........................". ...........
3H, electrometdc(2) ..................... ¯ ......................
Radioactivity ................................................
Specific gravity(2) ............................................
Temperature(2) ..............................................
Toxicity(2) .................................................
Turbidity(2) .................................................

100 to 500
Flowing sample
100
100
100 to 1,000
100
Flowing sample
1,000 to 20,000
100 to 1,000

i CHEMICAL
Dissolved Gases:
Ammonia,(3) NH(3) ....................................... 500
Carbon dioxide,(3) free C02 .................................. 200
200
Chlorine,(3) free CI2 .......................................
1,000
Hydrogen,(3) H2 ..........................................
Hydrogen sulfide,(3) H2S ...................................500
500 to 1,000
Oxygen,(3) O2 ...........................................
100
Sulfur dioxide,(3) free SO2 ..................................
Miscellaneous:
Acidity and alkalinity .......................................100
500
Bacteria, iron ............................................
Bacteria, sulfate-reducing ................................... 100
Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) ........................... 100 to 500
Carbon dioxide, total C02 (including C03--, HC03-, and free) .......... 200
Chemical oxygen demand (dichromate) ......................... 50 to 100
Chlodne requirement ...................................... 2,000 to 4,000
Chlorine, total residual CI2 (including OCI-, HOCI,
200
NH2CI, NHCl2, and free) ...................................
Chloroform-extractable matter ................................ 1,000
100 to 200
Detergents .............................................
50 to 100
Hardness ..............................................
50 to 100
Hydrazine ..............................................
100 to 200
Microorganisms ..........................................
Volatile and filming amines ..................................500 to 1,000
3,000 to 5,000
Oily matter .............................................
500 to 1,000
Organic nitrogen .........................................
Phenolic compounds ...................................... 800 to 4,000
10 to 20
pH, colodmetric ..........................................
.100 to 200
Polyphosphates ..........................................
50 to 1,000
Silica ..................................................
100 to 20,000
Solids, dissolved .........................................
50 to 1,000
Solids, suspended ........................................
100 to 200
Tannin and lignin .........................................
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Table 5-1
Volume of Sample Required for Determination of
the Various Constituents of industrial Wastewater
(Continued)
Test~s

Volume of Sample,

Cations:
Aluminum, AI~-*
100 to 1,000
Ammonium,(3)
N~4;" ....................................... 500
Antimony, Sb"~ to Sb*;’~J ...................................
100 to 1,000
Arsenic, As‘-*+ to As++~’+
100 to 1,000
Barium, Ba* ....................................
100 to 1,000
"4
Cadmium, Cd
...........................................
++
’ ...... 100 to 1,000
Calcium, Ca " ...................................
..................................... 100 to 1,000
Chromium, Cr
¯ .................................
100 to 1,000
Copper, Cu++
200 to 4,000
Iron,(3) Fe++ a~l "F~;-~"
......................................
¯ ....................................
100 to 1,000
Lead, Pb++
Magnesiuml ~g~ :: : : : : ................................... 100 to 4,000
100 to 1,000
Manganese, an* to an:~’;-~" i i i i : ii i: : i:iii: ................
................
100
to 1.000
Mercury, Hgl~.and
¯ ....................................
100 to 1,000
Potassium,
¯ ..........................................
100 to 1,000
Nickel, Ni++ ¯ ............................................
100 to 1,000
Silver, Ag+ ............... - ..........................
100 to 1,000
Sodium, Na+
100 to 1,000
’J
Strontium, Sr ............................................
100 to 1,000
~c"
Tin, Sn++ and S~ ¯ ......................................
........................................
100 to 1,000
Zinc, Zn++ .............................................. 100 to 1,000
~ Anions:
Bicarbonate, HCO3- ¯ ........................................
100 to 200
Bromide, BrChloride, CI-Cyanide, Cn- " ............................................
Fluoride, FI- " ..............................................
Hydroxide, OILI- .............................................
¯ ...........................................
Iodide, I-

100 to 200
25 to 100
25 to 100
200
50 to 100

Phosphate,
PO4--, HPO4--’ H2PO4- . ......................
Nitrite, NOortho,
2- . .............................................

10 to 100
50 to 100
50 to 100
100 to 1,000

Sulfate, SO4--, HSO.
Sulfide, S--, HS- ¯ .....................................
Sulfite, SO3--,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 100 to 500
50 to 100
(1) Volumes specified in this table should be considered as guides for the approximate quantity of
sample necessary for a particular analysis. The exact q.uantity used should be consistent with
the volume prescribed in the standard method of analysis, whenever a volume is specified.
(2) Aliquot may be used for other determinations.
(3) Samples for unstable constituents must be obtained in separate containers, preserved as
prescribed; containers must be completely filled and sealed against air exposure.
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Table 5-2
Compositing Methods
Method
Advantages
Time Composite
¯ Constant sample
Minimal instrumentation
volume, constant time and manual effort;
interval between
requires no flow
samples
measurement
Flow-Proportional Com ~osite
¯ Constant sample
Minimal manual effort
volume, time interval
between samples
""
proportional to stream
flow
¯ Constant time interval Minimal instrumentation
between samples,
sample volume
proportional to total
stream flow at time of
° sampling
¯ Constant time interval Minimal instrumentation
between samples,
sample volume
proportional to total
stream flow since last
sample

Sequential Composite
¯ Series of short period
composites, constant
time intervals
between samples
¯ Series of short period
composites, aliquots
taken at constant
discharge increments
Continuous Composite
¯ Constant sample
volume

Disadvantages

May I.~ck
Widely used in
representativeness,
both automatic
especially for highly variable samplers and
manual handling
flows
Requires accurate flow
measurement reading
equipment; manual
compositing from flowchart

Minimal mar~ual effort,
requires no flow
measurement highly
variable flows
¯ Sample volume
Minimal manual effort,
proportional to stream most representative
especially for highly
flow flows;
variable sample volume,
variable pumpihg
capacity and power

Widely used in
automatic as well
as manual
sampling

Manual compositing from
Used in automatic
flowchart in absence of prior samplers and
information on the ratio of !widely used as
minimum to maximum flow; manual method
chance of collecting too
small or too large individual
discrete samples for a given
composite volume
Manual compositing from
Not widely used in
automatic samplers
flow chart in absence of
pdor information on the ratio but may be done
manually
of minimum to maximum
flow; chance of collecting
either too small or too large
individual discrete samples
for a given composite
volume

Useful if fluctuations
Requires manual
occur and time history is compositing of aliquots
desired
based on flow
!Useful if fluctuations
occur and the time
history is desired

Comments

Requires flow totalizer;
requires manual
compositing of aliquots
based on flow
Requires large sample
capacity; may lack
representativeness for
highly representative flows
Requires accurate flow
measurement equipment,
large sample volume,
variable pumping capacity,
and power

Commonly used;
however, manual
compositing is
labor intensive
Manual
compositing is
labor intensive
Practical but not
widely used
Not widely used
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Table 5-3
Required Containers, Preservation Techniques, and Holding Times
(Excerpt from 40 CFR Part 136, Table II)
Parameter
BACTERIAL TESTS
Coliform, fecal and total
,
Fecal streptococci
INORGANIC TESTS
Acidity
Alka!i’nit.y
Ammonia

C°ntainerl
P,G
P,G

P,G
P,G
P,G

Biochemical oxygen demand
Biochemical oxygen demand,
carbonaceous
Bromide
Chemical oxygen demand

P,G
P,G

Chloride
..Chlorine, total residual
Color

P,G
P,G
P,G

P,G
P,G

Preservative2’3

Maximum Holding Time4

Cool, 4°C
0.008% Na2S~O3s
Cool, 4°C
0.008% Na~S203s
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4oc
Cool, 4°C
H2.SO4 to pH<2
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
None required
Cool, 4°C
H~SO,~ to pH<2
None required
None required
Cool, 4°C

6 hours
6 hours

:

14 days
14 days
28 days

-

48 hours
~ 48
. hours

-

28 days
28 days

-

28 days
Analyze immediately
48 hours

Table 5-3
Required Containers, Preservation Techniques, and Holding Times
(Excerpt from 40 CFR Part 136, Table II)
(Continued)
’

::;0
’

Parameter
Cyanide, total and amenable to
chlorination

Container1
P,G

Fluoride
Hardness

P
P,G

Hydrogen ion (pH)
Kjeldahl and organic nitrogen

P,G
P,G

METALS7
Chromium VI
Mercury
Metals except above
Nitrate
Nitrate-nitrite

P,G
P,G
P,G
P,G
P,G

Nitrite
Oil and grease

P,G
G

Organic carbon

P,G

Preservative2’3
Cool, 4°C
NaOH to pH>12
0.6 g ascorbic acids

Maximum Holding Time
14 days8

None required

28 days
6 months

HNO3 to pH<2, H2SO,~
to pH<2
None required
Cool, 4°C
H2SO4 to pH<2
Cool, 4°C
HNO3 to pH<2
HNO~ to pH<2
.
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
H2SO4 to pH<2
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
HCI, H2SO, to pH<2
Cool, 4°C
HCI, H2SO,~ to pH<2

Analyze immediately
28 days

24 hours
28 days
,6 months
48 hours
28 days
48 hours
28 days
28 days

Table 5-3
Required Containers, Preservation Techniques, and Holding Times
(Excerpt from 40 CFR Part 136, Table II)
(Continued)
Parameter
Orthophosphate phosphorus
Dissolved oxygen
Probe
Winkler
Phenbls

C°ntainerl
P,G
G bottle & top
G bottle & top
G

,,ph°sph°rus (elemental)
Phosphorus, total dissolved

G
P,G

Residue, total
Residue, filterable
Residue, nonfilterable (TSS)
Residue, settleable
Residue, volatile
Silica
Specific conductance
,,
sulfate
Sulfide

P,G
P,G
P,G
P,G
P,G
P
P,G
P,G
P,G

Sulfite
Surfactants

P,G
P,G

Preservative2’3
Filter immediately
Cool, 4°C

Maximum Holding Time
48 hours

None required
Fix onsite and store in
the dark
Cool, 4°C
H2SO4 to pH<2
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
H~SO~ to pH<2 ’
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
~
Cool, 4°C

Analyze immediately
8 hours

Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C
Cool, 4°C, add zinc
acetate plus sodium
hydroxide to pH >9
None required
Cool, 4°C

28 days
48 hours
28 days
7 days
7 days
7 days
48 hours
7 days
28 days
28 days
28 days
7 days

Analyze immediately
48 hours

Table 5°3
Required Containers, Preservation Techniques, and Holding Times
(Excerpt from 40 CFR Part 136, Table II)
(Continued)
Parameter
Temperature
Turbidity
ORGANIC TESTS
Purgeable halocarbons
Purgeable aromatic hydrocarbons
Acrolein and acrylonitrile
Phenols"
Benzidenes~
Phthalate esters"
Nitrosamines",14
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)"

Container1
P,G
P,G
G, teflon-lined
septum
G, teflon-lined
septum
G, teflon-lined
septum

Preservative2’3
None required
Cool, 4°C

Maximum Holding Time
Analyze immediately
48 hours

Cool, 4°C
0.008% Na2S~O3s
Cool, 4°C
s
0.008% Na~S~O3
HCl to pH2~

14 days
14 days

Cool, 4°C
,
14 days
0.008% Na~S203s
Adjust pH to 4-51°
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
17 days until extraction
0.008% Na2S203s
~ 40 days after extraction
7 days until extraction~3
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
s
0.008% Na2S~O3
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction
0.008% Na~S20~s
Store in the dark
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction

Table 5-3
Required Containers, Preservation Techniques, and Holding Times
(Excerpt from 40 CFR Part 136, Table II)
(Continued)
~
Parameter
Nitroaromatics and isophorone"

Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons"

Haloethersll
Chlorinated hydrocarbons"
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin1
PESTICIDES TEST
Organochlorine pesticides"

C°ntainerl
Preservative2’3
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
0.008% Na~S2035
Store in the dark
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
0.008% Na2S~O35
Store in the dark
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
0.008% Na2S~O~s
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
0.008% Na2S20. 3s
G, teflon-lined cap Cool, 4°C
pH 5-9~s

Maximum Holding Time’~
7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction
7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction

’

7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction
7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction
7 days until extraction; 40. days after extraction
7 days until extraction; 40
days after extraction

RADIOLOGICAL TEST
..Alpha, beta, and radium

P,G

HNO3 to pH<2

6 months

Polyethylene (P) or glass (G).
Sample preservation should be performed immediately upon sample collection. For composite chemical
samples, each aliquot should be preserved at the time of collection. When use of an automatic sampler
makes it impossible to preserve each aliquot, then chemical samples may be preserved by maintaining at
4°C until compositing and sample splitting are completed.

~
~

Table 5-3
Required Containers, Preservation Techniques, and Holding Times
(Excerpt from 40 CFR Part 136 Table II
(Continued)
When any sample is to be shipped by common carrier or sent through the Unites States mail, it must comply
with the Department of Transportation Hazardous Materials Regulations (49 CFR Part 172). The person
offering such material for transportation is responsible for ensuring such compliance. For the preservation
requirements of this Table, the Office of Hazardous Materials, Materials Transportation Bureau, Department
of Transportation has determined that the Hazardous Materials Regulations do not apply to the following
materials: hydrochloric acid (HC1) in water solutions at concentrations of 0.04% by weight or less (pH about
1.96 or greater); nitric acid (HNO~) in water solutions at concentrations of 0.15% by weight or less (pH about
1.62 or greater); sulfuric acid (H2SO4) in water solutions at concentrations of 0.35% by weight or less (pH
about 1.15 or greater); and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in water solutions at concentrations of 0.08% by weight
or less (pH about 12.3 or less).
Samples should be analyzed as soon as possible after collection. The times listed are the maximum times
that samples may be held before analysis and still be considered valid. Samples may be held for longer
periods only if the permittee, or monitoring laboratory, has data on file to show that the specific types of
samples under study are stable for the longer time and has received a variance, from the Regional
Administrator under § 136.3(e). Some samples may not be stable for the maxir~um tithe period given in the
table. A permittee, or monitoring laboratory, is obligated to hold the sample for a shorter time if knowledge
exists to show that this is necessary to maintain sample stability.
Should only be used in the presence of residual chlorine.
Maximum holding time is 24 hours when sulfide is present. Optionally, all samples may be tested with lead
acetate paper before pH adjustments to determine whether sulfide is present. If sulfide is present, it can be
removed by the addition of cadmium nitrate powder until a negative spot test is obtained. The sample is
filtered, then NaOH is added to pH 12.
Samples should be filtered immediately onsite before adding preservative for dissolved metals.
Guidance applies to samples to be analyzed by GC, LC, or GC/MS for specific organic compounds.
Samples receiving no pH’adjustment must be analyzed within 7 days of sampling.

Table 5-3
Required Containers, Preservation Techniques, and Holding Times
(Excerpt from 40 CFR Part 136 Table II
(Continued)
The pH adjustment is not required if acrolein will not be measured. Samples for acrolein receiving no pH
adjustment must be analyzed within 3 days of sampling.
When the extractable analytes of concern fall within a single chemical category, the specified preservation
and maximum holding times should be observed for optimum safeguarding of sample integrity. When the
analytes of concern fall within two or more chemical categories, the sample may be preserved by cooling to
4°C, reducing residual chlorine with 0.008% sodium thiosulfate, storing in the dark, and adjusting the pH to
between 6 and 9; samples preserved in this manner may be held for 7 days before extraction and for 40
days after extraction. Exceptions to this optional preservation and holding time procedure are noted in
footnote 5 (re: the requirement for thiosulfate reduction of residual chlorine) and footnotes 12 and 13 (re: the
analysis of benzidine).
If 1,2-diphenylhydrazine is likely to be present, adjust the pH of the sample to 4.0 + 0.2 to prevent
rearrangement to benzidine.
Extracts may be stored up to 7 days before analysis if storage is conducted under an inert (oxidant-free)
atmosphere.
;

For the analysis of diphenylnitrosamine, add 0.008% Na2S203 and adjust pH to between 7 and 10 with NaOH
within 24 hours of sampling.
The pH adjustment may be performed upon receipt at the laboratory and may be omitted if-the samples are
extracted within 72 hours of collection. For the analysis of aldrin, add 0.008% Na2S03.

~
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Table 5-4
Quality Control Procedures for Field Analysis and Equipment
General
Daily
Parameter
"
Dissolved Oxygen
Calibrate meter using
¯ Membrane
Enter the make, model,
manufacturer’s instructions
and serial and/or ID
Electrode
number for each meter in or Winkler-Azide method,
a logbook,
Report data to nearest
0.1 mg/l.

¯ Winkler-Azide
method

pH
¯ Electrode
Method

Record data to nearest
0.1 mg/I.

Check membrane for air
bubbles and holes,
Change membrane and
KCI. if necessary,

Quarterly
Check instrument
calibration and lineadty
using a series of at
least three dissolved
oxygen standards.
Take all meters
to the laboratory
for maintenance,
calibration, and quality
control checks.

~ Check leads, switch
contacts, etc., for corrosion
and shorts if meter pointer
remains off-scale.
Duplicate analysis should
be run as a precision
check. Duplicate values
should agree within _--K).2
mg/l.

Calibrate the system
Enter the make, model,
against standard buffer
and serial and/or ID
number for each meter in solutions of known pH
a logbook,
value (e.g., 4, 7, and 9 at
the start of a sampling
run).
Periodically check the
buffers during the sample
run and record the data in
the logbook.
Be on the alert for erratic
meter response arising
from weak batteries,
cracked electrodes, fouling,
:etc.
Check response and
linearity following highly
acidic or alkaline samples.
Allow additional time for
equilibration.
Check against the closest
reference solution each
time a violation is found.
Rinse electrodes
thoroughly between
samples and after
calibration.
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Table 5-4
Quality Control Procedures for Field Analysis and Equipment
(Continued)
Parameter
..Conductivity

General

Daily
.
Enter the make, model,
Standardize with KCI
and serial and/or ID
standards having similar
number for each meter in ~ specific conductance
a logbook,
values to those anticipated
’in the samples. Calculate
the cel! constant using two
different standards.
¯.

Rinse cell after each
sample to prevent
carryover,
Residual Chlorine
Amperometric
Enter the make, model, i Refer to instrument
Titration
and ID and/or serial
manufacturer’s instructions
number of each titration for proper operation and
apparatus in a logbook, calibration procedures,
Report results to nearest
0.01 mg/l.
Temperature
Manual
! Enter the make, model,
Check for air spaces of
and serial and/or ID
bubbles in the column,
number and temperature cracks, etc. Compare with
range,
a known source if
available,

.1

Quarterly
Take all meters to lab
for maintenance,
calibration, and quality
control checks.

Check temperature
compensation.
I Check date of last
platinizing, if necessary.
Analyze NITS or EPA
reference standard, and
record actual vs.
observed readings in
the logbook.
Biweekly, return
instrument to lab for
maintenance and
addition of fresh,
standardize reagents.
; Biweekly, check at two
!temperatures against a
~NITS or equivalent
thermometer. Enter
data in logbook.
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Table 5-4
Quality Control Procedures for Field Analysis and Equipment
(Continued)
Parameter
General
Temperature (Continued)
All standardization should
be against a traceable
NITS or NITS calibrated
thermometer. Reading
should agree within +__1°C.
If enforcement action
is anticipated, calibrate
the thermometer before
and after analysis. All
data should be read to
the nearest 1°C. Report
data between 10°
and 99°C to two
significant figures,

¯ Thermistors,
Thermographs,
etc.

Daily

Qu .arterly
Temperature readings
should agree within
_+1°C or the
thermometer should
be replaced or
recalibrated.

-.

Initially and biannually,
determine accuracy
throughout the expected
working range of 0°C to
50°C. A minimum of
three temperatures
within the range should
be used to verify
accuracy. Preferable
ranges are 5-10°C, 15! 25°C, and 35-45°C.
Enter the make,
Check thermistor and
Initially and biannually,
model, and serial and/or sensing device for
’determine accuracy
ID number of the
response and operation
throughout the expected
instrument in a logbook, according to the
working range of O°C to
All standardization shall manufacturer’s instruction. 50°C. A minimum of
be against a NITS or
Record actual vs. standard three temperatures
NITS calibrated
temperature in logbook,
within the range should
thermometer. Reading
be used to verify
should agree within _+1°C.
accuracy. Preferable
If enforcement action is
ranges are 5-10°C, 15anticipated, refer to the
25°C, and 35-45°C.
procedure listed above.

Flow Measurement
Enter the make, model,
and serial and/or ID
number of each flow
measurement instrument
in a logbook,
Automatic Samplers
Enter the make, model,
and serial and/or ID
number of each sampler
in a logbook,

Install the device in
accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions
and with the procedures
given in owner’s manual.

Annually ~ffix record of
calibration (NITS,
manufacturer) to the
instrument log.
Checl~ intake velocity
vs. head (minimum of
three samples), and
clock time setting vs.
actual time interval.
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C. References and Permittee Sampling
Inspection Checklist
References
APHA, AWWA, and WEF. Standard Methods for.the Examination of Water and Wastewater.
(Use the most current, accepted edition.)
Associated Water and Air Resources Engineers, Inc. 1973. Handbook for/ndustria/
Wastewater Monitoring, USEPA Technology Transfer.
Code of Federal Regulations. 1985. Title 40, Part 136.31. Office of the Federal Register.
Delfino, J.J. 1977. "Quality Assurance in Water and Wastewater Analysis Laboratories."
Water and Sewage Works, 124(7): 79-84.
Federal Register, Vol. 49, No. 209, October 26, 1984. Guidelines Establishing Test
Procedures for the Analysis of Pollutants Under the Clean Water Act; Final Rule and/nterim
Final Rule and Proposed Rule.
Harris, D.J., and Keffer, W.J. 1974. Wastewater Sampling Methodologies and Flow
Measurement Techniques. UoS. Environmental Protection Agency Region VII, EPA-907/
9-74-005, Kansas City, Missouri.
Lauch, R.P. 1975. Performance of/SCO Model 1391 Water and Wastewater Sampler. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, EPA-670/4-75-O03, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Lauch, R.P. 1976. A Survey of Commercially Available Automatic Wastewater Samplers.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA-600/4-76-051, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Shelley, P.E. 1975. Design and Testing of a Prototype Automatic Sewer Sarnp/ing System.
Office of Research and Development, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA 600/
2-76-006, Washington, D.C.
Shelley, P.E., and Kirkpatrick, G.A. 1975. An Assessment of Automatic Sewer Flow
Samplers. Office of Research and Development, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
EPA-600/2-75-065, Washington, D.C.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1978. Methods for Benzidine, Chlorinated Organic
Compounds, Pentach/oropheno/ and Pesticides in Water and Wastewater. Environmental
Monitoring and Support Laboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1979a. Handbook for Analytical Quality Control in
Water and Wastewater Laboratories. EPA-600/4-79-019.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1979b. Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and
Wastes. EPA-600/4-79-020.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1981. Methods for Organic Chemical Analysis of
Water and Wastes by GC, HPLC and GC/MS. Environmental Monitoring Support Laboratory,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1982. Handbook for Sampling and Sample
Preservation of Water and Wastewater. EPA-600/4-82-029.
Wood, L.B., and Stanbridge, H.H. 1968. "Automatic Samplers," Water Pollution Control, 67(5):
495-520.
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PERMITTEE SAMPLING INSPECTION CHECKLIST
A. PERMI’FI’EE SAMPLING EVALUATION
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes

No N//~
No N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A
No N/A

Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A
No N/A

1.
2.
3.
4.

Samples taken at sites specified in permit.
Locations adequate for representative samples.
Flow proportioned samples obtained when required by permit.
Sampling and analysis completed on parameters specified by
permit.
5. Sampling and analysis done in frequency specified by permit.
6. Permittee uses method of sample collection required by permit.
Required
..
method:
if not, method being used is: ( ) Grab ( ) Manual composite
( ) Automatic Composite
7. Sample collection procedures adequate:
a.
Samples refrigerated during compositing.
b.
Proper preservation techniques used.
Containers and sarn’ple holding times before analyses.
c.
conform to 40 CFR Part 136.3.
d. Samples analyzed in timeframe needed (same day).
8. Monitoring and analyses performed more often than required by
permit; if so, results reported in permittee’s self-monitoring report.
9. Samples contain chlorine.
10. Contract laboratory used for sample analysis.
11. POTW collects samples from industrial users in pretreatment
program.

B. SAMPLING INSPECTION PROCEDURES AND OBSERVATIONS
Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.
2.

Grab samples obtained.
Composite sample obtained.
Compositing Frequency: ~ Preservation:
3. Sample refrigerated during compositing.
4. Flow proportioned sample obtained.
5. Sample obtained from facility sampling device.
6. Sample representative of volume and nature of discharge.
7. Sample split with permittee.
8. Chain-of-custody procedures employed.
9. Samples collected in accordance with permit.
10. Excessive foam, grease, floating solids observed at the outfall.
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6. FLOW MEASUREMENT
A. Evaluation of Permittee’s Flow
Measurement
Objectives and Requirements
To comply with the permit requirements established under the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES), the permittee must accurately determine the quantity of
wastewater being discharged. Therefore, discharge flow measurement is an integral part
of the NPDES program and the accuracy of the measurement must be evaluated by the
inspector’.
In addition to providing usable information for enforcement purposes, flow measurement
serves to:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Provide data for pollutant mass loading calculations
Provide operating and performance data on the wastewater treatment plant
Compute treatment costs, based on wastewater volume
Obtain data for long-term planning of plant capacity, versus capacity used.

A Flow Measurement Inspection Checklist for the inspector’s use appears at the end of this
chapter.

Evaluation of Facility-Installed Flow Devices and Data
Two types of wastewater flow can be encountered: closed channel flow and open channel
flow. Closed channel flow occurs under pressure in a liquid-full conduit (usually a pipe).
Flow in closed channels is usually measured by a metering device inserted into the conduit.
Examples of closed channel flow measuring devices are the Venturi meter, the pitot tube,
the paddle wheel, and the electromagnetic flowmeter. In practice, closed channel flow is
normally encountered between treatment units in a wastewater treatment plant, where
liquids and/or sludges are pumped under pressure.
Open channel flow occurs in conduits that are not liquid-full. Partially full pipes, not under
pressure, are classified as open channels. Open channel flow is the most prevalent type of
flow at NPDES-regulated discharge points.
Open channel flo.w is measured using primary and secondary devices. Primary devices are
standard hydraulic structures, such as flumes and weirs, that are inserted in the open
channel. Accurate flow measurements can be obtained merely by measuring the depth of
liquid (head) at the specific point in the primary device. In a weir application, for example,
the flow rate is a function of the head of liquid above the weir crest.
6-1
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Secondary devices are used in conjunction with primary devices to automate the flow
measuring process. Typically, secondary devices measure the liquid’depth in the primary
device and convert the depth measurement to a corresponding flow, using established
mathematical relationships. Examples of secondary devices are floats, ultrasonic
transducers, and bubblers. The output of the secondary device is generally transmitted to
a recorder and/or totalizer to provide instantaneous and historical flow data to the operator.
Outputs may also be transmitted to sampling systems to facilitate flow proportioning.
Further information on flow measurement devices is included in Appendix G.
The permittee must obtain accurate wastewater flow data to calculate mass loading
(quantity) from measured concentrations of pollutants discharged as required by many
NPDES permits. The permittee must produce data that meet requirements in terms of
precision and accuracy. Precision refers to data reproducibility or the ability to obtain
consistent data from repeated measurements of the same quantity. Accuracy refers to the
agreement between the amount of a component measured by the test and the amount
actually present.
The accuracy of flow measurement (including both primary and secondary devices) varies
widely with the device, its location, environmental conditions, and other factors such as
maintenance and calibration. Faulty fabrication, construction, and installation of primary
devices are common sources of errors. Improper calibration, misreading, and variation in
the speed of totalizer drive motors are major errors related to secondary devices. When
evaluating facility installed devices, the inspector should do the following:
¯ Verify that the primary and secondary devices have been installed according to
manufacturer’s instructions and other applicable plans and specifications.
¯ Inspect the primary device for evidence of’corrosion, scale formation, or solids
accumulation that may bias the flow measurement.
¯ Verify that weirs are level, plumb, and perpendicular to the flow direction.
¯ Verify that flumes are level, the throat walls are plumb, and the throat width is the
standard size intended.
¯ Inspect historical records (strip charts, logs, etc.) for evidence of continuous flow
measurements. Compare periods of missing data with maintenance logs for
explanations of measuring system problems.
¯ Observe the flow patterns near the primary device for excessive turbulence or
velocity. The flow lines should be straight.
¯ Ensure that the flow measurement system or technique being used measures the
entire wastewater discharge as required by the NPDES permit. A careful inspection
should be conducted to determine whether there are any wastewater diversions,
return lines, or bypasses around the system. Make sure the system meets the
permit requirement, such as instantaneous or continuous, daily, or other time
interval. Anomalies should be noted in the inspection report.
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¯ Verify that the site chosen for flow measurement is appropriate and is in
accordance with permit requirements.
¯ Verify that the site chosen for flow measurement is suitable for type of discharge,
flow range, suspended solids concentration, and other relevant factors.
¯ Verify that closed channel flow measuring devices are placed where the pipe is
always full.
¯ Verify that tables, curves, and formulas are appropriate and are used correctly to
calculate flow rates.
¯ Review and evaluate calibration and maintenance programs for the discharger’s flow
measurement system. The permit normally requires that calibration be checked
regularly by the permittee. The calibration of flow measurement systems must be
checked often enough to ensure their accuracy. Flow measurement systems should
be calibrated by an independent source at least once a year. Lack of such a
program is considered unacceptable for NPDES compliance purposes.
¯ Verify that primary and secondary devices are adequate for normal flow as well as
maximum expected flow. Note whether the flow measurement system can measure
the expected range of flow.
¯ Collect accurate flow data during inspection to validate self monitoring data
collected by the permittee.

Evaluation of Permittee Data Handling and Reporting
The permittee or facility must keep flow measurement records for a minimum period of
three years as the permit requires. Many flow measuring devices produce a continuous
flowchart for plant records. Flow records should contain date, flow, time of reading, and
operator’s name, if applicable. Maintenance, inspection dates, and calibration data should
also be recorded.
The inspector should review the permittee’s records and note the presence or absence of
data such as:
¯ Frequency of routine operational inspections
¯ Frequency of maintenance inspections
¯ Frequency of flowmeter calibration (should be as specified in permit, generally at
least once per year)
¯ Irregularity or uniformity of flow.
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Evaluation of Permittee Quality Control
The following quality control issues should be evaluated carefully during a compliance
inspection:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Proper operation and maintenance of equipment
Accurate records
Sufficient inventory of spare parts
Valid flow measurement techniques
Precise flow data
Adequate frequency of calibration checks.

Precision can be evaluated at float driven devices when flows are stable. The float is
pushed gently downward, held for 30 seconds’," then allowed to return normally. The
recorded flow rate should be the same before and after the float was moved. Accuracy
can be evaluated by measuring the instantaneous flow rate at the primary device used at
the facitity and comparing the value against the value on the meter, graph, integrator, or
company record. The difference between two stable totalizer readings (flow is steady for
10 minutes or more) should not exceed :1:10 percent of the instantaneous flow measured
at the primary device.
Accuracy can also be evaluated by installing a second flow measurement system,
sometimes referred to as a reference system. Agreement in measured flow rates between
the two systems should be within + 10 percent of the reference rate if all conditions are as
recommended for the systems.
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B. Flow Measurement Compliance
Objectives
The current compliance strategy depends heavily on the permittee’s submittal of selfmonitoring data. The flow discharge measured during the NPDES compliance inspection
should verify the flow measurement data collec.t.ed by the permittee, support any
enforcement action that may be necessary, and provide a basis for reissuing or revising the
NPDES permit.

Flow Measurement System Evaluation
The responsibility of the inspector includes collecting accurate flow data during the
inspection and validating data collected during the permittee’s self-monitoring.
The NPE)ES inspector must check both the permittee’s flow data and the flow
measurement system to verify the permittee’s compliance with NPDES permit
requirements. When evaluating a flow measurement system, the inspector should consider
and record findings on the following:
¯ Whether the system measures the entire discharge flow.
¯ The system’s accuracy and good working order. This will include a thorough
physical inspection of the system and comparison of system readings to actual flow
or those obtained with calibrated portable instruments.
¯ The need for new system equipment.
¯ The existence or absence of a routine calibration and maintenance program for flow
measurement equipment.
If the permittee’s flow measurement system is accurate within + 10 percent, the inspector
is encouraged to use the installed system. If the flow sensor or recorder is found to be
inaccurate, the inspector should determine whether the equipment can be corrected in time
for use during the inspection. If the equipment cannot be repaired in a timely manner, the
portable flow sensor and recorder used to assess the accuracy of the permittee’s system
should be used for the duration of the inspection. If nonstandard primary flow devices are
being used, the permittee should supply data on the accuracy and precision of the method
being employed.
For flow measurement in pipelines, the inspector may use a portable flowmeter. The
inspector should select a flowmeter with an operating range wide enough to cover the
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anticipated flow to be measured. The selected flowmeter should be tested and calibrated
before use. The inspector should select the site for flow measurement according to permit
requirements and install the selected flowmeter according to the manufacturer’s
specifications. The inspector should use the proper tables, charts, and formulas as
specified by the manufacturer to calculate flow rates.
Four basic steps are involved in evaluating the permit~ee’s flow measurement system:
¯ Physical inspection of the primary device
¯ Physical inspection of the secondary device and ancillary equipment
¯ Flow measurement using the primary/secondary device combination of the permittee
¯ Certification of the system using a calibrated, portable instrument.
in the following sections, procedures are presented for inspecting the more common types
of primary and secondary devices, for measuring flow using common permanent and
portable systems, and for evaluating flow data. It must be emphasized that the number of
primary/secondary device permutations is limitless; therefore, it is not feasible to provide
procedures for all systems. When systems other than those discussed here are
encountered, the inspector is strongly encouraged to consult the manufacturers for advice
before preparing a written inspection procedure.

Primary Device Inspection Procedures
The two most common open channel primary devices are sharp-crested weirs and Parshall
flumes. Common sources of error when using them include the following:
¯ Faulty fabrication--weirs may be too narrow or not "sharp" enough. Flume
surfaces may be rough, critical dimensions may exceed tolerances, or throat walls
may not be vertical.
¯ Improper installation--weirs and flumes may be installed too near pipe elbows,
valves, or other sources of turbulence. The devices may be out of level or plumb.
¯ Sizing errors--the primary device’s recommended applications may not include the
actual flow range.
¯ Poor maintenance--primary devices corrode and deteriorate. Debris and solids may
accumulate in them.
Specific inspection procedures for the sharp crested weir, the Parshall flume, and the
Palmer-Bowlus flume devices follow.
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~haro-Cre$1;~d Weir InsDection Procedures
= Inspect the upstream approach to the weir.
Verify that the weir is perpendicular to the flow direction.
Verify that the approach is a straight section of conduit with a length at least 20
times the maximum expected head of liquid above the weir crest.
Observe the flow pattern in the approach channel. The flow should occur in
smooth stream lines without velocity gradients and turbulence.
Check the approach, particularly in the vicinity of the weir, for accumulated
solids, debris, or oil and grease. The a.pproach’tn~Jst have no accumulated
matter.
¯ Inspect the sharp-crested weir
Verify that the crest of the weir is level across the entire conduit traverse.
Measure the width of the weir crest. The edge of the weir crest should be no
more than 1/8-inch thick.
Make certain the weir crest corresponds to zero gauge elevation (zero output on
the secondary device).
Measure the angle formed by the top of the crest and the upstream face of the
weir. This angle must be 90 degrees.
Measure the chamfer on the downstream side of the crest. The chamfer should
be approximately 45 degrees.
Visually survey the weir-bulkhead connection for evidence of leaks or cracks
which permit bypass.
Measure the height of the weir crests above the channel floor. The height
should be at least twice the maximum expected head (2H) of liquid above the
crest.
Measure the width of the end contraction. The width should be at least twice
the maximum expected head (2H) of the liquid above the crest.
Inspect the weir for evidence of corrosion, scale formation, or clinging matter.
The weir must be clean and smooth.
Observe flow patterns on the downstream side of the weir. Check for the
existence of an air gap (ventilation) immediately adjacent to the downstream face
of the weir. Ventilation is necessary to prevent a vacuum that can induce errors
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in head measurements. Also ensure that the crest is higher than the maximum
downstream level of water in the conduit.
Verify that the nappe is not submerged and that it springs free of the weir plate.
If the weir contains a V-notch, measure the apex angle. The apex should range
from 22.5 .degrees to 90 degrees. Verify that the head is between 0.2 and 2.0
feet. The weir should not be operated with a head of less than 0.2 feet since
the nappe may not spring clear of the crest.
King’s Handbook of Hydraulics, 1963, frequently referenced throughout this chapter,
provides a detailed discussion on weirs.
Parshail Flume InsDection Procedure,~
¯ Inspect the flume approach.
The flow pattern should be smooth with straight stream lines, be free of
turbulence, and have a uniform velocity across the channel.
The upstream channel should be free of accumulated matter.
¯ Inspect the flume.
The flume should be located in a straight section of the conduit.
Flow at the entrance should be free of "white" water.
The flume should be level in the transverse and translational directions.
Measure the dimensions of the flume. Dimensions are strictly prescribed as a
function of throat width (see Figure G-5 in Appendix G for critical dimensions).
Measure the head of liquid in the flume and compare with the acceptable ranges
in Table G-4.

¯ Inspect the flume discharge
Verify that the head of water in the discharge is not restricting flow through the
flume. The existence of a "standard wave" is good evidence of free flow and
verifies that there is no submergence present.
Verify whether submergence occurs at near maximum flow (e.g., look for water
marks on the wall).
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Palmer~l~owlus Flume Inspection Procedures
¯ Inspect the flume approach as outlined above (these flumes are seldom used for
effluent flow measurement).
¯ Inspect the flume
- The flume should be located in a straight section of the conduit.
-

Flow at the entrance should be free of "white" water.
Observe the flow in the flume. The profile should approximate that depicted in
Figure G-8.
The flume should be level in the transverse direction and should not exceed the
translational slope in Table G-6.
Measure the head of water in the flume. Head should be within the ranges
specified in Table G-6.

¯ Inspect the flume discharge
Verify that free flow exists. Look for the characteristic *standing wave" in the
divergent section of the flume.
Venturi M~l;~r Inspection Procedures
¯ Verify that the Venturi meter is installed according to manufacturer’s instructions.
¯ Verify that the Venturi meter is installed downstream from a straight and uniform
section of pipe, at least 5 to 20 diameters, depending on the ratio of pipe to throat
diameter and whether straightening vanes are installed upstream. (Installation of
straightening vanes upstream will reduce the upstream piping requirements.)
¯ Verify that the pressure measuring taps are not plugged.
¯ Calibrate the Venturi meter in place by either the volumetric method or the
comparative dye dilution method to check the manufacturer’s calibration curve or to
develop a new calibration curve.

Secondary Device Inspection Procedures
The following are common sources of error in the use of secondary devices:
¯ Improper location--gauge is located in the wrong position relative to the primary
device.
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¯ Inadequate maintenance--gauge is not serviced regularly.
¯ Incorrect zero setting--zero setting of gauge is not the zero point of the primary
device.
¯ Operator error--human error exists in the reading.
Specific inspection procedures follow.
Flow Measurement in Weir AoDlication.~
¯ Determine that the head measurement device is positioned 3 to 4 head lengths
upstream of a weir.
¯ Verify that the zero or other point of the gauge is equal to that of the primary
device.
The inspector should use an independent method of measuring head, such as with a
yardstick or carpenter’s rule (be sure to measure at least 4 H~= upstream and convert to
nearest hundredth of a foot). To determine flow rate, use the appropriate head discharge
relationship formula (see Table G-l).
Flow Measurement in Parsh~ll Flume ADolication~
F~low. Measurement--Free-Flow Condif;ion~.
¯ Determine upstream head (H.) using staff gauge.
Verify that staff gauge is set to zero head. A yardstick or carpenter’s rule can be
used.
Verify that staff gauge is at proper location (two-thirds the length of the
converging section back from the beginning of the throat).
Read to nearest division the gauge division at which liquid surface intersects
gauge.
Read Ho in feet from staff gauge.
¯ To determine flow rate, use Figure G-6 in the unit desired, use tables published in
flow measurement standard references, or calculate using the coefficients in
Table G-5.
.Fl0w Measurement--$ubme.r.qed-Flow Condil;io~. Generally, it is difficult to make field
measurements with submerged-flow conditions. In cases when measurements can be
obtained (using a staff or float gauge), the procedures listed below should be followed:
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¯ Determine upstream head using staff or float gauge.
Read to nearest division and, at the same time as for H=, the gauge division at
which liquid surface intersects gauge.
Calculate Ho from gauge reading.
¯ Determine downstream head (H~) using staff or float gauge.
H= refers to a measurement at the crest.
Read to nearest division, and at the.same time as for Ho, the gauge division at
which liquid surface intersects gauge.
Calculate H~ from staff reading.
¯ Determine flow rate.
Calculate percent submergence:

-

Consult Table

-

When a correction factor is obtained, use N, ~n6 fin6 ~re~-fl~w from F~ur~ ~-6.
Multi~lg this free-flow
flow.

The inspector may use an independent method of measuring head, such as a yardstick or
carpenter’s rule at the proper head measurement point. Because of the sloping water
surface in the converging section of a flume, it is essential that the proper head
measurement point be used.

Flow Measurement in Palmer-Bowlus Flum~ Applications
= Obtain head measurements as in the Parshail Flume application, using the secondary
device. The head is the height of water above the step. The total depth upstream
of the step is no~ the head.
= Refer to manufacturer-supplied discharge tables ~o conve~ head measurements to
flow data. Palmer-Bowlus flumes, unlike Parshall flumes, are not constructed to
standard dimensional standards. The inspector must not use discharge tables
supplied by other manufacturers.
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Verification
Most flow measurement errors result from inadequate calibration of the flow, totalizer, and
recorder. If the inspector has determined that the primary device has been installed
properly, verification of the permittee’s system is relatively simple. The flow determined
from the inspector’s independent measurement is compared to the flow of the permittee’s
totalizer or recorder. The inspector’s flow measurements should be within 10 percent of
the permittee’s measurements to certify accurate flow measurement. Optimally, flow
comparisons should be made at various flow rates to check system accuracy.
When the permit requires that the daily average flow be measured by a totalizing meter,
the inspector should verify that the totalizer is~ccurate, i.e., properly calibrated. This can
be done during a period of steady flow by reading the totalizer and at the same time
starting a stopwatch. The stopwatch should be started just as a new digit starts to appear
on the totalizer. After 10 to 30 minutes, the t~talizer should be read again; just as a new
digit begins to appear, the stop watch is read. By subtraction of the two totalizer readings,
the total flow over the measured time period can be obtained. The flow rate in gallons per
minute can be calculated by using the time from the stop watch. This flow rate should be
compared to the flow determined by actual measurement of the head made at the primary
device at the time interval. The calibration of the totalizer should be considered
satisfactory if the two flows are within 10 percent of each other, when the actual
measured flow is used as the known value, or divisor, in the percent calculation.
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C. References and Flow Measurement
Inspection Checklist
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American Petroleum Institute. 1969. Manual .on Disposal of Refinery Wastes, Chapter 4.
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FLOW MEASUREMENT INSPECTION CHECKLIST
A. GENERAL
Yes

No N/A

Yes

No N/A

Yes

No N/A

Yes

No N/A

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes "No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A

Primary flow measuring device properly installed and
maintained.
Number of
b.
Flow measured at each outfall?
outfalls?
Is there a straight length of pipe or channel before and afte=
c.
the flowmeter of at least 5 to 20 diameters?
If a magnetic flowmeter is used, are there sources of
d.
electric noise in the near vicinity?
Is the magnetic.flowmeter ’properly grounded?
e.
Is the full pipe requirement met?
f.
Flow records properly kept.
a.
b. All charts maintained in a file.
All calibration data entered into a log book.
c.
Actual discharged flow measured.
Effluent flow measured after all return lines.
Secondary instruments (totalizers, recorders, etc.) properly
operated and maintained.
Spare parts stocked.
Effluent Ioadings calculated using effluent flow.

1. a.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B. FLUMES
Yes

No N/A

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A!
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A

1.

Flow entering flume reasonably well-distributed across the
channel and free of turbulence, boils, or other disturbances.
Cross-sectional velocities at entrance relatively uniform

2.
3. Flume clean and free of debris and deposits.
4. All dimensions of flume accurate and level.
5. Side walls of flume vertical and smooth.
6. Sides of flume throat vertical and parallel.
7. Flume head being measured at proper location.
...
8. Measurement of flume head zeroed to flume crest.
. ....
i9. Flume properly sized to measure range of existing flow.
10. Flume operating under free-flow conditions over existing range Ol
flows.
1 1. Flume submerged under certain flow conditions.
12. Flume operation invariably free-flow.
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A
No N/A
No N/A
No N/A
No N/A

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A

"

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ne N/A
No N/A
No N/A
No N/A

Flow Measurement

FLOW MEASUREMENT INSPECTIQN CHECKLIST_
(Continued)
C. WEIRS
1. What type of weir is bein~l used?
2. Weir exactly level.
3. Weir plate plumb and its top and edges sharp and clean.
4. Downstream edge of weir is chamfered at 45°.
5. Free access for air below the nappe of the weir.
6. Upstream channel of weir straight for at least four times the
depth of water level and free from disturbances.
,7,~ Distance from sides of weir to side of channel at least 2H.
8. Area of approach channel at least (8 x nappe area) for upstream
distance of 15H.
9. If not, is velocity of approach too high?
10. Head measurements properly made by facility personnel.
11. Leakage does not occur around weir.
12. Proper flow tables used by facility personnel.
D.- OTHER FLOW DEVICES
1. Type of flowmeter used:
2. What are the most common problems that the operator has had
with the flowmeter?
3. Measured wastewater flow:
; Error
%

Yes

No N/A

mgd; Recorded flow:

E. CALIBRATION AND MAINTENANCE
1. Flow totalizer properly calibrated.
"2. Frequency of routine inspection by proper operator:

3. Frequency of maintenance inspections by plant personnel:
/year.
Yes No N/A 4. Fiowmeter calibration records kept. Frequency of flowmeter
calibration:
/month.
Yes No N/A
5. Flow measurement equipment adequate to handle expected
ranges of flow rates.
Yes No N/A
6. Calibration frequency adequate.
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A. Objectives and Requirements
The analytical laboratory provides both qualitative and quantitative information for determining
the extent of permittee compliance. To be valuable or useful, the data must be representative
and accurately describe the characteristics and concentrations of constituents in the samples
submitted to the laboratory. The objectives of laboratory Quality Assurance (QA) are to
monitor and document the accuracy-and precision of the results reported and to meet
reliability requirements.
QA refers to a total program for ensuring the reliability of data by utilizing administrative and
technical procedures and policies regarding personnel, resources, and facilities. QA is
required for all functions bearing on environmental measurements and includes activities such
as project/study definition; sample collection and tracking; laboratory analysis; data validation,
analysis, reduction, and reporting; documentation; and data storage systems. Thus, the QA
program is designed to evaluate and maintain the desired quality of data. Examples of QA
include the use of spiked, duplicate, and performance evaluation samples. Quality Control
(QC), a function of QA, is the routine application of procedures for controlling the accuracy
and precision of the measurement process and includes the proper calibration of instruments
and the use of the appropriate analytical procedures.
Laboratory QA is required by 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFFO Section 122.41(e)
(conditions applicable to all permits), which states that adequate laboratory and process
controls, including appropriate QA procedures, must be provided. Each permittee’s laboratory
should have a QA/QC program. The QA program should be documented in a written QA/QC
manual distributed to all personnel responsible for sample analyses. This manual should
identify clearly the individuals involved in the QA program and their responsibilities and should
document the laboratory’s standard operating procedures that meet user requirements in
terms of specificity, completeness, precision, accuracy, representativeness, and comparability.
Approximately 10 to 20 percent of each laboratory’s resources should be devoted to its
QAJQC program.
Guidance in this chapter is broad based and may not be applicable to every laboratory. A
Laboratory Quality Assurance Checklist for the inspector’s use is included at the end of this
chapter. For detailed information concerning laboratory QA, refer to Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA’s) Handbook for Analytical Quafity Control in Water and Wastewater
Laboratories (USEPA 1979a). Further information is also available in the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) NPDES Compliance Monitoring Inspector Training Laboratory
Analysis Module (April 1990).
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B. Sample Handling Procedures
Evaluation of Permittee Sample Handling Procedures
Proper sample handling procedures are necessary in the laboratory from the sample’s receipt
until it is discarded. Sample handling procedures for small permittees may differ from
procedures for larger permittees because staff organizational structures and treatment facility
designs vary from one facility to the next. However, proper sample handling procedures
should be standardized, utilized and documented by all permittees to produce evidence that
can be used in an enforcement action. In evaluating laboratory sample handling procedures,
the inspector should verify the following:
¯ The laboratory has a sample custodian.
¯ The laboratory area is a secured area and is restricted to authorized personnel only.
¯ The laboratory has a sample security area that is dry, clean, and isolated; has
sufficient refrigerated space; and can be locked securely.
¯ Samples are handled by a minimum number of people.
¯ All incoming samples are received by the custodian, who signs the chai.n-of-custody
record sheet accompanying the samples and retains the sheet as a permanent record.
¯ The custodian has ensured that samples are properly stored.
¯ Only the custodian distributes samples to personnel who are to perform analyses.
¯ Transfer of samples is always documented.
¯ Care and custody records for handling samples are accurate and up-to-date.
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C. Laboratory Analyses Techniques
Evaluation
Evaluation of Permittee Laboratory Analytical Procedures
The methods used by the permittee’s laboratories or its contract laboratories must be uniform,
thus, eliminating methodology as a variable when data are compared or shared among
laboratories. Procedures used by the permittee’s laboratory must be selected by consulting
40 CFR Part 136 or EPA for.approval of alternative methods. Alternative test procedures may
be implemented only if the required written EPA approval has been obtained, as specified by
40 CFR Parts 136.4 and 136.5, and promulgated under Public Law (PL) 92-500.
Many standardized test procedures that have been promulgated under 40 CFR 136 are
covered in Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (USEPA 1979b). Revisions
and new additions to this publication are made whenever new analytical techniques or
instruments are developed. These are considered accepted after final publication in the
Federal Register. Other acceptable methods are specified in the latest accepted edition of
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater [American Public Health
Association (APHA), American Water Works Association (AWWA), and Water Environment
Federation (WEF)]. (The most current 40 CFR Part 136 may supersede any method or
technique cited in this manual.)
In evaluating laboratory analytical procedures, the inspector should verify the following:
¯ Analytical methods specified in 40 CFR Part 136 are followed and any deviations
allowed by 40 CFR Part 136 are properly performed.
¯ The QC system used conforms to the system specified in the permit or to that detailed
in published Standard Methods (APHA, AWWA, and WEF).
¯ A QC record is maintained on reagent preparation, instrument calibration and
maintenance, and purchase of supplies.
¯ QC checks are made on materials, supplies, equipment, instrument calibration and
maintenance, facilities, analyses, and standard solutions.
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¯ Steps and procedures stated in the method specified in 40 CFR Part 136 are followed.
¯ Documentation of any EPA-approved deviation from specified test procedures is
available.

Evaluation of Permittee Laboratory Facilities and Equipment
To verify that the proper analytical procedures are being followed, the inspector should have
the responsible analyst describe each of the procedures. The inspector should be alert to any
deviation from the specified analytical method. Any questions regarding the proper
procedures can be resolved by referring to the cited methodology. Even simple analyses can
yield invalid results if the methodology cited in 40 .C.FR Part 136 is not exactly followed.
Laboratory Services
The availability of laboratory services affects data reliability. The inspector should verify that
the following items are provided:
¯ An adequate supply of laboratory pure water, free from chemical interferences and
other undesirable contaminants. Water quality should be checked routinely and
documented.
¯ Adequate bench, instrumentation, storage, and recordkeeping space.
¯ Adequate humidity and temperature control.
¯ Adequate lighting and ventilation.
¯ Dry, uncontaminated, compressed air when required.
¯ Efficient fume hood systems.
¯ Necessary equipment such as hot plate, incubator, water bath, refrigerator for samples,
pH meter, thermometer, and bal.ance.
¯ Electrical power for routine laboratory use and, if appropriate, voltage-regulated
sources for delicate electronic instruments.
¯ Emergency equipment, fire extinguisher, eye wash station, shower, first aid kit, gloves,
and goggles.
¯ Vibration-free area for accurate weighings.
The inspector should also check that proper safety equipment (gloves, goggles, and fume
hoods).are being used where necessary. The laboratory should be equipped with a fire
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extinguisher, eye wash station, shower, and first aid kit. Any problems noted should be
documented and referred to the proper authority [e.g., Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)].
Instruments and Equipment
Instrumentation is extremely important in the analytical laboratory. To a certain extent,
analytical instrumentation is always developmental; manufacturers are continually redesigning
and upgrading their products, striving for miniaturization, enhanced durability and sensitivity,
and improved automation. In evaluating laborato.ry instruments and equipment, the inspector
should verify the following:
¯ Standard and specific procedures for cleaning glassware and containers are followed.
Chapter 2 of EPA’s NPDES Compliance Monitoring Inspector Training Laboratory
Analysis Module (April 1990) contains detailed information on glassware cleaning.
¯ Written requirements (e.g., instruction manuals) for daily operation of instruments and
equipment are provided and followed.
¯ Standards and appropriate blanks are available to perform standard calibration
procedures. Standard concentrations that closely bracket actual sample
concentrations should be used.
¯ Written troublesh(~oting procedures are available to identify common equipment
malfunctions.
¯ Written schedules for replacement, cleaning, checking, and/or adjustment by service
personnel are available and followed.
¯ Documentation is maintained on equipment maintenance and service checks.
Commonly used analytical instruments include analytical balances, pH meters, dissolved
oxygen meters, conductivity meters, turbidimeters, spectrophotometers, atomic ~.bsorption
spectrophotometers, organic carbon analyzers, selective ion analyzers, gas-liquid
chromatographs, titrimetric analyses, and temperature controls. Detailed discussions on these
instruments are included in Chapter 2 of EPA’s NPDES Compliance Monitoring Inspector
Training Laboratory Analysis Module. (April 1990).
Maintenance of laboratory facilities and equipment is an important factor in laboratory QA.
Supplies
Chemical reagents, solvents, and gases are available in many grades of purity, ranging from
technical grade to various ultrapure grades. The purity of the materials required in analytical
chemistry varies with the type of analysis. The parameter being measured, the analytical
method, and the sensitivity and specificity of the detection system determine the purity of the
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reagents required. Reagents of lesser purity than that specified by the method should not be
used. In evaluating laboratory supplies, the inspector should verify that:
¯ The required reagent purity for the specific analytical method is used
¯ Standard reagents and solvents are stored according to the manufacturer’s directions
¯ Working standards are checked frequently to determine changes in concentration or
composition
¯ Concentrations of stock solutions are verified before being used to prepare new
working standards
¯ Laboratory supplies with limited shelf life are dated upon receipt and shelf-life
recommendations, including the discard date on the container and the storage
requirements, are observed
¯ R~agents are prepared and standardized against reliable primary standards
¯ Standards and reagents are labeled properly including the date of preparation and
analyst’s identification.
¯ Standards and reagents are stored in appropriate containers and under required
conditions.
¯ Purchased solutions contain the chemicals specified by the method being used and
are checked for accuracy.
¯ Clean containers of suitable composition with tight-fitting stoppers or caps should be
used for storage.
¯ Reagents are discarded when signs of discoloration, formation of precipitates, or
significant changes in concentrations are observed.
¯ Stock solutions and standards should be prepared using volumetric glassware.
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D. Quality Assurance and Quality
Control
Evaluation of the Precision and Accuracy of the Permit’tee Laboratory
The purpose of laboratory control procedures is to ensure high-quality analyses by the use of
control samples, control charts, reference materials, and instrument calibration. Controls must
be initiated and maintained throughout the analysis of samples. Specifically, each testing
batch must contain at least one blank, standard, duplicate, and spiked (as applicable) sample
analysis. When a batch contains ’more than 10 samples, every tenth sample should be
followed by a duplicate and a spike (as applicable).
The precision of laboratory findings refers to the reproducibility or degree of agreement among
replicate measurements of the same quantity. The closer the numerical values of the
measurements come to each other, the more precise are the measurements. In a laboratory
QC program, precision is estimated by the analysis of actual samples in duplicate. These
may. represent a range of concentrations and a variety of interfering materials usually
encountered during the analysis. Accuracy refers to the degree of difference between
observed values and known or actual values. The closer the value of the measurement
cowries to the actual value, the more accurate the measurement is. The accuracy of a method
can be determined by analyses of samples to which known amounts of reference standards
have been added (spiked samples).
In evaluating the precision of the measurement process, the inspector should verify that:
¯ Control samples are introduced into the train of actual samples to monitor the
performance of the analytical system.
¯ Duplicate analyses are performed with each batch of samples to determine precision.
In general, 10 percent of the samples should be duplicated.
¯ Precision control charts or other statistical techniques for each analytical procedure are
prepared and used. Precision control charts should be developed by collecting data
from a minimum of 15 to 20 duplicate samples (run in controlled conditions) over an
extended period (e.g., 10 to 20 days). Statistical methods include calculation of mean,
standard deviation, and variance to define the range and variability of the data.
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¯ Corrective actions are taken when data fall outside the warning and control limits.
¯ The out-of-control data or situation and the corrective action taken are fully
documented.
In evaluating accuracy, the inspector should verify that:
¯ Spiked samples are introduced into the train of actual samples at least 10 percent of
the time to monitor the performance of the analytical system.
¯ Spiked samples are used to monitor accuracy in each sample batch.
The amount of additive is appropriate to the detection limit and sample
concentration.
¯ Accuracy control charts for each analytical procedure are prepared and used.
Accuracy control charts should be developed by collecting data for a minimum of 15 to
20 samples over an extended period of time.
Accuracy limits are established based on standard deviations whose upper and
lower control limits are established at three times the standard deviation above and
below the central line.
The upper and lower warning limits are established at twice the standard deviation
above and below the central line. Note: Some parameters have a defined warning
limit required by 40 CFR 136.
Corrective actions are taken when data fall outside the warning and control limits.
The out-of-control data or situation and the corrective action taken are fully
documented.

Evaluation of Permittee Data Handling and Reporting
An analytical laboratory must have a system for uniformly recording, processing, and reporting
data. In evaluating permittee data handling and reporting, the inspector should verify that:
¯ Correct formulas are used to calculate the final results.
¯ Round-off rules are uniformly applied.
¯ Significant figures are established for each analysis.
¯ Provisions are available for cross-checking calculations.
¯ Control chart approaches and statistical calculations have been determined for the
purposes of QC and reporting.
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¯ The laboratory report forms provide complete data documentation and permanent
recording, and they facilitate data processing.
¯ The program for data handling provides data in the form/units required for reporting.

¯ Laboratory records are kept readily available to the regulatory agency for a minimum of
3 years (or longer if requested by EPA or the State).
¯ Laboratory notebooks or pre-printed data forms are bound permanently to provide
good documentation, including the procedures performed and the details of the
analysis, such as the original value recorded, correction factors applied, blanks used,
and the reported data values. The dated notes indicate who performed the tests and
include any abnormalities that occurred during the testing procedure. The notes are
retained as a permanent laboratory record.
¯ Computer data are backed up with duplicate copies.
¯ Proper data handling and reporting procedures are implemented by all contract
laboratories performing sample analyses.

Evaluation of Permittee Laboratory Personnel
Analytical operations in the laboratory vary in complexity. Consequently, work assignments in
the laboratory should be clearly defined. All analysts should be thoroughly instructed in basic
laboratory operations. Those persons performing complex analytical tasks should be qualified
and properly trained. All analysts must follow specified laboratory procedures and be skilled
in using the laboratory equipment and techniques required for the analyses assigned to them.
In evaluating laboratory personnel, the inspector should consider the following factors:
¯ Adequacy of training
¯ Skill and diligence in following procedures
¯ Skill and knowledge in using equipment and analytical methods (particularly for
complex equipment such as gas chromatography)

¯ Precision and accuracy in performing analytical tasks
¯ Assignment of clearly defined tasks and responsibilities.

Evaluation of Contract Laboratories
When laboratories are contracted to analyze samples, the inspector may need to ensure that
the laboratory practices at the contracted laboratory are also evaluated. The practices can
also be evaluated by other designated EPA inspectors. If a deficiency is identified at a
contract laboratory, the permittee is responsible for the deficiency and will be notified.
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Overview of the Discharge Monitoring Report Quality Assurance Program and How It Relates
to the Inspection Program
The validity of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program
depends on the quality of the self-monitoring program. The Discharge Monitoring Report
Quality Assurance (DMR QA) program is an important tool used to ensure the quality of
NPDES self-monitoring data. The program is designed to evaluate and improve the ability of
laboratories serving NPDES permittees to analyze and report accurate self-monitoring data.
Major permittees under NPDES are sent performance evaluation samples containing
constituents normally found in industrial and municipal wastewaters. They are to analyze
these samples using the analytical methods and laboratory normally employed for their
reporting of NPDES self-monitoring data. Responding permittees subsequently receive a
report showing evaluation of their reported data.
Hi.qhli.qhts
¯ The DMR QA Program has been an excellent means of focusing on and improving the
quality of laboratory results used in developing DMR data. Improvements in the DMR
QA data have been significant.
¯ This program has helped major permittees identify and correct both analytical and data
handling problems in their laboratories.

¯ In general, permittees are receptive to the program and recognize its value, including
some who challenged EPA’s authority to require participation.
¯ Regions and States are generally supportive and have made good use of the results of
this program for targeting inspections and directing other follow-up activities. This
ability to concentrate corrective actions on problem permittees results in an increased
efficiency in improving the self-monitoring data of all NPDES permittees.
¯ The program is one of the least resource-intensive methods for maintaining direct and
regular technical contact with NPDES permittees. ~t has been recognized as a
cost-effective effort.
¯ Utilizing computer technology, the following ways of managing and analyzing DMR QA
data were started in FY 1985: compiling trackirig summaries, comparing performance
of the major industries, tracking multiple permittees, and regenerating past
performance evaluation reports.

The DMR QA Program and the NPDES inspection programs are interdependent in several
areas. First, in targeting the inspections, the DMR QA evaluations of permittee performance
can be used, since the evaluations identify potential problems in laboratory analysis or data
handling and reporting. This targeting helps to direct limited resources to permittees who
need them most.
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The inspections and DMR QA results are tracked, and results are provided to the DMR QA
coordinators at EPA Regional Offices and NPDES States. To track follow-up and complete
statistical evaluations properly, a code is provided in Inspection Report Form 3560-3 to
indicate when an inspection is the result of a DMR QA evaluation. (This is shown with the
Code Q on the inspection form.)
Finally, inspections, particularly the Performance Audit Inspection (PAl), can be used to follow
up the DMR QA. The DMR QA results should be cross-checked with the permit prior to the
onsite visit, and parameters that were failed should be stressed during a laboratory inspection.
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E. References and Laboratory Quality
Assurance Checklist
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Water. ASTM, Philadelphia, PA.
APHA, AWWA, and WEF. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater.
(Use the most current, EPA-approved edition.)
Brown, E., M.W. Skougstad, and M.J. Fishman. 1970. Methods for Collection and Analysis of
Water Samples for Dissolved Minerals and Gases. U.S. Geological Survey Techniques of
Water Resources Inv., Book 5.
Delfino, J.J. 1977. "Quality Assurance in Water and Wastewater Analysis Laboratories."
Water and Sewage Works, 124(7): 79-84.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1979a. Handbook for Analytical Quafity Control in
Water and Wastewater Laboratories. EPA-600/4-79-019.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1979b. Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and
Wastes. EPA-600/4-79-020.
Federal Register, Vol 51. No. 125, June 30, 1986. Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures
for the Analysis of Pollutants Under the Clean Water Act (also see October 26, 1986).
Plumb, R.H., Jr. 1981. "Procedure for Handling and Chemical Analysis of Sediment and Water
Samples." Technical Report EPA/CE-81-1.
United States Geologic Survey (USGS), United States Department of the Interior (USDI),
Open File Report 85-495; 1906 (see 6/30/86 FR for full citation).
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. April 1990. NPDES Compliance Monitoring Inspector
Training Laboratory Analysis Module.
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LABORATORY QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
A. GENERAL

Yes No N/AI

I1.

I

Written laboratory OA manual available.
B. LABORATOFtY PROCEDURES

Yes

No N/A

Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A

Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A

Yes

No N/A

1.

EPA-approved analytical testing procedures used and on-hand.
(written)
2. If alternate analytical procedures used, proper approval obtained.
3.
Calibration and maintenance of instruments and equipment
satisfactory,
4. QA procedures used.
5. QC procedures adequate.
6. Duplicate,samples analyzed
% of time.
7. Spiked samples used
% of time.
8. Commercial laboratory used.
Name
Address
Contact
Phone
Certification #
C. LABORATORY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A
No N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Proper grade laboratory pure water available for specific analysis.
Dry, uncontaminated compressed air available.
Fume hood sufficiently ventilated.
Laboratory sufficiently lighted.
Adequate electrical sources available.
Instruments/equipment in good condition.
Written requirements for daily operation of instruments available.
Standards and appropriate blanks available to perform daily check
procedures.
9. Written troubleshooting procedures for instruments available.
10. Schedule for required maintenance exists.
11. Proper volumetric glassware used.
12. Glassware properly cleaned.
13. Standard reagents and solvents properly stored.
14. Working standards frequently checked,
15. Standards discarded after recommended shelf-life has expired.
16. Background reagents and solvents run with every series of
samples.
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LABORATORY QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
(Continued)
Yes

No N/A

Yes No N/A

17. Written procedures exists for cleanup, hazard response methods,
and applications of correction methods for reagents and solvents.
18. Gas cylinders replaced at 100-200 psi.

D. LABORATORY’S PRECISION, ACCURACY, AND CONTROL PROCEDURES
Yes

No N/A

Yes

No N/A

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/AI

Multiple replicates (blanks, duplicates, spikes, and splits) analyzed
for each type of control check and information recorded.
2. Plotted precision and accuracy control methods used to determine
whether valid, questionable, or in{/alid data are being generated
from day to day.
3. Control samples introduced into the train of actual samples to
ensure that valid data are being generated.
4. Precision and accuracy of the analyses are sufficient.
1.

E. DATA HANDLING AND REPORTING
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Yes

No N/A

Yes
Yes

No N/A
No N/A

Yes

No N/A

Yes

No N/A

Round-off rules uniformly applied.
Significant figures established for each analysis.
Provision for cross-checking calculation used.
Correct formulas used to calculate final results.
Control chart approach and statistical calculations for QC and
report available and followed.
16. Report forms developed to provide complete data documentation
and permanent records and to facilitate data processing.
7. Data reported in proper form and units.
8. Laboratory records readily available to regulatory agency for
required time of 3 years.
9. Laboratory notebook or pre-printed data forms bound permanently
to provide good documentation.
10. Efficient filing system exists, enabling prompt channeling of report
copies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
!5.

F. LABORATORY PERSONNEL
Yes
Yes

No N/A I
No N/AI

1.
2.

Yes

No N/A

3.

Enough analysts present to perform the analyses necessary.
Analysts have on hand the necessary references for EPA
procedures being used.
Analysts trained in procedures performed through formal or informal
training or certification programs.
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8. TOXICITY

A. Objectives
By definition, toxicity is a characteristic of a substance (or group of substances) that causes
adverse effects in organisms. Adverse effects include an increased rate of morbidity (the rate
of occurrence of disease) and mortality (the rate of occurrence of death), as well as those
effects that limit an organism’s ability to survive in.nature, such as impaired reproductive
ability. Toxicity of a substance is measure~l by observing the responses of organisms to
increasing concentrations of that substance. One substance is more toxic than another when
it causes the same adverse effects at a lower concentration.
Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) is a National Pollutant Discharge EEtimination System (NPDES)
permit parameter designed to evaluate the toxicity of the entire wastestream and not individual
pollutants. The WET testing may be either performed or evaluated as part of one of five
NPDES inspections:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Compliance Evaluation Ins!~ection (CE!)
Compliance Sampling Inspection (CSI)
Performance Audit Inspection (PAl)
Toxics Sampling Inspection (XSI)
Compliance Biomonitoring Inspection (CBI).

In addition, the toxicity of a municipal treatment plant ~ffluent should be considered as part of
the Pretreatment Compliance Inspection (PCI), especially if the cause of the toxicity has been
investigated and found to be from industrial or commercial dischargers contributing to the
system.
The inspector should understand the permittee’s WET testing requirements so that the
appropriate objectives can be met:
¯ Assess compliance with NPDES permit conditions
¯ Determine compliance with State water quality standards
¯ Evaluate quality of self-monitoring data
¯ Assess adequacy of self-monitoring procedures
¯ Document existence or lack of toxic conditions
¯ Identify need to perform a Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE) and/or a Toxicity
Reduction Evaluation (TREE)
¯ Develop permit limits.
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In the case of a PAl, the laboratory performing the WET tests is evaluated, as well as the
NPDES permittee. This type of inspection requires more extensive information than is
presented in this section. The inspector is therefore referred to Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) Manual for the Evaluation of Laboratories Performing Aquatic Toxicity Tests
(EPA/600/4-90/031) for the protocol to perform a PAl.
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B. Requirements of WET Testing
Types of WET Testing
WET tests are techniques to determine the toxici~ of a permittee’s discharge or effluent by
measuring the responses of organisms to solutions containing various percentages of effluent
and dilution water. The test designs vary, depending on how the results are to be used. Test
designs may vary in duration (acute or chronic) or in the way in which the effluent contacts the
organism" (flow-through, static, static renewal). However, WET testing is usually performed as
a definitive (as opposed to a range finding or screening) test.
In a definitive test, several groups (replicates) of organisms are exposed for a predetermined
length of time to solutions containing various proportions of effluent and dilution water. The
re.sponse of each organism in each test concentration is observed and recorded, and the
number of responses is analyzed in relation to the concentrations of effluent to which the
organisms were exposed.
WET testing may be performed as either acute or chronic tests. ’The terms acute and chronic
refer to the length of time that the organisms are exposed to the toxicant. The duration of the
tests should be specified in the NPDES permit. Generally, acute tests measure short-term
effects with impacts usually resulting in death or extreme physiological disorder. A response
observed in 96 hours or less typically is considered acute. Chronic tests involve a stimulus
that lingers or continues for a relatively long pedod, often one-tenth of a lifespan or more.
Chronic should be considered a relative term depending on the lifespan of an organism. A
chronic effect may result in death, stunted growth, or reduced reproductive rates.
Common test responses indicating the presence of toxic conditions include:
¯ Death -- Increase in number of organisms killed by a test solution compared to the
control
¯ Growth -- Reduction in growth compared to the control
¯ Reproduction ~ Reduction in reproductive rates compared to the control
¯ Terata m Increase in number of gross abnormalities shown in early life stages
compared to the control.
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WET tests are also described according to the way in which organisms are exposed to test
solutions. The terms flow-through, static renewal, and static are most commonly used to
describe how often the test solutions are renewed. In a flew-through test, effluent and dilution
water are mechanically renewed continuously. This test setup requires specialized equipment
(a serial or proportional dilutor or syringe pumps) and is more costly to operate than a static
test. In a static renewal test, the test solutions are replaced periodically (usually daily) with
fresh effluent and dilution water. In a static test, the solutions used at the start of the test are
not replaced for the test’s duration. Both static renewal and static tests require only basic
equipment. The method of test solution renewal should be specified in the NPDES permit.

WET Test Components
WET tests consist of a number of comp{)nents, as shown below:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Effluent
Dilution water
Test Apparatus
Test organisms
Reference Toxicants
Test results.

In simple terms, effluent and dilution water are combined in the test system with test
organisms to produce test results. Each component must be of a specific quality for
successful toxicity testing. It is the inspector’s job to determine (insofar as possible) from the
information available, that the test components adhere to the standards specified in the
NPDES permit or accepted reference method. Review of the permittee’s sampling logbook,
chain of custody forms, and contract lab reports should provide most of the information
necessary to assess the quality of the test components.
Each component has specific requirements (e.g., sample location for the effluent, dilution
water constituents, choice of test apparatus materials). Accurate and reproducible test results
cari only be expected when the critical test components are handled properly. It is, therefore,
very important to understand the relationships between these test components and the critical
factors that determine the acceptability of each from a quality assurance standpoint. Critical
factors that would likely be encountered during an NPDES inspection are described in the
following sections.

Effluent
Effluent sampling strategy will usually be specified in the NPDES permit. Effluent samples
must be representative of the entire discharge and free of contamination from other sources.
If holding is necessary, the samples must be stored under strict conditions (4°C) and for
limited times (less than 36 hours) so that no appreciable change in toxic characteristics occurs
before testing.
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The type and frequency of samples taken (e.g., grab, composite) must be consistent with
those required in the permit. For flow-through tests that are not done by pumping effluent
directly into dilutors, daily sample sizes must be sufficient to supply the dilutor for periods
ranging from 24 to 36 hours. This volume will depend on the type of test being conducted
and the number of dilutions being run. For static renewal tests, daily sample volumes should
be sufficient to replenish all dilutions in the test series and to provide separate vials of the
dilutions to allow for Dissolved Oxygen (DO), pH, salinity, and other chemical analyses without
contamination of the test dilutions. This volume will depend on the type of test being
conducted and dilutions being run. Table 8-1 provides guidance as to representative sampling
strategies for various situations.
Sample containers for large volumes of effluent should be either covered fiberglass or
unsealed stainless steel tanks. Small volumes of effluent can be stored in reusable glass jugs
or non-reusable Cubitainers or plastic milk jugs.
Samples for onsite tests should be used immediately when practical, but must be used within
36 hours of collection. It is usually not possible to refrigerate the large volume samples (200
liters or more) that are required for flow-through fish tests, but all other samples should be
either iced or refrigerated if they are not to be used immediately.
Samples to be used for offsite tests should be iced for shipment and refrigerated (4°C) upon
receipt by the testing laboratory. As a minimum requirement in all cases, tests should be
initiated within 36 hours of collection. In the case of short-term chronic tests, samples taken
on days one, three, and five may be held for a longer period of time to complete the test. In
no case should any preservative be added to samples to be tested for toxicity.

Dilution Water
The choice of dilution water is generally specified in the NPDES permit and depends on the
purpose of the toxicity test. Synthetic dilution water is used to evaluate the inherent toxicity of
the effluent. Dilution water from the receiving stream or a nontoxic equivalent is used to test
for interactions after discharge. Under no circumstances should the dilution water cause any
toxic responses in test organisms. A lack of toxic responses in control organisms is evidence
of the suitability of the dilution water. Control organisms should have less than or equal to 10
percent mortality in acute tests and less than or equal to 20 percent mortality for chronic tests.
EPA manuals describe various techniques for the preparation of synthetic dilution water which
may be necessary to use if the natural receiving water exhibits unacceptable levels of toxicity.
Dilution water obtained from receiving waters should be immediately used for testing. If it will
not be used within 24 hours, it should be refrigerated (4°C) as soon as it is collected. In any
case, the receiving water should be used within 36 hours of collection. The location from
which the dilution water was obtained should be noted in the permittee’s sampling log. It
should be upstream and out of the influence of the outfall. The location should be free of
other sources of contamination (e.g., other outfalls).
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Test System

WET tests may be performed in a fixed or mobile laboratory. Depending on the scope of the
program, facilities may include equipment for rearing, holding, and acclimating organisms.
Temperature control is achieved using circulating water baths, heat exchangers, or
environmental chambers. Appropriate dilution water may be ground water, surface water,
reconstituted water, or dechlorinated tap water. Holding, acclimation, and dilution water
should be temperature controlled and aerated whenever possible. Air used for aeration must
be free of oil and fumes; filters to remove oil in air are desirable. Test facilities must be wellventilated and free of fumes. During holding, acclimating, and testing, test organisms should
be shielded from external disturbances.
Any materials that come into contact with either effluent or dilution water must not release,
absorb, or adsorb toxicants. A number of different choices for test equipment are available.
Glass and No. 304 or 306 stainless steel are generally acceptable for freshwater holding,
mixing, and test chambers. Stainless steel, however, is not acceptable for saltwater systems.
Square-sided glass aquaria should be held together with small beads of silicone adhesive,
with any unnecessary adhesive removed from inside the aquaria. If stainless steel containers
are used, they must be welded, not soldered. Other specialized containers of NI’I’EX or
TEFLON are also acceptable. Tanks for storing effluents and dilution water may also be
made of fiberglass. All containers or tubes made of these materials are reusable with
appropriate cleaning (see below).
Polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, and TYGON may also be used
for containers or tubing, but should be checked for toxicity before being used. Because these
materials may absorb toxicants during a test, their reuse is discouraged to prevent absorbed
toxicants from leaching into new effluent or dilution water.
Copper, galvanized metal, brass, lead, and rubber must not contact the testing solutions at
any time.
New plasticware (from a known nontoxic source) can be used after rinsing with dilution water.
New glassware should be soaked overnight in dilute (20 percent) nitric or hydrochloric acid,
rinsed in tap water, and then rinsed with dilution water before use.
Glassware and stainless steel components that must be reused should be soaked in detergent
and scrubbed (or washed in a laboratory dishwasher), rinsed twice with tap water, rinsed with
dilute acid, rinsed twice with tap water, rinsed with full strength acetone, rinsed twice with tap
water, and then rinsed with dilution water before use. Glassware for algae tests should be
neutralized in sodium bicarbonate before use.

Test Organisms
Organisms used for toxicity testing are limited to certain species for which there are
established testing protocols. Species commonly used in biomonitoring include daphnids,
mysids, fathead minnows, silversides, and algae. The life stage, source, acclimation and
feeding procedures, presence of disease, and the number of organisms placed in test
chambers all affect the degree to which organisms respond to toxicants. Therefore, it is
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important that these factors be standardized as much as possible. Appendix H summarizes
test conditions for various types of tests and organisms.
The inspector should ascertain, as closely as possible, that the following procedures are being
observed.
¯ The correct organisms must be utilized in the test (most often as specified in the
NPDES permit). "Wild" organisms are rarely appropriate in WET testing. Test
organisms used in toxicity testing must be of known history, free of disease, and
acclimated to test conditions. Culture information should be recorded. Test organisms
must also be of the appropriate age. The appropriate number of organisms must be
used in each test vessel.
¯ Test organisms should be fed according to.the requirements for the particular type of
test. When feeding is necessary, excess food should be removed daily by aspirating
with a pipette, to avoid problems such as food buildup leading to excessive oxygen
de.mand.
¯ A daily log should be kept by the lab of feeding, reproduction, growth, mortality, and
any abnormal behavioral observations.
¯ The following procedures are being observed (by the contract laboratory) for holding
test organisms:
Quarantines new test organisms for at least 10 days if received from an outside
source of unknown quality or for 48 hours if test organisms are obtained from a
quality stock.
Maintains DO levels above 40-percent saturation for warm water species and above
60-percent saturation for cold water species.

¯ The laboratory should record the source of test organisms (hatchery, in-house, or
elsewhere), as well as holding conditions (temperature, dissolved oxygen).
¯ Test organisms should be handled as little as possible to minimize stress:
Dip nets should be used for large organisms

Pipettes should be used for transferring small organisms such as daphnids and
midge larvae.
Reference Toxicants

Reference toxicants are used to establish the relative sensitivity of the test organisms. A
laboratory performs a definitive 24- or 48-hour static toxicity test with the reference toxicant to
establish an aver.age response. Reference toxicants available from the USEPA Environmental
Monitoring Systems Laboratory (EMSL), Cincinnati, Ohio, include cadmium chloride and
copper sulfate. Reference toxicants can also be prepared by the testing laboratory. An
attempt should be made to match the type of reference toxicant used (e.g., metal or
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chlorinated organic) to the major pollutant in the wastewater tested. Reference toxicant data
should be included with the contract lab report.
Recordkeeping and Data Reporting
Proper recordkeeping is essential to an effective program. Chain-of-custody procedures
should consistently be used to document sample transfer. The permittee should maintain a
sample log containing information as to the date, time, and type of sample taken as well as
the sampler’s name. Unusual conditions should be noted. When evaluating the contract lab’s
data reporting, the inspector should verify that the following are included:
¯ Summary of test results, description of test conditions, material tested, and other data
for quality assurance
~.
oo

¯ Methods used for all chemical analyses
¯ .Average and range of acclimation temperature and test temperature
¯ Any deviation from standard test methods
¯ Any other relevant information.
It may be beneficial for the contract lab to have a copy of the permittee’s NPDES permit,
including any modifications. By having a copy of the permit, the lab can better ensure that
proper test procedures are being followed.
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Table 8-1
Recommended Sampling Strategies for Continuous and Intermittent
Discharges for Flow-Through, Static Renewal, and Static Toxicity Tests
CONTINUOUS DISCHARGE

Test Type
Flow-through*
Static renewal
Static.
*

Retention Time
<14 Days

Retention Time >14 Days

Two grab samples daily (early a.m. and One grab sample daily
late p.m.)
Four separate grab sample~ each day One grab sample daily
for four concurrent tests
Four separate grab samples on first day One grab sample on first day
for four concurrent tests

For flow-through tests, it is always preferable to pump effluent directly to the dilutor.
iNTERMI’I-rENT DISCHARGE
Continuous Discharge
During 1 or 2 Adjacent
8-Hour Shifts

Discharge From
Batch Treatment

One grab sample midway
through shifts daily

One grab sample of
discharge daily

One grab sample of
discharge daily

Static renewal One grab sample midway
through shifts daily

One grab sample of
discharge daily

One grab sample of
discharge daily

Static

One grab sample of
discharge on first
day

One grab sample of
discharge on first day

Test Type
Flow-through

One grab sample midway
through shifts on first day

Discharge to Estuary
on Outgoing Tide
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C. Analysis of Results
In general, the valid interpretation of test results requires that mortality in controls be limited,
the conditions specified in the previous sections I~e met, and the results be consistent with
response patterns normally observed in toxicity tests (e.g., in.creasing mortality with increasing
concentrations). If any of these three general conditions are not met, the test results are
invalid. However, there are exceptions, as discussed later.
In general, survival in controls must exceed survival in all other test chambers for both acute
and chronic tests. If it does not, calculation of the toxicity due to increasing effluent
concentration is at best an approximation of effluent toxicity. In any case, mortality in controls
should not exceed 10 percent for acute toxicity tests and 20 percent for chronic test (or other
values as required by States through their regulations). If control survival does not meet 90 or
80 percent for an acute or chronic test, respectively, then results should not be used for
calculating summary statistics, and a determination of compliance using the test results cannot
be made.
Each protocol has specified criteria to achieve acceptable ranges of control survival:
temperature, dissolved oxygen concentration, salinity, pH, light intensity and duration of
photoperiod, organism loading (numbers or weight per volume), feeding, and cleaning
procedures. Summary tables of selected EPA methods are included as Appendix H. Tests
not meeting the control criteria to achieve survival, growth, or reproduction are not valid.
Tests not meeting the other acceptability criteria in these tables should be reviewed with
caution and referred to the regional biologist. The inspector should review the EPA methods
m~nual for a more extensive discussion of each of these factors. The EPA methods manuals
are the following:
¯ Short-Term Methods for Estimating the Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving
Waters to Freshwater Organisms, EPA/600/4-89/001
¯ Short-Term Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluent and Receiving Waters
to Freshwater and Marine Organisms, EPA/600/4-90/027F
¯ Short-Term Methods for Estimates the Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving
Waters to Marine and Estuarine Organisms, EPA/600/4-87/028.
The expected result in all toxicity tests is a greater number of organism responses with
increasing effluent concentrations. On many occasions, this increasing response is observed
as one concentration eliciting no responses and the next higher concentration having 100
percent responses. This pattern is particularly obvious with acute tests. In other cases, the
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test organisms in more than one effluent dilution may exhibit a partial response (between 0
and 100 percent).
When test results do not meet the expected pattern, the test may be invalid. Questionable
results in an acute test include:
¯ Higher mortalities in lower concentrations than in higher concentrations of effluent
¯ 100 percent mortality in all effluent dilutions
¯ Greater percent mortality in the control than in the lower dilutions of effluent.
Questionable results in a chronic test include:
¯ Greater growth or reproduction or fewer terata at highe.r concentrations of effluent than
at lower concentrations
¯ No growth or reproduction or 100 percent terata at all effluent concentrations
¯ Less growth or reproduction or more terata in controls than in lower effluent
concentrations.
When any of these abnormalities occur (outside of experimental error), the results and test
conditions should be reviewed by the regional biologist. It should be recognized, however,
that often there will be minor variations in test results. For example, Cer~odaphnia dubia
reproduction may be higher at intermediate concentrations that are not toxic but provide a
greater food resource than lower concentrations. Thus, variations should not always be used
to eliminate otherwise valid results. However, if the normally expected pattern is not found,
summary statistics calculated on the results should be assessed with caution.
Under some circumstances, compliance may still be determined with abnormal test results. If,
for example, 100 percent responses were found in all effluent dilutions but the control was
within the acceptable range, the appropriate toxicity measure would have to be below the
most dilute solution tested. Similarly, if no responses are found in the toxicity test, the effluent
can be deemed nontoxic at 100 percent effluent.
The test results need to be expressed such that compliance with the permittee’s WET limits
can be determined. The following definitions may help the inspector to interpret the results:
¯ The LCs0 (for lethal concentration) is the calculated percentage of effluent (point
estimate) at which 50 percent of the organisms die in the test period. Usually, the LC~o
is calculated statistically by computer program.s that fit the response curve to a
mathematical function. Computer-based calculation procedures usually print an
estimate of the error associated with the LCso estimate.
¯ The EC~0 (for effect concentration) is the calculated concentration (point estimate) at
which 50 percent of the organisms show a particular effect (not necessarily death).
For some species (e.g., Ceriodaphnia dubia) where the point of death is not certain,
immobility is often used as a surrogate for death. Results for responses like the
immobility responses in Daphnia may be reported as an ECho (calculated in the same
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manner as the LCs0). Often, however, no distinction is made between the ECso and the
LCso when the response is a surrogate for death.
¯ The No Observable Effect Concentration (NOEC) is the highest tested concentration at
which the organisms’ responses are not statistically different from the control
organisms’ responses. The NOEC [like the Lowest Observable Effect Concentration
(LOEC) and Chronic Value (ChV) defined in the following paragraphs] is normally
determined only for chronic tests.
¯ The LOEC is the lowest tested concentration at which organisms’ responses are
statistically different from controls. The ChV is the calculated geometric mean of the
NOEC and LOEC (the square root of the product of the NOEC and LOEC).
¯ The Inhibition Concentration) (IC25) is the. calculatedpercentage of effluent (point
estimate) at which the organisms exhibit a 25 percent reduction in a non-quantal
biological measurement such as fecundity or growth.
¯ The percent response at a criterion concentration is reported. For example, the permit
or standard may prohibit toxicity at 100 percent effluent or less. in this case, predicted
percent response at 100 percent effluent would be reported.
There is an inverse relationship between toxicity and the effluent concentration percentage
causing a toxic response. In other words, the same toxicity test response (e.g., LCso) at lower
percentages of effluent (i.e., more dilution) indicates higher toxicity than test results at higher
percentages of effluent (i.e., less dilution). A Toxic Unit (TU), which is directly proportional to
toxicity, is sometimes used to express the effluent’s toxicity. TUs are defined as 100/LC~o for
acute or 100/NOEC for chronic when the LCso or NOEC is expressed as percent effluent. An
effluent with an LCso of 50 percent effluent has an acute toxicity of 2 Acute Toxic Units (TUa).
Similarly, an effluent with a NOEC of 25-percent effluent has a chronic toxicity of 4 Chronic
Toxic Units (TUc). The major advantage of using toxic units to express toxicity test results is
that toxic units increase linearly as the toxicity of the effluent increases. So an effluent with a
TUa of 4 is twice as toxic as an effluent with a TUa of 2. A second advantage of using toxic
units is that they are directly analogous to constituent concentrations and can be used in
waste load allocations with the same equations as individual constituents.
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A. Review of the General Pretreatment
Regulations
Development of 40 CFR Part 403
The Clean Water Act (CWA) requires Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate
regulations to control the discharge of pollutants to the Nation’s waters to preserve their
physical, chemical, and biological integrity. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) program is the primary regulatory mechanism developed to control
point-source discharges to the surface waters of the United States. The National Pretreatment
Program is the mechanism developed to regulate nondomestic users who discharge pollutants
to Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) that could pass through or interfere with the
treatment plant, threaten worker health and safety, or contaminate sludges.
The General Pretreatment Regulations [40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 403] were
promulgated on June 26, 1978. The regulations were revised and repromulgated on January
28, 1981. Since publication of the rule in 1981, the regulations have continued to be revised.
Amendments have been made to the regulations to clarify some aspects and to respond to
the findings of the Pretreatment Implementation Review Task Force (PIRT) study conducted in
1984. Additional regulatory changes were promulgated on July 24, 1990, (Federal Register
30082) in response to recommendations made in the Domestic Sewage Study (DSS). A
summary of the General Pretreatment Regulations is provided in Table 9-1. Major technical
changes resulting from final regulatory amendments or court decisions are noted in this table.
"~he purpose of the General Pretreatment Regulations is to protect POTWs and the
environment from the damage that may result from discharges of pollutants to. sanitary sewer
systems. The three specific objectives cited in 40 CFR 403.2 of the General I~retreatment
Regulations are to:
¯ Prevent the introduction of pollutants that would cause interference with the POTW or
limit the use and disposal of its sludge
¯ Prevent the introduction of pollutants that Would pass through the treatment works or
be otherwise incompatible
¯ Improve the opportunities to recycle or recl&im municipal and industrial wastewaters
and sludges.
In addition, improved POTW worker health and safety and reduction of influent Ioadings to
sewage treatment plants are further objectives of pretreatment. Briefly stated, the definitions
for interference and pass through are the following (see 40 CFR 403.3 for the exact
definitions):
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¯ Interference is a discharge that alone or in conjunction with other discharges, disrupts
the POTW or sludge processes, uses, and disposal, and therefore in turn causes
violation of any requirement of the POTW’s NPDES permit or prevents the POTW from
using its chosen sludge use or disposal practice.
¯ Pass through is a discharge that exits the POTWs to waters of the United States in
quantities or concentrations which, alone or in conjunction with other discharges,
causes a POTW NPDES permit violation.
The General Pretreatment Regulations detail the procedures, responsibilities, and
requirements of EPA, States, POTWs, and industries. To achieve the objectives of the
regulations, implementation of the program by all regulated entities must be accomplished. In
the next three sections, the specific responsibilities of each are explained.
Guidance manuals developed to assist EPA Regional Offices, States, POTWs, and industries
with implementation of the General Pretreatment Program are listed in Section C,
"References," of this chapter. In addition, policy memorandums from the EPA Office of Water
Enforcement and Permits on pretreatment issues are listed.

Approval Authority Responsibilities
Two terms are important in understanding the General Pretreatment Regulations: "Control
Authority" and "Approval Authority." Control Authority directly regulates the significant
industrial users discharging to a POTW; Approval Authority oversees the development and
implementation of POTW pretreatment programs and, for POTWs without an approved
pretreatment program, is also the Control Authority that regulates industrial discharges to the
POTW. The EPA Regional Office is the Approval Authority until a State is approved to
administer the pretreatment program. However, once a State is approved, the EPA Regional
Office’ maintains oversight responsibilities.
A pretreatment program is administered through the EPA Regional Office or a State with
NPDES and pretreatment approval. The principal tasks for which an Approval Authority (EPA
Regional Office or delegated State) is responsible are the following:
¯ Reviewing and approving POTW pretreatment programs and major modifications (see
"Control Authority Responsibilities" for what Control Authority program development
entails).
¯ Overseeing POTW program implementation, i.e., Pretreatment Compliance Inspections
(PCIs), audits, and annual report reviews.
¯ Providing POTWs with technical assistance on the requirements of the General
Pretreatment Regulations, categorical pretreatment standards, and POTW pretreatment
program requirements.
¯ Notifying POTWs of new and existing program requirements.
¯ Determining SIU and POTW compliance with all applicable Federal requirements.
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¯ Applying and enforcing pretreatment standards and requirements at industries
discharging to POTWs that do not have an approved local pretreatment program.
¯ Initiating enforcement action against noncompliant POTWs or industries.
Part 403.10 of the General Pretreatment Regulations identifies the requirements a State must
meet to receive approval of the pretreatment program as part of its NPDES authority, that is,
to become an Approval Authority. For States preferring to assume the responsibility of directly
regulating industries discharging to POTWs and, hence, being considered the Control
Authority in lieu of POTWs within the State, 40 CFR 403.10(e) provides that option.

Control Authority Responsibilities

..

’

Control Authority pretreatment program development and implementation requirements must
be included in the NPDES permit of POTWs required to develop programs. Those
requirements will thereby become an enforceable component of the permit. Part 403.8 of the
General Pretreatment Regulations details the responsibilities of a POTW during the
development of a pretreatment program. Additional information on the responsibilities of
Control Authorities is provided in the EPA Guidance Manual for POTW Pretreatment Program
Development (1993) and subsequent EPA guidance manuals.
The Control Authority program is submitted to the Approval Authority, either the EPA Regional
Office or the approved State. Once approval has been received, the NPDES permit must be
amended to require the Control Authority to implement the program.
Before a Control Authority pretreatment program is approved, the Approval Authority is the
Control Authority for industries discharging to the POTW. After program approval, the Control
Authority becomes responsible for implementing the requirements specified in the General
Pretreatment Regulations [40 CFR 403.8(f)], the POTW pretreatment program, and the
requirements of the NPDES permit (the permit must be complied with regardless of program
approval). To fully implement the pretreatment program throughout the entire service area,
the Control Authority has responsibilities related to several specific areas:
¯ Legal authority
Deny or condition new or increased discharges.
Require industrial users to comply with applicable pretreatment standards and
requirements.
Require development of compliance schedules.
Carry out all inspection, surveillance, and monitoring procedures to determine
industrial user compliance.
Enter premises of industrial users.
Apply Federal pretreatment standards to IUs.
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Seek injunctive relief for noncompliance.
Seek or assess civil or criminal penalties of at least $1,000 a day per violation.
Immediately halt a discharge that presents or appears to present an imminent
endangerment to the health or welfare of persons or to the environment or that
threatens to interfere with the POTW’s operation.
-

Comply with confidentiality requirements.

-

Develop and enforce an adequate sewer use ordinance.
Control through permit order, or similar means, the contribution to the POTW by
each industrial user. Individual control mechanisms that contain minimum required
elements must be issued to significant industrial users.

¯ Pretreatment standards
Identify and locate all possible industrial users that may be subject to the
pretreatment program.
Identify the character and volume of pollutants contributed to the POTW.
Establish and periodically reevaluate local limits to ensure protection of the POTW
from interference or pass through and to ensure the use or disposal of POTW
sludge.
Notify all industrial users of appropriate pretreatment standards, any changes to the
regulations, and requirements of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA).
Update the industrial survey to identify new industries that should be regulated by
the POTW pretreatment program, and identify changes in manufacturing processes
and wastewater discharge characteristics at existing facilities.
Comply with public participation requirements.
¯ Industrial user compliance and enforcement
Establish reporting, inspection, and monitoring requirements and procedures to
enable evaluation of compliance.
Inspect and sample industrial users. At a minimum, significant industrial users must
be sampled and inspected at least once a year.
Evaluate each significant industrial user at least once every 2 years for the need for
a slug ~lischarge control program.
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Perform sampling and analysis in a manner to produce evidence admissible in
enforcement proceedings or in judicial actions.
Develop and implement an enforcement response plan to guide compliance
evaluation and enforcement activities.
Evaluate industry compliance by reviewing and analyzing self-monitoring reports
and Control Authority monitoring.
-

Investigate instances of noncompliance.

- Initiate appropriate enforcement action tc bring users into compliance.
Establish other procedures as required.and/or determined to be needed to regulate
the significant industries discharging to the POTW.
,

¯ Public participation
Publish at least annually, in the local newspaper with the greatest circulation, a list
of the industrial users that were in significant noncompliance within the past 12
months as defined in 40 CFR 403.8(f)(2)(vii).
Notify the public of any ~hanges to the sewer use ordinance or local limits after
approval by the Approval Authority.
Submit pretreatment program modifications to Approval Authority.
¯ Data management
Maintain records of pertinent industrial user activities and compliance status.
Maintain a current understanding of the categorical pretreatment standards and
General Pretreatment Regulations, and notify industries of any changes.
Provide the Approval Authorities with any reports required.
¯ Resources
Provide adequate resources and qualified personnel for program implementation.
As pretreatment needs change, the Control Authority may need to revise the approved
program. When this occurs, the Control Authority should submit the modifications to the
Approval Authority for review and approval.
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Industry Responsibilities
Industrial dischargers to POTWs must comply with the following:
¯ Prohibited discharge standards--The general and specific prohibited discharge
standards (40 CFR 403.5) noted in Table 9-1.
¯ Appropriate pretreatment standards--Categorical pretreatment standards (40 CFR Part
405-471), State requirements, or locally developed discharge limitations as per 40 CFR
403.5.

¯ Reporting requirements--As specified in 40 CFR 403.12 and/or by the POTW. The
requirements provided in 40 CFR 403.12 .a.re summarized in Table 9-1.
The types of industrial facilities that are categorical industries are listed in Table 9-2. EPA has
developed categorical pretreatment standards for these industries based on the type of wastes
produced by the manufacturing processes at each type of industry, the wastewater control
technologies available to the industry, and economic considerations. The categorical
pretreatment standards developed apply to the wastewaters from specific manufacturing
processes. The standards apply at the point of discharge from the pretreatment unit for the
regulated process, or if there is no pretreatment unit, they apply at the end of the regulated
process.
Where the Control Authority has determined that specific limitations for certain pollutants of
concern are needed to protect the POTW from interference, pass through, and sludge
contamination, the Control Authority must develop and enforce such limitations. These local
limitations generally are applied at the point where the industrial facility discharges to the
POTW.
An industry must meet the more stringent pretreatment standard for each pollutant. For a
categorical industry, this will be the categorical pretreatment standard or a local limit for each
pollutant regulated. If the point at which the Control Authority’s limitation applies is not the
same as the point at which the categorical pretreatment standard applies, either a calculation
to adjust the categorical pretreatment standard will have to be used to compare’the discharge
limitations or sampling must be conducted at both points so that compliance with categorical
standards and local limits can be determined.
When evaluating the pretreatment standards to determine the appropriate limitation, note that
different categorical pretreatment standards were developed for each type of industry. If the
industry combines the flows from more than one regulated process or combines a regulated
process flow with other flows before these wastes are treated, the Control Authority and the
industry must adjust the categorical pretreatment standard using the Combined Wastestream
Formula (CWF). The equation is provided in 40 CFR 403.6(e) of the General Pretreatment
Regulations. If the wastewaters are mixed after treatment, the categorical pretreatment
standards must still be adjusted, in this case by flow weighted averaging of all flows
introduced prior to the sample point. In either case, the resulting alternative limit cannot be
set below the level of detection for that pollutant. Additional information on the combined
wastestream formula and the flow weighted averaging formula is provided in EPA’s Guidance
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Manual for Implementing Production-Based Pretreatment Standards and the Combined
Wastestream Formula (1985).
Categorical industries have specific reporting requirements as per 40 CFR 403.12. A
summary of the reports that categorical industries are required to submit is provided in Table
9-1. A Control Authority may require additional reports from all industries discharging to the
system, including categorical industries.
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Table 9-1

Summary of the General Pretreatment Regulations
403.1

Purpose and Applicability

403.2

Objectives of General Pretreatment Regulations

403.3

Definitions

403.4

State or Local Law
The Federal General Pretreatment Regulations are not meant to affect any state or
local regulatory requirements as long as these requirements are at least as stringent
as the Federal regulations.

403.5

National Pretreatment Standards: Prol~ibited Discharges
This section specifies general and specific prohibited discharge standards that Control
Authorities must incorporate into their pretreatment programs. The general
prohibitions specify that pollutants introduced into POTWs by a nondomestic source
shall not pass through the POTW or interfere with the operation or performance of the
works. The section provides that Control Authorities required to develop local
pretreatment programs and POTWs where interference and pass through are likely to
recur develop and enforce specific limitations (local limits) to implement the general
prohibitions against interference, pass through, and sludge contamination.
The specific prohibitions specify prevention of discharge of pollutants that cause any
of the following at the POTW:
¯
Fire or explosion hazard, including no discharge with a closed-cup flashpoint of
less than 60°C°(140°F) using test methods in 40 CFR 261.21
¯
Corrosive structural damage (no pH<5.0)
¯

Obstruction to the flow in the POTW

¯

Interference

¯

Heat causing inhibition of biological activity and temperatures at the POTW
treatment plant to exceed 40°C (!04°F)

¯

Petroleum oils, nonbiodegradable cutting oils, or products of mineral oils in
amounts that will cause interference or pass through

¯

Fume toxicity or reactivity

¯

Trucked or hauled pollutants except at designated discharge points.

Additionally, industrial users are provided with an affirmative defense (if specified
conditions are met) for actions brought against them for alleged violations of the
general or specific prohibitions contained in this section.
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Table 9-1
Summary of the General Pretreatment Regulations
(Continued)
403.6

National Pretreatment Standards: Categorical Standards
This section discusses development and implementation of categorical pretreatment
standards including, but not limited to, compliance deadlines, concentrations and
mass limits, prohibition of dilution as a substitute treatment, and the Combined
Wastestream Formula (CWF) to determine discharge limitations.

403.7

Revision of Categorical Pretreatment Standards to Reflect POTW Removal of
Pollutants
..
This section (referred to as the remov~i credits provision) provides the criteria and
procedures to be used by a POTW in revising the pollutant discharge limits specified
in categorical pretreatment standards to reflect removal of pollutants by the POTW.

403.8

Control Authority Pretreatment Programs: Development by Control Authority
This section covers the requirements for pretreatment program development by a
Control Authority. Included in this section are criteria for determining which POTWs
must develop pretreatment programs, incorporation of approved programs and
compliance schedules into NPDES permits, deadlines for program approvals, and
program and funding requirements. 403.8(f) sets out the requirements of a POTW
program. Specifically, it requires the Control Authority to have sufficient legal
authority to enforce the approved pretreatment program. The section also discusses
that all Control Authorities with approved programs, or programs under development,
must develop and implement procedures to ensure compliance with the requirements
of a pretreatment program.

403.9

Control Authority Pretreatment Programs and/or Authorization to Revise Pretreatment
Standards: Submission for Approval
This section discusses requirements and procedures for submission and review of
Control Authority pretreatment programs. Included in this section are discussions of
conditional program approval, approval authority action, and notification where
submissions are defective.

403.10

Development and Submission of NPDES State Pretreatment Programs
This section discusses requirements and procedures for submission and review of
NPDES State pretreatment programs. Included in this section are discussions of
approvals and deadlines for State programs, legal authority, program and funding
requirements, and contents of program submissions.

403.11

Approval Procedures for Control Authority Pretreatment Programs and Revision of
Categorical Pretreatment Standards
This section provides the administrative procedures for the review and approval or
denial of Control Authority pretreatment program submissions and requests for
removal credit authority.

403.12

Reporting Requirements for Control Authorities and Industrial Users
This section presents reporting requirements for Control Authorities and industrial
users. Reports required by industrial users include the following:
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Table 9-1
Summary of the General Pretreatment Regulations
(Continued)
403.12

(Continued)
¯
Baseline Monitorinq Report (BMR). Due to the Control Authority within 180 days
of the effective date of the categorical pretreatment standards (40 CFR 403.6).
In addition, new source BMR reporting requirements are discussed in this
section.
¯
Compliance schedule progre.ss reports. Due to the Control Authority within 14
days of completion of compliance schedule milestones or due dates.
¯
90-day compliance report. Due-to the Control Authority within 90 days of the
compliance date of the categorical standards.
¯
Periodic reports on continued compliance. Due to the Control Authority at least
semiannually, usually in June and December after the compliance date.
¯
Notices ,of potential problems including slug Ioadin.qs. Due to the Control
Authority immediately upon identification of discharges, including slug Ioadings
that could cause problems to the POTW for both noncategorical and categorical
industries.
¯
Notice of chanqed discharqe. Due to the Control Authority from categorical and
noncategorical users in advance of any significant change in volume or
character of pollutants discharged.
¯
Notice of violation and resamplin,q. Notification due to the Control Authority
within 24 hours of noting a violation; results of resampling due within 30 days.
¯
Notification of hazardous waste discharqe. Notification to the POTW, EPA, and
State Hazardous Waste authorities of the hazardous wastes discharges to the
POTW.
Reports required from Control Authorities include the following:
¯
Compliance schedule (for development of pretreatment programs) progress
reports
¯
Annual POTW reports.
Also discussed in detail in this section are monitoring requirements for industrial users
and signatory and recordkeeping requirements for Control Authorities and industrial
users.

403.13

Variances from Categorical Pretreatment Standards for Fundamentally Different
Factors
This provision allows an industrial user, or any interested person, to request a
variance for the establishment of limits either more or less stringent than that required
by a categorical pretreatment standard. The primary criterion required for approval of
this variance is that the factors relating to the industrial user’s discharges be
fundamentally different from factors considered by EPA in establishing categorical
pretreatment standards for these discharges.
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Table 9-1
Summary of the General Pretreatment Regulations
(Continued)
403.14

Confidentiality
This section covers confidentiality requirements and prohibitions for EPA, States, and
Control Authorities. Effluent data are available to the public without restriction.

403.15

Net/Gross Calculation
This provision provides for adjustment of categorical pretreatment standards to reflect
the presence of pollutants in the industrial user’s intake water.

403.16

Upset Provision

""

This provision is consistent with the NPDES regulations and allows an upset of an
industry’s pretreatment system (which meets the conditions of an upset as specified
in this provision) to be an affirmative defense to an action brought for noncompliance
with categorical pretreatment standards. The industrial user shall have the burden of
proof for such a defense.
403.17

Bypass
This provision requires industrial users to operate their treatment systems at all times
and includes cdteria for allowing a bypass to occur and notification procedures for
both an anticipated and unanticipated bypass.

403.18

Modification of Control Authority Pretreatment Programs
This provision specifies procedures and criteria for "minor" and "substantial"
modifications to approved Control Authority pretreatment programs and incorporation
of substantial modifications into the Control Authority NPDES program.
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Table 9-1
Summary of the General Pretreatment Regulations
(Continued)
Appendix A

Program Guidance Memorandum
This memorandum summarizes the Agency’s policy on the use of construction grants
for treatment and control of combined sewer overflows and storm water discharges.

Appendix B

65 Toxic Pollutants
This appendix lists the 65 classes of" toxic pollutants that are regulated by the
pretreatment program through categorical pretreatment standards

Appendix C

Industrial Categories Subject to NatiSnal Categorical Pretreatment Standards
(previously titled "34 Industrial Categories")
The Appendix C published on January 21, 1981, listed 34 industrial categories
originally expected to be regulated by the pretreatment program through categorical
pretreatment standards. Appendix C was revised on June 4, 1986, to incorporate
changes to previous categorization, to delete categories that were exempted by
paragraph 8 of the NRDC vs. EPA Consent Decree, and to incorporate additional
categories for which standards are being developed or considered.

Appendix D

Selected Industrial Subcategories Considered Dilute for Purposes of the Combined
Wastestream Formula (previously titled "Selected Industrial Subcategories Exempted
from Regulation Pursuant to Paragraph 8 of the NRDC v. Costle Consent Decree"
The Appendix D published on January 21, 1981, provided a list of industrial
subcategories that had been exempted (pursuant to paragraph 8 of the NRDC vs.
EPA Consent Decree) from regulation by categorical pretreatment standards.
Appendix D was revised on October 9, 1986, to update the list of exempted industrial
categories and to correct previous errors by either adding or removing various
subcategories or by changing the names of some categories or subcategories. Each
of the subcategories, as indicated by the revised Appendix D title, contains
wastestreams that are classified as dilute for purposes of applying categorical
pretreatment standards to other wastestreams and for using the combined
wastestream formula to adjust these standards.

Appendix E

Sampling Procedures
This appendix provides a general description of composite and grab sampling
procedures.

Appendix’to
403.12(p)

Hazardous Waste Authorities
This appendix lists the EPA Regional and State Hazardous Waste Authority required
to receive notification of hazardous wastes discharged.

Appendix G Regulated Pollutants in Part 503 Eligible for a Removal Credit
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Table 9-2
Categorical Pretreatment Standards
Industrial Categories With Categorical Pretreatment
Standards in Effect
N
E N
E N
E N
N
E N
E N
E
E N
N
N
N
N
E N
E N
E N
E N
E N
E
N
E N
E
N
N .N
E N
E N
E N
E N
E N
N
N
E N
EN

Aluminum Forming (Part 467)
Battery Manufacturing (Part 461)
Builder’s Paper and Board Mills (Part 431)
Carbon Black Manufacturing (Part 458)
Coil Coating (Part 465)
Copper Forming (Part 468)
Electrical and Electronic Components
""
(Part 469)
Electroplating (Part 413)
Fertilizer Manufacturing (Part 418)
Glass Manufacturing (Part 426)
Grain Mills Manufacturing (Part 406)
Ink Formulating (Part 447)
Inorganic Chemicals (Part 415)
Iron and Steer Manufacturing (Part 420)
Leather Tanning and Finishing (Part 425)
Metal Finishing (Part 433) ..
Metal Molding and Casting (Part 464)
Nonferrous Metals Forming and Metal
Powders (Part 471)
Nonferrous Metals Manufacturing (Part 421)
Organic Chemicals, Plastics, and
Synthetic Fibers (Part 414)
Paint Formulating (Part 446)
Paving and Roofing Materials (Part 443)
Pesticide Chemicals (Part 455)
Petroleum Refining (Part 419)
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing (Part 439)
Porcelain Enameling (Part 466)
Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard (Part 430)
Rubber Manufacturing (Part 428)
Soap and Detergent Manufacturing
(Part 417)
Steam Electric Power Generating (Part 423)
Timber Products Processing (Part 429)

Effluent Guidelines Currently Under
Development*
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Pesticide Formulating, Packaging, and
Repackaging
Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
Metal Products and Machinery
(Phase I).
Landfills and Incinerators
Industrial Laundries
Transportation Equipment Cleaning
Two additional categories yet to
be specified.
Centralized Waste Treatment
Coastal Oil and Gas Extraction

Future Effluent Guidelines to Be Developed*
¯

Metal Products and Machinery
(Phase II)
Categories Being Studied for Possible
Selection as One of the Two Additional
Categories*

¯
¯
¯
¯
°
¯
¯

Metal Finishing
Petroleum Refining
Iron and Steel Manufacturing
Inorganic Chemicals
Textile Mills
Steam Electric Power Generating
Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard (portion)

E = Standards in effect for existing sources.
N = Standards in effect for new sources.
*From May 18, 1994, Effluent Guideline Plan [304(m)].
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9. PRETREATMENT
B. Pretreatment Compliance

Inspections (PCIs) and Audits
Scope of PCIs and Audits
The Pretreatment Compliance Inspection (PCI), the pretreatrhent program audit, and the
program performance report (submitted at least annually) have been developed as oversight
mechanisms for Approval Authorities. They provide an opportunity for EPA and State officials
to assess the Control Authority’s pretreatment program. The PCl and the audit provide an
opportunity for EPA and State officials to conduct an onsite review of a Control Authority
pretreatment program.
The focus of the PCI is to evaluate Control Authority compliance monitoring and enforcement
activities. The PCI also is designed to determine whether any changes have been made to
the Control Authority program since the last PCI, audit, performance report (i.e., annual
report), or Control Authority program modification request approval. The role of a NPDES
inspector during a PCI is as a data gatherer to collect information on Control Authority
program implementation for further evaluation by compliance personnel.
The PCl may be conducted in conjunction with other NPDES inspections to conserve travel
resources and allow integration of information on the many facets of a POTW’s operations.
PCIs .are compatible with Compliance Evaluation Inspections (CEIs), Compliance Sampling
Inspections (CSIs), Performance Audit Inspections (PAls), Diagnostic Inspections (Dis), and
other nonroutine inspections, such as Toxics Sampling Inspections, and Compliance
Biomonitoring Inspections. A PCI may also be combined with a site visit regarding sludge
compliance as discussed in Chapter Ten.
It should be noted that the POTW personnel involved in a CSI may be different from the ones
involved in a PCI. Also, PCIs and audits rely heavily on file and record reviews to evaluate
the Control Authority’s pretreatment program. These records may have little bearing on a
technical inspection of the treatment facility. This aspect of a PCI should be addressed during
planning for the inspection. Inspectors responsible for performing PCIs must be familiar
enough with the goals of the program, the General Pretreatment Regulations, and EPA/State
policy and guidance to conduct the inspection in a manner that will obtain information to
detect noncompliance with pretreatment requirements.
Audits have been designed as a comprehensive review of all facets of the Control Authority
pretreatment program. The audit addresses all of the items covered in a PCI but in greater
detail. Consequently, the audit is more resource intensive than the PCI.
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Procedures for conducting PCIs and audits are similar. In general, there are three major
components:
¯ Pre-visit preparation for the PCI or audit
Coordination with the EPA Regional or State Pretreatment Coordinator
Review of background information: approved program, Control Authority annual
reports (if available), NPDES permit compliance status, Control Authority fact sheet,
previous inspection reports, and program modification requests from the Control
Authority
Notification of Control Authority (if appropriate).
¯ Onsite

-

Entry (presenting credentials)
Opening conference with Control Authority officials
Review of pretreatment files
Industrial inspections (optional)
Interview of officials using PCI or audit checklist
Tour of POTW (optional)
Closing conference.

¯ Follow-up

-

Preparation of report
Water Enforcement National Data Base (WENDB) data entry into PCS
Reportable Noncompliance/Significant Noncompliance (RNC/SNC) determination
Follow-up letter to the Control Authority
Enforcement action (when necessary)
NPDES permit or program modifications (when necessary).

If a PCI is conducted with an unannounced NPDES inspection, it also may be unannounced,
but the Control Authority officials should be notified of the PCI upon arrival of the inspection
team. At many POTWs, personnel responsible for implementing the program may not be the
same as those operating the treatment plant.
The protocol involved in the onsite portion of the inspection is comparable to that of other
NPDES inslSections. One aspect of a PCI or an audit that differs from other NPDES
compliance inspections is inclusion of a tour of industrial facilities discharging to the POTW.
This aspect may be included as an optional component of both PCIs and audits to evaluate
the Control Authority’s procedures for monitoring and inspecting industries. For more detailed
information on conducting PCIs and audits, refer to EPA’s Guidance for Conducting a
Pretreatment Compliance Inspection (September 1991), and Control Authority Pretreatment
Audit Checklist and Instructions (May 1992).
Detailed checklists intended for use during PCIs and audits are provided in the PCI and audit
guidance manuals, respectively. The organization and focus of the detailed checklist are
discussed in the following section.
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PCI Checklist Components
The PCI checklist was developed to assist NPDES inspectors in conducting and documenting
the PCI. The checklist is organized into the following sections:
¯ Cover page--Provides space for Control Authority name, address, and representatives
present, as well as the date(s) of the inspection and inspectors’ names, titles, and
telephone numbers.
¯ Section I: Industrial User File EvaluationmThis section documents problems or
deficiencies noted during review of industrial user files. Generally, files are reviewed to
determine whether the Control Authority has notified the industrial user of applicable
categorization and requirements, issued an adequate control mechanism, properly
applied pretreatment standards, conducted’sufficient compliance monitoring activities,
and taken appropriate enforcement actions for violations.
¯ Section I1: Supplemental Data Review/Interview--This section is completed by
interviewing the appropriate Control Authority personnel and enables the inspector to
determine compliance with program requirements not easily determined by the file
review or to acquire additional information. This section contains questions on the
following six pretreatment program areas:
-

Control Authority Pretre~tment Program Modifications
Industrial User Characterization
Control Mechanism Evaluation
Application of Pretreatment Standards and Requirements
Compliance Monitoring
Enforcement.

¯ Section II1: Evaluation and Summary--This section consists of the same six
pretreatment program areas listed above and allows the inspector to summarize
deficiencies noted and any corresponding required and/or recommended corrective
actions.
¯ Attachment A: Pretreatment Program Status Update--This section provides an update
of the pretreatment program’s status. It should be updated prior to the PCI, based on
information from the most recent PCI or audit and latest pretreatment program
performance report and should be revised based on information obtained during the
PCI, if necessary.
¯ Attachment B: Pretreatment Program Profile--This section provides information on the
Control Authority’s approved pretreatment program, NPDES permit conditions, and
applicable pretreatment regulations.
¯ Attachment C: Worksheets
WENDB Data Entry WorksheetmThe WENDB data elements provide information to
be entered in the Pretreatment Permits and Enforcement Tracking System
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(PPETS). This management information system tracks the permit compliance and
enforcement status of approved pretreatment programs.
Reportable Noncompliance (RNC) WorksheetnThis worksheet evaluates whether
the Control Authority is in RNC for failure to implement its approved pretreatment
program.
IU Site Visit Report--This report documents any industrial user site visits that were
conducted as part of the PCI.
IU File Evaluation WorksheetsnThese optional worksheets assist the inspector in
documenting and quantifying the Control Authority’s performance in applying
standards, compliance monitoring, and enforcement activities.
In addition to the completed checklist, other materials collected during the PCl may be
included in the final report as appendices, such as the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Example of Control Authority control mechanism or enforcement actions
Names of industries that were not sampled or inspected in the past year
Control Authority’s Enforcement Response Plan (ERP)
Annual list of industrial users in significant noncompliance.

The PCI checklist can be found in-EPA’s Guidance for Conducting a Pretreatment Compliance
Inspection (September 1991). The manual goes through each checklist section individually
and explains the intent of the questions. As noted earlier, the manual provides more detailed
information concerning the procedures for conducting the PCI.

Summary of Audit Checklist Components
The audit checklist has been developed to assist with a detailed review of a POTW
pretreatment program, including pretreatment program modification, legal authority, industrial
user characterization, control mechanism evaluation, application of pretreatment standards
and requirements, compliance monitoring, enforcement, data management/public participation,
resources, and environmental effectiveness/pollution prevention. The audit checklist is divided
into the following sections:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Cover page
Section I: Industrial User File Evaluation
Section I1: Data Review/Interview/Industrial User Site Visits
Section II1: Findings
Attachment A: Pretreatment Program Status Update
Attachment B: Pretreatment Program Profile
Attachment C: Worksheets

- Industrial User Site Visit Data Sheet
- WENDB Data Entry Worksheet
RNC Worksheet.
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The sections of the audit checklist have been developed to collect more detailed information
than the PCI checklist and, as with the completed PCl checklist, also may be augmented by
additional audit data:
¯ NPDES pretreatment permit conditions
¯ Control Authority enforcement documents with pretreatment requirements (i.e.,
administrative order, consent decree)
¯ Locally developed discharge limitations as included in the approved program (or any
limits that have been changed by the Control Authority)
¯ Copy of sewer use ordinance if different from that in the approved program
¯ Control Authority sampling and inspection’Schedule for regulated industries
¯ List of industries not sampled or inspected in the past year
¯ Control Authority chain-of-custody form
¯ List of noncompliant industries and history of enforcement actions taken
¯ Annual list of industrial users in significant noncompliance.
The audit checklist is incorporated as part of the Control Authority Pretreatment Audit
Checklist and Instructions (May 1992). The manual provides specific guidance on conducting
an audit and using the checklist.
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C. References
EPA’s Guidance for Conducting a Pretreatment Compliance Inspection (September 1991)
contains a comprehensive list of reference materials (publications and memorandums)
available from U.S. EPA or the Pretreatment Coordinator in your Region. References that
have been published since the publication of the Pretreatment Guidance are listed
below.
Checklists for conducting pretreatment complian~’e inspections and audits are provided in
EPA’s Guidance for Conducting a Pretreatment Compliance Inspection (September 1991) and
Contro/ Authority Pretreatment Audit Checklist and Instructions (May 1992). The checklist
provid~s’a list of questions that should be considered during an audit or PCI, and is available
from EPA Regional offices. The Regional or State Pretreatment Coordinator should be
contacted before a PCI or an audit is done.

References
Memoranda
Determining Industrial User Significant Noncompliance (January 17, 1992).
Determining Industrial User Compliance Using Split Samples (January 21, 1992).
Statistical Assessment of National Significant Industrial User Noncompliance (July 23, 1992).
Use of Grab Samples to Detect Violations of Pretreatment Standards (October 1, 1992).
Using Split Samples to Determine Industrial User Noncompliance (April 12, 1993).
EPA Guidance
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. May 1991. Supplemental Manual on the
Development and Implementation of Local Discharge Limitations Under the Pretreatment
Program.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. June 1992. Guidance to Protect POTW Workers from
Fume Toxic and Reactive Gasses and Vapors. EPA 812-B-92-001.
U.S. Environm. ental Protection Agency. April 1994. Industrial User Inspection and Sampling
Manual for POTWs. EPA 831-B-94-001.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. June 1994. Multijurisdictional Pretreatment Programs
Guidance Manual. EPA 833-94-005.
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10. SEWAGE SLUDGE
A. Review of the Sewage Sludge
Regulations
Section 405 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) mandated the development of a Federal sludge
management program. On February 19, 1993, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
promulgated technical standards for the use or disposal of sewage sludge [see 40 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 503, 58 Federal.Regulation (FR) 9248]. These regulations
contain technical standards for three sewage sludge use or disposal practices: land
application, surface disposal, and incineration. The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) regulations had previously been changed in preparation for the issuance of
the final technical standards. As NPDES permits are being reissued, they are being written to
include sludge use or disposal requirements. However, the Federal 503 sludge regulations
are constructed so that they apply to and are enforceable against a facility engaged in a
regulated sludge use or disposal practice, regardless of whether that facility’s NPDES permit
contains sludge use or disposal conditions. Thus, the NPDES permit is not a shield in the
case of compliance with sludge requirements. This means that as of February 19, 1994,
inspectors will be expected to identify and issue notices for those violations of Part 503
requirements, whether or not specifically included in a facility’s NPDES permit.
The Federal sludge management program currently regulates the use and disposal of sewage
sludge, which is the residual generated from the treatment of domestic sewage. Facilities,
such as Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs), which are subject to NPDES permit
conditions for aqueous discharges to surface waters are now, as generators and preparers of
sewage sludge, subject to the 503 regulations. In addition, the sludge program includes other
facilities that have not been a part of the NPDES program because they were not point
sources of discharge to waters of the United States. Examples of facilities that are now
regulated and that may eventually receive permits for the use and disposal of sewage sludge
include sewage sludge incinerators, composting facilities, and sewage sludge surface disposal
sites.
While EPA was in the process of finalizing more comprehensive regulations to address the
use or disposal of sewage sludge, there were existing Federal regulations that applied to the
land application and landfilling of sludge. "l’hese regulations, issued as interim final criteria in
40 CFR Part 257, were promulgated jointly under the authority of the CWA and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) in 1979. They have since been replaced for the most
part by regulations promulgated in 40 CFR Part 258 for disposal of sewage sludge in
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (MSWLFs) and 40 CFR Part 503 for sewage sludge use or
disposal by land application, surface disposal, or incineration. The application of industrial
sludge to the land continues to be regulated by 40 CFR Part 257. In addition, the Clean Air
Act (CAA) regulates the operations and air emissions of sewage sludge incinerators under 40
CFR Parts 60 and 61. The relevant requirements in 40 CFR Part 258 and 40 CFR Part 60
and 61 are described below.
R0014694
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40 CFR Part 258--On October 9, 1991, EPA promulgated regulations under Part
258 that established criteria for MSWLFs and standards for the co-disposal of
sewage sludge with municipal solid waste. Part 503 requires that sewage sludge be
sent to a MSWLF to comply with the appropriate Part 258 requirements. Because
the material that is disposed of in MSWLFs is very diverse (e.g., household garbage,
sanitary septic tank waste, commercial solid waste and sewage sludge), the
approach to regulating solid waste is different. Instead of regulating pollutants in the
solid waste, Part 258 imposes design, operation, and maintenance requirements on
the final disposal site. Although pollutant limits are not imposed, sludge to be
disposed of must be nonhazardous, as demonstrated by using the Toxicity
Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) and passing a paint filter test.
40 CFR Part 60, Subpart O--Emission standards for particulates and opacity and
operational standards are specified for new source sewage sludge incinerators. New
source incinerators are those constructed after June 11, 1973. If mixed municipal waste
is being incinerated, then Subpart Ea--Standards of Performance for Municipal Waste
Com.bustors--apply.
40 CFR Part 61--Standards were promulgated under authority of the CAA that limit
the emission of beryllium and mercury from sewage sludge incinerators. The Part
503 sludge regulations require compliance with the Part 61 beryllium and mercury
emission standards.
In general, the Part 503 regulations are structured to apply the following types of requirements
to the three sewage sludge use or disposal practices:
¯ Pollutant limits (10 pollutants regulated under land application, 3 under surface
disposal, and 7 under incineration)
¯ . Pathogen and vector attraction reduction requirements
¯ Management practices for siting and operation of sludge use or disposal activities
¯ Minimum monitoring requirements
¯ Specific recordkeeping and reporting requirements.
A brief explanation of the requirements that apply to each sewage sludge use or disposal
practice is provided below.

Land Application Requirements
Pollutant Limits
Four types of limits have been established that regulate 10 pollutants. Figure 10-1 illustrates
which limits apply, based on the final sludge use.
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¯ Ceiling Concentration LimitsmThese limits are expressed as milligram of pollutant per
kilogram of sludge on a dry weight basis. They apply to all sewage sludge land
applied.
¯ Cumulative Pollutant Loading Rates (CPLRs)--These limits are expressed as the total
amount of pollutant (kilograms) that can be applied to an area (hectare) of land. When
this loading rate is reached, no further sludge can be applied to the site. These rates
apply to bulk sewage sludge.
¯ Pollutant Concentration Limits--These limits are expressed as the monthly average
concentration of pollutant milligram per kilogram of sludge on a dry weight basis. They
apply to sewage sludge sold or given away in a bag or other container and as an
alternative limit to CPLRs for bulk sewage sludge.
¯ Annual Pollutant Loading Rates--These’iimits are expressed as the amount of
pollutant (kilogram) that can be applied in a 365-day period on an area (hectare) of
land. This loading rate limits the amount of sludge on a dry weight basis that can be
~pplied each year. These rates apply as an alternative limit for sewage sludge sold or
given away in a bag or other container if it cannot meet the monthly average pollutant
concentration limits.
In summary, bulk sewage sludge is subject to two sets of limits:
¯ Ceiling Concentration Limits and
¯ Pollutant Concentration Limits o_£r Cumulative Pollutant Loading Rates, depending upon
sludge quality.
Sewage sludge sold or given away in a bag or other container is subject to two sets of limits:
¯ Ceiling Concentration Limits and
¯ Pollutant Concentration Limits o_£r Annual Pollutant Loading Rates, depending upon
sludge quality.
Manaqement Practices
The five management practices are intended to supplement the pollutant limits and provide
additional protection to endangered species or their habitat, surface water, wetlands, ground
water, and human exposure to the sludge. Four are applicable to bulk sludge; one is
applicable to bagged or containerized sludge.
Operational Standards: Patho.qen and Vector Attraction Reduction Requirements
There are two-categories of pathogen reduction requirements: Class A and Class B (with
associated site restrictions on the use of Class B sludge).
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¯ Class A requirements result in essentially pathogen-free sludge that may be used
immediately with unrestricted public access.
¯ Class B requirements significantly reduce (but do not eliminate) the pathogen count in
the sludge and require a waiting period before the land on which the sludge was
applied may be used for certain activities.
Sludge that is sold or given away in a bag or other container must meet Class A
requirements. Bulk sludge that goes to lawn or home garden use must also meet Class A
requirements. Bulk sewage sludge applied elsewhere (i.e., agricultural land, forest, public
contact sites, or reclamation sites) must meet either Class A or Class B requirements.
Under Part 503, six treatment alternatives are available for achieving Class A sludge. Three
treatment alternatives (with specific site restrictio.n.s for use of the treated sludge) are provided
for achieving Class B sludge.
The Part 257 interim regulation established specific sludge treatment processes and their
operating parameters to be used to achieve the appropriate level of pathogen reduction. EPA
retained substantially the same pathogen reduction treatment processes from Part 257 in the
Part 503 regulations. Therefore, among the alternatives to achieve Class B sludge is
treatment using one of the Processes to Significantly Reduce Pathogens (PSRP). Similarly,
Class A sludge may be achieved by using one of the Processes to Further Reduce Pathogens
(PFRP).
Land applied sludge is subject under the Part 503 regulations to vector attraction reduction
requirements to reduce the characteristics of the sludge that attract disease vectors (i.e.,
insects and mammals that are capable of transporting infectious agents, ultimately to
humans). Part 503 requires compliance with one of eight vector attraction reduction treatment
alternatives if the sludge will be sold or given away in a bag or other container. Bulk sewage
sludge applied to lawns or home gardens must also meet one of eight vector attraction
reduction treatment alternatives. Bulk sewage sludge applied elsewhere must meet one of 10
treatment alternatives.
Monitorinq, Recordkeepin.q, and Reportin.q Requirements
Minimum self-monitoring frequencies, which range from once per year to monthly, are
specified in Part 503 based on the volume of sludge to. be applied. More (or less) stringent
monitoring frequencies may also be imposed through a permit mechanism.
Part 503 recordkeeping requirements differ depending on the type of pollutant limits applied.
Recordkeeping requirements, including the certification statements specified in Part 503, are
imposed on generators/preparers, while other specific recordkeeping requirements are
imposed on appliers. Most of the specific information is required to be retained for 5 years,
except that some information for sludge regulated by cumulative pollutant loading rates must
be retained indefinitely.
Only a subset of the facilities required to maintain records is required to report under the Part
503 regulations. Those facilities that must report at least once per year are listed below.
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¯ Class I sludge management facilities
¯ POTWs with a design capacity equal to or greater than 1 Million Gallons per Day
(MGD)
¯ POTWs serving a population of 10,000 or more.

Surface Disposal Requirements
Pollutant Limits
Three pollutants are regulated. Limits apply to ~.ewage sludge that is placed on or in a
surface disposal site that does not have a liner an..~d leachate collection system. There are n._.~o
limits on sewage sludge placed in sewage sludge units equipped with a liner and leachate
collection system. The distance between the active sewage sludge unit and the site property
line/boundary determine the specific pollutant limits that apply; the closer the distance to the
boundary, the more stringent the limits (see Figure 10-2). An owner/operator can request sitespecific pollutant limits; these limits would be established by the permitting authority through a
permit.
Mana.qement Practices
A total of 14 management practi(~e requirements are established in Part 503. Many are onetime surface disposal site location restrictions. Others address operational activities (e.g.,
leachate and runoff collection systems, methane gas monitoring) and post-closure activities.
Operational Standards
Sewage sludge must meet one of the Class A or Class B pathogen reduction treatment
alternatives, but need not meet any of the Class B site restrictions (since they are only
applicable to land applied sewage sludge). Surface disposed sludge must also meet one of
eleven vector attraction reduction alternatives. However, if the sewage sludge is covered at
the end of each day (one of the vector attraction reduction alternatives), the sludge is deemed
to have met pathogen reduction requirements.
Monitorinq, Recordkeepin.q, and Reportin.q Requirements
Monitoring and recordkeeping requirements, including the certification statements specified in
Part 503, are imposed on the sludge generator or final preparer and/or the owner/operator of
the surface disposal site. Minimum monitoring frequencies are established based on the
volume of sludge disposed of. All records are required to be maintained for 5 years. The
same classes of facilities identified under the land application section are required to report at
least once per year.
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Incineration Requirements

Pollutant Limits
A total of seven pollutants are regulated. Limits for five metals are calculated by the
permitting authority based on site-specific factors using the equations specified in the Part 503
regulations. Limits for the other two pollutants (mercury and beryllium) are derived from air
emission standards promulgated under 40 CFR Part 61. These limits appear in the permit
issued to the owner/operator of the sewage sludge incinerator.
.Operational Standards
The regulations establish a monthly standard on the total hydrocarbons concentration in the
exit gases of an incinerator to protect from excessive emissions of organic pollutants.

Mana.qement Practices
Seven management practices ensure that certain instruments are correctly installed,
calibrated, operated, and maintained; that incinerator maximum combustion temperature and
air pollution control equipment operating standards are established; and that endangered
species and their habitats are protected. The specific management practice requirements
should be established by the permitting authority based on site-specific factors and should
appear in the incinerator’s permit.
Monitorinq, Recordkeepin,q and Reportin.q Requirements
Monitoring Requirements. In general, monitoring requirements for sewage sludge to be
incinerated are imposed on the owner/operator of the incinerator. Part 503 requires
monitoring (a) of sewage sludge for pollutant (i.e., metals) concentrations; (b) of incinerator
stack exit gases for total hydrocarbon or, alternatively, carbon monoxide (CO), oxygen
concentrations, and moisture content; and (c) of incinerator combustion temperatures and air
pollution control equipment operating parameters. Monitoring requirements to demonstrate
compliance with Part 61 beryllium and mercury standards are also likely to be imposed on
owners/operators of sewage sludge incinerators.
Recordkeepin.q Requirements. Records required to be maintained by owners/operators of
incinerators are specified both in Part 503 and site-specific conditions in the NPDES or sludge
permit.
..R. eportin.q Requirements. The same classes of facilities identified under the land application
section are required to report at least once per year. In this case, reporting requirements are
imposed on owners and operators of sewage sludge incinerators.
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Figure 10-1
Sludge Quality Requirements for Land Application Uses

Ceiling Concentration
Limits ~ Table 1 of ~503.13
Pollutant

LAND APPLICATION
[

Bulk sewage I
sludge
~
to: apphed
I

..

Arsemc
Any of vector ~__~ Cadmlum
Chromium
opUons 1-8
Copper Lead
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Selenium
Zinc

]
Class A ~
L

¯ Lawn or home garden

away m bag or ~
°therc°ntainerl
I

Class A

75 85
3000
4300
840
57 75
420
100
7500

Ceiling concentration
hm~ts in Table 1
above

optxons I-8
I

Maximum
(mg/kg)

-- I

Pollution Concentration
Limits -- Table 3 of §503.13
Pollutant

Arsenic
41 39
Cadmium
1200
Chromium
I500
Copper
300
Lead
17
Mercury
420
Nickel
36
Selemum
2800
Zinc

Pollution Concentration
Annuzd Pollutant Loading
Rates--Table 4 of ~503.13
APLR Kg/Ha/
Pollutant
365 day period
Arsentc
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Zinc

sludge applied I~,,q
,
,
¯ Agricultural land, including pasture
¯ Forest land
¯ Pubhc contact site
¯ Reclamation s~te

Any of vector
opuons 1-10

~

Ceding concentrauon
hmtts m Table 1
above

Monthly Avg.
(mg/kg)

2.0
1.9
150.0
75.0
15.0
21.85
5.0
140.0

Ltmtts m Table 3 Above OR
Cumulative Pollutant Loading
Ra(es--Tahle 2 of §503.13
Pollutant

CPLR Kg/Ha

Arsemc
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Mercury
N~cket
Selemum
Zinc

41 39
3000
1500
300
17
420
100
2800

4(~lB-0Za
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Figure 10-2
Sludge Quality Requirements for Surface Disposal
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B. Sludge Inspection Procedures
Scope of Inspection Activities
Inspectors should verify compliance with the following general activities:
¯ Sludge monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting
¯ Sludge treatment operations
¯ Sludge sampling and laboratory Quality Assurance (QA).

~.

EPA intends for the evaluation of sludge management activities to be incorporated into the
existing inspection structure so that inspection resources can be used most efficiently. The
inspector can identify and investigate problems that might contribute to noncompliance with
sludge requirements during any inspection site visit. The Pretreatment Compliance Inspection
(PCI), the Compliance Evaluation Inspection (CEI), and the Performance Audit Inspection
(PAl) are the most likely vehicles’for evaluating compliance with sludge requirements.
However, the NPDES inspector may use any of the following existing NPDES inspections
when evaluating sludge requirements:
¯ CSImThe Compliance Sampling Inspection (CSI) may be used if the inspector decides
that sludge sampling is necessary to determine compliance with applicable
requirements.

¯ CEIoThe inspector has historically looked at sludge treatment as part of the CEI
because of its effect on wastewater treatment. This evaluation of sludge treatment
should be expanded to include a review of sludge monitoring, reporting, and recordkeeping, and a more comprehensive evaluation of the Operation and Maintenance
(O&M) of sludge treatment processes, to evaluate compliance with sludge permit
requirements.
¯ PAImThe PAl may be expanded to evaluate compliance with sludge monitoring
requirements, and evaluate the permittee’s sludge sampling and analytical procedures.
NPDES inspectors are not required to conduct an in-depth compliance assessment of sludge
final use and disposal practices when such practices occur away from the treatment plant. In
situations where final use and disposal requirements have been established in the facility’s
NPDES permit (e.g., management practices such as lO-meter buffer zones between the
sludge application site and surface waters) and the activity is offsite, the inspector should
verify compliance with those requirements through a records review at the facility. As part of
a sampling inspection, the inspector may need to sample the sludge to determine compliance
with pollutant limits.
R0014702
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EPA intends to focus sludge inspection activities on those aspects of sludge management that
can easily be evaluated during an existing NPDES compliance or pretreatment inspection.
Inspectors will rely on an evaluation of sludge treatment operations, the observation of onsite
sludge storage and disposal activities, and the review of sludge monitoring and disposal
records to identify actual and potential noncompliance with sludge requirements. Inspectors
should document compliance or noncompliance with sludge final use or disposal requirements
in accordance with standard NPDES compliance inspection procedures.
An inspection checklist is an essential field tool for documenting that all necessary information
has been collected. Inspection checklists are included in Appendix I of this manual. These
checklists are based on the checklists in EPA’s Guidance for NPDES Compliance Inspector:
Evaluation of Sludge Treatment Processes (USEPA’November, 1991) and Guidance for
NPDES Compliance Inspector: Verifying Compliance with Sludge Requirements (USEPA
November, 1991), as modified by EPA Region 8. The checklists should be used in
conjunction with the checklist questions found in the 1991 guidance manuals. However,
sludge permits may contain additional sludge permit conditions, based on case-by-case
considera!ions, that are not included on the checklist. The inspector should identify additional
permit requirements and verify compliance with these conditions as well. To accomplish this,
it is recommended that the inspector expand the checklist, if necessary, to ensure that it is
specific to the NPDES permit and the sludge final use or disposal activity. The inspector
should complete the checklist and should incorporate his/her findings and conclusions in the
final inspection report prepared for the facility.
¯ Fhe NPDES compliance inspector should consult EPA’s 1991 Guidance for NPDES
Compliance Inspector: Evaluation of Sludge Treatment Processes when preparing to conduct
a sludge inspection. This technical reference presents a detailed examination of sludge unit
processes and also contains extensive technical checklists that summarize the most critical
elements of sludge thickening, stabilization, conditioning, dewatering, and disinfection. A
technical understanding of the proper design and operation of the sludge treatment processes
is essential for conducting thorough and informed sludge inspections.

Inspection Preparation
On preparing for the inspection, the inspector should:
¯ Review the NPDES Permit (or the facility’s sludge permit, if applicable). When
reviewing the NPDES permit file in preparation for the inspection, identify:
Permit conditions applicable to sludge including treatment; general requirements;
management practices; and monitoring, reporting, and recordkeeping requirements.
Any additional requirements in the NPDES permit that may reflect State regulations.
Additionally, the NPDES permit may incorporate a separate State permit by
reference, in which case the State permit is also enforceable under the Federal CWA.
¯ Review sludge self-monitoring data.
¯ Become familiar with the sludge disposal practices used.
10-10
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¯ Review appropriate Federal regulations (i.e., 40 CFFI Part 503 Regulations, or Part
258 if sludge is disposed of in a municipal solid waste landfill, and any other applicable
State or local regulations).
¯ Review relevant guidance for background information and implementation procedures
(e.g., guidelines on calculating agronomic rate, EPA’s Process Design Manuals for
Land Application of Municipal Sewage Sludge and Municipal Sludge Landfills, Control
of Pathogens in Municipal Sewage Sludge).
¯ Verify that records kept by the permittee facilitate evaluation of compliance with sludge
requirements.

Records Review

oo

The Part 503 sludge regulations contain recordkeeping and reporting requirements. ]’he
facility’s NPDES or sludge permit may have additional recordkeeping or reporting
requirements. An evaluation of the sludge records and reports found at the facility should be
conducted to determine compliance with these recordkeeping and reporting requirements.
The procedures listed below should be used for these routine inspections. If suspected
violations are uncovered during the routine evaluation, a more intensive investigation should
be conducted.
In the records review process, the evaluation of compliance with sludge recordkeeping
requirements should consider the following:
¯ Is all required information available for review?
¯ Are all regulated pollutants and sludge use and disposal practices addressed?

¯ Is all sludge information current?
¯ Are sludge records maintained for at least 5 years (commencing July 20, 1993)?

¯ Does the information contained in sludge records support the data submitted to the
permitting authority?
¯ Do the records indicate areas needing further investigation?

The inspector should also identify whether violations of sludge-related permit requirements
(e.g., concentration limits and/or management practices) have been reported, as required by
the permit. Finally, the inspector should verify that the permittee has notified EPA of any
changes to sludge use or disposal practices.
Evaluation Procedures

The inspector should first review the permit and fact sheet and list all sludge recordkeeping
requirements. Table 10-1 is a list of records that may’ be relevant for s~udge. This list is
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supplemented by Table 10,2, which describes records relevant to the operation of specific
sludge treatment unit processes. Throughout the inspection, the facility’s operations should
be compared with the permit conditions to verify that required permit activities for sludge are
correct, current, and complete.
An evaluation of sludge self-monitoring records and/or procedures involves the same elements
as an evaluation of their wastewater monitoring data; however, there are some special
considerations inherent in sludge sampling. In evaluating the permittee’s records, inspectors
should look for documentation regarding:
¯ Regulated PollutantswAs identified in the .NPDES permit or applicable Federal or State
regulations.
¯ Monitoring FrequencyDAs identified in the-NPDES permit or applicable Federal or
State regulations. Note that Part 503 establishes minimum monitoring frequencies
based on the quantity of sewage sludge used or disposed of.
¯ Sample LocationDThe appropriate sampling point is the last treatment process the
sludge goes through before leaving the treatment plant for use or disposal. For
example, if a composted sludge is land applied, the compost pile should be sampled.
If digested sludge is land applied, the sludge should be sampled as it is transferred
from the digester to the truck prior to being hauled off site. Table 10-3 identifies
sludge sampling points appropriate for the various types of treated sludge.
¯ Sample TypeswGrabs or composites may be appropriate depending on the situation,
but note that a grab sample from a lagoon, drying bed, compost pile, or truck must
consist of numerous samples collected from various places in the lagoon, bed, pile, or
truck and must be combined to make a representative sample.
¯ . Sample Volume---If evaluating the sample collection process or taking samples, be
sure that the container is not filled completely. Some space should be left to allow for
expansion of the sample due to gas production. Refer to Appendix J for specific
sample volumes.
¯ Sample ContainersmSample containers are generally the same types as those used
for collection of wastewater samples, except that sludge sampling containers should be
wide mouth bottles. Refer to Appendix J for a description of the appropriate container
material.
¯ EPA Sample Identification MethodsmSame as for wastewater sampling.
¯ Preservation and Holding Times~The primary difference in sludge preservation is that
samples should not be chemically preserved in the field because the sludge matrix
makes it difficult to thoroughly mix the preservative into the sample. However,
samples should be iced. Refer to Appendix J.
¯ Chain-of-custody~Same as for wastewater sampling.
¯ Quality Control--Same as for wastewater sampling.
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¯ Analytical procedures used by lab--The analytical methods used for sludge are
different from those used for wastewater. Approved analytical methods are listed in
Part 503 (40 CFR 503.8). For example, Part 503 requires that analyses for inorganic
pollutants use the procedures in Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste,
Physical/Chemical Methods, EPA publication SW-846. The inspector should note the
information recorded regarding sample handling and analysis at the laboratory and
verify that it is correct. If evaluating the laboratory, the procedures are the same as
those followed in a PAl. The inspector should look at:
Analytical procedures
Laboratory services
Instruments and equipment
-- Calibration
-- Maintenance
..
Supplies
Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
Precision and accuracy of measurement process
Data handling and reporting
Records retention
Personnel qualifications.
¯ Analytical ResultsmVerify that results documented in the files are consistent with those
reported.
The inspector should verify that reporting requirements are fulfilled according to the permit and
applicable regulations. The NPDES permit may or may not have specific reporting
requirements; however, the Part 503 sludge standards have specific reporting requirements
that apply regardless of whether they appear in the NPDES permit. The May 1989 revisions
to the NPDES regulations established required permit conditions regarding notification of
change and at least annual reporting of sludge monitoring results. As NPDES permits are
reissued, they will contain, at a minimum, these standard conditions as well as conditions
specified in Part 503. Based on the applicable requirements, the inspector should verify that:
¯ Reports contain all required information
¯ Reports are submitted at the required frequency
¯ Data are reported in Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR) or other approved form.
Inspectors should review unit operation records to verify compliance with pathogen and vector
attraction reduction requirements. Tables 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 list the records and operating
requirements for the Part 503 Class A pathogen reduction alternatives, the Class B pathogen
reduction alternatives, and the vector attraction reduction options, respectively. Inspectors are
not expected to review each monitoring record, but rather to verify that records are being
maintained and are available for review. If a permittee has problems meeting either its
pathogen or vector attraction reduction requirements (e.g., fecal coliform or percent volatile
solids reduction), the inspector should review treatment operating records to identify potential
noncompliance with the particular operating requirements specified in Part 503 for the
particular pathogen and vector reduction process employed by the permittee. For example,
an inspector might check a treatment facility’s pH or temperature records to determine
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whether the sludge has been maintained at the appropriate pH or temperature for the required
duration during treatment.
The inspector should verify that records are available for all disposal practices:
¯ Volume of sludge disposed of
¯ Sludge quality data
¯ Specific records appropriate for demonstrating compliance with the general
requirements, management practices, and operational standards.
Verify whether records are maintained in accordance with permit requirements. The May
1989 NPDES regulatory revisions created a mandatory permit condition requiring that sludge
records be kept for 5 years. However, many NPDES permits, do not yet include this
requirement. The Part 503 regulations establish specific recordkeeping requirements for each
party involved in the sewage sludge use or disposal process.

Facility Site Review
!nspection of Solids Handlinq Unit Processes
To evaluate compliance with applicable sludge requirements, the inspector should fully
understand the sludge treatment processes used at the facility and how each process fits into
the overall treatment scheme. Sludge processing arguably poses the greatest challenges in
wastewater treatment from the standpoints of design, operation, and maintenance. Typically,
solids handling accounts for between 30 and 40 percent of the capital costs, 50 percent of the
operating costs, and 90 percent of the operational problems at sewage treatment plants.
These problems can not only prevent compliance with applicable Federal or State sludge
disposal regulations, but can also contribute to a treatment plant’s noncompliance with its
NPDES permit effluent limits.
When conducting the walk-through visual inspection of the facility, the inspector should be
aware of, and look for, physical conditions that are indicative of potential or existing problems.
Some of the more common indicators of potential problems are listed in Table 10-7. The
presence of these conditions may warrant a more in-depth inspection of the sludge treatment
processes. A checklist is provided in Appendix I to assist the’inspector during the facility site
review. The questions on this checklist are sludge-specific and should be asked in conjunction
with the Facility Site Review checklist. In addition, many of the questions in the NPDES
checklist relate to the overall operation of the facility and, therefore, can also be applied to
sludge evaluations (e.g., treatment units properly operated and maintained). The inspector
should look for conditions that indicate potential or existing problems. If the inspector finds
conditions that are a potential problem, this may trigger a more detailed evaluation. EPA has
developed guidance and checklists for conducting in-depth evaluations of each of the most
common sludge treatment unit processes, Guidance for NPDES Compliance Inspectors:
Evaluating Sludge Treatment Processes, November 1991.
The inspector should determine whether the facility is operating its sludge treatment and
disposal processes in a manner consistent with the requirements established in its NPDES
permit. If the inspector discovers conditions at the facility that threaten public health or the
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environment (e.g., contaminating ground water or surface water, exposing the public to
pathogens or disease vectors, or compromising public safety), the inspector should inform the
enforcement staff so that appropriate action can be taken. If knowing endangerment is
discovered, the criminal investigations unit should be informed.
Many large-scale operations are conducted outside, such as sludge drying, composting,
temporary and long-term storage, and loading and hauling. Inspectors should note these
outside operations’ exposure to rainfall and runoff collection and treatment methods. If storm
water collection devices have been constructed, the inspector should evaluate the
performance and maintenance of these devices as well as their design capacity (e.g., the 10year 24-hour storm event or the 25-year 24-hour storm event). Visual observations can detect
obvious problems that may contribute to the contamination of surface water or ground water
such as erosion, breaches of dikes or berms, or cracks in the concrete or asphalt. The
inspector should inquire as to whether the capacity of the’ collection devices has ever been
exceeded during any storm event.
The sludge loading area should be inspected to determine how the sludge is being hauled or
transported. The inspector should note the size of the truckloads and the number of
truckloads hauled over a 1-day period (or another time period). These figures are useful to
the inspector in verifying the permittee’s records and reports on the volume of sludge
generated and disposed of.
Slud_qe Stora.qe
The inspector should also verify that the permittee has adequate storage capacity for its
sludge in the event that its preferred disposal method is interrupted for any reason (e.g.,
noncompliance with cumulative loading rates on the land application site). There are no
Federal requirements specifying a minimal storage capacity; the appropriate capacity will vary
depending on the amount of sludge generated and the facility’s use or disposal option(s).
Storage capacity should address normal, routine storage prior to disposal and should
antictpate emergency conditions, such as:
¯ Equipment malfunction
¯ Inclement weather
¯ Unanticipated loss of disposal site.
Farmer decides to discontinue use of sewage sludge
Landfill violates requirements and may no longer accept sludge or is required to
close.
Some States have developed storage capacity requirements. If the permittee cannot dispose
of its sludge in the preferred manner, it should have either adequate storage capacity for its
sludge or clearly established plans for alternative methods of disposal.
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Again, many of these elements are evaluated according to the same criteria regardless of the
sample being analyzed. The inspector is referred to Chapter 7 and the 1990 NPDES
Compliance Monitoring Inspector Training Module on Laboratory Analysis for general guidance
on inspecting the permittee’s laboratory procedures. There are some differences in sample
preparation and analytical techniques for sludge with which the inspector should be familiar.
In conducting the sludge component of the PAl, the inspector should closely evaluate the
permittee’s sample preparation procedures. The sludge matrix is more complex and variable
than the wastewater matrix; therefore, the laboratory’s development of sample preparation
techniques is of particular concern.
The NPDES permit may require the permittee tb analyze sludge for conventionals, inorganic
pollutants, metals, and pathogens (depending on the ultimate sludge disposal practice). For
example, sludge that is going to be land applie.d will be analyzed for 10 metals and nitrogen to
determine the appropriate application rate. Table 10-8 lists the constituents required to be
monitored by Part 503. 40 CFR 503.8 contains a listing of approved analytical methods and
volatile solids reduction calculations that must be used for monitoring sludge quality. The
analytical methods for metals are not the. same as those used for the analysis of wastewater.
Appendix J contains the required analytical method, the maximum allowable sample holding
times, sample preservation techniques, sample containers, sample preparation methods, and
additional comments that may be pertinent to the analytical method.
The inspector should keep the following points in mind when reviewing the permittee’s lab and
analytical results:
¯ The Part 503 standards are expressed on a dry weight basis. Laboratory results for
sludge are typically reported in one of two forms, wet weight (i.e., mg/L) or dry weight
(i.e., mg/kg). The laboratory should be providing the results on a dry weight basis. In
the event that the laboratory results are reported on a wet weight basis (i.e., in mg/L),
the results for each pollutant in each sample must be recalculated to determine the dry
weight concentration. To accomplish this conversion, the percent total solids in the
sludge sample must be known. Thus, the lab must analyze the sample for percent
solids using Method 2540G of Standard Methods, 18th Edition.
The following equation can be used to determine the dry weight concentration because
the equation uses the assumption that the specific gravity of water and sewage sludge
are both equal to one. However, this assumption holds true only when the solids
concentration in the sludge is low. The calculated dry weight concentration may vary
slightly from the actual concentration as the solids content increases because the
density of the sewage sludge may no longer be equal to that of water. Typically, this
concern does not arise because the solids content of sludge is usually low. EPA is
aware of this potential problem and may make a determination regarding this matter at
a later date.
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Determine the pollutant concentration on a dry weight basis using the following
abbreviated conversion:~
PC (dry, mg/kg) - PC (wet, mg/L)
(% total solids)
where PC = Pollutant concentration
A unit conversion is incorporated into the equation.
¯ For metals, a common analytical error is that labs conduct the metals analyses using
analytical methods developed for water and wastewater. Analytical methods for water
and wastewater are found in Standard Methods, while.the solid waste analytical
methods are found in Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Wastes (EPA SW-846). For
sludge samples, all metals must be analyzed by SW-846 methods.
¯ Also for metals, note that more than one SW-846 method is provided for each
pollutant. The difference between the methods is usually the equipment used [i.e.,
direct aspiration, furnace, or Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) scan] and the level of
detection desired. Each of the three methods is EPA-approved, but certain sample
characteristics may require one to be used instead of another.

¯ SW-846 Method 3050 is the required preparation method for all metals except mercury
(using equivalent to 1 gram dry weight).
¯ In contrast to the metals, many of the additional inorganic parameters [e.g., nitrite,
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN), etc.] require methods that are found in Standard
Methods for Water and Wastewater. There are several reasons for this, one being that
there is no method for the parameter that is specific to solid waste.

~Analytical Methods Used in the National Sewage Sludge Survey. August 1988. U.S. EPA
Office of Water Regulations and Standards (WH-552), Industrial Technology Division, Washington,
DC.
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Table 10-1
Records Relevant for Sludge Operations
Sludge Use/Disposal Records
¯
¯
¯
¯

Volume
Type of use and/or disposal options used
Use/disposal sites
Loa.ding rates of pollutants (e.g., cadmium and nitrogen) at each land-application
site

Sludge Operating Records
¯ Daily operating log
¯ Equipment maintenance scheduled and completed
¯ Detention time, operating temperature, or pH to evaluate pathogen reduction
Sludge Monitoring Records
¯ Constituents/pollutants in s~udge
¯ Mass of sludge generated and disposed of (in dry metric tons per year)
Sludge Sampling and Analytical Data
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Dates, times, and locations of sampling
Sampling protocols and analytical methods
Results of analyses
Dates and times of analyses
Name(s) of analysis and sampling personnel

Sludge Laboratory Records
¯ Calibration and maintenance of equipment
¯ Laboratory bench sheets or logs and calculations
¯ Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) records
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Table 10-2
Operating Records for Specific Unit Processes
Gravity Thickening
¯ Overflow volume
¯ Influent flow
¯ Percent solids
- Sludge feed
- Thickened sludge
- Overflow
¯ Sludge blanket depth

THICKENING PROCESSES
Dissolved Air Flotation
¯ Sludge feed rate
¯ Recycle flow
¯ Daily operating time
¯ Percent solids
- Sludge feed
- Thickened sludge
- Subnatant
¯ Floating sludge depth
¯ Air flow rate
¯ Retention tank pressure
¯ Percent solids capture
¯ Detention time
¯ Air to solid ratio

Centrifuge
¯ Influent sludge flows
¯ Volume cake produced
¯ Percent solids
- Sludge feed
- Centrate
- Sludge cake
¯ Daily operating time

STABILIZATION PROCESSES (Pathogen and/or Vector Attraction Reduction)
Aerobic Digestion
Anaerobic Digestion
Incineration
¯ Air supply
¯ Detention time
¯ Operating schedule
¯ Solids retention time
¯ Temperature
¯ Sludge feed
¯ Temperature
¯ pH and alkalinity
- Solids content
¯ DO level
¯ Gas production and quality
- Feed rate
¯ pH
¯ Volatile acids
- Volatile solids
¯ Feed sludge
¯ Feed sludge
¯ Combustion temperature
- TS, TVS, and pH
- TS, TVS, and pH
¯ Sludge residence time
- Flow rate
- Flow rate
¯ Fuel flow
¯ Digested sludge
¯ Digested sludge
¯ Off-gas oxygen content
- SOUR
- TS, TVS, and pH
¯ Air feed rate
- TS, TVS, and pH
¯ Emission control equipment
- Flow rate
- Flow rate
¯ Supematant
- Pressure drop
¯ Supernatant
- Flow rate and BOD
¯ Type of fuel
- Flow rate and BOD
- TSS and pH
¯ Volume of ash produced
- TSS and pH
¯ Cleaning frequency
¯ Stack gas monitoring
Wet Air Oxidation
Heat Treatment
Composting
Temperature
Temperature/time
Oxygen concentration
¯ Pressure
¯ Pressure
¯ Temperature and time
¯ Detention time
¯ Feed sludge
¯ Turning frequency
¯ Sludge feed
- TS and TVS
¯ Percent sludge solids
- Percent solids
- Flow Rate
¯ Type and amount of bulking
- Volatile solids
- Percent solids
agent(s)
- Feed rate
¯ Header pressure
¯ End product volatile solids
Chemical
Conditioning/Stabilization
Electron Irradiation
Gamma Irradiation
¯ Chemical types and dosage
¯ Sludge feed rate
¯ Sludge feed rate
¯ Mixing
¯ Electron dosage
¯ Gamma ray source strength
¯ pH
¯ Temperature
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Table 10-2
Operating Records for Specific Unit Processes
(Continued)
Vacuum Filter
¯ Sludge feed
- Total solids
¯ Sludge cake
- Total solids
¯ Filtrate
- Flow
- BOD
- TSS
¯ Maintenance
¯ Spare parts

Drying Bed
¯ Sludge loading rate
¯ Quantity in bed
¯ Depth of sludge in bed
¯ Date deposited
¯ Detention time
¯ Ambient temperature
¯ Drying bed construction
(i.e., lined)
¯ Undertrain destination
¯ Percent solids of the sludge
feed and of the dewatered
sludge

Pressure Filter
¯ Sludge feed percent
solids
¯ Sludge cake percent
solids
¯ Volume of sludge
processed
¯ Cycle length
¯ Volume condition!.ng
chemicals
¯ Filtrate
- Flow
- BOD
- TSS
Drying Lagoons
¯ Sludge loading rate
¯ Percent solids
- Sludge
-.Decant
¯ Quantity in lagoon
¯ Depth in lagoon
¯ Date deposited
¯ Drying time
¯ Rainfall

LEGEND:

Belt Filter Press
¯ Loading rate
¯ Operating speed
¯ Feed slurry
- Total solids and flow
¯ Dewatered sludge
- Total solids
- Flow
¯ Filtrate and wash water
- BOD and SS
- TSS and flow
¯ Preventive maintenance
¯ Polymer
Heat Drying
¯ Operating schedule
- Start-up
- Shut-down
¯ Sludge feed rate
¯ Percent solids
- Sludge feed
- Dewatered sludge
¯ Fuel consumption
¯ Air flow
¯ Drying temperature
¯ Detention time
¯ Stack gas monitoring
- Oxygen
- Particulates
- Carbon monoxide
- Carbon dioxide

DO = Dissolved Oxygen
TS = Total Solids
TVS = Total Volatile Solids
BOD = Biochemical Oxygen Demand
TSS = Total Suspended Solids
SS = Suspended Solids
SOUR = Specific Oxygen Uptake Rate
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Table 10-3
Sludge Sampling Points
Sludge Type
Anaerobically digested
Aerobically digested

Sampling Point
Sample from taps on the discharge side of positive
displacement pumps.
Sample from taps on the discharge lines from pumps. If
batch digester is used, sample directly from the digester.
Two cautionary notes regarding this practice:
¯ If aerated during sampling, air entrains in the sample.
Volatile organic compounds may purge with escaping
air.
..

Thickened
Heat treated

¯ When aeration is shut off, solids separate rapidly in
well-digested sludge.
Sample from taps on the discharge side of positive
displacement pumps.
Sample from taps on the discharge side of positive
displacement pumps after decanting. Be careful when
sampling heat treatment sludge because of:
¯ High tendency for solids separation

Dewatered by belt filter press,
plate-and frame press,
centrifuge, or vacuum filter
press

¯ High temperature of samples (frequently >60°C) can
cause problems with certain sample containers due to
cooling and subsequent contraction of entrained
gases.
Sample from sludge cake discharge chute and conveyor.
Alternatively, sample from collection container or storage
bin for the dewatered sludge; sample from many
locations within the storage bin and at various depths,
collect equal samples from each point, and combine them
to form one sample of the total storage bin.

Dewatered or air dried in
Divide bed into four quadrants, collect equal sample
drying beds, or bin or truck bed volume from the center of each quadrant, and combine
them to form one sample of the total bed. Each grab
sample should include the entire depth of the sludge
(down to the sand).
Composted
Collect full core samples from randomly selected sites in
the pile. Sample directly from front-end loader or other
conveyance device as the sludge is being loaded into
trucks to be hauled away.
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Table 10-4
Recordkeeping Requirements for Class A
Pathogen Reduction Alternatives
Alternative A1--Time and Temperature
¯ Analytical results for density of Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform (most probable number)
¯ Sludge temperature
¯ Time (days, hours, minutes) temperature maintained
Alternative A2--Alkaline Treatment
¯ Analytical results for density of Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform (most probable number)
¯ Sludge pH
¯ Time (hours) pH maintained above 12 (at least 72 hours)
¯ Sludge temperature
¯ Percent solids in sludge after drying (at least 50 percent)
Alternative A3--Analysis and Operation
¯ Analytical results for density of Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform (most probable number)
¯ Analytical results for density of enteric viruses (plaque forming unit/4 grams total solids) prior to
pathogen reduction and, when appropriate, after treatment
¯ Analytical results for density of viable helminth ova (number/4 grams total solids) prior to pathogen
reduction and, when appropriate, after treatment
¯ Values or ranges of values for operating parameters to indicate consistent pathogen reduction
treatment
Alternative A4--Analysis Only
¯ Analytical results for density of Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform (most probable number)
¯ Analytical results for density of enteric viruses (plaque forming unit/4 grams total solids)
¯ Analytical results for density of viable helminth ova (number/4 grams total solids)
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Table 10-4

Recordkeeping Requirements for Class A
Pathogen Reduction Alternatives
(Continued)
Alternative A5mProcesses to Further Reduce Pathogens (PFRP)
¯ Heat Drying
¯ Composting
- Analytical results for density of
- Analytica! results for density of
Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform
Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform
(most probable number)
(most probable number)
- Moisture content of dried sludge <10
- Description of composting method
percent
- Logs documenting temperature
- Logs documenting temperature of sludge
" maintained at or above 55°C for 3 days if
particles or wet bulb temperature of exit
within vessel or static aerated pile
gas exceeding 80°C
composting method
Logs documenting temperature
¯ Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion
maintained at or above 55°C for 15 days
- Analytical results for density of
if windrow compost method
Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform
Logs documenting compost pile turned at
(most probable number)
least five times per day, if windrow
- Dissolved oxygen concentration in
compost method
digester <1 mg/L
Logs documenting temperature
* Gamma Ray Irradiation
maintained at 55-60°C for 10 days
- Analytical results for density of
Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform
¯ Heat Treatment
(most probable number)
- Analytical results for density of
- Gamma ray isotope used
Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform
- Gamma ray dosage at least 1.0 megarad
(most probable number)
- Ambient room temperature log
Logs documenting sludge heated to
temperatures greater than 180°C for 30 o Beta Ray Irradiation
minutes
- Analytical results for density of
Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform
¯ Pasteurization
(most probable number)
- Analytical results for density of
- Beta ray dosage at least 1.0 megarad
Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform
- Ambient room temperature log
(most probable number)
- Temperature maintained at or above
70°C for at least 30 minutes
Alternative A6---PFRP Equivalent
¯ Operating parameters or pathogen levels as necessary to demonstrate equivalency to the
PFRP
:¯ Analytical results for density of Salmonella sp. bacteria or fecal coliform (most probable
number)
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Table 10-5
Recordkeeping Requirements for Class B
Pathogen Reduction Alternatives
Alternative B1--Fecal Coliform Count
¯ Number of samples collected during each monitoring event
¯ Analytical results for density of fecal coliform for each sample collected
Alternative B2--Processes to Significantly Reduce Pathogens (PSRP)
¯ Aerobic Digestion
,~
Dissolved oxygen concentration
..
Volatile solids content before and after digestion
Mean residence time of sludge in digester
Logs showing temperature was maintained for sufficient period of time (ranging from
60 days at 15°C to 40 days at 20°C)
¯ Air Drying
Description of drying bed design
Depth of sludge on drying bed
Drying time in days
- Daily average ambient temperature
¯ Anaerobic Digestion
Volatile solids content before and after digestion
Mean residence time of sludge in digester
Temperature logs of sludge in digester
¯ Composting
o Description of composting method
- Daily temperature logs documenting sludge maintained at 40°C for 5 days
- Hourly readings showing temperature exceeded 55°C for 4 consecutive hours
¯ Lime Stabilization
pH of sludge immediately and then 2 hours after addition of lime
Alternative B3--PSRP Equivalent
¯ Operating parameters or pathogen levels as necessary to demonstrate equivalency to
PSRP
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Table 10-6
Recordkeeping Requirements for Vector Attraction
Reduction Sludge Processing Options
Option 1--Volatile Solids (VS) Reduction

Option 5---Aerobic
Processing(Thermophilic Aerobic
Digestion/Composting)

¯ Volatile solids concentration of raw and
final sludge streams (mg/kg)
¯ Calculations showing 38 percent reduction
in volatile solids

¯ Sludge detention time in
digester/composting
¯ Temperature logs showing average
temperature above 45°C and minimum
.. temperature above 40°C for 14
consecutive days

Options 2 and 3--Bench-Scale VS
Reduction

Options 6--Alkaline Treatment

¯ One-time description of bench-scale
digester
¯ Time (days) that sample was further
digested in bench-scale digester (30 days
for aerobically and 40 days for
anaerobically digested sludge)
¯ Temperature logs showing temperature
maintained at 20°C for aerobically or
between 30°C and 37°C for anaerobically
digested sludge
¯ Volatile solids concentration of sludge
(mg/kg) before and after bench-scale
digestion

¯ Logs demonstrating hours pH of sludge/
alkaline mixture was maintained (12 for 2
hours and 11.5 for an additional 22 hours)
¯ Amount of alkaline added to sludge (Ibs
or gals)
¯ Amount of sludge treated

Option 4~Specific Oxygen Uptake Rate
¯ Dissolved oxygen readings for sludge
sample over 15-minute intervals (mg/L)
¯ Temperature logs showing test was
conducted at 20°C
¯ Total solids for sludge sample (g/L)
¯ SOUR calculations (mg/g)

Option~ 7 and 8---Drying
¯ Results of percent solids (dry weight) test
¯ Presence of unstabilized solids generated
during primary treatment
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Table 10-7
Sludge Handling Pro~ess Evaluation
General Indicators
¯
¯
¯
¯

Inadequate sludge removal from cladfiers or thickeners
Substantial down-time of sludge treatment units/solids handling
Sludge disposal inadequate to keep treatment system in balance
Mass balance inappropriate (ratio of sludge wasted should be 0.65-0.85 Ibs of sludge per Ib of
BOD removed)

Sludge Thickening Problems
¯
¯
¯
¯

Sludge decant or return flows high in solids*
Thickened sludge too thin
Fouling of overflow weirs on gravity thickeners ..
Air flotation skimmer blade binding on beaching plate

,.

Anaerobic Digestion Problems
¯ Sludge heater inoperative*
¯ Supematant exuding sour odor*
¯ Inadequate gas production*
¯ Mechanical or gas mixers inoperative
¯ Floating cover of anaerobic digester tilting
¯ Gas burner inoperative
¯ pH problems*
¯ Excessive suspended solids in supematant
Aerobic Digestion Problems
¯ Excessive foaming in tank*
¯ Objectionable odor in aerobically digested sludge*
¯ Insufficient DO in digester
¯ Digester overloaded
¯ Clogging of diffusers in digester
¯ Mechanical aerator failure in digester
¯ Inadequate supematant removal
Drying Beds/Lagoons Problems
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Dry sludge stacked around drying beds where runoff may enter waters
Broken dikes between sludge drying lagoons
Poor sludge distribution on drying beds
Vegetation in drying beds (unless reed design)
Inadequate drying time on drying beds
Dry sludge remaining on drying beds
Objectionable odor from sludge lagoon
Unlined sludge lagoons

Sludge Dewatering Problems
¯
¯
¯
¯

Excessive solids present in dewatedng filtrate*
Inadequate dryness of sludge cake*
Sludge build-up on belts, rollers, or conveyors of dewatering equipment
Insufficient run time for sludge dewatering equipment

¯ Indicates serious problems with the sludge handling process.
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Table 10-7

Sludge Handling Process Evaluation (Continued)
Disposal
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Sludge constituents not analyzed before disposal
Sludge not transported in appropriate approved vehicle
Objectionable odors generated at sludge disposal site*
Inadequate runoff control at landfill or land application sites
Inadequate coverage of sludge in subsurface injection system
Slow drying of soil-sludge mixture in subsurface injection system
Sludge ponding at land application sites
Inadequate burial of sludge at landfill site
Liquid sludge applied to landfill site or sludge fails paint filter test
Excessive erosion at sludge sites
Sludge disposed of in nonpermitted sites
Sludge lagoons full and overflowing*

*Indicates serious problems with the sludge handling process.
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Table 10-8
Pollutants Monitored for Land Application, Surface Disposal, and Incineration
Pollutant
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Selenium
Zinc
.’,, Nitrogen

Land Application

Surface Disposal
(unlined units)

Incineration

,/

,,,,,
,/
v"

Organism to Be Monitored
Allowable Level in Sludge
Fecal Coliform(~)
1,000 Most Probable Number (MPN) per gram (Class A) of
total solids (dry weight)
(1)
Salmonella sp.
bacteria (in
3 MPN per 4 grams total solids (dry weight)
lieu of fecal coliform)
Enteric Viruses(a
Less than one plaque-forming unit per 4 grams total solids
(dry weight)
Viable Helminth(2) Ova

Less than one viable helminth ovum per 4 grams of total
solids (dry weight)

Fecal Coliform(a)

Less than 2 x 106 MPN or less than 2 x 106 colony-forming
units per gram of total solids (dry weight) (expressed as
geometric mean of the results of 7 individual samples)

All Part 503 Class A Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Class A Alternatives 3 and 4 only
Class B, Alternative 1
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A. Review of the Storm Water
Regulations
Development of Storm Water Regulations (40 CFFI §122.26)’
The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean
Water Act or CWA) prohibited the discharge of a~y pollutants to navigable waters from a point
source unless the discharge is authorized by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit. At the time of the 1972 amendments to the CWA, sewage treatment
plant outfalls and industrial process wastewater were easily identified as point sources
responsible for contributing to the degradation of water quality. However, as pollution control
measures were instituted, it became evident that more diffuse sources, such as agricultural
and urban storm water runoff, were also contributing to the problem. In response to this
concern, the Water Quality Act (WQA) of 1987 added section 402(p) to the CWA and required
the Environmental Protection Ager~cy (EPA) to establish a comprehensive two-phased
approach to address storm water discharges.
In response to section 402(p)(2) of the CWA, EPA finalized Phase I storm water regulations,
published on November 16, 1990 (57 FR 47990). The regulations specify that by October 1,
1992, the following point source~ storm water discharges must apply for a NPDES permit: (i)
a discharge with respect to which a permit has been issued prior to February 4, 1987; (ii) a
discharge associated with industrial activity (see §122.26(a)(4)); (iii) a discharge from a large
municipal separate storm sewer system; (iv) a discharge from a medium separate storm
sewer system; and (v) a discharge that the Director, or in States with approved NPDES
programs, either the Director or the EPA Regional Administrator determines is contributing to
a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of
the United States. The regulations exempt "discharges of storm water runoff from mining
~Point source storm water discharge does not include "sheet flow" (SFL) off of an industrial facility. A
point source is defined at 40 Code of Federal Regulations §122.2 as "any discernible, confined, and
discrete conveyance, including but not limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete
fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, landfill leachate coilection system,
vessel or other floating craft from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does not include
return flows from irrigated agriculture or agricultural storm water runoff." Further, any discharge from an
industrial facility through a municipal separate storm sewer system is considered to be ~r-’~aischarge
associated with industrial activity" and, therefore, covered by the storm water permitting requirements. In
most court cases, the term "point source" has been interpreted broadly. For example, the holding in Sierra
Club v. Abston Construction Co., Inc., 620 F.2d 41 (5th Cir. 1980) indicates that changing the surface of
land or establishing grading patterns on land will result in a point source where runoff from the site is
ultimately discharged to waters of the United States. The CWA does not relieve the discharger from liability
simply because the facility did not actually construct conveyances for the storm water. Conveyances
formed by erosion or other natural means may fit the CWA definition of point source and thereby subject
the dischargers to liability.
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operations or oil and gas exploration, production, processing or treatment operations or
transmission facilities, composed entirely of flows which are from conveyances or systems of
conveyances used for collecting and conveying precipitation runoff and which are not
contaminated by contact with or that has not come into contact with, any overburden, raw
material, intermediate products, finished product, byproduct or waste products located on the
site of such operations" [40 CFR §122.26(a)(2)]. An outline of these regulations, found in 40
CFR §122.26 (Storm water discharges), is presented in Table 11-1.
To incorporate the storm water regulations, EPA also had to revise language in 40 CFR
§§122.1,122.21,122.22, 122.28, 122.42, 123.25, and 124.52. In general, revisions to these
sections were to incorporate references to specific storm water requirements, as identified in
40 CFR §122.26.
Phase II of the storm water program is currently.under development and has not yet been
proposed. Therefore, the remainder of this chapter will focus on Phase I storm water
discharges.

Applicability of Storm Water Discharges Associated With Industrial Activity
First, the inspector must determine whether an industrial facility is subject to the storm water
permitting regulations. The storm water regulations identify 10 different major industrial
categories that are associated with industrial activity (40 CFR §122.26(b)(14)(i)-(x)), including
construction sites larger than 5 acres. EPA identified an eleventh category for "light"
industries, to be subject to the regulations only if there was an exposure of industrial
pollutants to storm water.1 A description of these 11 categories is provided in Figure 11-1. It
has been estimated that more than 100,000 facilities are covered by the regulations. The
discharges associated with these industrial activities are regulated pursuant to 402(p)(2)(B) of
the CWA, requiring the facility to apply for and obtain a permit to discharge storm water.
Point source discharges directly to waters of the United States and to municipal separate
storm sewer systems are covered by the storm water regulations; discharges to Publicly
Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) or combined sewer systems are not covered. The
inspector should be aware that on any given site, storm water may discharge at several
points: overland flow directly to a river or creek, though an inlet to a separate storm sewer
collection system, or to a combined sewer collection system that ultimately discharges to a
POTW.

For the light industries identified in 122.26(b)(14)(xi), "storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity," the regulations include only storm water discharges where material handling
~On June 4,1992, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit issued its opinion generally
affirming EPA’s November 16, 1990, Storm Water Application Regulations. Natural Resources
Defense Council v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1992)(NRDC). The Court in NRDC did
invalidate and remand for further rulemaking the exemption of construction sites smaller than 5
acres and the exemption of certain "light" industries whose industrial activities are not exposed
to rain water. EPA is not requiring permit applications for these activities until further rulemaking
is completed.
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equipment or activities, raw materials, intermediate products, final products, waste materials,
by-products, or industrial machinery are exposed to storm water. Material handling activities
include the storage, loading and unloading, transportation, or conveyance of any raw material,
intermediate product, by-product or waste product. The term excludes areas located on plant
lands separate from the plant’s industrial activities, such as office buildings and accompanying
parking lots as long as the drainage from the excluded areas is not mixed with storm water
drained from the above described areas.
A light industrial facility that determines that there is no exposure to storm water should
document the facility evaluation that led to this conclusion. A copy of this documentation
should be retained onsite. (Some States may have specific requirements for documenting
and retaining this information onsite.)
Operators of industrial facilities that are Federally, State, or’municipally owned or operated
that meet the descriptions of the facilities listed in 40 CFR §122.26(b)(14)(i)-(xi) must also
submit applications.
The regulations, at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), define "storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity." Specifically, the phrase means "the discharge from any conveyance which
is used for collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related to
manufacturing, processing or raw materials storage areas at an industrial plant." The
inspector will need to determine which areas are included in this definition. For the 10
categories of industries identifiedin 40 CFR §122.26(b)(14)(i)-(x), the term includes, but is not
limited to, storm water discharges from the following:
¯ Industrial plant yards
¯ Immediate access roads and rail lines used or traveled by carriers of raw materials,
manufactured products, waste material, or by-products used or created by the facility
¯ Material handling sites
¯ Refuse sites
¯ Sites used for the application or disposal of process wastewaters (as defined at 40
CFR Part 401)
¯ Sites used for the storage and maintenance of material handling equipment
¯ Sites used for residual treatment, storage, or disposal
¯ Shipping and receiving areas
¯ Manufacturing buildings
¯ Storage areas (including tank farms) for raw materials and intermediate and finished
products
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¯ Areas where industrial activity has taken place in the past and significant materials
remain and are exposed to storm water.
Also, the inspector must know which materials are considered significant. Significant
materials, defined at 40 CFR §122.26(b)(12), include, but are not limited to:
¯ Raw materials
¯ Fuels
¯ Materials such as solvents, detergents, and plastic pellets
¯ Finished materials such as metallic products
¯ Raw materials used in food processing or production
¯ Hazardous substances designated under section 101(14) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)
¯ Any chemical the facility is required to report pursuant to section 313 of Title III of
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA)
¯ Fertilizers
¯ Pesticides
¯ Waste products such as ashes, slag, and sludge that have the potential to be released
with storm water discharges.
Identifying whether or not a facility actually performs activities that are subject to storm water
permitting requirements can be a complicated task. To allay concerns, EPA prepared two
guidance documents to provide interested parties with answers to many commonly asked
questions about storm water permitting requirements, NPDES Storm Water Program Question
and Answer Document (March 1992) and NPDES Storm Water Program Question.and Answer
Document, Volume II (July 1993).
"
These two documents address:
¯ Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, toxic pollutant effluent standards,
and new source performance standards
¯ Evaluating the applicability of storm water regulations to process operations in
categories (iii) mining and oil and gas operations, (iv) hazardous waste treatment,
storage, and disposal facilities, (v) landfills, land application sites, and open dumps, (vi)
recycling facilities, (vii) steam electric power generating facilities, (viii) transportation
facilities, (ix) sewage treatment facilities, (x) construction activities, and (xi) light
manufacturing facilities
¯ Individual, group, and general storm water discharge permits and permit applications
1 1-4
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¯ Sampling protocols
¯ Phase II storm water regulations
¯ General storm water information such as EPA and State contacts, definitions, and
program status.
It is strongly recommended that the inspector either have copies or be familiar with the
contents of these documents to support storm water permitting applicability decisions.
One of the first questions that must be answered when evaluating the applicability of the
storm water permitting regulations is whether the; facility performs any industrial activities
subject to the storm water permitting requirements. Often, this decision hinges upon the
facility’s pdmarv Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code, which is based on the primary
activity occurring at thesite. Where multiple activities are conducted at a site, with each
activity having a distinct SIC code, EPA recommends using the value of receipts or revenues
with the activity generating the most revenue or employing the most people being the primary
activity of the facility. If this primary activity is identified in 40 CFR §122.26(b)(14), then the
facility is subject to the storm water permitting requirements. If, however, the facility’s pdmary
activity is not included in 40 CFR §122.26(b)(14), the facility is not subject to the permitting
requirements even if the facility conducts secondary activities that are identified therein.

Permit Applications for Storm Water Discharges Associated With Industrial Activity
The November 16, 1990, regulations specify three types of permit applications for storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity: individual permit applications, group permit
applications, and general permit applications. (Later, EPA published a series of general
permits in States, in Federal facilities, and on Indian lands, where EPA is the NPDES
permitting authoritym57 FR 41176, 57 FR 41236 for industrial activities [September 9, 1992];
57 FR 44412, 57 FR 44438 for construction activities [September 25, 1992].) Facilities
subject to the storm water permitting regulations had the opportunity to apply for any of the
three types of permits. The due date for group applications has since passed, leaving new
facilities with two options, general or individual permits.
Individual permit application requirements are identified in 40 CFR §122.26(c)(1) and require
the applicant to provide comprehensive facility-specific information and quantitative storm
water sampling data on Forms 1 and 2F. Individual permit applications were due on October
1, 1992 for existing facilities. New facilities must submit this application 180 days prior to
commencement of industrial activity that may cause a storm water discharge; new
construction facilities must submit an application 90 days prior to commencement of
construction.
Group permit application requirements are identified in 40 CFFI §122.26(c)(2) and allow
facilities with similar operations and storm water discharges to file a single two-part permit
application. Part 1 group permit applications were due to EPA on September 30, 1991, for all
industrial activities except those owned and operated by a municipality with a population of
less than 250,000. Municipalities with populations of less than 250,000 were required to
submit this application no later than May 18, 1992. Part 2 applications were due to EPA on
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October 1, 1992, for all industrial activities except those owned and operated by a municipality
with a population of less than 250,000. Municipalities with populations of less than 250,000
were required to submit this application no later than May 17, 1993.
Industrial facilities wishing to be covered under a general permit, which is the most common
permit choice by far, must file a Notice of Intent (NOI). The NOI is a simple one-page form
that notices EPA (or the NPDES-approved State) of the facility’s intent to be covered under
the baseline general permitting requirements. Typically, coverage under the permit is
automatic two days after the post-marked date of the NOI. (Some delegated States have
varying time frames and some do not offer automatic coverage.) All NOIs for existing
industrial facilities were due on October 1, 1992; however, EPA is accepting NOIs after that
date (although, acceptance does not preclude EPA from taking enforcement action against the
permittee for failure to submit). The NOI requires general facility operator and site
information, site activities, and a signed certificatiol~ attesting’t~ the truth, accuracy, and
completeness of the NOI. Most facilities submitting NOIs do so assuming that the general
permit will be less stringent and cheaper (i.e., fewer pollutant limitations, monitoring
requirements, and reporting requirements) to comply with than an individual permit. Also,
preparing an NOI is less costly than completing a Form 2F (i.e., no sampling is required).
Many facilities submitting individual permit applications believe that their facility is cleaner than
the "general facility" and are looking for less stringent requirements than those in the general
permit. EPA and NPDES-approved states do have the right to refuse issuance of a general
permit and require submission of an individual permit application based on a review of the
NOI or other information.
As described above, EPA established October 1, 1992, as the latest date for any facility with a
discharge associated with industrial activity to submit either an individual or group application,
or to be covered by a promulgated general permit.
Also, operators of storm water discharges associated with industrial activities that discharge
through a large or medium separate storm sewer system must provide the operator of the
large or medium municipal separate storm sewer system with basic information on the facility
and its discharge (40 CFR §122.26(a)(4). This information includes:
¯ The name of the facility
¯ A contact person and phone number
¯ The location of the discharge
¯ A description, including SIC code, which best reflects the principal products or services
provided by each facility
¯ Any existing NPDES permits.
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Applicability of Storm Water Discharges From Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
In addition to regulating discharges from the 11 categories of sites with industrial activities, the
storm water program regulates discharges from medium and large municipal separate storm
sewer systems.
The November 16, 1990, regulations identify a two-part storm water permit application process
for medium (serving a population of 100,000 or more, but fewer than 250,000) and large
(serving a population of more than 250,000) municipal separate storm sewer systems in 40
CFR §122.26(d), pursuant to 402(p)(2)(C)-(D) of the CWA. The regulations identify 220 cities
and counties that meet this requirement (and allow for case-by-case designations of other
municipal storm sewers to be included in these systems). In addition to the designated
counties and cities, other entities may be regulated such as-Departments of Transportation or
flood control districts. To date, a total of approxir~ately 815 entities (cities, counties, DOTs,
etc.) will be covered under 263 permits nationwide. Part 1 applications for municipal storm
sewer systems were due to EPA on November 18, 1991, (large systems) and May 18, 1992,
(medium systems). Part 2 applications for these permittees were due to EPA on November.
16, 1992, (large systems) and May 17, 1993, (medium systems).

Permit Applications for Storm Water Discharges From Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems
Operators of large and medium municipal separate storm sewer systems (and others as
designated by the Director) are required to submit a two-part jurisdiction- or system-wide
permit application. Part 1 of the application should include general applicant information
(including legal authorities), characterization of storm water and the source area, a description
of existing management programs, and available resources. Part 2 of the application requires
demonstration of adequate legal authority, a proposed program to monitor storm water
discharges and estimate pollutant loads, refinement of the source characterization, a proposed
management program and its anticipated effects, and an analysis of the fiscal expenditures to
implement and enforce storm water provisions.
The permitting authority may issue one system-wide permit covering all discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems or issue distinct permits for appropriate categories of
discharges. Also, the permitting authority may issue permits for other municipal separate
storm sewer systems on a system-wide or categorical basis. In many instances, these
permits will be unique to the individual permittee; therefore, a definitive discussion of the
permit requirements for the municipal separate storm sewer system permittees is not possible.

Storm Water Application and Permitting Deadlines

Section 402(p)(4) of the CWA identifies specific deadlines for the issuance or denial of all
storm water permits. However, since EPA was unable to promulgate its regulations by the
statutory deadline, the regulations require issuing or denying all storm water permits within
one year of the permit application regulatory deadline consistent with Congress’ intent.
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Section 402(p)(4) also specifies that permits shall provide for compliance as expeditiously as
practicable, but in no event later than 3 years after the permit issuance date. A summary of
permit application and issuance deadlines is provided in Table 11-3.
The Transportation Act of 1991 modified the application deadlines for industrial activities
owned or operated by municipalities. Specifically, industrial activities owned or operated by
municipalities with populations between 100,000 and 250,000 (medium-sized municipalities)
and power plants, airports, and uncontrolled sanitary landfills owned or operated by
municipalities with populations less than 100,000 (small municipalities) must have submitted
Part 1 group applications by May 18, 1992, and Part 2 by May 17, 1993. Other industrial
activities owned or operated by municipalities with a population of less than 100,000 have
been placed into Phase Ii of the storm water program for future rulemaking.
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Figure 11-1.
Industrial Categories Associated With Industrial Activity
The eleven categories engaging in industrial activity are described below. Descriptions of
Standard Industrial Classification [SIC] codes applicable to the storm water regulations are
provided in Table 11-1.
(i) Facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance
standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards under 40 CFR subchapter N (except
facilities with toxic pollutant effluent standards which are exempted under category (xi)
below;
..
(ii) Facilities classified as SIC 24 (except 2434), 26 (except 265 and 267), 28 (except
283), 29, 311, 32 (except 323), 33, 3441, and 373;
(iii) Facilities classified as SIC 10 through 14 (mineral industry) including active or inactive
mining operations (except for areas of coal mining operations no longer meeting the
definition of a reclamation area under 40 CFR §434.11(I) because the performance bond
issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has been released, or except for
areas of non-coal mining operations which have been released from applicable State or
Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990) and oil and gas exploration,
production, processing, or treatment operations, or transmission facilities that discharge
storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into contact with, any
overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished products, byproducts or waste
products located on the site of such operations; (inactive mining operations are mining
sites that are not being actively mined, but which have an identifiable owner/operator;
inactive mining sites do not include sites where mining claims are being maintained prior to
disturbances associated with the extraction, beneficiation, or processing of mined
materials, nor sites where minimal activities are undertaken for the sole purpose of
maintaining a mineral claim);
(iv) Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, including those that are
operating under interim status or a permit under subtitle C of RCRA;
(v) Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or have received any
industrial wastes (waste that is received from any of the facilities described under this
subsection) including those that are subject to regulation under subtitle D of RCRA;
(vi) Facilities involved in the recycling of materials, including metal scrapyards, battery
reclaimers, salvage yards, and automobile junkyards, including but not limited to tl~ose
classified as SIC 5015 and 5093;
(vii) Steam electric power generating facilities, including coal handling sites;
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B. Storm Water Permits
Typical Storm Water Discharge Permit Contents for Industrial Activities
It is likely that most storm water discharge permits will be modeled after EPA’s baseline
general permit. As such, the inspector will find that these permits address applicability, storm
water Pollution Prevention Plans, effluent limitatior~s, monitoring and reporting requirements,
standard permit conditions, special conditions, reopener language, and Notice of Termination
(NOT) provisions. The Pollution Prevention Plan is considered the most important
requirement of the general permit; the same is probably true for individual permits.

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans
The discussion that follows refers to the general permits issued by EPA on September 9 and
25 of 1992. These permits are available to facilities located in States that have not been
delegated NPDES permit authority. The inspector should review the facility’s permit prior to
the inspection, especially if the permit is different from the general permit. Each industrial and
construction activity covered by the general permit must have a plan, tailored to site-specific
conditions and designed to control the amount of pollutants in storm water discharges from
the site. The inspector should verify that these plans have been updated as appropriate to
reflect current conditions at the site. The permitting authority typically has the right to review
and request changes in the Pollution Prevention Plan. Summaries of necessary components
of these plans for industrial and construction activities are provided below for each of the two
types of activities.
Pollution Prevention Plan for Industrial Activity
The Pollution Prevention Plan as required in the EPA storm water general permit for industrial
activities must be prepared on or before April 1, 1993, and the facility must be in compliance
with the Plan on or before October 1, 1993. New facilities must submit an NOI at least 48
hours prior to commencement of the industrial activity, at the site. The Plan must be signed by
a responsible corporate official such as a president, vice. president, or general partner. This
Plan is to be kept at the facility at all times and only has to be submitted for review when
requested by EPA or by the operator of the municipal/separate storm sewer system when the
facility discharges to a municipal/separate storm sewer. For large or complex facilities, the
inspector should request a copy of the plan prior to inspection, to be more familiar with the
facility during the inspection.
The Plan must contain a description of potential pollutant sources and a description of the
measures and controls to prevent or minimize pollution of storm water. Specifically, the
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inspector should review the description of potential pollutant sources to verify that it reflects
current conditions and includes:
¯ A map of the facility indicating the areas that drain to each storm water discharge point
¯ An indication of the industrial activities that occur in each drainage area
¯ A prediction of the pollutants that are likely to be present in the storm water
¯ A description of the likely sources of pollutants from the site
¯ An inventory of the materials that may be exposed to storm water
¯ The history of spills or ~eaks of toxic or ha~zardous materials for the past 3 years.
In addition, the inspector should verify that measures and controls described in the Plan, are
current, and include the following:
¯ Good housekeeping or upkeep of industrial areas exposed to storm water
¯ Preventative maintenance of storm water controls and other facility equipment
¯ Spill prevention and response procedures to minimize the potential for and the impact
of spills
¯ Testing of all outfalls to ensure there are no cross connections (i.e., only storm water is
discharged)
¯ Training of employees on pollution prevention measures and controls, and recordkeeping.
Checklists relating to specific elements of the storm water Pollution Prevention Plan analysis
for industrial activities are provided in Appendix K.
Specific inspector questions, that may be appropriate at a given industrial site, to assess
activity-specific source controls are presented in Appendix L. Site-specific Best Management
Practices (BMPs) for industrial activities are summarized in Figure 11-2.
The EPA general permit also requires that facilities:
¯ Identify areas with a high potential for erosion and the stabilization measures or
structural controls to be used to limit erosion in these areas
¯ Implement traditional storm water management measures (e.g., oil/water separators,
vegetative swales, detention ponds) where they are appropriate for the site.
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The Plan must also have provisions for two tiers of inspections to be performed by the facility.
The first tier consists of inspections of designated areas of equipment to be performed on a
regular interval determined by the facility. These routine inspections are intended to
determine the need for maintenance, good housekeeping, or other BMPs. The second tier of
inspection is the comprehensive site evaluation, which requires qualified personnel to:
¯ Look for evidence of pollutants entering the drainage system
¯ Evaluate the performance of pollution prevention measures
¯ Identify areas where the Plan should be revised to reduce the discharge of pollutants
¯ Document both the routine inspections and the annual site evaluation in a report.
The compliance site evaluation can be done less frequently than the routine inspection (but
not less than once per year). Documentation of both the routine inspections and the
comprehensive site compliance evaluation must be included in the Plan.
Additional Requirements for EPCRA 313 Facilities
The EPA baseline general permit also includes special requirements for facilities subject to
reporting requirements under Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know (EPCRA)
(also known as Title Ill of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of
1986). Specifically, facilities that have discharges associated with industrial activity and that
are subject to Section 313 of EPCRA for chemicals classified as Section 313 water priority
chemicals" are subject to additional requirements. "Section 313 water priority chemicals" are
defined in Part X Definitions of EPA’s baseline general permit as "chemical or chemical
categories which: 1) are listed at 40 CFR 372.65 pursuant to Section 313 of EPCRA; 2) are
present at or above threshold levels at a facility subject to EPCRA Section 313 reporting
requirements; and 3) that meet at least one of the following criteria; (i) Are listed in Appendix
D of 40 CFR 122 on either Table II (organic priority pollutants), Table III (certain metals,
cyanides, and phenols) or Table V (certain toxic pollutants and hazardous substances); (ii) are
listed as a hazardous substance pursuant to section 31 l(b)(2)(A) of the CWA at 40 CFR
116.4; or (iii) are pollutants for which EPA has published acute or chronic water quality
criteria."
Facilities that have discharges associated with industrial activity and that are subject to
Section 313 of EPCRA {or chemicals classified as Section 313 water priority chemicals are
required to monitor storm water from the facility that comes into contact with any equipment,
tank, container, or other vessel or area used for storage of a Section 313 water priority
chemical, or located at a truck or rail car loading or unloading area where a Section 313 water
priority chemical is handled. Pollutants that must be monitored semiannually include Oil and
Grease (O&G), Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD),
Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN), phosphorus, pH, acute whole
effluent toxicity, and any Section 313 water priority chemical for which the facility is subject to
reporting requirements under Section 313 of EPCRA.
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Reports, summarizing the monitoring results obtained must be submitted annually, on the 28th
day of the following January.
In addition to monitoring requirements, appropriate containment, drainage control, and/or
diversionary structures must be provided in areas where Section 313 water priority chemicals
are stored, processed, or otherwise handled. At a minimum, facilities must use either (1)
curbing, culverting, gutters, sewers or other forms of drainage control to prevent or minimize
the potential for storm water run-on or run-off to come into contact with significant sources of
pollutants or (2) roofs, covers, or other forms of appropriate protection to prevent storage piles
from exposure to storm water, and wind.
Additionally, storm water Pollution Prevention Plan~ must include a complete discussion of
measures taken to conform with the following applicable guidelines, other effective storm
water pollution prevention procedures, and applicable State rules, regulations, and guidelines:
¯ Liquid storage areas where storm water comes into contact with any equipment, tank,
container, or other vessel used for Section 313 water priority chemicals
¯ Material storage areas for Section 313 water priority chemicals other than liquids
¯ Truck and rail car loading or unloading areas for liquid Section 313 water priority
chemicals
¯ Areas where Section 313 water priority chemicals are transferred, processed, or
otherwise handled
¯ Discharges from areas covered by (1), (2), (3), or (4)
¯ Facility site runoff other than from areas covered by (1), (2), (3), or (4)
¯ Preventative maintenance and housekeeping
¯ Facility security
¯ Training
¯ Engineering certification.
The Plan may incorporate other plans that the facility may have already prepared for other
permits including Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plans, or BMP
Programs.
Pollution Prevention Plan for Construction Activity
The Pollution Prevention Plan as required in the EPA storm water general permit for
construction activities must be prepared prior to submission of the NOI. An NOI for
construction activities commencing before October 1, 1992, and continuing after that date,
was due to be submitted by October 1, 1992. For construction activities commencing after
October 1, 1992, an NOI must be submitted at least 48 hours prior to commencement of
construction. The construction project must comply with the provisions of the Plan throughout
the construction period and must be signed by a responsible official such as the president,
vice president, or general partner. This Plan is to be kept at the construction facility during
the entire construction period and only has to be submitted for review when requested by
EPA.
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The Plan must contain a site description and a description of the measures and controls to
prevent or minimize pollution of storm water. Specifically, the inspector should verify that the
plan is current and that the description of the site includes the following:
¯ A description of the nature of the construction activity
¯ A sequence (schedule) of major construction activity
¯ An estimate of the total area of the site and of the area to be disturbed
¯ An estimate of the runoff coefficient of the site after construction is complete
¯ Any existing data on the quality of storm water discharge from the site
¯ The name of the receiving water
¯ Any information on the type of soils at the site
¯ A site map indicating drainage patterns and slopes after grading activities are
complete, areas of soil disturbance, the outline of the area to be disturbed, the location
of stabilization measures and controls, and surface waters at the discharge points.
Measures and controls must include three types of controls: erosion and sediment controls,
storm water management controls, and other controls. The inspector should verify that
appropriate measures and controls have been instituted as follows:
¯ Erosion and Sediment Controls -- Disturbed areas where construction has
permanently or temporarily ceased must be stabilized (i.e., seeding, mulching, etc.)
within 14 days of the last disturbance or as soon as practicable in semi-arid and arid
areas. (Areas that will be redisturbed within 21 days do not have to be stabilized.)
Also, sites with common drainage locations that serve 10 or more disturbed acres must
install a sediment basin where it is attainable (where a basin is not attainable,
sediment traps, silt fence, or other equivalent measures must be installed). Sediment
basins must provide 3,600 cubic feet of storage per acre drained. Drainage locations
that serve less than 10 disturbed acres must install a sediment basin, a sediment trap,
or a silt fence along the down slope and side slope perimeter.
¯ Storm Water Mana.qement Controls --The permittee must consider installing
measures (storm water detention structures, infiltration measures, etc.) to control
pollutants after construction is complete. Velocity dissipation devices must be installed
in outfall channels to prevent erosion.
¯ Other Controls -- The Plan must ensure that construction waste is not carried by storm
water into the receiving waters. Measures must be taken to prevent construction
vehicles from tracking soil off the construction site and to reduce the dust generation at
the construction site. The operator must comply with State and/or local sanitary sewer
or septic s~/stem regulations.
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Where State and local programs for sediment and erosion control, storm water management,
or site permits exist, the operator must certify that the Plan reflects and is in compliance with
the requirements of the applicable State or local program.
This Plan must also specify that operator personnel must inspect the construction site at least
once every 7 days and within 24 hours of a rainfall of 0.5 inches or more. Areas with sites
that have been finally stabilized or sites that are located in arid (i.e., less than 10 inches of
rain per year) or semi-arid (10 to 20 inches of rain per year) areas must be inspected at least
once a month. The inspector must prepare a report documenting his/her findings on the
conditions of the controls and stabilized areas.
Checklists relating to specific elements of the storm water Pollution Prevention Plan analysis
for construction activities are provided in Appendix M.
Specific inspector questions that may be appropriate at a given construction site to assess
activity-specific source control are presented in Appendix N. Site-specific BMPs for
construction activities are summarized in Figure 11-3.
Pollution Prevention Plan Implementation
Implementation of Pollution Prevention Plans require facilities to implement BMPs and train
employees on how to carry out the goals of the Plan. "rhe inspector should evaluate any
implementation schedules developed by the facility for carrying out the Plan (e.g., deadlines
for putting improved housekeeping measures into practice). The inspector should also
determine whether appropriate individuals have been assigned to implement the specific
aspects of the Plan and whether these individuals are aware of the requirements of that
designation. If the Pollution Prevention Plan calls for the installation of structural controls, the
inspector should verify that the controls are in place and in good working order or that the
facility is on an appropriate schedule for construction of the structural control measures. The
inspector should also ensure that management approves of the implementation schedule and
strategy and is aware of the Pollution Prevention Plan process.
Additionally, employee training on the components and goals of the storm water Pollution
Prevention Plan must be performed at all levels of responsibility. The inspector should verify
that there are training programs and that the training focuses on spill prevention and
response, good housekeeping practices, and materials management. Additionally, facilities
that use or store EPCRA Section 313 water priority chemicals must conduct additional training
on preventative measures, pollution control laws and regulations, the facility’s storm water
Pollution Prevention Plan, and features and operations of the facility that are designed to
minimize discharges of Section 313 water priority chemicals, particularly due to spills.

Typical Storm Water Discharge Permit Contents for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
Permits must be obtained for all discharges from large and medium municipal separate storm
sewer systems (and others as determined on a case-by-case basis). As mentioned above,
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the Director may either issue one system-wide permit covering all discharges from municipal
separate storm sewers or issue distinct permits for appropriate categories of discharges within
the system. EPA did not develop baseline general permits for storm water discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems, because of the differing nature of discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems in different parts of the country and the varying water
quality impacts of municipal storm sewer discharges on receiving waters. Based on permit
application requirements, these permits will likely address applicability, legal authority, source
identification, discharge characterization, management programs, control and impact
assessments, and financial commitments. The management program is considered to be the
most important requirement of a municipal separate storm sewer system permit. Existing
structural and non-structural prevention and control measures on discharges from municipal
separate storm sewers must be described in Part 1 "of the permit application.

Storm Water Management Programs
The discussion that follows provides a general discussion of management program
requirements for municipal separate storm sewer systems. The inspector will have to review
the facility’s permit for specific considerations. Each municipal separate storm sewer system
covered by a permit must develop a management program, tailored to system-specific
conditions and designed to control the amount of pollutants in storm water discharges from
the system. The inspector should yerify that these programs are being implemented as
appropriate to meet the Current circumstances in the municipality. The permitting authority
has the right to review and request changes in the storm water management program.
Summaries of necessary components of these programs for municipal separate storm sewer
systems are provided below for both large- and medium-size municipalities.
Manaqement Pro.qrams for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
In Part 2 of the permit application, the permittee, to meet the Maximum Extent Practicable
(MEP) standard, must identify additional prevention and control measures that will be
implemented during the life of the permit. EPA recognizes that it may not be possible to
identify all appropriate prevention and control permit conditions, but the process of identifying
components of a comprehensive prevention and/or control program should begin early.
Management programs must address pollutants from four types of sources: runoff from
commercial and residential areas, storm water runoff from industrial areas, runoff from
construction sites, and non-storm water discharges. Permits should address MEP control
measures for each of these components of the discharge. Discharges from some municipal
separate storm sewer systems may also contain pollutants from other sources, such as runoff
from land disposal activities. Where these other sources contribute significant amounts of
pollutants to a municipal separate storm sewer system, appropriate control measures should
be included. Also, permits should be written to reflect changing conditions that result from
program development and implementation and corresponding improvements in water quality.
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Priorities for addressing storm water discharges should be based on consideration of controls
that reduce pollutants to municipal separate storm sewer system discharges that are
associated with storm water from commercial and residential areas, illicit discharges and
illegal disposal, storm water from industrial areas, and runoff from construction sites. Permits
for different municipalities should place different emphasis on controlling different components
of discharges. For example, older municipalities will likely place more emphasis on crossconnections than newer municipalities, who may focus more on construction activities.
Management programs must describe priorities for implementing controls and should be
based on the following four requirements:
1.

Description of structural and source control measures that are to be implemented during
the life of the permit to reduce pollutants from runoff from commercial and residential
areas that is discharged from the municipa~ separate storm sewer system. The
description must be accompanied by an estimate of the expected reduction of pollutant
loads and a proposed schedule for implementing such controls. At a minimum, the
description should include:
¯ Maintenance activities and a maintenance schedule for structural controls.
¯ Planning procedures to develop, implement, and enforce controls to reduce discharges
from areas of new development and significant redevelopmer~t after construction is
complete.
¯ Practices for operating and maintaining public streets, roads, etc., and procedures for
reducing the impact as a result of deicing activities.
¯ Procedures to ensure that flood management projects assess the impacts on the water
quality of receiving water bodies and that existing structural flood control devices have
been evaluated if retrofitting is possible for additional pollutant removal.
¯ Program, including inspections and procedures to establish and implement controls, to
monitor pollutants in runoff from operating or closed municipal landfills or other
treatment, storage, or disposal facilities for municipal waste.
¯ Program to reduce to the MEP pollutants in discharges from the application of
pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers. This may include educational activities, permits,
certifications, and other measures for commercial applicators and distributors, and
controls for application in public right-of-ways and at municipal facilities.

2.

Description of a program, including a schedule, to detect and remove (or to require the
discharger to the municipal separate storm sewer system to obtain a separate NPDES
permit for) illicit discharges and improper disposal into the storm sewer. At a minimum,
the proposed program should include:
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¯ Program, including inspections, to implement and enforce an ordinance, order, or
similar means to prevent illicit discharges to the municipal separate storm sewer
system
¯ Procedures to conduct on-going field screening activities during the life of the permit
¯ Procedures to be followed to investigate portions of the separate storm sewer system
that indicate a reasonable potential of containing illicit discharges or other sources of
non-storm water
¯ Procedures to prevent, contain, and respond to spills that may discharge into the
municipal separate storm sewer
¯ Program to promote, publicize, and facilitate public rel~orting of the presence of illicit
discharges or water quality impacts associated with discharges from municipal
separate storm sewer systems
¯ Ec~ucational activities, public information activities, and other appropriate activities to
facilitate the proper management and disposal of used oil and toxic materials
¯ Controls to limit infiltration of seepage from municipal sanitary sewers to municipal
separate storm sewer systems.
3.

Description of a program to monitor and control pollutants in storm water discharges to
municipal systems from municipal landfills; hazardous waste treatment, disposal, and
recovery facilities; industrial facilities that are subject to section 313 of SARA Title III; and
industrial facilities that the municipal permit applicant determines are contributing a
substantial loading to the municipal separate storm sewer system. The program should
include:
¯ Priorities and procedures for inspections and establishing and implementing control
measures for such discharges
¯ Monitoring program for storm water discharges associated with industrial facilities
identified in 3., to be implemented during the term of the permit, including the
submission of quantitative data.

4.

Description of a program to implement and maintain structural and non-structural best
management practices to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff from construction sites
to the municipal separate storm sewer system. This program should include:
¯ Procedures for site planning that incorporate consideration of potential water quality
impacts
¯ Requirements for non-structural and structural best management practices
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¯ Procedures for identifying priorities for inspecting sites and enforcing control measures
that consider the nature of the construction activity, the topography, and the
characteristics of soils and receiving water quality
¯ Appropriate educational and training measures for construction site operators.
Manaqement Pro.qram Implementation
Implementation of management programs requires facilities to implement a variety of control
measures, programs, procedures, and training of various individuals on how to carry out the
goals of the program. The inspector should evaluate any implementation schedules
developed by the municipality for carrying out the program and determine whether appropriate
individuals have been assigned to implement the specific aspects of the program and if these
individuals are aware of the requirements of that’designation. If the program calls for the
installation or maintenance of structural controls, the inspector should verify that the controls
are in place and in good working order or that the facility is on an appropriate schedule for
construction of the structural control measures.
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Figure 11-2.
Site-Specific Industrial Storm Water BMPs
Flow Diversion Practices
Flow diversion is practiced to channel storm water away from industrial activities to prevent storm water
contact with industrial pollutants. Additionally, flow diversion may be used to channel polluted storm water
directly to a treatment facility.
Flow diversion practices include storm water conveyances (e.g., channels, gutters, drains, and sewers),
diversion dikes, and graded areas and pavement.
Exposure Minimization Practices
Exposure minimization is practiced to eliminate or minimize the contact of storm water with industrial
activities and its pollutants. If contact of storm water with pollutants is minimized, the costs of collecting
and treating and storm water and the environmental releases that occur will be reduced.
Exposure minimization practices include containment diking, curbing, drip pans, collection basins, sumps,
covering, vehicle positioning, and loading and unloading by air pressure or vacuum.
Mitigative Practices
Mitigation is practiced to clean up or recover a substance (i.e., potential pollutant) before it comes in
contact with storm water. Mitigation is a second step after pollution prevention,
Mitigative practices include sweeping, shoveling, excavation practices, vacuum and pump systems,
sorbents, and gelling agents.
Other Preventative Practices
Other preventative practices can be taken to limit/prevent the exposure of storm water to industrial
activities. These practices may be either structural or procedural measures taken to reduce/eliminate
exposure.
Other preventative practices include preventative monitoring practices, dust control (land disturbances and
demolition areas), dust control (industrial activities), signs and labels, security, area control procedures,
and vehicle washing.
Sediment and Erosion Prevention Practices
Sediment and erosion prevention can be accomplished using seven general practices: vegetate the site,
minimize soil exposure to storm water, keep runoff from disturbed areas, stabilize disturbed soils, slow
down runoff, provide drainage ways for runoff, and remove sediment from the runoff before it leaves the
site.
Sediment and erosion prevention practices include vegetative practices, structural erosion prevention, and
sediment control practices.
Infiltration Practices
Infiltration practices are measures that increase the infiltration of storm water runoff into the ground through
the use of very porous soils. Infiltration practices may also reduce the velocity of storm water, thereby
minimizing erosion potential of the runoff.
Infiltration practices include vegetated fi~ter strips, grassed swa{es, level spreaders, infiltration trenches,
and porous pavements/concrete grids and modular pavements.
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Figure 11-3.
Site-Specific Construction Storm Water BMPs
Stabilization Practices
Stabilization is practiced to control erosion due to unvegetated areas. Stabilization reduces
erosion potential in four ways: (1) by shielding the soil surface from direct erosive impact
of raindrops, (2) by improving the soil’s water storage porosity and capacity, (3) by slowing
the runoff and allowing the sediment to drop out or deposit; and (4) by physically holding
the soil in place with plant roots. Vegetative (e.g,, grasses, trees, or shrubs) covers are the
most common type of stabilization.
Stabilization practices include temporary seeding, mulching~ geotextiles, chemical
stabilization, permanent seeding and planting, buffer zones, preservation of natural
vegetation, sod stabilization, stream bank stabilization, soil retaining measures, and dust
control.
Structural Erosion and Sediment Control Practices
Structural erosion and sediment control diverts storm water flows away from exposed
areas, conveys runoff, prevents sediments from moving offsite, and reduces the erosive
forces of runoff waters.
’
Structural erosion and sediment control practices include earth dikes, drainage swales,
interceptor dikes and swales, temporary stream crossing, temporary storm drain diversion,
pipe slope drains, subsurface drains, silt fence, gravel or stone filter berm, storm drain inlet
3rotection, sediment trap, temporary sediment basin, outlet protection, check dams, surface
roughening, and gradient terraces.
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C. Sampling and Inspection
Considerations
Storm Water Pollutant Sources
Storm water contamination associated with industrial activities"depends on a variety of factors,
including the operations of the facility, the nature of precipitation, and the imperviousness of
the soils. Storm water can pick up pollutants as it drains from the land, although other
sources such as illicit connections, spills, and other improperly dumped materials may
increase the pollutant loads discharged from storm sewers. The specific sources of pollutants
in storm water vary depending on ’the nature of industry operations and specific facility
features. Storm water discharges from industrial facilities may also contain excess toxics and
conventional pollutant Ioadings where poor housekeeping and materials management activities
are practiced.
One of the major efforts to evaluate storm water runoff was the National Urban Runoff
Program (NURP), conducted between 1978 and 1983. This study evaluated storm water
runoff from commercial and residential areas. The NURP study found that, on average, total
suspended solids concentrations in storm water runoff are an order of magnitude greater than
those in typical discharges from a sewage treatment plant providing secondary treatment.
Additionally, COD was found to be comparable to that of a secondary treatment plant.
Sampling conducted for the NURP study also detected 77 priority pollutants in storm water
discharges from residential, commercial, and light industrial lands. While NURP did not
evaluate oil and grease, other studies have shown hydrocarbon levels to be in the 2 to 10
mg/l’ range and have been shown to accumulate in bottom sediments and adversely affect
benthic organisms.
Other studies have also shown that many storm sewers contain illicit non-storm water
discharges, in which large amounts of waste are disposed of improperly. For example, one
study found that 14 percent of the buildings in one area had improper storm drain connections
with a much higher rate of 60 percent for automobile-related businesses and light industrial
facilities. While some of these connections were itlegal or improper plumbing, a majority of
these connections were approved at the time they were built, but have since become unlawful
discharges.
Six activities have been identified as major potential sources of pollutants in storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity: (1) loading or unloading of dry bulk materials or
liquids; (2) outdoor storage of raw materials or products; (3) outdoor process activities; (4)
dust or particulate generating processes; (5) illicit connections or inappropriate management
practices; and (6) waste disposal practices. More detailed discussion of these operations
follows.
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Loading or unloadin.q of dry bulk materials or liquid.~;: These operations are typically
performed along facility access roads and rail lines and at loading/unloading docks and
terminals. Activities include pumping liquids or gases from truck or rail car to a storage facility
or vice versa, pneumatic transfer of dry powder chemicals to or from the transportation
vehicle, transfer by mechanical conveyor, and transfer of bags, boxes, drums, totes, or other
containers from vehicles. Material spills and incidental material losses may discharge directly
to the storm drain or may accumulate in soils or on surfaces and be washed away during a
storm or facility washdown.
~Outdoor storage of raw materials or products: This includes the storage of fuels, raw
materials, by-products, intermediates, final products, and waste residuals. Storage practices
include using containers such as drums or tanks, platforms, bins, silos, boxes, or piles. When
these areas are exposed to rain and/or runoff, solid material and other pollutants may wash
off or dissolve into solution and be carried away...
"
~Outdoor process activities: This includes certain types of manufacturing and commercial
operations or land-disturbing operations. Activities such as equipment maintenance, timber
processir~g, rock crushing, and concrete mixing often occur outdoors. "Processing operations
can result in spills or product loss to the drainage system or creation of dusts or mists that
can be deposited locally. Activities such as construction and mining cause large land
disturbances. Disturbed land can result in soil loss and other pollutant Ioadings associated
with increased runoff. Also, many facilities apply chemicals such as h’erbicides, pesticides,
and fertilizer on the property regardless of whether process activities are conducted indoors or
outdoors.
Dust or particulate ,qeneratinq processe~: Industrial activities with stack emissions or process
dusts can cause localized atmospheric deposition of pollutants that are washed away during
storms. Heavy manufacturing operations such as smelting, mining, and cement manufacturing
generate significant levels of dust. In addition, facilities, such as bakeries, can generate
significant particulate emissions from baking oven exhausts.
Illicit connections or inappropriate management practice,.~:
~no~e often at older facilities as well as ~t facilities that u~e Illicit connections tend to be found
high volumes of process water or
dispose
significant
volumes
of liquid
waste. Pollutants
from improper
non-stormdumping,
water discharges
the
stormofsewer
are usually
a result
of improper
connections,
and the to
belief that absence of visible solids in a discharge is equivalent to the absence of pollution.
Illicit connections are often associated with floor drains connected to storm sewers. Floor
drains can be the source of non-storm water discharges such as heat exchanger condensate,
facility washdown, and cooling waters. These discharges may be either intentional, with the
discharger believing that the discharge does not contain pollutants, or inadvertent, if the
operator is unaware that the floor drain is connected to the storm sewer.
Waste disposal practices: These activities include temporary storage of waste materials,
operating landfills, waste piles, and land application sites. Outdoor waste treatment practices,
such as waste pumping, wastewater treatment chemical addition, mixing, aeration,
clarification, and solids dewatering, can contribute pollutant Ioadings to storm water.
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Storm Water Sampling Considerations
In addition to the applicable conditions described in Chapters Five through Eight on Sampling,
Flow Measurement, Toxicity, and Laboratory Procedures and Quality Assurance, the inspector
also must verify storm water specific sampling considerations. Sampling personnel must be
especially flexible when attempting to collect storm water samples. Whether the inspector
plans to sample a facility’s storm water discharge or evaluate a facility’s storm water discharge
sampling program, he/she may need to adjust for any of the following:
¯ No rainfall
¯ Hazardous weather conditions
¯ Non-representative storm event (i.e., not-within 50 t~ercent of the volume and duration
for the average storm event for that area)
¯ I~uration between the previous measurable storm event and the storm event to be
sampled of less than 72 hours
¯ Form of precipitation (i.e., snow melt or rainfall)
¯ Accessibility of sampling .locations.
These conditions make sampling of storm water very difficult. When any of the situations
described above arises, the inspector should determine the potential effects of these
conditions on the sampling event and use his/her best judgment on proceeding. The decision
ma~t be to go on with the sampling, wait till a later date, or sample at a location that may not
be the most appropriate sampling location. An inspector’s review of a facility’s storm water
sampling data may require similar decisions to be made.
EPA’s general permit established monitoring requirements for only certain classes of industrial
sites. These requirements are identified in Appendix O. Permitting authorities are authorized
to include more stringent monitoring conditions; therefore, the inspector should review the
facility’s permit to identify the site-specific requirements.
The storm water regulations specify the nature of the storm event to be sampled and the
sample collection methodology:
¯ All samples must be collected from a storm event greater than 0.1 inches in
magnitude.
¯ The storm event must be at least 72 hours after the previously measurable storm event
(greater than 0.1 inches).
¯ Where feasible, the variance in the duration of the event and the total rainfall of the
event should not exceed 50 percent from the average or median rainfall event in that
area. ~ map of the United States with the rain zones and typical values of annual
storm events is provided as Appendix P.
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¯ Data must be reported for both a grab and composite sample (except for discharges
from holding ponds or impoundments with a retention time of greater than 24 hours; for
those discharges, results for a grab sample must be reported).
¯ The grab sample must be taken within the first 30 minutes of the discharge (if
impracticable, the grab can be collected in the first hour with a description of why a
grab sample in the first 30 minutes was not possible).
¯ Composite samples may be either time- or flow-weighted.
¯ Composite samples may be collected with an automatic sampler or as a combination
of a minimum of three aliquots taken in each hour of discharge for the entire discharge
or for the first three hours of the discharge, with each aliquot being separated by a
minimum of 15 minutes.
.
EPA’s general permit requires retention of monitoring records for 6 years, since many facilities
will not be required to submit the results of monitoring to the permitting authority, in addition,
Pollution Prevention Plans must be kept for the life of the permit.
Sample types are consistent with those presented in 40 CFR Part 136, i.e., grab samples
collected for pH, temperature, cyanide, phenols, total residual chlorine, oil and grease, fecal
coliform, and fecal streptococcus and 24-hour composites collected for all other pollutants. An
exception to this is if a facility is sampling storm water from an impoundment or holding pond
with a retention time of more than 24 hours. In these cases, one grab sample can be
collected and analyzed for all parameters.
One unique aspect of the storm water regulations is that a facility can demonstrate
substantially identical outfalls or representative outfalls where it has two or more outfalls with
similar effluents. In the case of group applications, the substantially identical outfall petition
was to be submitted to EPA. Where the petition request was approved, the permittee only
has to sample one of the substantially identical outfalls and report that the quantitative data
also apply to the substantially identical outfalls. For facilities subject to EPA’s general permit,
the facility has to document why a given outfall is representative of more than one outfall and
maintain this documentation on site. When assessing the applicability of substantially identicai
outfalls or representative outfalls, the inspector should verify that the outfalls receive storm
water discharges from substantially identical or representative:
¯ Industrial activities and processes
¯ Significant materials that may be exposed to storm water
¯ Storm water management practices and material management practices
¯ Flows, as determined by the estimated runoff coefficient and approximate drainage
area at each outfall.
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Flow Measurement Considerations
The storm water regulations allow for storm water flow to be measured or estimated. Flow
measurement devices may either be permanent or portable devices. A discussion of flow
measurement techniques and inspector procedures is provided in Chapter Six. In certain
instances, a facility may estimate the storm water flow rate. EPA’s Storm Water Sampling
Guidance Document (July 1992) outlines the four most common methods for estimating storm
water flow rate: the runoff coefficient method, the float method, the slope and depth method,
and the bucket and stopwatch method.
The runoff coefficient method is the least accurate, method for estimating flows and should
only be used if all other measurement and estimation techniques are inappropriate. Runoff
coefficients are documented estimates of the fraction of rainfall that will run off from the
drainage area taking into account the part that infiltrates the ground. Commonly used runoff
coefficients are presented in Appendix Q. For a site with multiple types of surface areas (e.g.,
flat lawns, brick streets, and light industrial areas) the average runoff coefficient should be
determined by averaging the runoff coefficients over the entire site, taking into account the
area of each of the different surface areas.
The float method is appropriate where the flow is easily accessible and open; the velocity is
determined by measuring the time it takes a float to travel between two points, and the area is
determined by measuring the dep.th and width of the flow.
The slope and depth method, based on Manning’s Equation, is appropriate for flow from a
pipe or ditch where the slope of the conveyance is known and the flow does not totally fill the
ditch or pipe from which it is flowing. To use this method, the depth of the flow in the middle
of the pipe or ditch is recorded, as is the inside diameter of the pipe or the width of the ditch.
The bucket and stopwatch method is appropriate where the flow is from a pipe or ditch, free
flowing, and small enough to be captured in a bucket (or similar container). This method is
rarely suitable for storm water flow measurement because of the impracticality of the
procedure.

Inspecting for Illicit Connections
Illicit connections are point source discharges of pollutants to separate storm sewer systems
that are not composed entirely of storm water and that are not authorized by an NPDES
permit. There are two types of illicit connections: pronounced (direct hookups to the sewer
system) and subtle (indirect, intermittent, usually without piping).
The first thing that an inspector should evaluate is the facility’s non-storm water discharge
certification. This certification, required as a component of the permit application, should
include a description of the testing methods used, the date of any testing, and the onsite
drainage points that were directly observed during the tests.
The storm water regulations do specify that certain "non-storm water discharges" may be
authorized by a storm water permit, provided the measures and controls for non-storm water
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discharges are included in the facility’s Pollution Prevention Plan. Authorized non-storm water
discharges include:
¯ Discharges from firefighting activities
¯ Fire hydrant flushings
¯ Potable water sources including waterline flushings
¯ Irrigation drainage
¯ Lawn watering
¯ Routine external building washdown that dges not usedetergents or other compounds
¯ Pavement washwaters where spills or leaks of toxic or hazardous materials have not
occurred (unless all spilled material has been removed) and where detergents are not
used
¯ Air conditioning condensate
¯ Springs
¯ Uncontaminated ground water
¯ Foundation or footing drains where flows are not contaminated with process materials
such as solvents.
Inspectors can evaluate facilities for illicit connections using a two-step process. First,
inspectors should screen the facility for indications of possible illicit connections. If indications
exist, the inspector needs to investigate for identification of actual illicit connections.
Prior to conducting an inspection, general facility and Iocational maps should be reviewed for
potential areas of concern. Site maps required in the Pollution Prevention Plan, topographic
maps (indicating drainage patterns), and sewer maps are three of the better sources,
although, depending on the site, additional maps may be of assistance. Considerations during
the mapping review include the density of industrial activity in the area, the type of industrial
activity (and the likelihood of that industry having illicit connections), and the proximity of the
industrial facility to the storm water outfall.
Upon arrival at the facility, the inspector should conduct a tour to detect indications of possible
illicit connections. Indications may include the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Dry weather flows
Odors, residues, color, floatables, or other noticeable properties in the outfall
Affected vegetation in the area of the outfall
Structural damage (e.g., cracked cement, peeling paint, corroded metal).
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If any of these conditions exist, the inspector should consider performing field analytical
testing on the discharge to ascertain the potential source of the discharge. Conductivity and
pH are two tests that are inexpensive and easy to perform at the outfall location and can be
key indicators of non-storm water discharges.
Upon identification of a potential illicit connection, the inspector should evaluate the flow
pattern of the discharge. Continuous dry weather flows are a good indication of an illicit
discharge, but may also be indicative of infiltration into the collection system. Also, the
inspector should verify whether or not any NPDES-permitted flows are discharged to the
outfall in question. Intermittent dry weather flows are probably not due to infiltration,
especially where the flows vary considerably over a short period of time. The inspector
should plan on possibly returning to the site to further investigate dry weather flows.
After evaluating the flow pattern of the discharge: the inspector should analyze all available
chemical and physical data. All discernible properties of the discharge should be noted.
Inspectors should be aware that discharges from illicit connections are not necessarily highly
polluted. Sources such as non-contact cooling water or boiler blowdown may appear
extremely clear and clean. The inspector should not consider these "clean" streams to be
innocuous. For example, non-contact cooling water, which supposedly does not come in
contact with any pollutants, other than heat, may be contaminated from leaking heat
exchanger jackets or may be treated with anti-scaling chemicals, anti-oxidants, or biological
inhibitors.
After characterizing the discharge, the inspector should try to correlate this water with
industrial activities that may be contributing this discharge. Consideration should be given to
chemical loading/unloading areas, cooling waters, process waters, pronounced illicit
connections, and the age of the facility (i.e., older facilities are more likely to have illicit
connections).
Inspectors prepared to investigate for possible illicit connections should have the following
equipment available:
¯ Field test kit
¯ pH meter and buffer solution
¯ Conductivity meter and buffer solution
¯ Automatic sampler
¯ Instant camera and film
¯ Sample collection bottles
¯ Crowbar
¯ Flashlight/mirror
¯ Dye tracer (e.g., fluorescein)
¯ Topographic and sewer maps
¯ Cooler (with ice)
¯ Stakes
¯ Personal safety equipment.
To evaluate potential illicit connections, the inspector should investigate manholes, catch
basins, storm water runoff direction, material storage areas, cleanliness of loading/unloading
areas, spill control, nature and condition of waste management areas, floor drains, and
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storage areas. Processes or equipment for which the facility does not know the discharge
destination should be considered to have a high potential as an illicit connection. Where the
inspector believes that a process or piece of equipment may be the source of an illicit
connection, dye tracer testing (using a fluorescent dye such as fluorescein) may be
appropriate. If the dye is visible at the outfall, then an illicit connection has been identified.
Failure to see the dye at the outfall is not necessarily indicative of the lack of an illicit
connection. Decrepit sewer systems may prevent the dye from appearing at the outfall. In
these instances, a sewer system investigation may be necessary.
Upon identification of an illicit connection, the permittee must do one of the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Redirect the discharge into an approved outfall
Submit a NPDES permit application (Forms 1 and 2.C) for discharge
Reconnect to the sanitary sewer system..
Cease the discharge
Recycle the water.

For additional information on identifying illicit connections, refer to EPA investigations of
Inappropriate Pollutant Entries Into Storm Drainage Systems, A User’s Guide (January 1993).
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12. COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOWS
A. Review of the CSO Policy
About 1,100 communities in the U.S. have sewer collection systems that are combined
sanitary and storm sewer systems. In certain instances these sewers overflow, such as
during rain events. The Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) consist of mixtures of domestic
sewage, industrial and commercial wastewaters, inflow/infiltration, and storm water runoff.
EPA estimates that there are as many as 15,000 CSO discharge points nationwide. CSOs
are considered as point sources of pollution to su..rface waters. Thus, they are covered under
the Clean Water Act (CWA) and are subject to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit program. However, until recently, CSOs received less than full
attention in terms of national rulemaking or specific CSO permit conditions in individual
NPDES permits. There are no national Best Available Technology/Best Control Technology
(BAT/BCT) effluent guidelines and limitations for CSOs. Unlike Publicly Owned Treatment
Works (POTWs), CSOs are not subject to secondary treatment requirements.
Two of the largest problems associated with CSO pollution control are (1) the complexity and
variability of CSO discharges and..(2) the potentially high costs of their abatement. The types,
concentrations, and volumes of pollutants and their impacts on receiving waters vary widely
from system to system, and within a system, they vary from one storm event to the next.
Additionally, it can be difficult to determine the impact of CSOs on receiving water quality
because, in most cases, such data have not been collected. Water Quality Standards
(WQSs) are mostly based upon dry weather flows, and water quality and benthic data are
collected during non-storm periods, which means impacts of CSOs on streams may not be
completely understood. Impacts are often determined by environmental measurements such
as beach closings, number of complaints regarding floatables, or poor aesthetics.
EPA’s 1994 CSO Control Policy (59 FR 18688) has developed an approach to permitting
CSOs that is designed to abate CSO pollution problems while still retaining the flexibility
necessary to deal with each CSO situation on a site-specific basis. The Policy’s strategy
encourages permittees with CSQs to:
¯ Implement technology-based CSO controls as soon as possible but no later than
January 1, 1997. The policy describes nine CSO control measures that may be
considered minimum BAT/BCT, based on the permitting authority’s best professional
judgment.
¯ Develop a Long-Term CSO Control Plan (LTCP) generally within 2 years after the date
of the NPDES permit provision, Section 308 information request, or enforcement action
requiring the permittee to develop the plan. The policy describes the minimum
elements which the LTCP should address.
¯ Implement the LTCP according to a schedule that allows the permittee to phase in
implementation based on the relative importance of and adverse impacts upon WQS
and the permittee’s financial capability and its previous efforts to control CSOs.
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¯ Implement a post-construction compliance monitoring program.
The permitting and enforcement authorities are expected to take enforcement action against
dry weather CSO discharges.
As outlined in the CSO Policy, the nine minimum CSO controls are listed in Table 12-1 and
the elements of the LTCP are listed in Table 12-2. The major approach to CSO control,
outlined in EPA’s CSO Control Policy, is to:
¯ Eliminate CSOs to sensitive areas wherever possible (where not possible, provide
treatment).
¯ Coordinate the review and revision of water quality standards with development of
long-term CSO control plans.
..
¯ Evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives that could achieve the necessary level of
control/treatment, and select the controls to be implemented based on cost/
performance evaluations.
¯ Develop an implementation schedule based on the relative impacts on WQS and
designated uses, on the priority of projects identified in the LTCP, and on the
permittee’s financial capability.
¯ Maximize treatment of wet weather flows at the POTW.
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Table 12-1.
Nine Minimum CSO Controls
¯

Proper operation and regular maintenance programs for the sewer system and the
CSOs

¯

Maximum use of the collection system for storage

¯

Review and modification of pretreatment requirements to ensure that CSO impacts are
minimized

¯

Maximization of flow to the POTW for treatment

¯

Prohibition of CSOs during dry weather

¯

Control of solid and floatable materials in CSOs
Establishment of pollution prevention programs

¯
¯

Public notification to ensure that the public receives adequate notification of CSO
occurrences and CSO impacts

¯

Monitoring to effectively characterize CSO impacts and the efficacy of CSO controls
Table 12-2.
Elements of the Long-Term CSO Control Plan

¯
¯

Characterization, monitoring, and modeling of the combined sewer system
Public participation

¯

Consideration of sensitive areas

¯

Evaluation of alternatives

¯

Cost/performance considerations

¯

Operational plan

¯

Maximizing treatment at the existing POTW treatment plant

¯

Implementation schedule

¯

Post-construction compliance monitoring program
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B. CSO Inspection Procedures
Each municipality’s specific CSO requirements will be contained in an NPDES permit, an
enforcement order, a consent decree, or other enforceable documents. The CSO conditions
will be specific to that permittee. The compliance inspector will be faced with obtaining
information to determine compliance in the following areas:
¯ Ensuring that CSOs do not occur during dry weather
¯ Implementation of the nine minimum CSO controls
¯ Adherence to schedule for development and submission of a Long-Term CSO Control
Plan, including any interim deliverables
¯ Adherence to schedule for implementation of the CSO controls selected from the LongTerm CSO Control Plan
¯ Narrative, performance-based or numerical, water quality-based effluent limitations
¯ Monitoring program, including baseline information on frequency, duration, and impacts
of CSOs

¯ Elimination or relocation of overflows from sensitive areas.

Preparation
Requirements for CSO control can be found in two separate documents: the permit and
enforcement orders, such as Administrative Orders or Judicial Orders, or Consent Decrees.
Inspectors should review the permit and other enforceable mechanisms issued to the
permittee. The inspector may find CSO conditions that address:
¯ Requirements to implement and document implementation of technology-based
controls (i.e., nine minimum controls) by the date specified in the permit or enforceable
mechanism.

¯ Requirement to submit a report documenting the implementation of the nine minimum
controls; the report will usually be required within 2 years of permit issuance.
¯ Requirements for the development, submission, and implementation of the Long-Term
CSO Control Plan. Where the permittee is in the phase of developing a LTCP, there
will usually be a schedule that provides 2 years or less for the development and
submission of the plan, either in the permit or other appropriate enforceable
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mechanism. Where the permittee has completed a LTCP, there will be narrative
requirements pertaining to the implementation, operation, and maintenance of the
selected CSO controls described in the LTCP. There will also be a schedule for
implementation of the CSO controls either in the permit or in an appropriate
enforceable mechanism.
¯ Water quality-based effluent limits for CSOs. Numeric limits may not be found in the
initial permits when the permittee is developing or implementing its LTCP. Instead,
there will be a requirement to immediately comply with applicable WQSs expressed in
the form of a narrative limitation. Permittees that have completed and are
implementing their LTCPs may have one of the following permit conditions for CSOs:
A maximum number of overflow events per year for specified design conditions
Minimum percentage capture of combined sewage by volume for treatment under
specified design conditions
Minimum percentage reduction of the mass of pollutants discharged for specified
design conditions
Other performance-based standards and requirements.
¯ Requirements to implement a post-construction compliance monitoring program. This
will be required for permittees that have completed and are implementing their LTCPs.
¯ Requirement to re-assess overflows to sensitive areas. This will only be imposed in
those cases where elimination or relocation of CSOs from sensitive areas were proven
not to be physically possible or economically achievable.
¯ Conditions establishing requirements for maximizing the treatment of wet weather flows
at the treatment plant.
Other documents that the inspector should review are any CSO reports submitted by the
permittee. The permittee may have submitted information in response to EPA 308 information
requests on CSOs. The permittee may have submitted CSO monitoring plans or a report
characterizing its CSOs, a report documenting implementation of the nine minimum CSO
controls, or a Long-Term CSO Control Plan. Reviewing these permittee reports will help the
inspector become knowledgeable about the permittee’s specific CSO problems and existing
CSO controls.
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Onsite Records Review
The types of CSO records that the inspector should find at the facility would be the following:
¯ Log books, reports, or internal memos describing maintenance and operation activities
concerning the sewer system and CSO outfalls
¯ CSO outfall flow records
¯ Monitoring data on CSOs, collection system, or receiving stream
¯ Records pertaining to installation of CSO controls.
The specific records that a facility would maintain ~Nill depend on the specific CSO controls the
facility has selected and is implementing. If the permittee has submitted a report documenting
implementation of the CSO controls, the inspector should review appropriate records kept at
the facility to verify the information in this report. Examples of possible records that might be
kept to document the implementation of the nine minimum CSO controls are listed in Table
12-3. These examptes are provided as illustrations and not requirements. The inspector
should use the facility’s permit or other enforceable document as a guide in determining what
specific records the facility is required to keep and maintain. The facility’s CSO Operations
and Maintenance manual and CSO control plan can provide the inspector with insight into the
specific types of records the facility would have.

Interviews
As with all of the NPDES compliance inspections, interviews with appropriate personnel with
firsthand knowledge of CSO activities can be useful in obtaining factual information. The
inspector should interview the person in the highest position of authority responsible for the
day-to-day development or implementation of the LTCP. Other personnel, such as the
collection crew or others involved in inspecting, operating, and maintaining CSOs or CSO
controls should also be interviewed. It is particularly important that the inspector obtain written
statements (see Chapter Two) where personnel are providing information that is not or cannot
be substantiated by the facility’s records or the inspector’s own observations.
If the facility is developing or implementing a LTCP, the inspector may want to interview those
personnel responsible for that plan. Generally, the facility will be under a schedule with
distinct activities and milestones established. This schedule may be in the permit, but will
more likely be in an enforcement order. Any schedules submitted by the permittee in a report
or in its LTCP should not be referred to, as these are not enforceable schedules. The
inspector should focus on verifying those LTCP development or implementation activities that
(1) the permittee has reported have been developed/implemented and (2) the permittee was
required to have developed/implemented according to a schedule in the permit or enforcement
order.
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Facility Site Inspection
An inspection of the CSO outfalls is not normally part of an NPDES compliance inspection of
the wastewater treatment plant. However, if the inspection’s focus or one of its objectives is
the investigation of compliance with CSO requirements, then the inspector may decide that an
inspection of CSO structures, CSO treatment systems, or key areas of the collection system is
necessary. If the intent of the inspection is to observe CSO treatment, it may be necessary to
schedule this inspection during or immediately after a wet weather event. These outfalls
would be located throughout the collection system and, therefore, may be several miles from
the facility.
It is not necessary to inspect all of the CSO outfalls. The inspector can select a few either
randomly or on the basis of location (closest to the plant) or other selection criteria. For
example, the inspector may want to inspect thos~ outfalls that have some type of treatment of
solids and floatables to evaluate the operation and maintenance of the controls. The
inspector might also select the largest (in discharge volume) outfalls, those that most
frequently discharge (during wet weather), or those that are known to have an impact on water
quality. Conversely, the inspector may want to select those outfalls that are subject to few
inspections by the permittee.
If the inspector observes any dry weather CSO discharges, a photographic record should be
made (see Chapter Two), and indepth interviews should be held and statements obtained
from facility personnel.
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Table 12-3.
CSO Records
Nine Minimum CSO Controls
Proper operations and regular
maintenance program

Examples of Records/Documentation
¯

Log of sewer system cleaning, flushing, or debris
removal

¯

Log of repair or maintenance of regulators

¯

Log of. lift station malfunctions and repairs made
Log of preventative maintenance of interceptor lift
stations and pumps

Maximum use of collection system for
storage

Re’view and modification of the
pretreatment program

Maximization of flows to the POTW for
treatment

¯

Log of inspections of lift stations, sewer lines, and
regulators

¯

Hydraulic study of system and evaluation of
alternatives to maximize wet weather flow storage
capacity

¯

Records of installation of in-’line devices such as
dams, regulators, and gates to retard flow

¯

Installation of separate sanitary and storm water
lines

¯

Replacement of undersized pipes

¯

Adjustment of regulator settings or
upgrading/adjusting pumping rates at lift stations

¯

Off-line temporary storage

¯

Inventory of nondomestic discharges

¯

Assessment of significance of nondome~tic
discharges on CSO and receiving waters

¯

Pretreatment controls to reduce/eliminate industrial
contaminants during wet weather

¯

Summary of analyses conducted

¯

Maximum wet weather flow Wastewater Treatment
Plant (VVWTP) can receive without pass-through or
interference

¯

Description of modifications to be implemented
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Table 12-3o
CSO Records (Continued)

Examples of Records/Documentation

Nine Minimum CSO Controls
Prohibition of dry weather overflows
(DWOs)

¯

Log of inspections of CSOs during dry weather and
observations made dudng these inspections

¯

Log of Dry Weather Overflow (DWO) reports
submitted

Control of solids and floatable materials ¯
in CSOs
¯

Installation of screens or booms
~
Source control activities such as regular street
cleaning, highly visible anti-litter programs

Pollution prevention

¯

Street sweeping, anti-litter campaigns

Public notification

¯

Date and proof of public notice, procedure (by
newspaper, radio), public notice information

Monitoring of CSOs

¯

Identification of outfall Iocaiions

¯

Number and location of overflow events including
duration, volume, and pollutant Ioadings

¯

Receiving stream data and impact (e.g., beach
closings, fish kills)

¯

Monitoring plan
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CSO EVALUATION CHECKLIST

N/A
N/A

1.
2.

Yes No N/A

3.

Yes No N/A
Yes No N/A

1.
2.

Yes No

3.

Yes No
Yes No

N/A

Yes No N/A
1.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
NO
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2.
3.

A. IDENTIFICATION OF CSOs
Are all CSO points identified?
Does facility have maps/schematics of Combined Sewer System (CSS)
depicting location of all CSO discharge points?
Is each CSO discharge point located by longitude, latitude, and street
address on appropriate maps?
B. DRY WEATHER OVERFLOWS
Are the locations of all dry weather CSOS known by permittee?
Does permit’tee have records of quantitative loads and flows on all dry
weather CSO events?
Has notification been given to EPA/State of all dry weather CSO
discharges?
Are there any unreported dry weather CSOs?
C. RECORDS
Are the following records kept for CSO events?
¯ Location
¯ Frequency of discharge
¯ Flow magnitude
¯ Discharge pattern
¯ Total volume of discharge
¯ Pollutant characterization
¯ Correlation with rainfall records
¯ Specific causes of overflows
¯ Flow collected/flow diverted?
Are records of CSO flows maintained?
Are records accurate?
D. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Yes No

N/A

1.

Is there a CSS O&M manual and does it address O&M of CSO structures?

Yes

N/A

2.

Does the facility conduct inspections of the CSS and CSO structures?

3.

Are these inspections documented? Does documentation include results of
various types of inspections, dates and times, corrective action taken if
problems were found?
Is a log book of maintenance and repair on the CSS and CSO structures
maintained? Does this note the type of problem (or indicate routine
maintenance), repair made, or maintenance activity conducted, date?

No

Yes No N/A
4.
Yes No

N/A

G. COMPLIANCE SCHEDULES
1.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2.

Is permittee meeting CSO compliance schedule for:
¯
Implementing nine minimum CSO controls?
¯
Developing LTCP?
¯
Implementing LTCP?
Has permittee requested an extension of time?
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13. POLLUTION PREVENTION

A. Overview of Pollution Prevention
Pollution prevention is a proactive environmental management approach for minimizing
material and resource losses during production. Pollution prevention addresses all aspects of
production processes from raw material usage and inventory procedures to waste
management and utilities conservation. Management techniques that incorporate pollution
prevention reduce or eliminate the generation of pollutants, wastes, and adverse ecological
impacts through new approaches, material substitutions, arid optimizing processes and
operating procedures.

Pollution Prevention Goals
The goal of pollution prevention is to achieve the reduction of pollution by the elimination or
reduction of waste. ’Pollution prevention is a multi-media approach that minimizes or
eliminates pollutants released to land, air, and/or water without shifting pollutants from one
medium to another. The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 defines pollution prevention as:
...any practice which reduces the amount of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or
contaminant entering any waste stream or otherwise released into the environment
(including fugitive emissions) prior to recycling, treatment, or disposal; and any
practice which reduces the hazards to public health and the environment associated
with the release of such substances, pollutants, or contaminants.
Pollution prevention, therefore, represents a fundamental shift in approach away from the
conventional reliance on waste treatment/disposal or "end-of-pipe" treatment to the active
investigation of prevention techniques. Facilities can implement pollution prevention through:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Equipment or technology modifications
Process or procedure modifications
Substitution of raw materials
Improvements in housekeeping, maintenance, training, and/or inventory control.

Waste Management Hierarchy
The goal of a facility’s pollution prevention program is to eliminate or reduce the generation of
pollutants and wastes at the source through careful consideration of materials usage,
production processes, and waste management practices. The facility’s pollution prevention
program should" identify opportunities for reducing the use of hazardous materials and the
generation of wastes or releases, as well as opportunities for protecting natural resources
through conservation and more efficient use of energy and water.
13-1
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The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 includes a Waste Management Hierarchy that
schematically depicts a comprehensive waste management program. The hierarchy assigns
the highest priority to source reduction and places a decreasing level of preference on
recycling, treatment, and disposal. To be most effective, a facility’s pollution prevention
program should focus on implementing source reduction. Where source reduction cannot be
achieved, reuse and recycling projects should be implemented. If there is no feasible pollution
prevention alternative, treatment and disposal should be used as a last resort. Figure 13-1 is
a graphic representation of the waste management hierarchy. Each level of the hierarchy is
described below.
Source Reduction
Source reduction refers to the use of materials, I~rocesses, 6r practices that reduce or
eliminate the quantity and toxicity of wastes at the point of generation. Preventing wastes
from being generated will decrease the need for costly treatment and disposal. Source
reduction opportunities include raw material substitutions, improved operating practices, and
process and equipment changes.
¯ Raw material substitution: Replacing hazardous materials with less hazardous (or
less toxic) alternatives reduces releases to the environment of hazardous materials
and wastes resulting from routine production processes and accidental spills.
Examples of source reduction include (1) the substitution of soy-based or water-based
ink to replace solvent-based ink for printing, (2) the use of recycled paper instead of
virgin stock, (3) the replacement of styrofoam packing materials with re-usable hardpack plastic materials for shipping products, (4) the elimination of trichloroethylene as a
cleaning agent through replacement with a caustic cleaner such as potassium
hydroxide or sodium hydroxide, and (5) the elimination of the use of freon.
¯ Improved operating practices: Improved operating practices can reduce waste
generated as a result of poorly developed standard operating procedures, inadequate
training, and inefficient production scheduling. In the past, facilities developed
operating practices that maximized production without taking into account factors such
as raw material usage, waste disposal costs, and environmental impacts. Examples of
improved operating practices include, but are not limited to, waste segregation, better
housekeeping, and establishment of preventive maintenance, training, and outreach
programs.
¯ Process and equipment modifications: tn the long run, one of the most effective
source reduction techniques may involve pro.cess and equipment modifications.
Changes to processes and equipment present significant opportunities for source
reduction and pollution prevention. Such modifications include using newer or more
efficient equipment or redesigning a process so that less raw material is required, yet
product quality is maintained.
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Recycling
While source reduction prevents wastes from being generated, recycling turns by-products
and wastes into reusable products. Recycling includes such practices as onsite or offsite
recycling, materials exchange or reuse, and raw materials recovery.
¯ Onsite/offsite recycling: Both onsite and offsite recycling can help reduce
dependence on expensive virgin materials by reusing spent materials.
¯ Materials exchange or reuse: A materials exchange system maximizes the use of a
facility’s excess raw materials and equipment. A system generally consists of a
database for tracking the availability of excess materials by department (or whatever
organizational unit is appropriate). In addition, a materials exchange system may
include a communication link with the facility’s supply system to alert stock clerks that
excess items are on hand and should be used prior to purchasing new stock.
¯ Materials recovery: Some of the by-products and wastes generated during production
can be recovered and sold as commodities. One example of materials recovery is the
use of waste acids that no longer meet the requirements of a final, critical cleaning
process in a secondary process that does not require the same level of cleanliness.
Other examples of materials recovery as part of waste treatment are discussed below.
Waste Treatment
Unlike source reduction, waste treatment applies to wastes after generation. The goals of
waste treatment technologies are to neutralize the waste, to recover energy or material
resources, to render the waste nonhazardous, or to reduce the volume. Treatment
technologies that enable material to be recovered include ion exchange, reverse osmosis,
electrolytic metal recovery, and electrodialysis. Volume reduction through evaporation is an
example of treatment. Although volume reduction decreases the amount of wastewater, the
absolute quantity of hazardous or toxic waste released to the environment is not reduced. In
addition, equipment for volume reduction requires a capital cost and energy costs.

Waste Disposal
Disposal should be considered only when all other options are exhausted. Disposal is
considered the least favored waste management method because of the associated costs,
liability, and environmental impacts. In addition, a limited number of permitted waste sites are
available for disposing of hazardous material, and many of these sites are approaching
capacity. Also, the transportation of wastes may pose hazards. Finally, the recordkeeping
and reporting requirements associated with the disposal of hazardous wastes are an
additional burden that can be avoided through preventive measures, such as source
reduction.
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Pollution Prevention Benefits
Figure 13-2 summarizes the direct benefits to facilities through pollution prevention practices.
A key benefit of source reduction is the improved potential for environmental compliance. In a
time of increasingly stiff penalties for environmental violations, remaining in compliance is a
top priority.
The implementation of source reduction measures can also reduce costs associated with
waste management. The costs that may be reduced include expenditures for raw materials,
waste disposal, transportation, handling and storage, training, management overhead, and
emergency response. By decreasing the amount of hazardous waste shipped offsite for
disposal, the facility may also reduce the costs associated with tracking and filing paper work
required for hazardous waste manifests. Future costs, such as remediation activities, can also
be avoided with source reduction activities.
In addition, source reduction will produce positive health and environmental benefits. Having
less hazardous or toxic materials onsite will mean reduced occupational hazards, and,
therefore, improved worker health and safety. Creating a safer workplace may reduce the
need for expensive health and safety protection devices. Also, insurance cost may be
lowered. A safer workplace will also improve employee job satisfaction. Another benefit is
that reductions in the use of hazardous materials decrease the volume of toxic substances
released to the environment from spills, leaks, and air emissions.
The indirect benefits of pollution prevention may be equally significant. One indirect benefit is
reduced liability. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) "cradle to grave"
provisions stipulate that a generator remains responsible for all environmental damage
resulting from its waste including damage that occurs after disposal. A pollution prevention
program can generate goodwill in the community and workplace, enhance the facility’s public
image, and foster environmental awareness among employees.
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Figure 13-1
Waste Management Hierarchy

Method

Source Reduction

Recycling

Example Activities

New Products
¯ Product Changes
¯ Source Elimination

Reuse
¯ Reclamation

Treatment

¯ Stabilization
¯ Neutralization
¯ Precipitation
¯ Evaporation
¯ Incineration
¯ Scrubbing

Disposal

¯ Disposal at a
Permitted Facility

Example Applications
¯ Modify Product to
Avoid Solvent Use
¯ Modify Product to
Extend Coating Life

¯ Solvent Recycling
¯ Metal Recovery
from a Spent Plating
Bath
¯ Volatile Organic

¯ Thermal
Destruction of
Organic Solvent
¯ Precipitation of
Heavy Metal from a

Land Disposal
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Figure 13-2
Benefits of Pollution Prevention
Significantly reduces the amount of pollution released to the environment.
Improves environmental and safety compliance.
Improves worker health and safety.
Provides the flexibility to choose cost-effective and environmentally sound solutions that
will also result in improved efficiency and increased profit margins.
oo

Provides public recognition of a facility’s efforts.
Saves capital because of reductions in waste sent for costly treatment and disposal and
because of decreased raw materials and energy usage.
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B. Pollution Prevention Opportunity
Assessment Procedures For
Industrial Facilities
Because the primary objective of a routine National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) compliance inspection is an evaluatioR of the facility’s compliance with its NPDES
permit requirements, a pollution prevention assessment incorporated into a compliance
assessment may, by necessity, be limited. Nevertheless, the inspector can use these routine
NPDES compliance inspections to identify pollution prevention options, particularly those
options that would improve compliance. Alternatively, a more comprehensive pollution
prevention assessment can be conducted if the facility visit is being conducted for this
purpose only. In this instance, the general procedure for a facility visit is the same as that for
any inspection (e.g., preparation, entry, opening conference, facility tour), but the specific
focus is on identifying pollution prevention opportunities for the facili~/to investigate. Two
reference documents the inspector may find useful are the Waste Minimization Opportunity
Assessment Manual (EPA/625i’7-88/003) and the Facility Pollution Prevention Guide
(EPA/600/R-92/088). These documents contain procedures for conducting a pollution
prevention opportunity assessment. Pollution prevention opportunity assessments have four
phases: (1) planning and organization, (2) assessment, (3) feasibility analysis, and
(4) implementation. The four phases are summarized in Figure 13-3.
The inspector cannot perform all the steps in the type of pollution prevention assessment
described in the Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment Manual (EPA/625/7-88/003) and
in the Facility Pollution Prevention Guide (EPA/600/R-92/088). These documents were
developed as guides for waste generators who want to implement a pollution prevention
program. The feasibility analysis and implementation phases require development of criteria
to screen and rank the options, an indepth technical assessment on whether the options can
be successfully applied at that facility, an economic evaluation, and the development of an
implementation plan and schedule, which only the facility can determine. However, the
inspector can evaluate whether the facility has conducted such an assessment and whether
there are obvious pollution prevention opportunities.
It will be impossible, and unnecessary, for the inspector to have indepth knowledge and
understanding of all production processes and facility activities. However, as part of the entire
pollution prevention assessment, whether during the preparation, interview, or facility site visit,
the inspector should strive to become familiar with the facility layout, equipment and
processes, points of potential waste generation, types of waste generated, and how waste is
handled and disposed of. If possible, the inspector should collect sufficient detailed
information to d~velop a general flow diagram or material balance for each process step. The
inspector should know the source, type, quantity, and concentration of each identified
wastestream in order to identify data gaps, problem areas, and data conflicts.
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As the assessment is conducted, the inspector should keep the pollution prevention principles
in mind:
¯ Multi-media focus looking at all environmental media as a unified whole to avoid
transfers from one medium to another
¯ Comprehensive evaluation of the total environmental impacts over the lifecycle of the
produce, from raw materials through manufacturing (including energy use) to use and
ultimate disposal.

Preparation
The inspector should prepare for the assessment by examining information about the
processes, operations, and waste management practices at the facility. Any background
material should be reviewed in the facility’s file. If the inspection is planned to focus on
pollution prevention assessment, the inspector should contact the facility to inform plant
officials of this objective. During this initial contact, the inspector should ask for information
that will help identify potential pollution prevention options. Table 13-1 provides a list of useful
information for this assessment.
As the inspector reviews facility information, he or she should develop a list of questions
specific to the facility. The inspector should be seeking, through the facility-specific questions,
information to answer the following general questions:
¯ What significant wastestreams are generated by the plant? How much waste is
generated?
¯ Why are these considered "waste"?
¯ From which processes or operations do these waste streams originate?
¯ What is the production rate of each wastestream?
¯ Which wastes are hazardous and which are not? What makes them hazardous?
¯ How are the wastes managed at present?
¯ What are the input materials used that generate the wastestreams of a particular
process or plant area?
¯ How efficient is the process? How much input material is:

-

Used in a process?
Released to water or air, or disposed of on land?
Destroyed or unaccounted for?

¯ What types of process controls are used to improve process efficiency?
¯ Are unnecessary wastes generated by mixing otherwise recyclable or recoverable
hazardous wastes with other process wastes?
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¯ What types of housekeeping practices are used to limit the quantity of wastes
generated?
¯ Has the plant developed a Pollution Prevention Plan or strategy?
There are numerous documents that identify pollution prevention techniques for specific types
of industries, such as the metal finishing industry, the fabricated metal products industry, and
the pharmaceutical industry. These documents and other pollution prevention information can
be obtained from:
¯ Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse (PPIC)
Guidance and information on Pollution Prevention Opportunities, (202) 260-1023
¯ Pollution Information Exchange System (PIES)
- Electronic Bulletin Board on Pollution "Prevention Information, (703) 506-1025
¯ Center for Environmental Research Information (CERI)
Guidance and Information on Environmental Protection Programs, Publications Unit,
U.S. EPA, 26 West Martin Luther King Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45268, (513) 5697562, (513) 569-7566 (fax)

Interview
Just as with a routine NPDES compliance inspection, plant personnel should be interviewed
when the inspector first arrives at the facility. The inspector should target personnel from the
following areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Management
Environmental waste management
Process engineering
Facility maintenance
Operation and production
Safety and health
Research and development
Quality control
Purchasing/inventory
Shipping/receiving
Storage.

From the interviews, the inspector should develop (or verify) a list of all waste minimization
practices already in place. The inspector should also ask plant personnel for the plant’s
Pollution Prevention Plan or strategy and any suggested pollution prevention opportunities in
the operations and processes and discuss with the plant personnel any pollution prevention
opportunities that were identified during preparations for the site visit or during the onsite
interviews.
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Facility Site Visit
Again, as with a routine compliance inspection, the inspector should conduct a tour of the
facility with plant personnel after the interview. The same areas of the manufacturing facility,
materials and waste storage, loading and unloading, and treatment system should be
reviewed. At each process area, the plant personnel most knowledgeable about the activity
should describe the process or should answer any questions the inspector may have.
The inspector should make personal observations, seek confirmation of the interpretation of
an activity that is occurring, and investigate any information plant personnel provide that
appears to contradict what is being observed. The inspector should focus on:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Loading and unloading operations
In-plant transfers (raw materials handling)
Process operations
"
Housekeeping practices
Maintenance activities
Waste management operations.

-.

The inspector should also check for signs of spills or leaks and assess overall cleanliness of
the site. Throughout all the areas visited, the following wastestreams should be evaluated:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Wastewater
Air emissions, including stack and fugitive emissions (e.g., detectable odors and fumes)
Hazardous wastes
Nonhazardous solid wastes.

Each wastestream should be reviewed to:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Determine whether the wastes are hazardous or nonhazardous
Determine other physical and chemical characteristics of wastes and emissions
Determine actual points of generation
Determine quantities including variations
Identify all handling, treatment, and storage procedures onsite.

By using the activities described above during a facility tour, the inspector should look for
pollution prevention opportunities in the following general areas:
¯ Substituting less hazardous materials such as:
Using latex or water-based paints, rather than oil-based
Eliminating organic solvent cleaners and replacing with aqueous cleaners
¯ Limiting the amount of hazardous materials disposed of by:

-
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Buying only the amount of material the facility needs
Using all materials before their expiration date
Using only the amount of material needed
Sharing materials or donating extra materials to community organizations.
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¯ Using and storing products carefully to prevent:
Accidents and spills
Mixtures of incompatible materials that can react, ignite, or explode.
¯ Recycling wastes, such as:
- Used oil
- Plastics, glass, paper, and metals
- Spent solvents.
¯ Generating less pollution by:
-

Automating and improving process controls to optimize production operations
Allowing products to fully drain process chemic.als before rinsing
Using less toxic materials (e.g., printing inks, dyes)
Adjusting production schedules to minimize cleanup operations
Sealing floor drains (permanently or temporarily) to prevent spills
Segregating wastes to support recycling (e.g., scrap metals, solvents).

¯ Turning waste products into new materials by:
- Treating and recycling rinse waters
Recovering metals such as silver from waste materials
- Recycling waste lubri¢ants and coolants.
¯ Using fewer resources by:
Installing flow restrictors on rinse waters
Installing high efficiency boilers and furnaces
Using heat exchangers to heat process water supplies.
¯ Educating employees on the:
Goals of pollution prevention and waste management
Procedures to follow for waste disposal and pollution prevention
Accomplishments for the pollution prevention program being implemented.
Before leaving the facility, the inspector should meet with plant personnel. A list of pollution
prevention options identified during the site visit should be prepared and discussed with plant
personnel. Inspectors can discuss a pollution prevention technology or refer the facility
representatives to EPA or State pollution prevention technical assistance offices. However,
the inspector should not recommend specific measures to implement. Nor should the
inspector suggest particular products or imply that a certain pollution prevention measure will
enable the facility to achieve compliance.

R0014790
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Figure 13-3
Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment

The recognized need to minimize waste

Planning and Organization

¯ Get management commitment
¯ Set overall assessment program goals

¯ Organize assessment program task force
Assessment organization and
commitment to proceed

Assessment Phase
¯ Collect process and facility data
¯ Prioritize and select assessment targets
¯ Select people for assessment teams
¯ Review data and inspect site
¯ Generate options
¯ Screen and select options for further study
Assessment report
of selected options

Select new

assessment
targets and
reevaluate
previous

options

Feasibility Analysis Phase
¯ Technical evaluation
¯ Economic evaluation
¯ Select options for implementation
Final report, including
recommended options

Implementation
¯ Justify projects and obtain funding
¯ Installation (equipment)
¯ Implementation (procedure)
¯ Evaluate performance

Successfully implemented
waste minimization projects

Repeat the

process
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Table 13-1
Useful Facility Information to Conduct a Pollution Prevention Opportunity Assessment
Raw Materials Information
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Product composition
Material Safety Data Sheets
Product and raw material inventory and purchasing records
Operator data logs
Production schedules and records

Manufacturing Process Information
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Process flow diagrams
Material and heat balances for production"
Manufacturing and pollution control processes
Operating manuals and process descriptions
Water usage rates
Equipment and equipment specifications
Piping and instrument diagrams
Sewer layout diagrams
Facility layout and elevation plans
Equipment layouts and work flow diagrams

Waste Generation and Disposal Information
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Environmental permits--air emissions, solid waste, hazardous waste, NPDES,
pretreatment
RCRA information--manifests, annual reports
Location of all wastewater, solid and hazardous waste collection, treatment, and
storage points
Diagram of air, wastewater, and/or hazardous waste treatment units
Operating manuals for treatment units
Emissions inventories [air, NPDES Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs), etc.]
SARA Title Ill--Section 313 release reports
Previous regulatory violations
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C. Pollution Prevention Opportunity
Assessment Procedures For
Municipal Wastewater Treatment
Plants
The Municipal Water Pollution Prevention (MWPP) program promotes the application of
pollution prevention concepts of the Pollution Prevention Act to publicly owned treatment
works. Pollution prevention can reduce the need for substantial capital investment in new
infrastructure, enhance worker safety, improve the usability of sludge, and reduce operation
and maintenance costs. Practices that stress a preventive approach to water pollution
abatement include the following:
¯ A mechanism for routine assessments of the compliance statu~ of Publicly Owned
Treatment Works (POTWs): This mechanism should include an early warning system
based on periodic self-audits and quantitative techniques for assessing the condition of
municipal wastewater treatment systems.
¯ A reporting process on the capability of POTWs to sustain compliance.
¯ A process for identifying, implementing, and tracking corrective actions to prevent
pollution and maintain compliance.
¯ A program that will encourage POTWs to develop pollution prevention projects.
Pollution prevention practices POTWs can adopt could focus in the areas of:
¯ Improved operation and maintenance
¯ Projects that reduce wastewater flows and pollutant Ioadings
¯ Energy and water conservation
¯ Timely planning and financing for future needs and economic growth prior to
occurrence of wastewater permit violations
¯ Toxicity reductions at the source (industrial pretreatment, commercial and residential
source reduction programs)
¯ Recycling
¯ Proper treatment of wastes
¯ Beneficial uses of sludge.
13-15
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Specific opportunities for optimizing each unit operation to maximize removal efficiency may
include unit modifications to improve performance. Fo~ example:
¯ Clarifiers -- Baffle installations and weir modifications to improve hydraulics and limit
short circuiting
¯ Aeration basins m Baffles to limit short circuiting. Fine bubble diffusers to improve
aeration. Use of automatic controls to optimize aeration and limit over-aeration.
¯ Aerobic digester m Recover energy from gas. Insulate digester.
At any time, but especially during upgrading and expansion, the following pollution prevention
projects could be considered:
¯ Install high efficiency pumps, motors and drives.

.

¯ Use biological- rather than chemical-based treatment,
¯ Install equalization basins to improve efficient operation of downstream units and
minimize the need for oversize units.
¯ Design plant layout to minimize the need for intermediate pumping.
¯ Consider ultraviolet or ozone disinfection instead of chlorine.
¯ Digest residuals rather than heat or chemical treat.
¯ Select dewatering equipment not only to maximize solids but to minimize the need for
chemical feeds that increase the volume of residuals.
¯ Evaluate toxicity of all lubes, solvents, or cleaners, and replace them with less toxic
alternatives such as citrus-based cleaners wherever possible.
¯ Reduce infiltration/inflow, which will result in several benefits:
m Reduces plant expansion needs
~ Improves performance efficiency
-- Reduces grit (which increases equipment wear and breakage and is a disposal
problem).
The Industrial Pretreatment Program is one of the best opportunities to achieve pollution
prevention. It represents source control. Pollution prevention programs or projects aimed at
residential and commercial users can also reduce Ioadings. Such pollution prevention
programs could:
¯ Encourage water conservation.
¯ Provide information on compatible or biodegradable cleaners to replace more toxic
cleaners (for example, identify an alternative to chlorine-based "hang-in" type toilet
bowl cleaners),
13-16
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¯ Encourage composting instead of garbage grind.ers.
¯ Enforce a commercial oil and grease ordinance requiring installation, operation, and
maintenance of grease traps and recovery and recycle of oil and grease.
¯ Discourage oil and grease dumping.
¯ Prohibit disposable diaper flushing.
The POTW could also work with water utilities or agencies involved in establishing plumbing
codes to reduce the metals (zinc, copper, and lead) found in drinking water supplies. These
metals may be present because the water is corrosive to the pipes and leaches the metals
from copper tubing, zinc-coated iron and steel pipes, and lead solder. The water utility may
also be using water conditioning chemicals that contain metal salts.
The protocols for conducting a pollution prevention assessment at municipal wastewater
treatment plants are similar to those for an industrial facility. The protocols of a Compliance
Evaluation Inspection (CEI) are also appropriate, except that the focus during the interview,
file review, and site visit is on identifying pollution prevention opportunities.

R0014796
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14. MULTI-MEDIA CONCERNS
A. Introduction
This chapter is intended as a guide for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) inspectors who become involved in multi-media environmental compliance
inspections. Multi-media compliance investigations are intended to determine a facility’s
status of compliance with applicable laws, regulatior~s, and permits in more than one medium.
This chapter and the Media and Specific Inspection Components contained in Appendix S
include a significant amount of material drawn directly from the National Enforcement
Investigations Center’s (NEIC’s) "Multimedia Investigation Manual" revised March 1992.
NPDES inspectors participating in multi-media inspections are referred to that document for
further guidance.
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14. MULTI-MEDIA CONCERNS
B. Overview of the Multi-Media
Approach to Inspections
All inspections can be grouped into four categories of increasing complexity, moving from
Category A (program-specific compliance inspections) to Category D, (complex multi-media
investigations), depending upon the complexity of the facility and the objectives of the
investigation. The four categories of investigations are described below:
Cate.qory A:

Program-specific compliance inspections (e.g., compliance with NPDES permit
requirements), conducted by one or more inspectors. The objective is to
determine facility compliance status for program-specific regulations.

Category B:

Program-specific compliance inspections, which are conducted by one or more
inspectors. The inspector(s) screen for and report on obvious key indicators of
possible noncompliance in other environmental program areas.

Cate.qory .C: Several concurrent and coordinated program-specific compliance investigations
conducted by a team of investigators representing two or more program offices.
The team, which is headed by team leader, conducts a detailed compliance
evaluation for each of the target programs. The objective is to determine
compliance for several targeted program-specific areas. Reports on obvious,
key indicators of possible noncompliance in other environmental program areas
are also made.
Cate~lory D:

These comprehensive facility evaluations not only address compliance in
targeted program-specific regulations, but also try to identify environmental
problems that might otherwise be overlooked. The initial focus is normally on
facility processes to identify activities (e.g., new chemical manufacturing) and
by-products/wastestreams potentially subject to regulation. When regulated
activities or wastestreams are identified, a compliance evaluation is made with
respect to applicable requirements.
The investigation team, headed by a team leader, comprises staff thoroughly
trained in different program areas. The on-site investigation is conducted
during one or more site visits and involve intense concurrent program-specific
compliance evaluations, often by the same cross-trained personnel.
Category D multi-media investigations are thorough and, consequently,
resource intensive. They are appropriate for intermediate to large, complex
facilities that are subject to a variety of environmental laws. Compliance
determinations are made for several targeted program-specific areas, and
reports on possible non-compliance are prepared.
R0014804
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Generally, all investigations will use essentially the same protocols, including pre-inspection
planning, use of a project plan, sampling, inspection procedures, and a final report. The major
difference will be in the number of different regulations addressed during Categories C and D
investigations.
The multi-media approach to investigations has several advantages over program-specific
inspections, including:
¯ A more comprehensive and reliable assessment of a facility’s compliance with fewer
missed violations.
¯ Improved enforcement support and better potential for enforcement.
¯ A higher probability to uncover/prevent problems before they occur or before they
manifest an environmental or public health risk.
¯ Ability to respond more effe.ctively to non-program-specific complaints, issues, or needs
and to develop a better understanding of cross-media problems and issues, such as
waste minimization
¯ Less resource intensive.
The success of a multi-media investigation program is contingent upon a good managerial
system and the support of upper management. Since these investigations will often be
conducted at larger facilities, adequate resources (time and personnel) must be provided.
Good communications during the planning phase are essential to define the scope of the
inspection, as well as each team member’s role. Communications could also include State
officials since State inspectors might also participate as team members. Because of the
extent of the State’s knowledge of the facility and its problems, State involvement is often
critioal to the success of the investigation. Similarly, coordination with other Federal or local
agencies needs to be addressed, as necessary.
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C. Multi-Media Concerns at NPDES
Facilities and the Multi-Media
Screening Program
RCRA
Many NPDES-regulated facilities are also subject to requirements of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). RCRA regulates the generation, transportation,
treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes. However, RCRA defers the control of
hazardous wastes to the Clean Water Act (CWA) when those wastes are either directly
discharged to surface waters (the direct discharge exclusion) or indirectly discharged to a
wastewater treatment plant (the domestic sewage exclusion).
The costs of hazardous waste management using "traditional" storage, treatment, and
disposal methods are rising significantly as facilities comply with the 1984 RCRA
Amendments. Consequently, industrial facilities may use the two previously mentioned
exclusions as preferred disposal methods. Since many of the 126 priority pollutants listed in
the CWA would be considered hazardous waste constituents under RCRA, the discharge of
these pollutants should concern the inspectors and operators of wastewater treatment plants.
Hazardous wastes discharged to wastewater treatment plants pass through to surface waters
unless incidentally removed in sludge, degraded, or "lost" through volatilization or exfiltration
during the wastewater treatment process.
NPDES permit writers and inspectors may learn whether the facility conducts RCRA regulated
activities, and the nature of those activities, from State and/or Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) RCRA authorities or databases such as Facility Index System (FINDS).
Industrial facilities can use and/or generate hazardous waste. The hazardous wastes may be
in the liquid, gas, or solid form. These wastes may be generated from raw materials, offspecification products, or residuals or emissions from the process operations. In addition,
waste oils used by process equipment, solvents used in cleaning operations, or sludges from
treatment of process wastewaters can be hazardous wastes.
Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs) receiving hazardous wastes by truck, rail, or
dedicated pipeline are subject to RCRA permit by rule requirements. Included among these
requirements is the provision that corrective action must be taken to remedy any
contamination that may have resulted from a release of hazardous waste or hazardous
constituents from solid waste management units, such as surface impoundments, to the
environment. For example, if a POTW that is subject to these RCRA requirements
contaminates ground water through leaching or exfiltration, the permittee might be required to
investigate the nature and extent of those releases and, where appropriate, implement
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corrective measures. Guidance on the nature of these requirements, and how they might
affect POTWs, is now being developed.
RCRA/CERCLA
Another source of contaminated wastewaters is hazardous waste cleanup actions. Under
RCRA and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
(CERCLA), EPA, States, and private parties are initiating cleanups of contaminated sites.
Much of the waste found at these sites is in liquid form, either as leachate or contaminated
ground water. The treatment, and consequent discharge, of contaminated wastewaters from
these sources is expected to increase in the future.. These wastes will likely be complex
mixtures, requiring careful examination of their composition. .to determine appropriate treatment
techniques.

Nonhazardous Sludge
It has long been known thatwastewater treatment results in the transfer of residuals from
wastewater effluents to sludges. Several statutes and regulations, including the CWA, are
charged with management of these nonhazardous sludges. Future NPDES permits will
include disposal limitations for municipal sewage sludge as specified in 40 CFR Part 503.
Many States already impose such requirements. NPDES inspectors will need to become
more familiar with the relationship between State sewage sludge requirements and Federal
sewage sludge management and disposal requirements under the CWA and those imposed
by other statutes and regulations, particularly RCRA and the Clean Air Act (CAA). Municipal
sewage sludge that is co-incinerated with other wastes is regulated by the CAA. Municipal
sewage sludge that is co-disposed with other waste in a municipal solid waste landfill is
regulated by 40 CFR Part 258. Industrial sludges are regulated by 40 CFR Part 257 if land
applied and by 40 CFR Part 258 if disposed of in a nonhazardous landfill.

Air
Air emissions from wastewater treatment units are under increasing scrutiny. For organic
chemical facilities, EPA is now considering developing wastewater treatment controls which
explicitly recognize that treatment processes, such as air stripping, result in the transfer of
volatile organics from wastewater effluents to the air. EPA is also considering air emissions
from domestic wastewater treatment plants from two perspectives:~ ambient air quality
concerns and a concern for worker health and safety. In another development, the 1984
RCRA amendments provide for the control of air emissions from authorized RCRA Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities (TSDFs). As a result, wastewater treatment facilities at RCRA
TSDFs are now being investigated by RCRA program personnel. Remedial actions may be
required at some of these facilities and the regulatory issue of emissions from wastewater
treatment facilities will be addressed.
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Multi-Media Screening
Regions and States are encouraged to incorporate multi-media screening into as many single
medium inspections as possible (i.e., conduct Category B inspections in lieu of Category A
inspections). Obtaining multi-media screening information earlier in the process will help
target inspection resources and ensure that all non-compliance issues are included in any
facility-specific enforcement strategy. The compliance inspector will use a multi-media
screening checklist as a guide for making and recording observations and pertinent
information.
The Environmental Services Division Field Branch .Chiefs and NEIC have led the development
and implementation of EPA’s multi-media inspection program, including screening inspections.
The National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist, dated May 12, 1993, was developed
as a general .quideline by a Regional work group led by Region 3. A copy of this checklist is
included in Appendix T.
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D. NPDES Inspectors and Multi-Media
Inspections
Description of a Multi-Media Inspection
The strategy developed for multi-media inspections usually involves prioritizing the processes
and waste management activities, followed by sysfematically moving from the beginning to the
end of a process with emphasis on regulated waste stream generation and final disposition.
The strategy should be somewhat flexible so that "mid-course corrections" can be made.
The compliance evaluations also need to be "sequenced" to progress, generally, from the
most to least time consuming regulatory program. Personnel training and availability and
other logistical factors may result in a combining of compliance evaluations. RCRA is often
chosen as the initial focus because of the close relationship between process evaluations and
generator requirements. Thus, the inspection of hazardous waste storage areas and
Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) transformers is often conducted early in the inspection,
followed by the rest of the RCRA inspection. Compliance with regulatory programs that
principally involve records reviews, such as TSCA, Emergency Planning and Community Right
to Know Act (EPCRA), and CAA, are usually scheduled later in the inspection, as time
permits.
The strategy for process and compliance evaluations should be developed by the inspection
team coordinator and discussed with inspection team members. This will serve as the basis
for explaining inspection activities and scheduling to the company during the opening
conference.
The strategy should include checklists that address potential process wastestreams to be
examined and media-specific compliance issues. Checklists can be a vital component of a
compliance investigation to help ensure that an investigator does not overlook anything
important. Checklists serve as a reminder of what needs to be asked or examined and to
help an inspector remember the basic regulatory requirements.
In larger facilities, multiple site visits coordinated by the team leader may be necessary and
desirable for completing the inspection. This approach can lead to a better inspection
because of the opportunity to review information obtained in the office, then refine the
inspection/strategy to "fill in the gaps" during a subsequent site visit.
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The NPDES Inspector’s Role in a Multi-Media Inspection
Each multi-media investigation team member should bring special program expertise and
experience and must be well trained in most facets of conducting a field investigation,
including sampling. Most of the investigators on the team, including the team leader, should
be current field investigators who already possess most of the necessary skills and
qualifications. EPA Order 3500.1 sets forth specific training requirements for any EPA
investigator who is leading a single medium investigation. These training requirements
include both general inspection procedures and media-specific procedures. While an
individual leading a multi-media investigation may’ not have had the media-specific training for
each medium covered during that multi-media investigation, the team leader should have the
media-specific training for at least two of the medic.
The team leader has overall responsibility for the successful completion of the multi-media
investigation. In addition, other investigators may be designated as leads for each of the
specific media/prog#ams that will be addressed. These individuals may work alone or have
one or more inspectors/samplers as assistants, depending on workload and training
objectives. However, all investigation team members should report directly to, and be
accountable to, the team leader.
The following are some of the more important skills and qualifications that are necessary for
team members:
¯ Knowledge of the Agency’s policies and procedures regarding inspection authority,
entry procedures/problems, enforcement actions, legal issues, and safety
¯ Thorough understanding of sampling equipment; quality assurance (QA) requirements
for sample collection, identification, and preservation; and chain-of-custody procedures
¯ Knowledge of manufacturing/waste producing processes, pollution control technology,
principles of waste management, flow measurement theory and procedures, and waste
monitoring techniques/equipment
¯ Investigatory skills including the ability to gather evidence through good interviewing
techniques and astute observations
¯ Ability to convey information gathered during the inspection into clear, understandable
investigation reports.
¯ Up-to-date experience in conducting compliance inspections
¯ Good communication skills
¯ Basic understanding of the procedures of obtaining administrative warrants, including
preparation of affidavits, technical content of the warrant application, and warrant and
procedures for serving a warrant
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¯ At least one team member should have conside;’able knowledge of laboratory
(analytical) methods and Quality Assurance (QA) requirements, if a laboratory
evaluation is to be conducted
¯ For each of the areas addressed in the multi-media investigation, at least one team
member should be trained.
Investigators should conduct themselves in a professional manner and maintain credibility. A
cooperative spirit should be cultivated with facility representatives, when possible.
investigators should maintain a sensitivity to multi-media issues and implications and freely
discuss, with other members of the team, observations/findings relating to one or more
programs.
Investigators should restrict their onsite activities to the normal working hours of the facility, as
much as possible. Investigators will need to keep-abreast of specific program regulations and
should also coordinate, as necessary, with other EPA and State inspectors and laboratory
staff (if samples will be collected). The investigation team should implement appropriate field
note taking methods and proper document control procedures, particularly when the company
asserts a "confidential" claim. Investigators must ensure that important documents (e.g.,
project plan, safety plan, and logbooks) are not left unattended at the facility. Sensitive
discussions do not take place in front of facility personnel or on company telephones.
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AGENCY
July 12, 1981
PROTECTIVE SERVICES - SAFETY

HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR EMPLOYEES ENGAGED
IN FIELD ACTIVITIES

1. PURPOSE. This Order establishes policy, responsibilities, and mandatory requirements
for occupational health and safety training and certification, and occupational medical
monitoring of Agency employees engaged in field activities.
2.

DEFINITIONS.

a. The term "field activities" as used in this Order means EPA program activities that
are conducted by EPA employees outside of EPA administered facilities. These activities
include environmental and pesticides sampling, inspection of water and wastewater treatment
plants, and hazardous material spills and waste site investigations, inspections, and sampling.
b. The term "health and safety training" means scheduled, formal or informal training
courses, approved and sponsored by EPA and conducted by EPA or its contracted agents
which is designed to develop, improve and upgrade the health and safety knowledge of EPA
employees involved in field activities.
c. The term "occupational medical monitoring" means surveillance over the health status
of employees by means of periodic medical examinations or screening in accordance with the
Agency’s Occupational Medical Monitoring guidelines.
d. The term "certification" as used in this Order means that the employee has
successfully completed the minimum classroom and field training requirements for the
specified level of training and the Agency has issued a certificate attesting that the employee
met these requirements.
3.

REFERENCES.

a. 29 CFR 1910, Parts 16, 94, 96, 106, 109, 111, 134, 151, 1000, Occupational Health
and Safety Standards.
A-1
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b. Executive Order 12196, Section 1-201, Sec. (k), Occupational Health and Safety
Programs for Federal Employees.
c. 29 CFR 1960.59(a), Occupational Safety and H~.alth for the Federal Employee.
d.

EPA Occupational Health and Safety Manual, Chapter 7(1).

e.

EPA Training and Development Manual, Chapter 3, Par 7(b).

f.

Occ[~pational Health and Safety Act of 1971, P.L. 91-596, Sec.6.

g.

EPA Order on Respiratory Protection (Proposed).

h.

49 CFR, Parts 100-177, Transportation of Hazardous Materials.’

i.

EPA Order 1000.18, Transportation of Hazardous Materials.

j. EPA Order 3100.1, Change 1, Uniforms, Protective Clothing, and Protective
Equipment.
4. BACKGROUND. Field activities are a critical part of most EPA programs. These
activities range from routine environmental reconnaissance sampling, inspections, and
monitoring, to entering and working in environments with known and unknown hazards. Since
protection can not be engineered into the field working situation, the protection of personnel
engaged in field activities involves training employees in safe operational procedures and the
proper use of appropriate personal protective clothing and equipment.
5. APPLICABILITY. This Order applies to all EPA organizational units which have,
employees engaged in field activities.
6. POLICY. It is the policy of the Environmental Protection Agency to carry out its field
activities in a manner that assures the protection of its employees.
7.

RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. Assistant Administrators, Re.qional Administrators, Deputy Assistant Administrators,
Laboratory Directors, and Division Directors. These officials are responsible within their
jurisdictions for implementing the provisions of this Order and for budgeting the necessary
funds for employee training and certification, personal protective clothing and equipment, and
occupational medical monitoring programs.
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b. Supervisors. Supervisors are responsible for complying with the requirements of
this Order for employee training and certification, and occupational medical monitoring
programs. They will identify those employees who require training and certification, and
occupational medical monitoring, and assure they receive it to comply with the provisions of
this Order and will insure these requirements are properly contained in position descriptions
and job postings.
c. Employees. Employees are responsible for making known upon request from their
supervis.ors the extent of their individual occupational, health and safety training and the
history of their occupational medical monitoring participation. Employees should notify their
supervisor of any hazardous work situation and make suggestions for corrective measures.
Employees are responsible for applying the knowledge, skills, and techniques acquired
through training in a manner that will help assure their health and safety and that of fellow
workers.
d. Occupational Health and Safety Desi.qnees. The Occupational Health and Safety
Designees are responsible for identifying program areas that require training and certification,
and occupational medical monitoring; recommending or providing training and certification
resources to meet the requirements of this Order; and maintaining records of persons
receiving training and certification.
e. Office of Occupational Health and Safety. The Director, Office of Occupational
Health and Safety is responsible for establishing policy and requirements for adequate training
and certification programs for field activities, developing and maintaining an occupational
medical monitoring program, approving health and safety training and certification programs
for employees involved in field activities, and for evaluating the results of these training and
certification programs.
8.

OBJECTIVES.

a. Trainin.q and Certification. The objective of the health and safety training and
certification programs for employees involved in field activities are:
(1) To assure that EPA employees are aware of the potential hazards they may
encounter during the performance of field activities;
(2) To provide the knowledge and skills necessary to perform the work with the
least possible risk to personal health and safety;
(3) To assure that Agency program goals are accomplished in as safe and
healthful manner as feasible; and
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(4) To assure that EPA employees can safely disengage themselves from an
actual hazardous situation which may occur during a field activity.
b. Occupational Medical Monitorin.q. The objectives of the occupational Medical
Monitoring program are:
(1) To detect any adverse effects of occupational exposure on the employees
health and to initiate prompt corrective actions when indicated; and
(2) To assure that employees assigned arduous or physically taxing jobs or jobs
requiring unique skills are able to perform those jobs without impairing their health and safety
or the health and safety of others.
9. TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. Employees shail not be permitted
to engage in routine field activities until they have been trained and certified to a level
commensurate with the degree of anticipated hazards.
a. Basic Level. All employees shall be provided a minimum of 24 hours of health and
safety training prior to their becoming involved in normal, routine field activities. The training
shall include but not be limited to classroom instruction in all the following subject areas:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Employee Rights and Responsibilities;
Nature of Anticipated Hazards;
Emergency Help and Self-Rescue;
Vehicles - Mandatory Rules and Regulations;
Safe Use of Field Equipment;
Use, Handling, Storage, and Transportation of Hazardous Materials;
Personal Protective Equipment and Clothing, Use and Care; and
Safe Sampling Techniques.

In addition to classroom instruction, the employee shall accompany an employee experienced
in field activities and perform actual field tasks for a minimum of three days within a period of
three months after classroom instruction. Employees satisfactorily completing these
requirements will receive certification at the Basic Level of training from the Occupational
Health and Safety Designee at the Reporting Unit.
b. Intermediate Level. All inexperienced employees who are to work with experienced
employees in uncontrolled hazardous waste and hazardous spills sites investigators or
employees engaged in other activities which at a later data are determined by the Director,
Office of Occupational Health and Safety, to present unique hazards requiring additional
training, shall be provided a minimum of 8 hours of.additional health and safety training. This
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training shall include (in addition to the Basic Level requirements) but not be limited to the
following subject matter:
Site surveillance, observation, and safety plan development;
(1)
Use and decontamination of totally enclosed protective clothing and equipment;
(2)
Use of field test equipment for radioactivity, explosivity, and other
(3)
measurements; and
! (4) Topics specific to other identified activities.
In adc~ition to classroom instruction, the employee shall accompany another employee
experienced in hazardous waste and spill site investigations and/or cleanup operations and
perform actual field tasks for a minimum of three days within a three month after classroom
instruction. The employee should also be able to provide on-the-job training and instructions
to inexperienced employees during normal routine field activities (a~; required above).
Employees satisfactorily completing these requirements will be certified at the Intermediate
Level by the Occupational Health and Safety Designee at the Reporting Unit.
c. Advanced Level. All employees who manage uncontrolled hazardous waste site and
spill site monitoring, sampling, investigations, and cleanup operations shall be provided a
minimum of 8 hours additional health and safety training. The classroom training shall include
but not be limited to (in addition to the Basic and Intermediate Level requirements), instruction
in the following subject areas:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Management of restricted and safe zones;
Rules of Handling the Press and VIP’s; and
Safe Use of Specialized Sampling Equipment.

In addition to classroom instruction, the employee shall accompany another employee with
experience in managing hazardous waste and spill site investigations or cleanup operations
and perform actual field tasks for a minimum of three days within a period of three month
period after classroom instruction. After satisfactorily completing these requirements,
employees will receive Advanced Level certification from the Occupational Health and Safety
Designee at the Reporting Unit.
d. General.
(1) An employee may receive certification at the next higher level by completing
onl~ the additional training requirements if certified at the next lower level within the previous
one-year peri’od.
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(2) The Director, Office of Occupational Health and Safety, may certify employees
based on an evaluation of previous training, education, and experience. Recommendations
for this type certification should be made to the Director by the Occupational Health and
Safety Designee at the Reporting Unit.
10. FREQUENCY OF TRAININR. Employees at the Basic, I’niermediate, and Advanced
Levels shall complete a minimum of 8 hours of refresher classroom instruction annually
consisting of a review of all subject areas to maintain their certification. In addition to the
classroom instruction, employees shall have demonstrated by having performed actual field
tasks that they have sufficient practical experience to perform their assigned duties in a safe
and healthful manner.
11. RECORD OF TRAINING.
a. A record of the level of training and certification shall be maintained in the
employee’s official personnel file.
b. The Occupational Health and Safety Designee shall maintain a roster of employee
training and certification so that a schedule of annual training can be established.
c. The Occupational Health and Safety Designee shall issue a certificate to the employee
showing the level of training and certification.
12. OCCUPATIONAL MEDICAL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS. All employees routinely
engaged in field activities which present the probability of exposure to hazardous or toxic
substances, which are arduous or physically taxing, or which require the use of respiratory
protective equipment shall be included in the Agency’s Occupational Medical Monitoring
Program. Employees should not be permitted to engage in field activities unless they have
undergone a baseline medical examination (as defined in the Agency’s Occupational Medical
Monitoring Guidelines), which will show physical fitness and provide a base to measure any
adverse effects their activities may have on these individuals.
13. SAVING PROVISIONS. Changes in the Act, Executive Order, or EPA and OSHA
standards and guidelines which occur after the effective date of this Order will automatically
come under the purview of this Order on the effective date of the change.
Full implementation of this Order shall be within one year of its effective date
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Edward J. Hanley
Director, Office of Management
Information and Support Services
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Certified MailnReturn Receipt Requested
Date
Dear Sir:
Pursuant to the authority contained in Section 308 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1251
et seq.), representatives of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), or a contractor
retained by EPA, shall conduct, within the ncxt year, a compliance monitoring inspection of
your operations, including associated waste treatment, and/or discharge facilities located at
(site of inspection). This inspection will-ascertain the degree of compliance with the
requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit issued
to your organization.
Our representatives may observe your process operations, inspect your monitoring and
laboratory equipment and methods, collect samples, and examine appropriate records, and
they will be concerned with related matters.
in order to facilitate easy access to the plant site, pleas~ provide the name of the
responsible facility official who can be contacted upon arrival at the plant. Additionally, we
would appreciate receiving a list of the safety equipment you would recommend that our
representatives have in their possession in order to enter and conduct the inspection safely.
Please provide the information requested within 14 days of receipt of this letter.
If you have any questions concerning this inspection, please call (appropriate designated
official).
Sincerely,

Director
Water Management Division

Sample Section 308 Letter
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Regional Administrators
Surveillance and Analysis Division Directors
Enforcement Division Directors

FROM:

Assistant Administrator for Enforcement

SUBJECT:

Conduct of Inspections After the Barlow’s Decision

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT

Summary
This document is intended to provide guidance to the Regions in the conduct of
inspections in light of the recent Supreme Court decision in Marshall ~. Barlow’s, Inc., ___U.S._
__, 98 S. Ct. 1816 (1978). The decision bears upon the need to obtain warrants or other
process for inspections pursuant to EPA-administered Acts.
In Badow’s, the Supreme Court held that an OSHA inspector was not entitled to enter
the non-public portions of a work site without either (1) the owner’s consent, or (2) a warrant.
The decision protects the owner against any penalty or other punishment for insisting upon a
warrant.
In summary, Barlow’s should only have a limited effect on EPA enforcement
inspections:
¯ Inspections will generally continue as usual;
¯ Where an inspector is refused entry, EPA will seek a warrant through the U.S.
Attorney;
¯ Sanctions will not be imposed upon owners of establishments who insist on a warrant
before allowing inspections of the non-public portions of an establishment.
The scope of the Barlow’s decision is broad. It affects all current inspection programs
of EPA, including inspections conducted by State personnel and by contractors. The
Agency’s procedures for inspections, particularly where entry is denied, were largely in accord
with the provisions of Barlow’s before the Supreme Court issued its ruling. Nevertheless, a
number of changes in Agency procedure are warranted. Thus, it is important that all
personnel involved in the inspection process be familiar with the procedural guidelines
contained in this document.
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This document focuses on the preparation for and conduct of inspections, including (1)
how to proceed when entry is denied, (2) under what circumstances a warrant is necessary,
and (3) what showing is necessary to obtain a warrant.
II.

Conduct of Inspections

The following material examines the procedural aspects of conducting inspections
under EPA-administered Acts. Inspections are considered in three stages: (1) preparation for
inspection of premises, (2) entry onto premises, and (3) procedures to be followed where entry
is refused.
A.

Preparation

Adequate preparation should include .c.onsideration of the following factors
concerning the general nature of warrants and the role of personnel conducting inspections.
(1) Seekinq a Warrant Before Inspection

The Barlow’s decision recognized that, on occasion, the Agency may wish to obtain
a warrant to conduct an inspection even before there has been any refusal to allow entry.
Such a warrant may be necessary when surprise is particularly crucial to the inspection, or
when a company’s prior bad conduct and prior refusals make it likely" that warrantless entry
will be refused. Pre-inspection warrants may also be obtained where the distance to a U.S.
Attorney or a magistrate is considerable so that excessive travel time would not be wasted if
entry were denied. At present, the seeking of such a warrant prior to an initial inspection
should be an exceptional circumstance, and should be cleared through Headquarters. If
refusals to allow entry without a warrant increase, such warrants may be sought more
frequently. (For specific instructions on how to obtain a warrant, see Part D.)
(2) Administrative Inspections v. Criminal Investi.qations
It is particularly important for both inspectors and attorneys to be aware of the
extent to which evidence sought in a civil inspection can be used in a criminal matter, and to
know when it is necessary to secure a criminal rather than a civil search warrant. There are
three basic rules to remember in this regard: (1) If the purpose of the inspection is to discover
and correct, through civil procedures, noncompliance with regulatory requirements, and
administrative inspection (civil) warrant may be used; (2) if the inspection is in fact intended,
in whole or in part, to gather evidence for a possible criminal prosecution, a criminal search
warrant must be obtained under Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure; and (3)
evidence obtained during a valid civil inspection is generally admissible in criminal
proceedings. These principles arise from the recent Supreme Court cases of Marshall v.
Barlow’s, Inc., supra: Michi.qan v. Tyler, __U.S...__, 98 S.Ct. 1942 (1978); and U.S.v. LaSalle
National Bank, _._U.S.___, 57 L. Ed: 2d 221 (1978). It is not completely clear whether a
combined investigation for civil and criminal violations may be properly conducted under civil
or "administrative" warrant, but we believe a civil warrant can properly be used unless the
intention is clearly to conduct a criminal investigation.
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(3) The Use of Contractors to Conduct Inspections
Several programs utilize private contractors to aid in the conduct of inspections.
Since, for the purpose of inspections, these contractors are agents of the Federal government,
the restrictions of the Barlow’s decision also apply to them. If contractors are to be
conducting inspections without the presence of actual EPA inspectors, these contractors
should be given training in how to conduct themselves when entry is refused. With respect to
obtaining or executing a warrant, an EPA inspector should always participate in the process,
even if he was not at the inspection where entry was refused.
(4) Inspections Conducted by State Personnel
The Barlow’s holding applies to inspections conducted by State personnel and to
joint Federal/State inspections. Because some ERA programs are largely implemented
through the States, it is essential that the Regions assure that State-conducted inspections
are conducted in compliance with the Barlow’s decision, and encourage the State inspectors
to consult with their legal advisors when there is a refusal to allow entry for inspection
purposes. State personnel should be encouraged to contact the EPA Regional Enforcement
Office when any questions concerning compliance with Barlow’s arise.
With regard to specific procedures for States to follow, the important points to
remember are: (1) The State should not seek forcible entry without a ~varrant or penalize an
owner for insisting upon a warrant, and (2) the State legal system should provide a
mechanism for issuance of civil administrative inspection warrants. If a State is enforcing an
EPA program through a State statute, the warrant process should be conducted through the
State judicial system. Where a State inspector is acting as a contractor to the Agency, any
refusal to allow entry should be handled as would a refusal to an Agency inspector as
described in section ll.B.3. Where a State inspector is acting as a State employee with both
Federal and State credentials, he would utilize State procedures unless the Federal warrant
procedures are more advantageous, in which case, the warrant should be sought under the
general procedures described below. The Regions should also assure that all States which
enforce EPA programs report any denials of entry to the appropriate Headquarters
Enf(~rcement Attorney for the reasons discussed in section ll.B.4.
B.

Entry
(1) Consensual Entry

One of the assumptions underlying the Court’s decision is that most inspections will
be consensual and that the administrative inspection framework will thus not be severely
disrupted. Consequently, inspections will normally continue as before the Barlow’s decision
was issued. This means that the inspector will not normally secure a warrant before
undertaking an inspection but, in an attempt to gain admittance, will present his credentials
and issue a notice of inspection where required. The establishment owner may complain
about allowing an inspector to enter or otherwise express his displeasure with EPA or the
Federal government. However, as long as he allows the inspector to enter, the entry is
voluntary and consensual unless the inspector is expressly told to leave the premises. On the
other hand, if the inspector has gained entry in a coercive manner (either in a verbal or
physical sense), the entry would not be consensual.
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Consent must be given by the owner of the premises or the person in charge of the
premises at the time of the inspection. In the absence of the owner, the inspector should
make a good faith effort to determine who is in charge of the establishment and present his
credentials to that person. Consent is generally needed only to inspect the non-public
portions of an establishment - i.e., any evidence that an inspector obtains while in an area
open to the public is admissible in an enforcement proceeding.
(2) Withdrawal of Consent
The owner may withdraw his consent to the inspector at any time. The inspection
is valid to the extent to which it has progressed before consent was withdrawn. Thus,
observations by the inspector, including samples ~nd photographs, obtained before consent
was withdrawn, would be admissible in any subsequent enforcement action. Withdrawal of
consent is tantamount to a refusal to allow entry.and shoul~l be treated as discussed in
section ll.B.& below, unless the inspection had progressed far enough to accomplish its
purposes.
(3) When Entry is Refused
Barlow’s clearly establishes that the owner does have the right to ask for a warrant
under normal circumstances.1 Therefore, refusal to allow entry for inspection purposes will
not lead to civil or criminal penalties if the refusal is based on the inspector’s lack of warrant
and one of the exemptions discussed in Part C does not apply. If the owner were to allow the
inspector to enter his establishment only in response to a threat of enforcement liability, it is
quite possible that any evidence obtained in such an inspection would be inadmissible. An
inspector may, however, inform the owner who refused entry that he intends to seek a warrant
to compel the inspection. In any event, when entry is refused, the inspector should leave the
premises immediately and telephone the designated Regional Enforcement Attorney as soon
as possible for further instructions. The Regional Enforcement Attorney should contact the
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the district in which the establishment desired to be inspected is
located and explain to the appropriate Assistant United States Attorney the need for a warrant
to conduct the particular inspection. The Regional Attorney should arrange for the United
States Attorney to meet with the inspector as soon as possible. The inspector should bring a
copy of the appropriate draft warrant and affidavits. Samples are provided in the appendix to
this document.
(4) Headquarters Notification
It is essential that the Regions keep Headquarters informed of all refusals to allow
entry. The Regional Attorney should inform the appropriate Headquarters Enforcement
Attorney of any refusals to enter and should send a copy of all papers filed to Headquarters.
It is necessary for Headquarters to monitor refusals and Regional success in obtaining
warrants to evaluate the need for improved procedures and to assess the impact of Barlow’s
on our compliance monitoring progress.

1 FIFRA inspections are arguably not subject to this aspect of Barlow’s. See discussion, p. 5 and 6.
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Areas Where a Riqht of Warrantless Entry Still Exists
(1) Emer.qency Situations

In an emergency, where there is no time to get a warrant, a warrantless inspection
is permissible. In Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523 (1967), the Supreme Court states
that "nothing we say today is intended to foreclose prompt inspections, even without a
warrant, that the law has traditionally upheld in emergency situations." Nothing stated in
Barlow’s indicates any intention by the court to retreat from this position. The Regions will
always have to exercise considerable judgement concerning whether to secure a warrant
when dealing with an emergency situation. However, if entry is refused during and
emergency, the Agency would need the assistance of the U.S. Marshal to gain entry, and a
warrant could probably be obtained during the time necessary to secure that Marshal’s
assistance.
An emergency situation would include potential imminent hazard situations, as well
as situations where there is potential for destruction of evidence or where evidence of a
suspected violation may disappear during the time that a warrant is being obtained.
(2) FIFRA Inspection
There are some grounds for interpreting Barlow’s as not I~eing applicable to FIFRA
inspections. The Barlow’s restrictions do not apply to areas that have been subject to a long
standing and pervasive history of government regulation. An Agency administrative law judge
held recently that even after the Barlow’s decision, refusal to allow a warrantless inspection of
a FIFRA regulated establishment properly subjected the owner to civil penalty. N. Jones &
Co., Inc., I.F. & R Docket No. 111-121C (July 27, 1978). For the present, however, FIFRA
inspections should be conducted under the same requirements applicable to other
enforcement programs.
(3) "Open Fields" and "In Plain View" Situations
Observation by inspectors of things that are in plain view, (i.e., of things that a
member of the public could be in a position to observe) does not required a warrant. Thus, an
inspector’s observations from the public area of a plant or even from certain private property
not closed to the public are admissible. Observations made even before presentation of
credentials while on private property which is not normally closed to the public are admissible.
D.

Securinq a Warrant

There are several general rules for securing warrants. Three documents have to be
drafted: (a) an application for a warrant, (b) an accompanying affidavit, and (c) the warrant
itself. Each document should be captioned with the District Court of jurisdiction, the title of the
action, and the title of the particular document.
The application for a warrant should generally identify the statutes and regulations
under which the Agency is seeking the warrant, and should clearly identify the site or
establishment desired to be inspected (including, if possible, the owner and/or operator of the
site). The application can be a one or two page document if all of the factual background for
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seeking the warrant is stated in the affidavit, and the application so states. The application
should be signed by the U.S. Attorney or by his Assistant U.S. Attorney.
The affidavits in support of the warrant application are crucial documents. Each
affidavit should consist of consecutively numbered paragraphs, which describe all of the facts
that support warrant issuance. If the warrant is sought in the absence of probable cause, it
should recite or incorporate the neutral administrative scheme which is the basis for inspecting
the particular establishment. Each affidavit should be signed by someone with personal
knowledge of all the facts stated. In cases where entry has been denied, this person would
most likely be the inspector who was denied entry. Note that an affidavit is a sworn statement
that must either be notarized or personally sworn to before the magistrate.
The warrant is a direction to an appropriate official. (an EPA inspector, U.S. Marshal
or other Federal officer) to enter a specifically described location and perform specifically
described inspection functions. Since the inspection is limited by the terms of the warrant, it is
important to specify to the broadest extent possible the areas that are intended to be
inspected, any records to be inspected, any samples to be taken, and any articles to be
seized, etc. While a broad warrant may be permissible in civil administrative inspections, a
vague or overly broad warrant will probably not be signed by the magistrate and may prove
susceptible to constitutional challenge. The draft warrant should be ready for the magistrate’s
signature at the time of submission via a motion to quash and suppress evidence in Federal
District court. Once the magistrate signs the draft warrant, it is an enforceable document.
Either following the magistrate’s signature or on a separate page, the draft warrant should
contain a "return of service" or "certificate of service". This portion of the warrant should
indicate upon whom the warrant was personally served and should be signed and dated by
the inspector. As they are developed, more specific warrant issuance documents will be
drafted and submitted to the Regions.
E.

Standards or Bases for the Issuance of Administrative Warrants

The Barlow’s decision establishes three standards or bases for the issuance of
administrative warrants. Accordingly, warrants may be obtained upon a showing: 1) of
tra~litional criminal probable cause, 2) of civil probable cause, or 3) that the establishment was
selected for inspection pursuant to a neutral administrative inspection scheme.
(1) Civil Specific Probable Cause Warrant
Where there is some specific probable cause for issuance of a warrant such as an
employee complaint or competitor’s tip, the inspector should be prepared to describe to the
U.S. Attorney in detail the basis for this probable cause.
The basis for probable cause will be stated in the affidavit in support of the warrant.
This warrant should be used when the suspected violation is one that would result in a civil
penalty or other civil action.
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(2) Civil Probable Cause Based on a Neutral Administrative Inspection Scheme
Where there is no specific reason to think that a violation has been committed, a
warrant may still be issued if they Agency can show that the establishment is being inspected
pursuant to a neutral administrative scheme. As the Supreme Court stated in Barlow’s:
"Probable cause in the criminal law sense is not required. For purposes of an
administrative search, such as this, probable cause justifying the issuance of a
warrant may be based not only on specific evidence of an existing violation, but
also on a showing that "reasonable legislative or administrative standards for
conducting an... inspection are satisfied with respect to a particular
(establishment)." A warrant showing that a specific business has been chosen
for an OSHA search on the basis of a general administrative plan for the
enforcement of the act derived from neutral, sources such as, for example,
dispersion of employees in various type of industries across a given area, and
the desired frequency of searches in any of the lesser divisions of the area,
wovId protect an employers Fourth Amendment rights.
Every program enforced by the Agency has such a scheme by which it prioritizes and
schedules its inspections. For example, a scheme under which every permit holder in a given
program is inspected on an annual basis is a satisfactory neutral administrative scheme.
Also, a scheme in which one out of ever three known PCB transforme~ repair shops is
inspected on an annual basis is satisfactory, as long as neutral criteria such as random
selection are used to select the individual establishment to be inspected. Headquarters will
prepare and transmit to the Regions the particular neutral administrative scheme under which
each program’s inspections are to be conducted. Inspections not based on specific probable
cause must be based on neutral administrative schemes for a warrant to be issued.
Examples of two neutral administrative schemes are provided in the appendix. (Attachments
II and !11)
The Assistant U.S. Attorney will request the inspector to prepare and sign an
affidavit that states the facts as he knows them. The statement should include the sequence
of events culminating in the refusal to allow entry and a recitation of either the specific
probable cause or the neutral administrative scheme which led to the particular
establishment’s selection for inspection. The Assistant U.S. Attorney will then present a
request for an inspection warrant, a suggested warrant, and the inspector’s affidavit to a
magistrate or Federal district court judge.2

2 The Badow’s decision states that imposing the warrant requirement on OSHA would not invalidate warrantless
search provs ons m other regulatory statutes since many such statutes already "envision resort to Federal court
enforcement when entry s refused". There is thus some question as to whether the existence of a non-warrant Federal
court enforcement mechanism in a statute requires the use of that mechanism rather than warrant issuance. We believe
that the Barlow’s decision gives the Agency the choice of whether to proceed through warrant issu, ance or th.r.ough an
applicati~ injunction since the decision is largely based on the fact that a warrant proc.eau.re ~.mposes v.!rtually no
burden on the inspect ng Agency In addition any Agency could attempt to secure a warrant pnor to ~nspect~on on an

ex ~arte has s, somet~ng not ava able under normal injunction proceedings. Several of the acts enforced by the EPA
"~ve provisions allowing the Admin strator to seek injunctive relief to assure compliance with the various parts of a
part cu ar statute There may be instances where it would be more appropriate to seek injunctive relief to gain entry to
a fac ty than to attempt to secure a warrant for inspection, although at this point we cannot think of any. However, since
the warrant process will be far more expeditious than the seeking of an injunction, any decision to seek such an injunction
for inspection purposes should be cleared through appropriate Headquarters staff.
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(3) Criminal Warrants
Where the purpose of the inspection is to gather evidence for a criminal
prosecution, the inspector and the Regional Attomey should request that the U.S. Attorney
seek a criminal warrant under Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. This
requires a specific showing of probable cause to believe that evidence of a crime will be
discovered. Agency policy on the seeking of criminal warrants has not been affected by
Barlow’s. The distinction between administrative inspections and criminal warrant situations is
discussed in Section II.A.2.
F.

Inspecting with a Warrant

Once the warrant has been issued by the magistrate or judge, the inspector may
proceed to the establishment to commence or continue the inspection. Where there is a high
probability that entry will be refused even with a warrant or where there are threats of
violence, the inspector should be accompanied by a U.S. Marshal when he goes to serve the
warrant on the recalcitrant owner. The inspector should never himself attempt to make any
.forceful entry of the establishment. If the owner refuses entry to an inspector holding a
warrant but not accompanied by a U.S. Marshal, the inspector should leave the establishment
and inform the Assistant to the U.S. Attorney and the designated Regional Attorney. They will
take appropriate action such as seeking a citation for contempt. Where the inspector is
accompanied by a U.S. Marshal, the Marshal is principally charged with executing the warrant.
Thus, if refusal or threat to refus~ occurs, the inspector should abide by the U.S. Marshal’s
decision whether it is to leave, to seek forcible entry, or otherwise.
The inspector should conduct the inspection strictly in accordance with the warrant.
If sampling is authorized, the inspector must be sure to carefully follow all procedures,
including the presentation of receipts for all samples taken. If records or other property are
authorized to be taken, the inspector must receipt thge property taken and maintain an
inventory of anything taken from the premises. This inventory will be examined by the
magistrate to assure that the warrant’s authority has not been exceeded.
G.

Returning the Warrant

After the inspection has been completed, the warrant must be returned to the
magistrate. Whoever executes the warrant, (i.e., whoever performs the inspection), must sign
the return of service form indicating to whom the warrant was served and the date of service.
He should then return the executed warrant to the U.S. Attorney who will formally return it to
the magistrate or judge. If anything has been physically taken from the premises, such as
records or samples, an inventory of such items must be submitted to the court, and the
inspector must be present to certify that the inventory is accurate and complete.
Iil.

Conclusion

Except for requiring the Agency to formalize its neutral inspection schemes, and for
generally ending the Agency’s authority for initiating civil and/or criminal actions for refusal to
allow warrantless inspections, Barlow’s should not interfere with EPA enforcement inspections.
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Where there is doubt as to how to proceed in any entry case, do not hesitate to call
the respective Headquarters program contact for assistance.

Marvin B. Durning
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

ov~ic~ ov eNvoRceM~

MEMO RAN D U M
SUBJECT:

"Deficiency Notice" Implementation to Improve Quality Assurance in NPDES
Permittee Self-Monitoring Activities

FROM:

Director, Enforcement Division (EN-338)

TO:

Enforcement Division Directors, R~gions I - X
Surveillance and Analysis Division Directors, Regions I - X
Director, National Enforcement Investigations Center, Denver

The Enforcement Divisions and the Surveillance and Analysis Divisions in several
Regions have developed a form, called a Deficiency Notice, which their inspectors issue at the
end of compliance inspections. This Deficiency Notice alerts NPDES’ permittees to problems
in their routine self-monitoring activities. On June 11, 1979, the Office of Water Enforcement
proposed that all the Regional offices adopt this form along with the Guidance for its use, and
asked for your comments on this proposal. The Deficiency Notice and Guidance, which are
attached, reflect your comments.
We have ordered the Deficiency Notice Forms, which will be printed on no-carbonrequired paper and will be color coded in pads to correlate with the NPDES Compliance
Inspection Form (EPA 3560-3). You may reproduce the attached form for use until you
receive these forms.
The Deficiency Notice was designed so that State NPDES programs might easily use
it. However, EPA cannot now sanction its use by the States since the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) has not authorized the form for non-Federal use. We will attempt to get
OMB approval.
Since the Deficiency Notice provides a swift and simple mechanism for responding to
deficiencies in self-monitoring data, I believe that its use will substantially improve the
performance of wastewater treatment facilities without creating additional resource burdens or
enforcement problems. If you have any questions about the Deficiency Notice or its use,
please do not hesitate to call Gary Polvi of my staff at 755-0994.

J. Brian Molloy
Attachments
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DEFICIENCY NOTICE GUIDANCE
P..urpose
The purpose for using the Deficiency Notice is to provide a swift and simple method for
improving the quality of data from NPDES self-monitoring activities. Since an inspector may
issue a Deficiency Notice during any NPDES compliance inspection to alert the permittee to
either existing or potential problems in self-monitoring, its receipt prompts the permittee to
quickly take corrective action, as close as possible to the time the inspector perceives the
problem.

The Deficiency Notice is a tool for use in "~onjunction with any type of EPA NPDES
compliance inspection (i.e., compliance evaluation, sampling, performance audit,
biomonitoring, etc.), during which the inspector identifies problems with self-monitoring that
warrant response.
The Deficiency Notice and Guidance were designed so that State NPDES compliance
monitoring programs could also easily use them. (Note the use of the term "regulatory
authority" throughout this guidance.) However, EPA cannot yet sanction the States’ use of
this form because the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has not yet approved the
form for non-Federal use.
Use of the Deficiency Notice does not apply to a wide range of possible permit
violations. It is to be used by the inspector to alert permittees to deficiencies in their selfmonitoring activities only. The enforcement office of the regulatory authority (i.e., the EPA
Regional Enforcement Division or its State counterpart), not the inspector, will continue to
handle violations relative to compliance schedules or effluent limitations.
Form Description
The Deficiency Notice (see attachment) is one page long and is for use in conjunction
with the standard EPA Compliance Inspection Form (EPA 3560-3 September, 1977). The
reverse side of the Notice contains general instructions to inspectors for completing the form.
The regulatory authority using the form may add other specific instructions that do not conflict
with this guidance.
The form has four sections: (1) basic facility data, (2) deficiencies, (3) comments, and
(4) inspector identification. These sections contain individual spaces where the inspector
during an inspection can log deficiencies in the following self-monitoring activities: (1)
monitoring location, (2) flow measurement, (3) sample collection/holding time, (4) sample
preservation, (5) test procedures, (6) record keeping, (7) other self-monitoring deficiencies
(i.e., sampling frequency, instrument calibration, etc.). Since the existing Compliance
Inspection Form (which inspectors now complete) includes questions and answers relatIng to
the above seven activities, inspectors should not need much additional time to complete this
Deficiency Notice.
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Administrative Procedures
With few exceptions (see March 7, 1977 EMS Guide), the handling and tracking of
Deficiency Notices will follow the normal EPA Enforcement Management System (EMS)
procedures. Inspectors can issue the Deficiency Notice to a permittee immediately following a
compliance inspection if they discover any permit deficiencies which the Notice includes.
Under unusual circumstances inspectors may delay issuing a Deficiency Notice until after
conferring with other officials of the regulatory authority.
EMS requires the offices responsible for inspections and for NPDES enforcement to
jointly establish a policy delineating the procedure for the permittee to appropriately respond to
the Deficiency Notice. In the EPA Regions, the Di#ectors of the Enforcement Division and the
Surveillance and Analysis (S&A) Division will develop this policy. If the offices agree to allow
the permittee to submit a separate written response rather than to include the response as
part of a regular Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR) submission, they will require the
inspector to record the necessary mailing instructions and deadline for response under the
additional comment section of the Deficiency Notice. The inspector indicates the appropriate
method for the permittee’s response in the "requested action" section of the Deficiency Notice.
Due to the nature of most self-monitoring problems it is reasonable for the regulatory authority
to ask that the permittee submit a written description of any corrective actions within 15 work
days after receiving the Notice. Where the permittee is asked to respond as part of a regular
DMR submission, a similar reporting time allowance should be allotted. In either response
option, the inspector should always indicate in the Deficiency Notice the requested date for
permittee response.
Having the permittee document Deficiency Notice corrective actions as part of a
regular DMR submission establishes accountability for the compliance inspection in the official
NPDES permit compliance file even before a compliance review is undertaken. This is a
resource efficient method of documenting the minimum benefit from performing inspections.
The issuance of a Deficiency Notice is not a formal enforcement action. It is not
intended and must not be construed as an administrative or legal order to the permittee.
The~’efore, the action by the permittee to respond is voluntary, but incentive for such response
comes from the positive consideration it may have on further formal enforcement follow-up of
the inspection.
When the regulatory authority receives the permittee’s response to the Deficiency
Notice, they will review the inspection data and the permittee’s response according to EMS
procedures. If during routine reviews of inspection data, the authorities note deficiencies in
self-monitoring data and note that the inspector did not issue a Deficiency Notice, they may
issue one at any time.
The responsibility for all enforcement activity shall always remain in the
enforcement/compliance review office of the regulatory authority. After agreement between
the Directors of the Regional Enforcement Division and the S&A Division, these offices should
incorporate details for insuring which office retains which responsibility into the Regional EMS.
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Whether or not a Deficiency Notice has been issued, the enforcement office of the regulatory
authority can take administrative or legal action at any time. Also, a Deficiency Notice may
not be appropriate in those cases where additional enforcement action is expected or litigation
against the permittee is already underway.
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PERMII i ~:~- (Fac#ity) NAME AND ADDRESS

DEFICIENCY NOTICE
NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES)
(Read instructions on back of last part before completing)
PERMrl-rEE REPRESENTATIVE (Rece~wng th~s Nobce.YTitle

NPDES PERMIT NO.

Dunng the compliance inspection carded out on (Date)
the deficiencies noted below were found.
Additional areas of deficiency may be brought to your attention following a complete review of the Inspection Report and other information on file with the REGULATORY AUTHORITY administering your NPDES PERMIT.

MONITORING LOCATION (Descrtbe)

FLOW MEASUREMENT (Descn~e)

SAMPLE COLLECTION / HOLDING TIME (Describe)

SAMPLE PRESERVATION (Descnl~e)

TEST PROCEDURES SECTION 304(h), 40 CFR 136 (Describe)

RECORD KEEPING (Descnbe)

OTHER SELF-MONITORING DEFICIENCIES (Describe)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

REQUESTED ACTION--Your atlention to the correction ot the deficiencies noted above ~s requested. Receipt o| a descnption of the corrective actions
taken wdl be co~l$1dered in the determination of the need for turther Admm=strat=ve or Legal Action, Your response i$ to be (Inspector line out InapptOo
pri~te responle method)! (1)~nc~udewIthy~urnextNPDEsDischargeM~nrt~nngFtep~rt(DMF~)~r(2)submittedesdirectedbythe~ns~ect~r~ Quee-t=ons
regardingposs=ble follow-up ac~on can be answered by the REGULATORY AUTHORITY to whtch your DMRs are submdtecl and w’n~ch admmis-ters your
NPDES Permtt,
OATE
REGULATORY AUTHORITY/ADDRESS
INSPECTOR’S ADDRESS/PHONE NO,
INSPECTOR’S SIGNATURE
INSPECTOR’S PRINTED NAME

EPA Form 3560,.4 (2-80)

EPA Deficiency Notice Form
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NPDES COMPLIANCE INSPECTION REPORT
FORM 3560-3
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o.o.

United States Environmental Protection Agency

EPA

o,oo

Form Approved.

Water Compliance Inspection Report
Section A: National Data
NPDES

Transaction Code

Approval expires 10-31-95

System Coding (i.e., PCS)

yr/mo/day

Insl0eCtion Type

Inspector

Fac Type

~I I I I I I I I I I~ I~I I I I I I I~

~ ~

Remarks

Inspect=on Work Days

B1

Fac=lity Self-Momtoring Evaluation Ra~mg

67~6~

7o~

Sec{ion B: Facili{~ Da{a
Name and Loc~tion of FaciliW Inspected (For industrial users discharging ~o PO~, atso
include PO ~ name and NPDES permi~ numberj

Entry Time/Date

Permit Effective Date

Exit Time/Date

Permit Expiration Date

Other Facility Data

Name(s) of On-Site Representative(s)/Title(s)/Phone and Fax Number(s)

Name, Address of Responsible Official/Title/Phone and Fax Number
Contacted

[] Yes [] No
Section C: Areas Evaluated During Inspection (Check only those areas eveluated)
CSOISSO (Sewer Overflowl
Flow Measurement
Perm=t
~
=Operations & Maintenance
~
Pollution
Prevention
~-iSludge
Handling/Disposal
Records/Reports
F-- Self-Monitoring Program
~ Facility Site Review
~ Effluent/Receiving Waters

~-- Compliance Schedules
Laboratory

[Pretreatment
I Storm Water

Multimedia
~ Other:

Section D: Summary of Findings/Comments (Attach additional sheets of narrative and checklists as necessary)

Name(s) and Signature(s) of Inspector(s)

Agency/Office/Phone and Fax Numbers

Date

Signature of Management Q A Revmwer

Agency/Office/Phone and Fax Numbers

Date

EPA Form 3560-3 (Rev 9-94) Previous editions are obsolete.
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Environmental Services Division
PROJ. NO. PROJECT NAME

REGION VIII, ONE DENVER PLACE
999 18TH STREET
DENVER, CO 80202-2413

CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD

No
SAMPLERS: (Signature)
OF
,
STAT, NO DATE TIME

C
G
OR
M
A
P
B

REMARKS

CONTAINERS
STATION LOCATION

Relinquished by: (Signature)

Date/Flme

Received by: (Signature)

Relinquished by: (Signature)

Date/[ime

Received by: (Signature)

Relinquished by: (S;~i~aiure)

Date/Time

Received for Laboratory by:
(Signature)
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Basic Hydraulic Calculations
Oo

The relationship between the flow rate (Q), the average velocity (V), and the cross-sectional
area of the flow (A) is given by the following equation:

Q = VA
where

Q
V
A

=
=
=

flow in cubic feet per second
velocity in feet per second
area in square feet.

To convert flow in cubic feet of water per second to flow in gallons of water per minute, the
following proportionality is used:
cubic feet.x 7.48 gallons water.x 60 seconds _ gallons
second cubic foot of water minute minute
To convert from cubic feet per second to million gallons per day, multiply the number of cubic
feet per second by 0.6463.
The cross-sectional area (A) of a pipe is described by:

where d = diameter of the pipe in feet.
Flow Measurement Devices
Flow data may be collected instantaneously or continuously. Instantaneous flows must be
measured when samples are taken so that the pollutant concentrations can be correlated to
flow data. In a continuous flow measurement system, flow measurements are summed to
obtain a value for the total flow to verify NPDES permit compliance.
A typical continuous flow measurement system consists of a flow device, a flow sensor,
transmitting equipment, a recorder, and a totalizer.
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Instantaneous flow data can be obtained without using such a system. The primary flow
device is constructed to yield predictable hydraulic responses related to the rate of wastewater
or water flowing through the device. As previously mentioned, examples of such devices
include weirs and flumes, which relate water depth (head) to flow; Venturi meters, which relate
differential pressure to flow; and electromagnetic flowmeters, which relate induced electric
voltage to flow. In most cases, a standard primary flow device has undergone detailed testing
and experimentation and its accuracy has been verified.
Flow is measured by many methods; some are designed to measure open channel flows, and
others are designed to measure flows in pipelines. A complete discussion of all available flow
measurement methods, their supporting theories, and the devices used are beyond the scope
of this manual. The most commonly used flow measurement devices and procedures for
inspecting them will be described briefly in the following paragraphs. For more detail,
inspectors should consult the publications listed in ’-’References" at the end of this chapter.
Primary Devices
Weir__._~s. A weir consists of a thin vertical plate with a sharp crest that is placed in a stream,
channel, or partly filled pipe. Figure G-1 shows a profile of a sharp-crested weir and indicates
the appropriate nomenclature. Four common types of sharp-crested weirs are shown in
Figure G-2. This figure illustrates the difference between suppressed and contracted
rectangular weirs and illustrates Cipolletti (trapezoidal) and V-notch (triangular) weirs.
To determine the flow rate, it is necessary to measure the hydraulic head (height) of water
above the crest of the weir. For accurate flow measurements, the crest must be clean, sharp,
and level. The edge of the crest must not be thicker than 1/8 inch.
The rate of flow over a weir is directly related to the height of the water (head) above the crest
at a point upstream of the weir where the water surface is level. To calculate the discharge
over a weir, the head must first be measured by placing a measuring device upstream of the
weir, at a distance of at least 4 times an approximate measurement of the head. A
measurement can be taken at the weir plate to approximate the head. However, if this
measurement is used to calculate the discharge, this value will provide only a rough estimate
of the discharge.
The head-discharge relationship formulas for nonsubmerged contracted and suppressed
rectangular weirs, Cipolletti weirs, and V-notch weirs are provided in Table G-1. Discharge
rates for the 90-degree V-notch weir (when the head is measured at the weir plate) are
included in Table G-2. Flow rates for 60- and 90-degree V-notch weirs can be determined
from the graph in Figure G-3. Minimum and maximum recommended flow rates for Cipolletti
weirs are provided in Table G-3. Figure G-4 is a nomograph for flow rates for rectangular
weirs using the Francis formulas.
Parshall Flume. The Parshall flume is composed of three sections: a converging upstream
section, a throat or contracted section, and a diverging or dropping downstream section.
When there is free fall out of the throat of a Parshall flume, no diverging downstream section
is required. It operates on the principle that when open channel water flows through a
constriction in the channel, it produces a hydraulic head at a certain point upstream of the
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constriction that is proportional to the flow. The hydraulic head is used to calculate the flow.
Flow curves are shown in Figure G-5 to determine free flow through 3 inches to 50 feet
Parshall flumes.
The Parshall flume is good for measuring open channel waste flow because it is self cleaning;
therefore, sand or suspended solids are unlikely to affect the operation of the device. The
flume is both simple and accurate.
The flume size is given by the width of the throat section. Parshall flumes have been
developed with throat widths from 1 inch to 50 feet. The configuration and standard
nomenclature for Parshall flumes are provided in Figure G-6. Strict adherence to all
dimensions is necessary to achieve accurate flow.measurements. Figure G-6 provides
Parshall flume dimensions for various throat widths, and Table G-4 provides the minimum and
maximum flow rates for free flow through Parshall flumes.
For free nonsubmerged flow in a Parshall flume of throat and upstream head (Ha in feet), the
discharge relationship for flumes of 8 feet or less is given by the general equation Q =
CWHan, where Q = flow.
Table G-5 provides the values of C, n, and Q for different sizes (widths) of the Parshall
flumes. Nomographs, curves, or tables are readily available to determine the discharge from
head observations.
Flow through a Parshall flume may also be submerged. The degree of submergence is
indicated by the ratio of the downstream head to the upstream head (Hb/Ha), which is the
submergence ratio. Hb is the height of water measured above the crest. The flow is
submerged if the submerged ratio is:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Greater than 0.5 for flumes under 3 inches
Greater than 0.6 for flumes 6 to 9 inches
Greater than 0.7 for flumes 1 to 8 feet
Greater than 0.8 for flumes larger than 8 feet.

If submerged conditions exist, the inspector should apply a correction factor to the free flow
determined using the relationship Q= CWHn. These correction factors are shown in Figure
G-7 for different sizes of the Parshall flume.

Palmer-Bowlus Flume. The Palmer-Bowlus flume is also composed of three sections: a
converging upstream section, a contracted section or throat, and a diverging downstream
section (Figure G-8). The upstream depth of the water (head) above the raised step in the
throat is related to the discharge rate. The head should be measured at a distance d/2
upstream of the throat where d is the size (width) of the flume. The height of the step is
usually unknown until the manufacturer’s data are consulted, it is difficult to manually measure
the height of water above the step at an upstream point. The dimensions for Palmer-Bowlus
flumes are not standardized as they are for Parshall flumes. Therefore, no standard flow
equation exists~ Instead, rating curves are provided by manufacturers of Patmer-Bowlus
flumes to relate the head to the discharge rate.
The flume must be installed with a minimum channel slope downstream to maintain critical
G-3
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flow through the flume and prevent the flume from becoming submerged. A small jump or rise
in the water surface below the throat indicates that critical flow through the flume has probably
occurred and submerged conditions do not exist. Accurate flow measurements can usually be
obtained with upstream depths that are up to 95 percent of the pipe diameter. Table G-6
provides a table of the maximum slopes recommended for installation of Palmer-Bowlus
flumes. Advantages of this type of flow measurement device are the following:
¯ It is easily installed in existing systems.
¯ Head loss is insignificant.
¯ Unit is self cleaning.
Venturi Meter. The Venturi (differential pressure) meter is one of the most accurate primary
devices for measuring flow rates in pipes, The Venturi meter is. basically a pipe segment
consisting of an inlet section, a converging section, and a throat, along with a diverging outlet
section as illustrated in Figure G-9. The water velocity is increased in the constricted portion
of the inlet section resulting in a decrease in the static pressure. The pressure difference
between the inlet pipe and the throat is proportional to the square of the flow. The pressure
difference c&n easily be measured very accurately, resulting in an accurate flow
measurement. An advantage of the Venturi meter is that it causes little pressure (head) loss.
The formula for calculating the flow in a Venturi meter is as follows:

(King1963)

Q= cKd22~/’~ - h=
where

Q
c

=
=

volume of water, in cubic feet per second
discharge coefficient, obtain from Table G-7. C varies with Reynoid’s
number, meter surfaces, and installation

hl

=

K

=

pressure head at center of pipe at inlet section, in feet of water h2 =
pressure head at throat, in feet of water
constant which relates d2 to dl for Venturi meters. Obtain values of K
from Table G-8 or calculate according to the formula
[

K = "-4"-I

1
where

d2
dl

=
=

2g
LdlJ

throat diameter, in feet
diameter of inlet pipe, in feet

Electromagnetic Flowmeter. The electromagnetic flowmeter operates according to Faraday’s
Law of Induction: the voltage induced by a conductor moving at right angles through a
magnetic field will be proportional to the velocity of the conductor through the field. In the
electromagnetic flowmeter, the conductor is the liquid stream to be measured and the field is
produced by a set of electromagnetic coils. A typical electromagnetic flowmeter is shown in
Figure G-10. The induced voltage is transmitted to a converter for signal conditioning. The
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meter may be provided with recorder and totalizer using electric or pneumatic transmission
systems. This type of flowmeter is useful at sewage lift stations and for measuring total raw
wastewater flow or raw or recirculated sludge flow.
Electromagnetic flowmeters are used in full pipes and have many advantages, including:
accuracies of +1 percent, a wide flow measurement range, a negligible pressure loss, no
moving parts, and rapid response time. However, they are expensive and buildup of grease
deposits or pitting by abrasive wastewaters can cause error. Regular checking and cleaning
of the electrodes is necessary. The meter electronics can be checked for proper operation
with devices specially made for this purpose. The meter should be checked at least annually.
The calibration of an electromagnetic flowmeter cannot be verified except by returning it to the
factory or by the dye dilution method.
Propeller Meter. The propeller meter (Figure G-11)..operates o’n the principle that liquid hitting
the propeller will cause the propeller to rotate at a speed proportional to the flow rate. The
meter is self-contained and requires no energy or equipment other than a mechanical totalizer
to obtain a cumulative flow reading. Equipment may be added to the meter to produce a flow
reading, to pace chemical feed equipment, and to control telemetering equipment for remote
readout. The calibration of a propeller meter can be checked by returning it to the factory, by
comparing its readings to another meter measuring the same flow, or by using the dye dilution
method.
Secondary Devices
Secondary devices are the devices in the flow measurement system that translate the
interaction of primary devices in contact with the fluid into the desired records or readout.
They can be organized into two broad classes:
¯ Nonrecording type with direct readout (e.g., a staff gauge) or indirect readout from
fixed points (e.g., a chain, wire weight, float)
’o Recording type with either digital or graphic recorders (e.g., float in well, float in flow,
bubbler, electrical, acoustic).
The advantages and disadvantages of various secondary devices are provided in Table G-9.

Some wastewater facilities may need to measure flow by means of pumps in which
discharge-versus-power relationships have been determined from measurements of the
average output or input during a period in which discharge measurements were made.
Suitable curves may be developed from these test data. When readily available from the
manufacturer, pump curves may be used by the inspector to estimate flow.
Because of wear on pumps and uncertainty regarding actual discharge heads, pump curves at
best only provide an estimate of the flow. Pump curves are not normally accurate enough to
be used for NPDES permit discharge flow measurements. Pump curves have been used for
G-5
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determining large flows, such as the cooling water discharge from large steam electric power
plants, where a high degree of accuracy was not necessary.
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Table G-1
Head-Discharge Relationship Formulas for Nonsubmerged Weirs*
W, eir Type

Contracted

Suppressed

Rectangular
Francis formulas

Q = 3.33 (L - 0.1 nH)H~5

King 1963

Q = 3.33 L[(H + hi~5 - h~1 Approach velocity
considered

King 1963

Q = 3.367 L H~ s

NA

King 1963

Q = 3.367 L (H + h)t~ - h~-~

Approach velocity
neglected

NA

Approach velocity
considered

EPA 1973

NA

Not appreciably affected
by approach velocity

King 1963

NA

Head measured at weir
plate

Eli and Peterson
1979 (EPA61809A-2B)

V-notch
Formula for 90°
V-notch only

Q = 2.50 H2 ~
Q = 3.01 Hw2.48

Q
H
NA
Hw
n

Reference

Approach velocity
neglected

Q = 3.33 [(H + h)~-~-h~ 5](L. 0.1nil)
~

Q = 3.33 L H~ 5

Remarks

= discharge in cubic feet
= head in feet
= not applicable
= head in feet at weir plate
= number of end contractions

L
h
V
g

= crest lengt.h in feet
= head in feet due to the approach velocity = v2/2g
= approach velocity
= gravity (32.2 ft/sec2)

*Selection of a formula depends on its suitability and parameters under consideration.
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Table G-2
Discharge of 90° V-Notch Weir--Head Measured at Weir Plate
Head @
Weir
in Feet

Flow
Rate
in CFS

Head @
Weir
in Feet
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.49
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.60
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.65
0.66
0.67
0.68
0.69
0.70
0.71
0.72
0.73
0.74
0.75
0.76
0.77
0.78
0.79
0.80
0.81
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.85

Flow
Rate
in CFS
0.439
0.463
0.488
0.513
0.540
0.567
0.595
0.623
0.653
0.683
0.715
0.747
0.780
0.813
0.848
0.883
0.920
0.957
0.995
1.034
1.074
1.115
1.157
1.199
1.243

Head @
Weir
in Feet

Flow
Rate
in CFS
2.071
2.140
2.192
2.255
2.318
2.382
2.448
2.514
2.582
2.650
2.720
2.791
2.863
2.936
3.010
3.085
3.162
3.239
3.317
3,397
3.478
3.556
3.643
3.727
3.813
3.889
3.987
4.076
4.166
4.257
4.349
4.443
4.538
4.634
4.731
4.829
4.929
5.030
5.132
5.235

0.86
0.003
0.06
0.87
0.004
0.07
0.88
0.006
0.08
0.89
0.008
0.09
0.90
0.010
0.10
0.91
0.013
0.11
0.92
0.016
0.12
0.93
"
0.019
0.13
0.94
0.023
0.14
0.95
0.027
0.15
0.96
0.032
0.16
0.97
0.037
0.17
0.98
0.043
0.18
0.99
0.049
0.19
1.00
0.056
0.20
1.01
0.063
0.21
1.02
0.070
0.22
1.03
0.079
0.23
1.04
0.087
0.24
1.05
0.097
0.25
1.06
0.107
0.26
1.07
0.117
0.27
1.08
0.128
0.28
1.09
0.140
0.29
1.10
0.152
0.30
1.11
1.287
0.165
0.31
1.12
1.333
0.178
0.32
1.13
1.379
0.193
0.33
1.14
1.426
0.207
0.34
1.15
1.475
0.223
0.35
1.16
1.524
0.239
0.36
1.17
1.574
0.256
0.37
1.18
1.625
0.273
0.38
1.19
1.678
0.291
0.39
1.20
1.730
0,310
0.40
1.21
. 1.785
0.330
0.41
1.22
1.840
0.350
0.42
1.23
1.896
0.371
0.43
1.24
1.953
0.393
0.44
1.25
2.012
0.415
0.45
Equation Q = 3.01 Hw~48,where Hw, head, is in feet at the weir and Q is in cubic feet per second.
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Table G-3
Minimum and Maximum Recommended Flow Rates
for Cipolletti Weirs
Crest
Length, ft.
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
4
5
6
8
10

Minimum Flow Rate
Minimum
Head, ft.

MGD

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.195
0.292
0.389
0.487
0.584
0.778
0.973
0.17
0.56
1.95

Maximum Flow Rate

CFS

Maximum
Head, ft.

MGD

CFS

0.301
0.452°
0.602
0.753
0.90~
1.20
1.51
1.81
2.41
3.01

0.5
0.75
1.0
1.25
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0

0.769
2.12
4.35
7.60
12.0
24.6
43.0
67.8
139.0
243.0

1.19
3.28
6.73
11.8
18.6
38.1
66.5
105.0
214.0
375.0

Table G-4
Minimum and Maximum Recommended Flow Rates
for Free Flow Through Parshall Flumes
Throat
Width,
W
1
2"
3
6
9
1
1.5
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
12

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

Minimum Flow Rate
Minimum
Head, ft.

MGD

0.07
0.07
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20
0.25
0.25
0.30
0.33

0.003
0.007
0.018
0.035
0.05
0.078
0.112
0.273
0.397
0.816
1.00
1.70
2.23
3.71
5.13

Maximum Flow Rate

CFS

Maximum
Head, ft.

MGD

CFS

0.005
0.011
0.028
0.054
0.091
0.120
0.174
0.423
0.615
1.26
1.55
2.63
3.45
5.74
7.93

0.60
0.60
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.5
4.5

0.099
0.198
1.20
2.53
5.73
10.4
15.9
21.4
32.6
43.9
55.3
66.9
90.1
189
335

0.153
0.306
1.86
3.91
8.87
16.1
24.6
33.1
50.4
67.9
85.6
103
139
292
519
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Table G-5
Free-Flow Values of C and N for Parshall Flumes
Based on the Relationship Q = CWHn
(American Petroleum Institute 1969)
Flume Throat, W
1
in.
2
in.
3
in.
6
in.
9
in.
1
ft.
1.5
ft.
2
ft.
3
ft.
4
ft.
5
ft.
6
ft.
7
ft.
8
ft.
Where

C

n

Max. Q CFS

0.338
0.676
0.992
2.06
3.07
4W*
4W*
4W*
4W*
4W*
4W*
4W*
4W*
4W*

1.55
1.55
1.55
1.58
1.53
1.522W°’°26
1.522W°’°26
1.522W°’°2s
1.522W°’°2~
1.522W°’°~
1.522W°’°2~
1.522W°’°26
1.522W°’°=~
1.522VV°’°2~

0.15
0.30
1.8
3.9
8.9
16.1
24.6
33.1
50.4
67.9
85.6
103.5
121.4
139.5

""

W

=

Flume throat width

Q

=

Flow (CFS)

C

=

Constant

H

=

Head upstream of the flume throat (feet)

n

=

Constant

*

=

W should be represented in feet to calculate C
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Table G-6
Minimum and Maximum Recommended Flow Rates for
Free Flow Through Plasti-Fab Palmer-Bowlus Flumes

D Flume
Size (in.)

Maximum
Slope for
Upstream (%)

Minimum
Head (ft.)

6
¯8
10
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3

0.11
0.15
0.18
0.22
0.27
0.33
0.38
0.44
0.49
0.55

Minimum Flow
Rate
,,
CFS
MGD
0.023
0.048
0.079
0.126
0.216
0.355
0.504
0.721
0.945
1.26

0.035
0.074
0.122
0,198
0.334
0.549
0.780
1.1 2
1.46
1.95

Maximum Flow
Rate
Maximum
Head (ft.)

MGD

CFS

0.36
0.49
0.61
0.73
0.91
1.09
1.28
1.46
1.64
1.82

0.203
0.433
0.752
1.18
2.06
3.24
4.81
6.70
8.95
11.6

0.315
0.670
1.16
1.83
3.18
5.01
7.44
10.4
13.8
18.0
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Table G-7
Coefficients of Discharge c for Ventur| Meters
(King 1963)
Throat Velocity, ft. per sec.

Diameter of
Throat, in.

3

4

1
2
4
8
12
18
48

0.935
0.939
0.943
0,948
0.955
0.963
0.970

0.945
0.948
0.952
0,957
0.962
0.969
0.977

_

5

10

15

0.949 0.958
0.963
0.953 0.965 "0,970
0.957 0.970
0.975
0,962 0.974
0.978
0.967 0.978 ’" 0.981
0.973 0.981
0.983
0.980 ! 0.984
0.985

20

30

40

50

0.966
0.973
0.977
0.980
0.982
0.984
0.986

0.969
0.974
0.978
0,981
0,983
0.985
0,987

0.970
0.975
0.979
0.982
0.984
0.986
0.988

0.972
0.977
0.980
0,983
0.985
0.986
0,988

Table G-8
Values of K in Formula for Venturi Meters
(King 1963)

d--~

d1
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.29
0.30
0.31
0.32

6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.31
6.32
6.32
6.32
6.33
6.33
6.33

0.33
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.40
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.45

d--T
6.34
6.34
6.35
6.35
6.36
6.37
6.37
6.38
6.39
6.40
6.41
6.42
6.43

0.46
0.47
0.48
0.49
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.58

d---T
6.45
6.46
6.47
6.49
6.51
6.52
6.54
6.54
6.59
6,61
6.64
6.66
6.69

0.59
0.60
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.65
0.66
0,67
0,68
0.69
0.70
0.71

d1
6.72
6,75
6.79
6.82
6,86
6,91
6.95
7.00
7.05
7.11
7.17
7.23
7.30

0.72
0.73
0.74
0.75
0.76
0.-77
0.78
0.79
0.80
0.81
0.82
0.83
0.84

K
7.37
7.45
7.53
7.62
7.72
7.82
7.94
8.06
8.20
8.35
8.51
8.69
8.89
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Table G-9
Advantages and Disadvantages of Secondary Devices
Advantages

Device

Disadvantages

Hook Gauge

Common

Requires training to use, easily
damaged

!Stage Board

Common

Needs regular cleaning, difficult to
read top of meniscus

!Pressure
I Measurement
a. Pressure Bulb

!Since no compressed’aires used, openings can clog, expensive
source can be linked directly to
sampler
Self-cleaning, less expensive,
reliable

Needs compressed air or other air
source

Float

Inexpensive, reliable

Catches debris, requires frequent
cleaning to prevent sticking and
changing buoyancy, and corroding
hinges

Dipper

Quite reliable, easy to operate

~Oil and grease foul probe, causing
possible sensor loss

Ultrasonic

No electrical or mechanical
contact

Errors from heavy turbulence and
foam, calibration procedure is more
involved than for other devices

b. Bubbler Tube

R0014860
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Figure G-1
Profile and Nomenclature of Sharp-Crested Weirs
(Associated Water and Air Resource Engineers, Inc., 1973)
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Figure G-2
Three Common Types of Sharp-Crested Weirs
(Associated Water and Air Resource Engineers, Inc., 1973)
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Figure G-5
Flow Curves for Parshall Flumes
(Associated Water and Air Resource Engineers, Inc., 1973)
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Figure G-6
Dimensions and Capacities of Parshail Measuring Flumes for Various Throat Widths
(Associated Water and Air Resource Engineers, Inc., 1973)
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Figure G-7
Effect of Submergence on Parshall Flume Free Discharge
(Civil Engineering, ASCE)
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Figure G-8
Free-Flowing Palmer-Bowlus Flume
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Figure G-IO
Electromagnetic Flowmeter
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Appendix H

Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-1
Summary of Recommended Test Conditions for Sheepshead Minnow
(Cyprinodon variegatus) Larval Survival and Growth Test
1.

Test type:

Static renewal

2.

Salinity:

20 °/oo to 32 °/oo + 2 °/oo

3.

Temperature:

25 + 2°C

4.

Light quality:

~mbient laboratory illumination

5.

Light intensity:

6.

Photoperiod:

14 h light, 10 h darkness

7.

Test chamber size:

300 mL - 1 L beakers or equivalent

8.

Test solution volume:

250 - 750 mL/replicate (loading and DO
restrictions must be met)

9.

Renewal of test concentrations:

Daily

10-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 if-c) (ambient lab
"levels)

10. Age of test organisms:

Newly hatched larvae (less than 24 h old)

11. Larvae/test chamber:

15 larvae/chamber (minimum of 10)

12. Replicate chambers/concentration:

4 (minimum of 3)

13. Source of food:

Newly hatched Artemia) nauplii (less than 24
h old)

14. Feeding regime:

Feed once a day 0.10 g wet weight Artemia
nauplii per replicate on Days 0-2; feed 0.15
g wet weight Artemia nauplii per replicate on
Days 3-6

15. Cleaning:

Siphon daily, immediately befo~’e test
solution renewal

16. Aeration:

None, unless DO falls below 60% of
saturation, then aerate all chambers. Rate
should be less than 100 bubbles/min.

17. Dilution water:

Uncontaminated source of natural seawater,
or hypersaline brine or artificial seawater
mixed with deionized water

H-1
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-1
Summary of Recommended Test Conditions for Sheepshead Minnow
(Cyprinodon variegatus) Larval Survival and Growth Test (Continued)
18. Effluent concentrations:

5 and a control

19. Dilution factor:

Approximately 0.3 or 0.5

20. Test duration:

7 days

21. Effects measured:

Survival and growth (weight)

H-2
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Table H-2
Summary of Recommended Test Conditions for Sheepshead Minnow
(Cyprinodon variegatus) Embryo Larval Survival and Teratogenicity Test
1.

Test type:

Static renewal

2.

Salinity:

5 °/oo to 32 °/oo +__ 2 °/oo

3.

Temperature:

25 + 2°C

4. Light quality:
5. Light intensity:

Ambient laboratory light

6.

Photoperiod:

14 h light, 10 h darkness

7.

Te~;t chamber size:

500 mL

.1.0-20 uF_/r~2is, or 50-100 ft-c (ambient
laboratory levels)

8. Test solution volume:

400 mL (minimum of 250 mL)

9.

Daily

Renewal of test concentration:
10. Age of test organisms:

less than 24 h old

11. No. of embryos/chamber:

15 (minimum of 10)

12. Replicate test chambers/concentration: 4 (minimum of 3)
13. Embryos per concentration:
60 (minimum of 30)
14. Feeding regime:
Feeding not required
15. Aeration:

None unless DO falls below 60% saturation

16. Dilution water:

Uncontaminated source of sea water;
deionized water mixed with artificial sea
salts, or hypersaline brine

17. Effluent test concentrations:
18. Dilution factor:

5 and a control

19. Test duration:
20. Effects measured:

Approximately 0.3 or 0.5
9 days
Percent hatch; percent larvae dead or with
debilitating morphological and/or behavior
abnormalities such as: gross deformities;
curved spine; disoriented, abnormal
swimming behavior; surviving normal larvae
from original embryos

H-3
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Table H-3
Summary of Recommended Test Conditions for the Inland Silverside
(Menidia beryllina) Larval Survival and Growth Test
1.

Test type:

Static renewal

2.

Salinity:

5 °/oo to 32 °/oo (+ 2 °/oo of the selected
test salinity)

3.

Temperature:

25 + 2°C

4.

Light quality:

Ambient labor.atory illumination

5.

Light intensity:

10"20 uE/m2/s (50-100 ft-c) (ambient lab
levels)

6.

Photo.period:

14 h light, 10 h darkness

7:

Test chamber size:

300 mL - 1 L containers

8. Test solution volume:

250 - 750 mL/replicate (loading and DO
restrictions must be met)

9.

Daily

Renewal of test concentrations:

10. Age of test organisms:

7 - 11 days post hatch

11. Larvae/test chamber and control:

15 (minimum of 10)

12. Replicate chambers/concentration:

4 (minimum of 3)

13. Source of food:

Newly hatched Artemia nauplii

14. Feeding regime:

Feed 0.10 g wet weight Artemia nauplii per
replicate on days 0-2; feed 0.15 g wet
weight Artemia nauplii per replicate on days
3-6

15. Cleaning:

Siphon daily, immediately before test
solution renewal and feeding

16. Aeration:

None, unless DO concentration falls below
60% of saturation, then aerate all chambers.
Rate should be less than 100 bubbles/min.

17. Dilution water:

Uncontaminated source of sea water or
deionized water mixed with hypersaline
brine.
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Table H-3
Summary of Recommended Test Conditions for the Inland Silverside
(Menidia beryllina) Larval Survival and Growth Test (Continued)
18. Effluent concentrations:
19. Dilution factor:

At least 5 and a control
Approximately 0.3 or 0.5

20. Test duration:

7 days

21. Effects measured:

Survival and growth (weight)

R0014877
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Table H-4
Summary of Recommended Test Conditions for Mysidopsis bahia
7-Day Survival, Growth, and Fecundity Test
1.

Test type:

Static renewal

2.

Salinity:

20 °/oo to 32 °/oo _+ 2 °/oo

3.

Temperature:

26 + 27oC

4.

Photopefiod

16 h light, 8 h dark, with phase in/out period

5.
6.

Light intensity:
Test chamber:

1.0.-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 ff.-c.)
8 oz plastic disposable cups, or 400 mL
glass beakers

7.

Test solution volume:

150 mL per replicate cup

8.

Renewal of test solutions:

Daily

9.

Age of test organisms:

7 days
10. Number of treatments per study:
Minimum of 5 treatments and a control
11. Number of organisms per test chamber: 5
12. Number of replicate chambers per
8
treatment:
13. Source of food:
Artemia_ nauplii
14. Feeding regime:
Feed 150 24-h old nauplii per mysid daily,
half after test solution renewal and half after
8- 12h.
15. Aeration:

None unless DO falls below 60% saturation,
then gently in all cups

16. Dilution water:

Natural sea water or hypersaline brine

17. Test duration:

7 days

18. Dilution factor:

Survival, growth, and egg development

19. Effects measured:

Approximately 0.3 or 0.5

20. Cleaning:

Pipette excess food from cups daily

H-6
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Table H-5
Summary of Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions for the Fathead Minnow
Pimephales promelas Larval Survival and Growth Test
1.

Test type:
3. Temperature(°C):

Static renewal
25 __- 1°C
Ambient laboratory illumination

3.
4.

Light quality:
Light intensity:

10-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 if-c) (ambient
laboratory levels)

5.

Photoperiod:

~6 h light, 8 h darkness

6.

Test chamber size:

500 mL

7.

Test solution volume:

250 mL/replicate

8.

Renewal of test concentrations:

Daily

9.

Age of test organisms:

Newly hatched larvae less than 24 h old

10. No. larvae per test chamber;

15 (minimum of 10)

11. No. replicate chambers per
concentration:

4 (minimum of 3)

12, No. larvae per concentration:

60 (minimum of 30)

13. Feeding regime:

Feed 0.1 mL newly hatched (less than 24-h
old) brine shrimp nauplii three times daily at
4-h intervals or, as a minimum, 0.15 mL
twice daily, 6 h between feedings (at the
beginning of the work day prior to renewal,
and at the end of the work day following
renewal). Sufficient larvae are added to
provide an excess. Larvae are not fed
during the final 12 h of the test

14. Cleaning:

Siphon daily, immediately before test
solution renewal

15. Aeration:

None, unless DO concentration falls below
40% saturation. Rate should not exceed
100 bubbles/min
Moderately hard synthetic water is prepared
using MILLIPORE MILLI-Q" or equivalent
deionized water and reagent grade
chemicals or 20% DMW (see Section 7)

16. Dilution water:

R0014879
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Table H-5
Summary of Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions for the Fathead Minnow
Pimephales promelas Larval Survival and Growth Test (Continued)
17. Effluent concentrations:
18. Dilution factor:1

Minimum of 5 and a control

19. Test duration:

7 days

20. Endpoints:

Survival and growth (weight)

21. Test acceptability:

80% or greater survival in controls; Average
d~ weight of surviving controls equals or
exceeds 0.25 mg

22. Sampling requirement:

For on-site tests, samples are collected
daily, and used with 24 h of the time they
are removed from the sampling device. For
off-site tests, a minimum of three samples
are collected, and used as described in
Paragraph 11.7.1
2.5 L/day

Approximately 0.3 or 0.5

23. Sample volume required:

1 Surface water test samples are used as collected (undiluted).
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Table H-6
Summary of Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions for the Fathead Minnow
Pimephales promelas Embryo-Larval Survival and Teratogenicity Test
1.

Test type:

Static renewal

2.

Temperature:

25 + 1°C

3.

Light quality:

Ambient laboratory illumination

4.

Light intensity:

10-20 uE/m2/s 50-100 ft-c (ambient
laboratory levels)

5.

Photoperiod:

6.

Test chamber size:

150-500 mL

7.

T.est solution volume:

70-200 mL

8.

Renewal of test concentration:

Daily

9.

Age of test organisms:

Less than 36-h old embryos

"- 16 h light, 8 h darkness

10. No. embryos per test chamber:

15 (minimum of 10)’

11. No. replicate test chambers per
concentration:

4 (minimum of 3)

12. No. embryos per concentration:

60 (minimum of 30)

13. Feeding regime:

Feeding not required

14. Aeration:

None unless DO falls below 40% saturation

15. Dilution water:

Moderately hard synthetic water is prepared
using MILLiPORE MILLI-QR or equivalent
deionized water and reagent grade
chemicals or 20% DMW (see Section 7).
The hardness of the test solutions must
equal or exceed 25 mg/L (CaCO3) to ensure
hatching.

16. Effluent test concentrations:
17. Dilution factor1

5 and a control

18. Test duration:

7 days

Approximately 0.3 or 0.5

Surface wat.er test samples are used as collected (undiluted).

H-9
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Table H-6
Summary of Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions for the Fathead Minnow
Pimephales prornelas Embryo-Larval Survival and Teratogenicity Test (Continued)

19. Endpoint:

Combined mortality (dead and deformed
organisms)

20. Test acceptability:

80% or greater survival in controls

21. Sampling requirement:

For on-site tests, samples are collected daily
and used within 24 h of the time they are
removed from the sampling device. For offsite tests a minimum of three samples are
collected and used as described in
Paragraph 11.7.1.

221 Sample volume required:

2.5 L/day
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Table H-7
Summary of Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions
for the Ceriodaphia Survival and Reproduction Test
1.

Test type:

Static renewal

2.

Temperature(°C):

25 _+ 1°C

3.
4.

Light quality:
Light intensity:

Ambient laboratory illumination

5. Photoperiod:
6. Test chamber size:

1"0-20 uE/m2/s 50-100 ft-c (ambient lab
levels)
1’6 h light, 8 h darkness
30 mL

7. Test solution volume:

15 mL

8.

Daily

9.

Renewal of test solutions:
Age of test organisms:

Less than 24 h; and all released within a 8-h
period

10. No. neonates per test chamber:
11. No. replicate test chambers per
concentration:
12. No. neonates per test concentration:

10

13. Feeding regime:

Feed 0.1 mL each of YCT and algal
suspension per test chamber daily.

14. Aeration:

None

1~. Dilution water:

Moderately hard synthetic water is prepared
using MILLIPORE MILLI-QR or e.quivalent
deionized water and reagent grade
chemicals or 20% DMW (see Section 7).
Minimum of 5 effluent concentrations and a
control.
Approximately 0.3 or 0.5

16. Effluent concentrations:
17. Dilution factor1
18. Test duration:

1

10

Until 60% of control females have three
broods (may require more or less than 7
days).

Surface water test samples are used undiluted.

H-11
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Table H-7
Summary of Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions
for the Ceriodaphia Survival and Reproduction Test (Continued)

19. Endpoints:

Survival and reproduction

20. Test acceptability:

80% or greater survival and an average of
15 or more young/surviving female in the
control solutions. At least 60% of surviving
females in controls should have produced
their third brood.

21. Sampling requirements:

For on-site tests, samples are collected
daily, and used within 24 h of the time they
are removed from the sampling device. For
off-site tests, a minimum of three samples
are collected, and used as described in
Paragraph 12.6.1.

22. Sample volume required:

1L
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Table H-8
Summary of Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions
, for the Algal (Selenastrurn capricornutum) Growth Test
1.

Test type:

Static

2.

Temperature:

25 4- 1°C

3.

Light quality:

"Cool white" fluorescent lighting

4.

Light intensity:

86 .+_ 8.6 uE/M2/s (400 4- 40 ft-c)

5.

Photoperiod:

Continuous illumination

6.

Test chamber size:

125 mL or 250 mL

7.

Test solution volume:

50 mL or 100 mL

8.

Renewal of test solutions:

9.

Age of test organisms:

None
4 to 7 days

10. Initial cell density in test chambers:

10,000 cells/mL

11. No. replicate chambers/concentration:
12. Shaking rate:
13. Dilution water:

3

14. Effluent concentrations:

Minimum of 5 and a control

15. Dilution factor~:
16. Test duration:
17. Endpoint:

Approximately 0.3 or 0.5
96 h

18. Test acceptability:
19. Sample volume required:

100 cpm continuous, or twice daily by hand
Algal stock culture medium without EDTA or
enriched surface water

Growth (cell counts, chlorophyll
fluorescence, absorbance, biomass)
2 X 105 cells/mL in the controls; Variability of
controls should not exceed 20%
1 L (one sample for test initiation)

Surface water samples for toxicity tests are used undiluted.
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Table H-9
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Ceriodaphnia dubia
Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters
1.

Test type:

2.

Test duration:
Temperature:~

3.
4.

Static non-renewal, static-renewal, or flowthrough
24, 48, or 96 h
20°C _ 1°C or 25°C + 1°C
Ambient laboratory illumination

5.

Light quality:
Light intensity:

6.

Photoperiod:

16 h light, 8 h darkness

7.

Test chamber size:

30 mL (minimum)

8.

Test solution volume:

15 mL (minimum)

"10-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 ft-c) (ambient
laboratory levels)

9. Renewal of test solutions:
10. Age of test organisms:
11. No. organisms per test chamber:

Minimum, after 48 h

12. No. replicate chambers per
concentration:

Minimum, 4 for effluent and receiving water
tests

13. No. organisms per concentration:

15. Test chamber cleaning:

Minimum, 20 for effluent and receiving water
tests
Feed YCT and Selenastrum while holding
prior to the test; newly-released young
should have food available a minimum of 2
h prior to use in a test; add 0.1 mL each of
YCT and Selenastrum 2 h prior to test
solution renewal at 48 h
Cleaning not required

16. Test solution aeration:

None

14. Feeding regime:

Less than 24-h old
Minimum, 5 for effluent and receiving water
tests

~ Acute and chronic toxicity tests performed simultaneously to obtain acute/chronic ratios must use the same
temperature and water hardness.
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-9
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Ceriodaphnia dubia
Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters (Continued)
17. Dilution water:

18. Test concentrations:

Moderately hard synthetic water prepared
using MILLIPORE MILLI-QR or equivalent
deionized water and reagent grade
chemicals or 20% DMW (see Section 7),
receiving water, or synthetic water modified
to reflect receiving water hardness.
Effluents: Minimum of five effluent
"concentrations and a control
Receiving Waters: 100% receiving water
and a control

19. Dilution series:

20. Endpoint:

21. Sampling and sample holding
requirements:

Effluents: >- 0.5 dilution series
Receiving Waters: None, or > 0.5 dilution
series
Effluents: Mortality (LC50 or NOAEC)
Receiving Waters: Mortality (Significant
difference from control)
Effluents and Receiving Waters: Grab or
composite samples are used within 36 h of
completion of the sampling period.

22. Sample volume required:

1L

23. Test acceptability criterion:

90% or greater survival in controls
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Condition,~

Table H-10
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Daphia pulex
and D. rnagna Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters
1.
2.

Test type:

3.

Test duration:
Temperature:1

4.

Light quality:

5.

Light intensity:

6.

Photoperiod:

Static non-renewal, static-renewal, or flowthrough
24, 48, or 96 h
20°C + 1°C or 25°C _ 1oc
Ambient laboratory illumination
"~’0-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 ft-c) (ambient
laboratory levers)
16 h light, 8 h darkness

7. Test chamber size:
8. Test solution volume:

30 mL (minimum)

9.

Minimum, after 48 h
Less than 24-h old

Renewal of test solutions:
10. Age of test organisms:
11. No. organisms per test chamber:

12. No. replicate chambers per
concentration:
13. No. organisms per concentration:

25 mL (minimum)

Minimum, 5 for effluent and receiving water
tests
Minimum, 4 for effluent and receiving water
tests
Minimum, 20 for effluent and receiving water
tests

14.. Feeding regime:

Feed YCT and Selenastrum while holding
prior to the test; newly-released young
should have food available a minimum of 2
h prior to use in a test; add 0.2 mL each of
YCT and Selenastrum 2 h prior to test
solution renewal at 48 h

15. Test chamber cleaning:

Cleaning not required

16. Test solution aeration:

None

1

Acute and chronic toxicity tests performed simultaneously to obtain acute/chronic ratios must use the same
temperature and water hardness.
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-10
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Daphia pulex
and D. magna Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters (Continued)
17. Dilution water:

Moderately hard synthetic water prepared
using MILLIPORE MILLI-QR or equivalent
deionized water and reagent grade
chemicals or 20% DMW (see Section 7),
receiving water, or synthetic water modified
to" reflect receiving water hardness.

18. Test concentrations:

Effluents: Minimum of five effluent
c6ncentrations and a control
Receiving Waters: 100% receiving water
and a control

19. Dilution series:

Effluents: >_ 0.5 dilution series
Receiving Waters: None, or > 0.5 dilution
series

20. Endpoint:

Effluents:’Mortality (LC50 or NOAEC)
Receiving Waters: Mortality (Significant
difference from control)

21. Sampling and sample holding
requirements:

Effluents and Receiving Waters: Grab or
composite samples are used within 36 h of
completion of the sampling period.

22. Sample volume required:

1L

23. Test acceptability criterion:

90% or greater survival in controls
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-11
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Fathead Minnow
(Pinephales promelas) Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters
1.

Test type:

2.

24, 48, or 96 h

3.

Test duration:
Temperature:1

4.

Light quality:

Ambient laboratory illumination

5.

Light intensity:

10-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 ft-c) (ambient
laboratory levels)

6.

16 h light, 8 h darkness

7.

Photoperiod:
Test chamber size:

250 mL (minimum)

8.

Test solution volume:

200 mL (minimum)

Static non-renewal, static-renewal, or flowthrough
20°C ___ 1°C or 25°C _.+ 1°C

9.

Renewal of test solutions:
10. Age of test organisms:

Minimum, after 48 h
1 - 14 days; 24-h range in age

11. No. organisms per test chamber:

Minimum, 10 for effluent and receiving water
tests

12. No. replicate chambers per
concentration:
13. No. organisms per concentration:

Minimum, 2 for effluent tests
Minimum, 4 for receiving water tests
Minimum, 20 for effluent tests
Minimum, 40 for receiving water tests

14; Feeding regime:

Artemia nauplii are made available while
holding prior to the test; add 0.2.mL Artemia
nauplii concentrate 2 h prior to test solution
renewal at 48 h

15. Test chamber cleaning:

Cleaning not required

16. Test solution aeration:

None, unless DO concentration falls below
4,0 mg/L; rate should not exceed 100
bubbles/min

1 Acute and chronic toxicity tests performed simultaneously to obtain acute/chronic ratios must use the same
temperature and water hardness.
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-11
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Fathead Minnow
(Pinephales prornelas) Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters
(Continued)
17. Dilution water:

Moderately hard synthetic water prepared
using MILLIPORE MILLI-QR or equivalent
deionized water and reagent grade
chemicals or 20% DMW (see Section 7),
receiving water, or synthetic water modified
to ieflect receiving water hardness.

18. Test concentrations:

Effluents: 191inimum of five effluent
concentrations and a control
Receiving Waters: 100% receiving water
and a control

19. Dilution series:

20. Endpoint:

21. Sampling and sample holding
requirements:

Effluents: > 0.5 dilution series
Receiving Waters: None, or >_ 0.5 dilution
series
Effluents: Mortality (LC50 or NOAEC)
Receiving Waters: Mortality (Significant
difference from control)
Effluents and Receiving Waters: Grab or
composite samples are used within 36 h of
completion of the sampling period.

22. Sample volume required:

2 L for effluents and receiving waters

23. Test acceptability criterion:

90% or greater survival in controls
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Condition~;

Table H-12
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Mysid Shrimp
(Mysidopsis bahia) Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters
1.

Test type:

2. Test duration:
3. Temperature:1
4.

Static non-renewal, static-renewal, or flowthrough
24, 48~ or 96 h
20oc _4- loC or 25°C 4- 1oC

5.

Li.ght quality:
Light intensity:

6.

Photoperiod:

7.

Test chamber size:

250 mL (minimum)

8.

Test solution volume:

200 mL (minimum)

Ambient !aboratory illumination
" 10-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 if-c) (ambient
laboratory levels)
16 h light, 8 h darkness
o

9.

Renewal of test solutions:
10. Age of test organisms:

Minimum, after 48 h
1 - 5 days; 24-h range in age

11. No. organisms per test chamber:

Minimum, 10 for effluent and receiving water
tests

12. No. replicate chambers per
concentration:
13. No. organisms per concentration:

Minimum, 2 for effluent tests
Minimum, 4 for receiving water tests
Minimum, 20 for effluent tests
Minimum, 40 for receiving water tests
Artemia nauplii are made available while
holding prior to the test; add 0.2 mL of
concentrated suspension of Artemia nauplii
< 24 h old, daily (approximately 100 nauplii
per mysid)
Cleaning not required

14. Feeding regime:

15. Test chamber cleaning:
16. Test solution aeration:

None, unless DO concentration falls below
4.0 rag/L; rate should not exceed 100
bubbles/min

1 Acute and chronic toxicity tests performed simultaneously to obtain acute/chronic ratios must use the same
temperature and water hardness.
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-12
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Mysid Shrimp
(Mysidopsis bahia) Acute Toxicity Tests With Effluents and Receiving Waters
(Continued)
17. Dilution water:

18. Test concentrations:

5-30 °/oo + 10%; modified GP2, Forty
Fathoms", or equivalent, artificial ,seawater
prepared with MILLI-Qa, or equivalent,
deionized water (see Section 7); or receiving
water
Effluents: Minimum of five effluent
concentrations and a control
Receiving Waters: 100% receiving water
and a control

19. Dilution series:

Effluents: > 0.5 dilution series

20. Endpoint:

Receiving Waters: None, or >_ 0.5 dilution
series
Effluents: Mortality (LC50 or NOAEC)

21. Sampling and sample holding
requirements:

Receiving Waters: Mortality (Significant
difference from control)
Effluents and Receiving Waters: Grab or
composite samples are used within 36 h of
completion of the sampling period.

22. Sample volume required:

1 L for effluents
2 L for receiving water

23. Test acceptability criterion:

90% or greater survival in controls
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-13
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Silverside
( Menidia beryllina, M. menidia, and M. peninsulae) Acute Toxicity Tests
With Effluents and Receiving Waters
1. Test type:
2.

Test duration:

3.

Temperature:l

4.

Light quality:

5.

Light intensity:

6.

Photoperiod:

7.

Test chamber size:

8.

Test solution volume:

9.

Renewal of test solutions:
10. Age of test organisms:
11. No. organisms per test chamber:

12. No; replicate chambers per
concentration:
13. No. organisms per concentration:
14." Feeding regime:

15. Test chamber cleaning:
16. Test solution aeration:

Static non-renewal, static-renewal, or flowthrough
24, 48, or 96 h
20°C + 1°C or 25oc + 1oc
A..mbient laboratory illumination
10-20 uE/m2/s (50-100 ft-c) (ambient
laboratory levels)
16 h light, 8 h darkness
250 mL (’minimum)
200 mL (minimum)
Minimum, after 48 h
9 - 14 days; 24-h range in age
Minimum, 10 for effluent and receiving water
tests
Minimum, 2 for effluent tests
Minimum, 4 for receiving water tests
Minimum, 20 for effluent tests
Minimum, 40 for receiving water tests
Artemia nauplii are made available while
holding prior to the test; add 0.2 mL Artemia
nauplii concentrate 2 h prior to test solution
renewal at 48 h
Cleaning not required
None, unless DO concentration falls below
4.0 mg/L; rate should not exceed 100
bubbles/min

1

Acute and
and water
chronic
toxicity tests performed simultaneously to obtain acute/chronic ratios must use the same
temperature
hardness.
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Recommended Effluent Toxicity Test Conditions

Table H-13
Summary of Test Conditions and Test Acceptability Criteria for Silverside
(Menidia beryllina, M. menidia, and M. peninsulae) Acute Toxicity Tests
With Effluents and Receiving Waters (Continued)
17. Dilution water:

18. Test concentrations:

Modified GP2, Forty FathomsR, or
equivalent, artificial seawater prepared with
MILLI-QR, or equivalent, deionized water
(see Section 7); or receiving water:
1:32 °/oo -+ .10% for M. beryllina;
15-32 °/oo + 10% for M. menidia and M.
peninsulae .
~=ffluents: Minimum of five effluent
concentrations and a control
Receiving Waters: 100% receiving water
and a control

19. Dilution series:

Effluents: >_ 0.5 dilution series
Receiving Waters: None, or >_ 0.5 dilution
series

20. Endpoint:

21. Sampling and sample holding
requirements:

Effluents: Mortality (LC50 or NOAEC)
Receiving Waters: Mortality (Significant
difference from control)
Effluents and Receiving Waters: Grab or
composite samples are used within 36 h of
completion of the sampling period.

22. Sample volume required:

1 L for effluents
2 L for receiving water

23. Test acceptability criterion:

90% or greater survival in controls
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

Appendix I

PERMIT VERIFICATION
Yes

No

N/A

1.

Are 40 CFR Part 503 sludge use and disposal requirements
contained in a current NPDES permit, in a separate "sludge
only" NPDES permit, in a RCRA Subtitle C permit, or in a CAA
permit? [503.3 (a) (1) or (2)] (1)

2.

Sludge use and disposal practice(s):
a.

Land Application ~ [503.10]
Bulk Sewage Sludge
[503.11 (e)]
Bulk Material Derived From Sewage Sludge
[503.11 (e)]

o_£r
Sold or Given Away in a Bag or Other Container
[503.11 (j)]
b.

Surface Disposal

[503.20]

c.

Sewage Sludge Incineration [503.40]

d.

On or Off Site Storage

[503.9(y)]

Date storage began ~ ended
(Maximum time allowed: 2 years from February 19, 1993)
e. Other (list)
Yes

No

N/A

3.

Each sludge use or disposal practice is permitted?
[503.3(a) (1)] (1)

Yes

No

N/A

4. Notification is given to EPA/State of new or different sludge
disposal method? [Permit]

Yes

No

N/A

5.

Number and location of disposal sites/activities are as described
in the permit or fact sheet or land application plan (40 CFR Part
501)? [Permit]

Comments:
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Sludge Inspection Checklist,~

RECORDKEEPING AND REPORTING EVALUATION
Yes

No

N/A

1.

Self-monitoring data are available for all regulated pollutants?
[503.17], [503.27], [503.43]

Yes

No

N/h,

2.

Pathogen and vector attraction reduction method description and
certification statement available? [503.17], [503.27]

Yes

No

N/A

3.

Records are available for all use or disposal practices?
[503.17], [503.27], [503.47]

Yes

No

N/A

4.

Accurate records of sludge volume or mass are maintained,
when appropriate? [503.25], [50.3.47]

Yes

No

N/A

5. Monitoring and analyses are performed more often than required
by’ permit? If so, results are reported in the permittee’s selfmonitoring report? [Permit]

Yes

No

N/A

6.

Unit operations records verify compliance with pathogen and
vector attraction reduction requirements, when appropriate?
[503.15], [503.25]

Yes

No

N/A

7.

Self-monitoring is conducted at the frequency specified in the
permit, in 503.16 Table 1 (land application), or in 503.26 Table 1
(surface disposal)? [503.16], [503.26] or [503.46 Table 1
(incineration)] (Production dependent 0-289 mtpy: l/yr., 2901499 mtpy: 1/qtr., 1500-14999 mtpy: 1/2 mo., 15000 mtpy and
greater, 1/mo.) mtpy-metric ton per year

Yes

No

N/A

8.

Facility reports sludge monitoring data at the frequency specified
in the permit? (Only for Class I facilities, total design flow >1
mgd, or serving >10,000 people) [503.18], [503.28], [503.48]

Yes

No

N/A

9.

Sludge records are maintained for at least 5 years? [503.17],
[503.27], [503.47]

Yes

No

N/A

10. Sludge data are reported on Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR)
or approved form? [Permit]

Yes

No

N/A

11. Sludge records are adequate to assess compliance with annual
and/or cumulative pollutant loading rates or other established
permit limits? [503.13(a) (2) (i)], [503.13(a)(4)(ii)]

Comments:
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

SLUDGE SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS EVALUATION
Yes

No

N/A

1.

Sludge samples are taken at locations specified in the permit?
[Permit]

Yes

No

N/A

2.

Sludge sample locations are appropriate for obtaining
representative samples? [503.8(a)]

Yes

No

N/A

3.

Sampling and analysis are conducted for parameters specified in
the permit or in 40 CFR Part 503? [Permit], [503.13], [503.23],
[503.46]

4.

Sample collection procedures.

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A

a.
b.
c.

Yes

No

N/A

d.

Yes

No

N/A

5.

Adequate s~’rnple volumes are obtained?
Proper preservation techniques are used?
Containers conform to appropriate analytical method
specified in 40 CFR Part 503.8?
Samples analyzed in the appropriate timeframes in
accordance with 40 CFR Part 503.8?

Are results reported on a dry weight basis? [503.13], [503.23],
[503.43]
(Dry weight concentration = Wet weight concentration/Decimal
fraction of solids)
e.g. A sludge containing 20 mg/I Cu and having 5% solids.
Dry weight Cu (mg/kg) = 20 mg/1 = 400 mg/kg
0.05

Yes

No

N/A

6.

Sample is refrigerated subsequent to compositing?

Yes

No

N/A

7.

Chain-of-custody procedures are employed?

Yes

No

N/A

8.

Analytical methods used are approved methods of 40 CFR Part
503.8?

Comments:
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

UNIT PROCESSES
General Sludge Processes
Yes

No

N/A

1.

Sludge process control parameters maintained as appropriate?

Yes

No

N/A

2.

Adequate equipment redundancy (e.g., back-up units)?

Yes

No

N/A

3.

Adequate sludge storage capacity?

Yes

No

N/A

4.

Contingency plan for sludge disposal practice?

Yes No N/A

5. Solids handling operation adequate to manage volume of
sludge?
..
"

Comments:

Drying Beds, Gravity Thickener, Centrifuge, and Dissolved Air Flotation
Yes

No

N/A

1.

Is primary unstabilized sludge fed to the thickener, centrifuge or
drying bed?
If yes, list percentage of unstabilized sludge

2. What is the average % solids of the sludge before thickening,
drying or centrifuging?
% after?.
%
Yes

No

N/A

3.

Is sludge mixed with other materials before or after thickening?

Yes

No

N/A

4.

For sludge containing unstabilized solids, is the percent solids
greater than 90% prior to mixing with other materials?

Yes

No

N/A

5.

For sludge containing no unstabilized solids, is the percent
solids greater than 75% prior to mixing with other materials?

Comments:
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UNIT PROCESSES (Continued)
Anaerobic Digestion

Yes

No

N/A

1.

Sludge fed to digester(s) includes:
~Primary ~Secondary ~Combined

2.

Digester(s) operating mode:
mhigh rate ~ low rate

3.

Digester(s) are operated at proper temperature [mesophilic: 95°F
(35°C) and thermophilic: 131°F (55°C)?
List operating mod.e __ mes’ophilic
~ thermophilic

Yes

No

N/A

4.

Temperature monitoring location and frequency sufficient to
demonstrate compliance with Class B pathogen reduction
requirements for PSRP?
Average Temperature: ~°C or °F

Yes

No

N/A

5. Solids Retention Time (SRT) or Mean Cell Residence time
(MCRT) calculated properly?*

Yes

No

N/A

6.

SRT or MCRT sufficient to demonstrate compliance with Class B
pathogen reduction requirements for PSRP?
Average SRT or MCRT: ~days
*For batch operated digesters with no recycle:
SRT or MCRT = Mass of solids in diQester, k~
Solids removed, kg/day
This formula can be used to estimate SRT or MCRT for all
digester systems. For calculating SRT or MCRT for other
system configurations, use the WEF Manual of Practice or other
references. Always write down the calculation used by the
facility no matter what the configuration is.

Comments:
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UNIT PROCESSES (Continued)
Aerobic Digestion

Yes

No

N/A

1.

Sludge fed to digester(s) includes:
~Primary ~Secondary ~Combined

2.

Digester(s) operating mode:
~high rate m low rate

3. Digester(s) are operated at proper temperature [cryophilic: <50°F
(<10°C), mesophilic: 50-108°F (10-42°C), and thermophilic:
>108°F (42°C)]?
List operating mode __ cryophilic
~ mesophilic m thermophilic

Yes

No

N/A

4.

Temperature monitoring location and frequency sufficient to
demonstrate compliance with Class B pathogen reduction
requirements for PSRP or with Class A pathogen reduction
requirements for PFRP (Thermophilic aerobic digestion only)?
Average Temperature: ~°C or °F

Yes

No

N/A

5. Solids Retention Time (SRT) or Mean Cell Residence time
(MCRT) calculated properly?*

Yes

No

N/A

6. SRT or MCRT sufficient to demonstrate compliance with Class B
pathogen reduction requirements for PSRP or with Class A
pathogen reduction requirements for PFRP (Thermophilic
digestion only)?
Average SRT or MCRT: ~days

Yes

No

N/A

7.

Aerobic conditions verified through dissolved oxygen monitoring?
*For batch operated digesters with no recycle:
SRT or MCRT = Mass of solids in di.qester, k.q
Solids removed, kg/day
This formula can be used to estimate SRT or MCRT for all
digester systems¯ For calculating SRT or MCRT for other
systems configurations, use the WEF Manual of Practice or
other references. Always write down the calculation used by the
facility no matter what the configuration is.

Comments:
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UNIT PROCESSES (Continued)
Composting
1.

Type of composting performed:

~

In vessel ~ Static piles ~ Windrows

2.

Type of sludge composted:

~

Primary ~ Secondary ~ Combined

Yes

No

N/A

3.

is the moisture content monitored?

Yes

No

N/A

4.

Is compost mixed? Method
Frequency of turnings?

Yes

No

N/A

5.

Is oxygen content monitored?

Yes

No

N/A

6.

Is temperature monitored?

Yes

No

N/A

7.

Are total and total volatile solids monitored?

8.

Active phase ~ days
Curing phase ~ days

Yes

No

N/A

9.

Is site runoff treated? Where?

Yes

No

N/A

10.

Temperature monitoring location and frequency sufficient to
demonstrate compliance with Class B pathogen reduction
requirements for PSRP or with Class A pathogen reduction
requirements for PFRP?

Yes

No

N/A

11. Temperature and/or oxygen monitoring sufficient to determine
compliance with vector attraction reduction requirements?

Comments:
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LAND APPLICATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE
Yes

No

N/A

1. Sewage sludge or material derived from sewage sludge is land
applied to:
Agricultural Land
Forest ,,
Public Contract Site (park, etc.) ~
Reclamation Site ~ Lawn or Home Garden

Yes

No

N/A

2.

Do monitoring results show pollutant concentrations below
values shown in 40 CFR Part 503.13(b)(1) Table 1?
[503.13(a)(1 )] (2)

Yes

No

N/A

3.

Do monitoring results show pollutant concentrations below
values shown in 40 CFR Part 503.13(b)(3)? (3)

4.

Classifications of Sewage Sludge with respect to Pathogens:
[503.30] (4)
Class A

Yes

No

N/A

5.

Class B

Unknown

Are Class A Pathogen reductions requirements met? [503.15(a)]

(4)
6.

Indicate which method is used to meet Class A requirements:
[503.32(a)]

~

Fecal coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, or Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and TimeFFemperat~"~e requirements.
[503.32(a)(3)]

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, or Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and pH requirementS-. [503.32(a)(4)]

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, or Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and enteric viruses o_£r helminth ova
reduction requirements. [503.32(a)(5)]

~

Fecal Coliform < t000 MPN/g total solids, o_.~r Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, an.__.~d enteric viruses o__~r helminth ova density
requirements. [503.32(a)(6)]

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, or Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and Process to Furt~"~r Reduce Pathogens
(PFRP). [503.32(a)(7)] and [503 Appendix B] (5)

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, or Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and equivalent PFR~. [503.32(a)(8)] and
[503 Appendix B] (5)
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LAND APPLICATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE (Continued)
Yes

No N/A

7.

Are Class B Pathogen reduction requirements met? [503.32(b)]

(4)

8. Indicate which method(s) is used to meet Class B requirements:

Yes

No

N/A

m

Geometric mean of seven samples which Fecal Coliform
<2,000,000 MPN/g total solids or <2,000,000 Colony Forming
Units/g total solids. [503.32(b)(2)]

~

Treated by Process to Significantly Reduce Pathogens (PSRP).
[503.32(b)(3)] and [503 Appendix B] (5)

~

Treated by equivalent PSRP. [503.32(b)(4)] and [503 Appendix
B] (5)

9.

For Class B sludge which is land applied, are Site Restrictions
practiced? [503.32 (b)(5)] (4)

10. Indicate Site Restrictions practiced where applicable:
__ Food crops (above ground) are harvested >14 months after
application of sewage sludge? [503.32(b)(5)(i)]
__ Food Crops (below ground) are harvested >20 months after
application of sewage sludge when sludge stays on land for >4
months prior to incorporation into soil? [503.32(b)(5)(ii)]
__ Food Crops (below ground) are harvested >38 months after
application of sewage sludge when sludge stays on land for <4
months prior to incorporation into soil? [503.32(b)(5)(iii)
__ Food Crops, feed crops, and fiber crops are harvested >30 days
after application of sewage sludge? [503.32(b)(5)(iv)]
__ Animal grazing allowed on land only >30 days after application
of sewage sludge? [503.32(b)(5)(v)]
__ Turf grown on land where sewage sludge was applied placed on
high public expose land or lawn is harvested >1 year after
application of sewage sludge? [503.32(b)(5)(vi)]
__ Public access is restricted to land with a potential for high public
exposure for 1 year? [503.32(b)(5)(vii)]
__ Public access is restricted to land with a potential for low public
exposure for 30 days? [503.32(b)(5)(viii)]
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

LAND APPLICATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE (Continued)
Yes

No

N/A

11.

Is a Vector Attraction Reduction method practiced? [503.15(c)]

(6)
12.

Indicate Vector Attraction Reduction method:
[503.33(b)]

~ 38% Volatile Solids Reduction. [503.33(b)(1)] (7)
~

40 day test - Volatile Solids reduced <17%.
[503.33(b)(2)] (Anaerobic Digestion Only)

~

30 day test - Volatile Solids reduced <15%.
[503.33(b)(3)] (Aerobic Digestion Only)

~

Specific Oxygen Uptake Rate (SOUR) <=1.5 mg/hr/gm TS @
20°C. [503.33(b)(4)]

~

Aerobic Process for >14 days @ >40°C with average sludge
temperatures >45oc. [503.33(b)(5)]

~ pH >12 for 2 hours and pH >11.5 for 22 hours [503.33(b)(6)]
~

Sludge (with no unstabilized solids) contains >75% Total Solids
prior to mixing with other materials. [503.33(b)(7)]

~

Sludge (contains unstabilized solids) contains >90% Total Solids
prior to mixing with other materials. [503.33(b)(8)]

~

Subsurface Injection. [503.33(b)(9)]
Soil Incorporation. [503.33(b)(10)]

Yes

No

N/A

13.

Are general requirements (503.12) and management practices
(503.14) applied for sludge not meeting Table 3 pollutant
concentrations, Class pathogen reduction requirements, and
vector attraction reduction methods? [503.10], [503.12], [503.14]

14.

Indicate management practices where applicable:
No threatened or endangered species present or critical habitat
affected at the location(s) where bulk sludge is applied.

~ Bulk sludge not applied to frozen or snow covered ground.
~ Bulk sludge applied >10 meters from waters of the U.S.
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Appendix I

Sludge Inspection Checklists

LAND APPLICATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE (Continued)
~

Bulk sludge applied at a rate equal to or less than agronomic
rate.
Label affixed on bag or information sheet provided to user of
sold and given away sludge indicating name of sludge preparer,
application instructions, and maximum annual whole sludge
application rate.

15.

Indicate general requirements practiced where applicable:
Sludge is not applied to a sit.e where the cumulative pollutant
loading or annual application rate has been reached.
Notification given to the sludge applier regarding total nitrogen
content of the sludge.
Sufficient information required to comply with 40 CFR Part 503 is
given to preparers/appliers/land owners.
Written notification given to permitting "authority (including States)
regarding the location of land application sites, appropriate
NPDES permit numbers.

Yes

No N/A

16.

Description of how management practices are met for each land
application site available?

Comments:
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Appendix I

Sludge Inspection Checklists

LAND APPLICATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE (Continued)
FOOTNOTES
(1)

Permits are not required -503 is self-implementing. 503 does not require industrial
sludges or grit and screenings.

(2)

503.13(b)(1), Table 1 values must be met to land apply sludge:
Table 1 (mg/kg)
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead

(3)

75
85
3000
4300
840

Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Selenium
Zinc

57
75
420
100
7500

503.13(b)(3), Table 3 must be met for any sludge applied to a lawn or home garden.
For bulk sludge, Table 3 must be met or the sludge is subject to cumulative loading
limits in 503.13(b)(2). For sewage sludge sold and given away in a bag or other
container, Table 3 must also be met or the sludge is subject to annual pollutant
Ioadings in 503.13(b)(4). This also signals that additional recordkeeping requirements
of 503.12 and 503.17 apply.
Table 1 (mg/kg)
Arsenic
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead

41
39
1200
1500
300

Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Selenium
Zinc

17
18
420
36
2800

(4)

Class A requirements must be met when bulk sludge is land applied to a lawn or home
garden, or when sewage sludge is sold or given away in a bag or other container.
Also, Class A requirements or Class B requirements combined with appropriate site
restrictions must be met for when bulk or bulk material derived from sludge is applied
to agricultural land, reclamation site, forest, or public contact site.

(5)

Process to Significantly Reduce Pathogens (PSRP)--Inctudes Aerobic Digestion, Air
Drying, Anaerobic Digestion, Composting, and Lime Stabilization. Process to Further
Reduce Pathogens (PFRP)--Includes Composting, Heat Drying, Heat Treatment,
Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion, Beta Ray Irradiation, Gamma Ray Irradiation, and
Pasteurization. Each process has required operating conditions to demonstrate
compliance.. See 503 Appendix B and Unit Process Checklists.
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

LAND APPLICATION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE (Continued)
FOOTNOTES

,

(6)

One of the methods 503.33(b)(1)-(10) must be used when land applying bulk sewage
sludge to agricultural land, forest, a public contact site, or a reclamation site. One of
the methods 503.33(b)(1)-(8) must be met when land applying bulk sludge to a lawn or
home garden, or when sewage sludge or derived material is sold or given away in a
bag or other container.

(7)

Volatile solids reduction through the slud~le treatment train only is calculated using the
following general formula:
% VS Reduction = (Mass of solids in, k.q.X Mass of solids out, k,q) x..100
Mass of solids in, kg
Variations of this formula are presented in the document Environmental Regulations
and Technology-Control of Pathogens and Vector Attraction in Sewage Sludge, EPA625/R-92/013. See for specific calculations.

R0014909

Sludge Inspection Checklists

/kppendix ~

SURFACE DISPOSAL
Yes

No

N/A

1.

Does each Surface Disposal Unit (SDU) have a liner and
leachate collection system?

2.

Smallest distance from active SDU boundary to property
boundary is
ft.

Yes

No

N/A

3.

For an active SDU (property boundary is greater that 150 meters
from SDU) and without a liner or leachate collection system, do
monitoring results show pollutant concentrations below values
shown in 40 CFR Part 503.23(a)(1) Table 1? [503.23(a)(1)] (1)

Yes

No

N/A

4.

For an active SDU without a liner and leachate collection system
(property boundary is less than 150 meters from SDU), do
monitoring results show pollutant concentrations below values
shown in 40 CFR Part 503.23(a)(2) Table 2? [503.23(a)(1)] (2)

Yes

No

N/A

5. Are management practices employed? [503.24]
6.

List management practices where applicable:
No threatened or endangered species present or critical habitat
affected at the location where bulk sludge is surface disposed.
Surface disposal unit shall not restrict flow of base flood.
If in seismic impact zone, design will withstand recorded
horizontal ground acceleration.
Located > 60 meters from any fault displaced in Holocene time.
Not located in unstable area or wetlands.
Runoff collection and treatment with 25-year 24-hour" storm
runoff event storage capacity.
Leachate collection system operated and maintained for 3 years
after closure of the surface disposal unit.
Leachate treated and disposed of in accordance with applicable
requirements, i.e., NPDES permit?
Is methane contained under covered units at a concentration
less than 25% of the LEL for methane?
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

SURFACE DISPOSAL (Continued)
__ Is methane contained under a final cover placed on a ctosed unit
maintained at a concentration less than 25% of the LEL for
methane for three years after closure?
~

Is methane concentration at the property line maintained at a
concentration less that the LEL for methane for three years after
closure of the unit?

~ No feed or food crops grown on active unit. (3)
~ No animal grazing allowed on active unit. (3)
o

~Public access restricted for the period of time while a unit is
active and for three years after last active unit in a site closes.
__ Sludge placed in an active unit does not contaminate
groundwater aquifers. (4)
Yes

No

N/A

7.

Is a Vector Attraction Reduction method practiced? [503.25(b)]

8.

Indicate Vector Attraction Reduction method: [503.33(b)]

~

38% Volatile Solids reduction. [503.33(b)(1)]

~

40 day test - Volatile solids reduced <17%. [503.33(b)(2)]
(Anaerobic Digestion Only)

~

30 day test - Volatile Solids reduced <15%. [503.33(b)(3)]
(Aerobic Digestion Only)

~

Specific Oxygen Uptake Rate (SOUR) <1.5 mg/hr/gm TS @
20°C. [503.33(b)(4)]

~

Aerobic Process for >14 days @ >40° C with average sludge
temperature >45° C. [503.33(b)(5)]

(5)

__ pH >12 for 2 hours and pH >11.5 for 22 hours [503.33(b)(6)]
~

Sludge (with no unstabilized solids) contains >75% Total Solids
prior to mixing with other materials. [503,33(b)(7)]

~

Sludge (contains unstabilized solids) contains >90% Total Solids
prior to mixing with other materials. [503.33(b)(8)]
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

SURFACE DISPOSAL (Continued)
~ Subsurface Injection. [503.33(b)(9)]
~ Soil Incorporation. [503.33(b)(10)]
~

Sludge covered with soil or other material at the end of the day.
[503.33(b)(11)]

9.

Classification of Sewage Sludge with respect to Pathogens:
[503.30]
Class A

Class B

Unknown

oo

Yes

No N/A

10.

Are Class A Pathogen reduction requirements met? [503.25(a)]

11.

Indicate which method is used to meet Class A requirements:
[503.32(a)]

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, o__~r Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and Time/Temperature requirements.
[503.32(a)(3)]

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, or Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and pH requirements. [503.32(a)(4)]

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, o_~r Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and enteric viruses o_~r helminth ova
reduction requirements. [503.32(a)(5)]

(6)

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, o__~r Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and enteric viruses or~ helminth ova density
requirements. [503.32(a)(6)]

Yes

1-16

No N/A

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, o~r Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and Process to Further Reduce Pathogens
(PFRP). [503.32(a)(7)] and [503 Appendix B] (7)

~

Fecal Coliform <1000 MPN/g total solids, o._~r Salmonella <3
MPN/4 g total solids, and equivalent PFRP. [503.32(a)(7)] and
[503 Appendix B] (7)

12. Are Class B pathogen reduction requirements met? [503.32(b)]

(6)

R0014912

Sludge inspection Checklists
Appendix I

SURFACE DISPOSAL (Continued)
13. Indicate which method(s) is used to meet Class B requirements:
Geometric mean of seven samples with Fecal Coliform
~ <2,000,000 MPN/g total solids or <2,000,000 Colony Forming
Units/g total solids. [503.32(b)(2)]
Treated by Process to Significantly Reduce Pathogens.
~ [503.32(b)(3)] and [503 Appendix B] (7)
Treated by equivalent Process to Significantly Reduce
~ Pathogens. [503.32(b)(4)] and [503 Appendix B] (7)
Yes

No N/A

14. Have any SDUs been closed?

Yes

No . N/A

15.

Has facility submitted closure and post closure plan for any
active SDU 180 days prior to closing? [503.22(c)]

Comments:
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Sludge Inspection Checklist,~

SURFACE DISPOSAL
FOOTNOTES
(1)

Table 1 of 503.23(a)(1) must be met for all sludge placed in an active surface disposal
unit with a distance of greater than 150 meters from the boundary of the surface
disposal unit to the property line. Site specific limits can also be set by the permitting
authority in accordance with 503.23(b).
Table 1 (dry weight basis)
Pollutant
Arsenic
Chromium
Nickel

(2)

(3)

Concentration (’m~/kq)
73
600
420

Table 2 of 503.23(a)(2) must be met for all sludge placed in an active surface disposal
unit with a distance of less than 150 meters from the boundary of the surface disposal
unit to the property line. Site specific limits can also be set by the permitting authority
in accordance with 503.23(b).

Table 2 (dry weight basis)
Unit boundary to property line Pollutant Concentration (mg/kg)
Distance (’meters)
_Arsenic
Chromium
Nickel
0 to less than 25
30
200
210
25 to less than 50
34
220
240
50 to less than 75
39
260
270
75 to less than 100
46
300
320
100 to less than 125
53
360
390
125 to less than 150
62
450
420
Unless specific approval from the permitting authority has been obtained by the facility.

(4)

Facility must have results of groundwater monitoring study developed by a qualified
groundwater scientist or a certification from a qualified groundwater scientist to
demonstrate no contamination.

(5)

Facility must meet vector attraction reduction requirements of 503.33(b) to surface
dispose sludge.
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Sludge Inspection Checklist,-,

SURFACE DISPOSAL
FOOTNOTES (Continued)
(6)

Facility must meet Class A pathogen reduction requirements of 503.32(a) or Class B
503.32(b)(2) through (b)(4) unless vector attraction reduction method 503.33(b)(11),
covering sludge at the end of the day, is used.

(7)

Process to Significantly Reduce Pathogens (PSRP) - Includes Aerobic Digestion, Air
Drying, Anaerobic Digestion, Composting, and Lime Stabilization. Process to Further
Reduce Pathogens (PFRP) - Includes Composting, Heat Drying, Heat Treatment,
Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion, Beta Ray’lrradiation, Gamma Ray Irradiation, and
Pasteurization. Each process has required operating conditions to demonstrate
compliance. See 503 Appendix B and Ur~t Process Checklist.
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SEWAGE SLUDGE INCINERATION
Yes

No

N/A

1.

Does the incinerator meet the definition of a sewage sludge
incinerator?

Yes

No

N/A

2.

Do sewage sludge monitoring results show pollutant
concentrations below permit limits?

Yes

No

N/A

3.

Does THC monitoring show concentrations below 100 ppm
(monthly average)?

Yes

No

N/A

4.

Are there instruments installed that continuously measure and
record THC (or alternatively CO), oxygen concentration, moisture
content, and combustion temperatures?

Yes

No

N/A

5.

Is the THC instrument calibrated as required by 503.45 (once
every 24-hour period using propane) or the permit?

Yes

No

N/A

6.

Are the other instruments calibrated as required by the permit?

Yes

No

N/A

7.

Are the instruments operated and maintained as specified by the
permit?

8.

How many times was the incinerator operated at above
the maximum combustion temperature specified in the permit? __
For how long was the incinerator in operation above the
maximum combustion temperature?

9.

How many times was the incinerator operated outside the range
of the air pollution control devices operating parameters
specified in the permit?
For how long was the incinerator in operation outside the
ranges?

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No N/A

THC concentrations in the exit gas.

Yes

No N/A

Information that indicates NESHAP for beryllium in Subpart C of
40 CFR Part 61 are met.

10.

Are the following records maintained:
Concentration of lead, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, and nickel
in the sewage sludge fed to the sewage sludge incinerator.
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Sludge Inspection Checklists

SEWAGE SLUDGE INCINERATION (Continued)
Yes

No

N/A

Information that indicates NESHAP for mercury in Subpart E of
40 CFFI Part 61 are met.

Yes

No

N/A

Combustion temperatures, including maximum combustion
temperature.

Yes

No

N/A

Values for air pollution control device operating parameters

Yes

No

N/A

Oxygen concentration.

Yes

No

N/A

Information used to measure.moisture content in the exit gas.

Yes

No

N/A

Sewage sludge feed rate.

Yes

No

N/A

Stack height of incinerator.

Yes

No

N/A

Dispersion factor for the site.

Yes

No

N/A

Control efficiency for lead, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, and
nickel.

Yes

No

N/A

Risk specific concentration for chromium (if applicable).

Yes

No

N/A

Calibration and maintenance log for the instruments used to
measure THC (or CO), oxygen concentration, moisture content,
and combustion temperatures.

Yes No

N/A

Are these records maintained for 5 years?

Yes

N/A

No

11.

Have all instances of noncompliance been reported as specified
by the permit?

Comments:

R0014917
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APPENDIX J
APPROVED METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
SEWAGE SLUDGE (40 CFR 503)

R0014918

Approved Methods for the Analysis of Sewage Sludges (40 CFR P~rt 503)

Pollutant
Arsenic

Cadmium

Analysis Method
Description
AA Gaseous Hydride
SW-845 Method 7061
AA Furnace
SW-846 Method 7060
Inductively Coupled
Plasma
SW-846 method 6010
AA Direct Aspiration
SW-846 Method 7130
AA Furnace
SW-846 Method 7131
Inductively Coupled
Plasma
SW-846 Method 6010

Chromium

AA Direct Aspiration
SW-846 Method 7190
AA Furnace
SW-846 Method 7191
Inductively Coupled
Plasma
SW-846 Method 6010

Copper

AA Direct Aspiration
SW-846 Method 7210
Inductively Coupled
Plasma
SW-846 Method 6010

Maximum Holding Time
Sample Preservation
Sample Container
Sample Preparation
6 Months
Cool 4°C
Plastic or Glass
Container
Samples need to be
digested prior to analysis

Comments
All samples must be digested using SW-846 Method 3050
(using equivalent to 1 gram dry weight prior to analysis by any
of the procedures indicated. The AA Direct Aspiration analyses
are applicable at moderate concentration levels in clean
complex matrix systems. AA Furnace methods can increase
sensitivity if matrix effects are not severe. Inductively Coupled
Plasma (ICP) methods are applicable over a broad linear range
limits for AA Furnace methods are generally higher than for ICP
methods.

,

Approved Methods for the Analysis of Sewage Sludges (40 CFR Part 503) (Continued)

Pollutant
Lead

Analysis Method
Description

Maximum Holding Time
Sample Preservation
Sample Container
Sample Preparation
Comments

~
SW-846 Method 7420
AA Furnace
SW-846 Method 7421
I_nductively Coupled_
SW-846 Method 6010

Molybdenum

AA Direct Aspiration
SW-846 Method 74~}0
AA Furnace
SW-846 Method 7481
I~nduclively Coupled
Plasma
’SW-846 Method 6010

Nickel

A~A Direct Aspiration
SW-846 Method 75~0
Inductively Coupled
Plasma
SW-846 Method 6010

Selenium

~AA Furnace
SW-846 Method 7740
I~nductively Coupled

i

SW-846 Method 6010
AA Gaseous Hydride
SW-846 Method 774-1

:

Approved Methods for the Analysis of Sewage Sludges (40 CFR Part 503) (Continued)

Pollutant
Zinc

Analysis Method
Description

Maximum Holding Time
Sample Preservation
Sample Container
Sample Preparation

Comments

AA Direct Aspiration
SW-846 Method 7950
Inductively Coupled
Plasma
SW-846 Method 6010

All metals samples must be prepared prior to analysis using SW-846 Method 3050
Mercury

Cold Vapor (manual)
SW-846 Method 7470
SW-846 Method 7471

28 days
Cool 4°C

SW-846 Method 7470 applies to Mercury in Liquid Wastes.
SW-846 Method 7471 applies to Mercury in solid or semisolid
wastes.
The digestion procedure is contained in the analytical method.

Plastic or Glass
Container
Samples need to be
digested prior to analysis.
Fecal
Coliform

SM-9221.C (MPN)
SM-9222 D (Membrane
Filter, MF)

6 hours

Both procedures are very temperature sensitive. Samples must
be analyzed within defined holding times.

Cool 4°C
Plastic or Glass
Container

Salmonella,
sp.

SM-9260 D.1 or Kenner 6 hours
Cool 4°C
Plastic or Glass
Container

Large sample volumes are needed because of the low
concentration of Salmonella in wastewater and sludge. Also,
due to the large number of Salmonella species, more than one
procedure may be necessary to adequately determine the
presence of Salmonella.

Approved Methods for the Analysis of Sewage Sludges (40 CFR Part 503) (Continued)

Pollutant
Enteric
Viruses

Analysis Method
Description
ASTM-Method D 499489

Maximum Holding Time
Sample Preservation
Sample Container
Sample Preparation
2 hours at up to 25oc or
48 hours at 2 to 10°C.

Comments
Concentration of sample is necessary due to the presumably
low numbers of viruses in the sample.

Plastic or glass Container
Helminth Ova

Yanko

5 days
Cool 4oc
Plastic or Glass
Container

Total, Fixed,
and Volatile
Solids

SM-2540 G

7 days
Cool 4oc

Analyst must also be familiar with other Ova test methods that
are also found in this same document. Due to the complexity
in determining viable Ova, all Ova-identified will be considered
viable.
°
Method 2540 G is the recommended procedure for solid and
semisolid samples.
,

Plastic or Glass
Container
Specific
Oxygen
Uptake Rate
(SOUR)

SM-2710 B

Perform as soon as
Plastic or Glass

Quite sensitive to sample temperature variation and lag time
between sample collection and test initiation. Replicate
samples are suggested.

Container
Total Volatile
Acids

SM-5560 C

7 days
Cool 4°C
Plastic or Glass
Container

Method C can be used as a control test for anaerobic digestion
even though it gives somewhat variable recovery. Recovery
factors should be determined.

Approved Methods for the Analysis of Sewage Sludges (40 CFR Part 503) (Continued)-o’°

Pollutant
Total
Phosphorous

Analysis Method
Description
SM-4500-P

Maximum Holding Time
Sample Preservation
Sample Container
Sample Preparation
28 days

x
t...
Comments
Pay close attention to sample preparation requirements found
in section 4500-P B.

Cool 4°C
Plastic or Glass
Container
pH

SW-9045

Immediate
No preservation

Sample is mixed with a prescribed liquid and pH determined
with probe. Temperature fluctuations may cause measurement
errors.

Plastic or Glass
Container
Conductivity

SW-9050

28 days

Sample should be measured at 25°C or temperatl~re
corrections made and results reported at 25°C.

Cool 4°C
Plastic or Glass
Container
Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen
(TKN)

SM-4500 No,g

28 days
Cool 4°C

Total kjeldahl nitrogen is the sum of the organic and ammonia
nitrogen in a sample. Sample digestion and distillation are
r~quired and are included or referenced in the method.

Plastic or Glass
Container .......
o~
o

Ammonia
Nitrogen
(NH3-N)

SM-4500-NH3

28 days
Coo~ 4°C
Plastic or Glass
Container

All samples must be distilled using procedure SM-4500-NH3 B
prior to analysis by one of the specific analysis procedures
listed.

Approved Methods for the Analysis of Sewage Sludges (40 CFR Part 503) (Continued)

Pollutant
Nitrite
Nitrogen
(NO2-N)

Analysis Method
Description
SM-4500-NO~

Maximum Holding Time
Sample Preservation
Sample Container
Sample Preparation
48 hours
Cool 4°C

Comments
Nitrite nitrogen is an intermediate oxidation state of nitrogen
and can be converted by bacteria to NO~ or NH
within holding time to prevent this conversion.

Plastic or Glass
Container
Nitrate
Nitrogen
(NO~-N)

SM-4500-NO~
SW-846 Method 9200

28 days
Cool 4°C

Nitrate nitrogen is the fully oxidized state of nitrogen. Organics
may interfere with the method.
:

Plastic or Glass
Container
Organochlorine
Pesticides
and PCBs

Analysis procedure, SW846 Method 8080
Extraction procedure,
SWo846 Method 3540/
3550 (Method used is
dependent on
acceptable detection
limits.)

14 days
Cool 4°C
Amber Glass Jar

Both the pesticides and PCBs are bioaccumulative, stable and
toxic. Phthalate esters can pose a major interference problem
when using an EC detector.

Approved Methods for the Analysis of Sewage Sludges (40 CFR Part 503) (Continued)

F~ollutant
Semivolatile
Organics

Analysis Method
Description
Analysis procedure, SW846 Method 8270

Maximum Holding Time
Sample PreserVation
Sample Container
Sample Preparation
14 days
Cool 4°C

Extraction Procedure,
SW-846 3640/3610/3611/
3620136301365013660
(Method used is
dependent on
acceptable detection

Amber Glass Jar with
Teflon liner.

Comments
Method is used to quantify most B/N/A organic compounds that
are soluble in methylene chloride. Such compounds include
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons and pesticides, phthalate
esters, ketones, anilines, pyridines, quinolines, aromatic nitro
compounds and phenols.

imits.)

Volatile
Organics

Analysis procedure, SW846 Method 8240

14 days
Cool 4°C

Extraction procedure,
Purge and trap

Glass Jar with Teflon
liner,

Method is used to quantify most volatile organic compounds
that have boiling points below 2_..00°C and that are insoluble or
slightly soluble in water. Sucli compounds include lowmolecular-weight halogenated hydrocarbons, aromatics,
ketones, nitrites, acetates, acrylates, ethers, and sulfides. The
laboratory where volatile analysis is pedormed should be
completely free of solvents.

References:
SM--Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 18th Edition. American Public Health Association, Washington, DC,
1992
SW--Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, SW-846. EPA, November 1986.
ASTM--Standard Practice for Recovery of Viruses from Wastewater Sludge. Annual Book of ASTM Standards: Section 11, Water and
Environmental Technology, 1992..
Kenner--Kenner, B.A. and H.P. Clark, Detection and Enumeration of Salmonella and Pseudomona.s aeru.q.inosa. J. Water Pollution
Control Federation, 46(9): 2163-2171, 1974.
Yanko---Yanko, W.A., Occurrence of Pathogens in Distribution and Marketing of Municipal Sludges. EPA 600/1-87-014, 1987. NTIS PB
88-154273/AS
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Appendix K

EPA’s Industrial General Permit Checklist
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Analysis

EPA INDUSTRIAL GENERAL PERMIT CHECKLIST ,i, i,:i
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
1. Pollution Prevention Team
[] Identify specific individuals
[] Outline their responsibilities
2. Description of potential pollutant sources, including:
[] Site map indicating:
[] Drainage areas
[] Drainage patterns/outfalls
[] Structural and non-structural controls
[] Surface waters
[] Significant materials exposed to precipitation
[] The location of leaks or spills that have occurred in the last 3 years
[] Location of industrial activities exposed to precipitation including:
[] Fueling stations
[] Vehicle/equipment maintenance or cleaning areas
[] Loading/unloading areas
[] Waste treatment, storage, or disposal areas
[] Liquid storage tanks
[] Processing areas
[] Storage areas
[] A list of pollutants likely to be present in the discharges
[] Description of significant materials handled, treated, stored, or disposed of such that
exposure to storm water occurred in the last 3 years
[] Description of the method and location of storage or disposal
[] Description of all material management practices
[] Description and location of existing structural and non-structural controls
[] List of significant spills and leaks that occurred in the 3 years prior to the effective
date of the permit
[] Summary of existing storm water sampling data
[] Description of areas with a high potential for significant soil erosion
[] A narrative summarizing potential pollutant sources
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EPA’s Industrial General Permit Checklist
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Analysi~

I

3. A description of appropriate measures and controls, including:
[] Good housekeeping procedures
[] Preventive maintenance procedures
[] Spill prevention and response procedures
[] Inspection procedures
[] Employee training program
[] Recordkeeping and internal reporting procedures
[] Non-storm water discharge certification or failure to certify non-storm water
discharge certification
[] Identify authorized non-storm water discharges and appropriate controls
[] Erosion and sediment controls for areas with a high erosion potential
[] A narrative consideration of traditional storm water management practices
[] Plans for implementation and maintenance of traditional measures found to be
reasonable and appropriate
4. [] Annual site compliance evaluation reports (prepared after the inspection is
performed) including:
[] A summary of the sco.pe of the inspection
[] Personnel making the inspection
[] Major observations
[] Actions taken to revise the Pollution Prevention Plan
[] Certification of compliance or a list of incidents of non-compliance
5. [] If discharging to a large or medium municipal separate storm sewer, compliance
with applicable requirements in the municipal storm water management program
6. [] Consistency of the storm water pollution prevention plan with other plans
7. Additional requirements for facilities subject to Emergency Planning and Community
Right to Know Act (EPCRA) Section 313 requirements
[] A description of the measures used in areas where section 313 water priority
chemicals are stored, processed, or otherwise handled to:
- Minimize the potential contact or storm water run-on with the chemicals
- Prevent exposure of the chemicals to storm water and wind
[] A discussion of the measures taken to minimize the discharge of Section 313 water
priority chemicals from the following areas:
[] Liquid storage areas
[] Non-liquid storage areas
[] Truck and railcar loading areas
[] Transfer, processing, or handling areas
[] Other areas
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EPA’s Industrial General Permit Checklist
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Analysis

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (Continued)
[]
r-i
[]
[]
8. 1:3

Preventive maintenance and housekeeping
Facility security
Training
Professional Engineer (PE) certification every 3 years
Assurance that any salt storage piles present onsite are covered or enclosed
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Appendix L

Industrial Source Control BMP Questions

Industrial Source Control BMP Questions
FUELING
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Has spill and overfill prevention equipment been installed?
Are vehicle fuel tanks often "topped off"?
Have steps been taken to protect fueling areas from rain?
Is runon to the fueling area minimized?
Are oil/water separators or oil and grease traps installed in storm drains in the fueling
area?
Is the fueling area cleaned by hosing or washing?
Do you control petroleum spills?
Are employees aware of ways to reduce cohtamination of storm water at fueling stations?
Where does the water drain from the fueling area?
SUMMARY OF FUELING STATION BMPs
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Consider installing spill and overflow protection.
Discourage topping off of fuel tanks.
Reduce exposure of the fuel area to storm water.
Use dry cleanup methods for the fuel area.
Use proper petroleum spill control.
Encourage employee participation.

MAINTAINING VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Are parts cleaned at the facility?
Has the facility looked into using nontoxic or less toxic cleaners or solvents?
Are work areas and spills washed or hosed down with water?.
Are spills or materials washed or poured down the drain?
Are oil filters completely drained before recycling or disposal?
Are incoming vehicles and equipment checked for leaking oil and fluids?
Are wrecked vehicles or damaged equipment stored onsite?
Does the facility recycle any of the automotive fluids or parts?
Can the facility reduce the number of different solvents used?
Are wastes separated?
Does the facility use recycled products?
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Industrial Source Control BMP Questions

SUMMARY OF VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR BMPs
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Check for leaking oil and fluids.
Use nontoxic or low-toxicity materials.
Drain oil filters before disposal or recycling.
Do not pour liquid waste down drains.
Recycle engine fluids and batteries.
Segregate and label wastes.
Buy recycled products.

PAINTING VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT
1: Is care taken to prevent paint wastes from con.t.aminating Storm water runoff?
2: Are wastes from sanding contained?
3: Are parts inspected before painting?
4: Is the facility using painting equipment that creates little waste?
5: Are employees trained to use spray equipment correctly?
6: Does the facility recycle paint, paint thinner, or solvents?
7: Are wastes separated?
8: Can the facility reduce the number of solvents used?
9: Does the facility use recycled products?
SUMMARY OF PAINTING OPERATION BMPs
¯ Inspect parts prior to painting.
¯ Contain sanding wastes.
¯ Prevent paint waste from contacting storm water.
¯ Use proper interim storage of waste paint, solvents, etc.
¯ Evaluate efficiency of equipment.
¯ Recycle paint, paint thinner, and solvents.
¯ Segregate wastes.
~ Buy recycled products.
WASHING VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT
1:
2:

Has the facility considered using phosphate-free biodegradable detergents?
Are vehicles, equipment, or parts washed over the open ground?
SUMMARY OF VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT WASHING BMPs
¯ Consider use of phosphate-free detergent.
¯ Use designated cleaning areas.
¯ Consider recycling wash water.
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Industrial Source Control BMP Questions

LOADING AND UNLOADING MATERIALS
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Are tank trucks and material delivery vehicles located where spills or leaks can be
contained?
Is loading/unloading equipment checked regularly for leaks?
Are loading/unloading docks or areas covered to prevent exposure to rainfall?
Are loading/unloading areas designed to prevent storm water runon?
Is piping system routinely checked for leaks?
SUMMARY OF LOADING/UNLOADING OPERATIONS BMPs
¯
¯
¯
¯

Contain leaks during transfer.
Check equipment regularly for leaks.
Limit exposure of material to rainfall. ’
Prevent storm water runon.

LIQUID STORAGE IN ABOVE-GROUND TANKS
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Do storage tanks contain liquid hazardous materials, hazardous wastes, or oil?
Are operators trained in correct operating procedures and safety activities?
Does the facility have safeguards against accidental discharge?
Are tank systems inspected, and is tank integrity tested regularly?
Are tanks bermed or surrounded by a secondary containment system?

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

SUMMARY OF BMPs FOR LIQUID STORAGE IN ABOVE-GROUND TANKS
Comply with applicable State and Federal laws.
Properly train employees.
Install safeguards against accidental release.
Routinely inspect tanks and equipment.
Consider installing secondary containment.

INDUSTRIAL WASTE MANAGEMENT AND OUTSIDE MANUFACTURING
1: Has the facility looked for ways to reduce waste at the facility?
2: Has the facility considered waste reduction BMPs?
3: Are industrial waste management and outside manufacturing areas checked often for
spills and leaks?
4: Are industrial waste management areas or manufacturing activities covered, enclosed, or
bermed?

5:

Are vehicles used to transport wastes to the land disposal or treatment site equipped with
anti-spill equipment?
6: Does the facility use loading systems that minimize spills and fugitive losses such as dust
or mists?
7: Are sediments or wastes prevented from being tracked offsite?
8: Is storm water runoff minimized from the land disposal site?
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Industrial Source Control BMP Questions

SUMMARY OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE MANAGEMENT AND OUTSIDE MANUFACTURING
BMPs
¯ Conduct a waste reduction assessment.
¯ Institute industrial waste source reduction and recycling BMPs.
¯ Prevent runoff and runon from contacting the waste management area.
¯ Minimize runoff from land application sites.
OUTSIDE STORAGE OF RAW MATERIALS~ BY-PRODUCTS~ OR FINISHED PRODUCTS
1: Are materials protected from rainfall, runon, and runoff?
SUMMARY OF BMPs FOR OUTSIDE STORAGE OF RAW MATERIALS,
BY-PRODUCTS, OR FINISHED PRODUCTS
¯ Cover or enclose materials.
SALT STORAGE
1:
2:

Are salt piles protected from rain?
Is storm water runon prevented from contacting storage piles and ioading and unloading
areas?
SUMMARY OF SALT STORAGE FACILITIES BMPs

¯
¯
¯

Put salt under a roof.
Use temporary covers.
Enclose or berm transfer areas.
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EPA Baseline Construction General Permit
Requirements Pre-Construction Checklist

I

EPA’BASELINE CONSTRUCTION GENERAL. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
" ’ ...... - -’ "PRE-CONSTRUCTION CHECKLIST.
:

1.

A s~e description, including:
~
The nature of the activi~
~
Intended sequence of major const~ion actNities
~
The total area of the s~e
~
The area of the site that is expected to undergo excavation
~
The runoff coefficient of the site after construction is complete
~
Existing soil or sto~ water data
~
A s~e map with:
~ Drainage pa~ems
~ Approximate slopes after major grading
~ Area of soil distu~ance
~
Indication of areas that will not be distu~ed
~ Location of major structural and non-structural controls
~ Areas where st~ilization pra~ices are expected to occur
~ Surface watem
~ Sto~ water discharge locations
~ The name of the receiving wmer(s).
2. A description of controls:
2.1 Erosion and sediment controls, including:
~ Stabilization practices for all areas distu~ed by construction
~ St~ctural pra~ices for all drainag~discharge locations
2.2 Erosion and sediment controls, including:
~ Measures used to control pollutants occu~ing in sto~ water discharges after constm~ion
activities are complete
Veloci~ dissipation devices to provide nonerosive flow conditions from the discharge point along
the len~h of any ouffall channel
2.3 Other controls including:
~ Waste disposal practices that prevent discharge of solid materials to waters of the United States
~ Measures to minimize offsite tracking of sediments by construction vehicles
~ Measures to ensure compliance with State or local waste disposal, sanitaw sewer, or septic
system regulations
2.4 Description of the timing dudng the const~ction when measures will be
implemented.
3. Are State or local requirements inco~orated into the plans?
4. Are maintenance procedures for control measures identified in the plan?
5. Identification of allowable non-sto~ water discharges and pollution prevention measures.
6. Contractor ce~ification.
7. Plan cedifi~ation.
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EPA Baseline Construction General Permit
Requirements Pre-Construction Checklist

EPA BASELINE CONSTRUCTION GENERAL PERMIT CHECKI~I’ST-~!.~

I

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
C~nstructlordlmplementatlon Checkllat
I.

Maintains records of construction activities, including:

[]
Dates when major grading activities occur
[3 Dates when construction activities temporarily cease on a portion of the site
[]
Dates when construction activities permanently cease on a portion of the site
[]
Dates when stabilization measures are initiated on th~ site.
2. Prepare inspection reports summarizing:
[]
Name of inspector
[]
Qualifications of inspector
[]
Measures/areas inspected
[]
Observed conditions
r-1 Changes necessary to the SWPPP.
3. Report releases of reportable quantities of oil or hazardous materials (if they occur):
[]
Notify National Response Center 800/424-8802
[]
Notify permitting authority in writin.g within 14 days
[]
Modify the Pollution Prevention Plan to include:
- the date of release
- circumstances leading to the release
- steps taken to prevent recurrence of the release.
4. Modify Pollution Prevention Plan as necessary to:
Comply with minimum permit requirements when notified by EPA that the plan does not comply
[]
[]
Address a change in design, construction operation or maintenance that has an effect on the potential
for discharge of pollutants
[]’ Prevent recurrence of reportable quantity releases of a hazardous material or oil.

EPA BASELINE CONSTRUCTION GENERAL PERMIT CHECKLIST
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Final Stabilization/Termination Checklist
1.
2.
3.

All soil disturbing activities are complete.
Temporary erosion and sediment control measures have been removed or will be removed at an
appropriate time.
All areas of the construction site not otherwise covered by a permanent pavement or structure have been
stabilized with a uniform perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70% or equivalent.
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EPA Baseline Construction General Permit
Requirements Pre-Construction Checklist

POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN FOR STORM WATER DISCHARGE ASSOCIATED WITH
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL SELECTION CHECKLIST
INSTRUCTIONS: THIS CHECKLIST LISTS THE MINIMUM SEDIMENT EROSION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE
USEPA GENERAL PERMIT. CHECK [,fJ EACH ITEM AND FILL IN THE BLANKS BELOW TO EVALUATE COMPLIANCE FOR
EACH DRAINAGE AREA AND LOCATION. NOTE: THIS CHECKLIST WAS PREPARED FOR THE USEPA GENERAL
PERMIT. REQUIREMENTS FOR STATE GENERAL PERMITS MAY VARY,

Stabilization Practices
[] Stabilization will be initiated on all disturbed areas where construction activity will not occur for a
period of more than 21 calendar days by the 14t1~ day after construction activity has permanently or
temporarily ceased.
Stabilization measures to be used include:
[]
Temporary Seeding
1~I
Sod Stabilization
[]
Permanent Seeding
Geotextiles
[]
[]
Mulching
Other
[]
[]

Structural Practices
Flows from upstream areas will be diverted from exposed soils. Measures to be used include:
[]
[]
[]

Earth Dike
Drainage Swale
Interceptor Dike and Swale

[] Pipe Slope Drain
I-I
Other

Drainage locations sewing less than 10 disturbed
acres
[]
Sediment controls will be installed.
Sediment controls include:
[]
[]
[]

×
3,600

Drainage locations serving 10 or more disturbed
acres
A Sediment Basin will be installed.
[]
[]
A Sediment Basin is not attainable on the
site; therefore, the following sediment
Sediment Basin
controls will be installed:
Sediment Trap
Sediment Trap
Silt Fence or equivalent controls
Silt Fence or equivalent controls
along all sideslope and downslope
along the sideslope and
boundaries
downslope boundaries
Sediment Basin Runoff Storage Calculation
acres area draining to the sediment basin
cubic feet of storage/acre

cubic feet of storage required for the basin.
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Construction Source Control BMP Question~

Construction Source Control BMP Questions
SOIL EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PRACTICER
MINIMIZE THE AMOUNT OF DISTURBED SOIL
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Does the site plan require a significant amount of grade changes?
Are there portions of the site that do not have to be cleared for construction to proceed?
Can construction be performed in stages, so that the entire site does not have to be
cleared at one time?
Are there portions of the site that will be distL~rbed then left alone for long periods of
time?
Does the facility stabilize all disturbed areas efter construction is complete?
Does snow prevent the facility from seeding an area?
Is there enough rainfall to allow vegetation to grow?

PREVENT RUNON FROM FLOWING ACROSS DISTURBED AREAS
1" Does runoff from the undisturbed uphill areas flow onto the construction site?
2:. Will runoff flow down a steeply sloped, disturbed area on the site?
3: Is there a swale or stream that runs through the construction site?
4: Does construction traffic have to cross drainage swales or streams?
SLOW DOWN THE RUNOFF TRAVELING ACROSS THE SITE
1"
2:
3:

Is the site gently sloped?
Is the site stabilized with vegetation?
Does runoff concentrate into drainage swales on the site?

REMOVE SEDIMENT FROM ONSITE RUNOFF BEFORE IT LEAVES THE SITE
1" ’Does the construction disturb an area 10 acres or larger that drains to a common
location?
2: Is a sediment basin attainable on the site?
3: Does runoff leave the disturbed area as overland flow?
4: Is the flow concentrated in channels as it leaves the disturbed areas?
5: Are structural controls located along the entire downhill perimeter of all disturbed areas?
6: Is there a piped storm drain system with inlets in a disturbed area?
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Construction Source Control BMP Questions

MEET OR EXCEED LOCAL/STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR EROSION AND SEDIMENT
CONTROL
1"
2:

Does the State or local government require erosion and sediment control for construction
projects?
Does the State or local government have an erosion and sediment control requirement
that is different from the requirements of the NPDES storm water permit?

OTHER CONTROLS
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
1- Does the facility appear to implement good housekeeping practices?
WASTE DISPOSAL
1" What steps are taken to ensure that construction waste is properly disposed of?
2: What management practices are used to minimize or prevent impacts on storm water
from hazardous products on the construction site?
3: Are concrete trucks allowed to washout or dump onsite?
4: Is sandblasting performed at the site? If so, what is done with the used grit?
MINIMIZING OFFSITE VEHICLE TRACKING OF SEDIMENTS
1: What measures have been taken to prevent offsite vehicle tracking?
SANITARY/SEPTIC DISPOSAL
1:
2:

How are sanitary or septic wastes managed?
How does the facility demonstrate compliance with State or local sanitary or septic
system regulations?

MATERIAL MANAGEMENT

1: What types of materials are found on the construction site?
2: How are these materials managed?
3: What risks are present onsite as a result of material management practices?
4: Is the facility implementing any methods to reduce potential risks from material
management?
5: If applicable, how are pesticides managed at the site?
6: If applicable, how are petroleum products managed at the site?
7: If applicable, what steps are taken to reduce nutrient pollution from fertilizers and
detergents?
SPILLS
1"
2:

Does the facility have a spill control plan for the site?
Does the facility know what spill prevention methods and responses will be used?
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Construction Source Control BMP Questions

CONTROL OF ALLOWABLE NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES
What non-storm water discharges are present at the site?
How does the facility manage the non-storm water discharges?
How are allowable non-storm water discharges addressed in the storm water Pollution
Prevention Plan?
4: What types of controls or practices are used to prevent pollution from non-storm water
discharges?
5: What types of controls are used for discharges that have sediments?

1:
2:
3:
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Monitoring Requirements in EPA’s General Permit

Appendix O

EPA FINAL GENERAL PERMIT MONITORING REQUIREMENT$1

Oil and Grease, BOD~, COD, SemiTSS, Total Kjeldahl NRrogen, annual
Total Phosphors, pH, acute
whole effluent toxici~, any
Section 313 water pdo~
chemical for which the facili~
~epo~s

~nnual

Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Semiannual
pH, acute whole effluent
toxici~, Total Recoverable
Lead, Total Recoverable
Cadmium, Total Recoverable
Copper, Total Recoverable
A~enic, Total Recoverable
Chromium, and any poll~ant
limited in an effluent
guideline to which the facili~
is subject
SemiSto~ water discharges from active Total Recoverable
Land Disposal
annual
Magnesium,
Magnesium
Unit~ [ncinerato~ or ina~ive land disposal units
(dissolved),
Total
Kjeldahl
without a stabilized cover that have
BIFs
received any waste from industrial Nitrogen (TKN), COD, TDS,
TOC, Oil and Grease, pH,
facilities other than const~ction
Total Recoverable A~enic,
sRes and sto~ water discharges
from incinerators and BIFs that bum Total Recoverable Barium,
Total Recoverable Cadmium,
h~ardous waste
Total Recoverable
Chromium, Total Cyanide,
Total Recoverable Lead,
Total Mercuw, Total
Recoverable Selenium, Total
Recoverable Silver, acute
whole effluent toxici~

Annual

EPCRA, Section
313 Facilffies
Subject to
RepoSing
Requirements for
Water Pdo~
Chemicals

Pdmaw Metal
Industries
(SIC 33)

Sto~ water discharges that come
into conta~ with any equipment,
tank, container, or other vessel or
area used for storage of a Se~ion
313 water pdo~ chemical, or
located at a t~ck or rail car loading
or unloading area where a Section
313 water pdo~ chemical is
handled
All sto~ water discharges
associated with industrial a~ivi~

Annual
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EPA FINAL GENERAL PERMIT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS1

.. I~ orPa~IW,; ~:.:=:.-~o~.W~er.Dls~ ,:": , :’ : ’_: "- P~e~m, .’ .Wood Treatment
Sto~ water discharges from are~ Oil and Grease, pH, COD,
Facilities
that are used for wood treatment, TSS
wood su~ace application or storage
of treated or surface prote~ed
wood
Facil~ies that use
Plus Pentachlorophenol and
chlorophenolic
acute
whole effluent toxic~
fo~ulations

Semiannual

’ Annual

~ Plus acute whole effluent
toxicity~

Facilities that use
creosote
formulations
Facilities that use
chromium-arsenic
formulations
Industrial Facilities Storm water discharges from coal
with Coal Piles
pile runoff

Battery Reclaimers Storm water discharges from areas
for storage of lead acid batteries,
reclamation products, or waste
products and from areas used for
lead acid battery reclamation
Airports
Storm water discharges from
(with over 50,000 aircraft or airport deicing areas
flight operations
per year)
Coal-Fired Steam
Electric Facilities

F~

Storm water discharges from coal
handling sites (other than runoff
from coal piles, which is not eligible
for coverage under this permit)

Plus Total Recoverable
Arsenic, Total Recoverable
Chromium, Total
Recoverable Copper
Oil and Grease, pH, TSS,
Total Recoverable Copper,
Total Recoverable Nickel,
Total Recoverable Zinc
Oil and Grease, COD, TSS,
}H, Total Recoverable
Copper, Total Recoverable
Lead

Semiannual

Annual

Semiannual

Annual

Oil and Grease, BODs, COD, Annual
TSS, pH, and the pdmary
Ingredient used in the deicing
materials

Retain
onsite

Oil and Grease, pH, TSS,
Total Recoverable Copper,
Total Recoverable Nickel,
Total Recoverable Zinc

Retain
onsite

Annual

j
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EPA FINAL GENERAL PERMIT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS1
Type of Facility o
Animal Handling/
Meat Packing
Facilities

Chemical and
Allied Product
Manufacturers/
Rubber
Manufacturers
(SIC 28 and 30)
Automobile
Junkyards

Storm Water,Discharge ::,"~::,~
Storm water discharges from animal
handling areas, manure
management areas, production
waste management areas exposed
to precipitation at meat packing
plants, poultry packing plants,
facilities that manufacture animal
and marine fats and oils
Storm water discharges that come
into contact with solid chemical
storage piles

BODS, Oil and Grease, COD, Annual
TSS, TKN, Total
Phosphorus, pH, Fecal
Coliform

Retain
onsite

Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Annual
pH, any pollutant limited in
an effluent guideline to which
the facility is subject

Retain
onsite

Storm water discharges exposed to: Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Annual
pH, any pollutant limited in
(a) over 250 auto/truck bodies with an effluent guideline to which
ddvelines, 250 ddvelines, or any
the facility is subject
combination thereof

Retain
onsite

(b) over 500 auto/truck units
(c) over 100 units dismantled per
year where automotive fluids are
drained or stored
Lime
Manufacturing
Facilities

Storm water discharges that have
come into contact with lime storage
piles

Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Annual
pH, any pollutant limited in
an effluent guideline to which
the facility is subject

Retain
onsite

Oil-fired Steam
Electric Power
Generating
Facilities

Storm water discharges from oil
handling sites

Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Annual
pH, any pollutant limited in
an effluent guideline to which
the facility is subject

Retain
onsite

Cement
Manufacturing
Facilities and
Cement Kilns

All storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity
(except those from material storage
piles that are not eligible for
coverage under this permit)

Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Annual
pH, any pollutant limited in
an effluent guideline to which
the facility is subject

Retain
onsite
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EPA FINAL GENERAL PERMIT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS1
:o..TylSe.~)f~3:eicility:~ . ,,, o ,~:: ~Omr Water Discharge...
Ready-mix
All storm water discharges
Concrete Facilities associated with industrial activity

Ship Building and All storm water discharges
Repairing Facilities associated with industrial activity

Parameters

Frequency

. Frequency

Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Annual
pH, any pollutant limited in
an effluent guideline to which
the facility is subject

Retain
onsite

Oil and Grease, COD, TSS, Annual
pH, any pollutant limited in
an effluent guideline to which
the facility is.subject

Retain
onsite

~A discharger is not subject to the monitoring requirements ~rovided the discharger makes a certification for a given
outfall, on an annual basis, under penalty of law, that material handling equipment or activities, raw materials,
intermediate products, final products, waste materials, by-products, industrial machinery or operations, significant
materials from past industrial activities, or, in the case of airports, deicing activities, that are located in areas of the
facility that are within the drainage area of the outfall, are not presently exposed to storm water, and will not be
exposed to storm water for the certification pedod.
=A discharger may, in lieu of monitoring for acute whole effluent toxicity, monitor for pollutants identified in Tables II
and III of Appendix D of 40 CFR Part 122 that the discharger knows or has reason to believe are present at the
facility site. Such determinations are to be based on reasonable best efforts to identify significant quantities of
materials or chemicals present at the facility. (Tables II and Ill of 40 CFR Part 122 Appendix D are provided
below.)
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TABLE II. ORGANIC TOXIC POLLUTANTS IN EACH OF FOUR FRACTIONS IN ANALYSIS
BY GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY/MASS SPECTROSCOPY (GS/MS)
1V
2V
3V
5V
6V
7V
8V
9V
10V
11V
1A
2A
3A
4A
1B
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
11 B
12B
13B
14B
15B
16B
1P
2P
3P
4P
5P
6P
7P
8P
9P

acrolein
acrylonitdle
benzene
bromoform
carbon tetrachloride
chlorobenzene
chlorodibromomethane
’
chloroethane
2-chloroethylvinyl ether
chloroform
2-chlorophenol
2,4-dichlorophenol
2,4-dimethylphenol
4,6-dinitro-o-cresol

12V
14V
15V
16V
17V
18V
19V
20V
21V

5A
6A
7A
8A

acenaphthene
acenaphthylene
anthracene
benzidine
benzo(a)anthracene
benzo(a)pyrene
3,4-benzofluoranthene
benzo(ghi)perylene
benzo(k)fluoranthene
bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane
bis(2.chloroethyl)ether
bis(2-chloroisopropyl)ether
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate
4-bromophenyl phenyl ether
butylbenzyl phthalate
2-chloroanaphthalene

17B
18B
19B
20B
21B
22B
23B
24B
25B
26B
27B
28B
29B
30B

aldrin
alpha-BHC
beta-BHC
gamma-BHC
del~a-BHC
chlordane
4,4’-DDT
4,4’-DDE
4,4’-DDD

10P
11P
12P
13P
14P
15P
16P
17P

31B

Volatiles
dichlorobromomethane
1,1-dichloroethane
1,2-dichloroethane
1,1-dichloroethylene
1,2-dichloropropane
1,3-dichloropropylene
ethylbenzene
methyl bromide
methyl chloride
Acid Compounds
2,4-dinitrophenol
2-nitrophenol
4-nitrophenol
p.chloro-m-cresol

22V
23V
24V
25V
26V
27V
28V
29V
31V

methylene chloride
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane
tetrachlororoethylene
toluene
1,2-trans-dichloroethylene
1,1,1-trichloroethane
1,1,2-trichloroethane
trichloroethylene
vinyl chloride

9A
10A
11A

pentachlorophenol
phenol
2,4,6-trichlorophenol

32B
33B
34B
35B
36B
37B
38B
39B
40B
41B
42B
43B
44B
45B
46B

fluorene
hexachlorobenzene
hexachlorobutadiene
hexachlorocyclopentadiene
hexachloroethane
indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene
isophorone
naphthalene
nitrobenzene
N-nitrosodimethylamine
N-nitrosodi-n-propylamine
N-nitrosodiphenylamine
phenanthrene
pyrene
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene

18P
19P
20P
21P
22P
23P
24P
25P

PCB-1242
PCB-1254
PCB-1221
PCB-1232
PCB-1248
PCB-1260
PCB-1016
toxaphene

-

Base/Neutral
4-chlorophenyl phenyl ether
chrysene
dibenzo(a,h)anthracene
1,2-dichlorobenzene
1,3-dichlorobenzene
1,4-dichlorobenzene
3,3’-dichlorobenzidene
diethyl phthalate
dimethyl phthalate
di-n-butyl phthalate
2,4-dinitrotoluene
2,6-dinitrotoluene
di-n-octyl phthalate
1,2-diphenylhydrazine (as
azobenzene)
fluroranthene
Pesticides
dieldrin
alpha-endosulfan
beta-endosulfan
endosulfan sulfate
endrin
endrin aldehyde
heptachlor
heptachlor epoxi~e

TABLE III. OTHER TOXIC POLLUTANTS (METALS AND CYANIDE) AND TOTAL PHENOLS
Silver, Total
Copper, Total
Antimony, Total
Thallium, Total
Lead,
Total
Arsenic, Total
Zinc, Total
Mercury, Total
Beryllium, Total
Cyanide, Total
Nickel, Total
Cadmium, Total
Phenols, Total
Selenium,
Total
Chromium, Total
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Figure P-1
Rain Zones of the United States
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Table P-1.
Typical Values of Annual Storm Event Statistics for Rain Zones
Annual Statistics
Rain Zone

North East
North East-Coastal
Midatlantic
Central
North Central
Southeast
East Gulf
East Texas
West Texas
Southwest
West Inland
Pacific South
Northwest Inland
Pacific Central
Pacific Northwest

No. of Storma
Avg
COV
70
63
62
66
55
65
68
41
30
20
14
19
31
32
71

0.13
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.16
0.15
0.17
0.22
0.27
0.30
0.38
0.36
0.23
0.25
0.15

Pre¢ip
Avg COV
(in)
34.6 0.18
41.4 0.21
39.5 0.18
41.9 0.19
29.8 0.22
49.0 0.20
53.7 0,23
31.2 0.29
17.3 0.33
7.4 0.37
4.9 0,43
10.2 0.42
11.5 0.29
18.4 0.33
56.7 0.19

COV - Coefficient of Variation - Standard Deviation / Mean
DELTA- Interval between storm midpoints

Independent Storm Event Statistlca
Duration
Avg COV
(hrs)
11.2
11.7
10.1
9.2
9.5
8.7
6.4
8.0
7.4
7.6
9.4
11.6
10.4
13,7
15.9

0.81
0.77
0.84
0.85
0.83
0.92
1.05
0.97
0.98
0.88
0.75
0,76
0,82
0.80
0,80

Intenaity
Avg COV
(in/hr)
0.067 1.23
0.071
1.05
0,082 1.20
0.097 1.09
0.067 1.20
0.122 1.09
0.176 1.03
0.137 1.08
0.121 1.13
0.079 1.16
0.055 1.06
0.054 0.76
0.057 1.20
0.048 0.85
0.035 0.73

Volume
Avg COV
(in)
0.50
0.65
0.64
0.62
0.55
0.75
0.80
0.76
0.57
0.37
0.36
0.54
0.37
0.58
0.50

0.95
1.03
1,01
1.00
1.01
1.10
1.19
1.16
1.07
0.88
0.87
0.96
0.83
1.05
1.09

DELTA
Avg COV
(hr)
126
0,94
140
0.87
143
0,97
0.99
133
167
1,17
136
1.03
130
1.25
213
1,26
302
1.53
473
1 46
766
1 54
476
2,09
304
1,43
265
200
1,50
123
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Description of Area

Runoff Coefficients

Business
¯ Downtown areas
0.70-0.95
¯ Neighborhood areas
0.50-0.70
Residential
¯ Single-family areas
0.30-0.50
¯ Multi-units (detached)
0.40-0.60
¯ Multi-units (attached)
0.60-0.75
0.25-0.40
Residential (suburban)
Apartment dwelling areas
0.50-0.70
Industrial
¯ Light areas
0.50-0.80
¯ Heavy areas
0.60-0.90
Parks and cemeteries
0.10-0.25
Playgrounds
0.20-0.35
Railroad yard areas
0.20-0.40
0.10-0.30
Unimproved areas
Streets
¯ Asphalt
0.70-0.95
¯ Concrete
0.80-0.95
¯ Brick
0.70-0.85
Drives and walks
0.75-0.85
0.75-0.95
Roofs
Lawns-course textured soil (greater than 85 percent
sand)
¯ Slope: Flat (2 percent)
0.05-0.10
0.10-0.15
Average (2-7 percent)
0.15-0.20
Steep (7 percent)
Lawns--fine textured soil (greater than 40 percent clay)
¯ Slope: Flat (2 percent)
0.13-0.17
0.18-0.22
Average (2-7 percent)
0.25-0.35
Steep (7 percent)
Source: Design and Construction of Sanitary and Storm Sewers, with permission from the
publisher, American Society of Civil Engineers, Manual of Practice, page 37, New York,
1960.
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Pollution Prevention Checklist

A. Pollution Prevention Checklist for
Industry
General
Is there a written facility policy regarding pollution prevention?
Is there a pollution prevention program currently in place?
Is there a specific person assigned to oversee ti~e success of the program?
Are there management/employee initiatives and incentive programs related to pollution
preven{ion?
If yes, do these include:
¯ Quality circles (free forums between employees and supervisors) to identify pollution
prevention options?
Opportunities for employee suggestions on pollution prevention options?
Has the facility previously conducted a pollution prevention assessment?
Has the facility used better cost accounting and cost allocation to provide incentives to reduce
wastes or resource consumption?
Is cost accounting performed accurately for all process areas and wastestreams?
¯ Are utility costs (energy, water) and waste treatment and disposal costs allocated to
the operations that generate the waste?

Storage/~reas
Are there designated material storage areas?
Are storage areas clean and organized?
Are containers stored in such a way as to allow for visual inspection for corrosion and/or
leaks?
Are containers"stacked in a way to minimize the chance of tipping, puncturing, or breaking?
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Are there adequate distances from incompatible chemicals and different types of chemicals to
prevent cross-contamination?
Is one person responsible for maintaining storage areas?
Does the layout of the facility result in minimizing traffic through material storage areas?
Are stored items protected from damage, contamination, and exposure to weather?.
Are all storage tanks routinely monitored for leaks?
Is containment, such as a curb or dike, installed in s~orage areas to contain leakage and to
minimize the area contaminated by a spill?
Are leak detection systems installed for underground storage tanks?
Are floating-roof tanks used for VOC control?
Are conservation vents used on fixed roof tanks?
Does the facility use vapor recovery systems?

Materials Inventory
Is there an inventory control system designed to prevent materials from deteriorating in
storage (first in, first out to prevent expiration)?
is obsolete raw material returned to the supplier?
Does the facility try to order smaller containers of infrequently used materials to avoid
disposing of large quantities of unused obsolete materials?
Has the facility tried to order larger containers of frequently used materials to reduce the
number of small containers that must be cleaned and disposed of?
Does the facility use or maintain:
¯ Hazardous chemicals inventory lists?
¯ Material safety data sheet files?
Are all in-plant containers of hazardous chemicals labeled, tagged, or marked with:
¯ Identity of the hazardous chemical(s)?
¯ Appropriate hazard warnings?
Has the facility reexamined its need for each raw material?
Does the facility have a way to use off-spec material, where possible?
R-2
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Material Handling
Are raw materials tested for quality before being accepted from suppliers?
Does the facility follow proper procedures when transferring materials?
Are expired materials tested for effectiveness before being disposed of?
Are drums, packages, and containers inspected for damage before being accepted?
Are containers properly resealed after use?
Are containers emptied thoroughly before cleanin, g or disposal?
Does the facility segregate its wastes as much as possible:
¯ Solid wastes from aqueous wastes?
¯ Nonhazardous from hazardous?
¯ Segregated according to type of contaminant?
¯ Different types of solid waste to improve recycling/reuse?
¯ Different types of solvents, cleaner wastes, and lubricants (e.g., organic solvents from
mineral oils)?
Process Operations
Are water conservation measures, recycling, and reuse techniques practiced in processes that
u~e water or generate a wastewater (e.g., cleaning and rinsing operations)?
Has material substitution been tried for any hazardous materials used in process?
Have any techniques been used to increase the life of any process baths?
Are any wastes being recycled, reused, or recovered in some manner?
Have any equipment or process modifications been made to increase material use efficiency
and thus reduce material waste generation?
Do processes employ any detectors to alert personnel of malfunctions that could
produce/generate excessive wastes?
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Spills and Leaks
When a spill occurs:
¯ What cleanup methods are employed?
¯ Would different cleaning methods allow for direct reuse or recycling of the water?.
Are there preventative maintenance procedures designed to reduce incidents of equipment
breakdowns, inefficiency, spills, or leaks?

Material Substitution
Could the f.acility modify or completely change a given process to use water-based coolants
and fluids instead of oil-based fluids?

Solvent Use
Can solvent cleaning be replaced with less toxic cleaning, such as:
¯
¯
¯
¯

A dry process (e.g., bead or sand blasting or other abrasives)?
Steam cleaning?
Cryogenic?
Caustic cleaning?

Are non-chlorinated solvents substituted for chlorinated solvents?
Are parts wiped to remove oil and dirt prior to solvent cleaning?
Is the loss of cleaning ability of the solvent monitored before the solvent is replaced?
Are solvents reused or recycled?
Is an onsite distillation unit for solvent recovery and reuse installed?
Is solvent use standardized?

Rinse Waters
Have excessive rinses been evaluated and eliminated?
Is rinse water reclaimed, pretreated, and reused?
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Are water softeners used only where necessary?

Training
Are there formal personnel training programs on raw material handling, spill prevention, proper
storage techniques, and waste handling procedures?
Are employees trained in pollution prevention techniques?
How often is training given and by whom?

Good Operating Practices

-’---’--"--

Are plan.t material balances performed routinely?
Are they performed separately for each material of concern?
Are records kept for each waste, documenting sources of origin and eventual disposal?
Are operators provided with detailed operating manuals or instruction sets?
Are all operator job functions well defined?
Are regularly scheduled training programs offered to operators?
Has the facility integrated pollution prevention into supervision and management by:
¯ Closer supervision to improve production efficiency and reduce inadvertent waste
generation (increased opportunity for early detection of mistakes)?
¯ Management By Objectives (MBO) with defined and achievable goals for waste
minimization (better coordination among the various parts of an overall operation)?
Has the facility improved production scheduling and planning to include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Maximizing batch sizes
Dedicating equipment to a single product
Altering batch sequencing to minimize cleaning frequency
Scheduling production to minimize cleaning frequency?

Is corrective maintenance practiced, such as resetting control valves or adjusting process
temperatures, to increase efficiency and to prevent raw material loss through waste streams?
Does ;.he facilitV forbid operators to bypass interlocks and alarms, or to significantly alter
setpoints without authorization?
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Are overflow or malfunction alarms installed on tanks and equipment?

Housekeeping Practices
Good housekeeping is the maintenance of a clean, orderly work environment. Does the
facility:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Maintain neat and orderly storage of chemicals?
Promptly remove spillage?
Maintain dry and clean floors by use of brooms and/or vacuum cleaners?
Provide proper walkways with no containers protruding into walkways?
Minimize the accumulation of liquid and soli..d chemicalson the ground or floor?
Stimulate employee interest in good housekeeping?

Checklist derived from Waste Reduction Assessment and Technology Transfer (WRATT}.
Trainin,q Manual, 2nd Edition, University of Tennessee
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B. Pollution Prevention Checklist for
Municipal Wastewater Treatment
Plants
Age
What year was the wastewater treatment plant constructed or the last major expansion to
increase the capacity of the plant completed? ..
What sewerage system improvements does the municipality have under consideration for the
next 10 years?
What is the expected community and industrial growth? Is there any major development
(industrial, commercial, or residential) anticipated in the next 2 to 3 years, such that either the
flow or pollutant Ioadings could significantly increase?

Treatment Efficiency
Compare influent actual flow to influent design flow. When will actual hydraulic loading
exceed design?
¯ °Has the plant initiated expansion plans and financing sufficiently in advance to avoid
overloading?
.¯ Has the plant investigated measures for reducing flow?
Compare conventional pollutant Ioadings (BOD, TSS, ammonia, phosphorus) to design
Ioadings. When will actual Ioadings exceed design?
¯ Has the plant initiated expansion plans and financing sufficiently in advance to avoid
overloading?
¯ Has the plant investigated measures for reducing Ioadings?
Review operating records. How many months were the effluent concentrations or Ioadings
above 90 percent of the permit limits?
¯ BOD?
¯ ’COD?
¯ Fecal coliform?
¯ Other conventional pollutants limited by permit (ammonia, phosphorus)?
¯ Metals or other toxics?
R-7
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How many times were permit limits violated (in the last year)?
What types of violations have occurred in the last 5 years?
¯ Are any of a recurrent nature?
¯ What were the causes?
¯ Have effective solutions been implemented to prevent future recurrence?
How many bypasses have occurred?
¯ What were the causes?
¯ Have effective solutions been implemented to prevent future recurrence?
What are the future regulatory or permit requirer~ents that may require modifications to the
plant or its operations?
¯ Can the facility currently meet any future anticipated water quality standards or effluent
discharge limits?
Has the plant investigated ways to maximize operating efficiency?
Has the plant investigated improvements to the chlorination system to decrease chlorine
usage?

Sludge
Does the plant have sufficient sludge treatment, storage, and disposal capacity?
What percentage of the methane gas is captured and used? Has the plant investigated ways
to increase the amount of gas captured and used?
Has the plant investigated ways to decrease the amount of dewatering chemicals used?

Collection System
How many overflows within the collection system have occurred?
How many backups at any point in the collection system have occurred for any reason?
¯ What were the causes?
¯ Have effective solutions been implemented to prevent future recurrence?
Has the plant investigated ways to decrease infiltration/inflow?
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Preventive Maintenance Program
Does the plant have a written preventive maintenance program on major equipment items and
the sewer collection system?
Does the preventive maintenance program depict frequency of intervals, types of lubrication,
types of repair and other preventive maintenance tasks necessary for each piece of
equipment or each section of the sewer?
Are these preventive maintenance tasks, as well as equipment and sewer collection problems
being recorded, filed, and reviewed so future maintenance problems can be assessed
properly?

Materials Usage
Has the plant identified all supplies used in the operation and maintenance of the plant?
Has the plant identified materials that could be substituted for less toxic materials?
Does the plant reuse or recycle any materials used?
Has the plant investigated ways to reduce chemical usage without compromising preventive
maintenance or treatment?

Personnel Resources
Review personnel resources, training, and certifications. Are there sufficient numbers. Do all
have appropriate certifications and periodic training?
¯ Do all personnel certifications meet or exceed required levels?
-

How many are below required level?

¯ Is staffing level equal to or does it exceed O & M manual recommendations?
What percentage of the wastewater budget is dedicated for training?

Financial
Are the funds for the plant separate from other municipal funds?
Are funds sufficient for adequate operations?
Are funds sufficient for adequate preventive maintenance?
R-9
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Are funds available for necessary improvements, expansion?
Is there a capital improvement fund?
Is the equipment replacement fund in a segregated account?
What financial resources are available to pay for improvements/expansion/reconstruction?

Municipal Pollution Prevention Projects
Does the plant have a pollution prevention program or strat.e.gy?
Has the plant conducted a self-audit on the adequacy of its maintenance, operation, funding,
and operator training?
Does th~ pretreatment program include a pollution prevention component or specific pollution
prevention projects?
Does the municipality have any pollution prevention projects aimed at reducing
toxic/hazardous waste discharges, conventional Ioadings, or flow (e.g., water conservation)
from:
¯ Households?
¯ Commercial businesses?
¯ Industries?
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Media-Specific Inspection Component~

The information in this appendix was excerpted from NEIC’s Multimedia
Investigation Manual
The information presented in this appendix includes many significant tasks for several mediaspecific inspection areas. Media discussed include hazardous waste, air, drinking water, toxic
substances, and pesticides; emergency planning/community right-to-know and the Superfund
program are also discussed.

A. Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA)
Subtitle C Hazardous Wastes
Evaluatin.q Compliance
Under RCRA Subtitle C, hazardous wastes are subject to extensive regulations on generation,
transportation, storage, treatment, and disposal. A manifest system tracks shipments of
hazardous wastes from the generator through ultimate disposal. This "cradle to grave"
management is implemented through regulations and permits.
In determining the facility status under RCRA, the investigator must decide whether the facility
is a generator, transporter, and/or Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facility (TSDF), and
whether the facility is permitted or has interim status. Generally, EPA Regional and State
offices maintain files for the facility to be inspected. Information may include:
.- A list of wastes that are treated, stored, and disposed and how each is managed (for
TSDFs)
¯ A list of hazardous wastes generated, their origins, and accumulation areas (for
generators)
¯ Biennial, annual, or other reports required by RCRA and submitted to the regulatory
agencies; these include any required monitoring reports
¯ A detailed map or plot plan showing the facility layout and location(s) of waste
management areas
¯ The facility RCRA Notification Form (Form 8700-12)
¯ The RCRA Part A Permit Application (for TSDFs)
¯ The RCRA Part B Permit application (for TSDFs, if applicable)
R0014967
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¯ The RCRA permit (for TSDFs, if applicable)
¯ Notifications and/or certifications for land disposal restrictions (for generators).
Generators
Hazardous waste generators are regulated under 40 CFFI Parts 262 and 268. These
regulations contain requirements for:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Obtaining an Environmental Protection Agency (’EPA) Identification Number
Determining whether a waste is hazardous
Managing wastes before shipment
Accumulating and storing hazardous wastes
Manifesting waste shipments
Recordkeeping and reporting
Restricting wastes from land disposal (also regulated under Part 268).

The generator regulations vary, depending upon the volume of hazardous wastes generated.
The investigator must determine which regulations apply. Additionally, the investigator should
do the following:
¯ Verify that the generator h~.s an EPA Identification Number that is used on all required
documentation (e.g., reports, manifests, etc.).
¯ Confirm that the volume of hazardous wastes generated is consistent with reported
volumes. Examine the processes generating the wastes to assure that all generated
hazardous wastes have been identified. Look for improper mixing or dilution.
¯ Ascertain how the generator determines/documents that a waste is hazardous. Check
to see wastes are properly classified. Collect samples, if necessary.
¯ Determine whether pre-transport requirements are satisfied, including those for
packaging, container condition, labeling and marking, and placarding.
¯ Determine the length of time that hazardous wastes are being stored or accumulated.
Storage or accumulation for more than 90 days requires a permit. Generators storing
for less than 90 days must comply with requirements outlined in 40 CFR 262.34.
¯ Verify RCRA reports and supporting documentation for accuracy, including inspection
logs, biennial reports, exception reports, and manifests (with land disposal restriction
notifications and/or certifications).
¯ Watch for accumulation areas which are in use but have not been identified by the
generator. Note: Some authorized State regulations do not have provisions for
"satellite storage" accumulation areas.
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¯ Determine whether a generator has the required contingency plan and emergency
procedures, whether the plan is complete, and if the generator follows the plan/
procedures.
¯ Determine whether hazardous waste storage areas comply with applicable
requirements.
¯ Facilities with their own vehicle maintenance garage should be evaluated to assure
that wastes such as used oil, anti-freeze, solvents, and paints are disposed of properly.
Transporters
Hazardous waste transporters (e.g., by truck, ship, or rail) are regulated under 40 Code of
Federal Regulations CFR Part 263, which conta!ps requirements for:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Obtaining an EPA Identification Number
Manifesting hazardous waste shipments
Recordkeeping and reporting
Sending bulk shipments (by water, rail).

Storage regulations apply if accumulation times at transfer stations are exceeded.
Transporters importing hazardous wastes, or mixing hazardous wastes of different Department
of Transportation (DOT) shipping, descriptions in the same container, are classified as
generators and must comply with 40 CFR Parts 262 and 268. Investigators evaluating
transporter compliance should do the following:
¯ Verify that the transporter has an EPA identification number that is used on all required
documentation (e.g., manifests).
¯ Determine whether hazardous waste containers stored at a transfer facility meet DOT
pre-transport requirements.
¯ Verify whether the transporter is maintaining recordkeeping and reporting documents,
including manifests, shipping papers (as required), and discharge reports. All required
documents should be both present and complete.
Treatment, Stora.qe, and Disposal Facilities
Permitted and interim status TSDFs are regulated under 40 CFR Parts 264 and 265,
respectively. (Part 264 applies only if the facility has a RCRA permit (i.e., a permitted facility);
Part 265 applies if the facility does not have a RCRA permit (i.e., an interim status facility).
These requirements include three categories of regulations consisting of administrative
requirements, general standards, and specific standards. The investigator should do the
following activities to determine compliance with Subparts A through E:
¯ Verify that the TSDF has an EPA Identification Number that is used on all required
documentation.
R0014969
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¯ Determine what hazardous wastes are accepted at the facility, how they are verified,
and how they are managed.
¯ Compare wastes managed at the facility with those listed in the Hazardous Waste
Activity Notification (Form 8700-12), the Parts A and B permit applications, and the
permit.
¯ Verify that the TSDF has and is following a waste analysis plan kept at the facility;
inspect the plan contents.
¯ Identify and inspect security measures and equipment,
¯ Review inspection logs to ensure they are present and complete. Note problems and
corrective measures.
..
¯ Review training documentation to ascertain that required training has been given to
e.mployees.
¯ Inspect waste management areas to determine whether reactive, ignitable, and
incompatible wastes are handled pursuant to requirements.
¯ Review preparedness and prevention practices and inspect related equipment.
¯ Review contingency plans; examine emergency equipment and documented
arrangements with local authorities.
¯ Examine the waste tracking system and associated recordkeeping/reporting systems.
Required documentation includes manifests and biennial reports, and may include
unmanifested waste reports and spill/release reports. Relevant documents may
include on-site waste tracking forms.
¯ Verify that the operating record is complete according to 40 CFFI 264.73 or 265.73.
The investigator can determine compliance with standards in Subparts F through H by doing
the following:
¯ For permitted facilities, verify compliance with permit standards with respect to ground
water monitoring, releases from solid waste management units, closure/post-closure,
and financial requirements.
¯ For interim status facilities required to monitor ground water, determine what kind of
monitoring program applies.
¯ Depending on the type of investigation, examine the following items to determine
compliance:
Characterization of site hydrogeology
Sampling and analytical records
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- Statistical methods used to compare analytical data
Analytical methods
-

Compliance with reporting requirements and schedules
Sampling and analysis plan (for content, completeness, and if it is being followed)
Conditions, maintenance, and operation of monitoring equipment, including
wellheads, field instruments, and sampling materials
Construction/design of monitoring system
Assessment monitoring outline and/or~lan
Corrective action plan for permitted facilities and for interim status facilities under
3008(h) enforcement actions.

¯ For waste management units undergoing closure, review the closure plan (including
amendments and modifications), plan approval, closure schedule, and facility and
regulatory certification. Examine response actions to any release of hazardous waste
constituents from a closed or closing regulated unit.
¯ For waste management units in post closure care, inspect security measures, ground
water monitoring and reporting, and the maintenance and monitoring of waste
containment systems.
¯ Verify that the owner/operator has demonstrated financial assurance regarding closure.
Specific Hazardous Waste Management Units
The technical standards in Part 264 (Subparts I through O and Subpart X) and Part 265
(Subparts I through R) govern specific hazardous waste management units used for storage,
disposal, or treatment (e.g., tanks, landfills, incinerators). Standards for chemical, physical,
and biological treatment at permitted facilities under Part 264 have been incorporated under
Miscellaneous Units, Subpart X. The investigator should do the following:
¯ Identify all hazardous waste management areas and the activity in each area; compare
the areas identified in the field with those listed the permit or permit application, as
appropriate. Investigate inconsistencies between actual practice and the information
submitted to regulatory agencies.
¯ Verify that the owner/operator is complying with applicable design, installation, and
integrity standards; field-check the design, condition, and operation of waste
management areas and equipment.
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¯ Determine how incompatible wastes and ignitable or reactive wastes are managed.
¯ Verify that the owner/operator is conducting self-inspections where and when required;
determine what the inspections include.
¯ Identify and inspect required containment facilities for condition and capacity; identify
lead detection facilities.
¯ Determine whether hazardous waste releases have occurred and how the owned
operator responds to leaks and spills.
¯ Verify that the owner/operator is complying’with additional waste analysis and trial test
requirements, where applicable.
¯ Check the closurelpost-closure procedure~ for specific waste management units
(surface impoundments, waste piles, etc.) for regulatory compliance.
¯ For landfills, determine how the owner/operator manages bulk and contained liquids.
¯ Field-check security and access to waste management units.
¯ Determine the facility monitoring requirements (for air emissions, ground water, leak
detection, instrumentation, equipment, etc.) and inspect monitoring facilities and
records.

Land Treatment Facilities
When inspecting land treatment facilities, the investigator should also review the following
items;
¯ Soil monitoring methods and analytical data.
¯ Comparisons between soil monitoring data and background concentrations ~)f
constituents in untreated soils to detect migration of hazardous wastes.
¯ Waste analyses done to determine toxicity, the concentrations of hazardous waste
constituents, and, if food-chain crops are grown on the land, the concentrations of
arsenic, cadmium, lead, and mercury in the waste(s). The concentrations must be
such that hazardous waste constituents can be degraded, transformed, or immobilized
by treatment.
¯ Runon and runoff management systems.
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Incinerators
When evaluating compliance of interim status incinerators, the investigator also should review
and/or inspect the following items:
¯ Waste analyses done to enable the owner/operator to establish steady-state operating
conditions and to determine the pollutants that might be emitted.
¯ General procedures for operating the incinerator during start-up and shut-down.
¯ Operation of equipment used for monitoring combustion and emissions control,
monitoring schedules, and data output.
¯ The incinerator and associated equipmedt.
For permitted incinerators, the investigator must evaluate the incinerator operation against
specific permit requirements for waste analysis, performance standards, operating
requirements, monitoring, and inspections. The investigator also should do the following:
¯ Verify that the incinerator bums only wastes specified in the permit
¯ Verify methods to control fugitive emissions
¯ Determine waste management practices for burn residue and ash.

Thermal Treatment Facilities
The investigator evaluating compliance of thermal treatment facilities in interim status also
should review the following items:
¯ General operating requirements, to verify whether steady-state operating conditions are
achieved, as required.
¯ Waste analysis records, to ensure that (a) the wastes are suitable for thermal
treatment and (b) the required analyses in Part 265.375 have been performed.
Thermal treatment facilities permitted under 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart X will have specific
permit requirements.

Biological Treatment Facilities
The investigator evaluating compliance of chemical, physical, and biological treatment facilities
in interim status also should do the following:
¯ Determine the general operating procedures.
R0014973
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¯ Review the waste analysis records and methods to determine whether the procedures
are sufficient to comply with 40 CFR 265.13.
¯ Review trial treatment test methods and records to determine whether the selected
treatment method is appropriate for the particular waste.
¯ Examine procedures for treating ignitable, reactive, and incompatible wastes for
compliance with Subpart Q requirements.
Chemical, physical, and biological treatment facilities permitted under Subpart X will have
specific permit requirements.
,..
TSDF Air Emission Standards
Owners/operators of TSDFs must also comply with air emission standards contained in
Subparts AA and BC of 40 CFR Parts 264 and 265. These subparts establish standards for
equipment containing or contacting hazardous wastes with organic concentrations of at least
10 percent. This equipment includes:
¯ Process vents
¯ Pumps in light liquid service
¯ Compressors
¯ Sampling connecting systems
¯ Open-ended valves or lines
¯ Valves in gas/vapor service or in light liquid service
¯ Pumps and valves in heavy liquid service, pressure relief devices in light liquid or
heavy liquid service, and flanges and other connections.
Total organic emissions from process vents must be reduced below 1.4 kg/hr and 2.8 mg/yr.
The other equipment types above must be marked and monitored routinely to detect leaks.
Repairs must be initiated within 15 days of discovering the leak.
The facility operating record should contain information documenting compliance with the air
emission standards. A complete list of required information is in 40 CFR 264.1035, 264.1064,
265.1035, and 265.1064. Permitted facilities must submit semiannual reports to the Regional
Administrator outlining which valves and compressors were not fixed during the preceding 6
months. The investigator can do the following things:
¯ Visually inspect the equipment for marking.
¯ Review documentation in the operating record and cross-check this information with
that submitted to the Regional Administrator in semiannual reports.
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Land Disposal Restrictions
Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR) in 40 CFR Part 268 are phased regulations prohibiting land
disposal of hazardous wastes unless the waste meets applicable treatment standards as listed
in 40 CFR 268.40-43. The treatment standards are expressed as (1) contaminant
concentrations in the extract or total waste or (2) specified technologies.
Notifications and certifications comprise the majority of required LDR documentation.
Notifications tell the treatment or storage facility the appropriate treatment standards and any
prohibition levels (California List wastes) that apply to the waste. Certifications are signed
statements telling the treatment or storage facility that the waste already meets the applicable
treatment standards and prohibition levels.
The regulations divide hazardous wastes into restricted waste groups and apply a compliance
schedule of different effective dates for each group (40 CFR Part 268, Appendix Vii).
Investigators evaluating hazardous waste generators for LDR compliance should do the
following:
¯ Determine whether the generator produces restricted wastes; review how/if the
generator determines a waste is restricted.
¯ Review documentation/data used to support the determination that a waste is
restricted, based solely on knowledge.
¯ Determine how/if a generator determines the waste treatment standards and/or
disposal technologies.
¯ Verify whether the generator satisfies documentation, recordkeeping, notification,
certification, packaging, and manifesting requirements.
¯ Ascertain whether the generator is, or might become, a TSDF and subject to additional
requirements.
¯ Determine who completes and signs LDR notifications and certifications and where
these documents are kept.
¯ Review the waste analysis plan if the generator is treating a prohibited waste in tanks
or containers.
Investigators evaluating TSDFs should do the following:
¯ Ensure the TSDF is complying with generator recordkeeping requirements when
residues generated from treating restricted wastes are manifested offsite.
¯ Verify whether the treatment standards have been achieved for particular wastes prior
to disposal.
R0014975
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¯ Review documentation required for storage, treatment, and land disposal;
documentation may include waste analyses and results, waste analysis plans, and
generator and treatment facility notifications and certifications.

Subtitle I--Underground Storage Tanks (USTs)
Evaluatin.q Compliance
Because the tanks are located underground, visual/field observations have limited application
in determining compliance for USTs. The UST program relies heavily on the use of
documents to track the status and condition of any particular tank.
Interviews with facility personnel are important when determining compliance with any
environmental regulation. Questions regarding how the facility is handling its UST program
will give the inspector insight into the types of violations that may be found. Topics to be
covered.in the interview include:
¯ Age, quantity, and type of product stored for each onsite tank.
¯ How and when tanks have been closed.
¯ Type of release detection" used on each tank (if any); some facilities may have release
detection on tanks where it is not required.
¯ Type of corrosion protection and frequency of inspections.
¯ Which tanks have pressurized piping associated with them.
Visual/field observations are used to determine if any spills or overfills have occurred that
have not been immediately cleaned up. The presence of product around the fill pipe indicates
a spill or overfill. Proper release detection methods can also be verified with field
observations. During the interviews, ask the facility if monthly inventory control along with
annual tightness testing is used. If monthly inventory control is used, check the measuring
stick for divisions of 1/8 inch. A field check of the entire facility can also be done to determine
if any tanks may have gone unreported. Fillports and vent lines can indicate the existence of
a UST.
Documents take up the largest portion of time during a UST inspection. Documents that
should be reviewed include:
¯ Notifications for all UST systems

,

¯ Reports of releases including suspected releases, spills and overfills, and confirmed
releases
¯ Initial site’characterization and corrective action plans
¯ Notifications before permanent closure
S-10
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¯ Corrosion expert’s analysis if corrosion protection is not used
¯ Documentation of operation of corrosion protection equipment

,

¯ Recent compliance with release detection requirements, including daily inventory
sheets with the monthly reconciliation
¯ Results of site investigation conducted at the time of permanent closure.
Document retention rules also apply, so be sure to get all of the documents a facility may be
required to keep. To determine if the implementing agency has been notified of all tanks,
compare the notifications to general UST lists from the facility. Usually, the facility will keep a
list of tanks separate from the notifications and tanks may. appear on that list that do not
appear on a notification form. Also, compare the notifications to tank lists required in other
documents, like the Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan.

Subtitle JmMedical Wastes
Subtitle J was added to RCRA in November 1988 to address concerns about the management
of medical wastes. EPA enacted interim final regulations in March 1989. The regulations,
found in 40 CFR Part 259, establish a demonstration program with requirements for medical
waste generators, transporters, and Treatment, Destruction, and Disposal Facilities (TDDFs).
The demonstration program was effective during the period June 22, 1989, to June 22, 1991.
The regulations applied to regulated medical wastes generated in Connecticut, New Jersey,
New York, Rhode Island, and Puerto Rico.
Basic Proqram
Medical waste is defined in 40 CFR 259.10 as any solid waste generated in the diagnosis,
treatment, or immunization of human beings or animals, in related research, biological
production, or testing. The following are exempt from 40 CFR Part 259 requirements;
¯ Any hazardous waste identified or listed under 40 CFR Part 261
¯ Any household waste defined in 40 CFR 261.4(b)(1)
¯ Residues from treatment and destruction processes or from the incineration of
regulated medical wastes
¯ Human remains intended to be buried or cremated
¯ Etiologic agents being shipped pursuant to the Federal regulations
¯ Samples of regulated medical waste shipped for enforcement purposes.
R0014977
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Regulated medical waste is a subset of all medical wastes and includes seven categories:
1.

Cultures and stocks of infectious agents

2.

Human pathological wastes (e.g., tissues, body parts)

3.

Human blood and blood products

4.

Sharps (e.g., hypodermic needles and syringes used in animal or human patient
care)

5.

Certain animal wastes

6.

Certain isolation wastes (e.g., waste from patients with highly communicable
diseases)

7. Unused sharps (e.g., suture needles, scalpel blades, hypodermic needles).
Etiological agents being transported interstate and samples of regulated medical waste
transported offsite by EPA or State-designated enforcement personnel for enforcement
purposes are exempt from the requirements during the enforcement proceedings.
Mixtures of solid waste and regulated medical waste are also subject to the requirements.
Mixtures of hazardous and regulated medical waste are subject to the 40 GFR Part 259
requirements only if shipment of such a mixture is not subject to hazardous waste manifesting
(e.g., the hazardous waste is shipped by a conditionally exempt generator).
Generators, transporters, and owners or operators of intermediate handing facilities or
destination facilities that transport, offer for transport, or otherwise manage regulated medical
waste .generated in a Covered State must comply with the regulations even if such transport
or management occurs in a non-Covered State. Vessels at port in a Covered State are
subje.ct to the requirements for those regulated medical wastes transported ashore in the
Covered State. The owner or operator of the vessel and the person(s) removing or accepting
waste from the vessel are considered co-generators of the waste.
A generator who treats and destroys or disposes of regulated medical waste onsite [e.g.,
incineration, burial, or sewer disposal covered by section 307(b) through (d), of the Clean
Water Act] is not subject to tracking requirements for that waste. However, such onsite waste
management may subject the generator to additional Federal, State, or local laws and
regulations.
.Evaluatin.q Compliance
The inspector should evaluate whether the generator has determined what regulated medical
waste streams are generated and/or managed. Generators of less than 50 pounds per month
are exempt from certain transportation and tracking requirements. Compliance should be
evaluated by doing the following:
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¯ Prior to shipping waste offsite, verify that the wastes are segregated and packed in the
appropriate containers. Verify that containers are properly marked. If containers are
reused, verify that they are decontaminated.
¯ Verify that the generator uses tracking forms and that copies of the forms and any
exception reports are kept for 3 years. Determine if the generator exports medical
waste for treatment, destruction, or disposal? If so, the generator must request that
the destination facility provide written confirmation that the waste was received; an
exception report must be filed if such a confirmation is not received within 45 days. If
the generator incinerates medical waste onsite, verify whether the recordkeeping and
reporting regulations for onsite incinerators are being followed.
The transportation requirements apply to transporters, including generators that transport their
own waste, and owners and operators of transfer facilities engaged in transporting regulated
medical waste generated in a Covered State. The inspector should verify that:
¯ The proper labeling and marking of regulated medical waste accepted for
transportation has taken place or has been done
¯ If the waste is handled by more than one transporter, that each transporter attaches a
water resistant identification tag below the generator’s marking and that the required
information is on the tag
¯ The transporter submitted the required notification(s) for each Covered State
¯ The vehicles are fully enclosed, leakproof, maintained in sanitary condition, secured
when unattended, and marked with the proper identification
¯ The applicable requirements for rail shipments are followed
¯ Tracking forms are used properly
¯ Recordkeeping and reporting requirements are followed.
The requirements for treatment, destruction, and disposal facilities apply to owners and
operators of facilities that receive regulated medical waste generated in a Covered State,
including facilities located in non-Covered States. The facilities include destination facilities,
intermediate handlers, and generators that receive regulated medical waste required to be
accompanied by a tracking form. The inspector should verify the following:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Whether tracking forms are used and have been properly completed
Whether tracking forms discrepancies have been resolved
Whether the recordkeeping requirements are being followed
Whether any additional information required by the Administrator has been reported.

For rail shipments of regulated medical waste, the inspector should determine whether the
tracking forms are used properly.
R0014979
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Pollution Prevention

EPA is developing an Agency-wide policy for pollution prevention. Present authorities were
established in the 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments to RCRA (Section 3002).
The October 1990 Pollution Prevention Act established pollution prevention as a national
priority.
Evaluatin.q Compliance
EPA has developed a policy regarding the role of inspectors in promoting waste minimization
(OSWER directory number 9938.10). As stated in the policy, to evaluate compliance, the
Inspector should:
¯ Check hazardous waste manifests for a correctly worded and signed waste
minimization certification.
¯ Determine whether this certification was manually signed by the generator or
authorized representative.
¯ Confirm that a waste minimization program is in place by requesting to see a written
waste minimization plan, or requesting that the plan be described orally, or requesting
that evidence of a waste minimization program be demonstrated. The inspector can
and should, visually check for evidence of a "program in place" onsite.
¯ Check the Biennial Report and/or Operating record of generators and TSDFs, as
appropriate. These documents should contain descriptions of waste minimization
progress and a certification statements. If known omissions, falsifications, or
misrepresentations on any report or certification are suspected, criminal penalties may
apply and the case should be referred for criminal investigation.
¯ Check any waste minimization language included in the facility’s permits, any
enforcement order, and settlement agreements. Verify that waste minimization
requirements are being satisfied.
The policy also states that the inspector should promote waste minimization by:
¯ Being familiar with, recommending, and distributing waste minimization literature.
¯ Referring the facility to the appropriate technical assistance program for more specific
or technical information.
¯ Providing limited, basic advice to the facility of obvious ways they can minimize their
waste. This advice should be issued in an informal manner with the caveat that it is
not binding in any way and is not related to regulatory compliance.
The multi-media inspection team can also document cross-media transfers of waste streams,
that can result in false claims of waste minimization. For example, a facility could treat a
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solvent wastewater stream in an air stripper that has no air pollution control devices. On
paper, the amount of solvent discharged to a land disposal unit or sewer system could show a
reduction, but the pollutants are going into the air, possibly without a permit. Another example
would be a facility claiming a reduction in hazardous waste generated because the waste
steam was delisted.

B. Clean Air Act (CAA)
The Clean Air Act (CAP,) is the legislative basis for air pollution control regulations. It was first
enacted in 1955 and later in 1963, 1965, 1970, ,1977, and 1990. The 1955 and the 1963
Amendments called for the abatement of air pollution through voluntary measures. The 1965
amendments gave Federal regulators the authority to establish automobile emission
standards.
Basic Program
The CAA Amendments of 1970 significantly broadened the scope of the Act, forming the basis
for Federal and State air pollutioln control regulations. Section 109 of the 1970 Amendments
called for the attainment of National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS, 40 CFFt Part 50)
to protect public health and welfare from the known or anticipated adverse effects of six air
pollutants (as of 1990 the standards were for small particulates, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone, and lead). The States were required to develop and submit
to EPA implementation plans that were designed to achieve the NAAQS. These State
Implementation Plans (SIPs) contained regulations that limited air emissions from stationary
and mobile sources. They were developed and submitted to EPA on a continuing basis and
became federally enforceable when approved.
Section 111 of the 1970 Amendments directed EPA to develop standards of performance for
new stationary sources. These regulations, known as New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS, 40 CFR Part 60), limited air emissions from subject new sources. The standards are
pollutant and source specific.
Section 1i 2 of the 1970 amendments directed EPA to develop standards for hazardous air
pollutants. These regulations, known as the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAPs, 40 CFR Part 61), limited hazardous air emissions from both new and
existing sources.
The CAA Amendments of 1977 addressed the failure of the 1970 amendments to achieve the
NAAQS by requiring permits for major new sources. The permit requirements were based on
whether the source was located in an area that did not meet the NAAQS (non-attainment
areas). The permit program for sources in attainment areas was referred to as the Prevention
of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program.
R00t4981
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The CAA Amendments of 1990 significantly expanded the scope of the Act. Section 112
amendments have amended the NESHAP program with the new provisions called "Title !11 Hazardous Air Pollutants." Title III listed 189 hazardous air pollutants (Appendix O) and
required EPA to start setting standards for categories of sources that emit these pollutants
within 2 years (1992) and finish setting all standards within 10 years (2000). It also contains
provisions for a prevention-of-accidental-releases program.
Section 211 of the CAA regulates any fuel or fuel additive for use in motor vehicles if the
resulting emission would cause or contribute to air pollution that may reasonably be
anticipated to endanger public health or welfare, or if the emission products would significantly
impair any emission control device or system in general use.- There are several provisions
under CAA section 211 which regulate fuels such as gasoline, diesel fuel, and fuel additives.
The Federal tampering prohibition is contained in.Section 203(a)(3) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C.
7522(a)(3). Section 203(a)(3)(A) of the Act prohibits any person from removing or rendering
inoperative any emission control device or element of design installed on or in a motor vehicle
or motor vehicle engine prior to its sale and delivery to an ultimate purchaser. Section
203(a)(3)(A) also prohibits any person from knowingly removing or rendering inoperative any
such device or element of design after such sale and delivery and the causing thereof.
Section 203(a)(3)(B) of the Act prohibits any person from manufacturing, selling, offering for
sale, or installing any part or component intended for use with, or as part of, any motor vehicle
or motor vehicle engine where a principal effect of the part or component is to bypass, defeat,
or render inoperative any device or element of design installed on or in a motor vehicle or
motor vehicle engine in compliance with regulations under this title, and where the person
knows or should know that such part or component is being offered for sale or is being
installed for such use.
Section 609 of the CAA Amendments of 1990 requires facilities that perform service on
vehicle air conditioners to have recycling or recovery equipment and the technicians who use
the equipment to be certified by an EPA-approved §609 program.
Evaluatinq Compliance
The following procedures are used to evaluate compliance with the Clean Air Act.
Before an onsite inspection, the documents listed below should be obtained from State or EPA
files and reviewed to determine what regulations apply and what compliance problems may
exist.
¯ The State air pollution control regulations contained in the SIP (State regulations and
permits form the basis for the air compliance inspection and will vary from State to
State).
¯ The State operating and construction permits.
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¯ The most current emissions inventory (check for sources subject to SIP, NSPS, and
NESHAPs requirements).
¯ The Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emissions inventory. (The VOC inventory may
not be included in the emissions inventory, but reported separately under SARA Title III
Form R submittal. More information on the former submittal is found in the Emergency
Planning and Community Right-to-Know section.).
¯ The consent decrees/orders/agreements still in effect and related correspondence.
¯ The most recent inspection reports.
¯ The most recent monthly or quarterly Continuous Emission Monitoring/Continuous
Opacity Monitoring (CEM/COM) reports;
¯ AIRS Facility Subsystem (AFS) reports.
¯ Process descriptions, flow diagrams, and control equipment for air emission sources.
¯ Facility plot plan that identifies and locates the air pollution emission points.
The onsite inspection should include a review of the records and documents listed below:
¯ Process operating and monitoring records to determine if permit requirements are
being followed.
¯ Fuel analysis reports (including fuel sampling and analysis methods) to determine if
sulfur dioxide emission limits and/or other fuel requirements are being met.
¯ Reports of process/control equipment malfunctions causing reportable excess
emissions (refer to SIP to determine reportable malfunctions and report requirements).
¯ Source test reports to determine if NSPS, NESHAPs, and/or major sources have
demonstrated compliance with emission standards.
¯ CEM reports to determine if NSPS and SIP reporting requirements are being met
(reported emissions should be checked against raw data for accuracy, and reported
corrective actions should be checked for implementation).
¯ CEMS/COMS certification tests (relative accuracy and calibration drift) to verify that
performance specifications at 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, are met.
¯ Records and reports specified in SIP regulations, NSPS and NESHAP subparts, and
applicable permits.
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The onsite inspection should also include the following:
¯ Visible Emission Observations (VEOs), by inspectors certified to read smoke within the
last 6 months, to determine compliance with SIP, NSPS, or NESHAPs opacity limits
(document non-cgmpliance with EPA Method 9, 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A).
¯ A check of real time CEM measurements to determine compliance SIP, NSPS, or
NESHAPs limits (opacity CEM measurements can be compared against VEOs).
¯ A review of CEM/COM calibration procedures and frequency to determine if the zero/
span check requirements and analyzer adjustment requirements of 40 CFR Part 60 are
being met.
¯ Observations of process and control equipment operating conditions to determine
compliance with permit conditions (if no permit conditions apply, control equipment
operating conditions can be compared to baseline conditions from stack tests or
manufacturer’s specifications for proper operation).
¯ Observation of control equipment operating conditions and review of equipment
maintenance practices and records to determine proper operation of control equipment.
¯ When inspecting a fuel refinery or terminal and when time permits, the investigator
should review records to assess compliance with fuel regulations under CAA section
211. Things to look for include compliance with the new reformulated gasoline
requirements including Reid vapor pressure levels (during summer months only) and
oxygenate levels of outgoing gasoline, the sulfur content of outgoing diesel fuel, and
the lead level of unleaded gasoline leaving the refinery.
¯ When inspecting a facility with its own fleet of vehicles or garage, maintenance records
for the vehicles should be reviewed to determine compliance with Section 203 of the
CAA. A review of air conditioning repair/maintenance records should also be
conducted to determine compliance with Section 609 of the CAA.
¯ A review of all sources to determine if existing, new, modified, or reconstructed
’sources have construction and operating permits required by SIP (note other process
changes that may not require a permit but could affect emissions). For example:
Are there any boilers, stationary diesel engines (emergency generators, lift pumps),
or waste gas boilers of any size? What are their capacities, when installed or
altered?
Are there any incinerators for sludge, grease, grit, screenings, etc.? When were
they installed or altered?
Are there any storage tanks storing any liquid except water? What are their
capacities, when installed or altered?
Are there any solvent or gasoline tanks? What are their capacities, when installed
or altered?
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Are there any storage silos for storing solid particles (e.g., lime)? What are their
capacities, when installed or altered?
Are there any air pollution control devices of the following types? When where they
installed or altered?
Odor control equipment (carbon adsorbers, scrubbers) on such equipment as
sludge handling/storage tanks, pump stations, wet-wells, metering stations, grit
screening, headworks building?
-- Waste gas burners such as digester flares, boilers, etc.?
Scrubbers on pH adjustment process or pretreatment equipment (usually HCl
control)?.
""
Is there any shop equipment of the following types? When was it installed or
altered?
Paint spray booths
Shotblast booths, controlled (any size) or uncontrolled
Solvent degreasers
Is there any wastewater or water treatment equipment designed to reduce Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs), which may emit air contaminants, such as aeration
basins, surface impoundments, air strippers, roughing filters, trickling filters, or
oil/water separators? When was the equipment installed or altered?
At industrial/commercial wastewater and pretreatment facilities, are there any
aeration basins, lagoons, or settling basins? When were they installed or altered?
At industrial/commercial treatment works, is there equipment used to dispense odor
reducing/masking agents? When was it installed or altered?
At industrial/commercial treatment works, is there equipment used directly to
manufacture fertilizers (including mixers, blenders, conveyors, etc.)? When was it
installed or altered?
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C. Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
Basic Program
Public drinking water supply systems (i.e., that serve at least 25 people or have 15 service
connections) are regulated by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) Amendments of 1986.
EPA sets standards [known as Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs)] for the quality of water
that can be served by public water systems. Public systems must sample their water
periodically and report findings to the State (or EPA, if the Sta.te has not been delegated the
authority to enforce the SDWA). The systems must notify consumers if they do not meet the
standards or have failed to monitor or report. EPA is on a statutory schedule for promulgating
a large number of new MCLs.
The Underground Injection Control (UIC) program was developed pursuant to the SDWA
(Public Law 93-523), Part C~Protection of Underground Sources of Drinking Water (40 CFR
Parts 124 and 144 through 148). The UIC program regulates five classes of injection wells,
summarized as follows:
Class I

Industrial, municipal,.or hazardous waste disposal beneath the lowermost
underground source of drinking water (USDW)

Class II Oil and gas-related wells use~l for produced fluid disposal, enhanced recovery,
hydrocarbon storage, etc.
Class III Mineral extraction wells
Class IV Hazardous or radioactive waste disposal above or into a USDW
Class V Injection wells not included in Classes I thrcugh IV.

Evaluating Compliance
Monitoring requirements for water supply systems and whether the system can be reasonably
expected to routinely provide safe potable water should be determined. Many facilities
purchase their potable water supply from a nearby mur~icipality. If no further treatment is
provided (e.g., chlorination by the facility), the facility remains a "consumer" rather than
becoming a "supplier," and consequently does not have the monitoring or reporting
requirements that a supplier would have. Nevertheless, the facility does have a responsibility
to ensure that their actions do not result in contamination of the municipal water supply (e.g.,
through cross-connection). The audit team should be alert to these possibilities.
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Inspectors should:
¯ Verify public water system records of monitoring and reports of exceedances of MCLs
¯ Interview water system personnel to identify potential operations and maintenance
problems
¯ Obtain water source, treatment, and service area information
¯ Verify that sample locations are appropriate.
For UIC inspections, the following should be reviewed:
° Current status of wells (active, abandoned, under construction repairs)
¯ Types of wastes discharged to wells
¯ Injection well construction
¯ Potential pathways of endangerment to Underground Sources of Drinking Water
(USDWs)
¯ Protection of USDWs from endangerment
¯ Frequency and type of Mechanical Integrity Testing (MIT)
¯ Annular pressure
¯ Annular pressure monitoring
¯ Radioactive tracer surveys
¯ Installation methods for well plugging
¯ Remedial operation
¯ Applicability of land disposal restrictions to injection well operations
¯ Recordkeeping and evidence documentation
¯ Outlets for floor drains
¯ Connection to "dry" wells
¯ Evidence of surface ponding.
Several States ~nd industries have requested approval of alternative mechanical integrity
testing methods or variances to accommodate special local hydrogeological conditions,
R0014987
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historical practices, or industry interests. Inspectors and field investigators should be
cautioned to keep current with special permit conditions and the status of any pending
approvals/denials of alternative mechanical integrity testing procedures and variances.

D. Toxic Substances Control Act
(TSCA)
This section describes those specific aspects of toxic substances control that are addressed
by the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) and fts associated rules and regulations (40 CFR
Parts 702 through 799).

Basic Program
The regulation of toxins under TSCA is divided into two components for Agency enforcement
program management purposes.
1.

"Chemical control" covers enforcement aspects related to specific chemicals
regulated under Section 6 of TSCA, such as Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs),
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and asbestos.

2.

"Hazard evaluation" refers to the various recordkeeping, reporting, and submittal
requirements specified in Sections 5, 8, 12, and 13 of TSCA; although, some
elements of what might be termed "chemical control" are also addressed in these
sections. Sections 12 and 13 of TSCA, which pertain to chemical exports and
imports, respectively, will not be covered in this manual because of their special
nature and unique requirements.

Prior to discussing TSCA activities at a facility, the investigator must present appropriate
facility personnel with copies of two TSCA inspection forms:
1. Notice of Inspection--Shows purpose, nature, and extent of TSCA inspection.
2.

TSCA Inspection Confidentiality Notice--Explains a facility’s rights to claim
information at the facility as TSCA Confidential Business Information.

Before leaving the site, two additional forms must be completed, as appropriate:
1.

Receipt for Samples and Documentsnltemizes all documents, photos, and samples
received by the investigator during the inspection.
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Declaration of Confidential Business InformationNItemizes the information that the
facility claims to be TSCA Confidential Business Information.

Evaluating Compliance
Chemical Control
Although the controlled substances most frequently encountered during multi-media
investigations are PCBs, the investigator should.determine’if other regulated toxic substances
are present at the facility. Currently these include metal working fluids (Part 747), fully
halogenated chlorofluoroalkanes (40 CFR Part 762), and asbestos (40 CFR Part 763);
additional toxic substances may be regulated in’ the future. Because the probability of finding
PCBs and PCB-items at the facility is greater than finding other TSCA-regulated substances,
the following discussion is directed toward an evaluation of compliance with proper PCB and
PCB-item handling procedures. If other TSCA-regulated substances are found, the
’investigator should consult the regulations for appropriate requirements.
Management of PCBs/PCB-items is regulated under 40 CFR Part 761. In general, these
regulations address recordkeeping, marking and labeling, inspections, storage, and disposal.
Facilities that store and/or dispose of PCBs and PCB-items should have EPA-issued letters of
approval that contain facility operating and recordkeeping requirements in addition to those
specified in 40 CFR Part 761. The investigator must obtain a copy of these approvals and
any subsequent notifications to evaluate facility compliance. The inspector should review Part
761.30 to identify uses of PCB transformers which are prohibited beginning October 1, 1990,
but with effective dates extending to October 1, 1993.’ The inspector should also review the
requirements found in Part 761.30 that allow the installation of PCB transformers for
emergency use.
In.general, the compliance evaluation includes obtaining and reviewing information from
Federal, State, and local regulatory agency files; interviewing facility personnel regarding
material handling activity; examining facility records and inspecting materials handling units.
Specific investigation tasks include:
¯ Inspect all in-service electrical equipment, known or suspected of containing PCBs, for
leaks or lack of proper markiqg. A similar inspection should also be made of any
equipment that the facility is storing for reuse. Make certain that any remedial actions
were quick and effective in the case of leaks, spills, etc.
¯ If the above equipment includes any PCB transformers or capacitors, make certain that
all relevant prohibitions are being met, such as those involving enhanced electrical
protection, as well as other requirements in the Use Authorization section of the PCB
Rule. Make certain that any hydraulic or heat transfer systems suspected of
containing PCB fluids have been properly tested.
R00t4989
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¯ Determine whether the facility is involved with servicing PCB items or using/collecting/
producing PCBs in any manner. If so, make certain that the appropriate requirements
of the PCB Rule are being met.
¯ Determine whether the facility is involved with either the storage or disposal of PCBs/
PCB-items. Inspect all storage for disposal facilities for proper containment, leaking
items, proper marking, dates/time limits, location, protection from elements, and other
necessary requirements. If the facility disposes of PCBs, make certain that proper
methods are being employed and that design and operation of disposal units is in
accordance with regulatory requirements.
¯ Determine whether storage/disposal facilities are complying with the notification and
manifesting requirements contained in Subpart K of the, PCB Rule.
¯ Thoroughly review, for purposes of adequacy and regulatory compliance, all records
and reports required by the PCB Rule including the following:
Annual documents
Inspection logs
PCB transformer registration letters
Manifests/certificates of destruction
Test data
Spill cleanup reports
EPA-issued permits or letters of approval
SPCC plan, if one is necessary
Operating records
Notification of PCB activity.

Hazard Evaluation
Establishing compliance with the various hazard evaluation aspects of TSCA is best
accomplished through review and evaluation of the recordkeeping, reporting, and submittal
data required by the various regulatory components of Sections 5 and 8. In general, Section
5 addresses new chemicals (i.e., those not on the TSCA Chemical Substances Inventory) and
Section 8 addresses existing chemicals (i.e., those chemicals that are on the TSCA Chemical
Substances Inventory).
Much of the information obtained and reviewed under these two sections of TSCA will be
declared "TSCA Confidential Business Information" by company official, and thus special
security procedures must be followed during review and storage of the documents.
40 CFR Parts 703 through 723 should be consulted for an explanation of TSCA terms and
definitions. The following list summarizes the different objectives for inspections of the key
TSCA Sections 5 and 8 components.
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Premanufacture Notification (PMN)

a. Verify that all commercially manufactured or imported chemicals are on the TSCA
Chemical Substances Inventory, are covered by an exemption, or are not subject to
TSCA.
b. Verify that commercial manufacture or import of new chemicals did not begin prior
to the end of the 90-day review date, and not more than 30 days before the Notice
of Commencement (NOC) date. If commercial manufacture or import has not
begun, verify that no NOC has been submitted.
c. Verify the accuracy and documentation of the contents of the PMN itself.
2. Research and Development (R&D) I~xemption
a. Verify that the recordkeeping and notification requirements are being met for all
R&D chemicals.
b. Verify that "Prudent Laboratory Practices" and hazardous data searches are
adequately documented.
3.

Test Marketin.q Exemption (TME)

a. Verify that the conditions spelled out in the TME application are being met,
particularly with respect to dates of production, quantity manufactured or imported,
number of customers and use(s).
b. Verify that the TME recordkeeping requirements are being met.
4. Low Volume Exemption (LVE) and Polymer Exemption (PE)
a. Verify that specific conditions of the exemption application are being met, and that
all test data have been submitted.
b. For an LVE, verify that the 1,000-kg limit per 12-month period has not been
exceeded. For a PE, ensure that the chemical structure and monomer
composition(s) are accurate.
c. Verify that recordkeeping requirements for.both LVEs and PEs are being met.
5. 5(e)/5(f) Order, Rule, or Iniunction
a. Verify that all conditions of the order, rule, or injunction are being followed, including
use of protective equipment, glove testing, training, and recordkeeping.
b. If a testing trigger is specified, verify production volume and status of testing
activity.
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6. Si,qnificant New Use Rule (SNUR)
a. Verify that no commercial production has occurred prior to the 90-day review date.
b. Verify that SNUR notices (i.e., Significant New Use Notices [SNUNs] have been
submitted for all applicable manufactured, imported, or processed chemicals.
c. Verify technical accuracy of SNUN and completeness of required recordkeeping.
7. Bona Fide Submittals
Determine the commercial production (or import) status and R&D history of those bona
fide chemicals not found on the confidential 8(b) inventory. Verify findings against
applicable PMN, TME, and other exemption...
8. Section 8(a) Level A PAIR and CAIR Repo~
a. "Determine if Preliminary Assessment Information Rule (PAIR) and Comprehensive
Assessment Information Rule (CAIR) reports have been submitted for all 8(a) Level
A listed chemicals manufactured or imported by the facility.
b. Verify the accuracy of submitted PAIR.information, particularly the reported figures
for total production volum~ and worker exposure levels.
c. Verify the accuracy of submitted CAIR information and if the report meets the date
specified in the regulation.
9. Section 8(b) Inventory Update Rule (IUR).
a. Verify the accuracy of the information submitted in response to the IUR.
b. Determine that required information was submitted by the deadline for all chemicals
subject to IUR.
10.

Section 8(c) Recordkeepin.~

a. Determine if the facility has a Section 8(c) file and that allegations of significant
health and environmental harm on record are properly filed and recorded.
b. Determine that all applicable allegations have been recorded and filed.
c. Determine if the facility has a written Section 8(c) policy and if the policy includes
outreach to the employees.
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11. Section 8(d) Reportin.q
Determine if copies (or lists) of all unpublished health effects studies have been
submitted by manufacturers, importers, and processors for any Section 8(d) listed
chemical.
12. Section 8(e) Reportin,q

a. Verify that all Section 8(e) substantial risk reports to the Agency were accurate and
submitted within the required time frames.
b. Verify that all substantial risk incidents and/or test results have been reported to
EPA.

c. Determine that the company has an adequate written policy addressing Section
8(e), and that it relieves employees of individual liability.

E. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
Ba.sic Program
Pesticides are regulated by FIFRA and regulations promulgated pursuant to FIFRA. Many
States have primary enforcement responsibility for FIFRA. Under FIFRA, pesticide products
must be registered by EPA before they are sold or distributed in commerce. EPA registers
pesticides on the basis of data adequate to show that, when used according to label
directions, they will not cause unreasonable adverse effects on human health or the
environment.
To ensure that previously registered pesticides meet current scientific and regulatory
standards, in 1972 Congress amended FIFRA to require the "reregistration" of all existing
pesticides.

Evaluating Compliance
The following list is used in conjunction with specific storage/use/disposal requirements found
on pesticide labels. FIFRA requires a written Notice of Inspection and written Receipt for
Samples collected.
¯ Determine types and registration status of all pesticides produced, sold, stored, and
used at the facility, particularly if any are restricted or experimental use pesticides.
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¯ Determine use(s) of each pesticide.
¯ Determine certification status of facility/handlers.
Verify who certifies facility/pesticide handlers (EPA, State, Department of Defense).
Determine if commercial or private application.
If restricted-use pesticides are used, check if pesticide applicators are authorized to
use these pesticides.
Check expiration dates on licenses/cSrtificates.
¯ Review applicable records.
-

Check previous inspection records and complaints.

- Check application records.
Check restricted-use pesticides records (must be kept at least 2 years). Document
suspected violations accordingly.
Check inventory records.
Check training records.
Check equipment repair records.
¯ Inspect storage, mixing/loading, and container disposal areas
Check bulk storage areas for compliance with Federal/State rules.
Check location, ventilation, segregation, shelter, and housekeeping of pesticide
storage handling areas. Check security, fire protection, and waming, signs, as may
be required by State regulations.
-

Check mixing equipment/procedures for reducing handlers’ exposures to pesticides.

- Check for safety equipment/procedures/use.
- Check container cleanup and disposal procedures.
¯ Pesticide waste disposal
Check to see that pesticides are disposed of in accordance with applicable label
and RCRA requirements.
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¯ Determine measures taken to ensure worker safety.
Check pesticide use records for re-entry time limit notation.
Check .pesticide use records for informing farmer(s) or warning workers and/or
posting fields.
¯ Observe actual pesticide application.
Observe mixing/loading and check calculations for proper use dilution.
Observe when spray is turned on/off witl~ respect to ends of field.
Watch for drift or pesticide mist dispersal pattern.
Note direction of spraying pattern and trimming techniques.
Record wind speed and direction, air temperature, and relative humidity.
Observe application with respect to field workers, houses, cars, power lines, and
other obstacles.
Determine if applicator and assisting personnel are wearing safety gear required by
the label.

F. Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA)
Basic Program
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986 is a free-standing law
contained within the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986.
EPCRA is also commonly known as SARA Title III. EPCRA requires dissemination of
information to State and community groups and health professionals on chemicals handled at
regulated facilities.
An EPCRA inspection verifies that the facility owner/operator has notified State and local
agencies of regulated activities; has submitted information to specific State and local
agencies; and, has prepared and submitted all other required reports.
R0014995
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Evaluating Compliance
Emer.qency Plannin,q (Sections 301 throu.qh 303)
EPA promulgated regulations that identify extremely hazardous substances and the levels to
be regulated under EPCRA. The inspector should determine whether the facility is subject to
EPCRA regulation. If the facility does meet the requirements, the inspector should verify
whether the facility owner/operator:
¯ Notified the State emergency response agency and the local emergency planning
committee that the facility is regulated under EPCRA.
¯ Designated a facility emergency coordinator to assist the local emergency planning
committee in the planning process.
¯ Notified the local emergency planning committee of the emergency coordinator’s
identity.
Emer,qency Notification (Section 304)
The owner/operator of a facility subject to EPCRA must immediately report releases of
hazardous substances. Substances subject to this requirement are the extremely hazardous
substances listed in 40 CFR Part 355 and substances subject to the emergency notification
requirements under CERCLA Section 103(a) or (c). The inspector should verify whether an
immediate notification was made to the:
¯ State emergency response commission
¯ Local emergency planning committee
¯ National Response Center for spills involving CERCLA reportable quantities.
Community Ri.qht-to-Know Requirements (Sections 311 throu.qh 312)
Manufacturing facilities subject to the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) Hazardous
Communication regulation (29 CFR Part 1910) are required to prepare Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS) for each hazardous chemical handled at the facility. Manufacturing facilities
contained within Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes 20 through 39 are subject to
these requirements. OSHA revised its Hazardous Communication Regulation, effective
September 23, 1987, to require that MSDSs be prepared by nonmanufacturing facilities. The
inspector should verify that the facility owner/operator has sent the following to the State
emergency response commission, the local emergency planning committee, and the local fire
department:
¯ MSDSs or a list of chemicals covered by MSDSs found at the facility
¯ An annual inventory of hazardous chemicals found at the facility.
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Toxic Chemical Release Reportin,q (Section 313)

Covered facilities (40 CFFI 372.22) that manufacture, import, process, or use certain
chemicals above specified amounts must annually report releases to the environment. The
inspector should determine whether the facility owner/operator is required to submit this
annual report (Form R). The following criteda are applied to determine if the facility is
required to report:
¯ The facility has the equivalent of 10 or more full-time employees.
¯ The facility conducts general manufacturing activities that fall within SIC Codes 20-39.
¯ The facility manufactured on processed in excess of 25,000 pounds or used in any
other manner 10,000 pounds or more of the chemicals listed on the Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI).
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIONAGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

M EMORAND UM

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT

SUBJECT:

National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist Used as a Guideline

FROM:

Steven A. Herman
Assistant Administrator

TO:

Regional Administrators
Headquarters Compliance Program Directors

Thank you for your comments on the proposed National Multi-Media Screening
Inspection Checklist (3/29/93), developed by the Environmental Services Divisions (ESDs),
and led by Region III under the auspices of the Enforcement Management Council (EMC).
The national checklist consolidated the best of the existing screening questions into one
guideline as requested by the EMC. This was a useful project and I commend it.
This memorandum responds to four key issues raised in your comments: 1) the use of
the national checklist as a model or guideline; 2) the amount of flexibility that Regions will
have to implement screening; 3) the use of multi-media screening in all single media
inspections versus targeted use of screening; and 4) time to complete screening relative to the
amount of time required for completion of routine single media inspections. The approach,
recommended both by my office and Greene Jones (ESD Director, Region III) who organized
the national checklist project, was discussed and endorsed by the EMC on April 28, 1993.
Use of the National Multi-Media Screeninq Inspections Checklist As a General Guideline in FY
1993
The majority of Regions have developed and are using regional checklists. These
Regions should review the attached national checklist and make further modifications of their
checklists as they see fit. Any Region that was not using a screening inspection checklist in
FY 1993 should adopt the national checklist as is or modify it to address regional needs. In
either case, multi-media screening should continue during this fiscal year. Region III has
reviewed the comments on the checklist and made minor modifications to that portion where
there was a consensus concerning the RCRA Program. The revised national checklist is
attached (dated 5/12/93).
Frequency of Use of Screeninq
The goal in FY 1993 has been to use multi-media screening in all single media
inspections at facilities with potential multi-media impacts. Regions have adopted different
approaches to the use of screening, but all those who commented prefer a targeted use of
multi-media screening inspections at this time. I recognize that multi-media screening may not
T-1
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be productive or beneficial at some facilities. However, I believe that at the majodty of
facilities screening will be useful, and I encourage you to incorporate multi-media screening
inspections in as many single-media inspections as possible.
Creation of a Multi-Media Screeninq Inspection Work Group
To answer the many questions that still remain about the best approaches to realizing
the benefits of multimedia screening inspections, the EMC agreed that OE should work with
the Regions and Headquarters to share and to evaluate current practices. We agreed that OE
will create a screening inspection work group, reporting to the EMC, with representatives of
Headquarters’ and Regions’ Compliance Programs, the Regional Counsels, the National
Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC), and the ESDs, but OE will keep this group as
small as possible.
The work group will build upon the ESD~’ effort and focus on the key issues raised in
your comments. This will include sharing approaches to the following: managing and
organizing multi-media screening inspections; making use of screening-level information; and
evaluating the results and benefits of screening inspections. The group will also explore the
need, if any, for national consistency in multi-media screening inspections while preserving
regional flexibility. Regions will be asked to assess their multi-media screening inspection
programs for the fiscal year in a manner that will be defined by the work group. OE will
provide further details on this new project in a separate memorandum.
If you have any questions, please contact Cheryl Wasserman, Chief, Compliance
Policy and Planning Branch or Becky Barclay, Program Analyst on (202) 260-7550.
Attachment: National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Guidance and Checklist
(5/12/93)
cc:
Deputy Regional Administrators
Regional Counsels
Regional Division Directors
OE Office Directors
OE Enforcement Counsels
OCAPO Managers
Enforcement Management Council
Steering Committee on the State/Federal Enforcement Relationship
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MULTI-MEDIA SCREENING INSPECTION PROGRAM GUIDANCE
AND NATIONAL CHECKLIST
(5/12/93)
I.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Greater use of multi-media field screening means that EPA is bdnging a multi-media
outlook into the enforcement process at an earlier stage, rather than at the later stages of
case development or settlement. By having multi-media screening information earlier, in the
process, EPA Regions can do the following: 1) better target resources for coordinated or
consolidated inspections; 2) improve the planning for and coordination of single and multimedia cases; and 3) better assure that all significant releases to the environment are included
in any facility-specific enforcement strategy.
The specific objectives of a multi-media screening inspection program are to identify
the more obvious unpermitted activities and any other readily detectible instances of noncompliance by using indicators of non-compliance in environmental programs, beyond the
primary objective of a single program inspection. Information obtained should be preserved
as a whole and also should be referred to a compliance program office(s) or the State, as
appropriate. Follow up action could include a coordinated or consolidated inspection (full
inspections for one or more programs), or in some instances, an immediate enforcement
action.
As a guide for making and recording observations and pertinent information, the
compliance inspector will use a multi-media screening checklist. Examples of observations of
potential compliance issues include the following: inoperable control systems; unusual
emissions or discharge; evidence of spills or leaks; breached dikes, new emissions or
discharges sources; lack of permits or Spill Prevention, Containment and Control (SPCC)
Plan; abandoned drums; etc.
II.

NATIONAL MULTI-MEDIA SCREENING INSPECTION CHECKLIST AS A GENERAL
GUIDELINE IN FY 1993

The Environmental Services Divisions’ Field Branch Chiefs and the National
Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) have led the development and implementation of
EPA’s multi-media inspection program, including screening inspections. The attached
National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist (5/12/3) was developed as a .aeneral
.quideline by a regional work group led by Region III. Region III collected eight existing
Regional checklists and analyzed the programs and types of questions contained in these.
From this analysis, Region III compiled a national checklist that serves the following
purpose: 1) to detect unpermitted discharges, emissions or sources; 2) to gather information
on suspected violations of existing regulations or permits across media at a facility or site; and
3) to identify other potentially significant environmental problems which may lie outside EPA’s
specific statutory mandates but that may warrant some type of follow up.
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The national checklist is very broad in scope, covering eleven (11) programs with
about seventy (70) questions. To answer these questions, about 45% require field
observation and 55% require interview or file review. (See Table 1. Existin~ Re.qional MultiMedia Screenin.q Checklists for a summary of programs covered by ~ach Regional checklist.)
The national checklist also includes a section, "Environmental Assessment", to identify other
potentially significant environmental problems which may warrant some type of follow up.
Given this breadth, the work group that developed the checklist estimates that one (1) work
day would be required to complete the national checklist in its present form at most facilities.
The majority of Regions have developed and are using regional checklists. These
Regions should review the attached national checklist (5/12/93) and make further
modifications of their checklists as appropriate. Any Region that was not using a screening
inspection checklist in FY 1993 should adopt the national checklist as is or modify it to
address regional needs. In either case, multi-media screening should continue during this
fiscal year using the national checklist as a gener:~l guideline.
Each Region should review the effectiveness of the multi-media screening inspection
program once per year. This Review should consider factors such as the compliance issues
discovered; success as a targeting tool; value of negative findings (e.g. no planning and
development, etc). OE will work with the Regions and Headquarters to review their multimedia screening inspection programs by forming a multi-media screening inspection work
group, reporting to the Enforcement Management Council.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTI-MEDIA SCREENING INSPECTIONS
1.

FY 1993 Goal for Use of Multi-Media Screeninq Inspections Checklist/STARS
Credit

As part of the overall effort to incorporate a multi-media perspective into all of EPA’s
enforcement activities, the Deputy Administrator requested that all single media inspections
use a multi-media screening checklist during FY 1993. This goal was articulated in the
"Overview" to the FY 1993 Operatin.q Year Guidance (USEPA, 7/92).
Regions have adopted different approaches to the use of screening inspections and
prefer a targeted use of these inspections at this time. OE recognizes that multi-media
screening may not be productive or beneficial at some facilities, but that it may be useful at
the majority or facilities. Therefore, OE encourages that multi-media screening be
incorporated into as many single media inspections as possible.
To give recognition to multi-media screening, OE modified the Strategic Targeted
Activities for Results Systems (STARS) for FY 1993 to include a measure for reporting the
number of single media inspections with multi-media screening. Regional reporting will occur
as planned in the third and fourth quarters of FY 1993 and in FY 1994.
2.

Trainin.q in How to Use the National Checklist

Formal classroom training in how and why to use the national checklist and a mu~timedia screening inspection training manual (5-10 pages) will be available in FY 1994. The
National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC), the ESDs and the National Enforcement
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Training Institute (NETI) together will develop the necessary training materials for the
checklist. Each Region can modify these materials to conform with the use of the checklist in
that Region.
3.

Pre-lnspection Preparation

Because of the breadth of the multi-media screening inspections guided by the national
checklist, some pre-inspection preparation and use of existing information is highly desirable.
However, the extent to which this can be done depends on the structure and location of
Regional program files and records; the availability of information collection support for
inspectors; and access to Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA). Each Region
should review its regional checklist [national checklist] and identify existing sources of
information for an inspector to easily access and use to complete portions of the checklist
during pre-inspection preparation. Each checklis..t, regional or national, could be modified to
denote (with an asterisk) those questions on the checklist for which EPA may already have
information.
a."

Focus on Questions to Answer in the Field

Depending on the facility or source, EPA compliance inspectors can anticipate answers
to some questions, particularly those that require file reviews for the answers, by gathering the
information from existing EPA files and databases where these are readily available.
Requesting an IDEA report from the respective regional contact (or having direct access) as a
routine part of pre-inspection preparation may also be valuable. Having this information prior
to the inspection will allow the inspector to focus multi-media screening on changes to a
facility’s status or condition which are subjects that can only be determined on site.
b.

Use of Screeninq Inspections at a Facility or Site More than Once Per Year

If during the course of the year, multiple single-media inspections are planned at a
give~ facility or site, the compliance inspector should ascertain whether a completed multimedia screening inspection checklist already exists in EPA’s records for the facility. If yes,
then the screening inspection could focus, as appropriate, on identifying changes from the
status or conditions of the facility that were recorded on a multi-media screening inspection
checklist during a prior single media inspection.
3.

Access to and Referral or Data in Completed Checklists

To get the greatest value from the completed checklist, each Region must ensure that
a process exists for referring data on suspected violations or unpermitted discharges,
emissions, or activities to the relevant programs(s). Each Region should also ensure that
completed checklists are preserved as a whole, and that EPA compliance inspectors and
other EPA personnel have easy access to completed checklists by establishing relevant filing
or record keeping systems and procedures, manual or electronic. The referral process should
include formal written procedures both for the inspector to refer potential compliance issues to
the appropriate program and for the program to report back to the inspector. This should
include a system for sharing completed checklists with States and referring matters to them as
appropriate.
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States Use of the National Multi-Media Screeninq Inspection Checklist

As part of the Addendum on Multi-Media Enforcement (5/92), EPA agreed to share
methods and materials with States to advance multi-media enforcement. Each Region should
share this national checklist with the multi-media enforcement contact or coordinator
designated by each State; however, use of these materials by a State is optional.
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MODEL MULTI-MEDIA SCREENING CHECKLIST
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1.

Inspector(s) Name

2. Date

3. Facility Name/Address

4.

Facility Contact(s)/Title(s)

5,

Description of Facility Operations
SIC Code
Number of Employees
Operating Schedule
Major Products/Production Capacity
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RCRA
Observations
1. Does the facility generate anything that looks like waste material that might contain
hazardous constituents?
2. If so, describe what the facility says regarding the RCRA regulatory status of the waste
material and their rational for such determination. (e.g., have they made a RCRA waste
identification and what was that determination? Have they determined the waste to be exempt
from regulation and why?

3.

Describe the process that generates the waste material.

4. Do you see any containers of hazardous waste, land disposal units, lagoons, treatment
units? Approximately how many?

5. Were any of the units that contain or handle hazardous wastes (containers, berms, dikes,
tanks, piping, impoundments, etc.) in poor condition, unmarked, opened; leaking, cracked,
corroded, or in a condition that wou~d allow the release or potential release of hazardous
wastes? If yes, describe unit(s). Any actual or evidence of past releases observed? If so,
describe waste (i.e., liquid, sludge, etc.) unit(s), and location.

6. Does the facility operate a boiler or industrial furnace which burns hazardous wastes?
Was there any incineration of hazardous waste on site?
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7. Was there any evidence of spills, leaks, or discharges of hazardous wastes? If so,
provide location and description.

Interview Questions/Records Review

1. If the facility is a generator of hazardous waste was there a notification of hazardous
waste activity? What is the quantity (kilograms/month) of hazardous wastes produced? How
are they produced?

2.

What is the EPA Identification Number?.

3. What was the basis (i.e. test, knowledge of process and waste) for determining if the
facility did or did not produce or handle hazardous wastes? Who made the determination?
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UST
Observations
1. Are there any underground storage tanks?
2. Approximately how many? What are the contents? (Wastes, virgin petroleum, or
chemicals)
3.

What type of leak detection is used? When was it last used?

4. Is there any evidence of leaks, spills, broken piping, broken fill/vent lines, or leaking pump
joints or valves? Provide location and description.

interview Questions/Records Review
1. If the tanks are for virgin petroleum or chemicals (not wastes), are they registered with
the state? Date of registration? Date of tank(s) installation?
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UST
Observations
1. Are there any underground storage tanks?
2. Approximately how many? What are the contents? (Wastes, virgin petroleum, or
chemicals)
3.

What type of leak detection is used? When was it last used?

4. Is there any evidence of leaks, spills, broken piping, broken fill/vent lines, or leaking pump
joints or valves? Provide location and description.

Interview Questions/Records Review
1. If the tanks are for virgin petroleum or chemicals (not wastes), are they registered with
the state? Date of registration? Date of tank(s) installation?

R0015010
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

SPCC
Observations
1. Does the facility have the capacity to store oil either in above or below ground tanks?
How many gallons? Does any tank have a capacity of more than 660 gallons in a single tank
or does the facility have a capacity of more than 1320 gallons in a number of tanks or a
capacity of more than 42,000 gallons below the ground?

2. What type of secondary containment is used’at the facility? Were there any deficiencies
in the secondary containment (cracks, broken, dikes left open)? Is it adequate to contain the
entire contents of the largest tank?

Interview Questions/Records Review
1. Does the facility have a certified (signed by a P.E.) plan? When was it last updated?

2. Has there been any major changes to oil storage at the facility since the last modification
of the plan?

T-12
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

Appendix T

WETLANDS
Observations
1. Are there any wet areas near the facility with wetland-type vegetation (cattails, rushes,
sedges) that have been disturbed by waste disposal, ditching, or filling?

Interview Questions/Records Review
1. Does the facility have a federal section 404 permit or any state or local permit authorizing
the fill?

R0015012
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

FIFRA
Observations
1.

Does the facility produce pesticides?

2.

Is the facility applying pesticides?

3. Where are the pesticides stored?

Interview Questions/Records Review

~

1. If the facility produces pesticides what is the establishment’s registration number?
~.

If the facility is applying pesticides what is the registration number of the pesticides?

T-14
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

AIR
Observations
1. Is there any asbestos on site?
2. Is the facility undergoing or has the facility undergone any renovations or demolitions
during the last 18 months which involve the removal or disturbance of asbestos-containing
materials? Approximately how much asbestos (square feet or linear feet) was removed?

3. Does the facility have any coating or printing operations? Does the facility use any paints
or organic solvents? What, if any, type of air 15ollution control is used? Was it operating?

4.

Were there any odors? What process was the source of the odors? Describe the odors.

5. Were there any visible (opaque smoke) emissions? What process was the source?
Were their any fugitive (not from a stack) emissions? Was the air pollution control equipment,
if any, operating? Describe source.

Interview Questions/Records Review
1. If asbestos was removed was notification provide to the State and EPA?
2. If the facility has coating or printing operations, are they water based or organic solvent
based?

R0015014
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

3. Does the facility handle/emit any of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP) chemicals other than asbestos (mercury, beryllium, vinyl chloride,
benzene, arsenic, radionuclides)? Describe proc.ess.

4. Has the facility added new or expanded existing processes in the last two years? Was it
permitted by EPA of the State?
r
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

TSCA-PCB’S
Observations
1. Did the facility have or does it have any PCB electrical equipment? What equipment
(type and quantity) is on-site?

2. Does the facility have a PCB equipment storage area for disposal or reuse? Describe
the storage area (i.e. concrete pad, walls, roof, curbs).

3.

Are there any labels/markings on the PCB equipment?

4.

Is there any leaking PCB electrical equipment? Describe.

5.

Does the facility have any hydraulic systems? Any leaking?

Interview Questions/Records Review
1. If the facility has PCB electrical equipment was it tested? What were the test results?

2. If the facility has any hydraulic systems when were they tested for PCBs? What were the
test results?

R0015016
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklisl

WATER-NPDES
Observations

"’

1.

Does the facility use water in it’s manufacturing process?

2.

Does the facility discharge to a stream, municipal sewer, or use subsurface disposal?

3. What process(es) generate wastewater? Is the wastewater treated? Is the effluent
clear? Does the treatment plant appear to be maintained (look for rust, dry basins,
abandoned equipment, etc.)?

4.

Where does the storm water drain to?

5.

Where do floor drains discharge?

Interview Questions/Records Review
1. How is the treatment plant’s sludge disposed? How is it tested?

R0015017
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

EPCRA
Interview Questions/Records Review
1. Were there any chemical releases in excess of the reportable Superfund quantities (see
below)? Who was provided the notification? Was it oral or written?

2. Does the facility manufacture, process, or u~e any toxib chemicals in a quantity greater
than 10,000 Ibs/yr? Identity them. Are any of them section 313 chemicals (see below)?

3. If the answer to question 2 is yes, has the facility submitted the toxic chemical release
form (R)?

4. Does the facility have the Material Safety Data Sheets on site and were they submitted to
the State Emergency Response Commission (SERC) and/or the Local Emergency Planning
Committee (LEPC)?

5. Has the facility submitted the Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory forms to the
LEPC and SERC?

R0015018
The chemicals subject to these requirements can be found in EPA publication number 560/4-92011, January 1992, "Title III, List of Lists".
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklis[

SDWA-UIC
Observations

.-

1. Are there any discharges other than sanitary waste (i.e. industrial wastes) into or onto
(including drain fields) the ground? Is an on-site septic disposal system ’used? Describe the
discharges and disposal system.

.Interview Questions/Records Review

""

1. Does the facility have or has it had any wells (dug, drilled or driven), dry wells,
leachfields, or septic systems? Did they receive(d) commercial or industrial waste (liquid
and/or solid), cooling water, or drainage from roof drains, floor drains, or parking lots? If yes,
give a description.

2.

Does the facility have a permit?

3.

What is the current status of wells (active, abandoned, under construction, repairs)?

4.

If the wells are inactive what was the date they were last used?

T-20
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

SDWA-PWS
Interview Questions/Records Review
1. What is the facility’s source of drinking water? Does the facility have a private well?
How many people does it serve?

2. Is the water sampled and analyzed for contaminants? Are the results reported to the
state or EPA?

R0015020
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National Multi-Media Screening Inspection Checklist

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
1. Is there any evidence of environmental impacts that haven’bbeen addressed’~ Possible
exam~)les include:
¯
additional evidence of spills, leaks
vegetation damage in the surrounding area
- odors in the surrounding neighborhood
- neighborhood covered with "dusts"
- poor water quality in streams near the fac31ity

2. Were there situations of possible excessive occupational exposure that should be
referred to OSHA?

R0015021
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United State.s
Environmental Protection Agency
(2223A)
Washington, DC 20460
Official Business
penalty for Private Use
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Santa Monica Bay
Restoration Pl~n

September I994
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Table 2-4a Examples of FaCIllUes/Businesses Included in Standard IndustTial Cfasalficat|ons
SIC

16
115
!/ 17
20
22
24
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

SIC DESCRIPTION AND EXAMPLES
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION (UVESTOCIO - beef caLl:le, hogs, chickens, daiw farms, etc.
OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION - opera~ng Prope~es, producing natural gas liquids, field services,etc.
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. single family housing, resiclen~tal housing, non-resiclenttal housing, etc
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION - highways and street~, bridges, tunnels, eart~ moving, etc.
CONSTRUCTIONexcavation, LSPECIALetc. TRADE] - plumbing, heating, masonrY, painting, carpentw, roofing, concrete,
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS - meat products, dairy products, canned products, grain mill Products, bakery
product.s, sugar and corlfec~onery products, fats and oils, beverages, etc.
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS - fabric mills, knitting mills, dyeing and finishing facilities, yarn ancl t:hreao mills, etc.
LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS - logging, sawmills and planing mills, structural woo0 member~ mfg., wood
containers, etc.
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS - pulp mills, paper and Daperboard mills, paDerooarO containers and boxes,
conver~eO Paper proclucts, etc.
PRINTING, PUBLISHING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES - newspapers, perio~iicals, Doom, commerczal printing, greeting
cards, etc.
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS - Industrial inorganlcs, plastic~ materials, drugs, soaps and other cleaning
preparations, cosmetics, industrial organics, agricu(tural chemicals, etc.
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES - asphalt paving and roofing materials, pe~oleum and coal
products, etc.
RUBBER AND MISCELLANEOUS PLASTICS PRODUCTS - t~res and inner tubes, rubber anO plastic footwear and otiler
producta, gaskets and sealing devices, etc.
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS ¯ leather tanning and finishing, footwear, luggage, handbags, other personal
leather goods, etc.
STONE, CLAY, GLASS AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS - pottery, glass and glassware, concrete and plaster product3, cut

and cut s~one products, etc.

33 PRIMARY METALS INDUSTRIES - steel works, btast furnaces, rolling and finishing mills, foundries, smelting and
refining, etc.
34 FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS - metal cans and shipping containers, cutlery, handtools, plumbing fixtures, screw
machine products, metal forging and stamping, coa~ing and engraving, etc.
36 ELECT~.ONIC AND OTHER ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT - electric transmissions, industrial apparatus, household
appliances, lighting and winng equipment, communications equipment, etc.
building and repairing, railroad eduipment, motorcycles, bicycles, etc.
39
40
41

pencils, ar’dst materials, no=ons, etc.

RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION. line haul operations, switching and terminal operations
LOCAL AND SUBURBAN TRANSIT - passenger trenspon~tion, taxicabs, buses, terminal and service facilities for
motor vehicle transportaUon.
37~ J! MISC.
TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT - motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment, aircraft and parts, ship and boat
M.A.NUFACTURING
INDUST..- jewelry,
silverware,
plated ware,
musical insl~uments,
dolls, toys, games, Pens,
MOTOR
FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
o trucking,
warehousing
and storage,
terminal maintenance
42
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE - all estalaltshments
WATER TRANSPORTATION o freight and passenger transportation marina operations and services
45
J
TRANSPORTATION
BY AIR
- courter
services- t~nsportation,
f ying f water
elds,supply,
airportirrigation
terminal
services
~9
ELECTRIC, GAS, AND
SANITARY
SERVICES
gas prodUCl~onaimorts,
and distribution,
systems
50
electrical goods, hardware, machinery, durable goods, etc.
5
AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS AND GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS - car dealers, boat dealers, motorcycle dealers, etc.
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR, SERVICES AND PARKING * Car WaShes, upholsterY shops, general repair shops, etc.
! WHOLESALE TRADE - motor vehicles ancl pa~s and supples, furn ture. lumber, commercial equip., me~als,

~5
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Po]lutinn Prevm~tion and Source Reduction (PP]
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Bay RastoraJ~n Plan
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